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Each graph represents seven 
to ten pages of test information 
per candidate. 

Individual tests are available 
for your review at your request. 

As these comparative charts 
indicate, all candidates tested 
competitively in the four areas. 

However, based on further in-
depth study, including extensive 
personal interviews, we highly 
recommend you interview 
candidates 4 and 5 as soon as 
possible. 

Our office will be contacting 
you immediately to set up these 
interviews at your earliest con
venience. 
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Whether you're Nabiscolhlor Ms. Priss' 
Cookie Company you worry about tl1ebottom 
line.Write letters. Keep track of inventory. 
Keep your overhead under control. Pay taxes. 
Retrieve files.Schedule projects. 

Which iswhy you can dramatically 
increase your business' productivity with The 
Macintosh"" Office. 

The cornerstone of The Macintosh Office 
is our Macintosh 512K computer.All you need 
to know about its powerful, 32-bit, mouse
driven technology is that it reduces the time 
it takes to become productivewith a computer 
from well over a work week to just under a 
lunch hour. 

But more important, Macintosh mns 
more than 500 

software r.-,,,, a·~-~ 


programs that ·- - _ · .
p!] ~can s.olve a ~ ~ ..
multitude - ,. ~ 


of business • ~ · 

problems. 


When 
you team up Macintosh witl1 the second 
hardest worker in The Macintosh Office, 
our LaserWriter™ printer,you can bring a new 
level of professionalism to your papeiwork. 

It produces publication-quality text 
and graphics in letters, internal documents, 
presentations,even business forms. There's 
no telling what it can save you in outside 
printing costs alone. And the LaserWriter can 
be shared with as manyas 31Macintosh 
computers. So it becomes more cost efficient 
with every Macintosh you connect to it. 

Butcher, baker, candlestick-maker...or 
Nabisco, for more infonnation about The 
Macintosh Office call 800-446-3000. 

No job too big. 

Or too small. 


TheJ\1acintoshOffice.
, 

® 
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Great GiffSuggestion 

10runder $9,000: 


It's the MC-186/EL~ Gifford's four-user 
entry level system-just $8,995. 

It's a complete n1ultiuser systen1witha23 megabyte hard 
disk.Just add tern1inals, turn it on, and start using over 100 Gifford 
productivity tools and utilities. You even get word processing, 
electronic n1ail, and telecomn1unications. 

You can also use it as a building block in a fast local area 
network with IBM PCs, co111patibles, and other MC-186 family 
n1en1bers. Run Lotus™ 1-2-3 and other MS-DOS™ favorites, plus 
thousands of single and n1ultiuser, 8- and 16-bit CP/M® programs. 

Call 415/ 895-0798 for your nearest dealer. Or write to us at 
2446 Verna Cou11, San Leandro, CA 94577. 

The features n1ake it a Giff. The price n1akes it a present. 

eeff!l!! 

A sutJsidiarv ofZitel corporation 

THE MULnUSER COMPANY
2446 Verna Court . San Leandro. CA 94577 415/ 895-0798 Telex 704 521 2050 North Loop West. Suite 116 Houston, TX 77018 713/680-1944 


In Europco London (01) 337-2372 Telex 28106 (UK) 


MC-186 and MC-186/ EL arc trademarks of Gifford Computer Systems. IBM PC is a trademark of International Business Machines, Inc. 

CP/ M is a trJdemark of Digital Research, Inc. MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corp. Lotus is a trademark of Lotus Development Corp. 
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E·D· I·T·O·R· I·A· L 


TEN GOOD YEARS 
Cast yourself back. The hpt new com
puters from major vendors are the 
Amdahl V-6 . the Cray-I . and the DEC 
LSI-I I. The C and Pascal programming 
languages are approaching the age of 
four. LCDs have just been introduced. 
The first programmable calculator. the 
HP-65 . is one year old. An electrical 
engineer named Steve Ciarcia works 
for Control Data and is designing a 
computer-controlled casting facility 
for Pratt & Whitney. A writer named 
Jerry Pournelle is pounding the keys 
of his Selectric II typewriter. certain 
that technology should give him a 
more efficient way of producing 
manuscripts. The time is September 
197 5-and into this world drops the 
first issue of BYTE. Tne Small Systems 
Journal. 

BYTE marks its I 0th anniversary this 
month. We remember the early days 
in several ways. We devote our theme 
section to homebrewing. Our lead 
feature article. on Steve Ciarcia's 
remarkable SBl80 computer system. 
will give new vitality to the tireless and 
fertile CP/M-compatible world. The 
SB 180. with its 256K-byte RAM. 
ZCPR3. and RAM-disk software. towers 
over Steve's original 8008-based 
microcomputer built in early 197 5. 

We also devote a special section to 
the celebration of the anniversary. 
The section contains a timeline of de
ve lopments in personal computing 
spanning the last 10 years and an ar
ticle describing progress in micropro
cessors during this period. The sec
tion honors four people who have 
made outstanding contributions to 
BYTE through the years: Carl Helmers. 
the founding editor. who saw the pos
sibilities in small computers from the 
very beginning; Steve Ciarcia. our 
hardware wizard. whose output is 
itself an implicit history of personal 
computers; Jerry Pournelle. the master 
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of colloquial style. whose unique 
perspective on small computers both 
entertains and informs; and Robert 
Tinney. our popular cover artist. who 
has yielded the cover of this issue to 
Steve Ciarcia's SB 180 but has done art 
to introduce each section. 

We can only marvel at how far tech
nology has advanced in BYTE's life
time. Several microcomputers were 
available for readers of BYTE's first 
issue: the Scelbi-8B and the RGS 
008A. both based on the Intel 8008; 
the MITS Altair 8800. based on the 
Intel 8080; the IMP-16. based on an 
o lder 16-bit microprocessor from Na
tional Semiconductor; and the Sphere 
I. based on the Motorola 6800. These 
early machines typica lly had I K to 4 K 
bytes of RAM and used cassettes or 
paper tape fo r mass storage. Com
pare these early machines with Steve 
Ciarcia's SB 180 system. introduced 
this month. or with the Amiga from 
Commodore. last month's cover story. 
and you'll see how far we've come. 

Another measure of progress is the 
comparison of advertising copy in the 
first issue and this one. A September 
197 5 advertisement from Godbout 
Electronics says. "You'll appreciate the 
7 segment readouts for easy octal 
debugging on both address and data. 
as well as the integral audio cassette 
and serial/Teletype interfaces ... plus 
2K bytes of integral memory.' ' People 
jumped at the chance to buy this new 
computer. The field of microcom
puters was about to explode. For 
BYTE's readers. the idea of enjoying 
full ownership and control of a real 
computer was and is irresistible. 

BYTE was there at the birth of 
microcomputing. We hope you will 
enjoy a look backward at BYTE 
and microcomputing as well as our 
usual efforts to keep you informed 
about the latest techn ical develop
ments and tomorrow 's trends. 

BYTE has scheduled a series of 
anniversary-related events at The 
Computer Museum in Boston during 
September. Starting September 4th 
there will be a month-long showing of 
original BYTE covers by Robert 
Tinney. On September 8th. at 4:00 
p.m .. noted British computer scientist 
Professor C. A. R. Hoare of Oxford 
University will deliver a talk. open to 
museum visitors. on "The Mathe
matics of Programm ing:· On Sep
tember 22nd. from 1:00-4 :00 p.m .. 
Steve Ciarcia will hold informal discus

. sions about some of his projects. 

WANTED: EARLY PERSONAL 

COMPUTERS. ETC. 

We'd like to ask some of the computer 
pioneers in our readership to help 
The Computer Museum complete its 
co ll ection of early microcomputer 
hardware. software. and other relics. 
The Computer Museum. Computer
Land. and CW Communications are 
jointly sponsoring a contest to bring 
personal computing artifacts into the 
museum. Especially sought are kit 
machines. programs. newsletters. etc.. 
from the days of the first hobbyists 
and hackers. including early serial 
number. pre-1980 machines and first 
releases of operating systems. lan
guages. and applications programs. 
Send photos or descriptions of your 
relics to Curator. Personal Computers. 
The Computer Museum. 300 Con
gress St.. Museum Wharf. Boston. MA 
02210. Donors of the five best finds 
will receive all-expenses-paid trips to 
Boston for the resulting exhibition's 
grand opening party. All donors will 
be invited to the party and receive a 
catalog of the exhibition. Entries will 
be judged on significance. date. rarity. 
completeness. and condition. Dona
tions are tax-deductible. 

-Pliil Lemmons. Editor in Cliief 



Maxell Gold. 
The floppy disk 


that turns Apples

golden, 


keeps AT&T on-line, 

and makes ever~ 

Tuxas Instrmnent 
agusher. ~ 

Whether you're exploring for profits, 
reaching out for projections, or polishing 
your argument, there's a Maxell floppy disk 
perfect for your computer. Consider the 
unique way we pack and bind our oxide 
particles for quality over the long run. Or 
our lifetime warranty. Maxell. The Gold 
Standard in floppy disks. Precious metal 
for virtually every computer made. 

maxell® 
IT'S WORTH IT 

Maxell Corporation of America, 60 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, N.J. 07074 
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YOUR DAYS OF BUYING 
GRAPHICS TERMINALS 
ARE OVER! 
Now there are two ways to use your 
PC to access popular mainframe 
graphics products like SAS/GRAPH *, 
TELLAGRAPH *, RS/1 *, DISSPLA *, 
and PLOT-1 O*. Joining our popular 
SmarTerm 125 DEC* VT125 
ReGIS graphics emulator, our 
NEW SmarTerm 4014 product gives 
you full Tektronix* 4010/4014 plus 
DEC VT102 emulation. View the entire 
graphics image on the PC screen, or 
use the powerful instant ZOOM feature 
to magnify a selected portion of the 

AFTER
~~rf~~nT:~~~ix 
1024 x 780 
resolution . 

Using Picture Playback, pictures drawn 
by the host can be saved, sent to 
other users, examined in detail using 
ZOOM mode, and printed or plotted 
offline. Like all SmarTerm emulators, 
SmarTerm 4014 includes powerful 
text and binary file transfer facilites, 
PDIP * and XMODEM protocol 
support, and TTY mode to link you 
to popular time sharing services. 

By the way, if you only need text ter
minal emulation, be sure to ask about 
our SmarTerm 220, SmarTerm 100, 
and SmarTerm 400 products. 

Join the more than 25,000 "FIRST 
CLASS" people who use SmarTerm . 
Try it for 30 days with full refund 
privileges. 

Available from Computerland, 
your local software dealer, or 
Persoft , Inc. - 2740 Ski Lane 
Madison , WI 53713 
(608) 273-6000 - TELEX 759491 

SMARTERM~WHAT 
DO YOU DO WITH YOUR 

OBSOLETE TE MINAL? 


IDEA CREDIT: Jill Roth of Chino, Cal ifornia . Send us your ideas for uses of obsolete terminals replaced by SmarTerm. 
The best ideas will be used in future ads. Write Persoft , Dept. MAILBOX, 2740 Ski Lane , Madison , WI 53713 . -"SMAATERM is a regislered trademark o1 Person. Inc. "PDIP is a lrademork ol Perrott, Inc. "DEC, VT and RoGIS are 
trademarks o! Digital Equipmen1 Corp. "Tck11onix and PLOT-10 are registered trademarks ot Te k1 roni•. Inc. ' SAS/GRAPH 
is a lradoma1k of SAS Institute, Inc. "RS/1 is a trademark o1 Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc. "TELLAGAAPH is a !Hldcmark 
c l ISSCO G1aphics Corp. • DISSPLA is a trndomark or Control Data Corp. 

© Pcrsolt. Inc 1985. All ngh!s reserved. 



M· 1-C·R·O·B·Y·T·E·S 

Staff-written highlights of late developments in the microcomputer industry. 

Optical Discs, Image Scanners, Laser Printers at NCC 

At the National Computer Conference in Chicago. at least four Japanese companies-Ricoh, 
Minolta. Canon. and Toshiba-showed document-filing systems that link digitizing image 
scanners. computers. and laser printers. Toshiba's and Ricoh's systems also use an optical 
laser disc to store images. Except for Toshiba. all of the companies were merely testing the 
waters and declined to speculate on pricing or availability of complete systems since they 
sell primarily to OEMs. 

Optical drives: Toshiba showed both 12-inch and 5 Vt -inch write-once optical-disc drives; 
the 5 V-i -inch drive should be available to OEMs by next summer. Verbatim. a maker of 
magnetic floppy disks. displayed a 3 V2-inch erasable optical disc that stores 40 megabytes 
but predicted that drives and media would not be available in that format until at least 
1987. Hitachi showed a $25.000 optical videodisc recorder that can store 24.000 video 
frames {I 3 minutes of video) on a $260 disc. The company said it has no plans to pursue 
data applications for the unit. 

CD ROMs: Hitachi. Panasonic. and Toshiba showed compact-disc ROM drives. all sched
uled for mass production early in 1986 at unspecified cost. As many industry observers ex
pected, Grolier Electronic Publishing announced that its complete A!ademic American En
cyclopedia will be sold on a CD with Activenture software for $199. Grolier will also offer a 
videodisc version of the encyclopedia for $90. 

Image scanners: Microtek Lab is selling a dual-resolution (200- and 300-dpi) scanner for 
$2300. Ricoh 's IS-30 provides 300-. 240-. and 180-dpi scanning capabilities; it will be 
available only to OEMs. Also for OEMs only: four image scanners from Canon. 

Laser printers: Ricoh displayed an 8-page-per-minute laser printer it said might be sold 
by OEMs for considerably less than $4000. (Ricoh also offers 12- and 40-page-per-minute 
laser printers.) Casio showed its LCS-2400. a liquid-crystal-shutter printer that outputs text 
and graphics at 240 dpi. Sanyo showed a 20-page-per-minute LED-array printer with a 
300-dpi resolution . The company said the printer would be available in early 1986 for less 
than $4000 and possibly less than $3000. 

Motorola Asks FCC to Allow Radio ..Based LANs 

Motorola Inc. filed a petition with the Federal Communications Commission in June re
questing that the FCC authorize radio local-area networks {LANs) in the 1700- to 1710-MHz 
signal range. The petition reveals that Motorola's LAN would use less than 100 milliwatts to 
transfer data over a range of about 1000 feet. No information on the speed or the price of 
the LAN was included in the petition . and Motorola declined to comment until the FCC acts 
on the request. 

A radio network would enable LANs to operate without point-to-point wiring but would 
require that each node on the network have a radio transceiver. 

Epson, ABC, and Indesys on FM Radio 

Epson America. American Broadcaiting Company, and lndesys {for Information Delivery 
System) have signed an agreement to deliver electronic information over subcarriers of FM 
radio stations. Under the plan, Indesys {based in Mountain View, CA) will distribute informa
tion at 38 kbps over microwave towers 'and via satellite to some of ABC's affiliated FM sta
tions. These stations will then channel the information over the subcarrier portion of their 
FM signals. The information can be received by a small box that connects directly to an Ep
son or Epson-compatible printer or by a card inserted in an IBM Personal Computer or Ep
son QX-16. Neither the box nor the card can relay information back to Indesys via FM. but 
the card has a proprietary modem that can be used to call back to lndesys using telephone 
lines. 

The box that connects to the printer costs $299; the card for the IBM PC. $2 50. The price 
of sending a page of information reportedly will range from I 0 cents {overnight delivery) to 
20 cents {delivery within one hour). Each receiver box and card will have its own EPROM
based ID code and will receive only that information addressed specifically to it. 

(continued) 
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NANOBYTES 

William C. Lowe. president of IBM Entry Systems Division. was quoted in a recent New 
Yorn Times interview as saying that the IBM PC II "is a mythical product." which seems to 
end any discussion of that matter. Another IBM spokesperson fingered a defective chip " in 
less than 10 percent" of IBM's PC ATs as the culprit responsible for its notorious 
crashes . ... International Measures and Communications (Meacomm) of Houston , TX, is 
offering a 6502 and Applesoft BASIC emulator for Apple's Macintosh computer. allowing 
many Apple II programs to run on the Mac. Mac+ II has comm unications software for the 
Apple II and Macintosh so programs can be exchanged using the lmagewriter cable ... 
Personics of Concord , MA, offers a head-rotation-detection system that replaces the mouse 
on Apple's Macintosh. The View Control System includes a small unit that generates high
frequency sound , a headband with three small sound detectors. and a two-button keyboard 
add-on to activate the headband and simulate the mouse button. The $200 Macintosh 
version is available now; an IBM PC version is also planned .. .. Graphic Software 
Systems has developed software allowing microcomputers to act as intelligent graphics 
workstations when attached to a host computer that also uses the software. GSS-Grafstation 
employs the Virtuc;il Device Interface (VDI) developed by GSS. The company will license the 
software to OEMs for $2 50 per copy . Future Computers, Croydon . U.K. , is offering to 
OEMs a low-cost computer compatible with IBM's PC AT. Called the FX 100, the machine 
features a 10-MHz 80286 , two 1.2-megabyte floppy-disk drives. 5 I 2K bytes of memory, a 
proprietary display-adapter card compatible with the Hercules monochrome graphics card, 
and a mouse. End-user price is reportedly $2995 .... Korean electronics giant Samsung 
has added its name to the long list of makers of IBM PC AT-compatible computers. With a 
color monitor and a 20-megabyte hard disk, the Samsung OX-85 reportedly will cost 
$4895 . . . . Micrografx Inc., Richardson , 'TX, announced 1n •a•Vision, a drawing program 
that runs either alone or under Microsoft Windows using pull-down menus and multiple
window viewing. The $495 program is targeted at drafting and CAD applications ... . Merel 
of Bala Cynwyd , PA , has a $50 program . Electronic Envelope. that encodes binary files for 
transmission through electronic mail systems that permit only ASCII text to be 
exchanged . . .. Hitachi displayed a portable computer with a detachable keyboard and a 
liquid-crystal display. The company predicted that OEMs could sell the system with 2 56K 
bytes of RAM and one 3 V2-inch floppy-disk drive for less than $2000 .. .. NEC Electronics 
said its two-chip set allows design of a hard-disk controller using only 10 chips. The 
µPD7261 and µPD9306 pair will sell for $25 in OEM quantities . Qume, San Jose, CA, 
has obtained exclusive rights to market a Hitachi 10-page-per-minute laser printer in the 
U.S. beginning in early 1986. No additional details about the printer were available at press 
time .... Addison-Wesley sa id its Macintosh version of True BASIC would be available late 
this year .... Digital Research formally introduced the GEM DOS operating system for the 
68000 series of microprocessors. The debut followed an agreement wi~h Northern 
Telecomm. whose 68010-based Meridien computer system will now support GEM and GEM 
DOS . National Semiconductor's proprietary two-board computer includes its 32016 
processor along with floating-point and memory-management chips. With I megabyte of 
RAM , the board set is $2800 . . . Charles River Data Systems has developed a UNIX 
System V computer system that uses Motorola's 68020 processor. Initial buyers will get a 
140-megabyte hard disk, 4 megabytes of RAM. UNIX System V, 12 serial ports, and other 
software for $24 ,900 .... Sord Computer also has a six-user UNIX System V computer. 
Sord 's 68010-based Unibox includes a 20-megabyte hard-disk drive, one 1.2-megabyte 
floppy-disk drive, I-megabyte RAM, and ports for two users for $4695 . A 68020-based 
version is planned for early next year . . . General Motors has purchased exclusive rights 
to include Etak's electronic navigation system in its cars. Etak, based in Sunnyvale. CA. will 
offer the system as an aftermarket product for other automobiles. The prototype Etak 
system currently uses motion sensors and cassette-based map information to track vehicle 
movement on a map .... MaxThink. Piedmont. CA, said it will release MaxThink 4.0 in 
September. The new version emulates the commands of several popular word processors, 
including Volkswriter. Microsoft Word, MultiMate, and WordStar; other new features include 
hierarchical charts and disk-directory reorganization capabilities. The $60 price is 
unchanged . . Priam Corp. has added 140- and 191 -megabyte drives to its line. The units 
use six and eight disks. respectively. In large OEM quantities. the drives will cost $1750 and 
$1910 .... Sharp announced an IBM-compatible transportable computer with a backlit 
LCD. With 320K bytes of memory, two 5 !!.i -inch drives, and MS-DOS, the PC-7000 will be 
available in October for about $2000 .... From Nihhei BYTE in Japan: Bravis International 
in Tokyo introduced Japanese-to-English translation software for several Japanese MS-DOS 
computers with 5 I 2K bytes and a 20-megabyte hard disk. The company plans to follow up 
the $2600 package with English-to-Japanese and Japanese-to-Korean translators. 
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IBM IBM 
Filin3 Assistant Writing Assistant 

Howto get allyour 

Now you can easily control even management. 

But unlike software programs thathard-to-manage facts and 
can't share infonnation with other profigures with the 
grams, the IBM Assistants work togethAssistant Series from IBM, er as a team, as well as alone. 


If you line up the right 
 And unlike other programs that 
software, getting your ducks in a row is 
not only possible, but easy. 

There's a program in IBM's Assist
ant Series to handle each of the most 
important jobs people are using per
sonal computers for these days: spread
sheets, word processing. and database 

can be challenging to learn, all the com
plicated inner workings of these pro
grams have been hidden from view. So 
using them is almost intuitive. 

Filing Assistant is a database pro
gram that allows you to organize and 
store information in any format that 

suits you , and retri eve il instanta
neously, according to your own spec if i
cations. 

Writing Assislanl is a word process 
ing program that shows you on lhe 
screenjust what your words will look like 
on pape1: It helps correct misspelled 
words and even lets you insert forecasts 
or graphs from other Assistants into 
your text. 

Graphing Assistant turns numbers 
into pictures. Like all the Assistants. it 
accepts information from the keyboard . 
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ducks in arow. 

or directly from Filing Assistant. So you 
can see what the bottom line looks like as 
a pie chart, a bar chart or a line chart. 
Or all three. In minutes. 

Planning Assistant is a powerful 
new spreadsheet that replaces the com
plex commands used in earlier pro
grams with plain English (TOTAL 
instead of C21 +021 +E21 +F211. It's smart 
enough to widen columns automaticall y 
to fit your entries. It will even fill in the 
blank after '·Dec 85" with "Jan 86:· 

Repof'ling Assislan.I. helps you ere-

ate custom ized reports kornplete with 
totals, subtotals and averages) of your 
Filing Assistant data. 

If you generate so many Writing 
Assistant files that you can't remember 
them a ll by name, there's Document 
RelrievaL Assislanl to help you find them 
anyway. 

And there's Mainframe Communi
cation Assislanl to do just what its name 
suggests: link your PC to your company's 
mainframe computer. 

'lb assist your pocketbook, most 

IBM Assistants cost less than $150 ~' 
Any Authorized IBM Personal Com

puter Dealer or IBM Product Center can 
give you a demonstration of the Assistant 
Series. Just seeing them in action may 
make you feel more organized. For the 
location of the store nearest you a nd a 
free brochure, call 1-800-447-4700. In 
Alaska or Hawaii , 1-800-447-8090. 

==-= ==® 
--- ·

Pe1'So11al Con1puter Software 
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EVIDENCE OF SUPPORT 
During the past few months I have read 
several letters from your readers com
plaining about the poor support that they 
have received from the manufacturers of 
thei r personal computers. Recently I 
needed additional information about the 
1/0 ports on my AT&T PC 6300. I tried 
in va in to find a computer store that sold 
the System Programmers Guide or a person 
who could answer my questions. In 
desperation. I sent a letter to AT&T 
describing my problem and asking for ad
ditional information. To my surprise. I 
received a letter from AT&T less than 10 
days later. The letter explained that the 
System Programmers Guide had just been 
released. so some computer stores would 
not yet have it. and gave instructions on 
how to order the manual directly. The let
ter also answered my technical questions 
completely and even included photo
copies of the pertinent pages from the 
System Programmers Guide. I ordered a copy 
of the manual over the telephone and 
received it less than a week later. Well 
done. AT&T! Keep up the good work! I am 
very happy with my AT&T 6300 and the 
support from AT&T. 

DR. MICHAEL J. PELLETIER 

Cincinnati, OH 

Many times I have read about how a par
ticular software firm provided less than 
adequate service. However. I would like to 
be one individual from the silent majori
ty who speaks out for a company that 
went above and beyond the call of duty. 

I read an evaluation of a product from 
Morgan Computing called Trace86. The 
article described a save-screen function 
that Morgan Computing (MC) did not im
plement. I wrote to MC. and the people 
t~ere sa id it was their fault and that they 
would provide an update with that fea ture • 
when they had it working properly. I 
waited several months. and I had almost 
given up when I received the update and 
documentation free of charge (the ca ll of 
duty). 

Later. I read about Advanced Trace86 
(AT86). I called MC. The cost of the update 
was 599. The people at MC must have re
membered me. since they provided me 
with AT86. a letter stating they appreciated 
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my business despite the long wa it for an 
update last time. and a complimentary 
copy of Disk Toolkit. a $75 value (above 
and beyond the call of duty). 

I feel that Morgan Computing deserves 
to be recognized as one company that 
puts customer satisfaction high on its list 
of priorities. 

STEPHEN MOFFETT 

Bryan. TX 

BOTH SIDES OF DEC's RAINBOW 
I must take issue with Jared Sherman's let
ter in the June issue (page 32) attacking 
the DEC Rainbow 100. I own a Rainbow 
IOOB with 256K. CP/M. and MS-DOS. I 
also assembled. tested. and use several 
of these in my job at the University of 
Louisville. I must take exception to Sher
man's criticisms and to Rainbow crit ics in 
general. 

His first assertion was that CP/M-86/80's 
BACKUP utility "eats" files. I have backed 
up hard disks on several occasions with 
absolutely no problem. I have a feeli ng 
that Mr. Sherman has not correctly 
specified all of the parameters in his 
backup setup commands. Digital does not 
know of any errata in its documentation 
regarding the hard-disk backup. 

MAINT does have a known bug regard
ing hard disks. Digital should have told 
Sherman that MAINT was not designed to 
be used with a full hard disk (by full I mean 
100+ files) to begin with . 

I find it hard to be lieve that DEC's cus
tomer-service line was purposefully 
evasive in answering his questions. I have 
called the line on three separate occa
sions. and I found the people in Atlanta 
to be both courteous and knowledgeable. 
even when one of my problems involved 
a non-Digital modem. 

I am writing this letter with WordStar 3.3. 
We use WordStar extensively here. and I 
have heard no complaints about it not 
editing a file over 30K. Again. I believe the 
user and not the system to be at fault. 

MS-DOS manuals are a problem. It is too 
bad that to get the programming docu
mentation. one must shell out $75 for the 
MS-DOS programming manual (not $2 50: 
the manuals have been repackaged and 
are now sold separately from DEC direct). 
However. the hierarchical directory struc

ture is documented in the Advanced User's 
Gu ide provided with MS-DOS in chapter 3. 
which is entitled "More About Files:· 

I recently purchased the $7 5 Hardware 
Documentation set and find both manuals 
complete and well written. Why DEC 
didn't include this with the machine is 
unclear to me. DEC would probably 
develop a real fol lowing among program
mers if it would include these with the 
machine. The Rainbow is a wel l-designed 
and well-documented machine. and Digital 
should take advantage of this more than 
it does. 

I was most interested in Mr. Sherman's 
story about his hard-disk upgrade. I per
sonally installed 2 5 hard-disk upgrades for 
U of L some months back with no prob
lem. The only thing I can figure is that he 
had a IOOA with a motherboard problem. 
Nowhere in the documentation that I have 
can I find the fact that you need a new 
CPU motherboard to install that upgrade. 
According to the documents we received. 
to upgrade a IOOA requires a new power 
supply (included wi th the IOOA hard-disk 
upgrade). the controller board (included). 
and the drive cable. 

Like any complex piece of electronic 
equipment. proper maintenance is essen
tial. Mr. Sherman probably does not have 
his system under any kind of maintenance 
agreement with Digita l. When I purchased 
my Rainbow. a year of on-site maintenance 
was included. I believe the company has 
discontinued that offer. but I plan to put 
my system on depot (carry-in) main
tenance when my warranty expires. Mr. 
Sherman should consider doing the same. 
One bad system board wi ll pay for the 
agreement for about a year and a half. 

(continued) 
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Hard Drives 

You Can Forget About. 

UHl\Ul\\H11Ul\ 

The nicest thing about Maynard's hard drives is their 
humility. They never draw attention to themselves. They 
simply do what you tell them to do, so you can keep your 
mind on your work, not your hardware. Unsurpassed 
performance. Versatile design. Superb reliability. We give 
you an awful lot to forget about. 

Internal, external, or portable 
hard drives from 10 to 30/\18. 

~Electronics 
430 E. SEMORAN BLVD., CASSELBERRY, FL 32707 

305/331·6402 



Why you
should 

ignore95%
of the news 
Because NewsNet automaticallyfiuds the 
5% ) 'Oil need. From our database of authori 
tative, up-to-date business news, you get just 
the stories you want, delivered instantly to your 
microcomputer. You choose your own, unique 
keywords, and NewsNet saves-just fo r you-

every new article containing those words. Or, 
you can find that critical 5 % on your own , 

with NewsNet's powerful keyword search
ing and text scanning. 

Just what 's in NewsNet 's database? The full text 
of over 300 valuable business newsletters. In 
depth news, w ritten by experts, fill ed with 
analysis and interpretation. News from 34 di f
ferent industries and professions-everything 
from Computers to Investments, from Manage
ment to Telecomm unications. Plus extras such 
as wire services , online stock quotes , air fa res, 
and business credit repo rts. 

Computer News: 
Your· Specialty ts our Specialty. Herc are just 
a few of the 25 Electronics and Computers 
newsletters on NewsNet: 
The Artificia l Min i/Micro ll ulle tin 

Inte lligence Report Personal Compu ters Toda)' 
The Business Computer Robo tronics Age 
The Computer Cookhook Ncwslcu er 
Consumer Elect ro ni cs Scmicond unor Ind ustr y 
Data Base In fo rmer & Business Survey 
Electronic Mail News The Seybo ld Re po rt o n 
Outlook on IBM Professional Comput ing 
Japan High Tech Review Srnnlcy Klei n Newslet ter 

I ~icrq Moonlighter on Computer Graphics 

\ . . c . 

ONLINE 
BUSINESS 

NEWS 

Call Today! 
We'll send all you 
need to subscribe . 

(800) 
345-1301 

(in PA 215· 527-8030) 
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If is unfortunate that horror stories like 
this continue to plague the Rainbow. I have 
owned my machine for about a year now 
and have had no problem with it. The 
Rainbow is an excellent product for those 
of us who wou ld rather use the machine 
than spend our time buying upgrade 
boards to give our PC the functionality 
that the Rainbow comes bundled with . 
Digital should take note of the features the 
Rainbow has and price it more compet
itively. Including the manuals would help 
also. because no one can know how good 
the machine is if Digital won't tell. 

MI CHAEL E. HARPE 

Louisville. KY 

As a DEC Rainbow owner. I sympathize 
with Jared Sherman's difficulties. Unfor
tunately, not all DEC support people are 
equally knowledgeable and helpful. I can 
provide answers to two of his complaints. 
I am not familiar with the others. 

First. the WordStar bug is an ··undocu
mented feature" of WordStar version 3.30 
that promiscuously destroys parts of files 
longer than 3 2 K without tell ing the user. 
After several attempts at communication. 
I got the fo llowing cure from MicroPro. 
implemented using DDT86: First call up 
DDT86 with no command-line prompt. At 
the .. _.. DDT86 prompt. enter 

RWSOVLYI .OVR <return > 
{to read WSOVLY l.OVR into 
memory} 

S4A52 < return> 
{to set bit at 4A52 hex} 

The program will respond with "Bl." Enter 
··sr a carriage return . and a " ." to tell 
the program you are finished changing 
bytes. Then enter 

WWSOVLY I .OVR < return > 
{to rewrite the program on disk} 

Finally, enter - C to exit. 
Obviously. this should be tried and 

checked on a copy of the overlay file. not 
on the original. 

Second. Mr. Sherman owns a Rainbow 
IOOA with MS-DOS version 2.01. which 
has a user's manual best described as 
abysmal. The software itself also has 
several deficiencies (including an inabili
ty to work with a hard disk or use memory 
as a "RAM disk") that are remedied in 
later versions. If Mr. Sherman calls (800) 
DEC-8000 and asks for contract support. 
he can arrange to buy version 2.05 for $65 
or version 2.11 for $95. both of which 
come with adequate user's manuals. And 

(continued) 



Mad 
We created In-a· Vision 

needs first-class presentation mate
rials as well as detailed fl ow charts 

you can pan 
around in a user-de
fin able drawing space 
up to 68" x 68" and 
zoo m in on specific 
areas fo r greater de
tai I. Scale, rotate and 

Unlike more expensive CAD 
systems, In- a·Yision is easy to 
install and use. Even the com

puter nov ice can be productive 
in less than a day. And 
In-a·Yision is not copy
protected. 

Ten Day Trial Period. 
We' re so sure In- a·Vision wi ll 

make you more pro
ductive, we' ll give you 
ten cl ays to prove it to 

Introducing ln·a·Vision 


ComRlex Drawing 


just for you. The 
engineer who needs 
more productive 
drafting suppo11. 
The designer 
who needs ver
satility for alter
nate ideas or 
quick revisions. 
The architect who 
needs to manage a 
variety of working 
drawings. And the 
businessman who 

and organization cha11s. 

Point. Click. Draw. 
Now all you do to create com

plex technical drawings, systems 
designs, blueprints, diagran1s, illus
trations, and proposals is point, 

In-a·Vision's mouse 
support , windowing, 
icons, and pul l-down 
menus, you produce 
drawings more quick
ly, accurately and effi 
ciently than ever before. 

In-a· Vision's advanced tech
nology includes many features not 
found on comparable systems cost
ing thousands more. For example, 

1f\•lc1!> I popul ar gr.1phiL':-. c::mb . p lc1tll'r. and printL'r.> :-t1p1x1n i.:d . ) 
MicmMJ fl \V induw~ L'ompatibh: . Call fo r !>pcci lic opcr.tting 
env ironment rcquin:mc:nb. 

dimension symbols, fi ll an area 
with your choices of predefined 
colors and patterns, as well as 
draw lines with multiple styles and 
widths. Other fea tures include 
overlays, predefined and user
defi nable page sizes , rulers, 

grids, and symbol libraries. 

Multi-tasking 
in a PC-based 
CAD system. 

In-a· Vision uses 
multi-tasking to enable 

you to continue drawing while 
printing hard copies as well as edit 
multiple drawings simultaneously. 

MICROGRAFX™ 

The Picture of Success. 

Inquiry 248 

yourself. If In-a·Vision doesn't 
improve your productivity, return 
it within ten days for a full refund . 

In-a· Vision will 

or for customer support , call 
(2 14) 234- 1769. MICROGRAFX, 
Inc . , 1820 No11h Greenville Ave
nue, Richardson, Texas 75081 . 

l n · a·V i~iun and MICROGRAFX an: lradl'marks of 
MICROG RAFX. Inc 
Wi ndows and Mii.:mS(lli an: tr.Kle mark:-. of Microsoft. Inc. 

make your complex 
drawing tasks sim
ple and make you 
more productive. 
Satisfaction guar
anteed . Dial 
800-272-3729 to 
order or for a free 

brochure. In Texas 



COMPANY 

More features 
than AppleQllfor less than 

a Commodore • ...only S499!* 
tal package •Apple® and optional CP/M compatibilityA to •Built-in Microsoft®BASIC 

including 64K main unit, • Built-in RGB and composite video output 
Disk Drive and software package • Built-in 80 column display 

(word processor, data base • Built-in Centronics printer interface 
and spread sheet) 	 • Built-in 4 channel, 6 octave sound 

... all for $499! • 64K RAM expandable to 192K 
• 6-month Warranty 

ONI For your nearest dealer, write or ca ll : 

TECHI ~JE~~e~l~;~~~e~~~~o~~v~~~!~~0007 (312) 640-1776 
APPLE · and COMMODORE · are registered trademarks ot Apple · Computer Inc., and Commodore· Business Machines. Inc.. respectively. 

COVER 

STORY 

TOUCHDOWN™ KEY OVERLAYS 
provide new or additional PC keyboard commands for 

compalibilily with your soflware programs Madeof heavy, 

nonglare malerial similar lo lhe original keylops, wilh commands 

prinled on lhe underside for durabilily ... 

stick-on labels! Hooleonalso makes custom overlays to your exacl 

specs, including fore ign language and special symbols. 


TOUCHDOWN '" 
en large small keys (Return , Shill, etc.) on the IBM PC 
and most look-a likes. They lasten securely over exisl 
ing keyswith aspecial adhesive provided, yet are easily 

removed without damage to the keyboard. 

CUSTOM KEY OVERLAYS can be made to your exacl specs at amuch lower cosl than engraving 

P. 0. Box 201, Dept. 8, Cornville, AZ 86325 (602) 634-7517 

KEY OVERLAYS aty. 	 Price KEYTOP EXPANDERS o Blk. 
Qty. Price _ MulliMale (44 keylops) $29.95 D Grey II _ 525015251 (48 keyrops/lronrs) $21.95 EasyWriler 11 (22 keytops/ Qty. Pnce 
_ 5520 (tOt keytops) 29.95 - 7 key lronls/Handy Card) 29.95 _ IBM PC. PCIXT, PC Pon. II _ 3270 (30 key lronls) t8.95 _ Lotus 1-2-3 (1~ keys) . . $21.95 
_ DisplayWri le 2 (36 keytops) 21.95 (24 keylops/Handy Card) 29.95 _ IBM o29 t Display Statron II _ DisplayWrite 3 (38 keylops) 21.95 WordPerfect ( t3 keys) 21 .95 
_ Dvorak (43 keytops) 26.95 - (32 keylops/Handy Card) 29.95 _ Compaq, Columb.ia (10 keys) 21.95 II _ Wordstar (29 keylops) 26.95 _WordPerfect 3.2 (32 keylops / _ Corona, Eagle Sp iri t. Dubie. 
_ Conlrol Key English (5 keytops) 6.95 tO key fronls/Handy Card) 29.95 Keylronic (tO keys) 21.95 II _Blank Overlays (99 keylops) 21.95 _WordPcrlecl 4.0 (24 key lops/ _ IBM 3270 PC "Enlcr" (1 keylop) 3.95 
_ uo-il-yoursell Kil (200 +pieces) 29.95 11 key fronts /Handy Card) 29.95 _ Individual Expanders 2.15 II Name TOTAL (Min. order $1 0.00) $__ 

r	 ----------------------1 

Pricesincludelirstclassposlage. II Address (Orders shipped within 24 hours.) 
Cily State __Zip Ar izona residenls add 5% tax __ II 0 Visa D MC Exp. Dale __Card # TOTAL ENCLOSED $__ 

Visa or MC orders phone 602-634-7517 	 Your salislaclion guaranleed or your money refunded. .JL 
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yes. I would agree that DEC is charging 
too much for these upgrades. If Mr. Sher
man is happy with version 2.01. a cheaper 
so lution would be to buy a book on MS
DOS from an independent publisher Files 
with technical information on Rainbow 
firmware interrupts are available on the 
VAX Forum (PCS 16) of CompuServe. 

Mr. Sherman is correct that DEC made 
the inexcusable decision to solder in the 
ROM. at least on the IOOA. This ROM 
requires the system to be booted from a 
floppy disk at start-up but otherwise al lows 
installation and use of a hard disk. 

That said. I should add that I am happy 
with my DEC Rainbow It is basically a very 
good machine. Its shortcom ings seem to 
result from Digital's being oriented to the 
mainframe market. Its design approach as 
wel l as upgrade and servi ce policies are 
geared toward corporate customers own
ing large machines. When you tell Digital 
people that you're an individual owning 
one personal computer. they know not 
what to think. 

CARL D. NEIBURGER 

Los Osos. CA 

The June Letters column contained yet an
other blast at the DEC Rainbow A Mr. 
Sherman decried "bugs" he had found. 
some so terrible one cannot imagine how 
anyone could use such a machine. I have 
been developing software on just such a 
machine day in. day out for more than two 
years. and I have never experienced any 
o f the bugs Mr. Sherman mentioned. The 
only bug I've ever found is a very minor 
one in the Rainbow Editor (RED). where 
a randomly huge number of pages often 
display when one requests to page 
backward. The Rainbow works quickly. 
dependably. and effortlessly. I truly enjoy 
using it 

I do. however. share Mr. Sherman·s dis
dain for DEC's documents. They are often 
sinfully incomplete. But all in all. I find 
them easier to garner information from 
than most 

PAUL HENDERSON 

Waynesboro. VA 

ENOUGH ON THE IBM PC! 
I greatly enjoyed the multiprocessor ar
ticles (May). Keep up the excellent cover
age of new technologies in hardware and 
software. 

Let me register a vote against IBM PC 
coverage. It's available in overabundance 
from almost every other magazine. The 
IBM PC was out-of-date technology the 
day it was released. and that was a long 

(continued) 
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Now you have a choice for bit
mapped graphics. Priced at $399
$100 less than what you'd expect 
-AST's Preview! brings high resolu
tion bit-mapped graphics and clear, 
crisp text to your IBM®PC, XT or AT 
monochrome screen. And there's 
no standard like AST quality. 

Preview! provides all the features 

Super Pak TM RAM disk simu
lator and printer spooler 
utility diskette . Judged by PC 
WORLD readers as a World 
Class Winner for the past two 
years, it's worth $45 by itself. 

The leadership strength that 
makes our consistent quality so 
affordable is carried throughout 

FElfI'URES 

• 64K Screen Memory • Standard IBM Charac
ter Set and functions you'd expect, like 

bit-map addressing the maximum 
supported 720 horizontal pixels 
by 348 vertical lines for two pages of 
full-screen high resolution graphics, 
an IBM PC-compatible parallel printer 
port and Hercules"' bit-mapped 
graphics card compatibility. 

It works with all kinds of soft
ware too, no other card offers more. 
New generation integrated business 
programs, bit-mapped text process
ing and advanced windowing appli
cations are specialties. 

Then there's the nonstandard fea
tures AST is famous for - consistent 
quality, reliability, comprehen
sive documentation, service, support 
and extra value. We include our 

our complete line of PC enhance
ment products. We offer a family of 
graphics products which provide 
a variety of features from serial ports 
to expansion memory, as well as 
multifunction boards, micro-to
mainframe communications, local 
area networks and disk subsystems. 

So you can settle for the com
mon, ordinary graphics card and 
hope for the best. Or you can pay 
$100 less and know you have the 
best- Preview! only from AST. For 
more information and dealer loca
tions call our Customer Information 
Center (714) 863-1333, Ext. 5249. 
Or write, AST Research, Inc., 2121 
Alton Avenue, Irvine, CA 92714 
TWX: 753699 AST UR. 

• Thlo Pages ofHigh 
Resolt<tio11 720 Hori
zontal PELS by 348 
Vertical li11e Bit
Mapped Monochrome 
Graphics 

• 80 Character By 
25 Line IBM PC
Compatible 11:xt 
Display 

• Compatible With 
Popular Bit-Mapped 
Graphics, Text and 
Windowing Applica
tions Software 

• Parallel Printer Port 

• St<perPak Utility 
Diskette 

• Hermles Compatible 

Inquiry 3 for End-Users. 
Inquiry 4 for DEALERS ONLY. 
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T:allgrass ends the hunt fo~ th~ ·perle~t 

mass storage system. .. . ·.. . 


Unti l now, all Personal Co.mputer ·~pe backup 

systems have se~meq unnecess~ily cumbersorie ·. 

and complex. Then along came PC/T,®from Tallgrass:

PC/T stores an~f retrieves data on tape in a way 

that make all streaming tape systems obs9lete~ 


Because it makes tape wor~ lik~ disk. Witli DOS · 

simplicity. Rapid access to th e fi le you need. Arid · 


· uncompromised data integrity. · .. 
The key: PC/T formats tape, creating · direct_0rie~•. 

just like with floppies of-, hard disks. So defective 
blocks are locked out. And all 60 
megabytes of tape a~e on line, to 
be accessed, updated cir deleted · 
at the stroke ofa key. And ifrecorded 
da'.~ is accidentally damaged, PC/T's 
effor coffection capabilities can com

. p letely reconstruct it. · . · . . · · 
PC/Tis available ifl a wide range 

1 of Tallgrqss systef'.lS, 0fferiil.g- tape 

on ly or tape plus 25 'to 80 megabytes of hard disk 


fs'torag~. Just call 1-800~228-DISK for your Tallgrass 

dealer. And end the hunt ·for the perfect mass 

- storage system. , · 

For afrarnable print of the Acinonyxjubatus Cheetah, send a check 
for $3 to: The Tallgrass Collection, ,Dept. C, 11100 W 82nd St., · 
Overland Parh, KS .66214. Proaeeds, plus an additional donation 
from Tallgrass, wilt ·be forwarded to the World Wildlife.Fund. . . \ ' \ 

·'·ITALLGRAsse 
· · TECHNOLOGIES 

.WHtN lT5 WO~TH SAVING 
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Market Mariager PLUS~ 

The investment software that 


helps you stay ahead of the odds. 

In today's dynamic mar

ket, staying ahead of the 
odds means staying on top 
of your investments-making 
sure you have the right 
information at the right time 
to manage your portfolio 
effectively. 

Market Manager PLUS 
offers portfolio management for the active 
investor. By linking you with Dow Jones 
News/Retrieval~ it provides comprehensive 
automatic updating and reports. 
Here's what it 'gives you: 

• Automatic portfolio valuation updates. 
• Automatic dividend distribution. 
• Automatic stock-split routines. 
• Automatic bond and treasury bill matu

rity alerts. 
• Automatic option expiration 


and stock long-term alerts. 

• Interest and dividend tax 


reports. 

•Holdings reports by port


folio and security symbol. 

• Plus much more. 
Market Manager PLUS gives 

you easy access to the portfolio 
information you need to make 
informed investment decisions. 

Market ManaRer PLUS by Dow Jones & Company, Inc. and TELEWARE. Inc. 
1985 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. Al l Rights Reserved. 

Demonstration disk. Just $5~ 
We've prepared a demo disk to show you 

how easy it is to manage investment port
folios. Learn how you can stay ahead of the 
odds, call: 
1-800-345-8500, extension 48. 
(Alaska, Hawaii and foreign call , 1-215-789-7008 ext 48.) 

Have your credit card information ready, including expiration 
ddte. VISA, MasterCard, and American Express accepted. 
Act now- Offer good for a limited time only. 

*Please add $2.50 for shipping and handling. 
Market Manager PLUS works with IBM'"' PC, IBM XT, 
Apple® Macintosh™, Apple lie and lie. 

DowJonesTM 

Software 

For Informed Decisions 
Inquiry 125 

'ffeads 1 h1J.y. 
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time ago. I predict that the IBM PC AT will 
be in the same position very soon . 

ALAN ROB IN SON 

Jamaica Plain . MA 

THE HISTORY OF (/J 
G. Michael Vose·s conjecture (Book 
Reviews. February. page 65) that Alan 
Turing originated the practice of writing 
zero as (/J to differentiate it from the letter 
0 is wrong. and William D. A. Geary /Let
ters. June. page 18/ has correctly identified 
it as being common in telegraphy long 
before Turing. Military radiograms in 
World War II were always so typed. But 
there is more to the slashing story. 

Telegraphic messages were chiefl y 
alphabetic letters so the rarer symbol. the 
numeral. was slashed. In early computing 
the opposite was the case: the numerals 
were common while the letters were rare. 
so for years it was considered good com
puting practice to slash the handwritten 
letter 0 As late as the 1970s programming 
textbooks gave this advice and further 
suggested putting a horizonta l bar 
through Z to distinguish it from 2 and put
ting a hori zontal cap and foot on I to 
distinguish it from I. 

Now that the majority of the symbols 
used in computing are letters. we have 
gone back to slashing the zeros. and since 
input is increasingly entirely prepared on 
a keyboard and not handwritten we are 
less concerned with the Z/2 and Il l 
con fus ions. 

E RIC A. WEISS 

Springfield. PA 

MORE ON STRUCTURED 
PROGRAMMING 
Nearly 20 years after the structured pro
gramming revolution began and roughl y 
a decade since Pascal and C became im
portant languages and at a time when 
almost everyone recognizes the va lue of 
structured programming. it is sad to see 
a letter such as the one titled "Toward a 
Less Structu red Approach" (May. page 
458) by Erwin S. Strauss. I'm sure that it 
is important that people who are new to 
the field see the opposite point of view. 

There is hardly one sentence in the en
tire letter that can pass unchallenged! Mr. 
Strauss presents two programs side by 
side and claims that one is structured 
while the other is not. In fact. both are ex
amples of structured "code':.... i.e.. both use 
a counted loop. and one uses an IF... 
THEN . . . ELSE. The flow is from top to 
bottom. and neither uses a GOTO. I call 
both of these examples "code" rather than 

[continued) 
Highway 603, P.O. Box 387, Bay Saint Louis, Mississippi 39520 
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programs because both are terr ib le ex
amples of programs. structured o r 
otherwise. 

The attack by Mr. Strauss was prompted 
by the poorly designed index in the 
Modula-2 book. Sequential entries in the 
index are printed horizontally adjacent to 
each other rather than vertically. As poo r 
as it is. it is at least an index for the book. 
The first code segment presented by Mr. 

Strauss works only for even values of N-a 
restriction stated by him but given in the 
same breath that he attacks the other 
code that works for all values o f N. I dislike 
this indexing scheme as much as anyone. 
and I haven't the foggiest idea why it was 
done this way. I am certain . however. that 
the strange form of the index has about 
as much to do with structured program
ming as does the color o f the cover. 

ONE-STOP ARCnet™ 

LAN SOLUTIONS 


Now you can get all the tools you 
need to build industry standard 
TOKEN-PASSING networks from 
one source. 
Intercontinental Micro. 

Our networking packages let you 
configure any combination of nodes 
(PCs and compatibles, ATs, XTs, Jrs., 
Z-100 s) to a common Fileserver in just 
a few minutes with our menu-driven 
installation program. 

Active and passive hubs allow you 
to integrate up to 255 users on a single 
network with increased efficiency as 
the network grows. 

In addition, our stand-alone ARCnet™ 
Workstation/Fileserver and complete line 
of S-100 Bus products (single board com
puters, slaves and controllers) give you 
and your customers even more options. 

ARCnet is a trademark of Datapoint Corporation. 

We're also compatible with other 
industry-leading ARCnet PC'" and S-100 
products, and our PC nc 1Jorking 
boards include an optional 256K of 
system RAM. 

All with Intercontinental Micra's 
reputation for outstanding reliability, 
exceptional service, and highly com
petitive pricing. 

Call Intercontinental Micro today, 
or circle the bingo number below for 
ARCnet'" LAN solutions. 

-====I~~~~~~~~ 
= Intercontinental 

Micro Systems
!/
4015 Leaverton Court .Anaheim, CA 
92807; Phone: (714) 630-0964 
Telex: 821375 SUPPORT UD: Easylink: 62562040. 

The second code segment. which Mr. 
Strauss clai ms conta ins a higher leve l of 
"sensit iv ity to the user:· is so bug-infested 
that it is insulting to the usert If N (the 
number of elements in the index) is less 
than or equal to PL (the number of li nes 
on the page) . it omits printing every other 
index element. If N is one greater than PL 
but still less than 2 •PL. the program pro
duces a correct listing for indexes I. 2..... 
N-PL. PL+ I. PL+2 ..... N but again 
omits all the even indexes between N-PL 
and PL. Finall y. if N is greater than or equal 
to 2 •PL . it will print out a correct index 
for the first few pages but will always foul 
up the last page. It turns out that this col
lection of code will produce the correct 
answer onl y when N is an even multiple 
of PL. So much for sensitivity! 

The letter continues stating that the first 
is a structured program because it " has 
fewer lines. fewer statements. fewer vari
ables. it's easier to read and understand 
at a glance. etc: · (One could only imagine 
what "etc." includes.) I don't know of any 
texts that claim any of these are charac
teristics of structured programming. Cer
ta inly structured programs are easier to 
understand. although not necessarily at a 
glance. Often structured programs are 
longer and use more variables than un
structured code! (See listing I for an 
example.) 

Clearly. structured programming has 
nothing to do with sensit ivity (or its lack) 
to the user. Years ago it was demonstrated 
that any "correct" program could be writ
ten in a structured fashion . Only program
mers are responsib le for the program's 
sensi tivity to the user. The letter continues 
by attack ing structured programmers 
because they insist on producing bug-free 
code ! Bug-free code? I consider myself a 
"structured programmer" and I program 
that way because it produces clean code 
early on in the code-development cycle; 
it gives me more time for other program
ming projects because I don't spend much 
time chasing down foolish bugs. The cost 
of st ructured programming that Mr. 
Strauss speaks of is not one of sensitiv ity 
but one of sitt ing down with a problem 
and solving it long before you begin to 
type characters at a computer. I enjoy pro
gramming so much that the satisfaction of 
working on many projects and producing 
well-written programs is worth the so
called cost of thinking out ahead of time. 
Strauss's two code segments are prime ex
amples of what happens if you are not 
willing to pay that pr ice. 

The rest of the letter's attack on struc
(wntinued) 
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If you own an Apple lie, 


you'd have to add all this 


--·-· __:--· ---=--""" 
~-=---

to match the versatility, expandability 

and higher intelligence of the 


new CommoClore 128 

(and it costs less too). 

The new Commodore 128'M personal And the new Commodore 128 has a the new Commodore 128 jumps you 
computer is breakthrough technol numeric keypad built right into its key into a whole new world of business, 
ogy at a breakthrough price. It out board that makes crunching numbers productivity, education and word 
shines the Apple® lie in performance a lot easier. And the Commodore 128 processing programs while still run
capability, performance quality and has graphic and sound capabilities ning over 3,000 programs designed 
price. It is expandable to 512K RAM that far exceed those of the Apple lie. for the Commodore 64~" That's what 
while the lie isn't expandable at all. But the most important news is that we call a higher intelligence. 

COMMODORE 128:: PERSONAL COMPUTER 

" Apple Is a regls1ered tradema rk of Apple Compu1er. Inc. © Commodore 1985A H igher Intelligence 
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Listing I: David R. Stampf's ex.ample of a structured program . 

PL : = 60; 	 { Lines/page } 
{ N is the number of entries } 

FULL_PAGES = N DIV (2•PL) ; { Full pages - Hmmm, maybe k columns? } 
START : = 1; { Start with the first entry } 
FOR PAGE : = 1 TO FULL_PAGES { Full pages first - even if none } 

DO 	BEGIN 

FOR ENTRY: = START TO START + PL 

DO WRITELN(INDEX[ENTRY],' ',INDEX[ENTRY + PL]) ; 
START : = START + 2•PL; 
END: 

{ Any partial pages? } 

LINES := N - START+ 1; { Find lines left to print } 
IF (LINES > PL) { Watch out for > half pages } 

THEN LINES : = PL: 
FOR ENTRY : = START TO START + LINES 

DO IF (ENTRY + PL) < = N 
THEN WRITELN(INDEX[ENTRY],' ', INDEX[ENTRY + PL]) 
ELSE WRITELN(INDEX[ENTRY]) ; 

{ The above works for all values of N - even/odd/big/small/ + I - } 

tured programmers. gurus. and the like is 
simply redundant-Strauss has an equal
ly naive opinion of good programmers as 
he does of structured programming. 

Finally. the last paragraph seems to be 
hedging a bit-structured programming is 
okay if .. . . Evidently. he hasn't the fog
giest notion of what the goals of struc
tured programming are. I will never pro
gram my zillionth database application. If 
I ever do it. I hope to do it once. then 
reuse the same code. If I do it right the 
first time. I ca n use the same technique 
over and over. freeing up time for me to 
explore new systems. Too bad Mr. Strauss 
will be trying to debug his index program. 
for if you start by writing buggy programs. 
debugging always comes later. 

DAVID R. STAMPF 

Shoreham. CT 

Erwin Strauss seems to be confusing two 
important ideas. that of the structure of 
a program on the o ne hand and that of 
its "usefulness for any specific purpose" 
(which most vendors go to a lot of trou 

(continued) 
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Here's why. 

Ven-Tel's Half Card'" modem 

IS ID all the best computers. 


Features 
1200/300 baud auto-dial , auto-answer. 

Uses the industry standard ''AT" 

command set. 

Runs with virtually all communications 

software, including Smartcom II and PC 

Talk Ill and integrated packages such 

as Symphony and Framework. 

Includes Crosstalk-XVI® software. 

On-board speaker and extra phone jack 

for easy switching from voice 

to data mode. 

Selective tone or pulse dialing; 

full or half duplex. 

Automatic answer on any ring . 

True ring or busy signal detection. 


Ven-Tel gives you lots of reasons to buy our Half Card '" 

modem for your IBM PC or compatible. The Half Card '" 

is a complete system that lets you communicate with 

other PCs, mainframes, and databases effortlessly. 

It includes Crosstalk-XVI® software. It's reliable. 

It's got all of the features you want. And it's 

a good value. 

Do You Own One of These 
Computers? 
Chances are you do. And if you're 
thinking of buying a modem, consider 
the Half Card '" . Because of its small size, 
the Half Card '" fits in more computers, 
including all of the models we've listed 
here. The Half Card '" is small, so it fits in 
short slots or long. That means you can 
save your long slots for other expan
sion uses. 
Effortless Communication 
Each Half Card'"comes with Crosstalk-XVI® 
communications software, by Microstuf. It's 
the easiest to use, whether you're a beginner 
or an old hand, and the most powerful. A full 
on-line help menu makes using Crosstalk® for 
the first time a snap. It can turn your PC into a 
terminal on a mainframe computer with its power
ful terminal emulation feature . It will even oper
ate your PC when you're not there. You can call 

Effortlessly. 
More Modem for Your Money 

Half Card '" 

Complete easy-to-understand instructions with full technical support 
on installation and use. And a very competitive price. The Half 
Card ~" with Crosstalk-XVI® software, retails for only $549. 

load up your PC with expansion boards and not worry about 
heat or power problems. And we back the Half Card'" with a full 
two-year warranty on parts and labor. 

You Can Buy the Half Card'" 
Anywhere 
You can get the Half Card'" at Computer
Land, Businessland, the Genra Group, 
Entre Computer Centers, Macy's Computer 
Stores and other fine dealers nationwide. 
Also from Ven-Tel: the 1200 Plus:" an 
external modem and the PC Modem 
1200 ~" an IBM internal with V.22 inter
national capability. 

Effortless Communication 

~~Ven-Tel Inc. 

2342 Walsh Avenue 
Santa Clara, CA 95051 
(408) 727-5721 

Crosstalk is a registered trademark of Microstuf, Inc . Smartcom II is a trademark of Hayes Microcomputer Products. Symphony is a trademark of Lotus Development. Framework is a trademark of Ashton-Tate. 
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into an information service such as The Source or Dow Jones News 
Retrieval , or transfer files and electronic mail, all at the touch of 
a button. The Half Card'" connects your computer to the world. 

When you buy the Half Card:" you don't need anything else. The 
is a complete communications package that includes 

a full-featured modem and the best known software on the market. 

pc 
pCf'l-1 
pCl1'1 pC 
portable 
pC 3270 

0300 

Reliability 
Ven-Tel has been making 
modems for 10 years. Our 
experience shows. Ven-Tel 's 
Half Card '" only has about 70 parts, compared 
to almost 300 on other modems. We reduced the parts 
by building the first LSI modem chip using advanced 
switched capacitor technology. What that means to you is 
greater reliability and lower power consumption, so you can 



See what EnerConnect can do 

with mainframe graphics on your PC. 


EnerConnect© is the first software package 
that puts mainframe graphics capability into the 
hands of anyone with an IBM PC/ XTIAT or 
3270 PC. 

Now a PC user can have desktop access to 
business and technical graphics applications 
generated by GODM, ISSCO's Tell-A-Graf® 
and OISSPLA<ft> SAS/ GRAPH ® and IGES 
data files. 

Once they're displayed, EnerConnect lets you 
manipulate them in a variety of ways. You can 
rotate, enlarge, reduce, cut-and-paste with 
other elements from different mainframe files, 
add text and even direct output on low-cost PC 

ENERTRONICS s EE ING 

printers and plotters. All without using expensive 
mainframe connect and processing time. 

You can also use our PC-based graphics 
program, EnerGraphics, to interface with 
spreadsheet data from LOTUS 1-2-3, VISICALC 
and other packages, turn the data into easy-to
understand bar charts and then combine them 
with mainframe graphics. 

EnerConnect. Your Mainframe-to-PC software 
link. Developed by the specialists in graphics 
applications software. 

Call or write for our free brochure and see what 
EnerConnect can do for you. 

IS BELIEVING 

Enertronics Research, Inc. • 150 N. Meramec • Suite 207 • St. Louis, MO 63105 • (314) 725-5566 • 1-800-325-0174 
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CHECK-OIJT 

ENERGRAPHLGS: 

,,,_.,,,.Uo11St.lsJnns Gr.ap'hlc• 
EnerGr:apl'Jic:s c/Blivers plfi ehartp,
1/owoJ!larts, bar·chaf!ts·lfne gr-aphs and 
more w~h easy.lnterlae,, to 'totus 1~2-a. 
Mutt/Plan an,d othersp;(fadsheets. 
You'll Item It qufckly'because we'l'6 
men1J1.drfven. 

Drawing Capability With EnerGraphics, 
simple keystroke commands enable 
you to create text, flow. gantt, pert and 
organi~ation charts with the capability 
to enlarge, reduce, rotate, draw, modify, 
duplicate and overlay. 

StatllflOsEfler$raphlcsenable8you MainframeUnk Our new EnerConneot ~~tlbi./itiE11er.G~aphtcscan 
to analyz9't/ata tllling.linefl: and 109 program allows you to combine give Y~i/}JfJ.'11,nllmltednumberofgraph
scaleatodo'llnear:andpolynomlal PC-based graphics with mainframe lcsap,J~onsqn Wang, Tl, IBM PC! 
regre8111'o!h ~alinformation-can graphics such as GDDM, ISSCCYS Tet X1!fATJ~lJ.Canctc;ampatibles.
berepresented m.a.eattergraphs. 

I 

L /Or 

lllftlhow'Any.ofour.attractivegr.sph.. 
ios oan*cmver.tcld./ntfl coloror.b&w 
slltles..orov..rbMdor en-scr."'1 pFes
ant"'onS.Ufl,lng.the-Polaroi{IPalette. 

A-Gra~ Disspla® andIGES data files. 

Corporate Use You'll find EnerGraphios 
is the graphics software choice ofo.ver 
700 leading corporations with more 
being added all ofthe time. 

· 160N. Meramec St Louis. MO 83106 • 
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HowtDgo

from 


--- tD DOS 
without 


comprormsmg 

your


standards. 

It's easy. Just get an industry standard file access 

method that works on both. 
C-ISAM™ from RDS. 
It's been the UNIX™ standard for years (used in 

more UNIX languages and programs than any other 
access method), and it's fast becoming the standard 
for DOS. Why? 

Because of the way it works. Its B+ Tree index
ing structure offers unlimited indexes. There's also 
automatic or manual record locking and optional 
transaction audit trails. Plus index compression to 
save disk space and cut access times. 

How can we be so sure C-ISAM works so well? 
We use it ourselves. It's a part ofINFORMIX~ 

INFORMIX-SQL and File-it!~ our best selling data
base management programs. 

For an information packet, call (415) 424-1300. 
Or write RDS, 2471 East Bayshore Road, Palo Alto, 
CA 94303. 

You'll see why anything less than C-ISAM is just 
a compromise. 

RELATIONAL DATABASE SYSTEMS, INC. 
I{) 1985, Relational Database Systems, Inc. UNIX is a trademark or AT&T Bell Laboratories. INFORMIX is 
a registered trademark and RDS, C·ISAM and File· It! are trademarks of Relational Database Systems, Inc. 
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ble to advertise but then disclaim in their 
license agreements) on the other. I whole
heartedly agree with Mr. Strauss's view 
that a program should not be simplified 
to the point that it does no useful work. 

In his example of two programs to print 
an index in two columns. he is in error 
when he describes the first as structured 
and the second as unstructured. In fact. 
his second program clearly shows the 
same structure as the first. extended to 
add the concept of a page and to re
arrange the data. I could give an un
structured version of the second program. 
but yours is a fami ly publication. Suffice 
it to say that it wou ld use GOTOs in the 
manner Dijkstra considered harmful. The 
two programs illustrate the concept of 
stepwise expansion of a simple algorithm 
to solve a more complicated problem. 
Structured methods were developed in 
response to the problems of developing 
large. complex programs. Of course. if two 
programs solve the same problem. the 
simpler one is to be preferred. If Mr. 
Strauss·s gurus tell him his two programs 
do the same thing. or that he should 
choose the first anyway. then they are fa lse 
prophets and he should cast them out. 

A programmer can be competent but 
fail to understand the methods he uses. 
Structure in a programming language is 
like good grammar in a natural one. It 
lends clarity of expression. Spoken 
language may exhibit looser grammar 
than formal written language. but a 
speaker who has mastered grammar is 
more likely to be correctly understood by 
his listeners. Not all programs should be 
written in the formal style appropriate to 
a legal contract. but a programmer with 
a good grasp of structure can use it even 
in his less formal utterances. If he does so. 
it is more likely that his program will tell 
his computer what he really wants it to do. 

Our choice of a language may be like 
using the jargon appropriate to a profes
sion. It can provide a useful shorthand for 
communication with other initiates. but it 
can be limiting if used to express thoughts 
in a wider realm. Jargon frequently reads 
as very poor English. Some computer lan
guages are also poorly suited to general 
applications. even though they may be 
quite satisfactory for chosen purposes. 

If a language enforces a structure. an ex
perienced user wi ll think within that struc
ture. That is why it is important to teach 
structured languages like Pascal or Logo 
early if possible. You can then learn other 
languages as appropriate. For example. 
Pascal is not suitable for systems program

(continued) 
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Inquiry 45 

ming (not because of the structures pro
vided for flow of control but because it 
imposes restrictions on access to memory 
and 1/0 in order to guarantee correct 
matching of data types in com mon ap
plication programming situations and 
doesn't provide for multitasking) . When 
using an unfamiliar language. a program
mer may we ll display the accents of lan
guages he knows better. Perhaps a Pascal 

32 BYTE • SEPTEMBER 1985 

accent could add real charm to a BASIC 
or assembly-language program. 

JOHN MAINWARING 

Raleigh. NC 

MAKING BASIC MORE 
POWERFUL 
I programmed a bit of FORTRAN in col
lege in the early 1960s and then got into 
programming in a bigger way in about 

196 7 with BASIC. It 's the language I cut 
my program ming teeth on. 

BASIC didn't have a very good reputa
t ion in those days. I taught after-hours 
classes in a largely FORTRAN-oriented 
company. and some of my students would 
come to class shak ing at their very foun
dations because their "sophisticated" 
FORTRAN colleagues in the terminal room 
wou ld chide them about their choice of 
language. even corrupting the BASIC 
acronym to mean Baby's All-purpose. Sim
ple Instruction Code. 

But we had an extraordinarily good ver
sion of BASIC at our disposal. and I was 
a master of it. I'd accumulated many imag
inative and provocative tricks up my 
sleeves to use th ings like strings. logical 
variables. complex numbers. and matrix 
functions to solve complex problems in 
elegant. unexpected. and si mple ways. 
Had any one of those 1960s computer 
yupp ies challenged me to a FORTRAN
versus-BASIC shoot-out and let me pick 
any one of two dozen problems to solve. 
I'd have beat the diapers off them. 

Since then. I've gone on to program a 
fair amount in APL. FORTRAN . Pascal. 
Ada. some C. and bits and pieces of other 
languages on UNIX and other operating 
systems. And what I've found is that each 
language has its application. 

I don't do much hands-on programm ing 
any more. But I make a hobby of devising 
yet other new tricks for BASIC: these days. 
I get a kick out of programming it to mimic 
the good software and engineering fea
tures of other languages. And that's what 
drew my attention to Arthur Huston's ar
ticle "Structuring BASIC" (June. page 24 3) 

Mr. Huston did a good service fo r the 
BASIC world with his article on bui lding 
libraries. but we can go farther than he 
went when we start ta lking about mimick
ing the type-checking. procedure. error
processing. GOTO-less programming. and 
other features inherent in other languages. 
For (believe it or not) it is possible to 
emulate these things in a good BASIC and 
make your programs incredibly readable 
and debuggable along the way. Why. I've 
even em ulated. in a crude. first-cut way. 
Ada's generic package-not to mention 
TBD's workers-and-managers arch itecture 
and the principles of top-down program
ming and interface development. 

It's fun. intellectually stimulating. and do
able-if you set you r mind to it and don't 
victimize yourse lf wi th that sense of Baby 
BASIC. 

GENE BA RNETT 

Redondo Beach. CA 
(co11ti11ued on page 424) 
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~ Jg ;g:: -i;g SOFT INCREDIBLE 
NEWSERVICE BREAKTHROUGH 

FREE 

OVERNIGHT 

On Onlers Totaling 
Over S100... Shipped 
UPS FREE H 
Under S100DELIVERY! 

VIA.·· "1urola/oP
COUP/eP 

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT 
KNOWLEOGEMAN ___$259 
Clout 2 145 
Tim IV 189 
R:Base 4000 265 
R:Base 5000 399 
DB Master 475 
d BASE Ill 365 
Ouickode Ill 159 
d Base II {New Release)_ _ _ 269 
Condor Ill 349 

iii
I• 
u ! 
A. Data Base Mgr. II 1a1phaJ __175 

Extended Report Writer _ 119 
Friday 169 
pfs: file & pfs: report _ _ 165 
REVELATION 745 

a 
Powerbase 255 
Easyfifer 99 

I 

FINANCIAL 


DOLLARS AND SENSE _$115 

Market Mgr. Plus (Dow Jones)_ 179 

MANAGING YOUR MONEY _ 119 


GRAPHICS 

CHARTMASTER $275 


~ 
 GRAPHICS BOARDS 
AST 
Preview $279 
EVER EX 
Graphics Edge $375 
HERCULESIll 
Graphics Card $325 

~ Color Card 169 
PLANTRONICS/FREDERICK 
Colorplus $385f STB

I Graphics Plus II $315 
TECMAR 

u0 Graphics Master $459 
TSENG LABORATORIES 
Ultra Pak 

GRAPHICS (cont. I 
BPS Graphics $289 
SIGNMASTER 195 
pfs: graph 85 
Graphwriter 319 
Graphwriter Extension _ _ 319 
Graphwriter Combo Pak _ _ 485 
Microsoft Chart 175 
ENERGRAPHICS 259 
Energraphics (w/plotter opt.)_ 325 
PC Draw 295 

LANGUAGES/ UTILITIES 

CONCURRENT PC DOS t•'-•'"•'1$175 

Pascal MT + (PC DOS) _ 349 

PU1 ·(DR) 489 

Display Manager·(DR) __359 

Access Manager·(DR) __269 

LATIICE CCOMPILER __305 

C-Food Smorgasbord __119 

CIS Cobol 86 (DR) 479 

Pascal Compiler (MS) __245 

C Compiler (MS) (New Re1ease1_ 305 

Microsoft Sort 159 

Cobol Compiler(MS) ___479 


GRAPHICS BOARDS (cont.) 
PARADtSE SYSTEMS 
Multi-Display Card ___$279 
Modular Graphics Card __289 
Options A&B __Lowest Price 

MODEMS (INTERNAL) 
PROMETHEUS 
Pro-modem 1200B ___$319 
QUADRAM 
Asher $395 
HAYES 
Smartmodem 1200B,. ,..,,.,,.... •01$385 
NOVATION 
Smart-Cat Plus $355 
RACAL·VAIJIC 
Maxwell 1200PC 

LANGUAGES/ UTILITIES (cont.) 
Business Basic (MS) __$299 
FORTRAN COMPILER (MS) _ 229 
C86 C Compiler 
\Computer Innovations) __329 
NTEGRATED/SPREADSHEETS 

LOTUS 1-2-3 fWh lle They L•stJ $329 
Enable 305 
Smart Series 579 
FRAMEWORK 355 
Open Access 395 
Electric Desk 229 
SYMPHONY 1um11ed ausnr1tyJ 459 
Supercalc 3 175 
Multiplan 129 
TK! Solver 279 
pis: plan 85 

PROJECT SCHEDULERS 

MICROSOFT PROJECT_ _ $165 

SuperProject (IUS) _ __245 

HARVARD TOTALPROJECT MGR. _ 285 


WORD PROCESSING 

Wordstar 2000 $259 

WORDSTAR 2000 PLUS _ 309 


MODEMS (INTERNAlj(cont.) 
VEN-TEL 
PC Modem Hatt Card _ _ $439 
COMMUNICATIONS BOARDS 

AST 
AST-52 51 -11 $699 
AST-3780 749 
DCA 
IRMA Board $949 
OUADRAM 
Ou ad link $449 

MULTl-FUNCTION BOARDS 
AST RESEARCH 
Six Pak Plus (64k) _ _ _ $259 
Mega Plus II (64k) 275 
1/0 Plu s II 135 

WORD PROCESSING (cont.) 
Wordstar Pro Pac _ _ _ $265 
Wordstar Pro Plus ___345 
WORD PERFECT !New Re1ease1_245 
Microsoft Word 245 
MULTIMATE 249 
Volkswriter Deluxe ___ 165 
Peachtext 5000 199 
Easywriter II/Speller/Mailer _ 199 
Edix & Wordix 255 
Finalword 225 
Samna Ill 325 
Xy Write II Plus 255 
Think Tank 125 
pfs: write 85 

MISCELLANEOUS UTILITIES 
PROKEY 3.0 $89 
Norton Utilities 1New Release) _ _ 65 
SIDEKICK (unprotected) __65 
Crosstalk XVI (New Release/ __115 
Sideways 45 
Copy II PC 39 
DESK ORGANIZER ___129 

MULTl-FUNCTION BOARDS (cont.) 
AST RESEARCH (cont.) 
Advantage (128k) _ _ _ $429 
QUADRAM 
Ouadboard (64k) ___ $259 
STB 
Rio-Plus II (64k) $259 
Rio Grande 375 
Grande Byte 275 
TECMAR 
Captain $235 

KEYBOARDS 
KEYTRONIC 
5150 $159 
5151 (Delu xe) 179 
5152 B 645 

,, 
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________ $125 

Filevision _________105 

1st Base 105 
Habadex 29 

_ _______ _ _ 249 

Mainstreet Filer _______155 

Megaliler 135 
Microsof t File 140 
Omnis 2 155 
Omnis 3 Lowest Price 
Overview 179 
pis: Fil e & Report 105 
Mac lion 245 
Factfinder 95 

GRAPHICS 
Animation Tool Kit $39 
Oa vinci Series 
(Buildings, Interi ors. Land scape s) __100 

ASSIMILATION PROCESS 
Mac Oaisywhee l Connecti on ____$85 

Mac Turbo Touch 85 
CURTIS SURGE PROTECTOR 

Diamon d $39 
Em erald 49 
Sapphire 59 

Ruby 69 

PRINTERS* 

DIABLO 
36'. $1229 
025.. __________619 

630·API 1699 
630-ECS .. 1799 

EPSON 
L01 500 S1199 
Parallo l lntertace 79 
JX·BO 599 
LX·80.. 265 
RX·100 _ _ _ _______399 

FX·80.. 379 
FX· tOO.. 599 
C. ITOH 
Pro writer 8510 BPI ___ ___.$375 

Starwriter A 1 OP 529 
Starwrite r F10·40P 969 
Printma ster Fl 0·55P 1249 
JUKI 
6100 _______ ___.$439 

6300 799 
MANNESMANN TALLY 
Spiri t ___ _______ .$279 

160 579 
180 849 
NEC 
2030 .. _ ________$719 

2050.. 695 
3530 1329 
3550 1395 
8850.. 1949 
Pinwriter P2 ' • 675 
Pi nwri ter P3.. 895 
OKIDATA 
182·1BM _ ______ __S239 

84·1BM 799 
192·1BM 409 
93·1BM 639 
2410 P 2295 
QUA DRAM 

_________S789 

_ _ _ ___ _ S1299 
_______1595 
_______.2199 

__________.$279 
__________ 349 
__________449 

Microso tt Ch art 
Click Art Seri es 
(G rap hics. Pub's, Letters. Effects) __125 

LANGUAGES / UTILITIES 
Basic lnte rpre ter(MS) S95 
MacFOfth (L evel 1) 95 
MacFOfth (Level2) 135 
Smoothtalker 115 
Softmaker ll 119 
Sof tworks "C" 275 
PC to Mac & Back 8 5 
Hippo·C (l. evel !.) 115 

MANAGEMEN T/ FINANCE 
Dollars& Se nse _______.$89 

Front Desk 85 

Home Accountant Pl us ____ _ 

MacManager --------
MacProjec t Lowest Price 
Managem ent Edge 125 
Marke t Analyzer lowest Price 
Market Manager Plus( Dow Jones) __129 
Peach ~eeGA. 99 
Sales Edge 165 
Straight Talk 49 
f in ancial Pl anning (Apropos) ____60 
Inves tment Planning (Apropos) ____60 
Communications Edge 110 
Nego tiation Edge 175 
Ta x Manag er(Microlab) 110 
Forecast 45 
Elec tric Checkbook 50 
MacCalendar 50 

IHARDWARE tor Macintosh I 
HAYES MlchocoM 

Smartm ode m 300 ___ ___$.205 

Smartmodem 1200 $445 
INTERMATRIX 

Macph one ~K=E~N~S"'l~N~G"'T'"'O'"'N,,-----S159 
300 Baud Modem _____ __$95 

MacM!!Cl.eni S450
MIGRO NTEC HNOLOGY 

Micron Eye ________$325 

MICROSOFT 

MacEnhancer ~N~O~V~A~T=io=N~__s110 

Surg e Supressor 39 Cat S375 

TOSHIBA 
P351 _________$1 375 

P35 1 Tractor 165 
1340 779 
CITIZEN 
MSP 10 S409 
MSP t 5 _ _________ 619 

MSP2 0 579 
MSP25 789 

PRINTER/ PLOTTERS * 
HOUSTON INSTRUMENT 
PC Plotter ---~~~--·S475 

MONITORS* 
AMDEK 
Color 300 S255 
Color 500 389 
Color 600 479 
Color 710 579 
12" Green 300G 135 
12" Amber 300 A 145 
12" Amber 310A 169 
NEC 
JB1 201 S159 
JS t 205 149 
JC 1215 239 
JC 1216 399 
PRIHCETDN GRAPHICS 
RGBH X·12 S489 
RGB SR· 12 599 
Scan Doubler Board (lor SR 12) _ __185 
Amber Max 12E 185 
QUA DRAM 
Ouadchrom e 12" S465 
Ou adscre en 17" 1595 
Ouadchrome 1114" 465 
Am berchrome 12" 165 
TAXAN 
lDDG S125 
1D5A 135 
121 149 
l H 1~ 

210 259 
420 409 
440 699 

VIDEO TERMINALS* 

ADOS 

ALTOS 
Smart II ___ _____ _ .$695 

QUME 
OVT 102·Green _______.$395 

OVT 102·Amber 415 
OVT t03·Green 810 
OV T t 03·Amber 845 
OVT 108·Green 445 
OVT ID8·Amber 515 
TELEVIOEO 
800 S122D 
BODA 975 
9 t 0 __________ 420 

9t0 + 555 
92t 445 
922 750 
H4 ~5 

925 695 
925E 595 
WYSE 
50 S485 
75 560 
ZENITH 
Z·22 S465 
~n ~5 
z.49 Lowut Price 

MULTl- FUNCTION BOARDS 
AST RESEARCH 
Six Pak Plu s (6 4k)___ ___S259 

IDEA 
IOEAmax 384 (64k) 
ORCHID 

_____$259 

Blossom (O·k) S235 
STB 
Stper Ri~l64 k[ S329 
GOMMUNICATIONS BOARDS 

AST 
AST-SNA $699 
AST ·8SC 699 

GRAPHICS BOARDS 
AST 
Monograph plus _______$425 

MA SYSTEMS 
Peacock Color Board 
PERSYST 

_____$245 

Monochrome Card _ _____$199 

A·2 Green 
A-3 

________$465 OUAORAM 
S465 Ou adcolor I ________$195 

Ouadcotor II 465 

MANAGEMENT / FINANCE (cont.) 

General Financial Analysis $70 
Real Es tate De v. (Comm. or Res.) _ __70 
SPREADSHEETS/ INTEGRA TEO 
Jazz 
Multiplan_________ 

Micro pl anner 
TK! Solver___ ______ 

Ensemble ~--------
WORD PROC ESSING 

Mic rosolt Word S149 
Thi nk Tank (128kl _______,95 

Mac• Spell•Right 55 
MacSpell + 50 
Hay den: Speller 45 
Think Tank (512k) 135 
TECH (LinQuis t) 70 
Mega lorm 185 

MacTote 
OPTIMUM 

_________$65 

PROMET HIUS 
Promodem t 200 _______S375 

Mac Pak 105 
DI SKS 

Maxell 3'12'' (Box ol 10) _____S35 
Memorex 3'/i' (Box ol 10) 39 
3M 3W' (Box ol 10) 39 

MODEMS ( External ) 

PROMETHEUS 
Pro·modem 1200 $375 
QUADRAM 
Ouadmodem 11 OD S555 
HAYES 
Srnartm odem 300 $205 
Smartmodem 1200 445 
Smartmodem 24 00 719 
NOVATION 
Access 1·2·3 S475 
Prolesslonal 2400 635 
PRENTICE 
Popcorn Xl 00 S379 
Popcorn Cl 00 355 
RACAL·VAOIC 
Maxwell t 200 V S439 
2400 PC 635 
VEN ·TEL 
PC Modem 1200 S399 
1200 Plus 399 

BACK-UP DEVICES 
ALLOY 
PC Quick Tape _ ______.$1719 

SYSGEN 
Image S835 

MOUSE INPUT DEVICES 
MOUSE SYSTEMS 
PC Mouse wlpaint brush _ ___$139 

MICROSOFT 
M1crosolt Mouse (Ser ial) 149 
Micro sott Mouse (Buss) 139 

S URGE PROTECTORS 
KENSINGTON MICROWARE 
Masterpiece 
CURTIS 

_______$115 

Diamond S39 

Emerald ---------~49 
Sapph ire 59 
Ruby 69 

MEMORY CHIPS 
(2D0n s) 64k S35 
(1 sons) 2 56k 69 

DISKETTES 

LOGICTRAK 51/.'' 100% Guaranteed, 
Ooo~e ~de, double density 
10 per box 
20 + boxes ___ __.p,er disk S2.35 

10· 19 boxes r disk S2 .50 
2·9 boxe s r disk $2.99 
1 box 



F·I·X·E·S A·N·D U · P·D·A·T·E·S 


BYTE'S BUGS 
Conversion Algorithm Bug "In Brief" Error 

Mark Werley. a BYTE reader from Yuma. 
Arizona. reported a bug in David L. Kahn's 
article "A Unit-Conversion Algorithm:· (See 
page I 51 of the March BYTE ) 

Line 310 in listing I (page 154) sho uld 
read as fo llows: 

310 IF MID$(1$,X,1) = "" OR X > = LEN(I$) 
THEN 320 ELSE X = X + 1GOTO 310 

Mr. Werl ey also modified the program 
so that it wi ll run on his Commodore com
puter. which has neither an ELSE no r an 
ELSE IF command. He recommends 
inserting 

310 IF MID$(1$,X,1) = "" OR X >=LEN(!$) 
THEN 320 

315 X = X +1 :GOTO 310 

Mr. Kahn tell s us that other readers have 
po inted out one more error. In line 72 50 
(page I 56). the DATA has an incorrect 
value statement. As it appears now. the 

program will produce inaccurate answers 
in any conversion invo lving the term 
ACRE . The correct va lue is 2.4 710536E-4. 

Our thanks to Jack Heddon and Ray 
lsenson for taking the time out to report 
th is bug 

The PRINT CHR$(12) in lines 10. 130. 
and 4000 requi res some clari fication. ac
cording to Mr. Kahn. In most ve rsions of 
BASIC a CLS statement would have been 
preferable to the PRINT CHR $(12) . but 
Mr. Kahn's BASIC compi ler does not sup
port the CLS statement. With both his 
compiler and his interpreter. the PRINT 
CH R$(12) worked just fine. 

Also note that line 130 is unnecessary 
in the MS-DOS vers ion o f the program. In 
add it ion. the TRS-80 version prints some 
material between lines I 0 and 130 that is 
not needed with MS-DOS. The line was left 
in to minimize the differences between the 
two versions. 

In the "Jn Brief" column that accompanied 
La ine Stump's article "The Kit Solution." 
we supplied some erroneous information. 
(See page 196 of the March BYTE.) 

The Slicer comes with a CP/M-86 BIOS. 
The operating system itself is $8 5. Con
current CP/M. as o f press t ime. is unavail
able and unpriced. 

Al Book Available 

A number o f readers have reported that 
Focal Press o f Stoneham. Massachusetts. 
no longer ca rries Mike James·s Artificial ln
tel/iqence in BASIC. which was recently 
reviewed by Norman J Chaplin. (See April. 
page 68) 

This book can be ordered from Newnes 
Books. 84-88 The Centre. Feltham. Middle
sex TWI 3 4BH. England 

Our thanks to Norman J. Chaplin for 
tracking down a distributor for th is book. 

FEEDBACK 
Alternative Approaches to Structured BASIC Programming 

Jack M. Fisc her. network manager for the li ne numbering and for the nam ing of vari el iminate the need for line numbering. 
Tulsa Computer Co nsorti um. recently ab les and subro utines. Another tool compensates for the lack of 
wrote us laud ing Arthu r Hu sto n for th e Programmers at the Consortium. reports loca l and globa l va riables. 
"exce llent case [he makes! for writing Mr. Fi scher. have developed a number of If you want to learn about the Consor
structured BASIC programs:· (See "Struc tools and techn iques that eliminate the tium's approach to structured BASIC pro
turing BASIC' June. page 243 .) need for strict ru les. One su'ch tec hnique. gramm ing. write to the Tu lsa Computer 

Mr. Fisc her notes that Mr. Hu sto n's ap FLOAT. lets you fl oat BASIC subroutines Consortium-St ru ctu red BASIC. POB 707. 
proach to structured BASIC programming between programs and librari es by pro Owasso. OK 74 055. Plea se enc lose return 
relies heavi ly upon adherence to rules for vid ing you with an insert capability to postage. 

UPDATES 
Systems Transfer Documents Between Word Processors 

Flagstaff Disk Conversion Equipment The Word Connectio n. used in conjunc sent directly to a mainframe via IBM's 
distributes systems that transfer document tion with the Di skette Connection. lets you PROFS and DISOSS electronic mail. 
fil es between most word-process in g transfe r disk-based doc ument files be Flagstaff Disk Conversion Equipment is 
eq uipment and the IBM PC. PC XT. and tween word processors. Word Connection a d istributor for Flagstaff Engineering Inc.. 
PC AT. Word processors supported include programs use IBM-standard Docum ent which produces the Diskette Connection 
CP/M systems. Displaywriter. OS/6. Wang. Content Architectu re (DCA-RFT) to trans and the Word Connection. The Diskette 
Xerox. and IBM S/32 . S/34 . and S/38. fer document files and such parameters Connection is $1099. and the Word Con

The Di skette Connection lets you read as page size. tabs. heade rs. margin s. and nection is $695. Contact Flagstaff Disk Con
and write most 8-. 5v.t- . and 3Vi- inch disks. typesetting control characters. The conver version Equipment at 1805 North Beaver. 
It comes with a PC contro ller ca rd. an sion is said to take place at 40 pages per Flagsta ff. AZ 8600 1. (800) 82 1-7 493. ext. 
8-i nch fl oppy-di sk drive. and a cable. minute. Transferred documents ca n be 236: in Arizona. (602) 774 -5422. • 
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY COMPUTER BT/AT 

44 Mb Hard Disk Drive. 
640K Internal RAM. 
8 1/0 Expansion Slots . 
1.2 Mb Floppy Disk Drive. 
2 Asynch Serial 
Communication Ports. 
2 Parallel Printer Ports. 

BACKUP POWER SOURCE 
ATSOO 
XT300 
SB200 

Battery Powered Up To 
30 Minutes. 
Surge Suppression/ 
Noise Filtering. 
Brownout Protection. 
800, 300, 200 Watt Models. 

Introducing The B 

HIGH RESOLUTION 
COLOR MONITORS 
HR31200 
HR31 350 (Enhanced) 

.3lmm Dot Pitch. 

14" Diagonal Screen. 

Black Matrix Picture Tube 

Plugs Into IBM Color/Graphics or 

Compatible Adapter Card. 

Resolution (640 x 200). 

Enhanced (640 x 350). 

Tilt/Swivel Base. 


PC HARD DISK 
SUBSYSTEMS 
BT20 (Internal) 
BT20E (External) 

20 Megabyte Capacity. 

Boot From The Hard Disk--No 

Software Patches or Drivers . 

Runs All The Popular Software 

Designed For The XT. 

High Reliability and Durability-

Specially Plated Drives. 

Includes ldir "Visual Shell" and 

Xydex Software, Bezels . 


Monochrome Graphics 
Adapter (720 x 348). 

Monochrome Monitor (Green). 
Tilt/Swivel Monitor Base. 
IBM PC AT Hardware and 

Software Compatiblity. 
GW-BASIC and MS-DOS 3.1. 

PC KEYBOARD 
BT5151 
AT KEYBOARD 
BT5161 

Solid State Capacitive 

Key Switches. 

3-Position Height Adjustment. 

Keys In Standard Type

writer Positions . 

Seperate Cursor Control 

and Numeric Keypads. 

Easy-To-Read Key Legends 

LED Indicators For All Lock Keys. 


HIGH RESOLUTION 

MONOCHROME MONITORS 

HR 39 (Green) 

HR 134 (Amber) 


Plugs Into The IBM Monochrome 

or Compatible Adapter . 

720 x 350 Resolution. 

12" Diagonal Screen. 

Super Crisp Text Capability. 

High Resolution TTL. 

Tilt/Swivel Base. 


MONOCHROME CARD 
HR720 
COLOR CARD 
HR640 

Complete IBM Compatibility. 
High Resolution Graphics 
Capabilities. 
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T/Inte~ tor Series 


EXTERNAL MODEM 
BT212A/1200E 

Auco-dial, Auto-Answer. 

300/ 1200 Baud Operation. 

Runs All Hayes Compatible Soft

ware Like Crosstalk, Relay, 

Smartcom II, and Sidekick. 

RS-232C Compatible. 

Snap Hatch For Switch Access . 

Eight Status Indicator Lamps. 

External Volume Control Knob . 


PC MULTIFUNCTION CARD 
BT6Plus 

Add 64K To 384K. 

Parallel Printer Port. 

Serial Communications Port. 

Oock/Calendar. 

BTPak Software--BTDrive 

(Electronic Disk Emulation) and 

BTSpool (Print Spooling) 

Optional Game Port 


-
~ . 

SPOOLING TAPE BACKUP 
BT/ SPIOE 

10 Megabyte Capacity Reels . 

Backs Up 20 Megs In 30 Min. 

File By File Recovery. 

Uses Standard l/4"Tape Reels . 


INTERNAL MODEM 
PC212A/ 1200 

Auto-dial, Auto-Answer. 

300/ 1200 Baud Operation. 

Runs All Hayes Compatible Soft

ware Like Crosstalk, Relay, 

Smartcom II, and Sidekick. 

Two Phone Jacks . 

Includes PC-TALK III Software, 

Modular Phone Cord. 


AT MULTIFUNCTION CARD 
AT4X4Plus 

Add 128K To 4 Mb. 

Double Split Memory Addressing. 

1 To 4 Serial Ports . 

Parallel Printer Port. 

Optional Game Port. 


CARTRIDGE TAPE BACKUP 
BT60Streamer 

60 Megabyte Capacity. 

Backs Up 20 Megs In 12 Min. 

Image Backup Capability. 

File By File Recovery. 

Uses l/4"Data Cartridge. 


AT ENHANCEMENT KIT-I 

BT44 (44 Megabyte) 

BT70 (70 Megabyte) 


Combined With The 

AT4X4Plus-512K. 

No Other Chips Needed. 

Runs All The Popular Software 

Designed For The AT. 

High Reliability and Durability. 

Faster Access Time 

Than AT--30 msec. 


Peripherals designed to enhance systems and sales. Basic 
Time products are the latest technology and highest quality 
available today, at prices that will make you competitive. We 
only sell to V ARs, VADs and integrators--end users, contact 
your dealer for more information. 

3350 Scott Blvd., Bldg. 52 
Santa Clara, Califonlia 95054 

Inside California Outside California 
(800) 841-2474 (800) 323-8437 

Basic Lime 
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W·H·A·T'S N·E·W 


FIRST LOOK 

Application Environ
ment for Apple lie 

T he Sw yftCa rd from In
formation Appliance 

Inc. is a text-oriented data
handling product based in 
ROM that comes as an add
in ca rd for the Apple lie. 
The brainchild of Jef Raskin. 
former head of the Apple 
Macintosh development team. 
the ca rd offers word-process
ing. information-retrieva l. 
program-development. cal
culation. and telecommunica
tions capabilities in an inte
gra ted package. 

The SwyftCa rd env iron
ment is designed for speed 
Beca use th e program re
sides in firmware. there is 
no need to access a disk for 
program information. All 
da ta manipulation occurs in 
memory. roughly 40K bytes 
on a 64K-byte Apple lie. The 
SwyftCa rd uses a disk for
mat that equates one disk 
to that 40K-byte figure: this 
wastes some di sk capacity. 
but the o nl y t imes the pro
gram rea lly has to use the 
disk drive are at the begin
ning of a work session 
(retriev ing data) and at the 
end (sav ing it). 

The program is ava ilable 
directl y from the ca rd 's firm
ware when you turn on fhe 
computer. Since the Swyft
Card serves as its own oper
ating system. you need a 
single disk only to store 
data. Thus you ca n use the 
card with a min ima l hard
ware setup: an 80-column 
64K-byte Apple lie. a mono
chrome monitor. and one 
disk drive. The SwyftCa rd 
does not interfere with other 

Tfre Sw!,!flCard add- in for Apple I le computers. 

Apple software: if you place 
a program disk in the drive. 
one keystroke removes the 
SwyftCard system and loads 
the new program. 

The environment is essen
tiall y a conti nuous scroll o f 
text div ided only by page 
breaks. You enter data as 
with any word processor. 
and the SwyftCard prov ides 
all standard word-processing 
functions. There are no files 
as such: if you wish to print 
a section of the scro ll . you 
mark the top and bottom of 
the region and send the 
block to the printer. Format
ting for prin ting is auto
matic. altho ugh you can 
change parameters when 
you wan t. Rapid movement 
thro ugh the tex t scroll is 
provided by a search algo
rithm that takes advantage 
of a peculiarity of the Apple 
l ie keyboard-two keys with 
apple symbols on either 
side of the space ba r. De
pressi ng one of those keys 
in itiates a search for the 
nex t letter or combination 
of letters entered: you can 
abort the search by typing a 

short string of gibberi sh. 
The right key searches for
ward: the left one moves 
backwa rd. 

The SwyftCard interfaces 
smoothly to the !!e's App le
soft BASIC interpreter. You 
enter programs as raw text. 
You highl ight the program 
text as you would for any 
word-processing block oper
ation. press one command 
key. and the program ex
ecutes. BASIC can also be 
used as a shortcut for some 
text manipulations. For ex
ample. you can store boiler
plate phrases or paragraphs 
as string variables. 'fYping 
the variable name. marking 
it. and executing it recalls 
the stored text: retyping or 
complex copying operations 
are replaced by a few key
strokes. You fo llow similar 
mark-and-execute proce
dures for calculat ing numer
ic expressions in text and 
for setting printer and tele

communications parameters. 
You do the same to dial 

the modem. Once you are 
connected. the text of your 
on-line session is incor
porated into the scroll. If 
the modem is set to auto
answer. the SwyftCard will 
act as a rudimentary bulletin 
board-it will accept an in
coming text stream. If you 
are at the keyboard. the 
ca rd stores the message 
without interrupting your 
work. 

Priced at $89.9 5. the 
SwyftCard package contains 
the card itself. self-adhesive 
labels for the nine command 
keys. a manual. a schematic 
diagram and theory of oper
ation. a tutorial disk. and a 
utility to convert SwyftCard 
files to Apple ProDOS 
format. 

Contact Information Ap
pliance Inc.. 530 University 
Ave.. Palo Alto. CA 94301. 
(415) 328-5 160. 

-Ezra Shapiro 
Inquiry 600. 

(continued) 
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WHAT'S NEW 


Spreadsheet Bridges 
1·2·3, dBASE 

V P-Planner from Paper
back Software is an 

integrated spreadsheet/data
base manager for the IBM 
PC and compatible com
puters. Its basic command 
set. macro capability, and 
data structure are compati
ble with Lotus 1-2-3: VP
Planner can process files 
prepared with 1-2-3 and 
make use of spreadsheet 
templates developed for 
that program. VP-Planner 
can also import or export 
data as dBASE II or dBASE 
Ill files without any special 
conversion. 

VP-Planner stores logical 
operations and formulas as 
spreadsheet macros-data 
can be saved by choosing 
the most efficient format. 
The program uses sparse 
matrix technology to op
timize memory use (empty 
cells or data fields are 
essentially ignored: only ac
tive cells require full space 
in memory). 

VP-Planner can organize 
data and logic from either 
database or spreadsheet 
files (or a combination) into 
what is called a multidimen
sional database. Up to five 
dimensions are supported. 
The spreadsheet acts as a 
window into two dimensions 
of the five. Thus. VP-Planner 
can perform complex sorts 
based on multiple criteria 
and can construct fully rela
tional database joins. 

The primary user interface 
is that of a spreadsheet. 
However. the grid can be 
used for entering. viewing. 
and editing database infor
mation (either multidimen
sional or dBASE) in a table 
format. 

Written in FORTH. VP
Planner also features auto
matic recognition and use of 
8087 and 80287 math co
processors. a " learn" func

tion that records keystrokes 
into macros. background 
printing of worksheets. zero
width columns. and pass
word protection of data
bases. 

Suggested retail price for 
VP-Planner will be $99.95. 
which does not include a 
graphics print program. No 
price has been announced 
for VP-Graphics. a compan
ion product that will answer 
that need. According to the 
company, VP-Planner will be 
available in late September: 
release of VP-Graphics will 
follow shortly thereafter. 
!Editor's note: This item was 
based on prerelease software and 
preliminarlJ documentation . Final 
product specifications are subject to 
change.I 

Contact Paperback Soft
ware. 2612 Eighth St.. 
Berkeley. CA 94 710. (415) 
644-2 11 6. 
Inquiry 60 I. 

Corvus Cheetah 
Uses 68010 

Corvus Systems· Cheetah 
workstation uses a 

10-MHz Motorola 68010 pro
cessor and includes a 15
inch monitor with a resolu
t ion of 800 by 620 pixels 
and a I-to-I aspect ratio. 
Designed for computer
aided design. engineering. 
and electronic publishing ap
plications. the Cheetah also 
features a 20-megabyte 
hard-disk drive. one 640K
byte floppy-disk drive. I 
megabyte of RAM. four 
RS-232C ports. one RS-422 
port. and an Omninet local 
area network port. 

Standard software includes 
the UNIX System V operat
ing system. a C compiler. a 
window display manager. 

Megadata's Model Seven UNIX SIJStem . 

and Corvus Connection net
work software. Up to 4 
megabytes of RAM. addi
tional mass-storage devices. 
and an optional floating
point math coprocessor can 
be added. 

With the 20-megabyte 
hard disk and I megabyte 
of RAM. the Cheetah is 
priced at $999 5. For addi
tional information. contact 
Corvus Systems Inc. . 2100 
Corvus Dr. . Sa n Jose. CA 
95124 . (408) 559-7000. 
Inquiry 602. 

8300 Model Seven 
UNIX Processor 

M egadata's 8300 Model 
Seven uses the 68000 

16-/3 2-bit microprocessor. 
The basic system features 
UN IX System V. I megabyte 
of RAM. a 26-megabyte 
Winchester disk. a I-mega
byte floppy-disk drive. and 
two RS-232C ports. This 
desktop computer is trans
portable. 

An expansion board pro
vides eight RS-232C ports 
and an additional 512K 
bytes or I megabyte of 
RAM for a maximum of 2 
megabytes of system mem
ory and eight users. Other 
options include increased 
disk capacity and streaming
tape backup. 

The Model Seven sells for 
54399. The expansion board 

adds from $650 to $990 to 

the basic system price. de

pending on amount of mem

ory. Contact Megadata 

Corp .. 3 5 Orville Dr .. 

Bohemia. NY 11716. (516) 

589-6800. 

Inquiry 603. 


HP Disks 

H ewlett-Packard has in
troduced 10- and 20

megabyte hard-disk subsys
tems and a ~-inch stream
ing-tape backup designed 
for IBM microcomputers and 
close compatibles as well as 
HP's own personal com
puters. 

The HP 9154A IQ-mega
byte hard-disk drive stands 
4Yi inches high. runs 3 V2 
inch platters. and has an 
average access time of 75 
mill iseconds. In addition. the 
drive has been modified to 
withstand shock and vibra
tion. head and bearing as
semblies have been re
designed. and the platter 
has been coated with a 
layer of sputtered carbon 
for added surface protection 
and lubrication. The HP 
9134H 20-megabyte hard
disk drive stands 5\4 inches 
high. runs 5~-inch platters. 
and has an average access 
time of 85 milliseconds. 

(wntinued) 
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INFOWORID'S SOFTWARE PRODUCT OF TI-IE YEAR 

Borland's SideKick™Will Clear 

Your Desk In 30 Minutes And · 


Increase Your Productivity By 50% 

SideKick is a combination of seven desktop accessories, which makes SideYJck the 
single most effective business tool. Just a keystroke suspends your application 
program, givingyou a windowinto 

youbacktowhere you were. 

A FULL-SCREEN WOROSTAR™- \ 
LIKE EDITOR . 

You may jot down notes and 

edit files up to 25 pages long. 


AN ASCII TABLE \ 
for easy reference. 

AN AUTODIALER ~ 
for all your phone calls. 
It will look up and dial 
telephone numbers for you. 
(A modem is required to use 
this function.) 

A PHONE DIRECTORY _;_,~c_::._,..~--:::;...
for your names, 
addresses and 
telephone numbers. 
Finding a name or a 
number becomes 
a snap. 

I 

I 

THE CRITICS' CHOICE 
"SIDF.KJCK deserves a place in every PC. " 
flllry Illy, PC WEEK 

"Ifyou use a Pc, get SIDEKICK You 'll soon 
become dependent on ii." Jltrf PNnellt. BYTE 

"SIDEKICK ts by far the best we've seen. It ts also 
the least expensive. " RM M_,,111. ENTREPRENEUR 
"In a simple, beautiful implementation of 
WordStar'I" block copy commands, SIDEKICK 
can tranJ]X>rl all or any part of the displro! 
~ (even an area overlaid by the nolepad 
display) to the no1epad" 
~ l'rln#, PC MABAZlllE , 

I BORlAnD 
INTERNATIONAL 

4SSS Sams \lllJey Dme, Scous valley C.A 9S066 
1'ione (408) 438-8400 Thlex 172373 

SideKick. Another keystroke brings 
Instantly. It's that easy. 

f 
A MONTHLY CALENDAR 

functional from year 
90lthrough year 2099. 

A DATEBOOK 
.,.~mind yo~ of 
i . . important meetmgs 
•' ,":':·:.:·· · and appointments. 

A FULL-FEATURED 
CALCULATOR 

ideal for business use. 
It also performs decimal 

to hexadecimal to 
binary conversions. 

COPY-PROTECfED 

$54.95 
NOT COPY-PROTECTED 

$84.95 

PCit requires1ecred version 
not cop'l-P' 0 

. include shipping ro 
rnese p~1~esAU tore1gn orders 
au US crt1es. oducl ordered. 
add $10 per pr 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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WHAT S NEW 


The HP 9142A v.1-inch 
streaming-tape backup uses 
standard I 5- and 60-mega
byte cartridges. storing 2 
megabytes of data per 
minute. The I 5-megabyte 
cartridge has an average ac
cess time of 15 seconds: the 
60-megabyte cartridge aver
ages 4 5 seconds. 

The PC/T format (Personal 
Computer/Tupe. a registered 
trademark of Tullgrass Tech
nologies Corporation) that 
HP has chosen is compati
ble with PC-DOS 2.0. 2 I. 
and 3.0. and MS-DOS 2.11. 
Th is lets you address files 
on tape with DOS com
mands. It also means that 
the backup unit can emulate 
a hard disk. In fact. you can 
boot DOS from the tape. 
Other PC/T features include 
selective backup and re
store. off- line tape format
ting. a media monitor that 
counts the number of times 
the tape is used. and the 
ability to partition a car
tridge into one. two. or four 
volumes. each accessible by 
its own directory. 

The drives can be hooked 
up to IBM personal com
puters and close compati
bles via the HP 88500A in
terface kit. The kit includes 
a short-slot card. cables. and 
disk-util ity software that can 
support up to seven hard 
disks and one tape backup. 

The HP 9154A IO-mega
byte drive is priced at 
$1690. the 9134H 20-mega
byte drive is $2390. and the 
9142A cartridge-tape backup 
is S 1690. The 88 500A inter
face kit is S 199. Contact In
quiries Manager. Hewlett
Packard Co.. 1820 Embar
cadero Rd .. Palo Alto. CA 
94 303 or your local Hewlett
Packard dealer. 
Inquiry 604. 

Tfie LP3 700 large-format plotter. 

Large-Format Plotter 
for Micros 

I OLine Corporation's 
LP3 700 Plotter. a large

format $4995 plotter. has 
twin RS-232C ports that let 
you use it in most micro
computer-based CAD/CAE 
environments. It can draw 
on any size media. con
tinuously adjustable to fu ll
size T ' (i.e.. 36- by 48-inch) 
drawings. 

Axial plotting is performed 
at 10 inches per second: 
diagonal plotting speed is 
14 inches per second (max
imum). Addressable resolu
tion is 0.001 inch. 0.002 5 
inch . 0.1 mm. and 0.005 
inch: mechanical resolution 
is 0.002 5 inch. Repeatability 
is 0.002 5 inch. or. with a 
pen change. 0.010 inch. The 
LP3 700's buffer can accom
modate 14.000 bytes (i.e.. 
approximately 1500 vectors) . 

Operator controls include 
eight pen-move directions. 

selectable pen-move rates. 
chart-hold actuation. pen 
speed. chart size. and plot 
limits. Among the keyboard 
indicators are diagnostic test 
codes. plot out of limits. 
command error. and view
ing/pause. 

The LP3700's ASCII char
acter set is resident within 
the plotter. Its parameters 
are 8 bits. no parity. and 2 
stop bits at 300 to 9600 
bps. Since the LP3 700 
emulates Houston Instru
ment's DMPL. it can be 
used with a wide wariety of 
available software. It can 
use both cut-sheet and ro ll
stock paper. vellum. matte 
polyester. mylar. or acetate 
film . The LP3700 can use 
such pens as Hewlett
Packard-compatible liquid 
inks. disposable fiber-tip 
pens. or roller balls. You can 
obtain custom pen adapters. 

Oak and metal plotter 
stands are available. Contact 
IOLine Corp .. Suite DI. 
194 17 36th Ave. W. Lynn
wood. WA 98036. (206) 
775-786 1. 
Inq uiry 605. 

LISP Interpreter and 
Compiler 

L evien Instrument Com
pany has introduced a 

LI SP interpreter. BYSO LISP 
1. 17. and a LISP compiler. 
BYSO LISP 2.17. The inter
preter uses lexical binding. 
and the compiler supports 
both lex ical and dynamic 
binding. A ll the features of 
version 1.17 are supported 
by 2.17. 

BYSO LISP 1.17 features a 
full-screen editor. a structure 
editor that displays pro
grams in graphics format. 
and six prettypri nting styles. 
Among its file- and library
management capabi lities are 
open. close. define and save 
a library. read and write 
random-access files. read 
and write seq uential charac
ters. atoms. lists. and strings. 

Data types include inte
gers. multidimensional ar
rays. structures. and oblist. 
Such list-manipulation con
ventions as car. append. 
map functions. intersect. and 
remove are standard. Some 
of the control structures are 
cond. if. or. prog. return . 
let•. and apply. 

BYSO LISP is compatible 
with LISP I. 5. MacLISP. and 
Common LISP. It's designed 
for the IBM PC and true 
work-al ikes equipped with 
256K bytes of memory. 

BYSO LI SP 1.17 is $150. 
Version 2.17 is $395 . An 
upgrade for 1.17 is offered. 
Shipping and handling is $5 
within the U.S. and SI 5 over
seas. Contact Levien Inst ru
ment Co.. Sittlington Hill. 
Box 31. McDowell . VA 
244 58. 
Inquiry 606. 

(continued} 
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ATFENTION SIDEKICK'" USERS: SUPERKEY IS 
~ 

SIDEKICK'S BEST COMPANION. GET SUPERKEY TODAY! J 

Borland's SUperKey™ 
lets one powerful keystroke do 
the work of hundreds and helps 
keep your confidential files ... 

confidential! 
SUPERKEY TURNS 1,000 INTO 11Yes, SuperKey can 
record lengthy keystroke sequences and play them 
back at the touch of a single key. Instantly. Like 
Magic. Say, for example, you want to add a column 
offigures in 1·2·3. Without SuperKey you'd have 
to type seven keystrokes just to get started. 
("shift·@-s-u-m-shift-("] . With SuperKey you 
can turn those 7 keystrokes into 1. 

SUPERKEY HELPS PROTECT YOUR 
CAPITAL INVESTMENT. SuperKey, at 
your convenience, will make 
your screen go blank after a 
predetermined time of 
screen/ keyboard inactivity. 
You've paid hard-earned 
money for your PC. SuperKey 
will protect your monitor's 
precious phosphor .. . and 
your investment. This feature 
alone justifies your SuperKey 
purchase! 

THE CRITICS' CHOICE 
"It's unquestionably the best new program I've 
seen since Borland's SideKick." 
~II 1111111. PC Mlfll/111 

"The encryption features were extremely easy 
to use because of some elegant incorporaJion of 
puU-dcwn. menus and clearprompts .. . 
SuperKey is a large amount offunctionality 
in a 'small amount of code at a low price. " 
Vidor ""'1lflld. PC Ta Jouru/ 

I BORlAnD 
INTERNATIONAL 

4585 Scoas Vllley Drive, SmUB Valley CA 95066 
Phone (408) 438-8400 Thiel: 172373 
Compuaene - GO BOR 

CapoJrlght 1885 Borland lntsmallonal 81-10098 

SUPERKEY KEEPS YOUR 'CONFIDENTIAL' FILES ... 
CONFIDENTIAL1 Ti1ne after time you've experi

enced it: anyone can walk up to your PC, and read 
your confidential files (tax returns, business 
plans, customer lists, personal letters .. . ). With 
SuperKey you can encrypt any file, even while 
running another program. As long as you keep 

the password secret, only YOU can decode 
your file. SuperKey implements the 

' U.S. government Data Encryption 
Standard (DES). 

SUPERKEY PROTECTS YOUR 
WORK FROM INTRUDERS 
WHILE YOU TAKE ABREAK. 



WHATS NEW 


Modem Adapts to 
Phone Quality 

D igital Communications 
Associates (DCA) and 

Telebit recently announced 
Irma's Fastlink. an intelligent. 
high-speed. packetized 
modem that transmits and 
receives data over ordinary 
dial-up phone lines at up to 
10.000 bps. Telebit of Cuper
tino. CA. developed the 
patented te.::hnology for 
high-speed. error-free data 
communications using the 
concepts of packet switch
ing. dynamic multicarrier 
modulation. and digital 
signal processing. DCA. an 
Alpharetta . GA. company 
that produces the Irma line 
of micro-to-mainframe com
munications devices. is 
marketing and distributing 
the modem: Telebit is 
manufacturing it. 

The modem is available in 
two versions. As a plug-in 
board for the IBM PC. XT. 
AT. and compatibles. it costs 
$199 5 and comes with 
Crosstalk-Fast from Micro
stuf. A stand-alone model is 
priced at $2395 : Crosstalk
Fast is optional. 

Both versions provide 
asynchronous. dial-up con
nection: automatic error 
detection and correction: 
automatic speed selection at 
time of connection: 300-bps 
and 1200-bps full-duplex 
modes for Bell 103 and 
2 I 2A compatibility: real-time 
line analysis and adaptation: 
Adaptive Duplex for max
imized throughput: self-test: 
call progress monitoring and 
reporting: auto-dial and 
auto-answer: and a superset 
of the Hayes command lan
guage. 

When a Fastlink modem 
calls a standard 300- or 
1200-bps modem. it adjusts 
to that speed and behaves 
as a like device. However. 
Telebit's Packetized En
semble Protocol (PEP) allows 
two Fastlink modems (or 
other PEP devices) to com-

The Fast/i11k plug-i11 board for the IBM PC a11d compatibles. 

. 'C CCI HlY/UNK ' 

Tne sta11d-alo11e versio11 of tne Faslli11k modem. 

municate at speeds of 
10.000 bps. When one 
Fastlink calls another. it 
analyzes phone-line quality 
to determine the maximum 
transmission speed. 

Fastlink works with a max
imum of 512 carriers (every 
8 Hz from 8 to 4000 Hz). 
The phone-line analysis tells 
which of those carriers is 
useful at any given time. 
Three modulation schemes 
are used to encode data. 
The lowest density is for 
low-quality carriers. and the 
highest density is for car
riers with a high signal-to
noise ratio. 

All of the hundreds of 
tones are then generated at 
the same time. converted 

through an inverse fast 
Fourier transform into a 
complex waveform. and sent 
as a packet to the other 
Fastlink. The packet is ac
companied by a 16-bit 
cyclical redundancy check. If 
any error is detected, the 
packet is resent. 

After each packet. the 
Fastlink again analyzes the 
signal-to-noise ratios on the 
carriers and reassesses the 
maximum transmission 
speed. The previous speed 
is set back or increased by 
between 50 and 100 bps. 

Fastlink depends on 
70.000 lines of code. a 
IO-MHz 68000. and a Texas 
Instruments TMS32010 
digital signal processor for 
its processing speed and ex
ecution of PEP. 

Crosstalk-Fast is a special 
version of Crosstalk-XVI. 
Besides high-speed file
transfer capabil ity. it in
cludes terminal-emulation 
features and access to 
Fastlink's phone-line analysis 
characteristics. Telebit has 
no plans to license PEP. 

Contact DCA Inc. . IOOO 
Alderman Dr .. Alpharetta. 
GA 30201. (404) 442-4000. 
Inquiry 607. 

Interactive Satellite 
Dish 

E quatorial Communica
tions Company is offer

ing the C-200. a small satel
lite dish designed specifi
cally for personal computers 
and terminals. The C-200 
dish, which measures 4 feet 
in diameter. can send and 
receive information at up to 
19.200 bps: the dish con
nects to a personal com
puter through a standard 
RS-232C cable. 

The C-200 transmits infor
mation over the weather
tolerant microwave band C 
to Equatorial Communica
tions· transponders on the 
Westar IV and Galaxy Ill sat
ell ites. The information is 
then sent back to one of 
Equatoria l's 36-foot dish 
receivers. processed on a 
mainframe computer. and 
retransmitted via satellite to 
another C-200. 

The approximate cost for 
a C-200 setup is $6000. or 
about $2 2 5 per month. in
cluding charges for Equato
rial 's network services. The 
C-200 is designed primarily 
for large companies that use 
leased telephone lines. The 
minimum order is approxi
mately 100 units. Contact 
Equatorial Communications 
Co.. 300 Ferguson Dr .. 
Mountain View. CA 94043. 
(415) 969-9500. 
Inquiry 608. 

(continued on page 4311 
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PC WEEK'S PRODUCT OF THE YEAR 

PC MAGAZINE'S AWARD FOR TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE 


Borland Introduces 

the Laws of TURBO DYNAMICS™ 

Laws That Work Like Magic. Whether considering 
technological excellence, or innovation in 
areas such as pricing, 
not copy-protection, 
licensing agreements, NOT COPY-PROTECTED 

site licenses, 60 day SOFI'WARll AND 
Rl!ASONABLE LICENSINGmoney-back guarantee AGREEMENTS. 

-Borland is clearly We will always offer not 
recognized as the copy-protected versions of our 

software. Also, our licensingsoftware industry agreement is now so simple 
leader. The following that even a child can under-

three laws of " lUrbo 
DynamicS' TM exemplify 

•stand it. 

our pledge for excellence. 

TURBO PASCAL TM $69.95 
Thllilllilslryslllndard. With more d1an 350,CXXJ 
users worldwide Turbo Pascal is the indus
try's de facto standard. Turbo Pascal is 
praised by more engineers, hobbyists, 
students and professional programmers 
than any other development environment 
in the history of microcomputing.And ye~ 
1\Jrbo Pascal is simple and fun to use. Free 

spreadsheet included on every Turbo disk with ready-to
compile source code. Options: We offer tl1e exci ting Binary 
Coded Decimal(BCD) option for your business applications as 
well as an 8087 option for your number-crunching applica
tions at a very low charge. Please refer to the coupon. 
Portablllty.Turbo Pascal is available today for most computers 
running PC-DOS, MS-DOS, CP/ M-80 or CP/M-86. Jsff 
Ountsmann. PC Magazine: "In its simplicity it achieves an 
elegance tl1at no other language compiler has ever displayed." 

TURBO DATABASE TOOLBOX T" $54.95 
The Turllo Dallbase Toolbox I& th• perfect 
comp/1m1nt to Turbo Puca/. It contains a 
complete library of Pascal procedures that 

~!!11!1!'1-::~ allows you to sort and search your data 
and build powerful applications. It's 
another Borland set of tools that will give 
the beginning programmer the expert's 
edge. 611 &tarted right 1way: tree tllllill11/ 

Included on every Toolboxdisk is the source code to aworking 
data base which demonstrates how powerful and easy to use 
our search system, Turbo-Access, really is. Modify it to suit 
your individual needs or just compile it and run. Remtm/Jer, 
no roy1n1111 

•>BORlAnD 
.) INTERNATIONAL 
4585 Scotts \lilley Drive, Scotts \lilley CA 95066 
Phone (408) 438-8400 Telex 172373 

Copyright 1985 Borland International 81-1011 
'l1lll>o Pascal, 1~rlx> Datal>o5t Toolbox, 1\nbo Grap!) ix Tuolbox, Turbo 1\llor and 
1\nbo Dynamics are trademarlo of Borland lmematinnal, Inc. 

TURBO GRAPHIX TOOLBOX n' $54.95 TURBO TUTOR ™ $34.95 

JST LAW~ 
SPEED, POWER 

AND PRICE. 

Borland products are known 
to be fast, powerful and to 
deliver an incredible price per
formance ratio. We only believe 
in absolutely superb software 
at rock bottom prices. 

Turbo Dynamics Applies to Turbo Pascal. 
Borland's Pascal family of products is growing 

... 
3RD LAWi 
60 DAY MONEY-BACK 

GUARANTEE'. 

This third law is actually a 
first in the industry! We are so 
sure that you will love our • 
software that all of bur pro
ducts now. come backed with 
a 60 day money-back 

• guarantee. No questions asked . 

apply to all Borland products. 

by leaps and bounds. 
You can now join 
hundreds of thou

sands of users 
and enter the 

world of Turbo 
Pascal program

ming. And 
remember, all 
three laws of 

Tl.1rbo Dynamics 

Inquiry 41 for End-Users. Inquiry 42 for DFALERS ONLY. 

From start to finish In 300 pages. Turbo 
Tutor is for everyone from novice to expert. 
Even if you 've never programmed before 
Turbo Tutor wlll get you started right away. 
Amust. You' ll find the source code for all 
theexamples in thebook on theaccompany
ing disk ready to compile. Turbo Tutor 
might be the only referenceon Pascal and 
programming you 'll ever need. 



A·S·K B·Y·T·E 


Conducted by Steve Ciarcia 

IN A CONSTELLATION 
FAR AWAY... 

Dear Steve. 
The reason I am writing to you is 

because for the last three years a friend 
of mine and I have been designing the 
plans for the most elaborate starship ever 
built. To give you an example of the im
menseness of this ship. here are a few of 
its dimensions: 

length: 2 miles 
height: I mile 
width: V2 mile 
gross deadweight in metric tonnage: 

I. 500.000-2.000.000 
number of main engines: six ion drives 
backup: fou r cyclotron drives 
impulse: 12 matter/antimatter drives 
aux il iary power: 1500 fuel cells 
number of decks: 373. from 0 (deck obser

vation) to 372 (laser weaponry) 

Our problem is that we are going to 
build our own computer and electrical 

layout of the ship. I have enclosed a block 
diagram of the computer as we need it 
(see figure I). If you could give.us any help. 
advice. or steer us to either books or peo
ple who could assist us. it would be greatly 
appreciated. 

SEAN F. McCARTNEY 

Newton. KS 

Your starship plans are very impressive. 
I congratulate you and your friend on 
your ambitions. Ad astra per aspera. 
!Editor's note: For those of you whose 
knowledge of Latin is as nonexistent as 
mine. that translates as "to the stars by 
hard ways," and it is the motto of Kansas.I 

On a Jess grand scale than yours. some 
people have already projected some of 
the computing needs ofan old-style star
ship like the USS Enterprise. Check out 
the December 1977 BYTE for an article 
called "The Computer of Star Trek " by 
Kurt /. Schmucker and Robert M . Tarr 
(page 12). 

Any contracts that I may or may not 
have with certain unnamed agencies for 
which I consult may expressly forbid me 
to pass along any specific information 
regarding starship computer systems on 
which I may or may not be working. How
ever. I would not be forbidden to point 
out some general considerations that 
may be of interest to you. 

While a centralized computer system 
has advantages in coordinating informa
tion from all over the ship. some serious 
problems must be overcome. Due to the 
ship 's size. information from a sensor for 
another computer) may have to travel up 
to two miles to reach the main computer. 
Even if transmission efficiency were 100 
percent-operating at the speed of 
light-a signal would take from 5 to 10 
microseconds to make the journey in one 
direction. 

Commercial microprocessors now 
operate at a 10-MHz clock speed. so 
perhaps we could surmise that seventh

(continued) 
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Figure 1: A block diagram of Sean F McCartney's computer for his proposed starship. 
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Inquiry 277 

ASK BYTE 

and eighth-generation computers (we are 
just designing fifth-generation computers 
now) would have a clock speed of JOO 
MHz or greater with parallel processors. 
This would mean that the central com
puter was capable of operating so fast 
that the 5-10-µs delay would be a very 
Jong time indeed. Even if it could act 
upon the information in a picosecond or 
two. it would still face the same 5-10-µs 
propagation delay in responding. It is as 
if you put your hand on a hot stove. and 
it took 5 minutes for the pain signal to 
get to your brain. Your brain could decide 
to move your hand in Jess than a second. 
but it would take another 5 minutes for 
the signal to reach your hand and pull it 
away By that time. you would have been 
in trouble for JO minutes! 

It would thus appear that a central 
computer system would demand that all 
high-priority operation systems be within 
reasonable proximity-no more than JOO 
feet. Another alternative would be to 
have local computers in control of their 
own systems but also be in a local-area 
network (star topology preferred) in 
order to receive Jess time-crucial in
formation from other. farther-away, 
computers. 

One other possibility comes to mind. 
About 30 years ago, Isaac Asimov wrote 
a paper titled "The Endochronic Proper
ties of Resublimated Thiotimo/ine," in 
which he described a chemical com
pound that dissolved a fraction of a sec
ond before it was added to water. This 
was due to one of the chemical bonds 
being in the fourth dimension. giving 
temporal instability to the compound. If 
thiotimoline can be made to act as a 
semiconductor. the propagation-delay 
problem would be solved. It would then 
be possible for the central computer to 
be synchronized to its peripheral units no 
matter how close or far away they were. 
By cascading several thiotimoline-based 
circuits in series. you could effectively 
reduce the propagation delay to zero and 
have the central computer act upon the 
virtual information sent from the periph
eral device immediately When the actual 
signal was received 5-10 µslater. it could 
be relegated to the bit bucket because 
the central computer would already have 
responded! Naturally. the same circuitry 
would be used in the opposite direction 
as well. 

Of course. all this hinges upon making 
semiconductor devices from thiotimo/ine. 
As I recall. Dr. Asimov had some reser
vations about the use of this compound, 
and he is the only chemist I know of who 
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m!AOISE 5 Pak wl384k .....2" 
TECMAR Captain w/384k ...... .224 
THESYSFasl Card Ill ...........Clll 

MONITORS • -
AMDEK 31111... .............. .. ..171 
PRINcrrtlN GRAPHICS: 
HX 12 •.. .••.411 Max-12 E...174 • 
SA-12 w/Scan Doubler ..........8" 
TAXAH 410 IBM AGB ..........2" • 
TAXAH 420 HI Res AGB lnBM419 
ZENITH: 
ZVM·124 IBM Compalible......131 -
ZVM-1l5 AGB................... .319 
ZVM·136 Hi Res AGB ..... .. .....741 

MODEMS~ 
HAYES: 
300 .........151 1200 ........311 
12008 w/Smancom 11 ........... 349 
SMARTCOM 11 ..................... ." 
1400 ......... ......125 
Mic10 Modem lie ................149 
US ROBOTICS : Pass>ord 1100 ..Zll 
US ROBOTICS Cooror 2400 .....591 

DISKETTES 
SS/DO 

ll?rbahm Da~ Liie (10)11 
fWl(l0) ...............13 
MAXELL (10)..•....••.14 
BASF (10)..............14 
IBM (10) ...............11 
FAMOUS MAKE •... 12 

NETWORKS 

- IBM PC DREAM JEil. SANYO 775 ~\ 
SYSTEM iim Portable ~ 
Wl640k RAM. (1) 300k Orr.!, 
WL1~b .Har~Oisk . Zenilh Amlle! Ill~ re.°' 
Adap1~"'.~~: ....'.~'~... •2695 OuaJ Speed Proc""' . 

ZENITH z150 4
W~2) 300k Orr.ts, -
C~or Grajlll<S Cai d. 

~a~"C.':·M~~~r 1899 

OLYMPIAR~ _ 
Daisy Wh eel 
Len~ Ouallty, ~ 
14Cps.iPaiallel& 
Seliall'o<lsw/Buill-ln 
Tractor foed . 
3 P•chONLYI 
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has synthesized it. Perhaps you could 
contact him and find out what the status 
of thiotimoline is. If you find out. let me 
know. 

Good luck with your project-Steve 

PS. I checked again to see that you were 
writing to me and not Pournelle. 

S·100 EMULATOR BOARDS 
Dear Steve. 

It seems that many types of add-on 
boards for Apple and IBM computers are 
available. I was wondering if any of these 
boa rds allow S-100 bus computers to run 
Apple and IBM software? 

I would like such boards for my Com
puPro 8/16. since I would li ke to try many 
programs for the Apple and IBM. 

L EE SIDDOWAY 

Kure. Japan 

I agree with you that S-100 Apple and 
IBM cards are a good idea. Unfortunate
ly. up to now no one has offered them. 
There have been S-/00 boards that use 
the 6502 processor (as does the Apple) 
but without the necessary video or disk
controller circuitry to emulate the Apple. 
No one currently manufactures an S-100 
Apple board as far as I know. 

Fortunately for you. Viasyn will soon be 
releasing an S-100 board to allow your 
CompuPro 8/ /6 to look more like an IBM. 
run PC-DOS. and read PC-DOS disks. 
Check with your local dealer or write 
Viasyn directly. Again. no other manufac
turer I know has plans for an IBM S-1 00 
card.-Steve 

RADIO SHACK PC-3 
Dear Steve. 

I recently purchased a Radio Shack PC-3 
pocket computer. Because I want to pro
gram it in machine language. I would like 
to know what microprocessor it has and 
where I can fi nd information about it. 

The PC-3 's BASIC has the PEEK and 
POKE commands. but it is missing the 
USR function necessary to run a machine
language program. How cou ld I get 
around this problem? 

Also. the computer has a dot-matrix 
printer. Is it possible to write a machine
language program to produce graphics on 
the printer? 

RA LF-ERIC P IEPER 

Santo Domingo. Dominican Republic 

Sharp Corporation has chosen to keep 
the technical specifications of its PC-1 250 
pocket computer (the same as the Radio 

(continued) 



Lots of Lots of 

dollars. 

They've been doing it for years. Selling 
you accounting software module by 

module, till before you know it you've 
paid up to five thousand dollars for a 
complete system. That's a lot of dollars . . . 
which doesn't make good business sense. 
Now, there's a better alternative. Dae Easy 
Accounting. For only $69.95, Dae Easy 
is a fully integrated accounting package 
offering instant access to General Ledger, 
Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, 
Inventory, Purchase Order, Billing and 
Forecasting. And Dae Easy has the 
flexibility to manage either product or 
service oriented businesses. 
It's not just the price that makes 
Dae Easy better. Only Dae Easy saves 
three years of history in all fi les, making 
automatic forecasting easier and more 
accurate. Plus, you can generate any of 
300 different reports for instant access to 
theexact information you need. 
Dae Easy is menu-driven for ease-of-use, 
and comes with easy-to-understand 
documentation inside a handsome slip
case binder. It's also non-copy-protected. 
Listen to what experts are saying: 

"Dae Easy Accounting is remarkable, 
amazing, revolutionary, sensational . .. " 

Computer Buyer's Guide 
& Handbook, September 1985 

Find out for yourself why Dae Easy is 
the fastest selling accounting package 
in history. Compare Dae Easy's range 
of features against systems costing 
thousands more. You'll see how Dae Easy 
can save you lots of dollars. Which makes 
a lot of sense. 

Inquiry 40 1 

PARTIAL LIST OF FEATURES 
General Information 
• ti.·lenu driven 
• Password protection 
• File cr1pacity limited only by disk sp.icc 
• Sup1x )rt contrnct available 
General Ledger 
• Unlimited mult i- level ;iccounL<> 
• Threc-yem account histOI)' for CRT inquiry 
• Penci l and pen feature to correct mistakes 
• Unique budgeting rouline 
· CRT transaction inquiry 
· Ac tivity report. trial balance. financial slatemenL'i. 

unlimited d -partmenls and joumals 
Accounts Receivable 
· Open invoice or balance forward 
• Cus1omi zed aging report 
• Unlimited number of customers 
• Flexible mailing labels and directories 
• Supports part ial payments & finance charges 
• Three·year customer history for number of invoices. sales. 

c:osL5. and profits 
• Customized statements 
• Cash How analys is/sales analysis 
• Au1omi1l ic sales forecasting 
Accounts Payable 
• Check printing with n1ul liple invoices and cash available 

routines 
• Aging reporls with seven customized columns 
• Unlimited number of vendors 
• n exible mail ing lnbels and directories 
• Three year vendor history 
• Unl imited allocations per invoice 
lnventorv 
• Supports average. last purcha'\C, and standard costing 

methods 
• Powerful physical inventory routines 
• Accepts any unit of measure 
• Three-year product history in units, dollars. cost. and 

profi ts 
• Automatic foreca'\t of product sales 
• Automatic pricing assignmenL'\ 
• Alert and i..lctivi ty reports with 11 sorts 
• CRT shows on-handlon-orcler/committccVsalesltostlprofiV 

turnsGROI 
Purchase Order 
• lnvenlCJI)' ;md non-inventory item ..'> 
• Allows up 10 99 lines per P.O. 
• Per line discount in <\11 

• P.O. accepts generic discountslfreight/la.'<eslin.o;urance 
• 1~0. accept'\ back orders and returns 
• Purchase journal 
Billing 
• Service or Inventory invoicing on plain or preprinted fom1s 

with remarks 
• Print-; S."lles journal 
• Allows return credi t memo 
Forecasting 
Unique program that automatically forecasts using your 
threc·year history: 
• Revenue and expense accounts 
• Vendor purchases 
• Customer sales. cost. and profi l 
• Inventory item usage 
• Forecast by s.."l.me as la'\I year, or t!u base from la'it year, or 

lrend, or leasl square trend line analysis method 

dif.1 #Z4ccounting 
To Order Call Toll Free 

1-800-992-7779 

Ask For Operator 19 

For More Information Or In Texas Call 

214-458-0038 
'01 dac software, inc 4801 Spring Valley , 
Build ing 110-B, Dallas , TX 75244 

Send in this coupon w ith your credil card number, money 1 
order or check for $69.95 plus $7.50 for poslage and 

handling. In l exas , add 6Vx'Yo sa les lax ($4.28). Oulsicle I 
U.S., add $17.50 for postage and hand ling. No C.0.D. I 

D CHECK 0 MONEY ORDER 
D AMEX D VISA D MASTERCARD Expires - --

Account No. _______________ 

Company Name _____________ 

Address ______________~ 

I
City ______ State ___ Zip ___ 

1 
Phone _______________ _ 

Signature ---------------
:m.oa~· rvloney Back Gwmmlec: clac soffw(1re. inc. provides i.I :30-d<iy 
money bctck gtiarantec thal all claims mid features !isled i11 ll1is ad 
are trw:. 
:vlinimum Hardware Requirements: 
IBM (PCjr. PC, XT. or AT) 1or other compati bles. 128K 
memory. one 5V.1 DSDD nappy disk . 132 co lumn printer in 
compressed mode, 80X24 CRT, MS-DOS", PC DOS' 2.0 
or later. 

!Trademarks of lnlcrnci tional Business Mad 1i11cs Ccnp 1ir<1l ilHI . 
:1fademark of Microsoft Corporntion. 

&fa/AccounlilJ8" 19_J 
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Inquiry 164 

our waiting is over With the Universal Data Buffer  it frees yollr computer in 
seconds while it handles the printing of your file. 

And the Universal Data 

Buffer from Hanlon is 

smarter than the average 

buffer. For one thing it has 

two inputs----one serial and 

one parallel, and two out

puts----one serial and one 

parallel. Since all the ports - 
are active, it means the Universal Data Buffer can interface between serial and 
parallel devices - even at different speeds and protocols. All that is a bonus to 

· its standard function - as a 64K buffer 
expandable to 256K The buffer also 

has operator controls for 
selecting additional copies, 

and pausing. 

Call Hanlon today for 
your nearest dealer: 
(206) 487-1717. 

Suggested Retail Price: $385 - 64K Buffer 
$59 - 64K Expansion Module 

HANZON DATA INC.• 18732 142nd Ave NE• Woodinville, WA 98072 

I I BM color printer & I BM graphics

printer compatibility standard. 


I Multiple color, high resolution 

raster and bit image graphics. 


I 200 cps data processing mode. 

I 110 cps text quality mode. 

I 35 cps letter quality mode. 

I 10 ips graph ics print speed. 

I Centronics parallel interface. 

I 5000-byte buffer. 


IBM Users••• 

Color your graphics with the Dataproducts 8052. 


For sale, lease or rent from MTI. 

The Dataproducts Model 8052 printer is one of the most economi
cal yet highly versatile IBM-compatible color printers available for 
use in today's microcomputer applications environment. 
MTI is an authorized distributor for Dataproducts, so we can meet 
your requirements with professionalism and in a timely fashion. 
Whether you buy, rent or lease, MTI is the one source for all com
puter printers. And our prices are hard to beat. Call MTI and save. 

==I ~IL§Y~~I~~§ 

Computer & Data Communications Equipment 

Sales I Leasing I Service I Systems Integration 

Digital Equipment Corp., Intel, Texas Instruments, AT&T, ADDS, Qume, HP* 
Dataproducts, Diablo, Epson, Lear Siegler, Esprit, Wyse, Link, C. ltoh, PCI 
Racal-Vadic, MICOM, Ven-Tel, Develcon, Control Data, Emulex, U.S.Design 

New York: New Jersey: California Ohio: 
212 /226-2337 201/227-5552 818/883-7633 216 /464-6688 
516/621-6200 Pennsylvania: 714/220-6487 Kentucky: 
518/449-5959 412/931 -9351 •Franchised areas only. 502/449-6656 

Or call 800/645-6530 l~~r~a~i~~9~f1~~?n~s~d~'!'cahrn~:. 

ASK BYTE 


Shack PC-3) unpublished. and to date 
there has been no mention of the infor
mation that you requested. These ma
chines were designed to use the BASIC 
language and may not allow access to 
machine-language programming. 

You may be able to obtain some addi
tional information from Sharp, JO Sharp 
Plaza, Paramus, NJ 07652, Attn: Product 
Information. -Steve 

MEMORY EXPANSION 
Dear Steve. 

I have two questions that may also be 
of interest to many of your readers. First. 
do you know of any memory-expansion 
device of at least 16K bytes that wi ll plug 
into my TRS-80 PC-2? Second. what would 
be the best way for me to increase the 
memory of my Tl-99/4A from 16K to 64K 
bytes now that no Tl factory expansion 
devices are available? 

ED ROCKWOOD 

Portland. OR 

The Radio Shack catalog no longer lists 
the memory-expansion devices for the 
TRS-80 PC-2. However. some stores in 
your area may still have them in stock. 
If not. the memory-expansion units for 
the Sharp PC-I 500A are identical. Both 
the BK- and I 6K-byte versions can be 
ordered from Computer Mail Order. 4 77 
East Third St., Williamsport, PA 17701 , 
(800) 233-8950. 

T\.vo possible sources for the memory-
expansion units for your TI-9914A are 

Multicom Inc. 
POB 1693 
Sandy, UT 84091 

M. W S. Computers 

2 2 East Tioga St. 

Tunkhannock, PA 18657 


-Steve 

DATA ACQUISITION 
Dear Steve. 

I am a research fellow in biochemistry. 
Although I have programmed microcom
puters, I have done little hardware design 
work. Now I would like to design an 
8085-based data-acquisition board that 
communicates with an IBM PC through an 
RS-232C port. 

I am planning to use the 8237 OMA con
troller. an 82 51 UART. and the 8155 and 
82 5 5 chips. I would also like to have a 
12-bit AID converter and a couple of 

(continued) 
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ircuit·Board-Artwork Softwfor the De ign Engin '"':..-"Y.ri~c'i 

in a Hurry 

For only $895, smARTWORK® lets 
the design engineer create and 
revise printed-circuit-board art
work on the IBM Personal Com
puter. You keep complete control 
over your circuit-board artwork
from start to finish . 

Forget the tedium of taping it 
yourself or waiting for a tech
nician, draftsman, or the CAD 
department to get to your project. 

smARTWORK®is the only low
cost printed-circuit-board artwork 
editor with all these advantages: 
0 Complete interactive control 

over placement and routing 
0 Quick correction and revision 
D Production-quality 2X artwork 

from a pen-and-ink plotter 
D Prototype-quality 2X artwork 

from a dot-matrix printer 

D Easy to learn and operate, yet 
capable of sophisticated 
layouts 

D Single-sided and double-sided 
printed circuit boards up to 
10 x 16 inches 

0 Multicolor or black-and-white 
display 

System Requirements: 
0 IBM Personal Computer, XT, or 

AT with 256K RAM, 2 disk drives, 
and DOS Version 2.0 or later 

0 IBM Color/ Graphics Adapter 
with RGB.color or black-and
white monitor 

0 IBM Graphics Printer or Epson 
FX/ MX/ RX series dot-matrix 
printer 

0 Houston Instrument DMP-41 
pen-and-ink plotter 

0 Optional Microsoft Mouse 

The Smart Buy 
At $895, smARTWORK®is proven, 

convenient, fast, and a sound 
value. Call us today. And put it to 
work for yourself next week. 

Wintek Corporation Inquiry 391 

1801 South Street 
Lafayette, IN 47904-2993 
Telephone: (317) 742-8428 
Telex: 70-9079 WINTEK CORP UD 

In Europe contact: RIVA Terminals Limited , 
Woking, Surrey GU21 5JY ENGLAND, 
Telephone: 04862-71001 , Telex: 859502 

"smARTWORK:· "Wlntek" ond the Wintek logo ore 
registered trademarks of Wlntek Corporation. 



At the heart of every Stride 400 
Series microcomputer. from the 
foppy-based 420 to the 448M byte 
460. is an identica l CPU board. 
Th is guaran tees compati bi li ty 
throughout the enti re product family. 
And it means. our CPU board was 
designed with standard features that 
are either options o r simply unavail
able on other microcomputers: 

D 68000 microprocessor (10 MHz 
with no wa it states) 

D VMEbus 
D 2 56K bytes RAM 
D 5 1~" 640K byte floppy 
D Battery-backed real time clock 
D 4K CMOS RAM 
D Four RS-232C seria l ports (Stride 

multiuser BIOS) 
D Centronics b i-di rectiona l paral lel 

port 
D Omni net Loca l Area Network 

(Liaison LAN software) 

All this. and still the best price/ 
performance ratios in the industry: 
from $2900 to over $60,000. But 
it begins with the powerful Stride 
CPU board. a s~andard featt1re 
of every 400 series system. It's what 
we call "Performance By Design:· 

One Board... 
One Family 

With th is basic design. Stride is 
able to explore the full range of 
68000 applications from an advanced 
multiuser. multi tasking BIOS to 
bui lt-in local area networking. No 
other microcomputer offers the 
flexibility to run over a dozen dif
ferent operating systems and more 
than 30 languages/compilers. 

The basic design is backed by a 
rich option list: 

D 12 MHz 68000 processor 
D VMEbus (Eurocard) cage 
D Low cost. high speed graphics 
D NODm cursor control 
D 12M bytes o f RAM 
D 448M bytes of hard disk sto rage 
D 22 serial ports 
D Floating point processor 

!NS16081) 
D Cartridge streaming tape backup 
D Memory Management Un it 

Formerl y Sage Computer 

For more information on Stride or the 
location of the nearest Stride Dealer 
call or write us today. We' ll also send 
you a free copy of our 32 page product 
cata log. 

Corporate Offices: 
4905 Energy Way 
Reno. NV 89502 
(7021322-6868 

Regiona l Offices: 
Boston: 1617) 229-6868 
Dallas: 12141 392-7070 

Inquiry 352 
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EPROMs for software. 
Could you please point me in the direc

tion of some re ference materials that I 
could study. especially some information 
on the 8237? 

IAY SHR EE 

Cambridge. MA 

The hardest part of any hardware 
design is developing the logic necessary 
to execute each function . The next step 
is to select the chips that will accomplish 
each function . It 's then just a matter of 
connecting these chips together with 
some TTL "glue." 

It appears that you have already gone 
through these steps, as you have already 
selected your /Cs for the project. Since 
all the chips are from Intel. its data 
catalog will be of great help. The Intel 
data catalog gives complete chip speci
fications and pin-outs and shows sample 
circuits. Contact Intel Corporation . 
Literature Department SV3-3. 3065 
Bowers Ave .. Santa Clara. CA 95051. 

The Intel catalog also contains a good 
description of the operation of the 82 3 7 
OMA controller. which will show you how 
it is used in a circuit with the 8085. 

You can obtain information about your 
AID converter from its manufacturer. For 
example. Micro Networks makes AID 
converters and has a catalog of data
conversion products that contains an ex
cellent section called "Tutorial: Under
standing Data Converters." This should 
give you most of the information you 
need to use AID converters. You can ob
tain this catalog from Micro Networks. 
324 Clark St.. Worcester. MA 01606. 

For a more detailed discussion of both 
AID and DIA converters. read my article 
''A nalog Interfacing in the Real World " 
(January 1982. page 72).-Steve • 

IN ASK BYTE. Steve Ciarcia answers questions on 
any area of microcomputing. The most representative 
questiom received each montft will be answered and 
published. Do you nave a nagging problem? Send 
your inquiry to 

Ask BYTE 
do Steve Ciarcia 
POB 582 
Glastonbury. CT 0603 3 

Due to the high volume of inqtliries. personal replies 
cannot be given. All letters and photographs become 
tfie property of Steve Ciarcia and cannot be returned. 
Be si1re to include "Ask BYTE" in the address. 

Tfie Ask BYTE staff includes manager :-iarv 
Weiner and researchers Larry Brego/i. Bill Ctirlew. 
Jeannette Doian . Roger James. Franl1 Kuecftmann . 
Dick·Sawyer. and Robert Stek. 



When designing and building 

the Stride 400 microcomputers, 


why did you select the MC68000 Motorola 

processor over the newer Intel iAPX 286? 


[Tf1is is one of a series of design philosophy 
disrnssions wilfi Rod Coleman . President of 
Sl ride Micro (formerly Sage Compuler) .I 

RC: With th e introd uction of the 
IBM AT. many people have been 
spending a lot of time comparing 
the 286 with the 68000. We also 

''. .. the 68000 is at least 
one generation ahead of 
the 286 in terms of 
microprocessor design'.' 

surveyed the marketplace closely 
when we decided to build a 
second genera tion of our sue
cessful Sage computer. but 
ca me to a q ui ck conclusion: the 
68000 is at least one generation 
ahead of the 286 in terms of micro
processor design. Adm itted ly. 
the Intel microprocessor was a 
newer chip. and it had an 
impressive pedigree from th e 
popularity o f the 8088. But. in 
my view. the 286 was so steeped 
in it's own history that the archi
tecture suffered criti ca ll y. In 
rea lity. today's 286 is little more 
than an 8086 with a memory 
management unit tacked on. 

0: What's wrong with that? 

RC: Wel l. it certainly maintains 
compatibility with th e Intel chip 
family. but it's not the way to 
design a state-of-the-art micro
processor. I like to use the 
example o f a remodeled house. 
As your needs grow. you ca n 
build a new front porch. attach 
a garage. remodel th e kitchen . 
and add a few bedrooms. But the 
end resu lt never ends up as 
effi cient as a larger house built 
from scratch . The halls are 
o ften too narrow and full of 
annoying twists and turns. The 
folks at Motorola apparently 
felt the same way. because they 
sta rted with a clean sheet of 
paper when they designed their 
32-bit architecture with no con
cessions to an 8-bi t past. 

0: Can you give us an example? 

RC: Ju st look at the registers 
and add ressing modes. They are 
much larger and far mo re fi ex
ible in the 68000 than in th e 286. 
The 8086 design was ba sed o n 
the 8080. which was an extension 
of the world's first 8-b it pro
cessor. the 8008. Strange as it 
may seem. the brand-new 286 
has. as a subset. the regi sters 
from a processor designed back 
in 1972. Intel's motive was com
patibili ty with current software: 
Motorola simply wanted to 
bu ild the best possible chip. By 
creating a totally new design 
with the 68000. they were also 
able to apply severa l new con
cepts undeveloped in '72 . The 
68000 was designed from the 
ground up to execute high-level 
languages. as opposed to the 
8008's roots as a simple industrial 
contro ller. Motoro la provicles 
16 genera l purpose 32-bit regis
ters to give greater fiex ibi li ty 
and a clean orthogonal design. 
Thu s. it effi ciently and directly 

add resses 16 megabytes with no 
preferred boundaries. The 286. 
by contrast. has on ly spec ial pur
pose reg isters which can address 
just 64 kilobytes. It must use a 
segment register to exceed th ose 
boundaries. just as the ea rli er 
8088 d id. 

"sooner or later. even 
IBM will be forced to 
build a PC using a pro
cessor with a large 
regular addressing 
architecture :· 

0: Are there o ther cri tica l 
d ifferences? 

RC: Yes.There's also th e question 
of access. For a given generation 
of silicon design and feature size. 
any two contempo rary pro 
cessors should be able to do 
about the same number of 
instructions per second. Unfo r
tunately. the 286 has a bottleneck 
where it forces single pins into 
double duty. It shares the use of 
its add ress and data bus wh ich 
means that. for a given bus 

bandwidth. its transfer rate will 
always by less than a non-
multiplexed processor.The 68000 
escapes the problem by dedi
ca ting a single pin for each 
functio n. 

0 : What does it rea lly mean 
to those on the software applica
tion level? 

RC: As micros move into the 
late 80's. softwa re will have to 
lead the way by becoming more 
functional and less complicated 
to use. Ironica ll y. software that's 
easier to use actua lly has to be 
larger and more complex inter
nall y. It simply cannot be written 
when stified by artific ial hard
ware constraints like 64K byte 
boundaries. It's like build ing 
a new car with a one quart gas 
tank. Sooner o r later. even IBM 
wi ll be forced to build a PC using 
a processor with a large regular 
addressing architecture. But don't 
ho ld your brea th ; we got tired 
of waiting back in 1981.Apparently 
so did several thousa nd others; 
they have been 
buying our 
machines for four 
years. 

ST~Q~ 

Formerly Sage Computer 

For more information on Stride or 
the loca tion of the nearest Stride 
Dealer ca ll or write us today We'l l 
aIsa send you a free copy of our 
32 page product catalog. 
Corporate Offices: 
4905 Energy Way 
Reno. NV 89 502 
(702) 322-6868 

Regional Offices: 

Boston: (6171 229-6868 

Dallas: (214) 392-7070 
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Part No. DT1057. . • • • . • . . .. .. . $21.95 ea. 

mm120 10 ~~· 1 UDO.i~' v12111P1.&m 1 1t.?L 1 .: s.~ 
F£02DlD 10 3' 1 0r;tlCOO.~~~!;i:711.i6b1:113 ! 4~ 
rc.:y.oi H o .tOSP:wM.111Timtr 1: '!5 
7Q.:Sl;-Vl(i1 U 5 "~:tnCn.:i )(fl iE-.\l!UllfO'l lC:ll 1995 
rIO'j(i\ 40 3'1 [hcl'! :. 0 ll CD QI ..e ~ 10 49 
7106EVl'tl1 40 ICC.1t~1&i.-11. Dup!a'1tf\-.!u;n>01"1Kltt : 595 
710 7CPt 40 ) '1 D:Q•tAl0(L£0Drrwe1 1095 
/ 101[\'.M ID IC C.:ci-tSC!a:!I O.st:Uv1h1· 11.111a11il~ I ~095 
111&0\ 10 l ': Otij.1A1J t CD Ds ttt O 1095 
7lQllUS L0'11· B.lr.t1y\'O!l lnt:-U!!ll 225 
IXl!i:PG ZI CMOSlfOS:O:t11<;1!Cll'T~ 1: 95 
no~E\'IUI u S~NJtQIOa:i XTtl E','J'll.4! ').i i<r11 1695 
1X&Jl'E 16 bnt Gent1i:cr ~ 95 
n!i6CE YJ ~1 1 16 !,)II~ Ge~ml(ll (~.~ lCTL lh 'il'Ull (I.~ O:•ll 195 
7101.'.IPO ti OW!! ~ll)IC"'11100el 555 
720 TA EYll(:! u r1eaCo;rn1t1c,n,p l(ill E..:ilu.J~l(1!J SJ9 
721 11i't 40 J O.i;.1lCOOrsDl.r,"OKOCfflOtM:1tm c:imiiat·D~I 795 
'11 If,! Pl ~a 4 0-;·1 LCO 0.S~'-ll ~·10t ..':!1 (!.!:t:o;:roc CCIT'PJ1 I ! 95 
121~1 PG u ~ fu~:. ci, 1css~"-.r.c~Ci(! 1595 
721~Yiltl fl 4 Func. 5'.GOWil!OICn111 lCll 1 E"ta!u:~ l(~ 1 1 1949 
f11f;AIJI ZI BDoc; r U.iivCor.mtfrC.A J1 J3 
i2 hX11 A ZI 80ll;•lfrtQ~:rtCC 21 49 
12171,11 11 : o;q1LEDIJ:r <OcM11Ctul:t1C :. IO!i5 
1?1l~IPI 11 J [),;~ LEO l.klllhmCoullle1CC 955 
122.:!i\ 40 l C0 4 1 Drq1UpCol:n:tiOAI 1095 
12zr.;.rv.'KJ1 UI 5 f unc!JOt1Coun.:tfO'uCI Xfl ! E~aw~ICill 99 95 

hooos 1983 INTERSIL Dela Book 113560.1 ..•. S9.95 I 
74HC HIGH SPEED CMOS 

'"""" " " '4HC 139 " "' 74HC02 " " 1.(}ft l .\ ] " "' 7.:i<03 " " 7.;HCIS 1 " " ''"""' " " 14HCl53 " "' Ut!ClJO.I " .. 7Jtt(154 " 26~ 
] Jrt(;OI} " " 7JllC l 57 " " 74HCIO " " 7.uit l!IS " " r411C1! " " 1~HC 1 60 " 139 
74HC1 J " " 7~1 &1 " "' 7JltC10 " " n ttt162 " "' 14HC21 " " f ~HC l fiJ " "' 7411CJO " " 7~HCl6J " "' 14H C32 " " 74H Cl65 " "' 74 1lC4? " '" 74H C166 " '" 7JftC5 1 " " 74UC17J " '"74HC~8 " " 74HC174 " '"74HC13 " " 74HC175 " '"74H C7J " " 74llC 190 " 159 
7"1 11C75 " " 741tC191 " "' 74H C16 " " 74HC 192 " "' 741 la5 " '" 74ttC 19) " '" 741 (86 " " 74HC19" " 

,,, 
74HCID/ " " 7JHC l 9~ " 

,,, 
14tlC109 " " HllC221 " "' 74ttC 111 " " NHC2J1 " "' NHC 12J " '" 74HC2 40 N '" 7.UICJ25 " "' 7JHC2dt N "' 7JHCIJ2 " "' 74HC 242 " "' 7~HC137 II "' 7t»C243 " "' 7.:HC\38 " 

,,, 7JHC244 . lO 1.19 

1JHC 2: s m 2.59 
74HCl51 I& 99 
NHCm 16 10!! 
14HQ51 16 !l'9 
7.:tte259 I& 169 
7~HC266 II 89 
7JHC21J 1D 219 
7~HC2d0 II 4 59 
74HC299 zo 5 59 
74H066 16 2.59 
7.:HCJ6 7 11 259 
7JttC37J ZO 2 69 
7JHC 374 ZO 269 
14HCJ90 I& 159 
7411093 II 1. 59 
HHCSJJ 20 269 
1JHC 534 ZO 2.69 
14HC595 16 3 19 
NHC68 8 111 3 59 
74HC 4024 It 1 75 
74HC 40.1 0 16 149 
iJHC.IQ.: (! 1t !!I 
l~!tC~OSO I& 69 
l4tiC4060 16 149 
7~HC4075 11 .59 
74HC.:078 It 59 
1JttC4511 16 195 
7.:tfC.:514 u 4 19 
74HC4 SJa II 2.59 
7JHC4543 16 3.75 

74.lfCU\l o<:unhullllffl 

"'"" " " 74C240 10 r !i!i 
1'CIJ2 " JS 74C24J 1D 195 

""" " " 14C I07 " " 74CJ1J 1D 2.29 
74C08 " " 74C15 1 " "' 1.:<:314 zo 229 
14CIO " " 74C 154 " m 74C90 t 14 59 
74C 14 " " 74C1 S7 " "' 7JCXI " " 74C 160 " '" 

74C902 14 79 
74C 900 14 ~g

N ClO " ·" 74C16t " 
,,, 

74C906 11 59 
f4Cli: " " 74C 162 " 

,,, 
14C901 II 89 

74VI ? II 1. 19 74C1Vl " 
,,, 

74( 48 " '·" 74C 1fi.1 " '" 
74C9 1I ZI 8 95 
74C9 12 ?I 8 95

1.icn " " 74C 165 " '" 74C9 15 1a 11 9 
7JCU " "' 74C 113 " " 74C9 17 za 895 

""' " '" 14Ct1-: " '" 7~ C922 18 J 49 

'"" " " rn::1 1s " "' 7JC92J 20 4 95 
74C6'J " "' 74C l92 " 

,,, MC925 16 5 95 
74C!l0 " ,., 74C t93 II '" m926 1a 595 
74~3 " '" 74C l95 " '" 80C95 1& 69 
74C95 " 

,,, 7JC22 ! " "' 80C97 I& 69 

OS002!i01 • "' t M74lr; "ILO'l 1CP • " l M74!! N "IL 072CP I '" l FJ55N '·" 1L07401 " "' ~ F JS6N '" "''""" "' IL08tCP I " Ll.11 456V I "' llOB1CP I ,,, "'"'" " l P.! 1458CN I " ll08.tCN " I 9~ ll.135911 " 
,,, 

l M1 488N " "lM 10'Ji( "' LM370N " '" LMT489:"l " "LM301Ctl I .J9 l M37311 " "' UJ l 4~ " "lM302H "' lMJ77fj " "' LM 160~K "'""""'" '" """"'" I '"l MJ0511 .. LM1811tl " 1 95 
lM307CN " """"" " l t.!1 87<'11 " 3.25

"'"""' " lM3B 1li "' llJ1 877li·9 11 2. 9~ 

""""' '" lt.438211 '" U.118891'1 " "'l l.lJtOCN "' """' " • 95 W1 896tl " 1.59l l.l]llCtl .59 ll.ll86N·3 I " ll.120011 '"LM312tl 179 l l.\36111 I "'l/JJ111 ,,, 
LM J89N " '" 

UlN2003A 1& "' UA317M "' "'"" " 3.95 
lMl !BOI '·" LMJ911l &l l6 '" JCA2 207 "' l l.l3 19tl '" lM3921l • " XA2 2Ga "'l MJ2().i(. 5 "' LM3!13 N • " KR22 11 2.95LM J?OK- 11 •JS t f39&N I '" W 2871P '"lMJ21)!(. 15 "' l MJ99H "'LMJ20K 24 "' Lf4 1201 I "' 

U.1287BP 295 
U.Ol01·5 " LM290 11i " 79 
ll.13201· 12 " 

TL4 94Cli " 
,,, 

t M2902N " "l M320f. 15 " fl 496CI' I "' W2907N " "'l l.! 320 1·24 " NESJ 1Y I "' U.12917/l • "'l M322" " '" r;E 5JOH!C!>l!lr+, "'U.1 32JK "' U.U!!OOli " " u.132:11 " " 
NES.Wl " "' U.1390501 I '" l MJ290Z " ""'"' " "' LM3909tl • " l l.1 33111 I "' t;£555V I " LM391 4U II "'lMlJ.l Z '" Xfl.LS~ I " U.IJ9 15N " "'Lt.OJSZ ,,. 
LMS%tl " 19 U.139161; " 2l9LM) l62 '"' HESSB fl " "' """'" " '"LMJJTMP ,,, 
llES&ill " • 95 HC415 rnB I "'u.0311 "' '"""' 6.95 ""'"' " " llCJl!l,)!~!I I "' lMJl!IU " " ll"'6CN I I ~9 RC4!'n TK "' """"'' "' lM~7V I " l1.\.: 2~·1 '" U~12 "' NE57Qrl " "' ra:ssn "' l l.llJOl(. 15 "' llE57m " ?49 r~ S5:i4 !jg 

lM31()1.;2 4 '" UE 592tl " '" 
13l.()5;. " U.13401· ~ " 1&.;v. l9

U.13401·12 " Ll.l703Cll I I ~9 ;~o.~:. "lf.0.:01·15 " t l.!110'1 " 69 J''t'~~H '" U.OJOf. 24 " W llU: " " ICUOJf " "'tF347tl " 149 lP.! 121!; " " Lf.! IJ!l50!'1 ' '" L/,U481l " " LM 733:l " " 
lM1~1 15 ,,, 

l'TJS•< U9 
l/,\7)9ll " "' 

1':.-: 11 I " lfl!i lll I " '"''" " '" l f 35.ltl I " l MWCl'I I " 764 71 n "' 30003 1982 Nat. Linear Data Book 11952 og~ 1 .$11 .95 
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RS232 Adapter 
for VIC-20 and 
Commodore 64 

Th e JE232CM allows connection of standard serial RS232 
print ers, modems, etc. to your V!C-20 and C-64. A 4-pole 
switch allows the Inversion of the 4 control lines. Com
plete Installation end operation instructions Included. 
· Plugs into User Port • Provides Standard RS232 signal 
leve ls • Uses 6 sig nals (Transm it, Receive, Clear to Send , 
Request to Send, Data Te rm inal Ready, Data Set Ready). 

JE232CM . . . $39.95 

VOICE SYNTHESIZER 
FOR COMMODORE VIC-20 AND C-64 

Plug-In - Talking in M;nutesl 
JE520CM. . ...... . ..... . . $99.95 

TRS-80 Accessories 

• 

~~1as~;::~n~!1~~r1,?.~~~I~ 
sided · Single/double densi ty · Fu ll 
height drive • 48 TPI • Documentation 
included • Weight: 3.7 !bs. 

MPl51S.. .• . . ... . ..... . .. . $89.95 

EXPAND TRS-80 MEMORY 
TRS-80 MODEL I, Ill 

Ea ch Kil comes compleie with eighl MM5290 (UP0416/4116) 16K Dynamic
RAMs and documenlation for conversion. Model 1: 16K eQulpped wllh Ex· 
panslon Interlace can be upanded lo 48K with 2 Klls. Model Ill: Can be 
expanded lrom 16K !o 48K using 2 Klis. Eech Ki1 ~ii! expand computer by
16Klnc1emen1s. 
TRS-16K3 200ns (Model Ill).......... $6.29 
TRS-16K4 250ns (Model 1)... . ...... $5.49 

TRS-80 COLOR AND COLOR II 
5!~~~~ci~~~~ ~~dcg~~sm~~~~~~0ro71 ~~n8veer~fuhn. 4d;~::i·;~rWg?Scilc~~~
Compu!ers with 0, E. ET. F and NC circuit boards 10 32K. Also converts 
TRS·BO Color Computer II to 64K. Flex DOS or OS·9 reQu!red lo ullllze 
tull 64K RAM on ell compulers. 
TRS-64K-2•....................... $11 .95 

Update! TRS-80 MODEL IV, 4P Update! 
Ees~· toinstall Kils come complele with:TRS-64K·2 (8 ee .4164N· 20 1200ns)
64K Dynamic RAMs!: TRS·64K·2PAL (8 ea.4164' splus PAL chip) and dOCU· 
men1arionlorconvers1on 
TRS-64K-2 Exp1nds Model IVfrom 161<-64K or Model 1V 

& 4Plrom641<-128K (w/Mem. Olsk). , , , $11 .95 
TRS-64K-2PAL Expends Model IV(wlBlec~ & White 

Monitors only) lrom 64K lo 128K,, • . • $ 29.95 

• TRS-80 Model 100 • NEC • Olivetti 
Eas~ to 1ns1a11 module plugs right ln10 the socket !.icreasing memory In SK 
lnc1ements. Complete wi1h module and documentation tor ins1allation 
M1008K (TRS·BO Model 100°Elpenslon). ' ••.• $39.95 ea. 

or 3 for $ 99.95 
NECBKR ~NEC PC·B201A & Olivetti M10).•.••• $39.95 ea. 

or 3 fo r $99.95 

NEW! NEW! TANDY 200 NEW! NEW! 
NEW/ Easy to Install module plugs rlgh1 Into the socket increasing memory
in 24K increments. Complelewith module & documentation 1or ins!nllatlon. 
M20 0R (Tandy 200 Expan sion)........ . $149.95 ea. 

or 2 for 5274.95 

Intelligent 300/1200 
Baud Modem with Real 
Time Clock/Calendar 

The ProModem ' ~ is a Bell 2 12A (300/1200) intelligent 
stand-alone modem • Hayes com mand set compatib le 
plus an addi tional extended comma nd set • Shown wi th 
alphanumeric display option. 

PM 1200 RS-232 Stand-Alone Unit. .... . $299.95 

OPTIONS FOR ProModem 1200 
PM·COM (ProCom Communicntion Soltwarei. •••••. , •• $ 79.95 

Please specilyOperating Syslem. 
PM ·OP (Option s Processorf, , , , . . .. , . .. , $ 79.95 
PM0-6 4K (Qp1ions Processor Memory - 64K). , .. , , , , . $ 8.49 
PM -ALP !AlphDnumerlc Display). . • , . •• $ 79.95 

300 13 Zllog Data Book (i 984).............. . 
Microp1ocessorsandSuppo11Chlps(849pagesJ. 

210830 Intel Memory Components Hndbk. (19 83/ 84).... $14.95 
Cor>U1ins ell Applications Notes. Anicle Reprin ts, 0111a Sheets &olhar 
design ln~rme!lon on Intel's RAMs. DAAMs. EPAOMs. E•PROMs end
8ubbleMem orles(880peg.e sf. 

23 0843 Intel Mlcro svstemComponents Hndbk. (1983184) $19.95 
Conlains Data Sheetson all or lnlel's MlcropocessorsII peripherals 
2volumu(2575pages). 

30022 National Lo'illc Data Book Sat (i 984 }
Votum,esl&ll13485pages):
ConlaJns ln!ormetion on Nat1onel"s m orod'JCt line end C04000 !amity. 
This Includes 7400, 74L. S. AS. LS and ALS Serles de~ices, end 
MM54HC I 74HC I 54HCT I 74HCT High Speed Micro CMOS 1amily.
MM54C f 74C lemlly, and CMOS LSI f VLS I a Muffin-Style and 

Sprite-Style Fans 
MUF60 (SPNJ-15-2462) 

* * * * * APPLE®Accessories * * * * * 
''' Ill 

' """" <(''!."· ' • 1 .:"i l! 

•.;..,,::""1,...~ ..,j· - ,..~ .:.'.s ~ J\·_ u1 

... •,' ,,.,_· . '!fi .~I 1o,' , .,  ~ 
APPLE* Compatible 

Key :a=Apple ll orll + CARDS 
b =Apple /le 

16K RAM Card (Language Card) 
The ARC- 16K RAM Card allows the Apple" II and II + computers to expand from 48K to 64K. 
Co mplete wi th instructions. Key: (a) 
ARC-16K.•..•..• . .. . .. . . .. . . .......•. ... . ..... . . . . . $39.95 

Z-80 CP/M Card 
The AZB0-1 is Soft-card compatible. Used with CP/M related progra ms. Software not 
inc luded. Key : (a,b) 
AZS0 1• .• . .• . ....•..• . . ....... . . .. . .. .•..•.•..... . . $49.95 

IBM PC/ XT Compatible 
Keyboard 

L.L..LLLI L...L l I L II I l ltl t I 

I sf:!.1{{1/i,'i/\\J1,1\11JJ!'t:j~\T1'1.
/ li1Ei 11 I I l"I I I 1ftJ l\·\J~\lil,
L:::..:.:; .. ... ------···- . . ... ....\ 

IBM-5151 (Equl~elenttoKeyt ronlcs " 5151) . ,,., $129.95 

Additional Add-Ons Available! 
EPROM Burner Card 1---------------1 

Th e AEB-2 allows user to program and work with standard EPROMs (27 16, 2732 & 2764). MEMORY EXPANSION KITS 
~~~~~r~~~·1 ~~k-bi~~~~i~~~~~·n~;r~C~~~11~it~s~~~ :~~~r~~~Po~~-ti~~:i ~~~)e, Read, Copy, IBM PC, PC XT and Compatibles 
AEB-2. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . ..... ........... . .... . ... . ... $69.95 ioh1~~~16~1u~\1 i~~~~~~~a~~ 6:~~'X~n;h~i~sbi~~~~c~~:f~!~ ~~~:~:~sa~~~~~ ao.. column Card w/Soft Switch th e 2 groupso! switches. Conversion documentation included. 

The A80-C is an 80-column card designed for the Apple' II and II + computers. The card is IBM54K (Nine 200n s 64K RAMs) .· · · · · · · $ 9.95 
equ ipped wi th a so ft switch which all ows easy hookup for any monitor. The A80-C also IBM PC AT 
features inve rse video capabilities. Th is ca rd is similar to the Videx'*• 80 column ca rd. Each ki1 comescomplelewitn nine 12BK dynamic RAMs and documentation 
Complete with instructions. Key: (a) for conversion. 
A80-C. , ••. .. .. . .. . .. . ...... .'...... , • ..... . . .. . . . . . $74.95 IBM128K (Nine 250ns 128K RAMs)..... $79.95 

Super Serial Card 
The ASSC · P is a serial card with a printer mode. It generates sta ndard RS-232C signa ls 
and is similar to the Apple' Super Seria l Ca rd. Complete with instructions. Key: (a,b) 
ASSC-P.. ..• •. .. . .........•.......• •. .. . .. ... . ..... $ 99.95 

Parallel Graphics Printer Card w/64K Buffer 
Th e APC-64K is a pa ral lel graphics printer card with a 64K b u ffer and graphic dump 
capabilities. Complete wi th instructions. Key : (a,b) 
APC-64K•. . .• •••..••.... ......... .. . . . . .. . . .... •.• $129.95 

80-Column/64K RAM Card 
Extended 80-Col umn/64K RAM Card expands memory by 64K to give 128K when used 
with programs like VisiCa lc"•. Complete with inst ru ctions. Key: (bl 
JE864.. ..• . ... .... . .... . .•....•............•...... $ 79.95 

"APPLE. APPLE 11 , llT, l/e, lie ancl Macintosh are regis1e1ed 1rodem11rks of APPLE Compu ters 
""VlsiCalc 1s aregistered !rademark of Visi Corp. Inc. ' "Videx is a regislered trademark o! Vldex Inc. 

APPLE'" Compatible APPLE " ~----
5 V." Half-Height Disk Drive Compatible II.< 

51/o" Disk Drive 
& Controller 
Card "' · Uses Shugart SA390 mechanic s · M3K !ormaued 
storage • Co101 matches Apple Computer • Works wilh 
AppleCon tr olleroro1her Apple -compatiblecon1roll ers 
(ACC· 1,l · Complete wi tt1 connector - just plug Into 
your disk controller card· 35 tr acks· Size: 6"W x 
3' 1"Hl 8·91 16"0. 'NI.: 41• lbs. Key. (O.b) 
ADD-514 101.kOd"I· ..... $1 49 .95 
ACC-1 (Contro11orCerd). , , •• $ 49.95 

· UsesChinonPinch·lype mechanics· 143K forma tt ed 
storag e · 35 tracks · Super Quiel · Works with Apple
Conlrollers or 01her comoa11bles (ACC -1) right · Com · 
ple1e with connector - 1us1 plug inlo your con tr oll er 
• Size· Sl•W x 1~· H x 8"0 · W1 .. 4 lbs. Key: !a.bl 

APPLE" /le Compatible 
51/o'' Half-Height Disk Drive 

· Same specs as AD0· 12 (lelt) except 

ADD-12............. $129 .95 ADDwJIC. ~~ c.o~ lr0ol ~er. n_e~e~s~r~. $1 29.95 

Additional Apple* Compatible Products 
APF-1 Cooling Fan with surge protection ·Key : (a,b)••• •• • .•• • $ 39.95 
JE614 Numeric/Aux. Keypad - 23 accessible functions· Key : (b) •••• $ 49.95 
EAEC 1 Expanded Apple Enclosure Case only· Key: (a) .. .• ... . . $ 49.95 
KHP4007 Switching Power Supply· Key: (a) . . ... • . . .. . . .. . . . . $ 59.95 
KB-A68 68-Key Apple Keyboard only ·Key: (a)....... .... . . .. $ 69.95 
MON-12G 12" Green Monllor with swivel stand · Key : (a. b & /le) •.• . •. $ 79.95 
JE520AP Voice Synlhesizer  Plug-in, User Ready · Key : (a,b) ...... $ 119.95 
KB-EA1 Apple Keyboard and Case · Key: (a) .............. . . . $ 119.95 
PM1200A Prometheus Internal Modem - 2 cards · Key: (a,b)•.. . .... $ 299.95 
PM1200M Prometheus Macintosh Ext. Modem· Key : (Macinlosh) ..... $369.95 

·~·;, ., -''·'·.· ... 

..fli· I 
·-~. 

Power/ Mate Corp. REGULATED POWER SUPPLY 
·Input: 105-125/210-250VAC @ 47-63Hz ·Line regulation: 
:!:Q.05% • Three mounting su rfaces • Overvoltage protection • UL 
recognized • CSA certified 
Part No. Ou tput Size Weight Price 

EMA5/ 6B SV @3A/6V@2.SA 4',\"Lx4'Wx2V."H 21bs. $29.95 
EMA5/ 6C SV@6A/6V@5A 5%"Lx4V.'Wx2%"H 41bs. $39.95 

KEPCO/TDK 4-0UTPUT SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY 
• Id ea l for di sk drive n eed s of CRT terminals, microco mputers and 
video gam es • Input: 115/230VAC, 50/60Hz • Outpu t : + 5V @ SA, 
+ 12V@ 1.8A, +12V@ 2A, - 12V @0.SA ·UL recogn ized · CSA 
ce rti fied • Size: 7%"L x 6-3/16'W x 15/s"H • Weight: 2 lbs. 

MRM 174KF............ .. ...... $39.95 

"c'.> "' IBM PCXT Equivalent 
130 Watt Power Supply 

. UPGRADE YOUR PC! 

· Input: 11OV @60Hz · Output: +5VDC@ 15A, -5VDC@ 
0.5A, + 12VDC @4.2A, -12VDC @0.5A • Plug compatible 
connectors· Ats into IBM PC· Weight: 6 lbs. 

IBM-PS. ... . . . . ..... . . . . $119.95 

Prometheus Modems 
The ProModem 12008/BS is a 12001300 ba ud modem 
card which plugs inlo IBM PC and XT. Provides a third 
seria l Comport. Two versions avai lable: 12008 (with out 
software) and 1200BS (with software). The PM1200BS 
is supplied with powerfu l MITE communicat ions software 
from Mycroft labs. 

PM1200B (without Software)••.... $ 239.95 
PM1200BS (with MITE Software). ... . $274.95 

DISK DRIVES 

Documentation~· 
Included 

RFD480 (Remex 5V." DS full -ht.) . .... $ 79.95 
FD55B (Teac 5V•" DS hall-ht .).. .. .. $119.95 
SA455 (Shugart 5V." DS ha lf-ht.) .. .. $109.95 
TM100-2 (Tandon SV." DS full-ht.) •.• . • $129.95 

51/4" DISK DRIVE ENCLOSURES 
Complete with power supply, switch, power cord, 

luseholder and connectors 
DDE-1 FH (Houses 1 !ull·hl. 5'•" nom>y drive) , , $ 69.95 
DDE-2HH 

HDDE-1FH 

• SPST keyswitches • 20 pin ribbon cab le connection 
• Low profile keys • Features: cursor controls, control. 
caps (lock), fu nction, enter and shift keys • Color {key
caps): grey· Weight: 1 lb.· Pinout incl.· Size: 13!/s"L x 
4 1/4'Wx3/4"H 

KB54. ... ... .. ................. $14.95 

~m-
• 7-bit parallel ASCII • Full Upper Case, Full Lowe r Case 
except I, m, n, o and p. • Cursor keypad • SPST mechani
cal keyswitches • 26-pin header connector • Color: while 
• Size: 1B"L x 6114 "W x 1114 "H · Spec included 

KB8201 ...... (1 700 available)•• , .••. $ 19.95 

Erases all EPROMs. Erases up to 8 chips wilhin 21 minutes (1 chip 
in 15 minutes). Maintainsconstan! exposure distanceol one inch. 
Special conductive roam liner eliminates s!at!c build-up. Built-in 
safety lock to prevent UV exposure. Compact - only 9.00"L x 
3.70'W x 2.60"H. Complete with holding tray for 8 chips. 

Howard Industries {4.68"sq ,60cfm). , , • $9.95 
SU2C7 Reverse Flow 
EG&G Rotron (3.125" sq., 32cfm) .. , , • $9.95 

1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002 

9185 PHONE ORDERS WELCOME - (415) 592-8097 - Telex: 176043 


DE-4 UV-EPROM Eraser. •••• • $74.95 

UVS-11EL Replacement Bulb. ... . . ... $16.95 
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Inquiry 5 2 

IBM SHOP 
** BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL ** C·L·U·B·S & 
PANASONIC 1091 Printer 120cps NLQ ..... $249.95 

STAR MICRONICS SG-10 120cps NLQ . . 249.95 
 .N ·E·\\T·S·L·E·T·T·E·R·Sllll 714/840-2406 

• SYSTEMS • 
ITT EXTRA PC-256K 
Two 1.2 Ht. 360K Dr's. Monochrome Board, 12" 
Amber/Green Monochrome Moni tor, Serial & Para llel 
Port. DOS 2.1 . . $1 ,495.95 
IBM XT 256K 

One IBM 360K Floppy Dr .. One 10 Meg Hard Disk , 

Monochrome Board, Amber/Green Monochrome 
Monitor. DOS 2.1 ONLY . . . . . .. .. .. ... . $2,895.95 
IBM PC-256K 
Two TEAC 360K Dr's., Color/Monochrome Graphics 
Board. Parallel Pri nter Port. Monochrome Display, 
DOS 2.1 ONLY . . . $2,045.95 
IBM PC AT 512K 
1.2 Meg Floppy, 20 Meg Hard Disk, Amber/Green 
Monochrome Display . AST Advantage Board (Printer 
Port. Serial Port . ·ciock Calendar, Print Bulfering . 
Etc.) ONLY . . . .... $4,995.95 
10 MEG Hard Disk Upgrade . . $575.95 
20 MEG Hard Disk Upgrade. . .. . . $IT5.95 

• TOP TEN SOFTWARE • 
dBASE Ill IBM . .. $369.95 
BPI Accounting Modu les . . .... . ........ 325.95 
PEACHTREE Accounting Modules ......... 295.95 
Manag ing Your Money IBM/APPLE . . . 115.95 
Dollars & Sense IBM . . .. . . .. .... 113.95 
Norton Utilit ies 3.0 IBM . . 59.95 
PFS Write/ File/ Report .. 85.95 
SIDEWAYS IBM/ APPLE .. . ..... 39.95 
Multi mate IBM . . ........ 269.95 
Crossta lk IBM .. . .. ... .. ....... 104.95 
Microsoft Word IBM . . .......... 249.95 

• HARDWARE * 
AST Six Pack Plus 64K . . ... $259.95 
STB Rio Plus 11 64K ...... . ... .. .. .. . ...... 249.95 
PARADISE 5-Pack 64K . . .. 179.95 
OUADRAM' Ouadboard 64K . . .... 249.95 
Monochrome Graphics Card .. 199.95 
Monochrome Board With Parallel Port . . . 159.95 
HERCULES Monochrome Graphics ......... 329.95 
HERCULES Color Card . . ....... 179.95 

• PRINTERS DOT MATRIX * 
PANASONIC 1090 BOCPS .... . ... .. ... .. . $189.95 
PANASONIC 1092 180CPS/NLQ 33CPS ..... 379.95 
EPSON FX-80+ 160CPS .. . ... .. .. .. .. 389.95 
EPSON FX-100+ 160CPS . .. . . . .. ... . ....... 644.95 
OKIDATA 92P 160CPS ..... 389.95 
BROTHER 2024L 200CPS/ NLO 96CPS . . .. 995.95 

* PRINTERS LETTER QUALITY • 
BROTHER HR-15 17CPS . .. ........ $369.95 
BROTHER HR-25 24CPS . . 519.95 
BROTHER HR-35 36CPS . .. . . 729.95 
DIAB LO Advantage 25CPS. . . 589.95 
JUKI 6100 20CPS . . .. 399.95 
JUKI 6300 40CPS .. . .... 759.95 

* MODEMS* 
HAYES 1200B Internal w/ Smartcomm 2 .... $369.95 
HAYES Micromodem l ie . . ... 219.95 
HAYES 2400 . . . 649.95 
ANCHOR Volksmodem 1200 . . ... . ..... 199.95 
U.S. ROBITICS 2400 . . . . ... 475.95 

• MACINTOSH/APPLE * 
MACINTOSH 128K w/Macdraw . ......... $1 ,699.95 
MACINTOSH 512K w/Macpaint. . . 2,145.95 
IMAGEWRITER Printer . . ... . ... . ....... 495.95 
MACINTOSH 2nd Drive . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 269.95 
MICROSOFT Chart. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . ..... 79.95 
MICROSOFT Multiplan . ... 119.95 
ENSEMBLE . . . . ....... 189.95 
HELIX . . 239.95 
VIDEX Ultraterm . . .......... 189.95 
MICROSCI A2 Drive . . ........... 169.95 

THOUSANDS OF ITEMS AVAILABLE. 

CALL FOR COMPLETE PRICING. 


CALIFORNIA 

MICRO HOUSE 


16835 Algonquin St .. Huntington Beach. CA 92649 
TELEX # 5101011798 CAL MICRO 

Co1por1tt 1ccounl1 wtlcomtd. p\.llChlU! 01dt u accepltd wilh ntl 1S d•y 
term1, 1ubjtcl lo credU approval. To nptdltt thlpping ol pi.m;h ..t orde11. 
p tHUI uu teru • Al10 , u • t ltlo • lor pnce quo11Uon1. A ll price. 11p1e.en1 
ca 1h , p1ep1iddl1counl All ltem11hlppedne1ld1ylnt1cto1yu1l1dp1ckagt1 
We ouarantet 1ll lltm1 lor JO d1y1 . C1lllomi1 1u l<11nt1 pl11u 1d<16'·• u tn 
tn . P1 lcu 1uDjtcl to ch•ngt wllhoul notlct 

CHAPTER XI OSBORNE USERS' GROUP, 
Charles M. Greene. 18799 Rio Vista Dr.. 
Tequesta. FL 334 58. Monthly meetings. 
newsletter. 

FORT MCMURRAY BBS. Peter Steeper. Brick 
Shirthouse. 226 Gregoire Dr .. Fort McMur
ray. Alberta T9H 4K6. Canada. (403) 
791-9388. Public-domain software BBS at 
(403) 79 1-9367. 

LoG IC, Department B. Box 696. Station B. 
Wi llowdale. Ontario M2K 2P9. Canada. For 
Apple users. SIGs. techn ical assistance. 
public-domain software library. monthly 
magazine. and 300-bps BBS at (416) 
445-5192. 

PI ONEER VALLEY PC USERS GRO UP 
(PVPCUG) . Jeff Kane. POB H. North 
Amherst. MA 0 1059. (4 13) 549-4930. 
Monthly meetings for personal computer 
users between Springfield. MA. and Brat
t leboro. VT. Affiliated with the Bosto n 
Computer Society. 

LATHAM/ALBANY/TROY KAYPRO USERS 
GROUP (LATK UG). Paul Spannbauer. 16 
Maple St. . Latham. NY 12110. M o nth ly 
meetings and newsletter. pub lic-domain 
software library. 

IN TO UCH. 3632 CTH I. Saukv ille. WI 
53080. Bimonth ly newsletter li sting user
written software and used hardware. An
nual subscription: $2. 

TRS-80 COMPUTER SOCIETY OF DIABLO 
VALLEY. Susan Copeland. POB 234 38. 
Pleasant Hill. CA 94523 . (4 15) 372-7003. 
Month ly meetings in Concord. CA. BBS. 
bu lletin . and library. Annual dues: $20; 
three-month trial: S 5. 

SCIENCENET, Omnet Inc.. 70 Tonawanda 
St. . Boston. MA 02124. (6 17) 265-9230. An 
electronic mail service for research 
groups. Subscript io n to bimonth ly news
letter free to potential users. 

Los ANGELES MORROW USERS GROUP, 
Seymour Saks. I 072 Stearns Dr.. Los 
Angeles. CA 90035 . (213) 939-3482 . 
Month ly newsletter and meetings. public
domain software library 

TR ULY PO RTABLE, POB 1169, Berkeley. CA 
94701. (415) 658-1 889. Newsletter for NEC 
PC-8201A. Radio Shack Model 100. Epson 
Geneva. HP 11 0. and other portables. Sub
script ion : $16 for 10 issues: 528 overseas: 
sample issue. 52. 50. 

MACINTOSH COMPUTER USERS GROUP OF 
THE SANGAMON VALLEY. Mark Pence. 1540 
West Cook St.. Springfield . IL 62704 . (217) 
546-2782 . Informal monthly meetings to 
discuss the Macintosh. 

GREATER COLUMBIA AREA XEROX USER 
GROUP, Ed Bachman. HCFA. 2F3 Meadows 
East Bu ild ing. 6300 Security Blvd .. Balti
more. MD 21235 . (30 1) 597-3069: Joan 
McGu ire. (301) 594-0128. For users of 
Xerox 860. 820. 16/8. and Ethernet. 

JACKSONVILLE ATARI COMPUTER ENTHU
SIASTS (]ACE). I 187 Dunbar Court. Orange 
Park. FL 32073 . Monthly meetings and 
demonstrations. newsletter. disk and cas
sette software library. 24-hour BBS at (904) 
733-4515. Annual dues: $10. 

F UTURE GENERATIONS COMPUTER SYSTEMS, 

Karin van Schouten. North-Holland. P.O. 
Box 1991. 1000 BZ Amsterdam . The 
Netherlands. Journal for scientists. mana
gers. and policymakers in the informatio n 
industry. Subscription : SI 56.30. For a free 
copy. write Elsevier Science Publishing Co. 
Inc. POB 1663 . Grand Central Station. 
New York. NY 101 63 . 

GRAND RAPIDS IBM PC USERS GROUP, 
Steve Hicke l. 6441 28th St. SE. Grand 
Rapids. M l 49506. (6 16) 972-2 178. Monthly 
meetings and newsletter. BBS. discounts 
on disks. Annua l fee : 520. 

NORTH STAR BBS, Brian Holmes. POB 292 . 
Lynwood. CA 90262 . 24-hour. 300/1 200
bps BBS in Downey. CA. on CP/M public
domain software. at (2 13) 861-23 13. • 

CLUBS & NEWSLETTERS is an acknowl
edgment of new clllbs and newsletters received 
at BYTE. Please allow at least follr months 
for wour clllb's mention to appear. Send infor
mation to BYTE. Clllbs & Newsletters. POB 
372 . Han cock. NH 03449. 
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MS-DOS, PC-DOS, CP/M-86, XENIX, 
8086/80x86 ROM 

Manx Aztec C86 
·;it compiler Iha/ has many strengths . . . quite valuable 
for serious work" 

Computer Language review, February 1985 

Great Code: Manx Aztec C86 generates fast execut ing 
compact code. The benchmark results below are from a 
study conducted by Manx. The Dhrystone benchmark 
{CACM 10184 27:10 pl018) measures performance for a 
systems software instruction mix. The results are with· 
out register variables. With register variables, Manx, 
Microsoft, and Mark Williams run proportionately faster, 
Lattice and Computer Innovations show no improve· 
men!. 

Execution 
Time 

Code Compile/ 
Size Link Time 

Dhrystone Benchmark 
Manx Aztec C86 3.3 34 secs 
Microsoft C3.0 34 secs 
Optimized C86 2.20J 53 secs 
Mark Williams 2.0 56 secs 
Lattice 2.14 89 secs 

5,760 93 secs 
7,146 119 secs 

ll,009 172 secs 
12,980 113 secs 
20,404 117 secs 

Great Features: Manx Aztec C86 is bundled with a powerful 
array of well documented productivity tools, library routines 
and features. 
Optimized C compiler Symbolic Debugger 
AS86 Macro Assembler LN86 Overlay Linker 
80186180286 Support Librarian 
8087180287 Sensing Lib Profiler 
Extensive UN IX Library DOS, Screen, & Graphics Lib 
Large Memory Model Intel Object Option 
Z{vi) Source Editor ·C CP1M·86 Library ·c 
ROM Support Package ·c INTEL HEX Utility < 
Library Source Code ·C MLxed memory models ·C 

MAKE, DIFF, and GREP ·c Source Debugger ·C 

One year of updates ·c CPIM-86 Library ·c 

Manx offers two commercial development systems, 
Aztec C86-c and Aztec C86-d . Items marked ·C are 
special features of the Aztec C86-c system. 

Aztec C86-c Commercial System $499 
Aztec C86-d Developer'i; System $299 
Aztec C86-p Personal System $199 
Aztec C86-a Apprentice System $49 

All systems are upgradable by paying the difference 
in price plus 510. 

Third Party Software: There are a number of high qual· 
ity support packages for Manx Aztec C86 for screen 
management, graphics, database management, and soft· 
ware development. 

C-tree $395 Greenleaf $185 
PHACT $250 PC-lint $98 
HAW $250 Amber Windows $59 
PRE-C $395 Windows for C $195 
Windscreen $149 FirSfime $295 
Sunscreen $99 C Util Lib $185 
PANEL $295 Plink-86 $395 

MACINTOSH, AMIGA, XENIX, 
CPIM-68K, 68k ROM 

Manx Aztec C68k 
"library handling is very fle.\ible . . . dornmentalion is 
e.rcelle11/ . . . /he shell a pleasure lo work in . . . blows 
away !he compelilio11 for pure compile speed .. . a11 e.r· 
eel/en/ effort.·· 

Computer Language m •iew, April 1985 

Aztec C68k is the most widely used commercial C com· 
piler for the Macintosh. Its quality, performance, and 
completeness place Manx Aztec C68k in a position be· 
yond comparison. It is available in several upgradable 
versions. 

Optimized C Creates Clickable Applications 
Macro Assembler Mouse Enhanced SHELL 
Overlay Linker Easy Access to Mac Toolbox 
Resource Compiler UN IX Library Functions 
Debuggers Turminal Emu lator (So urce) 
Librarian Clear Detailed Documentation 
Source Editor C.Stuff Library 
MacRarn Disk ·C UniTools {vi, make,diff,grep) ·c 
Library Source · C One Year of Updates ·C 

Items marked ·C are available only in the Manx Aztec 
C86·c system. Other features are in both the Aztec C86·d 
and Aztec C86-c systems. 

Aztec C68k-c Commercial System $499 
Aztec C68d-d Developer's System $299 
Aztec C68k-p Personal System $199 
C-tree database (source) $399 
AMIGA, CPIM-68k, 68k UNIX call 

Apple II, Commodore. 
65xx, 65C02 ROM 

Manx Aztec C65 
"The AZTEC C sys/em is 011e of the fines/ software 
packages I have see11" 

NIBBLE review, July 1984 

A vast amount of business, consumer, and educational 
software is implemented in Manx Aztec C65. The quality 
and comprehensiveness of this system is competitive 
with 16 bit C systems. The system includes a full optim· 
ized C compiler. 6502 assembler, linkage editor, UNIX 
library, screen and graphics libraries, shell , and much 
more. The Apple II version runs under DOS 3.3, arid 
ProDOS, Cross versions are available. 

The Aztec C65-c/128 Commodore system runs under 
the Cl28 CP1M environment and generates programs for 
the C64 , Cl28, and CP1M environments. Call for prices 
and availability of Apprentice, Personal and Developer 
versions for the Commodore 64 and 128 machines. 

Aztec C65-c ProDOS & DOS 3.3 $399 
Aztec C65-d Apple DOS 3.3 $199 
Aztec C65-p Apple Personal system $99 
Aztec C65-a for teaming C $49 
Aztec C65-c/128 C64, C128, CP/M $399 

Distribution of Manx Aztec C 
In the USA, Manx Software Systems is the sole and e.x· 

elusive distributor of Aztec C. Any telephone or mail 
order sales other than through . lanx are unauthorized. 

Manx Cross Development Systems 

Cross developed programs are edited, compiled, assem· 

bled, and linked on one machine (the HOST) and trans· 

(erred to another machine (the TARGET) for e.xecution. 

This method is useful where the target machine is slower 

or more limited than the HOST. Manx cross compilers 

are used heavily to develop software for busi ness, 

consumer, scientific, industrial, research, and educat ion· 

al applications. 


HOSTS: VAX UN IX (53000), PDP-11 UN IX ($2000), MS· 

DOS (5750), CP1M ($750), MACINTOSH (5750), 

CP1M-68k ($750), XENIX ($750). 


TARGETS: MS-DOS, CP/M-86, Macintosh, CP/M-68k, 

CP1M-80, TRS-80 3 & 4, Apple II, Commodore C64, 

8086180x86 ROM , 68xxx IWM, 8080180851280 ROM , 

65xx ROM . 


The first TARGET is included in the price of the HOST 
system. Additional TA RGETS are 5300 to 5500 (non 
VAX) or $1000 {VAX). 

Call Manx for information on cross development to the 
68000, 65816, Amiga, Cl28, CP1M-68K. VRTX, and 
others. 

CP/M, Radio Shack, 
8080/8085/Z80 ROM 
Mame Aztec CU 
"I've had a lo/ ofe.rperie11ce with different C compilers. 
bu/ !he Aztec CBO Compiler and Professional Deuelvp· 
men/ Sys/em is !he best I've seen." 

80-Micro, December, 1984, John B. Harrell Ill 

Aztec C U-c (CP/M & ROM) $349 
Aztec C U-d (CP/M) $199 
C-tree database (source) $399 
Aztec C80-c (TRS-80 3 & 4) $299 
Aztec C80-d (TRS-80 3 & 4) $199 

How To Become an Aztec C User 
To become an Aztec C user call l-800-221-0440 or call 

1-800-832-9273 {800:fEC WARE). In NJ or outside the 
USA call 201-530-7997. Orders can also be tele.xed to 
4995812. 

Payment can be by check, COD, American Express, 
VISA, Master Card, or Net 30 to qualified customers. 

Orders can also be mailed to Manx Software Systems. 
Box 55, Shrewsbury, NJ 07701. 

How Tu Get More Information 
Tu get more information on Manx Aztec C and related 

products, call l-800-221-0440, or 201-530-7997, or write 
to Manx Software Systems. 

30 Day Guarantee 
Any Manx Aztec C development system can be return· 

ed within 30 days for a refund if it fails to meet your 
needs. The only restrictions are that the original pur· 
chase must be directly from Manx , shipped within the 
USA, and the package must be in resalable condition. 
Returned items must be received by Manx within 30 
days. A small restocking fee may be required. 

Discounts 
There are specia l discounts availab le to professors. 

students, and consultants. A discount is also available on 
a "trade in" basis for users of competing systems. Call for 
information. 



EVEREX 
THE EDGE 
IBM Monochrome Compatible, 720x348, High Resolution 
Runs Lotus 1-2-3'" and Symphony™ in high resolution 
monochrome: 
-132 columnsx25 rows 
-132 columnsx44 rows 
PC Paintbrush in monochrome 
16 shades of green on the IBM monochrome monitor 
Runs color software on the IBM monochrome monitor, 
full screen : 
-Flight Simulator 
-PC Paintbrush 
-PC Paint 
-PC Tutor 
-Pinball 
-Without software patch needed 
Automatic Boot-up without software patch needed 
Runs Lotus 1-2-3™ and Symphony™ in high 
resolution color: 
-16 colors, 320x200 
-4 colors, 640x200 
Printer port (standard) 
Software switchable among color, monochrome and 132 
columns mode 
Price 
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$399 $395 $695 $680 $595 
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$499 

Dealer Hotline: (800) 821-0806. In CA (800) 821-0807.Excellence is the standard at Everex-it's in our name, our 
lmaglneerlng Ultimo, Australia TLX: 74349 IMAGIN AA products, in everything we do. When you look for the best for 
Mlcroage Distribution Ltd . London, England TLX: 881 3241 WONGS G 

your computer-you'll find Everex products. Feeder Pari s, France TLX: 4413241 FEEDER 
Automated Office Systems Hout Bay, South Africa 2721-70-8091Visit your local Everex dealer today and ask to see Everex Survex, 1027 Speers Road, Oakville, Ontario Canada L6L-2X5, 416-842-6093 

products in action. For the name of your nearest Everex Pride Computers, 102-8167 Main Street, Vancouver. 
British Columbia, V5X 3L2, 604 -321-5690dealer, please call (415) 498-1111. 

Registered Trademarks : Paradise Modular Graphics Card-Paradise Systems, Inc.; Hercules Graphics 
Card-Hercules Computer Technology; Lotus 1-2-3-Lotus Development Corporation; PC Pa int-Mouse ~~EVEREXSys tem s Corporation; Teemer Graphics Master-Ticmar Inc.; Persyst Bob-Persyst Products; Ultra Pak 

EVER for EXcef/enceTseng Lab.; The Edge -Everex Systems Inc.; IBM, PC Tutorlal-lnlernatlonal Business Machines Corporation ; 
Flight Slmuletor-Mfcrosott Corporation . Address: 47777 Warm Springs Blvd., Fremont, CA 94539 (415) 498 - 1111. 
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B·O·O·K R·E·V·I-E·W·S 


A COMPUTER & 
COMMUNICATIONS NET
WORK PERFORMANCE 
ANALYSIS PRIMER 
B. W. Stuck 
and E. Arthurs 
Prentice-Hall 
Englewood Cliffs. NI: 1985 
624 pages. $38.95 

APPLIED PROGRAMMING 
TECHNIQUES IN C 
Terry A. Ward 
Scott. Foresman and Co. 
Glenview. IL: 1985 
268 pages. $19.95 

DIAGRAMMING TECH
NIQUES FOR ANALYSTS 
,1\ ND PROGRAMMERS 
James Martin 
and Carma McClure 
Prentice-Hall 
Englewood Cliffs. NJ: 1985 
416 pages. $40 

INTRODUCTION TO COM
PUTER ENGINEERING 
Franco P. Preparata 
Harper & Row 
New York: 198 5 
336 pages. $37 .95 

© 
Pi s 
8 
5 

who built from scratch a 
68000 system as relaxation 
from his daytime job on a 
huge SNA (IBM 's Systems 
Network Architecture) net
work: another computes for 
fun on an Apple II at home 
but his vocation is design
ing on-line transaction-pro
cessing systems for a world
wide airline. One of my jobs 
as system administrator for 
the two UN IX-based com
puters that host the BYTE 
Information Exchange (BIX) 
was to help find the right 
mix of port assignments 
(hard-wired. local network. 
public-switched network. 
leased lines. Tymnet) to op
timize access and response 
and minimize cost 

A book that will appeal to 
many BYTE readers is A 
Computer & Communications 
Network Performance Analysis 
Primer by B. W. Stuck and E. 
Arthurs. both computer sci
entists at Bell Laboratories. 
It is a guide to attacking 
performance-analysis prob
lems in these and other 

A COMPUTER & COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK 
PER FORMANCE ANALYSIS PRIMER 
Reviewed by Mark Klein 

M any of us have struggled with performance prob
lems in computer systems. When CP/M version 2 

arrived. we worked to find the optimal sector size to use 
when formatting disks. Today we worry about effective 
throughput in local-area networks (LANsJ as a function of 
variables such as transmission speed. message size. or net
work topology. In making these design decisions. many 
of us have often relied on an intuition developed by 
experience. 

Of course. performance-analysis problems are not 
limited to the microcomputer world. I met a BYTE reader 

ILLUSTRATED BY ROB SAUNDERS 

types of systems. The book is not easy reading. It was writ
ten from material used to teach a graduate-level computer 
science course within Bell Labs. The authors assume that 
you have basic math skills such as linear programming and 
ca lculus. that you understand what operating systems are 
supposed to do. and that you don't blink at terms such 
as Poisson statistics. packet switching. link-level flow con
trol. blocking. and queueing networks. 

But it would be a mistake for a reader to think that this 
important material is inaccessible just because the book 
is full of equat ions and strange terms. A manager without 
a technical background shouldn't expect to find out from 
this book whether the planned order-entry system for a 
company needs a microcomputer or a superminicom
puter. Someone else working for that company. however. 

[continued) 
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BOOK REVIEWS 


cou ld use the book to assess the resource needs and offer 
detailed quantitative support for a decision to buy. say. 
a VAX· I I /780 instead of an 1117 50. 

Stuck and Arthurs take an engineer's approach. The 
book is. as the title claims. a primer. The authors teach 
by example and case study. They describe a computer 
communications system using flow diagrams and system 
data (and they don't split hairs on what is computer and 
what is communications). They quantify performance with 
a list of measurements. present the results of a perfor
mance analysis. and discuss the significance of the results. 
They do this for systems ranging from secretaries lining 
up to use a photocopier to an on-line transaction
processing system to handle telephone repairs. The 
analyses are fascinating. 

PRACTICAL APPROACH 
To indicate the concrete. engineer's approach of this book. 
I include examples of the types of problems Stuck and 
Arthurs pose. 

-The writers describe an on-line point-of-sale computer 
communications system for a widget retailer. down to 
detai ls such as mean time per disk access. what files are 
created and when (log files. credit-check files. inventory
control files). processor busy time per transaction. and 
number of disk spindles. The question follows: " Is this 
design feasible? Will the system meet its performance 
goa ls?" 
-Another transaction-processing problem begins by sug
gesting alternat ive hardware configurations: a high
performance system costing $200.000 and a low
performance system at half that cost. After two more 
pages of system description. including possible combina
tions of the two basic hardware configurations that divide 
the application programs and operating-system code 
among different subsystems. the reader is asked to "ca l
cu late the total cost to operate each !of four! configura
tionlsl for five years. and the ratio of cost divided by 
throughput." 
-The reader is asked to compare performance of two 
systems In the first system. one secretary is assigned to 
I 0 professionals and handles all document-preparation 
needs. In the second system. a text-processing cen ter is 
set up. 
-Another problem deals with insurance agents who dial 
up through a voice telephone network to a central com
puter and then use a terminal connected to a modem to 
query about different types of policies for potential 
customers. After considerable details. the reader is asked 
to figure out "how many modems are needed if the frac
tion of queries blocked due to no modem being available 
is no more than one query in ten." 

Stuck and Arthurs subject packet-switching systems and 
local-area networks to this kind of nitty-gritty analysis 
throughout the book. Several aspects of these systems are 

(continued) 
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8620 Roosevelt Ave./Vlsalla, CA 93291 
209/651-1203 

We accept BankAmericard/Vlsa and MasterCard 
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What Cdid for Programming 
Mark Williams has done for CProgramming 


The C Programming System 
from Mark Williams 

MWC86 gets your C programs run
ning faster and uses less memory space 
than any other compiler on the market. 
Then csd, Mark Williams' revolutionary 
C Source Debugger, helps you debug 
faster. That's The C Programming Sys
tem from Mark Williams Company. 

MWC86 

MWC86 is the most highly optimized 
C compiler available anywhere for the 
DOS and 8086 environment. The bench
marks prove it! They show MWC86 is 
unmatched in speed and code density. 

MWC86 supports large and small 
models of compilation, the 8087 math 
coprocessor and DOS 2.0 pathnames. 
The compiler features common code 
elimination, peephole optimization and 
register variables. It includes the most 
complete libraries. Unlike its competi
tion, MWC86 supports the full C lan
guage including recent extensions such 
as the Berkeley structure rules, voids, 
enumerated da1a types , UNIX* 1/0 calls 
and structure assignments. 

Quality is why Intel , DEC and Wang 
chose to distribute MWC86. These in
dustry leaders looked and compared 
and found Mark Williams to be best. 

User Friendly 

MWC86 is the easiest to use of all 
compilers. One command runs all 
phases from pre-processor to assembler 
and linker. MWC86 eliminates lite need 
to search for error messages in the back 
of a manual. All error messages appear 
on the screen in English. 

A recent review of MWC86 in 
PC World, June, 1984, summed it up: 

•LJnix is a Trademark of Bell Laboratori es. 
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"Ofall the compilers reviewed, MWC86 
would be my first choice for product 
development. It compiles quickly, pro
duces superior error messages, and 
generates quick, compact object code. 
The library is small and fast and close
ly fo llows the industry standard for 
C libraries." 

csd C Source Debugger 

Ma Williams was not content to 
write the best C compiler on the mar
ket. To advance the statP. of the art in 
software development, Mark Williams 
wrote csd. 

csd C Source Debugger serves as a 
microscope on the program. Any C 
expression can be entered and evalu
ated. With csd a programmer can set 
tracepoints on variables and expressions 
with full history capability and can 
single step a program to find bugs. The 
debugger does not affect either code 
size or execution time. csd features 
online help instructions; the ability to 
walk through the stack; the debugging 
of graphics programs without disturb-

SIEVE 
Time in Seconds 
0 Large Model 
• Small Mode l 
Size in Bytes 
0 Large Model 
D Small Mod el 

1.05 

37 1 

MWC86 DRI L 

1. 51 750 

1.48 

470 

CI MS 

ing the program under test; and evalu
ation, source, program and history 
windows. 

csd eases the most difficult part of 
development - debugging. Because 
csd debugs in C, not assembler, a pro
grammer no longer has to rely on old
fashioned assembler tools, but can 
work as if using a C interpreter - in 
real time. 

The C Programming System 
from Mark Williams now 

supports the following third 
party software: 

Windows for C, Halo, PHACT, The Green
leaf Functions, Btrieve, Panel, Plink 86, 
cView, C Utility Library, CTree, The 
Application Programmer's Tool Kit, 
C Power Packs, PCLOCATE, Super C 
Index System, Opt-Tech Sort, Safe C 
Interpreter, C-terp, ProScreen, BRIEF, 
C Helper. 

The C Programming System 
from Mark Williams 

The C Programming System from Mark 
Williams delivers not only the best C 
compiler for the 8086 but also the revolu
tionary csd Csource level debugger. That's 
why it does for C programming what C 
did for programming. The Mark Williams 
C Programming System gives the pro
grammer the MWC86 Ccompiler and the 
csd CSource Debugger for only $495. 
Order today by calling 1-800-MWC-1700. 
Major credit cards accepted. 

Technical support for The Mark Williams 
C Programming System is provided free 
of charge by the team that developed it. 

• Mark Wmiams Compan> 
1430 W. Wrightwood Ave . 
Chicago, IL 60614 
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KEYPATCH™ -10 - A full travel mini-keyboard. 
Plugs between keyboard connector and CPU. 
Automatically activates NUM-LOCK placing your 
IBM™ keyboard into the number pad mode while 
KEYPATCH™ -10 provides separate cursor and 
screen control functions without the use of the 
NUM-LOCK key. Saves time  eliminates errors. 
KEYPATCH™ - .10 requires no software. A must 
for spread sheets; word processing; graphics; etc. 

For Immediate Shipment IBM PC/XT .... . .. $84.811 

Genest Technologies, Inc. Compatibles* ..... $89.811 

1331 E. Edinger Ave. L~~~7~~ E~~! ~ ~~~~r~~i~~s~cP~a 
Santa Ana, Calif. 92705 - PLEASE sPEc1Fv svsrEM

1ca1. Res. Add 6% Sales Tax)
(714) 547-0880 Visa. Master Ca rd , Check. Money Order 
•• patents Pending Plus $2~ Shipping 
KEYPATCH '• is a trademark of Genest Technologies. Inc . 
IBM' • is a trademark of International Busi ness Machines Corp. 

The Ultimate Cable Assembly 

Inside and Out 
You've never seen a cable that looks or works quite like this. The 
result of extensive research into functional design,the DATA SPEC 
cable assembly not only visually enhances your computer equip
ment, but provides superior quality with the following features : 

• Full shielding (Exceeds F.C.C. • Gold plated pins 
EMl/RFI emission requirements] • Exclusive P.D.T. underhood 

• Positive strain relief for maximum integrity 
• Large convenient thumbscrews • Lifetime warranty 

DATA SPEC makes cable assemblies for all your interface needs: 
printers, modems,disk drives and monitors. For your IBM, Apple, 
AT&T and other popular PC's. Ask for DATA SPEC cables at your 
nearest authorized DATA SPEC dealer. 

FROM ALLIANCE RESEARCH CORPORATION 

20120 Plummer Street • Chatsworth. CA 91311 • 1-818-993-1202 

Patent PNO. ©Copyright 1985 All iance Research Corporation 
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studied. The last chapter is devoted to an in-depth. use
all-the-tools analysis of LANs; 

OFFICE COMMUNICATIONS 
One particularly relevant and readable chapter covers 
office communications. The premise to this section is that 
" the fundamental idea in office automation is to move 
ideas or information to people and not vice versa:· For 
openers. there is a quantitative analysis of telephone tag: 
the frightening conclusion is that when "the mean number 
of tags increases to three. then the maximum mean 
throughput rate (completed calls) drops to one call lasting 
ten minutes every 203 .5 minutes!" For comparison. the 
authors cover a voice-storage system. 

Other topics in this chapter include copying and 
reproduction, document preparation. LANs. workstation 
productivity gains. and the interaction between secretaries 
and managers. Discussion of a sophisticated model of an 
automated office system is accompanied by relevant 
graphs of document-completion rate versus number of 
secretaries. questions pertaining to how many secretaries 
can be active inside a document-preparation system 
before congestion becomes unacceptable, and an analysis 
of the minimum set of numbers needed to say anything 
pertinent about these kinds of systems. 

BOTTLENECK DESIGN 
Office commu nications is just one of many systems to 
which the authors apply their ideas about bottlenecks. 
Early on. the reader is cau tioned to remember that there 
wil l always be (by definition) some bottleneck: however. 
" the design problem is to choose where the bottleneck 
should be." For example. in their analysis of potential pro
ductivity gains that might be achieved in an automated 
office by giving workstations to professionals. Stuck and 
Arthurs quantitatively examine the effect of voice and elec
tronic mail on three alternative bottlenecks: meetings. 
telephone calls. and documentation (filing, gaining access 
to reports. etc.). 

Later they study a proposal to add an LAN to an office 
system currently running from a central processor. Poten
tial bott lenecks are the clerks (who might not generate 
enough load to keep the system busy). terminals. central 
processing unit. disk system. printer. or terminal controller. 
Putting in the numbers for this particular example shows 
that the disk is the bottleneck. The authors conclude that 
"adding a local area network wi ll not significantly improve 
performance, because the terminal controller !does notl 
reach complete utilization first." Of course, different 
numbers might lead to a different conclusion; the authors 
frequentl y suggest plugging in the numbers for the 
reader's own situation. 

It is this kind of practical. quantitative analysis that makes 
the book so valuable. Many computer systems. large and 
small. are configured according to what feels right to the 
system designer. Stuck and Arthurs give us some sub

(co11ti11uedJ 
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Now the biggest name 

in Ccompilers comes in a size 


everybody can afford. 

Let's C:" 


Introducing Mark Wtlliams' $75 Ccompiler. Want to explore C programming for the first time? Or just 
on your own time? ~w you can do it in a big way without spending that way With Lets C. 

This is no little begirmers model. Lets C is a powerful progranuning tool, packed with all the 
essentials of the famous Mark Williams C Programming System. 111e one chosen by Intel, DEC, Wang 

Mark Williams Lefs C 
• 	 for the IBM-PC and 

MS-DOS 
• 	 fast compact code plus 

register variables 
• Full Kernighan & Ritchie C 

and extensions 
• Full 	UN IX compatibility 

and complete libraries 
• Small memory model 
• Many powerful utilities 

including linker, 
assembler, arch iver, cc 
one-step compiling, egrep, 
pr, tail , wc 

• 	MicroEMACS full screen 
editor with source 

• Supported by dozens of 
third party libraries 

• Upgradeable to C 
Programming System for 
large scale applications 
develo1>ment 

tefs C Benchmark Done on 
an IBM-PC/XT, no 8087. 
Program: Floating Point 
from BYTE, August, 1983. 

Exec Time in Seconds 
Let's C 134.20 
MS 3.0 347.4 5 

© 1985 Mark Willi:uns 

and thousands ofprofessional programmers. The one that wins the 
benchmarks and the reviewers' praise: 
"(This compiler) has the most professional feel ofanypackage we tested ... " - BYIE 
"Ofall the compilers reviewecl, (it) would be myfirst choicefor product 
developmen t."-David Wilson, PC WORLD 

And now for more big news. Get our revolutionary csd C Source 

Use this coupon or charge by calling toll-free: 
1-800-MWC-1700. In Ill. call 312-472-6659. ------------------,


Mark Wtlliams Let's C 

$75 
Pl<::L'>C scnc.1 me: 

--coph.:s of l .c rS C and __copies ufcs<.I ( C Source Debugger ) 

at 575 c:ach. ( Ill. rc:sidents add 7% sales t:L'<. ) 


0 Check 0 Monq · Ordc:r 0 Visa, M:L, tc:rC:ml or 

American Express 

Name'---- ----------- 

Address________________ 

Cir)''---------- State __ Zip___ 

Card #-------- Exp. Date: ____ _ 

Signature _______________ 

L-----------------~ 

Debugger for just $75, too. 
You can breeze through 
debugging at the C source 
level ignoring clunky 
assembler code. 

Affordable, powerful, 
debuggable. Mark Williams 
Lets C is the big name C 
compiler at a price you can 
handle. Get your hands on 
it now. 

'II Mark
11111 Williams 

Company 
1430 West Wrightwood 

Chicago, Illinois 60614 Inquiry 231 




FASTEST 
SERVICE 
llTHE 
INDUSTRY 

ITSOUR 
REPUTATION 
Standard Forms Shipped From 
Our Plant To You ... ln 3 Daysi 
Standard computer forms 
compatible with over 400 software 
programs can be shipped from our 
plant to you ... in just 3 days! That's 
fast. Even our custom seNice is 
fast. Most custom orders are 
shipped in 5 to 1 O days. SeNice 
this fast means no unnecessary 
delay You are guaranteed what you 
want - when you want itl 

CATALOG and 
OMPATIBILITY GUIDE ... 

.Request your FREE 32 page 
catalog complete with a 
·software/forms Compatibility Guide. 
Call Toll Free: 
1-800~328-5727, Ext. 516 

~ DE l U X ~Moooooto, 1-800-742-5685 

7763COMPUTER FORMS 

A DIVISION OF DELUXE CHECK PRINTERS . INC 
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stance on which to base systems decisions. Even more. 
for someone wil ling to read the text and work the prob
lems. they offer a path to developing the intuition that is 
such a crucia l part of system design. 

Mark Klein (8 Bay Rd .. Newmarket. NH 03857) has been involved 
with the BYTE Information Exchange (BIX) since its inception. He 
is BYTE's contributing editor on communications. His consulting firm. 
Channel Comp1Ating, specializes in communications technology. 

APPLIED PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES IN C 
Reviewed by Phil Hughes 

T erry A Ward's new book on the C language. Applied 
Programming Techniques in C. provides examples of real. 

useful programs written in C. It does not try to teach you 
the C language. The people who might be interested in 
this type of text are those with a basic knowledge of C 
who want to see some extensive programs written in that 
language. Another group is composed of owners of CP/M 
or MS-DOS systems who want to add some UNIX-like utili
ty programs at little cost. 

The first chapter presents basic information on operating 
systems and covers selection of a programming language. 
Ward limits his discussion of operating systems to Apple 
DOS. MS-DOS, and CP/M. I was disappointed to see UNIX 
ignored at this point in the book. The conclusion is as 
expected-use C- but Ward goes through the paces dis
cussing APL. FORTRAN. Pascal. PL/I. and. of course. 
BASIC I take exception to several comments about FOR
TRAN and Pasca l. In particu lar. Ward cla ims that few new 
applications are being written in FORTRAN . This may be 
the case in the microcomputer world but is certain ly not 
the case in advanced engineering work. 

In the next chapter Ward presents a very condensed 
description of C This description and the remainder of 
the book talk about BD Software's version of C (BOS CJ . 
This section is poorly written and has quite a few errors. 
For example. the first program will not compile because 
there are two statements in the wrong order. The fifth line 
consisting of a left brace should be moved up before line 
3 to correct this error. Another example is on page 2 3. 
There is no such operator as the Unary Plus. Also. the 
descriptions of increment and decrement operators are 
mislead ing. When referring to pointers. these operators 
modify the va lue of the pointer by the size of the datum 
pointed to. 

Even for the experienced C programmer. these errors 
detract from the va lue of the book; it remains difficult to 
separate errors from dialect differences between C and 
BOS C 

PROGRAMMING TOOLS 
In the remaining chapters. the author presents various pro
gramming tools. He explains each program and docu

(wnlinued) 



· If you .LIKE Turbo Pasca/*, you'll LOVE Tt)RBO S.CREENtMJ , , , 
Tired of writing ljne after lioe.of source code Just to create ·effective ,sc r.eeh d1sp'la~s a11d ~rrcir-j:>rnof d~'ta; har,dling'?" • 
Then use TURBO SC.REEN's Editor to create the screens, the Collator to define a, list of sc'reen·s . . .' ' · 

and then relax for a few seconds whlle the Gene·r.-tor writes the· c;,9de! 

TURBO SCREEN™ 
\:! J' ~ 

• 100 Fleids per screen, and up ta 8© sc r.eens in your application. ~ TURBO s'c'REE~™ is· 'comi:i1~t~iy;'rj;i~~~-(fr1 ~·~Ji a~d >J r,iciud~s a' 
• One screen or eighty, the size of your program doi;isn 't change. built-In Screen Edi!.or, Collator, and Generator; each called 

up with a single keystroke! · • 	 110 field types of: 
• 	ADVANCED ED.ITOR: .Real , Integer, String, Character, Boolean. 

-	 Turbo Pascal * -like commar.ie:ls Include: 
• 	 " Bullet-proof" data entry. -Block commands for 'copy, fill, exchange, erase. 
• Create Window-Style overlays or Ful.1-screen ~ictu res In 	 -Draw lln~s ' ln ,af'\y dl tectitm y.il.tJ1 any chafacter. ... 

·1CP/M.*, MS-DOS~ , . 0r PC-DOS. ' < . 	 - Supports IBM.color monitor ane:l· graphics ch~racters . 

• Supports video attributes for your terminal. And YES, if you • FAST-Generate.s code for 20 screens In ab.out 60 seconds! 
have an RGB monitor, you can create screens in COLOR on • 	 DISK UTILITIES built-in: 
your IBM PC or true compatible. · -	 directories 

• 	A SINGLE LINE of source code 111.voklng TURBO SCREEN 'S -erase flies 
"display" 	procedure controls: · • REQUIRES: ; 


-picture selection · - Turbo Pascal any version 

-output to screen, printer, or· disk - 80x24 or larg·er video screen 

-110 field update • AVOID software " bottlenecks!" 


PASCOM · Start letting TURBO SCREEN™ write yo.ur 1/0 source code today! 

COMPUTING I vlS4· I • ONLY - ca,11TOLL-FREE: t-800-243-1849 
23611 Chagrin Blvd. , Suite 101 Inside Ohio call 1·216-292-8745 (Lines Op:en 24 hours, 7 days) 

Cleveland, Ohio 44122 

Check 	 TU.ABO SCREEN™ 

Money Order 
. package 
Plus Ship~ 

$49.95 

Visa 
(UPS) 

Total 

5.00 

$54.95 
Master Card _____ 

Car-d # ------------- City: - - ------- -----State _____ Zip ______ 

Exp. Date: Telephone: 

Ohio residents add 6 Y2 % sales tax. Outside U.S.A. add $20.00 U.S. Dealer Inquiries Welcome. 

•Turbo Pascal Is a trademark of Borland International. IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines. MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft. CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research. 
' 	 .. 

Computer System: _ __ 8-bit 16-bit 

Operating System: CP/M80 ~-- PC-DOS 

- - CP/MB6 MS-Dos 
Disk Format: __________ 

Name: 

Address : 
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N Start at S 369 

Locally or across the 
nation, you're only a phone 
call away from the best 
advice, information, sales 
and service for all your 
computer needs. 

At Micro Mart. A name you 
can trust. 

We're proud to offer the 
widest range of computer 
products anywhere. At very 
competitive prices. With in
novative financing options 
like the Micro Mart Blue Chip 
Credit Card. 

When we say a product 
is available today, we mean 
today. Our Micro-to-Main
frame inventory system keeps 
our products current. And 
our customers satisfied. We 
deliver quickly because we're 
geared to ship hundreds of 
products daily to customers 
all over the world. 

But we don't stop there. 
Micro Mart offers a com

prehensive range of Tech
nical Support and Customer 
Service after-the-sale. We're 
on-site with hundreds of ser
vice locations nationwide. 
And our National Service 
Center is one of the fastest 
depot services in the USA. 

Call Micro Mart today. 
You'll meet people who back 
up price, availability and 
service with performance. 
You can count on it. 

COMPUTERS 

AT&T Color and Mono Systems 
in stock Start at S1995 
COMPUTER SPECIAL OF THE 
MONTH Call for details! __ 

NETWORKING/
PROTOCOL 
CONVERSION 
SNA & BISYNC 3780, 5251. 
Mod 11 & 12, 3274, 3278_ 
PC TURBO 186 by ORCHID, 
80186 coprocessor board S 599 
IRMA Complete line ____ 
_______From S829 

PRINTERS & 
PLOTTERS 
We have thousands in stock. 
PRINTER SPECIAL OF THE 
MONTH Call for details! __ 
HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS Plotters 
and Digitizers in stock __ 

DOT MATRIX 
EPSON FX85/185 NEW! 
EPSON LX80/100, LQ1500_ 
COMREX 420, Epson 
compatible, 400cps_S1695 
OKIDATA 192 & 193, ML84,
Pacemark 2410_ ____ 
OKIDATA Color printers, 
complete line. ______ 
TOSHIBA P-351 & 1340__ 
_____New Low Prices! 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 855 __ 
_______ From S729 

LETTER QUALITY 
NEC Spinwriters 2050, 3550, 
8850 New Low Prices! 
COMREX CR II E, CR III & CR 

We carry a full range of form 
handling options. 

FLOPPY DISK 
DRIVES 
TANDON TM 100-2, DD/DS, 
360K__New low, low price! 
1/2 HEIGHT Disk Drives from 
Shugart, Mitsubishi & TEAC. 
PC, XT & AT Compatible Sll5 
SPECIAL! 1\vo 112 Height Drives, 
"Y" cables & brackets._S219 

HARD DISCS 
Micro Mart carries many of 
the major brands. If you don't 
see it-ask for it. 
PEACHTREE TECHNOLOG~ P-10, 
& 20, int. & ext._ From S595 
SEAGATE Fast 20 Meg. int. 
for AT From S675 
PEACHTREE TECHNOWG~New 
1/2 Height Tupe and Winchester 
back-up system Sl395 
SYSGEN 10 & 20 Meg.
w/streamer tape _____ 
____New Models-Calli 
SYSGEN Image & Quickfile, 
Streamer tape for XT/AT__ 
_______New Price! 
BERNOULLI TECHNOLOGY Hard 
Disc Subsystems __S2595 

CIDPS 
All our chips are tested and 
priced for quick sale. Call us! 
INTEL 8087, 80287, high 
speed coproc. S125 
64K-25l>K RAMCHIPS___ 
____Call for Market Price. 
128K Piggy-back chips for 
your AT_Call for Market Price. 

MULTIFUNCTION 
BOARDS 
We have a complete line of 
Multifunction Boards compati
ble with the Portable, XT/AT. 
THE BOARD SPECIAL OF THE 
MONTH Call for details! 
SIX PAK 64-384K, multifunc._ 
MPll RAMboards for PC's & 
compatibles______ 
1/0 MINNIE 1/0 shortboard for 
Portable & AT______ 
ADVANTAGE 128K-3Mb, expan
sion for AT_______ 
QUADRAM QUADBOARD, 
64-384K, multifunc._S239 
TECMAR CAPTAIN, 0-384K, 
multifunc. S185 
TALLTREE J-RAM II____ 
_____New Low Price! 

GRAPHIC CARDS 
PREVIEW Mono Graphics/ 
Hercules look-alike __S269 
HERCULES Mono & Color 
Graphics cards New Low Prices! 
TF.CMAR Graphics Master, HiRes 
Color & Mono supports 
Lotus 5449 
QUADRAM Quadcolor I & II 
color cards _______ 
PARADISE Multi-display or 
modular graphics cards __ 
_______ From 5199 
STB Chauffeur & Colorific_ 
______S289 & S189 
SIGMA Color 400 for PGS 
SR-12 New Low Price! 



------- -- - -

SOFTWARE 

SOFTWARE SPECIAL OF THE 
MONTH. __Call for details! 

ACCOUNTING 
SORCIM/IUS Complete line 
including Windows____ 
_____From $289/each 

SPREADSHEETS & 
INTEGRATED PACKAGES 

MICROSOFT MultiPlan, 
w/templates______ 
SORCIM SuperCalc 3, vers. 
2. 0 New Low Price! 

ENHANCEMENTS & 
UTILITIES 

FOX & GELLER Complete line 
for dBase II/Ill, Rbase 4000_ 
NORTON Utilities 3.0__569 
ROSESOFT ProKey 3.0_589 
CENTRAL POINT SOFTWARE 
Copy II PC $35 
SOFTSTYLE Set FX + and 
Printworks, printer control_ 
SIDEWAYS Inverts printout_ 
BORLAND SideKick and 
SuperKey From S35 
LIVING VIDEO TEXT Think 
Tunk $125 

COMPILERS & 

LANGUAGE TOOLS 


LATTICE C-Compilers_S299 

MICROSOFT Complete line_ 

BORLAND Turbo Pascal, Turbo 

Toolbox & more_____ 

_____From $35/each 


GRAPHICS & CAD 
Micro Mart carries many of 
the major CAD packages. 
Call if you don't see it listed. 

Z-SOFT PC Paintbrush, mouse 
graphics $75 
DECISION RESOURCES 
ChartMaster Latest version_ 
________$239 
MICROPRO ChartStar___ 
MICROSOFT Chart 5169 

COMMUNICATIONS 
MICROSTUF Crosstalk XVI. 
Latest version 599 
HAYES Smartcom II __S85 

WORD PROCESSORS 
MULTIMATE w/spelling checker 
& tutorial__New Low Price! 
SAMNA+ _______ 
MICROSOFT Word. New 
version ___New Low Price! 
LIFETREE Volkswriter Deluxe 
________5169 
SSI WordPerfect, version 
4.0 5269 
MICROPRO WordStar Profes
sional series_New Low Price! 

OFFICE & PROJECT 
PLANNING 

HARVARD Total Project 
Manager S299 
SORCIM/IUS Super Project__ 
MICROSOFT Project__5175 

DATA BASE MANAGERS 
Call for unadvertised Data 

Base Managers. 

MICRORIM 4000 or 5000, 

Report Writer & Clout___ 

_____New Low Price! 

WARNER SOFTWARE The Desk 

Organizer $145 

MICROSTUF Infoscope_Sl49 


MODEMS 
HAYFS Smartmodem 300, 1200, 
12008 & 2400. We have the 
best stock in the USA_Call! 
VEN-TEL 1200 Baud Half Card 
w/Crosstalk S419 
POPCOM Int. & ext. w/voice
& data________ 
AST Reach Modems____ 
__Special Introductory Price! 

MISCELLANEOUS 
DYSAN Diskettes at the lowest 
price in the USA Calli 
MOUSE SYSTEMS PC Mouse, 
optical w/software__5139 
MICROSOFT Mouse, bus or 
serial mechanical____ 
KEYTRONICS 5151 & 5152 
keyboards From Sl49 
KENSINGTON MICROWARE 
MasterPiece S99 
CURTIS Accessories, Pedestals,
cables, etc._______ 

HAYES Mach II & Mach III 
Joysticks $39/$45 
QUADRAM Microfazer print 
buffer 8-128K__From $129 
TRIPPELITE ISOBAR surge pro
tectors, 4 & 8 plug_ From S49 
POLAROID Palette__Sll95 
PTI Back-up power supplies_ 
_____New Low Prices! 

MONITORS AND CRT'S 
PGS Max 12 (E) amber, HX12, 
HX12 (E), & SR-12----,---- 
_____New I.ow Prices! 
QUADRAM Quadchrome, 690 
dot RGB $429 
AMDEK Color 300, 500, 600,
700, 710, 725 _____ 
AMDEK 300A/300G/310A_ 
-=-----S129/S119/S165
©1985 Micro Mart, Inc. 
Technology Corporate Campus 
3159 Campus Drive 
Norcross, Georgia 30071 

YOUR PERSONAL BLUE CHIP CARD 

MICRO .
MART 

THE COMPUTER TELEMARKET
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ments the functions within programs. The first programs 
are simple utilities such as ones that handle word count
ing and file comparison. 

When I started reading the section on text compression. 
I thought we were going to get into a meaty program. As 
Ward suggests. if you want a real text-compression pro
gram. you should get it from a CP/M users group. He then 
goes on with a set of programs to replace spaces with 
tabs and vice versa. 

More than 100 pages are dedicated to a text editor. 
written by Ed Ream. called ed2 . I have used a derivative 
of this editor and fou nd it to be fast and reliable. But to 
avoid typing more than 50 pages of source code. you can 
either purchase it for almost nothing from the _C Users· 
Group (POB 97. McPherson. KS 67460. (316) 241-1065) or 
buy the fancy. updated version called RED (for a 
reasonable price of $95) directly from Edward K. Ream 
at I850 Summit Ave . Madison. WI 53705. (608) 23 I-2952 . 

Other areas Ward covers include text formatting. 
telecommunications. sorting. and the Othello game. My 
biggest negative comment on the listings is that each pro
gram is written in the style of the author of the program. 
For example. some listings use the brace matching con
ventions of Kernighan and Ritchie. while others use the 
matching indentation styles more common in newer C 
books. Ward could have used these differences to his ad
vantage by discussing the issue of style. but instead he 
ignored them. l expect this inconsistency will confuse the 
beginner. 

The appendixes are extensive and provide sources for 
books. periodicals. C compilers. and public-domain soft
ware. There is even a cross-reference for articles written 
about C. 

Ward offers notes on converting programs to and from 
BDS C. Unfortunately. some of them are wrong. For ex
ample. he claims that BDS C supports multiline comments 
and standard C does not support multiline comments. I 
suspect he confused this with nested comments. l can 
assure you that at least the C compilers that have a 
traceable parentage to Bell Laboratories support multiline 
comments. 

Applied Programming Techniques in C is a disappointment. 
The appendixes that show sources of software and articles 
are the best part. It looks like Ward did a lot of research 
but then ran into a deadline and couldn't get the rest of 
the book together. For the newcomer to C who wants to 
look at some code. Ward presents a lot of it. There are 
things to be learned from the book. For the person who 
wants to get some tools up and running on a CP/M or MS
DOS system. I suggest they purchase the software from 
the sources of public-domain programs listed in the 
appendixes. 

Phil Hughes (do Specialized Systems Consultants. POB 5 5 549. 
Seattle. WA 98155) is a computer scientist who has worked with 
UN IX and C for more than five years. 

(cont inu ed) 
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More Space 
Saving Products From 

LinTek Computer Accessories 

recording and playbackh l 

Monitor Mover (Adjusts 4 ways) ....... . .. . . $149.95 
Space Saver Arm (Adjusts 3 ways) ........... 89.00 
Dust Cover/ Copy Holder (for IBM-PC) ........ 24.95 
Keyboard Drawer (25" x 15%'' x 3'12'') . . .. . . ... 84.95 
Medium Tilt & Turn (11" x 10" x 2\/2 ") .... . .... 27.95 
Large Tilt & Turn (14" x 14" x 2'12'' ) .. . ... . ... . 34.95 
PC Printer Stand (Fits all printers) ... .. ..... .. 19.95 
System Floor Stand (For IBM-PC) ............ 23.95

* * * SEND FOR FREE CATALOG * * * 
Dealer inquiries Li~kllllll 11 1 welcome. 

ComputerAccessories 

Dysan diskettes are the. performance. And to e P 
ultimate in quality flexible introduce you to the 
recording medi~ for Dysan quality standa~d 
flexible disk dnves. They we're running a special. on 
are certified to be lOO OJo their diskette product \me. 
error free on-track and PLUS! If you call •. wr~te, 
between tracks. Diskettes ll or utilize reader service m 
are tested on-track as we h' ad-we'll

k for response to t is 
as between trac ' S send you our full-range 

. . g pulse extra pulse, P
m1SSID ' \' · catalog of computer SU 

nd modulation. Qua ity is \' with Special Offers 
abu'1\t into each diskette Pies h vings

Th ood for furt er sa 
from the inside out. e gon Dysan diskett.es and 
ultra smooth disc surf~ce al 
is burnished on both s1~es manY other qu ity 
to promote longer media products. Dysan .. The 
Ii fe longer head and load Finest Quality Diskettes 
patl life, as well as better Available. 

· nd Reliability. veeN Simply#1 in Service a L:•'I 1050 E. Maple Rd. 

STEMS Troy Ml 48083 
COMPUTER SY Phone (J13l 599.3440 
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P.O. Box 8056, Grand Rapids, Ml 49508 (616) 241·4040 

http:diskett.es
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THE TOP OF THE LINE IBM COMPATIBLE 
PC/XT SUMMER SPECIALS 

FEATURES: 
• i\ffordahly priced f'CIXT/AT Computer 
• Runs PC, MS·DOS, CPW86 
• Or course. this versatile computer runs flight 


si mulator, lnu1s 1·2·3. Symphony, 

f'mm<:work , Peachtree. D base II & Ill , PC 

1~.1int, Auto C.:\. D., and tons of soft ware. 


• We ha~·c a demo s ~·s tcm aV"Jilablc for your 
testing. 

COMPUTERSYSTEMS 
NOVA AT Entry Model .. .. ..12695 
NOVA AT 640K mother hoard, Intel /80280 CPU 

(O ption 8M llZ), J!J5W P.S. Tcac L2MB noppy 

dr. . 111"(; hard disktnop1iy controller. 


NOVAl'CBm Bone .... 1695 NOVA PC256K.. . 

MK rnolher boarJ , CiLW, 256K mother board, case, 130W 256K mntht~ r hoard. case. 130W power 

130W power supply, floppy r>0wer supply, 21/: hl. drive, 6 pack supply,21/1 ht.clri\"c,6pack cornpati1Jlc 

controlh!r, kcyhoard . compatible mu!Lifunction, color nmlti funrtion card, lOMll hard disk, 


graphic card , 4-drh·c controller card . 	 IJJ'C !l.D. t:()nt ro l!cr co!or graphic, ·l·dr 
co ntroller 

UPGR AIJ[ KIT for PCto IT 

Internal. Tuac I O ~HI 11 .0. +DTC controller .. $595 KOVt\ ex ternal, 10~1B. 20.\1B, ltJ~!B fapc 

Internal. Microst.:iencc 20MB +DTC contro!!cr S695 bark 1111 s~·s11:m from .. 1850 

!ntcmal. Irwin 10.\IB 11.ipc back up with cartridge NOV:\ ex ternal case with !)OW power supply 


a11dcablc,frccinstallation ........ . .. . . . S595 for !LO. & tape backup . Stl 

ll igh qualily XT J ~OW f)Oll"Cr supply .. . ... . $130 


DISK DRI VE and MON ITilll and ,t(l:t:SSOlt ll~ 


NOVA Se ri rs Add On Board Tcac 55B 1/1 tu . ~tlOKB nopJlI rlri\'i! .......... Sl05 

NOVA bare hoard wl installntion manual . . . . . S79 Mlcrosdcncc JO,\lH, 20Mll . . , . . .... {[J111·cst prict:) 

N0\11\ 6-functio11 Uoa rd w/641\ (AST 6 pack Min lscrillc or 1l:at lO ~IJl han! disk . . $420 


compatihlc) .. . . . ... ... . . . . .. .$185 Kcytronics ~ornpatilil c 15 lri l kcyhoard ............. SIJO 

Monn-gr.iphic card (Hercules compaliblu) . . . $170 llitcc kcylJoard {madr. in \J.S.1\ .) .. . ..... S\30 

Floppy controller with cahl u . . . . .. . . . .. .. .$90 i\mdck 3\0A amhcr mMil or . . .. . .. $147 

lligh q1rnlit y XT 1:10\V power suppl} . . . . .. . SlJO 1\md ck color IV (720x2·11l) . . . . . . , $385 


DE'ALE/i INQUili/ES WEU:OHIE. - NOii! l'C/XT K/15' AVAILABLE' 
COMPUTRADE COMPANY (in Koll Commercial Center) 

780 Trimble Road, Suite 605, San Jose, CA 95131 


Tel. (408) 946-2442, Telex: 171605 

Hours: Mon-Fri 9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. 


TURBO-MEGA-BOARD 

Complete Single Board 80186 Computer 

SASI
Battery 
Backed 

I
5'/' and 8" 

~·· 
Floppy Disk 80186- 10MHz (no wait states)
Interface 

2 OMA Channels and 3 Counter Timers 

25% faster and double the RAM capacity of other 
80186 boards make the Turbo-Mega-board the 
best value in single board computers at $695. Fully 
assembled and tested, the Turbo-Mega-Board runs 
Turbo-DOS, CP/M-86 and MS-DOS. The advanced 
hardware and firmware features allow easy integration 
of a complete and powerful single or multi-user system. 
For more details call: 

957-R Industrial Road 
San Carlos, California 94070(415) 595-4333 Telex: 756224 CARINT RWC 

NOVAAT f:nhante Model .. . .S3995 
NOVA AT lMB mother l1oa11l, lnWI /l:l028G CPU (0Jlt ion 
SM l!Z), l95W power supply, Tt:ac UMB no11py dr.. 20MU 
hard disk, 2 Serial/I parnl!PI card , kcylKiard . 

....Sl295 NOVA XT 25GK ......... . . . . . . . .. . S1895 


BOOK REVIEWS 

DI AGRAMM ING TECHNIQUES FOR ANALYSTS 
AN D PROGRAMM ERS 
Reviewed by Bonnie L. Walker 

D iagramming Tecfiniques for Analysts and Progra mmers is 
wri tten not only for the people mentioned in the ti t le 

but also for data-processing (DP) executi ves to help 
prepare them fo r the latest revolution in the industry 
computer-a ided systems analys is (CASA) and computer
aided programming (CA P) . 

When several people work on a system or program. a 
formal diagramming technique is essential so they can 
exchange ideas. make components fit together. and main
ta in the system Diagram ming standards. accordi ng to 
authors James Martin and Ca rma McClure. are even more 
important today because the job of systems analysts and 
programmers is evolving from paper and penci l to CAP 
techniques While diagramming on a computer screen 
speeds up the process considerably. it also enforces stan
dards. automates documentation. permits cross-checking. 
and fac ili tates rev ision. 

A REVOLUTION 
DP installations should be prepared for the CASA/CAP 
revo lu tion. This requires identifying a diagramming 
approach that can be integrated with fourth-generation 
computer languages to generate code. The approach 
shou ld commu nica te easil y with end users as well as DP 
professionals. To this purpose. the authors review many 
techniques. including decomposition. dependency. and 
data-flow diagrams: three species of functional decom
posi tion: structure and Nass i-Schneiderman charts: struc
tured Engli sh and pseudocode: decision trees and deci
sion tables: and compound data accesses. 

Diagramming Tecfiniques is not for beginners: it is for pro
fess ionals with an understanding of standard fl owchart ing 
symbols and techniques as we ll as structured program
ming concepts. Martin and McClure rev iew in depth the 
diagramming techniques in common use. describe them 
tutoria ll y. and set them into perspecti ve. Numerous illustra
tions are included. The authors compare techniques. 
pointing out the applica tions of each and the simi larit ies 
and differences among them. They describe an integrated 
approach tha t they say is necessary for th e most effec 
tive computer-a ided design. There is very little specific in
formation on fourth-generation (CASA/CAP) softwa re that 
is available on the market today. which I fo und 
disappointing. 

Structured programming and a standard diagramming 
techn ique in an organization seem obviously beneficial 
to anyone who has worked on system design. A major dif
ficu lty I had with the book was the lengthy and often 
repetitious reasoning with which the authors t ry to con
vince the reader how im portant it is to adopt a standard 
procedure for diagramming. It seems obvious to me that 
a systems analyst or programmer would be convinced by 

lcontinued) 
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Feel right at home with the stock market. 

Now you can use your personal computer and 

modem to help make investment decisions with 
confidence. Right in your own home. 

Dow Jones News/Retrieval® is the surprisingly 
affordable, online financial news resource with ex
clusive electronic access to The Wall Street journal. 
The combination of News/Retrieval and Dow Jonesrn 

Software makes personal investment decisions 
easier by giving you a clear, organized picture of 
the facts . 

Use News/Retrieval to check on your stocks or 
read up on companies and industries · that interest 
you. Get tomorrow's business news today-90 
seconds after it appears on the Dow Jones News 
Service® (the broadtape). See what impact govern
ment or world news is having on the marketplace. 

Measure stock performance-past and present-with 
Dow Jones Quotes. And to round out the picture, 
review economic and earnings forecasts or SEC, 
Merrill Lynch and Standard & Poor's reports. It's all 
here in one place. 

Then use Dow Jones Software to display trends, 
organize your portfolio and give you the entire picture 
in clear graphics. 

After you've checked your investments, the whole 
family can use News/Retrieval to get hot sports news, 
shop at home, look up articles in the encyclopedia 
and much, much more. 

For more information on how Dow Jones 
News/Retrieval can help you feel at home with the 
stock market, call 800-345-8500 Ext. 144*. 

Dow Jones News/Retrieval & Software 
Keeping you a step ahead 

*Alaska, Hawaii and foreign , call 1-215-789-7008 Ext. 144. 

© 1985 Dow Jones & Comparl)'. lnc. All rights reserved. Dow Jones News/ Retrieval and Dmv Jones News Service are registered service marks of Dow Jones & Company, Inc. 
Dow Jones is a Lrademark of Dow Jones & Company, Inc. 
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64K 8100 STATIC RAM 
$139~1~ 

NEW! 
LOW POWER! 


150 NS ADD $10 


BLANK PC BOARD 

WITH DOCUMENTATION 


'-----=5'-"49 9"'5---' FEATURES::.;;·

SUPPORT ICs +CAPS 


$17.50 


FULL SOCKET SET 
$14 .50 


FULLY SUPPORTS THE 

NEW IEEE 696 S100 


STANDARD 


(AS PROPOSED) 


FOR 56K KIT $125 

ASSEMBLED AND 
TESTED ADD $50 

256K S-100 SOLID STATE DISK SIMULATOR! 
i--: WE CALL THIS BOARD THE "LIGHT-SPEED-100" BECAUSE IT OFFERS
iiJ AN ASTOUNDING INCREASE IN YOUR COMPUTER'S PERFORMANCE 
5 '(/HEN COMPARED TO A MECHANICA~~;~~~: DISK OR/VE 

~ PR/CE CLJT/ • 256K on board , using+ 5V 64K 
DRAMS. 

z IOl/';11~~ • Uses new Intel 8203-1 LSI Memory 
O Controller . 
CL iffklfiil'jl~ • Requires only 4 Dip Switch 

~ 	 ~~~ 
o 
(J 

tlj
a: 
LL> 
I-
z 
< BLANK PCB 
a: (WITH CP/M• 2.2 
a: PATCHES AND INSTALL 
~ PROGRAM ON DISKETTE) 

o s5995 

~ (8203-1 INTEL 529.95) 

Si 
~~~-~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~----

> 	 THE NEW ZRT-80 
0 
<( 

CRT TERMINAL BOARD! 
:il A LOW COST Z-80 BASED SINGLE BOARD THAT ONLY NEEDS AN 
a: ASCII KEYBOARD, POWER SUPPLY, AND VIDEO MONITOR TO MAKE A 
::l COMPLETE CRT TERMINAL. USE AS A COMPUTER CONSOLE, OR 
0 WITH A MODEM FOR USE WITH ANY OF THE PHONE-LINE COMPUTER 
LL SERVICES. 
O FEATURES: 
en • Uses a ZBOA and 6845 CRT 
::::E Controller for powerlul video 
a: capabllllles . 

~ • RS232 al 16 BAUD Rates from 75 

w lo 19,200. 

J: • 24 • BO standa rd formal (60 Hz) . 

I- * Optional formats from 24 x 80 

O (Sp Hz) to 64 lines x 96 cha rac ters 

I- (60 Hz) . 

I- * Higher density formats requi re up lo 

(.) 3 additional 2K x 8 6116 RAMS . 

W • Uses N.S. INS 8250 BAUD Rale 

-.i Gen . and USART combo IC . 

Cll * 3 Terminal Emulation Modes which 

=> are Dip Switch selectable . These 

en include lhe LSl -ADMJA, lhe Heath 

U'J H-19, arid the Beehive. 

~ * Composite or Split Video. 

ct * Any polarity of video or sync. 

en * Inverse Video Capability. 

....J * Small Size: 6.5 x 9 inches. 

...I • Upper & lower case with descenders. 

<( • 7 x 9 Character Matrix. 

• Requires Par. ASCII keyboard. 

FOR 8 IN. 

SOURCE DISK 


(CPI M COMPATIBLE) 

ADD $10 


Digital Research Computers 
P .O . BOX 461565 • GARLAND, TEXAS 75046 • (214) 225-2309 

Call or write for a free catalog on Z-80 or 6809 Single Board 
Computers, SS-50 Boards, and other S-100 products. 

TERMS: Add SJ.DO postage. We pay balance. Orders under $15 add 75C handling. No 
C.0 .0. We accept Visa and MasterCard. Texas Res. add 5-1 /8 % Tax . Foreig n orders 
(except Canada) add 20% P & H. Orders over $50 add ese for insurance. 
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• Uoe1 new 2K • B (TMM 2016 or HM 6116) RAM1 . 
• ~~l~~ea'a~~:.ort1 IEEE 696 24 BIT E1lendod 

: ~~~ ~r:WRIA~!Y .~~P~f:~~:rt:~v(~'b°s~teA makes 
TMM 20161aalaataa100 NS. FOR YOUR HIGH 

• 	 ~~~~~~f:L~~AAT~~~~I (BOTH LOWER 32K 
AND ENTIRE BOARD) . 

• 2716 EPROM1 may be Installed In any of fop 4BK . 

• 	:;yd?:a~~:d10,~ B~~~~~o ~n~~~.A,~0:i~~1::'.~~ 
~~:k ~~~llr~~e~~~ig~ts wllh your 1y1lem monitor, 

• ~~~'b°~f~a~m:~'.::1~:·~• 1~1;~~~~~~a~dAM and 
• BOARD may be parllally populated as 56K. 

• ~~~sc~~~"oa~~rp~;~\100 machines.
• Up to 8 LS-100 boards ca n be run 

together !or 2 Meg. of On Line Solid 
Stale Di sk Storage . 

• Provisio ns for Battery back -up . 
.. 	 Software to mate the LS-100 lo your 

CPI M' 2.2 DOS is supplied. • The LS-100 provides an Increase In 
speed of up to 7 to 10 times on Disk 
Intensive Software . 

• 	Compare our price! You could pay 
up to 3 times as r,nuch for simi lar 
boards . 

#LS-100 ·$15900 
(FULL 256K KIT) 

(ADD $50 FOR A& T) 

$899#~RT-80 
(COMPLETE KIT, 2K VIDEO RAM) 


BLANK PCB WITH 2716 

CHAR. ROM . 2732 MON. ROM 


$4995 


SOURCE DISKETTE - ADD $10 


SET OF 2 CRYSTALS - ADD $7.50 


BOOK REVIEWS 


personal experience. I think. however. that much of the 
text is too technical for the majority of end users or for 
any DP managers who have not been involved in systems 
analysis or programming. It has been my experience that 
the latter is common because many managers who have 
become involved in DP operations do not have formal DP 
backgrounds. Also, there are probably many people in the 
business (like me) who became involved in systems anal
ysis and programming without a history of flowcharting 
and DP courses. For me, the text required careful atten
tion to follow the tutorials relating to each technique. 

DOES IT HELP? 
I approached Diagramming Techniques with this question: Can 
it assist an individual or group with a design background 
to actually use one of the methodologies? This approach 
led me to try the action-diagramming method (one the 
authors highly recommend) for a complex project involv
ing the design of a computer-managed instructional 
system for a large training project. Before selecting a 
method, I thoroughly analyzed the type of system we were 
developing. We needed a method that could lead to com
puter-generated code, one that could depict a highly com
plex system, and perhaps most of all, a technique that 
could communicate this system to managers and end 
users with little or no programming or computer exper
ience. We also needed a methodology that could be 
quickly understood by other programmers. 

The authors point out that some diagramming tech 
niques are good for presenting the "overview" of program 
structure. while others are good for describing the 
"detailed" program logic. The low level (details) should 
be a natural extension of the high level (overview) ; action 
diagrams achieve this. My team found that the instructions 
in the tex t were suffic iently clear to adopt this methodol
ogy. Action diagrams were quick and easy to draw. It 
helped greatly that they could be linked to a database. 
Although our experience with action diagrams has been 
brief. we are satisfied with both the technique and the in
struction provided by Martin and McClure. 

The topics addressed in Diagramming Techniques are com
plex. A quick read-through is not sufficient to get any 
benefit. The book is not intended as a general introduc
tion to the field. despite the lengthy introductory chapters 
that cover a rationale for selecting a standard method of 
diagramming. Because o f the depth of detail. this text is 
also not very good for presenting an overview of each of 
the techniques discussed. What this book is most useful 
for is presenting a complex analysis of the methods com
monly used in the field and helping the serious systems 
analyst or programmer prepare for the CASA/CAP 
revolution . 

Bonnie L. Walker (4101 Woodhaven Lane. Bowie. MD 20715) is 
a systems analyst/programmer and a consultant in telecommunica
tions and computer-based training. 
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LIST CONROY 
$50$33 

ASSIMILATION, Turbo Touch $ 129 $ 89 
BLUECHIP, Millionaire, Barron, Tycoon, ea.$ 60 $ 37 
CENTRAL POINT, Copy II Mac $ 40 $ 24 
CONROY·LA POINTE, Diskettes SEE BELOW 
CONTINENTAL, Home Accounlant $ 100 $ 65 
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS, MscForth Level I $ 149 $ 95 
CREIGHTON, Home Pak or Mac Office, ea. $ 39 $ 28 

Mac Spell+ 
CSD, MacLlon 
DOW JONES, Market Manager Plua 
EXPERTELLIGENCE, ExperLogo 
FIRST BYTE, Smooth Talker 
FORETHOUGHT, Fact Finder 
HABA, Ext. Disk Drive, 400K 
HAYDEN, Sargon 111 
HIPPOPOTAMUS, Hippo C, Level I 
HUMAN EDGE, Mind Prober 
INFOCOM, Hltchhlker's Gulde 
KOALA, Mac Vision 
LIVING VIDEOTEXT, Think Tank 
LOTUS, Jazz 
MANHATTAN, ReadySetGo 
MEGAHAUS, Megaform 
MICROSOFT, Business Pak 

Excel 
Multlplan, Word, or File, each 

MILES, Mac the Knife, v. 1 
MONOGRAM, Dollars & Sense 

$ 99 S 62 
$ 379 $ 239 
$ 249 $ 159 
$ 150 $ 95 
$ 150 $ 95 
$ 150 $ 95 
$ 550 $ 335 
$ 50 $ 31 
$ 150 $ 99 
$ 50 $ 29 
$ 40 $ 25 
$ 400 $ 229 
$ 145 $ 83 
$ 595 $ 395 
$ 125 $ 89 
$ 295 $ 189 
$ 595 $ 395 
$ 395 S 259 
$ 195 $ 125 
$ 39 $ 25 
$ 150 $ 89 

NOVATION, Smartcet Plua Madam w/Softwara $ 499 $ 349 
ODESTA, Helix $ 395 $ 249 
PROVUE, OveNUO $ 295 $ 185 
SIMON & SCHUSTER, Typing Tutor Ill $ 60 $ 37 
SOFTW. PUBL., PFS:File& RaportCombo $ 175 $ 105 
SOFTWARE ARTS, T/K Solver $ 249 $ 159 
STATE OF THE ART, Electronic Checkbook $ 60 S 50 
STONEWARE, DB Master $ 195 S 125 
TELOS, File Vision $ 195 $ 115 
VIDEX, MacCalendar $ S9 S 49 
WARNER, Deak Organizer $ 149 $ 99 

* CONRPY·LAPOINTP DISKETTES* 
We guarantee lhHe top quality producta with our name. 

5 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY. 

10ea. SS/SD, (Apple, etc) 35 Trk, W/FLIP BOX s 12 
100 ea. SS/SD, (Apple, etc) 35 Trk S 99 

1000 ee. SS/SD; (Apple, etc.) 35 Trk $ 840 
10 ea. OS/DD, (IBM, H/P) 40Trk, W/FLIP BOX $ 15 

100 ea. OS/DD, (IBM, H/P) 40 Trk $ 119 
1000 ea. DS/DD, (IBM, HIP) 40 Trk $ 859 

10 ea. SS/DD, 31h" (MAC, H/P), W/FLIP BOX $ 25 
50 ea. SS/DD, 3'h'' (MAC, H/P) $ 115 

100 ea. SS/DD, 31h" (MAC, H/P) S 229 
CONROY-LAPOINTE" IBM PRE-FORMATTED 

10 ea, DS/DD, 40 Trk W/FLIP BOX $ 19 
100 ea, OS/DD, 40 Trk S 149 

1000 ••· OS/DD, 40 Trk $ 959 

SINGLE·SIDED, DOUBLE DENSITY 
LIST CONROY 

CDC, 10 ea, SS/DD, 40 Trk (Apple, etc)$ 45 $ 19 
DYSAN, 10 ea, SS/DD, (Apple, etc.) $ 40 $ 27 
MAXELL, 10 ea, SS/OD, MD1 (Apple)$ 47 s 19 
VERBATIM, 10 ea, SS/DD, MD515-01,(AppJe) $ 49 $ 19 

DOUBLE·SIDED, DOUBLE DENSITY 
CDC, 10 ea, OS/DD, 40 Trk (IBM, HIP) $ 59 S 23 
DYSAN, 10 ea, DS/DD, (IBM, H/P) $ 69 S 35 
MAXELL, 10 ea, OS/DD, MD2 (IBM) $ S5 $ 26 
VERBATIM, 10 ea, OS/DD, MD34 (IBM) $ 75 $ 24 

3W MICRO DISKETTES 
MAXELL, 10 ea. SS/DD (MAC, HIP) $ 55 $ 35 
MEMOREX, 10 ea. SS/DD (MAC, HIP)$ 60 $ 33 
VERBATIM, 10 ea, SS/DD (MAC, H/P) $ S5 $ 32 

HIGH DENSITY DISKETTES FOR IBM·AT 
MAXELL, 10 ea. OS/HD (IBM·AT) $ 75 $ 49 
MEMOREX, 10 ea. OS/HD (IBM·AT) $ 84 $ 49 

* GENERIK DISKETTES * 
Top quality, w/Jackate , no lab11l1. Quantity dlscounta. 


90 day "No haaale, money back guarantee." 

100 ea. SS/SD, 35 Track (Apple, etc) S 80 

100 ea, DS/DD, 40 Track, (IBM, HIP) $ 95 


APPLE, Mouse for lie $ 150 CALL 
APPLIED ENGINEERING, Ram Works, 84K $ 179 $ 139 
CCS, 7711 or 7710·A Interlace, ea. $ t 15 S 95 
CPS/EASTSIDE, Wiid Card II (copier, +/e) $ 140 $ 79 
COMX, 1SK RAM Card (II+), 1 yr ltd W1y $ 1 t9 S 39 
HAYES, Mach 11.111 Joyetlcke (11+/lle) CALL 
KENSINGTON, System Saver Fan $ 90 $ BS 
KEY TRONIC, KB200 Keyboard ( +) $ 29S $ 179 
KOALA, Muppet Keye $ SO .S 44 

Touch Tablet w/Mlcro Illustrator (+/e) $ 130 S 75 
KRAFT, Joystick (11/11 +/lie) $ 50 S 35 
MICRO.SCI, 80 ~. Card + 64K RAM COid (lie) $ 179 S 79 
MICROSOFT, Premium Sottcard (lie) $ 395 S 275 

ZBO Sottcard II, 84K $ 425 $ 296 
ORANGE MICRO, Suffered Gropper ~U!. t!K $ 209 $ 159 

16K Butter Board for Grappler Plue $ 99 S 59 
Hot Link, S·P cable for lie 

Tli:s~ ~~~t~:r~r(lli':) 
TRACKHOUSE, Numeric Key Pad (lie) 
VIDEO 7, V Color 7 RGB Card 

V Color lie 
V Color lie 

VIDEX, UltraTerm (II+ /lie) 
VideoTerm SO Col. Co/d (II+ /lie) 

WICO, Smartcard (spec. 11/11+/lle) 

Smartmodem 1200B (IBM) 

$ 70 S 44 

ALB, W d or or LI at Handier, ea. $ So S 38 
Handler Pak (Word/LlsVSpell) $ 170 S 73 

APPLE, Appleworke $ 250 S 215 
ASHTON·TATE, dBase 11 (Aeq CP/M 60) $ 495 S 289 
BPI, AR, AP, PR or INV, each $ 395 S 240 
BRODERBUND, Print Shop $ 50 $ 29 

Print Shop & Refill S 65 $ 39 
Bank St. Writer or Speller, aa $ 70 $ 45 
Bank St. Combo (Writer & Speller) $ 140 s 85 

DATA TRANS, Fontrlx $ 9 5 S 60 
DOW JONES, Market Manager $ 249 S 159 

Market Analyzer or Mlcroecope, ea.$ 349 S 219 
HOWARD SOFT, Tax Preparer 'S5 $ 250 S 159 
HUMAN EDGE, Sales or Mgmt Edge, ea. $ 250 $ 185 
LIVING VIDEOTEXT, Think Tank $ 145 S 89 
MECA, Managing Your Money $ 199 S 125 
MEGAHAUS, Megaworke $ 125 $ 79 
MICRO PRO, WordStar (req. CP/M) S 350 S 189 

WordStar w/ Starcard $ 495 S 285 
WordStar Profeeslonal, 4 Pak S 495 S 285 
MallMerge, SpellStar, or Starlndex, ea $ 99 S 54 
lnfoStar and StarCard Combo $ 595 S 295 

MICROSOFT, Multi-Plan (Ap DOS) $ 95 s B2 
QUARK, l'.l>rd Juggler &Lexlcheck (lie/lie) $ 1 S9 S 129 
SENSIBLE, Senelble Speller $ 125 S 79 
SIERRA/ON-LINE, Screen Writer II $ 130 S 79 

LIST CONROY 
PRICE PRICE 

EPSON, Graphics Dump $ 15 S 7 
FUNK, Sideways $ 60 S 37 
HAYES, Terminal.Prag. for Smartmodem $ 99 S 65 
MICROSOFT, Full Line IN STOCK CALL 
OMEGA, Locksmith S 100 S 73 
PENGUIN, Complete Graphlce Syatem 11 S 80 S 49 ~ 

Graphlce Magician S 60 S 40 
QUALITY, Bag of Tricks S 40 S 29 
UNITED SWI, ASCII Express-Pro DOS$ 130 S 82 
UTILICO, Eesentlal Data Duplicator Ill S 80 S 49 

BEAGLE BROS., Full Line IN STOCK 
BRODERBUND, Print Shop 
CONTINENTAL, Home Accountant 
KOALA, Full Line IN STOCK 
MICROSOFT, Typing Tutor II 
MONOGRAM, Dollars &Sense (11+/lla) 

Dollars & Sense (lie/lie 1281<) 
Forecast 

SCARBOROUGH, Maatertype 
Bulid·A·Book 
Your Personal Net Worth 

SIERRA/ON·LINE, Homeward 

CALL 
$ 50 $ 29 
$ 75 S 43 

CALL 
$ 25 S 17 
$ 100 S 59 
$ 120 S B9 
$ 60 S 38 
$ 40 S 25 
$ 40 S 25 
$ 80 S 5D 
$ 70 S 45 

SIMON l SCHUSTER, Typing Tutor 111 $ 50 $ 33 
PLUS: BARRONS, CBS, DAVIDSON, EDU·WARE, 

HARCOURT, LEARNING CO., TERRAPIN 

SOFTWARE PUBL, PFS:Flle or Write, each $ 125 S 7911am111m111am11u 
PFS:Graph or Report, each $ 125 $ 79 
PFS:Accees $ 70 S 43 

SPRINGBOARD, Newsroom $ 50 S 32 
STONEWARE, DB Master, v. 4 + $ 350 S 225 

~ ~~: ~ mllll'lll'll'llW'll'lll'l'lftmrl!ll!l'll'IP.l'l'llnl'l'l'Blllli 
$ too s 75 !lmlrlrll&llA&ll&llD.mllirlrrlir&lll~ri.lllll.11. 
$ t50 $ 99 
$ 130 S 89 
$ 250 S 1B9 
$ 299 $ 189 
$ 279 S 175 
$ 199 S 15,..,9==.,...,,,,, 

LIST CONROY 
$ 399 s 259 
S S99 CALL 
$ 549 S 389 

Smertcom II Software (IBM or MAC) S 149 S 107 
Smartmodem 1200 (External) $ 599 S 419 
Mlcromodem lie w/Smartcom (AP) $ 199 $ 139 
Transet 1000 - 12BK S 399 S 309 

NOVATION, Apple Cat 11300 Baud (AP) $ 389 $ 219 
212 Apple Cat, 1200 Baud (AP) $ 595 s 409 
SmartCat Plus w/eoftware (MAC) $ 499 S 349 
ACCESS t·2·3 t200S Modem+Crosstalk (ISM) $ 595 S 389 

PROMETHEUS, 1200 Standalone Modem $ 495 S 345 
ProModem 1200 w/eottware (MAC) $ 549 $ 389 
ProModem 1200A (AP) $ 449 S 319 
ProModem 1200B (IBM) $ 399 S 285 

VENTEL, PC Halfcard IBM $ 549 $ 359 

AMDEK, Color 300 - Comp/Audio $ 349 S 249 
Color 500 - CompNCR/RGB/Audlo $ 525 $ 319 
Color 600 - HI Ree/RGB/Audlo $ 599 $ 399 
300A - 12" Amber/Comp $ 199 S 119 
300G, 12" Green/Comp $ 179 S 115 
310A, 12" Amber (IBM) $ 230 $ 149 

PRINCETON, HX-12 - HI Ree/RGB $ 795 s 489 
HX·12e - HI Ree/RGB/for IBM-EGA$ 785 S 559 
SR·12 - HI Ree/RGB $ 799 s 599 
MAX-12 - Amber (IBM) $ 249 $ 179 

QUADRAM, Amberchrome, 12" $ 250 S 159 
ZENITH, ZVM122 - 12" Amber $ 159 $ 89 

ZVM123 - 12" Green $ 149 S 85 
ZVM 124 & ZVM 135 20·30% OFF 

CABLES 
ARBO, IBM·PC to Modem Cable $ 31 $ 19 
ASTAR, RF Modulator for T.V. (Apple)$ 35 $ 20 
COMPUCABLE, Mac/Hay" Smertmodem Ceble $ 32 S 1B 
CURTIS, Monitor Extension Cable (IBM) $ 50 $ 32 

3'·9' Keyboard Extene. Cable (IBM) $ 40 S 28 
RCA, Monitor Coble $ 15 $ 9 

APPLE, Laserwrlter 
EPSON, FX Serles - IN STOCK 

LX80 - 100 cpe 00116 cpe NLO 
L01500 - 200 cps D0/67 cps LO 

HEWLETT-PACKARD, LaserJet 
Thlnk)el - 150 cpe Inkjet 

UST CONROY 
$S995 SB500 

CALL 
$ 299 CALL 
$1295 CALL 
$3495 CALL 
$ 495 CALL 

OKIDATA, Oklmate 20 - Color, HI Ree $ 288 S 208 
1B2 - 120 cps/SO col $ 299 S 239 
192 - 160 cps/80 col/para. $ 499 S 349 
93 - 160 cps/136 col/para. $ 799 S 589 
2410 Pacemark - 350 cps/para. $2S95 $1949 

PANASONIC, P1090 - 80 cps/10' $ 349 s 249 
P1092 - 1BO cps/10" $ 599 S 459 

QUADRAM, Ouad)et-lnk)et Color $ S95 S 395 
STAR MICRO, SG10 - t20 cps 00/30 cps NLQ $ 299 $ 249 

SG15 - 120 cps DO, 30 cps NLO, 1SK $ 499 $ 419 
SD10 - 180 cps DO, 40 cps NLO $ 449 $ 379 
SD15 - 180 cps DO, 40 cp1 NLQ, 1BK $ 599 $ 509 
SR10 - 200 cps DO, 50 cps NLO S 849 $ 549 
SR15 - 200 cps DO, 50 cps NLO, tBK $ 799 $ 879 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, 855 - 150 cps $ 995 s 795 
TOSHIBA, 351 - 288 cps $1S95 $1389 

LETTER·QUALITY: 
JUKI, 6300 - 40cps/para. S 995 $ 695 

6100 - 1S cps/para/3 pitch $ 599 S 3B9 
Shea! Feeder for 8300 (elngla) S 275 S 225 

PANASONIC, P3151 - 22 cps/15112'' $ 699 s 429 
TOSHIBA, Prop. spacing & hi-res graphics: 

1351 - 192 cps DO & 100 cpe LO $1895 S13B9 
1340 - 144 cps DO & 54 cps LO $ 799 S 819 
Bl·dlrectlon Tractor Feed $ 195 S 175 

PLOTTERS: 
EPSON, 4 Pen Plotter $ 599 CALL 
HEWLETT-PACKARD, SPen Plotter $3900 CALL 

PRINTER SUPPLIES: 
CONROY LAPOINTE, Coioo'8d Pape< PICI (250) $ 13 $ 
PAPER: White, Colored, Laaer Cut, etc. 
RIBBONS, DAlSYWHEELS CALL 

BLUECHIP, Miiiionaire or Barron, ea. S 

DATASOFT, Az1ec or Zaxxon, each $ 

ELECTRON. ARTS, Sky Fox&others,aa. $ 

HAYDEN, Sargon Ill (Cheea) S 

INFOCOM, Zork I, II, or Ill, ea S 

ORIGIN, Ultlma 111 S 

PENGUIN, Transylvania $ 

SPECTRUM HOLOBYTE, Gato $ 

SPINNAKER, Full Line IN STOCK 

SUB LOGIC, Flight Simulator II $ 50 $ 

PLUS: 	BRODERBUND, DATAMOST, MUSE, 

SIR·TECH 

ARBO, IBM-PC to Para Printer Cable $ 3S $ 28 
ASSIMILATION, Mac to Epson Conn l/F $ 69 $ 89 

Dalsywheel Connection $ 99 S 79 · 
EPSON, Parallel Interlace for L01500 $ 100 S 79 

Serial Interlace Board $ 130 S 110 
OKIDATA, Plug 'n Play, Tractore, Oklgraph CALL 
ORANGEMICRO,GrapplerPIUBlorApple$ 145 $ 99 

Serial Grappler 

Buttered Grappler Plus, 16K 

Hot Link, S-P cable for lie 

Grappler C 


QUADRAM, Mlcrofazere, Full Una IN STOCK 
Mlcrofazere BK, P-P, w/copy 

SMT, Apple II l/F & Cable 
STAR MICRO, Mac/Star Interlace 

$ 119 S 79 
$ 209 S 159 
$ 70 S 44 
$ 119 $ 75 

CALL 
$ 1B9 S 139 
$ B9 $ 39 
$ 100 $ 89 

CURTIS, Diamond, 6 outlets, switched S 
Emerald , 6 outlets, 6' cord $ 
Ruby, Soutle1e, 6' cord, filter $ 
Sapphire, 3 outlets, w/filter $ 

EPD, Lemon, 6 outlets/wall S 
Lime, 6 outlete/cord $ 70 S 
Orange, 8 outlete/cord/fllter $ 100 S 
Peach, 3 outlets/Wall/filter S 60 S 

INNOVATIVE, Datacaae 50 (disk holder) $ 15 S 
KENSINGTON, Prlnler Stand $ 30 $ 
NETWORX, Wlretree, 4 outlil, w/filt &BUrge S 70 S 

Wlretree Plue, 6 outlets/filter/surge S 100 S 
PROD TECH INT'l, Unlnterruptable Power Supply 

200 Watts, PC200 for IBM-PC S 359 $ 2B9 
300 Watts, XT300 for IBM·XT -$ 499 S 379 
600 Watts, AT600 for IBM·AT, 72 lbs. CALL 

I 
0RDERING INFo &TERMS, MAIL TO: 12080 SW Gardon Pim, Portlond, OR 97223 - Include lelephone number. Check 


, your figures lor Shipping, lniurance and Handling ISIH). All Items UBually In stock. NO C.O.D. 

Cashiers checks, money orders, Fortune 1000 checks and government checbl honored Immediately. Personal and other company checks-allow 20 di)' to clear. Prices reflect 

311 cash l Conroy-laPointe Cre<llt Clnt dlacount, so ADD 3% IO above prlcae lor VliWMasterCard/Amerlcan Expraes. Your cards NOT cha'lled tll M shl~ Add SIH CHARGES: 


I 
U.S. Mainland, 3% ($5 minimum) lor elandard UPS ground; UPS Blue, 6% ($10 min); for U.S. Poatal APO or FPO or AISBke, Sii ($10 min).Canada and U.S. Terrltorle1, 12% 

($15 min). Foreign orders except Canada, 16% ($25 mln).MonllOrs by Postal or IO foreign countries, 30% ($50 min). Orders received with lnsulflclenl SIH will be held lor balance 
due. All prices, aval\ebillty and speclllcalloni subJea to errors or change without notice, so call to verify. All geode are new, Include warranty and 1ra guaranleed to "'rk. Duo to 
our lat1 prlces and our aseurance thsl you will get new, unused products-ALL SALES ARE FINAL. We do not guaranlee compallblllty.Cali before rstumlng goods lor repair or 
raplacement. ORDER DESK HOURS-BAM to 8PM PDT, Mondly through Friday, Setuntay 10 to 4. EconoRAM", Faetrak'. and Generlk" are trademarks of ComX Corporation. 
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Inquir y XX for Apple Inq uiry WI for IBM l'enpher.1 ls Inquiry <!()!or .i ll n the" 

STOP 
WAITING 

ALL ORDERS ARE NOW 
SHIPPED 2nd DAY AIR 

VIA 

Go ahead 
TAKE THE CREDIT 

Get Your 
CONROY-LAPOINTE 

CREDIT CARD 
Call for an app/lcatlon & details 

(503) 684-1232 

- Call for Detaf/s -
256K 

I~I';'~ - PC 
360K 

Disk Drives 
by CDC 

90 Day
l imited Warranty 

By Us 

LIST CONROY 
PRICE · PRICE 

AST' SlxPak Plus, 64K $ 395 s 259 
SlxPa~ Plus, 256K, S/P/CC + SN/ $ 695 $ 295 
SlxPak Plus, 364K, SIP/CC+ SN/ $ 695 S 329 
Preview• Graphics Card w/para, 64K $ 399 I 299 
Advantage• Multlf. Bd . for AT, 128K $ 595 S 445 
1/0 Plua II , S/P/CC $ 2t5 $ 189 
110 Plus 11 , S/P/CC/G $ 265 S 225 
Port Kits • aer, para, or gama, ea. $ SO S 35 

COMX, 130 Watt Power Supply $ 179 $ 93 
HAUPPAGE (HCW), 8087 Ch ip $ 175 S 125 

8087 Math Pak (Chip & soltw.) $ 295 S 235 
HAYES, Mach II Joystick $ 45 S 29 

Mach Ill (PC or Jr.) $ 55 S 35 
HERCULES, Color Card w/para. $ 245 S 159 

Mono Graphics Card $ 499 S 309 
KENSINGTON, Masterpiece• $ 140 S 95 
KEY TRONIC, KB5161 , S1d . Keyboard$ 255 S 179 

KB 6163 Keyboard wlTouch Tab $ 400 S 325 
KOALA, Speed Key Software $ 100 I 83 

Speed Key Syatam (Tab w/ aoltw) $ 200 S 115 
Koala Pad w/PC Design $ t 50 S 85 

MAYNARD, SAND STAR SERIES 
Fu ll Line IN STOCK 
Mullllunctlon (6) Card 
Memory Card no RAM 

CALL 
$69$ 79 
$ 199 • 139 

LIST CONROY 
MAYNARD, (Cont'd.) PRICE PRICE 

~l~f!b~nl~FC~~(~pls3modules) ~ ml m 
Serial Port Module $ 95 S 79 
Para or Clock Cal . Modula, ea. $ 59 $ 49 

MICROSOFT, Mouse (for PC) $ 195 S 125 
Serial Mouse $ 195 S 135 

MOUSE SYSTEMS, PC Mouse & Paint $ 220 $ 135 
PARADISE, Modular Graphics Card $ 395 S 285 

Parallel or Serial Port, ea . $ 95 S 85 
256K Module w/clock S 195 S 150 

PERSYST, PC/Mono Board, w/para $ 2SO S 195 
PC/Color Graphics Board $ 244 S 178 

QUADRAM , Quadboard, no RAM, to 384K $ 295 $ 195 
Quadboard 64K, to 364K, S/P/CC/G $ 395 S 239 
Quadboard 256K, to 364K, SIP/CC $ 675 $ 289 
Quadboard, 364K (full) , S/P/CC/G $ 795 S 295 
Quadboard II, no RAM, to 256K $ 295 S 215 
Quadboard II, 64K, lo 256K, 2SICC $ 395 S 285 
Quadboard II , 256K, 2S/CC S 595 $ 395 
Quad 512 + 64K w/serlal port S 325 S 245 
Ouadcolor I, board, 4 colors • $ 295 S 195 
Upgrade Quadcolor I to II kit $ 275 S 199 
Quadvua, board, Mono, SIP/CC $ 345 S 269 
Quad 3276 $1195 $1050 
Quadnet VI $1995 $1545 
Quednet IX $2295 $1745 
Quadllnk $ 495 S 385 
Ouadsprlnt $ 645 S 495 

TALLTREE, J RAM 11 Board $ 219 $ 185 
TECMAR, Maestro, 128K ID 3M8,SIP lo< AT $ 569 S 419 
TG PRODUCTS, Joystick $ 30 S 22 
TITAN, 126K PC Accelerator S 795 S 595 
WICO, Smartboard Ke board $ 400 S 279 

$ 255 • 179 
s 100 s n 

KOALA, Touch Tablet for Jr. $ 125 S 75 
MICROSOFT, Booatar 128K w/Mouae $ 295 S 195 
MOUSE SYSTEMS, Mousew/aoltware $ 195 $ 125 
QUADRAM, Expansion ChHala $ 695 S 540 

Memory Expansion Board 128K $ 275 S 215 
RACORE, Expansion Chaaals $ 875 S 449 

128K Expansion Board $ 275 S 189 
TECMAR, Jr. Captain $ 395 S 295 

'~O RE FGR Y0UR~'IBM~P , 

9 each, 4256 chips 
150 ns 

128K 
CHIP KIT 

$75 
9 each, 4128 chips 
Piggyback !or AT 

CALL FOR 
QUANTITY 

PRICES 

90 Day Warranty by us 

DISK DRIVES & 
TAPE BACKUP 

CDC, 360K DS/DD DISK DRIVE 

g:ir= ~.~~rtyw:~~:ty 
Full Height 
Half Height 

$109 
$ 89 

CDC , Internal 20 meg kit for AT $1695 $1195 
Internal 30 meg kit for AT $1695 $1325 

IRWIN, 10 meg Tape Backup $ 795 S 589 
KAMERMAN , lntarnal 10 meg kit $ 695 $ 849 

External 10 mag kit w/power $1295 S 949 
MF·10ND , H Disk, tape back,cont, powsr $2695 $2095 

MICRO SCIENCE, 10 meg w/controlter $ 795 $ 575 
20 meg w/controlter $1095 S 735 

TALLGRASS , 24 meg disk,BO meg laps, lnlf. $3495 $2895 

R 
BUSINESS BUSINESS BUSINESS UTILITIES 

usr CONROY 
PRICE PRICE 

ANALYTICA, Reflex $ 495 $ 315 
ASHTON·TATE, Framework $ 695 $ 359 

dBaae Ill $ 695 $ 389 
dBaae II , (req. PC·DOS & 1281<) $ 495 $ 279 

UST COHRO't 
PRICE PRICE 

MICROPRO, WordS1ar (PC) $ 350 S 189 
WordStar (Jr) $ 195 S 109 
WordStar 2000 (copiable) $ 495 S 285 
WordStar 2000 Plus (coplable) $ 595 S 295 

LIST COHAO't' 
PRICE PRICE 

SOFTWARE PUBL. PFS:Report $ 125 $ 75 
PFS:Wrlte, File or Graph , each S 140 S 82 
PFS:Plan or Accesa, each $ 140 S 82 
PFS:Proof $ 95 $ 57 

SORCfM, SuperCalc Ill S 395 S 245 
SPRINGBOARD, Newsroom $ SO $ 37 

Ll&r CONROY 
PRICE PRICE 

MfCROSTUF, Crosstalk XVI (PC or Jr)$ 195 S 109 
MOUSE SYSTEMS, PC Paint $ 99 S 89 
NORTON, Utllttlas (14 prgms) v 3.0 $ 100 S 56 
ROSESOFT, Prokey S 130 S 79 
WESTERN UNION, EBBy Link Mall Mngr $ 95 S 59ATI, PC DOS 2.1 Training $ 40 S 28 

BPI, General Acctg. AR, AP, or PR, ss. $ 595 $ 385 
BRODERBUND, BankSt. Wrller (PC Of Jr.) S 60 $ 48 
CDEX, Advanced Training for Lotus 1-2-3 $ 70 S 45 

WordStar Professional, 4 Pak $ 495 S 285 
MallMerge, SpellS1ar or S1arlndex. aa. $ 99 S 54 
lnfoStar Plus ( + Starburst) $ 595 S 315 

n:'o~I: ~:::~~f~~UM): 1: : ~= ftft~r.ilr.'lr.il~IP.~ll:"ll~ftlft 
Correct Star $ 145 S n WARNER, Dea k Organizer (PC or Jr) $ 99 S 83 IU..iliilllll&.l~&:l.lr.A:ai':lll&IYllWl~l.I. 

CONTINENTAL, Ultrallle $ 195 $ 115 
Tax Advantage S 70 S 40 
Property Management $ 495 S 295 

DATA TRANS., Fontrlx $ 155 $ 99 
Fon! Packs, each S 20 S 12 

DOW JONES, Market Managar Plus $ 249 S 159 
Msrkel Anslyzer or Markel Microscope $ 349 S 219 
Spread Shaet Link S 249 S 159 

FOX & GELLER, Qulckcode Ill S 295 $ 185 
HARVARD, Total Project Maneger S 495 S 275 
HOWARDSOFT, Tax Preparer '85 S 295 $ 195 
HUMAN EDGE, Mind Prober (PC or Jr.) $ 50 S 29 

Sales Edge or Management Edge, ea. S 250 S 159 
Negotlatlon Edge $ 295 S 185 

IBM, Topvlaw $ 395 S 385 
INFOCOM, Cornerstone $ 495 S 319 
KENSINGTON, Easy Link Mall Manager S 65 S 59 
LIFETREE, Volkswrller Daluxe S 295 S 159 
LIVING VIDEOTEXT, Th ink Tan k $ 195 $ 95 
LOTUS, 1·2-3 S 495 $ 309 

Symphony $ 695 S 449 
MOBS, Knowledgeman S 500 S 275 
MECA, Managing Your Money (PC) S 199 S 105 

Managing Your Money Cartridge (Jr) S 199 S 179 

MICRORIM, R:Base Serles SOOD $ 895 $ 389 
Upgrade 4000 to SOOD $ 245 S 135 
R:Base 4000 $ 495 S 255 
R:Baaa Clout $ 249 S 129 
Extended Report Writer $ 150 S 85 

MICROSOFT, Spell $ 50 S 32 
Multlplan (PC or Jr) $ 195 S 125 
Chart or Project, each S 250 S 159 
Word $ 375 S 235 

MOSAIC, Twin $ 145 $ 75 
MULTIMATE, Multlmate Ver. 3.3 S 495 $ 229 
PEACHTREE, Back to Basics $ 395 $ 239 

Peach Pak (GLJAR/AP) $ 395 $ 219 
QUE, Using 1-2-3 (book) S 16 $ 14 

1-2-3 for Business (book) $ 17 S 13 
Using Symphony (book) $ 20 S 15 

SAMNA, Word Plus $ 695 S 349 
Word Ill S 5SO S 279 

SATELLITE, WordPerfect (PC) S 495 S 209 
WordPerfect (Jr) $ 69 S 39 

SOFTW. ARTS, Spolllght $ 150 $ 95 
T/K Solver (specify DOS) S 399 S 269 

SOFTWARE GROUP, Enable S 695 $ 385 

XANARO, Ability $ 495 S 299 

BORLAND, Sidekick $ 55 $ 
Turbo Pascal or Super Keya, ea. $ 70 S 
Turbo Pascal w/&187 or BCD, ea . S 110 S 
Turbo Pascal w/&187 & BCD $ 125 S 
Toolbox or Tu rbo Graphics, ea. $ 55 $ 
Turbo Tutor $ 35 S 

CENTRAL POINT, Copy II PC S 40 S 
COMX, Fastrak" , RAM/Disk & spooler. S 100 $ 
DIGITAL RES., Gem Draw $ 1SO $ 

Gem Desk!op S 50 S 
CP/M-86" (PC/XT) $ 100 S 
DR LOG0-116 (CP/M-e6) $ 1 SO $ 

FUNK SOFTWARE, Sideways $ BO S 
IMSI, PC Palnlbrush $ 139 $ 85 
LIFEBOAT, Lattice C $ 500 $ 289 

Dr. Halo $ 100 S 58 
MICROSOFT, Macro Assambler $ 1SO $ 99 

BASIC Compllar or C Compiler, es $ 395 S 259 
Bu siness BASIC Compiler S 4SO S 295 
COBOL Compiler $ 700 S 459 
FORTRAN Compiler $ 3SO S 229 
PASCAL Compiler S 300 $ 199 

CASH-n-CARRY COMPUTER STORES, INC. OUR REFERENCES: 
Re tall Sales only. Store prices may vary. 

SAN FRANCISCO  550 Washington Street (at Montgome ry, 
opposite the Pyramid). Interstate 60 to Highway 480; take 
Washington Street Exit . CALL (415) 982·620. 
PORTLAND, OREGON - At Park 217, TI~ard at Intersect ion 

~~'f'At~.!}~7_:"~JZ~~1Ld~~~\os2g;;1F~~e Way N.E.. 
In Bel ate Plaza, 2 blocks north of Bel levue Square. 
CALL 06 641-4736. 

We have been In computers and electronics 
since 1958, a computer dealer since 1978 and In 
computer mall order since 1980. Banks: 1st Inter· 
state Bank, (503} 843-4678. We belong to the 
Chamber of Commerce (503) 228-9411, and Direct 
Marketing Association; call Oun and Bradstreet 
If you are a subscriber. Re cipient of OREGON 
BUSINESS MAGAZINE's 1984 Enterprise Award. 

BPI, Personal Accounting $ 
CONTINENTAL, Home Accoun1ant (Jr) $ 75 $ 

Home Accountant Plus (PC) $ 1SO S 
DOW JONES, Home Budget S 139 S 
ELECTRONIC ARTS, Get Organized $ 95 S 
MONOGRAM, Dollars &Sense wlforecaat $ 160 S 
SCARBOROUGH, MRS!erType (PC or Jr) $ 40 $ 

Your Personal Net Worth S 100 S 
SIMON & SCHUSTER , Typing Tutor Ill $ SO $ 

BLUECHIP, Milllonalrs,Barron, Tycoon, ea. $ 
BRODERBUND, Large lnventO!)' In S!ock 
ELECTRONIC ARTS, l.JJge lnvtntOlj In Sloe! 
HAYDEN, Sargon Ill (Chess) $ 
INFOCOM , Hitchhlke(s Guida or Zork I, ea . $ 

Zork II or Ill, each S 
MICROSOFT, Flight Simulator (PC or Jr) $ 
ORIGIN, Ultlma Ill (PC or Jr) $ 
SIERRA/ON·LINE, Ultlma 11 (PC or Jr.) $ 
SPECTRUM HOLOBYTE, Galo $ 
SPINNAKER, Prasldenl's Choca, Amazon 

Fahrenhe fl, Rendezvous, Dragon, each $ 40 $ 



·--- 
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Selecting a microcomputer 
backup system is a confusing 
chore. Pitfalls are numerous. There 
are more systems on the market 
today than a porcupine has quills. 
And, for sure you don't want to get 
stuck with yesterday's technology. 

That's why Kustom has estab
lished the "Sunflower Hard Disk 
Hotline." This toll-free link will put 
you in touch with backup experts. 
People who know all backup sys
tems - hard disk, floppy disk and 
tape. People who will provide all 
the information you need to make 
an intelligent investment decision. 

Once you have all the facts, 
you'll choose a Sunflower 
removable, hard disk system, 
the technology of today. Tech
nology backed by Kustom's 20 
years of electronics innovation. 
Units are available for lmme
ulate shipment, low as 
$1,895 direct from us to you. 

Call us today. Talk backup 
with people who know backup. 
You'll get no hard-sell pitch. 
We'll simply present the facts, 
then you decide. 

Sunflower Hard Disk 
Hotline 1-800-445-DISK. In 
Kansas call 1-913-492-1400. 
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For backup that won't 
back down, hard disk is 
the only choice. 

BENEFITS OF INVESTING 
IN SUNFLOWER. 
• A complete removable, hard disk system - con
troller boards, interface cables and power supply 
are included . One free removable media also 
included. • Compatible with IBM PC and other 
major microcomputers. PC-DOS and MS-DOS com
patible. • On-line, rapid access. Automatic boot 
from disk. • Limitless capacity. All models upgrad
able. • Fast, accurate, easy to install and use. 
• Available units include 10Mb removable; 10 Mb 
fixed/5Mb removable, 20/10, 30/10; 10/10 both 
removable and 30/30 both fixed. • One year war
ranty. • Modular design makes servicing easy. 
Overnight shipment of replacement modules guar
anteed. • All systems completely formatted and 
tested before shipment. • Ongoing system sup
port via "Sunflower Hard Disk Hotline." 

When you buy Kustom, you invest in quality. 

[[@ KUSTOM 
ELECTRONICS 
INC. 

8320 Nieman Road 

Lenexa, KS 66214 


(913) 492-1400 
Telex WUD(0)437437 

Inquiry 210 



O™BOOK REVIEWS 
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INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
Reviewed by Brian Edginton 

I n the preface to Introduction to Computer Engineering. Franco 
P. Preparata describes his book as a "first course text." 

The book is much more involved than that. Practicing 
engineers and advanced students could find it helpful for 
study and review. Used by a competent instructor. it could 
serve as a good introduction. even though at times its 
speed and intensity are overpowering. 

Each of the book's three parts has distinctly different 
goals. The first is an overview of information processing. 
taking the reader from the representation of information 
through several number bases and base conversions. This 
presentation requires more mathematical background 
than most first-year students would normally possess. 

Early in the text Preparata introduces binary-coded 
decimal (BCD) codes. the Gray code. and parity-check 
codes. Though he mentions error-correction schemes at 
this point. he never elaborates upon them. The rest of the 
first part introduces a computer model called the 
Simplistic Educational Computer (SEC) . A description of 
this machine's logical and functional organization is fol
lowed by its basic instruction set and examples of how 
a microprocessor is programmed for problem solving in 
assembly or mnemonic-type language. Some readers 
might consider this approach to be a rather rapid immer
sion into the complex realm of computer science: without 
adequate mathematical background· or experience with 
computers. it might well be. 

The author provides well-designed problems to explore 
the concepts he discusses and to encourage th inking 
about logical solutions using the machine language of the 
SEC. 

BOOLEAN ALGEBRA 
The second part of the book is dedicated to one of the 
subsets of Boolean algebra. switching algebra. and its 
application to hardware and circuit design. This section 
is well presented and requires little or no knowledge of 
algebra. Preparata begins by defining the two values in 
Boolean math. l and 0. and logically develops the prin
ciples and rules used to define logic equations. These 
equations are used to develop combinational networks. 
groups of gates and switches that make up the basis of 
computer systems. All the truth tables in this chapter are 
presented in both standard conventions. allowing the 
reader to see the same ru les in two different lights. 

Next Preparata covers analysis and design of combina
tional networks. lf the material he has presented previously 
has not been understood. the rest may be incompre
hensible. Although the text is developed well and takes 
a logical approach to teaching a complicated subject. it 
is not for the lightweight. 

Again in this section the author seems to have forgot
ten that his purpose was to write an introductory text. The 

(continued) 
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TOTALCONTROL 

with LMI FORTH™ 


For Programming Professionals: 
an expanding family of 
compatible, high-performance, 
Forth-83 Standard compilers 
for microcomputers 

For Development: 

Interactive Forth-83 Interpreter /Compilers 

• 	 16-bit and 32-bit implementations 
• 	 Full screen editor and assembler 
• 	 Uses standard operating system files 
• 	 400 page manual written in plain English 
• 	 Options in cl ude software floating point, arithmetic 


coprocessor support, symbolic debugger, native code 

compilers, and graphics support 


For Applications: Forth-83 Metacompiler 
• 	 Unique table-driven multi-pass Forth compiler 
• 	 Compiles compact ROMable or disk-based applications 
• 	 Excellent error handling 
• 	 Produces headerless code, compiles from intermediate 


states, and performs conditional compilation 

• 	 Cross-compiles to 8080, Z-80, 8086, 68000, and 6502 
• 	 No license fee or royalty for compiled applications 

Support Services for registered users: 
• 	 Technical Assistance Hotline 
• 	 Periodic newsletters and low-cost updates 
• 	 Bulletin Board System 

Call or write for detailed product Information 
and prices. Consulting and Educational Services 
available by special arrangement. 

fHAri•Laboratory Microsystems Incorporated 
Post Office Box 10430, Marina def Rey, CA 90295 

Phone credit card orders to : (213) 306-7412 

Overseas Distributors. 

Germany: Forth-Systeme Angelika Flesch, D-7820 Titisee-Neustadt 

UK: System Science Ltd ., London EC1A 9JX 

France : Micro-Sigma S.A.R.L.. 75008 Paris 

Japan: Southern Pacif ic Ltd. , Yokohama 220 

Australia: Wave-oni c Associates, 61.07 Wilson, W.A. 
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science of designing combinational and sequential net
works is difficul t to cover in 200 pages. The information 
is presented tersely and. if the reader lacks substantial 
background in networks. can be hard to comprehend. 

The next part concerns itself with minimization tech
niques. the reduction of Boolean equations to their 
simplest of forms. and Karnaugh mapping and a tabular 
technique (Quine-McCluskey). These are principles needed 
in circuit design, but they require more than a chapter to 
be fully understood and used efficiently. Although the 
information is not very simple. it is accurate. 

The balance of this section develops the basic building 
blocks of networks and designing with modules. Preparata 
discusses sequential networks. constructions that require 
action in preceding sections to cause a predefined chain 
of events to take place. These are the real techniques 
necessary in the decision-making circuits that make up 
present-day computers. Preparata does a very good job 
of covering this subject matter. 

SYSTEM PLAN 
The third and last part of the book describes how to put 
together all of the information and circuit types that have 
been described previously. Here is where the reader builds 
his own SEC and learns how to write programs for it. I 
like the idea of using a model for learning because it allows 
me to grasp the concept of microprocessors or computers 
without the bias or commerc ial influence of using existing 
products. However. the problem with this teaching method 
is the same as writing a trilogy: All the parts have to be 
consistent and well developed or they lose credibility. The 
author has succeeded. In fact. this section is where the 
book excels as an introduction to computer engineering. 
Although Preparata here has a tendency to overwhelm 
the reader with mathematics at first. he soon settles into 
a comfortable description and analysis of a processing 
system. The programming language is expanded. and the 
processor (SEC) is developed to the point of actual im
plementation. with the registers and memory map being 
explained and documented as well as most real products. 

This part contains one of the most straightforward and 
simple explanations of adders and look-ahead systems 
that I have come across. The author explains how an 
arithmetic-logic unit is designed and how it functions. He 
then develops the CPU and demonstrates its use of 
register transfers and memory. 

The SECs architecture is a good example of current pro
cessor technology. It can serve as a good basis for learn
ing and using the microprocessors available on the market 
today as we ll as those we will see in the future. 

Introduction to Compu ter Engineering is well written and well 
documented. but it is not suited for an introductory course. 
It would serve better at a second-year level or as a review 
for people already working in the engineering field. • 

Brian Edgin ton (551 Ramona Ave.. Salt l.Ake Cit!J. UT 8410 5) is 
a consultant specializing in multiuser business SIJStems. 
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We can't do any
thing about mergers. 
Takeovers. Or elevators 
that stick. 

But we can do 
something about the 
nail-biting suspense of 
faulty floppy disks: 

Make a diskette 
that's certified 1003 
error-free and guaran
teed for life. Which 
we conservatively 
estimate to be 200 
years at the rate of one 
read/ write pass on 

• 

every track, every hour 
of every day. 

A little overkill, 
but nowadays, you 
can't be too careful. 

That's why every 
3M diskette must live 
up to 327 of the mQst 
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demanding standards ever 
devised. Standards that 
even reject a floppy if 
the label's a little 
crooked. 

Which means 
when a floppy 
leaves here, 

we know it won't flop. 
So you can find relief 

from nervous tension 
due to faulty floppies. 

One less thing to 
worry about~ 
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September 1 9 8 5 

Al AND EXPERT SYSTEMS 
SEMINARS. Glasgow. 
Scotland. The Turing Insti
tute. George House. 36 
North Hanover St.. Glasgow 
GI 2AD. Scotland. 
September-November 

DATA COMMUNICATIONS 
WORKSHOPS. various sites 
throughout the U.S. and 
Canada. Intel Corp .. West
ford Corporate Center. 
Three Carlisle Rd .. Westford . 
MA 01880. (617) 256- 1374 . 
September-December 

C LANGUAGE SEMINAR AND 
WORKSHOP. Sheraton
Commander Hotel. Cam
bridge. MA. The fee is 
$695. Beatrice Blatteis. CL 
Publications. I 31 Townsend 
St.. San Francisco. CA 
94 107. (41 5) 957-93 53 . 
September I 6- I 8 

THE FOURTH ANNUAL DATA
STORAGE INTERNATIONAL 
FORUM , Red Lion Inn. San 
Jose. CA. Cartlidge & 
Associates Inc .. Suite M2 59. 
I I 0 I South Winchester 
Blvd.. San Jose. CA 95 I 28. 
(408) 5 54-6644 . 
September I 6- I 8 

THE SIXTEENTH CONVENTION 
INFORMATIQUE. Palais des 
Congres. Paris. France. Con
vention lnformatique. 4 
Place de Valois. 7 500 I. 
Paris . France: tel: (I) 261 52 
42 : Telex: 2 I 2 597 F. 
September 16-20 

THE SIXTH ANNUAL 
SOFTWARE/EXPO. lnfomart. 
Dallas. TX. Professional 
Exposition Management Co. 
Inc.. Suite 205 . 2400 East 
Devon Ave .. Des Plaines. IL 
60018. (800) 323-5155: in 
Illinois. (312) 299-3 I 3 1. 
September I 7- I 9 
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UNIX EXPO : THE UNIX 
OPERATING SYSTEM EXPOSI
TION AND CONFERENCE, New 
York Hilton and Sheraton 
Centre Hotels. New York 
City. Robert P. Birkfeld. 
National Expositions Co. 
Inc .. 14 West 40th St.. New 
York . NY I 0018. (2 12) 
39 1-9 I I I . September 18-20 

EASTERN COMPUTER MANU
FACTURING EXPO. Charlotte . 
NC. Great Southern Shows. 
POB 6 5 5. Jacksonville. FL 
3220 1. (904) 743-8000. 
September 19-2 I 

THE SEVENTH ANNUAL 
FORTH CONVENTION AND 
BAN QUET. Hyatt Rickeys . 
Palo Alto. CA. FORTH In
terest Group. POB 82 3 I . 
San Jose. CA 95155. (408) 
277-0668. September 20-2 I 

lHE TIDEWATER TENTH AN
NUAL COMPUTER FAIR. Radio 
Amateur Hamfest-Electron ic 
Flea Market. Virginia Beach 
Pavilion. VA. Advance 
tickets are $ 5 for both days 
or $6 at the door. Jim 
Harrison. Tidewater Radio 
Conventions Inc.. 1234 Little 
Bay Ave.. Norfolk. VA 
23503 . (804) 587-1695 . 
September 21-22 

SPACE TECH '85 CONFERENCE 
AND EXPOSITION . Disneyland 
Hotel. Anaheim. CA. Society 
of Manufacturing Engineers. 
One SME Dr. . POB 930. 
Dearborn. M l 48121. (313) 
27 1-1500. September 23-25 

lHE EIGHTH NORTHEAST 
COMPUTER FAIRE. Bayside 
Exposition Center. Boston. 

MA. Computer Faire Inc .. 
181 Wells Ave. Newton. MA 
02159. (617) 965-8350. 
September 26-29 

October 1 9 8 5 

UNIX SYSTEMS EXP0/85
FALL. Bayside Exposition 
Center. Boston . MA. Com
puter Faire Inc .. 181 Wells 
Ave .. Newton. MA 02159 . 
(617) 965-8350. October 3-5 

THE FIFTH ANNUAL SYM
POSIUM ON SMALL COM
PUTERS IN THE ARTS. Hilton 
of Philadelphia. Phi ladelphi<i. 
PA. Small Computers in the 
Arts Network. Symposium. 
POB 1954 . Philadelphia. PA 
19105. October 5-8 

THE SI XTH ANNUAL MEETING 
OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY 
FOR ENGINEERING MANAGE
MENT. Portland . OR . Ameri 
can Society for Engineering 
Management. 30 I Harris 
Hall . University of Missouri
Rolla . Rolla . MO 65401-0249. 
(3 I 4) 34 1-4 560. October 6-8 

THE FIFTH ANNUAL EDUCA
TIONAL COMPUTER FAIR. 
Cleveland. OH. Educational 
Computer Consortium of 
Ohio. Teacher Center 2 7 I . 
11 2 3 S.O.M. Center Rd .. 
Cleveland. OH 44124 . (2 I 6) 
461-0800. October I 1-1 2 

THE 1985 ASSOCIATION FOR 
COMPUTING MACHINERY AN
NUAL CONFERENCE. Denver 
Hilton Hotel. Denver. CO. 
ACM. I I West 42nd St.. 
New York. NY I 0036. (2 I 2) 
869-7440. October 14-16 

IF YOU WANT !:IOUrorganization's public activities listed in BYTE's Event 
Queue. we need to know about them at least four months in advance. Send 
information about computer conferences. seminars. workshops. and courses 
to BYTE. Event Queue. POB 372 . Hancock. NH 03449. 

COMPUTERS AND THE 
DISABLED CONFERENCE. 
Cali fornia State University. 
Northridge. Dr. Harry J. 
Murphy. Conference Coor
dinator. Office of Disabled 
Student Services. I 8 I l l 
Nordhoff St.. Northridge. CA 
91330. (818) 885-2578 . 
October I 7-1 9 

COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION . 
Sheraton Centre Hotel. New 
York. NY . Carole Dorn
blaser. Conference Manage
ment Corp .. I 7 Washington 
St.. Norwalk. CT 06854 . 
(203) 852-0500. 
October I 8-20 

NORTHCON/85 AND MINI
MICRO NORTHWEST-85 . 
Memorial Coliseum. Port
land. OR . Electronic Conven
tions Management. 8 I I 0 
Airport Blvd .. Los Angeles. 
CA 90045 . (213) 772-2965. 
October 22-24 

THE FIRST ANNUAL OPTICAL 
Disc/READ-ONLY MEMORY 
FoRUM. Pentagon Qua li ty 
Inn . Arlington. VA. Learning 
Technology Insti tute. 50 
Culpeper St.. Warrenton. VA 
22 186. (703) 347-0055 . 
October 23-2 5 

THE SIXTH ANNUAL FEDERAL 
OFFICE AUTOMATION CON
FERENCE, Convention Center. 
Washington. DC. Federal 
Office Automation Con
ference. POB N. Wayland. 
MA 0 1778. (6 I 7) 358-53 56. 
October 29-3 I 

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY FOR 
THE HANDICAPPED. Radisson 
South Hotel. Minneapolis. 
MN . Closing the Gap. POB 
68. Henderson. MN 56044 . 
(612) 248-3294: in Minne
apolis/St. Paul. 341-8299 . 
October 30-November 2 • 
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COMPAQ could have stopped here 


COMPAQ$ is a rc$istered trademark; COMPAQ PORTABLE 286"' a'nd COMPAQ DESKPRO 286"' are trademarks of COMPAQ Compu ter Corporation. IBM* is a registered trademark ; IBM Personal Compu ter-AT"' is a trademark of 
International Business Machines Corporation . 01985 COMPAQ Computer Corporation . 



...but we didtlt. 


Introducing the new COMPAQ PORTABLE 286:M 
More features, more speed ...more useful. 

Most people think the IBM® Personal 
Computer-AT™ can do more than any 
other personal computer. But now 
COMPAQ offers a personal computer 
that does more in a package half the 
size, complete with a handle . 

Incredibly fast 
Most computer companies would con
sider it a breakthrough to make a com
puter with the power and speed of the 
IBM PC-AT. But not COMPAQ. The 
new COMPAQ PORTABLE 286 runs 
all the popular programs 30% faster. 

And no doubt most would have been 
elated to put 20 Megabytes of fixed 
disk storage in a portable computer. 
But we didn't stop there. We designed 
the COMPAQ PORTABLE 286 to accept 
an internal fixed disk drive back-up 
system as well. It protects your data 
on pocket-sized tape cartridges, some
thing not even the IBM PC-AT can do. 

Room to grow 
Once we got started, it was hard to stop. 

There's room for up to three internal 
storage devices . Choose from 1.2
Megabyte or 360-K byte diskette 

It simply works better. 

drives, the fixed disk drive and fixed 
disk drive back-up. 

Add up to 640-K bytes of memory 
on the main board . Then add up to 
2 more Megabytes using an expan
sion board. That gives you more mem
ory than most desktop computers. 

For displaying your work, a built
in monitor shows high-resolution 
text and graphics. A second monitor 
isn't necessary. 

Does more-anywhere 
Together, all these features add 
up to our fastest, most powerful 
portable computer. It helps you 
do more, in more places. 

Of course, if you need a com
puter with even more power, 
we designed a model that stays 
in one place . 

The new COMPAQ DESKPRO 
286'". With up to 8.2 Megabytes 
of memory and 70 Megabytes of 
storage, it can take you beyond 
today's limits of desktop personal 
computing. 

COMPAQ offers personal 
computers beyond compare. 
Because we make them with
out compromise. 

For a free brochure or the 
location of your nearest Au
thorized COMPAQ Com
puter Dealer, call toll-free 
1-800-231-0900 and ask for 
ope'rator 6. 

CDHIPAQ 
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CIARCIA'S CIRCUIT CELLAR: 


BUILD THE SBl80 SINGLE-BOARD 


COMPUTER. PART I: THE HARDWARE 

by Steve Ciarcia . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 86 

PROGRAMMING PROIEC"r. 

AN ANALYSIS OF SORTS 

by Jonathan Amsterdam ...... .... .... 104 

THE DSl-32 COPROCESSOR BOARD, 


PART 2 : THE SOFTWARE 


by Trevor G. Marshall. George Scolaro. 

David L. Rand. Tom King. 

and Vincent P. Williams .. . .. ....... .. 116 


AN ALGORITHM FOR DISK CACHING 

WITH LIMITED MEMORY 

(1y Brian McKean . . . . . . . . . . . 12.9 

ASTROPHYSICAL NUMBER CRUNCHING 

by A.G. W. Cameron . . . . 141 

Two GENERALIZED FLOATING-POINT 

REPRESENTATIONS 

by David Salomon .. . .. . .. 154 

TURBO PASCAL DRIVES THE MOUSE 

by /ohn Figueras . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 161 

IBM COMPATIBILITY FOR THE 

NEC APC Ill 
by Herbert Stein ......... . . ... . .... 171 


PROGRAMMING INSIGHT: 

BUILD A TRAVESTY TREE 

by Peter Wayner . . ...... . . . .. 183 

PROGRAMMING INSIGH"r. 

PRINTING PASCAL GRAPHICS 

by Kell y W. Davis . . .. .. 193 

THE CIRCUIT CELLAR project this month is the innovative SB180 single-board 
computer. Steve says that the SB180 reasserts 8-bit computing in a 16-bit world. 
This first part of a two-part article describes the HD64 l 80 chip used. gives 
an overview of the evolution of CP/M. and describes the design of the 
computer. 

In this month's Programming Project. Jonathan Amsterdam discusses sort
ing in the context of three different algorithms: Selection Sort. for small lists. 
Ouicksort. for larger lists. and Mergesort. for lists so large they can't fit into 
memory all at once. 

This month we have part 2 of a two-part series describing Definicon Systems 
Inc.'s DSl-32 32032 coprocessor board for the IBM PC. This part focuses on 
the software avai lable for the board. 

"An Algorithm for Disk Caching with Limited Memory" by Brian McKeon 
presents a set of C functions that use a small amount of memory to store 
copies of disk sectors and improve floppy-disk performance. This algorithm 
is especially helpful when memory space is at a minimum. 

Harvard astronomy professor A. G. W. Cameron describes his experiences 
with number crunching on a progression of computers-beginning in the 
mid-1950s. when he was working with an IBM 602A. to the present. with PC 
XT clones-in "Astrophysical Number Crunching." 

"1\vo Generalized Floating-Point Representations" by David Salomon offers 
two designs. partitioned and variable-based. for support devices that handle 
floating-point numbers in formats other than the traditional S E F. 

In "Turbo Pascal Drives the Mouse." John Figueras details a procedure that 
accesses MS-DOS functions and interrupts and interfaces the Microsoft Mouse 
with Pascal. 

Herbert Stein made some changes to his APC Ill and ended up with what 
he considers the fastest low-cost IBM PC clone currently available. His operating
system patch and other upgrades are described in "IBM Compatibility for the 
NEC APC Ill." 

This month we have another follow-up to last November's "Travesty 
Generator for Micros" by Hugh Kenner and Joseph O'Rourke. In "Build a Traves
ty Tree." Peter Wayner explains that tree data structures handle large problems 
much faster than the method described in the original article. 

"Printing Pascal Graphics" by Kelly W. Davis presents a screen-dump pro
gram that simplifies graphics creation in Apple Pascal with any MX-series 
printer from Epson. 
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BUILD THE 

SB180 SINGLE~BOARD 


COMPUTER 

PART I: THE HARDWARE 

BY STEVE CIARCIA 

This computer reasserts 8--hit computing 
in a 16--hit world 

Newer. fa ster. better. 
These words are screamed 
at you in ads and revi ews 
of virtually every new 
computer that comes to 
market. Unfortunately. 
many of the proponents 

of this rhetoric are going on hearsay 
evidence. While advertising hype has its 
place in our culture. a more thorough in
vestigation may lead you to alternative 
conclusions. 

Generally speaking. quotes of increased 
performance are basically comparisons of 
CPU (central processing unit) instruction 
times rarely involving the operating system. 
The 68000 is indeed a more capable pro
cessor than the 6502 . but that doesn't nec
essarily mean that commercia l application 
programs always run faster because the 
CPU has more capability. People owning 
12 8K-byte Macintoshes have discovered 
this. 

The bus size of the processor is only one 
factor in the performance of a computer 
system. Operating-system design and pro
gramming styles contribute much more to 
the overall throughput of a computer. It is 
not enough to simply compare 8 to 16 bits 
or 16 to 3 2 bits. For example. the Sieve of 
Eratosthenes prime-number benchmark 
runs faster in BASIC on the 8-bit 8052-based 
controller board presented in last month's 

Circuit Cellar than it does on a 16-bit IBM 
PC. 

The ultimate performance of a computer 
is the sum of its subsystem interaction times 
and not just the CPU execution speed. 
Using a si mple database-management pro
gram involves interaction among the user 
input device. operating system. disk drives. 
firmware. system memory. and user output 
dev ices. Slow communication or a bottle
neck between any two of these subsystems 
can degrade the performance of the entire 
computer. 

In my opinion. the processor/operating 
system connection contributes most to user 
satisfaction. In the days before the IBM PC. 
the de facto computer standard was the 
8080/Z80 and CP/M 2.2 . Unfortunately. soft
ware developers. considered it difficult to 
use. especially in turnkey applications. The 
frustration of having to warm-boot the sys
tem merely to change disks and the lack of 
a PATH command created many ready-and
willing PC-DOS customers. If only there 
were an 8-bit operating system with the 
capabilities and friendliness of MS-DOS. 

(continued) 

Steve Ciarcia (pronounced "see-ARE-see-ah") is an elec
tronics engineer and computer consultant with experience 
in process control. digital design. nuclear instrumenta
tion . and product development . He is the author of 
several books about electronics. You can write to him 
at POB 582. Glastonburfd. CT 06033 . 
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The Z80 is sti ll considered a high
performance CPU. In reality. the 8-bit 
processor is a cost-effective and effi
cient choice for personal computers 
and industrial controllers. (Remember 
that peripheral support ch ips such as 
PIAs !peripheral interface adapters! 
and floppy-disk controllers are 8-bit 
devices. as are many memory chips.) 
One problem is that the Z80 has an 
address limitation of 64K bytes. which 
discourages the use of 50K-byte BASIC 
interpreters and IOOK-byte integrated 
spreadsheet programs common to 
IBM PC users. While additional mem
ory has been added through hard
ware bank switching. it has never been 
properly integrated into the CP/M 
operating system. and its function is 
kludgy If only someone would design 
a Z80 chip that directly addresses 
more than 64K bytes. 

THE CIRCUIT CELLAR 58180 
Hitachi has recently developed a 
CMOS (complementary metal-oxide 
semiconductor) Z80-code-compatible 
processor. designated the H D64 l 80. 
that directly addresses 512 K bytes. 
Echelon Systems has developed an 
operating system for the processor 
that is an amalgam of CP/M. MS-DOS. 

and UNIX. This operating system is 
ca lled the Z-System . Using the 
HD64 l 80 and the Z-System. I have 
produced a computer that reasserts 
8-bit computing in a 16-bit world and 
outperforms a standard IBM PC by 20 
to 100 percent. 

In this two-part article. I take a look 
at the Hitachi HD64 I 80 and the evolu
tion of CP/M as embodied in the 
Z-System. The hardware project is a 
single-board computer (4 by 7Vi 
inches) called the SBl80. which is the 
29-chip equivalent of a large S- 100 
system (see photos I and 2). Refer to 
figure I for a block diagram of the 
SB 180 board. 

The Circuit Cellar SBl80 has the 
following capabilities: 

• 256K-byte on-board RAM (random
access read/write memory). which can 
be partitioned as 64K-byte system 
memory and 192 K-byte RAM disk or 
as paged system memory 
• 3 2 K-byte EPROM (erasable pro
grammable read-only memory) 
• full ROM-based monitor with sys
tem-disk boot 
• two RS-232C serial ports. one with 
automatic data-transmission-rate 
detection 

Photo 2: The SB 180 shown beside a 3Vi -inch disk drive and an 8-inch disk drive. 
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• a Centronics parallel printer port 
• single/double-density program
mable floppy-disk controller capable 
of handling a mix of up to four 3 Vi-. 
5!;.I-, or 8-inch drives: different-size 
drives can run concurrently 
• requires only + 5 volts (V) and 
+ 12 V for operation ( + 12 V only for 
RS-232C) 
• 110 (input/output) expansion bus 
• fits on a 4- by 7Vi-inch board that 
mounts directly to a 5!;.i- or 3V2-inch 
floppy-disk drive 

Disk-based software includes the 
Z-System DOS (disk operating sys
tem). a debugger. and HD64 l 80 as
sembler. 

While this is in fact a hardware proj
ect. true functionality would be an ex
ercise left to you readers were it not 
for the operating system and BIOS 
(basic input/output system) specifical
ly written and adapted to the SB 180. 
The combination of the HD64 I 80 and 
Z-System is what gives this tiny com
puter so much power. Much of the 
project description therefore has to 
be the software that uniquely sets per
formance levels far above traditional 
8-bit computer designs. I don't want 
to diminish the significance of the 
hardware. but I am a realist. 

This month. I'd like to describe the 
HD64 l 80 chip and give an overview 
of the changing evolution of CP/M as 
it pertains to this project. After that. 
I'll describe the design of the SBl80. 
Next month will be dedicated to the 
operating-system software and BIOS. 

CP/M AND BEYOND 
Anyone who has been involved with 
microcomputers for more than two 
years acknowledges the tremendous 
impact of CP/M upon the history of 
personal computing. While hobbyists 
were still debating whether the "stan
dard" tape format should be Kansas 
City CUTS (cassette user tape system) 
or Turbe!!. Gary Kildall made CP/M 
available at a reasonable price. It 
quickly became the de facto standard 
DOS for 8080- and Z80-based micro
computers. With a "standard" oper
ating system and a "standard" 8-inch 
disk format. entrepreneurial program
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mers saw the opportunity to write 
serious business applications that 
needed disk capability to be viable 
and that could be sold to thousands 
of CP/M machine owners. 

The first major commercial release 
of CP/M was version 1.4 . In an effort 
to fix some bugs and improve its file
handling capabilities and limits. it was 
upgraded first to version 2.0 and 
quickly to version 2.2. Version 2.2 has 
been a stable product that is familiar 
to most readers of BYTE. Version 3.0. 
or CP/M Plus. has been available for 
about two years. but it hasn't matched 
the popularity of version 2.2. While 
CP/M Plus does offer some advanced 
features. it is not significantly better 
than version 2.2. 

CP/M has many quirks and short
comings. Having to warm-boot the 
system when changing disks is a 
major inconvenience. and named 
directories would be more convenient 
than trying to remember disk designa
tors and user-area numbers. Almost 
no file or system security is provided. 
CP/M 2.2 does not support redirection 
of 110 devices. as MS-DOS and UNIX 
do. Even the MS-DOS batch facility 
beats CP/M's more primitive Submit 
and XSUB two ways from Sunday; 
CP/M lacks conditional testing at the 
command level. 

Many system integrators decry 
CP/M's lack of a good menu utility to 
integrate stand-alone. executable pro
grams. Command-line edi ting is 
primitive. and multiple commands on 
one line would be appreciated; 
creating a single-name "alias" for 
multiple commands would be even 
better. Since CP/M has no search path
(a la PC-DOS and UNIX). you must 
either keep multiple copies of often
used programs in many different user 
areas (wasting disk space) or patch 
CP/M with a software kludge to make 
user area 0 accessible from all user 
areas (even that doesn't help if you 
need to access a file from user area 
3 while you are in user area 7). Many 
CP/M users supplement their system 
utilities with more useful public
domain programs like XDIR. DU. CRC. 
Help. Unerase. and Diff. It's too bad 
that CP/M wasn't upgraded more 

regularly so that it could have evolved 
into a more mature product. 

These observations are certainly not 
unique. When millions of people use 
a computer and its operating system 
in an attempt to become more pro
ductive in some way. obstacles to ef
ficiency and productivity are bound 
to show up. Computer users who have 
had experience with many different 
operating systems will miss certain 
features to which they had become 
accustomed. And creative individuals 
of all types always can think of a "bet
ter way" to perform some function 
already provided. · 

One of the best-known attempts to 
improve CP/M was ZCPR (Z80 com
mand processor replacement). devel
oped under the direction of Rick 
Conn. ZCPR was wri tten to replace the 
console command processor (CCP) 
supplied with CP/M. This public
domain software featured sca"led
down features of UNIX appropriate 
for a single-user CP/M system . How
ever. si nce it was designed to fit into 
the same 2K-byte space as the CCP. 
it was limited in what it could offer. 
It did make user area 0 "public" so 
that executable programs there could 
be invoked from other user areas. It 
also changed the prompt so that it in-

CONSOLE SERIAL 
PORT ADDR 

8-32K· BYTE 
ROM 

256K- BYTE 
RAM 

RS-232C t-------<--t--t----• 

HD64180 1-"C~O-'-NT-'-R"'-OL~--+-.---if-----+~ 

AUXILIARY 
SERIAL 

PORT RS -23 2C 

DATA 

FLOPPY -DISK 
CONTROLLER 

PARALLEL 
PORT 

31/2 in.+ 5 l/4 in. 8 in. CENTRONICS 
DRIVES DRIVES PRINTER 

Figure I : Block diagram of the SB! 80 single-board computer. 

dicated the user area as well as the 
drive currently logged in . As a result 
of user feedback. ZCPR2 evolved as 
an extended version of ZCPR. How
ever. it required much more technical 
sophistication to install it into a CP/M 
system. and it started patching into 
and replacing parts of CP/M itself. 

Within the past year. Echelon Inc. 
released ZCPR3 . a much-improved 
version of ZCPR2 . which provides 
solutions to all the problems with 
CP/M 2.2 and adds more features. 
Echelon has also developed a com
plete replacement for CP/M 2.2 in the 
form of the Z-System. It is composed 
of two major sections: ZCPR3 and 
ZRDOS. ZRDOS completely replaces 
CP/M's BOOS (basic disk operating 
system). 

Written entirely in Z80 assembly lan
guage. the Z-System offers the 
benefits derived from the expanded 
Z80 instruction set (CP/M is 8080 
code only) and from fixing bugs in 
CP/M 2.2 itself. It is downward-com
patible with all CP/M software and 
takes advantage not only of the Z80 
instruction set but of the Hitachi 
HD64180 CPU as well. Echelon pro
vides both the operating system and 
a macro-relocating assembly lan

(continuedJ 
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software. The HD64 I 80 can be com
bined with CMOS VLSI (very-large
scale integration) memories and pe
ripheral devices to form the basis for 
process-control applications requiring 
high performance. battery-power 
operation. and standard software 
compatibi lity. 

Performance is derived from a high 
clock speed (6 MHz now. 9 MHz in the 
near future) . instruction speedup. and 
an integrated memory-management 
unit (MMU) with 512 K bytes of mem
ory address space. The instruction set 
is a superset of the Z80 instruction 
set 12 new instructions include hard
ware multiply. DMA (direct memory 
access). 1/0. TEST. and a SLEEP in
struction for low-power operation. 

The HD64180 requires operation at 
specific frequencies in order to 
generate standard data-transmission 
rates. The standard operating fre
quency for the SBl80 is 6.144 MHz 
(12 .288-MHz crystal). Other frequen
cies that maintain standard data
transmission rates are 3.072 MHz. 
4.608 MHz. and (later) 9.216 MHz. 

System costs are reduced because 
many key system functions have been 
included on this 64-pin chip. Tuble 2 
compares the HD64 l 80 with other 
8-bit processors. 

The block diagram in figure 2 shows 
that the HD64180 CPU is composed 
of five functiona l blocks: 

• Central processing unit: The CPU is 
microcoded to implement an upward
compatible superset of the Z80 in
struction set. Besides the 12 'new in
structions. many instructions execute 
in fewer clock cyc les than on a stan
dard Z80. 
• Clock generator: This generates the 
system clock from an external crystal 
or external clock input. The clock is 
programmably prescaled to generate 
timing for the on-chip 1/0 and system
support devices. 
• Bus-state controller: This controller 
performs all status/control bus activi
ty. including external bus-cycle wait
state timing. RESET. DRAM (dynamic 
RAM) refresh. and master DMA bus 
exchange. It generates "dual-bus" 
control signals for compatibil ity with 

guage with linker and librarian. trans
lators. and debuggers. The operat
ing-system utilities. based on many 
good public-domain utilities. have all 
been rewritten to have a consistent 
user interface and make optimum use 
of ZCPR3 facilities. 

The Z-System wi ll be discussed 
more completely in next month's ar
ticle. Suffice it to say. it has significant
ly greater utility and functionality than 
MS-DOS or plain CP/M. Tuble I gives 

a comparison of the three operating 
systems. 

THE HITACHI HD641 80 
The Hitachi HD64180 is based on a 
microcoded execution unit and ad
vanced CMOS manufacturing tech
nology. It provides the benefits of 
high performance. reduced system 
cost. and low-power operation while 
maintaining complete compatibility 
with the large base of standard CP/M 

Tuble I: A comparison of tfie Z-System . CP/M 2 .2. and MS-DOS. 

Feature Z-System CP/M 2.2 MS-DOS 

Software-compatible with CP/M 2.2 yes yes no 
No warm boot required when changing disks yes no yes 
Multiple commands per line yes no no 
Named directories yes no yes 
Password protection for directories yes no no 
Dynamically variable user privilege levels 

for commands yes no no 
Searching of alternate directories for invoked 

programs and fi les yes no part_ial 
Terminal -independent video capabilities yes no no 
Input/output redirection yes no yes 
Conditional testing and execution at the 

operating-system level (IF/ELSE/ENDIF) yes no no 
Shells and menu generators with shell variables yes no no 
Tree-structured on-line help and documentation 

subsystem yes no no 
512-megabyte file sizes, 8-gigabyte disks yes no no 
Complete error trapping with recovery, customizable 

messages. and prompts yes no no 
Screen-oriented file manipulation and automatic 

archiving and backup yes no no 
Full-screen .command-line editing with previous-

command recall and execution yes no no 

Table 2: A comparison of some 8-bit processors. 

HD64180 8080/85/Z80 NSC800 Z8oo 80188 

Process CMOS NMOS CMOS NMOS NMOS 
Power 100 mW 1W 100 mW 2W 2W 
Maximum clock 10 MHz 8 MHz 4 MHz 10 MHz 8 MHz 
Address space 512K bytes 64K bytes 64K bytes 512K bytes 1 megabyte 
UARTs 2-ch. no no 1-ch. no 
DMAC 2-ch . no no 4-ch . 2-ch. 
Timers 2-ch . no no 4-ch. 2-ch . 
Clocked Sl/O yes no no no no 
CS/wait logic yes no no yes yes 
DRAM refresh yes yes (ZBO) no yes no 

Note: The availability of the Zilog ZBOO is unknown. and specifications on it are 
subject to change. 
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both 68xx and 80xx family devices. 
• Interrupt controller: The interru pt 
controller monitors and gives priori
ti es to the four ex ternal and eight in
terna l in terru pt sources. A va riety of 
interru pt-response modes are pro
grammable. 
• Memory-management unit: The 
MMU maps the CPU's 64K-byte logical-

memory address space into a 512 K
byte physica l-memory address space 
The MMU organiza tion preserves 
software object-code compat ibi lity 
while providing ex tended memory ac
cess and uses an efficient common 
area/bank area scheme. 1/0 accesses 
(64K bytes of 1/0 address space) 
bypass the MMU. 

The integrated 1/0 resources com
pri se the remaining four functional 
blocks: 

• Direct-m emory-access contro ller 
(DM AC): The two-channel DMAC pro
vides high-speed memory-to-memory. 
memory-to-1/0. and memory-to-mem

(cont inued) 
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Figure 2: Block diagram and pin-out of tlie Hitaclii HD64!80. 
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ory-mapped-1/0 transfer. The DM AC 
featu res edge or level sense-request 
input. address increment/decrement/ 
no change. and (for memory-to-mem
ory transfer) programmable-burst or 
cycle-steal transfer. In addition. the 
DMAC can directl y access the fu ll 
512 K bytes of physical-memory ad
dress space (the MMU is bypassed 
during DMA) and transfers (up to 64K 
bytes in length) can cross 64K-byte 
boundaries. At 6 MHz. DMA is I 
megabyte per second. 
• Asynchronous serial communication 
interface (ASCI): The ASCI provides 
two full-duplex UAR1S (universal asyn
chronous receiver/transmitters) and 
includes a programmable data-trans
m iss ion-rate generator. modem
contro l signals. and a multiprocessor 
communication format. The ASCI can 

use the DMAC for high-speed serial 
data transfer. reducing CPU overhead. 
• Clocked serial 1/0 port (CSI/0 ): The 
CSl/O provides a half-duplex clocked 
seria l transmitter and receiver. This 
can be used for high-speed connec
tion to another microcomputer. 
• Programmable reload timer (PRT): 
The PRT contains two separate chan
nels. each consisting of 16-bit timer 
data and 16-bit timer-reload registers. 
The time base is divided by 20 from 
the system clock. and one PRT chan
nel has an optional output allowing 
waveform generation. 

58180 DESIGN CRITERIA 
With all this functionality on one chip. 
you can see why so few additional 
chips are needed to implement a truly 
sophisticated 8-bit si ngle-board com

puter in such a small space (less than 
30 square inches) . In terms of the 
original Alta ir microcomputer of 10 
years ago. the functionally equiva lent 
machine would have taken about 3 5 
S-100 boards for a tota I of \ 7 50 
square inches (and that's using 8K
byte memory boards!) . 

In order to reduce chip count fur
ther. I decided to use an enhanced 
floppy-disk-controller chip (FDC) from 
Standard Microsystems Corporation. 
the 9266 (see figure 3) This 40-pin 
DIP (dual in-line package) chip is 
software-compatible with the in
dustry-standard NEC 765A FDC and 
is actually an integrated combination 
of SMC's 9229 digital data separator 
and an NEC 765A FDC. It is compati
ble wi th single- and double-sided 3 Vi -. 
5v.i- (40- and 80-track). and 8-inch 
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Figure 3: Block diagram and pin-out of SMC's 9266. 
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drives; the data separator handles 
both single- and double-density data. 
This means that it can be pro
grammed to read and write most soft
sectored CP/M disk formats. 

With the HD64180's two-channel 
ASCI built in. two serial ports were in
cluded in the design automatically. 
Provision was made for a Centronics 
parallel printer port as well. Since 
256K-bit DRAM chips are now plenti
ful and inexpensive. eight were used 
for memory (64K-bit DRAMS can also 
be used). Because only 64K bytes is 
used for the logical-memory address 
space. you can optionally designate 
the other 192 K bytes as a RAM disk 
in the operating system. or you may 
prefer to use if for other purposes 
(such as implementing banked mem
ory for CP/M Plus). 

THE SB180 HARDWARE 
Figure 4 is the sc'hematic diagram of 
the SB 180 computer. Its design is 
primarily characterized by the high
performance. high-density MOS 
(metal-oxide semiconductor) devices. 
including 256K-bit DRAMs. 

In addition to the CPU elements 
previously discussed. the SB 180 sys
tem design implements the following 
functional blocks: RS-2 32C interface. 
memory interface. Centronics printer 
interface. floppy-disk interface. XBUS 
expansion bus. and power supply. 

RS·232C INTERFACE 
The HD64 l 80 ASCJ two-channel 
UART is connected to 1488/1489 
RS-2 32C line drivers/receivers to pro
vide two separate ports. ASCI chan
nel I is used for the console: ASCI 
channel 0 is used for auxiliary 
RS-2 32C devices like printers. plotters. 
and modems. This distinction is made 
because modems require the extra 
handshake signals that are available 
with ASCI channel 0. while terminals 
do not. All primary RS-232C param
eters (data-transmission rate. hand
shaking. data format. interrupts) are 
software-programmable. 

MEMORY INTERFACE 
The SB 180 incorporates a 28-pin 
boot-ROM socket that can be 

jumpered to hold 8K by 8-bit. 16K by 
8-bit. and 32K by 8-bit memory 
devices. The boot ROM (contains disk 
boot and ROM monitor) occupies the 
bottom 256K bytes of the HD64180 
physical-memory address space since 
it is selected whenever A 18/lDUT is 
low. (Note: The 1DUT timer output 
function is not used.) Thus. the boot
ROM contents (whatever the size) are 
simply repeated in the lower 256K 
bytes. The boot-ROM output (OE) is 
enabled by the HD64 I80 ME (mem
ory enable) signal (As configured. the 
maximum RAM on the SBI80 is 256K 
bytes. To support larger memories. 
additional address decoding would 
be required to designated RAM and 
ROM areas in the current 256K-byte 
boot-ROM space.) 

ROMs of 200 nanoseconds (and. 
marginally. 250 ns) can operate with 
one wait state. 

At RESET. the HD64180 begins exe
cution at physical address 00000. the 
start of the boot ROM. !Editor's note: All 
addresses are in liexadecimal.I 

2561<-BIT DYNAMIC RAM 
Standard 256K-bit 150-ns DRAMs. re
quiring 256 refresh cycles (8-bit re
fresh address) every 4 milliseconds 
(ms) are used. These DRAMs occupy 
the top 256K bytes of the HD64 l 80 
5I 2K-byte physical-memory address 
space. 

The interface is quite straightfor
ward. Complete DRAM refresh con
trol is provided by the HD64180 in 
conjunction with control logic ICl4 
and IC22 and address multiplexers 
!Cl I. ICl2 . and ICI 3. 

The HD64 I 80 WR output directly 
generates DRAM WE. The HD64180 
ME output directly generates RAS. 
During normal read/write cycles (A 18 
high. REF high). CAS goes low at the 
next rising edge of <f> following the ris
ing edge of E (enable) . This provides 
plenty of setup time for the address 
multiplexers since the rising edge of 
E switches the address multiplexers 
from row to column addresses. 

RAS-only refresh is used. The 
HD64 I 80 generates the refresh ad
dresses. During refresh cycles (REF 
low). ME generates RAS. while CAS is 

suppressed at IC2 2. 
The HD64180 can be programmed 

to generate refresh cycles every I0. 
20. 40. or 80 <f> cycles as well as select
ing a refresh every two or three clock 
cycles. Since the DRAM requires a 
refresh cycle every 15 .62 5 microsec
onds (µs) (4 ms/256). the HD64 I 80 is 
programmed for 80-cycle refresh re
quest since 80 x (i/6.144 MHz) = 

13.02 µs. 1\.vo-cycle refresh is also pro
grammed. Thus. refresh overhead is 
only 2.5 percent (2 cycles every 80 
cycles) . 

CENTRONICS PRINTER INTERFACE 
The Centronics printer interface is 
composed of the 8-bit latch IC9 and 
flip/flop ICJO. The Centronics port is 
decoded at 110 address OCO by IC26. 
To write to the printer. the following 
sequence is used: 

Write data to port OCl 

This sets up the data to the printer 
and asserts STB low. The following 
sequence: 

Write data to port OCO 

deasserts the printer STB signal high. 
When the printer has processed the 

data. it will return the ACK signal. 
which generates an external interrupt 
(INT I) to the HD64 l 80. The interrupt 
handler clears the interrupt by per
forming a dummy output to port OCO. 
This clears the INT l interrupt request. 

The printer interface is not buffered. 
so compatibility with all printer/cable 
setups cannot be guaranteed. In prac
tice. however. problems should be 
rare since the software scheme pro
vides adequate data-setup and -hold 
times. Also. note that this printer in
terface is interrupt-driven. which 
allows high-performance operation. In 
a more primitive polling design. ex
cessive overhead limits acceptable 
performance in applications like back
ground print spooling. 

FLOPPY-DISK INTERFACE 
SMC's 9266 FDC manages almost all 
details of the drive interface. including 
data separation and (with external 
logic IC22 and IC23) programmable 

(co11ti11ued) 
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write precompensation. The 9266. as 
mentioned earlier. combines the NEC 
765A/Intel 8272 FDC with SMC's 
9229 digital data separator. Thus. 
from the host CPU side. .the 9266 
looks just like these devices. including 
hardware and software compatibility. 

The 9266 clock is generated by an 
8-MHz . oscillator composed of a 
crystal and IC2 I. Jumpers are pro
vided to select write precompensa

tion and allow 8-inch floppy-disk 
drives to be interfaced. 

On the CPU side. the key require
ments are interfacing the 9266 with 
both programmed 1/0 (CS). for things 
like initialization and status check. and 
with DMA (DRO. DACK). for data 
transfer. 

Programmed 1/0 is straightforward. 
with CS generated for 1/0 address 80. 
and RD and WR directly generated by 

the HD64 I80. This is the same 
scheme used to interface with other 
80xx family peripheral devices. 

DMA is a little more involved. First. 
DMAC channel l is used for the FDC 
since dedicated handshaking lines 
(DREOI. TEND!) are provided on the 
HD64 I 80. Since DMAC channel 0 
control lines are multiplexed (with 
ASCI clocks). DMAC channel 0 is used 
for memory-memory DMA. This 
means that the ASCI clock functions 

Table 3: Power connections for figure 4. 

+5 V GND +12 V -8 V 

IC1 50256 DRAM 150 ns 
IC2 50256 DRAM 150 ns 
IC3 50256 DRAM 150 ns 
IC4 50256 DRAM 150 ns 
ICS 50256 DRAM 150 ns 
IC6 50256 DRAM 150 ns 
IC? 50256 DRAM 150 ns 
IC8 50256 DRAM 150 ns 
IC9 74LS374 
IC10 74LS74 
IC11 74LS157 
IC12 74LS157 
IC13 74LS157 
IC14 74LS74 
IC15 74LS74 
IC16 2764 monitor ROM 200 ns 
IC17 1488 
IC18 HD64180 
IC19 1489 
IC20 (74LS156) optional 
IC21 74LS240 
IC22 74LSOO 
IC23 74LS240 
IC24 FDC 9266 
IC25 74LS158 
IC26 74LS139 
IC27 7407 
IC28 7406 
IC29 7660 regulator 

8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 

16 
14 
16 
16 
16 
14 
14 
28 
-' 

32 
14 
16 
20 
14 
20 
40 
16 
16 
14 
14 
-

Jumpers 

JP1 (1x3) ROM size 
JP2 (1x3) RAM size 
JP3 (1x3) CTSO disable 
JP4 (1x5) RS-232C gate output 
JPS (1x3) RS-232C gate input 
JP6 (1x2) Drive without ready 
JP? (1x3) Write precomp mode 
JP8 (2x6) Write precomp value 
JP9 (1x3) Single-/double-sided drive 
JP10 2 - 1x3 TXS function/drive size 

16 - -
16 - -
16 - -
16 - -

' 16 - -
16 - -
16 - -
16 - -
8 - -
7 - -
8 - -
8 - -
8 - -
7 - -
7 - -

14 - -
7 14 1 

1,33 - -
7 - -
8 - -

10 - -
7 - -

10 - -
20 - -

8 - -
8 - -
7 - -
7 - -

3 - -

are available. although they are not 
currently used in this design. 

For disk DMA. the 9266 asserts 
DRO. which in turn causes HD64 I80 
DREOI assertion. The HD64180 per
forms DMA reads/writes to 110 ad
dress OAO. which causes the 9266 
DACK to be asserted. completing the 
transfer cycle. After the DMAC's pro
grammed number of reads/writes has . 
completed. the HD64180 TENDl out
put is asserted and. after inversion. 
causes the 9266 TC (terminal count) 
input to be asserted. completing the 
DMA operation. This is typically 
followed by the 9266 generating an 
HD64 I 80 INT 2 external interrupt. 
This interrupt-service routine can read 
the 9266's status to determine if 
errors occurred. etc. 

However. one "gotcha:· fixed by flip/ 
flop 1Cl4. conditions the 9266 DRO 
output. It turns out that if 9266 DRO 
directly generates HD64 I80 OREO I. 
the HD64 l 80 may respond too quick
ly. This is because HD64 l 80 OREO in
put logic was designed to minimize 
latency. and OREO can thus be 
recognized at a machine-cycle break
point. Unfortunately. the 9266 re
quires that at least 800 ns elapse from 
the time it asserts DRO before the 
DMA transfer (DACK) actually occurs. 
ln other words. when the 9266 "asks" 
for service. it really doesn't want it ... 
yet! To prevent accessing the 9266 too 
quickly after DRO. ORO from the 9266 
is delayed at IC I 4 before issuing the 
DREOI to the HD64180. DRO is 
delayed by one REF cycle time.. 

Minifloppy double-density data 
transfers occur at a 250-kilohertz 
(kHz) data rate. Thus. each byte must 
be read within 32 µs. The disk-driver 
software reprograms the refresh
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request rate from every 80 </J cycles 
to every 40 </J cycles prior to disk 
OMA and reassigns it back to 80 </J 

cycles after the disk OMA is com
pleted. The 9266 ORO is delayed from 
between 40 </J cycles to 79 </J cycles. 
This is about 6 to 14 µs. Therefore. the 
800-ns delay and 32-µs data-transfer 
constraint are both met. Note that 
8-inch floppy double-density data 
transfer is twice as fast (500 kHz) and 
requires a refresh-rate increase to 
every 20 </J cycles. 

EXPANSION Bus 
The spare CS from address decoder 
IC26 (110 addresses OEO to OFF) and 
all major buses (address. data. con
trol) are routed to the expansion bus. 
This allows an J/O expansion-board 
capabi lity. The full complement of 
H064180 control signals (JOE. E. RD. 
WR. etc.) allows easy interface to all 
standard peripheral LSI (large-scale in
tegration) devices. including the 80xx. 
68xx. and 65xx families. Example ex
pansion boards could include a hard
disk controller. 1200-bits-per-second 
(bps) modem. or LAN (local-area net
work) interface. 

POWER SUPPLY 
The SB180 requires+ 5-V and + 12-V 
power. A negative voltage is 
generated on board. which is used 
only by the RS-232C driver. The 
negative voltage is obtained by using 
a Zener diode to obtain +9 V from 
+ 12 V. which is then inverted using an 
lntersil 7660 converter. The + 12-V 
power is used only for the RS-232C 
driver. Thus. the SB! 80 uses only 
significant power from the + 5-V sup
ply. Tlypically. this may be from 0.3 to 
0.6 ampere (A) (depending on the 
proportion of the TTL ltransistor
transistor logic! and memory devices 
that are CMOS)-about the same as 
a 5~-inch floppy disk. 

THE SBl80 ROM MONITOR 
While my initial discussion espoused 
the merits of the Z-System. every 
good single-board computer needs a 
ROM monitor that should be more 
useful than just booting the operating 
system from a floppy disk. The SB180 

A ASCII table: Prints an ASCII table . 

B Bank select: Selects a 64K-byte memory bank 

C Copy disk: Systems with 256K bytes of RAM can perform single-drive copies 

D Display memory: Displays memory in hexadecimal and ASCII 

E Emulate terminal : Console keyboard is echoed to the auxiliary RS-232C output. 
and the RS-232C input is echoed on the console display 

F Fill memory: Any portion of memory is filled with a data byte 

G Go to program: Starts program execution at specified address and optionally 
includes a breakpoint 

H Hexmath: Prints the 20-bit sum and difference and 32-bit product of the two 
arguments 

Input port: Prints the 8-bit data input from specified port 
K Klean disk: Formats a specified drive 
M Move memory: Moves a block of memory 

N New command:· Enables. new commands from extended ROM space 

O Output port: Byte is output to specified port address 

P Printer select: Toggles printer selection between the Centronics parallel port 
and the auxiliary RS-232C port 

Q Query memory: Searches memory for pattern of 1 to 4 bytes 

R Read disk: Reads specified sectors from drive into memory 

S Set memory: Displays memory contents and allows new data to be entered 

T Test system: Tests various system devices 

U Upload hexadecimal file: Uploads Intel hexadecimal file from auxiliary 
or console serial port 

V Verify memory: Compares two blocks of memory ·. 

W Write disk: Writes specified sectors to disk from ·memory 

X examine CPU registers: Displays main and alternate CPU registers 
and prompts for modification of main registers 

Y Yank 1/0 registers: Displays the HD64180 on-chip 1/0 registers 

Z Z-System boot: Boots the Z-System from disk 

·.. 

Figure 5: A list of the monitor commands. 

8K-byte ROM monitor includes com
mands for everything you need-from 
A to Z. It is supplied on an 8K-byte 
EPROM. (The SB180 also supports 
16K- and 32K-byte ROMs. so addi
tional commands or application pro
grams can be supporteq.) 

The SBI80 ROM monitor provides 
commands to assist the design and 
debugging of SB 180-related hardware 
and software. Also. it serves as a 
stand-alone training vehicle for the 
HD64180 CPU. 

The monitor supports the following 
110 devices: 

CON : Console RS-232C serial port 
AUX: Auxiliary RS-232C serial port 
CEN : Centronics parallel printer port 

OSK: Floppy-disk storage devices 

The monitor supports one to four 
5i.i-inch. 48- or 96-tpi (tracks per inch). 
40- or 80-track. double-sided double
density disk drives. During initial 
system checkout. such a drive should 
be connected to verify operation of 
the disk interface. 

At RESET. the monitor first checks 
for fatal RAM failure. If the RAM is 
bad. the monitor waits for a carriage 
return to be typed on the console in 
order to determine the console data
transmission rate and then prints 8 
binary digits-each corresponding to 
one DRAM chip. A chip associated 
with a I is faulty. The RAM-check se

(continued) 
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quence is repeated each time a car
riage return is typed. 

If the RAM is okay, the stack is set 
up. and the monitor checks to see if 
a disk is loaded in drive #0. If so. the 
DOS boot-load sequence (same as 
the Z command) is started. 

The monitor commands are shown 
in figure 5. 

THE LUNCHBOX COMPUTER 
The only things you need to turn the 
SB 180 into a full-fledged stand-alone 
microcomputer are a + 5-V and + l 2-V 

Photo 3: The SB l 80 can be packaged in many off-the-shelf enclosures advertised in 
BYTE. It fits comfortably to the left of a pair of half-height 5~ -inch disk drives in a 
case available from Disk Plus. This enclosure also includes the power supply. 

power supply (or a l 2-V battery and 
5-V regulator). at least one 5~-inch 
floppy-disk drive (initially). and a serial 
terminal. 

You can mount such a small com
puter in many ways (see photos 3 and 
4) . If you use a half-height drive. the 
SB l 80 will fit on top of the drive in
side a single full-height disk-drive 
chassis including power supply! Since 
the console serial port can automati
cally detect the terminal 's data
transmission rate. you can carry your 
SB 180 with you and connect it to any 
terminal (or computer emulating a ter
minal) running at 300. 1200. 9600. or 
19.200 bps (other rates are optional
ly selected) . 

It is possible to fit the SBl80. power 
supply. and two 3 Vi -inch floppies into 
a lunchbox. If you want to get fancy. 
you could fit the SBl80. power supply. 
one or two half-height floppies. the 
Micromint Term-Mite terminal board. 
and a keyboard into a small attache 
case. Use any handy video monitor. 
and . . . voila! You have just out
Osborned Adam Osborne! 

I can imagine many unusual ways to 
package the SBI80. When good L.CDs 
(liquid-crystal displays) come down in 
price a bit more. I think the SB 180 can 
form the basis of a functiona l note

Photo 4: The enclosure from photo 3 is shown with the cover on . The only additional 
hardware necessary to use the system is a serial terminal. 
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book computer. The SBl80 makes 
minimal use of the + l 2-V supply (and 
only for RS-2 32C operation) and can 
use less than I A at +5 V. so battery 
power is a real possibility. With just 
one floppy disk. the SB l 80 can be
come a super data logger. Whi le my 
Z8 BASIC or FORTH single-board 
computer might ordinarily be used for 
such an application. not everyone 
likes to program in FORTH or BASIC 
With a CP/M-compatible computer. a 
developer can now choose Pascal. C. 
FORTRAN. or even PL/I for applica
tions. Since the data is already in 
CP/M format. it makes data analysis 
convenient. 

The Z-System is provided with the 
complete SB l 80 board and software 
package. While it comes with a utility 
to read several other comm on 
5~-inch formats (like Kaypro and 
Osborne). its native format is identical 
to the well-optimized 386K-byte 
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double-sided double-density format 
of the Little Board from Ampro Inc. 
Provisions have been made to sup
port 8-inch drives as well. Of course. 
it is possible to implement CP/M 2 .2. 
CP/M Plus. MP/M II . TurboDOS. or 
Oasis if you prefer. 

Although simple benchmarks are 
not to be taken as the last word in 
describing a computer's performance. 
I did run the BYTE Sieve of Eratos
thenes prime-number program on the 
SBl80 and the MPX-16 (8088-based 
with a 4.77-MHz clock. same as the 
IBM PC) using appropriate versions of 
Microsoft BASIC For one iteration. 
the MPX using CW-BASIC took 203 
seconds. while the SB180 using MS
BASIC took 14 7 seconds. An empty 
FOR . . . NEXT loop with 20.000 itera
tions took 2 7 seconds on the MPX 
and only 18 seconds on the SB 180. 
Don't forget that these results are 
based on the 6-MHz implementation 
of the HD64 I 80: with a 9-MHz clock . 
the results will be spectacular-not 
quite the speed of an IBM PC AT. but 
close! 

EXPERIMENTERS 
As always. I try to support the com
puter experimenter by rewarding 
diligence. If you build the SB 180 from 
scra tch. send me a picture. and I'll 
send you a copy of the BIOS and 
ROM monitor on disk (SBl80 format. 
double-sided double-density) at no 
charge. provided it is for your per
sonal use. A printed listing is avai lable 
for a modest charge. 

If you build. buy. or otherwise as
semble an SB\80 system . I wou ld like 
to know about it I will be designing 
expansion boards for the SB 180 and 
can notify you of them in advance of 
publication In addition. having your 
name wi ll greatly simplify the organi
zation of any users groups that might 
ari se. 

CIRCUIT CELLAR FEEDBACK 
This month's Circuit Cellar Feedback 
is on page 416. 

NEXT MONTH 
In part 2 of this article. 1·11 describe the 
software for the SB 180. • 

Special thanks to Tom Cantrell. Merrill wthers. 
and Bob Stek for their contributions to this project. 

The following items are available from 

The Micromint Inc 
2 5 Terrace Dr. 
Vernon . CT 06066 
1800) 635-3355 for orders 
(203) 871-6170 for information 

I. SB 180 computer board with 2 56K bytes 
of RAM. Complete with user's manual and 
ROM monitor. 

assembled and tested . .. SBl80-I. $369 
complete kit. ... . . . ... . SBJ80-2. $349 

2. SB J80 boot disk. Z-System DOS with 
limited utilities and BIOS. Provided on one 
514 -inch SBJ80 format double-sided double-
density disk .. . ..... .. ... SB 180-10. $4 9 

3. Z-System. including ZRDOS. ZCPR3 . an 
editor and utilities. ZAS assembler. BIOS 
source. and ZDM debugger. Complete with 
manuals. Provided on four 514 -inch SBl80 
format double-sided double-density disks 
. ...... ...... ...... . . SBl80-20. $190 

4. HD64B l 80 chip (6 M Hz) with data 
manual and 12.288-MHz XTAL . .. . • .. $50 

5. BYTE readers· special. Complete SB 180 
computer board with 2 56K bytes of RAM. 
user's manual. ROM monitor. and all the soft
ware listed in item 3. (Available through 
December 31. 1985.) 

assembled and tested . SBJ80-J-20. 5499 
complete kit. ....... SBJ80-2-20. $479 

All boards are complete with the exception 
of the 50-pin. 8-inch drive and 44-pin expan
sion headers. which are not populated. They 
are optionally available. Printer. power. disk. 
and terminal cables are ava ilable separate
ly. Call for pricing. 

Please include $10 ($7 less on item 4) for 
sh ipping and handling in the continental 
Un ited States. S18 elsewhere. Connecticut 
residents please include 7. 5 percent sales 
tax . 

Ed itor's Note: Steve often refers to previous 
Circuit Cellar articles. Most of these past ar
ticles are available in book form from BYTE 
Books. McGraw-Hill Book Company. POB 
400. Hightstown. NJ 082 50. 

Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar. Volume I covers articles 
in BYTE from September 1977 through 
November 1978. Volume II covers December 
1978 through June 1980. Volume Ill covers July 
1980 through December 1981. Volume IV 
covers January 1982 through June 1983. 

To receive a complete list of Ciarcia's Cir
cuit Cellar project kits. circle JOO on the 
reader-service inquiry card at the back of 
the magazine. 

_,_,,_,I ill"'tl 

L3C/llll II 

THE AUTONOMOUS ROBOT 

IS NOW PRICED FOR 

EVERYONE! 


Buy each subassembly as a kit 
or factory assembled and create 
your own GEMINI Robot. 

Or, for 
convenience, 
start with 
GEMINEX , 
our starter 

kit , and 
expand to 

GEMINI 
later with 

upgrade kits . 

Either way, 
Buy a piece of tomorrow 

TODAY! 

CALL or WRITE For Our FREE 
Brochure. 

arct:ecfsyst:ems 
9104 Red Branch Road 


Columbia. Maryland 21045 

(301 )730-1237 

Telex 87-781 
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HOMEBASE $49.95 +$5 for shipping and handling* SEND TO: 
checkO rroneyorde<O VISAO MosterColdO AmeficanExpressO Card # _____Exp.Date __ 

Trtle __________________ 

CompanyName --------------- 

Address __________________ AmberSystems 
c11y ___________sta1e __z1p _ __ 1171 S. Saratoga-Sunnyvale Road 
Home Phone ( ) v.brk Phone ( ) San Jose, CA 95129 
'Coll1omlo residents odd 6~ sales tax. OJtslde U.S. please odd 515. Checks must be on a U.S. tx::mk and ln U.S. dollars. Sorry, no CO.D. a purchase ordeB. 


Fa dealer and $lte license Information. coll 406 996-188J. B 

YES! Site licenses are available for companies ... large and small. For further information on site licenses call 408-99~1883. 

l(avpro Is a lrQdemlfl( ol KoYPfO COip. 'M>fds!Of Is a lrodernollc of Mlc1oPfo. ProKey Is o lfodernont ot RoseSon. Rolodex Is a 11009t'T\Olk ot Rolodex Cap. Lotus 1·2·3 h a lroden"lafk ol Lolus Development Corp. 
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AN ANALYSIS 

OF 


SORTS 

BY JONATHAN AMSTERDAM 

How to choose 

one sorting algorithm over another 


.....
--· 
..~.•.-i•
..Lii. 

A friend told me recent
ly that 90 percent of all 
the computer programs 
in the world sort. I can 
believe it. Our society's 
passion for organization 
has elevated the simple 

task of putting things in order to a position 
of major importance. And who better to 
carry out the job than those informational 
beasts of burden-computers? 

Because of their significance. sorting 
algorithms have been thoroughly stud ied. 
Some are slow and some are fast. Some 
sort a few items and some sort millions of 
items. Here I want to discuss sorting in the 
context of three different algorithms: Selec
tion Sort. for small lists. Ouicksort. for larger 
lists. and Mergesort. for lists of a size so 
monstrous they can't fit into memory all at 
once. But first we will need to develop some 
simple tools to help us with our analysis of 
these algorithms. 

ANALYSIS 
Our goal is to understand the efficiency of 
some sorting algorithms. But we are im
mediately faced with a problem: How can 
we study an algorithm in the abstract with
out considering the language it's written in 
or the machine it's running on? For exam
ple. any algorithm written in a high-level 
language will run faster when written in 

assembly language. And any program run
ning on a microcomputer would run faster 
on a mainframe. We want to abstract away 
from these facts. to talk about an algorithm's 
running time independent of machine or 
language. 

Computer scientists have come up with 
some simple rules that make this possible. 
The first is to measure running time by the 
number of key operations used in the al
gorithm rather than by actual speed on 
some computer or by number of instruc
tions executed. For example. in sorting. the 
two key operations are comparing two 
items and swapping their positions. The 
idea behind this rule is that any program 
that implements the algorithm. regardless 
of what language it's written in or what com
puter it's running on . will have to do the 
same number of key operations. The 
number of comparisons is usually a better 
indication of the running time because 
there will almost always be more com
parisons than swaps in a sorting algorithm. 

The second important rule is to measure 
an algorithm's speed in terms of the size of 
its input. In a way. this is just common 
sense; we wouldn't want to compare the 

(continued) 

Jonathan Amsterdam is a graduate student at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Artificial 
Intelligence 1..£1boratory. He can be reached at 164 3 
Cambridge St. #34 . Cambridge. MA 02138 . 
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running time of an algorithm sorting 
10 things to another sorting IOO 
things. More likely, we would have 
some kind of table that compared the 
algorithms' times on lists of 10. 100. 
I 000. or more things. 

But we'd actually want something 
more than a table. Ideally, we want a 
function that tells us. for any size in
put. what the running time will be. 
Then we can compare the rate of the 
functions' growth to see which does 
better in the long run. For example. 
the function f(n) = n2 will "grow faster" 
than g(n) = IOOn . That is. for sufficient
ly large values of n-in this case. when 
n is greater than I 00-f will be larger 
than g. Comparing rates of growth is 
made easier by looking at a graph. 
such as the one shown in figure I. It 
displays the graphs of several com
mon functions. including those we will 
be discussing here. 
This idea of the size of a function 

in the long run-the so-called asymp
totic rate of growth- is central to the 
analysis of algorithms. When we com
pare two algorithms. we usually don't 
care how well they do on small prob
lems because small problems are 
easy. We want to know if they can 
maintain their good performance 
when the problems start getting large. 
Sorting a list of IO items is going to 
take practically no time regardless of 
which sorting algorithm we choose. 
But as the lists get bigger. it becomes 
clear that the inherently slower 
algorithms are inferior. 

To analyze an algorithm. then, we 
can derive the function that relates 
the key operations of the algorithm to 
the size of the input and obtain its 
asymptotic rate of growth. But often 
even this level of abstraction is too 
detailed. After all. it hardly matters on 
big problems if a sorting algorithm 
takes 37n + 4 comparisons or 24n 
6. The important point is that the 
number of comparisons is directly 
proportional to the size of the input; 
that is. both functions have an asy'mp
totic growth rate on the order of n. We 
will rarely go astray in our analysis of 
algorithms if we ignore additive and 
multiplicative constants and use 
order-of-magnitude estimates. In fact. 
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Figure I : Rates of growt/1 of some 
common functions. 

Listing I : Tne a/goritnm for 
Selection Sort. 

Selection Sort. 

Input: an array, A, and its size, n. 

Output: the same array A, in sorted 


order. 
begin 

for i : = 1 to n do begin 
m : = i; 
for j : = i + 1 to n do 

compare AUJ to A(m], making j 
the new m if it is less; 

swap A[i ] and A(m]; 
end 

end. 

there is a common and convenient 
notation for thi s: Write "f = O(n)" (or 
" function f is order n") if the growth 
rate off is on the order of n. This so
cal led "Big O" notation has a more 
rigorous definition. which goes as 
follows: 

If f and g are two functions. then f = 

O(g) if and only if there are two con
stants. c and k. such that f < = cg + k. 

For example. if f is the function 37n 
+ 4. then f = O(n) . because we can 
choose c to be 37 and k to be 4. so 
that 37n + 4 is equal to 37n + 4. To 
take a less obvious example. the func
tion I 50n 2 + 97n - 34 is O(n 2). In this 
case. we could choose cto be 200 and 
k to be 13 : many other choices are 
also possible. 

Big 0 notation has several advan 
tages. It eliminates the distracting clut
ter of constants and slow-growing 

terms in our functions. making it 
easier to compare them. It abstracts 
away from unimportant details. allow
ing us to study an algorithm in its 
simplest form. And it simplifies our 
analysis by freeing us from the tedium 
of exact counting. To the trained eye, 
the "Big O" running time of an algo
rithm is often visible at a glance. 

SELECTION SORT 
Let's look at the algorithm for Selec
tion Sort (see listing I) . Given a list of 
items to sort in ascending order. the 
idea is to find the smallest item and 
swap it with the item at the top of the 
list. Then the next time around we 
don't have to consider the first item 
again : instead. we find the minimum 
of items 2 through n and swap it with 
the second item. Finding the 
minimum is done as follows: Start 
with the minimum set to the first item. 
go through all the items. and if any 
one is smaller than the minimum. 
make it the new minimum. 

Let's analyze the algorithm by see
ing how many comparisons it per
forms. The only place we do com
parisons is when we find the mini
mum. We do one comparison for 
each of the possible values of i and 
j. When i is I . j ranges from 2 ton . for 
a total of n- I values. hence n- I com
parisons; when i is 2. j ranges from 3 
to n. or n-2 comparisons: when i 
equals n- I . j only covers one value; 
and finally, when i equals n. we don't 
execute the j loop at all. The total 
number of comparisons. then. is (n-1) 
+ (n-2) + (n-3) + ... + I. 

It is not hard to show that this sum 
equals 

n(n-I) or (Vi )(n2-n) 
2 

From our discussion of Big O nota
tion. this is 0(11 2). So the Selection Sort 
is an order 11 2 sort. That is, for a list 
of size n. Selection Sort will do on the 
order of 11 2 comparisons. By the way. 
the famous Bubblesort algorithm is 
also 0(11 2). 

BEATING n2: MERGESORT 
Can we do better than 0(11 2)? Yes. and 
the algorithm that does it. Mergesort. 
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uses the technique of divide-and
conquer to solve a large problem: 
Divide it into smaller problems of the 
same type. and solve the smaller 
problems the same way. 

Mergesort takes two sorted lists. A 
and B. and merges them into a single 
sorted list. C We start by comparing 
the first items of the lists. Since the 
lists are sorted. the smaller of the first 
items will be the smallest item overall. 
Say the first item of list A is smaller. 
We put this item at the start of C. then 
compare the next item of A with the 
first of B. Again . we put the smaller 
on the C list. We continue in this way 
until we've gone through both A and 
B. At the end. C will contain all the 
items of A and B in sorted order. 

Given that we can merge two sorted 
lists. here's how we sort: If the list to 
be sorted is longer than one item. we 
split it in half (or as near as possible) 
and call Mergesort to sort the two 
halves. Then we merge the two sorted 
halves together. Listing 2 shows the 
algorithm for Mergesort. If the list to 
be sorted is one item long. then 
there's nothing to do; it's already 
sorted. 

It is harder to analyze Mergesort 
than it is to analyze Selection Sort 
because Mergesort is recursive. First. 
look at the merge part of the algo
rithm. It takes at most n comparisons 
to merge two sorted lists each of size 
n/2 into a single list of size n. To see 
this. note that every time we do a 
comparison we add an item to our 
final list. so we can't do more com
parisons than there are items. The 
merge phase. then. is O(n). 

What about the rest of the algo
rithm? In a sense. there really is no 
"rest of the algorithm';_the only time 
any real work (i.e.. comparison) gets 
done is in the merge phase. So the 
questions are. how often do we 
merge. and how much do we merge 
each time? 

The best way to view Mergesort is 
as a binary tree (see figure 2) . Each 
node represents a call on the Merge
sort procedure. The top (root) of the 
tree represents the initial call of the 
procedure with a list of size n. 
Mergesort is then cal led recursively 

n 

n/2 n/2 

Figure 2: Tfie Mergesort tree. 

Listing 2: Tfie algoritfim for 
Mergesort. 

Mergesort. 

Input: a list, L. 

Output: a sorted list, S. 

begin 


If L is one item long, then S : = L. 
Otherwise, 

split L into two lists L 1 and L2, 
each about half as big . 

Mergesort L 1 into S1 . 
Mergesort L2 into S2. 
merge S1 and S2 into S. 

end . 

twice. each time with a list of size n/2. 
Each of these invocations of the pro
cedure makes two other recursive 
calls. until finally we reach lists one 
item long 

At each level of the Mergesort tree. 
we do O(n) comparisons. At the top 
level of the tree. the only comparisons 
occur when we merge two lists of size 
n/2 into a list of size n; this operation 
takes at most n comparisons. At the 
next level. there are two merges. each 
creating a list of size n/2. Since each 
of these merges takes n/2 com
parisons and there are two of them. 
we again have n comparisons. At the 
third level. there are four merges of 
n/4 comparisons each. and the same 
thing happens for the fourth level of 
the tree. etc. 

We can now state that the running 
time of Mergesort is O(nk). where k is 
the number of levels of the Mergesort 

tree. We can express k in· terms of n 
by noting that the number of levels of 
the tree is just the number of times 
you can divide a list of size n in half 
repeatedly until you get a list of size 
I. That's the same as the number of 
times we can divide the number n by 
2 until you reach I ; it happens to be 
about logn (by which I mean the 
logarithm to the base 2 of n). We can 
convince ourselves of this easi ly if we 
choose n to be a power of 2. For in
stance. 22 equals 4; 4 divided by 2 is 
2. and 2 divided by 2 is I . 

Armed with this fact. we can con 
clude that Mergesort is an O(nlogn) al 
gorithm-logn levels of the tree with 
n comparisons at each level. That's 
better than O(n 2) . and the larger n is. 
the better it is. A glance at figure I 
will help you see that the function n2 

grows much faster than nlogn . It also 
helps to look at some numbers: For 
n = 8. n2 is 64 while nlogn is 24-not 
much of a difference. But for n = 256. 
n2 is over 65.000. whereas nlogn is just 
over 2000. 

Again. the obvious question is: Can 
we do better than Mergesort? If we 
know beforehand that the values to 
be sorted are in a limited range-say. 
the integers between I and JOO-then 
it's possible to sort in O(n) time. and 
furthermore. we never have to com
pare the items we're sorting. But if we 
have no special information about the 
values to be sorted. then we can only 
use comparisons to sort them. It can 
be shown that if sorting is done by 
comparisons only, then O(nlogn) com
parisons is the optimum. The proof is 
beyond the scope of this article. but 
it is contained in the book Data Struc
tures and Algoritfims by Aho. Hopcroft. 
and Ullman (Reading. MA Addison
Wesley. 1983. page 282). The most 
thorough treatment of sorting algo
rithms is contained in Donald E. 
Knuth's Art of Computer Programming. 
Volume 3: Sorting and Searcfiing (Reading, 
MA: Addison-Wesley. 1973). 

While Mergesort is theoretically as 
good as possible. if we were to actual
ly implement it. we would discover 
that it has some hidden costs that 
slow it down (particularly its need for 

(continued) 
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an extra array in the merge phase). 
There is an algorithm that. like Merge
sort. is O(nlogn). but it will nonethe
less run faster by a constant factor on 
all present-day computers. (Remem
ber: 2nlogn and IOOOnlogn are both 
O(nlogn).) The algorithm. called 
Ouicksort. is the fastest known com
parison-based sorting technique. 

0UICKSORT 
Ouicksort works like this: If the list to 
be sorted has only one item. we do 
nothing. Otherwise. we pick an item 
from the list and call it the pivot. Now 
we partition the list into two halves
items less than or equal to the pivot 
and items greater than it. Then we 
sort the two halves. We don't have to 
do anything after sorting the two 
halves. since the partitioning has 
already made sure that all the small 
things are at the beginning and all the 
large ones at the end. 

Ouicksort is similar to Mergesort 
and. in fact. was inspired by it. The key 
difference is that instead of a merge 
phase after the recursive sort. Ouick
sort has a partitioning phase before 
the recursion. What makes Ouicksort 
more efficient than Mergesort is that. 
like Selection Sort. all the work can be 
done in place; that is. we only have 
to manipulate the original array. 
Listing 3 shows the Ouicksort 
algorithm. 

We partition an array as follows. We 
start by pointing to the beginning and 
end of the list to be partitioned. Say. 
for example. i points to the beginning 
and j to the end. Move i forward in the 
list until we reach an element larger 
than the pivot. Move j backward until 
it reaches an element smaller than the 
pivot. Then swap the item i points to 
with the one j points to. Repeat this 
until i meets j and then the list will be 
partitioned. Figure 3 shows how a list 
with five items would be partitioned 
by this method. 

The analysis for Ouicksort is similar 
to that for Mergesort. The partition
ing phase takes O(n) comparisons. 
and if the list is partitioned into two 
almost equal halves. then the Ouick
sort tree will have logn levels. So 
Ouicksort is O(nlogn). right? Well. 
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Figure 3: Partitioning of an array 
segment in Ouicksort. In line a. i and j 
point to the beginning and end of the 
array. respectively. The pivot is taken to be 
the first element. here 5. In line b. 
i moves forward until the element it 
points to is greater than the pivot. In 
line c. j then moves down until it reaches 
an element less than or equal to the 
pivot. In line d. the two elements 
pointed to by i and j are swapped. And 
in line e. i then moves up again. 
becoming equal to j. This terminates the 
partitioning phase. 

Listing 3: The algorithm for 
Ouicksort. 

Ouicksort. 

Input: an array A. with items from 


1 to n. 
Output: the same array, sorted. 
begin 

choose a pivot; 
partition the list so that all 

items < = pivot are < i; 
Quicksort A from 1 to i - 1; 
Quicksort A from i to n; 

end. 

almost. Our analysis depends on the 
fact that the list will be split nearly in 
half. That. in turn. depends on how we 
choose the pivot. Say we always 
choose the first element as the pivot. 
Now. if we assume a random distribu
tion of lists. then on the average the 
first item will be somewhere comfort
ably between the largest and the 
smallest. so the list will be partitioned 
nearly in half. So. on the average. 
Ouicksort is O(nlogn) . 

But let's look at the worst case: Say 
we always manage to choose for our 
pivot the largest (or smallest) item in 
the list. Then we will partition the list 
into two parts. one of size I and the 
other of size n- 1. We would then par
tition the second of those into lists of 
size I and n-2 . etc.-a total of n par
titions that take times n-1. n-2 . and 
so on. The analysis looks similar to 
that for Selection Sort. and indeed the 
result is the same. So the worst-case 
time for Ouicksort is O(n 2) . 

It should be clear now that the 
choice of pivot is very important. If we 
choose it wisely, we can decrease our 
chances of ending up with a slow sort. 
There are lots of ways to choose 
pivots cleverly. For instance. we might 
choose three items at random and 
use the median (middle item) of the 
three as the pivot. This would improve 
Ouicksort's chances of running in 
O(nlogn) time without slowing it down 
too much. However. in my implemen
tation. I simply choose the first ele
ment as a pivot every time. This 
strategy will give worst-case behavior 
when the list is in either sorted or 
reverse-sorted order. so if you expect 
to be sorting a lot of nearly sorted 
lists. you should choose your pivot 
more cleverly. 

There is another problem with 
Ouicksort that has to do with the 
amount of space it takes. We haven't 
considered space utilization until now. 
but it can be important. Selection Sort 
uses a small amount of space and. 
more importantly. the space it uses is 
independent of the size of the array. 
But because Ouicksort is recursive. 
every time the procedure is invoked. 
some information is placed on the 

(co11ti11ued) 



Nowtheres aMouse that flies. 


Faster than a 
Speeding Mouse 
Since you can look 
much faster than you 
can reach and roll, the 
YCS is faster than a 
mouse. And because 
your hands stay on the 
keyboard you maintain 
continuity and concen
tration. Expect a real 

Introducing the View Control System.TM Ultrasonic teclmokJgy boost in productivity
that moves your cursor at the speed ofsight. 

Your relationship with your Mac is about to 
change. Dramatically. Because now the View 
Control System™ (or YCS) from Personics 
gives you a powerful new way to control the 
cursor. Fast. Direct. Intuitive. It's the best 
thing since the Mouse. In fact, it's better. 

Move the Cursor Where 

You Look On the Screen 


Alightweight headset translates natural 
head movement into 
cursor movement. Look to 
the right and the cursor 
moves right. Look down 
and left and the cursor 
moves accordingly. No 
exaggerated head motion 
is required, just subtle, 
natural rotation. 

Look Ma, Both Hands! 
Now you don't have to take your hand off 
the keyboard to reach for the Mouse. A 
unique button pad clips on your keyboard 
just below the space bar. One button activates 
the headset. Use the second button for 
clicking and dragging. No more reach, grab, 
roll, click, return. 

Inquiry 293 

Reclaim Your Desktop 
The YCS flies above the ordinary mouse, 
leaving more space on your desktop. Now 
you have room for books, papers and your 
favorite coffee cup. If you want, connect both 
your mouse and your VCS to the Mac and 
use them interchangeably. 

State-of-the-art Technology 
The YCS uses a proprietary ultrasonic tech
nology to measure subtle changes in 

the rotation and angle of 
your head.*These changes 
are then translated into 
electrical signals just like 
those produced by the 
Mouse. The amount of 
cursor motion produced by 
a given amount of head 
motion depends on the rate 

your head moves. By monitoring this rate, 
the YCS can tell whether you are scanning 
across the screen or zeroing in on a small 
target. Then, it automatically adjusts to 
give yo~ the ~ght amount of head-to-cursor 
t'.<i.nslatton .. Zip from C?mer to comer, or 
~01~t. to a tt~y ~rget with ease, even an 
mdividual ptxe · 
*Palen/ Pending. 
IBM PC and Apple II versions availablesoo11. 

Get Acquainted in 15 Minutes 
Afew minutes of experience will put you in 
command of tl1e YCS. Before long, moving 
the cursor will feel like a natural extension 

of vision. You 'll simply look and click. The 
YCS headset accommodates eyeglasses and 
won't muss up your hair. And since it 
doesn't rest on your ears, you're free to use 
the phone. The VCS works with any 128K or 
512K Mac. No hardware or software modifi
cations are required. 

Just $199.00 

and Easy to Order 


The YCS is available right now, directly from 
Personics. Call us toll free. A member of our 
sales staff will be happy to answer your ques
tions. If you're ready to order, please have 
your major credit card at hand when you 
call. When your YCS arrives, try it for 30 
days. If you're not completely satisfied, 
return it and we will swiftly refund your 
money. And we back the YCS with a full one 
year warranty Satisfaction guaranteed. 

CALL TOLL FREE . . . ..800-445-3311 
In Massachusetts .. ...800-447-1196 

The VCS. A simple and direct 
link between man and 

computer. Try it, 
and watch your 

ideas take off. 

Personics Corporation 
2352 Main Street, Building 2, Concord, MA 01742 
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· run-time stack. In the worst case. 
Ouicksort can call itself recursively n 
times. so the stack will take up O(n) 
space. There is a clever way around 
the problem that will guarantee that 
the program uses no more than 
O(logn) stack space. The trick involves 
making the first recursive call on the 
smaller of the two partitions and 
eliminating the second recursive call 
altogether by incorporating it into a 
loop. It's a bit messy and probably not 
worth it unless you're really worried 
about the space. 

SOME REAL DATA 
While the order-of-magnitude 
estimates of running times are useful, 
it's often nice to have some real data 
as well . With that in mind. I ran Selec
tion Sort and Ouicksort on integer ar
rays of various sizes with items 
chosen randomly. The results are 
shown in table 1. As you can see. the 
difference on small lists is negligible. 
but on large lists it becomes enor
mous. The programs l used were writ
ten in MacPascal on a Macintosh com
puter. (They are available for down
loading via BYTEnet Listings at (617) 
861-9774.) 

SORTING BIG 
Both Selection Sort and Ouicksort suf
fer from a serious flaw. They both 
work best as internal sorts. That is. in 
both cases we assumed that we could 
fit the entire list of items to be sorted 
into an array, which presumably 
would be held in RAM (random
access read/write memory), and that 
the time required to examine and 
change elements of an array is small, 
which indeed it is if the array is en
tirely in main memory. But what do 

we do when you have to sort so many 
items they cannot all fit into memory 
at once? 

We need an algorithm to handle this 
external sorting problem. For exam
ple, say we have a file of a million 
records on disk. Now. we could treat 
this file as an array and run Ouicksort 
much as it is. but we would have an 
incredibly slow algorithm. The reason 
is that accessing information from a 
disk is slower than accessing main 
memory. What we would like to do is 
to take advantage of the fact that 
reading a lot of information from a 
disk takes almost the same amount of 
time as reading a little. if the informa
tion is stored consecutively on the 
disk. That's because most of our time 
is spent finding the information on the 
disk. and only a small fraction of time 
is spent actually reading it. The same 
goes for writing. All operating systems 
use this fact when asked to read a 
byte from the disk. they read in a 
block of bytes containing the one byte 
desired. Then if the next byte re
quested is within the block that was 
just read in. it will already be in 
memory and a disk access can be 
saved. When asked to write a byte to 
the disk. the operating system uses 
the same trick . 

We want an algorithm that exploits 
these facts about disks. The problem 
with Ouicksort is that it swaps items 
that are distant from each other in 
memory, so it doesn't exploit the se
quential organization of disk memory. 
Mergesort, however. reads and writes 
the files in order. thus taking advan
tage of the disk buffering done by the 
operating system. Recall that the 
merge phase expects two sorted lists 

(continued) 

Table 1: A comparison of running times (given as minutes:seconds) of Selection 
Sort and Ouicksort. 

List Size Selection Sort Quicksort 

10 <0:01 <0:01 
50 0:05 0:05 

100 0:20 0:09 
500 7:49 1 :02 

1000 31 :01 2:10 
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A NEW SOLUTION from 
Microcomputer Accessories. Inc. 

LOCKING Holmes, it 's 
criminal-these 

™5DDISK "sloppy disks" 
all over the 

+ QFILE desk! How can 
we keep them 

secure and dust-free and still have access 
to the active ones? 

.Mystery solved, Watsen. This.new 
50+4 Locking'D.isk FHep110vioes a 
locking, smoked plastic enclosure for 
up to 50 5W' diskettes, plus an open, 
up-front, instant access, swap-rack for 
4 diskettes. Let me call your attention 
to the bl!lilt-in handle, and the adjust
able dividers with adhesi'9'e 'labels. Note 
the rear storage pocket for extra labels. 

ByJove, Holmes, open and shut simulta
neously! It's perfect for those powerful 
integrated, multi-disk-s .systems-and 
no one's thought of it before! Holmes, 
you never cease to amaze me. 

Elementary, my dear Watson. 

M1craCarnputer 6 ™ 
Rccessanes,lnc. ~-~~ 
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sorting a file with Mergesort !written 
in MacPascali is included in the list
ings that can be downloaded from 
BYTEnet Listings.) 

In analyzing the merging. we want 
to consider the number of times we 
have to read through the files. since 
that is the bottleneck of the pro
cedure. If we begin with a total of 11 
runs. then w~ have to do O(log11) 
merges. The analysis is basically the 
same as that for Mergesort and 
Ouicksort: Each merge cuts the 
number of runs in half. and we can 
divide a number in half only log11 
times before we get to I . Each merge 
reads the files once. therefore the 
total number of file passes is O(log11) . 
Since a single merge takes 0(11) 
comparisons. the algorithm is. like our 
internal version of Mergesort. 
0(11log11) . 

Only one problem remains: How do 
we get the files into lists of sorted runs 
in the first place? Actually, we don't 
have to. We could just take the original 
file. split it in half. and start merging. 
because the merge algorithm will 
work even if the runs are only one 
item long. But we can actually do 
much better. although only by a con
stant factor-the algorithm still takes 
O(log11) passes through the files. 

The idea is to combine internal sort
ing with external sorting. We read in 
as much of the original file as we can 
into memory. sort it using a fast inter
nal sort like Ouicksort. then write it 
out to one of two output files. Then 
we read in the next chunk of the 
original file. sort it. and write it to the 
other output file. We continue in this 
way until we've gone through the en
tire file. Now we're left with two files 
of sorted runs. ripe for merging. 

Even though this is only a constant 
factor better than the straight merge 
algorithm. the constant is enormous
all of memory. For example. say we 
have a million-item file to sort. The 
merge algorithm alone would take 20 
passes in the worst case. but if we can 
sort 10.000 items at a time in memory, 
then in one pass we can break the file 
up into 100 runs. which we can merge 
together into a single sorted file in an
other seven passes. • 

Mergesort reads and 

writes tfte files in 

order, tftus taking 


advantage of tfte disk 

b~ering done by tfte 

operating system. 

and produces another list. It does this 
by scanning the two sorted lists in 
order. choosing the smallest item 
each time. If the lists are files. then we 
have a good way to merge two sorted 
files into a larger sorted file. We will 
need to modify the merging algorithm 
slightly for our purposes. though. In
stead of taking two sorted files. it will 

take two files. each of which contains 
some number of sorted runs of items. 
For instance. one file might contain 
the items I. 3. 4. 2. 6. 5. 6. 8. 9. While 
the whole file isn't sorted. it does con
sist of three groups of items. each of 
which is sorted: I. 3. 4; 2. 6; and 5. 
6. 8. 9. The merge phase will output 
two files. each with half the number 
of runs of either of the input files. We 
then feed these two files back into the 
merge algorithm and get two more 
files again. Eventually. the two files 
will each consist of only one run. and 
when we merge them we will have a 
completely sorted file. The merge 
algorithm needs to be modified only 
slightly to accommodate these 
changes. It merges items onto one 
output file as usual until it notices that 
an item is not in sorted order. then it 
writes the remainder of the other run 
onto the first output file and switches 
to the second one. (The program for 
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SONY BRINGS THE Second, Sony 
BRILLIANCE OF TRINITRON® Trinitron's exclusive 
TO COMPUTER MONITORS. 

From now on, business pea-
pie .all across America can enjoy 
all their favorite programs on a 
SonyTrinitron. 

Because Sony proudly un
veils the first computer monitors 
in the world endowed with Trin
itron technology. RGB monitors 
which, in the laudatory words 
of Computer Buyer's Guide and 
Handbook, give you "crisp, bril
liant, utterly flicker-free images 
that take the eyestrain and head
aches out of both color graphics 
and text or data processing." 

We've achieved 
this through techno
logical breakthroughs 
that literally divide 
the computer-monitor 
world in half: Sony's, 
and all the othe.rs'. 

First, the patented 

Super Fine Pitch'M 
Aperture Grille. It 
dramatically in
creases the number 
ofred, green and 
~Jue electrons reach- With a Fine Pitch ApertureGrille, Trinitron monitors give you 
mg your screen. dramatically brighter colors than the conventional shadowmask. 
Which dramatically increases 
the vibrance and brightness of 
the colors reaching your eyes. 

And third, a dot pitch so 
fine, the horizontal resolution of 
a Sony is not only the highest 
in its class, but "close to that of 
models costing twice as much" 
(Computer Buyer's Guide and 

Handbook). 
You can enjoy 

this extraordinary 
picture quality on 
screens ranging 
from 9"-the first 
ultracompact mon
itor in the business 

one-gun, one-lens 'Jjlpicat coarse dot pitch vs. sonv capable ofdisplay-
Trinitron system itself, Trinitron superfine dot pi1c1i.· ing2,000 characters 
withapicturesovivid,socritically oftext-to 13'~a model that lets 
lifelike, it's become a legend. you switch from software to 

soaps at will by merging a com
puter monitor and full-feature 
TV int0 a single unit. 

They're all compatible*with 
the IBM®PC, Portable PC, PC/ 
XT and PC/AT through built-in 
RGB circuitry. And compatible 
with most Apple® and other 
personal computers through op
tional accessories. 

So call Sony for further in
formation at 1-800-222-0878 
(In New Jersey, 1-800-222-0879). 

Because there's no longer 
any reason to view your techno

logically-advanced computer 
through a technologically-
deprived monitor. 

SONY@

Information Products 

~1985 Sony Corporat ion ofAmerica. Sony Information Products Division , Sony Drive. Park Ridge, NJ 07656. Sony and Trini tron are registered trademarks, and Super Fine Pitch a 
trademark of Sony Corp. IBM PC is a registered trademark of IBM Corp. Apple isa registered trademark ofApple Comp uter. •computer compatibility: The microcomputer industry lacks 

standards. Software packages and add-on hardware options vary tremendously. For these reasons, Sony cannot and docs not represent that its monitors will be compatible with any combi
nation ofnon-Sony products you choose to connect lo it. While your Sony dealer may be able to help. you must determine for you rsel ft he monitor'scompatibility in any part icular instance. 
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PART 2: THE SOFTWARE 


THE DSI~32 
COPROCESSOR 

Plug a 32.-bit 


microcomputer into 

your IBM PC 

Editor's note: This is part 2 of a two-part 
series describing Definicon Systems lnc.'s 
OSI-3 2 3 2 03 2 coprocessor board for the 
IBM Personal Computer (PC). Part I in
cluded a description of the hardware. and part 
2 will focus on the software available for the 
board. If you are interested in a closer look 
at National Semiconductor"s 3 2000 series. 
refer to "The National Semiconductor 
NS 16000 Microprocessor Family" by Glenn 
Leedy. April 198 3 BYTE. page 53. You 
should keep in mind that the 3 2 000-series 
ch ips are direct descendants of the 
16000-series chips. and that the design 
philosophies and internal operation of both 
families are identical. 

D 
efinicon has developed 
an unusual software inter
face for the DSI-32 . The 
traditional software en

vironment for a 32 -bit computer has 
been some version of UNIX; instead. 
Definicon opted for a "shel l" program 
and compilers that emulated the im
portant. UNIX ca lls. This lets the 
DSl-32 run both UNIX applications 
and ex isting MS-DOS applications. An 
add itional advantage is that the 
32G-3 !LO (input/output) operations 
are off-loaded to the 8088. which per
forms the file and 1/0 processing 
concurrently. 

This interface consists of two pro-

lib BY T E • SEPTEMBER 1985 

BOARD 
grams running in tandem. On the 
32032 side is a small operating sys
tem ca lled 32 10. On the 8088 side is 
a program called LDADer. and the 
two programs talk via an interpro
cessor communications area in the 
DSl-32"s memory (see figure I) . When 
the DSl-3 2 first starts. bootstrap code 
executes 3210. which waits until the 
8088 has loaded the 32032 program 
into the DSl-32 's memory. Once the 
program load is complete. LOADer 
tell s 3210 to execute the loaded pro
gram . Thereafter. if the 32032 pro
gram needs to open a file. write a 
character to the screen. or perform 
any other 1/0 operation. it passes that 
request to 3 210. which in turn passes 
it to the 8088. 

The software interface uses the fea
tures of both the 8088 and 32032 en
vironments. LDADer. written in C runs 
under MS-DOS (or Concurrent PC 
DOS). Since it manages most o f the 
file 1/0. it is relatively complex (about 
35K bytes of code). The 3210 module 
handles most of the computationally 
intensive tasks. Together they form the 
interface detailed in table I . 

A program running on the DSl-32 
makes I/O requests to the 32 10 pro
gram via the 32032's SVC (supervisor 
ca ll) instruction. When an SVC instruc
tion is executed. it initiates a super
visor call trap. This causes the 32032 
to vector to a known location: it acts 
like a shorthand subroutine call. (The 
SVC instruction is directly analogous 
to the INT software interrupt instruc
tion on the 8088/8086 processors.) To 
execute any of the 32 10 program's 
service requests (as shown in table I). 

you simply load the 32032's RO 
register with a request number and 
execute an SVC instruction. (See the 
Apr il 1983 article mentioned 
previously for more information on 
the 3 203 2's components.) 

DEVICE DRIVERS AND HANDLES 
The interaction between the 32032 
and the 8088 occurs at two levels. 
Some primitive 8088 functions. such 
as reading and writing blocks of mem
ory o r reading and writing 1/0 ports. 
have been made available to 32032 
programs. but the majority of the in
terface uses the MS-DOS device
driver concept. 

Most users are familiar with MS
DOS devices such as CON : and 
COM I: . but in addition to these basic 
system facilities. MS-DOS allows the 
installation of special device drivers. 
such as .SYS files. at boot time. For 
example. if a GPIB (general-purpose 
interface bus) card has been installed 
in this way. a user program could 
define a driver for a device ca lled 
GPIB: . open it in the same way as 
opening any other file. and access the 
GPIB card without any need to know 
about special memory locations. i/O 
ports. or other system-dependent pa
rameters. UNIX goes a step further. 



BY TREVOR G . MARSHALL, GEORGE SCOLARO, 
DAVID L. RAND, TOM KING, AND VINCENT P. WILLIAMS 

treating even CON: as the standard 
input device. which is labeled 
< STDI N> . so that all computer in
terfaces are accessed through the 
common file system. The Definicon 
MS-DOS interface has been designed 
to be sim ilar to UN IX in this respect. 
The supervisor request to open a file 
(see req uest 5. table l) opens the 
device whose name has been passed 
to it and returns a "handle." which is 
a 16-bit number assigned by the MS
DOS operating system to every file or 
device that a program has opened. 
Subsequently. when the program per
forms an 1/0 operation . the program 
informs the operating system where 
that 1/0 is to occur by passing it a han
dle. Detailed descriptions of handles 
can be found in most technical 
reference manuals for MS-DOS ver
sion 2.xx or higher. 

Some handles are predefined and 
you need not explicitly open them to 
use them. For example. the handle for 
< STDI N > , which is usually the 
keyboard. is 0. The handle for 
the standard output device, 
< STDOUT > . usua ll y the CRT 
(cathode-ray tube). is l . and the stan
dard error device. <STD ERR> , is 2. 
You may red irect all these channels if 
you desire. 

Thus. to write a character to the CRT 
using the interface. you would write 
in C 

putc(char) 

or in assembly language 
(continued) 

Trevor G. Marshall , George Scolaro. David 
L. Rand. and Tom King are engineers with 
Definicon Systems Inc. Vincen t P. Williams 
is president of Definicon. They can be con
tacted at 21042 Vintage St .. Chatsworth. 
CA 91311. 
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Figure I: The OSI-3 2's memory map. 3 210 is the 1/0 kernel that resides between 
locations 3000 and 4000. All addresses are in hexadecimal. 
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MOVB 9,RO ;Supervisor request 
9, write to device 

MOVW 1,R1 ;Handle of 
<STDOUT> is 1 

ADDR char,R2 ;Point at char to 
"put" 

MOVW 1,R3 ;Output only 1 
character 

SVC ;Do supervisor 
call 

The remaining supervisor calls may 
require fewer parameters. but they are 
accessed similarly. 

SERVICE REQUEST WORDS 
All interfacing between the 8088 and 
3203 2 takes place in the first page of 
memory, or physical address 002000 
through OF2000 (hexadecimal) as 
seen by the 32032 . !Editor's note: All ad
dresses appear in hexadecimal unless specified 
otherwise.I Figure 2 lists the significant 
locations within that memory area. 
1\vo important communications areas 
in figure 2 are the service request 
word (SRW). and disk service request 
word (DSRW). 

There is a 32032 SRW and an 8088 
SRW. As shown in figure 3. these 
words act as mailboxes. holding 
messages that the two processors 
send to one another. For example. 
when the 32032 wants input from the 
keyboard. it first checks the 8088 
SRW. If the SRW is clear-meaning no 
action is pending-the 32032 sets it 
to I and issues an interrupt to the 
8088. The 32032 can then go do 
some other task. or just wait in a soft
ware loop for the 8088 to service the 
keyboard-input request. 

The 8088. upon getting the 32032 's 
interrupt. checks its own SRW and 
discovers that it has been set to I. The 
8088 then places the next character 
typed at the keyboard into the key
board queue. sets the 32032 SRW to 
I . clears its own S.RW. and sends an 
interrupt back to the 32032 . When the 
3203 2 processes this interrupt. it 
clears the 32032 SRW. fetches the 
character from the keyboard queue. 
and continues with the main program. 
(Normally. the 8088 puts all characters 
in the keyboard queue anyway. even 

Table I : Functions offered by the 3210 program . Each supervisor request is 
called by placing the request number in the 32032 's RO register and executing 
an SVC instruction. 3210 passes requests to LDADer (running on the 8088) . 
which accesses the actual device. Note that many supervisor requests require 
additional information in other registers. 

Supervisor Request Function 

5 Open a file or device for 1/0 
6 Close a file or device 
7 Create a file 
8 Read from a file or device 

(up to 65536 bytes) 
9 Write to a file or device 

(up to 65536 bytes) 
10 Erase a file 
11 Rename a file 
12 Seek to a byte in a file 

(The offset to seek to can be from beginning of file , 
current position in file , or end of file.) 

13 Return current position in file 
14 Get command-line arguments 
15 Terminate 32032 execution 
16 Move data from IBM to DSl-32 

(up to 65536 bytes) 
17 Move data from DSl-32 to IBM 

(up to 65536 bytes) 
18 Input from port on IBM 
19 Output to port on IBM 
20 Execute a software interrupt on the IBM 
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if the 32032 does not specifically ask 
for them.) 

There is only one DSRW. and it is · 
a little more complicated than the 
SRWs (see figure 4) . Basically. it holds 
a code number corresponding to the 
particular 1/0 operation that the 
32032 needs the 8088 to perform on 
a handle. which typically corresponds 
to a disk file. 

SUPPORT FOR 
IBM BIT-MAPPED GRAPHICS 
System call 17 (see table I) moves 
memory from the 32032 to the IBM. 
This allows you to set up single or 
multiple I 6K-byte graphics screen 
images in the 32032's memory space 
and swap them into the IBM PC's 
screen memory. It takes only a few 
tens of milliseconds to totally replace 
a PC's screen in this way. Thus. an ap
plication that. for example. requires 
animation. can use the 32032 to set 
up successive backgrounds in its own 
memory space. swapping only those 
portions of the screen memory actual
ly necessary to update the foreground 
motion. When a background change 
is needed. it can be transferred to the 
display in a fraction of a second. Note 
that it would be possible to set up a 
large background space from which 
the 161<-byte screen display could be 
"zoomed." using the 32-bit integer 
manipulation capability of the 32032 . 
Applications that have already been 
written (in a high-level language) can 
perform bit-mapped graphics with 
nearly identical code in the DSl-32 
environment. 

HIGH-LEVEL LANGUAGE 
COMPILERS 
Early in the DSl-32 design. Definicon 
benchmarked a variety of hardware/ 
software combinations. These bench
marks revealed huge speed variations 
that could only be attributed to com
piler efficiency. For example. there 
was a large speed difference between 
the various implementations of the 
UNIX portable compilers. a difference 
that seemed to depend on the port· 
ing efficiency that the particular com
pany was able to achieve. 

(co11ti11ued) 
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MONEY 

32032-8088 Interface 

Memory 

2000 
2002 
2004 
2006 

2008 
200A 

200C 
200E 

2010 
2012 

2014 
2016 
2018 
201A 
201E 

2020 
2024 
2028 
202C 

2030 .. . 
204F 

2050 
2090 
2890 

2C90 . .. 
2FFF 

3000 

Contents 

Service request word (SAW) indicates what 8088 wants 
8088 completion status 
Request word indicates what 32032 wants 
32032 completion status 

8088 queue pointer ( - > 2050) 
32032 queue pointer ( - > 2050) 

8088 queue pointer 
32032 queue pointer 

8088 queue pointer 
32032 queue pointer 

Disk service request word (DSRW) 
Current handle 
Number of bytes to transfer 

Ki;iyboard queue 

Video queue 

Printer queue 

DWORD (double word) pointer to OTA (disk transfer area) 

Disk completion status 


Heap low address 

Heap high address 

Stack low address 

Stack high address 


Reserved for expansion 

Reserved for expansion (32 bytes) 


64-byte keyboard buffer 

2048-byte video buffer 

1024-byte printer buffer 


Reserved for expansion 

Reserved for expansion (880 bytes) 


Start of free memory 


Figure 2: Memory on the OSI-3 2 can be accessed by either the on-board 
3203 2 or the PCs 8088. and the two processors use the memory for 
communication with one another. Some of the more important locations used are 
shown above. 

Service Request Word (SAW) Definitions 

SAW Action 

1 Keyboard input 
2 Video output 
3 Printer output 
4 Disk operation requested 
5 Argument request (get command-line values) 

7 Task completed normally 
FFFF Abnormal task completion, see completion byte for details 

Figure 3: Possible values for the service request word and their meanings. Each 
value corresponds to a specific request made by one processor to the other. 

with Flexforms. 
Flexforms are pre-written, ready to use contracts, 
agreements and letters designed to save your company 
time and money. Flexforms work with any word pro
cessor. You literally "fill in the blanks" and create 
customized, professional and legally-binding docu
ments/or every situation. 

&ich of the forms can be quickly tailored to suit 
your individual needs without wading through confus
ing manuals. 

Flex[orms help protect your legal rights, avoid tax 
problems, dramatically improve efficiency, increase 
profits and eliminate costly misunderstandings. 

Four Popular Series: 

BUSINESS 

Ideal for expanding businesses: 


Employee Agreements & letters, Credit & Collection 

letters, Subcontractor Agreements, lease Forms & 

Amendments, Buying & Selling Forms, Credit Forms 

& Applications, Guaranties, loan & Debt Notices & 

letters, Assignments & Transfers, Affidavits & 

Notices, Promissory Notes & 83 more! 


REAL ESTATE 

Designed for Investors, developtrs, and property 
managers: 

Residential & Commercial Forms, Purchase & Sales 
Forms, Broker & Agent Contracts & Forms, Partner
ship Agreements, Rental Forms, lease Forms, Tenan 
cy Agreements & Applications, J//egal Detainer 
Forms, loan Agreements, Financing Agreements, Ex
change Forms & Contracts, Disclaimers & Dis
closures, Contractor Agreements and 75 more! 

CORPORATE 

Exceeds State and Federal Corporate Law require
ments: 

Articles of Incorporation, Shareholder & Director 
Meeting Minutes, Corporate By-Laws, By-Law 
Amendments, Shareholder & Director Resolutions, 
Merger Resolutions, Compensation Resolutions, Divi
dend Resolutions, loan Resolutions, Fringe Benefit 
Resolutions, Employee Benefit Resolutions and 86 
more! 

PERSONNEL 

Created for growing organizations: 


Personnel Policy Manual, Employee Safety Manual, 

Employment Agreements & Applications, Secrecy & 

Invention Forms, Confidentiality Agreements, Non

Compete Agreements, 25 Job Descriptions, Consul

tant Agreements, Agency Agreements, Personnel let

ters, Performance Reviews and 25 more! 

Flexforms have been prepared under legal counsel. 

Unlike forms written by lawyers for lawyers, they are 

concise and easy to understand without needless legal

ese. Available in IBM and Apple disk formats. 

&ich series only 


$49.95 

(plus $5 shipping), includes hard copy. A ll 
four for $175 and we pay the shipping! Visa 
and Mastercard accepted. Inquiry 28 

Atkins Associates 
P.O. Box 781 • Santa Cruz, CA 95061 

(408) 426-7638 
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THE 32000 AND HIGH.-LEVEL LANGUAGES 


T he NS32000 instruction set eases 
the task of writing efficient com

pi lers As an example. let's look at a 
simple subroutine in C that normalizes 
the size of a positive floating-point 
number to be between 0.5 and I and 
returns the corresponding scaling ex
ponent such that 

input argument = normalized result • 
2" exponent 

This subroutine. in C. might be written 
as shown in listing A. 

A more efficient means of perform
ing this function is to examine the way 
in wh ich the IEEE (Institute of Electrical 
and Electron ics Engineers) standard 
specifies a floating-point number (see 
figure A) . The number is made up of 
a sign bit. an I I-bit exponent. and a 
52-bit mantissa. We can write figure A 
as a structure in C (using bit fields) : 

typedef struct { 
unsigned mantissa 1 : 32 ; 
unsigned mantissa 2 : 20 ; 
unsigned exponent : 11 ; 
unsigned sign : 1 ; 

} double_precision_ieee; 

When the Normalize subroutine is 
ca lled. this number will have been 
pushed onto the stack by the calling 
routine. All the Green Hills compilers 
use identical ·calling procedures. so the 
code and subroutines from each can 


' be intermixed. Using this new structure. 

we could rewrite the subroutine as 

shown in listing B. 

The Green Hills C compiler gen
erated the 32032 machine code in 
listing C. 

We leave it to you to check the as
sembler code your favorite compiler 
generates with this routine. With our 
8088 and Digital Research C. this 
source code generated about 22 lines 
of assembler. plus a call to a library 
function . 

Listing A: A sample C program to normalize a floating-point number to 
between 0.5 and I. 

double normalize(y,exp) 

double y; 

int · exp; 

int scaler = O; 

{ 
if ( y > 1.0) 

while(y > 1.0) {scaler= scaler+ 1; y = y/2.0; } 
else if (y<0.5) 

while (y<0.5) {scaler = scaler -1 ; y=y *2.0; } 
·exp= scaler; 
return(y); 
} 

F 


· BIT: 63 62 51 

NUMBER= (-1) 5 X 2(E-1023l X 1.F2 

Figure A: IEEE standard for 64-bit floating-point number. Tlie S bit indicates 
tlie number's sign-0 is positive and I is negative. Tlie E or exponent field is in 
excess- I02 3 form (subtract I02 3 from tlie value in tlie E field to get tlie actual 
exponent) . Tlie F field liolds tlie fractional portion of tlie number. 
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Listing B: A modified version of listing A. using a C data structure. 

double normalize(y, exp) 

double y; 

int · exp; 


/• create a pointer to the argument passed on the stack •/ 

register double_precision_ieee • pointer = &y : 


J• calculate an exponent value by subtracting 1023 (all ·I 

/ • ones) from the argument 's exponent value •/ 


· exp = pointer - > exponent - 1023: 


/ · and normalize the argument 's exponent to all ones · / 
pointer - > exponent = 1023; 

/ • return the modified number (and of course, the exponent) •/ 
return(y); 

Listing C: 32032 macfiine code generated by tfie Green Hills C compiler 
for tfie program sfiown in listing B. 

.module normalize.c 

.program 
_normalize: -

addrd 8(sp) ,r1 ;first line of C code done 
extsd 6(r1 ), r0.4.11 :EXTract Short Double 

;from bit one, length of 11 
;from the 32-bit word at (R1)+6 
;put them into bits 0- 1 O of RO 

subd 1023,rO ;next line of C code 
movd r0 ,0(16,sp)) ;put it onto the stack for return 
inssd 1023,6(r1).4 ,11 	;INSert Short Double 

;syntax similar to above extsd 
;except that an immediate field 
;inserted 

movl 8(sp) ,f0 	 ;get Y to FO, the return code 
;for the calling program 

rxp 0 
;_pointer r1 local ;the compiler tells us where 
;_ y 8(sp) local ;it put the variables 
;_exp 6(sp) local 
.endseg 

To better evaluate compiler efficien
cy. ·Definicon examined the inter
mediate assembler source-code out
puts and was able to divide the dif
ferences into the following two 
categories: 

• degradations in floating-point per
formance due to a compiler's inabili
ty to produce in-line source code 
• degradations due to the inability of 
the compiler to optimize its output 
code 

Lack of in-line code often leads to 
a call to a subroutine every time a 
mathematical operation is performed. 
With in-line code. the compiler pro
duces code to perform a mathemat
ical operation-such as multi 
plication-every time it scans the 
operation. With the compact instruc
tion set of the 32000 series. this 
reduces several lines of code to just 
one or two. · 

Lack of optimization is easily recog
nized. For instance. when compiling 
a benchmark that Definicon had de
vised to test floating-point operations. 
the UNIX portable C compiler pro
duced the following code within the 
Z = Y * X execution loop: 

MOVF _X,FO ;get X from memory 
to floating register 
0 

MULF _ Y,FO ;multiply it by Y 
MOVF F0,-2 ;store the result in 

Z (in memory) 

The Green Hills compilers shifted X 
and Y into floating-point registers out
side the loop and then performed the 
much faster 

MULF FO,F2 ;multiply where it 
stored X and Y 

MOVF F2,F4 ;and store it where 
it wants Z 

(It was interesting to note that the 
VAX compi ler optimizers were so ef
ficient that they removed any opera
tions that produced results that were 
not used later in the program. This 
caused a great deal of trouble until 
Definicon devised benchmarks to 
force the generation of real code.) 

Several other differences between 
(continued) 
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Just compare these features. · 
Nobody else offers this kind ef 
versatility and reliability. And it 
only costs $450 (plus shipping). 
So why settle for less? Call or 
write today for a detailed 
brochure. 

Pickles & 'ftout® 
P.O. Box 1206 
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(805) 685-4641 
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DSI COPROCESSOR 


compilers were also evident. The 
32032 has a "move quick" instruction 
for immediate operators in the range 
of +8 to - 7. For example: 

MOVOD 6,RO 

is only a 2-byte instruction that moves 
6 into register RO as a 32-bit ("dou
ble") quantity. If the operand is out of 
this range. most other compilers 
generate: 

MOVD 34,RO, 

which takes longer to execute than 
the previous instruction because the 
34 is stored as a 32 -bit. immediate 
double word. 

The Green Hills compilers. however. 
generate 

ADDR @34,RO, 

which tells the CPU (central-process
ing unit) to calculate the effective ad
dress of 34. which is of course 34. and 
place the resulting 32 bits in RO. This 
construct requires only a I-byte field 
for the immediate value and therefore 
executes faster. 

Consequently, Definicon selected 
the Green Hills C. Pascal. and FOR
TRAN compilers for the DSI-32 . Since 
these compilers were written in 
Pascal. Definicon attempted to port 
them by compiling them in an 8088 
Pascal. This did not work because of 
segmentation constraints on the 8088 
(see the text box "The Need for 
Speed" on page 124). so Definicon 
wrote an interface package that was 
used to port the Pascal compiler to 
the DSl-32 . When Pascal was running 
successfully on the board. it was used 
to bring up the C and FORTRAN com
pilers. 

FORTH 
FORTH-83 defines integers and ad
dresses clearly as 16-bit words. This 
severely limits FORTH's usefulness in 
a full 32-bit environment. Because 
each memory access on the OSI-3 2 
(including. of course. stack accesses) 
is 3 2 bits wide. it makes no sense for 
a 32032 FORTH implementation to 
observe these restrictions. 

(continued) 

Disk Service Request Word (DSRW) Definitions 

DSRW Action 

Open a file, returning a handle of 1-0xFFFF, or O if not found. The 
filename desired will be in the OTA, with the number of bytes count set to 
the length of the filename. Note that the OTA is a DWORD pointer, and 
thus the DTA may be anywhere in the 32032 address space. 

2 Make a file, returning a handle of 1-0xFFF, or 0 if the disk system is full. 
Same notes as 1, except that if the file exists, it is truncated to a length of 
zero. 

3 Close a handle, returning the filename in the OTA, with the number of 
bytes count set to the length of the filename. If an error occurs, then a 
completion status will be nonzero. 

4 Rename a handle. The new name is in the OTA, with length set as above. 
An error is shown by a nonzero completion status. 

5 Read data from a handle. Data is read into the OTA, for a count of n bytes. 
Errors are returned as nonzero completion status. 

6 Write data to a handle. Data is written from the OTA, for n bytes count. 
Errors are returned as nonzero completion status. 

7 Seek to location. The current handle file pointer is moved to the location 
specified by the value in the D\f'v'ORD OTA pointer. This allows 2 " 31 file 
size. 

8 Tell current location. The current handle's file pointer location is returned in 
the DTA pointer. 

9 Delete a file. The OTA points to a valid filename. Status is returned in the 
handle. 

Figure 4: Values for tfie disk service request word and tfieir meanings. 
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When you're building a new company, every penny 
is important. So, when we were evaluating PC's and I 
recommended the new high-performance Olivetti M24, 
my boss thought high-performance meant added 
expens.e. I explained that while the new M24 is faster 
than the new IBM PC, it costs about the same. 

When I told him the M24 is fully compatible with 
IBM and comes from Olivetti, a world leader in high 
technology, I knew I had won his approval. But, my 
boss' eyes really lit up when I told him about all the 
important features that come with Olivetti's M24 .. . 
features we need, but he'd pay extra for with IBM 
li'ke the super high-resolution monitor, a graphics 
adapter, parallel and serial ports, and a perpetual 
clock calendar. 

My M24 also has 7 expansion slots, not just 5! You 'd 
use all those IBM slots just adding on the features our 
M24 came with! Now we havea PC that can grow and 
expand along with our company. 

Fact is, my boss was so impressed with the M24, 1:1e 
said I deserve a raise . I didn 't get one . .. he just said I 
deserve one. 
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THE NEED FOR SPEED 


Early in 1984. Definicon Systems 
Inc. developed an advanced algo

ri thm for spectral decomposition and 
performed most of the development 
work on a VAX-111780. When that 
became too expensive. Definicon 
turned to an HP9000 32-bit super
microcomputer. After a few months 
Definicon realized that owning an IBM 
PC clone would be much cheaper than 
leasing the HP9000. 

Before deciding to go with the IBM 
PC architecture. Definicon performed 
benchmarks on a range of machines. 
from the VAX minicomputer. through 
68000 UNIX-based machines. to PCs. 
The benchmark programs included the 
prime-number sieve. as well as a pro
gram devised specifically to test the 
arithmetic processing unit's speed. The 
early results indicated than an IBM PC 
clone was capable of providing about 
the same performance as the more ex
pensive machines. So Definicon 
bought an Eagle Turbo. which had 
about twice the measured speed of a 
basic IBM PC XT. 

When Definicon converted the 
algorithms to Microsoft FORTRAN . 
they were unpleasantly surprised to 
find that the benchmarking had been 
misleading. The algorithms took about 
90 minutes to run on the 8086-about 
5 times longer than the benchmarks 
had indicated. It took Definicon several 
months to find the problem. 

The prime-number benchmark-the 
popular "Sieve of Eratosthenes" (see 
"Eratosthenes Revisited : Once More 
through the Sieve" by Jim Gilbreath and 
Gary Gilbreath. January 1983 BYTE. 
page 283)-initializes a Boolean (byte) 
array to logical TRUE then blanks out 
the nonprime numbers one by one. 
leaving only the primes unmarked. 

For several reasons. the Sieve of 
Eratosthenes turns out to be a par
ticularly bad indicator of advanced 
processor performance. For one thing. 
the usual array size is 8191 numbers. 
a value that exercises only the 16-bit 
arithmetic capabilities of the CPU. In 
addition. the array is Boolean. a byte 
array that means the 32-bit processors 

usually discard 3 of the 4 bytes they 
fetch at each memory access. 

The true measure of CPU perfor
mance. however. can be gl impsed 
when the array grows. When we try to 
find the primes in the first 40.000 
numbers. for instance. a different pic
ture emerges. The IBM PC AT (and the 
XT) drops to about 1/8 the perfor
mance of the 32- and 64-bit machines 
when 32-bit arithmetic has to be used 
(numbers are larger than 32 .767). 

A fundamental limit of the seg
mented architecture (found in the 
8088/8086/80286 CPUs of the IBM 
PCs) is reached when the array extends 
to 65.536 numbers. Definicon could 
not find a compiler for the 8088/8086 
that could deal with arrays with more 
than 2 16 elements. 

Another major limitation of the seg
mented architecture. however. is not 
shown by the Sieve. The 8088/8086 
and 80286 have a data space that only 
spans 64K bytes at a time. To handle 
data structures larger than 64K bytes. 
these CPUs must employ.lengthy tests 
whenever a data byte is fetched. These 
tests check to see if the byte is from 
the current data segment and. if not. 
must switch the processor to the 
needed segment. 

Although Definicon was interested 
primarily in scientific applications. the 
performance conclusions generally 
apply to many business software ap
plications. In particular. spreadsheets 
and database managers are slowed 
considerably by the 64K segmentation 
overhead. 

The 32032 architecture avoids the 
segmentation delays. Every module of 
code written for the 32032 has a 
module table. Each module table has 
four entries: static base. link table base. 
code base. and one reserved entry. The 
32032 supports a "call external pro
cedure" mechanism that uses the 
module table for a fast context change. 
A routine may also access an external 
variable if it knows both the module in 
which the variable is declared and the 
offset (to the variable location) at which 
the required data is stored. 

A 32032 FORTH is available for the 
DSl-32 board from Symbolic Process
ing Systems of Orange. California. 
Symbolic Processing Systems' FORTH 
defines all integers and addresses as 
32 bits wide. In addition . the storage 
order of bytes in memory has been 
changed to match that of the 32032 . 
!Editor's 11ote: The 32032 stores all multi
byte qua11tities with the least sig11ifica11t byte 
at tl1e lowest address.I This version in 
cludes the FORTH editor. string and 
file support. together with all float
ing-point operations. 

Serious FORTH programmers will 
be interested in the upgraded FORTH 
package. complete with an assembler. 
debugging aids. the metacompiler. 
and FORTH source screens. The meta
compi ler allows recreation of a 
customized FORTH from its source 
screens. The debugging tools. includ
ing TRACE and VIEW facilities and a 
decompiler. provide a full-featured 
32-bit FORTH programming environ
ment. In addition. this FORTH is multi 
tasking. with the number of tasks 
limited only by the available memory 
space. (See the text box on page 134 
of the August BYTE for price 
information.) 

Additionally. a small LISP interpreter 
and a small BASIC compiler. both 
written in FORTH . are available for the 
DSI-32 . 

CONCWSION 
Coupled with the UNIX-like shell and 
high-level language compilers. the 
DSI-32 board performs on a level 
previously occupied by expensive 
minicomputers. It offers IBM PC 
owners 3 2-bit computing-an up
grade that doesn't cause the usual 
problem of equipment obsolescence. 

A FORTH interpreter is available for 
$299 from Symbolic Processing 
Systems. 501 West Maple. Orange. CA 
92668. (714) 637-4298 . • 
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DATAEA E™ 

The Corporate Database Standard. 


DATAEASE DATAEASE DATAEASE 
# 1 with Corporate users. # 1 with Reviewers #1 in Corporate sales. 

Thousands of businesses, both "I was very impressed with its Accord ing to several recent best 
large and small, use DATAEASE overall performance and features ." seller lists, DATAEASE Is now the 
to solve their needs. Because Bill Jacobson Industry standard for corporate 
DATAEASE, with Its Ideal combi BYTE, October 1984 users who want a database that 
nation of power and ease-of-use, doesn't requ ire programming: 
allows you to gather, link, calcu 'DATAEASE is a true winner." 
late and report Information key 
to decision making  all without 

Business Computer Systems 
April 1984 

DATAEASE tops dBASEll, R:BASE™ 
in Corporate Software sales. 

programming skills. lnfosystems, March 1985 

"We chose DATAEASE over 
dBASEll ™ and Lotus 1-2 -3 ™ 

because most of the program
ming was already done." 

DATAEASE was rated good or 
excellent in performance, docu
mentation, ease-of-use, error 
handling, support... in all areas. 

Corporate Best Seller List 

DATAEASE outsold all other 
database management systems 
ahead ofdBASElll '", Symphony™ 

Joe Dane, Human Resources Director 
lnfoWorld 
March 25, 1985 

Framework ™ and R:BASE 4000. 

MCI Telecommunications Corporation MIS, Inc., September 1984 
A leading supplier to Corporate 

"Office staff members with little 
to no computer experience are 
actively using DATAEASE to 
improve productivity In handling 

"DATAEASE is perhaps the most 
effective blend of ease-of-use 
and performance available for 
PC users to date." 

America 

DATAEASE ranked #3 on best 
sellers list; outselling 

large amounts of information." Data Decisions 
January 1985 

Lotus 1-2 -3 ™, R:BASE and 
Powerbase rM 

Louis M. Brigando, Senior VP, 
Metl'ath, Inc. 

for information or the dealer nearest you call : 
Software News, March 1985 
Corporate Best Sellers List 

"We switched from a $250,000 
mini system to a $15,000 sys
tem of IBM PC's and DATAEASE. 

800-243-5123 Why settle for less? Contact 
Software Solutions, Inc. for more · 
information on DATAEASE, the 

Now orders, inventory, sales . . . 
everything is easier. All without 

# 1 choice of Corporate America. 

the help ofa programmer." Software Solutions, Inc. 
J.A. Fulmer 305 Blc Drive, Milford, CT 06460 
Robinson 203-877-9268 
Foundry, Inc. Telex: 703972 

© 1985 Software Solutions, Inc. 

Scandanavla South Africa Switzerland, France 
West Soft NS, Alesund, Norway; ( 4 7) 7 l ·41141 Datanex. Cralghlll; 11724·6353 Softsource, S&A 1222 Vesenaz, Switzerland; 022-3516-55 

United Kingdom West Germany, Austria 
Sapphire Systems, Esse><; 01 -554-0562 M&T Software Verlag. Munich; 069-4613·0 
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1ianset 1000: The print buffer, communicati:on8 buffer, 

port expander, printer sharer and 1/0 switcher~ All in one. 

Anyone with a personal computer 
and one or more peripherals has 
faced the all-too-familiar dilemma. 
You need your eomputer to do an 
important job. But you're forced 
to wait for the system to finish one 
job (printing. communicating. what
ever) before you can go on to the 
next one. Or you need to stop what 
you're doing to switch cables when 
you want to use another peripheral. 

Wait no more. Now Hayes intro
duces an innovative new device that 
lets you perform many jobs-at the 
same time-independent of your 
computer. Transet 1000. It works 
with a wide range of systems and 
configurations. And it allows you 
to continually 
expand your sys
tem as your needs 
grow. 

Transet 1000 
frees your com
puter from waiting 
on your printer or 
modem-so you 
and your com
puter can go on 
to another task. 

Even while printing. Tran set 1000 acts as a com· 
munications buffer and 24-hour mailbox. And 1/0 
switching lets you route information among 
peripherals. without switching cables. 

It even lets you 
print out documents in pre-set for
mats without having to go back into 
your computer. At the sar:ne time. 
Transet 1000 can operate unattended 
mailbox communications-24 hours 
a day-even if your computer 
is turned off. 

l\vo computers can share one printer with 
nanset 1000. Or. you can use n anset 1000 to let 
two computers communicate with each other. 

In addition. Transet 1000 is a port 
expander and software-controlled 
1/0 switcher. Now files can be easily 
directed and redirected to different 
peripherals. without physically 
changing cable connections. 

Transet 1000 
contains a stand
alone micropro
cessor. and comes 
with 128K of mem
ory. It operates 
with any RS-232 
interface com
puter. and has 
optional accessory 
kits available for 
the IBM"' PC and PC 
XT. Macintosh'"and 

Apple lie. Kits contain the necessary 
host cable. a-user guide and menu
driven software that lets you 
graphically set up or 
customize .~~)~~~~m
port ii 

parametersan'd printingf9rmats. 
Cables availablefor IBM PC AT, other 
computers and peripherals. 
, Like all tlay~s products.'Iranset 1000 

combines sophistlc.ated ~~e_ln)lities
with easy operation. Just}is}fayes 
set the standard in personalcom
puter communications, now Hayes 
is taking the lead in computer task 
management. 

Contact your authorized Hayes 
dealer to see how Transet 1000 can 
help you get a lot more productivlty 

Transet 1000 allows printing on both a dot matri x 
printer and letter quality printer. while freeing your 
computer for other tasks. 

out of your computer system
without tying up your computer 
or you. . 

Hayes Microcomputer . 
Product~. lnc.,PO.Box 10520 
Atlanta. Georgia 30348 
404L44l-1617 

Innovative products for enterprising.people 
© 1985 Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc. Inquiry 166 



CORVUS INTROlllCES 

SHARED STORAGE. 


FOR THE REST OF THE OFRCE. 


Wthout mass storage that every 
Macintosh can access, your net
worked office won't have a prayer. 

· Because you'll still have to 
share data by swapping floppies. 

Andjust consider 
how fast a floppy 
disk fills up with an 
entire workgroup 
compiling data. 
'lb share information, 
you have to get those 
floppies neatly 
stacked, sorted and 
cataloged. 

Something 
your computer 
should do for you. 

Which is 
why we've introduced 
OmniTulk software. It 
lets you network your Mac
intosh Office and LaserWriter 
printer with an Omni
Drive hard disk. So you 
can store all your files 
in one place.And share 
information whenever you want, 
with whomever you want. 

Without turning your 
floppies into little frisbees. Several 
people can even access the same 
information at once-something 

a floppy could never do. With Omni
Drive and OmniThlk,your Macintosh 
Office has faster access to 
software and data, greater 

storage capacity, even 
easier back-up 

capability. Plus, you get 
three levels of protec

tion to keep your files safe. 
And with the Corvus 126MB 
hard disk, it all costs less per 
megabyte than any other 
system.You see, Corvus has 

more experience net 
working than anyone

J else.No one offers 
~ more, because no 

one can. 
So take it from us. 

Ifyou're going to add people 
to your new Macintosh 
Office, add the mass storage 

system that every 
one can use. 
OmniDrive 
from Corvus. 
Then your 
Macintoshes 
can really 
start talkin' 
business. 

For more 
information, call 
(800) 4-CORVUS. 

Macintosh is a trademarklicen.<>ed lo Apple Com puter, Inc. 

Luse rWri ter is a trademark of AppleComputer,lnc.OmnlDrive and Omni'Th.lk are tnufomarics u!Curvus Inc. 
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BY BRIAN MCKEON 

AN ALGORITHM 
FOR DISK 
CACHING WITH 
LIMITED MEMORY 

Efficient disk buffering 

for a small system 

R 
eading and writing to 
floppy disks is of~en time
consummg on microcom
puters. The increased use 

of 16-bit microprocessors has caused 
floppy-disk delays to become a signifi
cant bottleneck in many programs for 
these processors. One solution to this 
problem is to add a RAM (random
access read/write memory) disk. but 
this is an expensive answer. This arti
cle presents a set of C functions that 
use a small amount of memory to 
store (cache) copies of certain disk 
sectors and improve the performance 
of floppy-disk systems. The algorithms 
used in these functions are suitable 
for any situation in which only a small 
amount of memory can be allocated 
as a cache. 

The routines were developed as 
part of a multiprocessing operating 
system. now dubbed "Tonto:· for the 
8088/86 processor (see listing 1). The 
goal was to have multiprocessing and 
UNIX-like behavior on a system with 
floppy-disk drives and l 28K bytes of 
memory. Originally I added caching to 
read or alter single bytes in a disk 
block (sector) without having to be 
concerned with reading and writing 
the whole block. Later. I improved the 
performance of the operating system 
significantly by the caching algorithm 
that I will describe in this article. 

Disk-block caching is a technique 

ILLUSTR ATED BY DAVE RIDLEY 

whereby copies of a number of disk 
blocks are kept in memory. If any re
quests are made to read from or alter 
the blocks that are cached. then the 
disk need not be accessed and the 
transfers are so fast that they ap
proach memory-disk performance. 

When designing a caching system 
you have to decide how much mem
ory, or number of buffers. will be 
allocated for disk-block copies. Deci
sions behind caching with large 

amounts of memory allocated for the 
cache (2 56K bytes is typical) were 
discussed in "Maximizing Hard-Disk 
Performance" by Roy Chaney and 

(continued) 

Brian McKean is an Australifln with a Ph.D. 
in medicine. He recently completed two years 
of research at MIT supported by a grant from 
the National Health and Medical Research 
Council of Australia. He can be contacted at 
1-18 Manion Ave.. Rose Bay, Sydney. 
Australia. 
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DISK CACHING 


Listing I: Routines for buffer manipulation, buffered block. and character 110. 

/' 

Buffer manipulation, buffered block, and character 1/0 routines. 


·; 

#include "xdefs.h" 1· system-wide definitions •I 

#define BLKSIZ 512 I' disk-block size •I 
#define NBUF 18 /' number of block 

buffers in cache ·I 

#define XBFLGS 0 I• flags for a buffer •I 
#define XBDEV 1 /' device and block of which •I 
#define XBBLK 2 /' this buffer is a copy •I 
#define XBAGE 3 /'"time" of last access'/ 
#define XBFREQ 4 I• frequency-of-access parameter '/ 
#define XBUF 5 I• start of actual buffer •I 

#define XBFREAD 01 /' buffer header bit flags •I 
#define XBFWRIT 02 

#define XBUFSIZ (XBUF + (BLKSIZ/2)) /' buffer plus header size 'I 
#define MINRDBUF (NBUF/3) /' cache flush threshold '/ 
extern int traceflg, ;• debug tracing flag ·I 

•sysproc; I· ptr to system process descriptor •I 
int 	 •freebuf, ;• free buffer list pointer •I 

bufpool[NBUF'XBU FSIZ], I' pool of buffers and headers for each •I 
devioage; 1· counter of calls to buffered 1/0 lune •I 

1· 
Initialization of buffer management. 

'freebuf' is a pointer to the first free buffer on the free list. 

If the free list is empty, 'freebuf' will be 0. 

·; 
bufinit() 
{ 

int k, ·ip; 

printf("buffer pool at O/od/n ", bufpool); 

freebuf = O; 1· freebuf = = O will indicate end of free list •I 

ip = bufpool + XBUF; ;• point at start of first buffer •I 

for(k = 0; k < NBUF ; k+ +) 


{ 
buffree(ip) ; /' and free up all buffers •I 
ip = ip + XBUFSIZ; 
} 

/' 

Return a buffer to the pool. 

Range checking has been removed 

as this function is only called by the system. 

·; 
buffree(buQ 

int · but; /' note usage as array of int for correct pointer maths •; 

{ 

buf = bu! - XBUF; /' back up to address 
of buffer header '/ 

buf[XBFLGS] = O; I' clear all flags '/ 
buf[XBFLGS + 1] = freebuf ; /' link onto free list •I 
freebuf = but; 

;· 
Allocate a buffer from the pool. 

Look for the buffer with the lowest frequency of use and, 

if more that one with the same value, choose the least 

recently used (LRU) one. 


(continued) 

Random replacement, 
FIFO, and LRU are 
decision algorithms 
for copy displacement. 
Brian Johnson (May 1984 BYTE. page 
307). In the case of the Tonto operat
ing system, a large process and a cou
ple of smaller processes left little 
room for a large cache and forced an 
18-block (9K-byte) cache size. This 
restriction of a small cache is typical 
of many other applications where 
caching is implemented as part of a_ 
program. for example. programs for 
CP/M on 64K-byte machines. 

The next design question-which 
copy should be displaced-arises 
when all cache buffers contain copies 
of disk blocks and a request is made 
for a block that is not in the cache. 
The decision algorithms in common 
use are random replacement. first
in/first-out (FIFO), and least recently 
used (LRU). Chaney and Johnson 
didn't find much difference in perfor
mance with large caches; however. the 
algorithm becomes very important 
when small caches are involved. To 
see why, we can look at typical activi
ty in a large cache. 

Much operating-system disk activi
ty is concerned with opening, reading 
or writing. and closing files. It is ob
vious that a lot of this activity will in
volve reading and writing to directory 
blocks; therefore, it is desirable to try 
to keep copies of these blocks in the 
cache. After opening a file. the cache 
will contain copies of directory blocks. 
Reading a file will cause copies of its 
blocks to displace other copies in the 
cache. With large caches. the size is 
larger than most files and. when it 
comes time to open another file. the 
copies of directory blocks will prob
ably still be in the cache. This will 
apply to any blocks that are accessed 
often: the chance of finding them in 
the cache will be higher than for other 
blocks that are used less. 

(continued) 
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Non-stop__..,__ 

to 
The XENIX® market is taking 

off. To keep up you've got to 
convert your MS-DOS® software 
to run on the new, faster 80286 
machines. Quickly. Efficiently. 

Nobody makes porting 
software to the XENIX environ
ment as easy as Microsoft; you 
simply recompile the original 
source code. 

Our full-featured XENIX 
languages use commands and 
syntax identical to their 
MS-DOS siblings. So you don't 
have to rewrite your program to 
move it. 

Whether your applications 

~re ~ritten MICR- -SOFt 

ln Microsoft The High Performance Software"' 

versions of Pascal, BASIC, 
COBOL or FORTRAN, we 
have the solution to your trans
portation problems. 

For the name of your nearest 

Microsoft dealer call ( 800) 
426-9400. In Washington State, 
Alaska, Hawaii and Canada, call 
(206) 828-8088. 

Overall features of XENIX Languages 
• Shell support of syncronous and asyncronous tasks. 
• Support of pipes for interprocess communication as a 
generalized 1/0 device. 
• Record and file locking: 

- For sequential, random, dynamic and ISAM files. 
- Blocked or unblocked fil e reads. 
- Deny access, deny read and deny write lock levels. 
- Automatic or manual record and file locking of 

ISAM files. 
Microsoft FORTRAN Compiler 
•Based on ANSI 77 (x3.9-1978) standard . 
•Single-and double-precision for both real and complex 
data types. 
•Math packages: 287 support , alternative fas t math and 
BCD decimal math . 
• Large program support. 
Microsoft COBOL Compiler 
•High Level 2 ANSI 74 standard features. 
• Multi-key ISAM with split keys, alternate keys and 
duplicate keys. 
• Interactive extended screen section. 
Microsoft BASIC Interpreter 
• Standard Microsoft BASIC. 
•Supports trace, single step and immediate execution. 
• Supports random, dynamic, ISAM and sequential 
file 1/0. 
Microsoft Pascal Compiler 
•ANSI and ISO standard with extensions. 
• Math packages: 287 support, alternative fast math and 
BCD decimal math. 
• Large program support. 

Microsoft . XENIX and MS-DOS arc registered trademarks and 

The High Performance Sofrwa re is a cr:idcmnrk o( Micro!iofr Corpo ration. 
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If the number of read-type butters is below the minimum, 
flush any write butters. ., 
bufalloc() 
{ 

int *ptr, *ip, k, age, oldest, freq, nrdbuf, nflush; 

if(freebuD /* any butters on free list? *I 


{ 

ptr = freebuf; /* point free-list pointer to next on list */ 

freebuf = freebuf[XBFLGS + 1]; 

fillw(ptr + XBUF, SYSDSEG , 0, BLKSIZ/2) ; /' fill with null '/ 

return (ptr + XBUF); 

} 


ptr = bufpool; I* otherwise look for a 'READ' butter '/ 

nrdbuf = 0; /* counter of number of 'READ' 


butters found •I 

ip = O; /' 'ip ' will be nonzero if a 'READ ' 


butter found ·I 

freq = 32767; /' hunt for XBFREO less than this (a big 


number) '/ 

oldest = O; I• hunt for a butter older than this ·I 

for(k = O; k < NBUF ; k+ +) 


{ 
if(ptr[XBFLGS] & XBFREAD) /' a READ-type butter '/ 

{ 
nrdbuf+ + ; 
if(ptr[XBFREQ] < = freq) 

{ 

freq = ptr[XBFREO] ; 

age = devioage - ptr[XBAGE] ; 

if(age > oldest) 


{ 
oldest = age; 
ip = ptr; /* save it *I 
} 

} 

ptr = ptr + XBUFSIZ; 

} 


if(nrdbuf < MINRDBUF) 

nflush = bufsflushO; /* record number flushed *I 


if(ip) /' was a READ butter found? '/ 

{ 
buttree(ip + XBUF); /' free it up ·I 
return bufalloc( ); /' and try again ·I 
} 

else if(nflush) /' were any write butters flushed? ·I 

return bufalloc( ); 


else stop("bufalloc/problems" ); 


,. 
Buttered block 110 function . _ 

Give device, read/write , desired block, address of data, and ID 

of process requesting 110 . 

Returns number of bytes transferred. 

*/ 

bufdevio(dev, rwfn, blk, addr, proc) 

int *dev, rwfn , blk, addr, *proc; 

{ 

int *ip; 

return cbufdevio(dev, rwfn, blk, 0, BLKSIZ, addr, proc); 


/* (continued) 

With small caches the reading of 
most files will displace any block 
copies that were in the cache before 
the file was read. This problem can be 
avoided for copies of directory blocks 
by having a separate cache for that in
formation. Instead I have developed 
a more general scheme that responds 
to frequent demand for any blocks. 
The key to a better technique is to 
measure the frequency of access to 
a block copy and use this information 
when deciding which copy to dis
place. The LRU and FIFO algorithms 
are based on frequency of access. but 
they are approximations of frequen 
cy of access and they break down 
with small cache sizes. I will describe 
a simple technique that is more ap
plicable in these situations. 

ALGORITHM AND 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Figure 1 shows the data structure of 
the cache used in the listing. The C 
compiler used to develop the routines 
is a much-modified version of a 
public-domain program ("A Small-C 
Compiler" by Ron Cain. Dr. Dobb's Jour
nal. May 1980. page 176). which has 
been tailored for the 8088/86 pro
cessor. It does not recognize structure 
syntax . so the buffers and their 
headers are declared as integer arrays 
in the listing. 

Each buffer in the cache has asso
ciated information that specifies the 
block and device from which it has 
been copied. In addition. flags are in
cluded to indicate if the buffer copy 
has been altered and not yet written 
to disk. The other parameters. 
XBFREQ and XBAGE. are used when 
deciding which copy to displace when 
the cache is full and a , buffer is 
requested. 

Whenever a block copy is found in 
the cache (a "hit"). the frequency-of
use parameter (XBFREO) is in
creased. When. a block copy is not in 
the cache (a "miss") and no buffers 
are free. the cache is scanned to find 
the block copy with lowest frequen
cy of use (lowest XBFREQ) and this 
copy is displaced. If multiple copies 
with same lowest frequency of use are 

(continued) 
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Bring your companys presentation graphics into 

the computer age with the best recommendation 


you can make: Hewlett-Packard. 


Hewlett-Packard's Graphics 
Plotters introduce professional-quality 
graphs and charts to the office ... 
quality that, quite frankly, makes the 
competition look stone-age by 
comparison. 

Combine our brilliant color capa
bility, precise line quality, and proven 
reliability-and HP becomes the obvi
ous choice for your presentation 
graphics needs. When it comes to 
plotters, it's easy to see why HP has 
become the world's Number One 
recommendation. 

Compare the quality ofan 
HP Plotter... 

Before making your graphics plotter 
recommendation, find out how HP 
stacks up against the competition. 
Here's a quick checklist: 

Are the lines sharp and bold? Do 
they meet precisely? Are the diagonal 
lines smooth? Is· the text easy to read? 

In a chart, is the area fill uniform? 
With HP, the answer is always yes, yes, 
and...yes. 

Runs with leading PC's 
and software packages. 

HP Graphics Plotters are compatible 
with most of the personal computers 
in your office, including IBM, Compaq, 
and AT&T-as well as a host of HP 
computers. You even have a choice of 
many off-the-shelf software packages, 
such as Lotus 1-2-3'" and Symphony,'"* 
that give you "first-day" productivity. 

Send today for your 

FREE sample plots-


and see exactly what we mean. 

Return the coupon-or call us toll

free at (800) FOR-HPPC. We'll send 
you a detailed brochure, a list of 
available software, plus sample plots 
from both an HP Graphics Plotter 
and a leading printer. Don't resort 
to stone-age methods before seeing 
the difference an HP Graphics Plotter 
can make. Call Hewlett-Packard today. 
0 1·2·3 and Symphony are trademarks 
or Lotus Development Corporation . 

Leadership i11 Business Graphics. 

For Leaders in B11si11ess. 
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Buffered character 1/0 function. 

Give: device, read/write, desired block, offset in block 

at which transfer is to occur, number of bytes to transfer, 

address of data, and ID of process requesting 1/0. 

Returns number of bytes transferred. 

•I 
cbufdevio(dev, rwfn, blk, offset, nbytes, addr, proc) 
int *dev, rwfn , blk, offset, nbytes, addr, *proc; 
{ 

int *ip, *buf, k, c_locn : 
if(traceflg > 2) 

printf(" cbufdevio(O/od, O/od, O/od, O/od, O/od, O/od, O/od)/n", 
dev, rwfn , blk, offset, nbytes, addr, proc); 

if(( offset < 0) I (nbytes < 0)) ; • check for bad arguments •I 
stop("bufdevio negative arg"): 

if((offset + nbytes) > BLKSIZ) 
stop("bufdevio request too big " ); 

if(nbytes = = 0) 
return O: 

devioage + + ; ; • bump access counter •I 
if((devioage & 017) = = 0) ; • i.e. , every 16 times called •; 

{ ;• 'decay' all XBFREQ values by one half (rotate) •I 

ip = bufpool; 

for(k = 0; k < NBUF ; k+ +) 


if(ip[XBFLGS) & XBFREAD) ;• a READ-type buffer •I 
ip[XBFREQ) = ip[XBFREQ) > > 1; ;• halve * / 

} 
if(ip = findblk(blk , dev)) t• this device block in a buffer? •t 

{ 
1· 
increase frequency of access count and 
reset time last accessed ·/ 
ip[XBFREQ) = ip[XBFREQ) + 128: 

ip[XBAGE) = devioage: 

c_locn = ip + XBUF; ;• get address of start of buffer • t 

c_locn = c_ locn + offset ; t• and transfer address •t 

if(rwfn = = RDFN) t• transfer from buffer * / 


{ 
movsb(c_locn, SYSDSEG, addr, proc[PRDSEG), nbytes): 
return nbytes; 
} 

if(rwfn = = WTFN) /*transfer to buffer and mark as WRITE */ 
{ 
movsb(addr, proc[PRDSEG], c_locn, SYSDSEG, nbytes) : 
ip[XBFLGS) = (ip[XBFLGS) & CXBFREAD)) I XBFWRIT; 
return nbytes; 
} 

1· 
the device block is not in the pool, 

allocate a buffer and read the block 

and do the requested transfer 
·/ 
but = ip = bufallocQ; 

ip = ip - XBUF; /* back up to start of buffer header */ 

ip[XBDEV] = dev: t• set up header except for flags • t 

ip[XBBLK) = blk; 

ip[XBAGE] = devioage; 

ip[XBFREQ) = O; 

1· 
if a full block is to be written then 

it is not necessary to read the old block 

contents into the buffer 
 (continued) 

Copies tftat stay 


in tfte cacfte ftave 


a better chance 


of being ftits. 


found. then the copy that has not 
been used for the largest amount of 
time is displaced. This latter decision 
is made using the XBAGE parameter. 

It's obvious that copies that stay in 
the cache have a better chance of be
ing hits and. therefore. the XBFREQ 
parameters of these buffers will con
tinue to increase. This parameter is 
"decayed" over time. otherwise some 
block copies would become locked 
into the cache. The method used to 
perform this decay is to halve the 
XBFREQ parameter of all buffers 
after every 16 calls to the buffered in
put/output (1/0) routine. Both halving 
and testing for every 16th call are im
plemented by rotates and masking for 
speed reasons. To gain better resolu 
tion in the selection of which buffer to 
displace. the XBFREQ parameter of a 
buffer is increased by 128 with each 
hit. 

If. for other applications. you alter 
any of these values. then see if over
flow of the XBFREQ parameter can 
occur. This parameter cannot overflow 
with the given values even if the same 
block is accessed repeatedly. (The 
maximum value that XBFREQ can 
attain is 16* 128 + 0.5* 16* 128 
+ 0.5•0.5• 16• 128 .... which ap
proaches 2• 16• 128. a safe limit.) 

The algorithm is best illustrated by 
an example: With the Tonto operating 
system. when a file is opened. a direc
tory block will be accessed typically 
32 times as the directory entries in 
that block are scanned. In the worst 
case. this block would not have been 
in the cache and would start with 
XBFREQ zero. After the 32 accesses. 
XBFREQ would be 24• 128 (116 + 0.5 
* 16'1* 12 8) and subsequent file 
reading will halve XBFREQ for every 
16 blocks read from a file. When the 

(continued) 
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TEK 2213A/2215A/2235 THE ANSWER 
DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPES BY ANY MEASURE 

Now! Tek quality and expert advice 

are just a free phone call away! 


The industry 
standard in CRT 
performance. 
Crisp, easy-to
read, bright CRT; 
14kV accelerating 
potential , provides 
high writ ing rate 
and small spot 
size. Full size 8x10 
cm display for 
measurement 
accuracy. 

Display controls 
are flexible and 
easy to use. Sep
arate intensity 
controls reduce 
blooming in alter
nate sweep mode. 
Focus tracking 
minimizes control 
adjustment and 
BEAM FIND elimi
nates confusion. 

Vertical sys
tem provides 
measurement 
assurance. Flat 
transient response 
and high accuracy 
ensures true 
reproduction of 
you r signals. Fast 
risetime and high 
bandwidth is well 
suited for a variety 
of measurement. 

Perform delayed 
sweep measure
ments accurately 
and easily. Both 
sweeps can be 
displayed alter
nately making dif
fe rential measure
ments easy and 
accurate (1 %). 
An interlocking 
SEC/DIV control 
simplifies set-up. 

Stable hands-off 
triggering. P-P 
AUTO detects sig
nal peaks, then 
sets the trigger 
level for you . Dis
play asynchronous 
signals using 
VERT MODE trig
gering . Indepen
dent TV field and 
line selection. 

Front panel laid 
out by function 
for ease of use. 
Color coding aids 
the user in opera
tion. Functions 
and modes are 
placed logically. 
All nomenclature 
is clearly labeled, 
and protected 
behind a scratch
less Lexan surface. 

Our direct order line gets 
you the industry's leading 
price/performance portables ... 
and fast answers from experts! 
The 60 MHz single time base delay 
2213A, the 60 MHz dual time base 
2215A and the 100 MHz dual time 
base 2235 offer unprecedented 
reliability and affordability, p lus the 
industry's first 3-year warranty* 
on labor and parts, CRT included. 

The cost: just $1275 for the 
2213A, $1525 for the 2215A, 
$1750 for the 2235.t Even at 
these low prices, there's no 
scrimping on performance. You 

have the bandwidth for digital 
and analog circuits. The sensitivity 
for low signal measurements. The 
sweep speeds for fast logic fami
lies. And delayed sweep for fast, 
accurate timing measurements. 
All scopes are UL Listed and CSA 
approved. 

You can order, or obtain 
literature, through the Tek 
National Marketing Center. Tech
nical personnel, expert in scope 
appl ications, wil l answer your 
questions and expedite delivery. 
Direct orders include comprehen
sive 3-year warranty*, operator's 

manual, two 10X probes, 15-day 
return policy and worldwide ser
vice backup. 

Order toll free: 
1-800-426-2200, 
Ask for Rick. 
In Oregon, call collect: 
(503) 627-9000. 
Or write Tektronix, Inc . 
P. 0. Box 1700 
Beaverton, OR 97075 

COMMITTED TO EXCEU£NC:E 

Copyright "' 1985, Tektronix, Inc. All rights reserved . #TIA-439-3. tPrice F.0 .B. Beaverton. OR. '3-year warranty inc ludes CRT. 
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~--------------------------XBFREQ parameter of the directory 

*I 
if((nbytes = = B~KSIZ) & {rwfn = = WTFN)) / * write full block? *I 

{ 
movsw(addr, proc[PRDSEGJ, buf, SYSDSEG, BLKSIZ/2); 
ip[XBFLGS) = XBFWRIT; / * mark as WRITE *I 
k = BLKSIZ; /* return value *I 
} 

else / * fetch physical block for reading or updating *I 
{ 
if(devio (dev, RDFN , blk, buf, sysproc) = = ERROR) 

{ 
buffree(buf); 
k = O; 
} 

else { 
ip[XBFLGS] = XBFREAD; 
k = cbufdevio(dev, rwfn , blk, offset, 

nbytes, addr, proc); 

} 
return k; 

/ * 

If a device block ·is in the buffer pool , return 

the address of the buffer, else 0. 

*I 

findblk(blk, dev) 

int blk, dev; 

{ 

register int * ip; 
int k; 
ip = bufpool; 
for(k = O; k < NBUF ; k+ +) 

{ 
if(ip[XBFLGS]&(XBFREAD I XBFWRIT)) / * a device·block image *I 

if(ip[XBBLK) = = blk) / * do more rare test first */ 
if(ip[XBDEV) = = dev) 

return ip; / * a hit *I 
ip = ip + XBUFSIZ; 
} 

return 0; / * a miss *I 

I * 
Flush all pending writes in the tiuffer pool 

and convert write status to read. 

Return the number of buffers so changed. 

Writing of buffers is performed in order to 

minimize head movement across the disk. 

Sectors on the same track will also be written 

in order. 

The order is from highest device ID to lowest 

and lowest block number to highest. 

*I 
bufsflush() 
{ 

int * ip, nwrt; 

nwrt = O; I* counter of buffers flushed *I 

while(ip = buf_w_next()) / * find next in order */ 


{ 
devio(ip[XBDEV), WTFN , ip[XBBLK]. ip + XBUF, sysproc); 
ip[XBFLGS) = (ip[XBFLGS] & C XBFWRIT)) I XBFREAD; 
nwrt+ + ; 

[continued) 

block falls below 128. that block copy 
will be displaced in favor of block 
copies that have been accessed only 
once (XBFREQ = 128). This will not 
occur until XBFREQ of the directory 
block has been halved 5 times. which 
happens after 80 (5• 16) file blocks 
have been read. This is a distinct im
provement over simpler techniques 
where the copy of the directory block 
would be lost after only 18 blocks (91<
byte cache) had been read. If another 
file is opened before the copy of the 
directory block has been displaced. 
then the directory block's XBFREQ 
parameter will be refreshed. Alter
natively. if some file blocks see a lot 
of accesses (e.g .. parts of an editing 
program's temporary file). then the 
cache will try to hold onto the copies 
of these blocks and it will displace the 
directory block copy. 

If. in other applications. the size of 
the cache is increased. then the cache 
.should respond more slowly to 
changes in demand and the decay 
should be decreased. One way to 
achieve this is to halve the XBFREQ 
parameters less often (e.g .. every 32 
or 64 accesses). 

Another aspect of this caching sys
tem that leads to a dramatic speed 
improvement is the way altered block 
copies are written to di_sk. Many pro
grams are concerned with the reading 
of one file and the writing of another. 
The ideal method to maximize speed 
is to have programs read and write in 
large chunks. In any multiprocessing 
system. this solution is inefficient. as 
all such programs would have large 
110 buffers built in and would require 
more memory to operate. It is more 
memory-efficient to centralize the buf
fering in the operating-system cache. 
(This has the added benefit that all 
processes "see" the same disk image; 
this would not be true if each process 
had a separate buffer.) In the caching 
system described in this article. 
writing or "flushing" occurs when a 
buffer is requested and the number 
of altered buffers is found to exceed 
a predetermined threshold. (It is also 
good practice to flush the cache 

(continued) 
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return nwrt; /* number of buffers written * / 

,. 
Scan the buffer pool for buffers marked as WRITE 
and return the address of the one with greatest device ID 
and lowest block number. If none found, return 0. ., 
.buf_w_next() 
{ 

register int *ip, k; 

int 'devmax, blkmin, rval ; 

devmax = O; /* a small , impossible, ID number */ 

blkmin = 32767; / ' the biggest block number * / 

rval =0; /* default return value '/ 

ip = bufpool ; 

for(k = O; k < NBUF ; k+ +) 


{ 
if(ip[XBFLGS] & XBFWRIT) /* a WRITE buffer ? *I 

{ 
if(devmax < ip[XBDEV)) /' larger device ID? */ 

{ 
devmax = ip[XBDEV); 
blkmin = ip[XBBLK); 
rval = ip; / * save it '/ 
} 

else /* same device, smaller block number? * / 
if(devmax = ip[XBDEV)) 

if(blkmin > ip[XBBLK)) 
{ 

blkmin = ip[XBBLK); 

rval = ip; 

} 

} 

ip = ip + XBUFSIZ; 

} 


return rval ; / ' zero or ptr to next block/dev buffer * / 

struct xbuf I* a cache buffer '/ 
{ 
int xbflgs; / * buffer flags * / 
int xbdev; /* device block of which the buffer is a copy *I 
int xblk; 
int xbfreq; / * parameter for frequency of use algorithm * / 
int xbage; / * parameter for LRU algorithm * / 
char buf[BLKSIZ]; / * buffer proper * / 
} 

bufpool[NBUF); / * the cache of 'NBUF' buffers */ 

Figure I: Structure of the cache area . 

periodically.) The cache is scanned. 
and all altered buffers are written in 
order from lowest block number to 
highest. This minimizes head move
ment of the disk drive-a slow opera
tion . To the disk drive it appears as 
if the operating system is reading 
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large chunks from some files and 
writing large chunks to others. the 
idealized arrangement mentioned 
earlier. 

There is a penalty when writing in 
this manner: Disk-write errors can oc
cur long after a program has per

formed the write request. The disk
driver function devio goes to ex
tremes in the correction of write 
errors but for other applications this 
may not be possible. and thus only 
block-read caching would be appro
priate. 

The listing should be largely self
explanatory except for three external 
functions. One is movsb; this is a call 
to a machine-language function that 
transfers a number of bytes from one 
address and segment (8088/86) to an
other address and segment. A second 
function is devio; it transfers a block 
to/from a floppy-disk device from/to 
a given address and segment. The 
passed-process descriptor is used to 
determine the transfer segment as for 
the movsb function . All of the pro
cess/segment parameters and even 
the movsb function could be elimi
nated when using these routines in 
many applications. A third function is 
stop; an error message is passed to 
it and it prints this message before 
halting. 

CONCWSION 
This caching algorithm has proven 
successful on a small multiprocessing 
operating system. It can be applied 
when caching is desirable and mem
ory space is at a minimum. such as 
intelligent line buffering within editors 
and record buffering in database 
managers. 

The routines help to illustrate a 
general point that has been made by 
many authors: The use of a high-level 
language enables the easy develop
ment of fast algorithms. often produc
ing an end product that has equal. if 
not better. performance than routines 
written in assembly language. 

The full source code of the Tonto 
operating system (over IOOK bytes) 
and various utilities (over 200K bytes) 
including file-system checker and file
system debugger are available in 
bootable IBM Personal Computer (PC) 
or Sanyo MBC 55X form (three 
double-sided double-density floppy 
disks) for $60. For further informa
tion . write to Brian McKeon. 1-18 
Manion Ave.. Rose Bay. Sydney. 
Australia. • 
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BY A. G. W. CAMERON 


ASTROPHYSICAL 
NUMBER 
CRUNCHING 

My experiences with 
a progression of 
''personal' ' computers 
across the years 

I 
have used personal computers 
to do number crunching for my 
work in theoretical astrophysics 
for rather a long time. It is only 

in recent yea rs that I have used the 
term "persona l computers" to de
scribe the machines I used. but they 
had many of the attributes of per
sonal computers. The principal dif
ference was that the earlier machines 
were not dedicated to only one user. 
However. in general. only one or two 
people cou ld use one of these ma
chines at any one t ime. 

THE FIFTIES 
In the early days of computing you 
didn't have the option of using a com
puter like today's mainframes because 
such machines did not ex ist. In the 
middle and late 1950s. I was working 
at the Canadian Atomic Energy Proj
ect at Chalk River. Ontario. We started 
using the IBM 602A accounting 
machines for calculations. These were 
mechanical devices with relays. 
counters. and registers; they used a 
plugboard in which you inserted wires 
to direct the operations to be per-

ILLUSTRATED BY IAMES ENDICOTT 

formed on the cards passing through 
the machine-at a rate of about six 
cards per minute. One of my col
leagues converted these machines in
to card-programmed calcu lators by 
placing germanium diodes in the 
wires. The machines then read their 
instructions from the cards them
selves. I would do calculations with 
several trays of cards. Apart from very 
limited storage space. the principal 
difficulty was the lack of any IF .. 
THEN ... ELSE capability. 

Nevertheless. we did useful work. I 
remember exploring the properties of 
helium thermonuclear reactions at 
that time. At a somewhat advanced 
stage in the evolu tion of a star. the 
helium in the interior burns into car
bon . oxygen. and small amounts of 

neon. This gives three simple but non
linear differential equations to be in
tegrated simultaneously. I did these 
on the computer for a variety of cases 
that spanned the range of uncertain
ties in the parameters· values. 

In 1958 we got a Datatron 205 . one 
of the new "small " computers that 
came out at that t ime; it was similar 
to. but better than. the IBM 650. 
which was then popular. The Datatron 
205 was an electronic-tube machine 

(continu ed) 
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For the first year we 
had the Datatron 
2 0 5, not very many 
people knew what to 
do with the computer. 

with 4000 words of storage on a 
rotating mechanical drum; its speed 
was simi lar to that of a modern micro
computer using interpreted BASIC. 
You programmed it in machine code. 
which wasn 't too bad because every
thing was in decimal. It was a one
user-at-a-time machine. and you 
debugged your programs at the con
sole. using absolute addresses. It was 
su!Jstantially interactive. si nce you 
could pause it at any time to examine 
the contents of any address locations 
and output that information on an at
tached printer. 

For the first year we had it. not very 
many people knew what to do with 
the computer. so I had it to myself 
many nights and most weekends. I 
would come in to check on things on 
Saturday and Sunday. and if the 
machine was down I could generally 
get it back up with a kick or by swap
ping out an electronic-tube module 
that showed an invalid combination of 
lights. In 19 59 l went away for a year. 
and when l came back everything had 
changed. People then knew what to 
do with computers. and it was very 
hard to get substantial access time. 

The first year we had the Datatron 
205 was incredibly productive for me 
scientifically. I explored the stages of 
nuclear burning beyond the helium 
stage (carbon. oxygen. neon. mag
nesium. and silicon burning) in the in
terior of a massive star. This involved 
the simultaneous integration of 
substantial numbers of differential 
equations for large numbers of 
nuclear species. as the temperature in 
the stellar interior rose and new 
sources of thermonuclear reactions 
became active. By numerical integra
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tion I evaluated the rates of those 
nuclear reactions that take place 
under condition.:; of very high density 
rather than high temperature-pycno
nuclear reactions. 

l also began experimenting with 
models of neutron stars; this involved 
integrating two simultaneous differen
tial equations of stellar structure with 
an auxiliary equation for the relation 
between pressure and density-the 
equation of state. This work thor
oughly convinced me of the advan
tages of an interactive computing en
vironment where you can see what's 
going on as your calculation pro
gresses. 

THE SIXTIES 
During the next period of my life I did 
relatively little computing. and none 
of it "personal: ' This was the era of 
the mainframe with its accompanying 
crew of "high priests." I was at the 
NASA Goddard Institute for Space 
Studies in New York. At first we had 
an IBM 7094. and later an IBM 360/ 
95. All our computing was batch pro
cessing using FORTRAN . I found this 
environment so "unfriendly';_a term 
not used at the time-that I preferred 
to accomplish my projects through 
the students and postdoctoral re
search associates who were working 
with me. 

THE EARLY SEVENTIES 
In 1973 I came to Harvard University. 
The Center for Astrophysics was be
ing established at this time to coor
dinate the research activities of the 
Harvard College Observatory and the 
Smithsonian Astrophysical Obser
vatory. Our computing was still in 
batr:h mode on a CDC (Control Data 
Corporation) 6400 mainframe. which 
was located about a mile away from 
us. But the era of the small computer 
was at hand. I obtained a Hewlett
Packard 9830 programmable desktop 
calculator with an attached 5-mega
byte hard disk. I have often wondered 
why histories of personal computing 
ignore this machine and others like it. 
It used interpreted BASIC in ROM 
(read-only memory) and had 16K 
bytes of avai lable user memory. 

Shades of the old Datatron 205-but 
better-and all to myself! It was quite 
a while before the better-known 
hobby machines. starting with the 
Altair. could match the capabilities of 
the HP 9830. 

By this time. using computers in 
theoretical astrophysics was common
place. My interests had shifted into in
vest igations about the origin of the 
solar system. This is a complicated 
interdisciplinary subject dealing with 
a complex physical and chemical 
scenario. and much of the work in it 
involves computational simulations of 
system structures and their evolution 
across time. These systems include 
the sun and planetary bodies and the 
hypothetical solar nebula from which 
we believe they were formed. 

The following are among the prob
lems I remember working on with the 
HP 9830: 

• A series of Monte Carlo calculations 
of coll isions between small solid par
ticles (originally interstellar grains). 
The purpose was to see how the par
ticle sizes vary due to coagulation and 
disrupt ion during the collisions. This 
involves storing the abundance 
(amount of material present) or par
ticles of a given size in bins and mov
ing those abundances between the 
bins as particles grow or are 
shattered. 
• Calculations of the periods of rad ial 
and nonradial oscillations of hot-white 
dwarf stars. For a star of given mass 
and for a given class of oscillations. 
the frequency of oscillation must be 
varied in small steps so that you can 
determine when the center and sur
face boundary conditions of the 
oscillations are satisfied. For the 
nonradial oscillations this involves the 
simu ltaneous solution of five differen
tial equations. 
• The structure and evolution of the 
primitive solar nebula. In this problem 
you must determine the structure in 
the radial direction (along the radius) 
and. for each of a series of radial 
steps. in the vertica l direction. Mass. 
angu lar momentum. and energy are 
transported in the radial direction as 
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P5 Cc~P~ 1.k. .. PS 	Turbo 640 
For those of you lhat mistook me for Bill 
Gates from Microsoft , let me clarify things. 
I'm Dave Carlin of PS Computers in Palm 
Springs, California. The differences are 
pretty basic. Bill reads the Wa ll Street Jour
nal, wears glasses and writes greal soft
ware. I read USA Today, wear soft con
tacts and build greal hardware. 

Now lhal you know who I am, or at leas! 
who I am nol, lei's get to the point. 

Problem. Since I got into computers two 
years ago lhey have been a constant 
source of fascination and frustration . 

Fascination due to the immense power 
and control that lhe personal computer 
has allowed me over my daily business 
activities; frustration due to the hundreds 
of hours I've spent making hardware and 
software cooperate with one another. 

No doubt about ii. once you get al l the 
pieces put together correctly you have at 
your command an incredible tool. There is 
absolutely no limit to the number and type 
of tasks thal you can accomplish with 
greate r speed, be l ie r accuracy and 
stronger impact: al l with far less effort. The 
trade off however has been the time. ener
gy and uncertainly involved in finding the 
besl buy on the right equipment. lhen gel 
ling all the parts to function as one. 

Because I have personally gone through 
hours of long distance phone calls to hard 
ware manufacturers and waited days for 
call backs that never happened. Because 
I have found myself so many times in front 
of a screen filled with meaningless greek 
characters al 2 AM unable to get the com
puter to prinl a simple business letter. Be
cause I would not wish this type of agony 
on anyone. This is why I have put together 
lhe PS Turbo 640. 

Solution . Whal happened was ...a few 
months ago I discovered a source of com
puter mother boards that run IBM type 
software faster than the IBM PC. They're a 
genuine product of Taiwan and they are 
beautifu l. I bought cases , keyboards , 
cables and disk drives; bu ill the Turbo 640 
and pul ii lo work. Righi now I have lhree 
PS Turbo 640s linked as a network running 
Dbase 111 and Lotus day in and day out in 
my business. The PS Turbo 640 works. it 
works well and it works faster than the IBM 
PC 

An oral surgeon friend saw my network 
and asked me to bui ld one up for him. One 
of lhe Turbo 640's on the network is in his 
operatory. It runs a program I wrote in Tur
bo Pascal for his anesthesia records - nol a 
single gli tch . (The 640 seems totally im
mune lo lhe effects of Nitrous Oxide.) 

More than compatible . Though I have a 
private pilot's license and quite a few 
hours flying high performance aircraft. I've 
never taken the time to learn to use lhe 
Flight Simulator program from Microsoft. 
Some of my friends have and it runs 
beautifully on the 640. 

The phrase "IBM compatibility" is an under
statement with my computers ; the PS Tur
bo 640 is just flat out a better machine. 

Peter Norton publishes a program that 
rates computers as to speed and com
palibility wilh the IBM PC. In the normal 
mode of operation lhe PS Turbo 640 rates 
a 1.0 which indicates a 1 lo 1 equivalency. 
In the high speed mode (selected wilh two 
keystrokes. no switches or rebooting) lhe 
640 scores a 1.4; that's 40% faster lhan an 
IBM PC . 

National Order Line 
800-654-7650 

California Order Line 
800-231-8701 
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The specs. 640 K of memory (the max
imum contiguous memory that the PC can 
address - and they're all 150 nanosecond 
chips). A keyboard that is very similar to 
the Key Tronic KB5151 (yes all the horror 
stories about lhe keyboards that come 
stock with IBM PCs are true) . Two serial 
ports, a parallel printer port and a game 
porl (you can't beal thal) . Battery powered 
clock (keeps track of the time and dale 
while the computer is off). A video card 
thal gives you crisp monochrome text and 
also displays color/graphic software on a 
monochrome monitor as sixteen shades of 
grey (amber) . An amber monitor (very 
chic) . Two 360 K disk drives (AKA Half 
Height DSDD). Two front panel LEDs (one 
to indicate that you left the computer on 
from the night before (it's ok. that doesn't 
hurt it] and the other to tell you if the proc 
essor is in the high speed mode or just 
going IBM speed) . Eight expansion slots 
(two are used by the multifunction card 
and monitor card , four fu ll sized and lwo 
short slots are available) Five available 
ROM sockets and two buss connection 
points (load programs stored on your own 
ROMs). 135 watt power supply (ready for 
upgrading to a hard disk). User's book and 
complete technical information (the user's 
part is easy - the tech part is very techni 
cal}. 

A computer without software is basically a 
solid state boat anchor and a rather poor 
one at that. When you buy the Turbo 640 I 
want you to be able to start using it the 
moment you take it out of the box. 

All this and software too . First there's 
PC DOS 2.10. DOS is the program that 
brings the computer to life. Typically some 
version of it is run on all IBM PCs prior to 
running application programs. "And it 
came to pass that this was called booting 
the computer" . I'm not crazy about the 
term, bu t everyone does it. The full DOS 
manual is included. 

There is complete software for the multi
function card that allows you to partition 
the 640's memory into RAM disks and a 
printer buffer. 

Perhaps you've heard about Sidekick from 
Philippe Kahn at Bor1and. lnfoWorld voted 
it the Software Product of the Year. Well it's 
good code but I'm not including it with the 
Turbo 640. What I am including is a prod 
uct that I like better. has essentially the 
same functions but in my opinion is easier 
to use - PopUps from Bellsoft. Regardless 
of how deep into your spreadsheet . data 
base or master's thesis (revisions) you 
might be, two key strokes will put a note
pad. calculalor or any of 5 other utilities on 
your screen. Make notes, perform calcula 
tions , sel an alarm. check your calendar or 
perform DOS funct ions. When you're 
finished jusl hil lhe escape key; lhe Pop 
Ups disappear from lhe screen and you're 
back inlo your program. This is the PopUp 
Deskset from Bellsoit. it 's potent software 
and il's part of the PS Turbo 640 system. 

Don 't wait. If you're ready for this kind of 
computing lhen lhe PS Turbo 640 is the 
machine you need. Call me with your 
American Express Card account number 
or mail me a cashier's check. I wi ll per
sonally see to it thal aTurbo640is shipped 
to you via UPS the nexl business day. 
Open the box. plug the monitor and lhe 
keyboard inlo the computer then plug lhe 
computer inlo the wall socket. Turn lhe 
computer and monitor on. stick in any sofl 
ware designed lo run on lhe IBM PC and 
go lo work. No chips lo put in backwards, 
no litlle multicolored wires to push onto the 
wrong connector and no switches lo set. 

Money back . If the PS Turbo 640 
doesn't perform like I've said then return ii 
to me. Just put one copy of your invoice in 
the box and send it back. I will make sure 
thal credit is issued on your credit card or a 
cashier's check is mailed out to you . the 
same business day that we receive the 
unit. 

I've told you quite a bit about what you get 
when you buy the Turbo 640; now let me 
lell about something you won'I get . You 
won't get put on hold if you have occasion 
to call the technical support division num
ber That's because there isn 't a technical 
support number. Once the machine is on ii 
looks like. acts like and runs like a properly 
configured IBM PC. just a little faster. 

This is the part where I have to get a little 
tough. I've sold you what I feel is the ideal 
configuration of an IBM type PC. You have 
gotlen the absolute best buy for your 
money on earth. I can not however. learn 
how to use it for you . Follow the directions 
in the book, remember that no matter how 
much you pay for your software it's prob
ably not perfect. and most of all don 't give 
up - whatever time it takes to get proficient 
at your particular software application will 
ultimately be all worthwhile. 

If you have questions concerning opera
tion (lhal aren't answered by the manual). 
you have lhree options: 

One. write me a card or letler. All corres
pondence is answered the same day as 
received via MCI Mail. Two, sign onto the 
PS Computer 24 hour bulletin board . posl 
your message and then sign on laler for 
the answer. (admitledly hard to do if you 
didn't decide lo get a modem or the com
puter I sold you broke [see option one]) Or 
lhree, find out where I live (probably lhe 
least convenient for both of us). 

Warranty. The warranly on lhe Turbo 
640 is simple. If anything goes wrong in lhe 
firs! six months. send ii back. The unit will 
be repaired and shipped back to you two 
days after we receive it. After six months? 
Same lhing , small charge. 

PS Computers 
200 W . San Rafael Road 
Palm Springs. CA 92262 

Placing your order. The 800 number 
puts you 1n touch with an operator here al 
PS Computers whose function is 10 lake 
the necessary information. quickly and 
accurately, period. I've given you the high· 
lights of the system in this ad. If you need to 
know more aboul specific features drop 
me a line. Sure it seems like it mighl be a bit 
more trouble than calling ; but you won't be 
reaching a busy signal and your answer 
will be in wri ting. 

You have my word that the PS Turbo 640 
has been accurately represented on this 
page and is in facl the absolute best buy 
for your dollars. If for any reason you don'I 
like the 640 then you also have my word 
that upon our receiving the system. !hose 
dollars will be returned to you . im· 
mediately. 

Safe bet. If you want to know for sure if 
the 640 is the computer for you. buy it. The 
local book is 100 to one that after you use 
the PS Turbo 640. you'll never parl with it. 

PS Turbo 640 System 
$1,700 

PS Turbo 640 System 
with 1 O Meg Internal Hard Disk 

$2,200 

~~c~o~~~~Jr~~~1r;~~lo1~11~~ 1~~';;~~~~~ ~ ~~t1~sdD~:~1~~~ 
monl Corpora!ion. Dhasc Ill 1s a trademark o! Asf1 ton· l 010 
Turbo Pascal and Sidekick are 11ademarks of Borland !n1or
na1ional Tho PopUp sefies of software a1e tiadomarks ot 
Bellsofl. Key Trornc C01poratlon rs !he manulac1u1c1 or \he KB 
5151 keyboard. ou1 keyboard is s1mitar bul 1s manutac1u1ea 

B~~fr:s!0~ai~;.~~~1~~~~d. cf~P~~Yi ~~:~~ 1~~,,~~11·~~~: 
USA Today arc nationally d1str1buted pubhca1 1ons 

Canada 	& Export Line 
619-325-4856 

Modem Line 300/ 1200 
6 1 9-323-4962 
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a resul t of friction due to turbulent 
viscosity in the nebula. and. depen
ding on the rates of these transport 
phenomena. energy dissipation oc
cu rs in which the energy deposited 
must be transported to the surfaces 
of the nebula and radiated away there. 
We ran a half-dozen cases with dif
ferent input parameter va lues. 

The last problem took more than 
half a year to run . I developed a 
technique for starting and stopping a 
problem. The HP 9830 had an at
tached thermal printer. so that I could 
get a printout of the run status at 
various intervals: the current values of 
all the variables were stored to disk 
at frequent interva ls also. Thus. if a 

Sweet deals on memory and 

logic programmers 
 _1 

Stand-alone, intelligent RS-232 units 
compatible with most computers or 
tl'.rminals; minimal or no interfacing 
PROMPRO-srn ... Pwgrams virtually all 
+5V EPROMs, single-chip micros, and 
emulates EPROMs. ONLY $689.00 (128K 
RAM version) 
GANGPR0-8"'... Programs 8 EE/ EPROMs 
at once (supports most EPROMs.) ONLY 
$995.00 
UV ERASERS ... Start at $49.95, and $97.50 
for timer versions. Production model $149.95 
AND MORE! ... Call for more in fo on 
PALPRO, SHOOTER, PP7, XP, and required 
options. Detailed literature and spec sheets 
available. IBM PC, Apple and other popular 
PCs SU pport. PAL is a regisiercd trademark or MM I. 

10LL-FREE 1-800-EEl-PROM 
• j ' It's only Logical. 

LOGICAL DEVICES, INC. 
1321 N:W. 65th Place • Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309 • (305) 974-0967 •TELEX: 383142 

problem stopped. ei ther by a delib
era te action or by a power failure or 
whatever. it was a simple matter to 
restart it from the last disk-storage 
event. In fact. a problem's in itia l con
ditions were usually stored in an ap
propriate disk file where the main pro
gram cou ld read them a~ it began. 

THE LATE SEVENTIES 
Nevertheless. the third problem ran 
along interminably; we needed a 
much faster machine- a minicom
puter. In 1976 we upgraded to a Data 
General Nova 3/D computer. In its 
fina l configurat ion the Nova 3/D had 
256K bytes of memory and ran a 
decent version of a FORTRAN com
pi ler It supported up to two users. 
each using one "ground" (foreground 
or backgroundJ. After excluding the 
operating system. each user had an 
average of I lOK bytes of RAM 
(random-access read/write memory) 
using memory-mapping techn iques. 
Th is was not quite as "personal" as 
some of the other mach ines I used. 

La ter we added a Data General 
Nova 4/X computer. Dual ports con
nected both of these computers to 
two hard disks. By this time. the 
Cen ter for Ast rophysics was running 
a Digita l Equ ipment Corporation 
VAX- 11 /780. Our benchmarks showed 
the Nova 3/D to run a number
crunching problem typica lly at 2 5 per
cent of VAX speed and the Nova 4/X 
at 4 5 percent. each running wi th on
ly one ground. When both grounds 
were acti ve. a given ground ran more 
slowly. but the total throughput was 
about 50 percent higher. 

Our work was supported by govern
ment grants. On a given grant the best 
you cou ld expect to have approved 
was a few thousand dollars-at the 
most about $10.000- fo r computing 
ti me to be purchased from the cen
tral university computer. I have always 
felt that I can get much more com
pu ti ng per dollar by using small 
machines like personal computers: 
therefore. if I have to put up with cer
tain inconveniences in order to do so. 
I will. For example. note from the 
speeds outlined above that if all four 

(continued) . 
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COLOR &MONO MONITOR 


SEOUL OFFICE 
6- 8TH FL, THEJOONG-ANG DAILY 
NE1NS BLDG ., 7 SOONHWA-DONG, 
CHUNG-KU, SEOUL, KOREA 
TEL : 7516-955/7 , 7516-959/961 
TLX : STARNEC K22596 
CABLE : "STARNEC" SEOUL 
TEL 
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CJC SAMSUNG 
•• Electron Devices 

LONDON OFFICE SANTA CLARA OFFICE TOKYO OFFICE 
6TH FLOOR, VICTORIA HOUSE 3003 BUNKER HILL LANE, KASUMIGASEKI BLDG., 2522 
SOUTHAMPTON ROW W.C. SUITE 201 SANTA CLARA, KASUMIGASEKI 3-2-5 CHIYOTA-KU 
1 LONDON , ENGLAND CAL. 95050, U.S.A . TOKYO, JAPAN 

TEL: (01) 831-6951 / 5 TEL: (408) 986-8473 TEL: (03) 581-5804, (03) 581 -9521 - 4 
TLX : 264606 STARS LG TLX: 171685 SAMSUNG SNTA TLX: 228009 SANSEI 
FAX: (01) 430-0096 
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grounds are used very efficiently. we 
can get a throughput comparable to 
that of our central VAX . The com
puting budget for our central com
puting facility a few years ago. when 
these comparisons were made. was 
about $600.000 per year and often 
more. This was financed by user 
charges. Thus. we could claim that we 

had the potential of doing the equiv
alent of $600.000 worth of computing 
per year. In fact. we were rarely that 
efficient. It is probably closer to the 
truth to say that we got about 
$200.000 to $300.000 worth of com
puting per year at a real cost equal 
to a tiny fraction of this. (Many other 
installations have operated their 

OUR CUSTOMERS 

HAVE COME FORTH... 


BUT THEY STILL 

WON'T TALK! 


Software developers throughout 
the world have discovered FORTH, 
and are happy they did. Unfortunately, 
they're not spreading the word. Fortu
nately, we know why they won't talk. 
polyFORTH® from FORTH. Inc. has 
become their competitive edge-their 
secret weapon. 

polyFORTH is more than a pro
gramming language. It is a fully inte
grated software environment that 
supports multi-tasking and multiple 
users for real -time applications. The 
system maximizes the programmer's 
efficiency and uses available hardware 
in the most effective way. The results 
are shortened program development 
times. and in turn , achievable product 
development deadlines. 

polyFORTH products are available 
as high-performance native systems 
for the IBM-PC,-XT and AT; the Intel 
8086/ 8088 SBC's; the DEC PDP-I I and 
LSI-I I; the Motorola 6809 EXORset and 
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68000; and the RCA 1802 and 1805. 
Availability also includes OS-resident 
systems like MS-DOS. RSX/ VMS, 
CP/ M-80, and CP/ M-86. 

Our customers make polyFORTH 
the " language of choice" for such 
diverse real-time uses as process con 
trol. robotics. manufacturing control. 
image processing, data acquisition and 
analysis, plus scientific and medica l 
instrumentation . 

Discover polyFORTH and its 
unique approach to real-time appli 
cations. Let yourself in on the big 
secret. The secret that will help you 
maintain that competitive edge. Your 
secret has come . __ FORTH. It's 
polyFORTH from FORTH.I.e. 

FORTH.Inc. 
2309 Pacific Coast Highway 
Hermosa Beach. California 90254 
(213) 372-8493 • TELEX (RCA)275182 
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VAXes at much lower costs. Often 
they do not include depreciation of 
the original purchase in the running 
charges and use few if any hired 
operations personnel.) 

The Novas were 16-bit machines. 
and the techniques of using memory 
mapping were anything but trans
parent to the user. Fortunately. the 
operating system was not included in 
user address space. but code and 
data did have to fit into 64K bytes. 
There were various ways of doing this 
for a large program. You could divide 
the code into overlays and explicitly 
load each overlay segment as 
needed; often the overlay scheme 
became very complicated. You could 
keep the data in extended. or virtual. 
memory and access it by moving a 
window around via calls to special 
FORTRAN subroutines and functions. 
You could write (or read) the entire 
virtual memory to (or from) disk. We 
quickly learned the value of making 
programs restartable in case some
one or something crashed the system. 

Despite these inconveniences. we 
did a lot of sophisticated program
ming. The following are some of the 
major programs we ran on the Novas: 

• Neutron-capture nucleosynthesis on 
a rapid time scale. We investigated 
whether this process. which takes 
place somewhere in stellar systems. 
could be taking place through the 
production of neutrons by helium 
thermonuclear reactions. either in the 
helium zones of supernova explo
sions or deep in the helium cores of 
stars in an advanced stage of evolu
tion . Our conclusion was that it was 
not. We needed to solve a very large 
number of differential equations si
multaneously. since nuclear transfor
matiqns interconnect more than 6000 
nuclear species. and we had to evolve 
their abundances forward in time. 
• Stellar evolution. Here a stellar 
model is divided into concentric 
spherical zones. and the four simul
taneous differential equations of 
stellar structure are rewritten as dif
ference equations applied to the zone 
boundaries. In effect. this produces 

(continued) 
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We've Put a 
Local Area Network 
on a Dis.k 

Corporate Information Sharing. It's been described 
as the key to Increasing a company's productivity. It's 
also why large networks of PC's are becoming more 
and more common In the workplace... ln spite of the 
fact that they're costly, difficult to Install, and lncompat· 
ible with much existing software. 

Finally, there's a solution.to this corporate dilemma. 
Its name Is LANLlnk!M 

A Software-Driven LAN That Uses Standard, 
RS·232 Ports. A major breakthrough in local area net· 
works, LANLlnk™ uses your computers' existing serial ports 
and runs under PC-DOS. 

Because all of the Intelligence the network requires Is 
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interface boards aren't required. 

A Powerful Network That's Cost-Conscious. If 
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know that they can cost over $1,000 per workstation. 

LANLlnk™ Is different. 
Boasting a data tr.ansfer rate In excess of 100,000 BPS, 
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And because special boards aren't required, installa
tion costs are one-third that of a traditional network. 
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Get Started With LANLlnk™ TODAY. Call The Software 
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dealer nearest you. The LANLlnk™ Starter Kit, priced at 
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LANLlnk™ Is Immediately available and comes with 
a money-back guarantee, VISA, C, AMEX accepted. 

TM 
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four such equations per zone; we 
could handle up to 200 zones. We ob
tained a satisfactory solution for a 
stellar model by iterating changes-in 
the conditions at the zone boundaries 
and computing additional models as 
the star evolved in time. If we had 
used realistic input for the physical 
quantities in this problem. the time re
quired to compute. for example. the 
equation of state or the radiative 
opacity literally millions of times 
would have been too demanding. So 
we put these quantities into two 
tables on disk. each some 5 mega
bytes long. and read the records into 
windows in memory so we could in
terpolate it. We also ran a similar kind 
of program to study the evolution of 
giant gaseous planets. 
• Astrophysical hydrodynamics. The 
stellar-evolution program just de
scribed is an example of hydrostatics; 
when velocities and accelerations in 
the system become important. then 
we have hydrodynamics. The hydro
dynamics of a spherically symmetric 
case are similar to those of stellar 
evolution. except that the differential 
equations have more terms. (We have 
studied stellar oscillations this way.) 
However. we have run problems in 
cylindrical geometry that are some
what more demanding. In such a 
problem conditions along the cylin
drical axis differ from those perpen
dicular to that axis. so that you must 
set up a mesh of points representing 
a grid laid out along the axis and rep
resenting concentric circles in planes 
perpendicular to that axis. In a typical 
case we used a mesh of 32 by 64-a 
total of 2048 mesh points. Again. you 
must soive differential equations at 
each of the mesh points. We typically 
used this code to study the flow of 
gas past a star. as when a supernova 
goes off in a binary system or a star 
is immersed in a dense gas cloud in 
a galactic center. We have also used 
a different kind of hydrodynamic rep
resentation more suited to intrinsical
ly three-dimensional motions. Here 
the available space is divided into 
cells. and the motions of test particles 
are followed through these cells 
(hence. this method is called the 
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"particle-in-cell " method). 
• Structure and evolution of the primi
tive solar nebula. This is essentially 
the same problem I described earlier. 
but with the Data General Novas we 
could do it with improved physics and 
in much greater detail. 

THE EARLY EIGHTIES 
With programs like these running. fre
quently for weeks on end. and with 
demands on the Novas for word pro
cessing. graphics. and other program 
development. it had become difficult 
to get computing time by 1982 . At 
that time Data General modified the 
operating system for the Novas to 
allow RAM to be expanded to 512 K 
bytes. Although we would clearly have 
benefited by adding the extra mem
ory. I decided not to. That marked the 
beginning of our transition to micro
computers. The memory addition for 
the Nova 3/D would have cost $3000. 
and for the Nova 4/X. $5000. But 
256K bytes of microcomputer mem
ory cost only a small fraction of those 
amounts at that time. (Today it would 
cost less than $I 00.) For a price com
parable to either of these memory 
additions. I could buy an entire micro
computer. So I started in that direc
tion . first wit(l Otrona Attaches run
ning CP/M. 

We did not intend to use the micro
computers for serious number 
crunching at that time. but rather to 
off-load non-number-crunching tasks 
from the Novas. Foremost among 
these tasks was word processing; it 
was surprising how much time the 
preparation of scientific papers was 
taking on the Novas. The benefits of 
the off-loading were immediate. It 
became possible to run one or both 
of the Novas with a single ground 
most of the time; thus. we received 
nearly the same benefit that we would 
have gotten from the memory expan
sion. The Novas had essentially 
become personal computers. And we 
could use Microsoft CP/M FORTRAN 
to do small problems or program 
development. tasks where speed of 
execution was not significant. on the 
Otronas. 

The introduction of the IBM PC 

did not affect us at first. But later. with 
the availability of the Intel 8087 chip 
and the introduction of Microsoft 
FORTRAN-77 for MS-DOS. which gen
erated in-line code for the chip. it 
became very advantageous to move 
to MS-DOS machines. We upgraded 
our Otronas to their dual-processor 
configurations and added some hard 
disks. Our benchmarks showed the 
IBM PC with an 8087 chip to run at 
10 percent of the speed of the VAX. 
and the Otronas with their 8086/8087 
combinations to run at 12 or 13 per
cent. (Due to the lack of 8-MHz 8087s. 
we had to install 5-MHz chips in the 
Otronas.) The Otronas had a limit of 
256K bytes. but with IBM PCs we 
could go to 640K bytes. The speeds 
were significantly less than we got 
with the Novas. but it became very 
economically attractive to switch our 
number crunching to IBM PCs or 
compatibles. The price is right: Today 
it is possible to get IBM PC XT 
equivalents in the range of $2000 to 
$3000. including 640K bytes of RAM 
and the 8087 chip. 

Due to the Novas· memory limita
tions. any problem that we could do 
with them. we can now do with XT 
equivalents. We can trade memory for 
speed in some instances; we are 
unlikely to need overlays unless our 
problems become much larger than 
they have so far; and accessing large 
amounts of memory in arrays is 
essentially now transparent to the 
user. We can also add additional RAM 
to be used as disk equivalents. thus 
speeding up access to large stored 
tables and cutting down on the wait
ing time for FORTRAN compilations. 

Even the speed deficiency will dis
appear with time. I was looking for
ward with keen anticipation to the 
arrival of the IBM AT with the 802 86 
and 80287 chips. expecting that the 
performance for number-crunching 
problems would rise to 2 5 percent or 
more of that of a VAX. Alas! That 
proved not to be true; benchmark 
tests have shown that the AT runs at 
the same speed as the XT for prob
lems that spend most of their time in 
the 8087 or 80287 . 

(continued) 
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NUMBER CRUNCHING 


Therefore. I invested in a Number 
Smasher board from Microway for in
stallation in our PC XT equivalent 
instead (actually. it is a PC with a third
party hard disk) . This board contains 
an 8086 and an 8087 running at 9.54 
MHz. Benchmarks have shown that 
this board operates typically at a fac
tor of 2 .2 to 2 .8 times as fast as the 
IBM PC. depending on application. In 
general. in our tests the board ran at 
approximately 2 5 percent of the 

VAX's speed. equivalent to our Nova 
3/D in the single-user mode. 

TODAY AND TOMORROW 
I don't know whether the faster per
formance of the future will come from 
chips in the Intel family. retaining PC 
compatibility, or from chip families 
from other manufacturers. Some peo
ple at the Center for Astrophysics are 
enthusiastic at the prospect of the 
Motorola 68000 series with either the 

Weitek or the Motorola numeric 
coprocessors. which are predicted to 
outperform the VAX. 

We are now using PC XT equivalents 
for most of our work. and the Novas 
will be shut down soon . I have trans
ferred the more interesting software 
to PC floppy disks. and I am bringing 
up parts of it on the micros as need
ed for research . All of this should be 
very helpful to our scientific 
productivity. • 

A PROTOTYPE FOR YOUR PROTOTYPES 


METHODS BY DIGITALK. A SMALLTALK PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT FOR 
THE IBM PC. AN OBJECT·ORIENTED SPEED DEMON. AN EXCITING WAY TO PROGRAM. 

Think about your problem. Browse the Methods 
Smalltalk source code. Select some building 
blocks like pop-up menus, windows, text-editors 
and dictionaries. Put them together. Try it. 
Oops, Methods tells you something is missing. 
No problem. Continue thinking, changing and 
trying. Now you're prototyping! Try out new 
ideas. Redefine your problem. And you don't 
have to throw this prototype away. Refine it 
until you like the finished product. 

Methods by Digitalk A new way to develop 
software for the PC. Use it for windowing, 
simulation and artificial intelligence applications. 
Use it by prototyping. 

Methods is Smalltalk-SO'" language compatible. 
It includes its own Smalltalk source code. You 
can extend it in Smalltalk and assembly 
language. 

Methods operates on IBM PCs with 512K bytes 
RAM using MS-DOS or PC-DOS. Color and 
monochrome monitors are supported. No mouse 
is required. A Smalltalk language manual and 
an environment guide are included. 5200 West Century Boulevard 

Los Angeles, California 90045 
Smalltalk·80" Is a trademark of Xerox Corporation. IBM Is a registered trademark of (213) 645-1 082 
International Business Machines Corporation. MS Is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 

Available from Digitalk for $250. Outside U.S. add $15.00 for 
shipping and handling. California residents add 6% sales tax. 
Visa and MasterCard accepted. Educational and Dealer 
Discounts Available. 

DIGITALK, INC. 
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Meet The Princeton 

Graphic Systems Family 


The right monitor at the right price. Princeton Graphic Systems offers you a complete family of high 
performance personal computer monitors. Monitors that deliver the compatibility, resolution, and reliability 
you need for any application and any budget: from word processing to sophisticated business graphics. 

HX-12. High resolution RGB 
monitor -640 x 200 lines 
noninterlaced -.31 mm dot pitch 
tube-Nonglare screen -$695 

HX-9/9E. Nine inch , high 
resolution RGB monitor non
interlaced -.28mm dot pitch tube 
-9E compatible with IBM Enhanced 
Graphics Adapter -Nonglare screen 
-Green/amber switch -Apple/ IBM 
colors - Etched dark glass screen 
-$650/$750 (9E) 

Princeton accessory product line. 
Undergraduate tilt/ swivel monitor base. 

ColorVlew card, Green/ Amber switch, RGB-80 card 

and Scan Doubler card . 


HX-12E. High resolution RGB 

monitor 640x350 lines noninterlac

ed - .28 mm dot pitch -Compatible 

with IBM Enhanced Graphics 

Adapter -Nonglare screen -$785 


MAX-11. Amber monochrome 
-720 x 350 lines -Enhanced to in
terface with IBM color or 
monochrome adapter card 
-Nonglare screen -Can display 16 
shades of amber -$249 

SR-1 2P. PGS' s top of the line 
RGB monitor 640x480 lines 

noninterlaced - . 26 mm dot 
pitch - Analog input allows 
for the display of 4,096 
possible colors -Compatible 
with IBM Professional 

Graphics Adapter -Nonglare screen -$999 

SR-11. Super-high resolution RGB 
monitor -640 x 400 lines noninterlaced 
-.31 mm dot pitch tube - Nonglare screen 
- Requires interface card -$799 

Princeton Graphic Systems. The only real choice. 
For office or home use, Princeton Graphic Systems has a monitor that's right for you . Inquire 
at your local computer store about our complete line of high resolution color and monochrome 
monitors; monitors that live up to the Princeton Graphic Systems ' tradition of quality, perfor
mance, and value. Princeton Graphic Systems. 601 Ewing Street, Bldg . A, Princeton, N.J . 
08540. (609) 683-1660 Telex: 821402PGSPRIN (800) 221-1490. Ext . 304. 

GRAPHIC SYSTEMS 
AN JNT • LLID • NT 9V• T • M • COMPAN Y 
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Two GENERALIZED 

FLOATING~POINT 
REPRESENTATIONS 


Dynamic allocation 
of range and 
precision fields 

in FP numbers 


T 
wo generalized floating
point representations are 
·described. analyzed. and 
compared in this article. 

One is a partitioned representation 
allowing a trade-off between range 
and precision. The other is a variable
base representation that achieves a 
larger range but has fixed accuracy. 

Floating-point (FP) representations 
have not changed much since they 
were first introduced in the early 
19 50s. The common floating-point 
representation consists of a fixed
point fraction F that determines the 
accuracy (the significant digits) of the 
number and an exponent · E that 
determines the range of the number. 
The number is defined as Fx 2£ or. 
more generally, FxBE. for some base 
B. If the signed exponent E is e bits 
long. it uses an excess BE representa
tion (a format in which the highest bit 
designates the sign of the exponent) . 
This. combined with an SE F format 
(where S is the sign of the floating
point number). makes it possible to 
compare two floating-point numbers 
by comparing corresponding bits 
from left to right. A zero floating-point 
number is defined as all zeros. which 
makes it equal to an integer zero so 
the two can be used interchangeably. 
Notice that this convention makes the 
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sign of the exponent for zero negative 
to preserve the compatibility with in
teger format. These two features are 
useful and should. in my opinion. be 
preserved in any modification or gen
eralization of floating-point represen
tations. 

In the past. alternative floating-point 
representations were not practical 
because of the complex hardware 
necessary. Tuday. however. it is not. 
only possible but practical to design 
and build a support device to handle 
floating-point numbers in formats 
other than SE F. Such a device should 
be able to 

• Accept two floating-point numbers. 
compare them. or perform any of the 
four arithmetic operations on them 
• Accept one floating-point number 
and normalize it (set E to the value 
that accommodates the maximum 
number of significant figures for F) . 
convert it to integer. or test it for over
flow/underflow (if those values exist in 
the representation used) 
• Accept an integer and convert it to 
a normalized floating-point number 

Another way of implementing the 
design I will propose here is by micro
programming it. Microprogramming is 
being used more and more. even on 
large, fast machines. 

PARTITIONED FLOATING-POINT 
REPRESENTATION 
Morris has suggested a three-field 
floating-point format G E F in which 
G. E. Fare the values of the field and 
g= 3. e. f are their respective lengths 
(in bits) (see reference 1 ). Denoting the 
total length 11 . his definition was e=G 
+I. which implies f=n-3-e=n-G-4. 

The fixed-length G field thus divides 

the rest of the number into an e-bit 
signed exponent and an f-bit signed 
fraction . This format is flexible. achiev
ing a trade-off between range (the · 
range of values of 2£) and accuracy 
(which is determined by the length f 
of the fraction) . However. it has the 
following drawbacks: 

• When G is small (G < 4 ). the G field 
itself uses Jess than 3 bits. The unused 
bits could. in principle. be used to in
crease the effective size of the expo
nent £ . thus increasing the range. 
• The exponent ranges for different 
values of G overlap. Thus the two 
numbers 010 011 x . .. x (G=2 . £=3) 
and 011 0011 x . .. x (G=3 . £=4) have 
the same exponent. To achieve a 
unique representation (important for 
floating-point comparisons). the expo
nent has to be normalized by shifting 
it to the left and decreasing G. 
• The sign of the entire number is 
part of the F field and. therefore. is 
not the most significant bit of the 
floating-point number. This compli
cates comparisons again since. when 
comparing G, E, F, and G2 £2 F2 . veri
fying that G, >G2 and E, >£3 does 
not guarantee that the first number is 
the greater of the two. Every compar
ison must include F, F2 . and a simple 
bit-by-bit comparison from left to right 
(integer comparison) would not work. 



BY DAVID SALOMON 


• A hidden bit is not used. 

The modification proposed here 
eliminates all these drawbacks except 
the first one. The proposed format is 
S Se G E F. where S is the sign of the 
fraction. and Se is the exponent sign 
(using a sign convention of 0 for 
negative and l for nonnegative ex
ponents) . G is a g-bit field defining the 
length e of the exponent as e=G+ 1. 
E is the two's-complement exponent 
field, and the effective value of the ex
ponent is defined as £+(2e -2) when 
Se= l (nonnegative exponents). and 
£- (2e-2) when Se=O (negative ex
ponents) . F is a two's-complement. 
normalized-fraction field. using a hid
den bit. The advantages are 

• Since e=G+ 1. the effective value of 
the exponent is determined by both 
G and E. 
• This definition removes the overlap
ping in ranges of the exponent for dif
ferent values of G. For example. G= l 
implies e=G+ l =2. Thus e is a 2-bit 
field ranging in value from -4 to 3. 
The effective value of the exponent is 
thus E+(2e-2) = (0:3)+(2 2 -2) = 2:5 
for nonnegative exponents and £
(2e -2) = (-4 :1)-(2 2 -2) = -6:-3 for 
negative exponents. 

These ranges do not overlap with 
the ranges for G=O or G=2 (see table 
3) . In general. a given e results in the 
two ranges -(2e• 1 -2) :-(2e-I) for 
ne~ative exponents and (2e -2) : 
(2e 1 

- 3) for nonnegative ones. 
•The fraction Fis 11-e-5 = 11-G-6 

(continued) 
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Table I: R.a11qes of floati11g-poi11t 11umber represe11tatio11s 011 some computers. 

Computer n Approximate range 

POP-11 32 or 64 1o-38 .6 1038.l 

IBM 7000 series 36 1o-38 .6 1038.l 

IBM 360, 370 32 or 64 10-18 " 1O" ·· 
CDC Cyber 
Cray-1 

60 
64 

1o-3•• 10308 

10., • ., 10,.,, 

Table 2: Represe11tatio11s of some floati11g-poi11t 11umbers i11 the proposed S!Jstem. 

s s. G E Value Notes 

0 1 000 1 2-• x21 = 1 1 
0 1 001 00 2-• x22 = 2 
0 1 001 01 2· 1x23=4 
0 1 010 000 2-• x2• = 32 
0 0 000 0 2-• x2· 2 = 0.125 2 
0 0 000 1 2-• x2· 1 = 0.25 2 

s s. G E 	 Value Notes 
2-•x2-60 0 001 00 	 2 

0 0 001 01 2-•x2-• 2 
1 1 000 0 - 2-•x2° 3 
1 1 000 1 -2-• x21 3 
1 0 000 0 	 -2-•x2·2 2,3 

-2-•x2-• 1 0 000 1 	 2,3 

Notes: 
1. The fraction F in all the examples is all zeros and, therefore, is equal to 0.5 
2. Negative exponent 
3. Negative fraction 

Table 3: Ra11ges for Morris a11d for the proposed S!Jstem with differe11t values of 
the G field . 

G e E (Morris) E-(2"-2) E+(28 -2) 

0 1 -2:1 -2: -1 0:1 
1 2 -4:3 -6: -3 2:5 
2 3 -8:7 -14: - 7 6:13 
3 4 -16:15 -30: -15 14:29 
4 5 -32:31 -62: -31 30:61 
5 6 -64:63 -126: -63 62:125 
6 7 -128:127 -254: -127 126:253 
7 8 -256:255 -510:-255 254:509 
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Fl.DATIN G~PO INT 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF LEADING DIGITS 


In base B. a normalized fraction has 
a leading digit in the range I to B-1. 

One might think that those values 
occur with equal probability. However. 
it was observed long ago that this is 
not the case. In 1881 . the American 
astronomer Simon Newcomb noticed 
that the beginning pages of books of 
logarithms were the most worn. He in
terpreted this as an indication that 
people were looking up more loga
rithms of numbers starting with I than 
any other number. Consequently. he 
concluded that numbers starting with 
I were used more than other numbers. 
Knuth (see reference 3) brings detailed 
arguments supporting the claim that 
the leading digit of a floating-point 
fraction ·is logarithmically distributed. 
The probability of the digit being i is 
p, = logB(l + Iii) = log2(1 + I/i)/log,(B) = 
log2 (I + I/i) /b. Ra imi's article (see refer
ence 4) gives a comprehensive review 
of literature on the logarithmic law. 

The worst case of normalization is 
where the binary representation of the 
leading digit has b- I leading zeros. 
This only occurs when the digit is equal 
to I . and the probability of that case 
is p, = log,2 /b = lib . 

The next worst case. where the lead
ing digit has b- 2 zeros. occurs when 
it is equal to 2 or to 3. The probabi lity 
for that happening is p,+p. = liog,(3 /2) 
+ log,(4/3)1 /b = (log,4 - log,2)/b = l ib. 

In the general case. the leading digit 
has k zeros and can have values 

0 . . . OIO ... 00 = 2b-•-i 
0 ... OIO . . . IO= 2b-k-• + 2 
0 . . . 011 ... 11 = 2 b-k-I + (2b-k-l_ l) 
= 2b-k - I 

Defining q = 2b-•- 1
• the leading digit 

takes values q. q+ I . . .. . 2q- I . 
The probability of such a case is 

I I
llog,(l + q) + log, (I + q+ 1 + + 

I q+Ilog,(! + - - Jl /b = llog,( -	 )
2q+ 1 q 

The probability does not depend on 
k. All probabilities for the location of 
the first nonzero bit are thus equal and 
have the value l ib. The average 
number of leading zero bits is there
fore the straight average (b- 1)/2 = 
(log2B- l)/2. 

It is interesting to note that. assuming 
uniform distribution of the leading 
digit. the probability of having k 
leading zeros in the binary represen
tation of the leading digit depends on 
k. There are 2b+1 different numbers of 
the form 

~--b-, 

0 . .. Ol x . . .x 
LLJ 

each occurring with probability 
l l(B- I) . The probability of having k 
leading zeros is thus 2b-•- 1/(B - I). 

The average number of leading zeros 
in the case of uniform distribution is 

therefore 

b-1 ~ b-1 -·E kx p. = E kx 2 = 
k=O b-1 k=O 

2b-1 (2 - ~) = I - log,B 
. b-1 2b- l b-1 

Figure A shows the average number of 
leading zeros as a function of the base 
B for both the uniform and the loga
rithmic distributions. 

In the case of the uniform distribu
tion. that average asymptotically ap
proaches I . This means that at most 
I bit is "Jost" when a floating-point 
fraction is normalized. regardless of 
the base B used. 

If one believes in logarithmic distribu
tion. however. then the result is that the 
average number of bits Jost after nor
malization is proportional to b = log,B. 
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q+2 2q 	 Figure A: Tfle average number of leading zero bits in tfle fixed-point fraction+ log,( -- ) + . . + log,( - - )lib
q+ 1 2q- 1 	 assuming (a) uniform distribution of base B digits. and (b) logaritflmic 

distribution of base B digits. 
= llog,(2q) - Jog,(q)J/b = l ib 
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FLOATING-POINT 


bits long. Since the fraction is nor
malized and a hidden bit is used. the 
effective length of the fraction is 
11-C-5 bits. The smallest fraction is 
always 0. 5 and the largest one is 1 
2-tn-0-51. Since the extreme values of 
the exponent occur when C=7 . the 
largest floating-point value possible in 
this representation is (1-2-1"-121) x 2509 

10153·= 3 and the smallest positive 
va lue is 2-1x 2-5•0= 10-•53 ·9. The range 
of negative values is similar. Tuble l 
gives the floating-point ranges for 
some existing computers. 

Floating-point numbers on the 
Cray-! computer far exceed the rang~ 
that can be achieved in the proposed 
representation with g= 3. This sug
gests that large. scientific machines 
use a 4-bit C field . For g=4 . the max
imum value of C is 15 ; thus e= 16. the 
exponent range is -131070 to 
13 l 069. and the floating-point ex
treme values are (1-2-1n-20 1) x 2131069 := 
1039456 and 2-• x 2-131010= 10-39456 

• Since both E and F are two's-com
plement numbers. comparisons can 
be done bit by bit from left to right 
(integer comparisons) . Tuble 2 lists 
some floating-point values to illustrate 
this point. 

REPRESENTATION ERROR 
The maximum error in a floating-point 
number is half of the least significant 
bit of the fraction or 
1 
- 2-1 
2 
If the floating-point number x rep
resents the real number x. then the 
relative error of the representation is 

1
Since Ix-xi ~ 2 2-1x 2"P 

2
I 

2-1 x 2exp 

Fx 2"P 

I I - 2-1 - 2-1 
_2_ ~ _2_ = 2-1 

F l 
2 

The conclusion. therefore. is that 

incrementing C by l cuts the relative 
error in half (by decreasing f) while 
doubling the range (table 3). 

VARIABLE-BASE FLOATING-POINT 
REPRESENTATION 
The definition of a floating-point value 
is Fx BE where the base B is usually 
2. To explore the possibilities of dif
ferent bases. we can again use a 
floating-point format with fields S. Se . 
C. E. F and define the base B as 
B=2G+ 1

. The C field now determines 
the base B and not the exponent size. 
The above defin ition allows for bases 
that are powers of 2. from 2 to 256. 
There is little practical need. if any. for 
bases such as 8. 32 . or 64 . and I will 
show that such a form9t is not as flex
ible as the one previously mentioned. 

The main advantage of such a de
sign is large range. The largest base 
is 8=2,. 1 =256. yielding a floating
point number in the range of 256_2• 
to 2 562·- 1

• where e is the length of ex
ponent field E. 

EFFECT OF BASE SELECTION 
ON RANGE AND ACCURACY 
ln examining the effects of base selec
tion . let us revert to the S E F form 
of floating-point representation. The 
problems associated with other bases 
are independent of the floating-point 
format. so we will allow ourselves the 
luxury of using the simplest represen
tation . Selecting a base greater than 
2 affects the floating-point number in 
two ways. lt increases the range from 

122·-1 to a2·- . However. if one wants to 
maintain the same range. the expo
nent field can be shortened toe' bits 

1where 22·-1 =B2•'- . Defining b= log2B. 
this implies 2·-1 =(2•'-l)log2B=(2•' -l)b 
and the reduction in exponent size is 
e-e'=log2b bits. This gain of log2b bits 
can be added to the fraction to in
crease the accuracy of the floating
point number. 

Normalizing a floating-point num
ber with base B is done by decre
menting E by l and shifting F to the 
left b posi~ions. repeating until the left
most b bits of the fraction are non
zero. Up to b- l zero bits may thus be 
left unused in the fraction and. on the 

(continued) 
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1 0-pack boxed diskettes. get one of the best 
Plastic Library Case/12. A $4.95 
value . . . . . . . ... ... . ..... .. . . .. FREE!!! 

LIFETIME WARRANTY 
SS-DD OS-DD 

94c 5 '14' QTY. 50 s1 06 
15 BOXES! • 

Factory fresh in boxes of 10 with Tyvek 
sleeves. user 10 labels, write -protect t abs 
and reinforced hub ring. 

ECONOM ICAL EXCELLENT 

PRICE Amer ican-Made QUALI TY 


BULK 

DI SK ETTES 

LIFETIME WARRANTY 
SS-DD OS-OD

79C 89¢
5 "4'' QTY . 6o 

Includes white t yvek sleeves. user ID labels. 
write -protect tabs and reinforced hub r ing. 
Certified 1 OOO/o ERROR-FREE. Tested at 
1630/o of industry standards to surpass the 
best the diskette world has to offer. 

PRINTER RIBBONS 
Epson MX 70180 ....... , .. , . . . . . . .. $3.55 

Epson M X- 1(10 ...... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.90 
Ok1data 80, 82. 83. 92. 93 . . . 51 .46 
Ok1oata 84 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... 53.60 


OISK STORAGE 
Amaray Media Mate 50 ....... $8.75 

Disk M inder 11 -75 .. ...... . .... $10.95 
M icro Disk Minder-36 . . .... . ... .. ......... 57 .75 

PRICE PROMISE: We will better any lower 
delivered price on the same products and quantit ies 
advert ised nationally. 
TERMS: FREE USE OF V ISA ANO M ASTERCARD. 
Am~rican Express also accepted. Shipping: Add 
$3.00 per 1OD diskette~ or fra c tion thereof . Other 
items add $3.0 0 for disk storage or headcleaning ki t 
or dozen ribbons or C.0.0. orders . P.O. accepted b> 
from mstitutions and schools. Utah residen t s add 3 
5 3/,0/o sales tax. M inimum order !£30 .00 ~ 

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE: ~ 

1 -B00-233-2477 ~ 
C1 -BOO-AFFAIRS>~· 

INFORMATION AND INQUIRIES: ~ 
1 -801 -942-671 7 
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FLOATING-POINT 


average. (b- I )/2 zero bits will be left 
unused (see text box on page 164). 
This. added to the fact that a hidden 
bit can no longer be used. decreases 
the effective length of the fraction by 
I+ (b-1)/2. 

We conclude. therefore. that select
ing a base 8>2. while maintaining the 
same range. adds logib-(1 +(b-1)12) 

bits to the effective length of the frac
. tion . Since this quantity is always 
negative. accuracy is. in fact. de
creased. 

The main advantage of using a base 
B > 2 is. therefore. the large range. 
Sweeney showed that a second ad
vantage of using a base larger than 2 
is that it simplifies alignment shifts in 
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floating-point addition (for more infor
matron. see reference 2) . 

CONCWSIONS 
The range and accuracy of floating
point numbers are important factors 
in considering the computing power 
of a computer. I have explained that 
either range or accuracy. but not both. 
can be considerably extended by the 
proposed partitioned representation. 

Such a representation. if imple
mented in hardware. could increase 
the computing power of any com
puter. The main justification for such 
a representation may be the observa
tion that in practical cases one is 
rarely concerned with both range and 
precision. 

The partitioned representation 
should not be dismissed as just a 
storage-conserving scheme. made 
useless when storage costs are 
coming down. The method is insen
sitive to storage costs because (I) in 
existing computers the word length 
and the size of the address space are 
fixed regardless of cost. and ·(2) in 
future computers the word length and 
address-space size are likely to be 
determined more by factors such as 
speed. physical size. register size. and 
bus width. and less by storage cost. 
This implies that the art of packing 
more information into the same 
number of bits is not yet obsolete. 

The variable-base format discussed 
is less flexible and does not seem to 
be as valuable in practical applica
tions.• 
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No. 2 in a series. 

Quantum Software Systems·Ltd. proudly announces QNX 2.0
.the Ultimate Distributed Network Ogerating System. QNX 2.0 is 
new available for the IBM•PC, IBM-AT, PC compatibles, DEC 

machine. 

Dlllrtbutad Pr0cee81ng.: 

PC-DOS version 2.i can ru11 'as a :~I< 1.1nr;je~ the Qt;PC 1.2 or 2.0 
operating systems. QNX will also allow transparent $0Cess to \tie 
DOS fll& syste.rn a.rtltlon and floppies. · 
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Rainbow and TANDY 2000. If you have been waiting for a Real
time Multi-tasking Multi-user Operating system with fourth 
generation LAN support, then QNX 2.0 can offer you today what 
the competition can't even begin to promise for the future. 

QNX 2.0 integrates the Local A[ea Network architecture right 
Into the heart of the operating ~ystem, at the fundamental level 
of intertask communication allo~ng tasks to communicate 
transparently with other task.s across the whole network. This 
means that any task (program/application) may access ANY 
serial port, ANY printer or ANY disk ~n the ·network. There are 
no artificial restricltons. Every PC with a disk is a potential file 
server. PCs without disks will automatically BOOT over the 
netwerk. 

QNX on the IBM-PC AT: 

QNX Is the only Multi-tasking Multi-user Operating system 
available for the AT. It is available in both networked and single 
machine configurations. At about 2.5 tfmes faster than the ONX 
8088 PC based systems, and 1Qtimes faster than other multi

. tasking operattng systems on the same processor, QNX is the 
Ideal program (levelopment environment. 

OIS Computer Processor Measured time. 

QNX'™ IBM·PC AT 80286 480 usec 
Xl!NIX ™ lntel-286 80286 4,930 usec 

Fiie Security: 

Designed with extensive file security features, QNX 2.0 provides 
login protection with network wide file permission checking 
based on 255 groups of 255 users. In addition, each PC user 
may control network access to devices attached locally to their 
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Global Commun_lcat1pna: 

ONX supports a rul! i~plementation et X.25 allowing connection 

to public netWorks suC;h as Telenehnd Datapa~. This allows you 

to link geogFaPhleally .separate L.ANs together providing true 

global area nftwQrklng. ' 


Coat Effective Growth and Flexible Solutions: 

QNX is affotdable, and will work with the PCs you use today and 
those you will ,use tprnorrow. Vol!. may mix and match different 
brand PCs on the same QNX network with absol~ e.. Multi· 
user expansion may be accompllsbed by aqcling tenninals ta 
PCs or PCs to :the netWprk. You can start your multi·user 
application on a single PC. with 1 to 1 O attached tei"min.als. 'Once · 
your single processor start& to stiow .signs of degradation, add 
another· PC and connect terminals 10 the new prQCeSSOr. . ff the 
disk becomes the major. bQtttenp, you may add hara disks to 
other attached PCs to distribute tt're processing. AP.Pllcations 
which are very CPU lntenslVe may:wfsh to limit a.single I.Iser to 
each processor and expand the $ystem with low cost diskless 
PCs used 8$ work stations. QNX doos offer a' truly ,cost effective 
and flexible solution to your applications needs. · 

Portablllty: 

ONX 2.0 is portable. The o~rafi{1g system is lndependant o,f the 
physical local area network. lit is a~ailable In a form suitable for 
porting to other 8088/8086/80186/80286 computers In th.e 
·consumer, educattonal and ind1,1strial market place. QNX is 
ROMable and.qan operate !h ~little as 128Kb RAM': 

' ,'" ::;; 

DOS Compatltilllty: '' J"I 



F 0 R 
S 0 R E 

yE E s 
TH OMSON 

To those of you who stare and stare-and stare 
at computers, blessed relief has arrived. Thomson"' 
monitors. We promise clearer, crisper resolution, 
remarkable colors and print-like text. Thomson builds 
a full line of monitors, from basic monochrome to high
resolution color models. All are designed to fulfill your 
needs today, and sophisticated enough to fulfill your 
needs in the future. 

Thomson monitors are designed and built by Thomson, 
a $6 billion international corporation. They're going to 
change the way America looks at computers. 

Ask your local computer dealer for a Thomson 
monitor, or call 1-213-821-2995, ext. 34, for the Thomson 
dealer nearest you. Then take a stare at a Thomson 
monitor. It's a sight for sore eyes:'" 
·1l· lcx '.!7201'.!'.!. Thomson is ii 1raclcm:trk ofThmuson S.:\ . 

Model CM :n:n ISi. 1 2 ~ diai.:mia l . . 31mm dot pi1ch 
~GBI rnlor monitor wi th text switch :mr1 

non·i.:lal'l.' tinted s1.:rccn. 

THDMSDNO

© 1985 Thomson Consumer Products Corporation 
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BY JOHN FIGUERAS 


TURBO PASCAL 
DRIVES 
THE MOUSE 

A handy procedure 
to interface the 
Microsoft Mouse 

with Pascal 


T 
wo Turbo Pascal pro
cedures for accessing the 
MS-DOS functions and MS
DOS interrupts. MsDOS 

and lntr. have simplified the task of in
terfacing the Microsoft Mouse with 
Pascal. It would have been much 
more onerous with expensive "full
scale" compilers. The two procedures 
are not well documented in the Turbo 
manual. but two .DOC files on the 
Turbo (version 2) disk. INTRPTCL and 
DOSFCALL. give examples of their 
use. Documentation for lntr is con
siderably improved in version 3.0 of 
Turbo Pascal. but not for MsDOS. 
This information. combined with that 
provided in the Microsoft Mouse 
manual (Microsoft Mouse Installation and 
Operation Manual. Microsoft Corpora
tion . 1983). was adequate to devise 
simple Turbo Pascal routines that ac
complish the same actions as the 
BASlC-callable mouse routines sup
plied by Microsoft. 

Interrupt calls in machine language 
resemble ordinary procedure calls in 
higher-level languages. Certain values 

ILLUSTRATED BY PAUL MOCK 

must be placed in the 8088/8086 
registers. and an interrupt procedure 
INT calls the desired procedure with 
a suitable code. The mouse uses INT 
51 (or INT 33 hexadecimal). which 
with proper values in the registers 
provide particular Mouse functions. 
This is similar to passing a parameter 
to a function in Pascal or other higher
level languages. To program the 
mouse. the Microsoft Mouse manual 
requires the passing of the param
eters M1%. M2%. M3%. and M4% 
to 8088/86 registers ax. bx. ex. and 
dx. respectively. before issuing the 
I NT 51. BASIC ordinarily uses CALL 
MOUSE (M1%.M2%.M3%.M4%) . 
For example. if 1 want function 

£'• 

l 

·I~ 
·...-.. 

" . 

number 1 to show the cursor in 
BASIC. I would set M1% to 1 and 
issue a CALL MOUSE (M1%. M2%. 
M3%.M4%); in machine language. I 
would load the value I into register 
ax and call INT 51. 

Turbo Pascal's function lntr (P1 . P2) 
takes two parameters. The first param
eter. P1, selects the required interrupt. 
INT (decimal 51or33 hexadecimal for 

(continued) 
Dr. Jolin Figueras was a researcli cliemist witli 
Eastman Kodak for tliirty years. He lias a 
Pli.D. in organic cliemistry from tlie Univer
sity of Illinois. Now retired. lie is a part-time 
instructor of computer science at State Univer
sity of New York at Geneseo. He can be 
reaclied at 65 Steele Rd.. Victor. NY 14564. 
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TURBO MOUSE 


the mouse) ; the second parameter. 
P2. is a Pascal variable of record type 
that references all of the registers and 
flags in the 8088/86 microprocessor. 
In listing I. this record variable is 
called recpack and is given the type 
regset. which comprises the registers 
introduced above. To access a given 
mouse function out of Turbo Pascal. 

therefore. you must load suitable 
values of the mouse parameters into 
the fields of the record variable and 
then pass this record to the function 
I ntr. Values are inserted into the 
record recpack using either the 
Pascal with construct or qualified 
labels (dot notation) . Listing l . 
MOUSE.PAS. contains the Pascal 

Table l : Using listing l . you can implement the functions below. listed according 
ta their Microsoft function number. Pascal name. and action . If you need them. 
you should have no trouble implementing the other nine functions discussed in the 
Microsoft Mouse manual. 

0 mstatus initialize mouse 
1 mshow display mouse cursor 
2 mhide hide mouse cursor 
3 mpos get mouse position; return coordinates 
4 mput put the mouse at designated coordinates 
8 mvlimit limit mouse vertical position 
9 mshape assign a shape to the mouse cursor 

equivalents for seven mouse functions 
(see table l) . [Editor's note: Listings l and 
2 are available for downloading from 
BYTEnet Listings. (617) 861-9774.J 

The program MTRIAL (see listing 2) 
is a simple example of mouse pro
gramming in Pascal. The program 
uses the graphics routines supplied in 
version 2 of Turbo Pascal. It puts a 
box-shaped mouse cursor on the 
high-resolution screen and uses two 
accesses to draw a line on the screen: 
the first with the left button and the 
second with the right button. A repeat 
. . . until loop monitors the mouse. 
The loop keeps an eye on the status 
of the mouse button reported in the 
variable mbt. which is returned by the 
procedure mpos. When mbt has the 
correct value. mpos returns the coor
dinates of the mouse cursor at the 
time that the button was pushed. 

Notice that whenever the procedure 
(continued) 

01t1 ltt1 nUlbtr 

""" 311-1787-HI 
151585 545-11787-tll
emH 211-2111-199- ,,,_,,,,_,,, 
121785 111-IHl-IH 

Price 

J45 . H 
IHI .II 

45.17 
I.II 

1999.'9 

MULTILINGUAL WORD PROCESSING 


•IHUwtl Otlw lpt 

Thh 11 1uJtilintU1l ltxt • ,_., 
LI toucht Al I Ht l91ltMnl 
utllltlt 1vec hi touch11 · du 
chultr nuMrtque pour tntrtr 
lt1 c1r1ctlrt1 qui nt st 
trouwnt pu sur lu louchts 
ctu chultr dt l'il>t uchlnt • 
lcrlrt. 

To llRYtlTER t~ I "11 
loklYl61~11 '"'II ti' TOV l(p'llon-_,~~p1~,~~::;:«~1:'.' TOY 

ZP~P!3H~~HliH;,,.,, 
YIM Sh lhrtn Tnt omt ·p~ 
pJtrlJ>erKh¥flMll9' t trfH• -· 11n, btrlch1l91n oder 1b
•Ptichtrn 1achttn brauc:htn 
Sit dlt HU ft tints Ttxt
Ytrarbti tun91Protr•u. 

- Up to eight fonts on screen 
- Graphics and character modes 
- Image balled Word proceaalng 
- Une graphlca and bar charts 
- lndepeudent columns 
- Real time text dragging 
- Typewrttar emulallon 
- T1811111allon to and from ASCII 
- Printing to prlnll!r or disk 
- Comprehenalve printer tablee 
- Numeric tllbe and lnden18 
- Headers and fooler9 

""-!cs: 

1102010411 
O.,.lutlm _, 

r111o1..: 

ffMf1ff NOW! 3.5 MB MEMORY 
ON A SINGLE BOARD 

FOR IBM AT AND AT COMPATIBLES 

Texas 713-495-5200 
Charlotle 704-525-4423 
San Francisco 41 5-593-2324 

AT Smart Pack 2 

• 	 Up to 3.5 MB of 
Memory 
Expansion 

• 	 2 Serial Ports 
(1 optional) 

• 	 1 Parallel Port 

Multifunction Board 

' • • ' i.,' 

'~ ~; .. ~ ~··_·-- ._ ·~~~·,~· .. · ~ ... . . 

- Color support 
- Arithmetic calculatlons on text 
- Integrated Communlcatlons 
- Transmit and receive on dlek 
- Automatic hyptamllon 
- Document repaglnatlon 
- Search and replace 
- Context eeneltlVe help 
- ElllY to uee and learn 
- In Engllah, Fraooh, German 
- In Dutch and Greek. 
-	 IBMPCIXT/ATandCompetlblae 

• 	 Game Port (optional) 
• 	 Use with 256 Kor 512 K 

populated CPU 
• 	 Easy Installation 

NOW AVAILABLE IN QUANTITIES 

Serial/Parallel Interface 

• 	 1 Serial Port 
• 	 1 Parallel Port 
• 	 Supports any RS 232 C 

Based Peripheral Device 
• 	 Supports Printer Plotter etc. 
• 	 Also compatible with IBM-PC 

Suggested Lists 

1281<. 1SP. 1PP ... $495.00 

5121<. 1SP. 1PP ... $595.00 


Suggested Lisi 
$129.00 

Only $259 Incl. Latin and Japanesa/Greek font Junior veralon $49.95 

k 
 MICRO BUSINESS PRODUCTS ~ 

11 EAvenue Obaerva1olre P .O.Box 630 
Brueaels, Belglum Wayne, NJ 07470'!1BP Tel: 375-0953 Tix: 26340 Tel: 2011884-4142 ~ 

Both Cards Fully Compatible to IBM AT 

BosIon 617-443-4818 AMERICAN MICRONICS INC. 
Chicago 312-480-3575 17811 Skypark Circle, Suite H 

Irvine, CA 92714 
(714) 261-2428 Telex314016 

OEALER/OISTRIBUTOR/VAO/ OEM DI SCOUNTS AVAIL ABLE 

Smar1 Pack Trademark of American M icrcnlcs. Inc IBM & IBM PC AT 


Trademarks ol lnternatlona1 Business M achines Corp. 


Inquiry 424 for U.S. and Canada. 
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LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS PRESENTS: 
IBM-PC COMPATIBILITY FOR ONLY 

LDP is offering a compatibility upgrade package to convert 
your current SlOO BUS system quickly and easily to IBM-PC 
compatibility. This upgrade includes the high performance 
THUNDER 186 and COLOR MAGIC, IBM-PC compatible 
color graphics board. You get 10 Mhz 8086 performance, *User supplied keyboard.and monitor required. 256K bytes of no wait state RAM, two serial ports and a 
parallel printer port. No other S 100 bus boards are 
required. Included with this set is the advanced 
CONCURRENT DOS operating system bringing PC-DOS 
compatibility and multitask
ing to the system. This board 
out performs the IBM-PC by a 
three to one margin. Gain 
IBM-PC compatibility without 
sacrificing S100 bus compati
bility. 

THUNDER 186 / COLOR • 

MAGIC SET .. .. .. $1749.00 

IBM COMPATIBLE SIOO IBM-PC COMPATIBLE 
BUS COLOR GRAPHICS for system expansion. The COLOR MAGIC and 

THUNDER 186 comb ine to provide perfor SIOO-BUS SYSTEM 
LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS presents COLOR mance you won 't find in other compatibles. The LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS offers IBM- PC 
MAGIC, the most complete compatibility solu price includes the powerful Concurrent DOS compatible systems with performance far ex
tion for SlOO bus computer products. COLOR operating system. ceeding that available from IBM. You can pur
MAGIC includes three major hardware sub THUNDER 186 .... . . . . . ...... .. . . $1195.00 chase systems offering performance of an eight 
functions which allow it to emulate the IBM-PC: Mhz 8086 or up the performance of an 8Mhz 
An entirely compatible video function, an 80286. Each system is capable of supporting 
IBM PC keyboard interface and an IBM-PC 
compatible timer interface including IBM-PC 
sound compatibility. HOW COMPATIBLE IS IT? 
Currently we are running MICROSOFT 's 
FLIGHT SIMULATOR recognized as one of the 
severest tests of compatibility. We can also di
rectly boot PC-DOS for the IBM-PC with no al
terations. Other programs which have been 
tested and function without problems are : 
LOTUS 1-2-3, DBASE Ill, WORDSTAR and 
VOLKSWRITER. 
COLOR MAGIC (16K byte version) .. $595.00 

• THUNDER 186 single board computer pro

•NV DISK is a solid state memory with soft
ware to emulate a disk drive under MS DOS, 
Concurrent DOS, and CP/ M-86. NV-DISK is en
tirely COMPUPRO software compatible allow
ing COMPUPRO users to take advantage of the 
lower cost and battery protection support of
fered by NV-DISK. It offers the advantage of 
high spee d access and no moving parts. It can 
be battery protected to allow data to stay even 
while powered down. The board is available in 
either 5 l 2K or 2 Megabyte configurations and 
multiple boards may be used to create disk 
drives with up to 16 Megabytes of storage. 
NV-DISK 512K, $595.00 2 MBYTE, $1695.00 

8Mhz math coprocessors. Our 8Mhz 802B6 
system offers IBM-PC compatibility while offer
ing up to 2 times the performance of the 
IBM PC-AT. For applications where PC com
patibility is desirable but higher performance 
is a benefit or requirement LDP offers the only 
viable solution. 

WHO IS LOMAS DATA 
PRODUCTS... 
LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS has been shipping 
16 bit microprocessor SIOO bus products for 

. five years . We have earned a strong reputation 
for reliability and performance over these five 

vides a high performance 16 bit computer all on years. We were running MS-DOS (SCP-DOS/ 
one board. It is an ideal companion to the PC-DOS) before IBM knew the operating sys
COLOR MAGIC to provide a low cost, high per tem existed. We offer a wide range of 16 bit 
formance IBM-PC compatible system. The operating systems including MS-DOS, CP /M
8Mhz BOIB6 offers IOMhz BOBS performance. 86, CONCURRENT CP/M-86 and CONCUR
THUNDER 186 provides all the components RENT DOS. All our products are backed by a 
necessary to form a complete system includ one year guarantee. We offer no Bbit products 
ing: 256K bytes of no wait-state RAM, 2 serial and concentrate entirely on high performance 
ports , a parallel printer port, high performance 16 bit systems. Ifyou are looking for the highest 
floppy disk controller controls both 51/ • " and 8" performance possible on the SJOO bus, you can 
drives simultaneously, full IEEE 696 (SIOO) bus be sure LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS offers it. 

Dealer inquiries invited. Concurrent CPI M-86, concurrent DOS, trademark of Digital Research 

LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS, INC. ~·JI 
182 CEDAR HILL ROAD, MARLBORO, MASSACHUSETTS 01752 0 TELEPHONE: (617) 460-0333 0 TELEX: 4996272 

For orders outside the U.S. , contact our exclusive dealers: D Australia - LAMRON PTY. LTD., (02) 808-3666 D Malaysia - EXA 
COMPUTER (m) SENDIRIAN BERHAD, 795284 D England - RATIONAL SYSTEMS, 0908-613209 or 0908-611349; SHARPBORN 
LTD., 018764559. 
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Inquiry 102 for End-Users. Inquiry 103 for DEALERS ONLY. 

Inside and Out 
You've never seen acable that looks or works quite like this. The 
result of extensive research into functional design,the DATA SPEC 
cable assembly not only visually enhances your computer equip
ment, but provides superior quality with the following features: 

• Full shielding (Exceeds F.C.C. • Gold plated pins 
EMl/RFI emission requirements) • Exclusive P.D.T. underhood 

• Positive strain relief for maximum integrity 
• Large convenient thumbscrews • Lifetime warranty 
DATA SPEC makes cable assemblies for all your interface needs: 
printers,modems,disk drives and monitors. For your IBM,Apple, 
AT&T and other popular PC's. Ask for DATA SPEC cables at your 
nearest authorized DATA SPEC dealer. 

FROM ALLIANCE RESEARCH CORPORATION 

20120 Plummer Street • Chatsworth , CA 91311 • 1-818-993-1202 

Patent PND. ©Copyright 1985 Alliance Research Corporallon 

When You Want The Best, Call ... 

nbsinc. 
National Business Software and Supplies 

I ORDER LINE 800-225-8800 
SOFTWARE 

JAZZ CALL SUPERCALC Ill $215 
LEADING EDGE W.P. 65 WORD PERFECT 4.0 229 
NUTSHELL 99 ELECTRIC DESK 189 
ABILITY 295 RBASE 5000 369 
TURBO PASCAL 3.0 39 NORTON UTILITIES 59 
WORDSTAR 2000 + CALL SMART SOFTWARE SYS 549 
MULTIPLAN 118 SUPER KEY 39 

PRINTERS 
STAR MICRONICS CALL NEC 2050 $666 
EPSON CALL TOSHIBA 1340 $559 

MISC. 
AST 6 PAK +64 K S259 CHIPS 64 KSET $20 
TEAC 55-B DRIVE S 109 MAXELL MD-2HD DISKS 40 
HAYES 1200B S359 MAXELL MF-2DD 3.5 42 

TWO LOCATIONS: 

500 W. Broadway, Suite 116 P.O. Box 23, 


Tempe, AZ 85282 Painesville, OH 44077 

(602) 966-8005 (216) 352-1262 

Monday-Friday 8am-5pm VISA &MasterCard Welcome 
Shipping & handling add SS per order (prinl'3rs S 10 per order). VISA & M / C add 3%. AZ rest
dcnls add 6%. Allow two weeks for personal o r company checks lo clear. Rel urns subject lo 15% 
rcslocking tee. All items are new wilh manufdclurer's warranty. Machine compalibilily not guar· 
anlecd. Prices subjecl to change, product subject lo availability. 

8/85 
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Tl)RBO MOUSE 

Listing I: Turbo Pascal mouse procedures. 

procedure mshape(xhot, yhot : integer; var cursor : curarray); 
{ xhot and yhot pixel designations for the cursor hot spot. 

cursor is the array containing the cursor shape. curarray 
is array type defined as ARRAY[O .. 31] OF INTEGER} 

type 
regset = record 

ax, bx, cx, dx, bp,di,si ,ds,es,flags : integer 
end; 

var recpack : regset; 

begin 
with recpack do 
begin 

ax: = 9; 

bx : = xhot; 

ex: = yhot; 

dx : = Ofs(cursor(O)); 

es : = Seg(cursor[O)) 


end; 
intr($33, recpack) 

end; 

procedure mstatus(var mstat, nbuttons : integer); 
{ returns mouse status and resets mouse parameters. 

mstat = O if mouse is not installed. - 1 otherwise. 
nbuttons is number of buttons enabled, = 2 } 

type 
regset = record 

ax, bx,cx,dx, bp,di,si,ds,es,flags : integer 
end; 

var recpack : regset; 

begin 
recpack.ax : = O; 
intr($33, recpack); 
with recpack do 
begin 

mstat : = ax; 
nbuttons : = bx 

end 
end; 

procedure mshow; 
{ show mouse cursor } 

type 
regset = record 

ax, bx, cx,dx, bp,di,si ,ds,es,flags : integer 
end; 

var recpack : regset; 

begin 
recpack.ax : = 1; 
intr($33, recpack) 

end; 

procedure mhide; 
{ hide mouse cursor } 

type 
regset = record 

(continued) 
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GTX-100. Computer security 
so advanced, it could even 
keep secrets from Mata Hari. 

Does your computer talk to 
strangers? Before you answer 
no, remember, today's com
puter intruders are very skillful. 

In fact, even a famous spy 
like Mata Hari would be hard 
pressed to match their inven
tiveness. With one deft phone 
call, these electronic trespassers 
can tamper with such secret 
items as privileged customer 

Data thieves .can steal infor
mation like that. Or erase it. 
Or alter it to their advantage. 

That's why your computer 
needs the protection of 
GTX-100. It's a new kind of 
security subsystem developed 
from Lockheed's years of 
experience with high tech
nology and strict security. 

GTX-100 puts an electronic 
wall around your sensitive 
computer files and keeps your 
private data private. 

Use the coupon to get a 
GTX-100 brochure plus the 
name of your nearest sales 
office. They'll show you how 

io Lockheed-GETEX 1985 

• Mail to: ·~-----------------
I Lockheed-GETEX , Suite 945, 
I 1100 Circle 75 Parkway, Atlanta , 
I GA 30339. (404) 951-0878. 
I Please send me:I D GTX-100 brochure. I D The name of my nearest sales 
I office.
I 
I Name
I 
I Title 

I 
I Company Name 

I Address 

I 
I City State Zip 

reports, confidential corres GTX-100 can guard your 
pondence, and marketing secrets the next time a stranger ~lockheed-GETEX 
intelligence. comes calling. Giving shape to imagination .•Inquiry 217 SEPTEMBER 198 5 • BYTE 165I 
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"Switch boxes are sold by many 
suppliers, but by f11r the two best 
v11l !!!FJ Enterprises." 

"The MFJ RS-2l2 Transfer 
Switch. Buy it before the manu
facturer comes to his senses!" 

Joe Campbell, Tbe RS-232 Solution 

port expansion. Don'l keep plugging 
your computer to your high·sp<..'Cd printer, 
RS-232 peripheral de-vice. MFJ's range of 

Transfer Switches includes one tO fit your ncl'Cls at a price you can afford. 
Look at these choices; then look at these prices. Compare others at 

any price! Then ask them for .. their reviews. When they won't 

show you, call MFJ .. , 


When you need to switch between two peripherals .•. or you need to haw two 

computers oharlnlf the oame peripheral... Model 1240/$79.95 


When you need l-to-4 computers to share one peripheral or l-to-4 peripheralo 

to ohare a common computer.. . Model 124~/$119.95 


The perfect office Transfer Switch. Don't buy multiple printers 

is constructed from high-qµaUty aluminum. Printed circuit boards 

assure maximum reliability by eliminating crosstalk, line interference and any need fo r wiring. 

AU MF] swltcbes /Jave LEDs to monitor data lines and MOV surge protectors. Enhance the 

investment you've already made in your computer by choosing from the finest line of lhtnsfer 

Switches o n the market, Including Ml:J's IBM & Centron/cs Parallel Switl'/Jt'S. 


You've pt a lot of money tied up In your computer. Dort'I ,,,_ llf 

••••• 

Sybex Computer Books 

Now you can have reliable and affordable 
and unplugging cables. You can easily switch 
letter-quality printer, modem, terminal - any 

. ...,..,....;,,,,,,,,,.,,"-"·'PJ 

or modems. Just buy MFJ's Model 1243. Then you can connect 
one or all your computers to a single 
printer or modem. Or lei your one 
compmcr share up to /011r peri
pherals . Think of the money you'll 

save. LEDs monito r important data lint--s while a built-in surge 
protector guards them. 1\vo-way communication is allowed with 
no complicated software to learn: just p11sb u britton! 

Seven additional models to choose from. Each unit's casing 

Model 1107 8 sockets, 
2 un•witched; S79.95 

Model 1108 7 sockcls, I un~witchcd; 

with dropout relay; S99.95 
Model 1109 is like 1107 but intelligent (;witch 
on the device thar's plugged into the control socket 
and every thing else comes on). $129.95 

There are o ther RS-2~2 Switchea, Power Centers, and Computer Peripheral Pro
ducts available from MFJ. Call and talk with us about all your computing needs, anc.I when 
you do, ask for out latest catalog. Both the call and the cataloa are free. 

1-800-647-1800 
For tcchnJcaJ/ repair information,or in Mississippi ,or outside the Continental Unit<..'tl States, 

please telephone . 

1-(601)~2~-5869or telex S~-4590 MFJSTKV 
All MFJ products come with a double guarantee we think ls unmatched. Order from MFJ 

and try any product for 30 days. If it doesn't satisfy your needs, just return it for ajull refund, 
less shipping. If you ket:p it you can be assured of continued .service with our One Year 
Unconditional Guarantee. 

Call roll-free 1·800-647-1800 and charge the products you need to your VISA or Master· 
Card, or send a check or mo ney order, plus S5.00 shipping, and our shipping depanment will 
promptly have your computer peripheral on its way to you. 

• I 
MF] Enterprises Inc. 
921 Louisville Road 

. . Starkville, MS 39759 
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ax, bx, cx,dx, bp,di,si,ds,es,flags integer 
end; 

var recpack regset; 

begin 
recpack.ax : = 2; 
intr($33, recpack) 

end; 

procedure mpos(var mbt , mx, my : integer); 
{ returns position of mouse, coordinates mx, my. 

if mbt =1, left button was pressed 
if mbt =2, right button was pressed 
if mbt = 3, both buttons were pressed 

type 
regset = record 

ax, bx, cx,dx, bp,di,si,ds,es,flags : integer 
end; 

var recpack : regset ; 

begin 
recpack.ax : = 3; 
intr($33, recpack) ; 
with recpack do 
begin 

mbt : = bx; 

mx .  ex; 

my dx 


end 
end; 

procedure mput(mx, my : integer); 
{ put the mouse cursor at coordinates mx,my. 

legal values must be supplied } 

type 
regset = record 

ax,bx, cx, dx,bp,di,si,ds,es,flags integer 
end; 

var recpack : regset ; 

begin 
recpack.ax . - 4· 
recpack.cx . - mx; 
recpack.dx : = my; 
intr($33, recpack) 

end; 

procedure mvlimit(minpos, maxpos : integer) ; 
{ set min and max vertical limits for cursor positions } 

type 
regset = record 

ax, bx,cx,dx, bp,di ,si ,ds,es,flags integer 
end; 

var recpack regset ; 

begin 
recpack.ax : = a· 
recpack.cx . - minpos; 
recpack.dx - maxpos; 
intr($33, recpack) 

end; 

[continued) 
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Right now, many of the biggest names in the 

business have their next-generation personal 

computers on the drawing boards. These 

advanced systems will have capabilities that 

will go far beyond what's available today. 

Many of these exciting new products will 

feature high-performance system software by 

Microware. 


Operating systems and programming languages 
are the foundations upon which all other 
applications are built. Microware's OS-9 
operating system is the ideal base for 
innovative fourth-generation application 
packages. It provides many advanced 
capabilities including true multitasking, a 
universal file and 1/0 system, modular 
construction, powerful graphics, unlimited 
communications gateways, and real-time 
response. And it's so versatile it can be used 
on almost any size system - from inexpensive 
personal computers all the way up to large 
multiuser systems. 

Microware also has outstanding versions of the 
most. popular programming languages. For 
example, Microware's extended, structured Basic 
is friendlier than an interpreter, yet it runs as 
fast as a compiler. And it's so smart that it 
actually reports bugs as programs are typed in. 
Or consider Microware's full-feature C Compiler. 
It ·can recompile almost any Unix application 
program to be much smaller and faster than 

·the Unix equivalent. You can also choose 
Fortran and Pascal compilers of equal calibre. 

Software like this doesn't happen by accident. 

Microware software is specifically designed to 

unleash the full potential of the extraordinary 


68000 and 6809 microprocessor families. 
Microware works in close cooperation with the 
people who actually design the systems and 
silicon in order to achieve maximum integration 
and performance. That's why Microware 
software has already made a big impact within 
the scientific, engineering, and industrial 
communities. 

Affordable, powerful personal computers with 
Microware software are available now at most 
Tandy/Radio Shack retail locations, and through 
Fujitsu and Hitachi in Japan . . Plus over a 
hundred innovative manufacturers worldwide 
offer a veritable banquet of professional 
systems and software for VME, Multibus, STD, 
and most other popular standard bus 
architectures. If you're technically oriented, you 
can even get a reasonably priced Microware 
PortPak™ and install OS-9 on your own custom 
68000 system. 

Some things change, others can't. Will Unix 
ever become affordable and understandable 
enough for you? How long can MS-DOS keep 
up with new technology? You can wait and 
find out, or you can step into the future today. 
Contact us today and we'll send you complete 
information. 

MICROWARE @ 


MICROWARE SYSTEMS CORPORATION 

1866 N.W. 114th Street • Des Moines, Iowa 50322 

Phone 515-224-1929 • Telex 910-520-2535 


MICROWARE JAPAN, LTD. 

41-19 Honcho 4-Chome, Funabashi City• Chiba 273, 

Japan• Phone 0474-22-1747 • Telex 298-3472 

OS-9 is a trademark of Mlcroware and Motorol• . Unix Is a tradem.rk of Bell 
Laboratories. VAX Is a trndemark of Digital Equipment Corpo,.tlon . Multibus 
is a trndemark of Intel Corporntlon, 
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TURBO MOUSE 


Listing 2: A demonstration of mouse programming in Pascal. 
{$1 MOUSE.PAS} is a compiler directive to bring the procedures in listing 
into a program for implementation. 

program mtrial; 
{ demonstration program. get two points with the mouse and 

connect them with a line } 

type 
curarray = array(O .. 31] of INTEGER; 

var 
cursor : curarray; 
i,nbut,mx,my,mbt,x,y : integer; 

{$1 MOUSE.PAS } 

procedure bdraw; 
begin 

gotoxy(1,2); 
write(' Use left button for first point, right button for second point.') ; 
mshow; 
repeat 
mpos(mbt,x,y) 
until mbt = 1; 
mhide; 
plot(x,y, 1); 
mshow; 
repeat 

mpos(mbt,mx,my) 

until mbt=2; 

mhlde; 

draw (x,y,mx,my, 1); 


end; 

begin {MTRIAL main line} 
for i : = 0 to 3 do {load cursor image in hexadecimal} 
cursor[!] : = $FFFF; {these values could be set up as typed 

constants} 

cursor[4] : = $FOOF; 

for i : = 5 to 1 0 do 


cursor[I] : = $F7EF; 

cursor[11] : = $FOOF; 

for I : = 12 to 15 do 


cursor[!] : = $FFFF; 

for i : = 16 to 19 do 


cursor[i] : = $0000; 

cursor[20] : = $0FFO; 

for i : = 21 to 26 do 


cursor[I]: = $0810; 

cursor[27] : = $0FFO; 

for I : = 28 to 31 do 


cursor[I] : = $0000; 
HiRes; 
HIResColor(1 O); {set color green} 
mstatus(i,nbut); {initialize mouse} 
mshape(8,8,cursor); {set cursor shape} 
mshow; {display cursor} 
bdraw {get 2 points and draw line} 

end. 

bdraw plots or draws. a call to the pro
cedure mhide turns off the mouse 
cursor. With the Microsoft Mouse in
stalled. the cursor will tend to inter
fere with plotting if the cursor is on 
when plotting. After the plotting has 
finished. the cursor can be moved 
freely over the plot without disrupt
ing it. Therefore. hide the cursor dur
ing the plotting. 

In addition. pay attention to the set
ting up of the cursor array and the 
passing of its location to the mouse 
routine mshape. When the mouse is 
programmed in BASIC. the screen and 
cursor masks are set up in a two-di
mensional (16 by 2) integer cursor 
array (see the Microsoft Mouse man
ual for an example), and the location 
of this array in memory is passed to 
the cursor shape function (number 9) 
as a parameter with the value cur
sor(0.0), where cursor is the name of 
the cursor array. The Microsoft Mouse 
manual warns that in machine lan
guage, the masks that describe the 
cursor shape must be assigned to two 
contiguous arrays in memory, and the 
address of the first one goes in 
register dx. Therefore. in the Pascal 
program. the screen mask is placed 
in a single-dimensioned array, and the 
cursor mask is placed in the same ar
ray, directly following the first mask. 
This ensures that the two masks oc
cur in contiguous arrays. In Turbo 
Pascal. the function Ofs returns the 
starting address (offset) of the cursor 
array required in dx. and the Turbo 
function Seg returns the segment part 
of that address. 

To use the Mouse from Turbo 
Pascal. load the mouse files onto the 
Turbo disk and include Microsoft's 
MOUSE.COM in a boot-up AUTO
EXEC. BAT file. or MOUSE.SYS in a 
CONFIG.SYS file. Once these rou
tines are loaded at boot-up. Turbo 
Pascal can access all mouse functions. 
The Pascal mouse procedures are 
stored as ASCII (American Standard 
Code for Information Interchange) 
source code in a file MOUSE.PAS 
(see listing \); the compiler directive 
{$1 MOUSE.PAS} brings the pro
cedures into a program for implemen
tation.• 
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Finally there's a foolproof way to protect 
software against unauthorized duplication. And 
the technology is all on the disk itself. 

The new Prolok™ disk doesn't need add-on 
hardware. Instead each diskette is marked with 
a unique. physical "fingerprint.'' No two are alike. 
A precise description of the individual print is 
encoded magnetically. The fingerprint AND the 
description must match exactly before the soft
ware is decrypted and released to the system. 
No match, no access. 

Its genius is its simplicity and familiarity. 
Prolok looks like an unprotected disk, loads like an 
unprotected disk, works like an unprotected disk. 
The user feels immediately at home and in com
mand. It's as easy as A>PROLOK B: filename. 

Backups are easily made via normal 
system utilities. However. to be read they must 
be accompanied in the system by the original 
Prolok disk. 

Prolok puts the casual copier-and even the 
deliberate pirate-out of business. It barely 

increases the price of your product, yet it makes 
sure your customers don't buy one program and 
copy ten. 

Several command line slash(/) options are 
built into Prolok diskettes for customized security, 
depending on your needs. 

Software can be loaded easily onto Prolok 
diskettes using any system from a PC to commer
cial mass duplication equipment. 

Prolok is an engineering breakthrough of 
Vault Corporation, which has been successfully 
safeguarding software since the inception of 
security disk technology. Over 2000 businesses 
and organizations protect their valuable programs 
with Prolok. 

Simply contact Vault Corporation at 2649 
Townsgate Road, Suite 500, Westlake Village. 
CA 91361. Or phone us at 800
445-0193 (U.S.) or 800-821-8638 
(California). And find out why 
software freebies are becoming 
a thing of the past. 

PROLOK. 

SOFTHRRE PROTECTIOH, RIGHT OH THE DISK. 


Copyright © 1964 Vault Corporation. Prolok Is a trademark of Vault Corporation 
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The1.eleVideoAT. 

The Performance AT. 


as hundreds of powerful mini computer and multi
user programs. And the TeleVideo AToffers standard 
graphics capability with remarkably enhanced 640 
x 400 display resolution. 

Starts at $3395. 
Innovative design brings you these 

significant performance advantages at a 

J!~=~====··i!z::a:;:~;,;;;;;;.-::: price that's a good deal less than the IBM AT 
And this could be the least expensive AT-class ~ 

computer to own. Because the quality of its components
The Performance AT" is quite an appropriate name promises better reliability and less costly down time. 

for TeleVideo's*new computer. Especially when you Should you need it, the Performance ATcarries 
measure performance by what's most important-memory, a complete warranty and easyTRW service around the 

· flexibility and speed. world. 
303 Faster. Call toll-free (800) 521-4897. Or, in California, 

(800) 821-3774. Ask to see the Performance AT A computer The Performance AT is designed around the Intel 
with the power to save you hundreds of dollars.80286 running at 8Mhz-a third faster than the 6Mhz 


IBM*AT A standard 640 Kbyte memory and eight ex

pansion slots give you better configuration flexibility. And 

our AT has an edge with its 20 Mbyte hard disk and 

Personal Mini network compatibility. 


You'll run the popular PC software library, as well 

Regional Sales Offices1 Northwest (408) 971-0255,Southwest (714) 476-0244, Southcentral (214) 258-6776,Midwest (312) 397-5400,Southeast ( 404)447-1231, 
Mid-Atlantic (703) 556-7764, Northeast (617) 890-3282, East (516) 496-4777,Rocky Mountain (714) 476-0244. 
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BY HERBERT STEIN 


This patch lets 

the APC III run 

IBM software 


W 
hen NEC announced 
its new APC Ill. it was 
difficult not to be 
impressed by the 

machine. The microprocessor. a 16-bit 
8086 running at 8 MHz. has the sup
port of two graphics controllers 
whose customized hardware environ
ment works with a variety of screen 
formats. These graphics controllers let 
you create the best graphics I have 
seen on a microcomputer. (See "The 
NEC APC Ill" by John D. Unger. March 
BYTE. page 256. for a more in-depth 
look at the system.) 

The problem with the APC Ill is that 
it is not compatible with the IBM Per
sonal Computer (PC). although its disk 
format is. Aside from getting the APC 
Ill to read IBM PC files from IBM PC
formatted disks. I had little success 
getting it to do anything else. The 
system seemed to bomb out im
mediately after loading a program . 
According to the system manuals. 
NEC. not willing to produce another 
IBM PC clone. decided to give its APC 
all of the IBM PC display features but 
located the 1/0 (input/output) drivers 
(including the screen driver) at slight
ly different locations. Every call to 
display a character on the screen 
ended in an interrupt-return instruc
tion . And. of course. with no driver 

IBM 
COMPATIBILITY 
FOR THE 
NEC APC III 
there was no screen output. 

To work out the problem. I started 
to rearrange interrupt locations. After 
exploring the APC Ill 's capabilities. I 
prepared an operating system patch 
(see listing I) that gives some degree 
of IBM PC compatibility. 

With this patch I ran standard IBM 
software (including Turbo Pascal jPC
DOS version 2.001. the Sanyo MBC 
555 version of WordStar. and version 
1.0 of Perfect Writer and of Perfect 
Speller) on the APC Ill without any 
problems. I was unable to use Lotus 
Development Corporation's 1-2-3. 

At first I couldn't run version 3. 3 of 
WordStar because this version writes 
video data directly to the hardware. 
However. the following patch will 
allow WordStar to revert to the more 
conventional 110 methods it used in 
the earlier versions. correcting the 
problem: 

A> debug ws.com 
-e 2aa 00 
-e 2b0 00 
-e 2b3 00 
-w 
Writing 5380 bytes (debug 

displays this message) 
-q 
A> 

The software executed faster on the 
APC Ill than on the IBM PC. I mea
sured Turbo Pascal directly with the 
Sieve of Eratosthenes benchmark 
!Editor's note: Turbo Pascal listings of these 
benchmarks are available for downloading via 
BYTEnet Listings. The telephone number is 
(617) 861-97741. The APC Ill ran one 
iteration of the Sieve in 6.2 seconds. 

while the IBM PC ran it in 12.6 
seconds. 

MAKING THE INCOMPATIBLE 
COMPATIBLE 
The compatability problem involves 
more than reshuffling interrupt loca
tions. The screen attributes of the 
APC Ill have nothing in common wi th 
standard IBM PC attributes. Therefore. 
the patch also includes an attribute
translation program. which occupies 
about 200 bytes of memory space. 

It is necessary to install the patch in 
the interrupt table. The table. once set 
up. won't be overwritten by the oper
ating system or a compiler and pro
vides ample space for operating-sys
tem changes because the NEC micro
computer uses on ly 64 out of 255 
interrupt vectors (see figure I) . The 
memory starting at address I0:0 (all 
addresses in this article are hexadec
imal) up to the MS-DOS buffer area 
at 40:0 can hold a maximum program 
of 768 bytes. The tiny compatibility 
patch fits easily into this memory 
area. 

The run-time module contains two 
procedures: The first memory seg
ment (Copycode) contains the run
time environment for the screen 
driver: the second (Transfer) copies 
the first segment to address I00 and 
adds in_terrupt vectors to the NEC in

(continued) 

Herbert Stein (5 /22 Hutton Ave.. Ferntree 
Gully. Victoria 3156. Australia) is a member 
of the computer science staff at Telecom 
Australia Research Laboratories in Melbourne. 
His interests include writing computer books 
and restoring furniture. 
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WHY WAIT FOR 

ANSWERS FROM YOUR 


IBM PC/AT/XI' 

NOW THERE'S 


MEGA-MATH@ 

Engineers. scientists and statisticians are 
d iscovering the time saving capability of 
New "Mega Math" II. A library of over 45 
assembly language subroutines for fast 
numeric calculations. up to 11 t imes faster 
than your present compiler. 

The pretested routines use the 8087 or 
80287 coprocessor for optimum perfor
mance. The routines reduce development 
time. code size and testing time. 

"Mega Math" II Includes: 

MATRIX OPERATIONS 

VECTOR OPERATIONS 


VECTOR SCALAR OPERATIONS 

STATISTICAL OPERATIONS 


FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM 

CONVOLUTION 


SOLUTION OF LINEAR EQUATIONS 


The lib rary Is callab le from Microsoft 
Fortran. Basic. "C" and Pascal compliers. 
Also IBM Professional Fortran and Macro 
Assembler. 
Get "Mega Math" II Performance for only 

$299.00 (U.S.) 
Also available Is the "Mega Math" A.T. 

"Boaster". A single PC board. designed to 
reduce execution time In numeric processing 
applications. 

If your IBM AT Is equipped with the 80287 
coprocessor. the "Booster" will enhance Its 
performance by up to 50%. 

PRICE $349.00 (U.S.) 
For Increased performance of Mega Math 
Routines. inquire about Micray's high perfor
mance floating point processor for the IBM 
AT or compatibles. 

ELECTRONICS LTD. 
(403) 250-1437 
Bay 1. 4001A - 19 Street N.E. 
Ca lgary. Alberta. Canada T2E 6X8 

!Jl:.t\l EA lllQU!R!ES WELCOME 

TRADEMARKS : 

(IBM. PC/ XT/ AT) 


INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES 

(MICROSOFT) MICROSOFT CORPORATION 


(MEGA MATH) MICRAY . 
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NEC APC Ill PATCH 

Listing I: To acfiieve IBM PC compatibility. this paten overlays tfie interrupt 
table of tfie NEC APC Ill. Tfie program makes use of undefined interrupt 
locations and stores an attribute-translation subroutine at address (CS: IP) 10:0. 
Tfie first part of tfiis program. Copycode. accepts tfie IBM cfiaracter attributes 
and translates tfiem into NEC display standards. Tfie second part of the 
program. 1l'ansfer. patcfies tfie interrupt locations to suit tfie IBM PC keyboard. 
disk . printer. and video drivers. Besides tfiese connections. 1l'ansfer loads tfie IBM 
compatibility subroutine and. after tfie copy operation. returns to MS-DOS. 

• • • • • • • • • • • Standard NEC APC Il l BIOS calls won 't be affected. • • • • • • • • • • • 

assume cs:code 
code segment public 'code' 

; COPYCODE - NEC APC Ill patch at address 10H:OH (CS:IP) 

copycode proc 
cmp ah,O ; In case an application program sets 
jnz nomode ; a new video mode, the mode number must 
mov cs:mode,al ; be stored (CS:MODE) before 
db Oeah ; the JMP to the NEC APC Ill interrupt 
dw Of70h ; subroutine can take place (FBOOH :OF?OH). 
dw Of800h 

nomode: ; Otherwise, the service requested (passed 
cmp ah ,Oeh ; in register AH) indicates whether special 
jz blreg ; action is necessary or not. The codes 
cmp ah ,09h ; 06H , O?H (scroll page) , 09H. OAH (write 
jz blreg ; character), and OEH (Teletype) require 
cmp ah,Oah ; patching. 
jz blreg 
cmp ah ,6 ; Both scroll operations pass the display 
jz bhreg ; attribute in register BH. All other 
cmp ah ,7 ; operations use register BL. 
jz bhreg 
db Oeah ; All other codes are directly passed 
dw Of?Oh ; to the video-interrupt subroutine. 
dw Of800h 

bhreg: 
push bx ; In case BH contains the attribute, the 
mov bl ,bh ; register is saved and BH copied into BL. 

blreg : ; Attributes are available only for 
cmp byte ptr cs:mode.4 ; text modes (0, 1, 2, 3). 
jc textmode ; Text within a graphics mode(> 4) 
mov byte ptr cs:newattr, 1 ; is displayed in one color only' 
jmp return ; • • • • CURRENT B/W LIMITATION • • • • 

textmode: 
mov byte ptr cs:newattr.O ; Within the text modes, bit 7 of 
test bl ,80h ; BL specifies a blink bit, which 
jz noblink ; must be translated into the 
or byte ptr cs:newattr.2 ; appropriate NEC attribute. 

noblink: 
test byte ptr cs:mode, 1 ; Color modes are treated differently. 
jz mono ; The patch rotates the 
ror bl,1 ; RGB information into the highest 
ror bl,1 ; NEC attribute positions, clears 
ror bl ,1 ; remaining bits. and updates the 
and bl ,OeOh ; NEC attribute. 
or byte ptr cs:newattr,bl 
jmp return 
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Available, Reliable, 
NEC APC III PATCH 

mono: 
or byte ptr cs:newattr,80h ; In monochrome mode, the intensity 

; is initially set to half dim. 
test bl ,8 
jz nointens ; Full intensity requires a change 
or byte ptr cs:newattr,OeOh ; of the preset value. 

nointens: ; Having looked after blink and 
and bl,77h ; intensity, the patch can forget 
cmp bl ,O ; about these bits. 
jnz underlin ; In case no other bits are set , 
and byte ptr cs:newattr,1th ; the intensity bits are cleared to 
jmp return ; write black on black. 

underl in: 
cmp bl ,1 ; If an underli ne is requested , it 
jnz stdchar ; must be translated into the 
or byte ptr cs:newattr ,8h ; appropriate NEC code. 
jmp return 

stdchar: 
cmp bl ,8 ; Because the attributes are set. no 
jc return ; action is required for normal characters. 
cmp bl ,70h 
jnz whitwhit ; but the reverse attribute (?OH) 
or byte ptr cs:newattr,4 ; requires attention again and must 
jmp return ; be translated to suit the NEC. 

whitwhit : ; Whatever else might come along 
or byte ptr cs:newattr,Oe4h ; is interpreted as writing characters 

return : ; white on white. 
cmp ah ,8 
jnc newbl ; Finally, the services 06H and 07H 
pop bx ; require the new NEC attribute in 
mov bh ,byte ptr cs:newattr ; register BH . 
jmp video 

newbl : ; All other services pass the 
mov bl .byte ptr cs:newattr ; display attribute in reg ister 

video: ; BL. 
db Oeah ; (Common NEC video interrupt at 
dw 0170h ; location CS= F800H, IP= OF?OH .) 
dw Of800h 

mode db 0 ; Current display mode. 

newattr db 0 ; New attribute. 

copyend db 0 

copycode endp 


; TRANSFER the patch to the address 10H:OH 


transfer proc far 

start: 

xor ax .ax ; Start with relocation of interrupt 
mov ds,ax ; addresses. 
mov ax ,34dah 1. diskette, disk (no connection) 
mov bx,4ch 
mov [bx] ,ax 
mov ax,Oa04h ; 2. keyboard (NEC 8087 interrupt) 
mov bx,58h 
mov [bx] ,ax 
mov ax,2c5ch ; 3. printer (no connection) 
mov bx,5ch 
mov [bx],ax 
mov ax,O ; 4. video interrupt (no connection) 
mov bx,40h 
mov [bx] ,ax 
mov ax,10h 
mov bx,42h 

(continued) 

Affordable Solutions 
for Computerization 

Little Board "Y186 . . $499 c~~hKJ 
Single Board 16-Bit Computer 

with SCSI/PLUS '" Bus 

• Data and file compatible with IBM PC 
• Three times the COMPUTING POWER of a PC 
• Boots PC-DOS 2.10, 3.00 
• Runs most MS-DOS generic software 
• Mounts directly to a 5-1 I 4 inch disk drive 
• Includes: B MHz 80186 CPU, 128K or 512K 

RAM, 16K-128K EPROM, 2 RS232C Serial 
Ports, Centronics Printer Port, Floppy Disk 
Contro ller, SCSI/PLUS•• Multi-Master bus for: 
hard disk I networking I 110 expansion 

• Avai lable with 512K RAM 

Little Board '"/PLUS . . . $349 
Single Board 64K CP/ M Computer 

with SCSI/PLUS '" Bus 

Same as Li t tle Board/ 186 except: 
• 4 MHz Z80A (8-bit) CPU • 64K RAM, 
4K to 16K EPROM • CP/ M 2.2 included 

the $
Little Board '" (original ) now 289 

same as Little Board/ PLUS 
except no SCSI, 4K EPROM 

Bookshelf'"' Series 
Cost Effective, Compact, Versatile 

computer systems 

Choice of Little Board 
CPUs, 1 or 2 floppy drives 
(48 or 96 tpi); 10MB 
internal hard disk option. 
6 y,• high, 7v. •wide, 
10Yv" deep, 12Yv lbs. 

DISTRIBUTORS 
Ngentina-Factorial, S.A. . 1-41 -0018 
Australia-ASP Microcomputers . . . . . . 613-500-0628 
Belgium-Centre Electronique Lempereur .. 041 -23-45-41 
Canada-Dynacomp . . . . . . . . . . . . . (604) 872-7737 
Denmark-Danbit . . . . . . . . . . . 03-66-20-20 
England-Quant Systems . . .• • . . ..... 01-534-3158 
Finland-Symmetric OY . . 358-0-585-322 
France·EGAL+ . . . . . . . 1-502-1800 
Israel-Alpha Terminals . . . . . . ... 03-491695 
Spain-Xenios Informatica . . . 3-593-0822 
Sweden-AS AKTA 08-54-20-20 
USA: CALL AMPRO 

18.Vt is a registered trademark of Intl. Bus. Mach. 
MS~DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft. 
ZSOA is a registered trademark of Zilo91 Inc. 
CP/ M is a registered trademark of Digital Research. 
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NEC APC III PATCH 


I 

mov [bx] ,ax 
mov ax,10h 
mov es,ax 
mov ax.cs 
mov ds.ax 
xor ax.ax 
mov di .ax 
mov si,offset copycode 
mov ex.offset copyend 

offset copycode 
repz movsb 
mov ax,4c00h 
mov dx,2fh 
int 21h 

transfer endp 

code 	 ends 
end start 

: Prepare registers for a string 

: operation: 

: ES - destination segment ( = 10H) 

: OS - source segment ( = CS) 

: DI - destination index ( = 0) 

: SI - sourceiiide~.J = address COPYCODE) 

: CX - length of COPYCODE 


: COPY THE WHOLE LOT! 

: and return to MS-DOS. 

0000 : 0000 

} MS-DOS VECTORS 

0100 : 0000 

}'" "''° 

0400 : 0000 

} MS-DOS BUFFER AREA 

Figure I : Tfte patcft program makes use 
of undefined interrupt locations and stores 
an attribute-translation subroutine at 
address 00 I 0:0000 (all addresses in the 
figures are in ftexadecimal notation) . 

IBM PCNEC APC mLEVEL 

DIVIDE 	 BY ZERO0 

SINGLE 	 STEPJ 

NMI2 

BREAKPOINT3 

4 ARITHMETIC OVERF LOW 

CRT DUMP5 

RESERVED6 

7 RESERVED 

TIMER 	 INTERRUPT8 
-

KEYBOARD INTERRUPT9 

RESERVEDA EOI 

COMMUNICATIONSB EOI 

RS -232 COMMUNICATIONSc 
D EOI DISK 

DISKETTEE EOI 

F PRINTEREOI 

JO EOI CRT - 1/0 f-----l NEC J9 l 
EQUIPMENT CHECK 11 EOI 

MEMORY SIZEJ2 DISKETTE 

EOIJ3 DISK 1/0 f---l NEC JD I 
J4 EOI RS-232C 1/0 

EOI CASSETTEJ5 

JG 8087 - INTERRUPT KEYBOARD 1/0 f------1 NEC J8 I 
· 1J7 EOI PRINTER 1/0 f-----l NEC J B 

J8 KEYBOARD 1/0 . RESIDENT BAS IC 

BOOTSTRAPJ9 CRT 1/0 

TIME OF DAYJA RS-232C 1/0 

JB PRINTER 1/ 0 KEYBOARD BREAK 

TIMER 1/ 0 TIMER TIC KJC 

DISK 1/ 0 VIDEO 	 !NITJD 

DISK PARAMETER EOl -END OF INTERRUPTJE RESERVED 

VIDEO-GRAPHICS CHARJF RESERVED 

20 
MS-DOS INTERRUPTS 

Figure 2: The interrupt tables of the NEC APC Ill and the IBM PC Note that the 
APC III supports the 8087 with the IBM PC keyboard-interrupt vector; the patch 
therefore sacrifices the interface to the 808 7. 

terrupt table. !Editor's note:Tfte source code 
for the patcft is also available for download
ing via BYTEnet Listings .I ' 

Figure 2 compares the interrupt 
tables of both NEC APC Ill and IBM 
PC and illustrates all of the needed 
changes. You have to modify the disk. 
printer. video. and keyboard vectors 
to obtain any sort of IBM PC com
patibility. However. the disk. printer. 
and video interrupts will be fairly easy 
to modify because these vectors are 
not connected to existing interrupt 
programs. Rather. they address a 
common end-of-interrupt (EOI) ser
vice that can be replaced with an ap
propriate driver address. Patching the 
keyboard driver is more difficult 
because the APC Ill supports the 
number-cruncher 8087 with the IBM 
PC keyboard-interrupt vector. For now. 
achieving IBM PC compatibility 
means giving up the interface to the 
8087 . 

Although there is little correlation 
between the IBM PC and the NEC 
APC Ill interrupt vectors. if you 
replace only the APC Ill 's disk-. 
printer-. video-. and keyboard-driver 
addresses. you will be able to execute 
Turbo Pascal. WordStar. and the 
Perfect Software series. As I men
tioned. the video interrupt requires 
that the patch translate all the IBM PC 
display attributes into their NEC 
equivalents. Therefore. the video
interrupt address. interrupt I 0. refers 
to the patch program Copycode at ad

(continued) 
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Inquiry 83 fo r MS D O S Products. 

CALL TOLL FREE 

HARDWARE
r~ .'JS} 1-800-528-1054 

:::t 
COMPUTERS 
NEC PC-8201 Computer . . . ... .. . 5315
MODEMS PC-840 \A . . ...... . ............ Call 


AT&T 8201 & 8401 Accessories . ......... Call 

4000 External .... . .. . .... 5319 Sanyo MBC-775 Portable . . .. ... 51859 

Anchor Automation Televldeo PM 4T ...... . ... . . 55089 

Anchor Express •.•.••••••....• $259 PM 16T ...... . ................ Call 


PRINTERS Mark XII .....................5229 Wyse Wyse pc Dual .... • .. ...... Call 

Anadex All Models. . . . . ... C a ll Haye s Smartmodem 300 Baud ••.. 5129 Wyse pc 10 Meg .........•. • ..... Call
Silver Ree d Brother All Models . . .. Call Smartmodem 1200 Baud ......•.. 5379 ZenithEXP400 Parallel . . . . . . . 5209
Canon LBP-8A \ . . . . . . Call Smartmodem 12008 (IBM) . . .... .. 5319 Z·150All Models .... .. . ..• .. •. .....CallEXPSOO Parallel or Serial •. .. ..... 5279
C· lloh A- 10-30 ....... 5439 Smartmodem 2400 Baud •....... . 5609 Z-160All Models . . . . . ... Call
EXP550 Paralle l or Serial . . . . . . 5389
F· 10 Parallel or Seria l ..•..• 5869 Micromodem ll E (Apple} •........ 5129 Z-138 . Call
EXP770 Parallel or Serial •••..•.. . 5699
55 CPS Seria l or Para lle l ...•.••• 51035 Novation Smart Cal Plus ....•... 5279 Z-148 . ....................... . . ... Call
Texas Instrumen ts85 10 Parallel (Prowri ter) .......... 5295 Prometheus All Models .......... Call Z-171 . . ........ . ..... . .. ..... Call
850 & 860 Series ... .. . . ......... Call
85 10 BPI ................ ... . 5315 Rac al -Vadic All Models .......... Call Z-200 .................... . ........ Call
Toshiba P1340 Parallel or Seria l ... 5529
Ci tizen MSP-10 ............... 5279 US Robotics Password 1200 ..... 5195


P351 Parallel ................ 51029 DISK DRIVES 

MSP-15 or MSP-20 .. .. • . .5409 
 PLOTTERS BOARDS Alpha Omega Turbo 10 .... .... . 5599

MSP-25 . . .. . ..... . . 5535 


AST Six Pack Plus ........•... . 5249 Turbo 20 ............. . .... . . 5849

Comre x CR-2E . . . . . . .. 5309 Ente r Sweet-P60D .... . • . •..... 5759 


Everex Turbo30 ........... ........ . 51109

CR-4 .. . ... .... .... • . •...... . Call Epson H.1-80 . . . . . . . . . . .. Call 


Graphic Edge Card . . . . . ..... ... 5319 Evere x 

420 .... .... ........• .. .... 51309 
 MONITORS Edge Card Fu ll Graphic .•..•.. ... 5299 10 Megabyte . ....... •. , .... .. 5549

Daisy laser PR101........ . ... Call 
 Amdex All Monilors . . . . . . ... Call Hercules Color Card . . . . . ...... 5145 20 Megabyte .......... . .. . ... 5689

Datasouth DS180 .... . • . .. ... 51079 
 Princeton G raph ic HX-12 ...... 5445 Graphic Card ..... . . .... . . .... 5289 60 Me9abyle Tape .. . .. . .... . ... 5879

DS220 ..............•. •. ... 51299 
 Samsung Parad ise Modular Graphic 06-1 ... 5259 Haba Habadisk for Mac intosh . .. . . 5329

DS-PP"1 . ..... . .....•.•.... . 5449 
 All Models. ..... . . ...... . ..... . C a ll Five Pak . . ..... . ............. 5154 Iomega Bernoulli Box for IB M

DS-PPff2 . . . . . . . . . . 5629 
 Sanyo CRT-36 ... . .. • ...... ... 5149 Quadram E-Ram80... . ... .. 589 10 Megabyte . . ................. Call

Diablo D-25 .. ... .. . . •.•..... 5549 
 Ta xan 121 Green . . . . ... 5125 Ouadlink . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5325 20 Megabyle . . ...............Call

630API .. .. ...... . .. .. 51484 
 122 Amber . . . . . ... . . .. . .. 5129 STB 20 Megabyte Plus ...............Call

630 ECS/IBM. . . . .. 51659 
 420 RGB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 5389 All Models. . . . . . ........ Call 5 Megabyte for Maci ntosh ......... Call

Other Printer Models •••....•..••• Call 425 RGB/Green . . . . . . 5410 Te e M ar Graphics Master •••. . . . . 5449 Rana Eli te I ............. . .... 5149

Epson All Pnnler Models . . . .... Call 440.. ... ... . . ... 5545 126K Dynamic Memory .....•• . . . 5225 Controlle r (W/ Drive Only) •........ . 565

Juki 5500 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. C a ll Z e ni th ZVM-122 Amber . . . .... 589
6000 . . . . . . . . . .. . ......... 5169 
 ZVM-123 Green. . .. 589

6100 .... . . . . .... .... 5355 
 ZVM-124 ... . ... ... . .. ..... . 51 19 

6300.. . . . • . 5679 
 ZVM- 130 .... . .... . .. . .. ....... Call

NEC 2010. 2015. 2050 ........... 5619 
 ZVM-133 Color/ RGB ............ 5409

35 10. 3550 .. .. . .. ..... 5989 
 ZVM-135 Color/ RGB W/ Audio ..... 5459

35 15 . . . . . . . . . 51009 
 ZVM-136 . . . . . .. . ....... . . . 5575

3530.. . .. 5935 

8610. 8830. 8850 ....•.• . ...... 51379 
 VIDEO TERMINALS 
P2. P3. . ..... . . . . . . ...... Call Altos Smar\ II . . . . . ... . 5769

El1360.. . . 5399 


Oume OVT Green 101 .......... 5299
El1370 .. . . . . . . 5 389 

OVT Amber 101 . . . . ... 5314
O kidata All Pron1er Models ..... ... Call 

Tele v id eo 92 1 ......... •. .... 5445
Pan asonic 1090 ...... 5175 

922 . ...... .....•. . . • . • ..... 5599
1091 . . . ... .. . . .......... 5239 

955 ............ .• . •. •.• . . . . 5459
1092 ......• . • . .... 5349 
 Wyse 50 ........ • .•.•.• . . . . . 5429
1093 . ... . ............ 5429 

75 ........... • .•.•.•.•. .. . . 5559
KXP315 1 ..... . . . .... . . ... . . . 5459 

Wyse 85 . ..... ...•.•.•....... 5579
S iemen s PT/88 lnkJe1 . .... ...... C a ll 

Zen ith z-22 ..... .... ........ 5499
PT189 InkJet ..... ..... . .. . .. . .. Call 
 Z-29 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5625
Siar M icronics Z-49 ... ...... ....... .. . ...... Call


All Printer Models .•.•.•. • .••.... Call 

Enable . . . ........ . . . ... . . . .. 5329 

Framework •••.......•...••.••• Call
Gem Desktop .. . . . . Call IBM PC and 100% Compatibles 
Smart Software System •••••••••• $459


Gem Draw . . .. ... .. Call Symphony ..... . .... . . ........Call
UTILITIES WORD PROCESSORS 
\ DIR ...... . .......•.•.•..... 552 Leading Edge Word Processor ••...• 559 .~
SPREADSHEETSLANGUAGES Copy II PC ........... • . • . • ..... 520 Leading EdgeW/P with Spell & Mail .. 5139 
 Lotus 1-2-3 .... .. .............. Call ~ 


C Compiler {Microsoft) ...•... . .. . 5239 Norton Ut ilities 3.0 •..........••.• 553 Microsoft Word 2.0 ...•••••.•... $225 
 Mul\ iplan .............•.... . . 5115 ~ 
FortranCompiler (M icroso fl) ••.... 5209 Sidekick ................ . . .... 529 Mul\ima\e 3.3 .................5215 
 E 

Macro Assemb ler . .. . .••........ 589 Sidekick (Unprotec ted) . . . • .•..••• 545 PFS: Wri\e . . ......... • .•..... . . 579 
 Spreadsheet Audi to r 2.0 .• . ..•.•••• 585 


8 

Pasca l Compiler (Microsoft) .. . ...• 5179 Sideways . . . . . . . . . . . • . .... 533 Wordslarw/Tutor .•...• . • .... .•. 5169 
 DATA BASE MANAGEMENT .!!Turbo Pascal 3.0 .....••••...•... 536 Superkey . . . .. . .... 536 Wordstar Pro Pack ..• . ......•••. 5239 ~ 


Corn erstone ••...••.•••••••••• 5269 

dBase ll .. ..... ......... . .•...Call
MONEY MANAGEMENT GRAPHICS TRAINING E" 

Dollars & Sense w/ Forcast ••••.• . . . 595 Chartmaster .••..••.•••. . , •.•. 5225 Flight Simulator .. .•.. • ••.••.... 532 8 

Tobias Managing Your Money ••. . .. . 596 PC Paintbrush . . . •••••••. . . 575 Typing Instructor ...•.• . • . • . •• .. • $30 


dBase 111 . .......•.• . • . ........Call 

Nutshell ...... . .• . • .•.•.•.....Call 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT Turbo Graphix Tool Box . . . ...... .. 530 Typing Tutor Ill . .............. . . 530 PFS: File . .. . ..••. . .. . . • . • •..•. 579 ~ 
~ PFS: Report. .... . .....•. • .... .. 571 


Microso ft Project . . . 5149 

Harvard To tal Project Manager .••.. 5245 


Quickcode . ...•••.•••. . • . .. •• 5139 ~ 

OuickReport. .. .. ....... . .. . . . 5139 


Wordstar 2000 ... .$239Word Perfect 
Wordstar 2000 Plus . $289 (Ver.4.0) . . ... ... .. $209COMMUNICATIONS Extended Report Writer .. . •••••••• $80 


CompuServe Starter Kit .•. .. . . . .•• 518 
 Think Tank ....................599 

Crosstalk XVI . ....••.•.......•.. 595 


R:Base 5000 ..... .$345Supercalc 3 (Ver.2) .. $159 
Many other !Illes available. 

Inquiry 84 fo r all others. 

Order Line: 1-800-528-1054 Store Hours: Mon-Fri 10-5:30 
Order Processing: 602-224-9345 Saturday 9-1 

2222 E. Indian School Rd. Order Line Hours: Mon-Fri 7-5:30 

Phoenix, Arizona 85016 Saturday 9-1 

602-954-6109 Order Processing Hours: Mon-Fri 10-3 


~ERICAN 

EXP.:RESS CWF-785 


256K Dynamic Memo~y . . • . . . .. 5299 
Captain No Memory. . . . . . . .•. 5159 
DISKETTES 
Ma xe ll MD-1 (Qty 100) . . . . . ... 5149 
MD-2(0ty 100) ........ .. . . .. .. 5189 

KEYBOARDS 
Key t ron ics 5151 ........ . • . .. . 5169 
5151 Jr . . . . . . . . . .... 5179 

PERSONAL COPIERS 

Canon PC-10 •• • •••••••• $509 
Canon PC-20 • • •••• • •••• $719 
Canon PC-25 • •• • ••• • • • $939 

SOFTWARE 
INTEGRATIVE SOFTWARE 

Pr ices rellec t 3% to 5% cash discount. Product sh ipped in fac tory cartons with manufactu rer's warranty. Please add S9.00 per order fo r UPS ground shipping. 
Orders 10 lbs. and under you pay for ground service. receive ai r service at no ext ra charge. Available on orders 11-20 lbs. S16 for air service. Orders 21-30 lbs. 
S26 fo r air service. Prices & avai labi lily subject to change withou t notice. Send cashier's check or money order... all o ther checks wi ll delay shipping two weeks. 



NEC APC Ill PATCH 

0000,0000 

ATTRIBUTE 
TRANSLATION 

NEC APC m 
CRT DRIVER 

APPLICATION PROGRAM 

F800,0F70 

Figure 3: T6e program flow of tfle display 1/0 calls. 

dress IO:O. which modifies the text at
tributes and. finally. passes control to 
the NEC screen driver (see figure 3). 

Unfortunately. not all attributes have 
a matching equivalent because the 
display philosophy of the NEC micro
computer does not include back
ground colors and is limited to eight 
foreground colors. To compensate. 
APC Ill programmers can use under
lining. overlining. and reverse video in 
all eight colors. Figure 4 summarizes 
the attributes and the colors or gray 
shades available. 

To modify an IBM PC attribute. the 
patch program has to recognize the 
display mode as well as the requested 
service. Only text modes (modes 0 to 
3) and the selected services (06
scroll up screen. 07-scroll down 
screen. 09-write character and at
tribute. OA-write character only. and 
OE-write Teletype character) require 

(contin~ed) 

SLICER-THE 
SYSTEM THAT 
GROWS TO FIT 
YOUR NEEDS 

THE SLICER 
Real 16 Bit Power on a Slngle Board
Featuring the Intel 80186 
• 	 Complete 8 MHz 16-blt micro

processor on a 6" x 12" board 
• 	 256K RAM, plus up to 64K EPROM 
• 	 SASI port for hard disk controller 
• 	 Two full function RS232C serial ports 

with Individually programmed 
transmission rates-50 to 38.4K baud 

• 	 Software compatibility with the 8086 
and 8088. 

• 	 BK of EPROM contains drivers for 
peripherals, commands for hardware 
checkout and software testing 

• 	 Software supports most types and 
sizes of disk drives 

• 	 Source for monitor Included on disk 
• 	 Blos supports Xebec 1410 and 

Western Digital WO 1002 SHD 
controller for hard disks 

Fully assembled and tested only $995 
Also avallable In several kit forms 

THE SLICER SYSTEM 
EXPANSION BOARD 
For expanded memory, addltlonal ports, 
and real time clock 
• 	 Up to 256K additional dynamic RAM 
• 	 2 RS232C asychronous ports 

with baud rates to 38.4K for 
serial communication 

• 	 2 additional serial ports for 
asynchronous RS232C or 
synchronous communication (Zilog 
8530 SCC) 

• 	 Real Time Clock with battery backup 
for continuous timekeeping 

• 	 Centronlcs type parallel printer port 
Fully assembled and tested only $750 

Available in several kit forms also 

THE SLICER PC EXPANSION BOARD 
Gives your Slicer high performance 
video capablllty 
• 	 IBM compatible monochrome video 
• 	 Video memory provides 8 pages of 

text or special graphics capability 
• 	 2 IBM type card slots for color video, 

1/0 expansion, etc. 
• 	 IBM type keyboard port 
Fully assembled and tested only $600 

Available in several kit forms also 

Also available: The µSLICER 188 $700; 
8087 Math Co-Processor Bd. (call); 10 MB 
Hard Disk $700; W.D. 1002-SHD H.D.C. Bd. 
$200; Enclosures, Power Supply, and 
Support Hardware. 
Operating systems are CP/M 86 by 
Digital Research, Inc. ($85), and MS DOS 
by Microsoft Corporation ($175). 
MasterCard, Visa, Check, Money Order, 
or C.O.D. Allow four weeks for delivery. 
Prices subject to change without notice. 
The SLICER Bulletin Board at 300/1200 
Baud 612/788-5909 

Sllcer Computers, Inc. 
2543 Marshall St. N.E., Minneapolis, MN 55418 
612/788-9481 •Telex 501357 SLICER UD 
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BEST FRIEND 

Makes PC-DOS™ Easy to Use! 

Best Friend™ rescues you from cryptic DOS commands. Menu 
driven with single key selections, Best Friend provides six easy to 
use functions ; file services, disk services, Input/ Output options , 
printer output redirection , typewriter , and a full-featured 
Scientific/ Business Calculator . Always a keystroke away. Best 
Friend is there when you need it. 

Scientific I Business Calculator 

•Over 40 math functions included 
•Printable on-screen tape display 
•Can be moved to reveal all screen areas 
•Can return results to your program 

Electronic Typewriter 

•Straight type-thru and line edit modes 
•Automatic word wrap and margin controls 
•Centering and underlining options 

Printer Output Redirection 

Capture the printer output (even "Print Screen" 
data) from any program into a disk file . Great for 
creating custom reports that can be printed 
whenever desired . 

Pop-Back Feature 

Use Best Friend even while running another pro
gram . "Pop-Back" to Best Friend from all your 
favorite programs including Wordstar™. dBASE™, 
Lotus 1-2-3™, BASIC , and many more . Return to your 
program just as you left it , or let Best Friend return a file 
name to your program . 

System Requirements 

Best Friend can be obtained as one memory effi
cient program (uses 126K) or any one function may 
be obtained as a stand alone program . Best Friend 
and family will operate on an IBM-PC , XT, AT or 
true PC compatible. In addition , the File Services 
and Printer Output Redirection functions are 
available for most computers using CP/ M-8QTM, 
CP/ M-86™, and MS-DOS™ 
Best Friend is a TM of Elite Sohware Development. Inc Wordstar is a TM of MicroPro corp . 1-2-:\ 
is a TM of Lotus Development Co. IBM and PC-DOS are registered TM's of lnterna1 ional Business 
Machines . dBASE is a TM of Ashton Tate. CP/ M -80 and CP/ M -86 are TM's of Digital Research 
MS·DOS Is a TM of Microsoft Corp. 

File Services 

•Copy , Delete , and Rename Files 
•Find , View , and Print Files 
•Change File Attributes (Make hidden files) 
•Sort files using up to two keys 
•Tag files for group copy and delete operations 

Disk Services 

•Format and Copy Disks 
•Make and Remove Sub-directories 
•Change Disk Volume Label Names 

Input / Output Options 

•Specify Printer to any Port 
•Set Serial Port Parameters 
•Specify one printer as the system printer and have a 

second printer "spool" files in the background . 

Best Friend (Full uersion)Carefully Describe your 
Compurer System! Best Frie nd !Dem o uersion ) 

Mine is : _8 bit _ 16 bit !Fu nctional. with limitations) 

f Use : __yc.oos __MS-DOS 


Typewrite r o nly· 
_CPI M 80 _CPI M 86 


Calc ulator o nly 

My computer's name / model 1s : 

File Serufces only 

Printer Output Redir. OnlyThe dis k size I use Is : 

O J•;, .. Os •;, .. D B" 

Nome : _________ 

Sh ipping Address: -----

I Ci<y ; 

II Stote : ___~ip_____

I Telephone: _ __,_____ 

Amounr: ITX 6% <ax/ --- -

Paymenr: VISA MC BankDraf< Check 

Credit Cord Exp. Date __ I __ 

Card ": - - - --- -

I COO's and Purchase Orders WILL NOT be accepled by Elite Software . Texas residents Elite Software Development, Inc. I odd 6 % sofes<ox . Outside USA : add $JO and ma ke payment by bank draft . payable In US 

P.O. Drawer·1194 Bryan, TX 77806 L_!o~r:_:':n~n~~=~_- -= =-- _____________ 
Inquiry 134 SEPTEMBER 1985 • BYTE 177 



NEC APC III PATCH 


If a color text mode 
4 l 0has been specified I I I I 

~ 

at an earlier stage, 
Copycode cannot make 
use of the intensity 
flag or the IBM PC 

background color. 
program interaction. All other re
quests can be passed directly to the 
NEC CRT (cathode-ray tube). or dis
play, 110 driver. 

If a color text mode has been 

I11 

" 

Figure 4:· A summary of tfte NEC APC Ill display attributes and tfte available colorsspecified at an earlier stage, the pro
and sftades of gray.gram Copycode cannot make use of · 

the intensity flag or the IBM PC back
ground color. It generates the NEC at
tribute out of the remaining blink bit 
and the foreground RGB (red-green
blue) information (see figure 5) . 

In a monochrome mode. all IBM PC 
attributes can be displayed without 
problems. Figure 6 shows that the 
NEC APC Ill supports display features 
like overlining and vertical bars in ad
dition to the IBM PC attributes. 

The assembly-code listing provides 
a more detailed view of the attribute
translation process. Both program 
segments. Copycode and Transfer. are 
well documented and should provide 
sufficient information for future 

OVERLINE 

BLINKING 

REVERSE VIDEO 

UNDERLINE 

VERTICAL BAR 

000 

001 

010 

011 

100 

101 
110 

111 

COLOR 

BLACK 

BLUE 

GREEN 

CYAN 

RED 

MAGENTA 
YELLOW 

WHITE 

BLACK 8 
WHITE 

BLACK 

I 
GRAY 

LE VELS 

I 

WHITE 

0 

BL BACKGROUND FOREGROUND IBM ATTRIBUTE 

0 

0 0FOREGROUND 0 0 NEC ATTRIBUTE 

Figure 5: Tfte translation of tfte color attributes. Note tftat tfte APC Ill cannot make 
use of tfte background color or tfte intensity flag . 

expansion. 
You might have a problem with the 

missing link to the arithmetic copro
cessor because the patch program 
overwrites the 8087 interrupt loca
tion. I would not regard this as serious 
because the 8-MHz version of the 
coprocessor is hard to obtain (few 
APC Ills will come with the chip. and 
most users will probably find it too ex
pensive). When the price comes 
down. however. the 8087 will be a 

IBL I BACK I I I 
I 

r 
000 000 

000 001 

000 111 

111 000 
111 111 

FORE I 

NON-DISPLAY (BLACK 

NORMAL UNDERLINED 

NORMAL CHAR 

REVERSED CHAR 

NON-DISPLAY (WHITE 

ON BLACK) 

CHAR 

ON WHITE) 

l 
-~ 1 
7 6 5 4 3 2 l 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 x 0 

x x x 0 l 0 x 0 
x x x 0 0 0 x 0 
x x x 0 0 l x 0 

l 1 1 0 0 1 x 0 

must for a graphics environment. 
especially for rotation. scaling. shear Figure 6: Tfte translation of tfte monocftrome attributes. In addition to tfte IBM PC 
ing. and translation of two- and three attributes. tfte APC Ill supports additional features like overlining and vertical bars. 
dimensional images. 
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NEC APC III PATCH 


GRAPHICS ENHANCEMENTS 
FOR THE NEC APC III 

W hen the patch (see listing l) ex
ecutes, the NEC APC lll will ac

cept graphics commands and !BM 
screen configurations without any side 
effects. Tu increase speed. replace the 
Turbo Pascal graphics primitives with 
specific hardware drivers to handle 
directly the following interrupt services: 
draw line. draw rectangle. fill rectangle, 
and draw circle. 

A hard Pascal interface will speed up 
image generation by about 20 times. 

Both graphics controllers (text and 
graphics) and their customized hard
ware environment occupy roughly two
thirds of the main board and make the 
APC lll superior to most other low
priced personal computers. The APC 
Ill can produce complex drawings or 
even animated graphics 40 times faster 
than the !BM PC. And, the APC lll 
makes it possible to scroll quickly 
through WordStar text. 

Another interesting aspect of the 
APC lll 's graphics support is the GSX 
(graphics system extension) kernel. This 
add-on to the operating system (MS
DOS 2 .11) interfaces via interrupts to 
high-level languages and provides ser· 
vices similar to GKS (graphics kernel 
system) on a graphics workstation. 

The basic system supplies two GSX 
disks. One contains the GSX kernel and 
mouse and NEC printer interfaces. The 
second keeps standard printer/plotter 
drivers. Unfortunately, NEC doesn't 
provide information about the GSX in· 
terface in the documentation; the com
pany does discuss printers but not the 
programming interface. lf the NEC 
does support the interface to either the 
GSX package or the NEC hardware. 

To increase the speed for trigono
metric calculations without having to 
buy a special compiler. you will have 
to replace the standard keyboard 
driver of an IBM PC compiler with an 
additional keyboard-input subroutine. 
Then you will need to remove the key
board-vector patch. leaving the 8087 
interrupt unchanged. But losing the 
comfortable built-in keyboard inter-

non-hardware programmers should 
have no problem writing Pascal pro
grams for animation or complex dis
play applications. Many people work
ing in our lab who were unfamiliar with 
Turbo Pascal and graphics hardware 
were able to put together animation 
programs in an hour or two. 

For other graphics possibilities. 
Digital Research's DR Draw package 
gives you a menu-driven interface and 
eases the generation of graphics 
images. But again. the APC 111 manual 
does not explain how to interface the 
graphics files to a high-level language. 
Users unsatisfied with DR Draw might 
use GEM (Digital Research's Graphics 
Environment Manager). which provides 
presentation graphics and Macintosh 
fonts as well as free-fortn drawing. 
GEM will use the standard Macintosh
type pull-down menus. icons, and 
pointing devices. With GEM, the NEC 
APC llJ will be able to compete with 
the more expensive Macintosh com
puter without special print equipment. 

FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 
With its graphics hardware the APC lll 
will challenge more computers than 
just the Macintosh or IBM PC. With the 
addition of communications software. 
the graphics capabilities of the APC lll 
are sufficient to emulate graphics ter
minals. The operating system, which 
even provides an XON /XOFF protocol. 
will handle most of the communication 
interface. Standard communication 
packages are available. bu~ you should 
evaluate them and. if necessary. 
change the patch program to suit the 
new application. · 

rupt may be a reasonable sacrifice for 
much faster (20 to 50 times) and more 
accurate calculations. 

With this optional chip and both 
graphics coprocessors. the NEC APC 
Ill seems to be the fastest low-cost 
IBM PC clone (with patch im
plemented. of course) on the market 
at least until the next supermicrocom
puter comes along. • 

Inquiry 4 7 for End-Users. 
Inquiry 48 for DEALERS ONLY. 

BUILD YOUR OWN IBM XT & 
IBM AT COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS 
Why Pay More-Build lVur Own With 
Ease-Have Fun-Save A Fortune 
Introducing XT-16 Self-Assembly Kit 
At Super Low Cost 
• Including 256K XT-16 CPU Mother Board, Color 

Graphic Card, FloppyController, One DS/DD Slim 
Drive, Flip-Top Case, 
13 5 WPower Supply, 
Keyboard, Assembly 
Instruction, and User 's 
System Manual. 

ONLY S775.00 
• AT-32 Self-Assembly Kit 
• IBM PC/AT Fully Compatible SCall 

XT, AT CASE 
• Same Dimension as • Flip-Top For Easy & 

IBM PC/AT Quick Access to Inside 
• for IBM PC/AT & Com- • IBM Style Slide-In Case 

patible Mother Boards 
SCall 

~ 

111~~m1111m11111111w 1 1111 11m11n 

Also 
S79. 

XT, AT POWER SUPPl.Y 
XT-135 W S 97.00 XT-ISOW 5129.00 
(Side Or Rear Switch) AT-200 W SCall 

XT, AT KEYBOARD 
XT-LED for Cap 

Lock & Num. Lock 
Big Return Key & 
Shift Key 
S85 

AT-Same Layout as 
IBM PC/AT 
SCall 

XT, AT MOTHER BOARD 

XT-16 CPU MOTHER BOARD S265 


• IBM PC/XT Fully Compatible, Run All Popular IBM 
Softwares 

• 8088 Microprocessor w/8087 Optional 
• 81/0 Slots 
• Up to 640K Memory on Mother Board 

AT-32 CPU Mother Board 
• IBM PC/AT FullyCompatible 
• 80286 Microprocessor w/80287 Optional 
• 640K Standard, Upgradable to I MB on Board 
• On Board Clock Calendar · 
• 8 1/0 Slots 	 SCall 

PC/AT ADD-ON CARD 
• ATS I MB Memory Card ....... .. .. SCall 

• ATS I. 5 MB Multifunction Card .. . .. . . ... SCall 
• ATS 1.2 MB Floppy Disk Controller . .. . . . . SCall 

PC/XT ADD-ON CARD 
• PCP-128 Eprom Programmer .. . ... .. 5179.00 
• Disk 1/0 Card (handle 2 Floppy Drive, Serial 

2nd Optional), Parallel , Game, Clock w/cables 
& Software . ... ...... . .... . . . .. . . Sl69.00 

• Color Graphic Card . . . . . .• , . . . . . . . SI09. 00 
• 	Floppy Disk controller 

(handle 4 drives) .. .. .. ... ... . . ... S 75.00 

• OEM Dealers ~Icome 
• Please Call For Our Special Dealer Price 

CJ.COMPUTERSCOR~ 
(Manufacturer & Distributor) 

2424 W. Ball Road, STE B 

Anaheim, CA 92804 

Mail Order Hot Une: (714) 821-8922. (714) 821-892,\ 

(IBM Is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation) 




LJ Contact us for other low prices on hardware and software. " LJ 
Neat Day Air Extra 

FREE SHIPPING 

NO SURCHARGE FOR OR~
Mo"•«oro 

Call for latest prices. 

10, 20, 33 and 44 MEG INTERNAL AND 

EXTERNAL HARD DISK SYSTEMS 


10 MEG 20 MEG 33 MEG 44 MEG 

449 549
Internal $ $929 $1129$395 $509 

$599 $699 
External $1029 $1229 $545 $659 . 

Externals mounted with Independent power supply and fan. Fully DOS 2.X or 3.X compatible. Both Inter
nals and Externals boot from Hard Disk. 33 and 44 Meg Internal Disks Include extender power supply. The 
system comes complete and ready to Install with the Hard Disk, Controller, Cables, Manual, Software, and 
Mounting Hardware. One Year Warranty. ~..~~ _.,,.·,. 

r ·X · '_ \ ·' 
' 

10, 20, and 33 Meg Hard Disks are available 
' 
\.~,,. - . with combined Floppy/Hard Disk Controller 


Half Height Card for additional $7 5. 


$

rDlllPAQ® CALL 

&Jgg/j({fiiJ/&@ 28G'" 
 It simply works better. IBMAT™ 

.....------------------------------~ 256K, 1/360K drive,romPAa® 10 Meg lntemal CALL 
functional equivalent to a Compaq Plus. 

$2549 
Now using 3 Vz,; shock-mounted Winchester drives. The IBM PC™same as used in the Compaq Plus™. Also available with 
2 half-height drives and 10 MEG HD-$2749 

Or upgrade your Compaq to a Compaq Plus™ equivalent 

with our 31h" shock-mounted Winchester disk kit. In
 CALL 
cludes Hard Disk, Controller, Cables, Manual, software, 


LJand Mounting Hardware. One year warranty. $5 4 9 

IBM is a trademark of IBM Corp. L'J 
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Ad number 409 

DIAL 1 ·800·426·5150 

FOR EASY ACCESS BARGAINS. 


Fu ll y XT" rump:uihk. 32 MEG lnlernal Hard Disk $729Onr\'r:irW:.i rr.int y. 
llirrrily rrplarr~ pown ~u11ply in JIL'" Fully rnmpallblf wilh IBM Pt AT' , lll~k l.unlrulltr l)O!, J.O IH J.J .CALL These are high-performance disk drives, 

wcll-suhedforthcAT™.,_______________________________________.....,________................. 

8087·2-CALL 80287-CALL 

,Sow $119 IBM;,• "'"muk of IBM '""P· 

Call us for competitive prices on larger quantities of RAM chips. 

$8 

Quantities of 100 or more sets64KRAM 

Set of 9 chips, 200 or 150 Nanoseconds $450 '""' 

comPAa® 


640K, One 360K Drive, 

0111 10 M19 l11t1mal Hartl Drive 


Tape Backup Unit. 


$3495 

Includes Monitor 

With 20 Meg Internal Hard Drive-$3595 
With 33 Meg Internal Hard Drive-$3975 
With 44 Meg Internal Hard Drive-$4175 

<.u111 p1ql•lrtlhlfrtd1nd<m1rktad(0111p1qPlu11nd Comp1qn..kpm1rr 
1nd~m1rkool (ol'll p1qC01'1putul. orponllon . 

INTEL 8087 

Math Co•processor 


SOLVE YOUR POWER PROBLEM. 

XT~ POWER 135W 

I 28K RAM '" $49$89 20 MEG lnlernal Hard Disk $559 

Irwin Tape 
Backup System 

MITSUBISHI TEAC 
Half.tltlgh1 . DS/DO B ·B, Half·HtlKhl , OS/00 

$85 $95
$595 PARADISE. 

You can measure it.• Uses Floppy Conlroll<r Card • Hall Hdghl 
• 10.35 Meg Formaued Capacily • Low Power 
• Used In Compaq Deskpro. 

AST S• Pak Pl
ix usTll 

' ' ' ~~ 

. ~ ~~.:I 

w/64K$249 
w/384K $289 

Ont' \'t:ar Warran1y 

• l ' p~radahk w .\H-1K 
• Clork/Calrndar 
• Softwart indulltd 

DISK DRIVES 


PC'S LIMITED
Six Function Carel 

~( :~ : ' : 
...... ,. . r 

u ......... ,,~"4' , 


w/384K 
$197 

l\rn Yl·ar Warran!)' 

• Parallrl Purl 
• Strial Port 
• Optional (iamt' Port, S.!~ 

IBM PC Ar 
PRODUCTS 

l"m' llu<luuutlu•pr i•<••r1<IJ>•u,.n1tlh•I 

•ll01•,.hu41><'i•M•. uau ... dpmdu11 . •U ..1.. 
•rt/111•1 l•lll«bal1•l•upput1l1orr<1urn 
•uthu11u1iunnu.,b< r u111ll•Hnn1 ) r<JI"" 
4n1unauthurutd1<1urn•ubju11o•IU'\. 

fOl,.<k i111 frr. Pnpa ld th<1 ~ >. 11>unq otdtf\ . 

111~ . _,,..,,.,c,,.d, .-inrrl<>n hprru. "' •P 
prn.,d1ump111)puhhJ>r.,rdu•ur"' 'Jll<d 

'"'""h•'l<forH,Aur"I"'"'"" ' " "" 
.~~:::.______; 

Compaq, TEAC, IBM , Irwin , 
and Intel arc tr.ademarks of 
their respective companies. 
All brand names art: rtgistcrt:d 
trademarks. Wt art an 

,-. indtptndenl sales 
LI organlza1ion. 

~ PC'S LIMITED 

OUTSIDE TEXAS, ORDERS ONLY, CALL I ·800·426·5150 

7801 N. Lamar, #E·200, Austin, Texas 78752 
All calls for technical support and inside Texas, 

call (512) 452·0323 
Telex No. 9103808386 PC LTD 
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The First Idea-Processor For Programmers. 


• Fast program entry through single keystroke statement generators. 
• Fast editing through syntax oriented cursor movements. 
• Dramatically reduced debugging time through immediate syntax checking. FirsTime™ 
• Fast development through unique programmer oriented features. Has features no other editor has. • Automatic program formatter. 

FirsTime is a True Syntax Directed Editor. 
As the world's most advanced syntax-directed 
editor, FirsTime lets you work with ideas by taking 
care of the low-level syntax details of your program. 
For example, you can generate complete statement 
skeletons with one keystroke. Move the cursor from 
one procedure to the next with one keystroke. Type 
in code, and it's instantly formatted (you specify the 
rules). Type an error, and FirsTime warns you 
immediately. You can continue working if you wish. 
Later, you can use the search-for-error command to 
find the error and fix it. 

FirsTime Has Thorough Error Checking. 
FirsTime not only checks your syntax, but also 
semantics. FirsTime identifies: 
•Undefined variables, types and constants . 
• Assignment statements with type mismatches. 
• Errors in include files and macro expansions. 

To Order Call: (201) 741-8188 or write: 

SPRUCE TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION 

P.O. Box 7948 
Shrewsbury, NJ 07701 

FirsTime is a trademark of Spruce Technology Corporation • MS-DOS is a 
trademark of Microsoft Corporation • IBM is a trademark of International 
Business Machines Inc. • Turbo Pascal is a trademark of Bo rland International 
• dBase Ill is a trademark of Ashton-Tate . 
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FirsTime Lets You Work With Ideas. 
The Zoom command gives you a top down view of 
your program logic. 


The View macro commandshows the expansions of a 

C macro while in the editor. 


The View include file command instantly shows you 
the contents of an include file. 


The Transform command allows you to change a 

statement to another similar statement, for 

example, a FOR to an equivalent WHILE. 


The Search for next error command allows you to 

find errors throughout your program. 


The Cursor movement commands let you traverse 

your program by logical elements, not just 

characters . 


FirsTime Works With Existing Files. 
FirsTime works with standard ASCII files, so you can 
edit any existing source files . 

FirsTime for Turbo Pascal $ 74.95 

FirsTime for dBase Ill $125.00 

FirsTime for MS-Pascal $245.00 

FirsTime for C $295.00 


In Germany, Austria and Switzerland contact: 
Markt & Technik Software Verlag 
Munchen, W. Germany 
(089) 4613-0 
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P·R·O·G·R·A·M·M·I·N·G I·N·S·I-G·H·T 


BUILD A 

TRAVESTY TREE 


BY PETER WAYNER 

A tree data structure improves search time 
for travesty generation 

THE TRAVESTY GENERATOR that 
was presented by Hugh Kenner and 
Joseph O' Rourke ("A Travesty 
Generator for Micros." November 
1984 BYTE. page 129) works well for 
taking short initial texts. finding proba
bili ties of various combina.tions. and 
generating a random output text. It il
lustrates the concept simply and uses 
hardly any memory. but since it 
checks the whole source text for each 
and every letter of output. the time 
that the program takes to finish the 
task depends mainly on the product 
of the lengths of the input string and 
the output string. 

If a frequency table could be con
structed. the output could be gen
erated in a time that is proportional 
to the sum of the lengths. The time 
it takes to build the table would be 
dependent upon the length of the 
source. and the time to write the out
put would depend on the size 
desired. So. using a frequency table. 
the time to write l 0.000 characters 
based upon a sample paragraph size 
of 29.000 characters would take about 
I0.000a+20.000b seconds where a 
and Ii are constants. The simpler ver
sion offered by Kenner and O'Rourke. 
which depends on the product of the 

lengths. would take about Iosc sec
onds. where c is a constant. The linear 
behavior associated with frequency 
tables would be very desirable for 
large runs. 

The problem with frequency tables 
is that they waste so much space. 
Combinations such as "qz" rarely (if 
ever) come up in English. but they still 
require space in the table. The 
memory that these combinations con
sume is immense. A paragraph of 
1000 characters has at most 997 dif
ferent combinations of four letters in 
a row. but a frequency table would 
take at least 304

. or 810.000. units to 
store this. 

The best solution to this problem is 
to abandon the tables and replace 
them with a forest of 60 data trees. 
The root of each tree is either a punc
tuation mark or an upper- or lower
case Jetter. The branches that are at
tached to each root are the various 
combinations of letters that follow in 
the source string (see figure 1). In a 
fourth-order run of the program. each 
branch is four nodes long. and each 
node contains one combination of 
four letters that is found in the text. 
The leaf at the end of the branch con
tains the number of times the com

1 bination is found. Given three letters. 
a new letter to follow it can be chosen 
by finding the three letters in the tree 
and then randomly selecting one of 
the twigs attached to it. 

A TRS-80 Model 100 BASIC pro
gram that generates travesty text 
using the tree data structure de
scribed is shown in listing I . It packs 
the information in one long. three
integer-wide array. M. The first num
ber of the triplet of integers. M(n,1). 
stores the letter of the branch in the 
form of a number that refers to the 
position of a letter in the string 0$. 
The second number points to another 
branch on the same level. and the 
third points to the next node in the 
same branch of the tree. The program 
takes the sample text from an inter
nal file. codes it into matrix T. and 
then builds the tree. Finally. it writes 
the output by examining the tree. 

Since the Model 100 uses a BASIC 
interpreter. it runs much slower than 
Kenner and O'Rourke's Pascal pro
gram. but more abstract comparisons 

(continued) 

Peter C. Wayner is a senior majoring in math 
at Princeton University. He can be reached 
at the Department of Mathematics. Princeton 
University. Princeton. NJ 08544. 
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\ 

Desmet 

c 


MACINTOSH TM 

-DEVELOPMENT s1so 
PACKAGE Includes Shipping 

Runs on 128K and 512K Macintosh 
• 	Produces FINDER/SHELL 

applications 
• 	Dynamic OVERLAY support 

Full K&R C Compiler 
• 	Native Code Compiler 
• 	In-line asm directive 
• 	IEEE S/W Floating Point 

Assembler, Linker, and Librarian 

Machine Code Debugger 

Source Code Editor 

"SHELL" Interface 
• 	Environmental Variables 
• 	Wild-Card Expansion 
• 	Many Built-in Functions 
• 	Command History 
• 	Runs Any Application 

>120 Function STDIO Library 

>450 Function Macintosh ROM 
Library 


360 Page Manual 


RAM Disk 

Macintosh is a trademark licensed lo Apple Computer, Inc. 

r------------.,
D Please Send Information. 

D Send Macintosh Development Package 


Check # Enclosed 

SHIP TO: 

ZIP 

CW ARE 
CORPORATION 

P.O. BOX C 
Sunnyvale, CA 94087 

(408) 720-9696 

·All orders shipped UPS surface. California residents 
add sales tax. Canada shipping add $5, elsewhere add 
$15. Checks must be on U.S. Bank and in U.S. Dollars. 
Call 9 a.m.-1 p.m. to CHARGE by VISA/MC/AMEX. 

L Street Address: 505 W.Olive, #767, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 J 
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TRAVESTY TREE 


e ROOT 

LEAVES 

1r 0~ 0 

a y r 0 l 

> 

t h 0 1 

s h 2 

e 0 l 

s 	 0 0 1 

a 	 0 0 1 

Figure I: A diagram of the tree built for the letter "e" &y the program when it 
processes the string "Here are the shoes, the ships, and the sealing wax :· Each 
entry consists of one field that holds the character and two fields that hold 
pointers. (The root uses only one pointer field.) The last entry on a &ranch (its 
"leaf") uses the second pointer field to store frequency. 

We can see from the tree that the only characters that immediately follow "e" 
are "r," "_,' ' "s.'' ·and "a:· The string "e_a" is followed only &y an "r.' ' and 
this occurs only once. The string "e---5" is followed by an "h" (occurs two times) 
and an "e" (occurs only once) . 

Listing I : The TRS-80 Model I 00 BASIC program that generates travesty text 
using the tree data structure described. The source code for this program is 
available for downloading via BYTEnet Listings under the name TRAVIOO.BAS. 
The ·telephone number is (617) 861-9774. A version of the program for the 
IBM PC is also available on BYTEnet under the name TRAVTREE.BAS. 

1O REM A program to build a tree and then generate ran'dom text. 

20 DEFINT T,M 

30 DIM T(700),M(2000,3) 

40 L=4 

50 N =60 

60 FOR X= 1 TO N - 1 

65 M(X,1)= X 

70 NEXT X 

80 OPEN "ram:print.do" FOR OUTPUT AS 1 

85 TIME$= "00:00:00" 


(continued) 

http:ram:print.do


-- 

PRINTERS 
Anadex All Models 

Brother All Models 
Canon LBP·8A 1 

C· ltoh A-10-30 
F· ID Porollel or Serial 

55 CPS Seria l or Parallel 

Save 
$ave 
$ave 
$439 
S869 

$1035 
5295 
S315 

MODEMS 
AT&T 
4000 External 
Anchor Automation 
Anchor Express 
Mork XII 
Hayes Smortmodem 300 Baud 
Smortmodem 1200 Baud 
Smortmodem 1200B ( IBM) 

1
1HARDWARE1

Citizen MSP-10 

MSP-15 or MSP·20 

MSP-2 5 

Comrex CR-2E 

CR-4 


• 20 
OaisvLoser PR IOI 

Datasauth OS 180 

05220 

DS·PPiJJ 

DS·PP n2 

Diablo D-25 

630APl 

630 ECS/ IBM 

O rher Printer Models 

Epson All Prinrer Mode ls 

Juki 5500 

6000 

6 100 

6300 . 

NEC 20 10, 20 15, 2oso 

3510, 3550 

3515 

3530 

8810, 8830, 8850 

P2, P3 

Elf360 

Elf370 

Okidata A ll Printer Modek 

Pana1onlc 1090 

1091 

1092 

1093 

KXP3 15 1 

Sl•m•nl PT/ 88 lnkJel . 

PT/89 InkJet 

Star M lcronlu 

All Printer Models 

SllverRHd 
EXP400 Porcllel . 
EXP500 Porcllel or Serial 
EXP550 Parallel or 5erlol 
EXP770 Parallel or Serlol 
T•xa1 lnltrumenh 
850& 860Setle1 
Ta1hlbo Pl 340 Parallel or Serial . 
P351 Porollel 

MONl10RS 
Amdex All Monitors . 

Princeton Graphic HX·12 . 

Sam1ung 

AllMod9'1 

Sanyo CRT-36 

Taxan 12 1 Crffn 

122 Amber 
420 RCB . 
425 ROB/ Green 
..o 
Zenith ZVM-122 Amber 

ZVM· 123 Grten 

ZVM-124 

ZVM-130 

ZVM-133 Color/ROB. 

ZVM·135 Co1or/ RC8 W/Audlo 

ZVM-136 


KEYBOARDS 
Keytronlcs 5151 . 

Sl51Jr . 


Inquiry 330 for MS-DOS Products. Inquiry 331 for all others. 

5279 

$409 

SS35 

$309 

Save 


S1309 

Save 


S1079 

11299 


1449 

$629 

1549 


51484 

11659 


Save 
lave 
Save 
'169 

1355 

1679 

1619 

1989 


11009 

1935 


11379 

lave 

1399 

1389 

lave 

1175 

1239 

$349 

$429 

$459 

. lave 

. Save 


. lave 

1209 

1279 


. 1389 

.. 1699 


la

. 1529 

11029 


. Save 

1445 


. lave 

. 1149 


..... 1125 

1129 


. 1319 

... 1410 


1545 

119 


... 189 

1119 


. lave 

1409 


... 1459 

1575 


. 1169 

.. 1179 


Smortmodem 2400 Baud 
Micromodem llE (Apple) 
Novotion Smart Col Plus 
Prometheus All Models 

Rocol-Vodic AU Modeh 

US Robotics fbuword 1200 


BOARDS 
AST Six Pock Plus 
Everex 
Graphic Edge Cord 
Edge Cord Full Graphic 
Hertules Color Cord 
Graphic Cord 
Parodise Modular Graphic 06 · 1 

Five Pok 

Quadram E·Rom 80 

QuodUnk . 

STB 
AU Models 

Tee Mor Graphics Moster 
126K Dynamic Memory 
256K Dynamic Memory 
Coptoln No Memory 

COMPUTERS 
NEC PC-9201 Computer 
PC-8401A 
8201 & 8401 Acceuories 
Sanyo MBC-775 Portable 
Televideo PM 4T 
PM 16T . 
Wyse Wyse pc Dual 
Wyle pc 10 Meg . 
Zenith 
Z·150Atl1Y'odeh . 

Z· 160 All Models 

Z-138 . 

Z· 148 

Z-171 

Z-200 . 


VIDEO TERMINALS 
Alto1 Smartll . 

Qume QVT Creen 101 

QVT Amber 101 . 

Televldeo 921 . 

922 . 

955 

Wyse 50 . 

75 ... 

wvse 85 . 

Zenith Z-22 

Z·29 . 
z.49 . 

DISK DRIVES 
Alpho Omega Turbo 10 

Turbo 20 . 

Turbo 30 . 

Everex 

10 Megabyre . 

20Megobyte 

60 Megabvre Tape 

Habo Habadhk for Macintosh . 

Iomega Bernoulll Bax for IBM 

10 Megobvte , 

20 Megabyte . 

20 Megabyte Plus 

5 Megabyte far Moclnto1h 

Rana Ellte I . 

Controller (W/Drlve Onlv l 


5319 


$259 
$229 
S129 
S379 
S319 
S609 
$129 
$279 
Save 
$ave 
$195 

S249 

S319 

S299 

5145 

$289 

S259 

1154 


S89 

1325 


lave 

$449 

1225 

1299 

1159 


1315 

Save 
Save 

11859 

15089 


lav• 

lave 

Save 


lave 
. lave 
lave 
Save 

. Save 
lave 

'769 

$299 


. 1314 

1445 

1599 

1459 

1429 


. 1559 

... 1579 


1499 

.... 1625 


lave 


. 1599 


. 1849 

11109 


1549 

.. 1689 


1879 

.. 1329 


la
.... lave 


. lave 


. lave 

. . 1149 


. 165 


DISKETIES 
Ma xell M0· 1 (0 1y 1001 

MD·2 (Qly 100) 


PLOTIERS 
Enter s~ot -P600 
Epson HI -BO 

SOFTWARE 

WORD PROCESSORS Wordstar 2000 . . .. . . . 239 

Leading Edge Word Proceuor . .... 159 

Lead ing Edge W/P with Spell & Moil S139 
 Wordstar 2000 Plus . . . $289 

M lcro1oft Word 2.0 1225 
 R:BaH 5000 ........ $345 

Multlmote 3.3 .. 1215 

PFS:Write .. $79 

Word11or w/Tulor . 1169 MONEY MANAGEMENT 

Word1tar Pro Pock . 1239 
 Oollori & Sense w/Forcost . 195 


Tobla1 Managing Your Monev 196
UTILITIES 
I DIR .. 152 INTEGRATIVE SOFTWARE 
Copv HPC . . . 120 


Enable . 1329 

Norton Utllitle1 3.0 ........ •53 


Framework . ....... lave 

Sidekick . . ................ 129 


Smart Software Sv1tem . ........... 1459 

Sidekick (Unprotected ) , . . .... •45 

Symphony . ........... lave 

Sldewovs . . 133 

Superkev . . •36 SPREADSHEETS 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT Lotu1 1·2·3 . . .... lave 


Multlplon .. . .. , , , . 1115 

Harvard To1ol Project Manager . .... 1245 


Spreod1heet Audi tor 2.0 185 

Microsoft Project ... 1149 


DATA BASE MANAGEMENTGRAPHICS 

Prices r•flect 3% to 5% cash discount. Product snipped In factory cortam with manufacturer 's worronty. Please odd S8.00 per order 
for UPS sh ipping. Prices & avollobllity subject to change w ithout notice. Send cashier's 'check or money order ... all o ther checks will deloy 
sh ipping two weeks. 

SILICON 
SPECIALTIES 

LOWEST PRICES 
NO SURCHARGE ON BANK CARDS 

--- 

$149 
$189 

Chortmoiter 
PC Polntbru1h 
Turbo Crophlx Tool Box 

COMMUNICATIONS 
CompuServe Starter Kit 
Crontalk XVI . 

Word Perfect 

. .. 1225 
....... 175 

.... 130 

. 118 
..... 195 

(Ver.4.0) .. .. .. .. ... $209 
Supercale 3 (Ver.2) .... $159 

LANGUAGES 
C Compll.r (MlcrolOft ) . . •239 
Fonron Compller (Microsoft ) . . ... , 1209 
Mccra Auembler . . •&9 
Pt.maICompiler (Microsoft) ... 1179 
Turbo Po1 cal 3.0 ............. . ......... •36 

TRAINING 
Flight Slmulotor , 
Typing Instructor 
Typlng Tulor Ill . 

... 132 
. 130 

..... 130 

Cornerstone . 
d801e ll 
d8a1e Ill 
Nut1hell 
PFS:FUe 
PFS:Report . 
:>ulckcade . 
OulckReport . 
Exrended Report Writer . 
Think Tonk .. 

... 1269 
. .. •ave 
.. •ave 

lave 
.. 179 

. .... 171 
. . 1139 

. .......... $139 
........... 110 

. .. 199 
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Prolog- LI AB A IBM-!"Cn1..a I.I version 

Prolog-KABA is a high performance Prolog system for microcom
puter developed by KABA (Kyoto Artificial Brain Associates) placing 
emphasis on user-friendly operation. 

FEATURES 
I )Edi nburgh DEC· I 0 Prolog syntax 

The srmax and most of its built -in Prc~lcatcs are lmscd 0 11 Edinhur~h DEC-Ill Proln~ 
wtu ch is ri..'l{ilrded as !'landard l1 rulng li YSICnl. 

21Screen Editor for easier mod ificat ion of Prolog program 
l'rul o~: K:\ B1\ h:1!'! it s uwn sc reen editor ' l' rncdit ' providing cffic iC' lll cd itinK of program~:;. 

'Prucdit' has the h::1sic f:t cili t ies of thl' E~ I ACS screen editor which was developed at :O.l lT . 

3) High processi ng speed 
' ·l 'rnlug-K1\H1\ . written al l in assembl y litn).!uage cxccpl f1 1r the sc n.-en C'dit 11 r . exec utes 

programs at a vcr~· fa st s1iecd. 

Copyrighted by Kyoto Artificial Brain Associates 
Technically suPll0<1ed by ASTEC Inc. Price: US $ 400 
Distributed by BYNAS 

Common Lisn +CYKERNEL (GKS) 

Common Lisp + CYKERNEL can be used as a powerful tool for 
development of Al application. The graphic facility provides an 
excellent means to ·interface the Al application and human. 

• KCL (K YOT O COMMON LI SP) ca n be used Applicable machines 
as common Lisp interface of CY KE RN EL. 
KCL was deve loped by K yoto Universit )'. 

• SUN 2 • apollo 

• USTATION E15 • VA X 

illfll··~,l"i)\St BVNAS DIVISION, UNY CO ., LTD.
I r" T SF, DAI-NAGOYA BLDG., 28-12, 3-CHOME, MEIEKI. 

r'"" NAKAMURA· KU, NAGOYA. 450 JAPAN 
TELEPHONE : 052·581· 7655 TELEX J59797 UNYHONSH 

l'ricl':< arc subjec t to chang(• wit hout notice. 

JAPANESE QUALITY 
AT INCREDIBLE LOW PRICES 

We are willing to take care of small orders, too. 
INQUIRE TODAY 

EAST DIGITAL CO., LTD. 

Fast delive ry - We manufacture and control every stage 
of design and production. Many outstanding and unique 
products never shown before. 

:Znd Fl., No, 432 Kuang.Fu S. Rd. Tll : 703·2243. 703 ·2371 
T1tp1I, T1 1w1n, R.o .c . The : 10831 GEEMI NG, 20830 ECCLTO 

HONG KONO OFFICE Tel : IS-803·3201 , 5 -893 ·0888 
ATTN : MRS. CH EN Tl• : 72409 UPTHI, 61253 ITCOY 

TRAVESTY TREE 

90 PRINT #1 ,"Beginning time:";TIME$ 
91 REM 
92 REM Take the text from an internal file 
93 REM and store it in array T. 
94 REM This step can be eliminated if the 
95 REM letters are processed 
96 REM as they are read from the file . 
97 REM 
100M=1 
110 OPEN " ram :input.do" FOR INPUT AS 2 
120 A$= INPUT$(1 ,2) 
130 T(M) = ASC(A$) - 64 
140 IF T(M)>32 THEN T(M)=T(M)-6 
145 REM 
146 REM These lines assign the appropriate 
147 REM codes to punctuation. 
148 REM 
150 IF T(M) = -32 THEN T(M) = 53 
160 IF T(M)= -20 THEN T(M) =54 
170 IF T(M)= -18 THEN T(M) =55 
172 IF T(M) = - 5 THEN T(M) = 56 
174 IF T(M)= -25 THEN T(M)=57 
180 IF T(M) < >0 THEN M = M + 1:GOTO 120 
182 REM 
184 REM Finally a wraparound pad is added just like 
186 REM the original Travesty program. 
188 REM 
190 FOR X = 1 TO L 
192 T(M) = T(X) 
194M=M+1 
196 NEXT X 
290 REM 
291 REM Now build the tree using matrix M. 
292 REM The letter at node n is stored in 
293 REM M(n, 1 ), the pointer to equal levels 
294 REM is placed in M(n,2), and the pointer 
295 REM to the next level down is M(n,3). 
296 REM 
300 FOR A= 1 TO M - L 
31 0D=1 
315 Y=M(T(A),2) 
320 IF Y = 0 THEN Y = T(A):GOTO 600 
400 IF M(Y,1)=T(A+D) THEN 500 
410 IF M(Y,2) = 0 THEN 600 
420 Y = M(Y,2) 
430 GOTO 400 
500 REM 
505 REM If there is a match then look further until a set 
506 REM of matches reaches down to the bottom level. 
507 REM If not, add a branch. 
508 REM 
520 D= D+ 1 
530 IF D<L THEN Y =M(Y,3) :GOTO 400 
540 M(Y,3) = M(Y,3) + 1 
550 GOTO 999 
600 REM 
601 REM A subroutine to add a branch. 
602 REM 
610P=L-D - 1 
620 FOR X= O TOP 
630 Z=N +X 
640 M(Z,1) = T(A + X + D) 
650 M(Z,2) = 0 

(continued) 
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How many long unproductive hours 
have you spent "in line" for your simula
tion? Well, no more. MICROCAP and 
MICRO LOGIC can put you on line by 
turning your PC into a productive and 
cost-effective engineering workstation. 

Both of these sophisticated engineering 
tools provide you with quick and efficient 
solutions to your simulation problems. 
And here's how. 

MICROCAP: 

Your Analog Solution 


MICROCAP is an interactive analog 
circuit drawing and simulation system. 
It allows you to sketch a circuit diagram 
right on the CRT screen, then run an AC, 
DC, or Transient analysis. While pro
viding you with libraries for defined 
models of bipolar and MOS devices, 
Opamps, transformers, diodes, and much 
more, MICROCAP also includes features 
not even found in SPICE. 

MICROCAP II lets you be even more 
productive. As an advanced version, it 
employs sparse matrix techniques for 
faster simulation speed and larger net

"Typical MICROCAP Transient Analysis" 

works. In addition, you get even more 
advanced device models, worst case capa
bilities, temperature stepping, Fourier 
analysis, and macro capability. 

MICROLOGIC: 

Your Digital Solution 


MICROLOGIC provides you with a 
similar interactive drawing and analysis 
environment for digital work. Using 
standard PC hardware, you can create 
logic diagrams of up to 9 pages with each 
containing up to 200 gates. The system 
automatically creates the netlist required 
for a timing simulation and will handle 
·networks of up to 1800 gates. It provides 
you with libraries for 36 user-defined 
basic gate types, 36 data channels of 256 
bits each, 10 user-defined clock wave
forms, and up to 50 macros in each net 
work. MICROLOGIC produces 
high-resolution timing diagrams showing 
selected waveforms and associated 
delays, glitches, and spikes-just like the 
real thing. 

"Typical MICROLOG/CDiagram" 

Reviewers Love 
These Solutions 

Regarding MICROCAP . .. "A highly 
recommended analog design program" 
(PC Tech Journal 3/84). "A valuable tool 
for circuit designers" (Personal Software 
Magazine 11/83). 

Regarding MICRO LOGIC ... "An effi
cient design system that does what it is 
supposed to do at a reasonable price" 
(Byte 4/84). 

MICROCAP and MICROLOGIC are 

available for the Apple II (64k), IBM PC 

(128k), and HP-150 computers and priced 

at S475 and S450 respectively. Demo 

versions are available for 575. 


MICROCAP II is available for the 

Macintosh, IBM PC (256k), and HP-150 

systems and is priced at $895. Demo 

versions are available for SlOO. 


Demo prices are credited to the 

purchase price of the actual system. 


Now, to get on line, call or write today! 

Spectrum Software 

1021 S. Wolfe Road, Dept. B 
Sunnyvale, CA 94087 
(408) 738-4 387 
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New 128K SBC with 
Hard Disk Controller 

- ,. , - '-- ·-
- . ' . ·- .. ...,.::: 

~ 
A 
~ "--~~~ :<. :: ~-- -i.:;: Onfy$595. 

" 
§ - . 


·~ .. ' , .~· ' .. ...-_ 4" x8" 

• 	No Hard Disk Controller required 
• 	No terminal required. Includes 


Video Controller and CP/M®3.0 

• 	ST-506 Interface on board 
• Floppy Disk Controller runs 


any size floppy drive 

• OEM Discounts Available 

other models include: CP/M®2.2, 64K or 256K 
RAM, Time of Day Clock, E2PROM, Peripheral 
Expansion & RGB Color Video Display 

128K SBC Includes: • Source Code 
and Drivers• 	6MHzZ80B® 

• 	1/0 Expansion• 	 Video Controller 
• 	Floppy and Hard• 2 Serial Ports 

Disk Controllers• 4 Parallel Ports 
• 	CP/M®3.0 

To order or enquire, call us today. Megatel Computer 
Technologies Toronto Engineering Office (416) 745-7214. Or 
write our U.S. Sales Office 1051 Clinton St., Buffalo N.Y. 14206 

g:;i:.·=~1iate1 

SYNONYM FINDER.. 
A Computeriied Thesaurus 
90,000 Synonyms For Over 9,000 Key Words 

Improve your writing by finding the "/ recom mend Word Finder from 
perfect word. Put your cursor on a Abandon to Zeal. 
word and pop up a window of words - Peter McWilliams 
with si milar meaning. Pick one. and Special introdu c to ry offer. only 
voila your new word replaces your $79.95! (Regularly $124.95). Add 
old word. It' s so fa st and easy you'll $2.50 shipping and NYS residents 
use it all the time. Works right within add sales tax. 
WordStar (3.0. 3 .3. 2000), Multi Okay! My order is enclosed for 
mate. Word Perfect. MS Word. $ ______ Check one: 
IBM Writing Ass't., and Pfs-Write. 

Specify word proc.. computer. and D Check D VISA 


operating sys tem (MS/ PC DOS or D MC D COD 

CP/ M 80). 

Name~---------------,-----

Writing Consultants 
A Division of Microlytics 


Suite 410, 300 Main St, East Rochester, N. Y. 14445 


Orders only: 800-828-6293 Info: 716-377-0130 
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TRAVESTY TREE 

660 M(Z,3) = Z + 1 
670 NEXT X 
680 M(Y,2) = N 
690 M(Z,3) = 1 
700 N =N + L-D 
710 GOTO 999 
990 REM 
992 REM Close the loop and proceed on . 
993 REM 
999 NEXT A 
1000 REM 
1001 REM Generate a P-character-long text of order L, 
1002 REM by searching the tree of (1-1 )-tuples that match. 
1004 REM Then choose one randomly. 
1005 REM 
1050 PRINT #1,"Time to form tree:";TIME$ 
1060 P=400 
1100 PRINT #1 ,"M=number of seed letters= ";M 
1110 PRINT #1, "N =number of nodes used=";N 
1120 PRINT #1 ,"L=depth = "; L 
1130 PRINT #1 ," P =size of output= ";P 
1140 GOTO 1300 
1145 REM 
1150 REM A short section to print the tree if needed. 
1160 REM 
1200 FOR X= 1 TO N 
1210 PRINT #1 ,USING "####";X; 
1220 PRINT #1 ,USING "###";M(X, 1); 
1230 PRINT #1 ,USING "#####";M(X,2); 
1240 PRINT #1 ,USING " #####"; M(X,3); 
1250 NEXT X 
1260 REM 
1300 REM Begin the text generation using 0$ 
1301 REM whose i-th character corresponds · 
1302 REM with the tree code i. 
1303 REM 
131 0 DIM 0$(60) 
1320 0$= " ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ,.; "' 
1330 A=O 
1331 REM 
1332 REM Use array S for sliding storage of 
1333 REM the last I characters printed. Use 
1334 REM modulo arithmetic to keep track. 
1335 REM 
1340 DIM S(L) 
1350 X= INT((M-L)* RND(1)) 
1360 FOR Z = 1 TO L 
1370 S(Z) = T(X + Z) 
1380 NEXT Z 
1390 REM 
1391 REM A letter has been found. Go down 
1392 REM one level on the tree. 
1393 REM 
1400 REM 
1405 Y= M(S((A MOD L) + 1),2) 
1410 FOR X= 1 TO L - 2 
1420 IF M(Y,1)=S(((A+X) MOD L) + 1) THEN 1450 
1430 Y=M(Y,2) 
1440 GOTO 1420 
1450 Y =M(Y,3) 
1460 NEXT X 
1500 IF M(Y,2)=0 THEN 1570 

(continued) 



Three more 

firsts from 

the people

who 
invented 
the wheel. 

From day one, Xerox and Diablo sheet feede1: As well as the capacity to 
have been known as the two best names handle up to 16 computers at once. 
in daisywheel printers. And now there Then there's the D-36. It's so reliable, 
are three more in the Xerox line to · it averages 4,000 hours of p1inting 
choose from. l~iiiii~ii~ii between maintenance calls. 

The Xerox Advantage And each of these new 
D-25 Diablo printer turns printers is compatible with 
out letter quality documents most computers on the 
quickly and quietly. And it does all that market, including the IBM-PC. 
for the price of a dot matrix printer. So if you're looking for the latest in 

At 80 c.p.s., the D-80IF is the fastest daisywheel p1inting technology, call 
daisywheel printer ever made by 1-800-833-2323,ext. 25, your local 
Xerox. It has a built-in double bin Xerox office, an authorized Diablo 

or Xerox dealer or send your business 
card to Xerox Corporation, Dept. 

25192, P.O. Box 24; Rocheste1~ 
NY 14692. 



TRAVESTY TREE 


can be made by looking at the in
1510Y1=Y 
1515 Z=O 
1520 Z=Z+M(Y,3) 
1530 Y = M(Y,2) 
1535 IF Y>O THEN 1520 
1540 Z=INT(Z.RND(1)+1) 
1545 Z=Z- M(Y1 ,3) 
1550 IF Z>O THEN Y1=M(Y1 ,2):GOTO1545 
1560Y=Y1 
1565 REM 
1566 REM A letter is found. Print it and add it 
1567 REM to the list. 
1568 REM 
1570 Z= M(Y,1) 
1574 S(((A+ L-1) MOD L) + 1) =Z 
1580 PRINT #1 ,MID$(0$,Z,1); 
1590A=A+1 
1600 IF A<P THEN 1400 
1610 PRINT #1 ," " 
1620 PRINT #1 ,"Finishing time:" ;TIME$ 
1630 PRINT #1," " 
1640 PRINT #1 ," " 
1650 END 

creases in time the programs take to 
process larger input files. To do so. I 
took the opening paragraph of 
Vladimir Nabokov 's Pnin and 
generated 500 characters of fourth
order text. Then I took I 7 41 letters of 
George Bernard Shaw's introduction 
to Man and Superman and produced a 
l 0.000-character text. 

Using the formula given by Kenner 
and O'Rourke for their Pascal pro
gram. the two runs would take O.Bk 
and 2 7 .6k seconds. respectively. 
(Here. k is a system constant.) My pro
gram took 5.5 and 81.5 minutes. re
spectively. Consequently. while the 
second program would have taken 32 
times longer than the first with the 
Kenner and O'Rourke program, it took 
only 14 times longer with mine. So as 
the problems get larger. the advan
tage of using a tree structure becomes 
apparent.• 

Preserving your data is vitally 
important. Lose it and you've lost 

both time and money. That's why 
Verbatim Datalife Diskettes have 6 data-

shielding improvements for greater disk 
durability and longer life. They come standard 


with the 5 year warranty that's 5 times longer 

than the industry standard-it guarantees trouble


retrieval. And 

help introduce you to the Verbatim quality stan


dard we're running a special offer on many of their 

products, including-Datalife and Verex Diskettes, 


What separates us from our competition? Simply a combination 

of the best service in the industry, highly competitive pricing, and 

an ever widening range of products. Above all we care about 

our reputation and are willing to work on a lower margin while 
 Lyben
delivering what others only claim-and we do it all on a day-in 

day-out basis. 


This fall 1/4 million subscribers to Byte magazine will be 

receiving our catalog with a special discount offer on the cover. 

We strongly feel that if you try ·us just once you'll join our list 

of satisfied confident customers. Lyben Computer Systems wants 

to be your source for computer supplies and accessories. 


1050 E. MAPLE RD. •TROY, Ml 48083 • (313) 589-3440 

free · recording, storage, and to 

&16~ 

Cleaning Kits, Disk Drive Analyzers. 

co111puter 
systems 
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The faster you can do a job, 
the faster you can do another. 
And the more jobs you do, the 
more money you make. 

A simple business principle 
around which wffve craftily 
designed the ITT XTRA™XP 

A personal computer burst
ing with the speed and power 
you need to move ahead and 
stay ahead. Over three and 
a half times faster arid fully 
compatible with the IBM XT. 
'IWenty-five percent faster 
than the AT. And twenty-five 
percent faster than the AT 
on a Lotus recomputation. 

Example. A spreadsheet 

that once took 32 seconds 
to compute now takes a mere 
9 seconds. 

Time savings for other 
business tasks are equally 
staggering. 

Imagine all the extra 
muscle of the 80286 Intel 
microprocessing chip conve
niently packaged in a very 
small space. 

And imagine the very same 
tilt-and-swivel monitor, built-in 
telecommunications port, IBM 
compatibility and the host of 
other computer niceties that 
have made the whole family 
so successful. 

Now stop imagining. And 
start dialing. 

Call (800) 321-7661. or in Cal
ifornia, (800) 368-7300 today: 

We'll tell you your nearest · 
ITT authorized dealer of the 
fastest PC in the known world. 

The ITT XTRA XP. 
And cali quickly Before 

the rest of the business world 
passes you by 

Faster than you can imagine. 

ITT 

PERSONAL COMPUTERS 

HELPING AMERICA WORK SMART. 

© 1985. !IT Systems, Inc. · 

IBM XTand AT are registered trademarks of International Business Machines. Intel 80286 Is a reg!s!ered trademar.k of Intel Corporation. 
The new IIT XTRANXP is scheduled to be available summer of 1985. 
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You can still buy

quality and dependaJ>ility


at a reasonable price. 

That's exactly what we drive home at Viasyn. We offer you a whole line 

of CompuPro® IEEE 696/S-100 Bus boards. Along with single- and multi-user 
systems compatible with over 3,000 standard business applications, plus a wide 
variety of scientific and industrial programs. Each one's a value our competition 
finds hard to beat. 

You can choose from a broad range of CPU boards, memory boards, disk 
controllers, network and interface boards, plus PC Video, in color or black and 
white. You can mix or match 8-bit and 16-bit software on the same machine or 
on different machines. And pick just the power and memory you need. Object: 
to grow and multiply in capabilities, at optimum cost efficiencies. Without sacri
ficing quality or dependability. ~~ 

If that's what you'!e driving for, write us 
1 

for our new 

short-form catalog or simply call our toll-free number. 


The CompuPro People 

Where Computers Grow 
26538 Danti Court, Hayward, CA 94545-3999 


Call 800/VIASYN-l. In CA, 800/VIASYN-2. TWX: 510-100-3288 VIASYN CORP 

CompuPro is a registered trademark of Viasyn Corporation. 
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P·R·O·G·R·A·M·M·I·N·G I·N·S·I·G·H·T 


PRINTING PASCAL 

GRAPHICS 


BY KELLY W. DAVIS 

A simple subroutine dumps Apple Pascal graphics 
to any Epson MX-series printer 

I BOUGHT MY EPSON MX-80 printer 
and my Apple II computer with vi
sions of graphics like the Mona Lisa 
dancing through my head. But I quick
ly discovered that Applesoft BASIC 
doesn't simplify graphics creativity. In 
fact. it forces any would-be da Vinci 
to delve into the mysterious realm of 
machine language. As everybody 
knows. machine language doesn't 
even make addition look easy, much 
less drawing complex pictures. 

In desperation. I reverted to one of 
my favorite languages-Pascal. So far. 
Apple Pascal has met every creative 
expectation but one: It doesn't come 
with a screen-dump command. This 
might not seem like a big deal to a 
person who has never worked on ly on the screen and dumps them to them into their binary-coded equiva
more than one picture at a time. But any MX-series printer from Epson. I lents. Screendump then stores them 
after 30 or 40 graphics creations. a wrote Screendump as an intrinsic unit in a single-dimensional array (PR
screen-dump routine comes in handy. under Pascal and stored it in the ARRAY) 280 bytes deep. which is sent 

So I wrote one. Screendump library. I can call my routine in any to the printer. Screendump takes 
(available for downloading from program under the USES statement about eight minutes. An example of 
BYTEnet Listings at (617) 861-9774) and after the TURTLEGRAPHICS the graphics screen printed by 
takes whatever graphics are current- declaration. Screen dump is shown in figure I. 

After I've programmed my graphics Dumping Apple Pascal graphics to 
Kelly W. Davis (292 Howe Ave. Apt. G. creation. I type PRINlGRAPH. Screen a printer can be helpful if you need 
Sacramento. CA 9 5 82 5) works at McClellan dump scans the screen from top to to develop many graphics screens. 
Air Force Base as a field service engineer and bottom 29 times. Each time it looks because instead of keeping them in 
is a part-time student. majoring in at the Boolean equivalent of either 2 your head. you can print each one out 
matfiematics. or 7 graphics screen bits. converting and enhance it individually. • 

Figure I: An example of a qrapfiics screen printed by intrinsic unit Screendump. 
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PC NETWORK 	 . 
BUY HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE AT WHOLESALE +8°/o, 

AND GET 14-30 DAY SOFTWARE RENTALSt... 
Listed below are just a few of the over 20,000 products available at our EVERYDAY LOW PRICES! 
The Network carries products for Apple, IBM, CP/M and most other popular computer families. 

GAMES & EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE FOR YOUR APPLE II & MACINTOSH GAMES & EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE FOR YOUR IBM 
(Please add $1 shipping and handling tor each title Ofdered from below.)(Please add $1 shipping a nd handling for each litle ordered from below.) 

Wholesale 	 WholesaM!Wholesale 	 Who~le 

A"ays Home Accountant-Mac Only $65.00' Miles Computing Mac Altaclo:-Mac Only $23.00" ATI How to use M11/f1ma1e $42.00' ti>lnfocom lork I or W11n css $20.50' 

A.don Ari Portlolio & Card Shoppe 35.97' Pal.atir Mac Type -Mac Orily 24.50' ATI /11/ro 10 PC DOS \-bl I & II 23.00' li>lntocom Dead/me. or Suspended 27.00' 
Oluechip BaronJM1ll10narre1 Tycoon 28.25" Penguin Graphic.'> Magician 28.97" ATI 111/to 10 BASIC 23.00' Microsoft Flight S1mu1a10t 27.00' 

Brodet'bond Loadwnner 19.75' Penguin Pcnsalc or Xyphus 20.50· Bluebush Ch~ss ('lbur Toughest OppanelltJ 34.00' Mouse Systems PC Paml-Tum your PC 59.95' 

8rodefbund Chopllhe1 19.00' Pengum r;ansytvama -Ma c Only 20.97' Bluechip M1ll10na11el Oil Baron or Tycoon 28.25' mlo A Co/or Macm1osh' 

Brodefbund Prm l Shop 
 28.75" Professional Software TrivtiJ Fever 22.00· lkodffbund lode Runnet 19.75' Scarborough Mas1ertypc 27.00' 

Broderbund Dazzle Draw 31.97" Pryority Software Fotbidden Oues/ 22.00· CBS Gorcn-B,,dge Made Easy 4S.OO' Siena On-Line King s Quest 21.00· 

CBS Maste11ng lhe GRE SJ.so· Scarborough Mas/et Type 26.50' CBS Ma stetrng the SAT 81 .00' Siena On-Line Crossfire 18.00' 

CBS Murdcl bv /he Dozen 20.97" Scarborough Run lor lhe Money 21.00· COEX rtarnrng lor Yibrd Star 37.2S' Subk>gic Ntghr Mission Pinball 20.00· 

CBS Goren Bridge Made Easy 45.00' Simon & Schuster Typing TutOI Ill 28.25" CompreheMive 111110 to Personal Compuling 32.00' li>Spinnalter Alphabet Zoo. Kmder Comp. 1S.97' 


Count...,.;nt rhcNewsRoom 26.97" Sir·Tech Wizardry 26.97' Davklson Ma'h Blaster. Wotd A11ac1o:1 26.50' Story Machine. Face Maher. Hey Diddle. Otddlc. 


O..ndson Speed Rcadcf II 37.97" Sir-Tech Kmghl ol Diamonds 18.97' 
 Davklson Speed Reader fl 36.50' thymes & Riddles 
Davidson Math Blaster 29.97' Sir-Tech Rescue Raiders 18.97" ~Satgon/11 26.97' li>Spinnalter Delta Drawing 24.97' 

Davidson ~d Anac.k' 29.97' Subk>gic Night Mission Pinball 20.00· Individual Ptoless0t DOS 32.50' li>Spinnaker Most Amazrng Thing 20.77' 

1st Byte Smoolh Talker-Mac Only 47.00' li>SpinnMer Alphabet loo. Face Make1. 1s.9r Individual The lnslruCIOt 24.50' Virtual Combinatics M1c10 Coohbook 21 .00· 


Hayden DaVmci·Housellnte,,0tslLandsc.1pes 24.75' Kinder Comp. Hey Olddlc Diddle. 

Hayden Sargcw1 Ill 25.75' Rhymes & Riddles. S'oty Machmc BUSINESS SOFTWARE FOR YOUR IBM 

lnfocom Dead/me or Suspendea 27.00' ti> Spinnaker The Mos/ Amazing Th mg 20.77' (Please add 52.50 shipping and handltng tor each tit6e Ofdered from below.) 

lnfocom Enchantet. Planellall 20.50' li>Spinnaker Della Drawmg 24.97" 

Cumuoa1s. Witness or lark I T/Maker Cilek Ari-Mac Only 29.97" Ii>Ashton-Tale Dnase Ill S310.00 ' Micro Pro Vibtdslar 2000.. $262.00' 
lnfocom H1/cfl1ker's Gwdc or Scastalker 22.00' Warner Desk Orgamzet 65.00" li>Ashlon-Tate Fr,m1CW01k 310.00' MicroRim Cloul 110.00· 

lnlocom Suspccl. Sorcerer or ln/1del 25.00' Vide1 Fun Pack-Mac 0 11ly 19.77' Bortand Turbo Pascal 2s.1s· MicroRim RBJse !>000 325.00" 

lnfocom Z0tk II or Ill 23.sO' Videx Mac Checkets & Reversal 2S.17' Borland Side K1clo: {Pto,ccledl 26.00' MldrolOft CCompiler 275.00' 
Layered Front Desk-Mac Only 65.00' Videx Mac \o\?gas-M.1c Only 31 .00' Borland lurbo Pascal 8087 49.75' MicrotOft ~rd-Lates t \.t>tslOn 2 0 205.00' 
Mirage Conc4tpts Trw1a 24.00' Videx Mac Ga mmon & Ct1bbage-Mac Only 2S.17' Borland S11perkey 34.75' Microsoft Mu//1plan 1os.oo· 

Maril. of the Unicom Mouse Slampedc 19.00' Vi rtual Combinatics Micro Coohbook 21 .00· 	 BPt G/ AIR 0t AI P 305.00' MicrMoft Mouse 107.00' 
BPt A11t;1 265.00' Monogram Do/lats & Sense 102.00' 
8Pt Pct s0tial Accounting 48.00' 1i>Mutt1mate Mull1mate tl.atcst ~sionJ 200.00·BUSINESS SOFTWARE F.OR YOUR APPLE II & MACINTOSH ti>Central Point Copy II PC 20.00' NOrtOn rlOtton U11M1es 3.0 46.00' 

(Please add $2.50 lhjpping and handling tor each lit le ordered from be4ow.) Concept~ Instruments Desk Organller 1s1.oo· Onis The Vtbrd Plus 90.00' 
Apple Apple Yb"kS $165.oo· ti>Microsoft \"'ft)(d tor Macmlosh s102.oo· Digital Research CPIM-86 33.00' Open Srstem• PIO Sales AIR INV GIL AIP 325.00' 
80fland International Turbo Pascal 30.00' llY Mterosoft rite tor MiJcm tosh 102.00· Otgital Research DR Logo 57.00' Team Mgr 
BPI Gl. AP. AR. PR. or /NV 20S.50' li>Mic1osoft M111/1plan for MacmloSll 102.00 · Digital Research Gcn1 Desktop 28.00' Power Base PoWCt Base 222.00· 
Brodetbund Bank Streel Wnter 40.00' Mic1osoft Basic lat Macm1osh 79.00" Digital Research Gem Draw 73.oo· Real Wond Gi l AIP AIR or OEllNV 345.00' 

Cen~ Point Copy II Plus or Copy II Mac 20.00' Microsoft Chari lat Macintosh 66.00' Enertronics Ener91aphics wrth Plorrer OptlOIJ 235.00' Rosesofl Ptokey \.t'rSIOfl 3 74.00' 

Funk Softwwe Sideways J.4.00' Monogram Dollars & Sense 52..00' Funk Software Sideways 34.oo· Ryan McF.tand RM COBOL tDev System/ S70.00' 

Funsoft Macasm 60.oo• Monogram Dollars & Sense lor Macm10Sh 89.98" • Harvard Har\',1td Pfo1ec1 Managet 185.00' li> S.mna Samn a 1" Word Ptoces.sor 227.00' 

Haba Habadex 40.00' Odesta Hcl1• for Macm1osh Regs 512K 237.00' Hanoard 701011 Pro1ea M;lnaSJCf 240.00" llY Samna Word • 320.00' 
Habli Omure/ 101.95' Sensible Software SenSlble Speller IV 67.50' ti>Hayes SmaHcom II - New 1/1100 Emu1ar0t 68.00' li>Satelite Software \\tVd Pcr/f!tl 195.00' 


Harvard Mac Manager 29.9S' Soflcrafl fancy Fonts 12s.oo· • Human Edge Ht~ Managcmcm fdgtt 137.50' Softcraft Fancy Fonts 125.00' 


.,.Human Edge Mmd Ptobet 25.50' Software Arts 1KSolver' tor Mac 134.00' ti>Human Edge The Sale!> Edrlt 110.00· Sottstyte SET- FX JS.DO" 

Ii> Human Ed9fl Sales Edge 110.00' Software PubUshing PFS File. Wt1te. or Graph 68.00" ti>Human Edgl Mmel P1ooc1 26.50' Software Arts TKI SO/Vel 222.00' 


Human Edge Commumca11on Edge 98.00' Stoneware DB Master-Mac Tool 95.00' Ufetree ~i.:swritct Dc1u11 13S.OO' Software Pubttshing PFS Fi le. Wnte. Graph 68.00' 

• lum·\Q Yideotext 1t1mlf. -fhank- Mac Tool 75.00' Provue Ovt.wue-Mac Only 135.00' li>lotus ~k>pmenl lo/us 1-2- 3 265.00' Software Publi$hi"'OI PfS Rcp0tr 64.00' 

Main Street hler-Mac Unly 85.oo• Rio G,.nde Software Softm aker fl 85.00' MOBS Kt1owlcdgema11 245.00' Sorcim Superca lc Ill 1S9.00' 

U ECA Managing your Money 1os.so· Telo• F11cv1s1011 tor Ma c 87.so· Mtcro Pro Words/at 2000 222.00' X..naro Ab1/1/y 252.00' 

HARDWARE FOR YOUR IBMHARDWARE FOR YOUR APPLE II & MACINTOSH 
(Pteaseadd shipping and handling chlif'9H found in itaUcs Mxt to price.)(PINN add shipping Md handting chargn found in itaUcs next to pnce.J 

DISK DRIVES 	 MODEMSDISK DRIVES 	 MODEMS 
Wholeule 	 WholeN~ 

Wholes.a~ 
Apparat 512K Memory Board wrlh 64K $132.00' f285J AST Reach' Shor/ SIOI 1200 Baud $345.00' (250J

Alps AP-IOOA Dual Apple Onves in Hayn Micromodern lie w!Smartcom s12s.oo· 12501 -	 l()meg.a BcrnOfJJll Bo• Dual 2.275.00' 149 141 lnlfYna l ModernOne Case $309.00' (7 OOJ Novltion Apple Cal 11 174.45' 13 501 
IOMGOmo<es Hayn Sma r/modem 12008 with New 317.00' (2501 

MaynantWS -l IOMBlmernalHardDlsk 730.oo· 115 771 Smatlcom 111vnoo Emulator
• Alps AP· IOOC Slim/m o Dnvem Case 159.00' f4 001 Prometheus 1200 A 276.00' 16001 

Apple MIC 400KB External Drwe J.49.9S' 17 501 Low Cost 1200Baud1n1ema1 Modern tor Apple II 

H.m.MIC. BOOKBDoubleSJdedDnve 31S.OO' 17001 Zoom ZoomlMOdcm lie 90.00' 1250! 
 lbynanl WS-2 s.1me as WS-1but with 930.00" 120.301 Hayn Smartmodem t200B Atone 265.00' t250J 

Sandstaar Floppy Con1rouer ruses I slotJ Prometheus Promodem 12008 225.00' (2 50J
1wrce lhe Capaaiy.Reads Standard Disks' Mic10mocJcm CompafltJ/e-Frcc Dow Jones 

li>PC Netwon. IOMB INIERNAL Height 385.00" f8 311 lntetnal Modem 
Aulobbot Ort\o'e Ht.~ IOwer Pf/Ce Ouadfam Ouadrnc>dem 111200 Baud 275.00' 12 501

Micro Sci A2 143KB Ofrve 165.00' 15 OOJ 
Jusl fl/le Apple's Own ACCESSORIES 


MM:ro Sci FIOppy Controller SS.OD' 12 50J 
 Dnvcs by Sllu9at1 0t Tanaon 	 Hall Carel wlCrossralk XVI 
Apple Macm losh Carrying Case $74.00' /I 501 PC Networil IOMB ln/crnal Tape Bachup 49S.OD ' f 10 261li>PC Netwoftl 140K Er1erra1 Dme 95.00' 12 501 
Apple Macintosh Sccun /y K1 ' 37.00' (1501 Sa me um/ usecJ mCompaQ S DeskPro! VIDEO CARDS 
Apple Macmlosh Nume,,c Keypad 74.00' 12 50J • PC Networtt Hall Hc19/11 D11vcs 77.50' fl 671

lotApple llc 
Rana Eftle I 163K Dtrve 22S.00' t5 OOJ 	 Hercules Color Card wfPatallcl Port $142.00" 13 201Hayes Mach Ill Joystick wl fire Butron 3 1.00" (150/ Om \.bl11mc t c1s us 1mpon these BrandRana Ef1/e II 326K Dtrve 320.00" (700) • Hercules Monochrome Graphics Card 273.00' 1250/ 
Rana Eftlc Ill 652K Dflve 398.99• (I 0 00/ Paradise Modula1 Graphics Card 244.00' 1250/tor /le 	 Name Dt1K's Ducclly lrom /he Sou1ce 

Kensington Disk Case 20.00' II 50J • Tandon IM 100·2Full Hc1gt11DSDODflveS 93.00" <2201 

Kensington Dust Covet lat MllC 8.25' fl 50J TaMgrau 25MB E•tcrnal/Hard Disk 2.37S.OO' (51 301


Tecmar 5MB Removable DrlVC tor M/IC 1,350.00' 129 16J 	 Persysl Bob Card Ullra High Res Color 36S.OO' 12 50/ 
Teemar IOMB M/IC Dnve 1.350.00' 129 161 	 li>STB Graph1x Plus II 235.00' 1250/0t 1magcwrr,cr 	 Wl/h 60MB rape BackupTecnuw 5MB MIC Dnve Upgrade 1,295.00" 127 971 	 1s1mu11ancous M0t10 Grap hics & ColorJKensington S1ar,c1 Pack 54.00' 13001 li>Teac FD 55 ·8 Hall Heighl DSDD Dm.-es 90.00' 11 94} 

Kensington Sutgc Pro1ec10t 33.4r 12501 Ii>Teac I 2MB Hall Hc19hl Disk Duve tor AT 110.00' t240J 
Kensington Swivel 21.00' 1250J 

ALS Z-Engine $129.00' 12 SOI Kensington Sys/cm Saver Fan 56.97' (I 50/ MULTIFUNCTION CARDS li> lkand Name OSCO Diskettes $12.99" 11 OOJ 
AST Mu/It 110-2 se11allCIOclc 15S.OO' (2.501 .,.Koala MacV1sion 203.00' t300J G11arat11eee1 fOl Lrlc ' Nol Generrc• 

BOARDS AND BUFFERS 	 ACCESSORIES 

Apparlit 256K Memoty Boord wilh 64K $8 1.00' t i 751Uicnnoft Ptcm1um Sohcard lie 243.67' (2 50J Koala Koalapad Touch rable1 78.00' (1501 	 li>OSOO Bulk Rate Special .91' ea. 
li>AST S1• Pach Plu s Wilh 64K 222.00· 12501Microtek DumplmglGX SS.00' 12 501 U&R Sup-R-Mod RF Modu/at/0'1 44.00' (1501 	 PiJcka9cd in 50 w11h sl~S and labels

AST /IOPtusll 120.00· 1250!Orange MM:ro Gtapplcr • 96.90' 12 501 PC Network Coo/mg Fan wrlh Surge 25.00' 12501 	 Gu.:irilfllt..'Cd lor Ute' 
AST Adva11tagc for AT 375.00" 12501OrMge Micro Seflal Grapp/et 78.00• t2 50J Prorcctor 4 Dual Out1e1s 	 .,.PC Networit Rcplacemcnl 130 Wall 85.00' 12 70/

li>E¥eJex Magic Cardl64K 160.00' (250/PC Network 180 Card 3S.OO" 12 SQJ PC Network SSDD Dlslo:e11es 1Box al IOI 9.oo· (I 001 IBM·PC Power Supply-Gwcs your PC the same 

Ouadratn APICIG Graphics ln/erlace 62.00' f2 SOJ PC Network Macm1ost1Dtsi.:e11es 21.95' fl 50J Capac11ya s an XT Good lor add m Tape Doves
..OOCHID Blossom wl 64K 200.00' tZ50/ 

full StJ P.u:A Fealure~ Miii 

N •lwatkmg CapatJ1lr11es
Ouadntm e RA M-BO 88.00' (2 501 Includes F1cc Flip & File Case 	 lw1/hou1need for a piggyback um/J and large 
OuadJMn Mul11core-1 Parallel/ I Se,,all 140.00' (2 501 rhese Dls-/1.c//cs a1e Guaranteed /or lrlc' No Gene,,cs1 	 capac11y dish drives

au.dram lmptoved 011adt>oord wlOK 170.00 ' t250JCloch Expandable lo 256K Sony M/IC DiskeltCS IBox of 101 24.SO' , , 501 	 SMA PC Doocumarc. Keyboard Templates 9.99' f 1 ODJ 
Tecmar Camain M11/tlf11nc110n Card wl OK 146.00' (2501Thunckrware Thundefcloc.k 104.00' (2 501 	 fOf Lo_tuslDBascl Mu/11mate and olhe1s fEachJ 

MEMORY CHIPS MONITORS COMPLETE SYSTEMS 
WhcMesale 	 Who......(All Memory Chips Guaranteed tor Life!) 	 Wholnale 

Amdek Video 300G Compos11e Gteen $110.00" (3001 ~Macintosh Base Sys/em CAU Columbia Desk/op & Portable Systems CALL 
...64K Memory Upgrade Kits 19 Ch1PSI $6.75' f I 001 Arndek Video 300A Compos11e Amoe1 120.00· 13 001 AT&T 7300 Umx PC $.1,699.00' 179 90} li>IBM PC Base System 2DSDD!FDCt256K $1 ,-495 .02' 132 55J 

0111111111y 01scoon1s Ava1/atJ/e1 Amdek Video 310A IBM TypeAmbet 130.00' (3001 TOMB Hard D1skt I F/opP'(l 512K li>IBM PC Prolession11I HJtd Disk 1.886.62' 140 751 
ti> 64K Dynamic Ram Chips (Each) .75' fl OOJ Amdek Colol 300-Compos11e 21S.OO' ( 4 64J li>COMPAO fla1c1 Disk Pct/able 2.2as.oo· (49 35J IBM PCIAT Base System - I 2MB 3.149.00' (6800} 
ti>256K Dynamic Ram Chips (EachJ 4.35' "00} Amdek Co/Of 600-High Res RGB 36S.OO' fl 881 IOMIJ HiJtd Otskl f-loppyl 256K FkJppy1256K 
1!> 128K IBM AT Piggyback Chips (Eacru 7.50' f l OOJ Arndek Co/OI 100-U//ra High Res 4S5.00' 19 83! COMPAQ Deslf.Pto!Tape Bachup Sys/em 3,01 8.14' 165 20J Sanyo MB C 550 "'Lowest Cos/ Compatible ~ 620.00' (13 391 

Arndell. Co/Of 710-700 wl /lk>n Glare 47S.99' ( 10 48J wl 640KI I FIOppyl IOMB Hard Dlslo:I Sanyo MBC 775 Colol Portable IBM 1,n5.00' t3BOOJ 
Long Phosph0t IOMB Fapc Dr11,'f! /Mon1/0t Clone 2 Drives/Color Momlotl256K 


Princeton HX-12 RGB Monitor CALL 

Anchor Mark XII $230.00' (5.00J Princeton MAX-12c CAU 


EXTERNAL MODEMS 
PRINTERS 

li>NEC 3550 33CPS LDrlCr Qualify Ptm/et $960.00· 120 74/Hayes Smarlmoden1 300 125.00' (5.00J Worhwr1hColot0t MonoCardi li>Citizen MSP· IO NEW $ 200.00· (6.05) 

Hayes Smatlmodcm 1200 355.00' (5.00/ Ouadram Ouadchromc II New' 370.00" 18 2 " 
 • NEC 8850 55CPS Pnntet 1.330.00· t2B n1

160CPSIBOCOU Ftrc • Trac 
li>Hayes Smarlmodem 2400 S68.00' (5.00J 640X200 RGB wl 14 ~ Screen! li>Olodala Ml 182 New 120CPSILO 200.00' f4 34) 

...CitiienMSP-15NEW 41 0.00' (8.86) 

Prometheus Ptomodcm 1200 276.00' (6.00l D/ack. Pl iosphor Maski/BM Case 
 Model f-RICllBM Glifphu;s • more160CPSI 132COLIFtrc • Trac 


Ell tcrnal lamb Hayes Compatible ti> Samsung 12"' 1Tl. IBM rype Amber 89.50' 15 001 
 li>Oktdala Ml 192 New SlecH DeS1gnl 325.00' f l JS/• Citizen MSP-20 NEW 41 0.0D" (8.86) 
li>U.S. Robotics Coufler 24008PS Modem 450.00' (5 001 A great 10okmglpetl0tmmg monochrome lrom the 160CPSIL.0 A.fodcl FncllBM Gtaphics

200CPS J80COLIFric • rrac 
ti>U.S. Robotics Pa ssword 195.00' (4 001 ma nulacturet of IBM's own coh>f mofllfor li>Okidata NEW' ColOr 20 BOCPSJ100 • 109.00' (235/li>Citizen MSP-25 NEW 530.00' (1 1.45) 


LOWEST PRICE 12008PS MOdem ' Zenith ZVM- 123 Green High res 76.00' t2 50} 
 Colors/LO Model/BM Graphics! • More200CPSI 132COUFtrc • frac 
fRcowres Interlace/ 

...Otudata NEW' IBM lnlcrlace lat Ok1mate 6S.OO' (1501
C. ttoh FI0/40 S1arwflre< 40 CPS LO 875.00' (18.90) 
C. ttoh Prowmer 85 10 AP 28s .oo· (6 16J 

ColOl20li>Epson lX-80 IOOCPS80COt. LOMode 205.00' (4 43JTERMS & CONDmONS Okidata ML 84P 200CPS 132COL S99.00' (I 2 94)
New Model" 

Okidata Ml9JP 160CPS W1Cle Platen 533.00' ( 11 50!ti>Epson FX·B5 31s.oo· t685J°·::;n~m~~:;=i:-:::~~~~::=~,~~~11~~=~~l~~~!::c~~~~;~hC::sd~=nl Okidata 24 fOP Pacemarlf 350CPS 1,620.00" (35 00)t>Epson fX· 185 440.00· 19501allow IQ working days 10 clear. Oome Sprinl 11140 40CPS Letter Ouallly 1,15S.oo· (24 00)
Epson LO 1500 CAU

!RENT BEFORE VOU BUY- Members are eligible to JOln the NET\\QRK"s Bu siness and Game soltware Rental l1branes Star Micronics Power rype 18CPS 300.00' 1648/ 
and evaluate products for a lull 14 (Regular) or 30 (VIPJ days to sec 1111 meels your needs. And.The NElWORK"s renlal 

ti>NEC 2030 20CPS LO Parallel 605.00' I I J 001 
Let/er Qualityli>NEC 2050 20CPS Lei/er Oualt/y Pnn/er 605.00' / 13 OOJ

charges are far less than othet softwa1e rental services-Just 20% OF THE MEMBER WHOLESALE PRICE. Rental tides Toshiba P1340BOCOLI 144CPS 530.00 ' fl I 451 
available in IBM/~/UAC and CP/M Form.ts.. Hardware prices highliled by Ii> rellecl recent maier price reduclion s 

• NEC 3530 33CPS LO Parallel 960.00' 120 141 
Toshiba P35 1New' 288CPSI 132COL 1,110.00' f23 98) 
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LATEST IBM 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
CONFIGURATIONS 

CUSTOM 

WELCOME 

IBM PC BASE IBMPC 
SYSTEM HARD DISK SYSTEM 

IBM PC w/256K 	 IBM PC w/256K 
Floppy Drive Controller Floppy Drive Controller 

2 Double Sided Double 1Double Sided Double 
Density Disk Drives Density Disk Drive 

Half Height 10MB 
Disk Subsystem 

$1,495.02* 	 $1,886.62* 

aJlllPA/l™ 

PORTABLE DESKPRO SYSTEM 

HARD DISK SYSTEM WITH TAPE BACKUP 
w256K/1 Floppy/10MB Hard Disk 640K CPU/1 Floppy/10MB Hard Disk 

10MB Tape Drive/Monitor 

$3,018.14*$2,285.00* 
{8", . ! 
~ hR&. .MACINTOSHAPPLE/le 

BASE SYSTEM . ·,::-:<~,~-~=~~~,.,_- .,_...,._ .,;:: 

/Prices Too Low To Print!!! 

*Members pay 8% above this wholesale price plus shipping. 

64K IBM PC MEMORY EXPANSION KITS • 
Quantity Discounts Available. M; • 1 

Guaranteed ~or Life! ~ ... • fr.·•; • ~~ . ;,. 

~•• • ? · Set of 9 Chips 

~,·· $6.75* 
BRAND NAME DISKETTES Guaranteed for Life! 

(Quantity Discounts Available.) 
. . .. $9.00*SS/DD For APPLE II & Ill Box of 10 .. 

OS/DD Box of 10 . . .. .. .. ..... .. .. ...... 12.99* 
MACINTOSH Box of 10 Includes tree Flip & File Case . .. . . . 21.95* 

1/ 2 HEIGHT DS/ DD 
DISK DRIVES 

The Network buys direct 
and makes fantastic deals 

with manufacturers like MPI/ 
Tandon/CDC/Shugarl/Qume/ 
TEAC and others to bring you 

· fantastic prices on Name 
Brand drives for your PC/ ATI 

XT/jr/or Compatible. 

TM 

INTERNAL PC HARD DISK 
Low Power/Automatic Boot. Works on standard PC's 
and Compatibles. Includes drive/controller/cables/ 

mounting hardware and instructions. 
Full one year warranty! 

10MB 

$385.00* 
20MB 

$505.00* 

MultiMate™ 
Professional 

Word Processor 

$200.00* 

PC 

GET THE NETWORK ADVANTAGE!!! 


SEE WHY OVER 70,000 HAVE JOINED 
MAKING US THE NATION'S #1 SOURCE 
FOR EVERYTHING IN COMPUTING... 

• 	Our 600 Page Wholesale Catalog 
Over 20,000 products priced at Wholesale+ 80/o. Anything 
you will ever need at a Consistent low price . . . 

• 	Quarterly Catalog Updates 
Your Catalog is never obsolete! Keep on top of the newest 
products and latest price changes. 

• 	 The Printout 
Our newsletter gives you fantastic specials along with 
unbiased analysis of new products and industry trends. 

• 	10 Day Returns on any Hardware!/ 
If you don't like any hardware product-for any reason 
-return it for a refund. 

• 	1000 + Title Rental Library 
14 to 30 day rentals on over 1000 different titles . 
Try before you buy!! 

• 	Size-Strength and Stability 
The Network has over 100 employees, 35,000 square feet 
of office and warehouse, inventory valued in excess of 
$5,000,000 and is ranked the largest computer product 
supplier in the Nation!! Our commitment is to serve our 
customers and our 900/o repeat business rate is proof!! 

CALL TOLL FREE 

1-800-621-S-A-V-E 


In lllinoia call (312) 280-0002 

t
Your Memberahip Yelidetion Number: 8395 

You can validate your membership number and, If 
you wish . place your first money-saving order over 
the phone by using your VISA. MASTERCARD or 
AMERICAN EXPRESS. Our knowledgeable service 
consultants are on duty Mon-Fri 8 AM to 7 PM , SAT~ 
9 AM to 5 PM CST. 

~ PERSONALCOMPUTERNETWORK ~ 
II 320 West Ohio 	 , °"' 

Chicago, Illinois 60610 
Cati now • • • Join the PC NETWORK and start saving today! 

,___________________________________ 
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)'ESI Please enroll me as a member in the PC NETWORK'" and rush my 
catalog featuring thousands of computer products. all at just 8% above 
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PHOTOGRAPHED 
BY PAUL AVIS 

JULY 1974 RADIO-ELECTRONICS' 
COVER STORY IS ON THE MARK./J. 

What follows is a modest and. we hope. correct timeline of personal com
puting. If the number of entries per year is any indication . then the most 
active years of personal computing were I97 5. 1976. and I977 and I982. 
I983 . and 1984. 

Although the roots of personal computing go back further. the excitement 
really started in January 197 5. with the publication of Popular Elec
tronics' cover story on the Altair 8800. A slogan printed on the cover 
of the first three issues of BYTE said it all: "Computers-The World's Greatest 
Toy:· The slogan expressed the ideal that lured many. but few .of us had 
the stamina and consuming fanaticism needed to make it happen; you had 
to design and build everything yourself. hardware and software. Most 
of you also had to learn electronics. mathematics. and theart of deciphering 
arcane. poorly written spec sheets-the phrase "by your bootstraps" took 
on new meaning. 

By I 978. things were different; you could buy microcomputers and they 
would usually work. but it wasn't the same. Prior to I 978. the excitement 
was in saying "Look. my design works!" But when you took it for granted 
that it worked. the question became "What can you do with it?"; fwwever. 

the answer was "Not all that much:· Most systems lacked 
adisk drive and had 3 2 K bytes of memory or less. The years 
between 1978 and I982 were slow. evolutionary years
not too exciting. but necessary. 

By late 1981. the industry was poised for growth . and 
IBM's introduction into tne marketplace catalyzed tnat growtn 
into a bumpy. breatntaking ride tnat snows no signs of slow
ing (tnougn it did take about a year to get started. that is. 
to produce a significant number of IBM-related products) . Per
sonal computers finally could perform and were affordable 
enough to be used by people wno weren't just hobbyists; tnat 
progress continues to build as computers become simultaneously 
cheaper and more capable. 

BYTE has kept a close watch on the computer industry's 
growtn . and we felt the need to annotate this timeline. When 
dates nave been difficult to pinpoint. we've approximated them. 
In general. it has been an active and interesting first ten years. 

-Gregg Williams and Mark Welch 
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1941 THE TRANSISTOR IS INVENTED 
AT BELL LABORATORIES. 

Pre-1975 
1948 John Bardeen, Walter Brattain, and William 

Shockley of Bell Laboratorie1 invent the tran1i1tor. 

1959 Tex81 Instruments unveils the fir1t integrated 

circuit. 

1964 John G. Kemeny and Thoma1 E. Kurtz 

develop the BASIC programming language at 

Dartmouth College. 

Digital Equipment Corp. adverti1&1 the PDP-8 

minicomputer, which, at $16,200, ia "a full, 

general-purpose computer that 1cienti1t1 can 

afford-but it get1 per1onal.' ' 

1970 OCTOBER Scientific American publi1h11 

Martin Gardner's fir1t "Mathematical Recreations" 

column on John Conway'• game of Life. 

1971 Intel Corp. put1 the 4-bit 4004 micro

proce11or on a 1ingl1 chip. Its initial price ia $200. 

1972 NOVEMBER Intel Corp. introducea the BOOB, 

their fir1t B-bit microproc111or. 


Nolan Bushnell founds Atari and ships the Pong 
video game. 
1973 Scelbi Computer Consulting offers the 
8008-baaed Scelbi.SH computer kit 1$565 with 1K 
byte of memory). 
FALL Intel Corp. announces the improved 8080 
8-bit microprocessor. 
SEPTEMBER Radio-Electronics magazine 
publi1hes Don Lancaster's TVT-1 computer 
terminal project. 
1974 Brian W. Kemighan and Dennis M. Ritchie 
develop the'C programming language. 
SUMMER Gary Kildall develops the CP/M 
operating system. 
JULY Radio·El1ctronic1' cover story Is "Build the 
Mark-8: Your Personal Minicomputer.'' 
SEPTEMIEA Creative Computing magazine 
founded. 

Amicro
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1975 
WINTER Zllog Inc. develops the ZBO 
mlcroproceaaor, whose instruction set is a 
superset of the 8080's. 
JANUARY Carl Helmers founds Experimenters' 
Computer System (ECS), which lasts for live 
issues before he moves to BYTE. 
JANUARY Popular Electronics' cover story is 
" World's First Minicomputer Kit to Rival 
Commercial Models...Altair 8800." The Altair 
8800 kit, with an Intel 8080 microprocessor, 256 
bytes of memory, and a toggle-switch-and-LED 
front panel, sells for $395. 
MARCH Homebrew Computer Club founded. 
MAY Amateur Computer Group of New Jersey 
founded. 
SUMMER IMS International announces the IMSAI 
computer, which is e11entially an improved clone 
of the Altair 8800. 
SUMMER MOS Technology announces the 
MC6501 at $20 and the MC6502 at $25; at this 
point, the 8080 costs about $150. 
FALL MITS (the company that sells the Altair 
88001 announces 4K-byte and BK-byte BASIC 
(from Microsoft's founders Bill Gates and Paul 
Allen) for $350 and $500, respectively ($60 and 
$75 for purchasers of complete Altair systems). 
FALL Dennis Allison publishes Tiny BASIC-later 
enhanced by many, including Tom Pittman and 
Li-Chen Wang. 
FA LL Sphere Corp. offers the Sphere I computer 
kit (6800, 4K bytes of RAM, ROM monitor, 
keyboard, video interface, for $650). 
FALL MOS Technology announces the KIM-1 
microcomputer, an aaaembled single-board 
computer (6602, 1K byte of RAM, 2K-byte monitor 
in ROM, keypad, LED readout, cassette and aerial 
interfaces, for $245). 
SEPTEMBER IBM announces the IBM 5100, the 
first briefcaa1-1ize computer (with BASIC, 16K 
bytes, and a tape cartridge storage system, for 
about $9000. 
SEPTEMIER BYTE publishes its first isaue. 
SEPTEMBER Godbout advertises the Pace kit in 
BYTE with "7 segment readouts for easy octal 
debugging." 
NOVEMBER Southwest Technical Products Co. 
advertiaea the M8800 computer kit (8800, serial 
interface to terminal, monitor in ROM, for $450). 
Unlike the Altair, it has no front-penal awltcheal 
DECEMBER MITS unvell1 the Altair 680 kit (6800, 
1K byte of RAM, serial interface, for $293). 
DECEMBER Microcomputer Aaaociatea Inc. offers 
the JOLT kit (6502, 612 bytea of RAM, aerial 

· interface to terminal, monitor in ROM, for $249). 
DECEMBER Robert Tinney's first BYTE cover. 
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JANUARY Dr. Dobb's Journal of Computer 
Calisthenics and Orthodontia /Running Light 
Without Overbyte}, a homebrew hardware and 
software magazine, publishes its first issue. 
MARCH David Bunnell of MITS organizes the First 
World Altair Computer Convention in Albuquerque, 
New Mexico. 
SPRING Texas Instruments announces its 
TMS9000, the first 16-bit microprocessor. 
APRIL Apple Computer Inc. formed. 
APRIL Cromemco Inc. advertises the Dauler TV 
interface board-the first color display for a 
microcomputer. 
SUMMER Keuffel and Esser (K&EI ceases its 
production of slide rules and donates its last one 
to the Smithsonian. 
JUNE SwTPC M6800 ad promises "SOFTWARE
The flood is near. Editor and assembler now 
available. BASIC and more games right away. 
Yours for the cost of copying. WE DON'T SELL 
SOFTWARE-WE GIVE IT TO YOU. ENJOY IT, 
COPY IT, WE WON'T COMPLAIN..." 
JUNE Scalbi releam SCELBAL, a BASIC-like 
language for $49 (includes source); it runs in BK 
bytes of memory or more. 
AUGUST First floppy.disk-drive ad in BYTE (iCOM 
Frugal Floppy, 8-inch, for $1195 [single quantity]). 
AUGUST John Dilkes organizes the Personal 
Computing Festival in Atlantic City; it is the first 
microcomputer show of national scope. 
AUGUST First portable computer: STM Systems' 
" BABYI" (6502, 2K bytes of RAM, bootstrap 
program in ROM, system software on tape, for 
$850 assembled). 
FALL Steve Wozniak proposes thet Hewlett· 
Packard Co. create a personal computer; Steve 
Jobs proposes the same to Atari-both are 
rejected. 

SEPTEMBER Ohio Scientific Instruments 

advertises OSI 400 (6502, 6572, or 6800, parallel 

and serial ports, 1K byte of RAM, 512 bytes of 

PROM, kit prices-$140 and up). 

OCTOBER Cromemco Inc. offers 4-MHz ZBO board 

for Altairs and other S-100 systems ($395 kit, with 

a monitor program on paper tape). 

OCTOBER PolyMorphic Systems advertises the 

S-100-based POLY 88 (8080A, 512 bytes of RAM, 

video/keyboard interface board, 1K byte of ROM, 

ceSBette interface, for $685 in kit form). 

NOVEMBER Steve Ciarcia's first article (not Circuit 

Cellar). 

DECEMBER Processor Technology advertises the 

Sol computer (8080, S-100 bus, 1K byte of RAM, 

1K byte of PROM, 1K byte of video RAM, 

keyboard, cassette, serial, and parallel interfaces, 

BASIC-5 on caHette-kit, $995; with dual 8-inch 

drives and operating system, $1895; an assembly. 

language TREK-80 game, PT SK BASIC, and 8080 

FOCAL are also available). The machine was 

invented by lee Felsenstein. 

DECEMBER Michael Shrayer writes Electric 

Pencil, the first popular word-processing program 

for microcomputers. 

DECEMBER Shugart announces its 5Y.-inch 

"minifloppy" disk drive for $390. 


FALL 1975 THE SPHERE 1 COMPUTER KIT 
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1977 
WINTER Ohio Scientific Instruments offers the 
first microcomputer with Microsoft (floating-point) 
BASIC in ROM; it is 1110 the fastest. 
JANUARY Kilobaud lwhich liter changed its name 
to Microcomputing) publishes its first iaaue. 
FEBRUARY Computer Shick lwhich later changes 
its name to Computerland) opens its first store. 
APRIL Jim Warren org1niz11 the 1st W.at Coeat 
Computer F1ire in San Fr1nci1co. The Apple II and 
Commodore PET laee below) are introduced there. 
APRIL Commodore Business Machines Inc. unveils 
its PET computer 16502, 4K bytes of RAM, 14K 
bytes of ROM, keyboard, display, tape drive, for 
t696 1111mbled). Its all-In-one pack1glng and SK 
byt11 of Microsoft BASIC ware innoVltive. Its 
c1lcul1tol'-p1d keybo1rd w11 (unfortun1tely) the 
precad1nt for later microcomputers. 
JUNE Camp Retupmoc, the first week-long 
computer c1mp, is held in Terre Haute, Indiana. 
JUNE Apple Computer Inc. runs its first ad In 
BYTE 16602, 4K bytea of RAM, Integer ROM and 
monitor in 16K bytaa of ROM, keyboard, c1111tt1 
interf1ce, S-alot motherboard, gama p1ddl11, 
gr1phic1/text intarf1ce to color display, for t1298; 
with maximum 48K bytea of RAM, $26381. 
AUGUST SwTPC offers a two-drive 6800 ayatam 
with terminal, monitor, end computer for t1999. 
AUGUST Miciocomputers become more widely 
1v1ll1bl1 l11rvic1 does, too) through R1dio Shack: 
th1lr TRS-80 Model I IZSO, 4K byt11 of RAM, 4K 
byt11 of ROM [l..vel I BASIC), keyboard, display, 
c1111tte interface, end recorder) co1t1 t699.96. 
OCTOBER North St1r Computers announc11 its 
Horizon computer IZSOA, 16K bytea of RAM, ona 
6Y•·lnch floppy drive, 12-alot S-100 motherbo1rd, 
11ri1I interface to termlnal, t1699 kit, t1999 
auambled). 
NOVEMBER Ciarcl1'1 Circuit Cell1r begins. 

1978 
FEBRUARY Ward Christensen and Randy SauBS 
create the Computerized Hobbyist Bulletin Board 
System, the fi11t major CBBS running on a 
microcomputer. 
MARCH Katha and Dan Spraklan's Sargon win1 
Iha 2nd W.11 Coast Computer F1ire chess 
toum1ment. IThe 3rd takH place in Los Angeles in 
November.) 
APRIL The Digital Group adverti111 the Byte· 
m11ter, a 11wing-m1chin•1ize computer housing a 
di1pl1y, keyboard, and disk drive. Never very 
popular, it predates the Osborne 1. 
MAY Ken Bowles fi11t deacribes the machine
independent UCSD Pascal language/operating 
system In BYTE. 
JUNE Exldy unveils the Sorcerer IZSO, SK bytas of 
RAM, 12K bytea of ROM, keyboard, parallel, serial, 
and caaaette interfac11, tS96). The machine's 
innov1tion1 are its u111'-definable characte11 and 
its optional software on plug-in ROM cartridges. 
AUGUST MicroPro lntem1tional unveils Word· 
Master, the precu11or of the ubiquitous WordStar 
word proc111or lwhlch 1ppaa11 in mld-1979). 
DECEMBER Epson America Inc. announces the 
MX-80 dot-matrix printer; Its high performance 
and low price stun competlto11 and force 
competition ind lower prlc11 in the printer market. 
DECEMBER Atari announcea the Atari 400 and 
SOO. The SOO has a full keyboard, SK bytes of 
RAM l11p1nd1bl1 to 48K via memory 1lot1), two 
ROM c1rtridg1 slots, ind custom gr1phlc1 and 
sound chips designed by Jay Miner lwho later 
designs th1 Amiga custom chips); it originally 
co1t1 t1000. Th1 m1chines do not become 
1V1i11bl1 until lite 1979. Aderivative machine 
(now costing under t100) 11 still on the market, 
and it• grephlc1 Ill un1u1'
p111ed In th1 S-bit m1rk1t. 

1979 
SPRING CompuServe, a telecommunications 
utility, founded. 
MAY Dan Bricklin and Bob Frankston of Software 
Arts Inc. show Iha VlaiCalc spreadsheet program 
at the 4th Wist Coast Computer Faire. Thia 
program cau11d many to take microcomputers 
seriously for the first time. VisiCalc was originally 
marketed by Personal Software lwhich later 
changed its name to VisiCorp), but Software Arts 
regained the rights to VisiCalc In September 1984. 
IVisiCorp merged with Paladin in late 19S4, and 
Software Arts merged with lotus In April 1985.) 
MAY The FORTH Interest Group distributes tl\J 
first public-domain version of fig-FORTH, which 
begins the eventual widespread availability of the 
language on microcomputers. 
JUNE The Source telecommunications utility 
founded. 
JUNE Texas Instruments unveils the Tl-99/4, 
which originally sold for $1150 lwhich included a 
color monitor). The machine is slow lavan though 
it uses Tl's TMS9900 16-bit procassor), the 

. button-1tyle keyboard is oddly laid out, and Tl 
diacouragad third-party software. The reviaed 
Tl·99/4A solved soma problems, but Tl finally 
discontinued the computer in late 1983; its 
closeout price want as low as $50. 
SUMMER Magic Wend becomes the fi11t sarious 
competitor to WordStar; It was just 11 powerful 
and easier to use. 
SUMMER Wayne Ratliff davalops the Vulcan 
databas~ program IA1hton·Tate later markets it as 
dBASE Ill. 

JUNE 1977 APPLE'S FIRST AD IN BYTE 
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JUNE 1979 THE Tl-99!4A DECEMBER 1978 THE EPSON MX-80 

ROS&HUIMAN INST1TUrE OF TECHNOt.OGY 
lNVnES \'OU TO SPENOSDC ORAHD AND 

GlORJOlJs DAYS WITH US AT 

CAM• ll'liltMCM* 
0
An old h:IMn-.b'"Blt&Wre 

.lllnl 19-24: ,Jane~ I, July 10-16: July 17-22 

JUNE 1977 THE FIRST COMPUTER CAMP 

DECEMBER 1978 THE ATARI 800 DECEMBER 1978 THE ATARI 400 APRIL 1978 THE BYTEMASTER 

AUGUST 1977 THE TRS-80 MODEL I APRIL 1977 THE COMMODORE PET 
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1980 
FEBRUARY 1980 THE SINCLAIR ZXBO 

FEIRUARY lnfoWorld publishes its firtt i11ue. 

FEIRUARY Sinclair Reaearch announc., its ZXSO 

computer {ZSOA, 1K byte of RAM, 4K integer 

BASIC in ROM, plaatic membrane k1ybo1rd, 

$199). It• IUCCBllOr, the ZX81, WBI later mark1t1d 

by Timex for under •100 before Timex lift th1 

microcomputer market. 

MARCH Microsoft Corp. 1how1 its firtt h1rdwa19 

product, the ZSO SoftC1rd for the Apple II at th1 

5th West Coaat Computer Fail'9. The 1udd1n 

availability of CP/M bu1ine11 1oftwa19 for th1 

Apple contributes greatly to Apple Computer lnc.'1 

IUCC811, 

MAY Apple Computer Inc. announc11 th1 Apple 

Ill, which is delivered a year late and h11, at firtt , 

a high failure rate. The m1chin1 never b1com11 

the replacement for the Apple II that Apple 

Computer wanted it to be. 

JUNE Shugart begins aelling 5Y.-inch Winch11ter 

hard-disk driv11. 

JUNE Commodore Bu1ine11 Machinea unv1il1 th1 

VIC-20 {6502A, 6K bytea of RAM, BASIC in ROM, 

aerial, ca11ette, and modem int1rf1c11, ROM 

cartridge slot, color display, for U99). 

SUMMER Radio Shack announc11 lt1 TRS-80 

Color Computer {6809E, "chickl1t':atyl1 keyboard, 

4K bytes of RAM, BASIC in ROM, color·diaplay, 

aerial end ca111tte int1rfac11, for t399). They also 

announce the TRS-80 Model Ill, which 19placed 

and improved their original Model I. 

SUMMER "Zork, the G11at Underground Empire" 

is firtt distributed by Pertonel Softwa,. Co. and 

later by lnfocom, its c111tor1. lnfocom changed 

the n1tu19 of adventu19 gam11 by allowing full 

aentence Input. 

JULY Jerry Poumelle'a "The U1er'1 Column" 

begins in BYTE. 


I 
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MAY 1980 THE APPLE Ill NOVEMBER 1981 THE EPSON HX-20 

; ~·~:,~~ 
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JUNE 1980 THE COMMODORE VIC-20 AUGUST 1981 THE llM PC 

APRIL 1981 THE OS.ORNE I 

SUMMER 1981SUMlllER 1980 
ZORK-AN EARLY ADVENTURE GAME THE HAYES SMARTMODEM 300 
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1981 
WINTER Tracy Kidder's Th11 Soul of a N11w 
Machin• (New York: Avon Books) glorifies the 
inner workings of the computer industry and 
becomes a national bestseller. 
FEBRUARY Steve Wozniak, principal designer of 
the Apple II, crashes the airplane he was flying. 
After racovering from injuries and amnesia, he 
move1 to non-Apple tasks such as raturning to the 
University of California at Berkeley for his 
undergraduate degrae and (in September of 1982 
and 1983) sponsoring music/technology weekends 
called US Fe1tivals. 
APRIL Adam Osborne, publisher of microproceHor 
books, surpriaes the industry with the $1795 
portable 01bome 1 IZSO, 5-inch display, 64K bytes 
of RAM, keyboard and keypad, two serial 
interfaces, and two 5Y··inch disk drives). He also 
includes an impraHive collection of bundled 
software whoae list pricea total mora than the cost 
of the machine. The Osborne 1 had some flawa
low-denaity disk drives and a kludgy 52-character 
display-but it was a good machine for the money, 
and it cauaed competitors to produce similar 
computers at a lower coat than was common at 
the time. 
MAY Xerox Corp. unveils the Star (later called the 
8010). Thia Is Xerox's first commercial product 
derived from over a decade of work at Xerox PARC 
(Palo Alto Research Center). Costing over $50,000 
for the amalleat usable configuration, the 

computer has little direct effect; however, its use 
of icons, the "desktop metaphor," and the mouse 
pointing device·begin to influence the 
microcomputer market in 1983 (with Apple 
Computer lnc.'s announcement of the Lisa 
computer). 
SUMMER Hayes Microcomputer Products Inc. 
advertises the Smartmodem 300, which becomes 
the industry standard. 
AUGUST IBM introduces the IBM Personal 
Computer (PC) (8088, 64K bytes of RAM, 40K 
bytes of ROM, one 5Y. ·inch disk drive, $3005), 
which legitimized the microcomputer industry to 
the rast of the world and established the 
praeminence of the Intel 8086-family proce88or 
and the Microsoft MS-DOS operating system. 
SEPTEMBER BYTE publishes "A High-Level 
Language Benchmark" by Jim Gilbreath. This 
article makes the Sieve of Eratosthenes 
benchmark program infamous; it is later used to 
test hundreds of computer/language combinations. 
NOVEMBER Epson America Inc. shows the HX-20, 
the first laptop computer, at COMDEX. The unit 
weighs leas than 3 pounds and runs a CMOS 
(complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) 
equivalent of the 6801 and 16K bytes of RAM on 
internal batteries. Its 20-character by 4-line 
diaplay, however, reduces its usefulneH. 

1982 
JANUARY Radio Shack announces the TRS.SO 

Model 16 168000 and ZSO, 128K bytes of RAM, 

one 8-inch disk drive, for $4999). 

APRIL BYTE's Famous Programmer's School ad. 

APRIL Non-Linear Systems (later named Kaypro 

Corp.) announces the Kaycomp II (later named 

Kaypro II), a portable computer with a full 9-inch 

screen and considerable bundled aoftwara, meant 

to compete with the Oabome et $1795. 

APRIL GRiD Systems announces the Compass, a 

futuristic briefcase-size portable computer with an 

electroluminescent display, for $8150. Despite 


several price cuts and featura changes, the 
computer never becomes popular. IGRiD was to 
announce a new product line in the summer of 
1985.) 
APRIL Xedex Corp. builds the Baby Blue card (a 
ZSO coprocessor card) to ease the lack of 
softwara for the 9-month-old IBM PC. 
SPRING Franklin Computer Corp. unveils the Ace 
100, the first legal Apple II clone. 
JUNE Columbia Data Products Inc. advertises the 
MPC, the first IBM PC clone. Compaq Computer 
Corp. follows in November, and IBM PC cloning 
and claimed compatibility become a way of life in 
the industry. 
SUMMER Commodore Business Machines Inc. 
announces the Commodora 64 16510, 64K bytes 
of RAM, 20K bytes of ROM [including Microsoft 
BASIC), custom sound chip, color graphics, serial 
interface, for $595). During 1983, its price drops 
to around $200 and it eventually takes the market 
away from the Atari BOO-series computers. 
SUMMER The Logo programming language 
becomes raadily available for several computers, 
most notably the Apple II and the Tl·99/4A. 
JULY Motorola Inc. and Hitachi America Ltd. 
ralease praliminary specifications for 256K-bit 
chips (they become available in late 1983). 
JULY Intel Corp. announces the 80186 and 80286, 
more powerful proceHors that are compatible with 
the 8086 and 8088. 
FALL U.S. Customs rafuses to allow the custom 
cheH-playing computer Belle to be taken to 
Moscow to play in exhibition. Ken Thompson, its 
inventor, notes that the only way it might be used 
as a weapon would be "to drop it out of an 
airplane. You might kill somebody that way." 
OCTOBER Lotus Development Corp. announces 
1·2·3, a fast spreadsheet/graphing program with 
some list-handling capability for the IBM PC. Its 
speed and capabilities allow it to replace VisiCalc 
as the industry standard, and its combination of 
several functions into one program starts the 
" integrated softwara" movement in 
microcomputers. 
DECEMBER Volition Systems announces the first 
implementation of the Modula-2 language. It runs 
on an Apple II under the Softech p-System. 

SUMMER 1982 THE COMMODORE 64 
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1983 
JANUARY Commodore BusineH Machines Inc. 
sells its one-millionth VIC-20. 
JANUARY Ill-fated computers: Atari unveils the 
1200XL, and Mattel belatedly announcH the 
Aquarius. Both are later discontinued, and Mattel 
gets out of electronic products entirely. 
JANUARY Time magazine selects the Computer as 
its " Man" of the Year. 
JANUARY Apple Computer Inc. unveils the Lisa 
computer at its annual stockholders' meeting. The 
machine is slow but innovaiive. It originally costs 
$9995, but its price goes as low 88 $4495 (with a 
5-megabyte hard disk). By this time, however, the 
Macintosh is in the news. 
FEBRUARY IBM announces the IBM PC XT. It 
adds a 10-megabyte hard disk, three extra slots, 
and a serial interface to the bHic IBM PC design. 
With 128K bytes of RAM and one disk drive, it 
costs $4995. 
MARCH Radio Shack announces the TRS-80 
Model 100, its first laptop. The unit weighs almost 
4 pounds and has an 40-character by 8-line LCD 
(liquid-crystal display). It becomes very popular 
with joumali1ts and bu1ine11people becau88 of its 
built-in text editor and modem. 
APRIL Microsoft Corp. announces Multi-Tool Word 
(later 1hortened to " Word" ). 
MAY AT&T Information Sy1tems announce• the 
UNIX System V operating system. 
JUNE Microsoft Corp. and numerous Japanese 
companies announce the MSX 1tandard for low· 
coat ZBO·baaed computers. It enjoys con1iderable 
succe11 in Japan but none in the U.S .. 
JUNE Coleco announces the Adam, a ZBO-baaed 
computer with a daisy-wheel printer, 64K bytes of 
RAM, and a tape-cartridge m81s·atorage device, 
for $600. Coleco delivers late, ralaes the system's 
price, repairs many defective unite, and 
discontinues the product by the end of 1984. 
JUNE Appia Computer Inc. ships its one-millionth 
computer. 
SEPTEMBER Hewlett-Packard Company 
announces the HP 150, later renamed the 
Touchscreen. 
SEPTEMBER 01borne Computer Corp. fllH for 
protection from creditors under Chapter 11. 
OCTOBER IBM announces the IBM PCjr. The 
128K·byta floppy-di1k version first 1old for $1269 
and w11 crippled by lack of expan1lon and a 
cheap "chicklet'!atyle keyboard. Though th&1e 
problems were fixed, IBM discontinued the PCjr in 
March 1985. 
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JANUARY 1983 TIME'S MAN OF THE YEAR 

OCTOBER Western Design Canter introduces the 
65802 and the 65816, both 16-bit versions of the 
popular 6502 chip. These chips ware still not 
available in early 1985. 
OCTOBER Shugart Corp. announces a $7600 
1-gigabyte write-once optical-disc drive. 
OCTOBER In Japan, Canon displays an 
under-$2000 300-dot·par-inch laser printer for 
OEM (original equipment manufacturerl use. 
OCTOBER Borland International Inc. advertises 
Turbo Pascal for CP/M end 8086-b11ed 
computers. Its quality, speed, and low price make 
it a de facto standard, especially in the IBM PC 
world. 
OCTOBER Ovation Technologies announces 
Ovation, an ambitious integrated IBM PC software 
package that gets shown at several conventions 
but never gets shipped- the term "vaporware" is 
coined to describe it and similar products. 
NOVEMBER Microsoft Corp. announces Windows, 
its multiple-window software product for the IBM 
PC, a package that became available in summer of 
1985. 
DECEMBER Tandy (Radio Shack's parentl 
announcaa the Tandy Model 2000, a $2999 IBM 
PC clone with enhanced features and an 801B6 
proce11or. 

.I ··-· 

1984 
JANUARY Apple Computer Inc. introduces the 
Macintosh. At $2495 for a computer that needs 
considerable expansion for many applications, it's 
hardly "the computer for the rest of us," but its 
innovations (which draw considerably from its 
ancestors, the Xerox B010 and the Apple Lisal 
continua to influence many other microcomputer 
products. 
JANUARY Seiko Instruments U.S.A. Inc. displays 
the first wristwatch computer; it has a 
10-charactar by 4-lina LCD, 2K bytes of CMOS 
RAM, and 6K bytes of ROM . 
JANUARY Sinclair Research announces the 
Sinclair QL (68008, 128K bytes of RAM, two 
cassette-loop ma11-1torage drives, bundled 
software, and other features) for £399 in the U.K. 
The computer is not made available in the U.S. 
FEBRUARY lotus announces Symphony, its $695 
spreadsheet-oriented Integrated package whose 
complexity limits its 1ucce11. 
MARCH AlU unveils its 3B2/300 UNIX-based 
supermicrocomputar for $9950; the computer 
usas the Western Electric 32000 CMOS proca11or. 

MARCH Ashton-Tata announces Framework, its 
word-proca11or-oriantad $695 competitor to 
Symphony. 
APRIL Mindset Corp. announces the Mindset PC, 
a graphics-oriented microcomputer with custom 
graphics chips and some IBM PC compatibility. 
Although its enclosure won a design award that 
put it in the Museum of Modem Art's design 
collection, the microcomputer market in 1984 was 
not able to support a new computer. 
MAY Appia Computer Inc. unveils the Appia lie 
with a morning-to-night publicity extravaganza that 
sets a new standard for such things in the 
industry. 
MAY Hewlett-Packard Co. announces the HP 110, 
a 9-pound $2995 portable that includas lotus's 
1·2·3 in ROM. 
JUNE Motorola Inc. adds the 68020 32-bit 
proca11or to its 68000 family. 
JUNE Tom Jennings releases the Fido 
computerized bulletin-board system, which runs on 
many MS-DOS microcomputers, into the public 
domain. By 1985 there are over 300 Fido "nodes" 
in the U.S. 
JULY Jack Tramiel (formerly head of Commodore 
Busina11 Machines Inc.) buys Atari from Warner 
Communications. 
AUGUST Commodore Businass Machines Inc. 
buys Amiga Corp. and its graphics-intensive 68000 
computer design. 
AUGUST IBM announces the IBM PC AT (B0286, 
256K bytes of RAM, one 1.2-megabyte floppy-disk 
drive, and other items-minimum working system, 
$54691 and its PC Network local-area network. 
FALL Digital Research· Inc. announces its GEM 
icon/desktop user interface for 8086-based 
computers. (GEM is later used by Atari in its $395 
68000-basad "Jackintosh.") 
OCTOBER Data General Corp. announces the 
DG/Ona, a 10-pound, $2895 battery-powered 
portable computer with most of the features of a 
fully configured IBM PC. The machine is criticized 
for an LCD that is hard to read, a point that DG 
corrects to soma extant in a later model. 
DECEMBER IBM acquires Rolm Corp., a 
communications equipment company; this gives 
IBM a competitive edge against A18iT, which has 
entered the computer market. 
DECEMBER Osborne Computer Corp. emerges 
from bankruptcy proceedings with the Vixen, 11 

$1298 ZSO-baaed, two-drive portable with bundled 
software. 
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NOTABLE QUOTES 


"What peripheral device most often describes the 
home hacker's ultimate system? It is. if course. the 
floppy disk:· 

-Ira Rampil, December 1977 BYTE 

"In less than eight months. more than five thousand 
people have proudly purchased WordStar . ..." 

-a MicroPro ad, April 1980 BYTE 

"The sin of inefficiency is venial compared to the 
mortal sin of "user~unfriendliness." I'd buy an 
operating system any day that takes a long time 
to run a given program but which makes me more 
productive by communicating with me in useful 
ways:· 

-Chris Morgan, June 1981 BYTE 

"The current personal computer ma,rket is about 
the same size as the total potato~chip market. Next 

year it will be about half the size of the pet~food 
market and is fast approaching the total worldwide 
sales of panty hose:· 

-James Finke, President, Commodore International Ltd., 
February 1982 BYTE 

"CP/M 2 .2. is extremely important. and the ZBO 
chip will live forever because of it:· 

-Portia Isaacson; Future Computing Inc., 
May 1982 BYTE 

·'To be a real hacker means to dedicate a substan~ 
tial part of your life to the advancement of some 
application of a technologlj. It means going behind 
the backs of stuffed~shirt administrators who think 
that. despite their inability to do the technical work. 
they have royal prerogatives to push the 
technologists this way and that to satisfy obscure. 
largely symbolic organizational needs. 

"To be a real hacker means to make a magnifi~ 
cent obsession of creating some 
effect previously unknown. 
especially when others say you 
cannot or may not do it. You will 
impoverish yourself. devote your 
whole being to the task. and go 
far beyond the limits that 
reasonable people place on 
unremunerative effort:· 

-Lee Felsenstein, 1985 

A decade of personal computer 
development displayed at The Computer 
Museum in Boston . 
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EVOLUTION 

OF THE MICROPROCESSOR 


An informal history 
~ 

BY MARK GARETZ 

Author's note: The evolution of 
the microprocessor has followed 
a complex and twisted path. To 
those of you who were actually 
involved in some of the follow
ing history, I apologize if my 
version is not exactly like yours. 
The opinions expressed in this 
article are my own and may or 
may not represent reality as 
someone else perceives it. 

THE TRANSISTOR, devel
oped at Bell Laboratories 
in 194 7, was designed to 
replace the vacuum tube, 
to switch electronic sig
nals on and off. (Al
though , at the time, 
vacuum tubes were used 
mainly as amplifiers, they 
were also used as 
switches.) The advent of 
the transistor made possi
ble a digital computer that 
didn't require an entire 
room full of vacuum 
tubes, relays, and special 
air conditioning. Now a 
computer would take up 
only half a room and 
operate much more 
quickly. 

It was not until 1959 that 
engineers at Texas Instruments 
figured out how to put more than one 
transistor on the same material (called 
the substrate) and connect them 
together without wires. Thus was born 
the integrated circuit, or IC. Today 
these thin flat pieces of silicon can 
contain millions of transistors. and we 
call them chips. 

Integrated circuits may range from 
SS! (small-scale integration, contain-

ILLUSTRATED BY WILLIAM LOW 

ing relatively few transistors), through 
MS! (medium-scale integration . 
around 50 or more transistors), LSI 
(large-scale integration, with thou
sands of transistors), to VLSI (very
large-scale integration, which can con
tain millions of transistors) . 

In 1969, a year-old company named 
Intel announced a IK-bit RAM chip. 
There were not yet any microcom
puter chips to hook it to, but there 

were many other applica
tions for the new memory 
chip, which was signifi
cantly larger than any that 
had been produced 
before. 

About this time, the 
summer of 1969, Intel was 
approached by the 
Japanese calculator manu
facturer Busicom to pro
duce a set of custom chips 
designed by Busicom 
engineers for the Jap
anese company's new line 
of calculators. The 
calculators would have 
several chips, each of 
which would contain 3000 
to 5000 transistors. 

Intel designer Marcian 
(Ted) Hoff was assigned to 
assist the team of Busi
com engineers that had 
taken up residence at 
Intel. Hoff looked at the 
Busicom design and de
cided it was too complex 
to be cost-effective. He 
had worked before with 
Digital Equipment Cor
poration's PDP-8 mini
computer, which had a 
very small instruction set. 

He reasoned that much of the 
calculator's complexity could be 
reduced if they used a small general

(continued) 

Mark Garetz (Viasyn Corporation , 2 6 5 3 8 
Danti Court. Hayward, CA 94 54 5) is direc
tor of advanced projects at Viasyn. He has 
been a computer hobbyist since 197 4, he de
signed CompuPro's 808 5/8088 computer, 
and he is chairperson of the IEEE 696 
Committee. 
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purpose processor. Such a design, 
using software rather than electronics 
to do the calculating, would greatly in
crease the memory requirements of 
the calculator-but then. Intel was in 
the memory business. Hoff also real
ized that this processor could be put 
to other applications and he sold the 
idea to Intel management. 

The Busicom engineers were still 
pursuing their original design when 
Hoff and his group started work on 
their alternative design. And although 
the Busicom engineers had simplified 
their design, each chip still had over 
2 000 transistors, and it would take 12 
chips to make a working calculator. 
Hoff's team figured it would take 1900 
transistors to build their processor. 

Hoff's general-purpose processor 
design was chosen over the Busicom 
design, and Intel got a contract from 
Busicom to produce the chip that 
later became known as the 4004. 

Actually making the chip proved to 
be difficult until Federico Faggin (who 
later founded Zilog) joined Intel in 
early 1970. He took the chip from 
concept to silicon in just nine months. 
At first Intel sold the 4004 exclusive
ly to Busicom, but in the summer of 
1971 , it gained the right to sell the 
chip set to other manufacturers. 

In November 1971 Intel advertised 
the 4004 as a four-bit processor that 
performed 60,000 operations per sec
ond. By February 197 2 Intel had sold 
$85,000 worth of chip sets. 

THE BIRTH OF 8·BITS 
At the same time the 4004 was be
ing developed, CTC (Computer Tech
nology Corporation, now Datapoint) 
asked both Intel and Tuxas Instru
ments to design LSI chips for a new 
intelligent terminal. Both companies 
proposed an 8-bit general-purpose 
processor. Note the pattern develop
ing: 4-bits for calculators because they 
work in BCD (binary-coded decimal} 
and 8-bits for terminals because they 
deal with ASCII characters. 

Interestingly, CTC chose neither 
solution; it built its terminal with stan
dard logic !Cs. But TI and Intel went 
ahead with their projects anyway. TI 
eventually got a patent on its chip 
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design and the project at Intel gave 
birth to the 8008. 

The 8008. introduced in April 1972, 
was the first 8-bit microprocessor on 
the market. It required at least 20 sup
port chips, but it had 45 instructions 
that it executed at 300,000 instruc
tions per second, and it adddressed 
a whopping l 6K bytes of memory. 
That was a lot of memory then. and 
the 8008 was a considerable upgrade 
of the 4004. · 

The documentation for the 4004 
and 8008 was cryptic (at least it 
seemed so to me; I didn't have a com
puter background at the time) . The 
documentation assumed that you 
knew what everything was before you 
started reading it (a still-common fail
ing of technical literature) . 

Intel 's primary goal with the 4004 
and 8008 was to replace "random 
logic':.....another way of saying "Jots of 
SS! and MS! wired together:· Few peo
ple thought that these chips were 
suitable for general-purpose comput
ing. But a few visionaries were in
trigued by the possibility of owning 
a computer that could actually do 
something. 'True. computer kits had 
been offered previously, but they 
were more useful for demonstrating 
computer principles than for doing 
computing tasks. The availability of 
the 8008 changed all that. 

In 1973 Scelbi Computer Consulting 
Inc. announced the first general
purpose microcomputer based on the 
8008. This was followed by the 
RGS-008 from RGS Electronics. Then, 
in July 1974. Radio-Electronics magazine 
introduced Jonathan Titus's Mark-8 in 
a series of construction articles. 

Until then. all computer articles and 
ads had been confined to amateur
radio publications. 'rhe Mark-8 was 
the first computer to hit a general
interest electronics magazine. These 
early microcomputers were still more 
demonstration tools than useful. but 
the small-computer revolution had 
begun. 

THE MIGHTY 8080 
In April 1974 Intel changed the way 
we think about computers forever. 
They announced the 8080. a signif

icant upgrade to the 8008 that re
quired only six support chips, had 7 5 
instructions and a tenfold increase in 
throughput over the 8008. and ad
dressed 64K bytes of memory. (No 
program. most people thought could 
ever be that large!) 

The 8080 design was proposed by 
Faggin , but the design team was 
headed by Masatoshi Shima. a young 
engineer Intel had wooed away from 
Busicom. Having learned from the 
limitations of the 4004 and 8008. the 
designers made improvements to 
make their new chip a truly useful 
computing engine. The 8080. the first 
microprocessor not aimed at logic re
placement. looked much more like a 
computer than anything that had 
come before it. and it was much easier 
to use from a hardware standpoint. 

The January 197 5 Popular Electronics 
magazine featured the first in a series 
of construction articles on the Altair 
8800. a so-called "minicomputer" 
based on the 8080. The Altair was de
signed by MITS (Micro Instrumen
tation and Telemetry Systems). which 
was founded by Ed Roberts as a vehi
cle for supporting his experiments in 
electronics. The whole Altair kit in
cluding the 8080 processor. mother
board. power supply, front panel with 
lots of lights. and 2 56 bytes (not 256K 
bytes) of memory sold for $395 . 

People thought it was a misprint. 
The 8080 chip. introduced just nine 
months before. had been selling for 
$360 all by itself. But MlTS had made 
a special deal with Intel. and the price 
of the Altair was real. MITS sold more 
computers in the first day than it had 
hoped to sell during the whole life of 
the product. 

The Altair played a significant role 
in the success of the 8080. largely 
because programmers now had a 
reason (and a good excuse) to write 
software for a microcomputer chip. 
Also. the Altair's open bus architec
ture (an improved version of which 
later became the S-100/IEEE 696 bus) 
allowed people to begin making pe
ripherals for the computer. 

One such peripheral was a disk con
troller from Digital Microsystems that 
featured the use of a new operating 
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system for the 8080 called 
CP/M (Control Program for 
Microcomputers.) CP/M. 
brainchild of Naval Post
graduate School instructor 
Gary Kildall. sold for $70 
and played a major role in 
the success of the 8080 and 
its architecture. As a result. 
a large portion of the 
microcomputer software in 
use today either runs on 
the 8080 instruction set or 
is a direct upgrade of a mo 
product that did. 

THE MOTOROLA FAMILY $120 
In response to the 8080's 
success. Motorola began 
work on the 6800. which $ 90 

was designed by Chuck 
Peddle. Motorola was the 
first company to introduce $ 60 

a line of peripheral chips 
designed specifically to go 
with its microprocessor. $ 30 

These chips included 
parallel (6820) and serial 
(6850) J/O functions and '75 
made the integration of 
these functions into a 
system simple for system 
designers. 

Motorola produced one 
other significant "periph
eral": a huge micropro
cessor applications manual. bigger 
than all other microprocessor docu
mentation put together. And it was 
almost readable! Hackers and system 
designers like myself rushed out and 
bought them at $2 5 each. 'True. the 
manual was still oriented toward logic 
replacement. and you needed a mini
computer and expensive cross-assem
blers to write software. No one had 
yet written anything that really ex
plained these new chips to people 
who had no idea what they really 
were inside. or who had no computer 
experience. But we read the Motorola 
manual anyway ... it was all we had. 

Chuck Peddle left Motorola to join 
MOS Technology (not to be confused 
with Mostek. the subsidiary of United 
Technologies) . a leader in the 
scientific-calculator-chip field. In June 

BERGMAN HAKE DESIGN INC. 

The cost 
of the 8080A 
microprocessor 
plunged $146. 

'76 '77 '78 '79 'BO '81 '82 '83 '84 '85 

The cost of the popular 8080A microprocessor 

from 1975 to 1985. Note that in 1975 


only the 8080 microprocessor was available. 


or July 197 5. MOS 'Technology ads ap
peared in the electronics trade jour
nals claiming that the company would 
be introducing and delivering a $20 
microprocessor at the WESCON show 
that September. The so-called 6501 
was to be pin-for-pin plug-compatible 
with the Motorola 6800-you could 
unplug the 6800 from a circuit board 
and plug the 6501 right into the same 
socket and it would work-although 
the software would also need chang
ing because of differences in the ar
chitecture and instruction set. MOS 
was also planning a version of the 
chip with the complex clock circuitry 
required by other microprocessors 
built in . This would be the 6502 and 
would cost $2 5. 

The industry went into an uproar. At 
this time. Intel 's 8080 and Motorola's 

6800 were both selling for 
$179 in single-piece quanti
ty. I remember standing in 
the lobby (actually a living 
room) of E-Mu Systems 
with Scott Wedge and Dave 
Rossum. who had just de
signed some 8080s into 
their synthesizers. We were 
talking with an Intel sales
person who dismissed the 
ad as a hoax. He said Intel 
had assured him that MOS 
couldn't possibly do it at 
that price. and that either 
the ad was a publicity stunt 
or MOS Technology was 
quoting the million-piece 
price. I said that there was 
no reason that mic~opro
cessor chips wouldn't go 
the same way as scientific 
calculator chips had-orig
inally hundreds of dollars. 
now just a few dollars. He 
said that the chips would 
never go below $100. 

The salesperson's attitude 
was nearly universal in 
Silicon Valley-but MOS 
Technology was on the East 
Coast. I called them up. and 
they insisted that they were 
serious and that yes. that 
was the single-piece price. 
I. and the rest of the valley. 

would have to wait for WESCON to 
find out. 

WESCON finally came and there 
was the MOS Technology booth-but 
no chips. The company had dis
covered when it got there that' ex
hibitors weren't allowed to sell any
thing on the show floor. The chips. 
company representatives said. were 
available in their hospitality suite in a 
nearby hotel. 

I went to the suite that evening. and 
it was packed. The chips were in two 
large fishbowls. MOS also had hard
ware and software manuals available 
for $5 each. Ray Stevens. who owned 
RGS Electronics and had designed the 
RGS-008. was tending bar. Steve Woz
niak was there. along with a lot of 
other people including Chuck Peddle. 

(continued) 
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who was happy to talk about his new 
processors. 

I sat down on the couch and looked 
at the two manuals. They were writ
ten in English and they made sense! 

MOS was also showing one more in
novation in the suite that night-the 
first multifunction peripheral chips. 
The company had put RAM. ROM. 
timer. and 1/0 on one chip. One ver
sion was called the TIM (terminal
interface monitor) chip and con
tained a complete monitor for talking 
to a serial terminal. The other was the 
KIM (keyboard-input monitor) chip. 
and it was designed into a microcom
puter board that had a keyboard. cen
tral processor. display. ROM. RAM. 
and parallel 110. and sold for $245 . It 
was a complete system. No other 
microprocessor vendor had done 
anything like this before. It was 
impressive. 

I went home that evening clutching 
my $2 5 6502 microprocessor and two 
manuals. At the time I didn't realize 
I would spend another $300 to make 
a working system. not counting the 
ASR-3 3 Teletype I used as a terminal. 

That first day of WESCON . Intel and 
Motorola lowered the price on their 
chips to $69.95. The revolution was 
in full swing. The industry would never 
be the same. 

The 6501 was short-lived. Motorola 
sued MOS Technology charging that 
Chuck Peddle had stolen the tech
nology from Motorola and that the 
6501 infringed because it was plug
compatible. MOS Technology agreed 
to drop the 6501. 

However. the many computers that 
were developed around the 6502 are 
now legend: MOS Technology's own 
KIM-I. the Apple I and II . the Atari 
models. and the Commodore PET 
and VIC-20. among others. Actually. 
the future of the 6502 was still ques
tionable when fledgling Apple Com
puter Inc. produced the Apple I. Steve 
Wozniak put in a jumper connection 
that could be changed to allow the 
6800 to be used instead of the 6502. 

ENTER THE Z80 
Sometime in late 197 5 or early 1976. 
Federico Faggin left Intel and formed 
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his own company. Zilog Inc. He took 
Masatoshi Shima with him. Their goal 
was to build a super 8080. 

In 1976. Zilog announced the Z80. 
a significantly enhanced 8080 that ran 
almost all of the programs written for 
the 8080. The company claimed it 
would have parts that ran at 4 MHz. 
twice as fast as the 8080. In addition 
it had many more powerful instruc
tions-a total of 176. It sounded too 
good to be true; the Z80 was treated 
with the same skepticism as the 6502 
had been. 

But. the Z80 turned out to be real. 
and there actually were some 4-MHz 
parts available. The early ones said 
"Engineering Sample" on them and 
were manufactured in Dallas. not in 
Silicon Valley. Mostek. a Z80 second 
source. was actually building the chips 
for Zilog. Nobody minded because 
everybody wanted one for their own 
computer. 

Several Z80 cards for the S-100 bus 
were on the market shortly after the 
chip became available. and everybody 
had to have one. But even though the 
Z80 was a much more powerful chip 
than the 8080 in terms of its instruc
tion set. very few people were writing 
software to take advantage of the 
Z80's extra instructions. The reason 
was simple: The majority of the 
machines installed at that time were 
8080-based. and if you wrote code 
that only ran on a Z80. your market 
would be considerably smaller. This 
problem plagues the Z80 even today. 

However. designers stopped using 
the 8080 in new computers. The Z80 
was a far easier chip to use. requiring 
no support !Cs and only a single
voltage power supply. And it was 
much faster. even if you didn't use the 
extra instructions. 

The Z80 introduced one other new 
concept to microcomputer chips: 
built-in support for refreshing 
dynamic RAMs. Dynamic RAMs have 
always cost about four times less per 
bit than their static counterparts. and 
that made them very attractive to use. 
However. because you have to refresh 
them (or else they forget their data). 
they are extremely difficult to use. and 
early system designers viewed them 

with some distrust. The Z80 gave the 
designer 90 percent of the solution 
and made it possible to build systems 
that were significantly cheaper than 
before. Computers such as Radio 
Shack's original TRS-80. designed by 
Steve Leininger. took advantage of 
this fact. 

INTEL STRIKES BACK 
Meanwhile. Intel had realized that the 
8080 needed upgrading. In 1976 Intel 
announced the 8085. It had all the 
8080 instructions. plus a few more. 
But Zilog had taken Intel by surprise. 
The enhancements that the 808 5 had 
over the 8080 were nowhere near as 
extensive as those of the Z80. From 
a purely hardware standpoint. the 
8085 was a much nicer chip than the 
Z80. but the Z80 had mass appeal 
because it was faster. When intro
duced. the 8085 ran at 3 MHz. as op
posed to the 4-MHz chip that Zilog 
was already shipping. Intel had to 
come up with something else-a 
16-bit processor seemed like the 
answer. 

Sixteen-bit processors had been 
tried before. National Semiconductor 
had started work on the IMP-16 chip 
set as early as 197 2. The company 
reduced it to one chip called the Pace. 
and Bill Godbout Electronics an
nounced a Pace-based computer. de
signed by George Morrow. in mid
1975. The unnamed system. a ful l
blown 16-bit computer with RAM and 
a built-in cassette interface. was adver
tised in the first issue of BYTE. They 
actually built one. but it never got to 
market. Bill Godbout said that the 
market wasn't ready for a 16-bit com
puter. and he was probably right. 
After all. the Altair was only a few 
months old itself. Neither the Pace 
chip nor the computer was ever a hit. 

Other 16-bit chips included General 
Automation's LSl-16. a micropro
cessor version of its SPC-16 minicom
puter; DEC's LSl-1 l. which was manu
factured by Western Digital and in
cluded the PDP- I I instruction set; 
Western Digital 's own WD-11. which 
was only one instruction different 
from the LSI-I I ; General Instrument's 
CPI 600; and Texas Instruments' 
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16-bit designs were flops '75 '76 '77 '78 '79 '80 '81 '82 '83 '84 '85 
because they had no exist· 
ing software base that 
could easily be migrated to 
it-they were all the first 
microprocessor offerings 
from their respective com
panies. 

But Intel had an edge: the 
growing base of 8080 soft· 
ware. The company decided 
that its 16-bit processor would be a 
direct enhancement of the 8080. In 
197 6 Intel started work on the 8086. 
Unfortunately, the designers did not 
preserve direct compatibilty with 
8080 code. but at least each 8080 
register had its 8086 counterpart. 
which made 8080-to-8086 code trans
lators possible and gave programmers 
a famil iar starting point. This was a big 
factor in the success of the 8086, 
which was announced to the world in 
1978. 

Then someone at Intel had an in· 
spiration. Why not make the hardware 
almost as easy to migrate as the soft· 
ware? Thus was born the 8088. The 
8088 is an 8086 on the inside but has 
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A 1·klloblt chip 
cost $1280 In 1975. 

The cost of 64K byt11 of RAM from 

1975 to 1985, 11 found on the pages of BYTE 


magazine. Prices 1hown are for 512 of the 

1-kilobit 5260 chip, 256 of the 2-kilobit 


MM5262 chip, 32 of the 2K·byte 4116 chip, and 

8 of the SK-byte 4164 chip, 


an 8-bit data bus on the outside. 
When the processor wants to fetch 16 
bits of data. it first gets I byte, then 
the second. The programmer doesn't 
have to worry about it. it all happens 
automatically in the hardware. The ac
tual signals coming out of the 8088 
look similar to the 8085 , a chip that 
designers were already familiar with. 
Thus. it was easy to upgrade an exist
ing 8-bit design to 16 bits. 

You might think that by doing this 
the processor would run at half its 
potential. But Intel had been clever 
when they designed the 8086. Inter· 
nally it consisted of two different but 
linked processors. One was the execu
tion unit, the part that actually pro

cesses the data or executes 
the instructions. The other 
was called the bus-interface 
unit (BIU). The BIU handles 
all communications with 
the outside world and is in 
charge of generating ad
dresses and storing and 
retrieving data from the 
system. Inside the BIU is a 
queue. While the execution 
unit is busy crunching data. 
the BIU is out on the bus 
getting the next instruction 
and putting it in the queue. 
The 8086 BIU can stay up 
to 6 bytes ahead of the ex· 
ecution unit by keeping 
those bytes in its queue. 
Because of the queue, the 
8088 performance only suf
fers an average of 20 per
cent compared to an 8086. 
(See "Benchmarking the 
Intel 8086 and 8088" by 
Gregg Williams, July 1983 
BYTE, page 147.) The 8086/ 
8088 processors were the 
first to use a queue mecha
nism. 

Intel also introduced an
other new concept with its 
8086 family-coprocessing. 
The idea was to hang an
other processor right on 
the bus of the main pro
cessor to extend its func
tions. The most significant 
of these coprocessors was 

the 8087, a math coprocessor that 
added a whole set of floating-point in
structions to the 8086/8088. Since the 
8087 was built solely to do math. it 
could do so very quickly. 

THE MC68000 
In 1977, designers at Motorola were 
working on a new processor for the 
16-bit market but vowing to keep it 32 
bits internally. They also wanted to 
eliminate any special-purpose instruc
tions and allow the processor to 
perform all operations. on all reg
isters, on all data types. and in all 
addressing modes. This is called 
orthogonality . Programmers like 

(continueci) 
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TMS9900, which went into 
their home computer. mak· 
ing it the first mass-market 
16-bit computer. 

Interestingly, the first 
literature released by MOS 
Technology on the 6502 
showed some little dashed 
lines where the 16-bit ex· 
tensions to their registers 
would go in their 16-bit ver· 
sion of the 6502 . the 6516. 
But the 6516 was never 
marketed. and the little 
dashed lines soon disap
peared. The existence of 
such a part was rumored 
for years, but it never sur
faced. Not until December 
198 3 did the Western 
Design Center !not the 
same as Western DigitalIan
nounce a 16-bit version of 
the 6502 . 

Again . Intel needed 
something to compete with 
the Z80. The company 
figured that most previous 

moo 
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orthogonality because it means they 
don't have to memorize a bunch of 
exceptions to the instruction set. The 
fruit of Motorola's effort was the 1979 
release of the MC68000. 

The MC68000 is one of those chips 
that some people love and others 
hate. There is very little middle 
ground. Compared to the 8086/8088. 
it required a massive software effort 
to get it to do anything. But UNIX was 
becoming popular. and the 68000 
looked like a good UNIX machine. A 
number of 68000-based UNIX ma
chines were announced. although 
hardly any of them were successful. 

Motorola also announced the 
68008. an 8-bit-bus version of the 
68000. similar in concept to the 8088. 
However. the 68000 had no real queu
ing. and that meant that the 68008 
ran half as fast as the 68000. Unfor
tunately, this made the 8088 look 
even better. 

Internally. the 68000 was a micro
coded chip, which means that inter
nal functional elements are general
purpose. A ROM (which contains the 
microcode) controls what the chip 
does. The processor's response to 
each instruction is controlled by the 
ROM. If an instruction doesn't do the 
right thing. you can usually fix it in the 
ROM and. within limits. you can even 
change the instruction set of the 
microprocessor if you want to. (IBM's 
add-in processor for the XT/3 70 is 
essentially a 68000 with custom 
microcode.) 

Up until this time. all other pro
cessors were generally random-logic 
designs that had a little bit of circuitry 
to perform each specialized function 
within the central processor. There 
are advantages and disadvantages to 
both types of microprocessor 
design-microcoding offers flexibility 
at the expense of speed. while a 
random-logic design offers speed at 
the expense of flexibility. It is also dif
ficult to fix errors in a random-logic 
design-especially when the designer 
of the chip leaves the company. 

At Zilog. for example. Masatoshi 
Shima had begun work on a 16-bit 
processor. the Z8000. using random 
logic. Random logic worked fine for 
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the 8080 and Z80 but. in hindsight. 
it is unfortunate that Shima designed 
the Z8000 that way. After the first 
Z8000 silicon was produced. but 
before his team had had worked all 
the bugs out of the chip. Shima left 
Zilog to return to Intel. Zilog never did 
get all the bugs out of the Z8000. In 
addition. Zilog had set a standard by 
allowing the Z80 to run all the soft
ware for the previous-generation 
8080. Unfortunately. the company 
didn't follow its own standard and 
made the Z8000 completely different 
from the Z80. Zilog was trying to put 
a minicomputer on a chip and. unfor
tunately. it didn't do a very good job 
of it. The Z8000's lack of a similar in
struction set to the Z80. its built-in 
bugs. and its sacri fice in instruction 
power due to its random-logic nature 
all played a great role in keepi ng the 
Z8000 from becoming successful. 

In I 981 . National Semiconductor 
made a second attempt at the 16-bit 
market with the 16032 . The 16032 
was to be a 32-bit (internal data bus) 
microprocessor with a 16-bit external 
bus. Since Motorola had never been 
able to produce their promised math 
coprocessor. and Intel 's 8087 so far 
couldn"t break the 5-MHz speed bar
rier. everyone was impressed when 
National announced its math copro· 
cessor. which would run at I 0 MHz. 
giving it twice the performance of 
Intel 's 8087. 

Unfortunately. National became the 
first microprocessor company to ship 
all its peripheral chips 100 percent 
functional before the processor was 
available. Today the 16032 still has a 
few bugs in it. But programmers like 
its instruction set. which reminds 
them of a VAX (a series of high
performance DEC superminicom
puters). Because the VAX has been so 
successful as an engine for running 
UNIX. the 16032 may be a natural 
successor as the base for a UNIX 
computer. There may be some life left 
in it yet. 

In 1982. Intel one-upped the semi
conductor industry again. They an
nounced the iAPX 286. This new 
product was a vastly upgraded 8086 
architecture that included built-in vir

tual memory management and many 
other features designed expressly for 
supporting a multitasking. multiuser 
environment. It has a mode that runs 
all 8086 code directly. and Intel has 
significantly sped up its throughput. 
Also. true built-in memory manage
ment is something that no other 
microprocessor has to this day. The 
main advantage to having memory 
management built in is that it can 
work much faster than processors that 
require external memory managers. 
The IBM PC ATS use of the 80286 has 
ensured the success of this processor 
for at least the next few years. 

32-BIT CHIPS 
In spite of problems with the I 603 2. 
National Semiconductor was the first 
company to announce and ship a full
blown 3 2-bit microprocessor. The 
32032. which used to be the 16032. 
is code-compatible with the 32016. 
It's still early to tell how the 32032 will 
fare. but the popularity of UNIX will 
probably be a major factor in its suc
cess. if indeed all the projections of 
the 32000 family being the ideal UNIX 
engine are true. 

Motorola is now sampling its full 
32-bit extension to the 68000. the 
68020. which looks promising. It has 
one new feature that will probably get 
it into lots of designs early. Remember 
that the 8088 was successful because 
it allowed an easy migration path due 
to its 8-bit external data bus. The 
68020 lets you dynamically choose 
the bus size you want-8. 16. or 32 
bits. Supposedly, it is able to run all 
68000 code. and it's fast. One of the 
things that gives it great speed is its 
cache-the logical extension of the 
queue used in the 8086/8088/80286 
processors. 

The cache in the 68020 is 256 bytes 
deep and works a little differently 
from a queue. If a jump occurs to a 
point in the queue. the queue is 
flushed and reloaded. But the cache 
looks just like memory. so a jump to 
a point in the cache would not cause 
the cache to be dumped and re
loaded. If loops are small enough. 
they can execute directly from the 
cache. The advantage is that the pro
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cessor can access the 
cache much faster than it 
can access external 
memory. so programs run 
faster if they stay mostly in 
the cache. As with the 
32032. it's still early to tell 
what the eventual success 
of the 68020 will be. 

National has also 
announced the 3 213 2 (not 
yet available) . which is to 
have multiple caches and 
something the company 
calls a look-aside buffer. $2400 

Zilog had announced a 
product called the Z800. a 

$2000
16-bit upgrade to the Z80 The costthat was to be code-com of an B·lnchmoopatible with it. The com floppy-disk drive 
pany was never able to pro- dropped $2150. 
duce working silicon. how $1200 
ever. Instead. it is trying to 
get the Z80 to work at I 0 

$ BOD
MHz. Zilog has also an
nounced the Z80000. a 
32-bit version of the Z8000 • 400 

that I call the "kitchen-sink 
processor" because it will 
have everything, including '75 '76 '77 '78 '79 '80 '81 '82 '83 '84 '85 
code compatibility with the 
Z8000. which is the right 
idea but the wrong pro- The cost of an 8-inch single-sided double-density 
cessor. floppy-disk drive from 1977 to 1985. Note that 

Intel has been talking for such drives were not available in 1975 and 1976. 
some time about the com
ing 80386. its 32-bit version 
of the 80286. but to date it hasn't re Unfortunately. Pascal compilers that 
leased any hard data on it. Intel said put out native 8080 code beat it 
it will be 80286-compatible. and that handily. 
probably means IBM will use it. Similar in concept is the new FORTH 

processor from Novix. developed 
FASTER OR SMARTER? under the direction of FORTH inven
I can't end my discussion of micropro tor Charles Moore. Instead of ex
cessors without mentioning a few ecuting the output of a compiler 
bizarre approaches. There is still a directly. this FORTH chip runs 
debate raging on whether micropro threaded FORTH code directly-its in
cessor instruction sets should evolve struction set is FORTH . It's supposed 
toward more complex and high-level to be very fast. and if you like FORTH 
instructions. or whether they should it's great. 
be getting much simpler but much The FORTH engine is a custom ver
faster. So far. high-level instruction sion of a chip from National Cash 
sets have not been winners. One ill Register called the NCR 32 . It is a 
fated attempt was Western Digital's microcode-executing 32-bit engine on 
Pascal Microengine. which executed two chips; a third chip is required to 
Pascal pseudocode (the output of all contain the microcode. Essentially 
loyal Pascal compilers) directly. you can "roll your own" instruction 
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set. which is what the 
developers of the FORTH 
engine did. This technique 
opens up a whole realm of 
possibilities. such as being 
able to emulate different 
computers on the fly by 
downloading different in
struction sets. The speed at 
which this will be accom
plished. however. will be 
limited by the fact that 
microcoding is hard work. 

The Intel iAPX 432 . prob
ably the first 32-bit micro
processor available. was 
designed with very-high
level instructions to support 
the U.S. Department of 
Defense's Ada language. 

Opposite the high-level 
instructions' team are those 
who think that a small set 
of simple but extremely fast 
instructions can outperform 
large and complex (slow) in
structions. Such are the 
RISC (reduced instruction 
set computer) fans. A RISC 
machine was successfully 
implemented in silicon at 
Berkeley. amazingly on the 
first pass. They are current
ly working on speeding up 
the chip. which has a 32
bit architecture. Hewlett
Packard is also rumored to 

be working on several RISC machines. 
Last is a unique device just about 

to be sampled from INMOS called the 
Transputer (see "The Transputer" by 
Paul Walker. May BYTE. page 219) . It 
is designed to perform parallel pro
cessing. It will take many more years 
of software development and sophis
tication to take full advantage of the 
Transputer. but the possibilities are 
fascinating. 

Meanwhile. a 4004 microprocessor 
still controls a traffic light near my of
fice. It tends to put all the whizzy new 
things in perspective. doesn't it? • 
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INTERVIEW: foA ~ ,~ 

Helmers: Various people in 
Peterborough found o ut 
what I was doing. So I made 
a couple of trips to Peter
borough in May 197 5. We 
made the decision to publish 
BYTE at a meeting on May 
25. 1975. That is the real 
birthdate of BYTE. Within a 
year and a half we had 

interest in electronics began early. 
..........llll"';ar/ Helmers's 


50.000 subscribers. 
An amateur radio operator in high 
school. he put himself through the BYTE: What kind of magazine did 
University of Rochester by learning you conceive BYTE to be? 
FORTRAN. COBOL. and PL/I Helmers: I knew that I 
(among other th ings). and writing wanted a magazine that was 

the Scientific American of com
After graduating with a physics 
programs for various companies. 

puter science with a vastly 
degree. Carl went to work for an expanded amateur scientist 

section. That was my origina l aerospace company called Inter
conception. and the early 

traveler to NASA's Johnson Space 
metrics and became a frequent 

years of BYTE were very 
Center in Houston. Al BYTE. Carl much like that. 
introduced many outstanding 
writers lo the BYTE readership. in  BYTE: How did you find authors 
cluding Steve Ciarcia and Jerry in those early days? 
Pournelle. Following his BYTE Helmers: By publishing the 

magazine. For the first couple experience. Carl founded North 
American Technology Inc .. which of issues I roped in acquain
publishes Bar Code News. tances at Intermetrics. and I 
Robotics Age. and Sensors 

magazines in Peterborough. New . 

Hampsh ire. He talked recently with BYTE editors Richard Sh uford and 

Gregg Williams about how his interest and involvement with microcomputers 

developed. 


BYTE: How did you get started in microcomputing? 

Helmers: In January of 1972 there was a presentation given in 

Houston by the executives of a new company in California called 

Intel. So I went and sat through a presentation about this wonder

ful thing called a microprocessor. 


BYTE: Was this the 4004? 

Helmers: The 4004 and the 8008. Actually. the 8008 was barely 

discussed. but it was the thing I zeroed in on. I knew that was 

going to be my computer. You see I had tried to design my own. 

but I had a problem deciding what the instructions were to be. 

Along came Intel with this little box and the company was go

ing to hand me the instructions. 


BYTE: How did you gel into publishing? 

Helmers: I sold 100 copies of a book on wire-wrapping. Then 

I started adding to my library publications of things that I could 

offer for sale. The longest was the ECS Computer publication. which 

was about a central processor based on the 8008. I published 

the 300 copies of the 72-page book in September 1974. and 

then I did it once a month thereafter. Since I was doing it once 

a month. I said. "Gee. this is a magazine. isn't it?" So I started 

ca lling it £CS Magazine in January of 197 5. 


BYTE: How did BYTE come about? 

got my friends to write for us. 

BYTE: When did Robert Tinney enter the scene? 

Helmers: Robert is an old friend from my Houston days in the 

early 1970s. He did his first BYTE' cover in December 197 5. At 

the time he was constrained by our poverty to not using full color. 


BYTE: A number of projects stood out in the early days of BYTE: the "LIFE 
Line" series was one. the other was the infamous kludge harp. 
Helmers: The kludge harp was noth ing more than a program 
to play music 

BYTE: It was different in that. at the time. most people were looking at com
puters as blinking lights. at the very most. You had a peripheral. simple as 
ii was. that allowed you to play music. 
Helmers: Actually. the reason I did that second 6800 system was 
to develop a 6800 that would control a music synthesizer. The 
other thing I did a lot of engineering on. early in BYTE. was this 
slow biphased Manchester-code audio-tape interface. 

BYTE: Are there any pioneers you'd particularly like to remember here? 
Helmers: Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak. I think they are neat 
from severa l points of view. One is the naivete they exhibited 
toward meeting magazines. 

BYTE: Is there anyone who has not received recognition that you think should 
have i/? 
Helmers: Nat Wadsworth. a Scelbi computer consultant. who had 
the absolute first 8008 personal computer. and Lee Felsenstein. 
who started the Homebrew Computer Club. Then there are hun
dreds of authors who wrote for BYTE and other magazines. • 
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INTERVIEW:~ d ~~ 


YTE: Steve. 
you are·knOW11 for designing electronic 
and computer construction projects 
and writing about them. How did 
you get your start in this? 
Ciarcia: As far as electronics 
goes. I was just like any kid . 
When you're at a certain age. 
you find an electronic gadget 
and you want to see what's in
side the box. So for years I 
had electronic parts lying all 
over the place at home. I 
never actually could afford to 
own a lot of equipment when 
I was a kid . so I had to build 
a lot of it. 

Anyway. when I went to the 
University of Connecticut. I 
studied electrical engineering 
and came out with a BSEE. 
Then I worked in several engi
neering jobs. 

In the early 1970s. while I was working for Control Data. I hap
pened to see a construction article in Radio Electronics magazine 
about a thing called a "TV 'fypewriter:· Don Lancaster's TVT-1. So 
I built that. and then I had the problem of "What do you do with 
this thing once you've got it?" Then a few months later. Radio Elec
tronics ran another article. this one about building a small computer. 

The project computer in the article was called the Mark 8. 
Jonathan Titus had designed it around the Intel 8008 micropro
cessor. I didn't want to build a Mark 8 because I felt its physical 
construction was hobby-grade. Having been involved in the elec
tronics industry I knew what it took to make a computer stay 
reliable. 

So I started hunting around for some other small computer that 
was also built around the Intel 8008. I found an outfit called Scelbi 
!pronounced "sell-bee"I Computer Consulting in Milford. Connec
ticut. that also made an 8008-based computer. I went down and 
saw Nat Wadsworth. the head of the company. and talked him 
into selling me his boards. I bought five blank circuit boards at 
$12 5 per board and populated them with my own chips. I ended 
up buying my 8008 for $120. 

So after a while I had the Scelbi computer with the TVT-1 ter
minal tied onto it. a cassette recorder. a printer. a paper-tape 
reader-everything you could imagine back then. I homebrewed 
the cassette interface because Scelbi was using just paper-tape 
readers. By the time I retired the system a year and a half later. 
it had all of 4K bytes of memory in it and 4K bytes of EPROM. 
That was the first and last computer I wrote my own operating 
system for. 

Next I got into graphics. I had bought a surplus Sanders 

Associates 708 terminal. This 
was actually built as an alpha
numeric terminal. but it 
formed its characters by draw
ing vectors on the screen. I 
designed an interface and DIA 
converter driver to change the 
scanning so it would be a 
vector-graphics display. and I 
attached it to my 8008 sys
tem. 

Having put together what I 
thought was a pretty neat 
graphics system. I thought 
somebody else might be in
terested in it. too. BYTE had 
been out for a couple o f 
months by then. so I looked 
on the masthead and called 
up the editor. Carl Helmers. 
He liked the idea for an arti
cle. When the piece came out 
in November 1976. it got a 
very good response from the 
readers. 

I then wrote a series of 
three articles that appeared in 
three consecutive months in 
1977. After it turned out that 
these. too. were well received. 
I said to Carl. "Suppose I do 
articles regularly?" Carl stil l 

wasn't sure he could find anyone who could write for him on a 
deadline and instead asked me if I would be an editor and work 
for him on the magazine. 

I didn't think I could do it. At the time I was working as a con
sultant to Pratt & Whitney in Hartford. where we built a com
puterized casting faci lity for jet-engine turbine blades. One of the 
Pratt people who worked with me was a guy who could write 
well and played the accordion. I told him about Carl's offer. and 
he went up to New Hampshire and took the job. That's how Chris 
Morgan. who later became editor in chief. came to BYTE. 

I continued to do projects in my spare time and write them up 
for the magazine. From November 1977 to date. I've done an ar
ticle a month. 

BYTE: Haw do you work on your projects? 

Ciarcia: There are two classes of projects. long-term and short

term. so there are two kinds of schedules. 


Tu keep myself interested in the magazine articles. I have to do 
some really way-out projects each year. But I try to balance them 
by putting together some lower-level projects for those people 
who aren't ready for the big time. 

A long-term project is essentially a significant computer prod
uct or system: like the home-control system I've been working on 
for about six months. !See Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar. April. May. and 
June.I Or I should say " we've been working on." On these big proj
ects I have to have help. For instance. I have people who lay out 
printed-circuit boards for me. For anything that needs more than 
100 lines of code. I hire a programmer to write it-that's the only 

(continued) 
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way I can get it done. But that doesn't make me hate program
mers. It's just that somebody else can do it faster and better than 
I can. I think people should do what they are best at. 

While all these people are working on a major project. I some
t imes work on a short-term project. I'll say. "Okay. what's in my 
junk box that looks good?" Then I'll do an article that's mostly 
tutorial in nature or is about a smaller project that doesn't re
quire an elaborate circuit-board layout and is easy to put together. 

BYTE: Wftat's a good ex.ample of a sftort-term project? 

Ciarcia: The Whirnsi-Bell from July 1984. which took about five 

days from conception to finishing the article. I stock common com

ponents in the Cellar so that if at 2 o'clock in the morning I get 

an idea about a good circuit I can just go build it. The inventory 

costs a lot. but it allows me to live by my own schedule. 


BYTE: Do people from semiwnductor wmpanies call you up and say. "Hey. 
I've got a wonderful new cftip. Would you like to play witft it?" 
Ciarcia: Yes and no. Most semiconductor houses don't have any 
way to get to me directly. so they don't. I purposely do that 
because I don't want anybody sending me samples of their prod
ucts and giving me engineering advice. and then expecting 
something in return. Sometimes at the last minute I decide not 
to do a particular project because I don't see that the company 
that I have been dealing with is going to support the BYTE reader. 
who maybe wants to buy just one chip to build a project. 

There are a few companies I work with all the time. They under
stand what I'm doing and they also understand their own 
business-companies like Zilog. Analog Devices. or Texas 
Instruments. 

BYTE: How do you Ftandle working on many tftings at once? 

Ciarcia: You can't put together any kind of major project on a 

regular basis without having two or three running simultaneously. 


Sometimes readers ask me why my construction designs show 
up on the market as commercial products. One reason is that it 
takes the resources only a company can provide to make the proj
ects as useful as possible. Tuke the home-contro l system I wrote 
about for the April. May. and June issues this year. That had to 
be tested for radio-frequency interference by an independent lab 
to satisfy the FCC. Just that testing cost $5000. So by letting the 
system be put on the market. I enabled my readers to build a 
legal kit. And the companies can provide continuing support bet
ter than I can alone. 

BYTE: Witft tftat in mind. Ftow do you regard your projects? 

Ciarcia: I think of them as what I personally want for toys. or to 

use myself. 


There is one thing I want to make clear: My chief interest is 
in designing computers. If I have a special task for a computer to 
perform. I build a specialized system for it. I don't take one com
puter and try to do everything with it. For instance. the horne
control system. I didn't take an IBM PC and write a 2 5.000-line 
program to make it control my home. I use an off-the-shelf com
puter only the way an average businessman would use it-for word 
processing. spreadsheets. and some other little stuff. 

I designed the '!rump Card because I didn't want to learn C or 
Pascal or mess around with assembly language. I knew BASIC. 
But BASIC was too slow-so I built a faster BASIC engine. 

BYTE: Do !JOU tftink tftat reading about !JOUr projects. like tfte Ftome-control 

series. bewmes a kind of wisft-fulfillment for people wfto tinker witft electronics? 
Ciarcia: I'm sure there are many vicarious builders. but the couple 
of hundred letters I get every month indicate that there are more 
people building this stuff than you might think. There are a great 
many technicians and software guys out there that just want to 
break in a little bit on building hardware but don't want to 
scrounge parts. They are 7 5 percent of the people who put my 
projects together. 

When I started on the recent home-control project. it was 
because I was tired of changing BASIC statements in the ex isting 
system every time I needed to turn on a light. I wanted a closed
loop system. triggered by sensor inputs. and money was no object. 
The motion sensors. in particular. cost a lot. But I ended up put
ting them all over the house. except in places where I didn't need 
them. 

BYTE: Have you Ftad any project ideas tftat you Ftaven· t been able to wmplete? 
Ciarcia: Yes. I'd like to build a 1200-bit-per-second modern. And 
a lot of my readers would like to see me do that. too. The prob
lem is that the technology of moderns is changing so fast. It could 
be done now. but not in the way I'd want to do it. Even if I did 
find a good cheap modern chip. I'd want to have good software 
to drive it. I'd also want to get the modern FCC-tested-I'm tired 
of projects that you have to connect to a telephone line through 
an unregistered data-access arrangement. It's the difference be
tween hobby-grade and professional-grade stuff. 

Most BYTE readers today are not hobbyists-I know that from 
my mai l. 

BYTE: You attend wmputer snows and wnventions. Do tfie questions you get 
at wnventions differ from wnat you get in letters? 
Ciarcia: I get more hobbyists at conventions. often high school 
students who are working on a science-fair project. The letters 
are frequently from business people or engineers. 

I get between 200 and 2 50 letters every month. The majority 
of these are legitimate questions. and. unfortunately. it can take 
hours of research to find out the answers. I've had to hire seven 
people to help me answer letters. Even then we don't get to them 
al l. We do try because the thousands of people whose letters we 
have answered over the years have become the greatest sup
porters of the Circuit Cellar. I've got hundreds of pictures from 
readers showing the projects they have bui lt. 

BYTE: Do you think BYTE Ftas Ftad mucft effect on tfte development of per
sonal wmputers? . 
Ciarcia: BYTE was significant in being essentially the fi rst in its field-I 
know you can argue about that-and in the formative years it stood 
out in its journalistic integrity: It supported the experimenter. It 
supported the new industry without trying to exaggerate its own 
value. It didn't work out any deals to trade advertising or good 
reviews for computer equ ipment. I picked up that same attitude 
when I began to write for BYTE. 

BYTE: Do you know of anybody wfto Ftas picked up one of your ideas and 
made a successful wmmercial product out of it? 
Ciarcia: At the West Coast Computer Faire this spring. I found 
an exhibitor that had put together a computerized telephone mes
sage system. using the ADPCM (adaptive differential pulse-code 
modulation) speech-digitization scheme I described in June 1983. 
And there are a lot of my Z8 control computers out in the world 
that have been built into OEM products. • 
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CIARCIA'.S PRODIGIOUS OUTPUT 


Nov Maka Your Next Peripheral a Real Eye Opener (vector graphics) 

Mar Try This Computer on for Size (review of Digital Group BOBOA) 
Apr Having a " Private Affair" with Your Computer (humor) 
May Come Upstairs and Be Respectable (terminal communication) 
Sep Control the Worldl (Or at Least a Few Analog Points) 

CIRCUIT CELLAR SERIES 

Nov 
Dec 

1978 
Jan 
Feb 
Mar 
Apr 

May 
June 
July 
Aug 
Sep 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 

1979 
Jan 
Feb 
Mar 
Apr 
May 
June 
July 
Aug 
Sep 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 

1980 
Jan 
Feb 
Mar 

Apr 

May 
June 
July 
Aug 
Sep 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 

Memory-Mapped 1/0 

On a Test-Equipment Diet? Try an 8-Channel DVM Cocktail! 


Add More Zing to the Cocktail 

A Panny-Pinching Address-State Analyzer 

Program Your Next EROM in BASIC 

Tune In and Turn On, Part 1: 


A Computerized Wireless AC Control System 
Tune In and Turn On, Part 2: An AC Wireless Remote-Control System 
Talk to Me: Add a Voice to Your Computer for $35 
Build a Keyboard Function Decoder 
Let Your Fingers Do the Talking: Add a Noncontact Touch Scanner 
Let Your Fingers Do the Talking: Scanner Applications 
No Power for Your Interfaces? Build a 5-watt DC-to-DC Converter 
I 've Got You in My Scanner! (light-source tracking) 
Build an Octal/Hexadecimal Output Display 

Build a Computer-Controlled Security System for Your Home, Part 1 

Build a Computer-Controlled Security System for Your Home, Part 2 

Build a Computer-Controlled Security System for Your Home, Part 3 

The Toy Store Begins at Home (Milton Bradley Simon game) 

Communicate on a Light Beam 

Mind Over Matter: Add Biofe,edback Input to Your Computer 

Sound 0111 (SN76477 and AY-3-8910 sound effects) 

Anyone Know the Real Time? IMM5312) 

Joystick Interfaces 

Self-Refreshing LED Graphics Display 

The Intel 8086 

Add Nonvolatile Memory to Your Computer (EAROM) 


Computerize a Home (BSR X-10 controller, the Busy Box) 

A Computer-Controlled Wood Stove 

Ease into 16-Bit Computing, Part 1: 


Get 16-Bit Performance from an 8-Bit Computer 
Ease into 16-Bit Computing, Part 2: 

Examining a Small Multi-User System 
1/0 Expansion for the Radio Shack TRS-80, Part 1 (parallel ports) 
1/0 Expansion for the Radio Shack TRS-80, Part 2 (serial ports) 
Handhold Remote Control for Your Computerized Home 
A Build-It-Yourself Modem for Under $50 
Build a Low-Cost, Remote Data-Entry Terminal 
Make Liquid-Crystal Displays Work for You 
Home In on the Rangel An Ultrasonic Ranging System 
Computerized Testing 

1981 
Jan Electromagnetic Interference 
Feb A Computer-Controlled Tank (Milton Bradley Big Trek toy) 
Mar Build the Disk.SO: Memory Expansion and Floppy-Disk Control 
Apr Build a Low-Cost Logic Analyzer 
May DC Motor Controls: Build a Motorized Platform 
June Build a Low-Cost Speech-Synthesizer Interface (Micromouthl 
July Build a ZS-Based Control Computer with BASIC, Part 1 
Aug Build a ZS-Based Control Computer with BASIC, Part 2 
Sep Build an Unlimited-Vocabulary Speech Synthesizer (SweetTalkerl 
Oct Build an Intelligent EPROM Programmer 
Nov Switching Power Supplies: An Introduction 
Dec Build a Touch-Tone Decoder for Remote Control (ITT MSD32101 

1982 
Jan Analog Interfacing in the Real World (A/D conversion) 
Feb Build a Computerized Weather Station 
Mar Use Voiceprints to Analyze Speech 
Apr Use Infrared Communication for Remote Control 
May Everyane Can Know the Real Time (MM58167AI 
June Build an Interactive-Videodisc Controller 
July Add Programmable Sound Effects to Your Computer (SN76489AI 
Aug High-Resolution Sprite-Oriented Color Graphics (TMS99181 
Sep Build the Microvox Text-to-Speech Synthesizer, Part 1: Hardware 

Oct Build the Microvox Text-to-Speech Synthesizer, Part 2: Software 
Nov Build the Circuit Cellar MPX-16 Computer System, Part 1 
Dec Build the Circuit Cellar MPX-16 Computer System, Part 2 

1983 
Jan Build the Circuit Cellar MPX-16 Computer System, Part 3 
Feb Build a Hand-held LCD Terminal 

Mar Build the ECM-103, an Originate/Answer Modem 
Apr Build an RS-232C Breakout Box 
May Build an RS-232C Code-Activated Switch 

June Use ADPCM for Highly Intelligible Speech Synthesis 

July Build the RTC-4 Real-Time Controller 

Aug Build a Power-Line Carrier-Current Modem 
Sep Build the Micro D·Cam Solid-State Video Camera, Part 1 

Oct Build the Micro D-Cam Solid-State Video Camera, Part 2 

Nov Built the H-Com Handicapped Communicator 

Dec Keep Power-Line Pollution Out of Your Computer 

1984 
Jan Build the Term-Mite ST Smart Terminal, Part 1 (NS4551 

Feb Build the Term-Mite ST Smart Terminal, Part 2 

Mar Build a Third-Generation Phonetic Speech Synthesizer (SSl2631 

Apr Build a Scrolling Alphanumeric LED Display 

May . Trump Card, Part 1: Hardware (ZBOOO coprocessor for IBM PCI 

June Trump Card, Part 2: Software 

July A Musical Telephone Bell (AY-3-1350) 

Aug Circuit Cellar Feedback 
Sep Build the AC Power Monitor 

?ct An Ultrasonic Ranging System (SN28827) 
Nov The Lis'ner 1000 (SP1000 speech recognition) 
Dec Build the Power 1/0 System 

1985 
Jan Understanding Linear Power Supplies 
Feb Build a Serial EPROM Programmer 
Mar Build the Touch-Tone Interactive Message System 
Apr Build the Home Run Control System, Part 1: Introduction 
May Build the Home Run Control System, Part 2: The Herdware 
June Build the Home Run Control System, Part 3: The Software 
July Living in a Sensible Environment 
Aug Build the BASIC-52 Computer/Controller 
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INTERVIEW: ~1-!!:::::tBYTE• w;,, '" "'" 5P'd,llo 

rtist 
Robert Ti1111ey has provided most 
of the illustratio11s that have ap
peared 011 the cover of BYTE duri11g 
the past I 0 years. 

Robert studied advertisi11g art at 
L.ouisia11a Tech a11d the11 bega11 
worki11g i11 Housto11 . Texas. draw
i11g a11d illustrating for various 
publishers and advertisers. A 
mutual friend introduced him to 
Carl Helmers. who at the time was 
worki11g 011 software for NASA's 
space shuttle. The two became 
frie11ds. and when Carl bega11 at 
BYTE he called 011 Robert for 
illustratio11s. 

Robert moonlighted on the BYTE 
covers for the first few years. but i11 
1978 he moved to Baton Rouge. 
L.ouisia11a. a11d bega11 his computer
related illustrating full-time. 

BYTE editors Richard Shuford 
a11d Gregg Williams talked with Robert about his 10-year association with 
the magazi11e and his thoughts about the future. 

BYTE: How do you work with the BYTE editorial staff to develop ideas for 
cover art? 
Tinney: We almost always have an issue theme-a programming 
language. computer graphics. or whatever. We start with that. 
I try to get as much input from the editors as possible; many 
times they wi ll have visual ideas. After that phase. I do several 
sketches and send them to BYTE. Sometimes the editors like a 
sketch immediately. If they don't. they make suggestions and I 
try again. 

We start with the concepts and look for visual symbols to repre
sent the concepts. Often the ed itors suggest these. To get the 
best effect you have to position or relate the symbols in unex
pected. humorous ways. 

BYTE: Do you sometimes wish that computers and their parts looked more 
interesti11g? 
Tinney: Because computers mostly look like boxes with wires. 
I try to draw concepts rather than technical facts. I always try 
to create a separate three-dimensional reality that the reader 
fee ls drawn into. It may be a three-dimensional space that exists 
on one small part of a circuit board somewhere. or it may be 
floati ng in infinite space. but it still has three dimensions. 

I want the person viewing the cover to be imagining himself 
doing whatever the activity is in the scene. I don't often show 
people on the cover having a third-person experience. I like to 
draw the reader into the experience. 

proud of? 
Tinney: I really liked the con
cept behind the February 
1985 "Computing and the 
Sciences" cover. which had 
the ribbon cable and double
helix effect. There are other 
paintings. like the April 1984 
issue. the "Real-World Inter
facing" theme. which showed 
all the world spinning under 
control of a hand-held com
puter. Some readers didn't 
like that one. probably 
because its appeal was more 
visual than conceptual. 

BYTE: Do you personally ow11 a 
computer? 
Tinney: It has been about a 
year and a half now since I 
got my first computer. a Mor
row Micro Decision. It's very 
useful and I love it. It came 
with some bundled software. 
I use WordStar to do all my 
business correspondence. 
And I use Personal Pearl to 
keep track of a database of 
customers who have ordered 
BYTE cover reprints. 

BYTE: Can you tell us somethi11g about your explorations into com
puter-assisted drawing? 
Tinney: So far I've not used computer graphics for any cover 
work. but I hope to get into it because it's obviously going to 
be important. 

BYTE: Are you sayi11g that as an illustrator or are you saying that as a11 
illustrator who does computer-related themes? 
Tinney: Absolutely as an il lustrator. Even as they stand today. 
computer graphics systems are to an artist what a word processor 
is to a novelist. 

I'm sure that in the future a computer is going to be able to 
mimic a paintbrush. a pencil. charcoal. or pen and ink. It will 
be easier. better. and more expressive to use a digitizing tablet 
and pen than it will be to actually use a pencil or a paintbrush. 
The hardware and software have a long way to go before they 
get to the point that I am describing. but I believe that these 
capabilities are bound to come. 

BYTE: What computer graphics equipment have you used? 
Tinney: I've had very limited hands-on experience with a Time 
Arts Lumena system and an Artronics Artron Studio Computer. 
These might be described as mid-range systems. yet I was just 
amazed at their capabilities. They have reached the point where 
you can get one for what you would pay for an expensive 
automobile. 

BYTE: BYTE readers will be looki11g forward to seeing your work on the 
cover for yea rs to come. • 
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TINNEY FAVORITES 


July 1977 
Computer Engineering 

October 1978 
Computer Che.s 

March 1980 
Computers in the Laboratory 

April 1981 
Future Computers? 

Mey 1981 
Softwero Piracy 

September 1982 
Computers and the Handicepped 

March 1983 
The Stacks 

June 1984 
Graduation Memories 

April 1985 
Recursive Hands 
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INTERYIEW:y~ 

I was talking to someone 
when Alex came over to grab 
me and said. "You have to 
come meet the fabulous Carl 
Helmers." 

It turned out that Carl had 
read some of my sc ience fic
tion. so we got along fine. 

Carl and I discussed the 
YTE: Jerry. possibi lity of my doing some 

articles for BYTE. but we leftflow did !JOU first get involved Witfi 
it pretty loose. Later I got to 

Pournelle: Back in 1976 my 
personal computers? 

thinking about it. I didn't 
mad friend Dan Maclean know very much about com
was given a computer kit by puters. but I did use them : 
someone who couldn't get it Anything I wrote would have 
to work. The machine had to be user-oriented. I sent a 
about I K byte of memory column in. The readers liked 
and you programmed it by it. At first I just sent in col
endlessly throwing switches umns when I fel t li ke it. but 
on the front panel. It took me one day Chris Morgan [then 
about 10 seconds to decide managing ed itor[ called and 
I wa nted nothing to do with said. "Your column is due 
that thing. next week." After that The 

Months later. though. I saw User's Column became a 
a demonstration at a com regular feature in BYTE. 
pany called Computer Power 
and Light. Their machine was BYTE: What milestones stand out 
running Electric Pencil. the in tfie history of tfie personal 
first true full-screen text computer? 
editor. It was love at first Pournelle: Oh. let's see-Bi ll 
sight: I realized instantly that 
I could do all the revisions I wanted and never retype a page 
of text again. By then Maclean had got his old IMSAI working 
properly. Maclean and a Caltech graduate student named Tony 
Pietsch put together Ezekial. my friend who happened to be a 
ZBO computer. I've been writing my books with computers ever 
since. 

BYTE: Haw did you get involved with BYTE? 
Pournelle: Personal computers didn't work very well in the early 
days. The machines were wonderful. they'd do things I never 
thought possible. but they weren't very easy to use. In those times 
you couldn't just go to a store and buy a computer to take home. 
You got components and you tried to get them all to talk to each 
other. but they seldom did. The software situation was pretty 
grim. too. 

The situation changed fast. though. If you wanted to keep up
and anyone who had a computer in those days certainly wanted 
to keep up-you had to read the magazines. There were a number 
of them. and I subscribed to all of them. I particularly recall one 
called ROM. the "Read-Only Magazine." It didn't survive. 

One of the first magazines I subscribed to was BYTE_:The 
Small Systems Journal." I particularly liked the What's New sec
tion. I also read BYTE for the ads. Sometimes the magazine would 
drive me nuts. though. because I knew I wanted to learn what 
the article was saying. but I couldn't understand it even after 
reading it three times. 

My oldest boy was in high school then and he was as interested 
in computers as I was. Sometime in the 1970s. after Ezekial came 
to live with me. my son Alex and I went to a computer show. 

Gates's BASIC. Before that we 
didn't have any decent way to program small computers. 

Then there was CP/M from Digital Research. Before CP/M none 
of our machines could talk to each other. 

The Osborne computer was terribly important. You could just 
buy it and take it home and plug it in. More important. Osborne 
bundled in software. 

dBASE II was the first really powerful database that ordinary 
people could learn to use on normal microcomputers. VisiCalc 
turned the Apple II into a viable business machine and intro
duced small computers into the business community. 

The IBM PC changed everything. of course. Before the IBM 
PC. there was a definite microcomputer community. Before the 
IBM PC there were "hackers" and "users." and I wrote "the user's 
column"; but "users" in those days were still curious about their 
machines. what could be done with them. and where the micro
computer revolution was going. Many people who got computers 
after the IBM PC revolution were just users who didn't know or 
care that they were part of a revolution. 

BYTE: Haw ftas tftat cftanged your column? 
Pournelle: I'm still writing for the microcomputer user who's 
seriously interested in learning more about his or her machine. 
I guess my column is a little broader now: There's less out there 
for the real hacker. so I try to include something for the hacker 
community; and there are more occasional users. so I try to in
clude something for them. Mostly. though. I write for the mid
dle ground. I guess the column is a bit less technical than it used 
to be. which is strange. since The User's Column was supposed 
to be a nontechnical column in the first place. • 
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MAKE THE CONNECTION • • • 

Our Connection systems will solve your problem 

of trying to read and write diskettes or tapes from 
almost any computer system using your PC. 

The Diskette Connection is a hardware system 
that enables the IBM PC or compatible to read and 
write most 8 inch, 51/4 inch, or 3 112 inch diskettes. 

With our File Connection software programs you 
can transfer data files between most computer 
systems, including CP/M, DEC, Honeywell, Univac, 
IBM 3740, Sil, S/3, S/23, S/32, S/34, S/36, and S/38. 

Our Word and Typesetting Connection programs 
use IBM standard Document Content Architecture 
(DCA-RFT) to transfer document files between 
most word processing and typesetting systems, 
including Compugraphic MCS, CPT, Displaywriter, 
OS/6, Multiset, NBI, Quadex, Xerox, and Wang. 

Our Tape Connection system will read and 
write IBM or ANSI standard 112 inch 1600 BPI 
magnetic tape. A full size 2400 foot tape can 
store a 45 MByte file and be written in 6 minutes. 

Since 1982, we have supplied thousands of 
systems to customers around the world, including 
IBM, NASA, AT&T, Kodak, and General Motors. 

Our specialty is conversion systems and we can 
provide a solution to your problem. Call us today 
to discuss your requirements . 

This ad is one of a series featuring NASA missions. 
For a free poster, send us your written request. 

Box 1970 Flagstaff, AZ 86002 
(602) 774-5187 Telex 705609 
Inquiry 145 for End-Users , Inquiry 146 ror DEALERS ONLY . 

. . . FLAGSTAFF ENGINEERING 
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•I How can we offer this fantastic 
price? Simple. We buy in such 
volume that even the most ava
ricious hard disk businessmen 
understand they have to give us 
the best price possible. We could 
pocket the difference, but we 
don't. 

Instead , we put the extra 
profit into our testing facilities. 
That's why Xerox guarantees our 
$395 l.O megabyte hard disk for 
one year. 

Xerox knows , as our cus
tomers know, that we have an 
extensive testing program. Here 
is what we contribute toward giv
ing you the maximum hard disk 
performance. 

Best Drives Available 
First, we buy the best drives 
available . Sounds trite , doesn't 
it? r mean, a drive's a drive
right? Hardly. You should see 
some of the junk we get in our 
labs. Some have such high fail
~re rates that we even ques
tioned our own $10,000 hard disk 
tester. But when we tested other 
manufacturers ' drives we were 
assured that our equipment was 
fine, which just confirmed that 
the bad hard disks were not only 
bad-they were real bad. 

But that's just the weeding out 
process. We then take each drive 
that we've put through our tester 
and test it again with the control
ler you've requested. We call this 
a " tested pair." 

DOS Doesn't Do It 
In case you ' re thinking that all 

; 
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' 

'~ 1 
11]1111111111111 

this is an unnecessary duplica
tion of what DOS does for you, 
let me explain the disk facts of 
life. . 

:ff J?C?S did what you may 
thmk 1t 1s supposed to do when 
you format the disk, DOS would 
map around these bad areas . 
Unfortunately, DOS doesn't do 
this. 

DOS 2.0 and 2.1 can't enter 
the bad tracks. DOS 3.0 can , but 
only on the IBM AT. Unfortu
nately, as the press has so well 
documentated , the AT's hard 
disk develops bad tracks later 
on . 

We do what DOS can't 
We believe the problem is so 
bad, we use a software program 
that performs a powerful test of 
your disk drive on all of the IBM 
or IBM compatible computers
PCs, XTs, and ATs . Our format 
takes hours to analyze the disk . 
But when we finish, you know 
that the bad tracks are really 
mapped out so you won 't write 
good data that will disappear 
into a black hole. We even send 
you a printed statement of our 
test results. 

Our software allows you to 
type in the bad track locations 
from the list supplied by the 
manufacturers , SO· you'll never 
write good data to them-even 
if DOS didn't identify them as 
bad. The software even lets you 
save the location of these bad 
sections to a file. so that you can 
reformat your disk without 
spending hours retesting. 

We even include a program , · le~s ,p
that will give you CQntinuous 
comments on the status of .ymu 
hard disk . No more waiting for 
that catastrophic failure. 

Averag~ Access Time 
As you might suspect, some hard 
disks are faster than others in 
their ability to move from one 
track of data to another. The 
time it takes the hard disk to 
move one-half way between the 
beginning of the disk to the end 
is called the " average access 
time." 

The first generation of 10 meg
abyte hard disks had average ac
cess times of 80-85 n1iUiseconds 
(msec). But computer u~ers love 
speed, and guess what---.ihe av: 
erage access time for the new 20 
megabyte hard disk ii:i:.~tpe IBM. 
AT is only 40 msec . (we sell an 
AT equivalent with onJ.y·30 msec 
access time!) , 

There are some legitimate rea
sons for the shorter access time. 
It ' s particularly helpful when 
there are multiple users on the 
same hard disk . It's also impor
tant when running a ~ compiler. 
But remember, befo11e you get 
too wrapped up in . tlie access , 
speed, there's always t'nat ST 506 
interface which won''.t let data 
transfer from the hard disk to the 
computer any faster (pan 5 me
gabits/second. We've bypassed 
that choke hole, too. If you want 
the functional equivfllent of a 
Ferrari with a turbocharger, or
der our 10 Mbit per second 100 

equal volumes of 32 megabytes 

magnetic 

· 

IBMe is a registered trademark of the lnlernational Business Machines Corporation. Express Systems, and Express Certified 555 are trad~marks of Express Syslems, Inc. 

megabyte hard disk with 18 mse 
of average access speed. 

Compatibility 
To be sure that your hard disk ii 
100 percent compatible with tht 
IBM XT you don't need to bUI 
the same hard disk that's in thi 
XT. You can't even be sure wha 
brand hard disk it is becaust 
IBM, like Express Systems, goe 
into the marketplace and buy 
hard disks from several vendors 
However, they buy their X1 
hard disk controller from onlJ 
one vendor-the same one wt 
do. 

You can buy the IBM XT con· 
troller from IBM for $495 or yot 
can buy from us, the functiona 
equivalent, manufactured by thf 
same company that makes it fo1 
IBM for only $195. ls it the ex· 
actly identical IBM XT control· 
l~F,? No, it's better. First, it takei 

'q.we~·· and secondly, it car 
CO\ltr.ol from 5 to 32 mega· 
bytes;-;-the IBM controller car 
work with only 10 megabytes. 11 
is 100 percent IBM XT compati· 
ble, and 100 percent is 100 per· 
cent. If you want to save a slot 
we carry a version that lets you 
operate two hard disks and two 
floppy disk drives. 

More than 32 Megabytes 
You can operate with more than 
32 megabytes (the limit of DOS) 

. through the use of " device driv· 
ers." Express Systems can suppl) 
you with device drivers for ou1 
ha.rd disks for over 32 megabyte! 
formatted. But, if you don 't have 
individual files, or databases tha1 
are large, you might want to con
sider one of our controllers thal 
can divide our 65 megabyate 

· (formatted) hard djsk into two 

each. 

Reliability 
We offer you a choice between 
iron oxide and plated media
the stuff that covers the 
disk and gives it its 
p~operties. Iron oxide is,-well 

. ~ts rust. If you inadvertently 
ioust your disk , you may cause 
the low flying head to dig oul 
some iron oxide . A little rusl 
flak,e can ruin your whole day. 
Plated media is more resistant to 
damage , and if it happens, less 
data is lost. 
. We offer both types of hard 
disks. The iron oxide is older 

hard 

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
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:echnology, and quite frankly, 
nanufacturers understand it bet
er. Their better understanding, 
:ombined with some of the spe
:ial head locking mechanisms, 
~ ives us peace of mind· when we 
:ell you one. 

Power 
·Jard disks consume power. Our 
:mall , half-high hard disks con
:ume so little power that you can 
ise them with your existing IBM 
~C power supply. If you plan to 
1se lots of slots, you'll want to 
ncrease your power supply to be 
afe. We offer .the same amount 
if power for your PC that comes 
n the XT. 

Our Customers 
)ome folks just never feel com
Ortable buying mail order. They 
orget that Sears began as a mail 
>rder house or that IBM is now 
nto mail order. But if it helps, 
1ere is a partial list of customers 
vho have felt comfortable to buy 
·rom us . 
BM Sears 
!\.merican Express Honeywell 
J .S. Army MIT 
H&T (Bell Labs) RCA 
3ausch & Lomb Lockheed 
~erox Sperry 

Easy to Install 
f yo u're like most of us , raised 
m the boob tube rather than the 
}reat Books , you 'd rather see 
he movie than read the book. 
.Veil, now you can choose to 
ead our installation manual or 
or only.$9.95 more, you can get 
1 VHS or Beta video cassette 
hawing the simple steps for in
tallation . 

Warranty 
.Ve offer you a one year war
·anty on our hard disks-the 
:ame as IBM on the AT and 90 
lays on the tape drives. (It's all 
he manufacturer gives us.) lf 

Formatted Plated Average 
MB Height Media Access 
IO l/2 no 85 msec 
10 l/2 yes 85 msec 
21 1/2 yes 85 msec 
21 Fu ll no 30 msec 
32 l/2 yes 85 msec 
32 Full no 30 msec 
65 Full no 30 msec 
100 Full yes 18 msec 
Removable Hard Disk 
10 1/2 no 90 msec 

Tape Systems and Subsystems 
Formatted Storage Capacity Height 
60 Mbytes 'h 
60 Mbytes Subsystem 
21 Mbytes (unfo rmatted)Start/stop Subsystem 24 
26 Mbytes Floppy Tapc'lll Subsystem 3 1 

$ 595 
$ 749 

$ 595 
$ 749 

Controllers 
All of our hard disk and tape cont ro llers are available separately: Please call fo r prices. 
Subsystem Chassis 
Any of our disk or tape units are ava ilable in an external subsystem fo r an additional 
$250.00. You can mix & match any of our 1/2 high hard disks or tape drives toge ther or 
add any single fu ll height hard disk . 
Tape Cartridges 
Express Certified 555 foot J 10 Hci '/,-inch Data Cartridge $35.00 

Power Supply 
130 Watt Power supply 
150 Watt Power supply 

anything goes wrong with your 
tape or disk drive or hard disk, 
send ·it back in the box it caine in . 
However, we have found that we 
can usually solve the problem 
over the phone. So caU first for a 
return authorization number be
cause we can't accept any returns 
without it. 

Comes complete 

All ExP,ress Systems products 
come complete with the appro
priate software, tape and/or hard 
disk controllers, and cables 
where required. Hard disks are 
formatted and tested with the PC 
DOS of your choice. All drive 
sizes are formatted capacities. 

If your application requires a 
stacking kit, power splitter ca
bl.es, daisy chain cable , or some 
ot'l!ler variation , we ' ll supply 
these items at a nominal charge. 
We even ship our hard disks with 
Command Assist TM an on- line 
DOS-like manual to give you 
help with your DOS commands. 

Transfer PCorPC/XT AT Rate 
5 Mbits /s $ 395 $ NIA 
5 Mbits/s $ -495 $ NIA 
5 Mbits/s $ 795 $ 595 
5 Mbits /s $ 1,535 $ 1,340 
5 Mbits /s $ 995 $ 795 
5 Mbits/s $ 1,775 $ l ,575 
5 Mbits/s $ 2,295 $ 2,070 
10 Mbits/s $ 4,995 $ 4,995 

5 Mbi ts/s $ 1,095 N/A 

Data 
Transfer PCorPC/XT AT
Rate (kisec) 
88 $ 995 $ 995 
88 $ 1,295 $ l.295 

More questions'! 
Because we spend so much at
tention on the front end with en
suring that opr disks wilJ arrive 
in working order, we have a cus
tomer service department that, 
unlike many of our competitors, 
has little to do . When you need 
us, you won't get a constant busy 
signal. 

Call our friendly, knowledga
ble customer service staff to get 
answers to your questions- be
fore or after the sale. Our peo
ple , who know the PC, can talk 
you through the sticky parts , and 
they'll respond to you quickly. 
Just call us . 

$75 .00* 
$125.00 

How to order 
Pick up the telephone and call 1
800-341-7549, to order. We ac
cept Master Card, VISA, Amer
ican Express and Diners Club . 
Or send a cashier's check or 

1~1 El r~. ~ 
money order (We'll t ake a 
check, but you'll have to wait for 
it to clear) and tell us if you want 
one of our recommended config
urations or you want to mix and 
match yourself. Corporations 
with a DUNS number may send 
purchase orders for quantities 
over five . 

Call Toll Free 1-800-341-7549 Ext.1400 
In Illinois call (312) 882-7733 Ext.1400 
Express Systems, Inc. , 1254 Remington , Schaumburg. IL 60195 

--· ._ -·--- - - -·--· _,. -~--- - .... inquiry i 4 2 
·- . 
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Command Assist Is a trademark of Micro Design International 
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Homehrewing 

EGO: A HOMEBUILT CPU, 

PART I : THE SOFTWARE 

by Clifford Kelley . .................. 2 29 


THE 0UARTER-MEG ATARI 800Xl 
by Claus BucM1olz ................. . 24 7 

A PARALLEL-TO-SERIAL 

PRINTER PORT ADAPTER 

by Howard Austerlitz . . . 257 

ADD FUNCTION KEYS TO YOUR 

MICROCOMPUTER 

by Mark Hans/ip . . .. . 263 

IN THE PAST. THE ONLY WAY you could get hardware for your computer 
system was to build it yourself. Today. you can get almost anyth ing you might 
want for your computer. but for a pri ce. Many people are interested in hard
ware projects not on ly because they are an inexpensive source of extensions 
to their systems but also because of the experience they gain by building these 
projects 

We have several construction projects th is month. ranging from the simple 
to the complex. In his article "The Quarter-Meg Atari 800XL." Claus Buchholz 
details how to upgrade your Atari 800XL memory to 512 K bytes and pro
mises to free users from the slow Atari disk-dri ve access t ime by providing 
software for implementing a fast RAM disk tha t uses all the extra memory. 

Today. many computers have a Centronics para llel printer port as standard 
equipment. If you happen to have a serial printer. your parallel port may go 
unused. Howard Austerlitz presents an inexpensive parallel-to-serial printer 
port adapter that will help you take advantage of your parallel ports. 

Often. the main thing separating an $8000 commercia l word processor from 
a word-processing program on a microcomputer is the presence of predefined 
keys for special functions on the dedicated systems While most newer 
microcomputers have I 0 or 12 programmable function keys. many older 
machines don't. Mark Hanslip has designed a project that enables you to add 
up to 40 function keys to any microcomputer with a parallel-encoded keyboard. 

And for the ambi tious builder. Clifford Kelley's two-pa rt article "EGO: A 
Homebui lt CPU" (to be continued next month ) delves into the complexi ties 
of building your own microprocessor: designing the instruction set. system 
architecture. and system hardware. Whi le you may not want to build your own 
microprocessor. you 'll probably be interested in the considerations that go 
into designing such a complex system. 

Finally. be sure to check out Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar this month. Steve presents 
the SB !80. a high-performance. HD64180-based. Z80-compa tible single-board 
computer kit with 2 56K bytes of memory; floppy-disk controller; one 1/0. one 
parallel. and two serial ports; and a lot of software. Don't let its 8-bi t 
microprocessor fool you; the 6-MHz SB180 turns in some impressive bench
marks. 
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Gold Hill Computers brings the language of 

Artificial Intelligence to Your Personal Computer. 


Why every Computer Professional 
should know COMMON LISP. 

You know how frustrating it is to 
deal w ith programs that are stupid and 
inflexible like those buried ins ide 
automated bank te ller machines and 
airli ne reservation systems. You also 
know how frustrating it is to e ngi neer 
solutions to today's infor matio n. 
processing problems w ith languages 
designed mainly for number crunching. 
It doesn't have to be this way. 

Programs based on the ideas of 
Art ificial Inte lligence and implemented 
in COMMON LISP can be intelligent, flex 
ible , and human-like. When you use 
COMMON LISP in combination with 
artificial intelligence techniques, you 
wi LI be able to solve problems you 
could never solve before. You w ill be 
able to write powerful programs that 
can accommodate naive computer 
users who want intelligible answers 
to questions quickly. 

The best way to get started is to buy 
GOLDEN COMMON LISP'," the first COMMON 
LISP for personal computers . 

GOLDEN COMMON LISP: 
The AI Tutor 

GOLDEN COMMON LISP makes it easy 
for you to learn to use COMMON LISP , on 
your personal computer, by yourself, 
at your own pace. T he San Marco LISP 
Explorer;· a 1000-frame interactive soft
ware slide show developed by Patrick H. 
Winston and San Marco Associates, 
takes you through COMMON LISP and 
exciting artificial intelligence applica
tions like expert systems, inte lligent 
data-access systems, and natural 
language interfaces. 

GOLDEN COMMON LISP: The 
Complete LISP Environment 

The GOLDEN COMMONLISP 
package includes: 
• 	 the GCLISP inte rpre ter 
• 	 the GMACS editor 
• 	 the San Marco LISP Explorer 
• 	 the On-line Help system 
• 	 LISP, 2 nd edition by Wi nston 

and Horn 
• 	 the COMMON LISP Reference Manual 

by Steele 
• 	 the GOLDEN COMMON LISP User's 

Manual 

GOLDEN COMMON LISP : The 
Powertool for Personal Computing 

GOLDEN COMMON LISP is an exte nsive 
subset ofCOMMON LISP, supporting more 
than 400 LISP primitives. Advanced 
features ofGOLDEN COMMON LISP include 
co-routines for multi-tasking, macros for 
code clarity, streams for 1/0, closures 
for object-centered programming, 
and multiple-value-returning functions 
for efficiency. 

GOLDEN COMMON LISP requires an 
IBM , PC XT, PC AT, or 100% IBM PC 
compatible computer with 512K bytes 
of me mory and PC-DOS 2 .0 or higher. 
More memory is recommended for 
applications development. 

ORDER GCLISP TODAY using 
the coupon below. Or call our Sales 
Department at: 

617-492-2071 

lcold Hill Computers-

I 163 H arvard Street 
Cambridge, MA 02 139 

I 

- - ~s-S- 1
I 

I Name 

. , Title 

j Department 

I Org:tn iza 1io n 

Address 

Phone Today's Date 

Type o l computer 

D Enclosed is a check to Gold Hill 
Computers for GCL1sP. 

D Please bi ll myDMasterCardDVlSA card. 

Carel# Expirat ion Date 

Sign:uurc 
Q uantity Description Unit Price Total Price 

GOLDEN 
COMMON $495 

LISPI I I 
Subtotal 


MA reside nts acid 5% Sales Tax 

TotalAmoum 


We welcome inquiries about volume dis
counts, dealer discounts, and educational 
discounts for univers ity-affiliated purchasers. 

1 D PleJSe send me more information. _JL_. _________ _ 

G 0 L H L L C 0 M p u T E R s 

163 Harvard Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 	 Inquiry 158 

Go1.DEN COMMON L1sP and GC L1 sr are trademarks ofGold Hill Computers. The S;m Marco L1sP Explorer is a trademark ofSan Marco Associates. 

LISP is copyrighted by Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc. The C OMMON ltsP Reference Manual is copyrighted by D igi tal Equipment 


Corporation. IBM PC, PC XT, PC AT, and PC-DOS are trademarks of Internatio nal Business Machines. 
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EGO:A 

HOMEBUILT CPU 


PART 1: THE SOFTWARE 
BY CLIFFORD KELLEY 

This homemade CPU 

sports a clever instruction set 


Editor's note: Part I of this two-part series covers the instruction set 
and software aspects of the EGO computer. Next month the author 
will examine the EGO computer's hardware. 

IT IS DIFFICULT TO JUSTIFY building a custom CPU (cen
tral processing unit). It won't cost less than an available 
microcomputer; it will take many hours to design. build. 
and debug; and. most important. no software will be avail
able for it. However. there are the advantages of being 
able to incorporate features not found on commercial pro
cessors. not to mention the education you would derive 
from undertaking such a project. 

For many years I toyed with the idea of building a CPU. 
I studied the subject briefly. but reality intruded and I soon 
forgot it. Then. a few years ago, I took some digital design 
courses that finally gave me the confidence to determine 
what my budget could take and to get on with it. 

First. I set about defining the requirements. There were 
only two: Make it simple and make it powerful enough 
to be useful. These are somewhat contradictory. but in 
the end I believe EGO fulfilled both. 

THE INSTRUCTION SET 
The most important part of designing a computer is devis
ing the instruction set. It is the major determinant of the 
system architecture. As I said. I wanted EGO to be simple 
yet useful. My definition of useful is the ability to do float
ing-point operations efficiently. Thus. defining the ALU 
(arithmetic logic unit) operations was my first step. I 
wanted the ALU to be able to load. shift. rotate. increment. 
decrement. add. and subtract at the very least. These. 
combi ned with some simple logic operations like AND. 

OR. and exclusive-OR. gave me a list of 14 instructions. 
The 74381 4-bit ALU seemed the perfect device. I could 
use it for the logic and arithmetic instructions. This left 
me with 16 basic instructions taking up 4 bits of instruc
tion space. 

Next came the instruction types. These determine how 
an instruction defines where the data used by the ALU 
comes from and where the results will be stored. In order 
to keep the instruction set simple. I decided to keep all 
EGO's registers general-purpose. Consequently. there are 
no restrictions on which registers can be used in what in
structions. and the only special-purpose register is register 
0. which is used as the program counter. Although I could 
have constructed an instruction set that loaded data direct
ly to and from memory locations (known on most pro
cessors as direct addressing). I felt this would slow down 
the computer and corner· me into including two or three 
memory-pointing registers (like the HL register pair on the 
8080 or the SJ and DI registers on the 8088/86) manipu
lated by a number of special instructions. The only rea
sonable solution was a large number of general-purpose 
registers that programmers could dedicate as their needs 
required . This also forced me to design EGO so that 
registers could be used for direct addressing (in which the 
register holds the actual data) as well as indirect address
ing (in which the register holds the address of the data). 

I decided that EGO would have four different instruc
(continuedJ 

Clifford Kelley has a B.S. in physics and mathematics from Marquette 
University. He currently works on missile simulation systems at 
Rockwell International. He can be contacted at 412 7Vi Maybank . 
Lakewood. CA 90712. 
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Inquiry 340 

IBM PC 256K 
$1309.95 

STAR SG 10 
$207.50 

PANASONIC 1091 
$221 .95 

APPLE 2E w/DRIVE 
$779.95 

"PRINTER SPECIALS" 
Brother HA15 XL 328 NEC 2050 593 Panasonic KXP 1093 411 
Brother HA 35 878 NEC 3550 931 Panasonic XKP 315 1 379 
Citizen MSP 10 266 NECBBSO 1317 Powertype 275 
Citizen MSP 15 406 NEC p3 or p2 558 Star SG10 208 
Corona La ser 2444 Okldata 192 329 Star SG15 336 
Daisywrlter 718 Okidata 193 510 Siar SD10 306 
Epson LXBO 210 Okldata 182 219 Star SD15 404 
Epson AX100 369 Oklmate 10 119 Star SR10 435 
Epson FXBO + 321 Olympal Compact 2 312 StarSR15 543 
Ep son JXBO 546 Olympal ro 250 Star SB10 671 
Epson FX 185 + 473 Panasonic KXP 1091 222 Sliver Reed Exp 550 364 
Epson LO 1500 910 Panasonic KXP 1090 161 Silver Reed Exp 500 208 
HP Laser Jet 2704 Panasonic KXP 1092 331 Sliver Reed Exp 770 650 
Juki 6100 345 Toshiba 1340 515 
Mannesman Spirit 100 187 Toshiba 351 984 

Items rerrect cash discount. For your protection we check lor stolen credi1 cards. 
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Photo I : EGO. the author's homemade CPU. sits atop a 
Tandy 2000 that is used for uploading and downloading 
programs. The switch in the upper left corner allows the author 
to run EGO in single-step mode. and the row of LEDs along 
the bottom can be used to read either EGO's data bus or the 
CPU's instruction register. 

tion types data. register. indirect operand. and indirect 
result. The data instruction type (often referred to on other 
processors as the "immediate" instruction type) is com
posed of two words; the first word holds the instruction. 
and the second is data. The operation is performed using 
the data word and the contents of a register. and the result 
is returned to the register. 

All other instruction types require only one word. In the 
register instruction type, the operands are the contents 
of two registers. and the result is stored in one of the 
registers. Indirect operand instructions use the contents 
of a register as one operand. use the contents of another 
register as a memory address where the other operand 
is stored. and leave the result in a register. Finally. the in
direct result instruction type functions like the indirect 
operand type. except that the result is returned to the 
memory address of the second operand. 

The last major decision was how long the instruction 
word and address lengths would be. Actually. it was an 
easy decision. To be useful. EGO had to be able to ad
dress a large amount of memory; to keep the registers 
truly general. the instruction length must be the same as 
the address length. For the address length. I felt the stan
dard 16 bits would be more than adequate. Since EGO 
would be addressing words. this would give me a total 
of 64K words. or l 28K bytes of memory-twice that avail
able on 8-bit microprocessors. The instruction length is 
also a multiple of 4. which wou ld make the circuits easier 
to build and allow 10 bits for register addressing. 1 felt 
that a two-address instruction set was a minimum for keep
ing the instructions general. I would have preferred a three
address instruction set but that would have left me with 
only enough bits in the instruction to address eight reg-

UNLOCK THE SECRETS 

OF MACHINE LANGUAGE. 

Our Visible Computer teaching systems do more than tell 
you about machine language, they show you - by turning 
your computer into an animated simulation of its micro
processor chip. You'll actually see the registers change as 
the processor executes instructions; you'll see how 
instructions are executed, not just the result. 

The extensive manual may just be the clearest tutorial on 
machine language ever written. You'll work "hands-on
keyboard," at your own pace, as you progress through 30 

demonstration programs stored on disk. 
Apple II version: $49.95. Commodore 64 version: $39.95 

NEW! The Visible Computer: 8088 (IBM PC): $69.95. At 
 Softwarehelter software dealers or direct from Software Masters, 
P.O. Box 3638, Bryan, TX 77805. (409) 822-9490. 

MC/Visa accepted. Mail orders enclose $3.00 shipping. Masters™ 


HARMONY VIDEO & COMPUTERS 
2357 CONEY ISLAND AVE .. BROOKLYN. NY 11223 


800·VIDE084 OR 800·441·1144 OR 718·627·1000 


IBM APPLE MON ITORS 
AT f;;nhanced 4218 2E w/Dlsk Drive 779 Amdok 300 Green 108 

AT Unenhanced 2912 Apple 2C 863 Amdek 300 Amber 109 

IBM Monitor 208 lmagewriter 468 310 Amber 129 

PC 256K 1309 Addi. Drives from 104 Color 300 149 

PC XT 1666 Orange Interlace 42 Color 500 280 

IBM Drive 146 Color 600 374
ATARI 

. AST SiK Pack 198 Color 700 395
130 XE 127 

Tallgrass 25 Meg 2396 Color 710 489
BOO XL 75 

Quad Board 219 Prlncton HX12 419
1027 Printer 164 

Keytronics 129 Prlncton Max 12 156
1050 Drive 146 

Handi 1 269 Texan 122A 135
Indus. Drive 203

Hercules Color 140 Texan 420 380
1025 Printer 141 

Hercules Monochrome 260 
 Koala Pad 29 

Mitsuba Monochrome 159 
 SANYOMODEMSParadise Graphics 250 
 555 D.S 702
Hayes 1200 361
Paradise Multi Display 182 
 MBC 775 1576
Hayes 12008 326
STB Graphics + 2 · 202 


Hayes 300 122 


Tecmar Captain 148 

Tecmar Graphics 427 


Hayes 2400 572 COMMO DORE 

Persyst Monocard 146 
 Micromodem 2E 127 Commodore 64 141 


Promet1;1las 12008 254 1541 Disk Drive 161
Bernouli Box 1623 

Promethlas 1200 289 1702 Monl!or 167
10 Meg Drive 436 


MPS 803 120 

Indus. Drive 213


Joystick 26 


Card co Interface 34
800-441-1144 

' 
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NOW! FULL SIZE, FULL FEATURE, LETTER QUALITY AT ONLY $353 


If you have been searching for a letter 
quality printer you have probably found 
the flood of claims and counterclaims to 
be a real roadblock in your search. Not 
long ago we were in the same position. 
We tried to determine which daisy wheel 
printer had all the features our 
customers wanted, yet would not set 
them back a month's salary. Recently 
several manufacturers have introduced 
machines that had features we were 
seaching for. After a thorough assess
ment, we eliminated one model after the 
other for lack of one feature or another 
unti l we only had one left. 
THE RESULTS ARE IN 

We found the printer which has all the 
features anyone could want. The winner 
is the Aprotek Daisy 1120, a real heavy
duty workhorse printing at 20 characters 
per second. The manufacturer is Olympic 
Co. Ltd., a highly respected Japanese firm. 
FEATURES GALORE 

This printer has it all . To start with, it 
has a front panel Pitch Selector button 
with indicators which allows 10, 12, 15 
characters per inch (CPI) or 
Proportional Spacing. There is a Select 
(Online) button (with indicator) and a 
Line Feed button. You can also set Top
of-Form or Form Feed with the touch of 
the TOF button. Other front panel in
dicators include Power and Alarm. 

To load a sheet of paper, simply place 
it in the feed slot and pull the paper bail 
lever. PRESTO! The paper feeds automati
cally to a 1 inch top margin and the car
riage aligns to the selected left margin. 
In this manner, each page can have iden· 
tical margins automatically. You can con
tinue to compute while the 
Daisy 1120 is 

printing. The built in 2K buffer frees up 
your computer while printing a page or 
two allowing you to go to your next job. 

To really put your printer to work, the 
Cut Sheet Feeder option is great for 
automatic printing of those long jobs. 
Also available is the adjustable Tractor 
Feed option. Compare our option prices! 
Best of all the Daisy 1120 is quiet only 
57 dB-A (compare with an average of 
62-65 dB-A for others). 
COMPLETE COMPATIBILITY 

The Daisy 1120 uses industry standard 
Diablo® compatible printwheels. Scores 
of typeface styles are available at most 
computer or stationary stores. You can 
pop in a 10, 12, 15 pitch or proportional 
printwheel and use paper as wide as 14". 
At 15 CPI you can print 165 
columns-great for spreadsheets. 

The Daisy 1120 uses the Diablo 
Hytype U® standard ribbon cartridges. 
Again universally available. 

Not only is the hardware completely 
compatible, the control codes recognized 
by the Daisy 1120 are Diablo 630 ® 
compatible (industry standard). You can 
take advantage of all the great features 
of word processing packages like 
Wordstar®, pfs: Write®, Microsoft 
Word® and most others which allow you 
to automatically use superscripts, 
subscripts, automatic underlining, bold
face (shadow printing) and doublestrike. 

The printer has a set of rear switches 
which allow the use of standard ASCII as 
well as foreign character printwheels. 
Page length can be set to 8, 11, 12, or 
15". The Daisy 1120 can also be switch· 
ed to add automatic line feed if required. 

THE BEST PART 
When shopping for a daisy wheel 

printer with all these features (if you 
could find one), you could expect to pay 
$600 or $700 dollars. The options would 
add much more. Not now! We have done 
our homework. We can now offer this 
printer for only $353. Order yours today! 
NO RISK OFFER 

Try the Daisy 1120 for 2 weeks. If you 
are not satisfied for ANY reason we will 
refund the full price-promptly. A full 
I-year parts and labor warranty is 
included. 
THE BOTTOM LINE 
Aprotek Daisy 1120 (0rder#ll20) $353 
w/standard Centronics parallel interface 
and 2K buffer. 
Options 
Auto Cut Sheet Feeder (#1110) $188 
Tractor Feed (#1112) $77 
Accessories 
8' Cable for IBM PC®and compatibles 
(#1103) $26 
Interface with cable: •Tl-99/4A (#106) $66 
• Apple II or lie (#1104) $76 
• All Commodore (except Pet) (#1105) $44 
•AU Atari (#1107) $66 
Shipping is Sil-UPS continental USA. If you are in 
a hurry, UPS Blue or Air Parcel Post (second day
air) is $25. Canada, Alaska, Mexico and Hawaii are 
$30 (air). Other foreign Is $60 (air). California 
residents add 6% tax. Prices are cash prices-VISA
and MIC add 3% to total. We ship promptly on 
money orders, cashier's checks. and charge cards. 
AD0w 14-day clearing for checks. No C.O.D.'s. Pay. 
ment in US dollars only. 
TO ORDER ONLY CALL TOLL FREE ··=::~::: ~~. (8-8 PST)
~i.'~d,p~ent to address below: 

JnfQrmat1011 & ~er: 
(8015) 987.4454 ~ ISn 
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...... . . .. 
41256 256K x 1 

120 ns $ 3.65 
6264 LP BK xB 

120 ns $ 5.50 

150 ns $ 2.75 150 ns $ 4.50 

120 ns $ 0.90 
6116P 

120 ns 
2Kx8 

$ 2.15 

4164 64Kx 1 150 ns $ 0.75 150 ns $ 1.95 

200 ns $ 0.75 200 ns $ 3.95 
5514 1Kx4... 300 ns $ 3.25 

27256 32Kx8 250 ns $ 7.25 -=··· 27 128 16K x8 250 ns $ 2.95 7201 $ 7.25 8253-5 $ 3.75 

27C64 8Kx8 200 ns $ 4.50 765A $ 7.25 8255A-5 $ 3.75 

200 ns $ 2.75 8085A $ 3.95 8748 $ 9.00 

2764 BKxB 250 ns $ 1.75 8088 $ 8.75 8749H D $12.00 

450 ns $ 1.75 8155 $ 3.25 8755A $16.75 

200 ns $ 2.95 8251A $ 3.50 
• Fo1 more pans no! 

2732A 4Kx8 
llsled he re. Pl ease ca l l 

250 ns $ I. BO •SPECIAL ITEMS 

2732 4Kx8 450 ns $ 2.85 8087-2 $105.00 

2532 4Kx8 450 ns $ 4.95 8087-3 $11 5.00 

2716 2K x8 450 ns $ 2.15 80287-3 $195.00 .. ...... : t'••• I 

•Made in Japan, high quality product with one year warrantee. 

SX-100 cps PRINTER $189.00 

SX-130 cps PRINTER (IBM Compatib le) $199.00 

SFK-201B KEYBOARD (IBM Compat ible ·Capac ity Type) $1 19.00 

l.C.EXPRESS 
15358 Valley Boulevard , City of Industry, CA 91746 

Phone: 818-369-2688 .<Mon  Fri· 8·5) 

ORDER TOLL FREE 
800-892-8889. 800-882-8181 

EXC EPT FROM CALIFORNIA CALIFORN IA RESIDENTS ONLY 

Ca ll for current prices & volumo discounts. Pri ces are subj ec t !O change. 
TEAMS: Minimum order $10.00. California res id ents mus! add 6.5% sales tax . 

Shipping & Handling: UPS Ground $3.00, UPS Ai r $5.00 (und er l !b.) 

ALL MERCHANDISE IS 100% GUARANTEED. 

11 MAX. IBM® AT s19951 1111
"1111" "1111::: I1: ;;;; ~ COMPATIBILITY !BS AT-7000 

11 Mother Board from 
512K- 1 Megabyte 

II 11 11111 llttul(ll AVAILABLE NOW! 
Made in USA 

AT/TURBO (6 MHz/ 8 MHz) System 30% Faster than IBM®PC·AT 

AT-7000/BASIC or ENHANCED Systems 

XT-2001 Complete System $1695 (Dealers at Quantity 2) 

PC-2001 Complete' System $995 (Dealers at Quantity 2) 

OEM BASIC: S:i:stem $5$5 (Minimum Order 10 Units) 

AT•?OOOl'lllrboll<T-2001/l!!C-2001 .Options and Componenta: . 

• BExpansion Slot Mothe.r Board (Ar.tiloll ls upgradable to 1 MB on board) • 38011.2 MB 
te1.C lilriva • 10/20/32 MB Harli Disk • FIOl1PY lilrlva and Hard Disk Controller(s) • Multi· 
Function CerrJ • Serial and Parallel Card • Dpe Bac~·Up • Mono/<::olor Monitors 

*DEAL E;4SE, PLEASE CALL FOR 
( DEALER NEAREST YOU 

EGO 


EGO Instruction Set 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 O bit number 

0 : O : Op Code : 1 .: Condition : S2 Word 1 

15 0 bit number 

Data Word 2 

The condition bits refer to the four condition flags that 
are stored after every ALU operation: 

Bit# Flag Set condition 

8 z ALU result is zero 
7 N ALU result is negative 
6 p ALU result is positive 
5 c ALU result overflows ( carry ) 

Operation 
Code Operation Mnemonic 

0 0 0 0 S2 =Data LD S2,#Data • • • • 
0 0 0 1 S2= Data + 1 INC S2,#Data • • • • 
0 0 1 0 S2=S2 - Data SUB S2,#Data • • • • 
0 0 1 1 S2=S2 - Data - cy SBC S2,#Data • • • • 
0 1 0 0 S2= Data - S2 NADS2.#Data • • • • 
0 1 0 1 S2 = Data - S2 - cy NCAS2,#Data • • • • 
0 1 1 0 S2=Data + S2 ADD S2,#Data • • • • 
0 1 1 1 S2 = Data + S2 + cy ADC S2,#Data .... 
1 0 0 0 S2 =Data xor S2 XOR S2,#Data • • • • 
1 0 0 1 S2 = Data left shift SL S2.#Data .. • • 
1 0 1 0 S2 = Data or S2 OR S2,#Data • • • • 
1 0 1 1 S2 = Data left rotate RL S2,#Data • • • • 
1 1 0 0 S2 = Data and S2 ANDS2.#Data .... 
1 1 0 1 S2=Data - 1 DEC S2,#Data • .. • 

1 1 0 S2 = Data right shift SR S2,#Data .... 
1 1 1 S2 = Data right rotate RR S2,#Data • • • • 

The • • • • is space for the condition mnemonic code. 

Figure I : Data instruction types. These are the two-word 
instructions ; all other instructions take only one word. 

isters-not enough registers to allow for both dedicated 
uses and scratch-pad space for floating-point operations. 
A two-address instruction set allowed 5 bits to address 
a register, for a total of 3 2 registers. which appeared to 
be more than enough to do the job. 

Inevitably, I had to make some compromises in the 
design of the instruction set. The data instruction type was 
necessary to load constants into registers. Since I made 
the program counter part of the general register set and 
was able to set aside 4 bits in the data type instruction 
word for condition testing. EGO could perform conditional 
jumps. This was in keeping with the general ALU struc
ture I had chosen, but some miscellaneous instructions. 

(continued) 

Inquiry 181 for End·Users. 
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VERSA 
LEDGER 

If h 1r \,t ft~ • • • • 

The VERSABUSINESS™Series 

Each VERSABUSINESS module can be purchased and used independently , 


or can be linked in any combination to form a complete, coordinated business system. 


VERSARECEIVABLES'" $99.95 
VERSARECEIVABLES '• is a complete menu-driven accounts receivable, invoicing, and 
monthly statement ·generating system. It keeps track of all information related to who 
owes you or your company money, and can provide automatic billing for past due ac
counts. VERSA RECEIVABLES'"' prints all necessary statements, invoices, and summary 
reports and can be linked with VERSA LEDGER II'" and VERSAINVENTORY'". 

VERSAPAYABLES'" $99.95 
VERSA PAYABLES'" is designed to keep track of current and aged payables, keeping you 
in touch with all in formation regarding how much money your company owes, and to 
whom. VE.RSAPAVABLES'• maintains a complete record on each vendor, prints checks, 
check registers, vouchers, transaction reports, aged payables reports , vendor reports, 
and more. Wi th VERSA PAYABLES"". you can even let your computer automatically select 
which vouchers are to be paid. 

VERSAPAYROLL'" $99.95 
VERSA PAYROLL'" is a powerful and sophist icated, but easy to use payroll system that 
keeps track of all government ·required payroll information . Complete employee records 
are maintained, and a ll necessary payroll calc ulat ions are performed au1omatically, with 
totals displayed on screen for operator approval. A payro ll can be run tota lly, automati· 
cally, or the operator can intervene to prevent a check from being printed , or to alter 
information on it. If desired, totals may be posted to the VERSALEDGER tr • system. 

V ERSAL EDGER II'" $149.95 
VERSA LEDGER II'" is a complete account ing system that grows as your business 
grows. V ERSA LEDGER II'" can be used as a simple personal checkbook register, 
expanded to a small business bookkeeping system or developed into a large 
corporate general ledger system without any additional software. 

• V ERSAl..EDGER 11'" gives you almost unlimited storage capacity 
(300 to 10,000 entries per month , depending on the system), 

• stores all c heck and general ledger information forever, 
• prints trac tor·feed checks, 
• 	 handles multiple checkbooks and general ledgers, 
• 	 prints 17 customized accounting reports including check registers, 

balance sheets, income statem ents, tr ansaction reports, account 
list ings, etc . 

VERSALEDGER Ir" comes with a professionally-written 160 page manual de· 
signed for fi rst ·time users. The VERSAl..EDGER II'" manual will help you beco.me 
quickly familiar w ith VERSA LEDGER Ir" , using complete sample data fi les 
supplied on diskette and more than 50 pages of sample printouts. 

VERSAINVENTORY'" $99.95 
VERSA INVENTORY'• is a complete inventory control system that gives you instant access 
to data on any item. VERSAINVENTORY"" keeps track of all information related to what 
items are in stock , out of stock, on backorder , etc., stores sales and pricing data, alerts 
you when an item fa lls below a preset reorder point, and allows you to enter and print 
invoices directly or to link with the VERSARECEtVABLES"" system. VERSA INVENTORY"" prints 
all needed inventory listings, reports of items below reorder point, invento ry value re
ports , pe riod and year-to·date sales reports , price lists, inventory checklists , etc. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! 

Every VERSA BUSINESS ' ~ module is guaran1ced to outperform all o lher competitive systems, 
and at a fracllon of their cost. If you a re not satisfied wi lh any VERSA BUSINESS"" module, you 
may reiurn it within 30 days for a refu nd. Manuals for any VERSA BUSINESS '~ module may be 
purchased for $25 each, crediied toward a late r purchase ol 1ha1 module. 

To Order: 
Write or call Toll-free (800) 43 1-2818 
(N. Y.S. reside nts call 914-425- 1535) 

• add $3 lor shipping in UPS areas • add $5 to CANADA °' MEXICO 
• add $11 for C.0.0 . or non-UPS areas • add proper postagP. else\·;he re 

~ Inquiry 161 -DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME ~ All prices and sp~c i f ica lions subject to change / Delivery subjec! to availabilily. 50 N. PASCACK ROAD, SPRING VALLEY, N.Y. 10977 
• TRS-80 is a trademark of the Radio Shack Division of Tandy Ccrp . . •APPLE is a tradema rk or Apple Corp.· •1BM 1s a lradema rk of IBM Corp.· • OSBORNE 1s a trademark of Osborne Corp. 

•CP/ M is a 1rademark of Digital Research · •XEROX is a lrademark of Xerox Corp. 



Inquiry 70 

COMPETITIVE EDGE 
P.O. Box 556- Plymouth, Ml 48170- 313-451-0665 

Compupro®, LOMAS, EARTH, TELETEK 

S-100 CIRCUIT BOARDS 
CompuPro 286 CPU '" $695. Lomas 286 BMHZ $821. Color Magic 32K $556. 
CompuPro SPU Z '" 8MHZ 550. Lomas BOBS 420. Lomas 10MHz8086 520. 
CompuPro 8085/88 '" 245. LomasOctaport'" BSerial 320. Lomas 4 serial 200. 
CompuPro Disk 1 A'" 347. Lomas LOP '" 72 206. LomasColorMagic '• 16K 476. 
CompuPro Disk 3 '" 417. Lomas 256K Dram 445. Lomas MSDOS '" 2.11 200. 
CompuPro Ram 22 •• 795. Lomas 512K Oram 562. CompuPro MDrive H®512K 417. 
CompuPro Ram 23 •• 240. Lomas Ram 67 •• 625. CompuPro 1103 8 port 347. 
CompuPro Ram23 128 415. Lomas Hazilall '" 244. Teletek SBC 16MHz128 699. 
CompuPro CPU z·· 189. Thunder 186 '" 895. Turbodos~ lorTelelek 650. 
CompuPro CCPIM®B16~ 250. Lomas CCP/M~as'" 280. Lomas 2 Megabyte 
System Support One •• 245. CompuPro 1/0 4 245. 

Ram-(2048K) just $1495. TeletekHDI 375. Teletek SBC 1 525. 
T eletek Systemaster& 557. Systemas ler II® 899. 

Earth Computer TURBO SLAVE I 8MHz 128K $395. 
Turbo Slave I runs with Teletek, North Star Horizon. Advanced Digital and Others under Turbodos h. 

SYSTEMS 
CompuPro B51B8.256K.CDOS, SS1,llO 4,2-96TPI DRS, 15 Slot $3095 
CompuPro 85f88,256K,CDOS. SS1 ,l/0 4,1-96TPl,20MB. 15 Slot $4295 
CompuPro 286. SPUZ. 40MB, SSI. II 3, CDOS. 15 Slot, 30 amp PIS $6995 
286, 1024K, 20MB, AuloCad 2 System - Ready to Run $8395 
Lomas 286.1024K,20MB HD,1-5",CDOS. 6 SERIAL. 2 Par, 15 Slot $4995 
Lomas Thunder 186, 256K, 20 MB HD, 1-5", COOS, 4 Slot $2895 
Teletek 8MHz Master, 4·8MHz 128K SLVS, 1-5", 20 MB HD, TDOS $4995 

UPGRADE YOUR IBM® PC 1 
" !! 

MONITORS GRAPHIC BOARDS HARO DRIVE KITS 

AmdoK310A S159 Ho1culos Monochromo S299 PC 1 OMB PC $695 

T1m:anCo101440 '"'' HorculosColorCord $159 PC21 MB PC $895 

Prmco1onColorHR· 12 $<59 TecmorGraphlcsMas1or S449 AT21MBAT $795 

P1mco1on Color SR· 12 $649 Po1odis0Graphlcs 5279 AT36MBAT $1295 

286ACCELERATOR STB Grophil! _ ll 5279 AT70MBAT 52295 

TurboAccel-286 S695 AT80MBAT 53295 

MULTI·FUNCTION BOARDS FLOPPY ORIVES Al119MBAT 53595 

AST6Pak64K $245 TEAC 1/2HTF0558 $ 11 9 

Ouadram Expanded Ouadboard OK $219 Mi1subishi96TPI $125 
Tecmar Cap loin 64K S199 5· OSOO Color Oiskottes '" ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE AND STOCK ON HAND 
CompuP10 Is a Registered Tradema1k or Vlasyn. CPU Z. Disk 1A, Disk 3. lntor tacor 3. lntorrocor 4 .. CPU 286. CPU 8085188. 
Syslem Supporl 1, MORIVE-H. Ram 22. Ram 23 aro trodomarks or 109is!orod trndomarks or Viasyn. CPIM 2.2. CCPIM. mo 
registorod tradomarks or Olg11a1 Rosea1ch Inc. MSOOS is o ro9isto1od lrndomark ot M1crosolt Sys1emnster & Systomastor n ore 
reg1storod tiadomarks or Tetotek Enterprises. Turbodos is rog1s!orod 1rndomark of Sollwaro 2000. IBM is a reg istered 1rndomnrk 
of International Business Machines. AutoCad 2 Is a 1ogis1e1ed trademark o1 AuloDesk, Inc. 

DEC SYSTEM Fii SILE 

LSI 11/23 


(OEMed by Ultimate Systems of NJ) 
(18 months old) 

256K memory 
2X processor 
66 MB hard disk (unformatted) 
Y2" 9 track 1600 bpi tape back up 
8 ports running, expandable to 12 

ports with current hardware 

7 Volker-Craig VC-4404 terminals, 

VT-52 compatible 


Pick operating system with com

plete purchase order entry system 


New cost was over $60,000. 

Make me an offer. 

Call Jeannette at 


(203) 871-6170 

EGO 

Condition Code 

Condition 
Bits Execution Condition Mnemonic 

0 0 0 0 Not carry I 
0 0 0 1 Carry c 
0 0 1 0 Greater than O p 

0 0 1 1 Greater than O or carry CP 
0 1 0 0 Less than 0 N 
0 1 0 1 Less than O or carry CN 
0 1 1 0 Not 0 PN 
0 1 1 1 Not O or carry CPN 
1 0 0 0 Equal to O z 
1 0 0 1 Equal to 0 or carry CZ 
1 0 1 0 Greater than or equal to O PZ 

0 1 1 Greater than or equal to O or carry CPZ 
1 0 0 Less than or equal to O ZN 
1 0 1 Less than or equal to O or carry CNZ 
1 1 0 Unconditional 'blank' 

1 1 Unconditional 'blank' 

Figure 2: Bit settings for condition-flag testing . If the condition 
is not met. then execution continues with the instruction following 
the data word. 

15 14 13 12 11 1 O 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 O bit number 

: O : 0 : 0 : 0 : O : O : 0 : Operation Code 

Operation Code Operation Mnemonic 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 No operation NOP 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Set carry flag SCF 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 Clear carry flag CCF 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Halt HLT 

Figure 3: EGO's miscellaneous instructions. 

such as set carry, clear carry, halt and no-operation. are 
also useful. Fortunately, there was 1 bit left to distinguish 
between data and miscellaneous instructions. 

Thus the instruction set is small but very general. Figures 
I through 5 summarize the instruction set. Bits I 5 and 14 
hold the instruction type. Bits 13 through IO determine 
the operation performed. The two-address instructions 
(figures 3, 4, and 5) allow one operand from SI (source 
I) and the other from S2 (source 2). It is assumed that 
the result will be sent to S2. When only one operand is 
required. SI is the operand and S2 is the location in which 
the result is stored . Except for the data instructions. the 
last 10 bits are divided into two groups: bits 9 through 
5 for SI and bits 4 through 0 for S2. 

The first and most complex of the instruction types is 
(continued) 
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DUAL GPIB-4BB INTERFACE 
BOARD 

A S t and- Alone. Independently Controlled 
Dual Channel IEEE-488 1/ 0 Processor. In
terface Activity Modes for Controller-in
C har·ge. Controller Assigned or Terminal 
BLJ S S lave, and all Interface Funccions are 
h andled transparent to Host System CPU 
t hro ugh an o n-board CPU and OMA con
troller . U s e r Friendly operation. 

A&T, P / N 52748-800-102 

RGB COLOR GRAPHICS BOARD 
Programmable resolution up to 512 x 5 12 
pixels with 4 local video planes and on-board 
graphic s processor. Color mapper allows 16 
c o lors from a palette of 4096. Light pen 
input. Plus more . 

12-BIT A-0-A CONVERTER 
BOARD 

B Channel A-0: 12 microsec. Conversion, 
50KHz Sample Rate. Programmable 
Gains. Offset and O iff./Single Modes. 
8 Channel 0-A: 2 microsec. Settling. 
Bipolar V or Unipolar I Output. Program
mable Reference levels. Dual-Ported Chan
n e I Refresh RAM . 16 / 8-Bit Cata 
Tranafera via 1/ 0 or Memory Mapped 

A&T, P / N 52748-900- 101 

BAR CODE PROCESSOR BOARD 
The B arTender is a stand-alone 1/ 0 Pro
cessor that rea ds and prints most common 
Bar Codes. Includes bi-directional reading, 
wand interface, clock/ calendar with battery. 
E xtensive documentation a nd software. 

PERIPHERAL SUPPORT 
BOARD 

T wo Serial SYNC/ASYNC Ports w ith 
RS-232, TTL or Current Loop Outputs, 
three 8 - Bit Parallel Ports, three Timers. 
R eal Time Clock/Calendar and Response 
Programmable Interrupt Controller. Small 
Proto Area w ith + 5 and ±12v. 

A&T, P / N 52748-150-101 

Industrial Quality with Plated-Thru holes for 
Wire-Wrap or Solder projects. Complete 
with + 5 , ± 12v Regulators, Bus Bar, Filter 
Capacitors, and Manual. 

P/N 52748-450 
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5%" DISKETIES 
M0·1 Sngl. Sided Db l. Density .$12.50 cellopak of ten 

lmln. qty . 1S pkgs.J 
$14.50 bo1 of ten 

MD·2 Dbl. Sided Obi. Density .. $17.50 cellopak of ten 
lmin. qty. 15 pkgs.1 
$19.50 bOI of ten. 

M0·2HO High Density .. .... $39.50 bo1 of ten 

MD·1 196 TP JI SS Quad. . . ...... $22.50 bOI Of ten 

M0·2 196 TP JI OS Quad .......... $28.50 bOI Of ten 


51/z' ' MICRO FLOPPY DISKS 
MF·1 SS Quad . . 

MF·2 OS Quad.. 

. $26.50 bOI of ten 

... $39.50 bOI Of ten 

8" DISKETIES 
....... $25.95 bOI of ten 

... $28 .95 bOI Of ten 

Announcing the First 

TERMS: 
Visa/Mastercard 


- C.O .D.- Prepaid. 

Allow 10 days fo r 


personal/ Company 

check to clear. Add 


53.00 Shipping. 

c.o o. add 52.00. 


Texas residents add 

5.125% sa les tax. 


IllviSA I 
Call for other 


Maxell Products 


OPTICAL DISC 

READ ONLY MEMORY 


FORUM 

October 23 -25, 1985 


Pentagon City Quality Inn 

Arlington, Virg inia 


Presentations Cover: 


• Applications 
• Market Potential/In vestment Opportunities 
• Computer Systems ' Enhancement Potential 
• Optical Disc-Read Only Memory Technology 
• Standards & Specifications 

Pre-conference tutorials are scheduled for October 22 . 

Exhibits of representati ve technology will be available to 
confe rence registrants in an adjacent ex hibit area. 

For further infonnalion conlacl: 

LEARNING TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE 
50 Culpeper St. . Dept. B 
Warrenlon. VA 22 186 (703) 347-0055 

EGO 


15 14 13 12 11 1 O 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 O 

: 0 : 1 : Op Code : S1 S2 

Operat ion Code 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 1 
0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 1 
0 1 1 0 
0 1 1 1 
1 0 0 0 

0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 


1 0 

1 1 


Operation 

S2 = S1 
S2 = S1 + 1 
S2=S2 - S1 
S2=S2 - S1 - cy 
S2 = S1 - S2 
S2 = S1 - S2 - cy 
S2 =S1 + S2 
S2 = S 1 + S2 + cy 
S2 = S1 xor S2 
S2 = S1 left shift 
S2=S1 or S2 
S2 = S1 left rotate 
S2 = S1 and S2 
S2 = S1 - 1 
S2 = S1 right shift 
S2 = S1 right rotate 

Figure 4: EGO's register instructions. 

15 14 13 12 11 1O 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 O 

: 1 : 0 : Op Code : S1 S2 

Operation Code 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 1 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 1 1 1 

0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 

0 1 1 

1 0 0 


0 1 

0 


1 1 

Operation 

S2=(S1) 
S2 = (S1) + 1 
S2 = S2 - (S1) 
S2 = S2 - (S1) - cy 
S2 = (S1) - S2 
S2 = (S1) - S2 - Cy 
S2=(S1) + S2 
S2 = (S1) + S2 + cy 
S2 = (S1) xor S2 
S2 = (S1) left shift 
S2 = (S1) or S2 
S2 = (S 1) left rotate 
S2 = (S1) and S2 
S2 = (S1) - 1 
S2 = (S1) right shift 
S2 = (S1) right rotate 

bit number 

Mnemonic 

LO S2,S1 
INC S2,S1 
SUB S2,S1 
SBC S2,S1 
NAOS2,S1 
NCAS2,S1 
AOOS2,S1 
AOCS2 ,S1 
XOR S2,S1 
SL S2 ,S1 
OR S2 ,S1 
RL S2 ,S1 
AN OS2,S1 
OECS2,S1 
SR S2,S1 
RR S2,S1 

bit number 

Mnemonic 

LO S2,(S 1) 
INC S2,(S1) 
SUB S2,(S1) 
SBC S2,(S1) 
NAOS2,(S1) 
NCAS2,(S1) 
AOOS2,(S1) 
AOCS2 ,(S1) 
XOR S2,(S1) 
SL S2,(S1) 
OR S2 ,(S1) 
RL S2,(S1) 
ANOS2 ,(S1) 
OECS2,(S1) 
SR S2 ,(S1) 
RR S2,(S1 ) 

Figure 5: EGO's indirect operand instructions. 

data (figure I) Since only one register is referenced. there 
is room in the instruction for condition testing. Four con
d ition flags are used to indicate the resu lt of the previous 
ALU operation : zero, negative. positive, and carry (over
flow). These can be tested in any combination. but you 
will notice that the "no flags" condition is used to test for 
"not carry" generated (see figure 2) . If the condi tion is 
not met. the data instruction is ignored and execution con

(wntinu ed) 
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''Make your slides 

one by one, 

save on film 


and have some fun/ 


"Correct mistakes, 

add newfacts, 


give a show 

the punch t't lacks. 


"Take CRT data 

off the screen, 


editfreely 

in between. 


''Mountyour slides 

fast and clean


project bright hues 

on the screen. 


''Meet tight deadlines, 

do a whole show, 

win new clients, 


hear 'bravo. ' 


"Waste no money, 

waste no time, 


get results that are 

sublime." 


"If you can't do without these cat-quick instant slide-makers another minute, 

contact your dealer in Kodak audiovisual products, listed in the Yellow Pages under 'AV Equipment and Supplies.' 


Or, phone 180044KODAK, Ext 293 (1800445-6325, Ext 293). 
Tell 'em Slide Cat sent you!" 

'Ilic system includes KODAK INSfAGRAPlllCCopy Stand, KODAK INSTAG RAl'lllC CRT Slide lmager and CRT Ad:i ptm. KODAK I N~1'AGRA l'lll C Color Slide Film, and KODAK JNSTAG RAPlllCSlide Mounter and MounLI. 

© Eastman Kodak Company, 1985 
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Enjoy full XT hardware 

and software compatibility at PC/ AT speeds 


with the BULLET-286 motherboard 

or get your money back: 


The Bullet-286 is a new motherboard for the 
IBM PC/XT built with Intel's 80286 cpu and 
packed with 640K on-board memory. Run your 
software up to 41/2 times faster. Recalculate a 
giant Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet 
2 1/z times faster. Norton 's 
speed test ranks it 25 % faster 
than the PC/AT! 

Preserve your investment 
in the XT and its software in 
less than 10 minutes with 
just a screwdriver. And relax 
during our one year replacement 
warranty. Extended warranty available at addi
tional cost. 

Don't be fooled by add-ons or other boards 
that promise blinding speed, compromise 
compatibility, take up a slot, and have a token 
guarantee. 

Remember, you can trust our mother. 

Stop toiling away on a sluggish machine. Pick 
up some speed. Order the Wave Mate Bullet-286 
today by calling Unisource Software Corp. at 617
491-1264. 

7 1 Bent Street 
Cambridge, MA 02 14 1 UNI 
(617) 491-1264 

· 1r any of your software doesn't run on the Bullet-286, we'll cheerfully refund 
your money within 30 days of purchase. The only condition: your softw.lrc had 
to work on the original XT board and sysrem, and nm use IBM 's ROM BASIC. 

Lotus 1-2-3 is a trademark of Lotus Corporation 
l3ullc1-286 is a trademark of Wave Mate Corporation 
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15 14 13 12 11 1 O 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 O bit number 

1 : 1 : Op Code S1 S2 

Operation Code Operation Mnen 

0 0 0 0 (S2)=S1 LO 
0 0 0 1 (S2)=S1 + 1 INC I 

0 0 1 0 (S2) = (S2) - S1 SUB (S2).S1 
0 0 1 1 (S2) = (S2) - S1 - cy SBC (S2),S1 

0 0 0 (S2) = S1 - (S2) NAD(S2) ,S1 

0 0 1 (S2) = S1 - (S2) - cy NCA(S2) ,S1 
0 1 0 (S2) = S1 + (S2) ADD(S2) ,S1 
0 1 1 1 (S2) = S1 + (S2) + cy ADC(S2),S1 

0 0 0 (S2) = S1 xor (S2) XOR (S2),S1 
0 0 1 (S2) = S1 left shift SL (S2) ,S1 
0 1 0 (S2) = S 1 or (S2) OR (S2) ,S1 
0 1 1 (S2) = S1 left rotate RL (S2) ,S1 
1 0 0 (S2) = S1 and (S2) AND(S2) ,S1 
1 0 1 (S2)=S1 - 1 DEC (S2) ,S 1 

0 (S2) = S 1 right shift SR (S2),S1 
(S2) = S1 right rotate RR (S2) ,S1 

Figure 6: EGO's indirect result instructions. 

tinues. Also. when the data instruction is ignored. the ALU 
is not used. so the condi tion flags rema in set at their 
previous va lues. This makes it easy to test and execute 
instructions for different conditions. 

The miscel laneous instruction set is a subset of the data 
type. The instruction code is the same as the data instruc
tions, except that bit 9 is zero. These instructions do not 
fit the general pattern of the rest of the instructions. The 
no operation. set carry fl ag. clear ca rry flag , and halt in
structions are defined in figure 3. 

The register, indirect operand. and indirect result instruc
tions require only one word. For register instruct ions. SI 
and S2 are direct operands. and the result is stored in 
register S2 . For indirect operand instructions. Sl operand 
is indirect. S2 is direct. and the resu lt is stored in register 
S2. For indirect result instructions. SI operand is direct. 
S2 is indirect. and the result is sent to S2 indirectl y. 

The 16 ALU operations are pretty standard. They include 
the load. incremen t. subtract. subtract with ca rry. negate 
and add. negate and add with ca rr y. add. add with carry. 
exclusive-OR. sh ift left. OR. rotate left. AND. decrement. 
shift right. and rotate ri ght instructions. Although they're 
ve ry basic. these instructions allow you to perform a 
number of powerful opera tions. especially when they're 
used with the program cou nter. 

The instruction set takes some getting used to. Since I 
made the program counter a general-purpose register. 
data instruct ions can be used as direct or relative jumps. 
For example. the instruction LD0,#8 loads the program 

(continued) 
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INTRODUCING THE ~=testern ~~- .. 
Newest Compatible in the Personal Computer 
Market!!! By the OEM Manufacturer of the Most EGO 
Advanced IBM PC Compatible - The "Western 
PC Turbo :· 

some outstanding Features $ • 
of the "Western AT': 2795

• 	 6MHz or Optional 8MHz CPU 
• 	 Up to lMB RAM on the Mother Board 
• 	 16MB in System Protected Virtu 


Address Mode. \"t
• 	 8 1/0 Expansion Slots ~~ 
• 	 On Board Batte ae ed Clock-Calendar 
•	 Socket for ;:;. Math Co-Processor 
• 20/40 

• 	 0 ional 4 Serial. 1 Game Port 
• 	 20-60MB Tape Streamer Back-Up 

- -lilllllliiilliiilmlili 

some outstanding Features 
of the "Western PC Turbo":™ $1495. 

• 	 Dual Clock Speed of 8MHz-4 . 77MHz Giving 

65% Faster Operation. 


• 	 Up to lMB RAM on the Mother Board . 

Optional RAM Disk Software to Address 

above640K. 


• 	 1 Serial, 1 Parallel Port on the Mother Board . 
•	 Optional Clock Calendar and 1 Serial Port , 1 


Parallel Port on Floppy Disk Controller. 

• 	 10, 20, 40MB Internal Winchester Disk Capability. 

IBM PC 1s ,1 regist ered Wtdcm.trk oi IBM Corp 
D1s1ribumrs. Dealers& OE}. t Welcome 

¥//estern ~omputer 
1361 Warner Ave .. Warner Corporate Park. Suite B 

T uslln. CA 92680 
(7 14) 544 - 4740 . 544-4743. 544-4746 

TELEX 75673 1 
AnswerBack. Western Comp 

Inquiry 389 for End-Users. 
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Listing I: EGO assembly-language code for direct and 
relative subroutine calls. Registers 30 and 31 had to be 
used to manage a software stack . The instruction DEC 
0.# I00 performs an unconditional jump to memory 
location I00. 

Direct Address Call and Return 

Program 

LO 30,0 Call subroutine program 
DEC 0,#100 • 100 ADD 30,#3 
Address of subroutine LO (31),30 
Rest of program DEC 31 ,31 

DEC 0,(30) --+ Subroutine 

turn program . 
INC 31 ,31 ...,__DEC 0,#111 
LD 0,(31) 

Relative Subroutine Call and Return 

Program 

LD 30,0 Call relative subroutine program 
DEC 0,#105 ., 105 ADD 30,#3 
Relative subroutine address LD (31) ,30 
Rest of program DEC 31,31 

ADD 30,(30) 

DEC 0,30 ----. Subroutine 


Return program 
111 INC 31 ,31.,__ DEC 0,#111 

LD 0,(31) 

counter with the value 8. which is actually an uncondi
tional jump to memory location 9 (since the program 
counter is automatically incremented at the end of every 
instruction) . I can use any register as an index register. The 
simplicity gained by my instruction set resulted in a few 
strange-looking instructions. I have not yet found a use 
for some of the data instructions. 

Since all of EGO's registers are general-purpose. it 
becomes the programmer's job to dedicate and keep track 
of any registers that may be needed for special purposes. 
Up to this point. I've dedicated only registers 30 and 31 
for handling a stack. One of the most important groups 
of instructions a computer can provide is routine call and 
return instructions. EGO's flexible structure allows this. 
although it requires some extra code that most micropro

(continued) 
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Listing 2: EGO assemb/tj-language code for the inter{ace 

21 LO 3,#8189 INST #.2 Load address into R3 
23 LO 3,(3) Load data into R3 
24 LO (4),3 Load data into (R4) 
25 LO 0,#8 Go to NOP loop 
27 LO 3,#8189 INST #3 Load address into R3 
29 DEC 0,(3) Go ·to (dat1:1) 
30 LO 0,#8 Go to NOP loop 
32 NOP 
33 LO 3,#8188 INST #4 Load address into R3 
35 LO 2,(4) Load (R4) into R2 
36 LO (3) ,2 Load 'R2 into interface 
37 LO 0,#8 Go to NOP loop 

Memory location 8188 holds a number between O and 4. 
This number vectors execution to routines at locations 9, 15, 
21, 27, or 33. The routine at location 9 executes NOP 
instructions. The routine at location 15 loads register 4 with 
the contents of register memory location 8189. The routine at 
location 21 stores the .contents of memory location 8189 at 
the address pointed to by register 4. Location 27's routine 
transfers control to the program whose start address is 
stored in memory location 8189. finally, location 33's routine 
moves the data at the memory location pointed to by 
register 4 into location 8188. By storing the proper 
information at locations 8188 and 8189, another processor 
connected to EGO's data bus can effectively move programs 
into EGO for execution and retrieve the results. 

cessors execute implicitly. Listing I shows the direct and 
indirect subroutine calls and the return routine. 

PROGRAMS AND BENCHMARKS 
Listings 2 and 3 are examples written in assembly lan
guage for EGO. Listing 2 is the source code for the inter
face program. It resides at the lowest part in memory so 
that on an interrupt, this program controls what occurs. 
The interface program allows a simple means of commu
nicating with EGO using memory-mapped 1/0 (input/out
put) . It recognizes five instructions: no operation. load ad
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Listing 3: EGO assembll,!-language code for an 8- DIJ 
8-bit multip/l:J. 

Memory 
Location Instruction Comments 
2048 . LO 5,4 Load first number into RS 
2049 LO 0,#8 Return to no-op loop in interface program 
2051 LO 6,#8 Load number of bits into R6 
2053 LO 8,#0 Clear result register RB 
2055 loop RR 5,5 Rotate rightmost pit into carry flag 
2056 ADD 0,#1 I Jump to shift on no carry 
2058 ADD 8,4 Add R4 to RS to generate the result 
2059 shift SL 4,4 Shift R4 one bit left 
2060 DEC 6,6 Decrement the bit count 
2061 SUB 0,#8 P If R6 is positive make another loop . 
2063 LO 3,#8188 Load address of interface into R3 
2065 LO (3),8 Send result to interface 
2066 LO 0,#8 Return to no-op loop in interface program 

dress data. send data to memory defined by the address 
data. go to the address data location and run a program. 
and send data from the address location to the interface 
program. 

Listing 3 is a simple 8- by 8-bit multiply program con
trolled by the interface program. 

To get an idea of EGO's speed. I wrote a machine-lan
guage version of the Sieve of Eratosthenes program. Al
though EGO doesn't have enough memory to run the en
tire 161<-byte limit for primes. I ran it to 2K and extrapo
lated. Based on those calculations, it would take EGO 
about 3.6 seconds to do IO iterations up to 16384. This 
is approximately one-half the time required for a Z80 to 
make the same calculation running at t~e same clock 
speed. With the 4-MHz clock and the average instruction 
taking between 6 and 9 clock periods. EGO can average 
about 0. 5 million instructions per second. 

Since I am interested in simulation and one of the pur
poses of EGO was to be useful. I wrote some integer and 
floating-point routines to start an operating system. The 
floating-point variables have a 32-bit signed mantissa and 
a 16-bit signed exponent. This provides about nine 
dedmal places. or accuracy with an exponent greater than 
9000. Benchmarks on these routines provided these 
results : 

Multiply 0.575 ms 
Divide 0.955 ms 
Add 0.115 ms 

It is interesting to note that while the hardware for EGO 
took only a few months to complete. the software has 
taken much longer. Presently. on the Tundy 2000 I have 
an assembler. an editor. a tiny FORTRAN-type language 
compiler. and a linker written in BASIC. 

Next month I'll discuss the design details of EGO's hard
ware. We'll take a tour of a machine cycle and see how 
the hardware supports the EGO instruction set• 

program. 

Memory 
Location Instruction 

0 LO 3,#8188 
2 LO 2,(3) 
3 AND 2,#255 
5 SL 2,2 
6 SL 1,2 
7 ADD 1,2 
8 ADD 0,1 
9 NOP 

10 NOP 
11 NOP 
12 NOP 
13 LO 0,#8 
15 ~D 3,#8189 
17 LO 4,(3) 
18 LO 0,#8 
20 NOP 

Comments 

Load interface address into R3 
Load instruction into R2 
Use only lower order byte of R2 
Multiply R2 by 2 
Multiply R2 by 4 
Add for multiply by 6 
Add to PC for mem location 
INST #0 NOP loop 

Go to start of NOP loop 
INST #1 Load address into R3 
Load data into R4 (address data) 
Go to NOP loop 
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ifand smaller. 

The new Okidata Microline 192 does everything the 

bigger, bulkier printers do. And more. But in a much 
smaller space. 

It's easier to operate, too. With push-button menu 
select programming, so you never have to touch a 
DIP switch to set fonts, line widths, underlines 
and such . 

It's compatible with your computer. Just plug it in 
and put it to work, without changing control codes. 
And, it's compatible with you. Long-life cartridge 
ribbons pop in and out without so much as smudging 
a finger. 

Super-quiet operation and super-fast bidirectional 
throughput make the new Microline 192 one handy 
printer to own. All this, plus our full one-year warranty 
(try to find that on most printers), makes it the only one 
you should own. 

The new Okidata 192 and the wide-column 193. 
Simply stated ... better. 

For more information, call toll free 1-800-0KIDATA. 

Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054 

We put business on paper. 
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STATISTICAL PACKAGES 

data-analysis software from: STATSQFT 

unbeatable power and flexibility 
for unbeatable prices! 

We developed and distribute 
complete, high-performance 
statistical packages 
for all computers: 

lldu•n,elll Ho r,.l'lfll•lllfll 6repllln 
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..,..., . , 1 ~~1~:: 11.111~00!~~~~~~: hmp111 
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..... 
"~ 

·~.: 1~ E..:..."-----------" 

1. STATISTICAL SUPPLEMENT FOR LOTUS 1-2-3™ (number one statistical add-on 
for LOTUS™ and Symphony™, also reads files from many other programs, can be used 
as a stand-alone statistical package, runs on IBM™ and all compatibles, 256k, 2dd, 
8087 support) .. .. .................................................... . $99 
2. STATFAST (the first stand-alone and still the most powerful statistical package $99 
developed for the Macintosh™ 128k or 512k, 1 dd) ..... . ..................... . 

~d~P~~~~~:. ~~~~~~I~~~ ~~~t'.s.t~c·a·l ·p·a·c·k·a·g·e· f·o·r·t~~.~~~l·e· I.I~~ ~~~~l:.~f. ~~~:.u.t~~s.' $99 
bP~~rMcc~~~~:e~~~ 1~d~o.~~~e.t~.~t~~i~~i~~I. :~~~~~~: ~~~~l~~l·e· ~~r. ~.a::~~~~~~~. ~1.1 $99 

All of these statistical packages are user friendly and super-easy to use. They include the full 
range of basic statistical analyses (descriptive statistics, t-tests, correlations, cross-tabulations, 
nonparametric statistics, and more) and advanced multivariate statistics (multiple regression, 
multifactor analysis of variance and covariance, and more) . All packages can handle data files of 
unlimited size, include flexible Data Editors, and can access data files from spreadsheets, data
bases, and mainframes. 

We are committed to the distribution and support of high quality statistical software. Because we purchase large 
quantities of specialized programs (after a thorough evaluation of each program) , we can pass on considerable 
savings. 

5. SPSS/PC: for IBM/PC, XT, AT, and compatibles (320k, hard disk) $695 
Regular Price: $795.00 OUR PRICE: ...................... ... . . ..... . .... . 

6. SYSTAT: 	 for IBM/PC, XT, AT, and compatibles (256K) ; most CP/M systems (with 64k, incl. Apple II 

~~;u~;/~lce: $495.00 OUR PRICE: . . .. ...... .... . .. .. . ..... . ............ $395 

7. 	GANOVA: Specialized designated general ANOVA/MANOVA program, up to 10 factors (between/ 

within/mixed), tor all IBMs and compatibles, most CP/M systems, Apple II $ SQ 
Regular Price: $100.00 OUR PRICE: . .. . . . . .. .... .. .. . . ........... . . . .... . 


If you are interested in statistical analysis on micro computers, call us! Our technical staff can advise you and 
recommend the best program tor your needs. 

All prices include shipping and handling. To place your order or 

talk to our technical staff for more information, call or write: 


STATSOFT 
2831 EAST 10TH STREET, SUITE 3, TULSA, OK 74104 

(918) 583-4149 
LOTUS 1-2-3. Symphony, IBM, Macintosh , Apple II , Kaypro, CP/ M, SPSS/ PC, SYSTAT, and GANOVA are registered trademarks of respective companies . 
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H·O·M·E·B·R·E·W·I·N·G 


THE OUARTE~MEG 

ATARI 800XL 


BY CLAUS BUCHHOLZ 

Upgrade your 8--bit microprocessor to 2 5 6K bytes 
and add a RAM disk 

IT'S GETTING HARDER to find a 
microcomputer with less than 64K 
bytes of RAM (random-access read/ 
write memory). A couple of years ago. 
the cost per bit of the 64K-bit RAM 
fell below its predecessor. the 161<-bit 
dynamic RAM. and the 64K-byte ad
dress space supplied by eight of the 
64K-bit chips is ideal for the most 
common 8-bit microprocessors. Now. 
however. the cost per bit of the 2 56K
bit dynamic RAM is the lowest. and 
it is already common in powerful 16
and 32-bit microcomputer systems. 

Since eight of these chips provide 
one-quarter of a megabyte and since 
they are so similarto their ancestors. 
it is tempting to upgrade an inexpen
sive 641<-byte micro to 2 56K bytes: 
Obviously, you can't fit 2 56K bytes of 
memory into the 641<-byte address 
space of a 6502 or 280 all at once. 
but you can break it up into manage
able chunks. called banks. and allow 
the processor to see one bank at a 
time. This method of interfacing RAM. 
called bank selection. requires some 
new hardware and software support. 

This article describes the upgrade 
and presents a RAM-disk controller 
for the Atari 800XL. However. you can 
apply the basic idea 'to any micro that 

uses 641<-bit RAMs-the Apple lie. the 
Commodore 64. the MSX machines. 
and others. 

THE ATARI 800XL 
The 800XL is a modern version of the 
popular Atari 800. !Editor's note: See Jon 
Edwards's "Atari 800XL' system review. 
March BYTE. pa9e 267 .J Introduced in 
1979. the 800 was the first machine 
to use VLSI (very-large-scale integra
tion) technology to bring advanced 
graphics and sound capabilities into 
the low-price market. It was also the 
first to include a full operating system 
in ROM (read-only memory) to sup
port the versatile hardware. RAM con
sisted of up to three 161<-byte 
modules. each constructed around 
eight J6K,bit dynamic RAM chips. 

In the 800. the 6502 processor 
shares the system with a program
mable video OMA (direct memory ac
cess) controller. which halts the 6502 
for one cycle of the 1.8-MHz clock 
when it needs to access a byte of 
screen memory. The 800XL incor
porates the same VLSI hardware with 
newer. higher-density RAM and ROM. 
One 161<-byte ROM holds the entire 
operating system. and another 8K
byte ROM contains the BASIC Ian

guage. The RAM consists of eight 
641<-bit dynamic RAM chips. Under 
BASIC. 40K bytes of RAM are usable. 
The ROMs. which occupy high mem
ory space. can be disabled to gain ac
cess to the remaining RAM. The new 
design is smaller. cheaper. Jess power
hungry. and more attractive. The Atari 
is unquestionably a very fine machine. 

THE DYNAMIC RAM 
The industry-standard dynamic RAM 
chip is itself an example of superb 
design. It is small. dense. adequately 
fast. and cheap. In the last decade. its 
memory capacity has doubled eight 
times without the chip outgrowing its 
16-pin IC (integrated circuit) package. 
Each chip inputs or outputs one bit 
at a time. so each bit has a unique 
address. 

For the 2 561<-bit chip. the address 
requires 18 bits. The chip has nine 
address inputs. each of which does 

(continued) 

Claus Buchholz (20 IC East Ed9ewood. 
Lansin9. Ml 48910) is a prowammer for 
Meridian Instruments. He has a B.S. in 
astrophysics and computer science from 
Michi9an State University. He uses an Atari 
800 with a homebrew 192 K-byte RAM and 
an ATR-8000. 
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double duty. During the first part of 
a memory access. half of the address 
bits are presented to the chip. This 
half is called the row address . Later in 
the access cycle. the chip receives the 
other half of the address. called the 
column address. The storage cells in the 
chip lie in a matrix. and the cell being 
addressed lies at the intersection of 
the row and column specified. To 
complete the access cycle. the chip 
reads or writes the selected bit. 

The 800XL uses 64K-bit RAM chips. 
which have eight address inputs for 
an 8-bit row address and an 8-bit col
umn address. This is fine for the 16-bit 
addresses the 6502 supplies. There 
are eight chips. and each contributes 
one bit to each byte of RAM. 

The 2 56K-bit RAM is practically 
identical to the 64K-bit RAM except 
that it has one extra pin. #I on the 
chip. to accommodate the two addi
tional address bits it needs. Pin #I on 
the 64K-bit chip has no function . The 
functions of all the other pins on both 
chips are identical. Therefore. our 
upgrade involves unplugging the eight 
64K-bit RAMs and placing eight 2 56K
bit chips in their place. We must also 
add some circuitry to provide two 
extra address bits for pin #I. 

The storage cells in dynamic RAM 
chips are actually microscopic capac
itors. storing an amount of electric 
charge that represents a 0 or I bit. 
Since q:1pacitors leak charge. they 
must be periodically recharged or re
freshed. The chip refreshes one or 
two entire rows when accessed. Every 
row must be accessed frequently to 
keep the stored data accurate. but 

normal operation of RAM can't 
guarantee that. The computer system 
must therefore provide special access 
cycles called refresh cycles. dummy read 
cycles in which refresh addresses are 
used as row addresses. 

The l 6K- and 64K-bit RAMs require 
7-bit refresh addresses. The computer 
must provide all 128 possible refresh 
addresses every few thousandths of 
a second to keep the RAM refreshed. 
In the Atari. the video controller. 
which provides refresh cycles in ad
dition to its screen-memory accesses. 
automatically provides 7 bits for the 
refresh address. The Atari. in fact. 
spends 8 percent of its time refresh 
ing RAM . 

One snag in designing the 2 56K
byte upgrade is that standard 2 56K
bit RAMs require an 8-bit refresh 
address. Older versions of the Atari 
video-controller chip provide only 7 
bits of refresh address; newer versions 
provide all 8 bits. Therefore. I have de
signed two versions of the upgrade's 
interface circuit. The more complex 
one must add another bit to the 
Atari's refresh address. (See table I 
for a list of components.) 

BANK SELECTION 
To fit 2 56K bytes into the 6502 's 64K
byte memory space. you must divide 
it into banks. The upgrade uses eight 
32K-byte banks. numbered 0 through 
7 and selected by setting 3 bits in the 
Atari 's memory-control register. Any 
one bank can appear in the lower half 
of the 6502's memory space. At 
power-up. bank #7 appears in the 
lower 32K bytes of RAM. bank #6 ap-

Table I : Tfie components you'II need to upgrade tfie Atari 800XL. 

Quantity Part Number Description 

8 41256 256K-bit dynamic RAM (200 ns or faster) 

33-ohm, 1/4-watt resistor 

(fol lowing part for circuit in figure 1 only) 
1 74LS153 Dual 4-to-1 multiplexer 

(following parts for circuit in figure 2 only) 
1 	 74LS151 8-to-1 multiplexer 


74LS393 Dual 4-bit counter 


74LSOO Quad NANO gate 


pears in the top 32K bytes. and the 
Atari acts as a normal 64K-byte 
machine. To access bytes in the other 
192 K. a program must select one of 
banks #0 through #5 . which would 
then appear in place of bank #7. After 
accessing the bytes. the program 
could then switch bank #7 back in . 
restoring the normal configuration . 

I used eight 3 2 K-byte banks instead 
of four 64K-byte banks for three 
reasons. If a program in RAM were to 
replace the entire 64K bytes of RAM 
with another bank. it would cause 
itself to disappear. crashing the sys
tem . Moreover. the top 32K bytes of 
the address space is already cluttered 
with hardware addresses and ROMs 
that can be switched in and out. Final
ly. the screen RAM is usually in the 
top 32K; switching it out would cause 
glitches to appear on the screen. 

Even with eight 3 2 K-byte banks. we 
must be cautious. The operating 
system keeps important data in the 
lower part of RAM. and it expects the 
data to be there. Worse. interrupts fre
quently invoke routines that keep data 
in low RAM. Programs must therefore 
follow a strict rule: Keep bank #7 
enabled as much as possible. If you 
select another bank. you must first 
disable all interrupts and not call the 
operating system until bank #7 is 
restored. One further consideration 
involves the 6502's stack. which is in 
low memory. The program should not 
use the stack when bank #7 is not 
selected. unless it takes great care to 
keep the stack valid. 

INTERFACING THE RAM 
Figure I is a schematic diagram of the 
interface circuit for the 2 56K-byte 
RAM. It must be assembled on a 
small circui t board and installed inside 
the computer because the computer's 
expansion slot doesn't carry the 
signals we need. The circuit consists 
of two chips and replaces one of the 
chips on the motherboard. It also re
quires four jumper wires to various 
points on the motherboard. 

The circuit plugs into the socket at 
position U27 on the motherboard. 
This gives it access to six important 

(continued) 
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Don't buy a 

disk/tape ~stem 


that can't grow

withyou. 


--::
sYSGEN 

Most popular disk/tape systems offer 20 Megabytes of hard 
disk, plus a 20-Megabyte tape back-up. 

That may seem ample now, but do you know whether, a year 
down the road , 20 Megabytes will give you enough storage? 

You don't. So it makes sense to get the only disk/tape system 
that gives you room for expansion later on. 

And that doesn 't cost you any more now. 
The new Sysgen XL comes with 20 Megabytes of fast, reliable 

hard disk storage , a built-in 60-Megabyte tape for fast, reliable 
back-up, plus room for an additional hard disk drive . 

What happens ifyou later need more hard disk storage? 
With the XL, you simply add a second 51!." disk drive . It fits 

inside the cabinet, and plugs right into the XL controller. 
You can add an additional 20 Megabytes , and back-up with 

a single pass of the 60-Megabyte tape. 
Or add up to 100, and back-up with two tapes . 
With the low cost of hard disk drives , expansion is much 

more economical than buying a whole new $3 ,000 system. Plus, 
you save desktop space by expanding inside the cabinet. 

The XL sells for $3 ,295, including cabling, host adaptor, 
and utility software. You get everything you need. 

(Watch out. Some companies charge extra for cabling and 
the host adaptor.) 

Installation? Just snap in the controller, plug in the system, 
install the system software , and you're running. 
Compare befereyou buy. 

You'll find the XL to be the outstanding disk/tape system for 
your PC, XT, AT™. or compatible today. And the only system 
that can expand for your needs for tomorrow. 
Trm.lcmarks: Sysgcn . XL- Sysgcn, Inc . ; AT- Inte rnationa l Business Machines. Inc . 

S'/jSGEN47853 Warm Springs Blvd .. 

I I I Fremont. CA . 94539 


I N C O R P 0 R A T E D (415)490-6770Tclex4990843 
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CopyWrite 

BACKS UP 
IBM PC 
SOFTWARE 
Hundreds of the most 
popular copy-protected 
programs are copied readily. 
CopyWrite needs no 
complicated parameters. 
It needs an IBM Personal 
Computer, or an XT or an AT, 
128k bytes of memory, and 
one diskette drive. 
CopyWrite will run faster 
with more memory or 
another drive. 

CopyWrite is revised 
monthly to keep up with the 
latest in copy-protection. 
You may get a new editi()n at 
any time for a $15 trade 
in fee. 

CopyWrite makes back up 
copies to protect you 
against accidental loss of 
your software. It is not for 
producing copies for sale or 
trade, or for any other use 
that deprives the author of 
payment for his work. 

To order CopyWrite, send a 
check for $50 U.S., or call us 
with your credit card. We will 
ship the software within 
a day. 

g 
Quaid Software Limited 
45 Charles Street East 

Third Floor 

Toronto. Ontario M4Y 152 


(416) 961·8243 

signals. including power and ground 
The chip that was at U27 becomes IC! 
in the circu it. As U27. this chip was 
one of the two responsible for select
ing which 8 of the 16 address bits 
were passed to the 64K-bit RAMs at 
one time. 

IC2 performs the bank selection by 
modifying one of the eight original 
address inputs to the RAMs and add
ing a ninth. The bank-selection cir
cuitry needs three jumpers from the 
motherboard to carry 3 bits from the 
Atari's memory-control register. A 
fourth jumper carries the ninth ad 
dress input to the RAMs. 

Figure 2 shows the four-chip inter
face circuit necessary for machines 
contain ing the older version of the 
video controller. IC3. an 8-bit binary 
counter that counts the refresh cycles. 
supplies the eighth bit of the refresh 
address for the 2 56K-bit chips. The 
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refresh signal it uses comes through 
a jumper wire from the motherboard. 
Parts of !Cl. IC2 . and IC4 perform the 
bank selection in this circuit. 

PERFORMING THE UPGRADE 
To disassemble the 800XL. remove 
the six screws on the underside and 
separate the top and bottom portions 
of the plastic case. Be careful of the 
flexible keyboard cable. Pull it straigh t 
up out of its socket on the mother
board. To detach the motherboard 
from the case bottom. remove three 
screws- one on the right side. one in 
the right rear corner. and one in the 
left rear. Gently pull the board free. 

Next. remove the small nuts and 
bolts around the metal shielding that 
encases the motherboard. On the left 
side of the exposed motherboard. 
locate the row· of eight 16-pin RAM 
chips. Just to their right is U27. Behind 

+sv 

Ii 7 

RAMs - PIN l 

IC23 -Pl N 14 

IC23 - PIN 15 

IC23-PIN lG 

MOTHERBOARD 
JUMPER 
CONNECTIONS 

Ask about ZeroDisk to run copy-protected 
software from a hard disk without floppies. 	 Figure I : The schematic diagram of the interface circuit for the 256K-byte 

RAM . Use this circuit if the part number on the video con troller is C02 I 697. 
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U27 is a 3-inch square area that fits 
inside the shielding. The circuit goes 
there because the shielding is highest 
toward the rear. 

Replace the 64K-bit RAMs with the 
2 56K-bit RAM chips. The new RAMs 
are very easily destroyed by static dis
charges. so extreme care is necessary 
in their handling. Lay aluminum foil on 
the work surface and keep the 
motherboard. RAM chips. tools. and 
your hands in contact with the foil at 
all times. This keeps everything at the 
same potential. decreasing the pos
sibility of damage. 

On the motherboard. locate the 
video controller. the 40-pin chip at 
U7 . If the part number stamped on it 
reads "C02 I 697 ... you can use the 
simpler circuit shown in figure I. If the 
number reads "COl2296." you must 
use the larger circuit. 

Assemble the appropriate circuit on 
a 2- by 3-inch circuit board (Radio 
Shack's #276-150 is ideal) Use very 
low-profile sockets or no sockets at all 
because the shielding severely limits 
the height. If you do not use sockets. 
be careful not to apply heat to the IC 
pins for too long. Keep the wiring on 
the chip side of the board to conserve 
space The wiring must be soldered 
because there is no room for wire
wrap posts. 

The board plugs into the socket at 
U27 via a 16-pin DIP header and short 
ribbon cable. Finally, install the 
jumper wires. Find a resistor marked 
R32 immediately behind the row of 
RAM chips and remove it. A trace 
from one of the holes runs to pin I 
of the RAMs. Solder the first jumper 
to that hole. The next three jumpers 
run to a parallel port that the Atari 
uses to control ROM switching. We 
need pins 14 through 16. which are 
normally unused and not connected 
to any traces. Locate U23 and care
fully pry the 40-pin chip from its 
socket. Bend up pins 14. 15. and 16 
so that they point straight out. Re
insert the chip Cut three adjacent pin 
positions from an IC socket and 
solder the three jumpers to them. Use 
this custom socket to connect the 
jumpers to the three protruding pins. 

(continued) 
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r--------~--------------,IMail to: Heath Company, Dept. 334-332 
1 Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 

I Please send me my FREE HEATHKIT CATALOG. 

II Address ________________ 

I 
I City State Zip ____ 

1 

1 

Heathkit products are, also displayed, sold and serviced at 64 Heathkit Electronic 
Centers nationwide. Consult telephone directory white pages for location. Operated I Wi; Veritechnology Electronics Corporation, a wholly·owned subsidiary of Zenith 

L~:.a~:.:~=t!.____~---------~~!!~ 
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Cover the connector Vfith electrical 
tape because the shielding is very low 
at this point. 

If you are using the circuit of figure 
2. you must install a fifth jumper. 
LDcate a trace on the motherboard 
from pin 8 of the video controller. U7. 
Find a hole along the trace and solder 
the jumper there. Finall y, insert a thin 

piece of stiff cardboard or plast ic 
under the small circui t board to avoid 
shorting the circu it. Refasten the 
shielding to the motherboard. If it 
doesn't fi t over the circu it. carefully 
pound a dent out of the shielding wi th 
a hammer. Reassemble the computer. 
If all has gone we ll . the computer 
shou ld power up normally and per

form exactl y as before. as long as the 
3 bits in the memory-control register 
are left alone. The computer is ready 
to try some software that makes use 
of the large RAM space. 

THE RAM·DISK SOFTWARE 
Bank-selectable RAM is useless with
out software to con trol it. The soft
ware must obey strict rules as out

A new name for us, even 
better values ou. 

We 've combined Silicon Valley Liquidators and Supply 
Line to increase our buying power - we pay less so you 
pay less. 

.Jl:tlllJS,. Diskettes 
One of the most respected names in the 
business, Janus disk is a SUPER VALUE!! 

• BOX SS/ DD 99¢/01sK DS/Do$109
/01sK 

(10 DISKS PER BOX) 

•BULK 

SS/ DD 69¢ EA OS/ DD 79¢ EA 
CALL FOR QUOTES ON LARGER VOLUMES. 

Probably the most well-known name Verbatim in diskettes. We offer an alternative in buying them 
Check out our OEM BULK packaging! Get the same top-quality , 

DYNAMITE PRICES critically certified diskette that you get in the store. 

• MD 525 SS/DD 89¢ M~10~7o~p~c~?D s1o9 

Sentl•ne1 With specs that exceed all others, Sentinel is a 
premium disk at a bargain price. 

(100/otpricing) EA • 	 EA 

• 	BOX - SS/ DD s1°9101sK DS/ DDS119101sK (100/otpricing) 

CALL FOR QUOTES ON 


• BULK - SS/ DD 79¢ EA OS/ DD 89¢ EA LARGER VOLUMES. 

• COLOR BULK - SS/ DD 95¢EA DS/ DDS1°9 EA 

" _ DISK STORAGE BOXES 
holds 100 disks - only s1295 
-ALS0

1 10-disk boxes - low as 99¢EA 
PRINTER RIBBONS - for all makes and models - CALL! 

PRINTWHEELS - Camwi// by FABER CASTELL - CALL! 

DISKETTE ENVELOPES - low as 5° ea . DISKETTE MAILERS - low as 32"ea. 


P.O.'s accepted from recognized corporations, institutions and educational 
accounts. Please call for specific information before placing your order. 

Order Today! • Lifetime Guarantee 
• 100 disk minimum order 
• Orders shipped within 24 hrs of placement 

TeleMedia • We accept A/ E, VISA & MasterCard 
1a.--=

800/437-0900 • 800/435-9700 in CA 
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lined above to work properly The 
software must also be tailored to fit 
the application. 

For example. you could store many 
graphics screens in the RAM and use 
page flipping to display them in quick 
succession for an imation. Alternative
ly, the RAM could act as a print 
spooler. A word processor could prin t 
an entire document quickly into the 
RAM and go on to other jobs whi le 
the RAM emptied its contents slowly 
to a printer. 

A more universal application is the 
RAM disk. a RAM-based disk-drive 
si mulator. To DOS (disk operating 
system) and to the user's programs. 
the RAM disk appears to be just 
another disk drive. except that it is 
very fast. Application programs could 
then use standard DOS commands to 
access the large RAM space. The 
192 K bytes of avai lable RAM hold 
more data than two Atari 810 drives 
or one double-densi ty drive. I have 
written an assembly-language pro
gram th at ·modifies the Atari's 
operating system to treat the RAM as 
either a single-density or double 
density disk drive. The program is 
ava il ab le for download in g as 
ATAR IRAM.ASM on BYTEnet Listings. 
(617) 86 1-9774. It works with Atari 
DOS 2.0. OS/A+ (versions through 
2 xx) and compatible DOSes. Assem
ble the source code with any assem
bler that accepts the syntax of the 
Atari Assembler/Editor. Assembly 
produces an object file that performs 
several tasks as it loads. First. it copies 
the operating system from ROM into 
the underlying RAM . Next. the RAM
disk routines load into the RAM
based opera ting system. overwriting 
the international character set. a little
used feature of the 800XL. Finally. it 

(continued! 



MULTIBUS • MICROVAX II • VAX 
Computer products are constantly being 
changed by Technological improvements. 
With Chrislin memory you can be assured 
that you are receiving state of the art 
technology. Features like Error Detection 5 
and Correction (EDC), fast access, lower 
pricing, 24 hour repair are just a few of the YEAR 
many attributes in Chrislin memory. Over a WARRANTY 
decade of leadership and experience make 
Chrislin a prime source for your procure

COMPATIBILITY MAXIMUM CAPACITIES SPECIAL FEATURES 

LSl-11 , MICROVAX I 4MB &2M B BLOC K MODE/EDC 

MICROVAX II 4 MB PARITY 

VAX 730 1MB ECC 

VAX 750 1MB ECC 

ANY MULTI BUS 2MB EDC 

MULTI BUS is a trademark ol Intel Corporation. 
ments. Call today for more information. MICROVAX, VAX, LSl-11 are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 

ALSO TRY OUR QBUS COMPATIBLE COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND SUBSYSTEMS ... 

Chrislin Industries 

P.O. Box FF 31352 Via Colinas 
Canovanas, PR 00629 Su ite101 
Telex 345 41 70 (CHRISLIN PD) Westlake Village, CA 91362 
(809) 876-6160 (818) 991-2254 

1-800-468-0736 (est) 


AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS: Mississauga, Canada-Transduction Ltd (416) 625-1907; 

France-SNGA/Auctel (1 )736.87.00, Peru-General Trading Coriaoration (51 )-14-222506; 


W. Germany-Dema Computertechni k (089) 272 32 40 
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patches the operating system to install tions: the drive number and the den
the RAM-disk program and calls sity. The RAM disk can act as any 
DOS's initialization routine to Jet DOS drive numbered I to 8. If you have 
recognize the new drive. one real drive. you might want the 

The source code provides two op- RAM disk to be drive number 2. 
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Figure 2: Use this circuit if the video controller part number reads CO l 2296 . 
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Remember that your DOS must be set 
up to look for the drive number 
chosen . See the DOS manual for in
structions concerning drive numbers. 

Like the Atari 810 disk drive. a 
single-density RAM disk has 720 sec
tors of 12 8 bytes each. for a total of 
90K bytes. Like all double-density disk 
drives for the Atari. a double-density 
RAM disk has 720 sectors of 256 
bytes. for a total capacity of I 80K 
bytes. Atari DOS checks each drive in 
a system for its density and compen
sates. All DOS functions except 
duplicate disk operate with double
density drives. You obviously cannot 
duplicate a double-density disk to a 
single-density disk and vice versa . 

Boot in the RAM-disk object file 
after DOS by renaming the object file 
AUTORUN.SYS. Once the file has 
loaded. you must format the RAM 
disk before use. You can do this 
manually from DOS. use the BASIC 
XIO command. us.e a cal l to CIO in 
machine code. or rely on an applica
tion program. 

RESET and warm starts won't harm 
the contents of the RAM disk. If you 
reboot without powering down 
(through a POKE 580.1 and RESET. or 
by jumping to $E4 77 in machine 
code). you must reload the RAM-disk 
program to access the data. which wi ll 
remain unharmed in the RAM disk. 
The RAM-disk program. therefore. 
does not automatically format the 
RAM disk upon loading. 

The major disadvantage of the 
RAM-disk approach is that all data is 
lost when the computer is turned off. 
You should therefore be sure to save 
important data to a real disk before 
ending. However. the speed. conve
nience. and versati li ty of the RAM 
disk outweigh its drawbacks. 

USES 
Assembly-language programmers. 
after studying the RAM-disk source 
code and heeding the rules above. 
can devise many practical uses for a 
quarter-megabyte of RAM . The large 
RAM space. joined with the Atari 's 
versatile hardware and low price. pro
vides a performance/price ratio that 
is unbeatable in today's market • 



.. Compare the . 
Hercules· Color Card 


to IBM's. 

Five reasons why the Hercules Color Card is better. 

IBM Color Adapter $244 Hercules Color Card $245 

1. Compatibility Runs hundreds of graphics Runs the same hundreds of 
programs. graphics programs. "The 

Hercules Color Card is so nearly 
identical to the IBM Color I 
Graphics Card that it's almost 
uncanny." PC Mag. 

2. Printer port. None. Standard. Our parallel port 
allows you to hook up to any IBM 
compatible printer. 

3. Size. 13.25 inches. Limited to long 5.25 inches. Fits in a long or short 
slots. slot in a PC, XT, AT or Por table. 

4. Flexibility. Can't always work with a Always works with a Hercules 
Hercules Graphics Card. 	 Graphics Card by means of a 

software switch. 

5. Warranty. 90 days. 	 Two years. 

Any one of these five features is enough reason to buy a Hercules Color Card. But 
perhaps the most convincing reason of all is just how easy the Hercules Color Card is to 
use: "Right out of the box, the Hercules Color Card goes into an empty expansion slot, 
ready for you to plug in ... and go to work-no jumpers, no software. For most 
applications, it's just that easy." PC Magazine. 

Call 1-800-532-0600 Ext. 421 for the name of the Hercules dealer nearest you and 
we'll rush you our free info kit. Hercules. 

We're strong on graphics. 
Inquiry 168 

Address: Hercules, 2550 Ninth St, Berkeley, CA 94710 Ph: 415 540-6000 Telex : 754063 Trademarks/Owners: Hercules/Hercules Computer Technology; IBM/ IBM. 
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A PARALLEL;ro~ 

SERIAL PRINTER 

PORT ADAPTER 


BY HOWARD AUSTERLITZ 

Build this $3 5 adapter 

and use your parallel port for serial devices 


MOST PERSONAL COMPUTERS have 
at least one parallel (Centronics) 
printer port. But if your printer has a 
serial (RS-232C) interface, that parallel 
port is usually wasted. The adapter 
described here can be built for 
around $3 5 and will convert the out
put of your computer's parallel port 
to serial form for driving a printer. 
plotter. or any read-only device. 

The only limitation of this device is 
that it must use hardware as opposed 
to software (XON/XOFF) handshaking. 
However. software handshaking 
detection can be added. While the cir
cuit shown in figure I was designed 
to work with the IBM Personal Com
puter and compatibles. it will also 
work with most other personal com
puters that have a Centronics-com
patible printer port. Best of all. it re
quires no extra software. It looks just 
like a parallel printer to your 
computer. 

CIRCUIT OPERATION 
The heart of the adapter is !Cl. a 
UART (universal asynchronous re
ceiver/transmitter) that converts the 8 
parallel bits coming from the PC to a 

- Inquiry 240 

serial bit stream driving the printer. 
The serial data rate out of the UART 
is determined by IC2 . the clock 
generator. which is a 5 5 5 oscillator set 
at 16 times the desired data-transmis
sion rate. Transmitter IC4 converts the 
UART's TTL (transistor-transistor logic) 
output to RS-2 32C levels. 

1\vo control lines from the PC's 
parallel port are used-STROBE (out
put) and BUSY (input) . At power-on. 
ICI and IC5 are reset by R4. C3. and 
IC3c. initializing the BUSY line to low. 
After the PC has put valid data on the 
parallel port (output lines 00-07). it 
sends a (low) pulse to STROBE. This 
pulse loads the parallel data into IC! 
and begins the serial data transmis
sion by activating its DS (data strobe) 
line. It also sets the flip-flop IC5. keep
ing the PC's BUSY line active (high) . 
The PC will not send another charac
ter until its BUSY line goes low again . 
When IC! has finished the serial trans
mission. its EOC (end of character) 
line outputs a high pulse that resets 
IC5 and returns the PC's BUSY line 
low. Now another STROBE pulse from 
the PC can begin the next character
transmission cycle. Switch SI allows a 

manual reset at any time to turn off 
BUSY. 

Some serial printers have a hard· 
ware handshaking (output) line on 
their RS-232C interface to tell the 
computer if it is ready. busy. or has 
an error condition. This line. desig
nated READY/ERROR. is converted 
to TTL levels by the RS-232C receiver. 
IC6. and then applied as one input to 
OR gate IC7b along with the output 
of IC5 to drive the PC's BUSY input. 
This enables the printer to suspend 
the PC's output when needed. If your 
printer or plotter doesn't have a 
READY/ERROR line. you can leave out 
IC6 and IC7b (connect IC5 pin 5 
directly to CONNI pin 11). 

The adapter requires three power
supply voltages: + 5 volts at 150 milli
amps for most of the chips. and ± 5 V 
to ± 15 Vat 20 mA for the RS-232C 

(continued) 

Howard Austerlitz is an instructor in the 
Department of Materials Science and 
Engineering at State University of New York 
at Stony Brook (Stony Brook. NY 11794) 
and a researcher interested in ultrasonics. 
signal analysis. and multiprocessor computer 
systems. 
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PRINTER PORT ADAPTER 

To set the data rate, 
connect a frequency 
counter or oscilloscope 
to the output of IC2 

and ad;ust the 
trimmer potentiometer 
to obtain 16 times the 
desired data rate. 

transmitter. IC4. You can either use 
commercial power supplies or build 
the one shown in figure 2. This unit 
uses an inexpensive. unregulated wall 
transformer power supply. nominally 
+9 Vat 2 50 mA which is filtered for 
IC4 's +9 V source and regulated by 
IC8 for the + 5 V source. This + 9 V 
also powers IC9. a negative voltage 

converter. which produces the 
(nominal) -9 V for IC4. R6 and zener 
diode DI protect the input to IC9. 

. which is rated at JO V maximum. 

CONSTRUCTION 
Figure 3 lists the parts necessary to 
build this parallel-to-serial adapter. 
and photo I shows a top view of the 
assembled adapter board. The con
struction method you use can be wire
wrap and/or point-to-point soldering. 
Use sockets for all !Cs (except IC8. the 
+ 5 V regulator) . You can wire the 
parallel-port connector (CONN I) to a 
DIP header via ribbon cable. but try 
to keep this cable as short as possible. 

SETUP 
After wiring the adapter. test the 
power supply before you plug in any 
!Cs. If +9 Vis not present. neither will 
+ 5 V or -9 V be (if you use the sup
ply from figure 2) . LEDi ("Power") 
should light. Check for proper supply 
voltages at the IC sockets. Now turn 
off the power and plug in the !Cs. but 
do not connect the PC or printer yet. 

(continued) 

Photo I : A top view of the parallel-to-serial printer port adapter. Notice the power 
toggle switch. reset button. and BUSY LED indicator on the left side of the case and 
the parallel cable and serial cable extending out the right. · 
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PRINTER PORT ADAPTER 
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Figure I : A schematic for the parallel-to-serial adapter. The (CONNI) to a serial bit stream output at serial port CONN2 

UART (IC I ) converts the 8 bits coming in at the parallel port that can drive a read-only device with an RS-2 3 2 C interface. 
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Figure 2: The power-supply adapter for the parallel-to-serial converter of figure I . 
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PRINTER PORT ADAPTER 


First. the data rate has to be set. 
Connect a frequency counter or oscil
loscope to the output of IC2 (pin 3) . 
Adjust trimmer potentiometer R3 
("Baud Adj:') to obtain 16 times the 
desired data rate. For example. if you 
need 300 bits per second for your 
serial printer. adjust R3 for 4800 Hz 
(300 x I6). If you're running faster than 
about 2400 bps. you 'll have to 
decrease the value of C2 to get the 
required frequency. 

Next. wire in the RS-232C connec
tor (CONN2) . Check the user's manual 
on your printer for information on wir
ing its serial interface. You may have 
to jumper DTR (data terminal ready) 
to DSR (data set ready) on the 
printer's connector to enable it. 

Finally. wire in the parallel port con
nector. The pin numbers given in 
figure I are strictly for an IBM PC that 
uses a DB-2 5 connector instead of the 
standard Centronics one. Note that 

PARTS LIST 

Resistors (V4-W, 10 percent) 

R1 ,R5 510 ohm·s 
R2 2000 ohms 
R3 50,000 ohms trimmer potentiometer- 10 turn 
R4 470,000 ohms 
R6 56 ohms 

Capacitors 

C1 0.01 µF, 50-V disc 
C2 0.001 µF, 50-V metal film 
C3 1 µF, 50-V electrolytic 
C4,C8 100 µF, 35-V electrolytic 
CS 0.1 µF, 50-V disc 
C6,C? 10 µF, 35-V electrolytic 

Semiconductors 

01 9.6-V, 1-W Zener diode 
02 1N4148, genera.I-purpose diode 
IC1 AY3-10150, UART 
IC2 LM555, timer 
IC3 74LSOO, quad NANO gate 
IC4 MC1488, quad RS-232C transmitter 
ICS 74LS74, dual D flip-flop 
IC6 MC1489, quad RS-232C receiver 
IC? 74LS32, quad OR gate 
IC8 7805, +5-V regulator 
IC9 ICL7660, negative voltage converter 
LED1 Green light-emitting diode 
LED2 Red light-emitting diode 

Connectors and Switches 

CONN1 DB-2SP connector (for PC parallel port) 
CONN2 DB-25 connector for printer (S or P depends on printer) 
CONN3 Mating connector for PS1 
S1 SPST momentary push-button switch 
S2 SPOT mini toggle switch 

Hardware and Miscellaneous 

PS1 Wall-transformer power supply,' 9 V DC at 250 mA (minimum) 
Perfboard, wire-wrap IC sockets, wire, ribbon cable, case, mounting hardware 

Figure 3: A parts list for the parallel-to-serial converter of figure I and the 
power-supply adapter of figure 2. 
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One possible 

enhancement for this 

adapter is to couple it to 
a serial--to--parallel 
converter. 


+PEND (pin 12) is grounded to en
sure that the PC doesn't think the 
printer is out of paper. 

Normally. when the adapter is first 
turned on. LED2 (BUSY) should not 
light if the parallel port is inactive. 
Regardless. pressing switch S2 (Reset) 
will turn it off. When the printer port 
is being used. LED2 will be flashing 
on and off. Remember that it only 
gives an indication that the UART (!Cl) 
is busy. not necessarily the printer (if 
the READY/ERROR line is used). 

OTHER NOTES 
Some personal computers have 
parallel ports that use a second input 
control line (besides BUSY). the ACK 
line. If required. a low pulse must be 
present on this line before the PC will 
send the next character (even if BUSY 
has been reset) . Most PCs do not use 
ACK since BUSY provides all the 
required handshaking. However. if 
you need to use ACK. try adding a 
one-shot multivibrator (i.e.. a 74LSl23) 
triggered by the 0 output of IC5 . Set 
it to produce a I-microsecond nega
tive pulse on the ACK line. 

If you need to support software 
(XON/XOFF) handshaking for a serial 
device. you can use the receiver half 
of the UART (IC!) to detect the hand
shake characters from the printer. The 
UART's DAV (data available) line can 
be used to toggle a flip-flop. whose 
output goes into an OR gate along 
with the BUSY line. 

One possible enhancement for this 
adapter is to couple it to a serial-to
parallel converter. This will produce a 
parallel port extender for long hauls. 
Use your imagination and see what 
else you can come up with. • 
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$315 
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Call for price, support, 

service...it's that simple 


PC 
PROGRAMMERS 

CORNER 
Boriand 

Turbo Pascal • •.. $ 37 

0om1M118~ 
Vedl,, .• .... ..•... $-130 

Vellflt+ . . .. . ..... 179 

Digital Besearch 

Please oatt for prices 
and available prod1:1cts. 
Emerging Technology 
Ellflx (editor) .... •$139 

Heritage 

Srnalttkey II + ... .$ 75 

Morg11n eomputlng. 

Prof Basic . . ....•$ 79 

Tf.ace·BB .. . . . .. . . .99 

Pe.tar Nor.ton 
Nartan Utll 3.0 . ... $ 59 

Supersoft 

Fortran .... . ... .$209 


IBM/PC
SOFTWARE 

Anderson Bell 
Abstat ..... . . .. .. $289 
Ashton-Tate 
dBase II ...........Call 
dBaselll(v. 1.1) ..... Call 
Framework (v. 1.1) .. Call 
Friday ..... . ...... Call 
Borland 

Sidekick . ......... $ 37 

Turbo Pascal V 3 ... .. 45 


w/8087 ............ 75 

Super Key .......... 55 

Central Point 

Copy II PC ....... .$ 34 

Connecticut Software 

Printer Boss v. 5 ... $ 99 

Consumer Software, Inc. 

Spread Sheet Audit .$109 

Dow Jones 

Market Manager + .$169 

Enertronics 

Energraphics ..... .$219 

w/Plotter Option . ... 279 

Fox & Geller 

Quickcode (Ill or II) . . 159 

Quick Report ....... 159 

dUtil (Ill orll) ........ 58 

Quickcode ......... 159 

Qu ickreport . .... . . . 159 

Harvard Software 

Total Project Mgr. .. $279 

Lifetree 

Volkswriter Deluxe .$155 

Volkswriter Scientific .299 


MOBS 
Knowledge Man ... $275 

Micropro 

Words tar ProPak . . .$255 

Words tar 2000 ... . .. 255 

Wordstar 2000 + . . .. 295 

Mlcrorim 

A-base 4000 ....... $265 

A-base Clout (V 2.0) .. 159 

A-Writer . .... . ...... 95 

Prog Interface .. . .. . 259 

A-base 5000 . . ..... . 429 

Microsoft 

Flight Simulator ... $ 39 

Word 1.15 .. . .... ... 229 

MuMath/MuSimp ... 179 

Microstuf 
Crosstalk . . . ...... $ 99 

Open Systems 

Acct 'g Programs ea. $379 

Rosesoft 
ProKey V 4.0 ... . .. $ 89 

Samma Corp. 

Samma Word Ill .... $.":29 

Samma + .... .. . .. 449 

Sensible Designs 

d Programmer ..... $199 


APPLE 

SOFTWARE 


Alpha Software 
Appl e-IBM 
Connection ...... $169 


Dow Jones 

Market Analyzer ... $229 

Market Manager .. . . 189 

Spreadsheet Link ... 179 


Plus many more. 
PLEASE CA LL! 

CP/M
SOFTWARE 

All pri ces below are for 
8" standard. 
Ashton-Tate 
dBase II ........... Call 
Digital Research 
Please ca ll for prices 

and available products. 

lnfocom 
All Games .. . . . . .. . Call 
Micro Pro 
Pro-Pak ... . . . .. . .$359 
Microstu! 
Crosstalk ......... $ 99 

Northwest Analytical 

statpak ....... . .. .$365 

Supersoft 

Disk Doctor .. .. .. .$ 74 


APPLE 
BOARDS 

ALS 

CP/M Card . . ... ... $269 

Smarterm II .. ... ... 119 

Z-Engine ........... 139 

ccs 
7711 AsynchSerial .$119 
Mlcrotek .. . . . ... .. Call 
Orange Micro · 
Grappler + ... ..... $119 
Prometheus 
Versacard ........ $159 

IBM/PC

BOARDS 


AST Research 
Si x Pak + ........ $265 
Orchid Technology .Call 
Quadram 
Quadboard 384K 

w/64K ....... .. .. $226 
Other Products ..... Call 
Tecmar ....... .. . .Call 

MODEMS 
Hayes 

Smartmodem 300 .. $159 

Smartmodem 1200 .. 399 

Smartmodem 1200B . .369 

Smartmodem 2400 .. Cal I 

US Robotics 

S-100 Modem ...... $349 

Password M or F .... 325 


MONITORS 
Amdek 
300A Amber ....... $149 
310A .............Call 
PGS 

HX12 RGB Cir .. ... $479 

MAX1 2 .. .. ........ 179 

SR12 (690 x 480 Res) .. 639 

Doubler Card ....... 175 

Quadram ..... , .... Call 
Zenith . . ... . . . . . . .Call 

PRINTERS 
C. ltoh Electronics, Inc., 

Dlablo, Epson, NEC, 

Okidata, Quadram, 

Star Micronlcs ..... Call 


PC Jr 
ACCESSORIES 

KeyTronic 
KB 5151 Jr... .... .. $169 
KB 5149 (Numeri c 

Keypad) .. .... .... .89 

Quadram 

Quad Jr. 


Exp Chassis 

Quad Jr. Exp Mem 

(for Chassis) 128K .$199 


Tecmar 

Jr. Captain ... . .... 


DISK DRIVES 
FULL HEIGHT 
CDC, Tandon 
HALF HIGH ... . ... Call 
HARD DISK 
Corvus, Davong, 
I-Omega Bernoulli Box, 
Maynard Electronics, 
Mountain, Inc. . .... Call 

This Is only C!I tample of the nearly
10,000 prcNlucts we cany. ff you're
lnte,restff ~n ~methln9 .._, ,, not 
1. led, PLE~SE .-u.1 
 a 
I 800 826-1589 

w1s~m1~ 1800 472-3535 

INT'L TELEX: 260181 ORYX SYS WAU 
iiectmlcal Slipport/Cilrder Status/Customer Service: 
Call (715) 848·~374. ' 

POLICY1 
• Wisconsin res ide nts add 5% fo r sa les tax. 
• Minimum $4.00 for shipping, handling and insurilnce for orders 10 $200. 
• For orders over $200, Jdd 2WX1 for shipping. h.1ndli11g and insur.1nce. 
• For cash prepayment of orders $200 or more, add ONLY 2'X1 for shipping, 

handling and insurance. 
• Prices are subjec t to change wi thout notice. 
• All items subject to avai labili ty. 

BYAD0985WE WELCOME1 
• Visa. MastcrCh.:irge and American Express. (No r h<trge for n edit ca rds.) 
• Corpor.1te, government, educa tion<i l o r vo lume purr husPrs, ple,1se ask for 

special accounts desk for additiona l discount. 
• COO (Add $2.00 per box/pa rce l. Cash o r certified chrck required.) 
• Checks. (A llow 1·2 weeks for clearing.) 

INTERNATIONAL POLICY1 
We welcome foreigri orders. Shipping and handling chargPS per order .HP 

actual shipping costs plus SSO. interna lional hilndling fee. Canadian ordPrs 
please Cil ll. Telex: 2601fl1 Oryx Sys Wau 

WORKING HOURSs 
Monday-Friday A:)0-6:00 : Sa turday 10:00-2:00 : (('nt ral Time 

8087 wlo software . .$149 
80287 AT Chip 

W/O .............. 269 

Kensington 

Masterpiece . . .. .. $109 

Keytronlc 

KB 5150 .......... $169 

KB 5151 .... .... . . . 169 

KB 5151 Dvorak ..... 173 

Touchtone Technology 

Touchtone II 

(PC Keypad) . . . . .. $169 


Inquiry 406 for Hardware. Inquiry 407 for Softwa re. Inquiry 408 for September Specials. 



H·O·M·E·B·R·E·W·I·N·G 


ADD FUNCTION 

KEYS TO YOUR 


MICROCOMPUTER 

BY MARK HANSLIP 

Expand your parallel keyboard 
MOST MICROCOMPUTERS now com
ing into the market have built-in soft
ware-programmable function keys. 
Many applications require the use of 
function keys. partly because they 
provide a consistent and quickly 
mastered user interface. Undoubtedly. 
many, owners of older machines 
would also like some of that simplicity. 
For those whose machines did not 
come so equipped. the answer is a 
function-key generator. 

I have designed a function-key-gen
erator circuit thaf will produce up to 
I 5 keystrokes with the push of one 
button. You can attach the circuit to 
the parallel-encoded keyboard of any 
microcomputer or word processor 
and use it with any operating system. 
The design allows 40 function keys 
and can be expanded to 60. You can 
also expand the 15-keystroke limit. 
The entire project involves two sepa
rate devices-a keyboard splitter and 
a function generator-and costs ap
proximately $20 to assemble. 

KEYBOARD SPLITTER 
The keyboard splitter is a very simple 
device (see figure 1). Its function is 

analogous to a coaxial antenna split
ter: it combines two signals in one. 
When the keyboard splitter is con
nected. it allows the keyboard and the 
function-key generator to work with
out interfering with each other. 

When both strobes are high. both 
74LS244 buffers go into a high Z state. 
When either strobe is low. the data is 
passed through that specific buffer. 
The other buffer will still be in a high 
Zstate and will not impair valid data. 
The pull-up resistor on the FKSTB 
(function-key strobe) line allows you to 
disconnect the function generator. so 
it will not trigger falsely. In an idle 
state. the strobes from your keyboard 
(STB) and FKSTB are both high. gen
erating a low output at pin 6 of the 
7400 NANO gate. When either strobe 
goes low. the output at pin 6 will go 
high until both strobes go high again. 
I have included another 7400 gate to 
provide an inverted strobe output (at 
CSTB) for those computers that re
quire it. The function-key generator 
produces a high-going-low strobe. 
Some keyboards are low-going-high 
and some are the opposite. Deter
mine which type you have before you 

start. Check your computer's sche
matic or use a logic probe. For a high
going-low strobe from your keyboard. 
connect B to C and use output E to 
connect to your computer. For a low
going-high strobe. connect A to C and 
use output D. 

The easiest method of construction 
is to use a small perf board. It should 
be large enough to hold all the 
sockets and the connector for the key
board and the function generator. If 
your microcomputer has a keyboard 
connector (as the Apple does). it is 
best to use this connector so that the 
keyboard splitter can be removed 
later. Wire lengths are not critical. but 
it is best to keep them as short as 
possible. 

FUNCTION-KEV GENERATOR 
The function-key generator's circuitry 
requires a minimum of discrete com

(continued) 

Mark Hanslip is a systems analyst with NCR 
in Dqyton. Ohio. He is a graduate of the 
University of Cincinnati and a past president 
of the Dayton Microcomputer Association. He 
can be contacted at 14 3 Schloss Lane. 
Dayton. OH 45418-2931. 
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ponents and is easy to assemble. At 
its heart is the 7 4C92 3 2 0-key en
coder chip. When you connect this 
chip to a 4- by 5-key matrix. it pro

. vides switch debouncing. a latched 
output. and a DAV (data available) 
signal-all on a 20-pin dual in-line 
package. 

In figure 2. the data lines of the 
7 4C92 3 and SI connect to the upper 
address lines of the 2716. When a key 
is pressed. the output of the 7 4C92 3 
selects a 16-byte block in the 2716 
that .holds the ASCli (American Stan
dard Code for Information Inter
change) codes corresponding to one 
function key. The DAV line from the 
7 4C92 3 goes high as Jong as a key is 
held down. resetting the outputs of 
the 74193 counter to zeros and 
holding AIO of the 2716 high. When 
the key is released. AIO goes low and 
the 0 byte of the group appears on 

Table I : Connections for tfie keyboard 
to tfie 74C923. 

CODE ROW COLUMN 
(HEX) PIN PIN 

0 1 12 
1 1 11 
2 1 9 
3 1 8 
4 2 12 
5 2 11 
6 2 9 
7 2 8 
8 3 12 
9 3 11 
A 3 9 
B 3 8 
c 4 12 
D 4 11 
E 4 9 

.F 4 8 
10 5 12 
11 5 11 

. 12 5 9 
13 5 8 

+5V 

i20 

the DO-D7 data lines. 07 is low on all 
valid data. therefore. enabling the 
clock output from the 74121 to go to 
the 7 4193 . As the counter advances. 
each byte of the sequence is pre
sented on the data lines until a byte 
with its high bit set to I is output. The 
high on the D7 will turn off the flow · 
of the pulses to the 74193 and ter
minate the current function key's se
quence. This condition lasts until a 
new key is pressed. 

Construction of the function-key 
generator is easy. Most of the connec
tions are point to point. I found it best 
to use project boards that have power 
buses running through the board 
(Radio Shack Part No. 276-154). This 
makes all the power connections 
much easier. A good source for key
boards is Jamecb Electronics. The 
keyboard can be any type. The best 
ones are low-profile calculator 
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Figure I : A scfiematic for tfie keyboard-splitter circuit. 
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Figure 2: A schematic of the function-key-generator circuit. 

keyboards. The keyboard should be 
wired in a 5-row by 4-column manner. 
Connect the keyboard to the 7 4C92 3 
as listed in table I . 

Test the function-key generator very 
carefull y. Turn the speed of the 5 5 5 
down to very slow by adjusting the 
IOOk-ohm variable resistor. Using a 
logic probe. make sure that pin 13 of 
the 7 4C92 3 goes from low to high 
when a key is pressed and returns to 
low when the key is released. Then 
check to see that pin 3 of the 74193 

is changing state right after the key is 
released but eventually stops. Finally. 
verify that pin 17 of the ·2 716 goes 
high when the key is pressed and 
held. goes low for several counts 
when released. and then goes high 
and remains high. If your circuit fails 
to pass any of these tests. check for 
shorts. bad connections. and bad ICs. 

PROGRAMMING 
When you program the codes in the 
EPROM. all you must remember are 

a few simple guidelines. The function
key generator will not generate codes 
above decimal 12 7. This is not a prob
lem for ASCII-encoded keyboards. but 
it can be for keyboards with special 
encoding. The function-key generator 
will produce as many as 15 keystrokes 
for any given key press. This includes 
spaces. punctuation. control codes. 
and carriage returns. Each set of 
codes must conclude with a hexadec
imal 80 to shut off the counter. 

(continued) 
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Inquiry 50 for End-Users. 
Inquiry 51 for DEALERS ONLY. 

ARC X turbo BoardN 
40 % Faster Then XT, 640K On 13oard 

II 
·The Ultimate in Add-On's for 
your PC, Fully Comptible 

7 Plus 	 Multifunction Card, 2 
Serial, 1 Parallel Port, 4 
Floppy Drives, Clock/ 
Calendar, Game Port 

8 Plus 	 Multifunction Card, 

(OK-384k) 


LDA-1440 	 High Resolution Letter 

Quality Monochrome 

Adapter 


MGC-7201 	 Monochrome Graphic 
Card Hercules Type, 1
2-3 Compatible 

CGC-6401 	 Color Graphic Card 

MSC-I 	 Computer Case 

Standard Size Heavy 

Duty Steel 


MSC-Ill 	 Computer Case ex
cellent for ARC X turbo 
Board, 2 LED. Indicator 

IPS-135 	 135 Watt Switching 

Power ·supply 


IPS-200 	 200 Watt Switching 

Power Supply 


PBC-0641 	 Printer Buffer Card 64K, 
No software required 

FDC-5001 	 Floppy Disk Control 

Card, Up to 4 Drives 


Hard Disk 	 10 MG Byte Micro-
science or 20 MG Byte 
Microscience With 
Control Card 

KeyBoard 	 5151 Compatible 

5150 Compatible 


Panasonic Half Height Floppy Disk 
Floppy Drive Drive, s105 

Quality Enhancement to Rely On 
CALIFORNIA 

COMPUTER& 

COMPONENT, INC. 

2001 W. CHESTNUT STREET 

ALHAMBRA, CA 91803 


Dealer, OEM Inquires Welcome 
Call (818)-576-1621 

X turbo Boord is the trademark of ARC. 

IBM fC/XT are registered trademarks of IBM Corp. 
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(3a) 

000: 12 80 80 	 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 
010: 03 80 80 	 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 
020: 11 43 80 	80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 
030: 11 52 80 	80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 
040: OF 53 80 	80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 

200: 42 41 53 	 49 43 OD 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 
210: 46 49 4C 45 53 OD 80 80 80 80 80 ao. 80 80 80 80 
220: 46 49 4C 45 53 20 31 OD 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 
230: 4C 49 4E 	 45 45 44 49 54 OD 80 BO 80 80 80 80 80 
240: 4D 4F 44 	 45 4D 50 .OD SO 80 BO SO 80 ~O 80 80 80 

(3b) 

ADDRESS KEY CODE WORDSTAR E:OMMAND 
OQO-OOF 0 CNTRL-R SCROLL DOWN 
010-01F 1 CNTRL-C SCROLL UP 
020- 02F 2 CNTRL-0 C BOTIOM OF TEXT 
030-03F 3 CNTRL-0 R TOP OF TEXT 
040-04F 4 CNTRL·Q S SET LINE SPACING 

ADDRE~S KEY COMMAND STRING 
200- 20F 0 BASIC 
210- 21F 1· FILES 
220-·22F 2 FILES 1. 
2J0- 23F 3 ' LINE EDIT 
240-24F 4 MODE MP 

Figure 3: (a) A dump of a portion of the EPROM the author uses. Notice that each 
sequence starts on address xxO, continues to xxF. and is terminated by a hexadecimal 
80. Although the EPROM actually holds sequences for two sets of function keys-the 
first set between 000 and 13 F. the-second between 2 00 and 3 3 F-only the first five 
sequences of each set are shown here. (b) These two tables show what is actually stored 
in each key sequence. 

QUANTITY PART QU~NTITY PART 
1 74193 1 O.Q1 µF 
1 74121 2 0.1 µF 
2 74LS244 1 1 µF 
1 74C923 1 10 µF 16V 
1 2716 1 4. 7k resistor 
1 555 2 10k resistor 
2 7400 '1 100k potentiometer 
1 24'. pin IC socket 1 SPST toggle switch 
3 20-pin IC socket 1 Project board 
1 16-pin IC socket 1 20-key keyboard 
3 14-pin IC socket 1 Enclosure 
1 B·pin IC socket Miscellaneous connectors 

Figure 4: A parts list for the keyboard-splitter and function-key-generator circuits. 

(continued) 



Now there is an even better structured, 

compiled programming environment than PROMAL. 


Introducing PROMAL 2.0 for the IBM PC, 

the Apple II, and the Commodore 64. 


Until now, the best next language 
for the serious programmer 

•True machine-to-machine 
portability. 

22 resident system commands. 
Unlimited user-defined commands. 

was PROMAL".' Now, it's the new •True 808X object code for Prior command recall/edit. 
PROMAL-PROMAL 2.0. the IBM PC. 1/0 redirection to disk or printer. 

PROMAL 2.0 provides the 
same sophisticated struc
tured programming 

Let us prove that PROMAL is 
your best next language! 

Batch jobs. 

Editor 
environment, the Buy PROMAL 2.0 and 
same fast one-pass try it for 15 days. If you Full-screen, cursor driven. 
compiler, the don't believe it's your Function key controlled. 
same speed of best next language, just Line insert, delete; search. 
execution, the same return it for a full String search and replace. 
powerful commands refund. Block copy/move/delete/ 
of the earlier release read/write . 
-plus a host of useful 
new features. PROMAL Features 

Auto indent, undent support. 
Edit after error. 

Not just a language. 
0 •;,.11:._,...., •Structured language with 

indentation. Library 
A complete 

programming environment. 

PROMAL-the PROgrammer's 
Micro Application Language
provides you with a complete pro
gramming environment, including 
a structured, high level language, a 
powerful program Editor, and a 

•Fast, one-pass compiler. 
•Simplified syntax. 
•No line numbers. 
•Multi-dimensional arrays, strings 
and pointers. 
•Long variable names. 
•Global, Local variables. 
•Byte, Word, Integer & Real types. 
•Decimal or Hex numbers. 

50 machine language commands. 
Memory resident. 
Call by name with arguments. 
Formatted real output, string oper

ations and much more. 
•Apple ll and Commodore 64 only. Requires 
one disk drive and SO-column card for 
Apple (lie, lie only) . 

compiler that quickly turns your •Functions and procedures with 
source code into compact, rapidly 
executing object code. Plus a 
library of integrated machine

passed arguments. 
•Built-in I/O library. 
•Control Statements : IF-ELSE, IF, 

1-800-762-7874 
In NC: 919-878-3600 

language subroutines for fre
quently used tasks. And for the 
Apple II and the Commodore 64, 
PROMAL provides a DOS-like 

WHILE, FOR, CHOOSE, BREAK, 
REPEAT, INCLUDE, etc. 
•Compiler 1/0 from/to disk or 
memory. 

Systems Management Associates 
3325 Executive Drive, Dept. PB-5 
Raleigh, North Carolina 27609 

operating system Executive. 

PROMAL2.0
Executive° 

Even more of a good thing. Command oriented with line 
editing.

In addition to all of the features Allows multiple user pro
that have made PROMAL users grams in memory at once. 
declare it "the best language I've Function key redefinition. 
ever used," PROMAL 2.0 provides: 

•Overlays that can be 
Program abort or pause. 

compiled separately for modular 
programming. 

• Program size greater 
than 64k. (IBM PC only) . 

..1111111111111111111111111111..~oor-d-er-Fo-rm~ ~- -~ ~- -~ 

NEW for PRO MAL 
The Graphics Toolbox• 

My system is (check one) 
D IBM PC/ 100% com(.latibles D Apple lie/Ile 
D Commodore 64/128 
D Developer's Version-Compile r, Editor, 

D My check is enclosed. 
D Please charge to my
_Visa _Mastercard 

Twenty fast subroutines for creat
ing sophisticated, high-resolution 
graphics, including windows, clip
ping, scaling, and text-on graphics 
using scaled, rotated, user-defined 
fonts. $29.95. 

Library, Demo disk, 280-(.lage manual, (l'lus
Executive for Apple and C-04) and stanil
alone program generation. 
$99.95 + 5.00 s7h. 

D End-User System for Afple ll and Commo
dore 64-all features o Developer's version 
except stand-alone program generation. 
$49.95 + 5.00 s/h. 

D Demo System-32-page "Meet PROMAJ.:' 

Card Number 

Signature 

Name 

Address 

Expiration Date 

•Available for the Apple ll and the 
Commodore 64 

manual and demonstration disk. 
$10.00 +2.50 s /h. 

D Graphics Tool Box for PROMAL-Available 
for Apple and C-64 only. $29.95 +2.50 s/h. 

City, State, Zip 

NC residents add 4-1/20/o sales tax . 
Foreign orders add $15.00 additional s/h . 
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DATA 
PRODUCTS 

Se habla Espanol Call for programs not llsted 

Technical & Other Information (602) 246-2222 
TOLL FREE ORDER LINE 1-(800)-421-3135 

SOFTWARE SPECIALS 
Aulhorlzad Sperry Dular 

Word Perfect . . . . .... . $199 Superca lc Il l Ver . 2 . .. $159 Crosstalk . . . . . ..... . $95 
Multimate ........ . . . . $210 Nutshell . .... . . . . ..... . $55 We stock over 300 IBM aoll-
Knowledgeman . . . .. .. $225 R Base 5000 . ...• . ... . $339 ware programs  call for pricing 

FREE! PRINTER SET SOFTWARE 
Purchase an Okidata, Epson, Citizen, Gemini 
or Toshiba printer and receive at no charge a 
menu driven program to set print characler
istics or to make your computer function as a 
correcting typewriter . Retail value $35. 
Available for most disk formats. 

- - PRINTERS - - · 

CITIZEN 

MSP-10 . .. . .. . .... .. ...... . .... .. $279 

MSP-15 ... . . .. ... . .. .. .. . ... ... . .. Call 

MSP-20 . . . . ... . ... . . .... . . . ... . . . . 425 

C·ITOH 

F-10-55 . . . .. ... .. .... . .... .... . . . 1030 

8510 Parallel (Pro-writer) .. . . . . . . . . . 295 

8510SEP ...... .... .. .. .. .. . .. .... . 399 

DAISVWRITER 2000 ............ . .. 795 

EPSON - Call on all models 

JUKI 

Juki 6100 ... . ..................... 359 

Juki 6300 ... . .. . .. . ..... ... .. . ... . 685 

Juki Tractors .. . . . . . .. ..... . ... ... . 129 

NEC 

3550 . . . ...... . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. ... . . 1009 

8850 .. ... ..... . . . ....... . .. . . .. .. 1349 

P2 Parallel .. . .. .. . . . ..... ... . . . . .. 525 

P3 Parallel . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . ...... . . . 725 

OKIDATA - Call on all models 

PANASONIC 

1091 .. .... .. ...................... 258 

1092 . . .... . . .. .... .. .. .. . . . .. .... . Call 

1093 .... .. .. .. .. .. ................ 515 

KXP3151 .. ............ .... ....... . 455 

SILVER REED 

EXP 400P .. .. ..... .... ....... . .... 235 

EXP SOOP . .. . ... .. ... . . , . . .. .... .. ~89 


EXP 550P . . . .. .. . ...... . . .... .. . .. 399 

EXP 770P .. . .... . .... ... .. . . .. .. .. 699 

STAR MICRONICS 

SG-10 ... . .. . . . ... . . ... . . . . . . . . . .. . 235 

SG-15 ... . .. . . .... . . ... .. . .. .. . .. . . 369 

Call for prices on other models 

TOSHIBA 

1340 . .. . .. . . . . . . ..... . . . ....... . .. 540 

P351 .. ... . . . . .. ...... . .. . .. . ... . . 1065 

AB PRINT SWITCH ...... .. ... . .. .. . 75 


- - COMPUTERS - 
ll::lM PC ... . ... . . .. . .. .. . . . . . .. . ... Call 

Sperry PC Mono . . ... . . ... .... .. . . 1650 

- - MOUSE SYSTEMS - 
PC Mouse w/ Paintbrush . . ......... 120 


- - TERMINALS - -

Qume QVT-102 Green . . . . . . .. .... $448 

WYSE 50 .... .. . .. ........ .. . .. .... 450 


- - MICROSOFT - 
Bus. Mouse .. .. .. ...... .. .. .. .. . .. 110 

Serial Mouse . .... . . .. ... .. ..... . . . 129 


- -MODEMS- 
Hayes 1200 .. . .. . ... .... .. ..... . ... Call 
Hayes 1200B . .. . . . . . .. . . .. ... . . .. . Call 

Hayes 2400 ... . ... . .. . . . ..... . . .. .. 595 

Anchor Express 1200 Baud .. .. . ... . 245 

Promodem 1200B .. .. . . . .. ... . . . . . . 265 

Promodem 1200 .. . .. ... ... ........ 305 


--RAM-
64K 150NS Chips (set of 9) ..... . . . 7.50 

256K Ram Chips (set of 9) . . . . ... . 39.50 


--BOARDS-
AST Si x Pack Plus w/384K .... .. . . . 285 

AST Advantage ... . .... ...... .. . . . . 395 

Hercules Color Card . .. .... . .. . . . . . 149 

Hercules Graphics Board . . . . ... . .. 295 

Paradise Graphics Board . . . . . .. . .. . 259 

Paradise Five Pak w/64K . .. .... .... 175 


· Quadram Board . . .. . ..... . . . . .. . . . 199 

Quadcolor I . .. ... . .. . .. . .. . .. ... ... 179 

Sigma 384K Expansion Board 

w/64K and Clock .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . . 145 

Sigma Maximizer w/64K ... ... . . ... 169 

512K Expansion Board w/ 128K . .... 145 

STB Graphics Chauffeur Board . . . . 255 

STB Mono Board .. ..... .. .. ...... . 155 

TEC Mar Graphics Master ..... . .... 465 


- - DISK DRIVES - -
Iomega Bernoulli 20 mg ... ... .. . .. 2450 

Iomega Bernoulli Plus 20 mg .. . .. . 2625 

10 mg External Hard Drive . . . . . . . .. 825 

33 mg External Hard Drive . ....... 1625 

Teac 1/2 Ht. Drives .... .. .. ....... .. 99 

Turbo 10 Internal Drive .. . . .. . ..... 625 

Turbo 20 Internal Drive . . ... ..... . 1010. 

- - MONITORS - 
AMDEK . ... .. ... . . .. .. . . . Call for price 

Princeton HX-12 ..... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 449 

Princeton Max 12E .... .... .. .. .. .. 179 

Taxan 425 .. ..... . . . ...... ... .. ... . 399 

Taxan 121 Green . . .. . .. . ... . . ..... 125 

Taxan 122 Amber . . . ..... .. . . . .. . . . 134 


- -CP/M SOFTWARE - 
Call us for pricing on CP/M Software! Multlplan, 
Wordstar, Propack, Fortran, Move-It, Crosstalk 
and more. Most disk formats available. 

TERMS: Prices include 3% cash discount. Add 3% for charge orders. Shipping on most items 
$5.00. AZ orders +6% Sales Tax. Personal check, allow ten (10) days to clear. Prices subject to 
change. 

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE 1-800-421-3135 

WAREHOUSE DATA PRODUCTS 


· 2701 West Glendale Ave., Suite 6 

Phoenix, AZ 85021 
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The function--key 

generawr will 

produce up w 

I 5 ~eystrokes for 

any given key press. 


Figure 3 is a hexadecimal dump of 

portions of the EPROM. My design 

uses SI to switch between two dif

ferent code sets. The first set of codes 

is stored between addresses 000 and 

13 F and consists of WordStar com

mands. The second set goes from 200 

to 3 3 F and contains CP/M and BASIC 

commands. In the lower address sec

tion. we see in line 020 an 11 4 3. This 

equates to a "Control-a C' the Word

Star command to move to the bottom 

of the file. In the upper address sec

tion. look at line 220 and you will see 

46 49 4C 45 53 20 31 OD. which 

equates to "FILES I <CR> ". Both se

quences are generated by the same 

key. but with switch SI set to a dif

ferent position It is a good idea to get 

an ASCII chart and make a list of the 

codes you want to use. 


CONCLUSION 

You can expand the function-key gen

erator. The design I have presented 

here uses 20 keys with two sets of 

codes for each. and each key genera

tor provides up to 15 val id keystrokes 

(see figure 4 for a list of parts). By add

ing a second 7 4193. you can increase 

the number of keystrokes to 32. 64. 

or 12 8 per set. A 64-keystroke set 

would require 12 bits of address or a 

27 64 to hold all the output codes. 

Also. by using a three-position switch 

at SI. you could expand to three sets 

of codes per key However. this would 

require a 2732 EPROM in place of the 

2716. 


The function-key generator is a very 
useful tool for almost any application. 
from word processing to general pro
gramming. In fact. I used it to help me 
write this article. • 



• Earn free airfare and 
lodging faster. 

• Preferred room rates. 
• Automatic upgrade 

when available. 
• Bonus Dividend Points for 

Fri., Sat. and Sun. stays 
through August 25th. 

• Spouse and children stay 
free in same room. 

• 253 Bonus Dividend Points 
with Hertz. 

• 253 Bonus Dividend Points with 
Eastern Airlines. 

• Bonus Dividend Point for joining now. 
No other preferred business traveler pro
gram gives you more. Membership begins 
immediately when you fill out an applica

tion at any of over 500 Ramada locations. 
Or, if you prefer, simply send us your 
business card and we'll send you ours. 
Just mail to: Ramada Response Center, 
P.O. Box 4500, Woburn, MA 01888. 
The Ramada Business Card. You'll come 
out ahead when you're in the red. Call 
1-800-2-RAMADA for reservations. 

NEXT TIME, RAMADA 
Ramada Inns, Hotels and Renaissance Hotels 1-800-2-RAMADA 

Cl Ramad a Inns. Inc .. 1985 
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Discover the most powerful 


The IBM 

Personal Computer AT. 


Hold on to your hat. 
The IBM Personal Computer AT (for Advanced 

Technology) is based on the advanced 80286 16-bit 
microprocessor. This remarkable computer will 
run many of the programs written for the IBM PC, 
up to three times faste1: You'll be able to recalculate 
large spreadsheets in seconds and retrieve files in a 
flash. And it's ideal for IBM TopView, the new kind of 
software program that lets you run and "'window
several other programs at once. 

The IBM Personal Computer AT has got the 
power (and price) to surprise you. In many ways. 

Compatibility, expandability. 

networking too. 


With the IBM Disk Operating System, the IBM 
Personal Computer AT can use many programs 
from the fastest-growing library in the personal 
computer software industry. 

The IBM Personal Computer AT is also available 
with up to 3 million bytes of user memory to run 
multiuser., multitasking operating systems such 
as XENIX™. Volume upon volume of information is 
available at your fingertips. You can customize 
your system to store up to 20,000 pages of infor
mation at cine time. And its keyboard helps you use 
all of this computing power more easily. 

This member of the IBM PC Family is a powerful 
stand-alone computer that can also be both the 
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primary file server and a station on your network. 
With the IBM PC Network (which is so easy to 
,---- - ----- - ------------------ , 

L J 


IBM Personal Co mputer AT Specificati ons 1 

User Memory Diagnostics I 
256KB-3MB• Power-on self -lesl ing• I 
Microprocessor Pa ri ty checking• I 
16/ 24-bit 80286' CMOS configuralion !able wi l11 : 
Real and protected modes• 
Auxiliary Memory 

battery backup• 
Languages 1 

l.2MB and 360KB diskelte BASIC, Pasca l. FORTRAN , APL. \ 
drives• 

20MB fixed disk drive• 
Macro Assembler. COBO L 

Printers 1 

41.2MB maximum auxiliary Supports attachment of seria l j 
memory• and pa rallel devices I 

Keyboard 
Enlarged enter and shift keys 

Permanent Memory 
(ROM) 64KB 

1
I 

84 keys Clock/ca lendar with battery• I 
10-foot cord" Color/ Graphics I 
Caps lock, num lock and scroll Text Mode 1 

I lock indica tors Graphics Mode I 
I · Display Screen Communications I 
I IBM Monochrome and Color RS-232-C interface I 
I Di splays Networking I 
I Operating Systems High-performance, high-ca pacity I 
I DOS 3.0. XENIX~ PC/ IX 1.1 station on the IBM PC Network• I 

_____ _:~~n~e_:: ~'.1_'.u_'._e:_f~ ~e'.::o~a~C~~~t~s- _____ 

connect you can do it yourselfl, the IBM Personal 
Computer AT can share information with IBM PCs, 
PC/XTs and IBM Portable PCs. 

Get a hands-on, hats-off 

demonstration. 


The IBM Personal Computer AT has the powe1~ 
compatibility and expandability many PC users 
need, at a very appealing price. 

For more information contact your authorized 
IBM PC dealer, IBM Product Center or IBM 
marketing representative. For a store near you 
call 1-800-447-4700. In Alaska or Hawaii call 
1-800-447-0890. ~ : =::§~~© 

Inquiry 405 



personal computer IBM has ever made. 


Little Tramp character licensed by Bubbles Inc.. s.a. 

XEN IX'"' is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. ---___-/ 

UN IX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories. PC/ IX is based on UNIX System Ill , which is '-. 

licensed to IBM by AT & T Technologies, Inc. Developed for IBM by INTERACTIVE Systems Corp. 
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TWO SYSTEM REVIEWS lead off this month's section. The transportable 
Kaypro 16 is IBM PC XT-compatible and has many standard features at a 
reasonable cost. Author Steve McMahon discusses this machine's strong and 
weak points. Associate Editor Donna Osgood reviews the Osborne 3. an IBM 
PC-compatible midsize portable system that doesn't include any extras. 

WordStar 2000 is an enhanced version of the classic word processor. 
Malcolm C. Rubel explores its capabilities and concludes that it is easier to 
learn but more difficult to use than the original. Rubin Rabinovitz reviews a 
WordStar competitor. XyWrite II Plus. This package has some sophisticated 
features. including a redefinable keyboard. macro routines. and programming 
capability. but it might be a challenge for the less experienced user. 

A pair of database managers for the Macintosh completes September's soft
ware reviews. Both programs take advantage of the Mac's pull-down menus. 
icons. fonts. and other novel characteristics. Scott L. Norman describes File
vision's unique emphasis on graphics in data management. Jeffrey M. Jacques's 
review of DB Master indicates that it is a straightforward. easy-to-use database 
manager: however. it needs several improvements to become excellent Macin
tosh software. 

The Paradise Systems Modular Graphics Card gives the IBM PC user both · 
monochrome and color capability in a single add-in product. It also lets you 
plug in several modules to support other functions. such as serial and parallel 
ports. a floppy-disk-drive controller. and extra RAM. Author Harry Krause has 
been using the card for months with very good results. 

Commodore 64 user Warren Block reviews RAMDISK-64. an expandable 64K
byte RAM disk with a $149 price tag. This product provides a considerable 
increase in speed over Commodore's 1541 disk drive. 

In our final hardware review. David L. Salahi reports on the Keyport 717 for 
the Apple II family of microcomputers. A programmable keyboard with 717 
key locations. the Keyport can greatly improve the Apple's user interface. 
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2400 bps modems: 
Do you Really need 
another speed? 

• Is the shift from 300 to 1200 bps going to repeat itself 
at 2400 bps? The answer is both yes and no. There 
certainly are applications for 2400 bps asynch dial-up 
modems, but we shouldn't expect 1200 bps to die 
overnight. 
• 2400 bps modems can improve throughput, thereby 
getting tasks done quicker and more economically. 
However, 1200 bps has become the virtual standard for 
professional dial-up communications, and most users 
are satisfied with it. So why consider a 2400 bps modem 
at all? 
• One reason is flexibility. If the modem you select 
operates at all three speeds (300, 1200 & 2400) in 
accordance with accepted industry standards, it will 
serve virtually all dial-up applications now and in the 
foreseeable future. 
• The modem you select should be the 
MultiModem224.. It is Bell 212A and 103 compatible at 
1200 and 300 bps, and CCITT V.22bis compatible at 
2400. It is also 100% compatible with the Hayes 
command set, meaning that it will work with virtually all 
communications software packages, at all three speeds. 
Other features include both synchronous and 
asynchronous operation, full intelligence and a phone 
number memory. 
• The MultiModem224 is available in both desktop and 
IBM PC™ internal card versions. (There is also a rack
mounted version for central sites.) And as a bonus, we 
provide free offers from ten of the most popular on-l ine 
information services, including CompuServe '~ Dow 
Jones™and The Source;M 
• A 2400/1200/300 bps modem is just a plain good 
investment. Why not let the MultiModem224 provide your 
communications for both today and tomorrow? 
Inquiry 262 MultiTech9 

Systems '11/'1 
The right answer every time. 

82 Second Ave. S.E. . New Brighlon , MN 55112 (612) 631-3550 , TWX: 910-563-3610 
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Hewlett-Packard has come up 
with an interesting implementa

tion of the less-is-more approach to 
product development with its Por
table Plus. a new version of the HP 
110. HP says it's like buying a stripped
down car and putting on the options 
you want instead of settling for the 
dealer's collection of prepackaged 
goodies. 

The whole idea of custom con
figuration is near and dear to the 
hearts of most microcomputer users. 
and the more freedom the individual 
has. the better. but the Portable Pius's 
equation is somewhat complex . First 
of all. you get a fairly basic system (no 
applications software) for about the 
same price as the HP 110. All the 
features you might want to add will 
bring the cost up proportionately. This 
is not a way of getting the HP 110 of 
your dreams for the same price tag 
as on the model-year closeout. 

On the other hand. the components 
of the basic system. as well as the 
available options. all indicate that a 
good deal of thought and preparation 
went into the design and choices. For 
example. you don't get a modem with 
the Portable Plus (you do with the HP 
110). But if you decide you want this 
option. you get a 300/1200-bps 
Hayes-compatible modem and func
tional software instead of the 300-bps 
modem and cranky software includ
ed as part of the HP !!O's standard 
equipment. If you want to write. you 
get Microsoft Word as an option in
stead of MemoMaker. I use both of 
these options. and they both repre
sent a substantial improvement. I 
don't use spreadsheets much. so I 
don't have an opinion about Lotus 
1-2-3 versus Multiplan. 

The Portable Plus has 512K bytes of 
main memory. You configure it from 
a menu. so your ROM-based software 
has enough to run and you're left with 

ILLUSTRATED BY MACIEK ALBRECHT 

the remainder as work space. 
Microsoft Word for the Portable Plus 
takes up 140K bytes. 

One thing that is both welcome and 
slightly ironic is the improvement in 
the documentation. Everything I have 
wanted to do with the portable 
machine was clearly and concisely 
spelled out. The irony is this: With the 
improved software and hardware. I 
needed to refer to the documentation 
less. All things considered. however. 
I'd much rather have good documen
tation that I needed to consult infre
quently than an industry-standard 
cryptic manual that I needed to have 
grafted onto the side of my arm. 

Low-cost. high-volume mass 
storage is starting to take some 

interesting turns now that laser discs 
are being seen more often. At the Na
tional Computer Conference in 
Chicago. Optotech Inc. of Colorado 
Springs. Colorado. was showing to 
OEMs a write-once/read-forever 
400-megabyte 5 !t.\ -inch unit integrated 
into an IBM Personal Computer. 
Dealers could get one for $5000 
"almost immediately." The normal 
small-quantity price was $3000. Op
totech said large-volume orders could 
bring the price down to less than 

$I 000 per unit. National Memory 
Systems of Livermore. California. was 
reported to be the only customer as 
of mid-July. 

What should be interesting to 
observe in the coming months is (I) 
whether or not laser discs with hun
dreds of megabytes of storage catch 
on with users. and (2) if they do. 
whether or not this further drops the 
price of magnetic hard disks. We've 
already seen and reported on 
30-megabyte 5 !t.\-inch hard disks that 
cost less than $1000. If people can 
suddenly get 400 megabytes for the 
same price. it could increase their 
choices. One thing that might come 
between many users and the ability 
to take advantage of really high
volume mass storage could be the 
limitations of their machines. 

Priam Corporation of San Jose. 
California. was showing to OEMs at 
NCC a 191-megabyte unformatted 
5!t.\-inch hard disk. The company 
pointed out that an IBM PC AT could 
interface with the hard disk but 
couldn't address its entire capacity. If 
you happen to have a high-end 
CAD/CAM intelligent workstation. 
you're home free. 

-Glenn Hartwig. Technical Editor. Reviews 
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independent software developer 
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T
 he Kaypro 16 is an IBM PC-, PC XT

compatible computer packaged in 
a transportable box (see photo 1) . 

The 16 comes complete with nearly all the 
components most computer users will 
need-two floppy-disk drives or one hard
disk and one floppy-disk drive. extensive 
software. communications and printer 
adapters. a video monitor. and 2 56K bytes 
of RAM (random-access read/write mem
ory)-at a highly competitive price of $2 2 9 5 
($3295 for a hard-disk system). 

While comparing retail prices. you might 
discover that you can buy a hard-disk PC 
XT without software or a floppy-disk !BM 
PC with software for the price at which 
Kaypro provides both hard disk and soft
ware. Many users will appreciate the Kaypro 
l 6's limited portability as a side benefit. 

The Kaypro 16 (I reviewed the hard-disk 
model) comes in one package and is quite 
easy to set up. Its keyboard unlocks to 
reveal the built-in monitor and floppy-disk 
drive. Connect the keyboard to the back of 
the computer. prop the main unit up on its 
attached stand. plug it in. and it's ready 
to go. 

Now the real fun begins : The 16 comes 
with a lifetime supply of gray paperback 
manuals (I counted 13). Fortunatel y. on its 
cover one of them bears the words "Read 
me first" : it contains setup information. Un
fortunately. it's the worst manual of the lot. 
Some of the setup information was obvious
ly written with a Kaypro computer other 
than the 16 in mind. 

The 16 also comes with nine disks con
taining MS-DOS and the computer's exten
sive bundled software. When you place the 
first of these disks in the floppy-disk drive 
and turn the computer on. the Kaypro 16 
formats the hard-disk drive and auto-loads 
the software bundle onto the hard disk. ef
ficiently organizing the programs into 
several functionally defined subdirectories. 
This auto-load process prompts you to sup
ply the appropriate disks and finishes by 
setting up the elaborate menu system to 

automatically execute whenever you turn 
on the 16. 

MENUS 
The hard-disk Kaypro 16 features a menu 
system that lets you use the machine's re
sources without immediately learning the 
complexities of the MS-DOS subdirectory 
system. The master menu. which appears 
when you first turn on the machine or re
start it presents you with a list of functional
ly organized submenus. When you select a 
submenu by positioning a reverse-video bar 
over it and hitting the return or right-arrow 
key. the computer displays the submenu's 
options beside the main menu. which is 
dimmed. On the right side of the screen. 
the system also presents helpful explana
tions of what each menu selection will do. 

The hard-disk menu system allows access 
to word-processing and other applications. 
DOS utility programs. and a large collection 
of interactive tutorial programs from Micro
Pro. These tutorials cover everything from 
using the word processor and database pro
grams included with the I6 to getting used 
to the computer and keyboard. 

COMPATIBILITY 
I'm convinced that the Kaypro 16 is substan
tially compatible with the IBM PC. I had no 
problem running popular programs like 
Microsoft's Flight Simulator and LDtus I-2-3 . 
and such intimate DOS utilities as Borland 
lnternational's SideKick. keyboard-redefini
tion programs. and RAM-disk software. The 
l 6's BIOS (basic input/output system). de
signed by Phoenix and also used in IBM 
clones from Tundy and AT&T. appears to 
mimic the IBM PCs BIOS service for service. 

As with any PC imitation: it is wise to 
check before you buy and make sure that 
any vital program you need to run wi ll 
operate properly on the 16. Programs 
where problems are possible include those 
that are subtly copy-protected. that make 
direct use of the IBM BASIC read-only 
memory chip (usually graphics games). or 



that might depend on unique hardware 
characteri sti cs of the IBM PC (such as a pro
gram th at requires hardware or firmware 
modi fi ca tions) The only program I couldn't 
i-un on the 16 was a copy-protected game 
tha t also does not run on several other 
com pati bles. 

KEYBOARD 
The Kaypro 16 has the I BM PC's unpopular 
keyboa rd layout (see photo 2) The return 
and left shi ft keys are small and placed di f
ferentl y than many touch-typists would ex
pect Typists with smaller hands might have 
to move their fingers away from the home 
keys to strike the return key 

The I6's keyboard offers an improvement 
over the PC and PC XT keyboards in an
other respect: Kaypro provides indicator 
lights for the Caps Lock and Num Lock keys. 
However. each light's status is apparently 
determin ed by the keyboard. rather than 
through software control by the BIOS. This 
means that it's possible to get the keyboard 
ligh ts out of sync with the rest of the com
puter. Nonetheless. the indicator lights 
shou ld prove convenient for most users. 

The keys themselves have a very short 
th row and prov ide distinct tactile feedback. 
The noise they make is generally soft. with 
the exception of the space bar. 

VIDEO DISPLAY 
The Kaypro I 6's built-in green-phosphor dis
play incorporates the strong and weak 
poin ts of the IBM PC graphics standard. You 
ca n get medium-resolution (320 by 200 
pixe ls) and high-resolution (640 by 200) 
graphics modes. and a tremendous collec
tion of software is available for them. 

However. as with the IBM PC graphics 
standard. the text this graphics monitor 
di spl ays is comparatively poor (see photo 
3) And when poorly defined characters are 
squeezed into a 9-inch display, as they are 
in the 16. the result is a screen that is close 
to unacceptable for long periods of text 
work. The I6's low-quality text display is 

ironic: All Kaypro's other computers that are 
not IBM PC-compatible currently feature 
text displays that would be better for ex
tended writing or editing sessions. 

The I6's monitor shares another common 
deficiency of IBM PC-type graphics displays: 
It flickers when rapidly updated by software 
that directly manipulates the memory
mapped video. To avoid this problem. many 
programs slow down their video updating 
when they detect that an unimproved 
graphics monitor (as opposed to improved 
graphics monitors. such as Compaq's) is in 
use. The result of this slowdown is notice
able and can be annoying if you are ac
customed to the high-performance scroll
ing and paging available on high-resolution 
monochrome monitors or improved graph
ics monitors. 

Another drawback is the placement of the 
monitor's intensity control. Kaypro put this 
important control on the I6's back panel 

(continued) 

Photo I: The 1<£1ypro 16. an IBM PC- and XT-compatible featuring two 
floppy-disk drives or one floppy-disk and a I0-megabyte hard-disk drive (the 
latter combination is shown) . 
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and then made matters worse by 
blocking it off with a plastic post (one 
of two meant to hold a cable when 
you transport the computer). In my 
experience. video intensity is not a 
control that you set once then forget 
about. I adjust it to different levels in 
the morning. afternoon. and night and 
nearly always prefer different bright
ness levels from others who work on 
the same machine. The Kaypro 16 
makes such adjustments difficult. 

A relatively minor problem is that 

I could distinguish only about four dif
ferent shades of video attributes on 
the green-phosphor screen. This 
meant that a couple of programs 
didn't look as good as usual. If you 
have an application requiring that 
more than a few video attributes be 
distinguishable. the 16's built-in moni
tor might not be satisfactory. 

You can solve the problems with the 
Kaypro I 6's small screen in a simple 
though expensive way. You can hook 
the unit to an external monitor 

Photo 2: Tfie Kaypro 16 keyboard witn 83 keys. 10 IBM PC-compatible function 
keys. calculator keys. and Caps Lock and Num Lock indicator /ignts. 

Photo 3: Text display on the Kaypro 16. 
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through the built-in RGB (red-green
blue) or composite-type video ports. 
On a larger monitor. the text resolu
tion would not cause an eyestrain 
problem and. if you use an RGB color 
monitor. many more video attributes 
should be distinguishable. Presum
ably you could use the 16 with a 
larger. high-quality monitor at a home 
base. so you would have to use the 
built-in monitor only in the field . 
(Problems with flickering or slow 
video update do not go away with an 
external monitor: that's a fault of the 
video-board design. not the built-in 
monitor.) 

PORTABILITY 
You can prepare the Kaypro 16 for 
transport fairly easi ly. You put a trans
port card in the floppy-drive opening. 
lock the keyboard over the monitor 

· and floppy drive. fold up the attached 
stand. and wrap the keyboard and 
power cables around posts at the rear 
of the computer. Plastic caps are in
cluded to cover the ends of the key
board cable. You can carry the com
puter by the handle at its rear. and it 
will fit under many airline seats. 

The problem is that the 16 is no 
lightweight. At 3 3 pounds. it's hard 
work to carry it anywhere. Also. the 
handle is nothing more than a flat 
metal strip with plastic around it. This 
type of handle wasn't much of a prob
lem with the Kaypro 2. which weighed 
in at 26 pounds. but it is unsatisfac
tory on the heavier Kaypro 16. 

Another transport problem arises 
from the fact that the 16 has two sets 
of vents that leave its interior vulner
able to moisture and dust. Also. the 
110 (input/output) ports and reset 
switch on its side are completely un
protected. I suggest you budget in the 
cost of a good case if you intend to 
use the 16 as a portable. 

The 16's optional. built-in. half
height. 5\14-inch Winchester hard-disk 
drive is double shock-mounted to 
withstand the bumps that inevitably 
come with transport. Accord ing to 
Kaypro. the 16 parks the read/write 
heads of the hard disk in a data-free 
landing zone whenever they're not in 

(continued) 



AT A CLANCE 


Name 
Kaypro 16 

Manufacturer 
Kaypro Corp. 
533 Stevens Ave. 
Solano Beach, CA 92075 
(619) 481-4300 

Size 
18 by 8 by 15 inches, 331/2 
pounds 

Components 
Processor: Intel 8088 
Memory: 256K bytes 
standard, expandable to 640K 
bytes 
Mass storage: Two 360K-byte 
double-sided double-density 
51/4-inch floppy-disk drives or 
one floppy drive and a built-in 
10-megabyte hard-disk drive 
Display: 9-lnch green 
phosphor, 80 characters by 
25 lines, composite and RGB 
video output connectors 
Keyboard : Detached, 83 keys, 
10 function keys, separate 
calculator keys, Caps Lock 
and Num Lock indicator lights 
Expansion: One available 
IBM PC-compatible slot 
1/0 interfaces: Asynchronous 
serial and parallel printer ports 

Software 
MS-DOS, WordStar, 
MailMerge, CalcStar, Info-
Star +, MITE, GW-BASIC, and 
tutorials 

Documentation 
69-page Kaypro 16 User's 
Guide, separate manuals for 
MS-DOS and each of the 
bundled software packages 

Price 
Dual-floppy system $2295 
10-megabyte hard-disk 
system $3295 

MEMORY SIZE ( K BYTES) DISK STORAGE (K BYTES) 

0 200 400 600 800 1000 0 400 800 1200 1600 2000 


BUNDLED SOFTWARE PACKAGES PRICE ($1000) 
0 2 4 6 8 10 0 2 4 8 

KAYPRO 16 l \JJ IBM PC ~APPLE IlE 

The Memory Size graph shows the standard 
and optional memory available for the com
puters under comparison. The Disk Storage 
graph shows the highest capacity for a single 
floppy-disk drive and the maximum capacity 
for each system. The Bundled Software Pack· 
ages graph shows the number of software 
packages included with each system. The Price 

graph shows the list price of a system with two 
floppy-disk drives, a monochrome monitor. 
graphics and color display capability, a printer 
port and a serial port, 256K bytes of memory 
(64K bytes for the Apple lie), the standard oper· 
ating systems for the computers under com
parison, and the standard BASIC interpreter for 
each system. 
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On the back of the Kaypro 16 are the on/ott switch , power supply, 
keyboard interface, and display brightness control. On the left 
side are the parallel , serial , RGB, and composite video outputs. 

DISK ACCESS IN BASIC (SEC) 

250 .------------------------. 

WRITE READ 

SYSTEM UTILITIES (SEC) 

50 .-----------------------. 
45 

40 f---------- -------- - -1'. 

30 !-------------; 

10 ,____ 

0 .______ 

40K FORMAT I DI SK COPY 40K FILE COPY 

Removi ng the Kaypro 16 from its case reveals the expansion 
slot cage (bottom), the main memory board, and the hard-disk 
controller (left front). 

BAS IC PERFORM A NCE (SEC) 

250 

200 

150 

100 

50 

0 
SIE VE CALCULATIONS 

SPREADSHEET (SEC) 

25 

20 

15 

10 

LOAD RECALCULATE 

KA YPRO 16 l/(fd IBM PC ~ APPL E IIE 

The graphs for Disk Access in BASIC show how long it takes to write 
and to read a 64K-byte sequential text file to a blank formatted floppy 
disk. (For the program listings, see June 1984 BYTE, page 327, and 
October 1984, page 33.) The Sieve columns in the BASIC Perfor
mance graph show how long it takes to run one iteration of the Sieve 
of Eratosthenes prime-number benchmark. The Calculations col
umns show how long it takes to do 10,000 multipl ication and 10,000 
division operations using single-precision numbers. The System Util
ities graph shows how long it takes to format and to copy a disk 

(adjusted time for 40K bytes of disk data) and to copy a 40K-byte 
fi le using the system utility programs. The Spreadsheet graph shows 
how long it takes to load and recalculate a 25- by 25-cell spread
sheet where each cell equals 1.001 times the cell to its left. Microsoft 
Multiplan was used on the IBM PC and Apple lie; CalcStar was used 
on the Kaypro. Tests for the Apple lie were done with the ProDOS 
operating system, except for the spreadsheet test, which was done 
with DOS 3.3. The IBM PC was tested running under PC-DOS 2.0, 
and the Kaypro 16 was tested running under MS-DOS 2.11 . 
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use. If that's true. minor jiggles won't 
endanger data on the disk. 

I'm still nervous about transporting 
a hard disk-the potential for expen
sive damage is great if anything goes 
wrong. The Kaypro 16 User's Guide of
fers no reassurance: It contains no in
formation about preparing the 16 for 
transport. nor does it suggest what 
the machine should or should not be 
able to withstand. 

EXPANSION 
The I6's internal design is different 
from any other PC-compatible I've dis
mantled. The main board is upside 
down (chips down) at the top of the 
machine. with the expansion cage 
below it and toward the back of the 
computer (see photo on opposite 
page) . The expansion cage and main 
board are held in place by four screws 
in the computer's back panel. 

Another surprise is that the main 
board does not actually contain the 
heart of the computer. The 8088 
microprocessor and nearly all of its 
support chips are on the board filling 
the first (rearmost) of the IBM PC
compatible expansion slots on the 
main board. It turns out that the 
motherboard contains very little but 
memory chips and slots. some hard
disk adapter circuitry. and the bus and 
expansion slots. Unfortunately. the 
most inaccessible of the I6's com
ponents are the ones you need to get 
at to expand its capacities. 

The Kaypro 16 has one free expan
sion slot. (Three of four slots are oc
cupied by the logic board. floppy-disk 
controller and serial /parallel 110 
board. and video board) Also. it has 
sockets for an additional 256K bytes 
of RAM on the main board and an 
8087 numeric coprocessor chip on 
the logic board. To add either of these 
you must remove the entire main 
board and expansion-cage assembly 
and unplug seven cables. 

This process is not documented in 
the Kaypro 16 User's Guide. nor does the 
guide contain instructions for setting 
the DIP (dual in-line package) switches 
on the logic board to let the computer 
know about the changes. Most users 
should not try expansion of the 16 on 

their own but should reconcile 
themselves to paying a dealer to do it. 

SOFTWARE 
The 16's software bundle is extensive. 
including CW-BASIC and word-pro
cessing. spreadsheet. database. com
munications. and menu-construction 
packages. Unfortunately. the pro
grams are of very uneven quality and 
might provide some unpleasant sur
prises. I liked only one program 
(M ITE. the communications package) 
enough to consider using it regularly. 

MicroPro·s WordStar. the word pro
cessor. is a serviceable program that 
suffers only in comparison to the 
many editors avai lable for PC-com
patibles that are both more versatile 
and easier to use. Not so with Calc
Star. the spreadsheet program: It is 
the slowest. clumsiest program of its 
type I've ever tried to use on an IBM 
PC-type computer. The principal defi
ciency of the bundled database pro
gram. lnfoStar+ . is its formidable
and. in my dpinion. unwarranted
complexity. Its train ing and reference 
manuals run to hundreds of pages. 

MITE's strong point is that it lets the 
user set up parameter files. each of 
which can contain information such as 
data-transmission characteristics. 
phone number to dial. log-on proce
dure. and number of times to retry if 
busy for each bulletin board or ser
vice you call regularly. The communi
cations program·s weak point is that 
Mycroft Labs has not yet adapted 
either the user interface or the manual 
sufficiently in transferring the program 
from CP/M to MS-DOS. . 

USER'S GUIDE 
Most of the mqssive quantity of docu
mentation provided with the Kaypro 
16 is reprinted from the original 
MicroPro and Microsoft manuals for 
the bundled software. The only docu
mentation items provided specifica l
ly for the 16 are the 69-page Kaypro 
16 User's Guide and a stapled leaflet 
containing insta llation instructions for 
the MicroPro software. 

I found the User·s Gllide grossly in
adequate: It was poorly organized. 
omitted important subjects. and was 

.I 

occasionally incorrect about what it 

did discuss. A section labeled " Main~ 

tenance" contained little more than 

instructions on how to clean the fan 

filter. Explanations of MS-DOS.com: 


. mands were brief. sometimes mis

leading. and in at least one case 


. 	 would result in a syntax error if fol
lowed precisely. Kaypro has received 
lots of criticism in the past concern
ing documentation; irs ·disappointing 
to see so little improvement. 

SOME KINKS 
One difficulty I had with the Kaypro · 
16 resulted from the fact that the I¢»s 
serial communications ' port was a 
9-pin female connector rather than 
the conventional 25-pin. This meant 
that not one cable out of my collec
tion would connect my modem with 
the 16. Any modem with a built-in 
serial cable will need modification or 
an extra cable to work with the 16. 
The reason for this nonstandard con
nector is that the port shares .exter
nal space with a 25-pin parallel con
nector. w~ich leaves no room for the 
standard serial connector. 

Perhaps a more serious complaint 
about the serial port is that it is posi
tioned immediately nell:t to the l,6's 
RGB port. which is also a female 9-pin. 
Neither is· labeled. Fortunately. Kay.pro 
has stated that it is changing the con
nector to a 9-pin male. making it'com
patible with the 9-pin serial connec
tor on the PC AT. 

Another mild source of annoyance 
is the combination of a relatively loud 
fan and a quiet speaker. which makes 
it hard to hear the sounds that some 
programs generate. 

' 

CONCLUSION 
The Kaypro is a serviceable and 
~conomica l alternative to.the IBM PC 
or PC XT. particularly if you can use 
the bundled software and you 'need 
limited portability. But the computer 
does have a variety of rough spots 
that should be weighed against its 
comparatively low price. Low text
display quality. limited expansion 
possibilities. uneven software quality. 
and poor documentation all deserve 
scrutiny from potential users. • 
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I'm 
IBM 

Compatible 



Tired of the perplexing decision 
about which desk-top computer 
to buy? 

We.don't blame you. Many people 
are familiar with the sophistication, 
power and advanced technology of 
the Macintosh. Others admire the 
IBM PC and its library of almost 
10,000 software programs. 

So which computer should you 
buy? 

Well, now MacCharlie from Dayna 
Communi~ations gives you an easy 
answer. Because with MacCharlie, 
your Macintosh becomes compatible 
with IBM PC software-and you 
benefit from the best of both worlds. 

MacCharlie actually enhances 
IBM PC software. Your Macintosh 

• 

menu bar and window sizing are 
still active with the mouse. So now 
you have use of options like the 
clipboard, calculator and notepad 
with IBM PC software. 

And through MacCharlie, you can 
link Macintosh to IBM serial net
works and mainframes. Data files 
are also transferable from Macintosh 
to IBM and vice versa. Even if you 
have already taken the plunge into 
the IBM PC world, you now have 
the means to advance to Macintosh 
and still keep your software library 
intact. 

So have your Macintosh and IBM 
PC software too, with MacCharlie, 
and enjoy the best of both worlds. 

MaCCharlie'" 

by Dayna Communications 

For more infonnation , call Operator 14 toll-free, 1-800-531-0600. 
(In Utah , call 801-531-0600.) 

MacCharlie is a product of Dayna Communications, 50 S. Main, Salt Lake City, Utah 84144 
Apple is a 1rademark of Apple Computer. Inc. Macin1osh is a trademark licensed 10 Apple Computer. Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of lnrernatio nal Business Machines Co rporation. 
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The Osborne 3 

A midsize, 

no--frills 
portable 


BY DONNA OSGOOD 

D o 1111<1 Osqood i; <111 associate editor 
for BYTE 142 5 Battery St.. San 

Francisco. CA 94 111 1. 
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T he Osborne 3 is an IBM PC
compatible midsize portable com
puter based on the 80C86-a 

CMOS (complementary metal-oxide 
semiconductor) version of the 8086-run
ning at 3. 5 MHz. No applications software 
is bundled with the computer. nor is a bat
tery included. Osborne ships the basic 
machine and expects value-added dealers 
to provide the battery. RAM upgrade to 
512 K bytes. modem. video cable. external 
monitor. applications software. and other 
things that make up a workable system. 

The 03 has two 5v.i -inch floppy-disk 
drives. 2 56K bytes of RAM (random-access 
read/write memory). and a liquid-crystal 
display (LCD) in a package that weighs less 
than 12 pounds (see photo I) . 

HARDWARE 
At its weight and with the dimensions of 9 V2 
by 13 by 5 V2 inches (closed). the 03 is in 
a class between transportables and brief
case computers. A removable shoulder 
strap fits into slots in the machine's sides. 
With the shoulder strap adjusted so that the 
slanted front panel fits over your hip. the 
03 is very easy to carry. without the uncom
fortable corners a square-profile machine 
has. 

The front panel folds down to become the 
keyboard. revealing the screen embedded 
in the body of the computer. TuJO disk 
drives occupy the right side of the machine. 
and the battery slot. power jack. switch. and 
screen-contrast control are on the left. The 
rear panel contains the serial and parallel 
connectors. 

The built-in screen is an 80-character by 
16-line LCD with 480 by 128 addressable 
pixels (see photo 2) . The character font is 
simple and readable. 5 by 7 pixels in a 6
by 8-pixel matrix. with true descenders. 
Under ordinary office lighting conditions 
(fluorescent light source from above). the 
screen is just readable. Sunlight coming 
from any direction washes it out complete
ly. however. The screen is fixed; you can't 

tilt it to suit your viewing angle. The con
trast control provides some flexibility. but 
even at best the screen is a poor substitute 
for a CRT (cathode-ray tube) screen. 

Osborne offers a partial solution : an ex
ternal video adapter. The 1 Vi- by 9!/i- by 
6!/i-inch box includes a parallel port to 
replace the one it uses. so both a printer 
and an external monitor can be connected 
at the same time. On both monitors I tried. 
a Zenith monochrome and a USI Pi3 . the 
picture was slightly larger than the screen. 
and a character or so was lost on each cor
ner. even at optimum vertical and horizon
tal adjustment. This is not a problem on all 
monitors. but it is something to watch for. 

The 03's keyboard (see photo 3) is a com
pressed and slightly rearranged version of 
the IBM PCs. Shift and Return keys. though 
small. are in the Selectric typewriter posi
tions (with no annoying interven ing keys) . 
Scroll/Num Lock. Caps Lock. and Alt keys 
occupy the left side of the bottom row. with 
four cursor keys to the right of the space 
bar. The cursor keys serve as Home. End. 
Pg Up. and Pg Dn keys when used in com
bination with the Alt key. A calculator 
keypad is an overlay to alphanumeric keys 
on the right side of the keyboard. activated 
by the Num key. All alphanumeric keys 
repeat when held down. 

Some of the IBM PC's keyboard problems 
are corrected in the Osborne. For example. 
the Prt Sc key, which causes a particularly 
frustrating delay when hit accidentall y. is 
moved away from the home keys and works 
in combination with Alt. 

A row of membrane keys above the key
pad holds 10 function keys and 4 icon keys 
for the 03 's built-in operations Labels for 
the function keys appear on the screen 
when an application that supports them is 
running. This works wel l with the built-in ap
plications. but function-key identifiers will 
not be visible when using a program such 
as WordStar. which puts them at the bot
tom of a 2 5-line screen. Shi fting the screen 
back and forth from the top to the bottom 



of the page is enough trouble to outweigh 
the convenience of the function-key 
identifiers. 

The keyboard panel needs to be sup
ported on a solid surface-it jiggles unac
ceptably if it extends beyond the edge of 
a table or desk. Even with the keyboard well 
supported . letters occasionally skipped on 
both machines I used while writing this 
review The R key was a problem on both 
machines. 

Sources at Osborne assured me that the 
03's keyboard buffer is as large as the IBM 
PC's. However. when I use multiple-key
stroke commands. such as <Ctr!> JJ I . 
which is NewWord's command to change 
the help level. the last letter is often not ac
cepted . Occasionally. the lag between strik
ing a key and seeing a letter on the screen 
is noticeable. 

The 03 is shipped with 2 56K bytes of 
RAM. expandable to 512 K bytes. The built
in calculator. scheduler. terminal emulator. 
and map-display programs use l 6K bytes 
of ROM (read-only memory) . To hold ap
pointment notes. 4K bytes of nonvolatile 
RAM is assigned to the scheduler. 

A 100/220-volt AC-to-DC adapter supplies 
15 volts DC. A standard nicad video-camera 
battery fits the 03 . but it is not included. 
A full charge on the nicad battery should 
run the machine for about five hours. A 
recharge takes about eight hours. though 
the battery will trickle-charge while in use 
with the AC-to-DC adapter. 

The 03 uses two double-sided one-th ird
height 5 v.1 -inch floppy-disk drives (see photo 
4) . The drive doors spring open to partially 
eject the disks when pressed and released. 
The doors cover the drive openings com
pletely. keeping dust at bay. The openings 
are designed to guide disks into place 
without a struggle. I had no trouble insert
ing and removing disks from the side of the 
machine without peering around to see 
what I was doing. A red light glows when 
a drive is running. 

The 03 has both a parallel and a serial 

port. The RS-2 32C serial port uses the 82 51. 
a CMOS chip manufactured by Oki. rather 
than the 82 50 that is IBM's standard. A soft
ware front end in ROM makes the 03 com
patible with CrosSTalk. but some programs 
that talk directly to the serial port will not 
run. 

The internal clock is backed by a battery 
and should keep time when the machine is 
unplugged. In one of the machines I used. 
however. the clock lost time when the ma
chine had neither AC nor DC power turned 
on. 

SOFTWARE 
The only software bundled with the 
Osborne 3 is MS-DOS 2 .11. BASIC is not in
cluded. nor are any applications programs. 
Three "executive productivity" programs 
are resident in ROM: an appointment book. 

(continued) 

Photo I: The Osborne 3 with an 80-character by l 6-line liquid-crystal display 
and two 5 v.1 -inch floppy-disk drives. 
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REVIEW: OSBORNE 3 


a calculator. and a terminal emulator the world. By pressing a function key 
program. at the map screen you can reach the 

menu from which you set time and 
USING THE OSBORNE 3 date. printer and modem parameters. 
As the power comes on. the 03 dis and screen type. Another function key 
plays a calenda r. clock. and map of (labeled on the screen) gives you the 

Photo 2: Screen display of the Osborne 3 showing the world map and clock. 

Photo 3: Close-up of the Osborne 3 (~eyboard shows the rows of special function and 
icon (ffys above the alphanumeric keys. 
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appointment calendar (which can 
handle dates as far off as December 
31. 2099) . You can set an alarm (a 
flashing message and beep) to remind 
you of engagements. 

To load a program from disk. you 
simply push the disk icon key. While 
you are using an application from 
disk. you can reach the 03's other 
built-in functions. like the calculator. 
terminal emulator. and calendar. by 
pushing their icon keys. When you 
have finished your digression. press
ing the disk key returns the disk ap
plication to the screen. 

FLYING WITH THE OSBORNE 3 
If your reason for buying a portable 
computer involves travel. you will be 
concerned with the 03 's performance 
on a plane. Its size and shape make 
it easy to stow under a seat. It fits well 
on a tray table and does not weigh 
enough to endanger the table's 
hinges. Be careful in the aisles. how
ever. The 03 is no heavier than the 
average carry-on bag. but it is made 
of hard plastic with square corners. 
and it could do damage to someone 
if it slides around on your arm. 

Airlines differ in their tolerance of 
portable computers on board. so 
check with your carrier before you 
plan to finish writing your big speech 
in the air. The 03 is rated with the FCC 
as a Class A machine. a rating that in
volves a less rigorous interference 
standard than Class B. Even so. using 
the computer in flight probably will 
not cause problems with the aircraft's 
equipment: Osborne reports that one 
airline pilot uses his 03 in the cockpit. 
On the other hand. if you wind up in 
Detroit when you were headed for 
Milwaukee. you might reconsider 
using your computer on planes. 

COMPATIBILITY 
The 03 is an IBM PC emulator. It uses 
a software front end to simulate the 
operation of an IBM PC. This means 
that no program that makes calls 
directly to hardware will work. which 
eliminates many copy-protected pack
ages. The 03 doesn't have graphics 
capabilities. even when using an ex

1conti11ued) 



AT A GLANCE 


Name 
Osborne 3 

Type 
Portable computer 

Manufacturer 
Osborne Computer Corp. 
42680 Ch risty St. 
Fremont. CA 94538 
(415) 887-8080 

Size 
9112 by 13 by 51/2 inches 
closed: 11 pounds, 15 ounces 
without battery or AC adapter 

Components 
Processor: 80C86 16-bit, 3.5 
MHz 
Memory: 256K RAM 
(expandable to 512K using 
256K DRAMs) , 16K ROM, 4K 
nonvolatile RAM 
Disk storage: Two 360K 
51/4-inch floppy-disk drives 
Display: BO-character by 
16-line LCD; 480 by 128 
addressable pixels with 
external video adapter 
Keyboard: 63 keys, including 
4 cursor keys, 10 flat
membrane function keys, and 
4 icon keys 
Power: 15-volt DC from a 
100/220-volt AC-to-DC 
adapter; can use standard 
nicad video-camera battery 
(not included) 

Software 
MS-DOS 2.11 ; scheduler, 
calculator, and terminal 
emulator in ROM 

Documentation 
User's guide, 57 pages; 
manual for appointment 
calendar, 22 pages; MS-DOS 
user's guide, 188 pages 

Price 
$1895 for two drives and 
256K RAM 

MEMORY SIZE (K BYT ES ) DISK STORAGE ( K BYTES) 
0 200 400 600 800 0 400 800 1200 1600 

BUNDLED SOFTWARE PACKAGES PRICE ( $ 1000) 
0 6 10 0 2 4 8 JO 

D OSBORNE 3 I /J I tBM PC ~APPLE TI E 

The Memory Size graph shows the standard 
and optional memory available for the 
computers under comparison . The Disk 
Storage graph shows the highest capacity for 
one and two floppy-disk drives. The Bundled 
Software Packages graph shows the number 
of software packages included with each sys-

tern . The Price graph shows the list price of a 
system with two disk drives, a color-display 
adapter, a printer port and a serial port, 256K 
bytes of memory (64K bytes for 8-bit systems), 
and the standard operating system and BASIC 
interpreter for the computers under com
parison. 
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The rear of the Osborne 3 holds the parallel and serial ports. 	 Inside the Osborne 3. Parallel and serial connectors are at the 
bottom. 

DISK ACCESS IN BASIC (SEC) BASIC PERFORMANCE (SEC) 
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The graph for Disk Access in BASIC shows how long it takes to write 
and read a 64K-byte sequential text file to a blank formatted floppy 
disk. (For the program listings. see "The Chameleon Plus" by Rich 
Krajewski. June 1984 BYTE, page 327, and October 1984 BYTE, 
page 33.) The Sieve column in the BASIC Performance graph shows 
how long it takes to run one iteration of the Sieve of Eratosthenes 
prime-number benchmark. The Calculations column shows how long 
it takes to do 10,000 multiplication and 10,000 division operations 
using single-precision numbers. The System Util ities graph shows 

how long it takes to format and to copy a standard text file to disk 
(adjusted time for 40K bytes of disk data) and to copy a 40K·byte 
file using the system utility programs. The Spreadsheet graph shows 
how long it takes to load and recalculate a 25· by 25-cell spreadsheet 
where each cell equals 1.001 times the cell to its left. Microsoft Multi· 
plan was the spreadsheet used. The Osborne 3 used MS-DOS 2.11 
and GW.BASIC. The IBM PC used PC-DOS 2.0 and BASICA. The 
Apple I le used ProDOS, except for the spreadsheet test, which was 
done using DOS 3.3. 
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REVIEW: OSBORNE 3 


Photo 4: The right side of the Osborne 3 contains the two 5v.i-inch floppy-disk drives. 

ternal monitor. so only text-based 
programs and the text parts of in
tegrated packages will run. In some 
cases. the graphics portions of pro
grams confuse the machine: for exam
ple. loading a SuperCalc template that 
contains graphs crashes the system. 
The solution in this case is to load a 
partial file. large enough to contain 
only the spreadsheet. 

While writing this review. I tried 
several versions of the Osborne 
machine. each with enhanced ROM 
chips and each running more IBM PC 
programs than the last. WordStar. 
Superwriter. PeachText. dBASE II. 
CrosSTulk. Multiplan. and SuperCalc 3 
worked without a hitch on the latest 
and. according to Osborne. final ver
sion. All 03s shipped to dealers will 
have the updated ROMs. and every
one who bought an earlier machine 
will receive the new chips. I was told. 

Another potential compatibility bar
rier is memory size. A 2 56K-byte 03 

has about 30K fewer bytes of usable 

memory than a 2 56K-byte IBM PC. 

The extra space is taken up in the 

memory-mapped video display. 

screen buffer. ROM working storage. 

and memory for the icon functions. 

This size difference can be critical for 

large programs such as ThinkTank. 

which gave me an "insufficient 

memory" message when I tried to run 

it on a 2 56K-byte 03. Other large pro

grams. such as Framework and Sym

phony. may be restricted in file size. 


DOCUMENTATION 

Three manuals come with the 03: a 

user's guide for the computer. an MS

DOS guide. and a manual for the ap

pointment calendar. 


The user's guide covers the usual 
description of the case and keyboard 
instructions for loading MS-DOS and 
making copies. and highlights of MS
DOS. It also has instructions for the 
nonexistent modem. 

The MS-DOS guide includes a short 
section on using the operating system 
with the Osborne 3. Rather than 
lumping DOS commands into one 
alphabetical list. the guide breaks 
them into sections on handling disks. 
handling files. general commands. 
directories. and input/output. 

The manual for the appointment 
calendar provides instructions for 
entering appointments. setting alarms. 
changing calendar entries. and keep
ing archives of appointments It has a 
summary of commands and a glossary 
of error messages. 

SUPPORT 
Osborne has established a network of 
about 17 5 dealers across the country 
who will sell and service the 03. T\vo 
people in Osborne's offices will 
answer questions over the phone. 
though there is no toll-free number. 
The company encourages dealers and 
users groups to assume much of the 
burden of support. 

CONCLUSION 
Osborne and Morrow have built prod
ucts around a computer designed by 
Vadem Inc. (Santa Clara. California) . 
Morrow licensed the technology from 
Vadem and has since made its own 
modifications. Zenith. in turn. licensed 
the technology from Morrow and sells 
a similar machine. Osborne's relation
ship with Vadem involves manufactur
ing and system support. Vadem 
engineers have made extensive 
changes to the Osborne 3. mostly im
proving its IBM compatibility. 

The 03 has two essential attributes 
of a truly useful portable computer: 
real portability and straightforward 
data storage. As long as your applica
tion does not involve graphics and 
you can live without slots. you would 
probably be satisfied with the 03. Its 
compatibility is not complete. and your 
software may find a loophole that the 
Osborne engineers did not close. 
Another consideration is speed: the 
03 is slower than the IBM PC in all 
categories. Within those limitations. 
however. the Osborne 3 is a solid 
machine that provides the necessities 
in a very compact package • 
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lnfoWorld 

WordPerfect 4.0. For more 

WordPerfect 4.0. 

Our highest Illarks yet. 


~\ ., ..; 

"< 
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A perfect report card It 
wasn't necessarily our goal when 
we added the most recent enhance
ments to WordPerfect. We were 
more interested in responding to 
the suggestions of our users and 
dealers. 

But a perfect report card is 
like icing on the cake. And it 
makes us more confident than ever 
that WordPerfect 4.0 is the most 
perfect WordPerfect, yet 

Easier. 

Most WordPerfect 4.0 functions 

WORD PlRflCT c: 
~ 

'O Qi
0 ()0 

0 
.; 0 >< 

(!) UJu..ll.11111111 
0 lB'0 0 

Performance 
0 rn'0 0 

Documentation 
0 lB'0 0 

Ease of Use 0 lB'0 0 
Error Handling 

0 rn'00
$upport 

Info World 

Or call or write: 
wait between 
pages. No 
matter how 
fast you type, 
WordPerfect 
won't slow you 
down. 

Better. 

WordPerfect 4.0 includes several 
features not found on many word 
processors. Like a 100,000-word 
phonetic dictionary; multi-page 
footnoting capability; table of 
contents and index generation; 

graph numbering; 
and a 4.0 net

work version 
Get the word 
processor that 
lives up to 

its name (and 
its report card): 

'\ 
l 

·f 
t 

~\~. 

information, see your dealer. 

SS! Software 
288 West Center Street 
Orem, Utah 84057 
Information: (801) 227-4020 
Order Desk 1-800-321-4566, 
Toll-free 
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WordStar 2000 

WordStar's 

first offspring 
is easy to use 
but somewhat 

slow 

BY MALCOLM C. RUBEL 

Malcolm C. Rubel is president of 
Performance Dynamics Associates 

1305 Madison Ave.. New York. NY 
10165). He is coauthor of The 

Performance Guides to Busi
ness Software . a series of boolis 

benchmarking word-processing. 
business-modeling. and database

management software. 

A !though WordStar was not the first 
word processor for microcom
puters and some people argue 

that it is not the best. it is certainly the most 
successful. While hundreds of users wrote 
patches to help the program do more than 
it already could, the publisher of the pack
age made few changes or improvements 
until now. 

In response to a large number of com
petitors who claim that their word pro
cessors are easier to learn and use, Micro
Pro has released WordStar 2000 for the IBM 
PC and compatibles. 

The new WordStar 2000 is available in the 
basic version and as WordStar 2000 Plus. 
The basic version contains MicroPro's spell
ing checker, CorrectStar, and retails for 
$495. The Plus version includes Mai!Merge, 
Starlndex, and a new feature. Te!Merge. 
WordStar 2000 Plus retails for $595 . 

MicroPro has gone to considerable 
lengths to eliminate the difficulties that new 
users have encountered with WordStar. The 
product includes a new training guide of 
over 200 pages and a guide to the pro
gram's advanced features (it's 217 pages 
and included with WordStar 2000 Plus) giv
ing further lessons for Tel Merge, Mail Merge. 
and Starlndex. Also included is a new series 
of interactive disk tutorials that will provide 
basic information for beginners. 

WordStar 2000 is easier to learn than the 
original WordStar. For those with WordStar 
experience, the program will look familiar 
but the keystrokes will be different. Micro
Pro still uses control-key sequences to in
voke commands, but these sequences have 
been changed to resemble the command 
a bit more closely. For example, Ctrl-C gives 
the choices for moving the cursor, Ctrl-P 
brings up print enhancements. and Ctrl-L is 
for locate. WordStar 2000 also uses Ctr!-G 
to call up context-sensitive help virtually 
anywhere in the program (Ctrl-H is the back
space code. not the help code). 

MicroPro has also assigned many more 
commonly used commands to the function 

keys (shifted and unshifted) and to the 
number keys at the top of the keyboard 
combined with Alt. The assignments made 
by MicroPro include some infrequently 
used commands such as Merge: Select Data 
File and Merge: Next Copy, but leave out 
such commonly used commands as Locate 
and Remove Block. 

MicroPro lets you change the commands 
on the function and number keys in its in
stallation program, but all the reference aids 
that the company provides have the basic 
assignments etched in plastic. When you 
make changes. the cards become much less 
useful. 

Those commands in WordStar that were 
somewhat unusual have been straightened 
out and are easier to remember. Dot com
mands and format changes are no longer 
necessary. WordStar 2000 contains pre
determined format lists that provide all the 
basic setups for the user. You simply specify 
which one you want to use when you create 
your document. and that format will be 
used each time you work with that file. You 
can also create your own format files. 

Most of this is great. but what's the catch? 
Unfortunately, WordStar 2000 executes 
more slowly than its predecessor and. in 
some instances, has become less easy to 
use because it's become easier to learn. 

STARTING UP 
WordStar 2000 requires version 2.0 or 
higher of MS-DOS or PC-DOS. two disk 
drives, and a minimum of 256K bytes of 
RAM (random-access read/write memory). 
More RAM can be assigned to buffers in the 
CONFlG.SYS file and speeds up execution 
considerably. Like WordStar, the new pro
gram makes heavy use of overlays. 

The opening menu now takes up two 
screens; the user can toggle between them 
by using the space bar. WordStar's basic ap
proach is stil l there but MicroPro has spread 
out the menu so individual entries are 
easier to see. You activate menu choices by 

(continued) 
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REVIEW: WORDSTAR 2000 


typing a one-key mnemonic. 
To edit a document. you strike E and 

either type in the filename or move 
the cursor to it. If you are creating a 
new document. you are also asked 
which format file to use. As men
tioned earlier. the format comes up 
with the file each time you call it. sav
ing the initial formatting that was nec
essary with WordStar. 

TEXT ENTRY 
Once you choose the format. you are 
presented with the editing screen. The 
menu of the basic editing options 
takes up the top half of the screen. 
but you can set the program so only 
the submenus show after you strike 
the initial menu key or so that no 
menu shows at all. 

Those familiar with WordStar will 
feel at home with the editing screen; 
it looks the same. Tubbing. which is 
set every n spaces in the format files. 
can be reset as you wish. Decimal tab
bing is available with a choice of U.S. 
or European decimal points. You 
move the cursor either with the cur
sor keys or by using the traditional 
WordStar control-key cursor "dia
mond:· You activate large cursor 
moves by using the Ctrl-C submenu 
of commands. The commands mirror 
those available with WordStar. 

Unfortunately. moving through a 
WordStar 2000 file can be a slow pro
cess. In all comparative tests. I found 
a substantial reduction in perfor
mance. The most serious problem is 
the screen-rewrite time. It is so slow 
that when you hold the down-arrow 
key to scroll through the file. the 

display goes blank as you move off 
the current screen. You must release 
the key for a few seconds to let the 
screen rewrite. In all cases. WordStar 
2000's times were slower than Word
Star's. even with a hard disk. 

TEXT EDITING 
You can delete text using the back
space key for delete left or the delete 
key for delete right. I found it unusual 
that the delete left command is an 
overlay; i.e.. it is not always in memory. 
The first time you use it. the program 
has to load the code for this com
mand from drive A. That process 
takes more than a second. Larger 
deletions. such as delete word. sen
tence. paragraph. etc.. are included in 
the Ctrl-R (Remove) menu. The pro
gram also has an Undo command 
(Ctrl-U) that makes this function a 
powerful cut-and-paste option. 

Block operations perform smoothly. 
Blocks can be either horizontal for 
normal text or vertical for tables. 
WordStar 2000 has also provided for 
block sorting (either numerically or 
alphabetically in ascending or de
scending order) for blocks up to 150 
entries and block arithmetic (horizon 
tally and vertically). 

One feature most people will like 
about WordStar 2000 is its dynamic 
justification. As you insert and delete 
text. the paragraph remains justified. 
and if you change your margins. text 
will automatically be reformatted to 
your new margin settings. However. 
the reformatting is not instantaneous. 
If you reset the margins and then try 
to page through your file using the 

Table I: A comparison of bencfimarks obtained witfi WordStar 2000 and 

WordStar 3.3 . All tests were done on an IBM PC witfi PC-DOS 2.1. and 

times are in seconds. 

Load program 
Load 4000-word file 
Save 4000-word file 
Move cursor down 40 lines 
Go to end of file 
Search 
Replace string 400 times 

WordStar 2000 
(Floppy) 

43.2 
14.4 
23.7 

9.3 
73.1 

130 
217 

WordStar 2000 WordStar 3.3 
(Hard disk) (Floppy) 

16.6 9.5 
11 .7 9.9 
23.7 25 

9.3 4.4 
67 .3 9.9 

117 11 
204 34.7 

PgDn key. the time it takes to write a 
new screen of text increases from 2 .6 
seconds to 6 or 7 seconds. 

A second feature that will be useful 
· to some users is the program's win
dowing capabilities. WordStar 2000 
will open up three different windows 
to look at three different files. You can 
shift text from one file to another. 
making document assembly much 
easier. Window sizes are predeter
mined and cannot be changed. 

Search and Replace operations are 
now included in a single command. 
Ctrl-L (for Locate). To search. you 
enter the string and strike several car
riage returns to invoke. To replace 
text. you type R after entering the 
search string and then . when 
prompted. type in the replacement 
string. A large number of options are 
available. including whole-word 
search. case sensitivity. and wild 
cards. Unfortunately. the speed at 
which WordStar 2000 performs these 
operations is quite slow even with a 
hard-disk system. See the times in 
table I . 

FORMATTING AND PRINTING 
WordStar 2000 provides for multiple
line headers and footers that you can 
alternate for right- and left-facing 
pages. separate print offset settings 
for right- and left-facing pages. flexi
ble page-number placements. any 
number of different line lengths and 
tab settings in a document. and justi
fied and nonjustified text included in 
a single file. You indicate line spacing 
by selecting different line heights. 
They allow for single. double. and tri
ple spacing. as well as eight lines to 
an inch. but do not have the number 
of choices that were available with the 
WordStar Line-height command. 

WordStar 2000 has improved Word
Star's Hyphen-help function. The pro
gram has a function that will automat
ically insert hyphens where necessary 
as part of the dynamic justification 
process. Text looks better when you 
use the function. It works well . but I 
wish that MicroPro had given me the 
chance to define the decision criteria 
for applying hyphenation. The algo
rithm is not accessible to the user. 
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Name 
Word?tar 2000 and WordStar 
2000 Plus 

Type 
Word processor 

Manufacturer 
MicroPro International 
33 San Pablo Ave. 
San Rafael , CA 94903 
(415) 499-1200 

Format 
51/4- inch MS-DOS, six disks 
supplied, copy-protected 

Computer 
IBM PC and compatibles, 
256K bytes of RAM 

Necessary Software 
MS-DOS or PC-DOS version 
2.0 or higher 

Documentation 
Four manuals (five with 
WordStar 2000 Plus) covering 
installation, tutorials, reference, 
and advanced features 

Price 
WordStar 2000 
WordStar 2000 Plus 

$495 
$595 

Comments 
WordStar 2000 is a full 
function word processor that 
provides distinct improve
ments over WordStar. It is 
easier to learn and, in some 
respects, easier to use. 
However, the program is very 
large and slower than its 
predecessor. 

LOAD (SEC) 
so.----------------. 

J4 

JO 

0 

SEARCH I SEC l 
so.-----------------. 

40 

30 

20 

10 

0 

- WORDSTAR 2000 It tH WORDSTAR 3.3 ~ XYWRITE II PLUS 

A comparison of WordStar 2000 with WordStar 
3.3 and XyWrite II Plus. The graphs show the 
results of performing various standard word
processing functions using a 4000-word text 
file. The Load graph shows the time required 
to load a file from disk to memory. The Save 
graph shows the time required to save the file 
on disk. The Search graph shows the timing 

SAVE I SEC l 
so.----------------. 

SCROLL I SEC) 
so.----------------. 

4J 

301------

201------

JO I--- --

N/A 
o~-----

results for a search starting at the beginning 
of a file and looking for its last word. The Scroll 
graph illustrates the time required to scroll 
manually from the first line of the file to the last 
line. The manual scroll results for WordStar 
2000 are not shown because the program uses 
a screen rewrite function instead of line-by-line 
scrolling. 

WordStar 2000 supports everything 
from typewriter conversions to the HP 
LaserJet. It prints proportionally if the 
feature is supported on your printer. 
but instead of adding microspaces be
tween the characters when perform
ing right justification on my test 
printer (NEC 3550), it added micro
spaces between the words. Interchar
acter microspacing gives a finished 

document a better look. 
WordStar 2000 supports chain and 

nested printing but. unlike WordStar 
3.3 , does not do background printing. 
WordStar 2000 has a function called 
Print and Resume Editing that prints 
a copy of the file to disk and then 
goes back to the opening menu. With 
a file of any size. the time you spend 
waiting is considerable. BYTE's 

4000-word benchmark test file took 
199 seconds to format on a floppy 
system and 168 seconds on a hard
disk system before bringing me back 
to the opening menu. You must also 
make sure you have enough space on 
your logged disk drive to accom
modate the temporary print files 
because they take up more space 

(continued) 
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than the document file does. If the 
logged drive does not have enough 
space. you will be presented with the 
message: '"An unrecoverable error oc
curred while printing (filespec) . Press 
ESCape to continue: · 

ADVANCED FEATURES 
WordStar 2000 has a new function 
called a key directory that lets you 
store either word or command 
macros in any number of files that you 
desire. They are easy to set up and ex
ecute. You type in the command 
string under which the macro is stored 
and press Esc. and the macro will be 
executed. For repetitive procedures. 
this is a godsend. 

The basic version of WordStar 2000 
comes with CorrectStar. MicroPro's 
spelling checker. The program 
seemed to work well. You can create 
personal dictionaries to supplement 
the basic dictionary. This program is 
also slow. taking 305 seconds to make 
a single pass with no corrections 
through a 5000-word test file on the 
floppy system. When making correc
tions. CorrectStar ran even slower. re
quiring 17 to 30 seconds to read 
through I to 17 lines of text and high
light a mistake. Performance on a hard 
disk was not much better. although 
you do avoid changing disks. Unfor

tunately WordStar 2000. like earlier 
versions of WordStar. changes bit 8 of 
the last character in each word. so 
many of the other spelling checkers 
will not work directly with its files. 

WordStar 2000 Plus includes some
thing completely new. TulMerge. It 
also includes new versions of Mail
Merge and Starlndex. 

With a modem. TelMerge lets you 
use your computer as a terminal and 
call up several of the more popular 
on-line database systems. including 
The Source. CompuServe. Official 
Airline Guide. and others. 

MicroPro has simplified MailMerge 
·and put it into an easy-to-use format. 
The dot commands and bare file 
structure are gone. The entry format 
is predefined but has four variables 
for user-defined entries. You can print 
labels. but only in predefined formats. 
If you can change your needs to suit 
the program. it will be easy to use. 
WordStar's MailMerge was more 
powerful and flexible. but it was also 
more difficult to learn. 

Starlndex too is easier to use but. 
as with MailMerge. some of the pro
gram's flexibility. and therefore some 
of its usefulness. has been sacrificed. 
With WordStar's Starlndex. you could 
either type in entries or identify them 
in the text being indexed. Starlndex 

for WordStar 2000 requires that you 
type in each index entry. 

CONCWSIONS 
People who are familiar with WordStar 
will find the transition to WordStar 
2000 easy; its approach to word pro
cessing is similar to its predecessor's. 
For new users. the excellent tutorials 
supplied with the program make a big 
difference in how easy it is to learn. 

There is not much that WordStar 
2000 cannot do well. The problem is 
that it will do it slowly and sometimes 
with more intervention from prompts 
and confirmations than I would like. 
WordStar 2000 is written in C. which 
lets MicroPro transport it easily to 
other machines. but this results in 
slower program execution. 

The program is so big that. like 
WordStar. it must continually access 
the program disks to overlay program 
code. With the original WordStar run 
ning in a 64K-byte environment. this 
problem was understandable. Word
Star 2000. however. was designed in 
the 16-bit world. Its minimum mem
ory requirement of 256K bytes should 
have improved this disk-access prob
lem for program code and working 
file. but it has not. The program runs 
more slowly. If time is money. Word
Star 2000 is an expensive program. • 

Quality PC Products from MULTITECH 

• CPU board with 256K memory and up 

to 640K on board, serial, parallel 
ports, socket for 8087, 6 slots. Run 
MS DOS CPM/86. Complete 
documentation ........... . . .. $350 
Power supply ....... .... ..... $110 
Case for the CPU board . . . ..... $60 
Keyboard ..... . .. . ...... . . . ... $70 

• Fully assembled IBM compatible 
PC with 256K, 1 serial, 1 parallel, 
color card, keyboard & 2(1/2) 
HT drives .... . .. . . . ........ $1100 
OEM and dealer discount available. 

CALL TOLL FREE TO ORDER (800) 538·1542 
In California cell (408) 730·1795 Technical Support Sarvlco (408) 773·8400 

SERVEX 195 West El Camino Real 
• • Sunnyvale, California 94087 U S 

• Multifunction board (64-384K) 	 .. $130 
1 parallel, 2 serial, clock/calendar, 
ramdisk, print spooler, & memory 

• Color/graphic card ...... . ... .. $110 
• 	Mono display adaptor with 1 

printer port ..... . ........ . ... $100 
• Mono/graphic card with 1 printer 

port (Hercules compatible, 
flicker free) ................ .. $150 

• Short expansion card 
Serial card (2 ports) . . .... .. .... $50 
Memory (0-576K) . ........ . .. .. $90 
Floppy controller (2/4 drives) .... . $60 
Multi 1/0 (PC/XT/AT) ........... $140 

* One-year warranty for all add-on cards! 
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Because Codex just came 


out with a modem that over-

Anybody who's ever sent data 
over phone lines knows the problems 
it can present. 

Information gets mumble
jumbled. $4,000 invoices become 
$40,000 invoices. And soon your 
company's lost a pretty penny over 
some modem foul-up. 

comes the inadequacies ofphone 
line performance. 

(Codex, as your friends in 
data processing will tell you, is 
the industry's acknowledged 
leader in state-of-the-art 
products, in service, in just about 
everything that has to do with 
networking.) 

The Codex error-correcting 
pc modem is a serious business 
modem. 

It gives you data trans
missions more than 10,000 times 
more reliable than most 
other modems. Over anybody's 
phone lines. 

A sophisticated error
correction system called MNP™ 
detects breakdowns in phone 
line performance and retransmits 
data. And the beauty is all 
this happens without you ever 
knowing it. 

Just think. Data you 
can trust. 

Now don't you feel better 
about those crazy phone lines? 

If you're a data 
communications manager responsible 
for purchasing modems, 
call 800-426-1212. Extension 225. 

Or write Codex Corporation, 
Department 
707-225, 
20 Cabot 
Boulevard, 

Well, now you can say good-by Mansfield, 
to all that. MA 0204s. codex. 
n'MNP is n tradi.'mn rk ofMicrornm. lnc. 

<>copy cight J'l85CodexCmp. See us at the TCA Show, September 17-19. ® MOTOROl..A 
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AN EPIC ACHIEYEMENT

WITH A ·CAST OF THREE. 


For an award-winning performance every time you print, bank on these three letter-quality printers 
from JUKI®. Stellar achievements in all the most-needed word-processing functions ... and well 

within budget. Our three daisywheel stars are rapidly winning new fans all over the globe: 

JUKl6100 JUKI 6300 
18 cps-and under $600! Prints The big one. Handles spread Ideal for home use. Prints 10 
graphics, 2K buffer memory sheets and other documents up to cps-costs under $300! 13 lbs.
(expandable to SK), the small 13 inches wide. 40 cps-for quiet-built to JUKI's acclaimed 
office printer with big-office under $995! Quiet, lightweight, specifications, for reliable service. 
productivity! and tough! 3K buffer memory 1-.. 

(expandable to 15K). l'f ~\. ~ JUKI® 
t The workers. 

'-- JUKI OFFICE MACHINE CORP.New! One-Year Warranty! 

EAST COAST: 
299 Market St., Saddle Brook, NJ 07662 

(800) 932-0590 

WEST COAST: 
23844 Hawthorne Blvd., Suite 101, Torrance, CA 90505 

© 1985 JUKI OFFICE MACHINE CORP. Inquiry 205 (800) 325-6134 • (800) 435-6315 (California) 
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XyWrite II Plus 
Word 


processing 
from the 

command 

line 


BY RUBIN RABINOVITZ 

Rubin Rabinovitz {Department of 
English. Campus Box 226. Univer

sity of Colorado. Boulder. CO 
80309) is a professor of English . 

He received his doctorate at Colum
bia University and has reviewed 

books for tlie New York Times 
and New York magazine. 

X yOuest lnc:s XyWrite II Plus is an in
novative word-processing program 
for the IBM Personal Computer (PC) 

and compatibles. An advanced version of 
the entry-level XyWrite II. XyWrite II Plus is 
powerful and reasonably priced ($295). and 
it has many attractive features. While 
XyWrite (pronounced zye-write) can run on 
computers with 12 BK bytes. it needs more 
memory if you plan to work on documents 
longer than . say. 30 to 40 pages. The pro
gram will make use of any extra memory 
beyond the minimum 12 BK bytes. up to 
640K bytes. 

XyWrite executes commands very quick
ly The screen display can provide compre
hensive format information or a version of 
your text that's close to the printed output. 
XyWrite also has some interesting advanced 
features. such as a redefinable keyboard. 
sophisticated macro routines. easy access 
to DOS (disk operating sys'tem) or another 
program. programming capability. and a 
facility for reconfiguring printer files. 

The authors of XyWrite helped design 
Atex . a large multiterminal text-processing 
system with editing and typesetting capa
bilities. (Atex is used mainly by large firms
publishers. insurance companies. and law 
offices-that routinely print a great number 
of documents.) The two systems are in many 
ways similar. a factor that should make 
XyWrite especially attractive to Atex users. 

THE COMMAND LINE 
The most distinctive characteristic of 
XyWrite is its reliance on a command line 
for initiating major operat ions. Let's say 
you've finished editing a file and want to 
save it. You move the cursor to a line re
served for entering commands at the top 
of the screen. type the command word for 
saving a file. and then press Return. Display
ing another file or creating a new file in
volves different command words. but the 
rest of the procedure remains the same. 
Some XyWrite routines are initiated by the 
IBM PCs function keys (Fl through FIO). but 

where other programs typically offer menus 
or screen prompts. XyWrite makes use of 
the command line. 

Most of XyWrite's commands have logical 
names. which helps when you're learning 
the program . For example. STORE lets you 
save a file. CALL displays an existing file. 
and NEW creates a file. Once you 've 
learned the program you can save time by 
using abbreviations of these commands. In 
most cases. entering the first two letters of 
a XyWrite command word has the same ef
fect as spelling it out: either ST or STORE 
is a legitimate command for saving a file. 

XyWrite has more than a hundred com
mands of this sort. While this leads to flex
ibility in some of the program·s advanced 
routines. it also introduces difficulties. 
Learning a great number of two-letter com
mands-as WordStar users know-can be 
time-consuming. Forgotten command 
words lead to annoying interruptions 
because you have to consult the manual. 
T'yping mistakes force you to back up to 
revise the command entry. Such factors 
make working with a command line more 
demanding than choosing from options 
listed on the screen. If your favorite pro
grams use menus extensively. you may not 
like this aspect of XyWrite. 

A related problem has to do with the 
number of keystrokes required to complete 
command operations. In XyWrite the mini
mum number is usually four: one keystroke 
to move into the command line. two to 
enter the abbrev iated form of the com
mand. and one to execute the command. 
Comparable operations in other programs 
often involve fewer keystrokes. 

However. once you've entered the com
mands they are executed very quickl y: 
operations such as deletions. changes of 
format. and cursor movements occur 
almost instantaneously (see table I) . Such 
speed is possible because the program 
keeps your file in RAM (random-access 
read/write memory) until you decide to 

{continued) 
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write it onto the disk. This. of course. 
makes your data vulnerable to loss in 
case of a power outage or a forgot
ten update command. But storing 
data is simple. and XyWrite has a trick 
that lets you keep updating your file 
easily. As long as you don't need the 
command line for another purpose. 
you can let the STORE command re
main there: then. with one keystroke 
you can update your file. This princi
ple applies to other XyWrite opera
tions: Whatever you've entered in the 
command line remains there until you 
replace it. so you can easily keep 
repeating commands. 

LEARNING THE PROGRAM 
One flaw in a number of good pro
grams is instructional material that 
looks as if it were written by someone 
whose native tongue is hexadecimal. 
While XyWrite's documentation isn't 
the worst I've ever seen. clarity is not 
its strong suit. 

Some sections of the XyWrite on
line tutorial flash by too quickly. while 
others merely repeat material that ap
pears in the printed version. The 
manual 's instructions are often in

complete. and at times it uses new 
names for familiar items (for example. 
the Backspace key is called the 
Rubout key) . Another shortcoming is 
the manual 's lack of illustrations and 
the absence of a printed keyboard 
chart (the only key-definition chart is 
on a help screen) . 

GET THE UPDATE 
When I first began working with the 
program I discovered some errors in 
the manual. including misspelled 
command listings; I had been assum
ing that some mistake of mine was 
holding me up. I spoke about this with 
lohn Hild. one of the authors of 
XyWrite: he assured me that a new 
version of the program contained cor
rections. I duly tested th is new version 
and found that the errors had been 
eliminated. In addition. although the 
texts of the original tutorial and 
manual have been retain ed. XyOuest 
has added a new tutorial booklet for 
beginners. entitled XyWrite Level I 
Tutorial. This booklet is clearly written 
and. unlike the manual. has easy 
directions for installing the program. 

If you're planning to buy XyWrite. be 

sure you're getting the updated pro
gram. which isn't as easy as it 
sounds-the earlier release and the 
update are both labeled version 1.00 
on the opening screen and version 
1.20 on the help screen. and neither 
designation appears on the manual 's 
slipcase. In the newer version. how
ever. the copyright year on the disk 
label is 1984 (versus 1983). and the 
aforementioned tutorial booklet is in
cluded with the program. If you 
bought the earlier vers ion of the pro
gram and would like to have this 
booklet. XyOuest will sell you a copy 
for $10. 

HELP FACILITIES 
XyWrite has only four help screens: 
one with general information. one 
with a keyboard chart. and two with 
listings for the major commands. The 
help screens are fairly elementary: 
displaying them is cumbersome. The 
help information fills the entire 
screen. so you can't see your file. 
Unlike many programs. XyWrite 
doesn't give you a specific message 
when you need to correct an error or 
complete a command sequence. 
Some commands are missing from 
the on-screen keyboard chart: Xy
Ouest seems to have used the same 
help screens for XyWrite II Plus as it 
used for the entry-level version of the 
program. 

You can create your own help 
screens. but this hardly makes up for 
the skimpiness of the ones provided 
Asking users to write their own help 
screens seems a bit odd. something 
li ke telling a drowning man where he 
can get swimming lessons. 

CURSOR AND FUNCTION KEYS 
In general. XyWrite follows the IBM 
keyboard definitions: for complex cur
sor movements you use the cursor 
keys in combination with Ctrl and Alt. 
XyWrite doesn't provide as much cur
sor control as some other programs: 
you can't advance the cursor by 
sentence or paragraph or move from 
the middle of a line to the beginning 
of the next one with one keystroke. At 
the same time. three keys on the cur

(continued) 

Test 

Begin Program: time to load the XyWrite Editor program 
from the DOS A> prompt 

Save Document: time to store the standard file on the disk 

Recall Document: time to retrieve standard file from disk and 
display on screen 

Search: time to find the last word (the 4000th) of the 
standard file 

Scroll : time to scroll from the beginning to the end of the 
standard file 

End of File : time to go to the end of the file and reset the 
page and line counter by pushing Ctrl-End 

Delete: time to delete the first 5 words of a 100-word 
paragraph and reformat 

Insert: time to restore the 5 deleted words and reformat 

Format Changes: time to change spacing, margins, lines per 
page, margins, and pitch 

Print File: time from entering the command to print a file to 
the start of printing 

Tuble I : Bencflmark results using XyWrite II Plus on tfle IBM PC (witfl 640K 
bytes and an adapter for a monocflrome monitor) running a standard 4000-word 
document. 

Time 
(seconds) 

4 

7 

3.69 

2 

31 

2.38 

immediate 

immediate 

immediate 

2.52 
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Name 
XyWrite II Plus 

lYpe 
Word-processing package 

Manufacturer 
XyQuest Inc. 
POB 372 
Bedford, MA 01730 
(617) 275-4439 

Computer 
IBM PC, PC XT, PCjr, and 
compatibles with one disk 
drive and at least 128K 
memory; Tl Professional, 
Hyperion, and DEC Rainbow 

Format 
One 5V4-inch double-sided 
floppy disk 

Language 
Assembly 

Documentation 
634-page indexed manual; 
71 -page indexed beginner's 
manual 

Price 
IBM version . $295 plus $5 

shipping 
Tl and Hyperion versions, 

$325 plus $5 
DEC version , $350 plus $5 
demonstration disk. $7 

Audience 
Experienced users who want 
an advanced word-processing 
program 

LOAD (SEC) SAVE (SEC) 
50 

22 

50 

4040 

3030 

2020 

1010 

25 

00 

SCROLL (SEC) SEARCH (SEC) 

50 50 

41 

40 40 

3030 

20 20 

1010 

0 

11 

- XYWRITE IJ PLUS f;/}~;J VOLKSWRITER DELUXE ~ WORDSTAR 3.3 

A comparison of three word-processing 
programs-XyWrite II Plus, Volkswriter Deluxe, 
and WordStar 3.3. The graphs show the results 
of performing various functions using a 
4000-word text file. The Load graph shows the 
time required to load the file from disk to 

memory. The Save graph shows how long it 
takes to save the file to disk. The Scroll graph 
shows the time required to scroll through the 
file manually. The Search graph shows the time 
it takes to find the last word in the file, starting 
at the beginning. 
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sor pad (5 . + . and-) aren't used for 
cursor movements. This is an ineffi
cient arrangement. However. it seems 
from the reserved function calls listed 
in the manual that XyOuest may add 
some new cursor commands to future 
releases of XyWrite. 

Normally. XyWrite operates in Insert 
mode. But the program also has an 

Overstrike mode. You use the Insert 
key to toggle back and forth between 
modes. and the cursor changes from 
a box to a line to indicate that you've 
gone from Insert to Overstrike. 

XyWrite's definition of the function 
keys is somewhat unconventional. 
While some keys have many functions. 
others are redundant: for example. 

you can use either FS or F6 to move 
the cursor to the command line. Given 
the frequent use of the command line. 
the authors of the program must have 
felt that this operation should be 
duplicated. But I didn't find this 
helpful; I always used F6 and never 
bothered with FS. In the same way. 
either F9 or the Return key can be 
used to execute commands. 

XyWrite uses many of the other 
function keys for its Define procedure. 
which involves highlighting a block of 
text prior to performing some opera
tion on it. Moving. copying. and delet
ing blocks are done ent irely with the 
function keys. which means you don't 
have to go into the command line to 
perform these operations. 

Assigning four operations to some 
function keys and only one to others 
makes it hard to remember some 
function definitions. Even so. being 
able to redefine the keyboard means 
that you can remedy such problems. 

DISPLAY 
XyWrite reserves three lines on the 
screen for program information. At 
the very top is the command line. 
Next is the prompt line: it contains in
formation about modes of operation. 
such as the status of the Caps Lock 
and Num Lock keys. For the third line 
you have some choices: You can dis
play a ruler with margin and tab in
formation . a summary of the function 
key commands. or a straight line. The 
rest of the screen is reserved for your 
document. 

XyWrite has three viewing modes. 
which permits you to look at text with 
or without control characters. Page 
Review mode shows you what the 
printed document will look like. Ex
panded Input mode displays all of the 
control-character information: this is 
the mode you'd use to make exten
sive format changes. Perhaps the 
most useful is the Formatted mode. 
a compromise between the other 
modes. In Formatted mode you see 
a bright triangle at each location 
where format information has been 
embedded. When you move the cur
sor under one of these triangles. the 

1co11ti11ued) 
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• Low Low Prices 
• No Surcharge for MasterCard and Vl~A 
• Open 9 AM to 7 PM Eastern (Mon-Fn) 

9 AM to 2 PM Eastern (Sat) 

COMPUTERS 
IBM ENHANCED AT .... 5355 

IBM ENTRY LEVEL AT . . 3647 

IBM PC, 1 DSDD DR, 


256K . ..... . ... . . ... 1559 

IBM PC, 2 DSDD DR, 


256K ... . . ... . .. .... 1669 

IBM PC, NO DRIVES, 


6-lK . ..... . ........ . 1293 

IBM PC, 2 HALF/IiYfES, 


256K . ... .... .. .. . .. 1637 

IBM XT, lDSDD 


DR/lOMB, 256K ..... 3355 

IBM XT, lDSDD DR/ TANDON 


HD, 256K . ... ..... .. 2108 

COMPAQ, 2 DSDD, 


256K .. . ...... . .... . 2153 


MONITORS 
AMDEK 300G .. .. .. . ... 116 

AMDEK 300A . .. . ....... 132 

AMDEK 310A ... .. . ... .. 143 

AMDEK 600 RGB 


COLOR .. ... . ........ 407 

AMDEK 710 SUPER 


HI RES COLOR ...... . 523 

IBM COLOR .. .. ... ... . . 605 

IBM MONOCHROME . . . . 231 

PRINCETON MAX-12 . . . . 154 

PRINCETON HX-12 RGB 


COLOR ... . . ......... 446 

PRINCETON SR-12/SCAN 


DOUBLER ... .. .. · · · · 572 

QUADRAM 


AMBERCHROME . . . . . 171 

QUADRAM 


QUADCHROME II . . . . . 438 


MISCELLANEOUS 
MEMORY, 64K CHIPS .. .. 10 

MEMORY, 256K CHIPS ... 39 

PRINTER CABLE . . .... .. 13 

MICROFAZER BUFFER, 


8K . ..... .... ........ 131 


MICROFAZER BUFFER, 

64K ......... . . ..... . 212 


VERBATIM, DSDD DISKS 20 


DISPLAY CARDS 
SIB SUPER HI RES 4-00 . 402 

HERCULES COLOR . . . . . 145 

IBM MONOCHROME . . . . 215 

IBM COLOR . . . . . . . . . . . . 226 

EVEREX GRAPHICS 


EDGE . . . ........... . 325 

GENOA SPECTRUM . . . . 295 

TECMAR GRAPHICS 


MASTER . . ........... 459 

PARADISE MODULAR 


GRAPHICS . . . . . . . . . . 261 


BOARDS 
AST SIX PACK PLUS, 

64K ... . .. . ..... . . . .. 248 

AST MEGAPLUS, 64K . · · 281 

AST MP-2, 64K .......... 228 

AST ADVANTAGE, 128K . 384 

AST 110 PLUS .. ... · · · · · 122 

JRAM-2 .. . ........ . .... 169 

QUADRAM QUADBOARD 


0K ... .. ... . .... .. ... 240 

QUADSPRINT ....... · 418 

TECMAR CAPTAIN, 0K . . 219 

TECMAR FIRST MATE, 


0K . ...... .... ... . ... .200 

TECMAR WAVE XT, 64K . 187 

TECMAR JR CAPTAIN, 


128K ......... · · · · · · · 295 


MODEMS 
HAYES 24-00 ..... · · · · · · 627 

HAYES 300 .. .. · · · · · · · 138 

HAYES 300/1200 ...... · · 407 

HAYES 1200B w/ 


SOFTWARE .. : .. · · · · · 380 

HAYES 1200B .... . ... · · 351 

VEN-TEL HALF CARD . . . 374 

VEN-TEL 300/1200 


INTERNAL ... .. ...... 341 

AST REACH HALF CARD 


1200 ....... . ........ 362 


--M?U,ci=l
"-'-' MAr=tr 
1901 S. TAMIAMI TRAIL, VENICE, FL 33595 


PRINTERS 
OKIDATA 83A, WIDE 


CARRIAGE . ... . ... . .. 545 

OKIDATA 84P, WIDE 


CARRIAGE . . . .. . ..... 660 

OKIDATA 92P . ... . ... . .. 385 

OKIDATA 93P, WIDE 


CARRIAGE . .......... 602 

OKIDATA 2410P ....... 1782 

OKIDATA 182 ........ . .. 215 

OKIDATA 192 .. ... ..... . 363 

OKIDATA 1825 . . ..... .. . 259 

OKIDATA 184 . . . . . . . . .. 660 

EPSON FX-80, 


TRACTOR . . .. .... . . · 382 

EPSON LX-80 ....... . . · 248 

EPSON RX-100, WIDE 


CARRIAGE .. . . . ...... 417 

EPSON FX-100, WIDE 


CARRIAGE .. . ........ 531 

EPSON JX-80 COLOR 


PRINTER . . . . . . . . . . . . 531 

EPSON LQ-1500 


PARALLEL ...... . ... ·1042 

NEC 2050 ... . .. .. . . . .. · 682 

NEC 3550 . . . . ... . ... · · 1045 

NEC 8850 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1458 

JUKI 6100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 362 

JUKI 6300 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 695 


ACCESSORIES 
OKIDATA 82/92 


TRACTOR ...... . ···· · 44 

NEC Bl-DIRECTIONAL 


TRACTOR ....... · . · · 151 

NEC CUT SHEET GUIDE . 63 

JUKI·6100 BI-DIRECTIONAL 


TRACTOR . . . . . . . . . . . 105 

JUKI 6300 Bl-DIRECTIONAL 


TRACTOR . . ...... · · · 124 


1-800-237-4048 

Call for Non-Advertised and Lower Current 
Prices. IBM is a registered Trademark of 
International Business Machines. Prices 
subject to change. We accept MasterCard. 
VISA. American Express. Diners Club. Money 
Orders certified and personal checks and 
COD shipments. Returns are subject to a 
15% restocking fee. 

IN FLORIDA CALL 813-493·2736 

_ ,, ..  '4 11 1 ·~, . .. 
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REVIEW: XYWRITE 11 PLUS 


Word..processing 

programs seldom let you 
change their standard 
routines. XyWrite II Plus 

is an exception. 
You can easily enter 
the command words in 
executable files. 

relevant format information is given 
in the prompt line. This is a clever 
idea; the triangular markers take up 
very little space. yet the information 
they contain is readily available. 

MAIOR FEATURES 
XyWrite has many of the features 
found in sophisticated word-process
ing programs. These include search 
and replace. with uppercase and 
lowercase sensitivity. wild cards. and 
forward or backward search (because 
the working document is kept in RAM. 
search and replace routines are very 
fast) ; microjustification. which lets you 
adjust the spacing between letters; 
special character display. including 
boldface and reverse video; auto
matic footnotes. printed at either the 
bottom of a page or the end of a 
document; mail merge. including the 
capability to transfer a list created in 
another program (a database man
ager. for example) into XyWrite; two 
user-defined windows. either vertical 
or horizontal. and a whole-screen win
dow that lets you toggle between 
pages from different files; extended 
ASCII (American Standard Code for 
Information Interchange) character 
sets. including foreign characters and 
sc ientific symbols; special keyboard 
layouts. either user-defined. Dvorak. 
or Spanish/Portuguese (included on 
the program disk. although there's 
nothing in the manual about these 
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keyboard filesl ; 18 printer command 
files that support some 30 printers (if 
your printer isn't supported. you can 
create your own command file or 
send your printer manual and pro
gram disk to XyOuest and the com
pany will write one for you) ; book
editing functions. including tables of 
contents and indexes. arranged alpha
betically or in page order; and a math 
feature that lets you calculate and in
sert the results into text. 

Th ough it can generate "soft 
hyphens" (hyphens that disappear 
when revisions make them unneces
sary). XyWrite does not have an auto
matic hyphenation util ity. XyOuest 
says it will include this feature in an 
update of XyWrite II Plus. to be re
leased sometime this year. 

The program also lacks a spelling 
checker. but since its files are written 
in ASCII. many of the spelling pro
grams currently on the market are 
compatible wi th XyWrite. XyOuest 
recommends The Word Plus Spelling 
Checker (Oasis Systems) and Word 
Proof (IBM). 

PROGRAMMING FEATURES 
Word-processing programs. unlike 
many database-management pack
ages. seldom give you opportunities 
to change their standard routines. 
XyWrite II Plus is an exception. Its use 
of a command line contributes to 
XyWrite's programming capability. 
since you can easily enter the com
mand words in executable files. 

The advanced features are not for 
novices; using them takes a certain 
amount of experience. Still. only a few 
routines require a knowledge of pro
gramming. and if you don't mind 
reading the manual and experiment
ing. you 'll appreciate what you can ac
complish with these utilities. 

The save-and-get function. for exam
ple. lets you store a block of text (like 
a long book title or a boilerplate 
paragraph) and then insert it into the 
text by pressing Alt and an alphanu
meric key. If you create a number of 
these save-and-get blocks. XyWrite 
can display a directory to remind you 
of their contents. 

Another advanced feature permits 

you to remap the keyboard. For ex
ample. if you own an IBM keyboard 
and are irritated by the placement of 
the Backslash key. you can transform 
it into a Shift key. You can also re
define keys so they perform com
mand functions. These can be simple 
operations or fairly complex ones. 
where a short key sequence executes 
a file with many XyWrite letter com
mands. If you've used key-defining 
programs like ProKey. you ' ll be 
familiar with this routine. XyWrite also 
has a more complex macro function 
that lets you create executable files 
made up of a series of commands 
together with any data you may wish 
to enter. 

XyWrite lets you use GoTo com
mands. variables. and command ex
pressions like " if" and "greater than" 
in executable files. This adds up to 
real programming capability: You can 
create routines that the off-the-shelf 
version of XyWrite isn't capable of 
performing. 

Finally. XyWrite lets you go into DOS 
without removing XyWrite from ma
chine memory. You can perform func
tions in DOS and then return to the 
document you're editing-with the 
cursor in the same position as it was 
before you entered DOS. If your sys
tem has enough memory. you can 
even run another program (such as a 
spreadsheet or a database manager) 
together with XyWrite and move back 
and forth between them. 

CONCWSIONS 
Some portions of XyWrite are very im
pressive; others need to be improved. 
Experienced PC users who can make 
use of its advanced capabilities. 
especially its programming features. 
will doubtless become XyWrite fans. 
Other people may be better off with 
a word-processing package that pro
vides more user amenities. 

In the world of word processors. 
XyWrite is like a sports car. It's fast; but 
the ride can be a bit rough. and to get 
it going properly you may have to do 
some tinkering. If you're not sure 
whether this much sportiness is for 
you. I recommend a trial spin with the 
XyWrite demonstration disk. • 



The worlds best selling monochrome 

graphics card for the IBM PC. 


There are more Hercules'" 
Graphics Cards in more IBM"' 
PCs, XTs and ATs than any 
other monochrome graphics 
card in the world. 

Over a quarter of a million 
demanding users around the 
world use a Hercules Graphics 
Card to improve the perfor
mance of their software. 
The Lotus"' 1-2-3"' Booster. 

Consider Lotus 1-2-3. 
Hercules gives an off-the-shelf 

copy of 1-2-3 
the highest 
resolution 
possible 
on an IBM 

PC, XT or AT. More 1-2-3 
users choose the Hercules 
Graphics Card to get crisper 
text and sharper graphics 
than any other monochrome 
graphics card. 

And we bring the same 
performance to other integrat
ed programs like Symphony'; 
Framework'; and SuperCalc"'3. 

But we don't stop there. 
The Hercules Graphics Card 

improves all kinds of software. parallel printer port. Our 
Like Microsoft"' Word, a unique static RAM buffer pro-

word processor that enables vides sharp 9x14 characters 
you to display text with sub- and flicker-free scrolling. Our 
scripts, superscripts and italics. exclusive safety features help 

Or pfs! Graph, an easy-to
use business graphics program 
that converts your data into 
presentation quality graphs. 

Or Microsoft"' Flight Simu
lator, the high flying game for 
the overworked executive. 

Or our own Graph X'; a 
library of graphics sub
routines that eases graphics 
programming. 

Or AutoCAD'; a computer 
aided design program that 
offers features normally asso
ciated with expensive CAD 
systems. 

And we supply free soft
ware with each card 
to do hi-res graph
ics using the PC's 
BASIC interpreter. 
State-Of-The-Art Hardware. 

The Hercules Graphics 
Card gives you graphics res
olution of 720h x 348v and a 

prevent damage 
to your monitor. 

State-of-the-art 
custom IC technology 

delivers unsurpassed reli
ability. Ordinary graphics cards 
use up to 30 !Cs to do what one 
Hercules IC does. By using 
fewer parts, we reduce the pos
sibility of component failure. 

Which is one reason we 
warranty the Hercules 
Graphics Card for two years. 

Unbeatable reliability. 
Advanced technology. Proven 
by over a quarter of a million 
users. Why settle for anything 
less than Hercules? 

Call 1-800-532-0600 Ext 408 
for the name of a Hercules 
dealer nearest you and we'll 
rush you our free info kit. 

Hercules. 

We're strong on graphics. 
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Address: 2550 Ninth St., Berkeley, CA 94710 Ph: 415 540-6000 Telex: 754063. Trademarks/Owners: Hercules, Graph X/Hercules; 1-2-3, Symphony/Lotus; IBM, XT, 
AT/IBM; Framework/Ashton-Tate; SuperCaldSorcim-lUS; Microsoft/Microsoft; pfs:/Software Pub!; AutoCAD/AutoDesk. 



Give us your stained, 
Aunt Molly's j am Dog.-eared jackecyour dog-eared, 


your filtfiy dirt¥, 

your mistreateO: 


Regular coffee. cwo lumps Maria's liquid cover 

Hot dog mustard Dust (cough-cough) 

Spilled milk Pocced plant-no pot 

~ 
u 

Wacerbased ink spots 

Chocolate fingerprints Sudsy soap bubbles 

• 

Tacky whice cape Boss's cigar ashes Clouds of smoke 

Lunchcouncer ketchup Dry martini. one olive 

English breakfasc cea • Eraser bics 

Ififs aPolaroid 

diskette.we'll fix it. 


Accidencs can be fatal to floppy disks . But now Polaroid 
incroduces a free data recovery service. 
· So. if you spill coffee on a Polaroid Professional Quality 
Diskette. we can help recover your data. (And most other 
accidencs. too.) Call 800-241-4403 and we will tell you how 
our service works . 

These Polaroid Diskenes boast a 20-year guarantee and 
are certified 100% error-free. And only Polaroid offers a free 

One scoop of ice cream 
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data recovery service . Because accidents happen. 

•Polaroid PerfectData 
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A graphic 

example 

of data 


management 
on the 

Macintosh 


BY SCOTT L. NORMAN 

Scott L. Norman 18 Doris Rd.. 
Framingham . M A 01701) is 

manager of the Solid State Science 
Department for GTE l..ilboratories. 
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Filevision 

T elos Software's Filevision attempts 

to apply the Macintosh's novel fea
tures-the desktop metaphor. pull

down menus. and icons-to a common task: 
database management. Although limited in 
file size and reporting capability, Filevision 
might be the harbinger of a new generation 
of visually oriented software. 

With Filevision you draw a picture. map, 
diagram. or other graphic image. then build 
a series of data files associated with vari
ous elements of the image. You can sort 
files and select items much as with conven
tional text-only database managers. You can 
highlight items meeting the current selec
tion criteria on the pictorial display. 

Filevision is not just another database 
manager with graphics tacked on as a gim
mick. The program's authors take the view
point that the text-and-number files should 
support and elaborate on the picture rather 
than the reverse. As such. the program is 
unlikely to be a general-purpose data 
handler. I would not choose Filevision for 
managing a mailing list and it would not do 
for keeping track of General Motors' parts 
inventory. 

DATA ORGANIZATION 
The concept of a "type," or distinct class of 
object. is crucial to Filevision's method for 
organizing information. Every item in a File
vision drawing belongs to one type or an
other; even the background is assigned to 
the default type, called Background. when 
you begin to draw. You can design a differ
ent form. or "information record:· on which 
you enter the data for each type, and you 
can specify "links." which are connections 
between an object in one drawing and an 
entirely different drawing file. Linked files 
are the key to storing multiple levels of 
detail. and you can use them to give visual 
expression to different ways of organizing 
information about a set of objects. 

In Filevision. a field has essentially the 
same meaning as in more traditional data
base software: an individual piece of infor

mation about a given object. With File
vision. you can add fields to or delete them 
from a form at any time. 

Filevision has overlapping specifications 
for capacity. The manual indicates that a file 
can contain up to 999 objects that belong 
to as many as 16 different types. You can 
use up to 30 data fields to describe each 
type. and the limit on the text associated 
with a single object is 2000 characters. A 
I 28K-byte Macintosh will not be able to 
reach all the limits that should be simulta
neously attainable. A Telos customer
service representative told me that small
memory machines might run out of storage 
at 200 to 400 objects. This depends on the 
complexity of the file structure and arises 
from the fact that pointers to various ob
jects are maintained in RAM (random
access read/write memory) where they con
sume storage space. Macintoshes with 512 K 
bytes of RAM have no difficulty reaching 
the published limits. The vendor should 
have clarified this point. 

SETTING UP AN APPLICATION 
The best way to get a feeling for the data
management problems Filevision can ad
dress is to work through an example. I set 
up a small group of files for this review : 
maps of the orbits of planets and some 
major asteroids in our solar system, sup
ported by data sheets containing elemen
tary facts and figures about the bodies. This 
application serves as a modest model for 
applying Filevision to teaching and also 
demonstrates how some of its features 
come into play as a result of graphics 
considerations. 

Filevision is quite flexible concerning the 
order in which you perform the operations 
necessary to set up a database. One sensi
ble approach is to specify the types of ob
jects that will make up a file. define a data 
form for each. and then draw the objects 
and fill in the forms. Thus. a little pencil-and
paper planning is appropriate before ap

lcontinuedl 
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REVIEW: FILEVISION 


AT A GLANCE 

Name 
Filevision 

Type 
Pictorially oriented database manager 

Manufacturer 
Telos Software Products 
3420 Ocean Park Blvd. 
Santa Monica, CA 90405 
(800) 554-2496; 
in California, (800) 368-3813 

Computer 
Apple Macintosh 

Minimum Hardware 
128K by1es of RAM , one disk drive 

Format 
3112-inch floppy disk; working copies can 
be made, but original disk must be used 
for verification whenever a file is opened 
from the Finder 

Documentation 
154-page manual with glossary and 
illustrated guide to all menus and 
commands; tutorial file on program disk 

Price 
$195 (backup master disk costs an 
additional $15) 

Audience 
Anyone who wants to keep track of data 
that can be conveniently expressed as 
parts of a drawing 

Comments 
Filevision is an innovative approach to the 
management of facts and figures that 
adheres to conventions of the Macintosh 
user interface; it includes its own drawing 
program, which is less flexible than 
MacPaint, and its report-generation facilities 
are limited 

proaching the keyboard. which is as 
true of Filevision as it is of any data
base manager. 

This might make it seem as though 
the data forms have precedence over 
the imagery. and that need not be the 
case. You can draw a complete picture 
and then define object types and their 
associated data forms; you can readi
ly change an object's type as you go 
along. Form layou t is quick and pain
less and uses typical Macintosh click
and-drag operations to set the size 
and position of data fields. 

You do not need to identify the type 
of information data fields will contain: 
string, integer. real number. and so 
on. This simplifies the process of set
ting up a form. although it ultimately 
restricts the program's ability to select 
objects from a file. 

For my example. I drew a few back
ground elements on the screen. de
fined data forms for the major types 
of objects. drew the objects them
selves. and entered the relevant data. 
My view of our astronomical neigh

borhood is shown in figure I. I bun
dled the four inner and five outer 
planets into two members of a data 
type I called Planet_type. At this 
level. I lumped all the asteroids into 
one type. 

The three initial data forms-inner 
planets. outer planets. and aster
oids-were quite skimpy. However. 
each was linked to another drawing. 
and the latter was backed up by con
siderably more detail : one record 
sheet for each planet and one for 
each major asteroid as in figure 2. 

Why didn't I just define a nine
member data type called Planets and 
a six-member type called Asteroids 
and designate them as separate ele
ments of one drawing? In best File
vision style. I made my choice based 
on graphics considerations. It is im
practical to show all interplanetary 
distances to the same scale on one 
drawing: the solar system is too large. 
By using three subfiles. I could depict 
groups of orbit paths in something 
approaching true scale-although I 

Figure I : The solar system file. The four inner planets are lumped together as one 
member of the data type Planet_type. The five outer planets constitute the other 
member. and the asteroids (symbolized by the broad gray band) form a second data type. 
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REVIEW: FILEVISION 


had to cheat on the sizes of the 
planets themselves. 

DRAWING WITH FILEVISION 
Filevision's drawing screen (see figure 
3) bears a family resemblance to that 
of MacPaint. but there are important 
differences between the two. The kit 
of drawing tools is stripped down. as 
is the palette of fill-in patterns hidden 
under the Shades menu. Filevision 
doesn't have an eraser or Goodies 
menu. and hence no Fat Bits feature 
for touching up the fine points. How
ever. Filevision gives you a selection 
of 20 preset symbols to use in a draw
ing 1such as the little symbol of a man 
in figure 3) . and you can edit these in 
a manner somewhat like MacPaint. 
You can delete items from this file and 
replace them with others of your own 
design. 

You can also use pictures (or 
"glyphs") from some of the Mac's 

Information f or thi s Inner Planet: 

( Concel ) Pre Lr 

decorative fonts. The stars. sun. and Figure 2: A full screen showing the data form for the Inner Planets data file. Note the 
ringed planet in figure I all came from Link box. which relates this file back to the Solar Sijstem file. 
the Cairo character set. and I entered 
them with the Text tool (the A). 

Filevision has one drawing tool that 
I would like to see in MacPaint: a Re
shape command that lets you add 
"handles" to any figure created free
hand or from straight-line segments. 
You can use the handles to stretch the 
figure into a new shape: in figure 3. 
I used them to pull a freehand arc into 
a reasonable orbit for Jupiter. This 
figure also shows the optional grid 
used for alignment and scale setting. 
Note the typical distortion of video 
circles into ellipses caused by print
ing the screen with command-Shift-4 . 
The distortion is rectified when you 
use Filevision's Print Display com
mand to produce hard copy of an 
image. 

Filevision normally treats every ele
ment added to a drawing as another 
example of whichever data type is ac
tive at the moment. For example. File
vision considers a planetary orbit and 
the corresponding symbol as two 
planets. unless you instruct the pro
gram that they represent the same 
object. In this case. you can use a 
special Bind command to link ele

tcontinuedl 
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Bockground: I 

Figure .3: The Asteroids drawing taking shape on the Filevision screen . Mars's orbit and 
the sun have been entered. and a portion of Jupiter's orbit is being pulled into shape with 
the Reshape tool. Note the drawing tools. which will look familiar to MacPaint users. 
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REVIEW: FILEVISION 


DNeme 
D Link 

Period, yrs. i s 
between 
5 and 100D Semimejor Axis 

D Period, yrs . 
•Albedo 

-+-----AND-----
Albedo is not 
less then or eQuel to 
0.5 

1---+-----AND-----

1---+-----AND-----

Figure 4: Selecti11g fields a11d relatio11ships for a Filevisio11 report i11volves the poi11t-a11d
click tech11ique. You 011/y 11eed to type i11 11umerical or text· values for the compariso11s. 
Objects meeti11g the two criteria show11 here will be highlighted whe11 the Do11e box is 
clicked. 

ments into a compound object so you 
can treat them logically. 

FILE HANDLING AND REPORTING 
It is simple to reorder a Filevision file. 
select a portion of it. and set up a 
report. You pay a price for this sim
plicity: Reports lack many features 
that users of more advanced data
base managers have come to expect. 

You can select a single object by 
clicking on it in typical Macintosh 
fashion. but Filevision·s Tinker menu 
must handle selecting groups of ob
jects. Objects meeting the selection 
criteria can be highlighted on the 
screen; alternatively. either the selects 
or the rejects can be hidden from 
view. Selection operations only affect 
the object type that the 'fypes menu 
currently specifies. 

You set up selections on the special 
screen shown in figure 4 by using the 
point-and-click method. You can com
bine up .to four criteria with the logical 
AND operation and specify a com
plete range of equality and inequali

List highlighted ·outer Planet·s as follows : 

Order printing based on: :Semimojor Axis 

der: 
SELECTED OUTER PLANETS 

ge Footer: [8J Number pa 
(Semimajor axis between 5.2 and 30.07 A.U. 

Column layout: 

: H~iii~J 1 ·~~6~~.. iF.~· ::'J L~: ~: ~: ~~TF.\:~Tf~:l :::: : :tj~)\9~\fo:JDiimirt~r. km I 
I 

Figure 5: The scree11 form used to desig11 a Filevisio11 List report. You use the Arrow 
fox at the right of the "Order pri11ti11g . .. .. li11e to cycle through data fields u11til you 
ft11d the 011e you wa11t to use for orga11izi11g the report. A similar co11trol appears at the 
bottom of the "Colum11 layout" area. alo11g with selectors for justifyi11g e11tries i11 each 
colum11. You use the black squares 011 the Diameter box to stretch a11d pull that colum11 
i11to the desired positio11. 
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ty conditions (the special .. __ .. symbol 
denotes the condition "between" ). 
You cannot link conditions by OR. 

A Filevision selection always com
pares a field 's contents to a fixed 
numerical value or to a specified char
acter string. Filevision allows wild-card 
characters. You cannot compare one 
field to another. which is probably a 
result of the program using untyped 
data fields; without this restriction . 
you might inadvertently try to com
pare a numerical field to text. 

In addition to printing the screen. 
you can design three types of 
reports-Info. List. and Labels-on 
video worksheets and then print 
them; Filevision doesn't have a facili
ty for routing a complete report to the 
screen. You can place objects selected 
for a report in ascending order ac
cording to the contents of any field . 

A Print Info command produces 
hard copy of all the data for each ob
ject. Filevision positions all fields as 
they were on the original data form. 
but the absence of field titles might 
hamper interpreting the information. 
This is an informal report and the 
quickest way to get a record of every



1nqu1ry b l 

REVIEW: FILEVISION 


thing in a file. You can add page 
headers and footers. 

A conventional columnar report is 
called a List in Filevision parlance. Al
though the Mac's click-and-drag tech
nology makes report layout easy (see 
figure 5 for a sample screen). I wish 
the List option were more potent. For 
example. you cannot find the total of 
a numerical column. and multilevel 
sorts are out. It is also difficult to 
judge how much room you are allo
cating to a given column. You reserve 
space for a field by stretching a text 
box. and Filevision has no simple way 
to determine its width in characters 
until you release the mouse button 
and see how the title fits. Page space 
can become critical. since List reports 
devote only a single line to each ob
ject. The maximum width allotted to 
a printed List is 617 inches. 

The third kind of report. a Label. lets 
you print as many data fields as will 
fit into a space 5 inches wide and 2 
inches high. This time. scales appear 
on the layout screen. Since this is the 
option you would choose if you were 
doing mailing labels. field titles are 
not printed. 

It's good that Filevision makes set
ting up a report easy. because you 
cannot predefine several formats and 
save them under their own names. Al
though the manual makes no mention 
of the fact. Filevision saves your last 
Info. List. and Label formats when you 
quit the program. so people with 
modest reporting requirements might 
have no trouble. However. any selec
tion criteria that might have preceded 
report generation are lost. 

CONCWSIONS 
Filevision is an easy program to work 
with provided your data-management 
chores have the proper graphics ori
entation. In most respects. the pro
gram adheres well to the Macintosh's 
user-interface conventions. You can 
perform many selection operations in 
two ways: by clicking on an object and 
then on a menu item or by double
clicking on the object. Picture ele
ments and text boxes respond as ex
pected to stretching and dragging. 
and anyone who has used MacWrite 

Filevision is easy 


to work with provided 
your database chores 
have the proper 
graphics orientation. 
will immediately feel comfortable with 
this program's text-editing features. 

Nevertheless. Filevision differs from 
conventional Mac practice in a few 
areas. I was surprised to find that it 
doesn't have Save or Save As options 
on the File menu; you must select 
Quit to have the option of naming and 
saving a newly opened file. The active 
file is updated from time to time dur
ing a session. so the manual advises 
making a copy when you begin work 
to preserve the starting configuration . 

It would help if Filevision could im
port a MacPaint image as a starting 
point. but it cannot. You can transfer 
images the other way. though; you 
can convert the Filevision screen to a 
MacPaint document with the com
mand-Shift-3 "write to disk" key se
quence. The images will appear on 
disk as Screen 0. Screen 1. and so on. 

You can also select individual ob
jects and store them in the Mac's 
scrapbook. And you can carry out cut
and-paste operations in the usual way. 
but the clipboard itself is not available 
for viewing from the Edit menu. Final
ly. Filevision cannot use the clipboard 
to transfer data from a text file or 
spreadsheet. 

Despite its departures from the 
norm. Filevision is an exciting new ap
proach to information management. 
In my first real application. I used the 
program's graphics to organize some 
laboratory data. Despite its lack of 
computational power. Filevision was 
a tremendous help. I deal with fairly 
small files and ask "What can you tell 
me about that?" questions. The "that" 
is often a piece of an image. so File
vision has found a home with me
even though it will not remain my only 
Macintosh database manager. • 

Repair 
your own 

IBM PC®orAPPLE~ 

These new guides 
make it easy. 

If you can operate a computer, you 
can repair it. Ninety percent of all 
computer problems can be fixed 
with nothing more than a screw
driver and a multimeter. Chilton's 
Computer Repair Guides will show 
you how. 
Each is filled with complete step-by
step diagnosis and repair instructions. 
They're easy to follow and fully 
illustrated with clear photos and 
helpful drawings. 
Chilton's Computer Repair Guides 
cover most systems and components 
including disks, disk drives, power 
supplies, keyboards, printers and 
monitors. 
Whether you own an IBM PC or any 
Apple Series II, one of these guides 
will help you save downtime and 
costly repair bills by repairing it 
yourself. Get the Chilton Computer 
Repair Guide for your computer 
today! 

For a free Chilton Computer Book 
Catalog, write to our Marketing 
Department. 

,........~AIEIOOK 
.,,,..••• VIWCOMR4NY 

RADNOR, PENNSYLVANIA 19089 

800-345-1214 

ONE OF THE /IBC l'IBLJSH/NG. COMPANIES 
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Crisp, clean, hardcopy graphics make dramatic im
pressions. Now, with Houston Instrument's PC Plotter, 
you have an affordable way to link the power of 
graphics to your personal computer. The PC Plotte r 
produces quality graphics at a price you won't mind 
paying. It allows you to produce vibrant line, bar, and 
pie c harts using eight different colors on either paper 
or overhead transpare ncies. And you can crea te ei ther 
8 1/i' ' x 11" or 11" x 17" graphics. 

Whether you're a computer wizard or novice, the 
PC Plotter is simple to operate and can be used with 
virtually any computer on the market today. Plus, your 
graphics software choices are unlimited. Houston 
Instrument products are supported by a versatile 
collection of more than 250 graphics .software packages. 

For example, just take a look at the above photo and 
you'll see plots created by PFS: ® Graph, Lotus® 
1-2-3 ,rn Peachtree Business Graphics System, '" Design 
Intelligence,rM Energraphics,rn and Smart Spreadsheet 
with Graphics . ' 

Make the most out of owning an IBM, ® Appl e® or 
other personal computer. Give it a PC Plotter .. .and 
give your presentations the visual advantage you need 
to win in business. 

Visit your au thorized Houston Instrument dealer or 
local computer store· today and ask for a demonstra
tion of the PC Plotter. For more information, ca ll us at 
800-531-5205. Texas residents may phone (512) 835-0900. 
Houston Instrument products are designed, marketed, and 
manufactured in Austin, Texas. 

Gu0Q00~0w 
1ns'trumen't 
Inquiry 177 4P019 
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DB Master 
for the Macintosh 

An 

easy·to..use 

database 
manager 


with a 

few flaws 


BY 
JEFFREY M. JACQUES 

leffrey M. Jacques is a sociology 
professor with extensive experience 

on mainframes. minicomputers. and 
microcomputers. He can be reached 

at the Department of Sociology. 
Florida A&M Uni versity. 
Tallahassee. FL 32 307 . 

Stoneware's Macintosh version of DB 
Master boasts easy access to the 
icon structure. pull-down menus. 

and a file size that any home or small
business user would be unlikely to out
grow-44 disks. or 20 megabytes on a hard
disk or cartridge system. Each record can 
handle as many as 100 fields. 3000 charac
ters per record. and 20 complex computed 
fields that can include logical tests of other 
fields (IF ... THEN type) and arithmetic 
functions such as SORT. ABS. and RND. 
Stoneware's program costs $19 5. 

Upon booting. DB Master gives you two 
application options. Create File and Use 
File. Create File lets you define the field 
names. data types. formulas for computed 
fields. and so on . Use File lets you use a file 
that you have previously created. The pro
gram also comes with a test file. called 
Cities. with three dozen fields and records 
for 82 cities. 

When you double-cl ick the Create File ap
plication. DB Master explains that you can 
either design a new form for a file or re
design a previous form. The program then 
presents a gray screen with the title "Design 
Form" and several menu options. 

To design a new form. you simply click the 
mouse anywhere within the screen and type 
in the name of your first field . The program 
allows both uppercase and lowercase char
acters. and you can change the way char
acters are displayed on the screen by pull
ing down a Print Style option from the 
menu. The program lets you display each 
of the field labels (or the data in the field) 
in any of seven Macintosh fonts. five sizes. 
and six styles. Using one font for field labels 
and a different font. size. or style for the 
data lets you clearly distinguish field labels 
from the data in that field . The program 
supports the various fonts in data entry. 
editing. and retrieval. but not in printing 
reports (more on that later). Each field label 
is limited to a ma ximum of 63 characters. 
and you are limited to a maximum of 100 
fields in a form . 

When you are done entering the label. 
you click the mouse in another part of the 
screen and DB Master automatically assigns 
a field number to the previous field . If you 
wish to move a field to another location on 
the screen. you can choose Cut and Paste 
commands from the menu. 

You can also use pull-down menus to set 
field types (alphanumeric. numeric with up 
to two decimal places. or date) and field 
length (a maximum of 21 characters for a 
numeric fiek;l and about 3000 characters for 
a single alphanumeric entry). The more 
fields. the fewer the number of bytes pos
sible for any other field since the maximum 
record length is 3000 bytes. 

Another field option. Enter Formula. 
allows a field to get its value from computa
tions based on another field or fields. For 
example. the value of Field 3. automatical
ly computed by DB Master at the time of 
report generation. might be "Field I - Field 
2." Each formula may be up to 240 charac
ters long, and you can have up to 20 com
puted fields in a form . 

You can define a key field or fields. the 
fields by which DB Master will automatically 
sort records as you enter them. The key 
may include as few as one field or as many 
fields as you wish. up to a total of 40 char
acters for the entire key. If you do not 
choose a key field . the program selects the 
first field as the key by default. 

Once you have defined all the fields. the 
File menu lets you title and save your form . 
DB Master then takes you back to the 
Macintosh desktop. where you can begin 
using your newly created form. Unfortunate
ly. the program doesn 't ask you if you wa nt 
to quit Create File when you save the form : 
it automatically takes you out to the 
desktop. which is inconvenient if you want 
to create more than one form at a time. 

USE FILE 
When you double-click the Use File icon. DB 
Master presents a dialogue box with the 

(continued) 
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REVIEW: DB MASTER 


names of files available for you to use. 
(You can also double-click on the icon 
for a particular file. but the program 
still requi res you to choose the file 
from the dialogue box. an annoying 
duplication of effort.) A menu selec
tion called Record lets you add new 
records. set selection criteria for a 
retrieval. delete records. and so on. 
You may also use command-key com
binations to select these functions 
from the keyboard. 

Adding a new record is straightfor
ward. although rather slow and some
times tedious. When you select the 
Add New Records option. DB Master 
presents you with a copy of your form 
and white-boxed areas for data entry. 
You simply enter the essential infor
mation for each field and press Return 
or click the mouse on a new field to 
move on. You can shift back and forth 
between fields and edit the record at 
any time using keyboard commands 
or a pull-down Edit menu to cut. copy. 
paste. or erase text. 

When you've finished entering all 
the data for the first record. DB 
Master accesses the disk. saves the 
data. and gives you another blank 
form to fill in . 

To help with the drudgery of data 

05-17-85 
Acme I,~ i dge t 

889.79 01-29-84 
910.44 09-29-84 
951 . 1 0 06-29-84 

1343.22 03-29-84 
1347.18 10-29-84 

-6.56 12-29-84 
-8.95 11-29-84 

-62.22 08-29-84 
-90.00 02-29-84 

-110.44 07-29-84 
-878.21 05-29-84 

-1166.84 04-29-84 

entry. you can select Set Field 
Defaults. For example. suppose you 
are developing a mailing list and many 
o f the people on the list live in the 
same city and state; you can store the 
city and state names in the appro
priate fields. When you ask to add 
another record. DB Master automati
cally fills in these fields with the 
specified text. (You can easily edit the 
fields when the default values are in
appropriate.) This option can save 
considerable time. 

REPORT GENERATION 
DB Master lets you generate colum
nar reports with a wide variety of op
tions (sort fields. column titles. tab 
distance between columns. etc.) . The 
program makes it easy to select fields. 
organize them in order. title each 
field . compute sum totals and sub
totals for numeric fields and counts/ 
subcounts for alphanumeric fields. 
and select records based on one or 
several criteria. 

DB Master lets you store more 
report formats than you are likely to 
ever use-2 5 5 in any file-and you 
may use up to I 0 sort levels when 
creating a report. You may print 
reports to the screen. the printer. or 

Figure I: When sorting numeric data. as in this profit-and-loss report. DB Master 
lists positive values first. Small negative values are listed before extreme negative values. 
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a disk file that you can edit with Mac
Write or Microsoft Word. 

BYTE BENCHMARKS 
An important feature of any database 
system is how fast it can sort and 
retrieve stored information. The BYTE 
standard database benchmark con
sists of I 000 records. each with I 00 
characters divided into four fields. The 
first field in this test was a 4-character 
numeric field with values ranging from 
1000 to 2000. This was the key field . 
and the program automatically in
dexed records according to this field 
when they were entered. Conse
quently, sorting and retrieving records 
with this field was very fast. 

A more accurate test is to measure 
a nonindexed field . For this reason . 
the remaining 96 characters of each 
record were equally divided into three 
fields of 32 alphanumeric characters 
each. The first of these three fields 
had 32 haphazard values entered 
from the keyboard. and the bench
marks were conducted using this field. 

BYTE's first benchmark measures 
sorting speed (see the graphs on the 
"At a Glance" page) . DB Master's sort
ing speed is difficult to judge since the 
sorting routine is couched within the 
larger report routine. Therefore. the 
elapsed time included the amount of 
time DB Master spent writing the out
put to the screen or into a text file on 
disk. The program took 18 minutes to 
print the report to the screen and 
more than 12 minutes to print it into 
a text file. 

When I sort a numeric field in as
cending order. I expect the most ex
treme negative value to be listed first. 
followed by less extreme negative 
values. small positive values. and then 
large positive values. DB Master. how
ever. sorts numeric data in ascending 
order by listing all the positivl= values 
first and the negative values next. The 
positive values are sorted as I would 
expect. However. small negative 
values (for example. - I. - 5) are listed 
before the extreme negative values 
( - I 00. - 500). Figure I shows a profit· 
and-loss report for a small company 
during a year. sorted according to the 

(continued) 
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AT A GLANCE 


Name 
DB Master (Macintosh 
version) 

Type 
Database manager 

Manufacturer 
Stoneware Inc. 
50 Belvedere St. 
San Rafael. CA 94902 
(415) 454-6500 

Format 
3V2-inch disk 

Computer 
Apple Macintosh with 128K 

Language 
Pascal 

Price 
$195 

SORT (SEC) 

1200 ..---------------, 

1000 

BOO 

600 

400 

200 

0 

- DB MASTER 

The graphs show the results of the BYTE 
benchmark tests on DB Master and Microsoft 
File, using a standard database of 1000 
records, each with 100 characters. Tests were 
performed using the second field , a non
indexed, 32-character alphanumeric field . Sort 

RECORD ACCESS (SEC) 

40 

30 

20 

10 

I ??IMICROSOFT FILE 

measures the time required to sort the records, 
and Record Access measures the time re
quired to find the last record, both using the 
nonindexed field. Note that the Sort time for DB 
Master includes the time required to print the 
report to the screen. 

numeric field $ Profit/Loss. Not quite 
what I expected. ' 

The second BYTE benchmark 
measures record accessing. This is 
more straightforward. It involves find
ing the last record in the file (using a 
nonindexed field). a task that took DB 
Master approximately 40 seconds. 
Retrievals are faster when you search 
using the key-just about instantane
ous. That should not surprise anyone 
since the program uses ISAM (in
dexed sequential-access method) file 
structure. The actual elapsed time in 
retrieving a record has more to do 
with time spent accessing the disk 
than it has to do with the software. If 
you have a hard disk. you'll find it 
even faster. 

DB Master lets you search for 
records using the logical operators = . 
< . > . ~ . ~ . and < > . You can also 
retrieve using multiple fields and link 
these fields using logical ANDs or 
ORs. You may enter up to 20 selec
tion criteria for any retrieval. 

CLOSER EXAMINATION 
While DB Master can do many things. 
there are several things it cannot do 
well. if at aH. First. DB Master does not 
let you join files; that is. you cannot 
match records from different forms by 

a specific key and then retrieve unique 
data from more than one file. Second, 
designing noncolumnar reports is 
awkward and time-consuming and re
quires considerable effort. For exam
ple. handling invoice reports when 
you have many different entries for 
products for some people and few for 
others. as well as the need to com
pute discounts. taxes. and totals 
across items. is not easy for a novice 
user. Furthermore. it is difficult to print 
the field names and the associated 

. data for that field when designing a 
report. (You have to create a new field 
that houses the field name as an 
alphanumeric entry and then print 
both fields if you wish to include field 

· labels.) 
Producing standard mailing labels is 

not difficult. You just choose the ap
propriate fields from your larger file. 

. indicate that you want to start a new 
line for street-address information. set 
the page length. number of blank 
lines. etc .. and then print the report. 
But DB Master works only with single 
labels where each label is on a 
separate section of the pin-fed paper. 
It does not let you perform any string 
functions. so to sort on zip code or 
state. you'd have to have a separate 
field for each. Further. the program 

lacks a mail-merge facility for match
ing names/addresses with a text or let
ter document. 

Printed reports are strikingly limited 
in output styles. Your reports. if you 
use an Imagewriter. are limited to 
standard text output of pica. elite. 
condensed. and so on. All those fancy 
Macintosh fonts are visible only on 
the data-entry form . not on the 
printed report . Although DB Master 
supports a L.aserWriter and provides 
a small set of additional print styles 
and sizes. it does not come near to 
using the Mac's printer capabilities. 
Rather. you have to dump the output 
to your word processor and use its 
editing and printing capabilities. 
Pretty shabby for Mac software. 

One of my common tasks. creating 
annotated bibliographies. is difficult 
using DB Master. While I can define 
several fields as long alphanumeric 
data fields. thus allowing several lines 
of information for that field. editing 
facilities are incomplete. It is easy to 
add and delete information in fields 
where the number of characters is 
considerably below the field-length 
limit. but it's cumbersome to add in
formation when the stored data is at 
the length limit. When I inserted ad

1continued) 
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hear it again? 


You made about as much noise turning the page as the 

ThinkJet Printer makes turning one out. 


So it lets you do two things at once. Print. And think. 

Without sound hoods. Without remote printing stations. 


Without aspirin. (And without a lot of clutter. The only thing 

smaller than the ThinkJet Printer is its price: $49sn 


Better still, it works with just about every personal computer. 

Hear the ThinkJet Printer sound off. 


Call (800) FOR-HPPC, Dept.276X, for the 

Hewlett-Packard dealer nearest you. 
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REVIEW: DB MASTER 


Turns any personal computer into a 
complete, integrated microprocessor 
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM. The 
control/display program runs under 

THE $2995 
12 DEVELOPMENT 

MS-DOS, CP/M, or ISIS, and con
trols the UDL via an RS-232 port. SYSTEM 

IN-CIRCUIT BUS STATE EPROM/EEPROM 

EMULATOR ANALYZER PROGRAMMER 


32K bytes of EMULATION ROM Features four-step sequential Doubles as a stimulus generator 
(128K max) allows you to make triggering, selective trace, and pass during system checkout. Handles 
program patches instantly. You can and delay counters. Symbolic trace 24 and 28 pin devices up to 27256. 
stop the program at break-point, disassemblers and debuggers are 
single-step, and display or change available for Z-80, NSC-800, 8048, 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION registers, ports and memory. The 6301, R65, 6500, 6800, 6801, 6802, 
TELEPHONE JOHN STANLEYtarget processor stays in its socket . 6805, 6809, 8051, 8085, Z-8, 1802, 

for perfect transparency. 8088/80188, 8086/80186, and 68000/8. (415) 361-8883 
OR WRITE : 

..-.. -.. -..-.. -. 
~--~~-

~ ;-; ! u ~ INSTRUMENTS, INC. 702 MARSHALL STREET • SUITE 614 • REDWOOD CITY, CA 94064 

ditional information in a field that had 
many characters. the data at the end 
of the field was dropped immediate
ly. Even if I deleted some other char
acters. those dropped characters did 
not reappear. There's no temporary 
storage area that would have allowed 
me to modify the entry-enter the 
needed additional information. re
examine the entry. and then delete 
unneeded characters-the way I 
typically work. 

These limitations may not be impor
tant to some of you . but I found other 
essential applications missing. too. 
Perhaps the most disappointing fea
ture of this version of DB Master is 
that all data entry must be done from 
the keyboard. Currently there is no 
way to directly read data from another 
database-management system. nor is 
there any way to read DIF files from 
a spreadsheet program. The bottom 
line is this: If you have a new applica

tion and have no other machine-read
able data sources. then this package 
might make sense; otherwise. you 're 
going to be reentering a lot of data. 

DOCUMENTATION 
The documentation provided with DB 
Master is easy reading. is generally 
straight to the point. and usually pro
vides backup for what may not be ap
parent when using the software and 
the help screens. The documentation 
comes in two parts. The first. a 
13-page document called Getting 
Started. covers the essentials of how 
to back up your program disk. retrieve 
information using the Cities file 
tutorial. and design. build. and 
retrieve data with your own form. The 
second and larger document. the 
user's guide. is good at providing 
worked examples and serving as an 
overall reference for creating a form 
and doing retrievals. It needs con

siderable work (especially for the 
novice user) on designing reports. 
thinking through issues. and develop
ing applications. 

Along with the documentation. you 
get a single program disk. It is not 
copy-protected. You also get a single
machine license agreement. a regis
tration card. and a telephone number 
to Stoneware's technical support 
personnel. 

CONCWSIONS 
Although DB Master is easy to use 
and has some nice features. it does 
not meet my expectations for a data
base-management system on the 
Macintosh. The product has the basic 
code to be a good file-management 
system. but it needs better interfacing 
to other software. more regard for 
users and their needs. better report 
documentation. and better use of the 
Macintosh's printing potential. • 
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The next step 

foryourPC . 

isrt't as lli(). as


• b 
you think. 



Introducingthe 


Thebestof 
bothworlds. 


For owners of IBM Personal 
Computers, combining personal 
productivity and business 
applications is now less of a leap 
than ever before. 

There's a new IBM product that 
marries the IBM System/36 and 
the IBM Personal Computer to 
give you the best of both worlds. 

Meet the newest member 
ofthe System/36 Family. 

It's called the IBM System/36 PC. 
Very small but it opens up new 

worlds for your personal compute1: 
Very affordable with a price 
starting at $5,995, yet capable of 
running System/36 programs that 
wilJ help you run your business. 

Even if you've never 
owned a computer before, 
this can be your first 

· business system, instantly 
offering the capability of 
running your business right 
now and expanding it in 

the future. 

Multiuser system. 
System/36 PC can be a 

standalone computer for small 
companies or a departmental 
system or even part of a 
distributed network for larger 
companies, providing multiuser 
access to data. 

The System/36 PC is made up 
of a 5364 Processor attached Lo 
an IBM PC, PC XT or PC AT. 
And you can connect up to three 
more of these personal computers. 
Or you can connect terminals 
such as System/36 printers or 
displays. 

Flexibility. 
Whether your business has 

two employees or more than 
2,000, the System/36 PC can 
combine the personal 
productivity of your PC with the 
business applications of the 
System/36 Family. 

The System/36 can handle all 
facets of your business
distribution, sales analysis and 
general ledger functions. 
Accounts payable, inventory 
control and payroll. 
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IBM System/36 PC. 


And you can get traditional PC 
functions such as spreadsheets 
and word processing. 
. Software for the System/36 has 
been developed over the years 
and has proven invaluable in all 
kinds of businesses of all sizes. 
And with the thousands of 
programs written for both IBM 
PC and System/36, the sky's the 
limit for business and planning 
applications. 

The System/36 PC even 
provides you with data security 
features so that the right data 
gets into the right hands. 

Small yet powerful. 
All of this processing power 

can sit right on a desk or under it 

-either horizontally or vertically. 

It measures a mere 21%."x16%" 

x6'h''-about the 

size of a small . 

suitcase. _ 

. . Yet ~s s~all as ·=(•>::«wp I\\:"\.. you do, better. 
1t 1s, this little box 
has multiple processors, with 
main memory that can be 
dedicated to rnnning your 
business functions. In plain 
English, this means you can get 
better response time. The 
System/36 .PC comes with a 

Inquiry 180 

Easy to use. 
The System/36 PC is easy to 

learn and to use. If you need 
assistance, it has over 2,800 
"help" screens that take you 
step-by-step through any rough 
spots. You can merge data you've 
generated on your PC with 
information that's on your 
System/36 PC. And you can 
share information that is stored 
in the System/36 PC with other 
attached IBM Personal 
Computers or System/36 
terminals. 

Compatibility is high so that 
you can keep on using many of 
the PC peripherals and programs participating IBM Product 
you may already own. 

Easy growth. 
What happens when your 

small office becomes bigger? 
That's what the System/36 

Family is all about. No matter 
what size your business, there's a 
member of the System/36 Family 
that can help you do whatever 

~As your needs become greate1; 
there's the mid-sized 5362 
processor that offers 
greater performance and 
can handle up to 22 
personal computers or 
System/36 terminals. 


Then there's the original 


computers or System/36 
terminals. 

Any one of these processors 
can function as the central 
processor in your office. Each 
can communicate with PCs or 
larger systems, giving 
communication and connectivity 
new meaning by alJowing 
departments Lo share data. 

So if yom dreams are big but 
your office is small, the new 
System/36 PC is the perfect step 
for you to take. You not only get 
the best of both worlds, you also 
get IBM product reliability. And 
authorized IBM on-site service is 
available anywhere in the U.S.A. 

For a free brochure on the IBM 
System/36 PC or for information 
on product availability from 

Centers, Autho.rized PC Dealers 
or Value Added Dealers, call 
1800 IBM-2468, ex.t.104, LL. Or. 
call yom IBM marketmg representative. 

=:=7:::=:: ::® 

: :-:. ==:: 
==-= ":' = 


__, = 
= 


. ·--
1.2 MB diskette drive and either System/36-the 5360 processor 
40 or 80 MB disk storage, -the largest member of the 
depending on your information System/36 Family, which can 
storage needs. handle up to 36 personal 
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The rush to Revelatiori has just begun. 

When ordinary database manage

ment software isn't enough, enlight
ened users are switching by leaps and 
bounds to Revelation, the complete 
database and applications environment. 

That's because Revelation includes 
powerful tools to create applications in 
no time. Plus advanced features that 
help users get the most from their sys
tem day in and day out. 

For software developers, there's a 
powerful applications generator that 
builds files, fields, menus and reports. 

For corporate users, Network Rev
elation is already off and running on 

both IBM's®PC Network and any hard
ware running Novell NetWare:1'1 

For hard-core programmers, Rev
elation's R/BASIC procedural lan
guage combines the best of BASIC 
with the structure and logic of C. 

And for everyone, there's an 
advanced query languag~ and report 
writer that's fluent in everyday English 
and eager to learn new expressions. 

The secret is incomparable tech
nology: variable-length fields to con

-serve precious disk space; unlimited 
files, fields and records; data diction
aries that make it easy to change your 

database when you change your mind; 
plus a high-speed compiler to accelerate 
program execution. And, of course, con
version utilities for dBase II®and Lotus 
1-2-3™ are included at no extra cost. 

Revelation isn't for everyone. But 
if you're ready for a database manage
ment system you'll never outgrow, rush 
to your nearby dealer. 

Ask for an unforgettable demon
stration of Revelation's superior 
capabilities. 

IBM is a registered trademark of Internalio11al 
Busfness Machines. Net Ware is a trademark ofNovell. Inc., 
dBase II is a registered trademark ofAshton-Tate. 1-2-3 is 
a trademark ofLotus Development Corporation. 

COSMOS'"
Cosmos, Inc., 19530 Pacific Highway S. Seattle, WA 98188, (206) 824-9942 
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Paradise Modular 
Graphics Card 

A multi.. 

function 


color/graphics 
card for the 

IBM PC 

BY HARRY KRAUSE 

Harry Krause IPOB 596. Great 
Falls. VA 22066) is a marketing 

consultant wfto claims he got 
involved with microcomputers out of 

self-defense after seeing them pop up 
overnignt on clients' desks 

M any owners of IBM Personal 
Computers (PCs) face the prob
lem of wanting both the crisp 

display of a monochrome monitor for word 
processing and the color and graphics avail
able with IBM's color/graphics-display 
adapter. An obvious. but expensive. solu
tion is to have both the monochrome and 
color/graphics cards in your computer. A 
less expensive solution is to use the 
Paradise Systems Modular Graphics Card 
(see photo I J. 

The Paradise card is functionally equiva
lent to both the IBM color/graphics card and 
the monochrome-display card together. It 
can display color on an RGB (red-green
blue) monitor and display graphics on a 
monochrome monitor. Paradise's card trans
lates the 16 colors into levels of image in
tensity on a monochrome monitor. 

The Modular Graphics Card lives up to its 
name by letting you plug in modules for 
serial and parallel ports. a game-control in
terface. a floppy-disk-drive controller. a 
clock/calendar. and additional RAM 
(random-access read/write memory) . 

I have worked with the card for several 
months and it has performed beautifully. 
Text-based programs are displayed with the 
same high quality I expect from a mono
chrome monitor. and full-size graphics auto
matically pop up on the same screen. The 
card will properly drive any kind of moni
tor used with IBM PCs: TTL (transistor
transistor logic) monochrome. composite 
monochrome. or RGB. There is no advan
tage. however. to using the card with either 
RGB or composite monitors because the 
display quality with these devices is no bet
ter than with the IBM color/graphics card. 

INSTALLATION 
The full-length adapter card is packaged 
with a 60-page instruction manual and a 
software disk. Many PC users who buy a 
new card just pop it into their machines 
wi thout reading the manual. I wouldn't 
recommend doing this with the Modular 

Graphics Card. You have to check positions 
of several switches or jumpers on the card 
or in the PC before you do anything else. 
In fact. a headline on the first page of the 
manual warns: "If you read nothing else. 
read this! " The headline is followed by clear
ly worded instructions and an illustration of 
the card. Depending on the equipment 
you 've got. some of the instructions will 
apply. First. you've got to let your PC know. 
by setting the proper DIP (dual in-line 
package) switch on its motherboard. that 
the Paradise card functions as a col
or/graphics adapter. Second. you must ex
amine the Paradise card and move a jumper 
or two to let it know whether you're using 
an RGB or composite-video monitor or a 
TTL monochrome monitor. 

Once you 've set the switches and 
jumpers. you can insert the Paradise card 
into an empty slot in the PC. 

For software installation. Paradise sup
plies a disk of files necessary to configure 
the graphics board to the system being 
used. You invoke most of these through an 
on-screen menu program called MGPREP. 
After providing instructions. MGPREP dis
plays the main menu. which appears as a 
table of configuration data. You can select 
a monitor from a list of several selections. 
such as RGB/COMP. Tuxan . Eagle/Amdek. 
and Princeton. 

With the Mode option. you select the 
video-display mode. The list includes 
80-column text. black-and-white monitor 
with 40-column display. and color monitor 
with 40-column display. The Mono Card 
selection is for cases where you also have 
IBM's monochrome-display adapter in the 
computer and want the machine to boot up 
using that card and the monochrome moni
tor. 

The Centering menu selection lets you ad
just the display for use with a television set. 
composite monitor. or RGB monitor. When 
invoked. the routine runs a centering pat
tern on the display. When the pattern is too 

(continued) 
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REVIEW: PARADISE CARD 


AT A GLANCE 

Name 
Modular Graphics Card 

Type 
Display adapter for text and graphics 

Manufacturer 
Paradise Systems Inc. 
150 North Hill Dr. 
Brisbane. CA 94005 
(415) 468-6000 

Size 
Full-size PC card, 13 by 4 inches; occupies 
one slot 

Equipment Needed 
IBM PC or compatible with an available slot 
and one disk drive 

Features 
Invisible shifting between text and graphics 
modes on TTL monitors; modular 
construction to accommodate add-ons 

Options 
Add-on modules: parallel printer port ($95) , 
game port ($95), serial port ($95) , 
clock/calendar and 256K RAM ($275), 
384K RAM ($275), floppy-disk controller 
($275) 

Documentation 
60-page owner's manual 

Price 
$395 for fully functional display adapter 

Warranty 
One year. limited 

far to the right or to the left. you can 
tap the appropriate arrow keys on the 
computer's keyboard in order to 
center it. 

When you are finished configuring. 
you can select the Install option and 
MGPREP will create an MGC.COM 
disk file incorporating your selections. 
MGPREP is clever enough to include 
another option that all ows the 
MGC.COM file to be automatically in
serted into your computer's AUTO
EXEC.BAT file. MGPREP's menu also 
lets you set parameters for many of 

the options (additional memory. serial 
port. controller. etc.) available for the 
Paradise card, 

RESISTORS AND PIXELS 
At this point. I ought to mention an 
installation anomaly. I had no diffi
cu lties instafling the Paradise card in 
an IBM PC with an IBM green-screen 
monitor. But I prefer amber displays. 
so I tried the card with an Amdek 
31 OA. The program loaded properly. 
but the ·screen remained blank. I 
turned the monitor off and then 

Photo I : Modular Graphics Card from Paradise Systems fits into any full-size slot in 
an IBM PC or compatible. The connector at the bottom right of the photo mates with a 
cable from a monochrome TTL monitor. Also shown are two of Paradise's optional add
on modules: at the top is a combination RAM/clock card. and below that. a serial 
adapter card. 
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REVIEW: PARADISE CARD 


turned it on again-it worked fine. 
Puzzled. I cal led Paradise and spoke 
with a technical representative. Ap
parently. early versions of the Amdek 
3IOA included a resistor-protective 
circuit that created a mode-shifting 
problem when used with boards like 
those built by Paradise Systems. The 
solution is to snip off one end of the 
offending resistor. Before hacking up 
my monitor. I verified the information 
with Amdek. Sure enough. Amdek 
had issued a service bulletin identify
ing the resistor as a special problem 
and recommended disabling it. I 
opened up the monitor. cut a lead off 
the offending resistor. and the prob
lem disappeared. (The monitor is 
potentially the most dangerous 
peripheral because of high voltages. 
You might want to have a dealer make 
any modifications.) 

My AUTOEXEC.BAT file sets several 
system parameters and leaves me at 
the operating-system prompt. Adding 
MGCCOM to the batch file did not 
seem to change anything. The char
acters on the display. however. were 
ever so slightly different than what I 
was used to seeing. They looked a lit
tle more squared off but were still 
very readable : when I scrolled 
through a display of my hard-disk 
directory. there was no flicker. Reading 
the Paradise instruction booklet. I 
discovered that. while the characters 
displayed in the nongraphics mode 
are the same size as with the IBM 
monochrome card (a 7 by 9 matrix of 
pixels). the character matrix-the 
matrix in which characters are 
formed-is 8 by 14. a tad smaller than 
the IBM's. The squared-off characters 
also appear with the Paradise card 's 
graphics mode. The displayed charac
ters aren't of a lesser quality than 
those generated by IBM equipment: 
they are just a little different. 

I ran BASICA and then selected and 
invoked a couple of programs I hadn't 
been able to run before installing the 
new card. They use graphics that 
simply won't display on the mono
chrome adapter/TTL monitor com
bination. These are simple graphics 
demonstration programs I download
ed from IBM PC-oriented bulletin 

boards. They run now on my Amdek 
just as I had seen them run on 
graphics monitors. 

I had to slightly reconfigure some 
of my nongraphics programs to ac
commodate the new setup. For word 
processing. I use Volkswriter Deluxe. 
a program with an elaborate but easy
to-use setup file that allows it to be 
customized for an assortment of IBM 
PC-compatibles and peripherals. The 
program's configuration file asks you 
to specify what type of graphics card/ 
monitor combination you 're using. I 
had previously set a monochrome 
card/monochrome monitor combina
tion. With the Paradise card installed. 
I had to reconfigure and tell the pro
gram I was now using a graphics card/ 
monitor combination. Once Volks
writer Deluxe was reconfigured. it ran 
without a glitch. If you 're familiar with 
Lotus 1-2-3 . you know about the selec
tion of monitor drivers. If you 've been 
running 1-2-3 with a monochrome 
adapter/monitor combination and you 
install the Paradise. you'll have to use 
the Lotus configuration program to 
select another display driver. The 
benefit will be apparent: you will now 
be able to display the Lotus graphics 
that were previously unavailable. 

CONCWSION 
Between my software and that owned 
by my colleagues. I have access to 
hundreds of programs that run on 
IBM PCs and compatibles. I checked 
several dozen graphics-based pro
grams with the Paradise and they all 
ran as they should: I actually did not 
come across a program that would 
not. To check on compatibility with 
lesser-known computers. I opened up 
an Eagle Turbo and popped in the 
Paradise card. It worked as it did on 
an IBM PC: beautifully. 

In looking through my notes for 
ways in which Paradise could improve 
the product. I don't see much. If you 
follow the directions. the card is easy 
to install. And it performs exactly as 
advertised. Paradise Systems· Modu
lar Graphics Card is one of the few 
products I've evaluated that I'd con
sider purchasing for my own 
system. • 

CProg..ammers: 
Program 

three times faster 
with lnstant~C™ 

lnstant-C™ is an optimizing interpreter 

for the Clanguage that can make pro

gramming in Cthree or more times faster 

than using old-fashioned compilers and 

loaders. The interpreter environment 

makes Cas easy to use as Basic. Yet 

/nstant-C™is 20 to 50 times faster than 

interpreted Basic. This new interactive 

development environment gives you : 


Instant Editing. The full-screen editor is 

built into lnstant-C™for immediate use. 

You don't wait for a separate editor pro

gram to start up. 

Instant Error Correction. You can 

check syntax in the editor. Each error 

message is displayed on the screen with 

the cursor set to the trouble spot, ready 

for your correction. Errors are reported 

clearly, by the editor, and only one at a 

time. 

Instant Execution. lnstant-C™uses 

no assembler or loader. You can execute 

your program as soon as you finish 

editing. 

Instant Testing. You can immediately 

execute any Cstatement or function , set 

variables, or evaluate expressions. Your 

results are displayed automatically. 

Instant Symbolic Debugging. Watch 

execution by single statement stepping. 

Debugging features are built-in; you don't 

need to recompile or reload using special 

options. 

Instant Loading. Directly generates .EXE 

or .CMD files at your request to create 

stand-alone versions of your programs. 

Instant Floating Point. Uses 8087* co

processor if present. 

Instant Compatibility. Follows K& R 

standards. Comprehensive standard 

library provided, with source code. 

Instant Satisfaction. Guaranteed, or 

you r money back. ln,stant-C™ 

1s available now, and works under 

PC-DOS, MS-DOS *, and CP/M-86*. 

Find out how /nstant-C™ is changing 

the way thatyrogramming is done. 

Instant-Cr is S495. Call or write for 

more infonnation. 


Rational 
Systems, Inc. 

(617) 653-6194 

P.O. Box 480 


Natick, Mass. 01760 

Tratlt·m:irk :-. : \IS-l>OS (.\lim1s11 f1 Corp. I. KOH- (lnll'l Corp. ). CP/.\1 -8(1 
Ol1i.:i1al Mt •)>t·a rd1 . lnr.). lnstant ·C !Rational Srswms. ln r. J 
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PRODUCE STUDIO-QUALITY 

TRUE-COLOR PICTURES ON YOUR PC 


Now you can create and edit studio
quality pictures on your IBM* PC or 
compatible computer with the 
IMiGIT PLUS™ color system. 
Anything a video camera can see 
people, products, scenery and 
artwork - can be.computerized in 
256 colors using the IMiGIT PLUS 
color system. Pictures are captured 
and displayed in their original "true 
c9lor" so you do not have to spend 
hours recoloring to attain a "real-life 
look". Images can be enhanced with 
text, line art and other graphics for 
business presentations, art studio, 
education, engineering, architecture 
and television applications. 

Professional Quality 
Special Effects 
Pictures are captured at a resolution 
of 512 x 512 x 256 colors selectable 
from a 16 million color pallette. 
Captured images can be modified 
with editing tools such as: multi-font 
annotation, line and freehand 
drawing, filled and unfilled boxes and 

circles, texturing, color fill , curve 
fitting and rubberstamping. A cut and 
paste feature allows "cut art", 
previously saved to disk as picture 
sections, to be recalled and 
overlayed on the display. This editing 
sophistication lets you create 
complex graphics as well as 
dramatic and illusionary special 
effects. 

Designed for the User 
The IMiGIT PLUS color system is 
easy-to-use and versatile. 
Completely icon-driven, you can 
quickly learn to master the powerful 
editing tools. Also, you can select the 
various editing commands using the 
keyboard, popular mouse devices or 
digitizing tablets. Captured color 
pictures can be displayed for editing, 
saved and retrieved from disk, 
printed, and recorded on 35mm 
slides for professional presentations. 

CHORUS 


IMiGIT PLUS is available as a 
hardware/software combination, an 
add-on system, and as a complete 
IBM AT graphic workstation. The 
software and PC-EYE color capture 
board are priced at $1,295. The 
IMiGIT PLUS system includes a color 
camera, RGB monitor, graphics 
adapter, software/hardware package 
with expansion chassis priced at 
$9,500. The workstation is priced at 
$18,000 and includes an IBM AT with 
20MB disk, IMiGIT PLUS software, 
PC-EYE™ capture board, 
Colorverter™, graphics display card, 
digitizing tablet, color camera/ 
accessories, and a high resolution 
RGB analog monitor. 

For more information on IMiGIT 
PLUS or our other imaging products 
for applications in data base 
management, communications and 
image capture, please write or call 
1-800-0CHORUS or 603-424-2900. 
Inquiry 62 

TM: IMiGIT PLUS, Colorverter and PC-EYE are trade
marks of Chorus Data Systems, Inc. 

• : IBM is a trademark of International Business 

Machines 


Chorus Data Systems, Inc., 6 Continental Blvd., P.O. Box 370, Merrimack, New Hampshire 03054 
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The RAMDIS~64 

Fast disk 


access on the 
Commodore 

64 at a 
reasonable 

price 

BY WARREN BLOCK 

Warren Block is majoring in 
computers and mathematics at 

Cfiadron State College. He can be 
readied at 64 5 King St .. Clwdron . 

NE 69337 . 

A n alternative to Commodore's 
1541 disk drive for the Commo
dore 64 is P Technologies· RAM

DISK-64. which simulates a disk drive with 
dynamic RAM (random-access read/write 
memory) chips. Until now. most RAM disks 
that imitate small-capacity disk drives had 
at least 128K bytes of RAM and cost in the 
neighborhood of $400. RAMDISK-64 has 
64K bytes of RAM. is expandable to 2 56K 
bytes. and costs only $149. RAMDISK-64 re
quires a motherboard expansion chassis for 
the Commodore 64 's cartridge port. C-64s 
without the expansion will require an addi
tional extender board ($10). The RAM
DISK-64 with 256K bytes costs $350. 

The RAMDISK-64 package includes the 
RAM disk itself (a rather small cartridge), 
a copyable disk containing the RAM disk's 
software. and a small user's manual. I also 
purchased the no-frills extender board. 

First. I plugged the extender board into 
the cartridge port on the C-64. Then I 
plugged RAMDISK-64 into the extender 
board's socket. If you switch cartridges fre
quently, you should buy a motherboard 
with enable/disable switches for each car
tridge: this makes life easier for you and 

· your computer. The manual. which is clearly 
written and easy to follow. suggested that 
I load a test/diagnostics program from the 
disk. When l ran the utility. it printed RAM
DISK-64 FUNCTIONAL!!! I then loaded the 
Fast-Drive program and ran it as instructed. 
Everything worked the first time through: 
the computer displayed RAMDISK-64's di
rectory. In its 64K-byte configuration. the 
RAM drive has a capacity of 254 blocks. or 
about one-third that of a normal disk drive. 

COMPATIBILITY 
I used a straightforward procedure to check 
compatibility with programs that alter the 
C-64's operating system. After loading the 
version of Fast-Drive that goes at the top 
of BASIC memory, I loaded and tried to ex
ecute such programs. Most worked without 
a hitch. However. my word processor. 

SpeedScript. begins by clearing memory: it 
refused to work with the Fast-Drive soft
ware. The program worked as if RAM
DISK-64 were not present. Superman. a ma
chine-language monitor. will not save files 
to RAMDISK-64. This is minor since sending 
object files from the assembler to the RAM 
drive is easier than saving them through 
Superman. 

In the most difficult test. I ran my assem
bler's initialization program. which loads the 
DOS Wedge. the Superman monitor. and 
then an assembler. This is not a fair test 
because all three alter the C-64's operating 
system in different ways. Nonetheless. all ex
ecuted perfectly, and I still had 28K bytes 
of BASIC memory left. This is sufficient 
space for an assembler development sys
tem . If you need more free memory, you 
can load a version of the Fast-Drive program 
into the 4K-byte block of free RAM at 49I 52 
(COOO hexadecimal); this leaves the normal 
38K bytes free for BASIC programming. I 
prefer to place Fast-Drive at the top of 
BASIC. keeping the 4K-byte block free for 
assembler programs. 

USING RAMDISK-64 
The RAM drive is fairly simple to use. The 
Fast-Drive program installs the RAM drive 
as device number I 5. making references 
very similar to those used for the "real" disk 
drive. For example. you can view RAM
DISK-64's directory by typing LOAD "$" ,15. 
Unlike the I 541. the directory is not actual
ly loaded into program memory so it will 
not erase your program-one example of 
the forethought that P Technologies put in
to the product. 

It is just as easy to load and save pro
grams to the RAM drive. For example, to 
load the program Filename. you type only 
LOAD "FILENAME", 15. As in the method 
for the 1541, you use the Open statement 
to scratch (delete) files. The Fast-Drive pro
gram recognizes "S:" to scratch a file and 
"C:" to change the RAM drive·s device 

(continued) 
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REVIEW: RAMDISK-64 


AT A GLANCE 

Name 
RAMDISK-64 

Type 
64K-byte RAM disk for the Commodore 64 

Manufacturer 
P Technologies 
1555 Riverpark Dr., Suite 206 
Sacramento, CA 95815 
(916) 920-3226 

Computer 
Commodore 64 and 1541 disk drive 

Documentation 
21-page user's manual 

Price 
$149 
Extender board $10 

Audience 
Programmers and software developers, 
home users 

number. To scratch the file Filename, 
you type OPEN 1,15,0,"S:FILE
NAME". iyping OPEN 1, 15,0, "C:20" 
changes the device number of the 
RAM drive to 20. Fast-Drive intercepts 
the Open statements before they get 
to the operating system; since they 
never actually open files. you don't 
need to close them. 

The software also supports Commo
dore's "save with.replace" command. 
To save a new file over an old one. you 
use the conventional @: prefix before 
the filename. The method is easier 
than scratching an old file and saving 
its replacement. 

Fast-Drive includes two useful com
mands that let you transfer programs 
and text files to or from RAMDISK-64 
without going through program mem
ory. These Load and Save operations 
are similar to the normal ones. except 
that they cite RAMDISK-64's device 
number at the end. For example. to 

transfer a program called FILENAME. 
BAS to the RAM disk, you enter the 
command LOAD "FILENAME. BAS", 
8,15. Similarly, SAVE "FILENAME",8, 
15 saves the RAMDISK-64 contents of 
the Filename file to the disk in the 
1541 drive. 

RAMDISK-64's transfer commands 
let you copy text and object-code files 
without the usual hassle. Copying text 
files from disk to disk with a 1541 nor
mally requires entering a utility pro
gram, and copying object-code files 
requires that you know their starting 
and ending addresses. RAMDISK-64 
greatly simplifies the copying process. 
Even if you didn't know the length and 
starting and ending addresses of an 
object-code file on a disk in the 1541 
drive. LOAD "FI LENAME" ,8, 15 
would transfer it to the RAM drive. 
After you switch disks in the 1541. 
SAVE "FILENAME",8,15 will dupli

1conunued1 

Compiler Eco-C88 Latlce (11 C86 (l) ' Seive 13 11 13 
Fib 44 58 46 
Derer 13 13 -
Matrix 21 29 27. 
Price '49.95 '500.00 '395.00 
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The Ecosoft Eco-C88 compiler for the 8088 and MSDOS is going to set a new 
standard for price and performance. Consider the evidence: 

Ill Computer Language, Feb. , 1985, pp.73-102. Reprinted by permission. 

Eco-C88 Rel. 2.20, on IBM PC with 2 floppy disks, 256K. Benchmarks from Feb., 

1985 Computer Language. 

Eco-C88 includes: 

*All operators and data types (except bit fields) 

* Error messages in English with page numbers that reference the C 

Programming Gulde - a real plus if you're just getting started in C. 
*Over 170 library functions, including color and transcendentals 
* New Library functions for treating memory as a file 
*User-selectable ASM or OBJ output (no assembler required) 
* 8087 support with 8087 sensed at runtime 
*cc and "mini-make" for easy compiles (with source) 
*Fast, efficient code for all IBM-PC, XT, AT and compatibles using MS DOS 2.1 

or later. 
*Complete user's manual 
If ordered with the compiler. the C library source code (excluding transcen
dentals) is $10.00 and the ISAM file handler (as published in the C 
Programmer's Library, Que Corp) in OBJ format is an additional $15.00. Please 
add $4.00 for shipping and handling. To order, call or write: 

Ecosoft Inc. 

We've continually improved Microstat since it was introduced in 1978, and 
the latest release includes many new features you've wanted. 

Interactive and Batch Processing Data sets that can exceed memory 

Expanded Data Management Multiple Regression (including 
Subsystem with New Data Stepwise) 
Transforms 

Scatterplots (including best fit 
Reading data files created by other regression I 

programs (e.g .. Lotus) 
Correlation Analysis 

3 types of Analysis of Variance 
12 Nonparametric tests 

Time Series 
8 Probability Distributions 


Crosstabs and Chi-Square 

Descriptive Statistics 


Factorials, Permutations, and 

Combinations 
 Easy Installation 

Hypothesis Tests 

Microstat's algorithms have been designed to prevent numeric overflow errors 
and yield unsurpassed accuracy. Microstat's price is $375.00 including the 
user's manual and is available for the Z80, 8086, 8088 CPU's and CP/ M80. 
CP/ M86. MS-DOS, and PC-DOS. To order. call or write. 

• 
6413 N. College Avenue 
Indianapolis, IN 46220 
(3171 255-6476 . 8:30 -4:30 

Trademarks: Eco-C88, Microstat IEcosoft) , CP/ M !Digital Research), MSDOS (Microsoft). PC-DOS (IBM). Z80 IZilog), 8086, 8087, 8088 (Intel). 
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Introducing EasyPleX~ The new, 

easy-to-use electronic mail system 
from CompuServe. 

Finally! Electronic Mail that's so easy lo 
use you can start composing and sending 
messages the first time you get online. 

Designed for various experience levels, 
EasyPlex has a menu modewith simple, 
easy-to-follow directions for beginners, 
and it lets experienced users save time by 
working in the prompt or command modes. 
With EasyPlex, you can compose, edit send, 
file, and lake advantage of sophisticated 

options previously available only with more 
expensive services. 

CompuServe's EasyPlex lets friends and 
relatives, associations and club members 
communicate any time of the day or night. 
And small business owners, real estate 
professionals, insurance agents, lawyers, 
writers, etc. can communicate quickly and 
simply-either interoffice or interstate. 
"It's Easy." "Just Plex it !" 

Best of all, EasyPlex is available lo all 
CompuServe subscribers. And, along with 
EasyPlex, you get hundreds of valuable and 
entertaining computing options. Plus the 
assurance of belonging to the largest fastest 

growing computer information service in 
the world and the premier supplier of 
business information to FORTUNE 500 
companies. 

Start communicating!To buy a 
CompuServe Subscription Kil see your 
nearest computer dealer To receive our 
informative brochureor to order direct 
call or write: 

CoillpuServe® 

Information Services, PO. Box 20212 
5000 Arlington Centre Blvd., Columbus, Ohio 43220 

800-848-8199 Inqui ry 711 
In Ohio, call 614-457-0802 

An H&R Block Company 



REVIEW: RAMDISK-64 


cate the file on the new disk. Your pro few problems. Apart from "S:" and 
gram in memory will remain un "C:". RAMDISK-64 does not have any 
disturbed. of the DOS commands available with 

The Fast-Drive system does have a a real disk drive. Moreover. the soft-

Listing I: The programs used to write (I a) and read (I b) the sequential text file. 
In both programs. line 110 was changed for RAMDISK-64 to read: 110 
OPEN 1,15,2,"TEXTFILE". The Open statement used with RAMDISK-64 
does not have the ·:s.R" or the ·:s.W" for read and write. respectively. because 
RAMDISK-64 is always open for both. 

(la) 

100 REM OPEN A SEQ FILE FOR WRITE 
110 OPEN 1,8,2, " TEXTFILE.S.W" 
120 REM WRITE 40,000 BYTES OF DATA 
130 FOR L = 1 TO 1000 
140 PRINT#1,"THIS IS A LINE OF TEXT USED AS A TEST .. " 
150 NEXT 
160 CLOSE 1 

(lb) 

100 REM OPEN A SEQ FILE FOR READ 
110 OPEN 1,8,2,"TEXTFILE,S,R" 
120 REM READ 40,000 BYTES OF DATA 
130 FOR L = 1 TO 1000 
140 INPUT#1,A$ 
150 NEXT 
160 CLOSE 1 

ware supports only 16 files in RAM
DISK-64 at one time. With only 64K 
bytes. the limitation is not a problem. 
but a lot of space might be wasted if 
you add the 256K-byte expansion. 

PERFORMANCE 
RAMDISK-64 was quite impressive in 
the speed test. Tu be consistent. I ran 
all the benchmarks with RAMDISK-64 
connected and Fast-Drive in memory. 
Listing I presents the programs used 
to write and then read the files. RAM
DISK-64's performance with sequen
tial text files was less than twice as fast 
as the 1541 drive (see table I) . This 
is peculiar, yet better than no increase 
at all. 

Then I loaded and saved a I 7K-byte 
BASIC program for my assembler and 
a 341<-byte BASIC program to both the 
1541 and RAMDISK-64. The results 
were much more impressive (see 
table 2). Using RAMDISK-64. I could 
assemble my program to memory. 
test it. reload the source code. make 
changes. save the source code again. 
then reassemble without going to the 
"physical" disk drive. And. as the 
times demonstrate. loading and sav
ing was very fast indeed. 

CONCWSIONS 
RAMDISK-64 is a well-engineered 
module. and the manufacturer pro
vides some software support. Still. P 
Technologies could improve the prod
uct by including a separate power 
supply to preserve RAMDISK-64's 
contents when the computer is off. a 
program to use part of RAMDISK-64 
as a printer buffer/spooler. and a bat
tery pack to allow using the RAM
DISK-64 cartridge for file transfer be
tween computers. 

RAMDISK-64 has enhanced my pro
gramming environment by providing 
unusual speed on the Commodore 
64. At last I can change and resave a 
program without the long wait for the 
1541 drive. At the end of a session. 
I can transfer the work from RAM
DISK-64 to an actual disk with little 
bother. RAMDISK-64 is a solid addi
tion to the Commodore 64. and soft
ware writers will find it an indispens
able aid.• 

Table I : Write and read times for the sequential file programs in listing I . 
Times are in minutes and seconds. 

1541 Drive RAMDISK-64 

Write 2:07 1:22 
Read 1:54 1:24 

Table 2: Save and load times for two files. Times are in minutes and seconds. 

17K-byte assembler source file in BASIC format 

1541 Drive RAMDISK-64 

Save 0:46 0:02 
Load 0:52 0:02 

34K-byte BASIC program 

1541 Drive RAMDISK-64 

Save 1:28 0:03 
Load 1:22 0:03 
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SemiDisk Systems builds fast disk 
microcomputers than anyone else. S-1 · , , pso 
TRS-80 Models II, 12, and 161 Up to 2 megabytes per board, 
standard. Up to 8 megabytes per computer, using only four bus 
slots, max! Software drivers are available for CP/M 80, MS-DOS, 
ZOOS, TurboDOS, VALDOCS 2, and Cromix. SemiDisk turns 

SemiDisk 
Semi Dis 
IBM PC, 

51'2K bytes, and later upgrade to 
. own pace, as your n~ds expand. 
ucan have mult,ple drives on a 

'Qlsk gives you mainframe 
your desk. 

I~ SAVED FOR LAST: 
512K 1Mbyte 2Mbyte 
..S695 Sl 39'5 
$995 
$695 

$1995 
$1795 

good computers into great computers. 
GREAT NEWS FOR IBM PC AT USERS. 

New MS-DOS 3.0 software drives take full advantage of the 
80286's expanded instruction set, moving data four times faster 
than can be done on PC or XT. 
BATTERY BACKUP, TOO. 

At 0.7 amps per 2 megabytes, SemiDisk consumes far less 
power than the competition. And you don't have to worry if the 
lights go out. The battery backup option gives you 5-10 hours of 
data protection during a blackout. Nobody else has this 
important feature. Why risk valuable data? 

QX-10 
TRS-80 II, 12, 16 
Battery Backup Unit 

$1795· $595 
$695 $1795 
$150 Sl50 

SemiDisk Systems, Inc, 
P.O. Box GG, Beaverton, Oregofl 97075 · 

- . 
503-642-3100 -~ 
Inquiry 328 ._ ~" 

Call 503-646·5510 [or CBBSINW, 503·7754838 for CBBSIPCS, and 503 649·8327 [or CBBSIAloha, all 5emll'li<k.e<julpped computer hulledn J»atd• 
(jQ0/ \200 h:iud). ScmiDisk. SemiSpool trademark."' of SemiOisk S~-s1em.;. CPIM trademark <lf DiRital Researi:h. 
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Keyport 717 
An alternative 

to the 
standard 


Apple 

keyboard 


BY DAVID L. SALAHI 

David L. Salafi i is a programmer 
witf1 eight years of experience in civil 

engineering applications and an 
A .A . degree in comptller science. He 

can 	be readied al 90 Streamwood. 
l111ine. CA 92 714 . 

- Inquiry 256 

T he Keyport 717 from Polytel Com
puter Products is a touch-sensitive 
membrane keyboard that you can 

use as an alternate input device to the nor
mal Apple keyboard. It has 717 key loca
tions that you can program to mean 
anything you desire. By using a plastic 
overlay. you can develop custom applica
tions so you can execute functions by sim
ply pressing the appropriate spot on the 
keyboard (see photo I) . 

I don't expect any single application 
would ever use all 717 keys; that would be 
too confusing. Rather. you would leave 
blank space between some keys and make 
other keys "larger" by grouping two. three. 
or more locations together. 

Using the Keyport 717 as an input device 
lets you avoid using the regular computer 
keyboard; non-typists can approach the 
computer much more easily. Also. with so 
many keys. you have that many more op
tions available all at once. This reduces the 
need to traverse through menus or memo
rize command sequences. In addition. you 
can label the keys with the actual function. 
obviating the need to remember that D is 
for delete and L is for list. By grouping the 
keys in a logical fashion and appropriately 
using color and shape. you have the poten
tial to develop a user interface far superior 
to anything currently available. 

DESCRIPTION 
Physically. the Keyport 717 is a plastic box 
measuring 26 inches wide by 13 inches 
deep by 2 Vi inches high at the back. slop
ing to I Vi inches high at the front. It plugs 
into the Apple's game connector so it does 
not take up a slot. The connecting cable is 
only about four feet long. however. and this 
limits the Keyport's placement. Since I 
wanted to place it on the left side of my 
desk and since the cord was connected to 
the opposite end of the Keyport. its place
ment was severely restricted. I would have 
welcomed another two or three feet. par
ticularly when I wanted to remove it from 

my desk to use the standard keyboard . 
Also. the Keyport's active area is only 9 

by 22 inches. This amounts to about 40 per
cent of the top surface area that is essen
tially wasted space. If the unit could be 
repackaged without this excess. it would be 
much easier to fit onto a desk or other 
working area. 

The key locations themselves are about 
% inch square and seem to be ·about the 
right size. In the front middle of the Keyport 
is a section devoted to a QWERTY keyboard 
so you can do all your work from it. Several 
plastic overlay templates define the keys 
with the desired meanings for various 
applications. 

Since it is a membrane keyboard . the 
Keyport has no actual up-and-down key mo
tion. so it has no "feel." This is a distinct 
disadvantange that I will discuss in more 
detail below. The manual warns that the sur
face is sensitive and cautions users not to 
place heavy objects. such as books. on it. 
If a heavy object is left on the unit for 
several days. a short or open circuit could 
occur and lead to malfunction. This char
acteristic of the unit excludes it from use 
in any environment where the risk of mis
treatment exists (such as schools). 

The Keyport works with the Apple II. II+ . 
or lie. I tried mine on a Franklin Ace and 
it seemed to work. although I had trouble 
running the Safari game. The Keyport does 
not work with 80-column cards or with 
lowercase. 

For those who are not interested in pro
gramming new applications. the Keyport 
supports several prepackaged ones. These 
include templates for VisiCalc. Applesoft 
BASIC. and a new one for Apple Writer li e. 
Also. two educational games for children 
called Safari and Farm even feature on
screen graphics and sound. 

BASIC INTERFACE 
The BASIC Interface is a prepackaged ap
plication with an overlay that lets you enter 

(continued) 
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REVIEW: KEYPORT 


AT A GLANCE 

Name 
Keyport 717 

Type 
A 717-key programmable membrane 
keyboard that attaches to an Apple II, II+ , 
or lie through the joystick port 

Manufacturer 
Polytel Computer Products Corp. 
2121 South Columbia, Suite 550 
Tulsa, OK 74114 
(800) 245-6655 

Size 
26 inches wide, 13 inches deep, 2V2 inches 
high in back, sloping to 1V2 inches high in 
front 

Options 
VisiCalc Interface $39.95 
Farm (educational game) Interface $29.95 
Farm Interface for ECHO II speech 

synthesizer $39.95 
Safari (educational game) Interface $29.95 
Safari Interface for ECHO II speech 

synthesizer $39.95 

Documentation 
30-page manual 

Price 
Keyport 717 with BASIC overlay and disk 

with configuration programs $179 

BASIC commands by pressing a key 
on the Keyport (reducing entire words 
to a single keystroke). All the standard 
commands are available on the Key
port and are grouped logically to
gether into attractive color-coded 
areas. Areas are provided for low
resolution and high-resolution graph
ics. text display and printing, string 
functions such as LEN and MID$. 
arithmetic functions. disk utilities. and 
disk-access commands. A nice conve
nience is an area called Operators 
that contains all the keys you must 
normally shift (I, @. #. $, °lo . and so 
on) that can be obtained from the 
Keyport without shifting. 

To use the BASIC Interface. you boot 
DOS and then boot the BASIC Inter
face disk supplied with the unit. At 
this point you may enter any BASIC 
command by selecting it from the 
Keyport. For example. to set a color 
in low-resolution graphics. instead of 
coding a statement such as COLOR 
= 3. you press the purple button on 
the BASIC overlay. The phrase 
COLOR = 3 automatically appears 
on the screen. To code a FOR loop, 
press the button corresponding to 
FOR and the word appears. At the 
end of the loop, press the word NEXT 
and it appears. 

Some useful command sequences 
are programmed into the BASIC Inter
face. such as TEXT : HOME : LIST. 
making graphics programming much 
easier. Also provided are 16 addi
tional undefined keys that let you 

define your favorite command se
quences. 

A tutorial program on the disk walks 
you through the construction of a pro
gram using the Keyport BASIC Inter
face. The tutorial is very well done. 
and by the end of it I found it simple 
to construct programs using the 
device. 

The drawbacks to programming 
with the Keyport have to do with two 
features inherent in its design. One is 
the keyboard's lack of feel. Since there 
is no key motion. you are sometimes 
not sure whether you have actually 
pressed a key. Fortunately the Appl-e's 
speaker is used as a key click. Still, the 
lack of feel limits the speed with 
which you can press the keys, making 
the Keyport less comfortable than a 
conventional keyboard. 

The lack of feel is compensated for 
in large part by the reduction of many 
keystrokes to one or two for BASIC 
commands. However, you will still 
have to enter a fair amount of text 
with the regular keyboard or the 
QWERTY keyboard on the Keyport. 
It's just not practical to switch be
tween the Keyport and the Apple's 
keyboard unless you enter large por
tions of text relatively infrequently. 
This means that. to enter little bits of 
often occurring text you must use the 
QWERTY keyboard on the Keyport. 
For this purpose, the Keyport's mem
brane keyboard is very slow and un
wieldy. However. the user of an ap
plication program designed for the 

Photo I: The Ke!Jport 717 with the BASIC programmer's over/a!J. 
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REVIEW: KEYPORT 


Keyport would primarily be selecting 
functions. The entry of text would be 
less and the Keyport's use would be 
more feasible. 

The other drawback to the Keyport 
is its large size. It is about as large as 
an entire Apple computer and it's not 
easy to find room on the average desk 
for a device this size. This is especial
ly true if you want it to be in a posi
tion suited to comfortably viewing the 
monitor. 

BOARD DEFINITION PROGRAM 
Developing a program that uses the 
Keyport as an input device involves 
three steps. First you must design an 
overlay with the positions of the 
various functions located on the sur
face. For this purpose. two clear 
plastic overlay sheets are provided 
that you can write on with a felt-tip 
pen to lay out the positions of func
tion buttons. 

Once you have designed the over
lay. you create a Key Data Tuble to let 
the Keyport monitor know what func
tions you have placed at what posi
tions on the keyboard. You may assign 
a function number and a string of up 
to 2 50 characters to each key posi
tion. These two items will be returned 
to the application program whenever 
you press a key. Each key may have 
both a shifted and an unshifted code. 
Key Data Tubles are created by run
ning a Board Definition program. This 
program is very straightforward; you 
press each key you wish to define and 
enter the associated function number 
and string. When all the keys are 
defined. the table is saved on disk. 

Several tables may be stored on a 
disk. The Hello program specifies 
which one is to be used when you 
boot the disk. It is a simple matter to 
create a modified copy of the Hello 
program that you can run at any time 
to load in a new data table. 

Once the Key Data Tuble and the 
Keyport Monitor have been loaded 
from disk. an application program 
may access the Keyport either by 

. using a Get or Input statement or by 
calling an assembly-language routine 
provided. Once a key has been 
pressed, the key number. its function 

Tfte Keyport is about 

as large as an entire 

Apple computer and 

it's not easy to find 

room on tfte average 

desk for a device 

tftis size. 


number. and its associated string may 
be accessed. These parameters. as 
well as the type of key (Keyport or key
board). are retrieved by a series of 
PEEKs. 

DOCUMENTATION 
The small programmer's reference 
manual is not at all clear on exactly 
how to make use of the Keyport's 
functions. It seems to be disorganized 
so you have to keep flipping back and 
forth. Also. you have to r,ead between 
the lines; some of the information is 
not explicitly stated. A novice pro
grammer would have a difficult time 
trying to use this manual. 

A good working knowledge of the 
Apple is helpful and. in fact. some 
assembly-language experience would 
be useful. For example. when the 
manual tells you to PEEK(513), 
PEEK(514) , ... , to get the string cor
responding to the pressed key. it 
makes more sense if you know that 
these locations are the keyboard in
put buffer. 

CONCWSIONS 
The Keyport 717 is an interesting con
cept with great potential for improv
ing the human-machine interface. 
However. the execution of the con
cept leaves something to be desired. 
chiefly in the areas of keyboard feel. 
unit size. and ruggedness. With these 
caveats in mind. I recommend it for 
those who are looking for an alter
native to the standard typewriter-style 
keyboard as an input device. • 

An IEEE-488 interface for all 
IBM-PC's and COMPATIBLES 

VERSATILE 

Easy-to-use commands for all 
IEEE-488 (GP-18, HP-18) functions. 

Resident firmware supports 
BASIC, Pascal, C, and FORTRAN. 

Emulates Hewlett-Packard control
ler functions and graphics lan
guage statements. 

Supports Tektronix ® Standard 
Codes and Formats. 

Print listings, plot graphs, and use 
Lotus 123 TM with IEEE-488 
peripherals. 

FAST 

Direct memory transfer rates to 
SOOK bytes/second. 

PROFESSIONAL 

Clear and concise documentation 
includes a complete tutorial; prog
ramming examples, and applica
tion programs. 

$395.00 complete. There are no 
additional software charges. 

Find out why PC¢()488 is the first 
choice of over 500 companies. 

cm 

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT CORP. 

10 Evergreen Avenue 
Burlington, MA. 01803 

(617) 273-1818 
IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp. 


Lotus 123 ls a trademark of Lotus Development. 

Tektronix is a trademark of Tektroni x, Inc. 
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SIDEKICK COMMENTARY 
Mark J. We lch·s ··convenience Software·· ·· 
review (June. page 3 53) conta ined many 
serious errors regarding SideKick. 

Fi'rst. SideKick is available in two ver
sions. unprotected ($84 .95) and protected 
($54 .95) . There are currently more than 
300.000 Side Kick users worldwide. The ar
ticle's statement that SideKick "appears to 
be designed for programmers" is inac
cu rate. We are second in business software 
on the Softsel Hot List . 

The ASC II tab le in SideKick hardly 
relegates the product's usefulness to the 
domain of programmers. Many of ou r cus
tomers use the extended ASCII character 
set for graphics purposes. You can draw 
boxes. bar charts. and the like for memos 
and other basic reports by marking the 
displayed symbols in the chart and import
ing them into SideKick's notepad. The Ctrl-
0-G command in the notepad will do the 
re st. 

SideKick's auto-dial facil ity does not re
quire resetting DIP switches (this change 
was made in September 1984) The tele
phone dialer in the package actua lly picks 
numbers off the screen. beginning at the 
top and then scanning the screen. The 
right-arrow key allows scrol ling through 
numbers. and the space bar automatica lly 
brings up the Rolodex. The Rolodex func
tions like a free-form database and stores 
up to I 500 entries in any format. Ad
dresses and comments can have any for
mat whatsoever and take as many lines as 
yo u want. These entries can be retrieved 
by a keyword or string. With the current 
ve rsion of SideKick (1.5) you can also use 
the Rolodex with or without a modem. 

SideKick does use many WordStar com
mands. However. you ca n redefine those 
commands through the installation pro
gram to look like your favorite word
processing programs. 

In addition. SideKick provides two ways 
to print out information: Ctrl-K-P will print 
a marked block or the entire page if no 
block has been marked and Ctrl-K-W lets 
you write a block to any file or logical 
device including a printer. 

SideKick·s window management is more 
powerful than that of most products in the 
desktop category. With SideKick. users 
ca n shrink or expand windows and move 

windows around the screen. In addition. 
the program's main menu will appear on 
the screen if a hesitant user presses the 
Alt key without an identifier. In other 
words. SideKick "senses" that the user is 
unsure which window he or she wishes to 
invoke and provides the main menu to 
assist the user in choosing. And at any 
point. the user can press Fl and get. the 
on-line help window relative to the current 
active window. 

SideKick 1.5 contains many new fea
tures. including automatic word wrap. set
ting of right margin for word wrap. and re
formatting paragraphs. You can also ex
port data from the notepad into other ap
plications in use for true cut-and-paste 
capability and use the Rolodex with or 
without a modem hookup. SideKick 1.5 
supports more modems. including AT&T. 
VOAD keyboard phone. PCjr internal 
modem. and all Hayes-compatible mo
dems. SideKick recognizes a system with 
two active monitors. even if one is color 
and one monochrome. and no reinstalla
tion is required . You can specify a hot key 
to activate Side Kick. Finally. this package 
is compatible with SuperKey and can be 
called from SuperKey. making Sid.eKick a 
programmable desktop manager and pro
viding you with RAM-resident macro 
definition and encryption capability. 

PHILIPPE KAHN 

Borland International 
Scotts Valley. CA 

As Mr. Kahn notes. the prices for both 
versions of SideKick were raised early 
this year. 

I can 't dispute SideKick's phenomena/ 
commercial success. but I stand by my 
opinion that it was designed for program
mers. 

The version of SideKick I reviewed 
(l .IOCJ required that I reset the DIP 
switches on the modem. I'm g/ap this is 
not required in later versions. As noted 
in the review. I was unable to auto-dial 
a number picked out from another task: 
I assume I will be able to use this feature 
in the current version. I can't agree with 
Mr. Kahn that the standard text file used 
in the auto-dialer is best described as a 
free-form database, although he correctly 
points out that you can search the file for 

text strings. While you can use multiple 
lines for an entry. you can only auto-dial 
a number on the current line. 

SideKick 's notepad can print files. I'm 
not sure \.vhy I believed that it could not 
do so. but both the manual and help files 
explain that arl-K-P will print the current 
block or file. I apologize for the error. 

Mr. Kahn is correct in noting that you 
can use SideKick's installation utility pro
gram to reconfigure the word-processor 
coQ'Jmands: however. the product is 
shipped using the standard WordStar 
command set. 

I'm glad SideKick has been upgraded 
to version 1.5 and look forward to see
ing the new version. 

- MARK J. WELCH 

Staff Writer 

As a SideKick aficionado. I enjoyed the 
"Convenience Software" review. Mr. Welch 
states that SideKick's notepad cannot 
paste or feed information into an appli
cation. I share his disappointment. When 
I began using SideKick. I searched the 
manual for the documentation on this 
feature I knew had to be there. It wasn't. 

As for printing. if you wish to print on ly 
part of the notepad file. you can use the 
WordStar block commands Ctrl-K-B and 
Ctrl-K-i< to mark the beginning and end of 
what you want to print. Then press Ctrl
K-P to print. Be sure to include the carriage 
return at the end as part of the block. If 
you fail to do so. your printer might not 
print the last line of the block anQ the 
tabulation of the first line of the next 
printed block will be wrong. 

Mr. Welch states that SideKick required 
him to reset the DIP switches on his mo
dem and he could not get the auto-dial 
feature to work. Without resetting the DIP 
switches on a Hayes Smartmodem. I had 
no problem with the auto-dialer after I in
serted a "P" (for pulse dialing) before each 
of the phone numbers in my directory. 
However. after SideKick begins dialing a 
number. it says, "Pick up phone and press 
space." If you pick up the phone before 
the dialing sequence is completed. the call 
will be aborted. 

I found the copy-protected version of 
SideKick quite cumbersome. I quickly 

(continued) 
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traded up to the unprotected version so 
I could copy SideKick and an AUlD
EXEC.BAT file onto each of my software 
disks. L.Oading SideKick from a second 
disk is too much bother. 

To invoke SideKick. you press the Ctr! 
and Alt keys simultaneously or press both 
sh ift keys. The first method is adequate. 
The second is a nuisance. More than a few 
times I have typed a series of capital let

ters and found that I had activated Side
Kick inadvertently when moving back and 
forth between the two shift keys. 

I look forward to the promised release 
of SideKick Plus. an extended SideKick 
that is supposed to offer multiple note
pads. a window manager. a business cal
culator. an IRS lqg system. DOS filers. built
in telecommunications. and true text refor
matting and blocking capabilities. Given 

GIVEYOURPC 

THE GDT OF SIGHT. 


Once installed, our elec
tronic digitizing scanner 
allows you to capture 

· images in high resolution. 
These can then be manipu
lated, stored, retrieved, 
and even printed. 

But what's truly amaz
ing is the range of applica
tions for the Datacopy 700. 
Such as generating complex 
documents including te/(t, 
drawings and pictures. ~ 

Until now, your PC was telling only 
half the story. Because no matter how 
you look at it, words and numbers are 
simply that: words and.numbers. 

But the Datacopy 700 changes all that. 
TURN YOUR WORD PROCESSOR 

INTO AN IMAGE PROCESSOR. 
This remarkable peripheral enables 

you to combine photos, diagrams, even 
3-D objects with word processing, data 
base, CAD and communications applica
tions using standard software. 

All you need to get ___.., 
the picture is an IBM 
XT, AT, or compatible. 
Our friendly, yet 
powerful, Word 
Image Processing 
System'" software 
is included in your 
purchase. 

Technical manuals. Catalogs. Personnel or 
document files. Or what ever you decide. 

The result is avisionary achievement: 
the power to give words and numbers f~·r 
more meaning. To publish information, 
not just data. And to extend the possibili
ties of your PC. All for a surprisingly 
low cost. 

For more details, call toll-free 1-800
821-2898 or in California 415-965-7900. 
Or write to Datacopy Corporation, 1215 

Terra Bella Avenue, 
Mountain View, 
CA 94043. Telex: 

701994 DATA
COPY UD. 

For fastest response, call 1-800-556-1234 or in California 1-800-441-2345. Ask for extension 96. 

SideKick's current capabilities. SideKick 
Plus might provide users more conve
niences than the long-awaited IBM Top
View and Microsoft Windows. 

JEFFREY S. ROYER 
Burke, VA 

THE MINDSET PC 
I would like to correct a misleading impres
sion left by Tom Wadlow·s recent review 
'The Mindset Personal Computer" (June. 
page 324). Limicon's $500 ProDraw 
graphics software is the basis of the new 
television game show "Catch Phrase: · not 
Lumena and GW-BASIC. In "Catch Phrase:· 
the contestants must guess the phrase 
suggested by a short ProDraw "cartoon" 
containing a visual pun. Each day "Catch 
Phrase" will need 2 5 completely new. high
qua li ty. animated puzzles On ly ProDraw 
gave the show·s producers the ability to 
turn their idea into a television show 

A single studio technician uses other 
Limicon software to control the various 
puzzles and special effects in response to 
the contestants' puzzle selections and 
answers. The Mindset is being used on 
"Catch Phrase" because ProDraw graphics 
look better on it than on the IBM PC and 
because it has a good NTSC video signal. 

HOWARD GOODMAN 

Limicon Inc. 
Toronto. Ontario. Canada 

Thank you for your review of the Mindset 
PC. It presented a good introduction to 
one of the best-kept secrets in com
puterdom. 

I purchased a Mindset nearly a year ago. 
largely on the strength of BYTE 's product 
preview (April 1984. page 2 70) . I was look
ing for a machine that provided a standard 
video output. a fast true 16-bit processor. 
and 16 colors in medium resolution. I 
planned to use the system to produce ani
mated software tutorials on video cas
settes. I looked at many other systems. but 
not one met all my cr iteria in the form of 
a single off-the-shelf package like the 
Mindset. 

This machine has far exceeded my ex
pectations. In addition to giving me every
thing I needed. it gave me a much
enhanced version of MS-DOS with built
in graphics primitives and animation func
tions. and graphics hardware features that 
include double-frame buffering and a 
graphics coprocessor that is unmatched 
in any other machine in the same price 
range. In spite of the many new graphics 
products that have come to market since 
I got my machine. the Mindset is still a 

(continued) 
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NRI Trains You AtHome-As You Build Your Own IBM-Compatible Computer 


GET THE KNOW·HOW 

mREPAIR EVERY 


COMPUTER ON THIS PAGE. 

Learn the la1lc1 the NII 
Way-ancl larn Goocl 
Money Trouble1hootlng 
Any lrancl of Computer 
The biggest growth in jobs 
between now and 1995, 
according to Department of 
Labor estimates, will occur in 
the computer service and 
repair business, where demand 
for trained technicians will 
actually double. 

You can cash in on 
this opportunity-either 
as a fulltime corporate 
technician or an inde
pendent serviceperson
once you've learned all 
the basics of computers 
the NRI way. NRI's practical 
combination of "reason
why" theory and "hands-on" 
building skills starts you with 
the fundamentals of electronics, 
then guides you through advanced 
electronic circuitry and on into 
computer electronics. You also learn 
to program in BASIC and machine 
language, the essential languages for 
troubleshooting and repair. 

You lulld-and Keep-a 
lanyo MIC·SS0·2 
The vital core of your training is 
the step-by-step building of the 
16-bit Sanyo MBC-550-2 computer. 
Once you've mastered the details of 
this state-of-the-art machine, you'll 
be qualified to service and repair 
virtually every major brand of 
computer, plus many popular 
peripheral and accessory devices. 

With NRI training, you learn at 
your own convenience, in your own 
home. You set the pace-without 
classroom pressures, rigid night-school 
schedules, or wasted time. You build 
the Sanyo MBC-550-2 from the 
keyboard up, with your own personal 

IBM II. R1gl1tll9d Trod1m1r1< of lnt1m1tlon1I 
8u1ln111 Machine Corpor1tlon. 

Ep1on 11 a R1gl1t1r1d Trod1m1r1< of Ep1on 
Am1rtc1, Inc. 

~r:.i:~~~~~fA1:~r.1~~p~,=~~·J~"d 
gg~p"A'\j'c"o~~~~~~~:~~·,~rl~~.r1< of 

AND 

MORE. 


NRI instructor and the complete NRI 
technical staff ready to answer your 
questions or give you guidance and 
special help whenever you need it. 

Praised by critics as the "most 
intriguing" of all the IBM-PC 
compatible computers, the new Sanyo 
uses the same 8088 microprocessor as 
the IBM-PC and features the MS/ DOS 
operating system. As a result, you'll 
have a choice of thousands of off-the
shelf software programs to run on 
your completed Sanyo. 

Your NRI course includes 
installation and troubleshooting of the 
"intelligent" keyboard, power supply, 
and disk drive, plus you'll check out 
the 8088 microprocessor functions, 

using machine language. You'll also 
prepare the interfaces for future periph· 
erals such as printers and joysticks. 

"''lllmti 100.Page Free 
•t!.ft'fp-1~7 Catalog Tell• More 

Send the postage-paid 
reply card today for 

NRI's big 100-page 
color catalog on 
NRI's electronics 

training, which 
gives you all the facts 

about NRI 
courses in 

Micro
computers, 
Robotics, 
Data 
Communica

tions, 1V/ 
Video/ Audio 

Servicing, and 
other growing high

tech career fields. If the 
reply card is missing, write to 

the address below. 

Your NRI course Includes the Sanyo 
MBC·SS0-2 Computer with 128K RAM, 
monitor, disk drive, and "Intelligent" keyboard; the NRI 
Discovery Lab®, teaching circuit design and operations; 
a Dlgltal Multimeter; Bundled Spread Sheet and Word 
Processing Software worth $1500 at retell-and more. 

IllifPI SCHOOLS 

McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center 
3939 Wisconsin Avenue, NW ~·,~ 
Washington, DC 20016 1tn\ll 
We'll Give You Tomorrow. 
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For IBM-PC Add-On Users 


In A Pinch? Give QIC The Inch 

We Have the Right Products ... at the Right Prices 

... Right Now! 

More Functions . .. 
Less Cost 

QIC-05 Multi-Function Card 

It gives you more than just added
This low power Microscience sub
system comes complete with 
controller. cables, drive, easy 
instructions. Fits inside your 
floppy slot. Compatible with DOS 
2.0, 2.1, and 3.0 without any 
patches. 32 MB half-height w/ con
troller, $1 ,295 ... 20 MB Drive for the 
PC AT. $895. Mounting hardware 
tor Compaq is available.External 
10 MB $695, external 20 MB $895. 

Our modems are fully Hayes 
compatible with features such as 
low heat dissipation, low power 
consumption, software volume 
control for the speaker, and large
scale-integration "Modem on a 
chip" for high reliability. It also 
comes with communications 
software which lets you emulate 
vr100 or IBM 3101. 
Halt-size Internal $299. 

memory. It gives you reliable 
memory expansion (up to 384K), a 
serial port, a parallel port, a 
game port, and a battery back-up 
clock calendar. Includes RAM 
disk print spooler, and ·clock 
utilities. (The 64K RAM set is only 
$15.) With 2 serial ports $175. 

QIC-2020 External Hard Disk 
.with Tape Backup. 

e? Our 
e back-up unit 

= ....-,~~ into the back of your floppy 
controller. It works like a floppy 
disk so you canuseall theDOS tile 
commands such as COPY or DIR. 
Back-up 10 MB in 15 minutes. Our 

20 MB cassette and 60" 

1o'tA'B 
~qq 

ridge back-up systems come with 

Graphics Boards 
Hercules, Color . . . . . . . .. . ... $185 
Hercules Compatible, Mono $199 
Color Graphics Card . .. . ... $125 
Everex Graphics Edge . . . .. . $295 

Half Size Cards 
Memory card with 

fil{ .... ... ........... $ 99 
384K .................. $175 
576K .......... ...... .. $225 

IO card with 2 serial ports. 
1 parallel port, 

t \' ' . I t I• f;-:l";i:'i,im-..~---

tape backUp unit in a 'chassis 
with two extra I/ O slots. Comes 
with cable and a half size host 
adapter card. 20 MB hard disk 
with 60 MB tape is only $2450. 

We Guarantee Satisfaction! 

No Risk. All our products carry the 
manutacturer's warranty. And 
remember, it tor any reason. you 
are not completely satisfied 
within 30 days,you can return it for 
a full refund 

Call Us Today! 
(408) 942-8086 

Telex: 5101002379 Q.ICRCH 

clock/calender ...... . ...... $125
controller,cables anddrive. Back
up 20 MB in 6 minutes. You can Internal Power Supply 
even do fast Image back-up and 135 Watt .............. $ 99 
 RESEARCHc;a1cthen tile-by-tile retrieval. Works on 150 Watt .............. $115 
 INCORPOR A TED
IBM PC, XT or AT. Internal 10 MB Expansion Chassis with Inquiry 303 489 Valley Way$499, 20 MB $699, 60 MB $899. I/O Slots .................... $695 


QIC-405 Milpitas. Ca 95035External 10 MB $675, 20 MB $875, 60 IBM PC, 256K, 2 Drives . . . . . . $1499
MB $995. 

MasteICardNisa. no surcharge. American Express sales add 3% to prices. 
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leader. and it's getting better all the 
time. 

Mindset has recently released several 
new products that were not mentioned in 
your review. They include a I 28K-byte 
memory-expansion module. a IO-mega
byte external hard disk. an analog RGB in
terface. and a real-time color video-image 
digitizer. 

Mindset is now marketing to video and 
graphics professionals and other people 
who realize that there is life after Mac
Paint. It is doing much better for the 
change in focus. These are people who 
need a system li ke the Mindset and can 
appreciate its unique capabilities. 

TIM NEGRIS 

First Mindset Users Group 
Walnut Creek. CA 

Tom Wadlow·s system review of the Mind
set Personal Computer contained many 
errors. Mr. Wadlow states that only a 
mouse was available for review. He 
neglected to say that it was his fault and 
not Mindset's. I own a joystick along with 
the mouse and so know that joysticks are 
available. 

The BASIC Performance test states that 
the Sieve takes 30 1 seconds to calculate 
prime numbers. I used BYTE's corrected 
version of the Sieve and it ran in 191 
seconds-the same as the IBM PC. How 
could this discrepancy occur? A reader 
would conclude that the Mindset was 
almost 20 percent slower than an Apple 
lie. 

Next. the reviewer announces the Mind
set's fai lure to run Microsoft's Flight 
Simu lator. Had he reviewed Mindset's 
compatibility chart. he wou ld have 
real ized that this software would not work 
on the machine. Most of today's better 
softwa re addresses ROM. but Flight 
Simu lator directly addresses the hardware. 
making it impossible for the program to 
run on anything but an IBM clone. wh ich. 
fortunately. the Mindset is not. 

In the tex t box . Rich Malloy states that 
"consumer-ori ented software such as 
games has not been developed." Vyper 
from Synapse Software is an outstanding 
example of the Mindset's graphics capa
bi li ties and it uses a joystick. Odesta has 
a chess game with three-dimensional 
graphics. 

In the ''At a Glance" section. the optional 
software includes only MS-DOS. BASIC. 
and Lumena. Over 160 of the most 
popular PC titles run on the Mindset as 
wel l as graphics programs such as 4-Point 
Graphics Plus (stores images and plays 
them back sequentia ll y). CADDraft (engi

neering and architectura l scaled drawings 
with overlays) . and Designer (roughly 
simi lar to PC Paintbrush). Also. the Price 
section incorrectly states that a mono
chrome display is part of the usual 
configuration. 

In the future. please make sure that your 
reviews have been well researched and 
provide accurate and reasonably com
plete coverage of the product. I own a 

Mindset. and I wouldn't want to own an 
IBM clone at half the price. 

MARK JOHN SON 

Bryan. TX 

Mark Johnson raises some points that I 
feel I should address. First. authors do 
not deal directly with the company in 
volved in a review. All equipment is sent 

1continued) 

POWER 

PROBLEMS? 


POWER/RAC·· 
COMPUTERIZED POWERLINE MONITOR 
Powertrac now allows you to troubleshoot your computer's power 

problems. . 
Powertrac easily monitors, analyzes and records the power that 

feeds your sensitive computer. 
Powertrac, a state-of-the-art combination of hardware and software 

t hat monitors your power while you work and displays your precise 
problem at a glance. Includes audible power alarm . 

Powertrac allows you to do some simple inexpensive diagnostic 
testing before you order expensive power equipment. 

TYPICAL PROGRAM OATA OUTPUTAvailable for IBM PC and Apple II. 

::i f\ONLY $9995 
U O L ...... -- .. .. -• ••• ••-- ••wppor ll • ll 

II~ .l\ JPlus $4.50 shipping & handling . (CA res. add sales tax.) ! - " ... !i--°'\;'.I· .... ....... .. -... 


::1 
i 

~ ·----·----·---·--·---·----·---·---·----·--------·~~~~sy~1!~.lnc. 4 100 411S 41)0 4 1• S ~ 1 1111 ~ ol~ ~olO ~10 i 100 6 11~ 

6022 W. Pico Blvd . 

Los Angeles , CA 90035 (213) 938-0857 


APPLE is 11 regi !let~ trademark 
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E-Z-DOS-IT™ 
givesyou . 

concurrent processmg 

inonly SK ofRAM. 


Unique, E-Z-DOS-IT™Concurrent 
Processing Software lets your PC wear 
several different hats at the same time

and it operates in only SK of RAM. 
With E-Z-DOS-IT, your IBM PC, 

PC/XT, or PC/AT can run your choice 
of background tasks while you continue 

to work at the screen. No waiting, 
because your single- tasking PC now 
behaves like two or more PCs. And 
E-Z-DOS-IT is compatible with the 
most popular software and hardware 

To find out more about E-Z-DOS-IT, 
or to order directly, call toll-free: 

800/228-9602 
In California,call 800/423-5592 


Ask for operator 1110. 


NHAMMER 
Redefining Your PC Productivity. 

Hammer Computer Systems, Inc. 
900 L,rkspur Landing Circle, Suite 250 
Larkspur,CA 94939.415/461-7633 

E-Z·OOS·IT ii. a 1r.1dcm..irk 11( Hamme rCvmp1.11cr System~. Inc 

The fullo11o·mi: IC.-),!I SIC'IC'd uadcm:ulcs me adnm....•lcd1.:cd IBM re. 
PC/XT.and PC/:\T - lmcm:iminal Busine55Machim.1o. lows l·l-1 and 
S~·mphon~· - Lotus 01•vdupmem Corp . JB:tSc' II and Fr:imc11o·orlc 
A~hux1 ·T., 11::Words1 a1 - Micm Pro ln1crna1km.1I. PFS:Filc - Sc1(1warl' 
Pubh~hm~. Mul1i- PL-m - M1crmof1 Corp.: Cross1allc - l\hcmstuf. Inc 
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wa re runs directly on the Mindset with 
no problems. 

Mr. Johnson also correctly points out 
that 301 seconds is far too Jong for the 
Sieve of Eratosthenes. However. 3 minutes 
and I second (I 81 seconds). which is the 
number I measured. is much more 
realistic. I apologize for the error. which 
occurred during the editorial process. 

I am pleased that Mr. Johnson enjoys 
the machine he chose to buy I am sorry 
he found so much to disagree with in a 
review that basically echoes his feelings 
on the Mindset PC. 

-TOM WADLOW 

Livermore. CA 

THE COMPAQ DESKPRO 
I paid $2 370 for my Compaq Desk pro 
Model 2 (two 360K-byte dri ves. 2 56K bytes 
of memory) from a full-service dealer. and 
it was a better buy than an IBM Persona l 
Computer comparably equipped at· 
almost any price. The engineeri ng 
thoughtfulness of the Deskpro speaks as 
loudly as its performance. I thought that 
reviewer Jerry Grady gave a fair assess
ment of it (May. page 260) . However. I 
would like to emphasize some grievances 
for the benefit o f potential Deskpro 
buyers. 

Foremost. while the machine documen
tation is pretty. it is nearly use less. There 
is no technical manual and Compaq re
fuses to make one ava ilable. An example 
of frustration: The manual gives not a clue 
as to how to set the configuration switches 
for a thi rd disk drive (e.g .. RAM disk) and 
implies that such a configuration is not 
possible. · 

The keyboard is cheap-looking p lastic 
that actually ratt les when it is moved. The 
keys are so difficult to use (espec ially the 
space bar) that a touch-typist wi ll certainly 
have to replace it. The green monitor had 
such a long-persistence phosphor that 
screen-update ghosts made word process
ing impossible. A second green monito r 
was the same. I fina lly switched to amber. 
which is satisfactory. A Hercules high
resolution graphics ca rd wi ll not run on 
the Compaq Deskpro beca use of an ad
dressing conflict . Other graphics boards 
wi ll run . 

I have had significant problems running 
large complex dBASE II programs on the 
Compaq Deskpro. Even in its retarded 
8088 mode. the machine seems to con
fuse dBASE on deeply nested procedure 
ca lls and on rapid screen updates. The 
programs run fine on an IBM PC and a 
Zen ith I 50. I have been unable to get 

!continued) 

directly to BYTE and then shipped to the 
author writing the review. When /.review 
a product. I can judge it only on the com
ponents that were shipped to BYTE. 
Mindset chose not to include a joystick 
in the review package. The best I could 
do was mention the existence of such a 
device. 

Mr. Johnson and I agree that it is un
fortunate that Microsoft 's Flight 

Simulator does not run on the Mindset. 
although Mr. Johnson seems annoyed 
that I chose to point this out. I did not 
expect Flight Simulator to run. In fact. I 
expected it to fail for the reasons that Mr. 
Johnson points out. Nonetheless. I tried 
it. rather than assuming it would fail. and 
reported the results. In the first 
paragraph on page 329 of my article, I 
point out that a great deal of IBM soft
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You were smart to buy
Turbo PascaI™back then. 
Now you'd be smart to sell it. 

AND HERE'S YOUR CHANCE. 
TRADE IN YOUR TURBO 
PASCAL AND GET THE 
MODUl.A-2 SOFIWARE 
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM 
(M2SDS) FOR JUST $50.88. 

How can you get the latest in pro
gramming efficiency? Simple. Just 
send us your Turbo Pascal diskette* 
whether it's IBM format or not-and 
we'll send you M2SDS for just $50.88. 
That's $30 off the regular price. 

Why switch? Because Modula-2 
was specifically designed by the 
developer of Pascal, to replace the 
Pascal language. So you already know 
the language basics that will help you 
start programming right away. 

And when you combine the power 
of Modula-2 with all the features of 
M2SDS, you'll be programming faster 
than ever-in virtually no time at all. 

Just look at all the extras M2SDS 
includes. And how it outperforms 
Turbo Pascal in independent studies. 

So now that you're wise to Turbo 
Pascal, why not trade it in? And frade 
up to the programming efficiency of 
the future. Get M2SDS for just $50.88 
when you send us your Turbo Pascal 
diskette. Or, order M2SDS for just 
$80.88 without the trade. 

Either way, it's one of the smartest 
moves you can make in programming. 
And now, it's the best deal going. 

7UrboPascal is a trademark ofBorland International. 

•Diskette will be destroyedimmediately upon receipt, 
so that your Borland license agreement is not violated. 

M2SDS TURB030 
COMPILE SPEED (MINSEC) 

30LINES 0:09.00 0:02.00 

360LINES 0:25.00 0:05.00 

EXECUTION SPEED (MIN:SEC) 

SIEVE 0:13.92 0:15.26 

FIBONACCI 0:53.49 1:49.74 
30X30 MATRIX (8087) 0:08.84 0:19.28 
FP OPERATIONS 0:52.12 0:31.75 

FP OPERATIONS (8087) 0:01.97 0:06.21 

SYNTAX CHECKING EDITOR YES NO 

MULTIPLE WINDOW EDIT/NG YES NO 

EDITOR FILESIZE LIMIT MEMORY SIZE 64K 

COMPILE ERROR CALLS EDITOR YES YES 

LINKER YES NO 

PRODUCES .EXE FILES YES NO 

EXECUTABLECODE SIZE LIMIT DISK SPACE 64K 

DOS ACCESS FROM EDITOR YES NO 

DOS ACCESS FROM PROGRAMS YES LIMITED 

8087 SUPPORT SvtNDARD YES NO 

COPYPROTECTED DISK NO NO 

COST WITH 8087 SUPPORT $80.88 $109.90 

,---------
Trade in your Turbo Pascal for M2SDS today. 
Or, order your copy by completing this coupon. 

0 Enclosed is my Turbo Pascal diskette 
and a checkfor $50.88, plus $4 shippingand 
handling. 

0 Enclosed is my Turbo Pascal diskette. 

Apply charges to the credit card indicated 

below. 


0 Please send me M2SDS for $80.88, plus $4 
shippingand handling. My check is enclosed. 

0 Please send me M2SDS for $80.88. Apply 
charges to the credit card indicated below. 

VISA/Master<::ard/American Express. 
(Circle One) 

Credit card # ________ 

Expiration Date ________ 

Name __________ 
(Signature required for credit card orders.) 

Address __________ 

City __________ 

State/Zip _____ ____ 

Price does not include shipping and handling. Texas 
residents add 6.125% sales tax. International orders 
addSJO. 

INTERFACE TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION 

3336 Richmond, Suite 200 Houston, TX 77098 

L _________ _J 

Source: Software Resources, Inc. 

Sieve program from BYTE,January 1983. 

Fibonacci program from Dr. Dobb 's Journal, February 

1985. 

Matrix program from BYTE, October, 1982. 

FP Operationsprogram from BYTE, May 1985. 

7/Jrbo Pascal without 8087 uses only 6-byte accuracy 

for type REAL; M2SDS with or without 8087 uses 

8-byte accuracy. 

Programs compiled with all checkingoptions on. 

All tests conducted on a standard IBM-PCIXT with 

512K ofmemory and an 8087 math coprocessor. 


!.. INTERFACE 
'6ifT TECHNOLOGIES 

3336 RichmondAve., Suite 200 
Houston, Texas 77098 

1-800-922-9049 

(In Texas, call 7131523-8422) Telex:322127 

Modula-2 Bulletin Board: 7131523-7255 
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REVIEW FEEDBACK 


Listing I: A self-timinq version of the Sieve of Eratosthenes benchmark. 

2 REM : " SIEVE " 

5 CLS:CLS:COLOR 15, 1, 1 :WIDTH 40 

6 KEY OFF:CLS 


10 PRINT;TAB(4);"The Sieve of Eratosthenes Benchmark": PRINT 
20 . SIZE= 7000 

30 DIM FLAGS(7001) 

40 PRINT " Start one iteration" :PRINT:PRINT TAB(4) ;TIME$ 

50 COUNT=O 

60 FOR I =0 TO SIZE 

70 FLAGS(I) = 1 

80 NEXT I 

90 FOR I = 0 TO SIZE 


100 IF FLAGS(l)=O THEN 180 
110 PRIME= I+ I+ 3 
120 K=l+PRIME 
130 IF K>SIZE THEN 170 
140 FLAGS(K) = 0 
150 K = K +PRIME 
160 GOTO 130 
170 COUNT= COUNT+ 1 
180 NEXT I 
190 BEEP :PRINT:PRINT " Done: ";COUNT;" Primes found " :PRINT:PRINT TAB(4); 

TIME$ 

Microsoft Word to use the 9 by 14 high
resolution character set. and the 8 by 8 
set that Word wants to use is intolerable. 
Word uses the 9 by 14 character set on 
the Zenith 150. 

Despite these problems. I can endorse 
the Deskpro. Having graphics on the 
monochrome or color monitor is great 
and compatibil ity is 99 percent. The 
machine is fast. quiet. well crafted. and not 
from IBM. 

WILLIAM A. ADAMS 

Seattle. WA 

ANOTHER SIEVE 
Listing I is a small variation on the Sieve 
of Eratosthenes benchmark. I feel that any 
self-respecting benchmark should at least 
be self-timing. 

L. CRAIG REDMOND 

Chicago. IL • 

REVIEW FEEDBACK is a column of readers' let· 
ters. We welcome responses that support or challenge 
BYTE reviews. Send letters to Review Feedback. 
BYTE Publications. POB 3 7 2. Han cock. NH 
03449. Name and address must be on all letters. 

Subscription Problems? 

We want to help! 

If you have a problem with your BYTE 
subscription, write us with the details. 
We'll do our best to set it right. But we 

must have the name, address, and zip of 
the subscription (new and old address, if 
it's a change of address). If the problem 
involves a payment, be sure to include 
copies of the credit card statement, or 

front and back of cancelled checks. 
Include a ''business hours" phone 

number if possible. 

N 
US.MAlL 

E~TI 

Subscriber Service 


P.O. Box 328 

Hancock, NH 03458 
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COMPUTING AT CHAOS MANOR: 


PCs. PERIPHERALS. PROGRAMS. 


AND PEOPLE 


by Jerry Pournelle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34 7 


CHAOS MANOR MAIL 


conducted by Jerry Pournelle . . ......... 382 


BYTE U.K.: SEVENTH ANNIVERSARY 


OF MICROCOMPUTING 


by Dick Pountain .. . . ...... . .. . .... 385 

BYTE JAPAN: A HISTORY OF JAPAN'S 

MICROCOMPUTERS 

by William M. Raike . . . . . . . . . .. 395 

ACCORDING TO WEBSTER: WEST COAST 

FAIRE. MAC STUFF, AND THE AMIGA 

by Bruce Webster . . . . . . . . . . . .... . ... 40I 

MATHEMATICAL RECREATIONS: 

7r, e , AND ALL THAT 

by Robert T. Kurosaka .. . .. . 409 

CIRCUIT CELLAR FEEDBACK 

conducted by Steve Ciarcia . .. . .. 416 

BYTELINES 

conducted by Sol Libes . . . . . 418 

The ongoing construction work at Chaos Manor made it desirable for Jerry 
to escape yet again. He attended a joint press conference held by Microsoft 
and Apple in New York. The product introduced at the conference. Excel. is 
a spreadsheet for the Macintosh. Comments made at the press conference 
caused Jerry to put down some thoughts on software integration and whether 
or not we need it. He also looked at several new products. including a new 
version of BASIC from the inventors of the language. 

This being our anniversary issue. Dick Pountain brings us a condensed history 
of personal computing in Great Britain. He also introduces us to a rugged 
new lap-held portable. the Husky Hunter. 

From Japan. Bill Raike sends us an abbreviated history of that country's 
microcomputers and also discusses an innovative new product from Brother 
Industries-the SV-2000 Software Vending System. 

In this month's According to Webster. Bruce describes his experiences at 
the West Coast Computer Faire. He discovered that it isn't as much fun as 
it used to be. but he found some interesting products on display. He also 
discusses Apple's plans for the Macintosh. predicts success for the Amiga. 
and looks forward to testing a host of new products. 

Bob Kurosaka discusses the world of transcendental numbers in 
Mathematical Recreations. Some of them are familiar to us. such as e. the 
base of natural logarithms. and 1r. He looks at some hiding places for these 
two numbers and some ways to approximate their values. 
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SuperSoft Languages 
When Performance Counts 

SuperSoft 

BASIC 3.0 


The Interpreter Compatible 
Compiler 
Now you can use the superior BASIC 
compiler for improved performance. 
SUPERSOFr BASIC. Compatible with 
the most commonly used interpreter, 
it compiles larger programs than 
competing compilers. It comes 
complete with: 

· Full 8087 Support-for lightning fast 
math operations 

· IEEE floating point- for fast, precise 
scientific calculations 

· BCD math - for exact decimal numbers 
in business applications 

· Fully implemented double precision - for unbeatable math accuracy 
· Precise error messages/ codes and sub-codes - for simplified 

debugging 

SuperSoft BASIC is highly compatible with Microsoft's BASIC 
interpreter. For example, it supports the CHAIN with COMMON, 
COMMON, INPUT, INPUT#, and DEF FN statements in a 
compatible fashion. iBM's doesn't. It also contains critical 
features which the IBM BASIC compiler does not: 

SUPERSOFT IBM 
BASIC BASIC 

IMPLEMENTED FEATURES COMPILER COMPILER 
8087 Support 
True IEEE Floating Point "" 
BCD Math Option "" 
True Double Precision "" 
Dynamic.loop nesting "" 
CHAIN ALL, CHAIN line number "" 
RUN, TRON, TROFF, ERASE, CLEAR "" "" 

And, to top it off, SuperSoft BASIC: 

· Allows easy interface to C and Assembly code. 

· Allows 32,767 bytes per record and 65,535 records per random file. 

· And requires no run-time license fee for distribution of your 


compiled code. 

SuperSoft BASIC (PC-DOS, MS-DOS, CP/M-86): $300 

.SuperSoft C 
SuperSoft's C compilers and C cross compilers are designed 
to meet the highest standards of quality, reliability, and 
performance. 
· Over 200 libraiy functions provided in source code form - for full 

control over your libraries 

· Full overlay support - for extremely large 
application programs 

· Inline assembly code interface - for easy 
insertion of assembly code 

· BCD math - for full decimal accuracy 
· Fully ROMable assembly code output 

for use with the Z80, 8080, 8086, 8088, 
Z8001, Z8002, and others 

· General compatibility with UNIX version 
7 C - for standard C programming 

Available on the most popular operating 
systems, these features make SuperSoft 
C your best choice for a professional 
quality compiler. 

SuperSoft C (PC-DOS, MS-DOS, 
CP/M-80, CP/M-86): $350 

SuperSoft 
FORTRAN 

For years, serious developers have been using SuperSoft 
FORTRAN to bring their large applications down to micro
computers. Why? Because SuperSoft FORTRAN offers major 
advantages over other FORTRAN compilers. 

· For compiling extremely large programs - extended code and data 
space (under PC & MS-DOS) plus overlay support 

· For faster math operations - optional 8087 support 
· For mainframe compatibility-full ANSI '66 FORTRAN 
· For structured programming techniques-optional RATFOR 

preprocessor 
· For those without unlimited memory- only 128K of memory 

required 
· For unbeatable math accuracy-double precision and complex 

numbers using IEEE floating point 
· For fast, compact code - buy SuperSoft FORTRAN 

SuperSoft FORTRAN 
(PC-DOS, MS-DOS, CP/M-86, CP/M-80): $325 

Outstanding 

Support Services 


SuperSoft's commitment to product excellence and service is 
unrivaled in the industry. Our technical hotline is staffed by 
programming professionals to provide prompt, exi)ert assistance . 
We offer free update notification. And, we customize products 
to meet your needs. 

SuperSoft FORTRAN was developed by Small Systems SelVices, Urbana, IL 

Japanese Distributor: ASR Corporation International, TBL Building, 7th Floor, 
1·19·9 Toranornon, Minato-Ku, Tokyo I 05, Japan Tel. 03-05025550 Telex 222·5850 ASRTYO J 

Su 

To order, call: 800-762-6629 SuperSoft, Inc., P.O. BOX 1628 
In Illinois call: 21 7 -359-2112 Champaign, IL 61820 Telex 270365 
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C·O·M·P·U·T·I·N·G 
A·T C·H·A·O·S M·A·N·O·R 

PCs, Peripherals, 
Programs, and People 

Excel 

Switcher 

Integrated Software 

Write-Hand-Man 

GRAF 2.0 

True BASIC 

Gato 

Zenith Advanced PC 

Omni-Reader 

Squire 

Incunabula 

By Fire and Sword 

BY JERRY POURNELLE 

Jerry Pournelle holds a doctorate in 
psychology and is a science-fiction 

writer who also earns a comfortable 
li ving writing about computers 

present and futurr . 

M ore years ago than I care to 
remember. "Everything takes 
longer and costs more" was 

known in the aerospace industry as 
Pournelle's Law of Costs and Schedu les. 
(Poul Anderson claims independent dis
covery.) I've since seen it stated as Cheops' 
Law. and on reflection I'm willing to con
cede that since the old pharaoh had to deal 
with architects and contractors. he probably 
was awa re of it. 

In other words. I'm sti ll not in my new of
fices. I've moved upstairs. but everything
including me-is crammed into the storage 
room. It's frustrating. Tony Pietsch has my 
new PC Video board. Concurrent DOS. and 
even an experimenta l UNIX for my Compu
Pro. A new Hewlett-Packard machine and 
Think)et. the AT&T 3B2 /300. and the Eagle 
Turbo PC all sit in my electronics room
but the room is so filled with boxes of 
books that I can't get into it. 1\vo Macin
toshes. one with HyperDrive. the other with 
MegaMac ~nd a Corvus hard disk. sit in one 
corner of this room. while on shelves above 
them is arrayed a vast quantity of new and 
wonderful MacSoftware-but I ca n't get to 
the machines. Sigh. At least I don't have to 
put up with raspberry carpets. 

There's not even an end in sight. The only 
thing left to do is the floor. but with the new 
parquet floor partially in place problems 
developed. and they may have to take it up 
and start over. Meanwhile. new crews show 
up on weekends without appointments. I'm 
fighting to stay sane. I really am. 

QUEST FOR CAFFEINE 
Time was that computer companies made 
their major announcements at the West 
Coast Computer Faire or the National Com
puter Conference (NCC). When COMDEX 
got bigger than both NCC and the Faire. it 
became the place to show new wares. Late
ly I've noticed a new trend: companies hold 
their own press parties. sometimes in San 
Francisco. often in New York. 

I seldom go to these things. which gen

erally turn out to be long on hype and short 
on information. However. when Microsoft 
and Apple announced a New York joint 
press conference to be attended by Apple's 
Steve lobs and Microsoft's William Gates. 
I was a bit intrigued. I was going to Atlanta 
for COMDEX three days later anyway. A 
week before the press conference. Pam 
Edstrom of the Waggener Group PR firm 
ca lled to ask if I'd be coming. Just as I picked 
up the phone. a carpenter began hammer
ing. The monitor screen flickered as some
one else turned on a buzz saw. Suddenly 
it seemed like an excellent idea to be some
where else. 

The conference started at 10:30 a.m. in 
the Tavern on the Green in New York's Cen
tral Park. By my internal clock 10:30 was 
7:30. a ghastly hour under any circum
stances. Naturally I overslept. The front desk 
of the New York Athletic Club informed me 
that New York's taxi drivers were putting on 
a demonstration. and there were no cabs 
to be had. I'd have to walk to the con
ference. and there'd be no time for coffee 
or breakfast. 

That didn't seem important. This was a 
press conference. righ t? The first rule for 
dealing with the press. particularly ou t-of
town press people. is to have lots of strong 
coffee. I walked briskly to the Tavern. arriv
ing at I 0: 15-and found to my horror that 
although the PR staff had coffee. there 
wasn't any for the guests. There wouldn't be 
until after the press conference. at which 
time there would be an open bar and a free 
lunch. 

I didn't think I'd li ve that long. As Barry 
Workman says, "The first cup of coffee 
recapitulates phylogeny." The prospect of 
listening to speeches without that first cup 
was more than I could bear. Fortunately. I 
found a sympathetic headwaiter. else I'd 
have nothing to report. 

The moral ought to be clear: they can skip 
the open bar and free lunch. but it's cruel 
and unusual punishment to invite people to 

(continued) 
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Program Editing with 


is More Productive and Less Frustrating
because it will work YOUR way: BRIEF elegan tly integrates: 
• A high-levt'I. rt'aclablt' Macro • Fu ll "regular expression search" 

Programming Language - i.J llows wild cards. ('Omplex pat terns 
l'UStomization ror programming /\ rnmpit'te ly reconfigurable
languagt's ... Complt'tt' . unlimilt'd ~board 
variables. t' tl' . 

Keystroke macros - for l'ommon 
Edit multiple fil es of unlimited size typing sequen('es
12 Meg is OKI 

Suspend BR IEF to exel'ute. exit to 
Multiple Windows on scrt'en with DOS - run another program (like a 
differen t or same file. fragments . e tc. comp iler. dir. XREF. DIFF. or 

• A bona-l'idt' UNDO stal'k fup to 300) DEBUG) then resume BRIEF 

or a ll operations: dele tions . reading session 

files . searl'h. t rans la tt'. more 
 Compiler-specific s upport like auto 

FREE WITH ORDER: Best or BHIEF indent. syntax l'heck. ('Omp ile with
Ma('ros" - inl' ludes Fortran. C. in BR IEF 
Calculator. Ca ll before I 1/30185. For PC. AT . and rnmpatibles. 

Only $ 195 c:?olution 
~ystems ·-

Ful l Herund if not satisfied in 30 days. a:.i5 - B Washington St.. Norw!'ll. MA 0206 I 
CALL 800-821 -2492. 6 17-659- 157 1 

PROLOG-86™ 

Become Familiar in One Evening 

Thorough tutorials are designed to help learn the PROLOG language quickly . The interac
tive PROLOG-86 Interpreter gives immediate feedback. In a few hours you will begin to 
feel comfortable with it. In a few days you are likely to know enough to modify some of the 
more sophisticated sample programs. 

Sample Programs are Included like: 
• an EXPERT SYSTEM 
•a NATURAL LANGUAGE INTERFACE 

(it generates a dBASEII " DISPLAY" command) 

• a GAME (it takes less than 1 page of PROLOG-86) 

PROTOTYPE Ideas and Applications QUICKLY 
Serious development of experimental systems and prototypes is practical with the full 

syntax of P.ROLOG-86. 1 or 2 pages of PROLOG is often like JO pages in "C" . 

Programming Experience is not required but a logical mind is.-PROLOG-86 supports the 

de facto STANDARD. 

RECENT IMPROVEMENTS: Access to MSDOS, on-line help, load Editor. 

AVAILABILITY: All MSDOS, PCDOS systems . 

FREE with order: " Best of Prolog-86 Programs"-contest entries include : a primate ex

pert system, an automobile expert system, a blocks world natural language system, etc. Call 

before November 30. 


Only 335- B Washington St., 
$125. Norwell, Mass. 02061Solution

Full refund if not 617-659-1571 
..iS ystems ·· 

satisfied during 800-821-2492 
first 30 days. 

CHAOS MANOR 


listen to any kind of speeches in the 
morning withou t plenty of coffee. 

LOOK OUT, LOTUS 
The conference began with a fair 
amount of hype. My notebook says : 
"Claims they will set new standards. 
Most advanced product avai lable. 
Most etc. 'We sell lots of stuff. We're 
going to sell even more.' Ten minutes 
of snow I still don't know what the 
product is. More snow. Does he really 
beli eve anyone is interested? YE 
GODS!!! " Of course. it 's possible that 
I wasn't yet fully awake. 

Eventually we were told what we 
were going to see: Excel. a new 
spreadsheet for the Macintosh. Micro
soft President John Shirley sa id it 
would be "the world's best spread
sheet." Somehow his saying that 
didn't surprise me. 

In the midst of all the superlatives. 
Sh irley showed an interesting chart. It 
didn't stay up long enough for me to 
copy it: I wish it had. because with it 
came the most interesting remark of 
the press conference. "Excel:· Shirley 
said. " is an example of our new policy 
of producing appropriately integrated 
products." The accompanying chart 
contrasted Excel with fully integrated 
programs like Symphony and 
Ovation. 

Next up was Microsoft's founder 
Wi lliam Gates. "Why not do all-in-one 
fully integrated programs? Because 
there are limits." he began. "Hardware 
has improved wonderfully. but if you 
try to do everything at once you soon 
run up against the limits. We've found 
that what users rea lly want are a com
mon user interface so that the same 
command philosophy works with a 
variety of different kinds of programs: 
the ability to interchange data be
tween programs; and the ability to run 
several programs at the same time." 

"Yeah. something like Concurrent 
oos:· I thought to myself. But he was 
certainly correct. 

" Instead of trying to do it all in one 
program. we're using the new Macin
tosh Switcher program. which wi ll be 
bundled with Excel." Gates continued. 

"Switcher's not released. except to 
(continued) 
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helps save time, money and cut frustrations. Compare, evaluate, and find products. 

SERVICES 
• Pro1r1111111er'1 Reternl list • Duler'1 ll1quire 
• Com,are Prodllctl • llmletter 
• 1111, li1Mll l'llili1her • Rlllh Ol'Hr 
• EYllU11ion liter1ture lree • Over 700 products 
• BULLETilllOAAD -7 Pll to 7AIU17-121-4086 

Free Literature  Compare Products 
Evaluate products Compare competllors Learn about new alternatives . One tree call 
brings inlorrnat1on on just about any programming need Ask for any "Packlt " or 
"Addon Packet " 0 ADA . Modula 0 "Al" OBASIC O "C" OCOBOL 0 Editors 
0 FORTH 0 FORTRAN OPASCAL 0 UNIX/PC or ODebuggers . Linkers . etc . 

RECENT DISCOVERIES 
LISP-86 - "COMMON" subset, 
tutorial, editor, PP, trace. Best to 
learn. All MSDOS. Only $95 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

ARITY/PROLOG-full, debug, to ASM&C, 
16 Meg use, windows, strings. 
With compiler $1950. MS DOS $495 
ExperEASE - Expert system tool. 
Develop by describing examples of 
how you decide. PCDOS $625 
ExperLISP- Interpreter: Common 
LISP syntax, lexical scoping, toolbox, 
graphics. Compiler. 512K MAC $465 
EXSYS - Expert System building 
tool. Full RAM, Probability. Why, 
serious, files PCDOS $275 

GC LISP - "COMMON LISP", Help. 
tutorial, co-routines, compiled 
functions, thorough. PCDOS Call 
M Prolog - full, rich , separate 
work spaces. MSDOS $725 
PROLOG-86 - Learn fast Stan
dard, tutorials, samples of Natural 
Language. Exp. Sys. MSDOS Call 

TLC LISP- "LISP-machine"-like. 
all RAM, classes, turtle graph., 8087. 
Compiler. CPM-86. MSDOS $235 

WALTZ LISP- "FRANZ LISP" - like, 
611 digits, debugger, large 
programs. CPM80 MSDOS $159 

MicroProlog - improved MSDOS $235 

ACTIVE TRACE, DEBUGGER 
BASICA, MBASIC, interactive, 
well liked MSDOS $ 79 

CADSAM FILE SYSTEM -full ISAM 
in MBASIC source. MSDOS $150 

BASCOM-86 - Microsoft 8086 279 
CB-86- DAI CPM86,MSDOS 419 
Data Manager - full source · MSDOS 325 
lnloREPORTER - multiple PCDOS 115 
Prof. Basic - Interactive, debug PCDOS 89 
TRUE BASIC - ANSI PCDOS 125 
Ask about ISAM, other addons for BASIC 

EDITORS FOR PROGRAMMING 
BRIEF Programmer's Editor - undo, 
windows, reconfig . PCDOS Call 
Firs Time by Spruce- Improve produc
tivity. Syntax directed for Pascal ($235) 
ore ($285). 

C Screen with source 86/80 75 
Eosilon - like EMACS PCDOS 195 
PMATE.- powerful 8086 159 
VEDIT - well likerl PCDOS 119 
XTC - multitasking PCDOS 95 

lti•J:{I]• 
Microsoft Version II - upgraded. Full 

Lev. II, native, screens. MSDOS $500 
Dig Res-decent MSDOS 525 
Macintosh COBOL - Full. MAC 459 
MBP - Lev II , native, screen MSDOS 885 
MicroFocus Prof.-tull PCDOS call 
Ryan McFarland-portable MSDOS 695 

19rmM•tta:t 
C-terp Interpreter by Gimpel, 
full K&R, .OBJ and ASM interface. 
8087 MSDOS$255 
INSTANT C - Interactive develop
ment- Edit. Source Debug, run . 
Edit to Run - 3 Secs. MS DOS $445 

"INTRODUCING C" - Interactive 
C to learn fast. 500 page tutorial. 
examples, graphics PCDOS Call 
Wizard C- Lattice C compatible, full 
sys. I I I syntax, lint included, fast, 
lib. source. MSDOS $419 

MSDOS C86-8087, reliable call 
Lattice C - the standard call 
l\4icrosoft C 3.0 - new 259 
RUNIC - Interpreter 1i9 
Williams - debugger, fast 

CPM80 - EcoPlus C-faster, SLR 
BDS C - solid value 

call 
275 
125 

MEGAMAX C - native Macintosh 
has fast compile, tight code, K&R. 
toolkit, .OBJ, DisASM MAC $249 

MACINTOSH Hippo Level 1 109 
Consulair's MAC C with toolkit 365 
Compare. evaluate. consider other Cs 

llf!11)1)1Jl~t 

COMMUNICATIONS by Greenleaf 
($149) or Software horizons ($139) 
includes Modem?, interrupts, etc. 
Source. Ask for Greenleaf demo. 

C SHARP Realtime Toolkit-well 
supported, thorough, portable, ob
jects, state sys. Source MANY $600 

Clndex + -full B+Tree, vari. length 
field. Source, no royal. MSDOS $259 
db Vista FILE SYSTEM - full indexing, 
plus optional record types, pointers. 
Source, no royalties. MSDOS $450 

Faster C Lattice & C86 users elimi
nate Link step. Normal 27 seconds. 
Faster C in 13 sec. MS DOS $ 95 

PC Lint- full C program checking and 
big, small model. All C's. MSDOS $95 

CHelper: DIFF, xrel, more 
CTree - source, no royalties 
CURSES by Lattice 
C Utilities by Essential 
dBC ISAM by Lattice 
ljreenleal-£u0 + , last. 
PHACT-up under UNIX, addons 
ProScreen - winrlnws 
l uroo v - Greenleaf c. tast 
Windows for c - fast, reliable 

86/80 135 
ALL 345 

PCDOS 110 
MSDOS 149 

11086 229 
MSDOS 149 
MSDOS 225 
PCDOS 275 
i->Ct>OS 159 
MSDOS 175 

IPC FORTH - well liked MSDOS 95 

SUPPORT PRODUCTS 
. 

PLINK 86 - a program-independent 
overlay linker to 32 levels for all MS 
languages. C86 and Lattice. $315 

Multilink - Multitasking PCDOS 265 
Pfinish - Profile by routine MSDOS 345 
Polylibrarian - thorough MSDOS 95 
PolyMAKE PCDOS 95 
ZAP Communications - VT100, 
TEK 401 O emulation, lull xfer. PCDOS 65 

DEBUGGERS 

Periscope Debugger - load after 
"bombs", symbolic, "Reset Box", 2 
Screen. own 16K. PCDOS $279 

FORTRAN LANGUAGE 

MacFORTRAN - full 77, '66 option. 
toolbox, debugger, 128K or 512K. 
ASM-out option MAC $349 
RM/Fortran-Full 77. BIG ARRAYS. 
8087, optimize, back trace, 
debug. MSDOS $459 

MS FORTRAN-86 - Improved. MSDOS 239 
DR Fortran-86 - full 77 8086 249 
PolyFORTRAN-XREF, Xtract PCDOS 165 

LANGUAGE LIBRARIES 
Multi HALO Graphics-Multiple video 
boards, printers, rich. Animation, 
engineering business. 
ANY MS language, Lattice, C86 $195, 

for Turbo $95. 
Screen Sculptor - slick, thorough, 
fast, BASIC, PASCAL. PCDOS $115 

GRAPHMATIC - 3D, FTN, PAS PCDOS 125 
File MGNT: BTrieve - all lang. MSDOS 209 
Micro: SubMATH - FORTRAN lull 86180 250 
MetaWINDOW - icons, cup PCDOS 139 
PANEL-many lang., terminals MSDOS 239 

OTHER LANGUAGES 
ASSEMBLER-ask about Turbo ASM 
($95), ED/ASM ($95)- both are 
fast, compatible. or MASM 
($125), improvements. 

BetterBASIC all RAM, modules. 
structure. BASICA - like PCDOS $175 

SNOBOL4 + -great for strings, 
patterns. MSDOS $ 85 

MacASM - lull, tast, tools MAC 115 

Assembler & Tools - DAI 8086 149 

.,.._____________...,.Advanced Trace 86 Symbolic PCDOS 149 

Call for acatalog, literature, and solid value 

800-421-8006 

THE PROGRAMMER'S SHQpn• 

128-B Rockland Street, Hanover, MA 02339 
Mass: 800-442-8070 or617-826-7531 985 

Atron Debugger tor Lattice, MSFTN PCDOS 369 
Cl Probe for C86 MSDOS 200 
Pfix Plus Debugger MSDOS 315 
TRACE86 debugger ASM MSDOS 115 

Note : All prices subject to change without notice 

Mention this ad . Some prices are specials . 

Ask about COD and POs. All format's available 

UNIX is atrademark of Bell labs . 
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1 Exxon 

2 General Motors 

3 Mobil 
4 Ford Motor 

5 IBM 
6 Texaco 

7 u du Pont 
8 Standard Oil (Ind.) 

9 Standard Oil of Cal. 
10 General Electric 
11 Gulf Oil 
12 Atlantic Richfield 

13 Shell Oil 
14 Occidental Petroleum 
15 U.S Steel 
16 Phillips Petroleum 
17 Sun 
18 United Technologies 
19 Tenneco 

20 IIT 
21 Chrysler 
22 Procter & Gamble 

23 R.J. Reynolds Ind . 
24 Getty Oil 

25 Standard Oil (Ohio) 

26 AT&T Technologies 

27 Boeing 

28 Dow Chemical 

29 Allied 

30 Eastman Kodak 

31 Unocal 

32 Goodyear 

33 Dart & Kraft 
34 Westinghouse Elec. 

35 Philip Morris 

36 Beatrice Foods 

37 Union Carbide 

38 Xerox 

39 Amerada Hess 
40 Union Pacific 
41 General Foods 
42 McDonnell Douglas 

43 Rockwell Int. 

44 PepsiCo 

45 Ashland Oil 
46 General Dynamics 

47 3M 
48 Coca-Cola 

27million 


49 Consolidated Foods 

50 Lockheed 
51 Georgia-Pacific 

52 Monsanto 

53 W.R. Grace 
54 Signal Companies 

55 Anheuser-Busch 

56 Nabisco Brands 

57 Johnson & Johnson 

58 Coastal 
59 Raytheon 

60 Honeywell 
61 Charter 
62 General Mills 

63 TRW 
64 Caterpillar Tractor 
65 Aluminum Co. of Amer. 
66 Sperry 
67 Gulf & Western Ind . 

68 Continental Group 

69 Bethlehem Steel 
70 Weyerhaeuser 
71 Ralston Purina 
72 Colgate-Palmolive 

Americans can't read. 

And guess who pays the price. 

While American business is trying to stay competitive with foreign companies, it's paying an 

added penalty. The penalty of double-digit illiteracy. 
Believe it or not, 27 million American adults can't read and write. Another 47 million are literate 

on only the most minimal level. That adds up to almost one third of our entire population ... and 
probably a disturbing number of your employees. 

What does illiteracy cost you? Get out your calculator. Illiterate adults make up 50%-75% of 
our unemployed. Every year they cost us an estimated $237 billion in lost earnings. They swell 
our welfare costs by $6 billion annually and diminish our tax revenues by $8 billion . 

Illiteracy costs you through your community, too. It robs the place where you work and live of 
its resources. It undermines the potential of the people who make your products and the people 
who buy them. No dollar figure can be assigned to this. But over the years, this may be the 
costliest loss of all . 

What can your company do about this? It can join in local efforts to fight illiteracy. It can 
volunteer company dollars and facilities for better school and tutorial programs. It can invest in a 
more literate community. 

The first step is to call the Coalition for Literacy at 1·800·228-8813 or fill out the coupon be
low. Do it today. You may find it's the greatest cost-saving measure your company has ever taken. 

Aliterate 
America 
is agood 
investment. 

Ctlit1on for Literacy 

,---------------, 
I O I want my company to 101n the fight against illiteracy. II IPlease send brochure with additiona l information. 

O We want to discuss funding the Coalition for Literacy. I
I Please have a representative contact me. 

I Name I 
I r.,1. 
I Company 

I 
I 

I Address I 
I City State __ Z•p __ I 
I 
I
I 

Phone 

Please return to : Coalition for ~ 1 teracy
Business D1v1s1on 
PO . Box 8 t 826 
L•ncoln,NE68501 · 1826 

II 
I 

L ______________ _j 
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so me developers." thought I. 
Switcher-I haven't actually seen it 
operate yet-is said to do for the 
Macintosh what Concurrent DOS 
does for the PC. but do it smoother. 
and of course it employs "the Macin
tosh philosophy:· Thinking about 
Switcher lost me a couple of Gates's 
sentences. 

"... bringing out the world's best 
spreadsheet and bundling in the Mac
intosh Switcher program. That way 
users can run Excel and their favorite 
text editor. database. and communi
cations program. They're not locked 
into one program." Gates was saying. 

I glanced at my watch. Sixteen 
minutes since the conference started. 
I had a page of notes. but nothing 
worth writing about. Even the 
speakers sounded bored. Couldn't 
they see they were losing the au
dience? But of course they couldn't. 
Every 20 seconds a maniacal photog
rapher with an incredibly noisy 
thyristor popped his flash ; once I 
counted nine flashes in less than three 
minutes. I came to New York for this? 

Then. suddenly. the Macintosh pro
jector was fired up. "They've got a 
great projector." I wrote. 

"Excel has 16.000 rows and 2 56 col
umns:· Gates said. I perked up. There 
was an unmistakable change to his 
tone. He wasn't bored anymore. 

Using a 512K-byte Macintosh and 
dual floppies. but no hard disk. Bill 
Gates put Excel through its paces. 
Numbers flashed up on the screen. 
Cells were recalculated. Now I was 
really interested. Those recalculations 
went fast . "The 68000 is fast." Gates 
said. "And Excel keeps track of the 
data structure so it recalculates only 
the relevant cells." 

My next note says. " I guess I'm im
pressed." 

I was. too. Do understand. I was 
watching a demonstration of a not-yet
released program running a live but 
well-rehearsed (there were photo
graphs of the very same screens in 
the press kit) demonstration. The pho
tographer maniac popped his flash so 
often that not only couldn't I reflect 
on what Gates was saying. I found it 

(continued! 
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You can now purchase a fully compatible IBM AT type system, 
fully enhan·ced, priced far below competition. 

Here is what you get for under $3, 300. 00 

• Microprocessor 80286 • Memory 640Kb RAM 
• Math co-processor socket for 80287 
• System expansion eight I/O slots 
• Hard disk drive 20 Mb (40 Mb optional) 
• Floppy disk drive 1.2 Mb • Serial ports 
• Parallel ports • Controller card 
• Keyboard 84 keys 
• Runs current IBM AT software packages 

QUANTEK CORPORATION has earned one of the highest 
ratings in the industry. Our microprocessor boards are now 
receiving less than 1% rework. This track record permits us to 
give an unconditional six months warranty on the QUANTEK 
2000 AT which is twice the competition. 

Dealer and distributor inquiries invited. 
Inquiry 307 for· End-Users. Inquiry 308 for DEALERS ONLY. · 

QUANTEK CORPORATION 

17975 Main St. 

Irvine, CA 92714 


IBM is the registered trademark of(714) 250-1909 International Business Machines. 
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Logitech Modula-2™ combines 
many of the best features of 

· both Cand Pascal. My prod
uct Time Llne™ contains over 
a million bytes of source 
code. It is fast and indisput
ably powerful. Iestimate that 
it would have taken 20 to 50 
percent more time to develop 
in C, and would not be as 
reliable. Ianticipate half the 
maintenance costs using 
Logitech Modula-2 . Six years 
ago I was recommending C 
for serious programming. 
Today, Irecommend Logitech 
Modula-2. 

Further comments: 

Access to the machine: Logitech Modula-2 gives 
you direct access to the hardware. 
Speed: Logitech Modula-2 compiles to native 
machine code. 
Strong Typing: Catches many programming 
errors that would slip past a C compiler. 
Modularity: It is very easy to insulate one part 
of a program from changes in another. 
Debugging: Logitech provides you with a run
time and a post-mortem debugger. Both are 
symbolic, and show source code, call chains, 
variables, modules, and raw memory. 
Overlays: Your main program can bring 
overlays into memory.You do not even have 
to decide in advance which overlays or their 
order. 
Version Control: The compiler, linker and 
loader all check that version ofmodules, pro
grams and overlays are consistent. 
Good Library: Includes modules for file 1/0, 
string handling , real number math , 
operating system access, screen and 
keyboard, and you can substitute your own. 
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hard to follow his talk. On the other 
hand. after the conference when 
everyone else headed for the bar. I 
found Jabe Blumenthal. the Excel pro
gram manager. and got my own dem
onstration on a machine that I know 
was a normal 512 K-byte Mac with 
floppies: and I was still impressed 

Excel is fast. it's simple to use. it has 
really impressive automatic charting 
capabi lities. and. best of all. it turns 
macro building from a chore into 
child's play. That is: a macro is a user
built procedure. Lotus l-2-3's macro 
capabi lity is one of its most powerful 
but. alas. most difficult-to- learn fea
tures. Excel does things differently. 
You can cause f;xcel to remember 
exactl y what you're doing. including 
things like "increment date." and give 
that set of procedures a name. You 
have now built a macro. You can run 
the whole complex pattern again 
simply by invoking the name. The ex
ample Gates showed was updating 
monthly sales data: input the new 
data and invoke the macro. The 
months are incremented. everything 
is shifted over a column. charts are 
prepared. averages taken. etc. In my 
own private play with Jabe Blumen
thal. I built a financially meaningless 
but highly complex macro involving 
extensive calculations. It worked fine. 

Something else impressed me. Bill 
Gates likes the program. not because 
it's going to make him a lot of money 
(although I'm sure it will do that). but 
because it's a neat hack. 

Excel may just do for the Macintosh 
what VisiCalc did for the Apple II. 
Assuming that it works as I saw it. 
Excel will certainly make the Mac into 
a serious business machine. Spread
sheets are important to business. I'm 
told that about half the IBM PCs are 
sold with a copy of Lotus 1-2-3 From 
everything I saw. I'd rather have 
Macintosh with Excel than the PC with 
Symphony. I'd even prefer it to my 
CompuPro with SuperCalc. 

WHAT DO WE WANT. ANYWAY? 
I don't usually write so much about 
an unreleased product. but John 
Shirley's remark about "appropriate 
integration :· followed by Gates's com

ment on limits. set me to thinking 
What do we-as users-really want 
out of these machines. and what limits 
our getting it? I've in no way reached 
any final conclusions. but 1 do have 
some thoughts. 

I believe Bill Gates was right when 
he said that fully integrated software 
is a dead end. Even without machine 
limitations it's going to be difficult to 
sell full integration to users. There's 
just too much to learn. Old hands 
looking for an improved text editor 
may not care to change spreadsheets. 
Newcomers almost certainly won't 
want to learn about spreadsheets. 
databases. text editors. and commu
nications all at once: heck. I'm reluc
tant to take on such a formidable task 
myself. It's better to learn by 
accretion. 

When we look at the individual 
parts of integrated programs. the 
si tuation is even worse. Perhaps you 
cou ld have "the world's best spread
sheet" in your integrated package: 
perhaps you could even add "the 
world's best communications pro
gram": but what do you do about text 
editors and databases? You can't in
clude "the world's best text editor" 
because there isn't one. World's best 
at wflat? I know of at least five text 
editors that could claim to be "world's 
best" for one or another use. and 
while WordStar isn't "world 's best" on 
any one feature. it's on so many 
machines. and comes in second with 
so many features. that it's a contender 
overall. The same is true with data
base programs. Several are good 
enough. and a couple are superb in 
one way or another-Savvy. for exam
ple. is wonderful for people who can't 
spell and can't remember precisely 
how things were stored-but if there's 
one that deserves the title of "world's 
best" at every application. I don't 
know which one it is. How. then . can 
an integrated software package have 
the "best" when you can't define what 
"best" means? 

So. Fully integrated software isn't 
the answer. because users want to be 
able to pick and choose programs ac
cord ing to their particular needs. On 

(continued) 
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THE VERSATILE ARI{ 241{ 

Everything You Want in a Dial Modem 

With a flash of its front panel control, the ARK 24Kcan make simulta
neous transition from low-speed applications to 2400 bps. And it's the 
only full-duplex dial modem on the market with separate Synchronous 
and Asynchronous connectors.• It's fast, versatile, easy to install, and 
very easy to use. ARK engineers designed the 24K to bridge the gap 
between yesterday's terminal requirements and the PC requirements of 
the future. The ARK 24K ... we've got you covered coming and going! 

• Complete front-panel operation with help commands, continuous 
visual and audible monitoring of call progress, command, and on
line modes of operation as well as complete terminal and front-panel 
monitoring of both local and remote modem status. 

THE FIRST FAMILY OF DIAL MODEMS 

-/
12K Dial Modem 

~ 
~ 

···1sM PC Card 

- -- 

12 Card Rack Mount 

• 

~ 
I 

~ ~ - . •. 1· .., - . "'J 
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• Full menu of automated dial services including auto dial from front 
panel or terminal, telephone directory, and tandem dialing. 

• ARQ error-free transmission based on MNP* *. 
• Hayes1 ''AT" Mode Compatible.M 

• Universal Compatibility. 
• Stand alone or rack mount. Order today. Call toll free: 
Nationwide on-site service available. 800-228-0914 
For free brochure, call(305) 724-5260, or write ARKElectronic Products, Inc., 
Dept. C, P.O. Box 2169, Melbourne, FL 32902-2169. 

'U.S. patent pending 

"MNP is a proprietary product of MICROCOM, Inc. 


'·'IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machine Corp. 


.. · ~ 
.·· - .•.. _" ' ARK

EL£ClTlONIC PRODUCTS.. . : . 
A PARADYNE COMPANY 
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SOLVE PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS 

lHE WAY YOU lHINK. 

PURE AND SYMBOL. 


APL*PLUS®PC 

IS THE ANSWER. 


The shortest distance between 
two points is a straight line. But 
unfortunately, that's not the case in 
programming. 

Most languages require you to go 
through an enormous number of 
steps before an idea becomes reality. 

That's why the APL*PLUS PC 
System is such a dramatic and ex
citing software tool for serious PC 
programmers and application 
developers. 

Instead of requiring you to 
learn-and write-long-winded and 
complicated programs, APL is 
based on your instinctive ability to 
deal in symbols. And once you 

begin using APL's quick notations, 
you'll find it the ideal programming 
environment for all your applica
tion needs. 

The incredible shortcuts you get 
with APL will let you spend less 
time on drudgery, and more time 
creating. Intricate calculations and 
modeling on PC's are a snap. 

And only with APL*PLUS PC 
do you get: 
• full-screen editing 
• a built-in terminal emulator 
• communications 
• graphics primitives 
• and report formatting. 

Plus concise notation for 
programs like sorting, matrix 
inversions, string searching, 

and more. And the complete package 
price is just $595 with major credit 
cards accepted. 

Act now, and we'll send you a 
free Convincer Kit. Contact your 
local dealer, or call 800-592-0050 
(in Maryland, call 301-984-5123) to 
order your system, or for more in
formation about our other · 
APL*PLUS products-from our 
UNIXrM version to the 
new streamlined Pocket APEM 

Or write STSC, Inc., 2115 East 
Jefferson St., Rockville, MD 
20852. 

You'll see how symbol 
PLUS*WARE products are 
to use, the very first time 
you use them. 

Problem-solvingat the speedof thought.™ 

APL* PLUS PC System requires 192K. A soft character set can be used for computers with IBM compat ible graphics board . A character generator ROM or 
software is included for the IBM PC or selected compatibles. STSC 

A Contel Company PLUS* WARE and Pocket APL are trademarks of STSC, Inc. APL * PLUS is a registered service mark and trademark of STSC, Inc. UNIX is a trademark of 
AT&T Bell Laboratories. 
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Inqu iry 370 

the other hand. databases. text editors. 
spreadsheets. communications pack
ages. and chart-making capabilities are 
interrelated. It makes little sense to 
have rudimentary capabilities for each 
function in each of five (or more) dif
ferent programs. and it's sheer 
drudgery to learn how to do the same 
thing five different ways. Clearly, it 
would be better to have a good chart 
maker and pass it data from text 
editor. spreadsheet. or database: to 
use your favorite editor to write the 
text generated from a spreadsheet 
and be able to transfer both charts 
and spreadsheet calculations into the 
ed itor: and to be able to send the 
whole fershlugginer mess out through 
your favorite communications pack
age. Full integration may be undesir
able. but some measure of integration 
is stil l needed. 

Second. it's still easier to learn by 
accretion. Sure. I managed to learn 
CP/M. WordStar. WRITE. dBASE II. 
SuperCalc. and a myriad of other pro
grams. but then I'm a computer en
thusiast. Moreover. having invested all 
that time and energy into learning to 
do things in certain ways. I'm reluctant 
to spend the time it takes to learn a 
lot of the new programs. Of course I 
eventually bite the bullet because I'm 
naturally curious. but I sure do get 
tired of learning new ways to do the 
sa me old things. If programs did most 
things with the same commands and 
in a logical and consistent manner. 
reserving novelty for the uniquely new 
things the program does. I'd be hap
pier and so. I suspect. would everyone 
else. 

Finally. most of us might like to work 
on one thing at a time. but in the real 
world we tend to be interrupt-driven 
systems Sit down to write. and the 
phone rings : someone wants some
one else's telephone riumber. Start to 
work on a spreadsheet. and you 're 
sure to remember a phone call you 
ought to make. Begin one task. and 
you 'll find a sheet of paper reminding 
you of something that has to be taken 
care of right now. 

It isn't so much that we want to be 
able to run more than one program 
at a time. but that we want to go back 

and forth among tasks without long 
waits and distractions. I don't like it 
much when the phone interrupts my 
writing. but it's sure a lot better for 
me-and thus for whomever has 
called me-if I can deal with the call 
quickly and easily without having to 
sea rch for notepaper. address book. 
calendar. and the like. 

Epson tried to integrate all those 
functions with Valdocs. and while the 
idea had merit. the execution was 
fatally flawed. It took too long to save 
off the last job and get to the next. 
and it wasn't easy to transfer data 
from one task to another. Even in 
Valdocs 2.0. they suggest that you in
tegrate the chart maker with the text 
editor by means of scissors. paste. 
and a copy machine. Valdocs was an 
early attempt at integration. Even in 
conception it had one major flaw. If 
Valdocs couldn't do the job you 
wanted-and certainly it couldn't do 
everything-you had to exit the 
Valdocs environment and cope with 
an entirely different operating system 
unrelated to what you 'd already 
learned. 

Another approach is typified by 
Borland 's SideKick: use your favorite 
programs in conjunction with a set of 
utilities resident in high memory. The 
utilities can be called into a "window" 
on screen at any time. The job you're 
doing is interrupted for the moment. 
but as soon as you exit SideKick 
you're right back where you were 
when you called it. SideKick does an 
excellent job of handling notebook. 
calculator. phone book. and schedule. 
It can even pass data around within 
its parts. The new version has a lim
ited capability to pass data among 
" foreign" programs like Lotus l-2-3 
and WordStar. However. whi le Side
Kick's command structure is logical. 
it isn't necessarily related to the pro
grams you want to use. I'd rather use 
SideKick. l-2-3 or SuperCalc. XyWrite. 
dBASE ll. and MITE than any of the 
integrated programs I've tried. but I 
really want a lot more integration than 
the combination gives me. The Side
Kick method is a good one. but it 
doesn't go far enough. 

(continued) 

PROGRAMMER'S UTILITIES 
especially for Turbo Pascal on 
IBM PC/XT/AT and compatibles 

MORE POWERFUL THAN UNIX UTILITIESlll 

These Ready.to-Use programs fully support Turbo Pascal 
versions 2.0 and 3.0. and PCDOS 2.X and 3.0. Here's what 

you get: 
Pretty Printer 
Standardize capitalization , indentation, and spacing of 
source code. Don't waste your own time! Several adjustable 
parameters to suit your tastes (works with any standard 
Pascal source) . 

Program Structure Analyzer 

Find subtle problems the compiler doesn't: uninitialized and 

unused variables. modified value parameters, "sneaky" 

variable modification, redefined standard identifiers. Also 

generates a complete variable cross reference and an execu· 

lion hierarchy diagram. Interactive or write lo file (works 

with any standard Pascal source). 


Execution Timer 

Obtain a summary of lime spent in each procedure and 

function of your program. accurate to within 200 micro· 

seconds. Also counts number ot calls lo each subprogram. 

Fully automatic. 


Execution Profiler 

Obtain a graphic profile of where your program spends its 

time. Interactive. easy·to·use. Identify weak code at the in

struction level. (Profiler and Timer for Turbo Pascal Source 

code only.) 


Command Repeater 

Customize any operation by reading and parsing the slan· 

dard input. Send up to 255 keystrokes lo any executed pro· 

gram. Automatically generate DOS batch files. 


Pattern Replacer 

Find and REPLACE versatile regular expression patterns in 

any text file. Supports generalized wildcards. nesting, aller

nation, lagged words and more. Over a dozen programmer's 

applications included. 


Difference Finder 
Find differences belWeen Jwo texl files. and optionally create 
an EDLIN script which rebuilds one from the other. 
Disregard while space. case. arbitrary characters and Pascal 
comments if desired. 

Super Directory 

Replace PCDOS DIR command with extended pattern 

matching, sort capability, hidden file display, date tillering. 

and more. 


File Finder 

Locale files anywhere in lhe subdirectory tree and access 

them with a single keystroke. Display !he subdirectory tree 

graphically. 


AVAILABLE IN SOURCE 
AND EXECUTABLE FORMAT 

Executable: $55 COMPLETEincluding tax and shipping. 
Compiled and ready lo run. includes 140·page printed user 
manual. reference card and one SV•" DSDD disk. Ideal for 
programmers not using Turbo. NOT copy protected. 

Source: $95 COMPLETE including lax and shipping . 

Includes all of the above. and Jwo additional DSDD disks. 

Disks include complete Turbo Pascal source code. detailed 

programmer's manual (on disk) and several bonus utilities. 

Requires Turbo Pascal 2.0 or 3.0. 


Requirements: PCDOS 2.X or 3.0. 192K RAM - programs 

run in less RAM with reduced capacity. Two drives or hard 

disk recommended . 


TO ORDER: 

VISA/MasterCard orders. call 7 days loll·lree 1-800-538-8157 

x830. In California, call 1-800-672-3470 x830 any day. 

Or mail check/money order Jo: 


TurboPower Sottware 
478 W. Hamlllon Ave., Suite 196 
Campbell, CA 95008 

For technical questions. call 408·378·3672 
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Thinking ofthe 

CLanguage? 

THINK COMPUTER 


INNOVATIONS 


The C language has rapidly become the development language of choice 
for applications ranging from Operating Systems to Accounting Packages. 
WHY? Its structured approach and extreme portability make it perfectly 
suited to today 's fast-paced environment. 

Of all of the C Compilers available for PC/MSDOS, more programmers 
choose COMPUTER INNOVATIONS' C86. WHY? Because it's part of a 
COMPREHENSIVE family of C products with an unparalleled reputation for 
performance, reliability, and stability. 

C86 2.3 C COMPILER 
C for PC/MSDOS began with CB6 and today it remains perhaps the most solid, stable 

C Compiler available. Even competitor's ads show C86 as a consistent top level performer 
in benchmark testing. 

Version 2.3 offers a host of new features including source level debugging support and 
a 40% boost in compilation speed. Call for complete specifications. 
COST: $395 UPDATE TO 2.3: $35 wlold diskettes NOT COPY PROTECTED 
CALL ABOUT VOLUME DISCOUNTS 

LEARN C INTERACTIVELY WITH INTRODUCING C 
Intimidated by rumors about the difficulty of learning C? Need to train your staff quick

ly? INTRODUCING C can help. INTRODUCING C combines a thorough, self-paced 
manual with a unique C interpreter to provide a fast , efficient method of learning C. 
Designed for both professional ana casual programmers, it provides a comprehensive 
understanding of important C concepts such as standard K&R syntax and operators, full 
structures and unions, arrays, pointers, and data types. Requires IBM PC, XT; or AT with 
one disk drive and 192K bytes of memory. 
COST: $125 - NOT COPY PROTECTED 

Cl PROBE SOURCE DEBUGGER 
Take advantage of C86 2.3 source level debugging support with Cl PROBE. Cut down 

program development time and save money! Cl PROBE is highly economical yet has the 
features of debuggers costing far more. 
COST: $225 - NOT COPY PROTECTED 

C-TERP C86 COMPATIBLE INTERPRETER 
The C-TERP INTERPRETER is a full K&R implementation that allows you to write code 

and execute it immediately without the compile and link steps. Once you have your pro
gram running with C-TERP you can compile the code (without alterations) with CB6 for 
fast , efficient executable files. C-TERP requires 256K, 512K is recommended. 
COST: C86 version - Lisi Price: $300, Special Computer Innovations Price $250. 
Combined C86 & Lattice version - List Price: $400, Special Computer Innovations 
Price $350. 

Start With Us, Stay With Us 
Computer Innovations offers a complete range of products that let you 

enter the C environment and create applications with the most advanced 
set of development tools available. Unparalleled tech support assures that 
you're always at the height of productivity. 

To order call: 800-921-0169 
r~ COMPUTER 
aE INNOVATIONS, INC. 

980 Shrewsbury Ave., Tinton Falls, NJ 07724 • (201) 542-5920 
C·TERP is a trademark of Gimple Sollware. Prices and speci fi cations subject 10 change wi thout notice 
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It seems clear to me that the best 
approach is to integrate software 
through the operating system. It's 
hardly a new idea. UNIX allows pipes. 
in which the output of one program 
ca n become the input of another. and 
boasts a bewildering array of utilities 
that programmers can call. Alas. UNIX 
is big. slow. and cumbersome. It's hard 
to use. UNIX has so many adherents. 
particu larly among hackers. that it 
can' t be ignored . but 1·11 be much sur
prised if UNIX is the answer to soft
ware integration. 

The Macintosh operating system 
started out in the right direction . It 
may even get there. The problem was 
that the 12 8K-byte Macintosh had a 
number of silly limitations that Apple 
tried to pass off as features. when it 
was plain to all that they were bugs 
If they could try to make you believe 
that. what else were they doing to 
you? 

The 512 K-byte Macintosh. especial
ly with hard disk. is a different prop
osition. There rea lly is a lot to like 
about the Macintosh operating sys
tem. Not only is it easy to learn. it pro
vides a unifying approach to the com
mand structure of any application 
program. The Macintosh operating 
system has an automatic means for 
transferring data from one program to 
another. Given .. that the Switcher 
operates as advertised- and Micro
soft seems satisfied that it does-then 
the Microsoft/Macintosh path to in
tegrat ion looks pretty good. 

That's fine for Macintosh. Those 
who have IBM PCs and PClones 
haven't anything like the Macintosh 
operating system just yet. but there 
are plenty of developments. Microsoft 
promises the often-announced Win
dows integration Real Soon Now. 
There are new signs of life at Digital 
Research . I'm not convinced that mak
ing the PC into a Macintosh look-alike 
is the right way to go. but there's 
another. Concurrent DOS is reaching 
out to engu lf PC-DOS. It will then 
spread even further to integrate with 
UNIX . If AT&T ca n reall y develop a 
standard UNIX business shell. the 
PCommunity will be ready 

(continued) 
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The Sowce"Is Riendly. 


Many online information services 
claim to be "user friendly." But only one 
really lives up to that promise. 

The Source. 
You see, The Source is specifically 

designed to save you time online. With 
new, shorter menus. Simpler commands. 
And a user's manual so well-written and 
easy to understand, it's setting an 
industry standard. 

The Source is also the only 
service that gives you introduc
tory lessons and assistance, _ 
free of on-line charges. 
So you get up-to-speed on 
our dime, not yours. 

You get to the infor
mation you need in record 
T he Source is a se rvice mark of Source Telecom
puling Corp .. a subsidiary of The Reader's Digest 
Assn .. Inc. © 1985 Source Telecomputing Corp. 

time, without frustration. Everything 
from the hour's headlines to travel 
reservations. From special interest groups 
to online stock trading. So you don't 
waste your valuable time. Or money. 

Call 1-800-336-3366, send the coupon, 
or visit your nearest computer dealer. 

And make friends with America's 
friendliest online information network. 

The most~ resource any personal computer can haw. 

I'd like to make friends with The Source. 
Please send more information to: 

Name 
7H2b.11 5 

Address 
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. $12511301155 

$Call 
$559 

$125 
$559 

. $Call 

..... $Call 

$129 

$55 
$55 

$339 
$69 

$209 
$389 
$79 

$145 
. .. $Call 

. ... $Call
LQ-1500 . . . . . . $899 LX-80 . . . . . . . $229 call for quantity pricingFX-85 .. .$350 FX-185 ...... $490 

DOUBLE-SIDED DISKETTES
NEC P2/P3 Pinwriters . $525/$735 

IDEAcomm 3278 . . $Call 

ANCHOR Mark XII .HAYES . . $239 

Smartmodem 120012400 . . . . . $3851$Call 

3M. $27 Dysan . $30
OKIDATA Maxell . $25 Wabash . . $19 
ci92 0 :~sir ~L 54P k . ~~allll PRINT BUFFERSkimate 2 a acemar . . a 


249 
 QUADRAM Microfazer
~~~:s,f,~Wo~7ts1091 · · Parallel/Parallel $139· $ 16K . 
Gemini 15X ... $345 SG·10 . . . ..... $229 64K $185 12BK . $239 
SD O/15 $C II SR 15 $619 Serial/Serial, Ser/Par, Par/Ser·l . . . . a . . . . . . . . 

BK . $139 64K $159
i~~~~BA ..... $559 P351 . . .. $1145 INT. srnucr.ShuttleBuffer 32K . ... $269 

GenTech 

KAYPRO All Models . 
LEADING EDGE PC 
MORROW DESIGNS All Models . 
NCR All Models . 
NEC APC -111 PACKAGES 
w/2 Dr, Wordstar Pro Pk, 2050 . 
w/plotter, digitizer & AutoCAD 
SEEOUA Chameleon/Plus. 
WANG 
PC/APC Up to 21% olll .. 
Office Assistant w/prinler . 
ZENITH 
ZF -151-52 w/Zenith Monitor . 
ZF-151-21 w/10 MB Hard Disk . 
ZF-161-52 (Portable, 2 Dr) 
------- ---

FOR IBM PC/AT/JR & COMPAQ 

INTERDYNE Tape Back Up . .$Call 
IRWIN Internal Tape Back Up . . . . ... $549 
!OMEGA Bernoulli 20 MB . . . . . . .... $2499 
SEAGATE/RODIME ............. $Call 
MAYNARD ELECTRONICS ........ $Call 
SYSGEN Archive . . . . ... $Call 
TALLGRASS 
TG-5025 I low low price I ......... $Call 
TG-61BO (BO MB w/60 MB Tape) .. $5949 

EPSON JX·BO Color . . . $489 

. . ... $319/$539 

PRINCETON GRAPHICS Max-12E ..... . $175 
. .. $469/519/599 

......... $Call 

$155 MB -142 . 
$269 CC-14t . 

TAXAN 
115. $115 116 . 
420/L .... $Call 440 . 
TELEVIDED All Models ....... $Call 
WYSE 
WY-50 .... $459 WY-350 . . .... $Call 
ZENITH 
ZVM-123A. $79 ZVM -124 . 
ZVM-135. $439 ZVM-136... $Call 
Z-29A .... $Call Z-49 

ALS Smarterm II (80 Col . Card) . . 
AST RESEARCH INC . Multi 1/0 ... $Call 
DIGITAL RESEARCH CP/M Gold Card $269 
FOURTH DIMENSION 16K RAM Card . 
80 Column Card (lie) . 
HAYES 
Micromodem lie w/Smarlcom I ..... $136 
MICROSOFT Soltcard II . 
MICROTEK Dumpling GX . 

NOVATION Apple Cal II . 
2t2 Apple Cat II (1200) . 
ORANGE MICRO Grappler+ 
Buffered Grappler+ 
PCPI Applicard 6MHz . 
MACINTOSH DRIVEi , , . . . .. CALL FOR SS 

.... $9 256K SET 

BLUE LYNX 3278 . . ....... $Call 

DCA lrma/lrmaline/trmaKey ..... $Call 


1200B w/Smartcom II . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $355 
NOVATION SmartCat Plus . . . .. .. ... $329
PRENTICE POPCOM 

C100/X100 .... . .......... $249/$265 
VEN-TEL 30011200 Hall Card ......... $409 Ml'!l!IMii!ftiiiiiiii!iil ____ ACT Printer Optimizer . . . ... $Call 


AST RESEARCH INC. 
ADVANTAGE! (for AT) 
SIX PACK PLUS w/64K 
jrCOMBO (exp to 5121<) 
HERCULES Graphics Card. . 
Color Card (RGB/Comp/Par) ....... $155 
PROMETHEUS Promodem External .$315 
ORCHID PGrurbo 186 w/128K ...... $655 
PARADISE SYSTEMS Multi-Display $Call 
Modular Graphics Card . . . ..... $269 
EVEREX Graphics Edge . . . ..... $Call 
INTEL 8087/80287 ............... $Call 
ABOVE Board (PC/AT]. . . . $Call 

QUADRAM 
EXPANDED QUADBOAAD w/64K . . $209 
QUADMEG AT . . . . . $Call 
SIGMA DESIGNS Color 400 

/Mouse .................. $499/$575 
STB SYSTEMS Graphix Plus II .... $239 
Super Rio w/64K ................ $279 
TALL TREE JRAM-2 . . ... $Call 
TANDON TM-100-2 (DSDD) ........ $129 
TEAC FD·55B (Thinline DSDD) .. . .. $109 
TECMAR Graphics Master ........ $485 
Captain w/OK ....... . ............ $179 
jrCaptain w/128K . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $309 

SURGE PROTECTORS 
EPD/CURTIS All models .. ..... $Call 

· · · · · · · · · · · · $359/$729 NETWORX Wire Tree/Plus . . . . . . .. $391$55 
Twinriter 5 . . . . . ....... $Call KENSINGTON Masterpiece . . . .. $Call 
HEWLETI-PACKARD Laser Jet ... $Call EMERGENCY POWER SYSTEMS 
DIABLO 630 ECS/IBM. . · · · $1779 SOLA Mini UPS ........... $Call 
EPSON DX-10/SQ-2000 ... . . : . . ·.·· $Call Tripplite BC425-FC (425 Watts) $375 
JUKI 6100/6300 ............ .. .. $Call SWITCHBOXES 
NEC DATASPEC All configurations ..... $Call 
ELF 360 · $415 2050 · $669 COMPUTER ACCESSORIES 
3550 · · · · $1069 8850 · · · · $1499 Data Directors (All Models) . . $Call 
UUME Sprint 114D/1155/1190 .... $Cati ~~~l'!!'!'lm!!'ll'P!'l'!il----

.SILVER REED EXP 500/550 ... $250/$419 

STAR MICRONICS Power Type .. . . $415 

, , : 


1 1IUil:olilllialllOlii&illoillll~Y 
GTCO All models . . . ...... $Call 
HITACHI Tiger Tablet II . . . . . $Call 
ENTER COMPUTER Six Shooter .. $779 800-843-4302 

217 Broadway, Suite 615, NY, NY 10007 

HOURS 9-8 EST, MONOAY-SATUROAY 
PersonalCk(2WeeksToClear), Cashier's Ck. 
Money Order Accepted. 

APO Orders Acid 6% (minimum $7) . Add 3% 
For Net Terms. All Returned Non-Defective

HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS Merchandise Are Subject To A 20% Restocking
PC-695 ...... $645 DMP-41/42 . $2369 Charge. GenTech Reserves the Right lo Change 
DMP-29 . .. .. $1799 DMP-51/52 . $3559 Advertised Prices . 
OT-11 Digitizer ... $679 

TAXAN 710S . . . $Call 

ROLAND DXY-800/880 ....... $699/$920 

SUMMAGRAPHICS SummaSketch . $Call 
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There's another dark horse in the 
wings. The Modula-2 operating sys
tem. which grew from the same in
spiration as Macintosh's operating 
system (namely. the work of Alan Kay 
at the Xerox Palo Alto Research 
Center). keeps popping up in unex
pected places 

We don't as yet have an acceptable 
software-integrating operat ing system. 
but maybe we won't have to wait for
eve r to get one. 

DOES IT MATTER? 
One final thought One way to " inte
grate" programs is not to bother do 
you really care whether your program 
has been interrupted and rem ains 
resident in memory as opposed to 
sav ing your work on disk. ca lling in a 
new program. and reinvoki ng the 
original when it's wanted aga in? Or 
that in order to transfer data from one 
program to another. you must go 
through a disk file? Of course. we do 
care when disk access is slow: but 
what if it were nearly instantaneous? 

Indeed. that's pretty nearly what I 
do now Despite the advanced ma
ch ines available. I still do all my 
writing on Zeke II. a CompuPro Z80. 
This is partly sloth but mostly my at
tachment to my (alas. no longer avai l
able) Archive Hall-effect keyboard and 
my memory-mapped video brought 
out on an ancient but incredibly 
reliable Hitachi 14-inch monitor. (It 
was a 15-inch monitor when I bought 
it. but the measurement standards 
seem to have changed.) I suppose 
that some day I'll change to another 
system. but so far I've no overwhelm
ing temptation to do so. 

What makes this ancient system 
tolerable is a megabyte of RAM 
I random-access read/write memory) 
disk. Mine happens to be CompuPro's 
M-Drive/H. but I've also used Semi
Disk without noticeable difference. 
The result is that I can save thi s en
tire column in about 2 seconds. It 
takes about 20 seconds to save the 
column. exit the editor. and br ing in 
my address book or a small database. 
I've also written filter programs that 
convert one kind of file to another. so 

(continued) 
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7U more perff:Jrmance.. in less space. 

Look Into the new Princeton HX-9 Serles 
See high-resolution RGB color with the Princeton HX-9 
and HX-9E Color Monitors. 

Observe exceptionally sharp high resolution graph
ics and text created by color phosphor dots which are 
within a mere .28mm of one another. 

Enjoy Princeton performance on a 9-inch screen in 
less desk space than most any other monitor on the 
market today. 
Display Images of clearly superior quality 
Flicker-free technology enables you to view colorful 
images with clear, sharp definition. Dark-glass, non
glare screens further enhance viewing clarity. 

A built-in green / amber switch 
allows you to switch from multi
color to either a green or amber 
mode. It's like owning both a 
color and a monochrome monitor. 

The Princeton HX-9 Color Monitor is perfect for view
ing up to 16 vivid colors with the IBM Color/Graphics 
Monitor Adapter (or equivalent). 

And, the enhanced member of the HX-9 Series, the 
Princeton HX-9E Color Monitor, offers one big extra: It 
also allows you to use the IBM Enhanced Graphics 
Adapter (or equivalent) to view up to 64 brilliant colors. 

Wh9-t's more, they tilt. They swivel. Both have a built
in base to adjust your monitor to a comfortable viewing 
angle. 
Princeton quality Is built In 
Both monitors in the Princeton HX-9 Series are manu
factured to provide years of reliable use. Verified by 
tough quality-control procedures. And backed by a 
full one-year warranty. 
Visit your local computer store today 
See the HX-9 Series and all other products bearing the 
world-respected Princeton name. To find the Princeton 
dealer nearest you, call : 800-221-1490 (Extension 404), 
609-683-1660 (NJ only), Telex: 821402 PGS PRIN. 

Princeton Graphic Systems, 601 Ewing Street, Bldg.A, 
Princeton, NJ 08540. 

GRAPHIC SYSTEMSIBM is a registered trademark of International 
AN INT ELL IGENT SYSTEMS COMPANY

Business Machines Corp. 
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GRAPHS WITHOUT GRAPHICS? 

No need for color monitor or graphics board.

Disk D,.iv•a 11.9% 
Make graphs on dot matrix printers. 

Easy to Use. No Programming. 
CP/M 2.2, 3, 80, or 86, MS-DOS or PC-DOS. • 

Printers 2~.4% Excellent Manual. Most disk formats. : 

DataPlotter™ : 
Line Graphs & Scatterplots . ...$69 
Bar Graphs & Pie Charts.... ..$69 

~. (Pr~~~~lu~~~a!:?i 
~ Add $3 shipping,Lark $8 outside US and Canada. 

Software TM Specify type of Printer. 
SALES IN 1983 131 N. Leverett Rd. "ILL I SECONDS 

Leverett, MA 01054 (413) 773-8687 Visa. MIC 

that the output of one program can 
become the input for the next; by 
using the CP/M Submit utility I can do 
highly complex operations. and given 
the RAM disk they go fast. It's not in
tegration or anything like it. and I do 
indeed miss the SideKick utilities; but 
the speed of the RAM disk takes a lot 
of the sting out of nonintegration. 

The major problem with the RAM 
disk is that everything goes away dur
ing a power failure. However. memory 
isn't the only thing that's getting 
cheaper each year. So is the uninter
ruptible power supply (UPS) ; at COM
DEX I saw more than one UPS that 
would be better than adequate to run 
Zeke II for half an hour or longer. 
plenty long enough to protect work 
in progress. There are sti ll plenty of 
incentives for integration. but with a 
RAM disk and a UPS I can afford to 
sit back and wait until something 
really excellent comes along. 

POOR WHAT? 
While we're on the subject of integra
tion. there is a program ca lled Write
Hand-Man (WHM) from Poor Person's 
Software. The name is a play on Side
Kick. of course. WHM attempts to do 
for CP/M 2.2 systems what Side Kick 
does for the IBM PC. The problem is 
that CP/M systems are already hurting 
for available memory; using up an
other 6K to 8K bytes for a resident 
demon can present problems. Word
Star doesn't particularly notice the 
loss. but WRITE and other text editors 
that work only on text resident in 

memory certainly do. 
Another problem is the trigger char

acter. Few CP/M keyboards can 
generate anything other than ASCII 
(American Standard Code for Infor
mation Interchange) characters 00 
through 12 7. which means that only 
3 2 contro l characters are available. 
Many of these. such as carriage return 
and horizontal tab. already have ac
cepted meanings. leaving even fewer 
available characters to do special 
things. such as moving the cursor 
around. To use WHM. you must 
choose something your terminal can 
'make that you won't normally use. 
Poor Person's Software suggests 
ASCII null (00). which is Control-@ . 
Whatever you select can never be 
used for anything else while you're 
running WHM. 

WHM gives you a notebook. a 
phone book. and a two-week appoint
ment ca lendar. It also gives you the 
option of running any other program 
that you've written and assembled 
and left on the disk as a .REL file. If 
you want to write your own applica
tion programs. you'l l need a relocat
ing assembler like RMAC or M80. (If 
this means nothing to you. don't 
worry about it.) 

WHM is ingenious and works as in
tended. The manual is only about 
eight pages long. Most of the informa
tion is more useful to hackers than to 
users. You have to read through all of 
it. then go back and start over. before 
you get all the information needed to 
install the program. Even so. I'd guess 

that all but th~ most naive users 
would be able to get WHM installed 
provided they don't mind making a 
few mistakes and doing some experi
mentation. 

There was a time when I would 
eagerly have welcomed WHM; but. in 
fact. I've found that the loss of mem
ory when I'm writing is too high a 
price to pay for the limited conve
nience. It's possible that I'm spoiled. 
I also have plenty of RAM disk. 

TERMINAL ADVICE 
A book I wish I'd had years ago is 
David Stephens's A Programmer's Guide 
to Video Display Terminals (Atlantis Pub
lishing Company, POB 56967 . Dallas. 
TX 75220). It's priced a bit high at 
$30. and it's hardly light reading; but 
if you need it. you need it bad. 

The book is mostly tables of control 
codes. What sequence erases to end 
of line for the Teletype 5420 terminal? 
What homes the cursor? How do you 
clear the screen on the Ann Arbor 
Guru terminal? It's all here. page after 
page of information in readable form. 
Terminal man,uals are notoriously 
poor. written by graduates of that 
secret school that teaches the black 
art of incomprehensible technical 
writing. This book tables the informa
tion in a sane and clear-cut way. It's 
even indexed several times in ways 
that bring together terminals with 
similar command structures. 

You can also get the data in the 
book on disk; write Atlantis Publish

lcontinued) 
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1YP-SETnl 
The Ultimate Software Solution for Lettering 


TYP-SET™ is the ultimate, TYP-SET's characters are de- CREATE BUSINESS CHARTS • Allows 360° line rotation, 

easy-to-use, high resolution signed mathematically to pro- THAT STILL LOOK GOOD ON right, left and center ]ustifi
graphic arts qual ity lettering duce presentation quality let- THE SCREEN? cation. 

software for making presenta- tering without distortion or All fonts can • INCLUDES SIX DIFFERENT 

tion material. With an IBM PC loss of resolution . be presented as FONTS. 

or compatible microcomputer Lettering can be produced in designed or in SGl101 :1 ·;.. IGl · 

and almost any plotter, you any size from .05 inches to 72 condensed, ex-

can create beautiful graphics inches without any loss of tended or italicized 
 111111 
using different lettering styles, aesthetic quality, spaced pro- styles with =""'~..._ 
spacing and shading.By your- portionally with automatic concate SGl112 
self, you can easily create re- kerning or spaced for colum- nated text 

SGl121 ©r~lll3 lSJ@~lDlport graphics, overhead pro- nized alignment. made up 
]ections and signs of almost of mixed fonts. 

1Glt4U ' I IBILA'fil.Kany size on many kinds of 
materials. TYP-SET'" FEATURES SGI145 UlM( lM"OW:'lOOfJM(
CAN YOUR LETTERING • IBM compatible.MACHINE CREATE • Video or plotter output se
CHARACTERS THIS BIG? lectable. 

QUICKLY PRODUCE AD • Interfaces to Sweet-P, Hew
LAYOUTS OR ART lett Packard and most popu
WORKUPS? lar plotters for hard copy Enter Computer, Inc.
Text can be mirrored and re output on paper or trans 6867 Nancy Ridge Drive
versed with spacing controlled parencies. San Diego, Ca. 92121
to create gapped or over- • Fully menu-driven for easy (800) 227.4375
lapped lettering. operation. (800) 227-4371 (CA)• High quality lettering from (619) 450-0601

• 	 .05 inches to 72 inches TLX-181740 without distortion or loss of 
TYP-SET'" generates graphic aesthetic quality. 	 "v.llrdstar is aregistered trademark of 

MicroPro International; Lotus. Lotusart quality lettering in many • Automatic or selectable line Development Corp; AutoCAO, Autodesk;
font styles. and character spacing. TYP-SET Enter Computer. Inc. 

DISTRIBUTORS: SOFTSEL COMPUTER PRODUCTS· EASTERN U.S. (BOO) 645·7779 (201) 575-5245 • CENTRAL U.S. (BOO) 645-7775 (312) 773·B888 •WESTERN U.S. (800) 645-7778 
(213) 412-1700 • CANADA(800) 26~·0460 (416) 629-2222 • GEORGIA PRYOR CORPORATION, DECATUR(404) 9B7-0300 •ILLINOIS PRYOR CORPORATION. CHICAGO(312) 736-0855 ·PRYOR 
CORPORATION. PEORIA (309) 6BB·95B5 • ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS, NORTHLAKE (312) 562·7300 ·MARYLAND PRYOR CORPORATION. COLUMBIA (301) 992-0040 ·NEW JERSEY PRYOR 
CORPORATION. EASTRUTHERFORD (201) 935·2525 • NORTH CAROLINA ALLISON-ERWIN. CHARLOITE (704) 334-8621 •OHIO PRYORCORPORATION, POWELL (614) 436·B2B1 • PENNSYLVANIA 
PRYORCORPORATION. LEETSDALE (412) 741-2920 • TENNESSEE MULTI COMPUTER PRODUCTS, COOKVILLE(615) 528·7777 ·TEXAS AMCAO, Inc.. CARROLLTON (214) 323-0700 ·WISCONSIN 
PRYORCORPORATION. MADISON(608) 273-2050 . 
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ing for information . Anyone serious 
about writing install programs to put 
softwa re on a va riety of terminals 
ca n't afford to be without both book 
and d isk. Highly recommended for 
programmers. 

CHEAP GRAPHICS 
Hackers are probably familiar with the 
public-domain program GRAF 1.0. For 
$3 5 (well. it says $29.95 + $5 shipping 
and handling). Dr. Donald Brittain . 
who wrote the original GRAF. will sell 
you GRAF 2 .0. which does consider
abl y more. The GRAF programs plot 
ba r and line graphs on Epson and 
Epson-compatible printers if you have 
one for a Z80 CP/M machine. GRAF 
2.0 needs a full 64K bytes of memory. 
Time was when those were serious 
limitations. but no longer. However. it 
won't work on the older CompuPro 
8/16 or the Zenith Z-1 Oci. which both 
use an 808 5 rather than a Z80 for 

their 8-bit processor. It seems to work 
fine with the new CompuPro 286.with 
the Z80 SPUZ slave board . 

Printers supported include the 
Epson MX-80 with Graftrax. RX-80. 
and FX-80: the C.ltoh ProWriter 
(shades of the past!) ; and the Okidata 
with Plug ·n Play chips (but not un
modified Okidata) . The version I have 
comes in the Kaypro 5!I.I -inch disk 
format: you can also get it on 8-inch 
IBM single-sided single-density disks. 
Specify printer and disk format when 
ordering (there's no install program) . 

Writing th_e above paragraph takes 
me back to the days when nothing 
was compatible with anything else. 
even though CP/M had become the 
standard operating system. Things are 
supposed to be much better now. I 
wonder. 

Anyway. GRAF 2.0 is simple enough 
to use and produces charts and 
graphs that are good enough for 

academic reports and the like. Dot 
matri x is dot matrix . of course: this 
isn't going to be print-quality work . It's 
more than good enough for term 
papers though . 

GRAF 2.0 has a lot of convenient 
features. such as automatic scaling 
and labeling of graph axes. disk 
storage of graphs. overlay capability. 
and ways to take data from other pro
grams. The manual is well written. This 
is one of those programs that does 
a job well without fuss or bother. If 
you need line or bar graphs and don't 
want to spend much money. this is the 
program to get. Recommended. 

BLINKERS 

Thanks. After my tirade about the 
Texas Instruments Professional ·s blink
ing cursor. I received more than 50 
letters with fi xes for it. Some of them 
got pretty elaborate. with full-screen 

(continued) 

VT100 

$150* 


'plus your IBM PC 

! Now with KERMIT ! 

Use your IBM PC jr/XT/AT, or compatible with 

ZSTEMpc-VT100 Smart Terminal Emulator. 


Connect to PDP-11 , DEC-10, VAX for on-line data input or editing . 

Use with ALL-IN-1 , EDT, WORD-11 , DEC CALC 


Transfer files from your host for input to spreadsheeVword processing 

or local modification prior to transfer back to the host. 


• 132-columns by windowing - no additional hardware • 

• Double High I Double Wide Characters • 


•Complete VT100 line graphics• Smooth Scrolling• 

• International Font Support • 


• Full Keyboard softkey I MACROS • 

• Single Key DOS Access • 


• Bidirectional file transfer - including XMODEM and KERMIT • 

• Baud rates to 38.4 KB with high throughput • 


• Color/graphics, monochrome, and EGA adaptor support • 


Call today: VISA and MasterCard accepted 

Quantity and dealer discounts available 


30 day money back guarantee 

AIR MAIL POSTAGE included for US & Canada 


KEA Svstems Ltd. 
2150 West ~roadway, Suite 412 

Vancouver. B.C. CANADA V6K 4L9 
Technical Support (604) 732-7411 

Order desk (800) 663-8702 Toll Free 
TELEX 04-352848 VCR COMPUSERVE 72177, 506 

Trademarks IBM PC jr, XT, AT - IBM Corporalion, VT100, POP DEC. 

VAX - Digital Equipment Corp. ZSTEMpc - KEA Systems Ltd. 


Computers For 

The Blind 


Talking computers give blind and visually 
impaired people access to electronic infor
mation. The question is how and how 
much? 

The answers can be found in "The Second 
Beginner's Guide to Personal Computers for 
the Blind and Visually Impaired" published 
by the National Braille Press. This compre
hensive book contains a Buyer's Guide to 
talking microcomputers and large print dis
play processors. More importantly it in
cludes reviews, written by blind users, of 
software that works with speech. 

Send orders to: 

National Braille Press Inc., 

88 St. Stephen Street, Boston, MA 02115 


(6171 266-6160 


NBP is a nonprofit braille printing and publishing house. 
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Powerful MS~DOS Software. 

For the IBM®-PC, XT, AT &compatibles with MS-DOS/PC-DOS 2.0 or higher. 

Only s3995 Each 

UTAH 

COBOL™ 
ALL NEW! We believe this is the fastest COBOL compiler on 
any micro; for example, we have compiled 4500 statements 
per minute on an IBM-AT Utah COBOL is based on ANSl-74 
standards with powerful level 2 features, including compound 
conditionals & full CALL CANCEL. Speed and simplicity are 
certain to make it a favorite in the classroom as well as with 
professional programmers. Package includes diskette, 165-page 
manual, many examples & 16 complete COBOL source code 
programs. $39.95. 

COBOL Application Package, Book 1: $9.95. 

UTAH 

PASCAL™ 
Has many advanced features including: 14 digit precision, 
BCD math (no round-off errors), floating point +63 -64, 
TRACE debugging, Arrays up to 8 dimensions, 64K strings, 
External procedures & Dynamic Module loading. Package 
includes diskette & 134-page mannual. $39.95. 

UTAH 

PILOIM 
Written by Prof. J. Starkweather, the language's creator, 
Utah PILOT exceeds all PILOT-73.standards. And it has an 
integrated full-screen text editor for easy program develop
ment. Ideal for classroom instruction, business training & home 
study. Package includes diskette, 129-page manual & 10 sample 
programs. $39.95. 

UTAH 
\EDIYM 

A full-screen, video-display text editor designed specifically 
for computer program text preparation. Completely user
changable, it can be configured to almost any terminal & takes 
only 12K disk space. Package includes diskette & 58-page 
manual. $39.95. 

UTAH BASIC'" $39.95 
Package includes diskette &239-page manual. 

BIGPRINT '" DISKETIE $19.95 
Great for making signs. Requires 132-print position printer. 

UTAH software requires 128K RAM (i.e., 90K user RAM) an IBM-PC, XT. AT. PCj r, or compatible (16-bit) microcomputer with MS-DOS or PC-DOS Operating 
System, Rev. 2.0 or higher. For 8-bit CP/M-80 systems, ask about our NEVADA Software Series. 

MS is a trademark of Microsoft Corp. IBM is a regislered l rademark of International Business Machines. Corp. Utah COBOL. Utah BASIC. Utah PASCAL , Ulah PILOT. Lii ah EOIT. 
BIGPRINT. & Ell is Computing, Inc. are lrademarks of Ell is Compu l ing. Inc. © 1985 Ellis Computing. Inc. 

r------------------------------------------------,

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. If for any reason you 're not 
completely satisfied, just return the Utah package with in 15 days
in good condition , with the sealed diskette unopened-and we'll 
refund your money. There's absolutely no risk to you, so why 
wait?-order today. 

Please send me these UTAH Software packages 
(IBM-PC diskette) : 

O COBOL D BASIC O EDIT 
0 PASCAL D PILOT O BIGPRINT 

Send me _(how many) software packages: TOTAL$ _ 

Utah COBOL Application Book 1; BIG PRINT: 

California residents add sales tax (6% or 6'h%) 

HANDLING/SHIPPING : no shipping charge within U.S. ; 
Overseas add $10 for first package, $5 each addit ional. 

D Check D VISA D MasterCard 

Checks must be 
in U.S. Dollars, 
drawn on a U.S. bank. 

(Sorry, no C.O.D.s.) Enclosed: TOTAL$ 

Send my UTAH order to: 

CARD NO. _____________ EXP._____ 

SIGNATURE __________________ 

SHIP TO NAME _ _ _______________ 

STREET___________________ 

CITY/STATE/ZIP ____ _____________ 

COUNTRY_______ ____________ 

Order now from: ELLIS COMPUTING, INC. 
3917 Noriega Street 
San Francisco, CA 94122 

Phone (415) 753-0186 

L------------------------- ELLIS COMPUTING : _____ .. 
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v 	 THE BEST PRICES' 

v 	 Next day shipping on all in stock 
items. 

v 	 Free easy access order inquiry. 

v 	 Orders from outside 
Pen nsylvania and Nevada save 
state sales tax. 

v 	 Free technicial support with our 
factory trained technical staff. 

v 	 There is no limit and no deposit 
on C.O.D. orders. 

v 	 There's no extra charge for 
using your credit card. Your card 
is not charged until we ship. 

.,. 	No waiting period for cashiers 
checks. 

v 	 We accept purchase orders from 
qualified corporations. Subject to 
approval. 

v 	 Educational discounts available 
to qualified institutions. 

v 	 FREE CATALOG MEMBERSHIP 

1-800-233-8950 
In PA 1-800-242-4215 

CUSTOMER SERVICE 
& TECH SUPPORT 

1-717-327-1450 

Computer Mail Order 

Dept. A109 


477 East Third Street 


Williamsport , PA 17701 


i~1
L- .. . . ......... , 


MEMBER DIRECT MARKETING ASSOC IAT ION 

CREDIT CARDS 

, 	 VISA" I lffil 
[..'.7r::..J J~Inquiry 79 

.. .... "". 'SHIPPING"'"'"scwe 
Add 3%, minimum $5.00 shipping 
and handling on all orders. Larg er 
shipments may require additional 
charg es. 

All items subject to ava ilability and 
price change. 

1·800-268-4559 
Other Provinces 

1-416-828-0866 
In Toronto 

TELEX: 06-218960 

2505 Dunwin Drive, 
Mississauga, Ontario 

Canada L5L1T1 

All prices shown are for U.S.A. 

orders. 

Call The Canadian Office for 

Canadian prices. 


- ' " _, - ' . ' 
~ J ' ) J •J L rJ 1 

,_ llJ" , ,,. :u .... . , _J , 

' =-~ · ~~~lW....• ~ ~ . 

COMPUTERS 

130XE 128K••••••••.•••CALL 
520ST 520K SystemCALL 
BOOXL 64K••••••••••••••CALL 

850 Interface.................. $11 9.00 


1010 Recorder................$47.99 


1020 Color Printer............$69.99 


1025 Dot Matrix ..$179.00 

1027 Letter Quality ......... $239.00 


1030 Direct Connect Modem$59.99 

5049 Atari Visicalc ............ $45.99 


8036 Atari Writer.. ......$24.99 

BOARDS FOR ATARI 

Axion 32K ........................$39.99 

Axion 48K (400) ................$69.99 

Axion 128K .................... $269.00 


........$169.00 


APP LE lie..................... .. ... ..... .. .CALL 

APPLE lie ....... ...... .. ...... ...... .......CALL 

MaclNTOSH .. . .. ...... ...... .... .... ... CALL 

li e LCD Display ... .... .......... ...... ....CALL 


Macintosh Software 
...CALL 

.. ... ... ....... .... ..... CALL 

Microsoft Business Pak .$375.00 
Living Vldeotext 

Th inkTank 512. .. .. ......... .. .. $159 .00 

Manhatten Ready. Set. Go .... $79.99 
Creighton Development 

Mac Spell ................. .. .... ....$69.99 

Monogram Dollars & Sense . .. $99 .99 
Peachtree Back to Basics· GL$109.00 
PFS File & Report (New Version)$129 .00 
Sfflcon Beach Airborn .... ... ..... $25.99 


PORTABLE COMPUTERS 
r/,OI HEWLETT 

l.'.f..11 PACKARD 


41CV .. .... .$189.99 

41CX .. .. .... $249 .99 

HP 71B . .. ...... $419 .99 

HP 11C .. .$62 .99 

HP 12C/15Cl16C.. ... $89.99 

HP 750 .. $999 99 

HPIL Module . .... $98 .99 

HPIL Cassette or Prinler... . .. $359.99 

Card Reader.. . $143 .99 

Ex1ended Function Module ... .... $63.99 

Time Modu:e .. .$63 .99 


We stock the lull line of 


HP calculator products 


NEC 
PC-8401.. .. .. .. ........ .. . .... ...... ... .. CALL 
PC-8201 Portable Computer ... $289 .00 
PC-8231 Disk Drive .. . $599 00 
PC-8221A Thermal Prinlers.. .$149 .00 
PC-8281 A Data Recorder..... ... $99.99 
PC-8201-06 SK R .~M Chips .. .. .$105 .00 

SHARP 
PC·135D .. . ... $159 .99 
PC-1261. . .... $159.99 
PC-1260 $109 99 
PC-1500A .. $165.99 
PC-1250A ...... $88 .99 
CE-125 Prin1 er/Casse11e.........St 28.99 

CE-150 Color Printer Cassett e.St7 1.99 
CE-161 16K RAM .... .. $134 .99 

SPECIALS 

Atari 800-48K $69.99 
Atari 835 Modem•••••••$29.99 

4011 Star Raiders........$5.99 


4022 Pac Man..............$5.99 


8026 Dig Dug...............$5.99 


8030 Donkey Kong.......$5.99 


8044 Joust...................$5.99 


4013 Astroids...............$5.99 


8130 Caverns of Mars..$5.99 


4020 Centipede...........$5.99 


4025 Defender.............$5.99 


8030 E.T........................$5.99 


(::commodore 

C12B Computer. ..............................SNEW 
C1571 (Disk Drive for C12Bl ......... .. ...SNEW 
C1902 (RGB 13" Monitor for C12B) .... SNEW 
C1670 (Modem for C128) . .... .... SNEW 

SX·64 Portable ........................$399.00 


Commodore Plus 4 .... ...... .......$199 00 

CBM 64 .... ... .... ... ...... .. .. ........$149.00 

C1541 Disk Drive ....................$199.00 

C 1530 Dataselle.. . ..... $39 .99 

M-801 Dot Matrix Printer .........$169.00 


MCS 803 Dot Matrix............$179 .00 

C1702 Color Monitor.............$199.00 

C1660 Auto Modem ........ ..........$59 .99 

DPS t 101 Daisy Printer ........ .. $339.00 


DISKETTES 
maxell . 

3'12 " SS/DD... . ...... .. .$39 .99 
3 112 " OS/DD.. . .......... .. .$54 .99 
51/11" M0-1 w/Hardcase .... .... $17 .99 

51;.>' MD-2 w/Hardcase . .. $23.99 
5 1/1" M0-2- HD for AT ..... ..... ..... $44 .99 

L'J Verbatim. 
5 '!"' SS/DD ... $21 .99 
5•;.> · OS/DD.. .. .$29.99 
Disk Analyzer ... . .. .. $24 .99 

•·:mn.:,1 
Elephant 5'1• .. SS/SD ...............$13.99 

Elephant 5'/"' SS/DD .. . .. $15.99 
Elephant 5y, .. OS/DD ........ .......$16.99 
Elephant Premium OS/DD ........$23.99 

5V<'' OS/DD Floppy Disks 
(Box of 10) ............................$25.99 

DISK HOLDERS 
INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS 


Flip-in-File 10 ..............................$3.99 

Flip-in-File 50.. . ..... $17.99 

Fli p-in-Fi le 50 w/lock.... .. .... $24.99 

Flip-i n-File (400/800 ROM)......$11.99 


AMARAY 

50 Disk Tub 5'14''. .................... ..$9.99 

30 Disk Tub 3'12' .......................$8.99 


S"1111f·111.11, "'S 
Wood Disk Holders.....................CALL 


.NCHOR 
Voiksmodem ............... ..... ......... $59.99 

Volksmodem 300/1200 ............$189.99 

Mark XII (1200 Baud) ..............$259.00 

Signalman Express... ..$299.00 
Lightning 2400 Baud.. ...$399.00 

U)Hayes 
Smartmodem 300.. .. .........$139.00 

Smartmodem 1200.. . .. $389.00 

Smartmodem 1200B ...............$359.00 

Smartmodem 2400.................$629.00 

Micromodem lie ............... :......$249.00 

Smart Com II ..........$89.99 

Chronograph ......... $199.00 

Transet 1000 ........... .................CALL 


ASr 
Reach 12CO Baud Half Card ... $399 .00 

nl!IP mlCROBITS 
MPP-lOOOE AD/AA (Atar i) .........$79.99 
MPP-1064 AD/AA (C-64).. ..$69.99 

1.Novation:S 
Smart Cat Pl us .......................$319.00 
J-Cat ...... ............ ................... .... $99.99 
Novation 2400 .............CALL 
Apple Cat II. . ..$229.00 
212 Apple Cat II ......................$379.00 
Apple Cat 212 Upgrade.........$229.00 
Macmodem ......... .......... .......... $319.00 

Quadmodem II~· 
300/1200 ............ ..................... $339.00 

300/1200/2400 ............ ............ $499.00 


TELELEARNING 
C64 300 Baud ..... (Closeout).. ... $39.99 

GRAPHICS 

<\:!?Hoala 
IBM .................... ... ... .......... ...... .$89.99 
Apple/Franklin .. ... ... .... $79 .99 

•Polaroid 
Palette ...... $1299.00 

DRIVES 
HARD 

/JY!lY
PC Star.. CALL 

il\i'.l-sori;Ul'S 
5 meg Removable/Internal. ...$1399 .00 
10 meg Fixed/Internal ......$1249 .00 
t5 meg 5 Removable/10 F1xed$2t49.00 
25 meg 5 Removable/20 Fixed$2499 00 

L·M:GA· 
10 Meg Bernoulli Box.........$2099 .00 
20 meg Bernoull i Box .. .........$2599.00 
5 meg "MacNoull1" ... $1599.00 

~ TALLGRASS

Y/I r~~~~~~~~~:s 
12. 25. 35 . 50. 80 meg (PC) 

. from S1499.00 

FLOPPY 

iNDUS 
Apple GT.. ............... ..........$209 .00 
Atari GT.. ...$239 .00 
C-64 GT.. ..... .$259.00 

Al .5 Apple... .. .$199.00 
A2 Apple .. .. .. $199 .00 

=nw• 
SD1 C-64 Single.. ...........$219 .00 
SD2 C-64 Dual. ......................$469.00 

landan 
320K 5y, .. (PC) .......... ... .... ..... $119 .00 


TEAC 

http:F1xed$2t49.00
http:S"1111f�111.11
http:Cassette.St71.99
http:GL$109.00
http:Modem$59.99


300 Green .$129.00 
300 Amber... . ................... $139 .00 
310 Amber IBM-Plug ..............$169.00 
Color 300 Composi te ....... ..$199.00 

Color 500 Composite/RGB .. . .. $389.00 
Color 600 Hi·Res (640x240) ....$399.00 
Color 700 Hi-Res (720x240) .... $499.00 
Color 71 O Long Phosphor .......$579.00 

12" Amber/Green Composite ..... $99.99 
12" Amber/Green TIL .... (ea.) $119.00 

NEC 
JB 1260 Green.. ..........$59 .99 
JB 1201/1205 (ea.) .$99.99 
JB 1270 Green.. ... ..... .......... $139.00 
JB 1275 Amber ... ...... ... .......... $149.00 
JB 1280 G TIL/1285 A TIL .... $149.00 

JC 1410 RGB..... ... . ... $669 .00 

Pl\INCETON 

MAX-12E Amber .$189.00 

HX-9 9" RG B ..... . ... $469.00 

HX-9E Enhanced ..... ............... $519.00 
HX-12 12" RG B.... . ..... $469.00 
HX-12E Enhanced ... . .. $559.00 
SR-12 Hi-Res... ....................... $599.00 
SR-12 P Enhanced ........ ...... .. . $649.00 

115 12" Green Mono... ....$119.00 
116 12" Amber Mono ............. $119.00 
121 Green TIL ........ $139.00 
122 Amber TTL $149.00 

420 Hi-Res RGB (IBM) .......... .. $429.00 
440 Ultra Hi-Res RG B .... $559.00 

8400 Ouadchrome I. ... .. $479.00 
84 10 Quachrome II .......... ....... $429 .00 
8420 Amberchrome .... $179.00 
8500 Quad Screen... . .. $1499.00 

~ 
ZVM 1220/1230 .. ........ $99 .99 
ZVM 1240 IBM Amber .$139.00 
ZVM 130 Color .............. .. .. ..... $269.00 
ZVM 131 Color .... .....$249.00 
ZVM 133 RGB ....................... . $429.00 
ZVM 135 RGB/Color .... $459 .00 
ZVM 136 RG B/Color ... $599.00 
1220, 1230, 1240 .... . ..CALL 

INTERFACES 
••1¥1AC'TJCAL 

Graphcard .. •PCRFHERALS.......$79.99 

Seriall Card.. . . ...... $99 .99 
Microbulfer ll + .... . $169.00 
Microbuffer 32K .. .. $189.00 

~® 
Microfazer ..... .... ..... ...... ... from $139 .00 

Efazer (Epson) .............. .. from $79.99 


~oa rangeffilcro 
Grappler CD (C64).......... ... ....... $99 .99 

Grappler + (Apple) .. ................. $89.99 

Grappler t6K + (Apple) ...... .... . $159.00 


DIGITAL DEVICES 
Ape Face (Atari).. . .... $49 .99 
U·Print A (Atari) ... ... $54 .99 
U-A16/Buffer (Atari) ................... $74.99 
U-Ca!I Interface (Atari) ....... ....... $39 .99 
U-Print C (C64) . ...$49.99 
P-16 Print Buffer ...... .... ............. $74.99 
U-Print II Apple lie ..... ............... $89.99 

Ill!'!' ffilCROBITS 
MPP-1150 Parallel (Atari) ..........$69.99 

MP-1150XL (Atari 1200XL) ....... . $69 .99 


A40 .. .... ...CALL 
LBP-BA 1 Laser .. CALL 

~CITIZEN 
MSP-10 (BO col.) .. ... $349.00 
MSP-15 (132 col.) .. . ...... ... $499 .00 
MSP-20 (80 col.) . . ... ...... . $489.00 
MSP-25 (132 col.) .... .. ..... .. $679.00 

C.ITOH 
Prowriter 7500 .. ... ...... .... $219.00 
Prowriter 8510P... .. ................. $299.00 
Prowriter 8510 NLO ... . $329.00 
Prowriter 1550P ..... .. .. .... . $469.00 
F10-40P Starwriter .. .... .. $869 .00 
F10-55 Printmaster ..... ... . $1049.00 

coronc 
Lazer LP-300 .. .. $2799.00 

DIABLO 

D25 Daisywheel .. ........... ..... .... $599.00 
630-109 Daisywheel.. ...... $1749 .00 
D801 F Daisywheel .. .. .. CALL 

~iter 
2000 ...... .. ........ ......... . ... $749.00 


EPSON 
LX-80, LX-90, FX-85, FX-185 
JX-80, DX-10, DX-20. SO 2000 
HS-80, Homewriter 10 .. .. CALL 

JUKr 
6000 Letter Quality .. . CALL 
6100 Letter Quality ................ ... .. CALL 
6300 Letter Quality ....... CALL 

NEC 
8027 Transportable ....... ......... . $299.00 

2000 Series ................ ........... . $699.00 

3000 Series. .. . .......... ..... . $1099.00 

8000 Series .............. ....... . ...$1449.00 

ELF 360 ...... . .... $449.00 


Ol(IDATA 
84, 182, 192. 193. 2410.. . ...... . CALL 
Okimate 10 (Specify C64/Atari)S189.00 
Okimate 20 (IBM).... . .... CALL 

OLYMPIA 
Needlepoint Dot Matri x .... ........$299.00 
Compact RO .. ... ... .. . $339.00 
Compact 2.. . ... ...$369.00 

Panasonic. 
... $259.00 

KX1092 .... 
KX1091 

.... ...... $389 .00 

KX1093 ... . $479.00 

Quad jet .$399.00 

Quad Laser. ... ... CALL 


~ sil:it:ER-REEO 
500 Letter Quality .$279.00 
550 Letter Quality.. ..$4 19.00 
770 Letter Quality .......... . $759.00 

~(@If 
SG-10C (C64 lnterface) .SNEW 
SB/SD/SG/SR Series..... . ...... .. CALL 
Powertype Letter Quality ... . .... .... CALL 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
T1 865 .. ................... $1049.00 


TOSHIBA 
... $589 .00 

Configured to your 

specification. 


Call for Best Price! 

IBM-PC, IBM-PC 11, IBM-X T, IBM-AT 


SOFTWARE FOR IBM 

Electric Desk IBM-PC .... . $199.00 


.-\-;HTl )N TATE • 

Fram ework .. . . .... $369.00 

dBase 111. ..... ....... .......... ........ .. $369.00 


l ~~R~~O~~ 
Turbo Pascal 3.0 ........... $49.99 

Sidekick ... ..... ......... ...........$39.99 


CENTRAL POINT 
Copy II PC·Backup.. .. ..... $29.99 

DECISION RESOURCES 
Chartmaster ....... $259.00 

Signmaster. . .......$179 .00 


FOX & GELLER 
Quickcode Ill ........ .............. $169.00 


FUNK SO"WARE 
Sideways .. ................. . ............. $39 .99 


~ I larrnrd Soli.ww 'I.'. In..:. 
Harvard Project Manager .... .... . $209 .00 

Total Project Manager ... ........... $269.00 


Human Edge™ 
Communication Edge ..... ...... ... ... $99.99 

Management Edge.. . ........ $119.00 


Negotiation Edge .... ..... $139.00 

Sales Edge....... . ..... .. $119.00 


LIFETREE 
Volkswriter Duluxe ................... $ 159 .00 


LIVING VIDEOTEXT 
Think Tank... . . ........ $109.00 


I lotus 
Symphony ..... . .. $439.00 
1-2-3 ... . ... $309.00 

MECA SO"WARE 
Managing Your Money .$109.00 

™~ Crosstalk XV I. ... . . ........ $89.99 

Microstuf Remote .. $89.99 


[111..\itiUelS!l\I 
R:Base 4000 ................... ......... $259 .00 

R:Base 5000... .... ....... .... .$399.00 

Clout 2.0.. . . .... ....... ..$129.00 


••• M1c111P111 
WordStar 2000 .$249.00 
WordStar 2000 + ..............$309.00 
WordStar Professional. .. ..... .... . $299.00 

Word ....... . ~ .... .. $239 .00 
Mouse .... .. $139.00 
Fl ight Simulator.... ...$39.99 
MultiPlan .................... . ...... ..... $129.00 

MUitiMate 
Multi Mate Word Proc .......... ... $249.00 


NOUMENON 
Intuit ................. . ... $69.99 


NORTON 
Nanon Util ities 3.0 ... $59 .99 


Peachtext 5000 ..................... .. $169.00 

PeachPack (GL/AP/AR\.. ... . ... $219.00 


~-
,. P.JS: 

IBM/APPLE 
Access ..... . .................... $54.99 

Write/Graph/File/Plan .. ........ (ea).$79.99 

Report. ......... . ............. ... $74 .99 

Proof. .... . .............. $59.99 


Proressional Software 
Wordplus-PC w/Boss .. ..............$24~.00 


ROSESO" 
Prokey . . ....... ........ $89.99 


THE SO"WARE GROUP 
Enable .. ... . ...... . $339.00 


SATELLITE SYSTEMS 
Word Perfect 4.0 ....... $219.00 


SORCIM/IUS
Accounting 

AP/AR/GUINV/OE ........ (ea.) $295.00 
SuperCalc Ill .......... $195.00 
EasyWriter II System ................ $195.00 
Super Project .... $195.00 

Open Access.. . ... $379.00 
THOUGHTWARE 

Trigger .. ............... $289.00 
Sell. Sell , Sell 

Safari (7300) .. 

6300 

coronc 
PPC400 Dual Portable 
PPCXT 10 meg Portable 

PC40022 10 meg Desktop 


ITT
ITI X-TRA 
256K, 2 Drive System 
256K, 10 meg Hard Drive SystemCALL 

@SANYO 

MBC 550; 2 Single Drive . 

MBC 555-2 Dual Drive .. 


MBC 775 Portable 

MBC 511 10 meg .. 

M BC 675 Portable 

MBC 880 Desktop ... 


_7p!n1f 
PC-151-21 Single Desktop 

PC-151-52 Dual Desktop ......... . 

PC-151-53 10 meg Desktop .. 

PC·161·21 Single Portable 

PC-161-52 Dual Portable. 

Z-200 (AT).. 

171 (Portable) .. 

138 (Transportable) 

148 (DeskTop) .. 


...~P.l"'W"~"'"'•!l'lllll• 
•11Millilliil...~Miilil~...m.iiillltltll' 

Six Pack Plus. 

Mega Plus II ................... ..... . 

1/0 Plus II .................... . 

Advantage-AT . 

Graph Pak 

Monograph Plus 

Preview Mono ..................... . 

PC Net Cards 

5251/11 On-line .. 

5251112 Remote .......... ........ . . 

3780 Emulation Card . 

BSC Bisync .... ... . 


c:!c:C'IIRMA 3270...................... . .... $879.00 

IRMA Print.. .... ... . ... $999 .00 


§EVEREJE-
Color Card (G raphics Edge) 

Magic Card 


HERC'\ T LE~ 
Graphics ....... . 

Color 


ffif1s00aus 
IDEAmax - ZPR, 64K, C, S, P.$229.00 
IDEAmini · YPR, C, S, P .......... $189 .00 
IDEAminimax • MPR 12BK .$229 .00 
IDEAshare Software .. .. ... .......... $219.00 
I DEA 5251 .. ........ ..................... $699.00 

MYLEX 
The Chairman .......... .. .......... . 


PARADISE 
Modular Graphics Cara 

Multi Display Card .. 

Five Pack C, S 


PERSVST 
Bob Board. . ............... .. 


PLANTRONICS 
Color Plus .... .. :,.··.,·· ·,.;··.oo··==

11~~!'; 1 ; 
Captain • 64 ................... .... . 

Captain Jr. 128K.. 

Graphics Master .............. .. ...... $469.00 
Ql..J0Q!W. 
Quadport·AT ....... .... ................. $11 9.00 

Quadmeg • AT (12BK)... ..... ...... $349.00 

The Gold Ouadboard ..... .... ..... . $449.00 

The Silver Quadboard .............. $239.00 

Expanded Ouadboard ...... ...... ..$219.00 

Quad 512 + ........................ ... .. $229.00 

Liber ty.. . ....... ...... ... . $309.00 

OuadSprint.. ... . ............... ...$499.00 

Quadlink ........................... . ... $399.00 

Quadcolor 1.. . ....... .. $199.00 

QuadJr. Expansion Chassis .. ...$469.00 

Expansion Chassis Memory ..... $199.00 

Quadmem. Jr .... ......... ............ .. $199.00 

Chronagraph.. ... . ................ $79.99 

Parallel Interface Board............. $64.99 
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Listing I : A simple program to fix the Tl Professiona/'s blinking cursor. 

control capabilities. 
Bruce Neild of Cheshire, Connect

icut. sent in the simplest cursor fixer 
(see listing I l. It's not fancy. but bound 
into a start-up batch file it will make 
the cursor bearable. Mr. Neild reports 
that he's happy with his Tl PC. but 
"One is hard-pressed to find adver
ti sements in today's·magazines that 

;CURSE.COM 
:THIS PROGRAM SETS THE CURSOR 
:TO FULL NO BLINK AND CLEARS 
:THE SCREEN . CONVERT AS FOLLOWS 
;USING DEBUG: 
; 1) RENAME FILE TO .COM 
; 2) LOAD DEBUG WITH FILE 
; 3) AT - TYPE M 400 500 100 
; 4) MODIFY ex FOR SHORT LENGTH 

AT- TYPE RCX AT : TYPE 120 
; 5) ISSUE W THEN Q 

CUR 

CUR 

SEGMENT 
ORG 
ASSUME 
MOV 
MOV 
INT 
MOV 
INT 
INT 
ENDS 
END 

100H 
CS: CUR 
AX,0 100H 
CX,OOOBH 
49H 
OAH ,13H 
49H 
20H 

say they also have the Tl PC format. 
Oh. well. it keeps one from frivolous 
software purchases." 

We can hope that will change. Tl 
does seem anxious to provide sup
port for software developers. and as 
I reported last month. I'm impressed 
with the natural-language links. Tl also 
has an arti ficial-in telligence-based 

decision-function generator I hope to 
report on Real Soon Now. 

TRUE MADNESS 
I've just spent one of the most 
frustrat ing hours of my life. I tried to 
get the new True BASIC to do some
thing useful. I didn't succeed . My 
usual resu lt was to get cryptic error 
messages that are not indexed in the 
manuals: ask for HELP; get the mes
sage "Can't help with that. Try HELP 
TOPICS '.'; type in HELP TOPICS; and 
again get the message "Can't help 
with that. Try HELP TOPICS." 

My first experiment was to try a sim
ple program: 

10 FOR I = 1 TO 128 
20 PRINT I, CHR$(1) 

30 NEXT 
40 END 

The result of that was " Illega l line 
number." 

The index shows that line numbers 
are covered in the reference manual. 
not in the tutorial. Turning to the 
reference manual. I see that line 
numbers are said to be optional: I 
also see an example of a program that 
uses line numbers beginning with 100. 
Could that be it? I changed my little 
program's line numbers to 110. 120. 
etc. Ran program. Got "Illegal line 
number" message. Tried HELP. Got 
"Can't help with that. Try HELP 
TOPICS." This was not a message I 
particularly wanted . 

At this point I was in zugzwang. 
because True BASIC has windows. but 
there is no obvious way to get from 
the command window to the editing 
window. The index isn't helpful on 
that. either. By fighting my way 
about-True BASIC uses function keys. 
but Control-C and the other things 
normal BASIC users are accustomed 
to do not do anything like what you 
expect-I managed finally to get some 
familiarity with the command system. 
For example. there is a way to get 
back to the command window: it's F2 . 
the "history-window" key. The manual 
calls it a command window. but what 
the hell. 

(continued) 
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IT'S NICE TO HAVE 
AWORKAHOLIC 
PERSONALITY 
AROUND THE OFFICE. 

H G H PERFORMANCE 

AVAILABLE NATIONWIDE Datasouth Computer Corporation
THROUGH OUR NETWORK OF Box 240947 • Charlotte, NC 28224 
SALES AND SERVICE DISTRIBUTORS 704/523 •8500•Tlx 6843018 DASOU UW 
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Relax. 
When you need hard copy, 

leave the hard work to your office 
workaholic-a Datasouth printer. 
There's a high performance worka
holic Datasouth for every hard 
copy job around your office. 

Move mountains of words 

and data with a never-say-die 

DS 180or a DS 220.Type out 


. correspondence with a speedy 
DaisyWheel 36. Or get an all
purpose Personal Printer to work 
overtime next to your desktop PC. 

And get personal support 
direct from Datasouth,toll-free. 

Set up an interview with a 
high performance workaholic 
today. Call for the name of your 
nearest Datasouth distributor. 

iiilllllHl!llllHH!l!!l!!IH!IHffi 

,~.--,, ·~· s.outh 
'' . 

p R N T E R S 
CALL TOLL FREE: 

1-800-222-4528 
Ext. 504 
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Once I sort of figured out how to used to be 30) read NEXT I. That ran. 
use the editor-most of the com Then I tried inserting some REMARK 
mands aren't particularly intuitive-I statements. They stopped the pro
edited my little program to have no gram. Try HELP. Couldn't help with 
line numbers at all. Press F9. which is that. Found out that True BASIC wants 
RUN. It didn't run. of course. I got the REM as the REMARK command. In
error message "Ending doesn't match cidentally. True BASIC doesn't recog
beginning:· After a moment's thought. nize " ?" as a synonym for PRINT. 
I made 30 (well. the statement that Anyway. I edited my REMARK to a 

i1 J. f~1m er:- g;- i f l<t>(k) J 
~{//- W //- ._f'Q/nCU J CYrVf.t k k 1~~.v~ .~ --~ =2 

S~~ial Inuitations • ph · . 0 
v . Lot • .., q•al· \. ly prinl.U.g () 

ny11Illa5I1fliplotrias ~ 
i8~~11 FancyFont t 

~ Clean~~~Ern~UTE 
Dot Matrix Made Beautiful 


All the type In this ad was printed on an Inexpensive dot matrix 
printer with Fancy Font, the program that works with almost any word 
proceHor to produce high resolution, proportionally spaced, letter 
quality printing. 

No special hardware or Installation Is required, so you'll be using 
Fancy Font as soon as you get It. 

Fonts, Including Roman, Sans Serif, Bold, Italic, ;!~, QJlb!Englisl) 
and more, from 8 to 24 points come standard with Fancy Font. 

FLEXIBLE. Fancy Font comes with a complete set of over 1600 
mathematical, foreign language and other special symbols. 

Hundreds of additional fonts in sizes from 6 to 72 points are 
available, at a nominal additional charge, from our growing font library. 

You can edit any character and also create your own characters or 
logos, up to 1 inch by 1 inch. 

Powerful formatting features let you center, justify, wordwrap and 
type flush left or right, with or without running headers and footers 
even with different fonts and sizes on the same line. 
COST EFFECTIVE. You buy Fancy Font from your local dealer or 
direct from us, the software developers, for only $180. 

You get near typeset quality at a small fraction of the time and cost 
of using art or typesetting services. 

Fancy Font runs on PCDOS, MSDOS and CP/M systems with Epson, 
Toshiba and compatible dot matrix printers. 

You '11 be turning out great looking reports, newsletters, presentations, 
letters, mathematical texts, overheads or invitations after getting your 
copy of Fancy Font. The applications are limited only by your 
imagination. 

Call or write now to order Fancy Font or ask for additional 
information including actual samples and independent reviews. 

CALL TODAY 1-800-351-0500 MasterCharge and VI,. Ampted 

SoftCraft, Inc. 
222 State Street, Madison, WI 53703 (608) 257-3300 
g;-~.,,u,- is a registered trademark of SoftCraft, Inc. 
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REM statement. Tried running the 
program. This stopped at the END 
statement with the message "Ending 
doesn't match beginning." No amount 
of spelunking in the indexes of the 
two manuals produced information 
useful in fixing the problem. Eventual
ly I had to go to command level. type 
NEW. and begin all over again . 

In other words. it doesn't matter 
whether or not you 're familiar with 
BASIC on microcomputer systems; if 
you want to use True BASIC. you 'll 
have to read. systematically . through the 
entire terminally chatty manual. Don't 
skip. Some important points are 
buried in casual paragraphs. Even 
then you won't discover everything, 
and some things it tells you aren't 
true. I never did find an explanation 
of why my END statement to a sim
ple program produced " Ending 
doesn't match beginning:· 

I may have a broken version. but I 
don't think I do: once I figure out the 
syntax. the programs seem to run all 
right (except for line numbers. which 
I can't get it to accept at all). Broken 
or not. the editing features don't all 
work. The manual says that Backspace 
at a line marker will delete the line. 
but. in fact. I have found absolutely 
no way to delete lines. (I can delete 
all the text in a line with either Escape. 
to delete from cursor to line start. or 
Control-End. to delete from cursor to 
end of line: but the blank line marker 
remains no matter what I do. Goofy.) 
The manual says that the Delete key 
works. Mine doesn't. on either an IBM 
PC or a Zenith Z-1-60. The index is off 
by a page or so on most topics. too. 
You don't expect that sort of error in 
an Addison-Wesley publication. 

True BASIC has about as dumb a 
licensing agreement as I've ever seen. 
The Addison-Wesley lawyers couldn't 
figure out whether they wanted to 
protect their product-product is a 
pretty apt name for this thing-by 
copyright law. contract law. or trade 
secret law; so they tried for all three. 
The resulting schizophrenia would be 
hilarious if they weren't so serious 
about it. 

If you get True BASIC. be warned : 
(continued) 



MASTER THE NEW ELECTRONICS WITH McGRAW-HILL'S 

The fast, easy and low cost way to 
meet the challenges of today's 

electronic innovations. A unique 
learning series that's as innovative as 

the circuitry it explains, as 
fascinating as the experiments you 

build and explore. 

From digital logic to the latest 
32-bit microprocessor, the McGraw
Hill Contemporary Electronics Series 
puts you into the electronic picture 
one easy step at a time. Fifteen 
unique Concept Modules, sent to you 
one every 4-6 weeks, give you a 
handle on subjects like optoelec
tronics, robotics, integrated circuits, 
lasers, fiber optics and more. 

Each Concept Module goes 
right to the heart of the matter. 
You waste no time on extraneous 
material or outdated history. It's a 
fast, efficient, and lively learning 
experience...a non-traditional 
approach to the most modern of 
subject matter. 

Unique Interactive Instruction 
With each module, you receive 

a McGraw-Hill Action Audio 
Cassette. Each tape is a dynamic 
discussion that drives home the key 
facts about the subject. Your learning 

Wi1h your lirs1 
module, you 
get this 
solderless 
breadboarding 
system. You'll 
use it through· 
out the series to 
build clcc· 
tronic circuits 
and bring 
concepts 
to life. 

experience is reinforced through 
interaction with vividly illustrated 
text, audio cassettes, and actual 
electronic experiments. Indexed 
binders preserve backup material, 
notes, and tapes for convenient 
referral. 

wants 
an update in con

temporary circuits ...a 
manager or supervisor in an electronics 

Perform plant. .. a doctor, an engineer, a chemist 
Experiments who finds electronics playing an 

in Contemporary Electronics increasingly important role in your 
Throughout your series, Jab- work. It's even for electronics engineers 

oratory experiments reinforce every or technicians who feel their training 
significant point. This needs freshening up. It's the quickest, 
essential experience ,., most convenient, 

d · h d -'1 :--:. - '1Ji1 ~ -: · I probably least 
. . . ynanuc, an s-on ""'a=,.., ~ • 

demonstrations of ~"''!.-c--- • 1 . ' ~ expensive way to 
theory in practice. . . \ '}!-: ' · ~ ' · ~~ do it. And the 
will help you master ~,~ ~/ ~" only one that gives 
principles that apply all ~. you hands-on 

the way up to tomorrow's 1 ~==--~~ ~ experience. 
latest VLSI (Very Large \t 15-Day No-Risk Trial 
Scale Integrated) circuitry. To order your first module with

in your very first module, you'll out risk, send the postage-paid card 
use integrated circuits to build a digital today. Examine it for 15 days under 
oscillator, verifying its operation with the terms of the order form and see 
a light emitting diode (LED). You'll how the Contemporary Electronics 
learn to identify passive and active Series gets you into today's electronics. 
components, understand concepts Ifcard has been used, write us for 
common to all electronic circuits. ordering information. 

For Anyone Interested in Electronics 
The Contemporary Electronics • , ~ McGraw-Hill 

Series is designed for anyone from tJ ' Continuing Education Center 

hobbyist to professional. It's for you l yn• ~ 3939 Wisconsin Ave. 
• • Washington, D.C. 20016if you're looking for new fields of 

interest. . .if you're a teacher who 
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Now;J_t'$ ea&y to have the !BhtAT 
buiidi~gyour own from .AD~S 

·patible, board-level kit. Choose fr.om a ci1m 
(chassis, motherboard, cables, disk controller; 
and enhancement boards) and add your own 
tor and disk drives. Or buy just the parts you need for 
your project. Either way; all series 286AT products are 
hardware and software AT compatible. 

But you won't be on your own. The ADTEK SERIES 
286AT tomes with illustrated, step by step instructions 
that even a beginner can follow. (Some basic kl'lowl· 
edge of electronics will be helpful.) With just a few 
simple household tools you can pwt your new compu· 
ter together in a Saturday afternoon. And you'll feel 
confident about your SERIES 286AT' because every 
ADTEK product is protected by a full, one year factory 
warranty. 

And amazingly frugal. 
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in the unlikely event that you 'd want 
to. you are not allowed to "reverse 
engineer. decompile. or disassemble 
the Software." 

These are minor nits. The real ques
tion is : why do we need True BASIC 
at all? 

True BASIC doesn't seem to do any
thing regular BASIC doesn't do. and 
what it does do isn't attacked in a 
logical or intuitive manner. Escape to 
delete to end of line? REM but never 
REMARK? And the most annoying 
misfeature of all: True BASIC pro
duces no output at all if it encounters 
an error! If. for instance. you don't 
have an END statement. when you try 
to run the program. True BASIC thinks 
to itself for a while. produces no out
put at all. and finally the cursor ap
pears at the end of the program with 
the message "No END statement:' If 
you have syntax errors. the same 
thing happens No output On ly error 
messages. No more hacking through 
by inserting print statements as diag
nostics. True BASIC compiles to an in
termediate code. similar to the public
domain EBASIC and the earliest ver
sions of CBASIC It then interprets the 
intermediate code line by line. The 
result is that it's not as fast as truly 
compiled code. yet you don't have the 
convenience of line-by-line interpreta
tion when writing code. 

There are vast differences between 
True BASIC and what we microcom
puter people have learned. They 're 
supposed to be features. After all . 
True BASIC conforms to the standards 
set by the American National Stan
dards Institute (ANSI). and indeed the 
Addison-Wesley press release pro
claims rather proudly that True BASIC 
is the on/~ microcomputer BASIC to be 
"true" to the ANSI standard. Why a 
standards institute would set stan
dards so at variance with the versions 
of BASIC that microcomputer people 
rea lly i1se is not known to me. I don't 
even know whom ANSI consults when 
they decide to set "standards." They 
sure didn·t talk to anyone I know. 
Maybe they spent all their time with 
mini and mainframe people. 

What I do know is that Microsoft 
BASIC is the microcomputer user's 

- Inquiry 9 

standard BASIC If it hadn't been for 
Bill Gates and his early BASIC. there 
probably wouldn't have been a micro
computer user movement Microcom
puters might have been captured by 
the academicians and high priests. 
and we'd have no choice but to live 
with their "standards": but that didn't 
happen . M icrosoft BAS IC and 
BASCOM are a powerful package. Al
ternatively. there's compiled CBASIC 
Why learn yet another? 

True BASIC has a few interesting fea
tures. There are MAT (matrix) opera
tions: but since they're limited to add. 
subtract. and multiply. you'l l have to 
write matri x-manipulation procedures 
before you can do any serious work 
with matrices. If you must write the 
more complex ones. it's no work to 
write the simple ones that come with 
True BASIC Still. True BASIC does 
have MAT commands. Also. the 
graphics capabilities are good (or at 

least the manual says they are: I got 
tired of fighting with True BASIC's 
"features" after a couple of hours). 

According to the press release. the 
real attraction of True BASIC is its 
abi lity to do structured code. There 
are special features for this. All very 
well. but I don't see any control com
mands in True BASIC that we don't 
have in extended BASIC for micro
computers. In the old days of little 
machines with small memories. often 
without disk drives. there was a flurry 
of tiny BASICS and small. limited in
terpreters There had to be: our early 
machines wou ldn't run anything 
larger. Those were days when dialects 
of BASIC multiplied. and BASIC pro
grams weren't transportable. Now. 
though. it's rare to find a BASIC that 
isn't an extended. disk version . BASIC 
programs aren't totally portable. but 
I've found that conversion is general

(continued) 
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ly pretty simple. As an example. it 
took me less than an afternoon to 
translate Jay Forrester's World 
Dynamics model into Microsoft 
BASIC 

The fact is that all modern micro
computer BASICs have IF... 
THEN ... ELSE. WHILE. multiline 
functions. declarations. and a form of 
CASE statement. My mad friend used 
to hate BASIC because it made top
down code structures impossible: but 
before he died. even Maclean ad
mitted that modern microcomputer 
BASICs were plenty good enough. He 
muttered that Microsoft had ex
tended the language to the point that 
it wasn't really BASIC any longer: but 
he quit complaining about command 
structure. 

True BASIC offers little that we don't 
already have (except matrix opera
tions) . but it does do things different
ly from the way microcomputer peo
ple have learned them. For example: 
there's a method for making variables 
truly local. which is no bad thing. True 
BASICs method is similar to the 
method used by CBASIC-but with an 
important difference. In True BASIC. 
in order to have true local variables 
you must define your functions outside 
the program. after the program END 
statement. (Like CBASIC. True BASIC 
has no procedures. but functions can 
do just about everything a Pascal pro
cedure can do.) I fail to see how this 
is superior to the CBASIC method: in 
CBASIC. variables declared inside a 
function definition are local to the 
function. and those decla.red outside 
it (or not declared at all) are global: 
what could be simpler? I suppose it's 
a matter of preference. but I prefer my 
functions to be inside my program: 
and if I'm going to use a compiled 
BASIC. I want one that compiles to 
native code. not to some intermediate 
code that it then interprets. It's prob
ably all prejudice on my part. 

BASIC was written 20 years ago by 
John Kemeny and Thomas Kurtz. the 
authors of True BASIC Surely they 
ought to know what BASIC should 
look like? Moreover. Dr. Thomas Kurtz 
chairs the Dartmouth Graduate Pro
gram in Computer and Information 

Sciences and heads the ANSI commit
tee on standards for BASIC Perhaps 
that tells us something about the 
motivation of the standards commit
tee? In any event. we can see what its 
chairman thought. 

In the introduction to True BASIC. 
Kemeny and Kurtz say, "Today's per
sonal computers are large and power
ful machines that allow the implemen
tation of a fu ll modern BASIC Yet the 
versions most widely used are what 
are called in the trade 'Street BASIC-
a horrible dialect of a beautiful lan
guage. And since the authors of these 
languages violated the fundamental 
design principles of BASIC. 'Street 
BASIC is heavi ly dependent on the 
hardware being used. The same 
BASIC program wi ll not run on dif
ferent personal computers: indeed. it 
typically does not run on two different 
models from the same manufacturer. 

"The time has come to replace the 

I 

' ij. . ' '' 
REMOTE let 'bftWar · om the other end of a 

telephone line':. . wli~rever that ·rh1gh't· ·e! '"" '· • · · 
All you need is a terminal or portable micr.Gcomputer. a modem, and a 

phone line. You can call into the host microcomputer, access it, and run 
most popular programs, including word processors, spreadsheets, and 
database managers. You'll see the program in operationjust as if you were 
sitting in front of the host computer. 

REMOTE's powerful electronic mail system rivals those found on main
frames, with full password protection. Why leave your PC power in the 
office .. . when you can give it a call with iM--•11 
REMOTE? 

~RQSTUFI® 1000 Holcomb Woods Parkway I Roswell, Georgia 30076 
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obsolete and often ugly implementa
ti on of BASIC with a well-designed. 
modern version." 

In other words. little microcomputer 
user. you're terribly sick and don't 
even know it. Don't worry. though . 
The high priests are coming to save 
you. 

It's funny that so few of us micro
computer users understand how 
badly we need help or how ugly our 
BASIC has become. Now we have The 
Word. Kemeny and Kurtz have called 
for "a rebirth known as True BASIC 

Perhaps they'll get it. Me. I think 1·11 
pass up the opportunity to become 
a born-again True BASIC believer. I 
enjoy my Microsoft and CBASIC 
heresies. 

I 

GATO! 
Years ago as a graduate student I 
worked on a U.S. Navy research proj

lcontinued) 
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ect at the University of Washington. 
The principal investigator was Dr. Paul 
Horst. but our immediate superior 
was Dr. August Dvorak. professor of 
sociology, inventor of the Dvorak key
board. and uncle of the columnist 
John Dvorak. Dr. Dvorak was a Naval 
Reserve captain and had been skip
per of a Gato-class submarine in 
World War II. 

I'd read Run Silent. Run Deep (and 
seen the movie). of course. but other
wise I knew nothing of submarines. 
When Dr. Dvorak was in a chatty 
mood. he tended to talk about his 
keyboard rather than telling war 
stories: but once in a while he'd spin 
a yarn . Submarine duty was pretty ex
citing in those days. I suppose it takes 
a special kind of sailor to go to sea 
in a ship designed to sink 

Anyway, that explains why I was in 
terested when I saw a game simula
tion of World War II Gato-class sub
marine warfare. 

the game. I must. I've certainly wasted 
enough time with it. The PC version 
is in color. The Macintosh version is 
more fun. Maybe I'm getting used to 
the Mac? Recommended. 

SPRING COMDEX 
Spring COMDEX in Atlanta this year 
was a mixed bag. I didn't find much 
to write about. but I did see a number 
of items that look pretty good. I use 
COMDEX as an opportunity to meet 
people. see interesting items. and 
look for things to review later. 

One long-awaited item was a big dis
play of new Atari computers. They 
look pretty good for the price. but 
Atari isn 't shipping them yet. and I 
long ago gave up being much im
pressed by items on a showroom 
bench . Also, it's difficult to see how 
there's going to be much software for 
them. since Atari was charging pretty 
stiff prices for early development-sys

tern copies of the machine. I'd have 
thought Atari would want to get a lot 
of those machines out in the hands 
of the hackers. but Atari's policy made 
venture capitalists out of the software 
developers 

Another hot item was the Zenith Ad
vanced PC an 80286-based IBM PC 
AT clone. (Alex promptly dubbed it 
the ZAT. a name that I suspect will 
stick despite all effort on Zenith's 
part.) I think I'm going to like the ZAT 
I've been impressed with other Zenith 
equipment. We'll see when I get one 
here. By the time it comes. I ought to 
have the construction people out of 
my hair. 

READ THAT MANUSCRIPT 
One of the more interesting items at 
COMDEX was the Omni-Reader by 
Oberon. This is a gizmo into which 
you can insert a page of typescript. 

[continuedJ 

My first reaction to Gato was 
dismay When you start the game. 
things happen fast. 'Tm a Star Fleet 
Admiral. I don't know anything about 
this wet Navy stuff." I protested. but 
it didn't do me any good. The enemy 
continued to move. and my ship was 
just sitting there. The enemy ships 
were moving fast. 

Li ke many games of this type. Gato 
is a combination strategic and arcade 
game. You have to think up what to 
do while you're doing something else. 
This kind of game gives me mixed 
emotions. Compressing a four-hour 
battle into five minutes certainly puts 
you under considerable pressure. but 
it isn't very realistic. On the other 
hand. true realism would be boring: 
you don't want to spend hours on a 
single attack. I do wish I could slow 
the game down a bit Even at the 
beginner level the action is a bit fast. 
You can stop the game for a while to 
plan things out. but if you do. you 
can't see any of the displays: as soon 
as you look at the chart. or your own 
speed and heading. or anything else. 
things start moving again . You get 
used to the command structure after 
a few plays. but it's still pretty hectic. 

Don·t get me wrong. though. I like 

' I '!.1 ' ' . 'f 

System troubleshooting's enough of ahead~che without adding travel 
to it. REMOTE can cut your service travel ... to nothing flat. 

REMOTE lets you access and operate·a distant system via modem. 
You can troubleshoot the system from top to bottom, update or revise 
software and data files ... all without leaving your office! 

Boost your system support efficiency 

and your bottom line ... all you need is 

REMOTE! 


lMi£.ROSTUFI® 1000 Holcomb Woods Parkway/ Roswell, Georgia 30076 
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No micro in its right mind would 
want a showdown with Pinnacle. 

Its awesome fire power is 
provided by the superb Motorola Up to 8 Megabytes ofdirectly And a Pinnacle LX expansion 
68000 charging-along at 12MHZ addressable RAM and 110 chassis allowing nine 68000 
with no wait states (giving about Megabytes ofWinchester storage processors to network 56 users. 
3M/PS). · dance when Pinnacle barks its A micra's gotta do what a micra's 

And Pinnacle's ammo belt is just sharp orders. . gotta do. 
bristling with high powered options And that's just for starters. And starting at under $4000 
to give rapid fire to all seven users. There's also the Pinnacle IX with Pinnacle's just the fastest there is. 

P-System, Unix,® CPIM-681<,® TWO 68000's, OMA, and Memory 
Mosys, BOS, Mirage, Tripos all obey Management hardware. Ideal for 
"instantly - along with their armies of disk intensive operating systems PINNACLE 
applications. like Unix® and Pick The accessible peak of performance 

us DISTRIBUTORS Pinnacle Systems Inc. 10410 Markinson Road, Dallas, Texas 75238. Tel. (214) 340-4941. Telex 88-8442 

ELECTRONIC MANUFACTURING/SE RVICE L.amtech Electronics Corporation, 620 Easy Street, Garland, Texas. Tel. (214) 272-3504 


INTERNATIONAL SYSTEMS GROUP ISG Pinnacle, Dallas, Texas. Tel. (214) 340-4941. (Distributor enquiries invited). 

VERTICAL MARKET SYSTEMS VMS Pinnacle, Dallas, Texas. Tel (214) 340-4941. 


EUROPEAN DISTRIBUTORS TD/ Pinnacle Ltd, 29 Alma Vale Road, Bristol BSB 2HL. England. Tel. (0272) 742796. Telex 444653. 
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would save you considerable time. 
There are versions of Omni-Reader 

for both Macintosh and PC!ones. The 
machine reads manuscripts written in 
Courier 10 and 12 ; Letter Gothic: and 
Prestige Elite. Oberon promises addi
tional font selections on disk in the 
near future. 

It's a neat gadget. I'm very fond of 

the concept. It's well made. It's just 
that it's not that much faster than re
typing. and after the novelty wears 
off-say. after about five pages-not 
much more fun . The Omni-Reader 
works as advertised. and Oberon has 
been very careful not to make un
justified claims for it. It's a pity that 

(continued) 

then by drawing a mouse-like gadget 
across the paper line by line. get the 
text into machine-readable form. I 
wrote several books back before 
Ezekial. my friend who happened to 
be my first Z80. came into my life. It 
wou ld be nice to get those books 
onto disk so they could be painlessly 
revised. The Omni-Reader looked like 
a godsend. 

Alas. it's not quite that simple. The 
Omni-Reader accepts only certain 
typefaces. Fortunately, 12-pitch Letter 
Gothic from a Selectric is one of them. 
since that's what I wrote all my early 
books in. (I didn't then realize that it's 
better to use I 0-pitch and save your 
editor's eyes than 12-pitch and save 
paper. Live and learn.) However. the 
Omni-Reader is a bit tricky. You have 
to move the reader across each line 
at a fairly constant speed: wait: try 
again if you went too fast: and in 
general deal with the text line by line. 
After a while it gets easier. because 
you get a feel for how fast to drag the 
reader and thus don't make as many 
mistakes. 

After that it's faster than retyping. 
Not a lot faster. but enough so that it 
would probably be worth using to get 
my early books into machine-readable 
form-except that any editorial 
changes made in manuscript. and all 
rewrite in galley. would have to be 
entered by hand anyway. The Omni
Reader can't read the finished book 
because typesetters deliberately vary 
the spacing between characters. and 
this bothers the heck out of the Omni
Reader. By the time I've compared the 
typescript to the printed material. I've 
used up the time the Omni-Reader 
saved. Simpler to hire someone to 
type directly from the printed matter. 

The result is that it's hard to see 
what to use the Omni-Reader for. One 
possibility would be in an office that 
has both typewriters and computers: 
letters written on a typewriter could 
later be read into the machine. I do 
wonder. though. if it wouldn't be bet
ter to write the letters on a computer 
to begin with . On the other hand. if 
you want to put letters that you've 
received from someone else into 
machine-readable form. Omni-Reader 

Here are 87 reasons to 
buy at Elek-Tek, not to 
mention the fastest 
delivery anywhere. 

I•M!GA. 
BERNOULLI BOX 

1. 	 5 meg Dri ve 
for Macintosh ......... S 1375 

2. Cartridges for above ...•... 43 
3. 	 10 meg Drive for IBM·PC/XT/ 

AT & compatibles .. •.... 1790 
4. 	20 meg Drive for IBM·PC/XT/ 

AT & compatibles ....... 2490 
5. 	 10 meg Drive w/ Auto Boal for 

IBM·PC/XT & compatibles ... 1890 
6. 	 20 meg Drive w/ Auto Boal lor 

IBM·PCIXT & compa11bles ... 2590 
7. 	 10 meg cartridges for above 

3 ak s ec1al •••.•.•.•. 125 

26. 	 Amdek 310A 
Amber Monitor $ 150 
Other Amdek Monitors • CALL 

27. 	 Zenith Monitors CALL 
28. 	 AST Six Pak + 

Mul11func1'0n Board. 64K 249 
29. 	 AST Six Pak + (loaded) 

Mul11func11on Board . 384K 309 
30. 	 AST Megaplus II 

Mull1funcl1on Board . 64K 270 
31. 	 Quadram Quadboard 

Mulhfunc11on Board. OK 195 
32. 	Quadram Quadboard 

Mull• Board. 64K/384K 210/267 

e DY$!1.l.1 maxell 	 3M SONY ....... MEMOf£)( 


28.00 25.00 25.00 25.00 
37.00 37.00 37.00 

17.00 14.00 14.50 13.00 11.50 11.50 
21.00 18.00 18.00 16.00 12.50 14.00 
28.00 24.00 24.00 
37.00 29.00 29.00 
45.00 39.00 4ll.OO 

25.00 29.00 25.00 
29.00 32.00 29.00 

Ca// for Quantity pricing for 10 boxes or more. 

3M DATA CARTRIDGES 
82. DC100A ......• . .. .. S 14.00 84. DC300XL .. .. .. ..... S 21.00 86. DCSOOA . . .... .. .... S 23.50 
83. 	DC300A ....•. . ...... 18.00 85. DC300XUP . ..... ... . 22.00 87. DC1000 . .. ..•. • ...... 15.00 

Call for Quantity pricing for 10 cartridges or more. 

CALL TOLL FREE 8~21-1269 EXCEPT Illinois, Alaska 

~u~K-"'T"'eiK i"nc 6557 N Lmcoin Ave ch.cago. 1L 60645 
~ ~ · I ~ ~ . rJ1216J11000 1J1216111660 

31'2 " ssoo 
osoo 

51/•" ssoo 
osoo 

SSD096TPI 
OSOD96TPI 

51/• " OSOOHO 
lf«IBMAT) 
8" ssoo·· 
8" osoo·· 
-un1onnaned 

Salle 3()0/o to 43D/o

off Manufacturer Suggested Ret. prices on 


EPSON • Olddala • Star • lllAllUI 

• 10SHllA • CONllEX • 


EPSON ® 

8. LX80 . . $230 
9. RX 100+ . . ..... . 350 

10. FX 85 . . .. ... 350 
11. 	 FX 185 . . ......... 490 

12. LO 1500 parallel . . . . . . CALL 
13. DX10 Daisy Wheel 10CPS . . . 230 
14. DX20 Daisy Wheel 20CPS .. CALL 
15. 	 Comrex II Comriter . . 269 

STAR 
16. 	 SG 10 . 235 EPSON 
17. 	 SD 10/15 . . CALL FX 85 
18. 	 SR 10/15 . . CALL 

OTHER PRINTERS 
OKI 

33. 	Generic Multi 40. Hayes 12008 
'Multifunction Board. 64K . 150 Internal modem w/software 379 

34. 	 Orchid Tech. 41. AT&T 4000 
PC Turbo 186 . . . CALL 300/1200 Ext. Modem . 335 

35. 	Paradise 42. Hayes 1200 
Modular Graphics Card . 275 . External modem 399 

36. 	 Hercules 43. Hayes 2400 
Monochrome Card 329 External modem 599 

37. 	 Hercules Color 44. US Robotics Courier 2400 
Ccior Graphic Card 170 Ext. 2400B Smart Modem . 460 

38. 	 Novatlon 4905911 45. US Robotics Telpac 
Modem w/software . CALL Telecomm. Software 74 

39. 	Novallon 4905921 46. TEAC FD558 
Internal Modem w/software CAU '12 ht. DSDD Disk Drive 95 

47. Preh Keyboard 
13 prog. keys, heavy duty 175 

DISKETTES 
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someone. hasn't developed an easy 
way to scan books. Oh. well. 

If you have a need for an optical en
coder that reads typescript line by 
line. then this one certainly does the 
job 

WINDING DOWN 
I suppose one game of the month is 
Gato (although the boys continue to 

ITEMS DISCUSSED 

BY FIRE AND SWORD. . . . . . $2 5 

INCUNABULA . . . ....... , , ... $30 

Ava lo n Hill Co mpany 

4 517 Harford Rd. 

Baltimore. MD 21214 

1301) 254-5300 


EXCEL !includes Apple's 
Switcher) . . .. $395 


Microsoft 

10700 No rthup Way 

POB 97200 

Be llevue. WA 98009 

J800) 426-9400 


GATO . . . . . . . . . . Price unavailable 

Spectrum Holo Byte Inc. 

2006 Broadway. Suite 301 

Bo ulder. CO 80302 

1303 1 43 3-0191 


GRAF 2.0 . . ...... . .. . . . $29.95 

M icrocomputer System Consultants 

30 I North Harrison St 

CN 5279. Suite 228 

Princeton. NI 08540 


MACINTOSH 

I 28K bytes. .$2195 

5 I 2K bytes . .. $2795 


Apple Co mputer 

2052 5 Marian i Ave. 

Cupertino. CA 95 01 4 

14081 973-22 22 


OMNI-READER . . . . . .. . $699 

Oberon International 

5525 Mac Arthur Blvd. 

Suite 630. LB4 8 

Irv ing. TX 75038 

J214 ) 25 7-0097 


SIDEKICK 

copy-protected . . .. $ 5 4. 9 5 

not copy-protected. . . $84.95 
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rise through the ranks in Cygnus's Star will be. a Macintosh version as well. 
Fleet I). The other game of the month If you don't have a feel for compound 
isn't really a game. That is. Blue Chip interest and the effects of taxation on 
Software. makers of the neat stock wealth accumulation. you -owe it to 
market game 'fycoon, have a financial yourself to get this one. 
planning simulation called Squire that TWo other interesting games for the 
can teach some valuable lessons IBM PC are Incunabula and By Fire 
about retirement funds. tax shelters. and Sword. both from Avalon Hill. 
and the like. The version I have is for Both can be fun p layed solitaire but 
MS-DOS; I expect there is. or shortly are really better if there are multiple 

players. Incunabula starts with clans
men struggling to build a civilization 
while avoiding destruction at the 
hands of nomads and raiders. Ac
cumulate enough wealth and you can 
invest in various arcana such as ar
chitecture. mathematics. or music. By 
Fire and Sword is a game of medieval 
combined-arms armies. diplomacy, 

- and treachery. Both of them snaffled 
off more of my time than I could 
afford. 

The books of the month are Stock 
Selection: Buying a/'ld Selling Stocks Usil'lg 
tne IBM PC by Jeremy C Jenks and 
Robert W Jenks (Wiley. 1984. $17.95 . 
$67 90 with programs) and Tne Serious 
Assembler by Charles M. Crayne and 
Dian Girard (Baen Books. 198 5) Fair 
warning: the latter book is a Pournelle 
Users Guide. It's also the best 
intermediate-level book on IBM PC 
assembly-language programming I've 
come across_ If you're seriously 
thinking of doing such programming. 
look at this one. It has useful pro
grams as examples. The Jenks book 
has a revealing discussion of the real 
world of Wall Street, as well as com
mon sense on using computers and 
some good practical programs. Fair 
warning if you buy the Jenks book 
and end up losing your shirt, it's not 
my fault 

With any luck. next month's column 
comes from my new office. I can 
dream. can't J? • 

Jerry Poumel/e welcomes readers· com

mel'lts a/'ld opil'liOl'IS. Se/'ld a self-addressed. 

stamped el'lvelope to Jerry Poumelle. clo 

BYTE Publicatiol'ls. POB 372. Ha/'lcock. 

NH 03449_ Please put your address Ol'I 

tne letter as well as Ol'I tne el'lvelope. Due 

to tne nign volume of letters. Jerry W/'ll'IOt 

giiara/'ltee a persol'lal reply. 


Bo rland International 

4585 Scotts Valley Dr. 

Scotts Valley. CA 9 5066 

1408) 438-8400 


SQUIRE . . . .. . ... . . . . . . . $49.95 

Blue Chip So ftware 

6740 Eton Ave. 

Canoga Park. CA 91303 

1818) 346-0730 


STAR FLEET I . . .. . $49.95 

Cygnus 

POB 5782 5 

Webster. TX 77598 

!800) 622-4070 


Jcredit card orders) 
(713) 486-4163 


!check o r COD orders) 


TRUE BASIC. . . ... . . S 149.90 

Addison-Wesley Publishing Company 

Jacob Way 

Reading. MA 01867 

1617) 944 -3700 


VALDOCS 2.0 
for OX-10 !OEM product) . .. $49 95 


Epson America Inc. 

2780 Lomita Blvd. 

Torrance. CA 90505 

1213) 539-9140 


WRITE-HAND-MAN . . . ... $49.9 5 

Poo r Perso n's Software 

3721 Starr King Circle 

Palo Alto. CA 94306 

1415) 493-3735 


ZENITH ADVANCED PC 
11.2 megabytes) . .. . . $3999 . 


Zenith Data Systems 

I000 Milwaukee Ave. 

Glenview. IL 6002 5 

1312) 391-7000 




Compare t 
The Multi-User Solution of the 
future is now available. 

Convert your IBM PC, XT, AT or 
Compatibles to a true multi-user 
system while maintaining display, 
keyboard and software compati
bility. 

Since the KT-7/ PC display is the 
same as your PC monochrome 
monitor, with its look-alike 
keyboard, operators will feel 
they're using an IBM PC and can 
also use the same software manual. 
Kimtron's multi-user solution in
cludes file and record locking, 
shared data access, and commun
ication between users. It is the 
intelligent alternative. 

The KT-7/PC supports Time 
Sharing, Enhanced Time Sharing 

and Multi-Processor implementa
tion under PC DOS, MS DOS, 
UNIX, XENIX, CPM 86, Multilink, 
Concurrent PC DOS, and other 
compatible multi-user operating 
systems . 

Kimtron's multi-user solution may 
be tailored for cost effectiveness; 
as low as $1095 for an additional 
user , and for speeds more than ten 
times faster than LAN. You can add 
one or as many as 31 additional 
users per PC . Kimtron delivers the 
future now by allowing an ever
widening network of multi-user 
PC's . 

The KT-7/ PC may be comple
mented with one (or more) 1/0 
Card, Memory Card, 8086 Speed 

Enhancer Card, 80286 AT Card, 
8088 Multi-Processor Card, 80186 
Speed Enhancer Card, 68000 
Card, and related software. 

For more information about Kim
tron's Multi-User Solution, or 
general video data terminals for 
other mini or micro multi-user 
systems, call your local computer 
dealers, distributors or Kimtron 
Corporation Today! 

(408) 286-8790 
TWX 910-338-0237 

~ 1705 Junction Court 
Building #160 
San Jose, CA 95112 

NOTE: !BM PC, XT, AT, PC DOS, MS DOS, UNIX, XENIX, CPM 86, Multi-Link, Concurrent PC DOS are 
registered trademarks of IBM Corporation, Microsoft Corp., Bell Labs . . Digital Research Inc., Software Link Inc. _--~ liirntronrespectively . 
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Announcing.4New CollectorEdition 

BYTE COVERS 

The 4 Byte covers shown below are the newest additions to the Collector Edition Collector Edition Prints are carefully packaged flat to .avoid bending, and are 

Byte Cover series. Each full color print is 11" x 14", including a I 1/2" border, and is shipped first class within one week of receipt of order. The price of each print is $30. 
part of an edition strictly limited to 500 prints. Each print is a faithful reproduction All 4 prints are available as a set (Set 21-24) for only $100. 
of the original Byte painting, printed on museum quality acid free paper, and is Other Collector Edition Byte Covers are also available from Robert Tinney 
personally inspected, signed and numbered by the artist, Robert Tinney. A Graphics. For a color brochure, or to order one or more of the prints shown, please 
Certificate of Authenticity accompanies each print. check the appropriate box in the.coupon below. 

#21 The Wall Street Tenninal $30 

#23 The Stacks $30 

#22 "Opening Files ..." $30 

#24 Inside IBM $30 

CardNo.______________~-

Exp. Dat.e:_______________ 

SHIP MY PRINTS (OR BROCHURE) TO: 
postage & handling $3.00 (Overseas $8.00) 	 Name: 

Address:-------------- 
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We specialize in Purchase Orders 

from Universities and 


Fortune SOO Companies. 


$579.95 
359.95 
349.95 
159.95 
279.95 
289.95 
339.95 
339.95 
74.95 

539.95 

Hayes 2400 Baud 

Hayes 1200 

Hayes 1200 Internal PC 

Micro Modem llE or llC 

Promodem 1200B for PC 

Promodem 1200 RS232 

Promodem 1200 for MAC 

Promodem 1200A for Apple 

Options · each 

US Robotics 2400 Baud 

Amdek 300G or 300A 

Amdek 310A 

PGS MAX-12 

PGS HX-12, 640x2BO 

PGS SR-12, 720x4BO 

Scan Doubler 

$134.95 
144.95 
169.95 
439.95 
599.95 
189.95 

TAXAN 425 

RGB w/Color or Grn 13 7 n 95 
Screen, 640x2BO I &I 

Taxan 440, 720x400 $559.95 

EPSON LXBO 

100 CPS with 123995 
NLO Mode 

Epson 1B5, BK Bui., 15" Car. $469.95 

Epson B5, BK Bui., 160cps 349.95 


OK/DATA Ml192 
160 CPS with 
NLQ Mode 

136995 

Okidata 1B2, Parallel $219.95 
Okidata 193 579.95 

TERMS: 
We accept P.O.'s, MC, VISA, 


AE (add 5%), COD and Prepay. 

Minimum shipping $4.00. 
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I 
PC SYSTEM 


256K Memory 
2 · 360K Drives 

1149995 

PC-XT SYSTEM 

256K Memory, 10Mb l"J 1!J'l:95 
Hardisk, 1-360K Drive ~ iJ 

PC-AT SYSTEM 

1319595 

Enhanced by DG 
1399595 

Unenhanced 

We Will Not Be Undersold! 


MUL TIFUNCT/ON ri!lk 
On Card - Parallel Port, Serial 
Port, Gameport, 384K Installed, 
Software & AST Compatible 

IBM VIDEO CARDS 
Hercules Color $159.95 
Hercules Graphic 299.95 
DG Monochrome Card 

with Parallel Port 119.95 
DG Color Graphics 99.95 

114995 

EXPANSION CARDS 
AST Sixpack w/B4K $224.95 
AST Advantage 128K 379.95 
IBM Monochrome 

Adaptor 209.95 
IBM Disk Controller 99.95 

Portable 286 
Compaq 286 Deskpro 
Compaq Deskpro 1 
Compaq Deskpro 2 
Compaq Deskpro 3 
Portable, 2 Drives, 256K 
Compaq Plus 

Call 
Call 

1729.95 
2149.95 
3695.95 
1895.95 
3395.95 

THE DIVERSIFIED GROUP 

DIVISION OF CAL UNITED 

Mail Orders To: B726 S. Sepulveda, Suite A132, Los Angeles, CA 90045 

With Over 

20 Years Experience 


in the Electronics Field 


4164, 150nS $ .89ea. 
41256, 200nS 4.89ea 

PRIME 64K 

MEMORY SETS 

1 Yr Guarantee, Set of 1595 
Nine with Instructions 

8087-2 (8MHzl $109.95 
8087 3 (5MHzl 99.95 

IBM PC Cable (6' Shielded) $17.95 

RS232 Modem Cable 17.95 


5~ DBL SIDE DISKS 
Comes with Reinforced Hubs,9'n C1 Yr Gar. & Sleeves. 
While supply lasts. ;:/ 88 

ISOBAR 4 Receptacle $49.95 
ISOBAR B Receptacle 59.95 
Switch Box, Parallel or Serial 59.95 

Apple Y, High, Ready To Go $109.95 
Apple Full Ht, Ready To Go 119.95 

TEAC 558 or 
TANDON TM100-2 
360K IBM Compatible 
Incl. Manual & Mounting 18]95 
Instructions · Same Price 

10 Megabyte External HD $699.95 
20 Mb Internal w/Contrl 599.95 
For Tape Back-up Call 

10 MEGABYTE 
HARD DISK SYS 
Complete w/Manual, Controller Card, 
Mounting Bracket I A ")n 95 
and 1 Yr Warranty. ¥JC.;:/ 

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE 

800-523-1041 

INSIDE CALIFORNIA 

213-416-9696 
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C·H·A·O·S M·A·N·O·R M·A·I·L 


Editor's note: Due to space limitations. we are 
able to publish only a sampling of the great 
amount of mail Jerry receives each month . 

WILL You STILL LOVE IT WHEN 
THE COMMODORE IS 64? 
Dear Jerry. 

I've been reading your column for 
several years. I'll agree wholeheartedly 
that anybody who writes every day needs 
a co mputer. 

What I do question are your comments 
about "toy" computers. For what it's 
worth. I put out a 64-page quarterly 
magazine. a number of freelance articles 
a year. speeches. special pamphlets. and 
the equivalent of an average paperback 
book in other publications a year on a 
Commodore 64 . 

In fact. circulation. mailing lists. billing. 
payroll. bookkeeping. and a tournament 
record of about 500 competitors in 3 5 
events is kept on the 64 . 

I've got a $50 word processor that keeps 
up with my writing gusts and has more for
matting potential than most "professional" 
programs and can even be used with 80
column software. (I'd love faster disk 
speed. but what's 5 extra minutes a day 
wa iting for a disk compared to tripling the 
price of the hardware and quadrupling the 
cost of software?) 

What's more. we have three workstations 
!C-64sJ with disk drives. two printers. and 
interchangeable software and files. Any
time machines are run 8 to 10 hours a day 
they may go down-so we have backups 
on line all the time. I can replace any com
ponent other than printers for less than 
$250. 

Mouse technology? Icons? 80-column 
hardware and superfast disks? I'd love it. 
But I seriously question that it would be 
a significant enough increase in produc
tivity to be as worthwhile as a printer 
buffer or two. 

Yes. I think also that we·re probably 
using the little Commodores to near 
potential. But until dollars justify chang
ing and until Apples or Oranges or Big 
Blues can offer a better per-dollar value. 
we'll stick with what we have. 

MILO DAILEY 

Memphis. TN 
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I guess I both agree and disagree. It is 
possible to do productive work with 
primitive equipment. and indeed the 
worst computer system is likely io be bet
ter than the best nonelectronic type
writer. On the other hand. ballpoint pens 
are preferable to quill pens. 

I can live without icons. but surely you 
do not mean that a writer will not be 
more productive when enduring less eye
strain? Or that writing time is less 
valuable than time spent waiting for disk 
access? 

A penny saved is a penny earned; but 
those who save pennies seldom become 
wealthy. I'll bet you a fair amount that a 
few thousand spent on updating your 
equipment will make those three work
stations as productive as six would be 
using what you have. 

Stay well.-Jerry 

TRANSFERRING FILES 

Dear Jerry. 
In reference to Mark E. Cornell 's letter 

regarding use of the SAVE command to 
transfer files from the NEC PC-8201A 
("NEC PC-8201A.' ' February. page 359). I 
routinely use this command to transfer 
files from my NEC to an S-100 system run
ning ASCOM . The form is SAVE 
COM:abcdef. where a is the data-trans
mission rate. b is the parity. etc. This 
method of transferring a BASIC program 
ca n save many minutes over the alter
native of using Telcom. 

The on ly trouble I have encountered was 
in transferring from the S-1 00 to the NEC 
at 19.2 kbps. In this case. I lose an occa
siona l byte. even with XON/XOFF protocol. 

I'm not sure what the source of the prob
lem is for Mr. Cornell 's application. 
Perhaps it is the form of the SAVE com
mand that he used. I am not familiar with 
the one he gives in his letter. If the form 
I have given above still does not resolve 
the problem. I suggest that he check his 
cable grounds !pins I and 71 and make 
sure XON /XOFF protocol is activated on 
both the NEC and the Kaypro. 

Incidentally. I give you an "F" on thi s 
one. Jerry-you didn't do your homework. 
The use of SAVE is documented in the 
NEC manual under SAVE and OPEN . Mr. 

Cornell's letter deserved a few minutes of 
your time to consult the manual and sug
gest some alternatives a bit more mean
ingful than your response of "Alas. I think 
you have no choice but to save your pro
grams in ASCII and use Telcom." 

CORT COOPER 

Ponca City, OK 

Guilty as charged, but with an explana
tion: as I said. I don't use Percy, our NEC 
PC-820/A , except for writing while on 
trips; so I've not had reason to investigate 
some of his other capabilities. 

Thanks. -Jerry 

KEYBOARDS 

Dear Jerry. 
In reading you r columns. which I enjoy 

greatly. I get the impression that you are 
not altogether satisfied with the IBM key
board but that you are reluctant to switch 
to the Key Tronic 51 51. despite its superior 
layout. because you dislike the light feel. 

My 5151 was shipped with 1.5-ounce 
springs in the keys. although I have been 
told by the manufacturer that they have 
since switched to 2-ounce springs. In any 
event. it was a simple matter to remove 
the light springs and install a new set of 
3-ounce springs supplied by the manufac
turer. along w.ith a tool for removing them. 

As a result. the 51 51 has an altogether 
different feel. much more like the IBM. As 
a professional writer. I can attest that the 
cha nge has given me the best of both 
worlds. 

ANDREW J. GLASS 

Washington . DC 

I'm glad to hear that Key Tronic has 
made some improvements. It turns out 
that I wasn 't the only one who found that 
the original 5151 Had a "dead" feeling. 

Alas. for the moment the Wico Smart
line Smartboard keyboard has made the 
question moot. Beyond the Wico is a new 
keyboard under development by Texas 
Instruments: if the production model is 
anywhere near as good as the prototype 
I've seen. nothing will be able to touch 
it. Of course. Key Tronic isn't going to sit 
still either. 

Best-Jerry• 



Put the NFLat your fingertips. 

Hands-on pro football excitement is as 

close as your keyboard with NFL Chal
·1enge from Xor. This is the officially 
licensed NFL action computer game with 
offensive plays and defensive sets based 
on the ones in NFL playbooks , plus com
plete updatable rosters for all 28 NFL 
teams. All impressively packaged . 

Every game can be the Super Bowl 
when you take the field with Xor NFL 
Challenge software. Feel the pressure as 
you choose starting lineups , drive down
field against the clock, and go head-to

head , down-by-down against the 
league 's most innovative offenses and 
formidable defenses . It's the most 
intense computer simulation of the pro 
football experience ever devised . 

Xor's NFL Challenge requires IBM® 
PC or PC /XTwith DOS 2.0, 256K bytes 
of memory, monochrome monitor with 
IBM®monochrome card or RGB color 
monitor with IBM®color graphics 
adapter. Also runs on the IBM®PC / AT. 

With NFL Challenge from Xor, you 
have 50-yard line seats for every game! 

Ordering Information 

NFL Challenge will be in short supply. 
To kick off your NFL season, send us 
$99.95, or if you're in ahurry-up offense, 
order by major credit card : 

1-800-NFL-CHAL 
(in MN call (612) 938-0005) 

ADD $6.00 for shipping to all U.S. cities. 
Minnesota residents: add 6% sales tax. 

lxlolRITM 
CORPORATION 

5421 Opportunity Court 
Minnetonka, Minnesota 55343 

(612) 938-0005 

Inquiry 397IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines. 
NFL Challenge is a trademark of NFL Properties, Inc. 
© 1985. All rights reserved. 



The ARC turbo 
personal computer combines 8088-2 
turbo speed and 640K n,iemory to take you 
further, faster.... 

> The system's foundation is th~ four-layered 8088-2 X-turbo motherboard. It's processing speed is 50% faster than the PC's and 
with 640K on-board memory you get high speed and maximum memory on one board. 

> More CPU speed means .you can reduce the valuable time you now waste waiting for your PC to record, retrieve and process data. 
> The 640K on-board memory makes it easier to design your own customized testing programs and eliminates all those time

consuming memory/diskette data transfers. Any excess memory can be used for RAMdisk or spool programs. 
> The X-turbo was designed to be used in conjunction with all PC compatible software, which means access to nearly all the 

most popular software packages. 
> The 7-Plus, multifunction card provides a complete solution to your most essential hardware add-on requirements. It includes 

a parallel printer port, a serial port a floppy disk controller and a fully system integratable clock/calendar. And even more. 
The RAMdisk Plus and Spool Plus software. 

> The ARC turbo keyboard supports 100 full.function, finger
sized keys, a spacious display, a separate cursor control panel, 
and LED displays for power, turbo, caps and numeric. 

~---------

!· LL~C:.- - J ~ 
l 

~- - . 

> A monochrome or color/graphics card completes the system. 
> The X-turbo itself is built around four layers instead of the 

standard two, making the board itself, and the system as a 
whole more stable and less susceptible to power loss. So along 
with the unsurpassed speed you get a quality you can always 
rely on. And our seal of confidence  a one year warranty. 

> This system will give you more processing speed, memory, 
function concentration, and reliability than any comparable 
system. And cost you less. For more information on where to 
try out an ARC turbo, contact ARC at the address below. 

R!lc::=~=~ 
.. Corporation 

THE TECHNOLOGICAL BRIDGE TO YOUR FUTURE 

2001 W. CHESTNUT ST., ROOM 
103 ALHAMBRA, CA 91803 

TEL: (818) 289-8742 
TLX: 285653 

~:'.~~===~~~~~~~=====~~:::::::~..;..:.:~I l:nq:u:ir7yPi:7 for End-Users. Inquiry 18 for DEALERS ONLY. 



B·Y·T·E U.K. 

Seventh Anniversary of 
Microcomputing 

A brief 

history 

of U.K. 


computing 

and a look 

at the Husky 
Hunter 

BY DICK POUNTAIN 

Dick Pountain is a teclinical autlior 
and software const1ltant living in 

London. England. He can be 
contacted do BYTE. POB 372 . 

Hancock . NH 03449. 

T his being the 10th anniversary issue 
of BYTE. I have been asked to offer 
a condensed history of personal 

computing in Britain . 
I became involved with computers in 1977 

when a friend. who was a mathematics 
teacher. to ld me that he'd just seen a 
demonstration of a "personal computer" 
(the Commodore PET) that fit on the top 
of a desk. I recall asking him "Why wou ld 
anyone wa nt a computerr Th e answer 
became obvious to me a short wh ile later 
when I purchased a programmable ca lcu
lator (a Casio fx-20 Ip) to help with print
costing computations. With in weeks I was 
addicted to programming. on a dev ice with 
12 7 bytes of memory and no editing facili
ties. I even wrote games for it 

Personal computing started in the U.K. 
about three years behind the U.S.. so. strictly 
speaking. we can celebrate only our seventh 
anniversary. U.S. personal computers began 
to arrive in Britain in 1977 . but those first 
machines (Altair. South West Technical Pro
ducts. and Sol) were just too expensive to 
create a hobbyist following. 

In 1978 the PET. the Apple II. the TRS-80 
Model I . and the Exidy Sorcerer arri ved. 
but at £500 and upward. they were still too 
expensive for the average hobby ist. Their 
entry prices had profound significance. 
though. At over£ 1000 the Apple II was so 
expensive that the cheaper. all-in-one PET 
became the dominant machine in Britain. 
Germany. and Scandinav ia. keeping Com
modore comfortably afloat during those 
lean years when Apple was cleaning up in 
the U.S. 

The rea l pioneers of personal computing 
in the U.K. needed something much 
cheaper. The U.K. computer industry was 
born in the form of kit computers. such as 
the Nascom I. the Science of Cambridge 
Mk 14. and later the UKIOI . which sold for 
£200 and under. They were single-boards. 
with typically 2K to 4K bytes of RAM 
(random-access read/write memory). a 
hexadecimal keypad (the Nascom's ASCII 

!American Standard Code for Informa tion 
Interchange! keyboard was quite a luxury). 
and. a machine-code monitor in ROM (read
on ly memory). Having built the kit. you then 
had to write the system software- starting 
wi th an assembler if you were feeling lazy 

To service those intrepid hackers. the first 
UK personal computing magazine. Personal 
Computer World. was published in 197 8. 

The first packaged U.K. home computers. 
the Acorn Atom and the Sinclair ZX80. 
arrived in 1980. Both were offered in kit or 
prebuilt form. had BASIC in ROM. and intro
duced a second generation of slightly less 
crazed hackers to computing. 

The Atom was a 6502-based machine 
with 2 K bytes of memory. expandable to 
12 K bytes. and monochrome output to a 
television set including "high-resolution" 
graphics. It grew out of a system of single
board modu lar computers that had 
lau nched Acorn into th e indu stria l
controller market the prev ious year. The 
Atom's success put Acorn on the road to 
the BBC Micro. 

Sinclair Research and its founder. Clive 
Sinclair (now Sir Clive Sinclair). were already 
known for dramatic interventions in the low
cost consumer-electronics market Earlier 
products had included a £2 5 programmable 
calculator (when everyone else charged 
over £100). the infamous Black Watch 
digital-watch kits. and a range of miniature 
hi -fi equipment produced 15 years before 
the Japanese got there. 

To the ZX80 fell the honor of breaking the 
magic £ 100 price barrier. This tiny sliver of 
white plastic contained a Z80 with I K byte 
of RAM. integer BASIC. and television and 
cassette interfaces. and it hinted at the era 
of mass-market computers. A year later it 
was replaced by the ZX8 I with fl oa ting
point BASIC and an astonishing price of just 
£70. or £50 if you wanted to solder it 
yourself. Inside the ZX81 were just 4 chips 
compared to 21 in the ZX80: the uncom
mitted logic array had arrived in the home. 

(continued) 
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This machine is 

designed to keep all 
data and programs in 
nonvolatile CMOS 

RAM and to download 
to a desk computer 
back at "base camp." 

Another yea r later Sincla ir followed 
up with the 48K-byte color Spectrum 
at £ 12 5 and proceeded to multimil
lionairedom. The Spectrum (marketed 
for a while in the U.S as the Timex 
Sinclair 2000) still dominates the 
games-playing home market in the 
U.K. . with hundreds of thousands of 
sa les. Only recently has the Com
modore 64 come close to challenging 
it in sales and volume of software. 

Meanwhile Aco rn produced the 
BBC Micro to the BBC's (British Broad
casting Company's) specifications for 
a computer that could be used in con
junction with an educat ional televi
sion seri es. (The competition for that 
BBC contract had been bitter) The 
BBC Micro. with its fast 2-MHz 6502 
and fine color graphics. quickly 
became establ ished as a favorite 
school and college computer. Despite 
its high price. it also became the 
mac hine that seriou s hobbyi sts 
aspired to. filling the slot left open by 
Apple's relative marketing failure in 
the U.K. 

Unfortunately. Acorn rode that basic 
design too long. Announced en
hancements were continually delayed. 
resulting in Acorn·s near collapse and 
rescue in March of this year by 
o ·Ji vetti . 

Another prominent U.K. manufac
turer. ACT. started by selling PET soft
wa re and importing the CompuThink 
Min imax CP/M machine. ACT then 
took the wind out of IBM's European 
sa les by importing Chuck Peddle's 
Victor 9000 as the ACT Sirius. and 
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now manufactures and markets the 
Apricot range of microcomputers with 
considerable success. 

The threatened Japanese invasion 
never quite happened in the U.K .. 
though Sharp made some impact 
here in the early 1980s with its PET 
competitor. the MZ-80K. I did all my 
serious learn ing on a Sharp MZ-80B 
running CP/M 2.2: after all those 
quirky home computers with their 
proprietary operating systems (often 
incompatible between versions). it 
was a rea l liberation. Sudden ly com
pilers for all the interesting languages 
(except Smalltalk) were within reach . 

It seems on ly right to pay tribute to 
some of those who fe ll by the 
wayside. Qu ite a few interesting and 
some downright cranky machines 
have come and gone in ou r seven 
years of personal computing. There 
was the Newbrain. half the size of an 
NEC lap-held computer. with its built
in display and battery pack that never 
quite arri ved. With a very advanced 
specification for its time (Z80. in
definitely expandable RAM and ROM. 
graphics) . it was to be the BBC Micro 
until production difficu lties decreed 
otherwise. 

Then there was the Jupiter Ace. a 
tiny ZX80 look-alike with a rubber 
keyboard and FORTH instead of 
BASIC in ROM. The fact that FORTH 
is not a beginner's language ki lled it. 
though it sti ll has its fans and 
bankrupt stock still surfaces occa
sional ly for about £30. 

There was the Dragon 32 wi th its 
estimable 6809 processor and an 
upgrade path to the OS-9 operating 
system. It was the best value for the 
money for six months in 1982. What 
about the Orie. whose very name was 
an invitation to prepare the headline 
"Alas. poor Orie . .." ? It became the 
most popular home microcomputer 
in France. And there was the Lynx. 
remembered ch iefly as the first com
puter whose BASIC had floating-point 
line numbers. 

INDESTRUCTIBLE COMPUTING 
This condensed history of UK. per
sonal computing leads me rather 
nicely into my nex t topic. It is prob

ably not well known that the first lap
held computer was made-and is in
deed sti ll made-in the U.K. 

The reason that the machine. the 
Husky from Husky Computers Ltd .. is 
not more widely known is that it's not 
aimed at the mass market. It is a rug
gedized computer intended for military 
or outdoor scientific and engineering 
uses. It made quite an impression 
(literally) when Husky's representative 
hurled a Husky Hunter onto my floor 
to demonstrate its tolerance of abuse: 
I doubt that a Tundy or an NEC would 
apprecia te such treatment. 

The first Husky was manufactured 
in 1981 and captured some attention 
by virtue of the press photos of it be
ing run over by an Army truck. Si nce 
then the design has been refined and 
diversified. though the basic elements 
remain the same. It is avai lable in the 
U.S. from Sarasota Automation Inc. 
(I 500 North Washington Blvd . 
Sarasota. FL 33577) . 

The Husky is driven by a CMOS 
(complementary metal-oxide semi
conductor) Z80-compatible chip. the 
Nationa l Semiconductor C800. 
clocked at 4 MHz. and uses the CP/M 
operating system. 

Husky's designer made a very im
portant decision right from the begin
ning. For use in rough or hazardous 
environments. no mechanica l mass
storage device is sufficiently robust or 
reliable. This machine is designed to 
keep all data and programs in non
volatile CMOS RAM and to download 
to a desk computer back at "base 
camp" using a built-in serial link. 

This decision required the provision 
of plenty of RAM: from the first. the 
Huskies had a paged-memory system 
of I 44K bytes. In 1981 memory was 
considerabl y more expensive than it 
is now. and this guaranteed a high unit 
cost of over £ 1000. 

Users who needed a machine of the 
Husky's ruggedized quality were not 
deterred by the price. and the orders 
rolled in from day one. Users include 
regional water authorities (for on-site 
reservoir-volume calcu lations). the 
Greater London Council (for welfare
benefit calculations) . various airlines. 

!continued) 



You just experienced one of the benefits of CenTech Color Diskettes. 


They're easy to find. 
Now you can locate everything 

from Accounts Receivable to Payroll; 
and you can do it at the speed 
of color. 

CenTech Color Diskettes are 
the logical solution to data 
organization. They come in 13 
useful colors, to give you more 
color coding possibilities. 

Designed, engineered, and 
manufactured in America to 
specifications and standards that 
exceed those developed by the 
industry. CenTech diskettes are 
exceptionally consistent in 
accepting and maintaining data . 
Cc11lh:h is a rt:gisfL'recl tlillllC of Cenna TecJJnology, Jnc. 

Inquiry 5 7 

Every diskette is tested, certified, 
and warrantied to be 100% error free 
and free of manufacturing defects, or 
we will replace it at no charge. 

Cost competitive, color 
diskettes by CenTech. Engineered 
to surpass the best the world has 
to offer. 

Ask for CenTech Color Diskettes 
by name at your dealer, or become a 

L 


dealer yourself by calling toll free: 
(800) 255-3999, or write 

CenTech, 185 Cottage Avenue, 

Sandy, Utah 84070. 

Telex: 499-6093 


The Colorful Solution to Dat:a Organizationrn 

© 1985 Ce111m Technology, Inc. 
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the British Army. and a Canadian log
ging company that uses them for 
counting and cataloging trees. 

HUSKY HUNTER 
The latest model. which I borrowed 
for this article. is called the Husky 
Hunter (see photo I). 

The first feature you notice is its 
size; it's almost exactly half the size 
of a conventional A4-size lap-held 
microcomputer. This small format 
precludes the use of a full-size type
writer keyboard. so the Hunter is not 
a machine for portable word process
ing. Instead it has a calculator-style 
button keyboard. with an undersize. 
noncentral space bar. 

The second thing you notice is its 
construction. Like all Huskies. the 
Hunter has a cast light-alloy casing of 
a thickness that would not be out of 
place in a hand grenade; the com
puter. nevertheless. weighs only 1.2 
kilograms and can be easily held in 
one hand. The removable bottom of 

the case is secured by 12 recessed 
Allen bolts and sealed with a rubber 
gasket. which makes the whole thing 
watertight. 

While Husky does not recommend 
that you use the Hunter underwater. 
it will certainly stand up to being acci
dentally dropped into a tropical tor
rent. Another feature is an internal 
humidity indicator in the corner of the 
display. This warns you if moisture 
enters the case. which is normally 
kept dry by si lica gel. 

The battery compartment holds 
four AA penlight batteries (good for 
50 hours) and is capped by a huge 
alloy screw plug with another rubber 
gasket. The removable batteries are 
backed up by an internal rechargeable 
battery that protects stored data in 
the event of a low-battery condition 
occurring in the field . The manual 
warns that power loss could be expe
rienced in the proximity of "nuclear 
events." but I feel that damage to the 
"warmware" would concern me more 

Photo I : The Husky Hunter. 
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in such circumstances. 
Since the Hunter's case is hermeti

cally sealed. Husky gives instructions 
for releasing over- or underpressure 
conditions. for instance. if you 're in 
orbit. or in a diving bell . by momen
tarily loosening the battery plug. 

A sturdy wrist strap for carrying the 
Hunter attaches to either side of the 
case by a swivel mounting. The case 
is not perforated by the various 1/0 
(input/output) connectors found on 
ordinary computers. A single 2 5-pin 
male "D" connector for the serial link 
is recessed and sealed into the other
wise unbroken metal surface. 

The 40-character by 8-line LCD 
(liquid-crystal display) lies beneath a 
flush plastic window that appears to 
be more than ~ inch thick. The view
ing angle can be adjusted from the 
keyboard. thus eliminating another 
source of holes in the case. This 
display provides a window onto a vir
tual 80-character by 24-line standard 
CP/M screen. but it can also present 
240- by 64-dot high-resolution graph
ics from BASIC. 

The Hunter contains 48K bytes of 
ROM firmware. including a text editor. 
communications program. BASIC in
terpreter. and the file manager 
DEMOS. which is fully compatible 
with CP/M 2 .2 but works from a RAM
disk emulator instead of a floppy disk. 

You select the ROM programs from 
the menu presented when you turn 
on the computer by pressing the 
number keys in conjunction with a 
function-shift key. The bottom line of 
the display shows you the function
key assignments. Ordinary CP/M pro
grams are run from a .. > .. prompt as 
usual. 

A 54K-byte transient program area 
is supported for CP/M programs. with 
the rest of the memory. up to 208K 
bytes. devoted in 48K-byte pages to 
virtual disk-file storage. 

The BASIC. which looks much like 
a very extended Microsoft version 5. 
does not run under CP/M and there
fore has the entire 54K bytes free for 
programs. It does. however. use the 
same file store as CP/M programs. 

The text editor is a full-screen editor 
(continued) 



New from McGraw-Hill. 

•VIEW86 
Lets you observe the 

internal operations 

of DOS application 

software. 


Maybe you've never put it into words. But you 
know the feeling. 

It's the frustration that gets you every time you 
analyze, debug, test, port, or convert DOS appli
cation software. 

To do the job right, you need something no one 
has invented. 

You've got to see what's going on inside the 
software, how it's acting and reacting. 

You need something that gives you 
x-ray vision. 

Now you've got it 
X-VIEW 86'", new from 

McGraw-Hill, lets you 
observe the internal opera
tions of DOS application 
software. 

Developed, tested, and 
refined in the highly 
respected technical labs of 
Future Computing, it helps 
you generate a thorough, 
reliable technical analysis. 
Much faster than what you 
could produce on your own. 

Apphcatlon Program 

I 

I 
l>jnamlc beartion 

Information 

Unmodified 
OOSApplicatlon 

1 

' X-VIEW86 

' ' DOS Debug 

The data X-VIEW 86 gathers will help you 
o find code hotspots 
o improve program performance 
o discover and eliminate unwanted side-effects 
o find bugs in areas beyond DEBUG's reach 
o port or convert software 

Future Computing Incorporated Is a unit or McGraw-Hiii information 
Systems COmpany. 

This powe ul ·riew . - we call it a software 
analyzer - is an affordable $59.95. 

It runs on any member of the IBM PC family 
or any operationally compatible machine that 
has at least 64 Kbytes of memory. You use it with 
PC-DOS DEBUG 2.0 or 2.1. 

Single-stroke commands allow you to interrupt 
the application program 
o on any processor 1/0 access 
o on any processor interrupt instruction 
o 	when its execution reaches a specified 

address · 
o 	when it uses a specified memory location 

In addition, you can: 
o 	automatically collect 

- memory map references 
- 1/0 space references 
- interrupt usage 
- instruction set usage 
- segment usage information 

o start execution at a specified address 
o display analysis results on screen 

X-VIEW 86'". A new kind of software. For devel· 
opers and engineers with vision. 

1-800-221-VIEW. Texas call 1-800·233-VIEW 

Inquiry 151 

IBM is e registered trademark and PC·OOS Is a trademark of International 
Business Machines CorPoJatlon. 

,-----------------------------------, 

OrderFonn 

To order X-VIEW 86'" 
by credit card, call toll free 
1-800-221-VIEW. 
In Texaa calt 
1-800-233-VIEW 
or send the coupon today. 

Customer Service 
McGraw-Hill Inc. 
8111 LSJ Freeway 
Dallas, Texas 75251 

Fees & Payment 
lnfonnatlon 

X-VIEW 86'" is $59.95. All orders are 
subject to acceptance by McGraw-Hill 
Inc. Prices are subject to change 

Title-------------------- 

Company ------------------- 

Address------------------- 

City ___________State__Zlp _____ 

Phone~(---~-----------

Qty Amt 


$59.95 


Shipping ($2.00 per copy) 


. Texas sales tax ($3.67 per copy) 

Total 
without notice. Signature ____________________
O Check enclosed (Make check 

payable to McGraw-Hill Inc. Orders Name on card ___________________ 

paid by check are subject to delay.) 

D A.E. D M.C. D VISA D D.C. Credit card no. 	 Expiration date __ 

L-------------------------------~
l 
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with simple functions such as FIND
quite adequate for small documents. 
though the keyboard militates against 
touch-typing. 

Both file-transfer and asynchronous 
terminal programs are included and 
can be operated at up to 4800 bits 
per second. A special disk program 
is available to transfer data to and 

from an IBM PC or a Sirius/Victor. A 
permanent clock/calendar is included. 
offering a typical accuracy within two 
seconds per day. 

I found operating the Hunter to be 
just like using a full-size CP/M machine 
with a single drive. It ran standard 
dBASE II satisfactorily. The keyboard 
takes some getting used to because 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

The 

Line Tamer™ 

UPS speaks 

for itself. 


Its on-board micro and 
RS-232 port let it talk 
with your computer for 
power system monitoring and 
control. And its energy
efficient design slashes your 
operating cost. 
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Aconventional UPS calls for the 
battery and Inverter to run constantly, 
wasting up to 40% of the power used. 
The Line Tamer Unlnterruptible Power 
System for microcomputers Is up to 
80% efficient because It bypasses 
the battery and Inverter during 
normal operation. Its unique design 
will save you money without sacrific
ing the performance of an on-line UPS. 

The built-in Line Tamer Power 
Conditioner cleans and regulates 
AC power, removing spikes, 
transients, noise, overvoltages and 
undervoltages. When a blackout 
occurs, or line frequency varies 
beyond specified tolerances, the 
battery and Inverter activate In 
phase, with no break in the sine wave 
output to your equipment. 

The on-board microprocessor and 
RS-232 port let the Line Tamer UPS alert 
you automatically in the event of a 
power emergency, so you can begin 
an orderly shutdown. Among the 
user-defined warning and alarm 
parameters are High or Low Battery 
Voltage, Over or Undervoltage, Over
temperature and Battery Capacity. 

It also keeps you Informed of System 
Status, Including Number of Power 
Outages, Number of Minutes on 
Inverter, Number of Hours on System, 
Number of Overloads, and Battery 
Time Remaining. 

The Line Tamer UPS also features five 
front panel LED's for System Ready, 
Inverter On, Charger On, AC Present 
and Alarm . An audible alarm backs 
up the LED and automatic Interrupts. 

The complete specifications for the 
Line Tamer UPS for microcomputers 
speak well, too. For your copy, call or 
write Shape Magnetronics today. 

SHAPE ~rg~i%AN 
MAGNETRONICS, INC. SOURCE 

901 DuPage Avenue, Lombard, IL 60148 
Phone 1 312 620-8394 • TWX 910-991-2352 

Line Tamer Is a trademark of Shape Magnetronlcs, Inc. 

Inquiry 329 

it is small and requires very positive 
keypressing to work. The LCD quality 
is neither better nor worse than that 
on the Tandy Model 100. 

Husky supplied me with a sample 
of a real application program that had 
been developed in BASIC for an over
seas airline. It acts as a portable cash 
register for in-flight refreshment sales. 
with the unusual twist that it can ac
cept payment in a mixture of different 
currencies. The Hunter has an auto
run feature that lets you set up such 
programs as turnkey applications. You 
can use the function keys to avoid typ
ing commands on the small keyboard: 
16 such functions are available. 

SPECIAL HUSKIES 
In addition to the Hunter. Husky 
manufactures several special-purpose 
variants based on the same architec
ture. Each of these is packaged in a 
somewhat larger case (still of thick 
cast alloy) with a membrane keyboard 
for complete sealing and lack of mov
ing parts. Husky has discovered that 
such membrane keyboards are easier 
to operate when wearing protective 
gloves. 

The Husky SP (Special Performance) 
has a larger memory (3 52 K bytes) and 
twice the battery life of the Hunter. It's 
intended mainly for running expert
system programs with large RAM re
quirements. 

The Husky IS (Intrinsically Safe) is 
certified to meet the stringent stan
dards for electrical safety laid down 
in the U.K. for the petrochemical. gas. 
oil. and mining industries. It uses the 
RS-422 interface for serial communi
cation. with lower voltages-hence 
less spark risk-than the RS-232C. 

The Husky AID (Analog/Digital) has 
eight channels of AID conversion built 
in and is intended for data logging at 
remote sites. It also features auto
answer modem handling so that you 
can interrogate and control it over a 
telephone line. 

The military-specification Husky 
M-208 claims to be the first general
purpose computer in the world to 
meet DEF-STAN 66-31 /I and 07-55 
standards for resistance to vibration . 

1co11ti11ued) 
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shock. and temperature. and its ap
pearance suggests that it might be the 
only object to survive World War Ill. 
It uses a military-standard 19-way 
bayonet socket for serial communica
tion: the British Army uses it to test 
guided-weapon systems in the field . 

Although Husky emphasizes the 
use of RAM storage in the field. the 
company supplies both a disk drive 
and a digital-tape data recorder for 
backup and archiving data from the 

computers. The disk unit uses 3-inch 
floppy disks. 

SUMMARY 
The Husky Hunter makes every other 
computer that I've handled feel quite 
flimsy. It isn't suitable for word pro
cessing. but is intended to run CP/M 
applications in outdoor or other 
hazardous environments that could 
quickly destroy a conventional plastic 
lap-held portable. 

Huskies are not really computers for 
the office-bound. They go better with 
travel-stained jungle boots and a tin 
of mosquito repellent. Nevertheless. 
it amuses me to think that it might 
someday become chic to saunter 
around with a khaki M-208 on a 
shoulder strap. 

In short. the Husky computers are 
serious tools: not everyone needs 
one. but if you do. you really need 
one. • 

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $100 


820590 
82104A 
82120A 
82160A 
82181A 
92266A 

HP·718 
HP·75D 

.r. Thlnkjet 

22258 Trf. , kj~t Printer .. .. ... . .. . ·$ 379.00 
.., I - .J 

•• Accessories / , . 
82199A . 

1 
atter:y-Peck. /. ..... . ' . 39.95 

92261+ iril< Cartridge., .~ ,. · .· '.$ 7.95 
92261N fal'!IOJQ Pa~' (2500) i .. / $ 44.95 
922615'  Prl.nter Stand • 1 .. S 39.95 
821678 IL Cable ( 1 meter) ... '·)" S 6.40 

HEWLETT-PACKARD 
Addltlonal Item~ 

7600 FLOWER AVENUE 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20912 

(800) 544-4442 

Maryland 


Call Collect 

(301) 565-3595 

' 

HEWLETT-PACKARD 

!~r~lpplng on orders Oll8r 5100. 

"NO~ CHARCaE for credit cords. 

·MD residents add 5% soles tax.

•Credit references required for ·open account. 
•Allow 2 weeks for personal checks. 
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HEWLETT-PACKARD EPSON 

QX·16 Computer . ... ....•..•. CAU 

.. . . ...... 

D-25 
0-80 
630ESC 

ML182 
ML192 
Okl20 
ML193 

HR·15XL 
HR·35 
2024L 
CF100 

PRINTERS 
Dlablo 

25 cps Dalsywheel . $ 550.00 
80 cps Dalsywheel $2195.00 
45 cps Dalsywheel ... . .. $1679.00 

Okldata 
120cps Dot Matrix ..... $ 219.00 
160cps Dot Matrix . ... $ 359.00 
Color Dot Matrix .. . ..... $ 199.00 
160cps Wide Carriage .. $ 499.00 

Brother 

17cps Dalsywheel. . $ 345.00 
36cps Dalsywheel. .. .. $ 689.00 
2oocrs & NLQ ... .... . $ 825.00 
Shae Feeder .......... s 199.00 

Twlnwrner 5 Dalsywheel/Dot Matrix . CAU 

KXP1090 

KXP1091 


MSP-10 
MSP-15 
MSP-20 
MSP-25 

1020 
1025 
610 
620 
640 

•=-= 

Panasonic 
............ $ 185.00 

·· · · · ·· ······· · · $ 255.00 

Citizen 

160cps Dot Matrix .. . ... $ 299.00 
160cps Wide Carriage .. $ 439.00 
200cps Dot Matrix ...... s 439.00 
200cps Wide Carriage . . $ 569.00 

XEROX 

Copier p1cpmj .. . .... $1295.00 
Copier 21cpm ... . .. $1795.00 
Memorywrlter . ...... $ 750.00 
Memorywriter . $1195.00 
Memorywrlter ..... • . . . $3675.00 
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An unbelievable number of 
software companies will try to tell 
you their word processors are easy to 
use. But one look at even the simplest 
command calls their bluff. 

The boldface feature, for 
instance. This "simple" command 
can require up to six keystrokes on 
some systems. You could spend 
months learning to use them. And 
that's no exaggeration. 

Boldfacing with our system 
requires only one keystroke: b to 
boldface. Just as c will copy text, d will 
delete it, and e will end the edit . 

Our system is Final Draft. And 
we spent months designing it to be 
the best system on today's market . 
Best because our edit commands are 
alphabetically-assigned so that you 
can remember them easily. Best 
because we have only 35 commands, 
not 305. Best because you can learn 
our system the first day and master it 
the second. 

But let's not distort the facts: 
Final Draft isn't just simple. It 's 
powerful. Features like the 
thesaurus, floating footnotes , canned 
paragraphs and automatic 

IT'SA 


red-lining are no myth. 
There's only one thing about 

Final Draft that's hard to believe: the 
price. It's $395. 

So if you 're tired of hearing one 
boldface lie after another, just heed 
this simple truth: Final Draft is a 
great word processor. 

FINAL DRAFT TM 

The word processor 
from CYMA/McGraw-Hill. 
Call 800-292-CYMA. 
Inquiry 98 for End-Users. 
Inquiry 99 for DEALERS ONLY. 

BOLDFACE LIE 




_ '". The commitment is here. The ~ 
talent is here. The experience ~, 

is here. And if the past is prologue. then --=:::::: 
i:her Hayes technological breakthroughs are close at hand. For years now 

we have been assembling the Hayes engineering and technical support team 
to lead a telecommunications revolution from either Atlanta or San Francisco. 

Not simply to compete, but to set the standard for others to follow. To that end, 
we have designeo an engineerin_g environment superior to any in the industry, 
and we have recruited some of the engineering world's best young talent an 

-.....-..... teamed them with seasoned professionals. The chemistry is right r 
se among you who have searched for just such an opport"l,,._..., 

If you're ready to make a career commi nt. 
take a good, hard look at 

.• ..· · There's a fu-.. .·' 
• v • 

~:··::· ~ "' .·. ~-::~ .... 
~- r ~~. 

• VSLI/DSP DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS 
• HARDWARE/SOFTWARE OESIGN ENGINEEES: . 

• SOFTWARE PROGRAMMERS AND ANALYSTS ·.• 


•MANUFACTURING/TEST ENGINEERS 
• PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS : · l 

• QUALITY/RELIABILITY ENGINEERS·,·~ . 

Interested. qualified candidates should forward a confidential 
resume to: HAYES MICROCOMPUTER PRODUCTS, INC., Innovati~e productsDept. 92-232. PO Box 105203. Atlanta, GA 30328. An Equal 
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B·Y·T·E J-A·P·A·N 

A History
of Japan's Microcomputers 

TLCS-12 


µCOM-4, -8, & -16 

NEC 700 

TK-80 


MZ-80 


PC-8001 


And a new idea: 
A software 

vending machine 

BY WILLIAM M. RAIKE 

William M. Raike. wfio has a Pfi.D. 
in applied mathematics from North

western University. has taught opera
tions research and computer science 

in Austin . Texas. and Monterey. 
California. He holds a patent on a 

voice scrambler and was formerly an 
officer of Cryptext Corporation in 

the United States. In 1980. fie 
went to Japan looking for 64K-bit 

RAMs. He has been there ever since 
as a technical translator and a soft
ware developer. He can be contacted 

c!o BYTE. POB 372. Hancock . 
NH 03449. 

W hen Gregg Williams. a senior 
technical editor at BYTE. men

. tioned that the September 
BYTE was going to be the 10th anniversary 
issue and suggested that I devote this col
umn to the history of microcomputers in 
Japan. my first reaction was "Great idea!" 
My next thought was "Where on earth can 
I find any information about that?" Luckily, 
thanks to Asao lshizuka at BYTE's Japanese
language sister publication. Nikkei BYTE. I 
located a gold mine of computer-related 
reference material. It's a small. out-of-the
way library in Tokyo's Gotanda district that's 
operated as a public service by the Fujitsu 
people. Besides having all kinds of technical 
books and catalogs. the periodical files 
yielded just what I was looking for. 

You can trace the ancestry of most of 
today's personal computers back to Intel's 
original 4-bit microprocessor. the 4004 . 
which first appeared in November 1971 . In
tel 's 8-bit 8008 microprocessor appeared 
the next year. followed by the landmark 
8080 in 197 3. In 197 5. Zilog introduced the 
Z80. still in use today. 

It didn't take the Japanese long to develop 
their own microprocessors. Toshiba 
developed Japan's first microprocessor chip. 
theTLCS-12. Announced in May 1973. only 
a year and a half after the Intel 4004 ap
peared in the U.S.. the TLCS-12 was a 12-bit 
microprocessor that was intended primari
ly for industrial control applications. OEM 
(original equipment manufacturer) samples 
of the TLCS-12. including a circuit board in 
kit form. cost well over a thousand dollars. 
NEC announced its µCOM-4 in September 
1973. followed in late 1974 by the 8-bit 
µCOM-8 and the 16-bit µCOM-16 . If you 
really want to be picky. though. you can call 
1972 the year of the first Japanese micro
processor; in the spring of 1972 NEC 
started shipping its NEC 700 series to 
Japanese manufacturers. Although the 700 
series consisted of a set of two special
purpose LSI (large-scale integration) chips 
instead of a one-chip microprocessor. the 

two chips together were functionally equiv
alent to the Intel 4004. 

Although other Japanese manufacturers 
introduced microprocessors of their own in 
the mid-1970s. NEC has consistently led the 
way in Japanese microcomputer technology. 
It started an intensive VLSI (very-large-scale 
integration) research program in 197 5. In 
1976. responding to the MITS Altair kit that 
appeared in the U.S. the previous year. NEC 
introduced a microcomputer kit for 
Japanese hobbyists. the TK-80. 

In the late 1970s. as interest in microcom
puters continued to grow everywhere. 
hobbyist-oriented microcomputer shows 
began to appear. In 1977 in Tokyo. 36 com
panies participated in what was apparent
ly Japan's first microcomputer show. Al
though the featured products were mostly 
kits. chips. memories. interface boards. and 
the like. 3 5 .000 people attended the show. 
During the same period. office computers 
began to appear at business shows. along 
with peripheral equipment like printers that 
could print Japanese characters. 

Meanwhile. personal computers like the 
ea rly TRS-80s. Apples. and PETs were be
ing introduced in the U.S.-and marketed in 
Japan soon afterward. Predictably. after a 
lag of a year or two. the first Japanese per
sonal computers appeared. In 1979 Sharp 
introduced the first machine in its MZ-80 
series. Based on the Z80 processor. it was 
a single unit containing a keyboard. display. 
and cassette tape drive. and it came sup
plied with a version of BASIC. An external 
dual-floppy-disk-drive unit was available. but 
it cost about $1200 extra. The same year. 
NEC introduced its PC-8001. the computer 
that was to begin its dominance of the 
Japanese personal computer market. 
Despite competition from its own newer 
models. NEC has continued to modernize 
the design of the PC-8001 and recently in
troduced the PC-8001 Mk II SR . which is 
software-compatible with the original 
machine. The original PC-8001. like its newer 

(continued) 
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cousin. has a separate display Most 
people use cassette tapes for exter
nal storage. but you can buy external 
disk drives. It can even run the CP/M 
operating system. 

Both the Sharp and NEC machines 
came with versions of BASIC. like 
Hitachi's ill-fated (and glacially slow) 
BASIC Master series. They were sold 

mostly to technically oriented hobby
ists. although games soon began to 
proliferate. 

The Japanese-language display and 
processing capabilities of these early 
machines ranged from rudimentary to 
nonexistent. Perhaps mostly for that 
reason. the explosive growth in ap
plications software that took place in 

All of these companies rely on BetterBASIC 
to write their software programs. Theyhave 
found that BetterBASIC combines the features 
theyneed from BASIC. Pascal, C and Forth in 
one familiar environment. Some of these fea
tures include the following . 
640K Now you can use the full memory 
of your PC to develop large programs. 
STRUCTURED Create well organized 
programs using procedures and functions 

into the computer's memory rather than 
interpreted at runtime. The optional Runtime 
System generates EXE. files. 
BetterBASIC Runs on IBM PC , IBM 
PC/XT and compatibles. 
CALL 1-800-225-5800 (In Canada: 
416-469-5244) Order BetterBAS!C now. or 
write Summit Software Technology, Inc.'·" , 
PO. Box 99, Babson Park, Wellesley, MA 02157 
Prices are listed below. 
BetterBASIC: $199 Runtime Svstem: $250 

8087 Math Module: .$99 

Order the BetterBASIC sample disk which 
includes a demo. a tutorial. compatibility 
issues and more. Only $IO. 

that are easily identified and understood and 
completely reusable in fu~ure programs. 
MODULAR Use procedures and functions 
grouped together to form "librarymodules .' · 
INTERACTIVE BetterBASIC acts like an 
interpreter, responding to the users' commands 
in an immediate mode. However. each ~~~t;~1rd . l'ISA. PO Checks . oloney Order. C. O.ll. 

statement is actuallycompiled as it is entered. BenerBASIC is a registeredtrademark of Summit 
EXTENSIBLE Create your own Software Tec hn oloh' '· Inc. 
BetterBASIC modu les which contain !UM PC and lll,11 l'C/XTare regi stered trademarks 
BetterBASIC extensions ~ · of ln1ern a1ional Business _Machmes Co rp.TandvIS a reg1s-
(ideal for OEMs). 'M 1md trademark of Tandy Corp. 
COMPILED Each line B IC lllus1ra1edaboveareregis1ered 

. trademarks of !hefo ll owing com-
of the program 1s panies Mobil Oil Corp .: AT & T: 
compiled as it is entered General F.l ec1ric Co.: Wes ting

house l'leclric Corp .. rnw.Inc. 

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR THE TANDY 2000 , 1200 AND !000 

the U.S. in the early 1980s didn't hap
pen in Japan. Hobbyist-oriented hard
ware has continued to dominate the 
Japanese personal computer scene. In 
the last two or three years the avail
abi lity of fast. powerful. cheap hard
ware with extensive Japanese-lan
guage capability has begun to change 
that. and competition is now mush
rooming in Japanese-language appli
cations software. Some of it is home
grown and some. like dBASE II. Multi
plan . SuperCalc. and others. is . im
ported under license with Japanese
language features added. 

I think that the most important 
aspect of Japanese microcomputer 
history is what didn't happen here in 
the early 1980s. As regular readers of 
BYTE Japan know. the powerful in
fluence of the IBM Personal Computer 
(PC) and compatibles on the U.S. per
sonal computer market has been ab
sent in Japan. Although NEC is the 
leader in Japanese personal com
puters. largely as a result of the 
PC-9801 series. its leadership is not 
undisputed. and competitors choose 
to compete technologically rather 
than to imitate li ke the IBM PC 
clones- apologies to Apple and the 
Mac. There are two sides to this coin: 
The lack of hardware standardization 
makes it tougher for software vendors 
to develop third-party application
software packages (although com
puter manufacturers sometimes offer 
inducements to cooperating vendors). 
but. at the same time. consumers get 
the chance to buy much more power
ful and up-to-date hardware at very 
low prices. When I visit the U.S.. peo
ple are impressed when they hear. for 
example. that Japanese users can buy 
computers (such as the latest NEC or 
Fujitsu machines) that run two to four 
times faster than the IBM PC. These 
computers are based on the 8086-2 
or 80186 microprocessors. have a 
half-megabyte of RAM (random
access read/write memory) and a cou
ple of I-megabyte floppy-disk drives. 
run MS-DOS or CP/M-86. support the 
full Japanese language. have impres
sive color graphics capabilities. and 
are available for about $1300. A built

(co11ti11u ~di 
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Tools That Make YourJob Easier 

For PCDOSI MSDOS (2.0 and above/ 12BK) •IBM PC/ Compatibles, PC]r., Tandy 1000/ 1200/ 2000, & others 


For CPMBO 2.2/ 3.0 (ZBO required/64K) • 8" SSSD, KaJPrO 2/ 4, Osborne I SD/ DD, Apple II, & others 


MIX EDITOR 

Programmable, Full/ Split 

Screen Text Processor 


Introductory 2995 
Offer 

Great For All Languages 
A general purpose text 
processor, the MIX Editor is 
packed with features that make 
it useful with any language. It 
has auto indent for structured 
languages like Pascal or C. It has 
automatic line numbering for 
BASIC (255 character lines). It 
even has fill and justify for 
English. 

Split Screen 
You can split the screen 
horizontally or vertically and 
edit two files simultaneously. 

Custom Key Layouts 
Commands are mapped to keys 
just like WordStar. Ifyou don't 
like the WordStar layout, it's 
easy to change it. Any key can be 
mapped to any command. You 
can also define a key to generate 
a string of characters, great for 
entering keywords. 

Macro Commands 
The MIX Editor allows a 
sequence of commands to be 
executed with a single 
keystroke. You can define a 
complete editing operation and 
perform it at the touch of a key. 

Custom Setup Files 
Custom keyboard layouts and 
macro commands can be saved 
in setup files. You can create a 
different setup file for each 
language you use. 

MSDOS Features 
Execute any DOS command or 
run another program from 
inside the editor. You can even 
enter DOS and then return to 
the editor by typing exit. 

MIX C COMPILER 

Full K&R Standard C Language 


Unix Compatible Function Library 


Introductory 3 9 95
Offer 

Complete & Standard 
MIX C is a complete and 
standard implementation of C 
as defined by Kernighan and 
Ritchie. Coupled with a Unix 
compatible function library, it 
greatly enhances your ability to 
write portable programs. 

The Best C Manual 
MIX C is complemented by a 
400 page manual that includes 
a tutorial. It explains all the 
various features of the C 
language. You may find it more 
helpful than many of the books 
written about C. 

Fast Development 
MIX C includes a fast single 
pass compiler and an equally 
fast linker. Both are executed 
with a simple one line 
command. Together they make 
program development a quick 
and easy process. 

Fast Execution 
The programs developed with 
MIX C are fast. For example, 
the often quoted prime 
number benchmark executes 
in a very respectable 1 7 
seconds on a standard IBM PC. 

Standard Functions 
In addition to the functions 
described by K&R, MIX C 
includes the more exotic 
functions like setjmp and 
longjmp. Source code is also 
included. 

Special Functions 
MIX C provides access to your 
machine's specific features 
through BOOS and BIOS 
functions. The CHAIN function 
lets you chain from one 
program to another. The 
MSDOS version even has one 
function that executes any DOS 
command string while another 
executes programs and returns. 

Language Features 
• 	 Data Types: char, short, int, 

unsigned, long, float, double 
( MSDOS version performs 

BCD arithmetic on float and 
double-no roundoff errors) 

• 	 Data Classes: auto, static, 
extern, register 

• 	 Struct, Union, Bit Fields 
( struct assignment 

supported) 


• 	 Typedef, Initialization 
• 	 All operators and macro 

commands are supported 

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
Orders Only: Call Toll Free 1-800-523-9520, (Texas only 1-800-622-4070) 

MIX Editor _ S29.9S +shipping ( SS USA/S lO f oreign) Texas residents add 6% sales tax 

MIX C _ S39.9S + shipping ( SS USA/S25 foreign ) Texas residents add 6% sales tax 

Visa _MasterCard _ Card " ------------ Exp. Date ___ 

COD_ Check_ Money Order_ Disk format---------- 
Computer _________Operating System: . MSDOS _ PCDOS _ CPMSO _ 

Name ________________ 1 WC m6 E. Anpaho 

~~ 	 ~ ~-
Rldwdoon, Tx 75081 

City/Seate/Zip __________ ____ software 
Country Dealer Inquiries Welcome 

C.all (214) 783-6001 
Phone --------------- 

MSOOS is :a tr.1denurk ofMiaosoft PCOOS ls :a lI'ademark of IBM CPM80 is aU':ldenwt of DigiU.: lkst:ttdi \t on.1Sur LS atrademarl: (Jf .\lkrol-'ro B 
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in 10-megabyte hard-disk drive brings 
the price up to about $2400. 

OH. BROTHER
A SOFTWARE VENDING MACHINE 
Brother Industries makes some real
ly neat products. My little EP-44 por
table electronic typewriter/serial 
printer has worked perfectly since the 
day I bought it. and the newest model. 
the WP-600 portable word processor 
I wrote about last month. promises to 
be even better. This month I walked 
into the showroom lobby of Brother's 
headquarters in the Kyobashi district 
of Tokyo. near the Ginza. to get a look 
at Brother's latest brainchild. the 
SV-2000 Software Vending System. 
Brother has no plans to export it. but 
I think it's the most intriguing software 
marketing idea I've seen in a long 
time. 

In Japan. when you want to buy a 
new computer game. you go to a 

Made of molded 

white plastic, the 

SV--2000 Soffware 
Vending System looks 
like a telepftone booth 

without sides. 

computer-software store that has rack 
after rack displaying hundreds of 
cassettes and floppy disks. just like a 
record store. The stores have no way 
to demonstrate most of the games. 
and new games are being published 
constantly. Word of mouth and 
magazine reviews can popularize only 
a few products. so buying new games 

can be an expensive gamble, even 
apart from the risk that the media you 
buy (the tapes or disks) might be 
defective. 

Brother has come up with its 
SV-2000 Software Vending System as 
a new marketing approach. Made of 
molded white plastic. the SV-2000 
looks like a telephone booth that has 
only a front. a back. a ceiling, and a 
floor-no sides. lt reminds me of one 
of those arcade-type race-car driving 
games. except that you sort of slouch/ 
stand against the back of the booth. 
The front of the booth has a display 
screen, a Start button. two cursor but
tons. a Confirm button. a Cancel but
ton. and slots for inserting coins. tape 
cassettes. floppy disks. and credit 
cards, as well as a printer slot. The 
booth works like a terminal : It's con
nected via telephone lines to a main
frame computer located somewhere 
else. The remote system controls the 

Last year the expertstested 

thetop-of-the-line


Toshiba 3-in-One·printer. 

Here's what theysaid. 


''When Toshiba America called to see 
if there were problems testing their printers, 
I responded, 'You bet-I can't get the Pl351 
off Bill Machrones desk long enough to get 
its picture taken!' Its that good.'' 
(Bill Machrone is the 
editor of PC Magazine.) 

PC Magazine 
November 27, 1984 

''It is setting new standards for quality and 
performance in the dot matrix arena'' 

Computers & Electronics Magazine 
November 1984 
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interaction with the user. handles the 
fina ncia l transaction. and downloads 
selected software from its database 
onto the user's own tape or floppy 
disk inserted into the appropriate slot; 
the media (blank tapes or disks) are 
not sold through the SV-2000. 

After pressing the Start button. a 
menu display asks you to specify 

After you pick a game, 

the SV-2000 displays 


a demonstration 

screen to give you 


into the printer slot and then down
loads the game onto your tape or 
disk . Typica ll y. it takes about 3 
minutes to download the software. 

So far. the only SV-2000 booths in 
existence are the ones in the Brother 
headquarters in Tokyo and in Nagoya. 
but since the booth is so compact and 
plugs into an ordinary power out let. 
Brother hopes to arrange with soft
ware manufacturers to install them in 
computer-software shops and in 
videotape and record stores. Brother 
expects the booths to cost some
where between $8000 and $12.000 
each. 

COMING UP 
Next month 1·11 tell you about the 
Tokyo Microcomputer Show. where I 
had a chance to see the NEC 
PC-98XA and PC-9801 U2 . the 286 
XEN IX System V. and a new Hitachi 
drive. • 

which type of computer you own: you 
select a game from the next menu. 
Right now. the system covers only a 
handful of the NEC personal com
puter models. I would have thought 
it worthwhile to provide for the MSX 
computer family. in which there are 
dozens of models. all compatible with 
each other. Presumably. if the system 
is successful. Brother wil l extend it to 
additional types of computers. 

After you pick a game. using the 
cursor buttons to select a title from 
the menu. the SV-2000 displays a 
demonstration screen from the ap

some idea of what 

the game is all about. 

propriate game to give you some idea 
of what the game is all about. If you 
want to buy the game. you press the 
Confirm button and follow the instruc
tions for depositing money or a credit 
card and inserting your blank tape or 
disk into the appropriate slot. The 
SV-2000 prints the appropriate infor
mation onto a blank label you insert 

'' 
'' lma~ewhat theywill say 

a ut its successor. 
The New Toshiba P351 3-in-One printer. They could 

say that inside the sleek new Toshiba P351 you'll find the 
ultimate 3-in-One printer Because it offers a combination of: 

Letter-quality printing. Perfectly translated graphics. 
And speed. (100 cps letter.And draft speed improved to 
288 cps.) 

They could say you'll appreciate the 24-pin dot matrix 
head that gives the P351 its exemplary letter and graphic 
quality 

They could say the new P351gives you an almost 
unlimited number of ways to express yourself.With both 
downloadable software fonts and new plug-in font 
cartridges. 

In Touch with Tomorrow 

TOSHIBA 
TOSHIBA AMERIO\, INC 1n1o1ma11on Sys1ems Division 

And they could say the new P351is not 
only the best looking printer in the $1,000 to $2,000 range. 
But also the most reliable. 

Of course, we're not putting words in their mouths. 
Just the ultimate 3-in-One printer in their hands. And yours. 

For complete information call 1-800-457-7777, 
Operator 32. 
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Your System/Controller should fit you 

like a good suit. 


LET MICROMINT 

CUSTOM FIT YOU 


Whether it 's suits or system controllers, 
you can't buy off the rack when you 
need a custom fit . 

That's why Micromint individualizes 
its system controllers to meet your par
ticular needs and budget. What 's most 
important to you? Software compati 
bility? Speed? Everything on one 
board? Economical computing power? 

#1: " I want software 
compatibility_ " 

Solution: 
THE SB180 
COMPUTER/ CONTROLLER 

The SB 180, on ly 4" by 7Y," , offers a 
ZBO compatib le CPU ru nni ng at 6MHz, 
256K bytes of RAM, up to 32K bytes 
of ROM, two seria l ports, a para llel 
port , ZB0/ 6800 1/0 expansion bus, 
and an industry st andard 765A-com 
patib le disk co ntrol ler for up to four 
disk dr ives - any co mbinat io ns of 
3%", 5%" or 8 " drives. The SB180 is 
based on the Hitachi HD64180 CPU 
a microcoded CMOS ch ip w hich pro '. 
vides high perfo rmance, reduced system 
cos t , and low power operation w hil e 
mai ntaini ng co mplete compati bil i t y 
w it h t he large base of standard CP/ M 
so f tware. 

SB180-1 w/BK ROM moni tor .. $369.00 
SB180-5 w/BK ROM moni tor, 

BIOS source and 
Z-system . . .... . $418.00 

#2 : " I need speed. " 
Solution: 

THE Z8 FORTH 
SYSTEM/ CONTROLLER 

The ZS FO RTH System/Contro ll er is 
on ly 4" by 4Y2 ' and inc lu des a custom 
masked ZB vers ion of th e FORTH 
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language with a fu ll sc reen editor, 
cassette 1/0 driver primitives , EPROM 
programmer pr imitives, and other ut i l· 
ity words. It also contains up to 4K 
bytes of RAM or EP ROM, an RS-232 
seria l port with se lectab le baud rates, 
and two para ll el ports. Additiona l ZS 
periphera l bo ards inc lude memory ex· 
pansion, a smart te rmina l board , se ria l 
and pa ra lle l 1/0, rea l time clock an A / D 
converter, and an EPROM prog ra mmer. 
I t's perfect for data red uction and 
high speed control appl ications. 

BCC21 w/utilities .. . $225.00 

#3: " Let me have an entire 
development system on 
one board. " 

Solution : 
THE BCC52 

SYSTEM/ CONTROLLER 


The BCC52 is a new stand alone sing le 
board microcomputer which is bus 
compatible wit h the Micromint BCC1 1 
/ BCC2 1 ZB System/ Controlle rs and ex· 
pansion boards. The BCC52 features 
t he Intel 8052AH·BAS IC micropro· 
cessor which includes a ROM resident 
BK byte floating po int BAS IC inter· 

For a System Controller suited to 
your needs, give us a call. 

preter with extensions fo r process con · 
trol work. It contains sockets for up to 
48 K bytes of RAM / EPROM , an "inte l· . 
l igent" 2764/ 128 EPROM programmer, 
3 para ll el ports, a seria l t erm ina l port, 
and a seria l prin ter port. 

BCC52 . .. $239.00 

#4: " Give me lots of economical 
computing power." 

Solution: 
THE BCC11 BASIC 

SYSTEM/CONTROLLER 


Th e ZS BAS IC Syste m/Controller is 
nearly identica l to the FORT H 
System /Controller but contains a tiny 
BASIC interp reter, up t o 6K bytes of 
RAM and EPR OM, an RS·232 serial 
port w it h sw itch selectab le baud rate s, 
and two para lle l ports. Add a power 
supply and termina l to start program· 
ming in BAS IC or mach ine language. 
Progra ms can be tra nsferred to 2732 
EPRO MS with t he optiona l EP ROM 
programmer for auto·start app l ications . 
I t can also use any of the expansion 
boards mentioned under t he ZS 
FORTH System /Contro ll er. 

BCC11 .. . $ 149.00 

Add it ional in fo rmat ion on periphera l 
boards and OEM pricing is availabl e. 

Order Toll Free 
1-800-635-3355 

In Connect icut ca l l : 1·87 1·6 170 

~ 

~ 
MICROMINT, INC. 
25 Terrace Drive 
Vernon , CT 06066 
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West Coast Fa ire, 

Mac Stuff, and the Amiga 


Computer Faire 

Ericsson Portable 

AT&T UNIX PC 

Mac RAM Upgrades 

BMUG 

Apple 

Amiga 

TeamMate 

BY BRUCE WEBSTER 

Bruce Webster is a charier member 
of lhe PMS Commandos and a con
sulting editor for BYTE. He can 'be 

conlacled clo BYTE. 42 5 Ballery 
St.. San Francisco. CA 94 I I I . 

T his month's column will include 
some commentary and have less of 
a product-review emphasis Trips out 

of town have kept me away from the com
puters. Also. the pipeline of hardware and 
software dried up for a while. leaving me with 
litt le to talk about. However. Brenda 
Mclaughlin of BYTE's West Coast office has 
worked hard to fill up the pipeline again. and 
I now have enough to keep me busy for some 
time. LDok for lots of products to be covered 
during the next few months. 

WEST COAST COMPUTER FAIRE 
I went up to San Francisco for the Tenth West 
Coast Computer Faire. now run by Prentice
Hall. Jim Warren sold it to that company two 
years ago. The Faire is legendary for the 
number of major firms that got their start 
there. Apple and Digital Research are a few 
of them. A friend of mine delights in telling 
of an experience at one of the first Faires. He 
bought an early copy of CP/M (for $75) from 
a small booth staffed by Gary Kildall. (As far 
as I know. my friend still uses that version of 
CP/M on his IMSAI 8080.) This was my fourth 
Faire in a row. but it was my first as something 
other than an exhibitor. and I was looking for
ward to really enjoying it. 

My impression after a day or so was that 
Warren sold out just in time. The Faire is 
shrinking. It may not be dying. but it is no 
longer the important trade show it was two 
short years ago. Without the giant booths 
from IBM. Apple. and AT&T. the Faire would 
have looked like any other small. local. end
user show. The move to the Moscone Center 
didn't help that impression; a large chunk of 
the main floor was unused. adding to the im
pression of the Faire's shrunken size. 

Several reasons can be given for the Faire·s 
diminishing stature. but they all sound like 
cliches: the rise of COMDEX. the invasion of 
microcomputers at NCC. the proliferation of 
specialized computer shows (like the Mac
World Expo). the maturing of the industry. A 
less-mentioned reason is that many exhibitors 
last year were outraged by high drayage fees 

(the cost to move goods and equipment on 
and off the exhibit floor) and hostile behavior 
from members of the labor force. I know of 
several exhibitors who swore that they would 
not come back this year. and they didn't. The 
result is the same: The Faire-and the 
industry-just aren't as much fun as they used 
to be. at least for those directly involved . 

End users. on the other hand. are still hav
ing a great time. Some terrific bargains were 
to be found at the Faire. I bought I 28K bytes 
(18 64K-bit chips) of RAM (random-access 
read/v : ite memory) for my SixPakPlus board 
for onfy $21; 2 56K-bit chips were selling for 
as little as $5 .50 in quantity one. I drooled 
a long time over a 21-megabyte internal hard 
disk for my Compaq that was selling for just 
$675 (with controller and cable) . Complete 
computer systems were going at low prices. 
One example was a 512K-byte Macintosh with 
an external disk drive and an Imagewriter 
printer for $2 594 . Modems. printers. 
monitors. and graphics cards were sell ing for 
no-margin prices. l"m not sure if the vendors 
made any money. but I saw a lot of happy 
buyers walking out with large boxes and bags. 

Some interesting products were on display 
Ericsson. a Swedish company specializing in 
ergonomic (bo dy-fri endl y) IBM PC
compatibles. showed a portable compatible 
with one 5Y-1 -inch disk drive. 256K bytes of 
RAM. parallel and serial ports. and a plasma 
display for just $299 5. If you 're not aware of 
how expensive plasma displays usually are. 
here's one clue: IBM was showing one that 
hooks up to the IBM PC and that has about 
four times the resolution of the Ericsson (i .e .. 
double the width and double the heightJ. The 
IBM unit cost $3000 by itself. Ericsson is sup
posed to be sending an evaluation unit: if and 
when it shows up. 1·11 let you know just how 
nice it is. 

AT&T-which has generally failed to live up 
to anyone's expectations as to how it would 
do in the computer market-displayed the 
UNIX PC (formerly known as the 7300) This 
is a 68000-based box with windows. lots of 

(continued) 
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You wrote a good PRG. But now 
you're patching in the 23rd "exception," 
your indentation is shot and one li ttle 
ENDIF is missing. 

dFLOW CAN HELP 
Ask dFLOW for a quick error 

check. Call up your PRG's control flow 
diagram, and watch that open IF state
ment stand out. 

You've made the fix. Now have 
dFLOW re-indent your source and print 
a flow diagram. And if that isn't enough, 
dFLOW will cross-reference your 
full system and give you a variable 
concordance. 

SWATS BUGS FAST 
dFLOW is so fast that, from floppy, 

you can read and check a 100 line PRG 
in seven seconds plus 14 keystrokes
DOS to DOS. And it's menu driven, so 
there's no need to read the manual. 
Unless of course, you want to run 
dFLOW in batch. 

dFLOW has a suggested retail price 
of $129, and comes with a six-month, 
money back guarantee. Call for your free 
demo disk. (800) 23d-Flow. In New York , 
(212) 406-7026.Visa, MC, AE, DC. 

WallSoft 

dBASE is a regisu:rcd trademark of Ashton-Tale. 
© 1985, WallSo fL Systems, Inc., 233 Broadway, New York, NY 10279. SYSTEMS, INC. 
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RAM. a hard disk. telecommunications 
hardware. and the UNIX operating 
system. The windows are an attempt to 
make UNIX palatable: however. without 
sufficient third-party software (ever 
UNIX's bane). there still won't be much 
demand for the machine. Again. an 
evaluation unit is supposed to arrive in 
a few months: 1·11 let you know more 
when I get it. 

A number of interesting Macintosh 
products were there. Everyone and her 
sister seems to be offering RAM 
upgrades for the Macintosh. mostly 
because Apple still insists on charging 
the ridiculous amount of $700 for its 
SI 2K-byte upgrade. Competition is 
heavy; most firms are charging about 
$300. which is still high. given recent 
drops in 2S6K-bit chip prices. The cur
rent winner for biggest upgrade is 
Levco. which offers a 2-megabyte up
grade for less than $1000; the actual 
cost is dependent upon current chip 
prices. A friend of mine sat down at 
one of the 2-megabyte Macs. set up a 
1.4-megabyte RAM disk (with the As
similation Process software). and still 
had a full S12 K-byte workspace left 
over. Not too shabby. (However. some 
dark clouds are on the horizon for Mac 
owners using third-party or do-it-your
self upgrades: see the "Mac RAM Up
grade Alert" section below.) 

A variation on the Mac RAM disk is 
available from Western Automation 
Laboratories. This company is produc
ing the external DASCH (disk accelera
tion/storage control hardware) RAM 
disk. something the Mac could have 
used a year ago. Several sizes are avail
able. ranging from SOOK bytes to 2 
megabytes: ironically. the low-end 
(SOOK-byte) $SOO drive is probably your 
best value. since you could buy a 
JO-megabyte hard disk for less than the 
price of the high-end RAM disk ($2000 
for 2 megabytes). 

A large number of users groups had 
booths. another indication that the 
Faire had a hard time selling its floor 
space to dealers and manufacturers. I 
gladly joined the Berkeley Macintosh 
Users Group (SMUG) (1422A Walnut 
St.. Suite 153. Berkeley. CA 94709. (415) 
849-9114); for $17 . I got a 120-page 
"newsletter" (printed on a LaserWriter) 

and a disk of public-domain software. 
Another users group-Atari-had prob
ably the most crowded booth at the 
Faire. They had two Atari S20S15 (the 
Jackintosh) up and running for hands
on demonstrations. one running GEM 
(Digital Research's Mac-like environ
ment) and the other running FORTH. 
more evidence that the machine is for 
real. 

This. of course. is the spot where I 
should stop and pontificate about the 
future of the West Coast Computer 
Faire. However. most of you can guess 
{and "guess" is the right word) just as 
well as I can where things are going. 
and with just as much validity. so I'll 
skip the dramatics and move on to the 
next topic. 

MAC RAM UPGRADE ALERT 
It is now late April. and I just found out 
that this column won't see print until 
September. I wish it were otherwise. 

courier 2400 

lli1ilobotics 
Inquiry 37 1 

because I've recently come across 
some very disturbing news. A very 
reliable source has told me that a major 
ROM (read-only memory) upgrade for 
the Macintosh will happen this fall. 
about the time you read this. The new 
ROM will be I 28K bytes (the current 
one is 64K bytes) and will incorporate 
fixes and changes to the operating 
system and Toolbox. support double
sided disks. and so on. This has been 
confirmed from other sources and is 
hardly disturbing news. However. this 
same source told me that Apple was 
instructing all its dealers not to perform 
the ROM upgrade on any Mac that has 
been upgraded or modified in any way 
other than the official Apple S 12 K-byte 
upgrade (board swap). In other words. 
if you were not willing to pay the $700 
Apple wanted. but instead have done 
it yourself or gone to a third party. you 
are out of luck. 

(contint1ed) 

8100 McCormick Blvd., Skokie. IL 60076 
Phone: (312) 733-0497 
Outside Illinois: 1-800-Dial-USR 
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MICROWAY'S 8087 RUNS 1-2-3™! 

MicroWay is the world's leading retail
er of 8087s and high performance PC 
upgrades. We stock a complete selec
tion of 8087s that run at 5 and 8mhz. All 
of our coprocessors are shipped with a 
diagnostic disk and the best warranty 
in the business - one year! We also 
offer daughterboards for socketless 
computers such as the NEC PC and 
PCjr, and a board which increases the 
clock speed of the 80287 from 4 to 6 
mhz. Our NUMBER SMASHER'" in
cludes 512K ram. It will run the IBM PC 
at clock speeds up to 1Omhz and 
achieves a throughput of .1 megaflops 

with 87BASIC/INLINE, Intel Fortran, or 
Microsoft Fortran. Software reviewers 
consistently cite MicroWay software 
as the best in the industry! Our cus
tomers frequently write to thank us for 
recommending the correct software 
and hardware to meet their specific 
needs. They also thank us for our same 
day shipping! In addition to our own 
products which support the 8087 and 
80287, we stock the largest supply of 
specialized software available any
where. For information call us at 

617-746-7341 

Micro

Way® 

'FASTBREAK™ 
MicroWay's software turns on your 
8087 during 1-2-3N execution. Recal
culations run up to 36 times faster. 
When used with the NUMBER 
SMASHER'" it can provide a total in
crease in 1·2-3N execution speed of up 
to 79 to 1. FASTBREAK provides you 
with the unique capability for running 
other programs on top of 1-2-3. These 
programs can be written in BASIC, 
PASCAL, Fortran or C and can access 
the current values in· your 1-2-3 work
sheet . ............ ...... . .. ... $149. 

8087Support 

For the IBM PC, PC XT, PC AT and Compatibles. 

NUMBER SMASHER'" The World's Fast
est Accelerator Card fort he IBM PC,XT, and Com
patibles! Includes an 8086 and 8087 pair tested 
to 1 Omhz, and 512K bytes of high speed ram. 
Compatible with all software, operating systems 
and hardware! Your program speed is increased 
by a factor of 2.5 to 4.0. Floating point programs 
run up to 2.8 times faster on the PC than on an 
80287 equipped PC AT . .. ... .. . .... .... $1590 

MATRIXPAK'" manages a MEGABYTE! 
Written in assembly language, our runtime pac
kage accurately manipulates large matrices at 
very fast speeds. Includes matrix inversion and 
the solution of simultaneous linear equations. 
Callable from MS Fortran 3.3, 87MACRO, and 
87BASIC/INLINE ................... each $150 

87FFT'" Written in assembly language, per
forms Forward and Inverse FFTs on real and com
plex arrays which occupy up to 512K bytes of 
RAM. Also does convolutions, auto correlations, 
hamming, complex vector multiplication, and com
plex to radial conversions. Callable from MS For
tran, 87MACRO, C, TURBO PASCAL or 
87BASIC/ INLINE ... .... ..... ... . . ... .. .. . $200 

87FFT·2'" performs two-dimensional FFTs. 
Ideal for image processing. Requires 87FFT $100 

GRAPHICS PACKAGES 
Grafmatic for MS Fortran or Pascal . .. .... $125 
Plotmatic for Grafmatic: ................... $125 
MultiHalo (one language) ................. $189 

DFixer'" - Eliminates the AT hard disk pro
blem! A disk which thoroughly checks PC or AT 
hard disks for bad sectors and updates the MS 
DOS file allocation table accordingly . .. .. . $149 

87DEBUG'" - a professional debugger with 
8087 support, a sophisticated screen-oriented 
macro command processor, and trace features 
which include the ability to skip tracing through 
branches to calls and software and hardware 
interrupts. Breakpoints can be set in code or on 
guarded addresses in RAM . . ... . .. . .. .. .. $150 

87BASIC/INLINENconverts the output of 
the IBM Basic Compiler into optimized 8087 
inline code which executes up to seven times fas
ter than 87BASIC. Supports separately compiled 
inline subroutines which are located in their own 
segments and can contain up to 64K bytes of 
code. This allows programs greater than 128K! 
Requires the IBM Basic Compiler and Macro 
Assembler. Includes 87BASIC ... ... ... . .. $200 
87BASIC'" includes patches to the IBM Basic 
Compiler and both runtime libraries for USER 
TRANSPARENT 8087 support Provides super 
fast performance for all numeric operations in
cluding trigonometries, transcendentals, addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, and division .... $150 

87MACRO'" - our complete 8087 software 
development package. It contains an object 
library of numeric functions including transcen
dentals, trigonometries, hyperbolics, encoding, 
decoding and conversions which take full advan
tage of the 8087's capabilities. 87MACRO will 
save you man years in development time!. For the 
IBM or MS Macro Assembler, Version 1.0, 2.0, or 
3.0 . .. . ................... ... . ............. $150 


OBJ-ASM'" - a multipass object module 
translator and disassembler. Produces assembly 
language listings which include public symbols, 
external symbols, and labels commented with 
cross references. Ideal for understanding and 
patching object modules and libraries for which 
source is not available ..... ............... $200 

RTOS - REAL TIME OPERATING SYSTEM 
RTOS is a mulfruser, multi-tasking real time oper
ating system. It includes a configured version of 
Intel's iRMX-86, LINK-86, LOC-86, LIB-86, OH-86, 
and MicroWay's 87DEBUG. Runs on the IBM-PC, 
XT, PC-AT and COMPAQ ............ . .. ... $400 

INTEL COMPILERS 1 


FORTRAN-86 . .. .... . .... . ....... _........ $750 

PASCAL-86 . . .. . . .. . . ......... . ... .. ..... $750 

PUM-86 ........... . .. .......... . .. . .... .. $500 

ASM-86................ . .. . . .. .......... . . $200 

:~~~~~~m~t~I c~:MX-86 All Intel compiler names and 

8087 5mhz.............. .... $109 

Including DIAGNOSTICS and one-year warranty 
For IBM PC and compatibles. 

8087-3 5mhz.............. $175 

For the Tandy 1200. 

8087-2 8mhz .... .. ... .. ... $175 

For Wang, AT&T, DeskPro, NEC, Leading Edge. 

80287·3 5mhz ... ........ $199 

For the IBM PC AT and Compaq DeskPro 286. 

287Turbo™ 6 mhz.. .. .$375 
64K RAM Set ................... $7 

256K RAM Set.. ............. $49 

256K CMOS RAM Set ... $49 
128K RAM set PCAT .... s1so 
AST AdvantageN ...... ... ... ........ $439 

JRAM·2N (~K)......... ...... ......... $169 

JRAMN AT (~K) ........ .. .. .. ... ..... $229 

MAYNSTREAMN 60 meg .. . ....... $1695 


FORTRAN, C and BASIC 
Microsoft Fortran Version 3.3 . . ... . . .. .. .. $229 
IBM Professional Fortran .... . ..... ..... .... 545 
Ryan-McFarland Fortran .. ............... . . 399 
FORLIB+ or STRINGS and THINGS .... ..... 65 
Lattice C .. . ................... ... .......... 299 

Microsoft C Version 3.0 . .. . ................. 299 

C86 . ..... ... . .. . ...... .. . .. . . . ....... . ..... 279 

FLOATS? .. . . .. . .. . .. .. ...... . ....... . ... .. 150 

IBM Basic Compiler Version 2.0 . . . . . . . . CALL 

87BASIC/ INLINE. ..... ..... ................ 200 

Summit BetterBASIC'" ...................... 175 

Summit 8087 Module .. ....... . .. ... . .. .. . . . 87 

True Basic. . .. . . .. . . . . ... . .. . . . . . . ... ... .. .. 105 

MACRO ASSEMBLERS 
I BM Assembler with Librarian V. 2.0 .. ...... 155 
Microsoft Assembler Version 3.0 . . .... .. ... 125 
PASCAL and APL 
Microsoft Pascal Version 3.3 . ............. . 199 
Borland Turbo with 8087 Support . .. .. • .. ... . 85 
STSC APL* PLUS/ PC............... . . ... .. 450 

Pocket APL .. . . . . ..................... 85 
COSMOS Revelation ....... . ............... 750 
SPSS/ PC ...... . ....................... .... 595 
FASTBREAK and NUMBER SMASHER are trademar1<s al 
MicroWay, Inc Lotus and 1 ·2·3 are trademarks of Lotus Devel
opment Corp. 
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I would like to dismiss this informa
tion as another crazy rumor. but I can't. 
First. my original source is someone 
who should know and claims to get this 
straight from Apple. Second. I have 
since heard the same news from two 
or three independent sources. Third. it 
fits in too well with other events at 
Apple. such as Steve Jobs forcing Frog 
Designs (the firm that did the lie design) 
to stop all work on Steve \M:)zniak's new 
product. even though that product 
does not appear to be in any way com
petitive with Apple. 

Apple shot itself in the foot last fall 
with the overpriced 512 K-byte upgrade 
and has let the wound fester by keep
ing the price too high. This policy 
punished those who did the most to 
help the Mac succeed: Those who 
bought the Mac in its first few months. 
paying too much money for a machine 
with too little memory and almost no 
software. If Apple carries through on 
this latest plan. it will be hurting those 
same people again. What an irony! 
Apple (especially Steve Jobs) takes 
pains to paint itself as the "people's 
alternative" to IBM; yet IBM has shown 
more consideration for PCjr owners 
than Apple has for Mac owners. 

All these problems and incidents 
make it appear as though Apple is in 
danger of self-destructing. I truly don't 
want that to happen; I prefer more 
competition in the field. not Jess. 
Besides that. I have a sentimental at
tachment to the company. The first 
computer I ever owned (though just for 
a few months) was an Apple II : the sec
ond was a Macintosh: and I bought a 
Ile late last year. So it saddens me to 
see the direction the company is go
ing. Apple may have shot itself in the 
foot last year. but it now appears deter
mined to shoot itself in the head. 

AMIGA 
Among its other faults. Apple has been 
shamelessly neglecting the Apple II 
family. and specifically the Apple lie. 
When the Ile came out a year ago. 
Apple cut the price of the Ile and 
slowed production. figuring the 
machine would die of its own accord. 
Instead. Ile sales jumped dramatically. 
easily outselling the Ile. People would 

see the lie ads. come into the computer 
store. and walk out with a Ile. Why? 
Because the lie had slots. while the Ile 
(like the Mac) was a closed machine. 
The lie is a chameleon : With the right 
set of boards. you can make it look like 
and do just about anything. Case in 
point: The nicest development system 
I've ever used. including mainframes 
and minis. was an Apple lie with 128K 
bytes of RAM. an Accelerator lie card 
(3.5-megahertz 65C02). and two Axion 
3 20K-byte RAM disks (configured as 
four I 60K-byte floppy disks). Apple's 
response to the increased lie sales was 
to cut back on production and raise its 
price (while discounting the Ile). Even 
so. it wasn't until late 1984 that the lie 
finally started outselling the Ile. 

What does this have to do with the 
Amiga? Well. several machines are 
competing in the low-end market: the 
Atari 520ST. the Apple Ile. the Mac (to 
a lesser extent). and the Amiga. Guess 

how many of these are easily expand
able? Just one: the Amiga. Guess which 
machine will probably end up being 
the Apple II of the late eighties? I don't 
th ink the Ile will. nor the Mac. and the 
ST is a tightly closed. nonexpandable 
box. My vote is for the Amiga. From 
what I can see. the Amiga's graphics. 
sound. 68000 processor. memory map 
(allowing up to 8 megabytes of RAM). 
and expansion bus give it the poten
tial of a long and successful life. There's 
always the chance that Apple will. in
deed. come out with a souped-up 
Apple II next year. but even with the 
Western Design Center chips (65816. 
etc.) and the nifty 3V2-inch Duodisk (1.6 
megabytes of storage). it will probably 
be too little. too late. 

UPDATES 
I talked last month about leamMate. 
the repackaged version of Jack2- a 

(co~tim1edJ 
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YOU'LL FIND 
ALOT MORE THAN PROMISES 
BEHIND THE TDK NO-RISK'"DISK. 

Think for a moment about all the floppy disk advertising 
that's trying to program your buying habits. You hear 
one promise after another. Well , at TDK, we also make a lot of 
promises. But we back them with far more than transparent 
conversation . · 

Take for instance our proud position as the world 's largest manufacturer 
of magnetic media. Over the past fifty years , our technological superiority 
and innovativeness have spawned what is today's state-of-the-art audio and 
video recording tape. 

And , as you can imagine, everything we 've learned over the years 
about oxide formulations, film bases . .. etc., has been invaluable in helping 
us perfect our disk technology. In fact , all our disks are made with such a 
wealth of expertise that they meet or exceed the most rig id industry 
standards. 

Whether you choose our 8-inch, 5.25-inch 
High Density, 5.25-inch standard or 3 .5-inch floppy 
disks, you 'll be assured of absolutely flawless 
performance no matter how often they're used. We 
also offer a lifetime replacement warranty-an 
added assurance you 'll probably never need. 

So, if you're looking for a disk that offers the 
utmost in reliability, make yourself a promise. Don 't 
risk your valuable information with anyth ing less 
than the TDK No-Risk Disk. 

OTDK. 

THE NO-RISK'"
DISK.&TOI<® 
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DISCUSSED 


AMIGA . . . . . . . . .. .... $1295 
Commodore/Amiga 
983 University Ave. 
Los Gatos. CA 95030 
(408) 395-6616 

ATARI 5 20ST ... . . .. .. . .. ... $ 799 
Atari Inc. 
1265 Borregas Ave. 
POB 3427 
Sunnyvale. CA 94088 
(408) 748-2000 

AT&T UNIX PC 
IQ-megabyte hard disk ..... $5590 
20-megabyte hard disk .. . .. $6590 

American Tulephone and Tulegraph 
1 Speedwell Ave. 
Morristown. NJ 07960 
(201) 898-2000 

DASCH MAC RAM DISK 
500K bytes ........... .. .. $495 
I megabyte ....... . . . .... $975 
2 megabytes . ... ..... ... . $1785 

Western Automation Laboratories 
POB 3438 
Boulder. CO 80307 
(303) 449-6400 

ERICSSON ERGO-SCREEN 
PORTABLE .... .. ......... $2995 

Ericsson 
Greenwich Office Park 1 
Greenwich. CT 06836 
(800) 367-3746 

MONSTER MAC UPGRADE 
without RAM ........... $499.95 
with 1 megabyte .... . ... $624.95 
with 1.5 megabytes ...... $749.95 
with 2 megabytes ....... $874.95 

. installation 'charge . . . . ... $100 
Levco Enterprises 
6160 Lusk Blvd .. #C-203 
San Diego. CA 92121 
(619) 457-2011 

ltAMMATE .. ......... . ... $69.95 
SofTech Microsystems 
16875 West Bernardo Dr. 
San Diego. CA 9212 7 
(617) 451-1230 

$500 product-released by SofTech 
Microsystems at $69.95 for the IBM PC. 
Since then. I've had a chance to play 
with it. It has an easy-to-use. easy-to
grasp user interface and appears to be 
a truly integrated package. i.e.. not just 
a few programs strung together by 
data-transfer modules. Unfortunately. 
I've never used Framework. Symphony. 
Jazz. Ovation (sorry. bad joke). or even 
(gasp!) Lotus I-2-3. so I don't have 
much basis for comparison. On the 
other hand. at this low of a price you 
can hardly lose. I think it would be great 
for small businesses (or small depart
ments in large businesses) that need a 
package to do invoices. financial 
reports. letters. and the like. All in all. 
it looks like a real bargain. 

IN THE QUEUE 

As I said at the start. I've been receiv

ing a steady stream of hardware and 

software from the San Francisco office. 


A number of C compilers. for both the 
Mac and the IBM PC. have shown up. 
and my education in C is lurching for
ward. The GEM Programmer's Toolkit 
has come from Digital Research; maybe 
now my attendance at the GEM semi
nar will pay off. Sunol Systems has sent 
a disk-server network. with interfaces 
for the Compaq. Apple Ii. and Macin
tosh. but I haven't got it up and run
ning yet. TWo new languages for the 
Mac have arrived: ExperLisp. a compil
ing LISP from Expeflelligence. and 
Rascal (real-time Pascal). an l/0-oriented 
language developed at Reed College. 
Severa l information-management 
packages for the Mac are showing up 
as well. including Filevision and 
TimeBase. And Brenda just ·informed 
me yesterday that more boxes are on 
the way. Getting through all this may kill 
me. but. hey. I knew the job was 
dangerous when 1 took it. Take care. 
and I'll see you on the bit stream. • 

8100 McCormick Blvd., Skokie, IL 60076 
Phone: (312) 733-0497 
Outside Illinois: 1-800-Dial-USR 
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You would think when IBM needs 
EPROM Programmers they would choose 
the best and the most expensive. 

They don't. They only choose the best. 
GTEK. 


MODEL 7956 (w/RS-232 option) .... . $1099 
MODEL 7956 (stand alone) . ...... ... $ 979 

GTEK's outstanding Gang Programmer with 
intelligent algorithm can copy 8 EPROMS at a 
time! Use the 7956 in a production environ
ment when you need to program a large num
ber of chips. Programs all popular chips through 
the 27512 EPROMS; supports CMOS EPROMS 
through the 27C256; supports EEPROMS 
through the X2864A; supports Intel's 2764A & 
27128A chips. The 7956 will also program 
single chip processors. 

MODEL 7324 ... . .. . ........ . ...... $1499 

The 7324 has a built-in compiler. It programs 

all MMI , National and Tl 20 & 24 pin PALS. It 
has non-volatile memory and operates stand
alone or via RS-232. 
MODEL 7322 . . . .. ..... .. . ........ ... ...... . . . .. .. ..... . .. ... .. . ... . . .. ...... . $1249 

Same as Model 7324 but operates only via RS-232 . 
MODEL 7316 . .. .. .. ..... ...... ... .. . .. . .... .. ... . .. .. .. . ............. .... . . . $ 749 

This PAL PROGRAMMER programs Series 20 PALs. It has a built-in PALASM compiler. 
MODEL 7283 . .... .. . . .. . .. . ............ . . ... ..................... . ...... . . .. $1199 

This Bl-POLAR PROM PROGRAMMER programs all popular Bl-POLAR PROMS. It operates 
stand-alone (for production) or RS-232 (for development). 
MODEL 705 ....... . ..... . ... . .. . ...... . ....... . . . ... .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .... .. . .. .. $ 299 

68705V3, R3, P3 PROGRAMMER. 
EPROM; PROM & PAL 

PROGRAMMERS 
- These features are standard from GTEK 

Compatible with .all RS-232 serial interface ports • Auto select baud rate • With or without 
hand-shaking • Bidirectional Xon/ Xoff • CTS/ DTR supported • Read pin compatible ROMS• No 
personality modules• Intel, Motorola, MCS86 Hex formats• Split facility for 16 bit data paths• 
Read program, formatted list commands • Interrupt driven-program and verify real time while 
sending data• Program single byte block or whole EPROM • Intelligent diagnostics discern bad 
and/or unerased EPROM • Verify erasure and compare commands • Busy light • Complete with 
Textool zero insertion force socket and integral 120 VAC power (240 VAC/ 50Hz available)• 

UTILITY PACKAGES 
GTEK's PGX Utility Packages will allow you to specify a range of addresses to send to the 

programmer, verify erasure and / or set the EPROM type. The PGX Utility Package includes 
GHEX, a utility used to generate an Intel HEX file . 

PALX Utility Package-for use with GTE K's Pal Programmers-allows transfer of PALASM • 
squrce file or ASCII HEX object code file . 

Both utility packages are available for CPM:" MS-DOS ." PC-DOS ," ISIS ' and TRSDOS " 
operating systems. Call for pricing . 

CROSS ASSEMBLERS 
These assemblers are available to handle the 8748, 8751, ZS, 6502, 68X and other microprocessors. 

They are available for CPM and MS-DOS computers. When ordering , please specify processor 
and computer types. 

ACCESSORIES 
Model 7128-L 1,L2, L2A Erasers ..... . . . . DE4 $80; PE14T $129 


(OEM Quantity) $259. C25 $349; C50 $599 

Model 7128-24 .............. $329. U/V Eraser DE-4 ................. . .. $ 80. 

Cross Assemblers CPM-80 . . .... $200. RS-232 Cables ... . .............. $ 30. 


MSDOS; CPM 86 .. . $250. 8751 Adapter .. $174. 

8755 Adapter ... $135 . 


PGX Utilities ...... . ........ Call for pricing 48 Family Adapter .................. $ 98. 


"All you CPM people 
who wanted to move 

to IBM, but couldn't. .. 
now you can - and 

bring your CPM 
software with you!" 

From GTEK, the 
leader in develj I 
opment hardware 
and software, 
comes the 
CPM user's 
dream. 

The ma
jority of ad
vances being 
made ih the 
computer 
ind ustry today are being 
made for PC-DOS and MS-DOS machines. 

If you are a CPM user who wanted to 
convert to these operating systems but didn't 
because you had to abandon or rewrite your 
CPM programs, now you can make your 
move without losing or rewriting a single 
program! 

The dream from GTEK is a package that 
makes your PC-DOS (IBM PC, XT, AT) or 
MS-DOS (IBM clones like COMPAQ, Leading 
Edge, Televideo) machines think they're being 
run by an 8080 or Z80 microprocessor 
with CPM! 

The GTEK pack If you've been using 
age contains a CPM on any of these 

machines you can nowCPEmulator™and move to PC-DOS or 
CPM Conversion MS-DOS operating 

systems.Utility that allows 
Kaypro • Osborne • Hea th /you to read and Zenith • Radio Shac k • 
Epson • DEC • IBM • Mor
row • Xerox • HP • Sanyo 

write popular CPM 
disk formats such • lntcrtcc • Cromcnco • 

Televideo • Compupro.as Kaypro and 
Osborne. 

How easy is it to use? Two steps. ( 1) Use 
the Conversion Utility to copy the CPM 
program to an MS-DOS or PC-DOS diskette. 
(2) Use the Bind Utility to attach the 
CPEmulator to your program. And that's it. 
It 's ready to run. 

You won't see any difference when you 
run the CPM program! Now all the work you 
did in CPM is still valuable when you change 
to your PC-DOS or MS-DOS machine. 

And here's the happy ending to the dream. 
The CPEmulator is just $199. 

Call GTEK's CPM Hotline .. . 

MODEL 7228 ... . . ... .. .... . . . . ... . $ 599 

GTEK's 7228 has all the features of the 

7128, plus Intelligent Programming Algorithms! 
It supports the newest devices available through 
512K bits. The 7228 programs 6 times as fast 
as standard algorithms. It programs the 2764 in 
one minute! Supports CMOS EPROMS through 
the 27C256; supports EEPROMS through the 
X2864A; supports Intel's 2764A & 27128A chips. 
Supports Tektronics, Intel, Motorola and other 
formats . 

MODEL 7128 ......... . ....... .. ... $ 429 

The 7128 has the highest performance-to

cost-ratio of any unit. It supports the newest 
devices available through 256Kbits. 

1-601-467-9019PALX ..... .. ... . ... . . . .... . Call for pricing .11111-••••••••••• Development Hardware/Software 
P.O. Box 289, Waveland, MS 39576 

( ! T E K ~~~6467-8048; telex 315-814 (GTEK UD) 

GTEK, PALASM, CPM, MS-DOS, PC-DOS, ISIS, TRSDOS, & CPEmulator are registered trademarks. 
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7r, e, and All That 
Sneaking 


up on 

transcendental 

numbers 

BY ROBERTT. KUROSAKA 

Robert T. Kurosaka teaches 
mathematics in the Massacl1L1setts 

State College system. He invites 
your correspondence clo BYTE. 

POB 372 . Hancock. NH 03449. 

Cod made integers. all else is the work of man . 
-Kronecker 

T his famous quote of Leopold · 
Kronecker serves as the starting 
point for this month's column. The 

integers (the whole numbers) can be used 
to construct other numbers. 

We can construct rational numbers by 
dividing one integer by another. When we 
do so. we get either a· terminating decimal 
(l/4 =0.2 5) or a nonterminating. repeating 
decimal (7118=0.388888 . . . ). Repeating. 
or cyc lic. decimals are a fascinating study 
I may explore in a future column. 

IRRATIONAL NUMBERS 
We can also construct numbers that are 
both nonterminating and nonrepeating. It 
is a rather amazing notion that a string of 
digits may go on forever without having to 
establi sh a pattern. It's such an odd notion 
that the ancient Greeks originally d id not 
believe it · possible-or even imaginable. 
When it was established that the square 
root of 2 was such a number. the Greeks 
ca lled this kind of number irrational. The 
root meaning of irrational is "without ratio:· 
or unable to be expressed as a fraction . The 
Greeks found such · numbers irrational not 
only in the sense of "non-ratio-able" but 
also in the sense of "nonsensica l.'' 

The differences between rational and ir
rational numbers are substantia l. It can be 
shown that no more rational numbers exist 
than do whole numbers. but irrational 
numbers outnumber rational numbers. This 
fact. which is often presented as a paradox. 
is not especially surprising when you look 
at how we have constructed rational 
numbers. They are built up out of whole 
numbers and can be expressed as integer 
fractions As I said above. irrational numbers 
cannot be so expressed. 

Two TYPES 
There are two different ki nds of irrational 
numbers. The first. like the square root of 

2. is ca lled an algebraic irrational number. 
In algebra. we are restricted to some basic 
operations: addition. subtraction. multipli
cation, division. raising to a power. and 
taking roots. An algebraic number is one 
that can be obta ined by a finite number of 
algebraic operations. 

An alternate definition states that an alge
braic number is one that is a solution of a 
polynomial equation. By definition. a poly
nomial is an expression that has rationa l 
coefficients and integer exponents. For ex
ample. th.e square root of 2 is one of the 
solutions of xA2-2=0. Similarly. 2+.JS is 
a solution of the equation xA 3 - 5xA 2 + 3x+ l 
=0. There are many algebraic numbers. 

However. there exists a second class of 
irrational numbers that are not algebraic. 
They are not solutions of any polynom ial 
equation. nor can they be calcu lated by a 
finite number of algebraic operations. These 
numbers. higher in the constructi vist hierar
chy of real numbers. are cal led transcenden
tal numbers. Not onl y are you unable to 
write down the decimal va lue of a tran
scendental number. you are unable to ex
plicit ly write down how to ca lculate it Odd
ly. some of these numbers are familiar to 
us. Among them can be found e. the base 
of natural logarithms. and 7r , or pi. 

In this column. I'll look at some surpris
ingly ordinary hiding places for these ex
traordinary numbers. I'll also take a look at 
some ways of approx imat ing the values of 
them. A well-known. but still amazing. 
equivalence is worth a quick mention. I have 
mentioned e and 7r. There is yet another 
number that is not irrational but imaginary 
I it's hard to keep your prejudices out of 
numbers). That number is. of course. i. the 
square root of - l . which stands at the door 
to complex numbers. Between 1r. e. and i. 
we seem to have the numerical equ ivalent 
of a circus freak show But put them all 
together in the form of ei ~. and you end 
up with the ordinary number - 11 

Perhaps the most extraordinary aspect of 
(continu ed) 
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7r, e, AND ALL THAT 

transcendental numbers is that. 
although there are infinitely many of 
them. on ly 7r and e are immediately 
recognized by most educated people 
as transcendental. What makes these 
two the celebrities of the 
transcendental set? We'll try to get a 
sense of that as we proceed. 

Pl AND COFFEE 
Enough. On to the business at hand. 
The transcendental number 7r is equal 
to 3.1415926535 .... This value can 
be easily memorized by learning this 
exchange: "May I have a large con
tainer of coffee?" "Cream and sugar?" 
Coun t the number of letters in each 
word and get the sequence: 3. I. 4. 
I. 5. 9. 2. 6. 5. 3. 5. 

Pi occurs in circles and circular 
figures-ellipses. cycloids. and so 
on-but it also turns up in highly im
probable situations. For example. if 
we ca lculate the area between the 
curve y= II~ and the x-axis for 
x=- 1 to I (see figure I). we find two 
su rpri ses. First. the area is finite : sec
ond. the area is 7r square units. 

If we consider the curve y= llx from 
x= I to oo (see figure 2a). we are not 
surprised to find that its length is in
finite. nor that the area between the 
curve and the x-axis is infinite. If we 
revolve the curve about the x-axis. 
forming a long funnel (see figure 2b). 
its surface area is also infinite (ho 
hum!) . However. we get a pi in the face 

Figure I: Area under y = .J I 
· 

1-x2 

when we calculate the volume of this 
funnel: It is exactly 7r cubic units. The 
paradox is truly mind-boggling. We 
cannot paint the inner surface of the 
funnel-there isn't enough paint in the 
universe-but we can fill it! 

BUFFON'S PROBLEM 
In 1760. Comte Georges-Louis Leclerc 
de Buffon devised an empirical 
method for determining the value of 
71" . Parallel lines. spaced equally at a 
distance d. are drawn on a sheet of 
paper. A needle of length I. where 1 

is less than d. is tossed onto the 
paper. Now consider the probability 
of the needle crossing one of the 
parallel lines. The "Buffon needle 
theorem" assures us that this prob
ability is 21/7rd. 

We can recreate this classic experi
ment by computer simulation. Using 
a needle exactly half the length of the 
distance between the lines (/=d/2). the 
ratio of tosses to crosses should 
approach 71". 

I had hoped to tell you about an 
Italian mathematician. Lazzerini. who 
performed this experiment in 190I. I 
was disappointed to find that three 
books that discuss him give contradic
tory information and inaccurate arith
metic. One book gives 3400 tosses 
and I082 crosses and notes that 
3400/1082 differs from 7r by less than 
one-tenth of one percent. So far. so 
good. Another source gives 3407 

y I 
I 
I 
\ 
\ 

\ 


' 

~ 
0 

Figure 2a: Graph of y = +on 11. oo ). 

tosses but not the number of crosses. 
yet it claims 3.1415929 as the rati o. 
(Can you find the number of crosses?) 
The third book gives 3408 tosses and 
2169 crosses. using a needle equal in 
length to the distance between the 
lines. That author attains a certain 
measure of immortality by actually 
publishing the "fact" that (2 x 3408/ 
2169=3 .1415929. 1\vo of the authors 
hint broadly that Lazzerini 's results 
have been looked upon with suspi
cion all these years-and small 
wonder! 

You may already know that 3 5 5/113 . 
or 3.1415929 . . .. has been noted as 
the "best" rational approximation of 
7r because it provides eight-digit ac
curacy using only three-digit numbers. 
The fraction is easily memorized once 
you note the pattern 113 3 5 5. Its 
discovery is credited to a Chinese 
mathematician . Tsu Ch'ung-chih . 
about the year 480. 

Back to Buffon. In figure 3. the lines 
are d units apart. The needle has 
length d/2; the half-needle. d/4. When 
tossed at random. the needle will land 
with its midpoint a random distance 
x from the left-hand line and will make 
a random angle a with the horizontal. 
We want to know whether the left half 
of the needle crosses line I or the 
right half crosses line 2. We may there
fore limit our attention to one-half of 
the needle. d/4. and ask whether the 

!continued) 
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Figure 2b: The funnel formed by 
revolving 2a around the x-axis. 
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BUY A 1200 BPS MODEM 

FOR UNDER $200 ! 


e9t~ 
INFOMATE 
212PC Sl49 
FEATURES: 
• 1200/300/110 bps, 

• 

The INF OMATE 212PC comes complete 
with MODEM-MATE software and will run 
other popular programs such as CROSSTALK 
and PC TALK III. The 212PC plugs into any 
of the computer's full size expansion slots and 
communicates with all commonly used 1200 
or 300 bps modems. 

Yes, it's true! Cermetek is selling your 
choice of two 1200 bps modems for under 
$200. There's no catch! We want you to take 
advantage of this spectacular deal and find 
out what communications can do for your 
computer. It's as simple as that. 
CROSSTALK SOFTWARE ONU S95! 
Now you can purchase CROSSTALK software. with your 
INFO.MATE modem. fo r $100 under the retail value. This version 
of CROSSTALK will run on IB.M PC's or compatibles with 96K of 
memory, 1 disk drive, and PC DOS 1.1 or 2.X. You may only pur· 
chase CROSSTALK software with one of the INFO.MATE modems 
and this offe r is limited to one software package per modem. 

ORDER TODAY! 
Offer expires 10/31185.0 ffer is limited to quantities on hand. 

INFOMATE MODEMS 
by Cermetek .Microelec tronics 

1308 Borregas Avenue 
Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3565 
(800) 862-6271 (In California call 408/752-5000) 

INFOMATE 
199SA Sl99 

FEATURES: 
• 1200/300/110 bps, 

full duplex 
• Bell 212A and 103 

compatible 
• Stand alone modem 

for use with any computer or terminal with 
and RS-232C port 
• CROSSTALK software compatible 
• Auto-dial, Auto-answer 
• Auto-speed, Auto-parity selection 
• Tone or rotary dialing 
• Asynchronous or synchronous operation 
• 1 year limited warranty 

The INFOMATE 199SA is an intelligent 
stand alone modem, compatible with CROSS
TALK software, and allows you to communicate 
with all commonly used 1200 or 300 bps 
modems. 

This is a deal I can't pass up! I would 
like to order: 

_ The INFO.MATE 212PC for $149.00 

_ The INFO.MATE 199SA for $199.00 

_ CROSSTALK software for IBM PCs for $95.00 


Please send the above checked items to: 

Name ____ ___________ _ 

Address _______________ 

City State __ Zip _______ 

Daytime phone(_ )__________ 

.My check is enclosed for $ ________ 

Please charge my purchase on my: 

_ VISA _ .MASTERCARD 

Acct. No. _______________ 

Signature _______________ 
Exp.date _ ______________ 
Calif. residents add 61h% sales tax. All orders must add $4.00 per 
modem for shipping and handling. 
Please allow 4 weeks for de livery. 
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7r, e. AND ALL THAT 

In Buffon's needle 

experiment, the 

transcendental number 
7r emerges from 
operations involving 
only integers (tosses 
and crosses) and 
straight lines. 

projection of d/4 onto the x-ax is is 
greater than or equal to x (in which 
case the left half of the needle inter
sects line I) or is greater than or equal 
to d-x (in which case the right half of 
the needle intersects line 2). Listing I 
presents a program that performs the 
simulation for us. IEditor's note: The 
listings in this article are available for down
loading via BYTEnet Listings. The telephone 
number is (617) 861-9774.1 

I find something less than satisfying 
about this program. In Buffon's exper

iment. 7r emerges from operations in
volving only integers (needle tosses 
and crosses) and straight lines. The 
pleasure we take in it is akin to that 
we get when a magician pulls a rab
bit out of a hat. In our simu lation pro
gram . however. we use the number 
I. 5707963 3 in generating our angle 
measurement. As you may have 
noticed. this is nothing other than 7r/2 
to nine-digit accuracy. In our program. 
we see the magician put the rabbit 
into the hat before the show begins 

GETTING 
TO FIRST BASE 
Perhaps we can do better with e. the 
base of natural logarithms. which is 
equal to 2.718281828459045 .... 
This va lue can also be memorized. 
After mastering the initial 2. 7. recite 
"Jackson. Jackson wore a pair of 45s 
until he was 90." Andrew Jackson was 
elected president of the United States 
in 1828; hence. two 1828s. Since he 
"wore a pair of 45s." the question 
arises. "Shouldn't the next digits be 
454590?" The reply is. "He wou ldn't 
wear both guns on one hip. would 
her This silly story was given to me 
by my good friend and col league John 
C. Jacobs. As all good mnemonics do. 

its sheer absurdity hard-wired the in
formation into my brain. 

CHECK YOUR EULER 
The number e turns up unexpectedly 
in a classic problem called The Care
less Hatcheck Girl. This absentmind
ed woman checked n hats for n men 
during a banquet. At the end of the 
evening, she returned the hats ran
domly to the men. What is the prob
ability that no man received his own 
hat? 

This seems to be a problem in ele
mentary probability. The hats can be 
distributed in n! (n factoria l) ways. We 
must find the number of ways that 11 

hats can be arranged so that no hat 
is given to its owner (the number of 
complete permutations). This is not an 
elementary task. 

The derivation of the complete per
mutation formula is complicated and 
uses some rare and exciting tech
niques. I will make it available to in
terested readers on request. The for
mula is given here without proof The 
probability of a complete permutation 
of n ob jects is 

1/2!-I/3!+ l /4!-1/5!+ ... +(- Irn/nl 

(continued) 

d/4 I 
x l I 

I 
----- _E __I ____ _ 

LINE 1 LINE 2 

Figure 3: The geometry of the Bufton 
needle experiment. 
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Listing I: The Buffon needle experiment in BASIC. 

10 '*"'*******""*"'*****"'""*"**"'****'*"*****"*****•••••••111fl•••••flflflt1r•• 

20 BUFFON'S NEEDLE EXPERIMENT 
30 BY BOB KUROSAKA 
40 ' * * fl •• "' " * ••• " " " " fl " " " * * • * * * • fl •• fl fl * • fl fl * fl fl * •••• " fl " • fl ... fl fl•••• fl • fl • • .. 

50 CLS 
60 PRINT "THIS PROGRAM APPROXIMATES THE NUMBER Pl " 
70 PRINT " BY SIMULATING BUFFON'S NEEDLE-DROPPING EXPERIMENT. " 
80 PRINT :PRINT 
90 REM USE THE COMPUTER CLOCK TO SEED THE RANDOM -N UMBER 

GENERATOR. 
100 SEED= VAL (RIGHT$(TIME$,2)) 
110 RAN DOMIZE(SEED) 
120 INPUT " NUMBER OF TRIALS":TRIALS 
130 FOR I= 1 TO TRIALS 
140 ANGLE=1 .57079633#'RND(1) 
150 X =RND(1) 
160 PROJ = .25 ' COS(ANGLE) 
170 IF PROJ > = X OR PROJ > = 1 - X THEN CROSSES= CROSSES+ 1 
180 NEXT I 
190 PRINT " NUMBER OF CROSSES ":CROSSES 
200 PRINT " THE CALCULATED APPROX IM ATION OF Pl FROM THIS 

IS:":TRIALS/CROSSES 
210 END 
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.· . · 
ASVUltU™ With Turbo ASYNCH, you can be mconstant 

I 11110 touch with·the world without ever leaving 
the console. Rapid transit at its best. Turbo ASYNCH is designed 
to let you incorporate asynchronous communication capabilities 
into your Turbo Pascal application programs, and it will drive any 
asynchronous device via the RS232 ports, like printers, plotters, 
modems or even other computers. Turbo ASYNCH is fast, accurate 
and lives up to its specs. Features include .. . 

• Initialization of the COM ports allowing you to set all transmis
sion options. •Interrupt processing. •Data transfer between cir
cular queues and communications po(its. • Simultaneous buffered 
input and output to both COM ports. • Transmission speeds up 
to 9600 Baud. •Input and output queues as large as you wish. 
• XON!XOFF protocol. 

The unrJerlying functions of Turbo ASYNOH are carefully crafted 
in assembler for efficiency, and drive the UART and programmable 
interrupt controller chips directly. These functions, installed as a 
runtime resident system, require just 3.2K bytes. The interface to 
the assembler routines is written in Turbo Pascal. 

The Turbo Pascal PERFORMANCE PACKAGE'" is for the serious 
Turbo Pascal programmer who wants quality tools to develop appli
cations. Every system comes with acomprehensive User Reference 
Manual, all source code and useful sample programs. They require 
an IBM PC or compatible, utilizing MS-DOS version 2.0 or.l<tter. 
There are no rpyalties for incprporating PERFORMANCE PACKAGE 
functions into your applications.· ,· 

Turbo POWER TOOLS and Turbo ASYNCH sell for $99.95 each, 
and they may be ordered dire~tly from Blaise * 
Computing, Inc. TO ORllEQ, ~all . 

TUrbo POWER TOOLS Is a aolj/f!D Tl 
sleek new series ofprocedures r I D f;R • I 

c/esigned specifically to oompl(Jment Turbo.Pascal on. IBM and com

patible computers. Every component.in Turbo POWER TOOLS is 

prea/sion engtnsereci to give you fluid and responsive handling, with 

all the options you need packed Into its clean lines. High perform

ance and full Instrumentation, including.. . 


• Extensive string handling to complement the powerful Turbo 
Pascal functions. +Screen support and window management, 
gl~lng you fast direct access to the screen without using BIOS calls. 
•Access to BIOS and DOS services, including DOS 3.0 and the 
IBM AT. •Fullprogram control by a/lowing you to execute any 
other program from within your Turbo Pascal application. •Inter
rupt servicB routines written entirely in T11rbo Pascal. Assembly 
code Is not required evBn to service hardware Interrupts like the 
keyboard or olocl<. . 

Using Turbo POWER TOOLS, you can now "filter" the keyboai'd .- 
or even DOS, and create your own ..-.- - - -- 
"sidekickable" applications. _ _._ ~~1or 
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7r, e, AND ALL THAT 

Many of you may recognize the pat
tern and rhythm of this formula-it is 
the first n terms of the Maclaurin 
series for e' x. where x = - I . That is, 
as the number of hats increases. the 
probability of a complete permutation 
approaches lie. 

In our program (see listing 2). we will 
simulate the permutations of n hats. 
Forn=l2 . thereare 176,214,841 com
plete permutations out of a possible 
12!. or 479.001.600 permutations. The 
probability is 0.3678794413 . . .. and 

its reciprocal is 2.7182818274 ... , 
accurate to the eighth decimal place. 
As in Buffon's needle experiment. the 
program allows us to repeat the ex
periment any number of times. It will 
randomly permute the n hats and 
count the number of complete per
mutations that occur. Then it will print 
the results and the ratio of number of 
trials to number of complete permuta
tions, which should approximate e. In 
this program. we have managed to ef
fect our simulation without sneaking 

Listing 2: Tlie BASIC hatcheck girl simulator. 

10 '******* ** *********"********"'****"* * ***** 11 ****************•**** 

20 THE TRANSCENDENTAL HATCHECK GIRL 
30 BY BOB KUROSAKA 
40 **************************************************************I 

50 CLS 
60 PRINT "THIS PROGRAM APPROXIMATES THE NUMBER 'e' BY A MONTE 

CARLO SIMULATION" 
70 PRINT " OF A HATCHECK GIRL WHO RANDOMLY RETURNS HATS TO 

CUSTOMERS." 
80 PRINT :PRINT 
90 INPUT "HOW MANY HATS SHOULD I USE";N.HATS 
100 DIM HAT (N .HATS) 
110 RANDOMIZE (VAL (RIGHT$(TIME$,2))) 
120 INPUT "NUMBER OF SIMULATIONS TO RUN";N .TRIALS 
130 CLS 
140 ' 
150 REM RUN THE SIMULATION N.TRIALS TIMES 
160 ' 
170 FOR TRIAL= 1 TO N.TRIALS 
180 ' 
190 REM ASSIGN THE HATS TO THEIR RIGHTFUL OWNERS 
200 ' 
210 FOR OWNER= 1 TO N.HATS 
220 HAT(OWNER) =OWNER 
230 NEXT OWNER 
240 OWNER= 1 :FOUL.UP$"' " PERFECT" 
250 ' 
260 REM RANDOMLY RETURN THE HATS. IF NO ONE GOT THE RIGHT 

HAT, ADD ONE TO THE COMPLETE PERMUTATION COUNTER 
(COMP.PERM). 

270 ' 
280 WHILE OWNER<= N.HATS AND FOUL.UP$= " PERFECT'' 
290 RECIPIENT= INT(RND(1)*N.HATS) + 1 
300 IF HAT(RECIPIENT)< >0 THEN HAT(RECIPIENT)=O ELSE 290 
310 IF RECIPIENT= OWNER THEN FOUL.UP$= "IMPERFECT" 
320 OWNER= OWNER+ 1 
330 WEND 
340 IF FOUL.UP$= " PERFECT" THEN COMP.PERM= COMP.PERM+ 1 
350 NEXT TRIAL 
360 PRINT "WITH A TOTAL OF" ;N.HATS;" HATS AND";N.TRIALS;" 

SIMULATIONS," 
370 PRINT " THE HATCHECK GIRL GAVE EVERYONE THE WRONG 

HAT";COMP.PERM ;" TIMES" 
380 PRINT "THE APPROXIMATION OF e THIS GIVES IS"; N.TRIALS/COMP.PERM 
390 END 

The transcendental 

numbers 7r and e 
seem to be woven 

into tfte very fa bric 

of mathematics. 

the answer into the program before
hand. 

WINDING DOWN 
It is both amazing and amusing that 
7r, which is found in that most sym
metric figure. the circle. should be a 
nonterminating. nonrepeating deci
mal number-a most unattractive 
number. Yet 7r is somehow fundamen
tal to mathematics. All angles are 
measured in radians (27r radians equal 
360 degrees): otherwise. awkward ad
justment factors must be introduced. 
The same holds true for e. As an 
undergraduate. I wondered what 
could possibly be "natural" about 
natural logarithms. Yet calculus dem
onstrated that e is the most conve
nient base of all. The symmetry of e 
is perhaps more abstract than that of 
7r . For the curve defined by e'x. the 
slope of the tangent at the ~-axis is 
4 5 degrees. But this is also a funda
mental kind of symmetry. All other 
bases would require adjustment 
factors. 

It appears that 7r and e are con
stantly lurking in the shadows. snicker
ing as we trip over them. More seri
ously, these two powerful numbers 
seem to be woven into the very fabric 
of mathematics. 

In closing, I want to at least men
tion my favorite irrational number: the 
golden mean . </>=(I +.JS) /2= 
1.6180339887 .... As you can see. 
it is an algebraic irrational number. 
not a transcendental number. But it 
also turns up in surprising places. One 
hiding place is the Fibonacci se
quence: I. I. 2, 3. 5. 8. 13 . 21. ... . 
a purely additive sequence of in
tegers. I leave you with the challenge 
of discovering <I> in that sequence. • 
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XEROX 


Store this in 
your memory:
buy two packs
of Xerox Floppy
Diskettes 
andgetone
pack free. 

It's true. When you buy two packs of our new 31/2'' 
micro diskettes or selected 5114" diskettes, you'll receive 
an additional pack absolutely free.* It's our way of intro
ducing you to our superior new floppies. 

'fry them out on your IBM-PC, PC-AT, Macintosh, 
Compaq, AT&T, ITT, Olivetti, HP or on our own PC's 
and word processors. You'll see how superior they are, 
both in quality and performance. And they're packed in a 
durable library case as well. 

To get your free diskettes (or for more information) 
simply call 1-800-822-2200 Dept. 20 and order any of the 
items specified below: 

D IIR66003: SW' double-sided/double density disk
ettes (10 per pack) for your IBM-PC or IBM
compatible PC 

D 8R2467: 5W' high density 
diskettes (10 per pack) for your 
IBM-AT 

D 8R2466: 31/2
11 single-sided micro diskettes 

(5 per pack) for your Apple Macintosh 
This offer ends December 31, 1985 and is limited to 

five free packs per customer. 
So remember, call 1-800-822-2200 Dept. 20 and order 

your free diskettes today. That's a pretty memorable offer! 
*Your free pack will be of comparable or lesser value than the two you purchase. 

XEROX® is a trademark of XEROX CORPORATION. 

For more information from Xerox . Circle 396 on the Reader Service card . 

XEROX ~ 
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C·I·R·C·U·I·T C·E·L·L·A·R F·E·E·D·B·A·C·K 


Conducted by Steve Ciarcia 

Tl-99/4A MEMORY EXPANSION 
Dear Steve. 

I own a Tl-99/4A home computer. I am 
presently using a cassette for addi tional 
storage. I would like to bu ild my own 
memory-expansion board and/or floppy
controller board because the built-in I6K 
bytes of the 99/4A is too sma ll for what 
I want to do. 

I read your artic le "Build the Disk-80: 
Memory Expansion and Floppy-Disk Con
trol" (March 1981 . page 36). It seems the 
first thing I need to do is define the 1/0 
pins on the edge connector. However. Tl's 
documentation does not describe these 
pins in any way. I am reluctant to disman
tle my computer. which would allow me 
to trace the 9900's 110 lines to the edge 
con nector. because Tl used a somewhat 
bizarre construct ion that shields the main 
PC board. 

D AVID GEHLY 

Littleton. MA 

You 're right about the bizarre construc
tion of the Tl-99/4A. 

Before attempting any interfacing to 
the Tl-9914A. you should obtain a copy 
of the Tl-99/4A Console Technical Data 
Manual. The manual describes the ad
dress locations to be used for memory 
and 110 additions. You can obtain this 
manual from Texas Instruments Inc.. 
Dealer Parts Department. POB 53. Lub
bock. TX 79408. 

I am not aware of any articles on 
building a memory expansion or a 
floppy-disk interface for the Tl-99/4A. 
However. a good source of information 
on the Tl-9914A is the series of articles 
being written for Computer Shopper 
magazine by Randy Ho/comp called 
"Randy's Ravings." These articles cover 
many of the technical aspects of the 
Tl-99/4A and the peripherals available for 
the system. You can probably obtain this 
type of information by writing to Randy 
Holcomb at Computer Shopper. 407 
South Washington Ave.. POB F. Titusville. 
FL 3278 1.-Steve 

CALL-STATUS MONITORING 
Dear Steve. 

I have buil t a 6809 single-board com
puter to use as a household controller/ 
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burglar alarm. The program flow follows 
your outline in "Build a Computer Con
tro lled Security System for Your Home" 
(January through March 1979) exactly and 
runs like a charm. 

Accessory boards add BSR lighting
system control and inputs for a wireless 
alarm receiver similar to the one you used 
in your articles. An SC-OJ speech syn
thesizer will deliver a message upon 
acknowledgment of an alarm condition to 
any phone number(s) I choose. 

The only problem I'm having is monitor
ing the status o f a phone call from the 
computer. If the computer calls a number 
and it's busy. it will go ahead and deliver 
the message regardless. The same thing 
will happen if the call wasn't switched 
properly by the phone company and 
never gets through. 

Your article in a recent BYTEdetailed the 
frequencies of the tones to monitor (dial 
tone. busy. ringing) . I haven't had any luck 
using NE567 tone decoders. possibly due 
to the slow response at lower frequencies. 

Could you please tell me how to monitor 
the progress of these status tones? Does 
anyone make a chip that performs thi s 
function? 

STEPHEN J. BLA IR 

APO San Francisco 

I am glad to hear that you are getting 
such good performance from my com
puter-controlled security system. and I 
hope the following information will help 
you in expanding the system. 

Special chips are available that recog
nize dial tones. busy signals. ringing 
tones. and recorder tones (commonly 
known as call-progress tones). The 
January BYTE detailed the information 
that you are looking for in the Circuit 
Cellar Feedback column. 

See "Do I Have Circuits?" on page 414 
for complete information on the chips 
you need. Also see "Build the Touch-Tone 
Interactive Message System " (March . 
page 98). -Steve 

SEARCHING FOR BOOKS 
Dea r Steve. 

I want to build my own computer. but 
I need help in obtaining good books on 
the subject. You see. English books on 

COPYRIGHT © 

computers are rare here. must be ordered 
(which takes centuries!). and once ordered 
must be bought even if the book turns out 
to be a lemon. 

I am interested in what operating sys
tems I can run on a Z80. what software 
is available. and which controllers (for disk. 
video. etc.) I can interface to it. I wou ld 
also appreciate any information on 16-bit 
computers. since I ca nnot go into my local 
bookstore and browse through books of 
this kind in English. 

D. KOOHDOR 

Bern. Switzerland 

The books below should be helpful. 
Practical Interfacing Techniques for 

Microprocessor Systems by fames W. 
Coffron and William E. Long (Prentice
Hall. 1983). Written for the serious hob
byist who is exploring interfacing tech
niques for the first time. it is a very com
plete yet clear description of the require
ments to interface memory and periph
eral devices to a microprocessor. 

Microproc,essor Interfacing Techniques 
by Rodnay z.aks and Austin Lesea (Sybex. 
1979). This book covers much of the 
same material as the above-mentioned 
book but complements it by extending 
the discussion to cassette tape recorders 
and floppy-disk drives. 

A more advanced but clearly written 
book that covers many of the topics you 
mentioned is Microcomputer Interfacing 
by Harold S. Stone (Addison-Wesley. 
1982). In addition to many practical ex
amples. the book also features state-of
the-art information so that an apprecia
tion of the sophistication of new devices 
can be obtained.-Steve • 

Over the years I have presented many dif
ferent projects in BYTE. I bww many of you 
have built them and are making use of them 
in many ways. 

I am interested in hearing from any of you 
telling me what you've done with these projects 
or how you may have been influenced by the 
basic ideas. Write me at Circuit Cellar Feed
back. POB 582. Glastonbury. CT 06033. 
and fill me in on your applications. All letters 
and photographs become the proper/y of Steve 
Ciarcia and cannot be returned. 

1985 STEVEN A. CIARC IA . ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 



WE WROTE· 

THEBOOKON 

HIGH PERFORMANCE. 


AVAILABLE NATIONWIDE 
THROUGH OUR NETWORK OF 
SALES AND SERVICE DISTRIBUTORS 

Inquiry 109 

VOLUME I 
The Datasouth DS 180. The original 

high performance matrix printer. The 
printer that won international acclaim as 
the most rugged and dependable ever made. 

And the printer made evenbetter in the 
DS 180 Plus. Improved by enhancements like an 
8-bit support capability and a new sound
dampening design. 

The DS 180 Plus. The latest edition of the 
book we wrote on High Performance. 

And t~at's only half the story. 

VOLUME II 
The DS 220. The multi-mode matrix 

printer that brought Datasouth dependabil
ity to a variety of applications. 

With servo-controlled logic and high 
speed tabbing to deliver faster data proc

essing. Word processing copy to rival daisy
wheels.And high resolution dot addressable 
graphics. 

The DS 220. The latest word in high per
formance multi-mode matrix printing. 

From the company that wrote the whole book. 

south 

Datasouth Computer Corporation CALL TOLL FREE : 
Box 240947•Charlotte, NC 28224 1-800-222-4528 
704/ 523-8500•Tlx 6843018 DASOU UW 

Ext. 505 
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Conducted by Sol Libes 

Verbatim recent ly demonstrated a pro
totype 3 Vi-i nch erasable optical disc to 
prospective OEMs. It stores 4 7 megabytes 
(unformatted). That's not much as optica l
disc drives go. but the current optica ls are 
all wri te-once. read-only. Verbatim is re
ported ly shooting for third-quarter 198 7 
product ion with an OEM pri ce of $300 
and $20 to $30 for the removable discs. 

OEM prices for JO-megabyte hard-disk 
drives are now well below $200. with 20
megabyte drives below $300. Prices are 
expected to go even lower in the nex t 12 
months as Japanese and Korean makers 
start competing with U.S. vendors. Even 
prices on larger drives should be affected 
in what some feel will be a bloodbath for 
U.S. hard-drive makers. . . . Within two 
weeks of Lotus shipping Jazz. some West 
Coast dealers were advertisi;ig 40 percent 
discounts on the product. Now that 
IBM is beg inning to ship PC network sys
tems. dealers are finding that many popu
lar software products. such as Lotus 1-2 -3. 
Framework. and dBASE. do not work prop
erly in a network env ironment. No doubt 
these vendors will have to bring out spe
cial vers ions of \heir software for these 
system users ... Several Lotus 1-2-3 clones 
are short ly expected to hit the market and 
se ll for a fraction o f the cost of the rea l 
thing: expect Lotus to announce a new. 
greatl y enhanced version. The question 
now is: Will users go for expensive bells 
and whistles or low-cost compatibility? 

Table I: Top I 0 microco mpu ter 
manufacturers as compiled by 
Datamatio n magazine. Revenues are 
for 1984. in millions of dollars. 

________ $4000.01. IBM 
2. Apple Computer ____1897.9 
3. 	Commodore 

lnternational _____1129.5 
4. Hewlett-Packard 510.0 
5. Sperry 503.4 
6. Tandy 402 .8 
7. Conve rgent 

Technologies _ _ _ __.36 1. 7 
8. Compaq Computer 329.0 
9. Ing. C. Olivetti 289.6 

10. NEC 258.9 

Experts are pred ict ing that 1986 wi ll be 
the year of the low-cost 3 Vi -i nch hard disk. 
Just as no manufacturer wou ld think of in
troducing a computer without at least one 
f loppy drive. all new systems will contain 
a hard-disk dri ve. The reason is that prices 
for 3V2-inch drives should be far lower than 
the cu rrent 5Va- inch units. Using a sma ll 
fraction of the parts em ployed in current 
hard-di sk drives. occupying less than a 
thi rd of the space (say goodbye to sepa
rate contro ller cards and expensive ca
b li ng) and less than a quarter of the 
weight. the sma ller drives are expected to 
prov ide a greatly improved level of re li 
ability 

Rumor has it that AT&T is getting ready 
to en ter the opti cal-storage arena via a 
cheap wa llet-size ca rd holding 2 mega
bytes or more of data. The product is 
probab ly an option for AT&T's 6300 and 
7300 desktop systems. 

THE TOP TEN 
Do you know the top 10 microcomputer 
makers? Without looking at tab le I . take 
paper and pencil and write their names. 
Now look at the list in table I compiled 
by Datamation magazi ne (Ju ne 1985. page 
38) 

APPLE BYTES & PITS 
Apple recently showed its first quarterl y 
loss ever and is experiencing severe be lt
tightening as it. and the industry as a 
whole. attempts to weather a slacke ning 
of growth in the personal computer in
dustry. Apple laid off 1200 employees in 
June. only a month after lay ing off 1600 
employees. It has tr immed about 40 per
cent of its sta ff. closed three plants. and 
consolidated operations. 

Working on the cutting edge of tech
nology. as Apple has tradit ionall y done. 
is a good strategy in a young. rap id ly 
growing market. As the personal computer 
industry matures and supply ca tches up 
with demand. marketing becomes more 
important than technology. The pioneers 
either reorient their efforts from product 
innovation to product selling or fail to 
compete. Apple now appears to be going 
through that transit ion and remold ing its 
operation into the IBM-type market ing
oriented compute r maker. 

Apple is expected to introduce several 
new products that will upgrade the power 
of the venerable Apple II. Anticipated this 
fall are plug-in cards that can increase the 
unit's memory up to I megabyte in 256K
byte chunks and a 3 Vi-inch disk drive that 
stores nearly a megabyte. Also expected 
early next year is the 16-bit micropro
cessor upgrade. 

IBM WATCHING . 
Even IBM is feeling the current recession 
in the computer business. IBM president 
John Akers recently sa id that business for 
the first nine months of 1985 will not 
measure up to the same period last year 
and profits for the year will be lower than 
last yea r. 

Did you know that IBM has 394 .930 
employees and. accord ing to Datamation 
(lune 1985. page 42). the average revenue 
per employee was $112 .200 for last year? 
That makes IBM one of the most profit
able computer companies in the world. 

According to PC Week magazine (June 11 . 
1985. page ! ). IBM's highly automated 
production line enables the company to 
make a 5 5 percent profit on each PC sold. 
A $2 520 PC with 2 56K bytes of RAM. a 
360K-byte floppy drive. a d isk contro ller. 
and a monochrome-display contro ller 
ca rd costs IBM about $700 to produce. 

IBM is now marketing the JX in Australia. 
The JX is made in Japan and has been on 
sa le there for almost a year. It runs MS
DOS: conta ins two 360K-byte 3V2-i nch 
floppies. 5 I 2K bytes of RAM. and a car
tridge slot: and is not expandable The unit 
is seen as a lower-cost. Japanese vers ion 
of the PCjr. There are rumors that IBM is 
se riously considering marketing the unit 
in the U.S. (after se lling out its current in 
ventory of PCjrs). 

Incidentally. after the recent backlash to 
(co11 li 11ued) 

BYTELINES. news and speculation about personal 
com puting. is conducted by Sol Libes. the author 
of numerous books and articles on computers. He 
is the founder of the Amateur Computer Group 
of New Jersey and a coorganizer of the Trenton 
Computer Festival. He edits and publishes Micro/ 
Systems Journal. a bimonthly publication for 
system programmersand in tegrators. He can be con
tacted do BYTE. POB 372 . Hancock. NH 
03449. 
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ARD-NOSED 

DATABASE s99. 


If You Liked DBase Ill, (relational database) . Now he's Get TAS™Accounting
taken the next big step by creatingYou'll Flip Over TAS™ TAS, the affordable software for you r Software forS249 

Hard- nosed business owners have business. And it 's backed with Phil 's But why stop with just a database? 
been asking for the power of DBase reputation and personal service. For just $249, you get TAS Relational 
Ill™ and RBase 50oo;M but without Database/Language plus General 
the high price. That 's why Business TAS™Runs On Ledger, Accounts Receivable and 
Tools, Inc. created TAS™ Accou nts Payable. And for $399 you 

Compare TAS with DBase Ill and These CPUs get all the above plus Inventory, 
RBase 5000. You 'll see why we think TAS is available for the IBM Sales Order Entry, Purchase Order 
TAS is a better "Hard-Nosed" value PC/XT/AT,™ Compaq;M AT&T 63oo;M Entry, and Payroll. 
than DBase or RBase. TAS includes Tandy 1000, 1200, 2000™ and most Source code Included FREE! So 

procedural language. TAS includes a systems. 
run-time compi ler. Plus . 

:C TAS supports multi-user 
record and fi le locking . 

TAS lets you to develop 
your own professional menu
driven business applica Data Dictionary
tions. And not just simple 

Procedural Languagones either. TASapplications 
can hold up to 17 million Compiler
records. And because TAS 

Records Per Filecompiles them, they run fast. 

But Why Is It 
Only$99? 

We could have priced 
TAS at $695 like the other 
guys, it 's well worth it. But 
we happen to believe 
"Hard-Nosed" business 
people are looking for real 
software value today, so 
that's what we've given you. 

Take It From Hard
Nosed Phil Mickelson 

If anyone's "Hard-Nosed" about 
good software, it's Phil. In 1982, he 
created The Sensible Solution™ 

BUSINESS TOOLS 
TM 

The following are reg1s1erea trademarks of these com· 
panies TAS, Accounting Soruuon Business Tools Inc.caun±ing 
RBase5000.M•cronmlnc D8asell l.AshtonTate lnc CP/M 
and MP/M D1g1tal Research Inc. IBM PC/XT/AT Inter·Salutia national Business Machines Co1p. Compaq, Compaq 
Computer Corp:AT&T 6300.AT&T lnlormat<in S)~tems Inc. 
Tandy1000. 1200.2000.Tandy Corp.MS·DOS. Mrcrosolt 
Corp:The SenSJble So!u11on uademark rights are claimed 

Copyright 1985, Business Tools. Inc. by 0 Hanlon ComputerSys1ems Inc 

Inquiry 4 3 

a data dictionary. TAS includes a true MS-DOS;M CP/M™ and MP/M™ 

TASTAI 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Unlimited 
16 

Unlimited 

DBASE 
Ill 

No 


No 


Yes 


No 


Unlimited 


10 


128 


Unlimited 


4,000 


you can even modify the accounting 
to fit your business. 

RBASE 
5000 
Optional 


Yes 


Yes 


Yes 


Unlimited 


40 


400 


Unlimited 


1,530 


Call Today 
1-800-648-6258 

Call our Toll -Free Hotline. 
Use your VISA or MasterCard 
to order today. 
Outside Washington call 
1-800-648-6258. Washington 
residents call 1-206-644-2015. 

Dealer Inquiries Welcome.-VISA [,~•..~•Ca>d)-
___.,

--- ' 
' 

. 
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BYTELINES 


IBM 's announced cessation of PCjr pro unit based on the National Semiconduc
duction. IBM adopted the policy of not tor 32032 32-bit microprocessor and an 
commenting as to whether any product is 801 unit for the sc ient ific market. These 
in production. It wil l on ly confirm whether machines would be sold by IBM's ad
or not the product is being shipped. vanced dealer program available only to 

IBM is also rumored to be planning the large chains. 
introduction of several coprocessor
equipped ATs. in addition to the already CONTINUOUS-SPEECH INPUT SYSTEM 
announced desktop 36. These are ex Kurzwei l Applied Intelligence Inc. (41 1 
pected to include a UNIX (Berkeley 4.2) Waverly Oaks Rd .. Waltham. MA 02154) 

------------------------------. 

YOU CAN'T TRANSFER 
FILES FROM APPLE 

TO IBM ... 

WRONG! 

A " wireless file transfer" package for the IBM PC®to Apple 
II and back, and back again. Turnover is a firmware board 
which fits into any slot in the IBM PC® or compatible, and 
software running under MS-DOS®. No modems, no serial 
links, no hassles, no problems. TURNOVER™ will format 
Apple CP/M®, Apple DOS 3.3 , Pro Dos, Apple 111 and 
P-System disks . Leave your IBM and Apple computers 
where they are. Put Your Apple Disk In Your IBM-PC and 
transfer your file to a PC-DOS disk. Allows for modifica 
tions to text and data files. It's a simple, inexpensive, fast 
high performance alternative to complicated serial links 
and modems. 

See your dealer or call for information. (213) 938-0857 

·----.......'£~1!~ 

6022 W. Pico Blvd .. Los Angeles. CA 90035 

p-System is a trademark of SorTech Microsystems. Inc. 	 MS- DOS 1s a registered trademark ol Microsoft 
Corporation. 

APPLE is a registered trademark of APPLE Computers. Inc. 	 IBM PC f., PC·DO S are regi stered trademarks of 
International Business /v\achines Corporation. 

has introduced the first commercial voice 
input system capable of handling con
tinuous speech. It can learn speech from 
many users in several languages with a 
1000-word vocabulary (a 10.000-word beta
test unit is expected later this year). The 
company claims 100 percent accuracy. 
Units that are currently on the market 
work only with interrupted speech. have 
smal ler vocabularies. and have far less 

accuracy.
The unit is a board-level product that will 

sell to OEMs for as low as $3000 in quan
tity. PC. multibus. and RS-232C versions 
already exist in which the unit acts as a 
keyboard input device. The unit is speaker
adaptive and performs better the more it 
"talks" with the same user. 

Called the KVS-3000. the unit comprises 
three boards. an input analog-to-digital 
converter wi th signal conditioning. an 
acoustic pattern processor recognizing 
3000 utterances. and a speech processor 
(using a 68000) that assembles recognized 
strings of speech and handles 1/0 to the 
host system. 

CD·ROM UPDATE 
At the recent Consumer Electronics Show 
in Chicago in June. Activentu re Inc. (Pacific 
Grove. CA) demonstrated the first compact 
disc containing the complete text for an 
encyclopedia. It used less than a quarter 
of the 5 50-megabyte storage capacity of 
the 4~-inch-diameter disc (using the 
Sony/Ph i lips standard) . Activenture 
showed an improved retrieval system that 
allowed retrieval of data in less than 3 
seconds. The technique employed an in
dex file as large as the 60-megabyte data 
file. 

And Reference Technology Inc. (Denver. 
CO) announced the availability of the first 
CD-ROM drive with an IBM PC interface 
and software driver. The unit lists for$ I 53 5 
plus $100 for the software. National Deci 
sion Systems (Encinitas. CA) announced 
a I-gigabyte disk for that drive that con
tains marketing and demographic data
bases previously stored on a large mini
computer. 

Both Sony and Philips are sh ipping 
evaluation samples of the bare drives to 
OEM customers. It is believed that these 
include Atari. Commodore. IBM. and Ap
ple. Atari is already promising such a unit 
for its new ST computers with an expected 
se lling price of $500. 

CREDIT-CARD SOFTWARE 
Mitsubishi Plastics Industries Ltd. in 
cooperation with Hudson Soft Ltd .. both 

(continued) 
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Avocet turns an ordinary PC 

into an extraordinary development system. 


And saves you $20,000 in the process. 


Now, there 's a way to see all your 
best microprocessor designs take 
root, easily and effectively Avocet 
cross-assemblers, simulators, 

THE AVOCET CROSS-ASSEMBLER FAMILY. 

Avocet Target CP/M-86 
Cross- Micro- IBMPC, 
assembler processor CPtm·-eo MSDOS.. 

XASM04 6804 $250.00 $250.00 
XASM05 6805 200.00 250.00 
XASM09 6809 200.00 250.00 
XASM18 1802/1805 200.00 250.00 
XASM48 804818041 200.00 250.00 
XASM51 8051 200.00 250.00 
XASM65 6502/65C02 200.00 250.00 
XASM68 6800/01 ,6301 200.00 250.00 
XASM75 NEC 7500 500.00 500.00 
XASM85 8085 250.00 250.00 
XASM400 COP400 300.00 300.00 
XASMF8 F8/3870 300.00 300.00 
XASMZB ZS 200.00 250.00 
XASMZ80 Z80 250.00 250.00 

NEW! 
XASM6811 68HC11 250.00 250.00 

NEW! 
XASM180 HD64180 250.00 250.00 

XMAC682 68200 595.00 595.00 
XMAC68K 68000/68010 595.00 595.00 

' Trademark ol Digital Research 
"'Trademark of Microsol1 

emulators and EPROM program
mers turn your personal computer 
into a sophisticated development 
system. No more waiting for the 
continually overloaded main
frame. Or, wondering how to pay 
for a $20,000 dedicated develop
ment system. Avocet products 
save time and money, and pro
vide the most flexible develop
ment system available. 

Avocet allows you to develop 
software for practically any micro
processor without switching devel
opment systems. And equally 
important, Avocet development 
tools are easy to install and easy 
to use. We provide you with 
everything you need to develop 
microprocessor software, from 
data entry through assembly, 
debugging and final EPROMs. 

Now "debug" on your PC. 
Avocet has realistic answers for 
users who want low cost 

debugging capability 
Until now, engineers 
have been very much 
on their own in the 

area of testing . But 
now Avocet simulators 

and emulators virtually eliminate 
the frustrating and often costly 
"crash and burn" method . 

New AVSIM family 
of full screen simulators. 
Avocet 's new software simulator/ 
debuggers let you test your code 
in a crash proof, interactive environ
ment, without additional hardware. 
Your PC's screen becomes a "win 
dow" into the simulated target 
CPU . Extensive break point, 1/0, 
and interrupt facilities make AVSIM 
a truly useful development tool. 
Price $299. 

New TRICE 
in-circuit emulator. 
At last. an affordable in-circuit 

emulator! With the self-powered 
TRICE, you can examine target 
memory and register, set break 
points , single-step, trace and 
more; TRICE recognizes 34 differ
ent commands. Its serial interface 
lets you control emulation and 
download code from your terminal 
or PC. Priced from $498. 

AVPROM programmer 
works with any PC. 
The AVPROM programs over 37 
different devices, including 
EPROMs through 27512, CMOS 
and E2 PROMS, and MPU/EPROM 
combos, using fast "adaptive" 
algorithms. Intelligent, self-con
tained units work with any per
sonal computer, using Avocet's 
GDX driver software .. . from $429. 
Gang programmers from $979. 

To find out more about Avocet 
software development tools and 
accessories, call us toll-free: 

1-800-448-8500 

(In the U.S. except Alaska 

and Hawaii .) 

VISA and Mastercard accepted. 
Most popular disc formats now 
available- please specify. Ship
ping and handling additional
call for exact quotes. OEM 
INQUIRIES INVITED. Avocet 
Systems Inc., PO. Box 490-89, 
Rockport, Maine 04856, 
(207) 236-9055. Telex: 467210 
AVOCETCI. 

AVOCET 

SYSTEMS NC: 
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o f Japan. has introduced a new way to 
distribute software. The software is con
tained in a plastic credit-card-like package 
about twice the thickness of a standard 
credit card. The card contains either a 
I-megabyte masked ROM or a 256K-byte 
programmable ROM or EEPROM. The 32 
plated traces at one end of the card form 
the edge-card connector. You can insert 
the card into your personal computer's in
terface adapter. 

The first software card to be introduced 
contains a game and costs S19.20. An 
adapter for MSX-based systems costs $5 . 
An adapter for Commodore 64 systems 
is expected shortly. 

Matsush ita Electric Works Ltd. (Osaka . 
Japa n) has al ready constructed an experi
mental automatic blood-pressure mea
suring system that writes data to an 
EEPROM-type ca rd . The card is then in
serted into an interface adapter connected 
to a persona l computer for read-out and 
analysis. 

Hudson Soft is planning to install vend
ing machines with cards that are pro
grammed when a purchaser buys an item. 

The purchaser will probably be able to use 
a credit card to buy the card . 

MICROCODE COPYRIGHT DISPUTE 
A court battle with far-reaching implica
t ions is in progress. Intel Corp. is su ing 
NEC charging that NEC's new V series o f 
microprocessors violates its microcode 
copyright. Microcode determines the fun
damental instruction set for a processor. 

NEC claims that it did not copy Intel 's 
microcode for the 8086 16-bit micropro
cessor. that microcode is not protected 
anyway. and that Intel is harassing NEC's 
customers with this suit. A win for Intel will 
greatly strengthen the position of com
panies with proprietary computer architec
tures. A loss wi ll let competitors freely 
emulate computer designs. 

MSX UPDATE 
Over one million Z80-based MSX systems 
were sold in the last 12 months in the Far 
East and Europe. Over a dozen companies 
manufacture consumer-oriented MSX 
computers. 

Now the developers of MSX (M icrosoft 

and ASCII Japan) are promising to short
ly release MSX-2 . supporting 3Vi-inch flop
pies and a 512· by 512-pixel 256-color 
display. with a base price below $400. 
Preproduction models are expected to be 
shown at the October Japan electronics 
show. And IBM is known to be taking a 
very close look at MSX. 

As yet. MSX has not made any inroads 
in the U.S. . primarily becau se of the high 
$200 to $300 retail price and lack of 
floppy disks. 

THE ONE-STOP SHOP 
Where else but in Si licon Valley can you 
make a quick trip to an all-night market 
for a quart of milk or loaf of bread and 
also pick up some EPROMs. a PC or two. 
some memory chips. or a copy of Lotus 
1-2-3 at discount prices? If you are in Sun
nyvale. Ca li fornia . head for Fry·s Elec
tronics. a part of the Fry's Food and Drug 
supermarket chain advertised as the place 
for "fast. one-stop shopping for the Silicon 
Va lley professional." where you can get 
your three Cs: computers. components. 
and convenience foods. • 
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a message to 

our subscribers 


From time to time we make the BYTE subscriber list 
available to other companies who wish to send our 
subscribers material about their products. We take great 
care to screen these companies. choosing only those 
who are reputable. and whose products. services. or 
information we feel would be of interest to you. Direct 
mail is an efficient medium for presenting the latest 
personal computer goods and services to our 
subscribers. 

Many BYTE subscribers appreciate this controlled use 
of our mailing list. and look forward to finding 
information of interest to them in the mail. Used are 
our subscribers' names and addresses only (no other 
information we may have is ever given) . 

While we believe the distribution of this information 
is of benefit to our subscribers. we firmly respect the 
wishes of any subscriber w ho does not want to receive 
such promotional literature. Should you wish to restrict 
the use of your name. simply send your request to the 
following address. 

BYTE Publications Inc. 

Attn: Circulation Department, 


70 Main St., Peterborough, NH 03458 
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© 1985 AT&T lnformalion S~·stems 

OTHER COMPANIES PROMISE 

THE IDUL LOCAL ARU NETWORK, 


BUT AT&T HAS IT TODAY. 

If you're tired of waiting for a way to build your 

company's information network, AT&T offers a 
ready solution. 

It's called AThT Information Systems Network 
(ISN), the versatile, cost-effective local area net
work that's available now. 

RUN AS ONE. 

Think of the time, effort and money you 'll 


save as ISN links together terminals, work
stations, personal computers, minicomputers , 

and mainframes to give your company a co
hesive, efficient information network. And ISN 

links to your PBX as well. So your people can 

share information, resources , data bases and 

files with the efficiency of a single system. And 

be more productive by getting the information 

they need when they need it. 


Also, ISN is easy to run. Its unique central
ized administration and control capability lets you 
monitor network performance, pinpoint malfunc
tions, take corrective action, and prevent unau
thorized access to information, all from one 
control console. And its open architecture gives 
you the flexibility to design a network th1a191nks 
AT&T's products and those from other manufac
turers across any number of locations. 

THE FAST TRACK. 

ISN not only puts your data on a fast track, it 

puts your business on one too. It's cost effective 
for as few as 50 connections, and can expand to 
several thousand. Easy and inexpensive to install, 
ISN uses optical fiber to move data fast. And with 
copper wire connections to your workstations, 
moves and changes are no longer a problem. 

Add to this the fact that ISN is backed by the 
largest, most experienced sales and service 
force in the industry, and it's clear that the AT&T 
Information Systems Network is the right choice 
for your company. 

It 's the network that's up and running before 
some others even get started. 

For more information, call your AT&T 

Information Systems Account Executive, or 

1-800-247-1212, Ext. 191. 
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The right choice.-
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LETTERS 


1co11tin11ed from page 3 2 J 

DEFENDING THE ,MAC 
The continuing saga of "The Macintosh 
Controversy" in your Letters col umn has 
become an interesting study in machine 
pa rtisanship. arousing strong emotional 
responses in BYTE readers. 

As an owner of both the Mac and the 
Tandy 1000. I can't resist join ing the fray 
to add some opinions based on my own 
personal and professional experience. As 
a video/film producer. I can say that both 
systems are proving themselves increas
ingly useful in my profession. and for quite 
different reasons. The Tandy drives a 
video character generator and interfaces 
with an editing system. while the Mac does 
an outstanding job of creating images and 
tex t for preparing storyboards-and with 
Multiplan. it has no problem with complex 
cost-estimate spreadsheets. In short. both 
do their discrete jobs very well. 

As for "a rca ne icons." anyone who 
travels overseas learns to appreciate them 
quickly-especially in the Orient. I have 
found the combination of icons. mouse. 
and keyboard on the Mac a joy to use. It's 
difficult to understand how an exhilarating 
experience like working the Mac can be 
ca lled "an exercise in frustration." unless 
the reference is to the 12 BK-byte version. 
Mr. Monteith prefers the DeskMate word 
processor to MacWrite. he says Jsee 
"Iconoclasm and the Mac:· June. page 16). 
That is truly baffl ing. DeskMate is okay for 
si mple letters but suffers severe format
ti ng limitations. whi le I have used Mac
Wri te to design attractive advertisements 
and flyers ready for printing. 

The Mac may never find its niche in the 
big-business environment-so much the 
worse for my I 0 shares o f Apple Com
pu ter stock-but it has earned my 
grat itude for being so innovative and 
remarkably ve rsa tile. 

PAU L COHEN 

Westport. CT 

INSTALLING MICROS IN CHINA 
While schoolchi ldren in America discuss 
the merits o f the latest home computer 
improvemen ts. business and government 
leaders in China are just beginning to learn 
about microcomputer technology. As 
China moves to develop its economy and 
embraces more Western-st yle business 
practices. its leaders are looking for ways 
to improve productivity. Microcomputer 
technology is one area they are exploring 
with grea t interest. 

Several pro fessors from Rensselaer Poly
technic Institu te recently had the oppor
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tunity to establish the first microcomputer 
lab in China and to introduce approxi
mately 180 Chinese middle-level manag
ers. bureaucrats. and educators to the uses 
of microcomputers in management. We 
were part of a six-month. graduate-level 
management-education program spon
sored by the National Center for Industrial 
Science and Technology Development at 
the Dalian Institute of Technology. Dalian. 
Ch ina. Its graduates are expected to return 
to their places of employment and lead 
others in implementing new technology 
and management methods. 

By American standards. our lab was 
quite spartan. We had 20 IBM Personal 
Computers. along with printers and soft
ware. " insta lled" on benches in one of the 
classrooms. During scheduled lab times. 
three students had to share each work
station. and power outages took their tol l 
on the amount of our productive com
puter time. Nevertheless. the computers
with their "Made in Taiwan" labels-were 
a constant source of discussion and 
exci tement. 

Although many of our students had had 
college-level scientific training. only about 
4 percent used a computer regularly. 
Almost 75 percent had never used a com
puter before. We provided lectures 
(delivered by us in English with sequen
tial translation into Ch inese). computer lab 
exercise. and opportunities for students to 
use the lab on their own for add itional 
hands-on experience. 

By administering questionnaires both 
before and after the students used the 
PCs. we were able to get an indication of 
how their perceptions about microcom
puters changed through actual exposu re 
to them. Not surprisingly. those who used 
the PCs most often identified the most 
potential uses for them and were the most 
optimistic about when their organizations 
might adopt micros. We have no doubt 
that as microcomputers become more 
available in China. they will fuel their own 
development. 

We were somewhat more su rprised to 
discover that factors of age. prior exper
ience with computers. and ability to 
understand English did not seem to influ
ence their perceptions. Since the com
puter displays. manuals. and software 
were in English. we had expected lan
guage to present problems. On the con
trary. we found that at least two-thirds of 
our students had a reading proficiency in 
English-often required by their jobs. Even 
those who were not proficient in Engli sh 
seemed to adapt to the computer quick
ly. While having computers wi th Ch inese-

language support would probably 
enhance their attractiveness. from our ex
perience it is not necessary to the adop
tion of microcomputer technology by the 
Chinese. 

There are other barriers. however. such 
as the lack of trained personnel and an 
infrastructure to service the computers. In 
that regard. microcomputers have several 
distinct advantages over mi nicomputers 
and mainframe computers. They are com
paratively inexpensive. giv ing an enter
prise the potential to own more than one. 
They are sma ll and easy to transport to 
the regional serv ice centers that would be 
available first. And they are less complex . 
making it easier for Chinese personnel to 
learn to serv ice and maintain them. 

As China decides when and if it will 
adopt microcomputer technology. per
haps the most significant considerat ion 
will be the uses its leaders perceive for the 
micros. China has one-quarter of the 
world's population and a government 
policy of fu ll employment. so the coun
try 's leaders may not be interested initial
ly in many of the computer applications 
common to the West. such as automation 
of clerical tasks. They are more likely to 
be attracted by computer applications in 
complex planning tasks such as budgeting. 
forecast ing. inventory control. production 
scheduling. and scientific research. Again . 
microcomputers have the advantage 
because many of these applicat ions in 
Chinese enterpri ses are on a scale that 
could be handled by a personal computer 
with a hard disk. 

By concentrating on the computer's 
ability to aid in management projectionc; 
and decisions. we believe China could 
benefit enormously from an investment in 
microcomputers. The interest is there. the 
micros are affordable. and persona l com
puters are simp!e enough to be put into 
use immediately. even as China develops 
its own infrastructure for computer serv ice 
and technology. 

D ANI EL P. ORN E AND 

WILLIAM A. WALLACE 

Rensselaer Polytechnic 	Institute 
Troy. NY 

MORE MAC FEEDBACK 
After reading Bruce Webster's review of 
"The Macintosh" (August 1984. page 2 38) 
and letters in BYTE. I went to a computer 
store for a test drive. all of which leads me 
to agree with those who say that the 
Macintosh is the computer "for the rest 
of them." 

1\vo further poin ts: The Mac's real in
(contim1ed) 
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novation is that it is not a computer! At 
least. most are not using it as one: it is an 
expensive drafting aid. Also. the degree 
of "proprietariness" in the Mac (ROMs. 
custom chips. disk format) means that true 
clones wi ll not appear to drive the price 
down and the performance up, as has 
happened with the IBM PC and the Apple 
II. The Mac will remain as limited and as 
expensive as it is today. and the Stride 420 
will remain the best 68000 computer. as 
evidenced by the number of blatant 
clones emerging (not to be advertised by 
me). Please note I am not a Stride 
employee. just a satisfied and partisan 
customer. 

P. M ATSON 

Reno. NV 

MORE STRUCTURE, NOT LESS 
From his letter. I fear that Erwin S. Strauss 
("Toward a Less Structured Approach .'' 
May. page 4 58) has not fu ll y understood 
structured programming. Structured pro
gramming has never been an attempt to 
have "fewer lines. fewer statements. fewer 
variables" : although he is correct that it 
is supposed to be easier to read and 
understand . 

His examples are too small to say any
thing about structured programming. Any 
discipline. or no discipline. will work for 
sufficiently short programs: if you can hold 
the program in your head as you're writing 
it. you don't need any help. But if the pro
gram is too large to know entirely. if you're 
not the on ly person working on it. if you 
expect to change it three years from now 
to ru n on a different computer. you must 
be able to understand it from reading the 
code. 

The essence of structured programming 
is that a program should be composed of 
small bui lding blocks. each with some 
clear and understandable function. con
nected in an understandable way. Repeat 
this as often as you want: The building 
blocks of one level are themselves com
posed of smaller subprograms. The ad
vantage of this is that you. the program
mer. can understand the program (or any 
subprogram) on its own ground: you need 
to know what the subprograms do. but not 
how they do it. 

Most languages have primitive opera
tions. like input and output: would you 
want to have to know how your OPEN 
statement does disk accesses before you 
could use it? Probably not. The ideal struc
tured program treats any complicated 
operation-the ones that you wrote your
self-the same way. You don't want to have 
to think about how your B-tree algorithm 
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works except during the algorithm: the rest 
of the program should treat it as a magical 
amulet that does disk lookups. 

This has a number of advantages. It's 
easier to write programs. You can wri te the 
top level of a program as if in an ultrahigh
level language with commands that do 
precisely what you want. Then write each 
of those commands as a subroutine in a 
slightly lower-level language. and so on. 
unti l you're writ ing in the real computer 
language. For example. the top level of a 
spreadsheet might be 

Initialize_Everything 
LOOP 

Oisplay_ The_Changes_ ThaLAffecL 
The_Screen 
GeLA_Command 
If The Command_ls_Ouit THEN 

EXIT 
ELSE 

Do_The_Command 
ENO_IF 

END_LOOP 
Finish_Up 

That is the main routine. 
It is also easier to debug programs. With 

a moderate amount of care. each of the 
commands is independent of all the 
others except those that it calls (strictly. 
that it or any of its callees. recu rsively. 
calls). If you want to rewrite your 
GeLA_Command. fixing bugs or add
ing featu res or moving it to another 
machine. you will know that your changes 
won't damage any of the rest of the pro
gram. You don't have that guarantee in a 
nonstructured program: it is quite likely 
that you will have to make changes in all 
the rest of the code. 

Structured programming encourages 
modifying parts of the code to make them 
work better and be friendlier. When the 
details of entering a command can con
found the screen-refresh routine. I'm going 
to hesi tate a long t ime before I touch the 
command-reader. If they're separate. I 
won't worry. Also. when I change things 
in the command-reader. a lot of its sub
routines will still be useful: I'll already have 
most of the tools I need. 

In fact. structured programming is a way 
of avoiding discipline on a small scale. 
When I wrote the body of the spread
sheet. I didn't think in any especially struc
tu red way or make any particular attempt 
to make it easy to understand. It's only 11 
lines of code and not very dense at that: 
there's not enough there to have trouble 
with . 

If every routine is too small and too easy 
to understand to have trouble with. where 

are you going to have trouble? (That's way. 
way oversimpli fied. but it has the right 
idea. You will sti ll have bugs-there are 
always bugs-but they're easier to fix .) 

I cannot understand Mr. Strauss's objec
tion to structured programming from his 
letter. In one paragraph. he seems to think 
that "one of the costs of structure is 
insensitivity to the end user." In another. 

· "structured programming is a fine thing in 
a production-type environment." This 
seems to imply that it is a fine thing for 
widely distributed programs to be insensi
t ive to the end user. but local and tem
porary programs shou ld be fr iendly. I 
rather doubt that he intended this. Say
ing that "debugging can come later" is 
rather peculiar: it is very easy to write a 
program that does great th ings- except 
that it doesn't work. 

The qual ity of a program doesn't have 
anything to do wi th its programm ing 
discipline. Designing the program (espe
cially the part the user sees) and writing 
it should be as separate as possible: in his 
example. the style of printing the index 
should have been chosen at leisure by the 
designer. not on the fly by the program
mer. I guess that Wirth didn't do this: 
shame on him. 

I suggest that anyone critiquing struc
tured programming (or anything else) cri
tique the discipline itself. rather than a 
vague impression of it. 

BA RD BLOOM 

Cambridge. MA 

CAN THIS PUZZLE BE SOLVED? 
It certain ly is no secret that this world con
tains more than its share of frustrations. 
However. I'd sooner take on writing a pro
gram in BASIC to ca lculate to the last digit 
of pi than try to solve the Rubik 's Cube 
on the cover of your June issue. How can 
this puzzle be solved with two blue 
squares in the middle? 

SUZIE R. M AGA LLA NES 

Scotts Valley. CA 

Gregg Williams replies: 
Thanks for allowing me to say "/told you 
so." When Robert Tinney came up with 
his Rubik 's Cube idea for the June BYTE 
cover (i was the theme editor). I told him 
he'd better base his pain ting on a real 
Rubik 's Cube. Otherwise. I told him. 
there'd probably be some inconsistency 
in the image he came up with . and some 
BYTE reader would surely find it. When 
he declined to do so. I found a few edge
and corner-cube errors. but I complete
ly overlooked the fact that each center 

(continued) 



REAL-TIME INNOVATION 


Computer professionals work with advanced equipment and technologies 
at Northrop Advanced Systems Division. 

No11hrop Advanced Systems Division is advancing aviation into 
the 21st century by successfully inte1facing human creativity with 
powerful sophisticated computer systems. Here, utilizing latest 
and often revolutiona1y equipment and techniques, our inno
vative lnfonnation Resource Management (!RM) organization 
attracts the nation 's finest computer professionals. Join our 
team and work in one of the world 's most advanced high 
technology environments. 

Our facil ities are ideally situated midway between Los Angeles and Orange County 
in Southern California. We have immediate openings for the following : 

• IBM Equipment 
Configuration Specialists 

• Database Specialists 
• IMSSy~emsProgrammeffi 
• MVS Systems Programmers 
• Performance Specialists 
• Scientific Programmers/Analysts 

(Engineering , Manufacturing and 
Logistics applications) 

Relocation assistance is available. 

• Change Management 
• Systems Analysts 
• Network Design Specialists 
• Sr. Communications Analysts 
• Network Control Analysts 
• Computer Aided Design (CAD) 

Specialists 
• Data Control Systems Specialists 

Northrop provides our employees a competitive, comprehensive benefits package. Please 
send your resume to: Bill Hargen, Computer Systems Employment Office, Dept. 
B 686, P.O. Box 1138, Pico Rivera , CA 90660-99n. 

PROOF OF U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED. Northrop is an Equal Opportunity 
Employer M/F/H/V. 

NORTHROP 
Advanced Systems Division 
Aircraft Group 

~'re within your reach. 

Inquiry 2 73 
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LETTERS 


face must be a different color! Thanks for 
confirming my high opinion of the BYTE 
reader. 

PAYING EXTRA FOR MANUALS 
Yesterday. the disk I use for word process
ing gave me a system error number 10. 
However. when I tried to find the English 
translation of this error message. I dis
covered that the manufacturer had not 
bothered to document any error mes
sages. so as to "enhance" the user-friend
liness of its manuals. 

No. this was not some Japanese import. 
It was that bastion of user-friend li ness. 
App le Computer. 

I later learned that Apple did in fact 
document the Macintosh system errors in 
a separate ma nual. which costs an addi
tional $ I 00. No other personal computer 
compa ny in the world would charge me 
for an essential re ference manual after I'd 
spent $4000 on a computer system. It 
appears that Apple should take some 
lessons from its more experienced com
petitor. IBM. IBM documented all possible 
error messages for the IBM PC in its stan
dard manual and charges only $39 for its 
tec hnical reference ma nual for tru e 
hackers. 

RI CHARD S INGER 

Berkeley, CA 

YET ANOTHER GEM 
I found "Pu blic-Domai n Gems" by John 
Markoff and Ezra Shapiro [March. page 
207) to be both interesting and valuable. 
but I want to poin t out one gem that they 
overlooked. 

No Visible Support Software (Box 1344. 
Berkeley. CA 94 704 ) dist ri butes a public
domain FORTH ca lled F83 that fu lly 
observes the FORTH 83 standard. F83 was 
wri tten by Henry Laxen and Michael Perry 

and is available for a variety of micropro
cessors. includi1_1g a version that runs 
under PC-DOS. (In the DOS version. al l 110 
goes through DOS. except cursor posit ion
ing and clear screen. which go th rough 
BIOS.) 

F83 from No Visible Support costs $25 
for disk and handling (the software is free). 
The source disk sent to the purchaser is 
compacted by means of a Huffman code: 
the unpacking program is on the d isk and 
produces two disks' worth of code. The 
code is also found on various bulletin 
boa rds: the most recent version of F83 is 
ve rsion 2. 1. 

Because F83 is an exceptionally clean 
and powerful implementation. it is becom
ing widely used as the basis for a variety 
of languages and products. 

MI CHAEL H AM 

Santa Cruz. CA 

COMPUTERS IN )APAN 
As far as I can tell from sources who are 
familiar with Japan. the personal computer 
boom has soured in Japan. Wh ile the 
major contenders try in va in to stir interest 
among buyers with new product offerings. 
NEC is sti ll strengtheni ng its " full nelson" 
on the ma rket (nea ring 70 percent share. 
with Fu jitsu taking up second with some 
20 percent) . 

The home/game market that the MSX 
technology was supposed to spark is stale: 
all the talk of "new media" and "INS" still 
seems to elude the family market. The re
maining game machines are now in the 
$4 5 range. rather than the $360-to-$4 50 
ra nge of the MSX machines. 

Sord-lapan·s Apple and crown prince 
of that country's fledgling venture busi
ness-is in deep trouble with a devastated 
earnings pictu re and deep internal rifts in 
management. Its proprietary PIPS operat

ing system has been more o r less aban
doned. Sord"s forthcoming $600 large
screen LCD word-processing portable may 
be its last hurrah as a player in the export 
market. 

Apple-Japan. along with its partner 
Canon Hanbai in Japan. has run into 
trouble wi th its attemps to develop func
tional kanji firmware for the Macintosh: at
tempts to generate kanji character sets on 
the Mac would end up entirely incompati
ble with the existing Mac operating sys
tem. The project seems to have been 
shelved. and Apple is resigned to marginal 
sales performance. But even the unmodi
fied Macs were selling for astronomica l 
prices-698.000 yen list ($3 150). 

The Japanese have so far found com
puters best suited to the office env iron
ment (with suitable clerical staff to operate 
them). Their impact has unquestionably 
been solid and is sti ll widening. If and 
when the Japanese "invasion" ever arrives 
in the U.S. . it will be in integrated OA sys
tems (word-processing. optical fi ling. fac
simile). But even then. the software re
quirements for the U.S. and Japanese 
office environments are virtually incom
patible. In the long run. we may see a 
strong presence in Japan on ly by IBM (with 
its successful 5 5 50 series) and. converse
ly. in the U.S. only by the loca l subsidiaries 
of NEC and Fu jitsu. The Sharps. Epsons. 
Mitsubishis. Sords. and Kay Nishis are not 
likely to remain as long-term competitors. 

I may well be wrong on a number of 
coun ts. so I look forward to reading more 
updates in BYTE on the Japanese situa
tion. 

PETER E. F UCH S 

The Program on U.S.-Japan Relations 
The Center for In ternational Affairs 

Harvard University 
Ca mbridge. MA • 

Tramp us Temporalis 
© 1984 

Arriva l us 
Noveaum 

MASTERBYTE COMPUTERS of New York, Inc. 
Suite 815 • 19 West 34th Street• New Yor k, N.Y. 10001 

(212) 760-0340/1 /2 
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Lyco Computer 


Marketing & Consultants 


LOWEST PRICES! SUPER SAVINGS! 

ON THESE 
IN STOCKSAVE PRINTERS 


CARDCO JUKI LEGEND 

AXIOM 
GP550AT Atari) ..... . . .... 239 
GP550CD C-64 .. ... ..........239 
GP550PC IBMj ·· ····· ·· ..... . 229 
GP550AP App e) ... ... ... ... 269 
GP700AT Atari) .... .... ...... 439 

~ri~i0tto i~f.~11) ::: : : m 
GP 1OOAT (l\ tari) .... ... ... CALL 

32K BUFFER..(C-64) . .. ..... 59 

CITIZEN 
MSP-10 .... 289 
MSP· 15 .. .... ... ... .. 449 
MSP·20 .... .... ..... .. .... .. ..... . 449 
MSP-25 ... .... . ..... .. . 569 
Sheelfdr ( 10/20) ... .... .. ..... . 189 
Sheetfdr (15/25) . . 199 

Juk1 6100 .. ........ .. .. ...375 
RS232 Serial Board...... .. .. 55 
6100 Trac tor...... ............. 119 
6100 Sheet Feeder ......209 
Juk1 6300 .. . . ...... .. 765 

OKIDATA 
Ok i ma te 10 ...CALL 
Ok1mate 20 .CALL 

880 . 
1080 . 
1380 . 
1385 .. 

. ....... . 199 

.... ... . 225 
. .... .. .265 
... ... .. 299 

DIGITAL DEVICES 
16K BUFFER.. . . .75 
32K BUFFER .... ....... . .. ... . 89 
64K BUFFER ..... .. ... .... ... 125 

PANASONIC 
1091 ........... .. .. ....... . 239 
1090 .. .. .. . 185 
1092 ....... . .. 375 
1093 . .. . ..... 429 
315 1 Letter... ... .... 429 
4K Buffer .. . . .... . 65 

C. ITOH 
PROWRITER 85 10AP .... . 279 
8510AP+ . 299 
851 OBPI . ... 309 
8510SP ..... 375 
8510SR ...... ..425 
8510SCP . ... ... . 449 
851 OSCR .. . ..... .... 469 
7500AP .. . ..... .. .. 205 
7500AR .. .245 
1550P .. ... 439 
t 550AP + .... 459 

CORONA 
LP300 Laser Printer .... .. 2699 
200361 Toner Cartridge .... 89 

EPSON 
LX80 (NEW) ..... ... . ... ... ..... 225 
FX80 + ..... ...... ... .. 349 
FX 100 + .. .... ... . . ... 479 
JX80 Color . .... .489 

182 215 
t 92 .. 349 
193 ...... 565 
92P ..... . 349 
93P . . ... .... . ................ .. 565 
84P ...... ... ... ........... . ..... . 645 
92 lmagewriter ........... ... . 349 

· 1s M versions also 

BROTHER 

P1J.1Q 
P35t 

TOSHIBA 

MICROBITS 

559 
1289 

M1crostuffer ..... ... . 99 

DIABLO 
025 .. 549 

SILVER REED 
EXP400 
EXP500 ... 
EXP550 
EXP770 . 

STAR MICRONICS 
SG-1 0 .. ............... .....215 
SG·15 .... . ... ...... .. .... .. 375 
S0-10 .... ... .... .. ......... 339 

1550BCP ..... 469 RX100 ... . . .. ..... ...... ....... .. 369 HA- t 5XL-P ... ... . .. 359 630API ... ... .... ... . ... ....... 1599 SD-15 ..... ... ....... . 445 
A 10-30P . .... .. . .... 445 HOMEWRITER t 0 (New).... CALL HA·15XL-S ... ...... . ..... 359 630ECS . .. .. ..... 1759 SR-10 .... 485 
F 10-40P or S .. .... ... .859 CR220 (C-64).. .... .. .......... t59 HR-35P .. ......... . .. 839 0 801 F . ... ....... .. . 2395 SA·15 ... . . .... 585 
F 10-55P or S .. . ...... 1039 
F10 Tractor ............... ... 159 
FtO Sheet Feeder ..... 249 

L01 500 Par ... .999 
L01 500 Ser...... ......... .... 1059 
H180 Color Plott er 379 

HA-35S... . 
2024L-P .. . 
M1009·P 

....839 
...949 

189 

P32C01 ..... .. .... ... ... .... .... 699 
P38 1749 
c 150 . .. 999 

Powertype 

~~: \%c". 64 (NEW) .. 
.. 305 

·8m 

MONITORS 


SAKATA 
SG 1000 12 '" Green ..99 
SA 1000 1 2"" Amber . 109 
SG t 500 12·· Green TTL 119 
SA 1 500 1 2"" Amber TTL 129 

209~g~gg \r ~'ll'll comp 389 
STSI Tilt Stand 29 

ZENITH 
ZVM 122A Amber ....... .. . .. 84 
ZVM 123G Green .. .75 
ZVM 124 Amber IBM ....... 129 
ZVM 131 Color ... ... .. .... ..... 275 
ZVM 133 RGB .... .. ..... ...... . 389 
ZVM 135 Composite ...... ... 449 
ZVM 136 Hi Res Color .. .. 589 

PANASONIC 
OT 1300 AG 1 composite .... 299 

NEC 

JB- 1260 Green ............. .... 95 

JB- 1201 Green ... .. ... 135 

JC 1215 Color .. .. .. 235 

JC 1216 RGB .... ....... 375 

JC 1460 Color ..... 265 

JB-1205 Amber ......... ....... 139 


PRINCETON GRAPHICS 
MAX-1 2 Amber . 189 
HX-12 RGB ... ... ......... ... .. 475 
SR-1 2 RGB ...... .. ... .. ...... .. 599 

AMDEK 
300 Green ..... . 125 
300 Amber .. .. ...... .... 139 

310 Amber IBM .............. . 155 

Color 300 Audio .. .... .. . 245 

Color 500 Composite ... .... 369 

Color 600 ...... ....... .... ..... .. 429 

Color 700 .... .... 495 

Color 710 ... .... . ... ... .. .. .. .... 569 


X-TRON 
Comcolor I Com1>t1!\ 1lc Green. 185 

TAXAN 
11 5 12' ' Green Composite CALL 
1 t 6 12'" Amber Composite CALL 
12 1 12'· Green TIL t35 
122 12'· Amber TTL .. 145 
220 I' · Color Composi te 259 
410 12'· RGB H1 Res IBM 329 
420 12"' RGB Super H1 IBM 409 
440 12'· RGB Ullra H1 Res 569 
Till Stand 35 

MODEMS DISKETTES 

SKC (Box 10) 

HAYES 

ANCHOR 

139 
.379 
. 349 
.599 
135 

NOVATION 
•6',1.JOO t200 MS·DOS ext 
IBM·l0011 200 CPM·86 2.: 
IBM 300 ; 20~ '?400 exl 
IBM ',J/l200.2400 MS·DOS 
IBM MS·DOS int 
1BI>' CPM·86 .n: 
Macmooem 300 1200 
Macmodem 3001120012400 
A;i;ite Cat II 

319 
319 
529 
579 
325 
325 
315 
585 
2·9 

TELE LEARNING 
Total Telecommunica11ons 
~C·64 i 29 9!; 

A -250 ~300 Ba d Aei;le) 69 95 
18·250 I OD Baud 18 I 69 95 

WESTRIDG E MODEM 1C·6Jt .59 

IOty I 10 tOO 500 
51 .i .. SSDD 13 75 12 99 11 99 
51 ,-· DSDD t5 75 14 99 14 25 

ELEPHANT (Box 10) 
5•, ·· SSSD 13 50 12 99 
5" .. SSDD 14 99 13 99 
5•., .. DSDD 16 99 15.99. 
Premium SSOD .. 15 95 14 95 
Premium DSOD. 17 95 t6.95. 

1 t 99 
12 99 
14.99 

. 13.95 

. 15.95 
............ . 55 

.... 186 
Upgrade Apple Car II 
Car 300 Acoust ic 

225 
139 

MITE Y MO MODEM IC·6•1 
Compuserve 

69 
t 9 B5 MAXELL (Box 10) 

... . 229 J·Ca: RS232 69 51 .: · · M0-1 16.75 15 75 14 75 
5 111. ·· MD-2 .22.99 21 99 20.99 

IBM-PC COMPATABLE 


DRIVES 

MSD 
SD t Drive (C-64) . 

SD2 Drive (C-64) .... 


INDUS 
GT ATARl.... .. ...... ... . 2 15 

GT COMMODORE ........ .. 235 


Zenith 
PARADISE Z·150 .. Call OMEGA*LOTUS

Mult1-D1splay Card ... ... .. . 289 Lotus t -2·3 309 .00 tO Meg Bernoulli Box /IBM).. t 899 
Modu lar G1aph ics Card .. . 275 Sympnony 439 00 Leading Edge 5 Meg Bernoulli Box MAC). t 499 
Five·Oak .. .. 155 

PC Compalable Cati 

TOLL FREE 1-800-233-8760 

Inquiry 227 

RISK FREE POLICY 
In-stock items shipped within 24 hours of order. No deposit on C.0 .0 . orders. Free 
shipping on prepaid cash orders within the continental U.S. Volume discounts 
available. PA residents add sales tax . APO. FPO. and inlernational orders add 

TO ORDER 
C A LL TOLL FREE or sen d orde r to $5.00 plus 30/o for priority mail service. Advert ised prices show 4% discount for 

cash, add 40/o for MasterCard or Visa. Personal checks require 4 weeks' clearance 
before shipping. Ask about UPS Blue and Red label shipping. All merchandise 

Lyco Computer800-233-8760 P 0 Box 5088 carr ied under manufacturer's warranty. Free catalog with order. AU items subject 
to change withou t notice. Jerse y Shore PA 17740 



OK-WRITERT.M. 

LETTER QUALITY 

graphics 
!!'!!H.l!l:!J~ to all features 

cing, bold, double 
n:'l.tml08r~m ing, self-test, etc. 

rallel interfaces retained 
l!j!.~mo(lie; Diagnostic HEX dump 

ny other features 

0 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES. INC. 

17971·E Skypark Circle, Irvine, CA 92714 
(714) 261 · 0228 Telex 386078 


UKDlstrlbutor : X·DATA(0753) 72331 


Inquiry 312 

Software for 
Engineers 
Electronic Circuit Analysis 
• Nonlinea r transient, DC, AC analysis 
• Worst Case, Monte-Carlo 
• Frequency, time dependent parts 

$450. 

Logic Simulation System 
• 	Full delay analysis 

(min, max, typical, load dependent) 
• Ability to save simulation results 

$395. 

Both have: 
• Built in editor, fully interactive 
• Macros (un limited) 
• Large circuits 
For MS-DOS, 192k minimum 

Tatum Labs 
33 Main Street 
Newtown, CT 06470 
(203) 426-2184 

Inquiry 363 

64K • 128K • 256K 

DRAMS 

80287-3 

8087-3 

8087-2 

BITTNER 

3E: 

ELECTRONICS 


899 SO UTH COAST HIGHWAY 

LAGUNA BEACH , CA 92651 

(714) 497-6200 

.. ., . 
Inquiry 35 

. es into a 3M disket1e is 
Everylhtng Lhal go lied by specili· ed d/ or contra 
rnanufactur an And to help intro.duce 
canons set by 3.M. f 3M we' re runmng a 
you to the qu~ht~ ~ ran~e of information 
special on their u . 

. 	 , producls includ1ng
processrng . 3M Maii Tape 

• 3M D1sket1e • . 
• 3M Data Cartndges 

PLUS! Specials on rnanY other product~
d' count catalog of corn 

in our fu ll ~ang~ ;s write or ul ilize reader
1

puter supphes .. a ~ur FREE catalog with 
service to obtain Y d If it 's worth1special offer coupon enc ose . 
remembering. H's worth 3M. . .. ' 

" I ' #I in Service & Reltabr/lf)
Smrp J E. Maple Rd.1050 

I 	veeN Trey. Ml 48083 
...• (313) 58~3440 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

Inquiry 226 

SIBEC51 

8051/52 DEVELOPMENT BOARD 
8051-Based Single-Board Computer with 
Monitor/Debugger 

14 26-pin byte-wide 
sockets; monitor will 
program EEPROMS. 
IPerfect for System 
Development and 

llP.ll'!lll Educational Applications 
• ~ 5335 

(I~:~o~•;· J:.~:. ~"~~~Q•Yoo31459.3232 
Inquiry 34 

S100 boards 
by S.C. Digital 

model description price 
• 	 256KB, 256k Oynamic Ram with 

memory mapping, Sb data . . . . . $325 
• 	 256KM, 512k Oynamic Ram, 8/ 16b 

data, parity, Bmhz operation . . ...... $375 
• 	 128KS, Static ram 128kb . . . 5349 

Eprnm, -N with no ram ...... .• . ... $169 
• 	 FDC1 , Floppy controller, 765, 

OMA, serial, moni/ boot . . . . . . $325 
• 	 Support! , 4serial, centrnnics, 

Sasi. interrupts, clocks . . . .. .. .. $345 
• 	 80286 CPU, 6, Bmhz, from. . .. $350 
• 	 8086 CPU, 8, 10mhz clock ......... $325 

• 	 ZOO CPU, 6, Bmhz, with memory 

mapping, addressable 4mbytes ...... . 5249 

DEALER PRICING AVAllABLE 

S.C. Digital, Inc. 
1240 N. Highland Avenue, Suite 4 

' Aurora , Illinois 60506 
312-897-7749 

Inquiry 320 

Convert What You Have 
To What You Want I 

• RS232 Serial • Cenlronics Parallel 
• 8 Baud Rat es • Handshake Slgnals 
• Lalehed Outputs • Compact 3Y. x 41'; x 1 ~ 

~t0~6~ge~:~~~~i:v~T1~g~:i'~~r~~C:~~~~ 1 ~!~1gr~a~~8e '~gg 
Serles ~onverters provide Iha mlssln~ link. Based on the 

~!~:'~e\~cri~~I~ ~;~;~,0!cnR' h!~~~~auk~ ~~~:11~:~ ~~~l~I~~ 
lransfer eftrclency. Oelalled documenlallon allows 
slmplllled lnstallal lon. Order the Model 770 (Ser/Par) or 
Model 775 (Par/Ser) Today! 

Buller P10duct1 
Coming Soonl 

>-==== onlyS89.05 

'i9EtJ!2.~.!fS. Connoc10~ Op110n s t0.00 
CAR11ld111118% t11 

2734-C Johnson Dr. UPS Shipping 13.00 
Post Otflce Sox 3717 

Ventura, CaUlomla 93006 

CALL (605) 656-7466 or 656-7467 
• For FAST Delivery Z 

Inquiry 136 

Verba1im 

flexible disks 
Call Free (800) 235-4137 for 
prices and information. Dealer 
inquiries invited. C.O.D. and 
charge cards accepted. -VISA' 

PACIFIC 
EXCHANGES 
100 Foothill Blvd. 
San Luis Obispo. CA 
93401. In Cal. call 
(800) 592-5935 or 

~--~w;,::g(805) 543-1037 . 

Inquiry 282 

SAFEWARE®Insurance provides full 
replacement of hardware, media and 

purchased software. As lillle as $39/yr. covers: 
• Fire • Theft • Power Surges 

• Earthquake • Water Damage • Auto Accident 

For information or immediate coverage call : 

1-800-848-3469 
In Ohio call 1-614-262-0559 

(1fffli'ff) 
SAFEWARE , 71x, lm11rm1ce ,\fie111:r Inc. 

Inquiry 324 



WHAT'S NEW 


VersaBraille II 

T elesensory Systems has 
introduced the Versa

Braille II system. a portable. 
disk-based electron ic infor
mation processor for the 
bli nd. This braille computer 
lets you electronically store. 
process. and retrieve infor
mation. A special telepho ne 
modem ca n link VersaBraille 
II to other computers. 

VersaBrai lle II consists of a 
standard 3 Vi-inch micro
floppy-d isk system and a 
bra ille display that sub
stitutes for a video monitor. 
Its memory holds up to 
30.000 characters: disk sup
port boosts the unit's 
capac ity to 77 .000 charac
ters. This is adequate for 
many word-processing pro
cedures. such as formatting. 
high-speed searching. and 
inserting. deleting. and 
reloca ting text. The system 
can sim ultaneously output 
brail le and print information. 

VersaBraille II is fully pro
grammable. Menus guide 
the user to each of the sys
tem's programs. The manu
facturer provides spec ial 
software that converts Versa
Braille II into a fou r-function 
ca lculator with algebraic 
log ic. floating decimal point . 
square root. and percent. 
Plans for other software 
packages include a 50.000
word spelling checker. a 
two-way braille translator. 
and a language interpreter. 

The price of a VersaBraille 
II system is $6995 plus ship
pi ng and handling. For more 
information. contact Te lesen
sory Systems Inc.. 4 5 5 North 
Bernardo Ave.. POB 7455 . 
Mountain View. CA 
94039-7455 . (415) 960-0920 
Inquiry 615 . 

HP's Series 300 tech nical workstation . 

Hewlett-Packard's 
Series 300 

T he Series 300 technica l 
workstations from 

Hewlett-Packard expand the 
HP 9000 famil y. A modular 
design lets you choose the 
CPU. display. systems soft
ware. programming lan
guage. and peripherals. 

For an entry-level to mid
range system. you can 
choose a 10-MHz Motorola 
680 10. If you require high
speed processor perfor
mance. a 32-bit 16.6-M Hz 
68020 is avai lable. With 
both CPU configurations. 
you get I megabyte of 
RAM. expandable to 7 V2 
megabytes. 

Low-resolution display 
choices include two 12-inch 
moni tors with 512 by 400 
pixels in black and white or 
color. You can also choose a 
19-i nch color or I 7-i nch 
monochrome high-resolution 
monitor with a 1024- by 
768-pixel display. 

The Series 300 runs most 
Series 200 applications soft
ware. Packages are available 
for word processing. spread

sheets. database manage
ment. project management. 
and graphics. You ca n 
choose an integrated word
processi ng/spreadsheet/ 
database package or pro
grams fo r electrica l and 
mechanical engineering. 
BASIC 4.0. Pasca l 3.1. and 
HP-UX are also avai lable. 

Peripheral options include 
digitizer tablets. mice. mass
storage subsystems. printers. 
and plotters. T\vo IEEE-802 .3 
standard cabling options 
allow linking up to 30 sys
tems over a distance of 18 5 
meters or up to 100 com
puters over a distance of 
500 meters. Series 300 net
work software prov ides file 
transfer. file access. and 
directory access within the 
HP 9000 system. 

Series 300 prices start at 
53500. A typical system 
ranges from S 5 500 for an 
entry-level configu ration to 
55 5.000 for a high-end sys
tem. Contact your loca l 
Hewlett-Packard sa les office. 
Inquiry 616. 

Micro Five 
AT-Compatible 

M icro Five's Series 5000 
is compatible with the 

IBM PC AT. It features an 
8-M Hz 16-bi t 1ritel 80286 
and I SO-nanosecond in
terleaved memory with no 
wai t states. You can select 6
o r 8-MHz 80286 operation. 
An optional 80287 numeric 
coprocessor is ava ilable. 

DMA controllers let the 
hard-disk subsystem read 
and write a track of data on 
a single disk revolution . 
Average disk-access time is 
30 milliseconds. 

Avai lable wi th the Series 
5000 are MS-DOS 3.1 and 
XEN IX 3.2 . which supports 
up to 16 users. You ca n also 
get CW-BASIC 3.1 and a 
virtual-disk program. 

The Series 5000 Model 
100 has 512K bytes of 
memory. a 1.2-megabyte 
floppy-d isk drive. an 
RS-232C serial port. a Cen
tronics parallel printer port. 
a clock/calendar wi th battery 
backup. and an AT
compatible keyboard. The 
Model 200 has the same 
featu res plus a 27-megabyte 
formatted 5 v.i-inch hard disk. 
Both models have nine ex
pansion slots. 

Options include memo ry 
expansion to 2 megabytes 
on the motherboard and I 5 
megabytes for the system: 
disk-drive formatti ng capaci
ties of 27 . 45 . 62 . or 116 
megabytes: 60-megabyte 
5v.i -inch streaming-tape 
backup: 360K-byte floppy
d isk drive: and up to five 
three-port 1/0 ca rd s. 

Series 5000 li st prices are 
53395 for the Model 100 
and $5215 for the Model 
200. Contact Micro Five 
Corp.. POB 5011 . 3560 
Hyland Ave.. Costa Mesa. 
CA 92626. (714) 957-1517. 
Inquiry 617. 
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FFT Coprocessor 
Card 

T he Ariel PC FFT card 
performs fast Fourier 

transforms by executing a 
single program line in inter
preted and compi led BASIC. 
IBM Pascal and FORTRAN . 
Lattice C. and Turbo Pascal. 
The card's disk-based assem
bly-language driver routines 
make the host/peripheral in 
terface transparent to the 
user. PROM-resident algo
rithms include forward and 
inverse FFT. hammi ng win
dow. and power spectral 
density. 

The PC FFT transforms 
16-bit integer data arrays of 
up to 2048 complex points 
in less than 20 milliseconds. 
The pipe lined architecture 
lets you fit all the hardware 
necessary to perform com
plex signal-processing algo
rithms inside the computer. 
The PC FFT's low power 
consumption lets you install 
two or more FFT processors 
in a single host. 

The PC FFT card plugs 
into the IBM PC. XT. AT. or 
compatible computers and 
costs $18 50. Contact Ariel 
Corp.. Suite 84 . 600 West 
I 16th St. New York. NY 
10027. {2121 662-7324 . 
Inq uiry 618. 

Apple EPROM 
Programmer 

A pparat's Apple 28-pin 
Prom Blaster is a menu

driven EPROM programmer 
that will burn the following 
EPROM s: 2764 . 2764A. 
27128. 27 12 8A. 27256. 
27C256. and 27512. 

The Prom Blaster has an 
edit funct ion for the data 
buffer and can move system 
memory into the data buf
fer. It provides 12 Vi - or 

PC FFT coprocessor card from Ariel. 

Writable ROM Board from Douglas Eleclronics. 

21-volt programming voltage 
and + 5 or +6 volts for Vee· 

The Apple 28-pin Prom 
Blaster is $11 9. It requires 
48K bytes of RAM and one 
floppy-disk drive. Contact 
Apparat Inc .. 4401 South 
Tuma rac Parkway. Denver. 
co 80237 . {800) 525-7674: 
in Colorado. {303) 741-1778. 
Inqui ry 619. 

Interface Breadboard 
for IBM, Commodore 

G roup Technology has 
put together the BG 

Board. an interface bread
board that lets you con
struct circuits and use BASIC 
programs to control the flow 
of information between a 
microcomputer and external 
devices. BG-Boa rd provides 
access to your machine's 
data. control. and address 
buses so you ca n build in
terfaces for monitoring 
home appliances. analytical 
instruments. security 
systems. and so on. 

Interface cards ca lled 
CableCards let you use the 
BG-Board with an IBM PC. 
Commodore 64 . or VIC-20. 
CableCards are also avai l
able for the TRS-80 Models 

I. Ill. and 4 and the Apple 
II + and lie. 

The BG-Board is buffered 
to protect the microcom
puter if a wiring error 
occurs. It provides up to 
eigh t decoded address out
puts in either the device- or 
the memory-addressing 
models. You can address up 
to 2 56 i/O devices by using 
BASIC software. A built-in 
logic probe permits detec
tion of logic levels and 
pulse edges. 

The Model BG-IOIA as
sembled interface bread
board for the IBM PC. Com
modore 64. o r VIC-20 sells 
for 5280: the Model 
BG- IOIK kit is 5205. For 
more information. contact 
Group Technology Ltd .. POB 
Bi. Route I Box 83 . Check. 
VA 24072 . {703) 65 1-3153 . 
Inquiry 620. 

Apple II 
Writable ROM 

T he Writable ROM Board 

from Douglas Elec


tronics lets an Apple II . II+ . 

or lie function as a 2 K-byte 


ROM . The board fits into an 
expansion slot on the App le 
and connects to the ROM 
socket on a destination com
puter or device with a 
12-i nch 24-pin jumper cable. 

To test a program. you use 
software to sw itch the 
WROM Board to its RAM 
mode. copy the program to 
the board. and switch the 
board back to ROM mode. 
The destination computer 
sees the program as on 
board in ROM. You execute 
the program by pressing the 
destination computer's reset 
button. For further editing. 
repeat the process. After 
you debug the program. a 
ROM is burned. 

You can also use the 
WROM Board to program a 
28 16A EEPROM. When you 
program the EEPROM. you 
can place it in the destina 
tion computer's PROM 
socket. letting the remote 
machine function inde
pendently. 

Model 5010-DE-12 Writable 
ROM Boards are 595 . Con 
tact Douglas Electronics Inc .. 
718 Marina Blvd .. San 
Leandro. CA 94577 . {415) 
483-8770. 
Inquiry 621. 

Single-board 
80286 Computer 

T ranstec Technology's 
Hydra SBC is based on 

the Intel iAPX 286 micro
processor. It includes I 
megabyte of on-board RAM 
expandable to 4 megabytes. 
from I6K to 2 56K bytes of 
ROM. an on-board floppy
disk controller. an SCSI in
terface. four seria l ports. and 
one bidirectiona l paral lel 
port. An 80287 numeric co
processor is optional. 

Graphics reso lu tion is as 
high as 1024 by 768 pixels. 
Graphics features include 
panning. smooth scrolling. 
and programmable character 
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sizes or fonts. A 4-color 
display is standard: with an 
optional card. you can 
display 16 colors from a 
4096-color palette 

The Hydra SBCs operating 
system is Concurrent DOS 
3.3 with GSX. The board. 
with 512 K bytes of memory 
and the operating system. 
sel ls fo r $ J 500. Contact 
Transtec Technology. Unit 5. 
Ida Complex . Macken St. . 

Bus and Modem 
Support for 
Integral PC 

H ewlett-Packard has in
troduced two options 

for its Integral PC: the HP 
82904 A bus expander and 
the HP 82915A 300/ 
1200-bps modem. 

The bus expander plugs 
into one of the Integral PCs 
two J/O ports with a I-meter 
cab le and expansion inter
faces. It has its own power 
supply and provides five 
extra ports. Price for the bus 
expander is $1295 . 

The serial modem is an 
asynchronou s. full-duplex in 
terface that features auto
dial and auto-answer modes. 
You insta ll it in one of the 
Integral PCs J/O ports and 
can connect it to a tele
phone network with a stan
dard modular jack. Built-in 
communications software 
lets you switch from 300 to 
1200 bps. provides auto
dialing. and uses menu
driven configurations. The 
modem's protocol is 
UMODEM. 

List price for the HP 
829 15A serial modem is 
$595 . Contact your local 
Hewlett-Packard dealer or 
sa les office. 
Inqu iry 624. 

Dublin 2. Ireland: tel : ated graphics and text. The 
718 5211719800. PC-VideoGraph has a 6845 
Inquiry 622. microprocessor and I 28K 

bytes of display memory. It 
runs IBM graphics and text
generation softwa re and 
operates in a 640- by 
400-pixel mode. The board 
can display 16 colors: with 
dittering. it can display up to 
136 colors simultaneously. 

Demonstration software 
and graphics libraries for 

HERALS 

Videotaping 
Graphics Board 

N
 ew Media Graphics· PC

VideoGraph is an add


on board for the I BM PC. 

XT. and AT that allows video

taping of computer-gener

- PERlP· 

Tfie HP 829 I 5A modem for tfie Integral PC. 

MIDI Processor 

H inton Instruments' 
MIDIC is a MIDI pro 

cessor that contains its own 
software in ROM . It has a 
MIDI 1.0 specified interface 
with an optoisolator for 
minimum data corruption 
and an RS-2 32C/42 3-com
patible interface for connec
t ion to a computer. You can 
use the computer to select 
commands from a menu. 
MIDICs expansion socket 
allows for software exten
sions or custom packages. 

The MIDIC I.I software 
has two modes of opera
tion. In the process mode. 
you can insert MIDIC in the 
data stream of a MIDI 
equipment setup and pro
cess the data as directed by 
the setups. All setups can 
be uploaded and down

loaded between MIDIC and 
a host computer. In the in
terface mode. MIDIC can 
buffer and convert MIDI 
codes in 8-bit binary or 
ASC II hexadecimal format. 
Both modes permit 
automatic generation of ac
tive sensing clocks and MIDI 
timing clocks. Tempo is 
va riable from 30 to 2 79 
crotchets per minute. 

MIDIC costs £300: with a 
battery backup. it is £3 50. 
For more information. con
tact Hinton Instruments. 168 
Abingdon Rd .. Oxford OX I 
4RA. England : te l: Oxford 
(0865 ) 721731. 
Inquiry 625 . 

BASIC. Pascal. FORTRAN . 
and C are included. A light 
pen. mouse. touchscreen. 
and interactive paint and 
font software are among PC
VideoGraph's options. 

Single-quantity price for 
PC-VideoGraph is $695. Con
tact New Media Graph ics 
Corp.. 279 Cambridge St. . 
Burlington. MA 01803 . (617) 
272-8844. 
Inqu iry 623. 

Portable Battery and 
Case for Laptops 

T he Prairie Powe r por
table battery system 

helps to extend continuous 
usage of laptop computers. 
LEDs on the charger in
dicate when the unit is 
charging and when the bat
tery is fu ll. The charging unit 
also allows for emergency 
power backup 

The battery is a sea led 
lead-acid unit that has 
Department of Transporta
tion approval for air trans
port. Custom cables are in
cluded in the package. 

Prairie Power's water
resistant carry ing case 11 7 
by 13 by 5 inches) features 
a removable insert panel 
that you can use as a laptop 
workstation. It holds the bat
te ry. charger. and computer. 
and it has a padded pocket 
with room for acoustic cups. 
cables. a small recorder . 
or 3Vi -inch disk drive. 

The complete ensemble 
se lls for S 169. Components 
are avai lable separately. 
Contact Prairie Power 
Systems Inc.. 7 68 T\.velve 
Oaks Center. I 5 500 Wayzata 
Blvd .. Wayzata. MN 55391. 
(800) 435-8721 : in Min 
nesota. (6 121475-1793 . 
Inquiry 626. 
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Interface for Home 
Control 

X -1 O's Powerhouse inter
face for the Apple lie 

and lie and the Commodore 
64 prov ides automatic con
tro l of electrical devices in 
the home. It has its own 
80C48 processor. on-board 
ROM . RAM chip. and real
time clock. Its battery 
backup can sustain the unit 
without AC power for more 
than 100 hours. X-10 
Powerhouse sends signals 
over AC wiring to control up 
to 72 lights and appliances 
plugged into System X-10 
modules. which are plugged 
into 120-volt outlets. 

The interface comes with a 
home-control software pack
age that uses a color
graphics interactive ap
proach to programming. 
After you complete installa
tion and programming. you 
ca n disconnect the Power
house from the computer. 
The interface will continue 
to run the control system ac
cording to the program. 

The X- 10 Powerhouse !in
terface. software. and con
necting cab le) retails for 
about $120. Contact X-10 
Inc. . 185A Legrand Ave.. 
Northva le. NJ 07647. (2011 
784-9700. 
Inquiry 627. 

RS·232C to IEEE-488 
Controller 
. he CmC RC interfaceT lets any personal com
puter control the IEEE-488 
bus. You can connect up to 
15 IEEE-488 devices to one 
RS-232C port by using the 
interface. In the CmC RG"s 
transparent mode. an 
IEEE-488 device looks like 
an RS-232C device to the 
computer. 

GTCO"s Maci111i zer. a digitizer for the Mac. 

You can configure this in
terface for ta lk and listen 
commands for all primary 
and secondary addresses. 
You can also use a talk-only 
mode with any listen-on ly 
device. The CmC RG under
stands simple ASCII com
mands and works with any 
computer language. 

The CmC RG comes with 
case. power supply. and 
sta ndard IEEE-488 and 
RS-232C connectors. The 
RG4 is for device number 4 
only and costs $495 : the 
RGA supports devices 0 to 
30 and costs $695 . Contact 
Connecticut microcomputer. 
POB 186. Brookfield. CT 
06804 . 1203) 354-9395 . 
Inquiry 628. 

Macintosh Digitizer 

T he Macintizer from 
GTCO Corp. plugs 

directly into the Macintosh"s 
mouse port and operates 
without any modification to 
the Mac·s operating systern 
or applications software. 
GTCO says this elec
tromagnetic digitizer re
quires no preventive 
maintenance and will not 
skip las a mouse can). It 
consists of an electronic 
work su rface and a hand
held sty lus 

The Macintizer works in an 
absolute coordinate mode. 
so pointing to the center of 
the tablet always puts the 
arrow in the center of the 
screen . You can use the 
digitizer to trace maps. 
drawings. and other non
metallic material. The Macin
tizer"s surface has two work 
areas that provide a one-to

one screen correspondence 
and a 3 3 percent reduction . 
An optional mouse cable is 
available. 

The Macintizer sells for 
5599. Contact GTCO Corp.. 
1055 First St. Rockv ille. MD 
20850. (30 1) 279-9550. 
Inquiry 629. 

Il3M PC Memory 

Machine 


P eachtree Technology·s 
Memory Machine for 

the IBM PC is an externa l 
· dual-drive subsystem that 

resides between the PC and 
its monitor. You can choose 
from several combinations 
of disk drives. including 
5V.. -inch Winchester drives. 
removable Winchester car
tridge drives. and backup 
tape-drive systems. Various 
configurations provide up to 
20 megabytes of fixed-drive 
and 60 megabytes of tape
drive capac ity. 

The Memory Machine co n
tains a power suppl y. cool
ing fan. overload power
surge protector. and multi
funct ion power director. Its 
five front-panel power 
switches and I 5-amp three
prong connectors let you 
supply power to five other 
peripherals. 

Sold as a kit. the Memory 
Machine·s two drives. cables. 
and instructions cost $3695. 
Contact Peachtree Tech
nology Inc. . 3020 Business 
Park Dr. . Norcross. GA 
30071. 1404 I 662-51 58. 
Inqu iry 630. 
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Musical Speech 
System 

T he Vo ice Master is a 
d igital speech/voice 

recognition system for the 
Apple II line. Commodore 
64 . or Commodore 128. But 
it's also a music-synthesis 
program that converts hum
ming and whistling into a 
music score. The package 
consists of a hardware 
module. a headset/micro
phone. system software. and 
cables. 

The system basically works 
as a digita l tape m;:lchine. 
recording the user's voice as 
digita l info rmation and stor
ing it in vocabulary files on 
a disk. Each file can conta in 
up to 64 distinct words. 
sounds. or phrases. The user 
can control the recording 
rate. playback speed. and 
vo lume. 

The accompanying Voice 
Harp program lets you com
pose music in rea l time by 
humming or whist ling; it 
converts your vocal input 
into musica l output. As you 
hum or whistle notes. they 
scroll by on the display in 
standard musical notation. In 
edit ing mode. you can play 
back and rearrange or 
change notes. In perfor
mance mode. you can 
change octaves and add 
chords. When you finish. 
you can save your composi
tion and print out the score. 

The Voice Master costs 
$89.9 5. Sound Master. an 
optional plug-in card for the 
Apple II + and lie. provides 
three-part harmony and 
sound effects: it costs 
$39.95 . A Voice Master for 
the Atari 800XL. 65XE. and 
I 30XE reportedly will be 
available soon. Contact 
Covox Inc.. 675-D Conger 
St.. Eugene. OR 97402 . (503) 
342-127 1. 
Inquiry 631. 

· Covox's speech swstem for Apple l ls and Commodores. 

Knowledge 
Integration Toolkit 

M acKIT Level I . a pro
gram for the 512 K-byte 

Macintosh. is designed to 
serve as an introduction to 
knowledge engineering and 
help you build expert sys
tems. It features a backwa rd
chaining inference engine. a 
production rule compiler. a 
question generator. and a 
graphics window. 

You code your pertinent 
knowledge into production, 
rules .using English and a 
word processor (MacWrite 
will do). Employing a back
chaining method. MacKIT 
starts with conclusions. finds 
rules that support the con
clusions. and tries to verify 
the premise by searching 
the knowledge base for rele
vant facts. The process con
tinues until the conclusions 
are verified or disproved. 

MacKIT is written in Mac
FORTH. It costs $149. Con
tact Knowledge System En
vironments Inc.. 20 1 South 
York Rd .. Dillsburg. PA 
17019. (717) 766-4496. 
Inquiry 632 . 

Expert-Systems 
Building Tool for Mac 

E xpeflelligence has 
developed a microcom

puter version of OPS5 . a 
tool for bui lding expert 
systems. ExperOPS5 runs on 
the 512 K-byte Macintosh and 
features a forward-chaining 
inference engine coupled 
with a pattern-matching 
algorithm. It also has an in
terface designed to provide 
complete access to Exper
Lisp. the vendor's LISP 
development environment 
fo r the Mac. 

Exper0PS5 has a sug
gested reta i I price of $ 3 2 5 
and requires an add-on 
floppy-disk or hard-disk 
drive and ExperLisp soft
ware ($495). Contact Exper
Telligence Inc.. 559 San 
Ysidro Rd .. Santa Barbara. 
CA 93108. (805) 969-7874 . 
Inquiry 633. 

Mac Meets Juki 

Juki 's L.etterPrint kit gives 
Macintosh users the op

tion of sending output to 
Juki 6100 and 6300 letter
quality printers. The soft
wa re is capable of driving 
MacWrite word-processing 
functions directly onto the 
Juki printer. 

The kit contains a disk and 
instructions. It has a sug
gested retail price of $75 . A 
connector cable costs $20 
more. Contact Juki Office 
Machine Corp .. Printer Divi
sion. 299 Market St.. Saddle 
Brook. NJ 07662 . (800) 
932-0590; West Coast. (800) 
32 5-6134 ; in California. (800) 
435-63 15. 
Inquiry 634. 

Alternatives for · 
Iconoclasts 

P Bl Softwa re's Icon 
Switcher lets you alter 

Macintosh icons or fa shion 
ones of your own design. 
The program comes with 20 
icons and a tutorial and has 
a suggested retai l pri ce of 
$19.99. 

PB! sells additiona l sets of 
icons at $19.99 each. Jeon 
Library # 1 is a collection of 
business and utilities 
images. Jcqn Library #2 con
sists of "fun and games" 
icons. Icon Switcher can 
cha nge the images in both 
libraries. 

Contact PB! Software Inc.. 
1155 B-H Chess Dr.. Foster 
City. CA 94404 . (415) 
349-8765 . 
Inquiry 635. 

Spelling Checker 
for Appleworks 

S pellworks proofreads 
documents prepared 

with the Appleworks word
processing program. It has a 
90.000-word dictionary and 
checks spelling at a rate of 
I 0 words per second. 

The spelling checker retails 
for $49.95. Contact Advanced 
Logic Systems Inc.. 11 9 5 
East Arques Ave .. Sunnyvale. 
CA 94086. (408) 730-0306. 
Inquiry 636. 
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Scientific Subroutine Fourier Perspective plots marked with I of 14 alpha- central processor. and the 

Library rea l and imaginary parts. betic codes in the first col- main menu is displayed. You 
The amplitude and phase of umn of a listing and are dis- can single-step or trace !with w iley Professional Soft- both the input and the played on the screen. A pro- breakpoints) your program 

ware's BASICA Library transform are available. T\vo- gram that sorts instruction while watching the effects 
consists of 114 pretested dimensional input and trans- tables checks them for for- on the screen. 
and precompiled mathe- form files can be displayed mat errors. The package is available 
matica l and statistical wi th a hidden line plot. Among the assembler for IBM PC XTs with PC-DOS 
subroutines. The subroutines which removes concealed directives that Cross-8 sup- and Z80 machines with 
perform tasks involving the segments. or a nonhidden ports are processor declara- CP/M for $199. Contact 
most commonly used com- line plot. No programming tion ; define byte. data HiTech Equipment Corp .. 
plex number operations in or compiling is necessary. storage. and word ; end of 9560 Black Mountain Rd .. 
such areas as matrices with The package contains utili- assembly; and hexadecimal San Diego. CA 92126. (619) 
real or complex elements. ties that let you create ar- output format declaration. A 566-1892 . 
polynom ials. differential bitrary input data files and 30-page manual contains in- Inquiry 640. 
equations. ana lysis of va ri- checkerboard data in order structions for writing new 
ance. solut ion of equations. to center the transforms in tables or modifying existing BASIC Matrixand genera l statistics. the frequency domain. ones. 

BASICA Library comes on The software runs on the Cross-8 is about 2 5 K bytes Commands 
three disks containi ng IBM PC. XT. AT. and com- long and requires 17 bytes 
source code. compressed patibles and requires DOS per label and 3 5 bytes for o esigned to enhance 

source code. and test pro- 2 .0 or later. at least 192 K each instruction in the table. BASIC on the IBM PC. 
Matrix 100 provides matrix-grams and results. System bytes of memory. two disk For IBM PCs and compati

requi rements are an IBM PC. drives. and a graphics card. bles with PC-DOS and MS- manipu lation capabilities 
that you can call with a XT. AT. or compatible with Options are a screen-dump DOS 2.0 (or higher). at least 

at least I 28K bytes. a utility and an 8087 math co- 128K bytes of RAM is rec- single statement for each 
operation. Besides the standouble-sided disk drive. and processor. List price is $99 . om mended; an Apple II+ or 
dard operations. the pack-PC-DOS or MS-DOS I . I or Contact A ll igator Transforms. lie with CP/M-80 needs at 

later. The price is S 12 5. Con- POB 27 1505 . Houston. TX least 48K bytes. The pro- age has commands to invert 
matrices. solve equations. 
perform multiple regression . 

tact Wiley Professiona l Soft- 77277. (713) 665-3855 . gram costs $99.95 in U.S. 
ware. /ohn Wi ley & Sons Inquiry 638. funds and $129.95 in Cana

and obtain LU and ORInc .. 605 Thi rd Ave.. New dian. Contact Universal 
factors. York. NY 10158. 12 12) Cross-Assemblers. POB 384 . 

Table-based Matrix 100 also has source 850-6788. Bedford . Nova Scotia B4A 
Cross-Assembler code for an interactive linear Inquiry 637. 2X3 . Canada. 

programming package and Inquiry 639.c ross-8 from Universal an eigenva lue solver for real 
Fourier Transforms Cross-Assemblers uses a symmetric matrices. 
with Graphics flexible instruction-table Software Emulates According to Stanford 

structure to produce code Business Software. its pro-Intel 8051 Family 
A	 lligator Transforms has for most microprocessors gram calculates up to 100 

released a package that and microcontrollers with an times faster than BASIC. InH iTech Equipment's 
performs one- and two- 8-bit data word and an ad-	 double precision. Matrix 1008051SIM emulates 
dimensional Fourier trans- dress word of 16 bits or with the optional 8087 supIntel's 805 1 fam il y of micro-
forms and displays the less. You can specify the for- port is reportedly 2 5 t imes processors and provides 
resu lts graphical ly. Fourier mat of the hexadecimal faster than the standard some of the debug and test 
Perspective can handle one- machine-language file as 	 package. facilities of an in-circuit 
dimensional real or complex Intel. Motorola. or Tektronix Matrix 100 runs on any emulator. The menu-driven 
data sets up to 8192 points 8-bit format. IBM PC with BASIC orprogram accepts Intel .HEX 
and two-d imensional arrays You can prepare the as- BASICA and at least 128K files and features a "hex 
as large as 128 by 128. sembly-language source file bytes of RAM (192K bytes is calculator" mode. 
Reported typical times are using any ASCII text editor. recommended!. It costs $80. You 	 in itiate a typica l ses
0. 5 seconds for a 2 56-point Cross-8 igno res the most-	 With 808 7 support. it costs sion after the assembly of 

1-D transform and 11 sec- significant bit of all ASCII S12 5. Additiona l compiler
an 8051 program by invok
ands for a 64 by 64 2-D characters. It selects the cor- support raises the price to ing the emulator with the 
transform with an 8087 responding processor in- $2 50. Contact Stanford Businame of the object file. The 
math coprocessor. The pro- struction file by using the ness Software Inc .. Suitedisplay is formatted as 
gram can also plot in- CPU directive within the 215 . 4151 Middlefield Rd ..several windows into the 
dividual rows. source code. Palo Alto. CA 94 303 . (4 15) 

Assembly errors are 424-9499. 
Inquiry 641. 
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Locus of Root Solver 

L oci pro provides control
system and electronic 

engineers with a means of 
quickly determining closed
loop system stability from 
open-loop transfer functions. 
The stand-alone program 
solves the locus of roots for 
systems up to the 26th 
order and IO loop elements. 

Output data can be vec
tored to a line printer or to 
data fi les. All program in
puts are free-format and 
menu-driven. 

Locipro. priced at $72.95 . 
is available for PC-DOS. MS
DOS. CP/M-80. and TRSDOS 
machines in 121 different 
disk formats. Contact BV 
Engineering. Suite 207. 2200 
Business Way. Riverside. CA 
9250 1. (714) 781-0252 . 
Inquiry 642 . 

Cross-Reference 

Generator 


D alsoft Engineering has 
developed a cross-ref

erence generator that's 
designed to work with most 
programming languages. 
UCRF comes with configura
tion files for BASIC. C. 
Pascal. Modula-2. FORTRAN . 
COBOL. IBM Macro Assem
bler. and dBASE II. You can 
modify these files to accom
modate specific language 
implementations or develop 
new fi les to support other 
languages. 

UCRF accepts multiple in
put fi les from anywhere on 
disk and produces program 
and cross-reference listings 
with page numbers. user
defined title lines. and date 
and time stamp. Fu ll direc
tory and path support are 
provided for input and 
output. 

The program can be oper
ated either from the DOS 

command li ne or activated 
from batch files to automate 
the compilation/assembly 
and listing of groups of pro
gram modules. UCRF 
handles symbol lengths of 
up to 128 characters and 
automatically folds long 
input lines. 

Minimum system require
ments are I 28K bytes of 
RAM. one disk drive. and 
PC-DOS 2.0 or higher UCRF 
costs $39.95 . Contact Dal
soft Engineering. 3 565 High 
Vista. Dallas. TX 75234 . 
(2141 247-7695 . 
Inquiry 64 3. 

Low-Cost 
Video Digitizer 

A video-digitizer system 
for the TRS-80 Color 

Computer and the Com
modore 64 uses a com
posite standard NTSC video
input sou rce-a video 
ca mera. video-cassette 
recorder. or videodisc 
player-to construct gray
level images in less than 5 
seconds. The package. con
sisting of software. assembly 
plans. documentation. and a 
blank printed circu it board. 
costs $39.9 5. You must sup
ply the other componems. 

The Color Computer ver
sion provides a resolution of 
256 by 192 pixels in selec
table gray levels of three. 
five. or seven shades. The 
joystick and cassette ports 
are used for interfacing. 

The Commodore 64 ver

sion prov ides resolution of 
160 by 200 pixels with gray 
leve ls of four. six . or eight 
shades. Interface is via the 
user 1/0 port. 

Both versions are menu
driven. Brightness and con
trast are adjustable. 

Contact Kinney Software. 
Dept. B. 121 North Hampton 
Rd .. Donnelsville. OH 45319. 
(513) 882 -6 527. 
Inquiry 644. 

Design Tool for 
68000, 68008 

0 rion Instruments has 
developed a disassem

bler/debugger program for 
products based on 
Motorola's 68000 and 
68008. The package. ca lled 
DDB68K. runs on Orion·s 
Un iversal Development 
Laboratory (UDL). 

UDL is a compact devel
opment system that inte
grates a 48-channel bus
state analyzer. an 8-bit and 
a 16-bit real-time emulator. 
an EPROM programmer. and 
a stimulus generator. The 
system interfaces with any 
MS-DOS or CP/M machine 
and enables software and 
hardware debugging of 
more than 30 processors. 

DDB68K augments the 
trace-analyzer features of 
UDL with multiple break
points and single-step capa
bi lities. Hexadecimal or 
binary files can be directly 
down loaded into the inter
nal emulation memory of 

WHERE DO NEW PRODUCT ITEMS COME FROM? 
The new products listed in tf1is section of BYTE are chosen from the thousands 
of press releases. letters. and telephone calls we receive each month f ram 
manufacturers. distributors. designers. and readers. The basic criteria for selection 
for publication are: (a) does a product match our readers' interests? and (b) 
is ii new or is ii simply a reintroduction of an old item? Because of Ifie volume 
of submissions we must sort tfirougfi every month. the items we publish are 
based on vendors· statements and are not individually verified. If you want 
your product to be considered for publication (at no charge). send full infor
mation about il. including its price and an address and telephone number 
where a reader can get further information. to New Products Editor. BYTE. 
4 2 5 Battery St .. San Francisco. CA 94 111. 

UDL The software pe rmits 
the execution of a program 
from emulated memory or 
target-system memory (RAM 
or ROM) with the capability 
of memory patching. 

The internal registers of a 
processor can be displayed 
or modified. A debugged 
program can be stored on 
disk or burned directly into 
an EPROM. The standa rd 
UDL supports operation of 
the 68000 up to 10 MHz: 
optionall y. it can support up 
to 13 MHz. 

DDB68K costs $395 . The 
standard UDL is $2995 . Con
tact Orion Instruments Inc.. 
6th Floor. 702 Marshall St .. 
Redwood City. CA 94063. 
(41 5) 36 1-8883 . 
Inqui ry 645 . 

LISP Interpreter 

C LISP is a LISP inter
preter written in C and 

running on MS-DOS systems. 
It has more than 40 built-in 
functions for list manipula
tion . arithmetic. and re la
tional and Boolean opera
tions. The package conta ins 
what Westcomp ca lls a 
"modest" libra ry of LI SP 
functions. 

Complete source code for 
the interpreter is included 
(C86 by Computer Innova
tions was the compiler 
used). With the informat ion 
in the manual. a user can 
add in almost any combina
tion of functions. windows. 
graphics. and so on. 

The package costs $I 50 
and consists of documenta
tion. CLISP sou rce code. 
run-time program. and LI SP 
routines. Contact Westcomp. 
Suite 229. 517 North Moun
tain Ave.. Upland. CA 
91786-5016. (714) 982- 1738. 
Inquiry 646. • 

- Compiled by Dennis Barker 
and Lynne M . Nadeau 
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-----THE BUYER'S MART----
A Directory of Products and Services 

THE BUYER'S MART is a new monthly advertising section which enables furnish typewritten copy. Ads can include headline (23 characters maximum}, 

readers to easily locate suppliers by product category. As aunique feature, each descriptive text (250 characters maximum}, plus company name, address and 

BUYER'S MART ad includes a Reader Service number to assist interested telephone number. Do not send logos or camera-ready artwork. 

readers in requesting information from participating advertisers. 


DEADLINE: Ad copy is due 2monthsprior to issue date. For example: December
RATES: 1x-$350 3x-$325 6x-$300 issue closes on October 1. Send your copy and payment to THE BUYER'S MART,
Prepayment must accompany each insertion. BYTE magazine, 70 Main Street, Peterborough, NH 03458. For more informa· 
AD FORMAT: Each ad will be designed and typeset by BYTE. Advertisers must lion call Karen Burgess at BYTE 603-924-9281. 

ACCESSORIES 

SOFTWARE PACKAGING, DISKS 
Cloth binders &~ips like IBM's. Vinyl binders, boxes, and 
folders-many sizes. Disk pages, envelopes,&labels. Low 
qty. imprinting. Bulk &branded disks. Much More! Low 
prices. Fast service. Call or write for FREE CATALOG. 

Anthropomorphic Systems Limited 

376-B East St. Charles Road 


Lombard, IL 60148 

(312) 629-5160 


Inquiry 702. 

MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS 
FOR THE MAINTENANCE & OPERATION OF 


COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER ROOM EQUIPMENT 

CRT Cleaner • Hood Cleaner • Anli Stalic 

Keyboard Duster • Anti Glare • Print Ott 

lnlernal Cleaner • Head & Disc Cleaner 


ROCKWELL CHEMICAL 

22 JERICHO TURNPIKE - MINEOLA, N.Y. 11501 


516-742-0500 


STANDS & COVERS 
Quality, Selection & Low Prices 

Acrylic Printer Stands e0/132 col T/B feed 
From $29.95 + S&H 


Custom, Antistatic Vinyl PC & Printer Covers 

From $10.95 + S&H 


SGW 
P.O. Box 29249 San Diego, CA 92129 

619·755·8324 

Inqui ry 737. 

KEY TRONIC 5151 TEMPLATES 
Keyboard overlays for the Key TronicN 5151 key
board. A one-sided template with all the com· 
mands and functions controls to your favorite 
software like Lotus, WordPerfeci 4.0, etc. Priced 
at $14.20 each + $1 .80 shp/hdl 

INTERSTATE SOFTWARE, INC. 
P.O. Box 40398 - Raleigh , NC 27629 

(919) 266-5608 

Inqui ry 718. 

BLANK FUNCTION KEY TEMPLATES 
Wrile convenient commands next to your !unction keys on re
versible plastic lemplates. Stytes to fit IBM·PC, Compatibles. 
HP·t50. Keytronics 5t51 , and others. Custom also available. 

$4.95 Pkg. of 3 (Plus $1 s&h) 

1-800-231-5413 

In CA 1-800·523·5441 


Free calalog of other helpful products available by 

circling number below on inquiry card. 

Inquiry 707. 
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ACCESSORIES 

ADAPT-A-DISC $19.95 
Withan ADAPT-A-DISC coupler,any economical 
disk drive compatible with the Apple II + or lie 
can be put to work as an EXTERNAL disk drive 
for the lie. 

COMPUTER ACCENTS, INC. 
P.O. Box 5307 I Kingwood, TX m25 

(713) 664-9727 

Inquiry 705. 

BOOKS I DISKS I VIDEOS 

We Wrote THE BOOKS 
" The Book of " series: 
The Book or KnowledgeMan (BKIDISK) 
The Book of KnowledgeMan vol. 2 (BK/DISK)
The Book of R:base (BKIDISK) 
NEW! The Book of DOS-WtNDOS (disk only) 

-The best DOS manual, and Its on d isk! 
$49 .95 (+ 4 S&H + 2 .5 0 in MA)

VISA I MC I PO I CHK 
ALL.-HANDS·ON PRESS 


3 Courthouse Lane - Chelmsford , MA 01824 

(617)-456-1130 

Inquiry 734 

C LANGUAGE VIDEO 
Want to learn the hottest new language? Use the best 
and most professional video training package! 
Complete 5 hour video production. Learn all aspects 
of C from basics through pointers. 
INTRO. OFFER $495 ( + 12 S&H + 25 in MA) 


(EXP. 9/6/85) VISA I MC I PO I CHK 

ALL-HANDS-ON PRESS 


3 Courthouse Lane - Chelmsford, MA 01824 

(617)-458-1130 

Inquiry 735. 

COMMUNICATION 

BARR/HASP RJE ADD·ON BOARD 
For use in IBM PC, PC XT. PC AT. 

Use as a 2400 LPM Printstation or 

4800 BAUD Dial-Up Workstation. 


Supports MVS/JES, CDC/NOS, VM/RSCS. 


$890 
BARR SYSTEMS, INC. 

800·BARR·SYS or 904-371 ·3050 

Inquiry 703. 

CONTRACTS 

FOR ENTREPRENEURS 
Legal contracts for hardware/software developers. Employee 
agreement, non-disclosure form.contracts lor sale (hardware 
and/or software), consulting,de;elopmerl, hardware & sofuvare 
maintenance. non·compelition, project delivery & more. 

550 550Waters Publlshlng 

8235 Douglas Suite 1000 


Dallas, TX 75225 

(214) 369-8108 


Inquiry 748. 

DISK CONVERSION 

CONVERSION SERVICES 
Convert any 9 track magnetic tape to or from over 
200 formats including 31/2': 51/•': 8" disk formats & 
word processors. Disk to disk conversions also 
available. Call for more info. (312) 459-6010 

Pivar Computing Services, Inc. 
47 W. Dundee Road * * * * Wheeling , IL 60090 

Inquiry 730. 

CHANGING WORD PROCESSORS? 

We convert to and from: XEROX, DEC, IBM, 


LANIER, WANG, PC-DOS, WORDSTAR, 

MULTIMATE, STRAIGHT,ASCll, MICOM. 


Also most CP/M systems. 
LOWEST PRICE 

DATA CONVERSION INC. 

6310 Caballero Blvd. • Buena Park, CA 90620 

(714) 522·7762 (800) 824·4851 In CA . 

tnqU1ry 708. 

DUPLICATING SERVICES 

WESTERN TRANSDATA, INC. 
Why risk duplicating your important programs on your com· 
puter. when our equipmenl is de~gned solely to duplicate disks 
& verify their perlection t00%? Over 600 lormals. J W: Sv." 
& 8'. Plus serialization, copy protection, labeling, packaging, 
shrink·wrapping and last. personalized service. 

WESTERN TRANSDATA, INC. 

1701 E. Edinger Ave. A·l 


Santa Ana, CA 92705 

7141547·3383 (collect) 


Inquiry 750. 

GRAPHICS SOFTWARE 

ATTENTION ENGINEERS 
Easy-to-use graphics software for the IBM PC, XT, 
AT, and compatibles. Full 2-D and 3-D screen 
graphing capabilities lncludlng contours. No pro
gramming needed/ Interface to pen-plotter. 

OMNIPLOT [SJ . . . . $195 
OMNJPLOT [PJ .. . . . $195 
BOTH .. . . .. ....... $295 

MICROCOMPATIBLES 

301 Prelude Drive * Sliver Spring, MD 20901 


(301) 593-0683 


Inquiry 726. 

THE DRAWING TABLET 
Draw lines, circles, ·parallelograms, arcs. Paint 
with 100 differen1 brush sizes in four shades. 
Block functions with the ability to replace, overlay, 
inlay. Save to disk or printer. Store symbols in 
libraries. Text capability. Only $49.95 + 3.00 s&h. 

K SOFTWARE HOUSE 
Rt. 2, Box 83B1 Unionville, TN 37180 

(615) 294·5090 

Inquiry 720. 
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GRAPHICS SOFTWARE 

GRAPHICS PRINTER SUPPORT 
AT LAST! Use !he PrtSc key 10 make qualily scaled 
B&W or color reproduclions of your display on any 
do! malrix. inkjel, or laser printer. GRAFPLUS sup
ports all versions of PC or MS-DOS wilh IBM, Tec
mar, and Hercules graphics boards. $59.95 

Jewell Technologies, Inc. 
4302 SW Alaska St., Suite 207 

Seattle, WA 98116 
(20!i) 937-1081 

Inquiry 719 

PLOTTER SOFTWARE 
For !he IBM PC or APPLE compuler and !he Hewlett
Packard or Houston Instrument plotter. The DGI 
Signmaker will make texl slides for presentations. 
The DGI ORGANIZATION will graphically show your 
organizalion and quickly make updaled charts. 

Decision Graphics, Inc. 
P.O. Box 2776-B, Littleton , Colorado 80161 


Phone (303) 796-0341 


lnqu1ry 709. 

HARDWARE 

1/2 IN. 9 TRACK COUPLER 
READ and WRITE 1/2 in. magnelic tape wilh format 
led 9 !rack drives. Runs all speeds and densilies in 
PC, XT. & AT running MS-DOS or IBM XENIX. Dala 
transfers up lo 904K bytes/second. Couplers start at 
$880. Complele sub-syslems start at $2995. 

Overland Data, Inc. 
5644 Kearny Mesa Rd ., Ste. A, San Diego, CA 92111 

(619)·571-5555 and TELEX 754923 OVERLAND 

Inquiry 728 

* * MODEM SALE * * 
MAJOR BRANDS FOR IBM PC & APPLE Ila 

Hayes compatible plug·ins: 
IBM 300/1200 baud ............ $149 .. w/sw $199 
APPLE 300 baud .. . . ... ... $ 79 ... w/sw $1 09 

TRANSEND CORP. 

For info: 408-435-0701 


To order: 1-800-227-2400 x959 

In CA: 1-800-772-2666 x959 


Credit ca rds accepted 30 day MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. 

Inquiry 746 

PROM/PAL BIPOLAR PROGRAMMER 

IBM PC 


EPROM PROG-$250, PAL OPTION-$250, 

MP OPTION-$100, BIPOLAR OPTION-$350 


• MS-DOS, CP/M-86 Software handles 2716 through 27256 
EPAOM • 16. 20 and 24 pins Bl·POLAA PROMS • From MMI, 
SIG, HAR, Tl & AMO • 20 and 24 pins PAL from MMI, AMO, 

NAT & Tl • Also 8741/48/49/51 MP 

Advanced Microcomputer Systems Inc. 
2780 S.W. 14th St. • Pompano Beach, FL 33069 

(305) 975-9515 

Inquiry 701. 

TURBOCHARGER FOR IBM 
,,. Increases processing speed over 300% 
,,. Full software compatibility with PC and XT 
,,. Supports lnlel 10 MHz 8087 coprocessor 

Everett/Charles® Marketing Services 

6101 Cherry Avenue 

Fontana, CA 92335 


800-443-1860 Calif 800-821-0589 


Inquiry 715 

HARDWARE 

POWERLINE GREMLINS?? 

POWER FAILURES?? 


The MEIRICK STANDBY POWER SYSTEM 

is the TOTAL SOLUTION to your 


powerline problems. 

240 watt system - $365: 400 wait system - $495; 


800 watt system - $795 


MEIRICK Inc., POWER SYSTEMS DIV. 

Box 298, Frisco, CO e0443 303-668-3251 


Inquiry 725 

HARDWARE SECURITY 

SECURITY SAM 
" BOLT-THROUGH-TABLE" LOCK SYSTEM pro· 
vides high security for personal compulers at low 
cos!. Group keying, quanlity and educational dis· 
counts available. Now for IBM PC, XT, AT, Apple 
II , & Zenith 150. Ideal for schools. Retail $99_ 

SAM SYSTEMS INC. 
P.O. Box 2339 	 Hammond, Ind. 46323 

219-844-2327 

Inquiry 73a 

SOFTWARE 

MILP88-MIXED INTEGER LP 
A general-purpose system for solving mixed integer 
linear programs with up to 45 integers. 255 con
straints 1255 variables. Solves problems by apply
ing the branch and bound method. Menu-driven with 
many useful features similar to LP88. Requires 192K, 
$99 with 8087 suppon. user's guide. VISA/MC. 

(703) 549·5469 
EASTERN SOFTWARE PRODUCTS, INC. 


POB 15328, Alexandria, VA 22309 


Inquiry 711 

LP88-Linear Programming 
Apowertul menu·dnven system for solving linear programs w/ 
up to 255 consiraints &2255 vanabte& Features irdude interac
tive &balch opera!lon, spreadsheet-style input &editing, storage 
of problems &bases, Simplex Algonthm resart, report generator, 
sensitivity analysi& Req. t92K.$99 w/8087 support users guide. 
Visa/MC. 

Eastern Software Products 
P.O_ Box 1532B, Alexandria, VA 22309 

(703) 549-5469 

Inquiry 712 

* FORECASTING * MOOEUNG * PLANNING * 
Compatible with IBM PC & Apple II 


MICRO·BJ• NUAMETRICS" 

• Box.Jenkins AAIMA • Econometrics package 
• Identify, estimate. forecast $195.00 

$295-00 PROFESSIONALS CHOICE 
XTRAPOLATOR' • Link to Lotus, Visicalc 

• Automa1ic forecasting Multlple order discounts 
$19S.OO 50% oft Apple II orders 

STRATIX 

P.O_Box 4413 • Burlingame, CA 94011 


(415) 697-0573 MCNISA 

lnqwry 743. 

TURN ON YOUR PRINTER 
Eleven printer fonts and printer con1rol menu. In· 
eludes Italics,Scripl, Correspondence_ Optional Fonts 
Scientific, Russian. Greek and Hebrew ($20 @). 
Okidata 92, 93, Epson FXBO. !00, Star Micronics. MS. 
DOS, CPM-80.'" CUSTOM CHARACTER SET $46.50 

WOODSMITH SOFTWARE 

Rt 3-Box 550A, Nashv ille, IN 47448 


(812) 988-2137 


Inquiry 749. 

SOFTWARE 

RATS! 
RATS is a fast , accurate & complele regression pack· 
age with unsurpassed POWER . Has both time-series 
& cross seclion analysis. Includes Box-Jenkins, legit 
& probil. Spectral analysis & graphics also available. 
Requires 256K RAM, IBM PC or compatible. $200 . 

MCNisa. VAR Econometrics 
P.O. Box 19334, Minneapolis, MN 55419 

(612) 822-9690 

Inquiry 747 

MY WORD!® is just $35.00 
Complete word processing plus sort. add rows & col· 
umns. mergeprint, quickprint, macros, math, micro
justify, use all 256 char. Source: add $35. 150 page 
printed manual . 30-day money-back guarantee. 
IBM PC or compalible, 128K, one drive, any printer. 

T.N.T. SOFTWARE, INC. 

34069 Hainesvi lle Road, Round Lake, IL 60073 


(312) 223-8595 


Inquiry 745. 

PERSONAL RESEARCH STATISTICS 
APPLE & IBM program will calculate totals, means (averages). 
standard deviations. medians. averages and much more. 
Calculaies a leaSI square 6near regression 'When drawing scatter 
graphs. Data totals, displays, prints. $199.00 VISA/MC/COD 

CALL FOR FREE ELECTRONl,C MAIL BOXES 
SOFTWEST PROGRAMMING 


4418 E. CHAPMAN - SUITE 156 

ORANGE, CALIFORN IA 92667 


TEL (714) 380-9437 • TELEX 6502502780 MCI • E-MAIL250-2780 


Inquiry 741 . 

DATA REPORTER I 
APPLE & IBM program can create any database. 
Manipulate data qll ickly and easily. No programm
ing knowledge necessary. Data is processed in RAM 
and on disk. Sorts in less than 5 seconds. Search 
tesS than 3 seconds. $99.po VISA/MC/COD/CHECK 

CALL FOR FREE ELECTRONIC MAIL BOXES 

SOFTWEST PROGRAMMING 


4418 E. CHAPMAN - SUITE 156 

ORANGE, CALIFORNIA 92667 


TEL(714) 380-9437 • TELEX 6502502780 MCI • E-MAIL 250-2780 


Inquiry 742. 

CP/M Calls from CBSO 
Access lhe FULL power of CP/M or MP/M direct lrom your 
CBBO progs. Execute SOOS or XDOS calls. Gel such inlo as 
user or CP/M version number. time of day, directory, eic. 
BDOSMASTER consists ol CBSO Basic code 10 be 1NCLUDED' 
in your prog and amocfuk! for use bl' L!<BO.Cornpleie package 

S7soo. Practical Solutions, Inc. 
134 $. Central Ave., Valley Stream, NY 11580 

FOR INFO. CALL 1-516-561-0566 
TO ORDER: 1·(800)-227-3800, ex!. 983 

Inquiry 732. 

PortaAPL 
APL for the Macintosh is here! 


$275 + $10 S&H Demo $10 


Portable Software 

60 Aberdeen Ave. • Cam bridge, MA 02138 


(q17) 547-2918 


Inquiry 731. 
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SOFTWARE 

CBTREE FOR CPROGRAMMERS 
Provides enhanced file handling calls directly into C 
programs. Maintains balanced B·trees. supports 
unlimited number of keys, data records, and key 
lengths. Fast, Flexible, Efficient. No royalties. Source 
Code Included. New Low Price: $99 

PEACOCK SYSTEMS, INC. 

2009 Hileman Road 


Falls Church, VA 22043 

(703) 893-0118 

Inquiry 729. 

Dr. HALO II $139.00 
Dr. HALO II , the paint program designed for busi· 
ness. Merge word processing files and graphics: 
draw. cut and paste. use 20 fonts to create your 
presentation/report. Runs on: IBM PCs, compatibles; 
most input devices, graphics cards and printers. 

Media Cybernetics, Inc. 
7050 Carroll Ave. • Takoma Park, MD 20912 

(301) 270-0240 (800) 446-HALO 

Inquiry 724. 

dWINDOW for dBASE II 
9K assembly language program adding windowing 
syntax lo dBASE: create database windows-retrieve 
data full screen at a· time-programmable window 
structure-256 character & color allributes-exe· 
cutable DOS commands under dBASE program 
control-$165 + $4 s&h. 

LIBERTY BELL PUBLISHING 

4640 &II Macadam Suite 150 Portland, OR 97201 


(503)-221-1806 


Inquiry 723. 

.,.. SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR ...,.. 
Pop-up emulation of the HP·1 1C plus direct insertion 
of results in loreground program. 17 digits. 51 2 pro
gram steps, number base conversions, and more. 
Mouse support included. 8087 or Standard versions 
$49.95 + 3.00 s&h. 

K SOFTWARE HOUSE 

At. 2, Box 83B1 Unionville, TN 37180 


(615) 294-5090 


Inquiry 721 

THE GREENLEAF C FUNCTIONS 
Library of over 200 C functions has £Nery capabili ty of 
the IBM PC lor all popular C Compilers, all memory 
models. Strength in DOS. Disk, Printer. Color Text, Ex
tended Keyboard, and Time/Dale. Also has video effects, 
cursor, equipmen\ interfaces, and serial 110. $185. 

Greenleaf Software Inc. 
1411 LeMay Drive, Suite 101, Dept. B, Carrollton , TX 75007 

(214) 446-8641 

Inquiry 716. 

CROSS ASSEMBLERS with 
" UNIVERSAL'' LINKER and 

POWERFUL LIBRARIANS 
for IBM PC MS-DOS 

Full featured for most microprocessors 

ENERTEC, INC. 
BOX 1312, Lansdale, PA 19446 

Inquiry 713, 
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SOFTWARE 

FOOTNOTES FOR $6995 
Complete word processor for Apple II or IBM 
does automatic footnoting, alphabetical index
ing, table of contents, etc. With optional spell 
ing checker- s99as. VISA or Mastercard. 15 day 
money-back guarantee. 

SOF/SYS, Inc. 
4306 Upton Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 55410 

(612) 929-7104 

Inquiry 740 

HP-PC HYPER-CALCULATOR 
MS-DOS emulation of HP-11C programmable scien
tific calculator available inside any program. permits 
data return. Program & data disk storage, indirect ad
dressing, alpha prompts. printing, HELP. 100 regis
ters. 1000 program steps, utility programs. $39.95. 

SUNDERLAND SOFTWARE ASSOCIATES 

P.O. BOX 7000-64 


REDONDO BEACH , CA 90277 

(213) 540-2567 

Inquiry 744 

PIK'r data editor 
CONVERT Mainframe Reports! A very easy-to-use 
editor lets you scan ASCII report files and extract only 
the data you need. Data assembled and edited in 
full screen cut & paste environment. then w ritten out 
lor Lotus. dBASE. Multiplan, etc. 

SAMKHYA Corp. 

47 Sixth St., Suite 3 


P.O. Box 142, Petaluma, CA 94953 

(800) 442-0012 U.S. (800) 442-5544 CA 


Inquiry 739 

PERSONAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
THE PROGRAM'S UNIQUE FEATURE IS THE ABILITY 70 USE 
THE PRINTOUT FOR LOAN APPLICATIONS. Use when submil· 
ling one's financial statement lo a financial insl itutlon when 
applying !or a mongage loan. personal note, or Installment 
loan. CPA Tested. IBM Version: $89.00 Apple Version: $69.00 

KISS Computer Company 
"Keep 11 Simple . .Software""' 

P.O. Box 1341, Cape Coral, FL 33910 
813-481-2092 

Inquiry 722. 

PC-Write™Shareware 
Fast, friendly, flexible word processor and text 
editor for IBM PC. Easy to use. Advanced 
features like macros, split screen, footnotes, 
mailmerge Many good reviews thousands sold. 
All software, manual on disk $10. OK to copy! 
Register for full manual. support. source $75. 

Qu/cksoft (206) 282-0452 Visa/MC 
219 First N. #224J, Seattle, WA 98109 

lnqu1ry 733. 

DATA ENTRY SYSTEM 
Heads·dovm data entry with two-pass verification for 
the PC/XT/AT & compatibles. Loaded with features 
like: Auto dup & skip, verify bypass, range checks, 
& table lookups. Fully menu driven only $395. 

Call for free 30 day trial period. 

COMPUTER KEYES 
6519 193 SW .. Lynnwood WA 98036 

(206) 776-6443 

Inquiry 706. 

SOFTWARE 

ENHANCE YOUR PRINTER!! 
Print in a variety of fonts and sizes with your Epson 
(or oompatible) printer. Prints SIDEWAYS loo. Greal 
for letters, spreadsheets, ...even signs and banners! 
Create your own fonts to print. DigiCon Print 
Package- $49 .95 (for IBM PC). 

Digital Concepts, Inc. 
P.O. Box 8345, Pittsburgh, PA 15218 

(412) 823-8314 

Inquiry 710. 

IBM DOS DEBUGGER WITH SOURCE 
PC-Test Symbolic Debugger so friendly you hardly 
need the manual. Multi-window memory display, text 
file browse, port 110. screen save. 16 breakpoints. 
loop breaker. With optional commented source 
novices can learn/developers can customize. $39 
or $129 (w/SRC)+ $4 shipping. 

AJM ASSOCIATES 
10917 Northridge Square, Cupertino. CA 95014 

(408) 996-7249 

Inquiry 700. 

PLEDGE REPORT for Churches/Fratemal Organizations 
• sterns pledge amounts and payment increment ' calculates 
andprints a monthly delinquency list alphabetically ' maintains 
up 10 20 separate accounts • statements are lorm atted to a 
business-sized v.indow envelope, ready for mailing · statements 
may be cumulative or itemized. or any combination cl both 
• many more leatures $495.00 

OEMO PROGRAM - $29.95 for more inlormalion write 
CHILCOAT MfCROWORKS 

17813 Plumtree Lane. Yorba Linda. CA 92686 
(714\ 528-5276 

Inquiry 704. 

UTILITIES 

THE C UTILITY LIBRARY 
M ake C program development easy on PC & AT. 
300 documented. 1es1ed lunclions: pop-up windows, 
fast g raphics. da1a-entry. time/date math. much 
more. SOURCE (95% In C) includ ed . NO 
ROYALTIES. Most compilers. memory models 
$1 85. 

Essential Software, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1003, Maplewood, N.J. 07040 

(914) 762-6605 

Inquiry 714. 

MEDIA MASTER PLUS 
READ, WRITE, and FORMAT over 60 CPIM disks and 
run most CP/M-80 programs on your IBM PC! Two pro· 
gram package includes ZP/EM, a CPIM-80 emulator pro
gram that transforms your IBM PC into a 1 ·2 MHZ CPIM 
2.2 compu!er. $59.95 + $3.00 S/H (CA 6%) 

INTERSECTING CONCEPTS, INC. 

4573 Heatherglen Ct. Ste. 10 


Moorpark, CA 93021 

(805) 529-5073 


Inquiry 717 

UTILITIES 
•Turbo-Plus'" (Version 3) $59 .95 

• H ardRunner'" $39 .95 
• NoBlink/Accelerator•• $39 .95 

TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT OUR PROOUCTS 
SEE OUR ADO ON PAGE 113. 

NOSTRADAMUS INC. 
5320 South 900, East Salt Lake City, Utah 84 t 17 

(801) 261-0769 

Inquiry 727. 

215-362-0966 

http:Package-$49.95


What the world really needs 

isa99cent 


Double Sided, Double Density Diskette 

with a LIFETIME WARRANTY! 


And DISK WORLD! has it. 

Introducing Super Star Diskettes: 


the high quality diskette with 

the lowest price 


and the best LIFETIME WARRANTY! 

In the course of sell ing more than a million diskettes 

every month ,we 've learned something: higher prices don't 
necessarily mean higher quality. 

In fact . we've found that a good diskette manufacturer 
simply manufactures a good diskette ... no matter what 
they charge for it. (By way of examp le. consider that none 
of the brands that we carry has a return rate of greater than 
1/ 1.000th of 1 percent!) 

In other words. when people buy a more expensive 
diskette. they aren't necessarily buying higher qua li ty. 

The extra money might be going toward flashier adver
tising, snazzier packaging or simply higher profits. 

But the extra money in ahigher price isn't buying better 
quality. 

All of the good manufacturers put out a good diskette. 
Period. 

How to cut diskette prices 
.. .without cutting quality. 

Now this discovery posed a dilemma: how to cut the 
price of diskettes withou t lowering the qua li ty. 

There are about 85 companies claiming to be "di skette" 
manulacturers. 

Trouble is, most of them aren't manufacturers. 
Rather they are fabricators or marketers. taking other 

company 's components, possibly doing one or more steps 
of the processing themse lves and pasting their labels on 
the finished product. 

The new Eastman Kodak diskettes, for example, are one 
of these. So are IBM 51/.o'' diskettes. Same for DYSAN. 
Polaroid and many, many other familiar diskette brand 
names. Each of these diskettes is manufactured in who le 
or in part by ·another company1 

So. we decided to act just li ke the big guys. That's how 
we would cut diskette prices ...without lowering the 
quality. 

We would go out and find smaller companies to manu
facture a diskette to our specifications ... specifications 
which are higher than most .. .and simp ly create our own 
"name brand " diskette. 

Name brand diskettes that offered high quality at low 
prices. 

DISK CADDIES 
The original flip-up holder for :i--t,

10 5'/.i'' diskettes. Beige or Grey 
only. 

$1.65 ea. + .20 Shpng. 

DISKETTE 70 STORAGE ~ 
Dust-free storage for 70 5W' 

diskettes. Six dividers included. : •' 
An excellent va lue. 

$11.95 ea , +$3.00 Shpng, 

HOURS: 

Human:8AM-6PM Central Time, Monday through Friday 


Answering Machine: 6PM-8AM, All Times 


II 

51/4'' • 5%" 

SSDD 
.91 ea. I DSDD 

.99 ea. 
Qty. 50 Qty. 50 

Super Star diskettes are sold in multiples of 50 only. Diskettes are 
shipped with white Tyvec sleeves. reinforced hubs , user ID labels 
and write-protect tabs. 

Boy, did we get lucky. Our Super Star 
Diskettes are the same ones you've been 

using for years . . . without knowing it. 
In our search for the low priced , high qua li ty diskette of 

our dreams, we found something even more interesting. 
We found that there are several manufacturers who 

don 't give a hoot about the consumer market for their 
diskettes. They don't spend millions of do ll ars in adver tis
ing trying to get you. the computer user, to use their 
diskettes. 

Instead, they concentrate their efforts on turning out the 
highest quality diskettes they can ... because they se ll 
them to the software publishers. computer manufacturers 
and other fo lkswho (in turn) put their name on them ... and 
sell them for much higher prices to youi 

After all ,when asoftware publisher or computer manu
facturer or diskette marketer puts their nameon adiskette, 
they want it to work time after time, everytime. (Especially 
software publishers who have the nasty habit of copy
protecting their origin als!) 

HOW TO ORDER: 

ORDERS ONLY: 

1-800-621-6827 


(In Illinois: 1-312-256-7140) 

INQUIRIES: 


1-312-256-7140 

FOR FASTEST SERVICE, USE NO-COST MCI MAIL 
Our address is OISKWORLD. It's a FREE MCI MAIL 
letter. No charge to you. (S ituation permitting. we'll 
ship these orders in 24 hours or less.) 

SHIPPING: 5'-1" & 317'' DISKETTES-Add $3.00 per each 
100 or fewer diskettes. OTHER ITEMS: Add shipping charges 
as shown in addition to other shipping charges. PAYMENT: 
VISA, MASTERCARD and Prepaid orders accepted. COD OR
DERS: Add additional $3.00 special handling charge. APO , 
FPO, AK, Ht & PR ORDERS: Include shipping charges as 
shown and additional 5% of total order amount to cover PAL 
and insurance.We ship only to United States addresses. except 
for those listed above. TAXES: Illinois resident s, add 8% 
sa les tax. 

MINIMUM ORDER: $35 .00 or 20 diskettes. 

Super Star Diskettes. You already know 
how good they are. Now you can buy 

them. ,. cheap. 
Well , that' s the story. 
Super Star diskettes don't roll off the boat from Pago

Pago or emerge from a basement plant just east of 
Nowhere. 

Super Star diskettes have been around for years ... and 
you've used them for years as copy-protected software 
origina ls, unprotected originals. Sometimes. depending 
on which computer you own, the system master may have 
been on aSuper Star diskette.And maybe more than once, 
you've bought abox or two or more of Super Star diskettes 
without knowing it. Th ey just had some "big" company's 
name on them . 

Super Star Diskettes are good. So good that a lot of 
major software publishers, computer manufacturers and 
other diskette marketers buy them in the tens or hundreds 
of thousands. 

We buy them in the mi llions. 
And than we se ll them to you. 
Cheap. 

When every little bit counts, 
it's Super Star Diskettes. 

You've used them a hundred times ... under different 
names. 

Now,you canbuy the real McCoy, the same diskette that 
major software pub li shers, computer manufacturers and 
diskette marketers buy... and call their own. 

We simply charge less. 

Super Special! 

Order 50 Super Star Diskettes 
and-we 'll be happy to se ll you an 
Amaray Media-Mate 50 for only 
$8.75, shipping included ... a lot 
less than the suggested retail price 
of $15.95. 

Regular DISK WORLD! price: $9.69 ea. 
+ $2.00 Shpng. 

The Super Star 

LIFETIME WARRANTY! 


Super Star Diskettes are unconditionally warranted 
against defects in original material and workmanship 
so long as owned by the ori ginal purchaser. Returns 
are simple: just send the defective diskettes with proof 
of purchase, postage-paid by you with a short expla
nation of theproblem, and we' ll send you the replace
ments. (Incidental ly, coffee stained diskettes and 
diskettes with staples driven through them don 't 
qualify as "defective".) 

WE WILL MEET OR BEAT ANY NATIONALLY 

ADVERTISED PRICE 


ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES 

MCI MAIL: 24 hours a day. SUBJECT TO THE SAME TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

I 629GreenBayRoadDISK WORLD•'I nc. Wilmette, Illinois 60091 
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Inquiry 41 5 

The latest CCT implementation of the new 
generation Intel 16-Bit Processor technology. CCT-4 SYSTEM This means extreme speed, unequaled power, 
and the ultimate in reliability, and of course, the SERIES innovators at ccr behind it. 

This series in the ccr line exploits the speed and power of the Intel 80286 and Zilog Z-80H (8MHz), on the 286ZCPU 
board. This combination, along with CompuPro DMA controllers and 1/0 boards, yields adramatic improvement in system 
throughput speeds, from basic CP/M operation, up to large powerful multi-user/multi-tasking machines. The CCT-4 
represents the most advanced hardware presently available in a microcomputer to run the thousands of CP/M type 
software programs on the market, and with CONCURRENT DOS 8-16 and the CompuPro PC Graphics board (when 
available), all software written for the IBM PC machines. This se'ries is for the serious business/scientific user. 

CCT-4A 	 State-of-the-art power in it's basic form. Consists of CCf-286Z CPU board and CCf-M256 (2561<), along with Cpm
puPro: Enclosure 2 Desk (21 slot MF), Disk 1A, System Support 1, Interfacer 4, the CCf-2.4 floppy drive system, and 
CP/M 80 and CP/M 86, and with SF-200 surge suppressor system.... . ................ . .. . . . $5,495.00 

CCT-48 	 Single-user/hard disk power. f4s the 4A, except priced without the CCf-2.4, to add in your choice of CCT hard/floppy 
combination drive subsystem, at the published pricing ... .. . ....... .. . . . . . . .. . .... ...... . . $4,375.00 
(Example: CCT-48 Mainframe with CCT-1011 = $6,548.00) Plus cost of selected drive subsystem 

CCT-4C 	 Multi-user/hard disk power. f4s the 48, with the CCf-M512 (512K static RAM board) instead of M256; Interfacer 3 in
stead of Interfacer 4; SF-400 instead of SF-200, plus Concur. DOS 8-16 0 .S. (6 user system) . . ... . .. $6,075.00 
(Example: CCT-4C Mainframe with CCT-4011 = $9,248.00) 	 Plus cost of selected drive subsystem 

Limited Time Offer - FREE Supercalc 86 with any CCT-4 

The above systems include all necessary cabling, assembly, testing, minimum 20 hour burn-in, 


and the ccr unconditional 12 month direct warranty. 

CCT-M512 CCT introduces it's 512K static RAM board. IEEE Standard 12MHz. 512K in one slot! Introductory Price: $1,799 

CCT-M256 256K version of M512 upgradeable to full 512K. Perfect 256K RAM board for any CompuPro system ..... $949 


CUSTOM COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY I BOX 4160 I SEDONA, ARIZONA 86340 

TOLL FREE ORDERING: 800-222-8686 / For technical support I service: 602-282-6299 

1·800·421·5775 !0rder On1y1 TERMS· VISA MASTfACARO C 0 D 1C;isn or Ce•t•hNI 
12 13 ) 644 · 11 40 !CA Order & Info J Cl'leell Requ11 eo 1 Cncci. 1A110.., 2 l Weeks •o• C1e il1 mq1 ·------------------------------------· 
STORE HOURS Shipping & H C SJ 00 101 J l.t>l> p•us SOc •or cac" <tOd 1 l o i. SUNTRONICS CO.,INC. 

• 	
Ca111 residents add Cd1tl Sa•es Ta • S 1 0 00 M 1n1murn OroetMon Fu 9am !06pm 
IBM.tno AoPte .l•e1eq1slett'11 U<IOPm,ui. s o • IBM g Appoj• 12603 Crenshaw Blvd., Hawthorne, CA 90250 Sa1 1oam loSom 
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(IBM PC/XT COMPATIBLE) 
D RAM EXPANDABLE 

TO 840 K - D USES MS & PC-DOS 
r====i e . 

OPERATING 
SUN-XT• SYSTEMS 

- i :I r \ D RUN LOTUS 1-2-3, 
FLIGHT SIMULATOR, 
SYN PHONY, DBASE 
II & 111,AUTO CAT, 
WORD STAR, MULTI

1SUN·XT COMPUTER 

: r~~ 

SUN·XT CPU 
0 8088 CPU (8087 OPTION) 
0 RAM EXPANDABLE TD 840K 
o FULLY IBM COMPATIBLE 
o DIMENSION BAME A8 IBM PC/XT 
D NO RAM INCLUDED 

$195.00 

MONOCHROME 
GRAPHIC CARD 

D HIOH·REB CHARACTER 
o 720(H) x 348~ 
O BO x 25 TEXT ODE 
o RUN LOTUS 1-2-3 ETC. 
D WITH PARALLEL PRINTER PORT 

$149.00 

135W POWER SUPPLY 

15DW POWER SUPPLY 

s91.oo I 
s119.oo 1 

MONO GRAPHIC (w/o PARALLEL P.P .) I 
$99.00 

1DMB HARD DISK w/CONT 

$495.00 
2DMB HARD DISK w/CONT. 

ss99.oo I 
ASYNC RB232 $59.oo I 
PARALLEL PRINTER CARD 

$39.00 
TEAC 558 DISK DRIVE 

$89.00 
HARD DISK DRIVE CONTROLLER 
(10MB OR 20MB) $199.00 
84K RAM KIT (9 EA) 

$8.50/KIT 
25BK RAM KIT (9 EA) 

$39.00/KIT 
APPARAT EPROM BLASTER 
(FOR IBM) $129.00 
CITIZEN MSP-10 PRINTER 

$319.00 
TOSHIBA 1340 PRINTER 

$599.00 
DSDD 5 y , DISKETIE 

$13.95/per 10 ea 
PARALLEL PRINTER CABLE 

$15.00·------·· 

FLOPPY DISK 
CONTROLLER 

O STANDARD DOUBLE BIDE 
DOUBLE DENBITY 

D RUN 2 INTERNAL & 
2 EXTERNAL 

D WITH CABLE $59.00 

MULTI-FUNCTION 
BOARD 

D 11.llM EXPANDABLE TD 3B4(D KJ 
0 BloRIAL/PARAlLEL PORT 
D CLOCK CALENDAR W/BATIERY 

BACKUP 
D GAME PORT 
0 BPDDL & RAM DISK 

$159.00 
PLAN . .. ETC. 
(DOES NOT RUN PROG. 
REQUIRE ROM BASIC.) 

D CPU BOARD W /256 K RAM 
D COMPUTER CABINET 
D FULL FUNCTION KEYBOARD 
D 135 W/POWER SUPPLY 
D 2 DSDD DISK DRIVES 
D FDC W/CABLE 
D TTL MONITOR (AMBER OR GREEN) 

D MONOCHROME GRAPHICS CARD 

W/PARALLEL PRINTER PORT. 
(IN KIT VERSION) 

ONLY $959.00 
DEALER &OEM INQUIRES INVITED!!·

IBM STYLE CABINET 
D 8 8LDT BACK PANEL 
0 CDMEB WITH MOUNTING 

BRACKET & HARDWARE 
D FITB IBM POWER BUPPLY 

$59.00 

MULTl·l/O BOARD 
D FLOPPY DIBK DRIVE CONTROLLER 
D PARALLEL PRINTER PORT 
D SERIAL l / D PORT (OPTION: DUEL) 
D CLOCK CALENDAR W/BATIEAY 

BACKUP 
0 OAMEPORT 

$169.00 

COLOR GRAPH IC CARD 
D ROB & CDMPDBITE VIDEO 
O 840 x 200 HIOH-REB 
O 320 x 200 LD-REB 
D 80 x 25 TEXTMDDE 
D LIGHT PEN INTERFACE 

$99.00 

RGB COLOR MONITOR 
D 14" DIBPLAY DB-8 CONNECTOR 
D 840 x 240 HIOH-REB 
D 2500 CHARACTER& (80 x 32) 
D ROB TIL LEVEL, INTENSITY 

81GNAL 
D 0.38 mm DOT PITCH 
D H·SCANNING 14.5K-17.8KHZ 

$365.00 
"SAM SUNG" 

MONOCHROME MONITOR 
0 12" AMBER DR GREEN 
D 1000 LINEB AT CENTER 
O 2DMHZ BAND WIDTH 
O BEPARATE TIL SIGNAL INPUT 
O DUAL INTENSITY SIGNAL LEVEL 
O HIGH PERFORMANCE SHARP 

IMAGEB $105.00-----------··-------· 
FULL FUNCTION 

KEYBOARD 
D 83 KEY FULL FUNCTION 
D POWER, CAP8, NUM LIGHT 

INDICATOR 
D MECHANICAL TYPE BWITCH 
D WITH CABLE 

$79.00 

II 
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IDLL-FREE CUSTOM COMPUTER . 

ORDERING: 

800-222-8686 .CCT· 
®

TECHNOLOGY . 

1 CCT PLAZA- P.O. BOX 4160 - SEDONA, ARIZONA 86340 FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT/ 
Purchase your Hardware and Software directly from an OEM I Systems Integrator. Take advantage of our buying power! We stock aSERVICE / IN ARIZONA: 
lull line of Board Level Components,Software and Peripherals.Call for your needs.We'll give ~u the Lowest Prices, and the Technical 

602-282-6299 Support and Know-How we are quickly becoming well-known for. Satisfied Customers Nationwide.The Nation's Custom Systems House 
for Business, Education and Science. Call for asystem quote. CGT implements tomorrow's technology today! 

• FOREMOST QUALITY • ADVANCED SUPPORT • REASONABLE COST • 


(GmpuPr~ J 

$ACROSS THE BOARD PRICE REDUCTIONS$ 
80286 NOW! 

o CCT·286Zisourmodeldesignation INDUSTRIALGRADE CCT DISK DRIVE SYSTEMS ROLLSROYCESOFSUPERIOR QUALITY THE INDU8'RY 
for the Ml-286 dual processor board s-100 HARD DISK SUBSYSTEMS 
from Macrotech. It features the super
high speed combination ofZ·80H and Professionally engineered ST-506 type systems for the business market S-100 Computer user. ln
80286, with provision for the 80287 eludes industry top quality drives, CompuPro Disk 3 DMA controller, all cabling, A&T, formatted , 
math chip. Directly replaces 8085/88 burned-in. Provisions for up to two hard disks in each system. We include operating system update. 
and 8086CPUs running CP/M, MP/M CP/M 80, CP/M 86, CP/M 8-16, MP/M 8-16, CP/M 68K. (/1 Systems are CCT innovated hard/floppy 
Concurrent DOS, and MS-DOS, at combinations, with Mitsubishi DSDD 8" drive.) 12 month warranty. 
throughput increases of 3X to 5X! CCT-10 (11 + MEG) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · $1499 CCT-10/1 · · .. . . . .. ............ $2049 

SPECIAL PRICE·$BSS CCT-20 (22 + MEG) .. ... .. . . . .... $2019 CCT-20/1 .. .. . ..... . . . .. . ... .. $2569 
CCT-40 (36 + MEG) .. . ... ... . . .. . $2499 CCT-40/1 ... . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .... $3049 

80287 Option - Installed -$250 CCT-60 (58 +MEG) (New) ....... . .. $3699 CCT-60/1 ... . . . ... .... ... . .... $4249 
SEE THE CCT· SERIES CCT-90 (87 +MEG) (New) . .. ..... . . $4909 CCT-90/1 . . .. .. .. . . .. ... . . . . . . $5459 

USING THIS4BOARD CCT-125 (123 + MEG)(New) . ....... $6099 CCT-125/1 .. . .... . .. . ..... .... $6649 

NEw 10 MEG REMOVABLE CARTRIDGE DRIVE SYSTEM 
___ __ for hard disk back-up- DMA using Disk 3 controller. •1-_DETAl_LE_D ON_T_H_E_FA_C_IN_G_~_~_G_E--1 

NEW-TRUE Super fast/Ultra reliable -Available April 


IBM PC INTERFACE F o p SYS EM

ULTRA HI-RES GRAPHICS! CCT·2.4 •Dual B" DSDD L p y T S CCT-5 • 51/4" DSDD 

Mitusbishi 2.4 Megabyte in Extra Heavy horizontal enclosure. IBM Compatible Tandon 320K. Extra Heavy Cabinet 
CCT S-100/PC is a break-through for the removeable filter air system,all cabling ,A&T, Burned in .The accommodates two drives. hard orfloppy.All cabling,A&T. 
Science/Business user. Mini-enclosure ac- fastest system available: . . . . . $1229 Burned-in . Perfect for our PC-DOS Package .... $399 
cepts PC &compatable boards and direct- CCT-8/5. FULL IBM COM PATABILITY 
ly connects to your S-100 system, running One Mitsubishi B" DSDD (1 .2 Meg)/One 5-V4" DSDD (360K) IBM Drive 
PC-DOS or Concurrent DOS. Hercules™ Both 3ms step rate - For Concurrent DOS and PC DOS ... . . .. . .... .. . . . ... . . ... $1029 

Graphics System-coming this May! * SUPER PRICES * COMPUPRO COMPONENTS* IN STOCK * 
11 THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS I ! CPU-Z. $229 • Disk 1A - $399 • Disk 1A w/CP/M -$499 • CPU B086/10 -$359 • SPU-Z -? 

LIBERTY TERMINALS CPU 8085188 - $229 • CPU 286 - $849 • CPU 68K - 10Mhz -$359 
• Superior Reliability • PC Graphics - $399 • Disk 3 -$459 • RAM 22 (256K) - $1179 • RAM 23/64K •$279/128K -$469 

110·14" GREEN-801132 Column .. .. $499 NEW -+ M-Drive/H . 512K. $469 I 2 Meg· $1989 
110·14" AMBER · ' · · · · · · · · · · · · · · $519 Enclosure 2 Desk- $699/Rack - $749 • Interfacer 3 - $409 • Interfacer 4-$289 • System Support 1 - $299 
200·14" GREEN-80/132Super Deluxe $569 Concurrent DOS 8-16 (CCTCMX) - $309 • CP/M 80 (CGTHMX) - $125 • CP/M 86 (CGTTMX) - $175 
280 · $589 ·14" AMBER · · · CP/M B-16 (CGTTMX) - $199 • CP/M 68K (CCTCX)-$279 • Operating System Updates/Remakes· $30 

OKIDATA PRINTERS • Top Quality I I
82 • 80 Col .. CALL 83 • 132 Col .. CALL 16 Bit Upgrade Kit: CP/M 86, RAM 23, System Support 1, Cable $729 D CP/M 8·16 - Kil - $753 

92 • 80 Col . . CALL 93 -132 Col .. CALL 
84 • 132 Col/200cps-Top of the line .. CALL 
For Serial Interfaces-Add .. ... .. CALL 

TOSHIBA P351 - 288 CPS/24 PIN - $1499 


DIABLO - Letter Quality Series 

Model 620 . . $969 Model 630 . . $1799 


CCT·1 - ENTRY LEVEL S-100 BUSINESS SYSTEM 
• Enclosure 2-Desk-21 Slot Mainframe • • CGT-2.4-Dual 8" Mitsubishi 

• CPU 8085/88 - 6Mhz 8085/8Mhz 808B • DSDD Drive System -2.4 Megabytes • SPECIAL PRICE 
• Disk 1A- OMA Floppy Disk Controller • • CP/M 80- 2.2 HMX - CGT Modified • 
• RAM 23 - 64K Static RAM - 12Mhz • • All Cabling, Complete CGT Assembly, $3,375• Interfacer 4 - 3Serial/2 Parallel 1/0 • Testing, and Minimum 20 Hour Bum-in • 

WE HAVE ALL SOFTWARE-CALL RUNS ALL STANDARD 8" CP/M SOFTWARE • INCWDES OUR EXCLUSIVE 12 MONTH DIRECT WARRANTY 

Prices &availability subject to change.All products new,and carry full manufacturer's warranties.Call for catalog.Free technical help to anyone.All 
' 
products we sell 

. 
are CCT individually tested 

and set up for your system - Plug-Jn & Go! Arizona resitlents add sales tax. CCT® Trademark - Custom Computer Technology; MS·DOS® Trademark - Microsoft; IBM® Trademark
lntemational Business Machines; CompuPro® Trademark- W.J. Godbout; CP/M® MP/M® Trademarks - Digital Research; HERCULES™ Trademark - Hercules ComputerTechnology 
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• FULL IBM PC-XT* COMPATIBILITY! THOUSANDS 

SOLD 
WORLD WIDE! 

• FULL MEGA-BYTE RAM CAPACITY 
ON MOTHERBOARD! 

DEALERS AND OEM MANUFACTURERS 
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE 

Eight Compatible 
1/0 Interface 
Connectors 
(Full PC compatible) 
(compatible with all 
IBM-PC* plug-in cards) 

Special J1 
Interface 
(Allows horizontal mount
ing of compatible expan
sion cards for easy bus 
expansion and custom 
configuring) (Board has 
62 pin gold plated compat
ible connector) 

Extended ROM 
Capability 
(Runs all compatible PC 
ROMS) (Jumper program
mable to accommodate all 
popular BK. 16K, 32K and 
64K ROM chips and NEW 
EE ROMS! VPP power pin 
available for EP ROM 
burning!) (External 
VPP voltage required) 

Full Mega-Byte Ram Capacity! 
On board! 
(With parity) 
o 256K Bytes using 64K chips 

Power Connector 
t----l(Full IBM* pinout 

compatible) 

8087 Numeric 
Processor 
(Same as PC) 

Peripheral 
:'!!------1Support Circuits 

(Same as PC) 

Configuration 
Switches 
(Same as PC) 

SpoakerI Audio 
Port 
(Same as PC) 

Wire Wrap Area 
To facilitate special custom 
applications! 

Triple-tested, fully 
socketed and assembled 
with IC's. 

Includes highest quality PC board 
with gold plating, silk screen, 
solder mask 

o 1 Mega Bytes using 256K chips Board Size 10.5 inch x 13.5 inch 

MegaBoard Products On 
Display at the following 

locations: 
Hawaiian Industrial Instruments 
11 54 Fort Street Mall, Suite 200 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
808 533-41 32 
Electronics Projects Inc. 
30 Airport Blvd 
Mobile, Alabama 36608 

IORDER NOW!!/ IFast, friendly service I 

~:~~;~isp1ay1e1• ~; 2':~~~~~C 
Our Commitment to 
Microcomputer 
Education! 

FREE Intel 8088 
Data Book with each 
Mega-Board™ Order! 

*IBM and IBM PC are trademarks of International Business Machines © 1984 Display Telecommunications Corporation 
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8051 

8048 


SIMULATORS - CROSS ASSEMBLERS 
PROGRAMMERS - SIM51 and SIM48 Soft
ware Simulators run on IBM-PC, CP/M-80, 
MS-DOS. Designed for validation & debug
ging applica ti on so ftw are. Simulation 
includes al l on chip functions plus expan 
sion ch ips. $250. one year FREE updates. 
Formats: PC-DOS 2.x DSDD, CP/M-80 8" 
SSSD. many 5%" formats. Cross Assemblers 
and EPROM pgmrs also available. Logical 
Systems Corp. 6184 Teall Station, Syr .. NY 
13217. (315) 457-9416. ' 

loGical .S-Y.stvms 

Inquiry 221 

Fantastic Price' 

NASHUA 

DISKETTES 

FIVE YEAR WARRANlY 

75L 

Qty. JOO 

5 1/ ," SS / DD or OS/ DD , you r c hoice. with 
hub ring and Tyvek sleeve, bulk 
packaged, no lab els. Shipping ex tra . For 
quantity 50. add 1O~ each . 

Get the same low price our high
volume duplication customers get! 

CALL TOLL FREE 
1 -BD0-321 -4668 

in Colorado. 303-234-0871 


ALF Produds Inc. Denver. CO 


SCIENTISTS! 

IBM PC&APPLE II USERS 

Dramatic advances a're being 
made in scien tific tools for per
sonal computers . Jandel Scientific 
specializes in software and 
peripherals for: 

• Planimetry, digitizing 
• Interactive Statistics 
• Dynamic System Simulation 
• 	Computer-generated lecture 

Slides 
•And more ... 

Call us and let our technical 
advisors help you find the pro
duct you need. Or wri te or call 
for our FREE catalog . 

CALL TOLL-FREE 800-874-1888 
IN CALIF. CALL 415-331-3022 

Jandel Scientific 
2656 Bridgeway, Sausalito, CA 
94965. 

Advanced DOS Utilities 
Pf 1sanexecu1mnpmll ler /a nalyzer 
ATI RIB status/seureset Ille at1r1butes 
CAP .. caps· · a pipe leg. son < tile·x · cap lile-x) 
Of REE displays rree disk space on curr enl drive 
DUMP 1s a hex dump u!1 li! y (lor pr mlmg . quickly) 
DKNUM displays number o! diskettes needed to 'hold' lile(s) 
KEYBUf expands keyboard buffer tor type·ahead 
LOCATE linds lile(s) in me sys1em 
MfAEE displays next available and total available memory 
MOVE renames lile(S) mto another directory 
TAIL displays last Imes m Me 
TD displays current 11me and date (tor .BAT files) 
TEE " tees " a pipe leg. son .- hle· y : tee z > lile·y) 
TREE displays tree diagram below current duectory 
WAIT delays execution to1 spec1l1ed 1merval 
XCOPY is an advanced version ot DOS copy (for archiving) 

Most ut1ht1es are recursive Each has been tested under DOS 2 x/3.x 
(mcludmg DOS 3 1) on !he IBM" PC/Xl/AT 

The price lor all 16 utilities. pos1paid . is 


$59 for unprotected binaries (sources are available) 

$10 for manual only 


For qu ickest response. order wilh VISA/MC by call ing 

800-621-2283 ext 912 
In TX: 800-442-5321 exl 912 

Or send checkfmoney order 10 address below. 

TX orders add 6 118% sales tax 


PC Network Specialists , Inc. 
Dept. 8 59. 13109 Chandler Drive 


Danas. TX 75243 

2 , 4-373-2386 

Inquiry 287 

"KING OF THE ELECTRONICS JUNGLE" 
LEO ELECTRON ICS. INC. 
P.O. Box 11307 
TORRANCE. CA 90510-1307 
PHONE 213/212-6133 or 
oulside CA: 8001421-9565 
TLX: 291965 LEO UR 
FAX: 2131212-6106 

WE WILL BEAT ANY PRICE 

ON MEMORY EXPANSION CHIPS 


UPGRADE YOUR IBM OR OTHER PC WITH 

MORE RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY. 


RAMS EACH SALE PRICING: 
41256· 150ns 4 25 H these prices are not !he 
4164·1 50ns 1 20 lowest in this publl ca t1on. 
4164·200ns 1 10 we will meet any 
4128·150ns (I BM /AT)" 6 75 leg 1tama1e· • pnce. 
HM 6116P·3 2.50 .. Corl!l'ml!O pt1mech.poocof>90n 

o.,a1i1vme•cna.,a•51! 

EPROMS AND MATH 
CO-PROCESSOR CHIPS WE NOW CARRY: 
2708 S2 80 27 128 S4 50 Disk drives. power supplies 
27 16 2.80 27256 9.00 384K Mult llunclion boards. 
2732 3.00 8087 CALL Color/graphics boards. and 
2764 3.30 80287 CALL more 

CALL FOR BROCHURE 

~·,. I r • I ' TH ' ~ \ ) ,(I. , ,, o I• " " I I "' I• I • C)rd I Ir " l 1111" I 
lol<" I' 1 n I '•ol ''"~ I ' • I I I~ ! oil I ot ( (If\ I 11 ! r 1 1 P• lo ' ! 
tl1• !1• hlj• ! \)I •11$ Oldotjl Pl1HtS HI'' " \I 

<1111" Ill•""'"'"'''' •\1111<1 11•1 I"'''''''! l'••"I l•1•ol!1 

"""' •""'c,\'~L· FOR VOLUME PRICING 

"I 

lnq~iry ~ 15 

DISKS 

Li~ 5arlt SS/DDAS . 'IJ BU4K 

t1.iide by top USA .makers, not • 10.,, - end" or "cut-rate" . Our 
s upplier s won't let us t o r • ve'!'- l their n.iim iH> , but wl.1e11 

[~t r:~r~ V10;h:~C~O~~~; I rc~~~~}f :d~hi~a~~rl~~:~1 lOo~l S k& 
Ltf~~ i !~e~;pf~~;~.~fC~a~:~~~~1Cf,{gT 4gA~~kf~~IPP ING! 

:S~~g ~~~o~f~Ec~~,;~0~M12,ea, 10011otea, soo167'H 
IUOID 55/D0-5 t and.iirii 10/BUu, 100/BOlu, 500/77iea
IUD2D OS/OD CIBH , etc) 10/'Jllta, 100/B'Jtea, 500/BE.iea 

=~~ ~j~~m~~;;~{~X :ggj~:~::; ~~~:~:: : ~gggji~~==
IUD2N 05/00-CIBH1 1tc) IOO/B3lea , SOO/BOlea, 1000/77'ei 

IC SALE! 27128 SJ . . • 41 16-200 16/S2• •• ZBOA-PID,SIDl , 2 S2 

~~~ l~~eM~jV~~~-~fx~r~g irh~~~~l~~e;~2wt ~hc80~e~~ ~LL 
g~~:~s,ig: 1 ~~e~~6!~~·3gh~~~ ~.rt ~1!~t i~~r~~!;~t~;Tu111 

~1fs00):34:3-0472 1s1ii~u~t~~cH" 
UNITECH aos HURLEY ST. CAMBRIDGE, MA oa141 

S+nd for f"REE CATALOG listing I OOO's of ite•s~ 

DIJCDN 
Solve your PC compatibility problems with 
DISCON, the comp lete turnkey sys tem with 
CPU, sbftware, term inal a nd four disc drives. 

DISCON can format , read and write 
hundreds of MS-DOS and CPIM 8" , 5 1/<" and 
3V2" floppy diskette formats. Programs, data 
bases and documents can be transferred 
directly disc-to-di sc. 

Pacifica Technology 
11696 Sorrento Valley Rd ., Suite A 
San 'Diego, CA 92121 
619-453-2945 
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Robot 
Experimenter™ 

The only monthly magazine dedica ted to 
designing. constructing, and using personal 
and educational robots. 

Experimenter' s will find all the diagra ms an d 
so ftware necessa ry to construct their own 
robots. 

Earry issues contain art1cles on inexpensive 
rnfrared ranging systems. single·cl11p m1crocom· 
puter conrro llers, simple pneumatic contro l 
systems. voice & vision systems. and A l pro· 
gram design techniques for microcomputers. 

Subscribe now and receive our introductory 
rate of SIS for 12 issues (o ffer good untrl I 
October 1985). 

To subscribe, o;;end name and address along 
with s18 in ch eck 01 money order. If you prefer 
m use MasterCard or Visa , include your card 
number and expiration date. 

174 Concord St .. Su•te 31 

PO Box 458 


Peterborough, NH 03458-0458 

6031924-3843 
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PRINTER RIBBONS 
Low es t Prices' Highest Oual1ly ! In Stock 1 

Ribbon Type (Prices are per Ribbon ) Qty 6 .. Q ty 12.-t 

Apple lmagewriter & DMP . 4 .~" ea. 3. ~~ ea 
9BMC-BX-80 6 .~ 0 ea. 5 . ~ ea. 
9C. ltoh Prowriter . 4 .~0 ea. 3 . ~ ea. 

1Diablo Hytype II MIS 3 . ~ ea . 3. ~~ ea. 
Diablo 630 MIS 3.'$ ea. 3. ~~ ea. 
Epson RX-FX -MX-80 3 . ~ ea. 3.s" ea. 9

Epson RX-FX-MX-100 s . ~.. ea . 4 .Y~ ea 

Epson LQ 1500 7.1) ea. 6 . 9 ~ ea. 


9Gemini 1~10X-1 5-15X 1 . ~ ea . 1 . · ~ ea. 
1Nee 550017700 MIS 3 . ~ ea. 3.~" ea. 

Nee 8023A 	 4 .~ (J ea . 3. 9 ~ ea. 
9Okidata 80182183192193 1 . ~ ea. 1 . · ~ ea. 


Panasonic KXA-P1090/91 /92 a .~ 0 ea. 7 . ~ ea. 
9

9Rad io Shack DMP-2100 6. ~ ea. 6.5
" ea 


Tally Spirit 80 MIS 6 .~0 ea. 5.9L ea 


Toshiba P1340/ 1350 6 . 9 ~ ea. 6.~" ea. 

Tritel . s .so ea . 4 .9~ ea. 


F.REE Shlpp:~~J3.gr~~~e~51~~ ~"rc7e~}llnenlal U.S. 

Visa 	 MC 

Order loll FREE 1-800-82 1-5339 

C.R.E. Wholesale 

P 0 . Box .361 North Salt Lake. Utah 84054 


(801) 531-7139 


Inquiry 198 Inquiry 3 75 	 Inquiry 49 



WE ACCEPT MAJORPURCHASE ORDERS CHARGE CARDS&BID REQUESTS 

WELCOME 
 eompu$ave ::=: [EB . 

Call Toll Free: 1·800·624-8949 

ARIZONA RESIDENTS CALL (602) 967·3532 


PRINTERS 	 SUPER SPECIAL COMPUTERS 

586-40 Multiuser System ... 6295L020 . ' . 215 
Alt Other Models . . CALLAil Other Models . . . ...... CALL 

CITIZEN • 288 cps 	 • 4K Buffer IBM 
PC W/ 256K / 1 Drive .... . . .. 1520 

MSP15 .. .. ........ . . ..... 365 
MSP10 . . . . 250 • 100 cps 	 •IBM Alt Other Models .......... CALL 


All Other Models . . .. CALL NLO Compatible WYSE 
EPSON WV 1100·1 PC / 2 Drives..... 1305 

All Other Models . ......... CALL 

Alt Other Models .. .. . . CALL 
LX80 .. '''' '' 215 

UNLIMITED SELECTION OF DOWNLOADABLE FONTS CALL FOR PRICES 
JUKI • APPLE • TELEVIDEO 

6100 ' '' 355 • COMPAQ 

6300 ' . ' 668 
All Other Models ... . .. CALL 

PANASONIC 
1090 .'' '' '' 170 
1091 " " 235 
1092 '' ' ' ' 348 Six Pac Plus W/ 64K.. . . 219 AL 11. . ' 759 
All Other Models . . . .... CALL Advantage W/ 128K... . . 380 AL Ill. .......... . ' 590 • ABATI • MITSUBISHI 


SILVER-REED All Other Types . . ....... CALL AMPEX • NEC • ALPHA OMEGA 

• AMDEKEXP 400. '' 228 	 HERCULES 210 G..... . ' 355 • OUADRAM 

Alt Other Models... . . CALL 	 Color Card ... '' ''''. 143 230 G. . . . . . . • . . . . . . .. 442 • APPLE • OUBIE 

Monochrome Graphics Card ... 290 • AST • RANA
QUME • RODINE • CONTROL DATAAlt Other Types.. . .. . . CALL OVT 101 G. . . 293CALL FOR PRICES 	 • CO RVUS • SEAGATE

ORANGE MICRO 	 OVT 102 G.........•..... 413 

• GAMMA • TALLGRASS 

• ABATI • DATA PRODUCTS 	 Grapple r + . . . ...... .. 70 Alt Other Models. . .. CALL 

• IOMEGA • TANDON 

• AMDEX • DIABLO 	 Al l Other Types........... CALL 
 TELEVIDEO 	 • MICROSCI • TEAC 
• ANADEX • NEC PARADISE 	 914 '' ''' 539 LOW PRICES ... ... . CALL• CIE • OKIDATA Multi Display Card . '' ' 192 All Other Models ... .. CALL 
• C. ITOH • OUME All Other Types . .. . .. CALL WYSE
• COMREX • STAR MICRONICS 

QUADRAM WV 5C. '' '' 428 
Ouadboard W/ OK .. ........ . 180 WV 75 .. . . ...... . . '' 564 
Alt Other Types.''. ' ' . ''' . CALL Alt Other Models .. . . . . CALL

TRACTORS , SHEET FEEDERS , 

SWITCH BOXES , INTERFACES & 
 CALL FOR PRICES 	 CALL FOR PRICES AMDEK 

BUFFERS ALSO AVAILABLE 300-G/ Monochrome . ..... 116 
• ABM • MICROTEX • ADDS • DIG ITAL 31 O·A/ Monochrome . ' 142 
• AMDEK • MPC • ALLOY • HAZELTINE Color 300/Composite ... ''' ' 201 
• CARDCO • PERSVST • CIE • VISUAL All Other Models .. . ... CALL 

• MICROSOFT • C. ITOH • ZENITH 
PRINCETON 
MAX-12/ Monochrome ... . . 168 
HX-12/ RGB Color... .... . .. 448 

• RAM And Coprocessor Chips 121-G/ Monochrome . . . 119HAYES Shielded Printer Cables. 
1200/ Exlernal. .. 365 • Power Supplies And Backups 122·A/ Monochrome .... .... 124 

Alt Other Types...... . . CALL 
1200B / IBM (W/ Software) . . .. 355 • Power Surge Protectors All Other Models . ' '' '' . '' ' CALL 

DISKETTES • Houston And Other PlottersAlt Other Models . . . .. CALL 
Bonus SS / DD (Qty 50). . ... 45 • Ku rta And Other Digitizers

PROMETHEUS Bonus DS/ DD (Qty 50) ....... 57 	 • Key Tronic And other Keyboards CALL FOR PRICES 

Promodem 1200/ External ... 300 Verbatim SS/DD (Qty 50) ..... 77 • Printer And Other Stands 
All Other Models . .. . . . . .. . CALL • APPLE • SAMSUNGVerbatim DS / DD (Qty 50) .. . 97 SOFTWARE-ALL TYPES • CO MREX • TELEVIDEO CALL FOR PRICES Maxell .... . . .. . '" .. 	 • IBM • WYSE • AST • OUBIE 	 IBM -AT. Apple Macintosh .... 	 • ZEN ITH • OUADRAM• NOVATION 

·1:1-· 

TOSHIBA P351 DOT MATRIX PRINTER 

Singleman Express ......... 248 
Vol ksmodem . . ... CALL 

Alt Other Models . 

TAXAN 
. CALL 

ORDER LINE HOURS: MONDAY-FRIDAY, 8AM-6PM/SATURDAY 9AM-2PM 


Send Orders & Payments To: CompuSave, 3010 S. 48th Street, Suite 8, Phoenix, AZ 85040. 

For Customer Service & Other Information Call Mon-Fri (602) 967-3533. 


Prices reflect a cash discount of 3% to 5%. Prices and availability are subject to change without notice. Merchandise is shipped in factory cartons with 

manufacturer 's warranty. Minimum shipping charge is $4. Pay by wire . cashier 's check . money order. or charge. Business or personal checks delay 

shipment 2 weeks . CompuSave is a Division of Adlanko Corporation . (85-9) 	 Inquiry 73 



FiXT/B PLUS for 
IBM AT, XT, PC an~ compatibles 

FiXT/B PLUS giws you the utility of a bootable· 
hard disk while presariing tha performance .of 

yeur Bernou!D 801. 
You can have It all 
witll FiXT/8 PLUS! 

Golden Bow Systems 

$95-$110 tr, ·' ' ' Add tl lor~ 3S688KOllCIAvt,fSllllt f =-odd 7-,.A $a, ~..G.CA 9203 

6hln tn . (619) 298-9349 

Inquiry 159 

Use the Power 

ofYour Computer 

. to automa tically look up 

city. s ta te a nd county informa 
tion based on zip code. Table of 
48 ,000 zips allows s ignifi cant 
savings on da ta entry. error cor
rections and file m ainten an ce . 
This set of floppy disks, includ
ing easy ins tructions. is jus t 
S 149 . Mos t popular 5 114'' and 8" 
form a ts a re ava ilable. Ha rd dis k 
required . Call or write for free 
informa ti on . 

DCC Data Service 

1990 M Stree t . N.W .. Sui te 610 


Washing ton, D. C. 20036 


202-452-1419 

Inquiry 111 

RS-232 to RS-422A 

CONVERTER 


For 
Under 

$50! 

•Allows your RS-232 Equipment to 
communicate with devices using RS-422A 
•Two converters can extend RS-232 
signals up to 4,000 ft. 
•Bi-directional, uses 12 volts 
ORDER NOW 1 Model 422C $49. 95 
Optional power supply $14.95. Cash orders 
shipped postpaid . IL Res. add 6% sales tax. 
Visa and MasterCard accepted. Satisfaction 
Guaranteed . FREE fully illustrated newly re
vised catalog of interlace & testing equip
ment. Phone: 815-434-0846 

Inquiry 3t 

•n!t1~i1ni•~if1 

Pinwriter P-2 (180 cps) .. $ 485 
(w/lnterface & Tractor) 

Pinwriter P-3 (180 cps) .. $ 685 

(w/lnterface & Tractor) 

Pi nwriter P-5 (290 cps) .. $ 925 
(w/lnterface & Cut Sheet Guide) 
ELF 360 (16 cps) ....... $ 380 
2010/15/30/50 (20 cps) .. $ 605 
3510/15/30/50 (35 cps) .. $ 960 
8810/15/30/50 (55 cps) .. $1365 
Optional Forms Handling 

Devices . . . . .. ...... CALL 

QUALITY PRINTERS 
8415 Cement City Rd. 
Brooklyn, Michigan 49230 
Phone: 517-592-3749 

Inquiry 305 

EPROM 

PROGRAMMER 


[:iio 
APROTEK 1000 

ONLY 

$265.00 

COMPLETE W ITH 

PE RSONALIT Y 


MODULE 


11 7 AC POWER·RS232 

-6 BAUD RATES · HANDSHAKE TO HOST 


ALLOWS READ, WRITE, VERIFY & COPY 


Comes complete w ith CPM . IBM and Apple 
BASIC Driver Program Listi ngs. Driver Programs 
on Disk only $20 .00 . 

Programs t he following 5 Volt 24 or 28 pin 
devices: 27 16 series through 2 7256, 25xx series. 
68764 plus others. Please Specify Personali ty 
Module desired w ith order. Addi tional Personality 
Modules only $ 15 .00 ea. Full 1 year warranty . 

TO ORDER: CA LL 1-800/962 -5800 OR WR ITE 

APROTEK 
I 071 A AVENIOA A CASO Add 
CAMARILLO CA 93010 $4 00 Sh1ppong USA 
Info 18051 987 2454 VISA°' MC Add 3% 

Inquiry 23 

FINALLY ! 
"No-Stretch" Viewing 

ANGLED PRINTER STAND 
-~-:-~\~ 

Standard & Deluxe Models available 

Deluxe fits over Disk Drive 

80/132 column available 


Priced from $21.95 


COMPUTER MEDIA MARKETING 
Dept. 8 -9 P.O. Box 614 

Katy, Texas 77492 
713/392-2385 

Dealer Inquiries Welcome 

Inquiry 81 

TERMINAL 

EMULATION 

Softerm PC emulates over 30 
popular terminals including the: 
•DEC VT102 , VT220 
•Data General D200, D410 
•IBM 3101-20 (block mode) 
• Hewlett-Packard 2622A 
•Honeywell VIP7801 , VIP7803 

Guaranteed Compatibility 
Call for free product brief 
$195 MC-VISA-COD 
For the IBM PC/XT I AT. DG1. NEC, 
Wang PC, Tl Pro, Gridcase, Tandy 

SBFl'IONICS 
3639 New Getwell, Suite 10 

Memphis , TN 38118 
901-683-6850 

lrquiry 336 

1111 PC/TEK 4010 
• EMI00-4010 for IBM PC, XT, AT 

Tekt ro11ix 40/0 em11lario11 
VT/02 emulatio11 $249 
Pict11 re fi les 
High resolution hardcopy 
S11pports IBM , IBM £11/ianced , 
Hercules and Tecmar 

• EMIOO for IBM PC, XT, AT 

VT/02 emulation 
File 1/rmsfer $149 
132 Col1111111111odes 
Color S11pport 

FREE VT220 UPDATE 

Diversified Computer 
Systems , Inc. 
3775 Iris Ave. , Suite IB 
Boulder, CO 80301 
(303) 447-9251 

Trc11fr11111rh : V1700 - DiHilUI E1111 ip11w111: IBM PC, XT - I/JM Corp. 

Inquiry 121 

AN l/O™AP-8 
Analog Interface 
tor your APPLE II 

-VersatileAccurate -~ , · · · 
andFast · · · 

FEATURES · -
• Progra mm able B· hil A/ D convc1sion 11 p lo 50 Khi 
• Progra 111111;i blc 8·hil D/ A convl'rsiuu up tu IOU Khz 
• Proi;ram1nablc I-bit stimuli or 1i111c oulpul 
• Vn r1 <1 blc in put tl rr<m&cmcnt fo r AC coupled, DC coupled. 

or rcsisl or sr.a lc<l input 
• Prec is ion ins lru111c11t atiou <Hlljl wi lll v.iri ;1hlc gai 11 ,ll inpu t 
• P rec is ion sa mple ;111<1 ho ld 101 A/ D cu11vc r:. io 11 
• ycrsa tile 	li ve pole va riable hand widlh lillcr tor ;mt i. ;i liasing 

mput . a nd independent ri ve po le var inhll' h;i 11dwi1ltl1 ou\pul 
fil ter for accur ate w;iveform reco11s tiuctio 11 

• Disk so ft w;u e wit h high s peed 10 routinl'S. slofi1 Al' scope, 
FFT powc1 spectru m. fun ctio11 gc11 cra !Or. :111d more 

ID EAL for 
• Acous li.c signal s;ir11pli11g and sy n ~ l1 c s i s 
• 	Ed uca t1011al tool lor lead 1i11g dig1l al sign;i l prnccssiug aml 

active lilt crin g lcchniqucs 
• Rcsc<irch in digit;i l processing of sprcch. !r lcrn1n11 111 11ica · 

tio n. Ol m ! bio. inlorm;i tion stud ies 
• Aud 111 ;i 11 y 01l1 cr rc;1l-wo rld i11t cd acc llCt!ds llll App le II. II + 

a nd li e Co mpu ters 

INTRODUCT ORY OFFER FOR Ol<OER OR IN FO 
Plcasr Co ut;i ct ri~~l~..(~~ g soft war e) CANETICS. Inc 

P 0 Box 70549 
Offer good unlil P.1s;idc11a. CA 911 07 
October 15. 1985 REG $349 .00 (BIB) !>U4 tl438 

lnqui~y 4i8 



DISK WORLD! is proud to introduce 

the lowest- riced, LIFETIME-WARRANTY 


diskettes ever! 

And they're BRAND NAME PRODUCT to boot! 


5.25" SSDD-+.79 ea. 5.25" DSDD-+.89 ea. 

5.25" DSDD·HD-+S2.35 ea. 


3.50" SSDD-+S2.25 ea. 3.50" DSDD-+S2.85 ea. 

Based on multiples of 100 each. 


Boxed in 10's with heavy-duty cardboard sleeves, user ID labels, 


Introducing Wabash Pinnacle Series Diskettes. 
Two years ago, if you'dlaid me I'd be writing this ad , Iwould 

have laughed. 
At that lime, Wabash diskettes were synonymous with 

"s-t". 
Just saying that quality control was poor would be 

charitable. 
So much was wrong that DISK WORLD wouldn't sell them. 

That was yesterday. 
Kearney-National Inc.. a $202-million division of a much 

larger company, came into Wabash. 
Out went the old management, the old methods, the old 

production techniques ... and in went alot of new people, ideas. 
production lines and some really imaginative thinking. 

The end result. 
Today, I'm proud to offer you the Wabash Pinnacle Series of 

diskettes at the prices shown. 
This isn't evolution in diskette manufacturing: it's revolution. 

Here's what you get. 
Wabash Pinnacle diskettes are 

.. .certified 100%Error Free 

...are coverd by a LIFETIME WARRANTY 

...meet or exceed all industry specifications (by quite 
some distance) 
... and are simply the best value in diskettes available 
today. 

The torture test. 
Considering Wabash's earlier dubious reputation , I wasn't 

exactly a true believer when their Director of Marketing came 
into my office with samples. 

So I took a box at random, selected a disk, bent the thing 
every which way and slipped it into my IBM-PC. 

It formatted . It booted. It stored and retrieved data. 
That wasn't enough. 

I gave samples of the diskettes to Curt Rostenbach and, in 
turn. to Tom Streit, both hackers of long experience and mem
bers of the Waukegan (Illinois) Apple Users Group. 

Tom really went at it . 
He took aquartz-halogen lamp,aimed it at the diskette until 

it started to smoke (and melt) ...and then formatted , booted 
the diskette and stored and retrieved data! 

The same terribly (and intentional ly) mutilated diskette ran 
on an ITT, Corona and IBM. 

Curt was nicer. 
He simply bent the diskette every which way .. and it still 

formatted. booted ano ran on his Apple. 
The best buy I've ever seen. 

DISK WORLD! , Inc. sells more flexible magnetic media by 
mail-order than anyone else in the world . 

I, as President of the corporation , won't tolerate a product 
with a failure rate of more than 1/ 1000th of 1 percent.

I also don't like companies who try to milk a "quality" or 
··premium" image for a higher price like Dysan and Verbatim 
did ... until they failed. 

As President of DISK WORLD!, Inc., my motto is simple: "the 
best diskette for the least amount of money." 

Wabash is it. 
Right now,there is no better va lue than the Wabash Pinnacle 

Series of diskettes. 
Granted. you have to buy ahundred at atime, but so what? 

Split the order with friends, relatives. co-workers or even your 
worst enemies. 

The key thing is to get the most diskette for the money. 
And this is it. 
(Incidentally, as acorporation, we put our money where our 

IncDISK WORLDI 
•' • 

reinforced hubs (where appropriate) and write-protect tabs. 

mouth is. Our first order for Wabash Pinnacle Diskettes was 
1.5-million units.) 

That's an awful lot of faith and confidence. 
But, then again. I have the diskette that Tom Streit literally 

melted... and kept on running. 
The truth about $1.00 or less diskettes. 

More and more ads are popping up offering diskettes for 
$1.00 or less. 

By the same token, more and more people who were selling 
used cars a few months ago are now selling diskettes by mail. 

We did alittle survey of current ads for diskettes advertised 
for a dollar or less and did some analysis of the market and 
here's what we found as it applies to 5.25" DSDD diskettes 
"supposedly" selling for a dollar or less. 

ACTUAL 
ADVERTISED PRICE ACTUAL 

VENDOR: LOW PRICE: PER 100: MFGR.: 
Unitech .89 ea. .92 ea. Unspecified. 
Datatech .99 ea. .99 ea. Unspecified. 
Computer Club .95 ea. .98 ea. Unspecified. 

.99 ea. 1.02 ea. Unspecified. 
Communications 
& Electronics .49 ea. .80 ea. Unspecified. 
Precision Data .89 ea. .93 ea. Unspecified. 
DisketteConnec. .93 ea. .93 ea. Unspecified . 
Comp Soft Serv. .77 ea. .77 ea. Unspecified. 

+ shpg. 
Computer/ Computer .99 ea. .99 ea. Unspecified. 
DISK WORLD .89 ea. .92 ea. Wabash 

Datatech 
The real truth about $1.00 or less diskettes. 

It costs all diskette manufacturers about the same to pro 
duce adiskette. Some may charge more because they want to 
project a "premium quality" image, ala the late, lamented 
Dysan who bought their basic media from 3M. 

Some charge Jess because they sell a sub-standard prod
uct. ..and we're not foolish enough to name names here. 

But here's the truth about the $1.00 or Jess diskette market. 
It falls into four categories:
1. The DISK WORLD's of the universe who simply are sobig 

that they can buy first quality product in massive quantities and 
choose to pass on the savings to you. (Precision Data and 
Diskette Connection on BRAND NAME products also fall into 
this category.) 

2. The people who buy "cosmos"... stuff from major manu 
facturers that usually hits quality control standards, but is 
cosmetically blemished and thus can't be packaged and sold 
under the manufacturer's own name. 

3. "Duplicator Quality". Uncertified media, usually below 
manufacturer'sown standards and frequently below ANSI and 
IBM standards. Sold on an "as-is " basis with the understand 
ing that the manufacturers name will never be divulged. Usual 
ly about a 20% reject rate ...as compared to DISK WORLD's 
standard of less than 1/ 100oth of 1%reject/ return rate. Next lo 
garbage, this is the source of most diskettes advertised al a 
dollar or less. 

They may work...and then again they may not. (Frankly, the 
odds at the Blackjack table in Las Vegas are more in your favor.) 

4. Garbage. Stuff that shouldn't be sold at all. But some 
manufacturers are hurling for cash. so they sell it anyway. 
(After all, they want lo meet their payroll. Look what happens 
when you don't: you become a Dysan or Verbatim. Lots of 
history, but no money.) More and more garbage is being 
dumped into the market as manufacturers become pressed for 
cash and are motivated into selling anything and everything 
they can manufacture. tRead the article in FORBES about 
Verbatim and its "Bonus brand.) 

Finally, the Taiwanese counterfeiters are moving into the act. 
Perfect duplicates of the packaging of major manufacturers 
with one exception: the quality isn 't there. 

The Critical Factor. 
Only DISK WORLD!, Inc. offers fully brand -identified. 

LIFETIME-WARRANTY product for less than adollar. 
Every one else offering 5.25" product for less than a buck 

doesn't tell you who makes it. 
We do. 
And that ought to tell you a lot right there. 

Ordering & Shipping

Instructions 


SHIPPING:Wabash Pinnacle Diskettes are sold in mul 
tiples of 100 only. Shipping charges are $3.00 per 100. 
regardless of type or size. 

PAYMENT: VISA, MASTERCARD and PREPAID orders 
accepted. Corporations rated 3A2 or better and govern
ment and quasi-government open accounts are accepted 
on a NET 15 basis . 

C.O.D. orders are subject to a $5.00 special handling 
charge. (Sorry for the increase,but too many people have 
been refusing C.O.D. orders or using bad checks. It's a 
classic example of a few "bad eggs· making life more 
expensive for·everyone else.) 

APO, FPO, AK, HI & PR OllDERS: Include shipping as 
shown and an additional 5% of the total amount of the 
order to cover PAL and insurance. 

No other non-continental U.S. orders are accepted . 
TAXES: Illinois residents only, add 7%. 

All orders subject to acceptance. 

Not responsible for typographical errors. 


ORDERS ONLY: 
1·800-621-6827 

(In Illinois: 1-312-256-7140) 
INQUIRIES & INFORMATION 

1·312·256-7140 
FOR FASTEST SERVICE, 

USE MCI MAIL: 
Just address "DISKWORLD" 

(24-hour shipping on any item in stock 
if you order via MCI MAIL.) 

629GreenBayRoad 
Wilmette, Illinois 60091 
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maxell DISKS 

LIFETIME WARRANTY 

TIRED OF WAITING 

FOR SERVICE AND PRICE? 


9 out of 10 SURVEYED 

DISK BUYERS PREFERRED 


NORTH HILLS 

#1 IN SERVICE AND PRICE 


1-800-328-3472 
Formatted and hard sectored disks 

in stock-Dealer inquiries invited. 


COD, VISA, MASTERCARD 

All orders shipped within 24 hrs . 


~ N-( 
NORTH HILLS CORP. 


INTERNATIONAL 

3564 Rolling View Dr. 


While Bear Lake, MN. 55 110 

MN. ca ll collect-612-770-0485 


9-TRACK MAG. TAPE SUBSYSTEM 

FOR THE IBM PC/XT/AT 


' 
For inlormaiion Interchange. backup and archival storage, 
IBEX o flars a 9-track, IBM format-compatible 'h" magnetic 
tape subsystem for the IBM PC, featu ring: 

a 42 M-Bytes on a •Ingle 
reel. 11;1w:1 

• IBM format 1600 cpl. IBEX COMPUTER CORF! 
• Software lor PC-DOS, 2074 1 Marill•S1. 

MS-DOS. Cha1swonh.CA 91311 
(818) 709·8100 
TWX: 9 10-493-2071 Write, phone or TWX 

for information 

Inquiry 178 

.I PC/XT USERS! 
I COGTREE Util ities by 

Cogitate ...... .. ....... S 129.95 

.I LYNC by Norton-Lamber .... S 199.95 
I DATA FLEX by Data Access .. . Varies 
.I RM/COBOL by Ryan/ 

McFarl and . . . . . .... Varies 
.I Universe by Omnitrend . . . . S 98.50 
.I Blue Mac l by Cogitate .. .. . S599.00 
I CadPow er + by Trilex. . . S995.00 
. I So ftext Teaching Aids .... .. S 95.00 
..I PrintSet by Cogitate ... . s 79.95 
..T CogiTA PE by Cogitate . ...... CALLll 
.I Anti-Static Products. . . .. Varies 

..T Uninterruptible Power 
Backups . . . ..... Varies 

..T TeleVideo So ftw are . .. . .. CALLll 

..A Higher Form of Software.. 
24000 Telegraph Road 

Southfield. Ml 48034 


13131 352-2345/Telex 386581 


VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED 

Dea ler Inquiries Welcomed 

Get the Proportional Printing 
Program which Really Works! 

Get t ype-set quality true proportional 
spaced printing from unmodified Word
Star and NewWord document files. 
PropStar prints on most daisy-wheel 
printers with ps t ype-wheels including 
Diablo, Qume, NEC, Brother, Juki, S-R, 
C.ltoh and many others. 

PropStar is a stand-alone program, not 
a patch to your w.p. program, it main
tains correct letter spacing, never 
crowds capitals (even on short lines), 
gives higher quality print than modi
fied WordStar. PropSter supports most 
of the common WordStar and NewWord 
print enhancements. No installation 
patching required. For CP/M-80 sys
tems on 8" and 5-1/4" media, also for 
MS-DOS systems on 5-1/4" PC media. 
Only $ 49.95, Visa & M/C o.k. Specify 
computer and printer. Dealers wanted. 

C CIVIL 
COM PUTIN G 
CORPORATION 

2 1 I I Resea rch Drive . Suite 1 
Livermore. Call fornla 9•1S'i0 14 1 'j l 4'i'i-808b 

Inquiry 64 

The Statistician 
CPM IBM-PC 


TRS-DOS XENIX 


• Multiple Regression •Survey Research 
Stepwise • Nonparametrics 
Ridge • X-Y Plots 
All Subsets • ANOVA 
Backward Elimination • Random Sample 

• Time Series Analysis • Data Base 
• Descriptive Statistics • Search & sort 
• Transformations • Hypothesis tests 

Please call TOLL FREE 

1-800-334-0854 (Ext. 814) 

for more information 
Q or write: 

Quant Systems 


Box 628 

Charleston. SC 29402 


VISA-MIC Accepted 


Inquiry 306 

IBM Enhancements 
Monochrome/Graphic/Printer Card $169.00 
!runs Lotus 1-2-3, 64K, 720 x 3481 
384K MultiFunctlon Card $139.00 
IParallel/Serial/Game/C lock/Calendar/384K I 
Floppy Disk Controller Card lw/cable)$69.00 
384K RAM Card Jw/64KI $99.00 

Switching Power Supplies
192.5 w for IBM AT . ____ 
............. Call 
130 w for PC/XT .. . 

. . ... $109.00 
Internal replacement, 
4 drive connectors, 
ETRI , fan 
12V/4.5A 5V/15A 
110V/220V 
Case for AT .... Call 
Case for PC/XT IFliptop or Slide) ..... $64.00 
Game Card 12 Joystick Ports) . . .. . .. $39.00 
5151 Compatible Keyboard .. . ... $139.00 

Distributors/Dealers/OEM Inquiries Invited 

Call 408-249-4512 Telex 172412 

Supreme Company 
1101 S. Winchester Blvd., Fl66 

San lose, CA 95128 

l!J
r111 mARYmAc INDUSTRIES INC 

800-231-3680 

Radio Shack TRS-80's' 
Epson Printers 

People you Trust to give you the very best! 

•Lowest 
Discount 
Prices 

•Reliable 
Service 

•Quality 
Products 

"World's largest independent a/1/horized Tandy dealer." 
22511 Katy Fwy., Katy IHoustonl Texas 77450 

1713) 392-0747 Telex 774132 

lnqulty 232 

~'ROSE DATA SWITCHES ~!'.:I ELE~TAONICS 
SHARE computers, printe rs. 

"":!I!~~ any parallel or se ria l dev ice1. ELIMINATE cab le swapp ing 

• ~~~~;,~~~~~ ':~ihto network 
all computers. 
Businesses, Schools, Homes 

WE A LSO OFFER: 
~==-"'='I Data Buffers, Lin e Dr ivers. 

Modems, Protocol Conve rters. 
Parallel - Serial Conve rters, 
Cables, Computers, Printers, 
Disk Drives, and more. 

AUTOMA TI C • CARETAKER ls ideal for a business or 
schoo l lo sha re a printer o r modem among many computers. 
Operation is fully automatic with no software required. 
Parallel or Se rial 4 channels - $295 B channels - $395 

MAN UAL - HAROSWITCH is operated wi th the flip of a 
switch. 2:2 and 2:4 models allow simu ltaneous commun
ica tion. 
Se ria l 1:2-$59 1:4 -·$ 99 2:2 - $109 2:4-$169 
Pa rallel 1:2 - $99 1:4 - $159 2:2-$169 2:4 • $279 
LED and spike protection on se ria l models add $20. 

CODE ACTI VATED· PORTER connec ts one computer lo 
mul tiple peri pherals. A software code se lects the peripheral. 
Parallel or Se ri al 4 channels - $295 B channels - $395 
Bu ller opti on 64K - $100 256K - $250 

REMO TE - TELEPATH connects mul tip le compulers to 
mult ip le peripherals. A selector at each computer or term inal 
chooses up 10 4 pe ri pherals and displays busy status. 
4:4 - $495 4:8 - $795 se lector - $39. ==== i;w. 4 ;e,..,.___ = === 

ROSE ELECTRONICS (713) 240-7673 
P.O. BOX 742571 MC & VISA Ac cepl•d 

HOUSTON, TX 7727'1 Dealer lnqulrlH lnvlled 
CALL US FOR ALL YOUR INTERFACE NEEDS 

Inquiry 319 

DATA ACQUISITION TO GO 
INTERFACE FOR ANY COMPUTER 

Connects via RS-232. Built-in BASIC. 
Stand alone capability. Expandable. 
Battery Option . Basic ·system : 16 ch . 
12 bit ND, 2 ch. D/A, 32 bit Digital 1/0. 
Expansion boards available. Direct 
Bus units for many computers. 

SPECIALISTS IN PORTABLE APPLICATIONS 

(201) 299-1615 
P.O. Box 246, Morris Plains, NJ 07950 

ELEXOR 
Inquiry 65 Inquiry 358 Inquiry 133 
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#FC-130 40 
130 Watt power supply for 

PC/XT 

• Fully Tested in U.S.A. 

Fully Tested 
in U.S.A. 

• Good for Faraday, DTC 

-~~!!2.~R;M<;,!r:::a~~BTJQ~NFD™ATIDN & CALIF. RES. [415J 49~111 
FOR YOUR IBM PC. XT. AT OR COMPATIBLES ORDER TOLL FREE: • 

-Dealer & OEM Are Invited- [BOO] 821-9771 =mcJ 
KEYBOARDPOWER SUPPLIES 

For PC/AT #FC 527 

• IBM®PC AT key layout .169.00 
• Enlarge return & shift key 
• Capacitance low profile key switch 

#FC 5192, PC/AT . .... . ... 129.DD 
200 WATTS (max.) 

• +5V/19.8A, + 12V/7.3A 
-5V/1A, -12V/1A • Direct replacement toMegaboard, and other PC/XT #FC 427

• 110/230 VAC Switchable IBM PC power supplycompatibles
• Come with 4 Drives Connector • High air flow, low noise fan• Back side on-off switch • IBM® PC/XT compatible
• @ Pending • @ Pending • Use cabinet FC 630 • Light on num. & caps lock keys
• ONE YEAR WARRANTY • Outstanding quality,• 110/230 VAC convertible 
• Fully Tested in U.S.A. 1 yr. warranty PCXT ... . .... . . 99.DD• @ Pending 

COMPUTER CHASSIS#FC 630 A-T 	 #FC-630 A-2 #FC-630 A 

139.DD 99.00 79.00 

• IBM® PC/XT identical dimension 
• IBM® PC/AT identical dimension • Righthand side on-off switch • Rear side on-off switch position • Heavy duty metal frame & front position 

• Good for Faraday, DTC megaboardplastic panel • Hardwares included and other compatibles • Completed hardware and accessories • 7 & 8 slot rear panels. Good for • 6 or 8 slot on rear panel• Use our power supply FC-5192 and 0.75" or l" apart slot connectors • Us'e FC-130-40 power supply keyboard FC 527 • Use FC 135 40 power supply 

IBM PC, XT ADD-ON CARDS Get a Full Function 
FC 940 RS232C/FC 530FC 230 Floppy OTC 5150 BX Hard 

REAL TIMEDiak Controller Diak Monochrome PRINTER at 99.00 
CLOCKController• Drives 4 x SW' FDD Controller (Listed 199. 00)w/Printer port• IBM fully • Up to 2 Hard • To 9600 Baud 


compatible Disk Drives 
 Comes • 25-36 pin cable adapter• 8 X 25 Screen • Battery Back-up
• 9 x 14 Character Box• w/cable • Fully Buffered with: • 4 BatteriesUl• 7 x 9 Character110 Bus 

• 1 roll paper• TTL level of output.. • Built-in ECC 
" .-~ 'it~\1.~l . i' 

' I. 
' • , 4 \:( ·.. ~ 

69.00 49.DO
59.DO 199.00 

• Dot Matrix Thermal PrinterClock Only 
• 80 Standard Character/LineMonochrome/Graphic with 
• 40 cps (DC 6V) SO cps (AC)Printer Port, CT-6040 MORE••.•• • Battery Back-up

• 80 x 2S Text mode 
• SS db noise• 720 x348 Graphic mode 

• 384K Multifunction Card . .. .. . 119.00 • Centronic Type Parallel Interface• Can run Lotus 1-2-3 
• RS232/Printer Card .. . .. . . . .... 79.00 


• 64K Graphic Display memory Limited Stock On Hand!• Color Graphic Card with• Monitor & printer interface . -~- Printer Port .... ........ ... ... 159.00 


- ~- . 
 • FC 830 (Sl2K Memory Exp. . . . . 89.oo 64K RAM (150 ns) . .... .800/9 pcs.11:~· 	 . _/ u , , . 149.DD 
Card~) Piggy back 128K RAM 

for PC/AT ..... .. . . .. 5350/9 pcs. 
2S6K RAM (150 ns) .. .. 4400/9 pcs. 

---- . 

• Hard Disc Drive Cable (34 pin-34 pin) . .. . . . . . . . 19.95
Monochrome 8237A-5 .. . . .. .. .... . . .. . . ... . . .. . . 3"/ea. 

• Floppy Drive Cable .. . .. ... ... . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . 11.ss 
 8284A .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . ... .... . .... . . !"'/ea.

109.00 2764 ... . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. 3"'/ea.
• 9 Pin D Type to 25 Pin D Type for PCAT . . . . .. .. 29.oo 

• 12", TTL Level • Printer Cable 2S Pin D Type to Centronics .. .... 19.00 TERMS: 
• 1000/800 Lines • RS232 to RS232 Cable ..... . ........ . .. .. .. . .. 19.00 Minimum handling & shipping $6 .00 

• 2000 (Characters) • AC Input/Output Power Cord . . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. ... 3.00 1. Please call for actual charges. 
.._,...______...__________,_~--~.-------,r..~-.~r----1 2. CA Res. add 6.5% tax 

5%" FLOPPY 3. A RMA NO. is required for return 
. merchandise, unauthorized return 

Teac/Panasonic Teac. Y2 Height Teac. Y2 Height goods will be refused. 
DS/DD 499 00 659.00 4. Restocking charge 15% 

95.00 	 0 
(w/Cable (w/Cable 5. Prices subject to change without notice 

(Drive Only) Controller) Controller) 6. Not responsible for typos 

[ If . .._ 

111111111111111111111111111111111111111/I 
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RS·422 

Communications Board 

• For IBM-PC/AT/XT and 
compatibles 

• Dual RS-422 serial interface 
• Programmable to 56k baud 
• Differential drivers to 4000 ft. 

Ii\ $345.00 
\.V QUA TECH, INC. 

478 E. Exchange St. Akron OH 44304 
(216) 434-3154 TLX: 5101012726 

Inquiry 304 

KEYBOARD PROTECTOR 
Remains in place during keyboard use. Prevents 
damage from liquid spills, dust, ashes, etc. Fits 
like a second skin, excellent feel. Available for: 
IBM-PC, AT, Apple (all), Compaq, Model 100, 
NEC 8201. C64, Zenith 150, DEC, Kaypro and 
many others, Send 529 .95, check, M .O ., Visa 
& MC include exp. date. Specify computer type. 
Dealer inquiries invited. Free brochure avail. 

Merritt Computer Products, Inc. 

2925 LBJ Fwy. #180 I Dallas, Texas 75234 


(214) 942-1142 


Inquiry 237 

AMBER CRTs 
O 	Eliminates strobe. O Ideal for word processing 

flicker. and eye fatigue and programming, yet 
O Made with Lead/Stron· fast enough for games 

tium impregnated glass and graphics 
that stops X·ray O Warranted for one full 
emission year against manulac1ur

0 Available in slow decay ing defects or tube 

green or medium decay 
 lailure 
'"European Amber'" (the 0 Comes with a 30·day 
standard in Europe) money back guarantee 

0 	High·contrast double O Easily installed (comes 
dark lace glass lhal also with premounted 
cuts U.V. radiation hardware) 

O Tube face is etched to 
stop glare 

Now. you can easily up C1ll now to order your Soll· 
grade your monitor to ex View'" CRT from Lang
ceed European Slandards for ley-St. Clair - S99.95 
persistence and color with Plus $7 for packing and 
the installa tion of a Lang· UPS Shipping ($17 for Over
ley·St. Clair Soft·View'" seas. Parcel Post or UPS 
CRT! Available for the TRS· Blue Label). Add sales tax 
80.'" TeleVideo.' " Kaypro.'" whereapplicable. Visa/Mas· 
Heath.'" DEC .'" Zenith.'" terCard orders welcomed. 
IBM PC.'" Apple 111 '" and a 
wide variety of other 
mon itors. 

•~• Langltry-St. ClairTO ORDER: • lnatrumint1tlan Sy1t1ma. Inc. 
132 W. 24t~ St.CALL 800 
Now Yark. NY 10011221-7070 In N1w York cill 212 989-6876 

NOW CHERE! 
CROSS SOFIWARE 

for the NS32000 

Also Availablefor IBM PC 

INCUJDES: 

* Cross Assembler * 
* Cross Linker * 

*Debugger* 
* N.S. !SE Support * 

* Librarian * 
Pascal Cross Compiler * 
* C Cross Compiler * 

U.S. prices start at 8500 

SOLUTIONWARE 
1283 ML Vlew-Alvi110 Rd. 

Suite B 
Swmyvale. Calif. 94089 

408/745-7818 • TLX 4994284 

Inquiry 344 

Inquiry 281 

FREE SOFTWARE 
FROM THE PUBLIC DOMAIN 

User Group Software isn 'l copyrighted, so no fees lo 
pay! 1000's of CP/M and IBM software programs in 
.COM and source code 10 copy yourself! Games, 
business, ulili lies! All FREEi 

Rent Buy 
IBMPC-SIG 1-370 Dlsksfdes 400. 800. 
IBMPC-BLUE 1-116 Dlsksldes ... . . 145. 375. 
SIG/M UG 1-222 Dlsksldes ... ... . 130. 625. 
CP/M UG 1-92 Dlskaldes ••••••••. 45. 250. 
PICO NET 1-34 Dfsksldes • .. •.•. . 25. 100. 
KAYPRO UG 1-39 Dlsksfdea . . ... . 45. 90. 
EPSON UG 1-39 Dlsksldes . . . •••. 45. 90. 
Commodore CBM 1-28 Dlsksldes .• 25. 65. 

Public Domain User Group Catalog Disk $5 pp. 

(payment in advance, please) 


Rental is for 7 days after receipt, 3 days grace to 

return. Use a credit card , no disk deposit. 


• 

Shipping, handling & insurance $9.50 per library. 


(619) 941-0925 Orders & Technical (9 to 5) 

(619) 727-1015 24 Hr. 3 Min. Into Recording 


Have your credit card ready! 


National Public Domain Software 

1533 Avohill Dr. 
Vista, CA 92083 

BBB 

USR Courier 300/ 1200/ 2400 .. . . . . • . . $469 
USR Password 30011200.. ...... ... $229 
USR IBM 300/ 1200 IBM int. . . . . ... $299 
Anchor Express 30011200 . . . . . . . . . . $279 
Anchor Volksmodem 12 300/ 1200 $179 
Anchor Mark XII 300/ 1200 . . . . ... $220 
Anchor Mark X 300. ........ . .... . . $ 99 
Hayes 1200 The standard . . . . . . . $399 
Hayes 1200B IBM int . . . . . . . . $379 
Multltech MT 212AH2 30011200 . . $349 
Multltech MT 224AH 300/ 1200/ 2400 .. $559 
Cermetek Security w/callback security $599 
Cermetek 1200PC IBM int. .... . . .. . . . $349 

DATA BROKERS . . . .. THE MODEM EXPERTS 
3535 Roundbottom Rd . Cinti. , OH 45244 

Inquiry 106 

Real-Time Multitasking Executive 

• No royalties • Language Interlaces : 
• Source code included C Pascal 
• Fault free operation PUM Fortran 
• Ideal tor process control 
•Timing control provided 
• Low Interrupt overhead • DOS File Access : 
• lnter~task messages CP/M-80 


IBM PC DOS 

Options: 


• Resource Manager 
• Buffer Manager 
• Integer Math Library 

AMX for 8080 $ 800 US 
8086 950 
6809 950 
68000 1600 

Manual tsoecifV p1ocesSOt"1 75 

:.ti: KADAK Products Ltd. ~:~~. ~:~~~~~
llr: 206-1847 w.Broadway. vancouver, B.C.. canada VSJ 1¥5 

lnquir~ 206 

~ Macintosh™ 


Call for priceson other Macintosh products.m• PC'S LIMITED 
OUTllDI Rl&I, OIDIUONLY, UU l·IOM26-llSO. 

JIOI N. ~. 1..200, ...... lum 71752 
Alc.Allfw ........ ..,...t ........... 

,.~~!=l.Ln Ad number 407 A

LJ ca~P~:·!:•: :::°~:~;d"~::~~.=;:1:•....1::'~:~~,:;;:1r ~ 
So 1nrh •'11f lor \' l.M or Nnll:tt:ud. j,.; Mtclu'I• for olarrln.1 Liipnu. 

Inquiry 268 	 Inquiry 289 



SPECIAL 

64KDRAM 

4164 .45 
4416 .90 

FULLY FUNCTIONAL 
WITH SLIGHTLY 

SHORTER LEADS 
200ns or FASTER 

2114-300ns 
.fDC1793 
74LS322 .50 
6116-120ns 1.75 
8080A .75 
ZBOASIO/O 3.75 

5.00 
4.00 

27128-450ns 3.00 
2764,2732, 2716 

250ns 3.50 
300ns 3.00 
350ns 2.75 
450ns 2.25 
650ns 1.75 

1702 1.50 
2708 2.00 
68766 6.00 
68708 4.00 

CMOS version at double 
the above prices 
25 Series EPROMS are 
the same price as 27 
Series EPROMS 
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Universal Machine 
Independent Assembler 

MOP!: 
A unique software development 

system. 
The only assembler capable of 

generating machine code for any 8
or 16-bit micro using; a universal 
set of instructions, including proce 
dural. the manufacturer 's or user 
defined instructions . 

The first assembler to implement 
a proposed AL Standard , applicable 
to any computer; simplifies learn
ing AL, reduces development time, 
offers limited p·ortability . 

Simple enough for a beginning pro
grammer, sophisticated enou~h for 
experienced computer profess10nals. 

For CP/ M or PC-DOC - $195 

Inquiry 385 

Inquiry 348 

voes 
P.O. Box 3705 

Mpls.. MN 55403 

Crescent Com, Inc. 

CONTACT US TODAY! 
Remarkably 

LOW Prices
Very Competitive 

• IBM PC, XT, AT and peripherals 
• ALL APPLES including 

"Fat" MAC and peripherals 
• COMPAQ Computers 
• Most Popular Software 

Call TOLL-FREE 
1-800-325-1287 
California Only 
1-800-492-3003 

Telex 855771 

Crescent Com, Inc. 
3517 Ryder Street 

Santa Clara, CA 95051 
408-738-2480 

RS232C IBM PC Compatlble 
Peper T1p11 ll'lnemltter/Model 612 

Stops and starts on character at all speeds, 
uses manual control or X-on, X-off 90-26 
volt, 50-60 Hz power. 50-9600 baud, up to 15 
char/sec synchronous or asynchronous; 
gated internal or external clock , RS 232C, 
current loop or parallel output, reads 5-8 level 
tape, 7-11 frames per character, even or odd 
parity. Desk top or rack mount. 
Addmaster Corporation, 415 Junlpero Serra 
Drive, San Gabriel, CA 91776, (818) 285-1121, 
Telex 674770 Addmaster SGAB 

Inquiry 8 

...........................,. 

SAVE TIME AND MONEY WITH 
LOW COST Pl·SWITCH BOXES. 

~ Starting at $59.95 ~~~ 
•Quickly shares your computer among 
multiple terminals, printers, moderns, etc. 
with just a flick of the wrist. 

•Compact black & beige aluminum r 
enclosure features a high quality rotary 
switch with rear mounted connectors. 

•Serial RS-232 Models have fem. 25-Pln Conn. 
(Lines 1-7 & 20) 

Pl-02·5 switches 2 to 1 ...... • .•...... $59.95 
Pl-03-S swltche1 3 to 1 ............... . 79.95 
Pl-OS-5 switches 5 to 1 . . . . . . ... 109.95 

•Parallel models have fem. :J&Pln cenl. conn. 
Pl-02·P switches 2 to 1 ................ 84.95 
Pl-04-P switches 4 to 1 . . . ............ 154.95 

•Dealers, schools & custom inquiries welcome. 

•One Year Warrantee, COO, VISA, MIC. 
•Shipping UPS $2.00'ea. AIR $4.00'ea. ' 

~Qlln 
7301 NW 41 St. 
MIAMI, FL 33166 
(305) 592·6092 ............................. 


Inquiry 323 

I 
P.D.Q. CABLES 

302 1 PURDUE R'JAD 
OAYT()>J, OH I 0 •5420 

No higher qu a l i t :Y 
computer c ab les on 
the m ar Ket toda y ! ! 

METALIZED HOOD S 
FULLY S HIELDED 
POSITIVE STRAIN 

RELIEF 
100% GUARANTEED 

i> . I BM PAR,<:,LL EL CENTRONI cs------s25. 00 
i> ' IBM SERI AL PRI NTER CABLE-- ---5 19.00 
6 ' I BH SER IAL FOR MODEM---------519 . 00 
o' STRA IG HT PARALLEL CENTPOMI CS-s29. 00 
6 ' RS232C------- ----------------s1 9.00 

IF THERE IS A CABLE 
NEEDED, P.D.Q. CAN 

CONSTRUCT AND 
GUARANTEE IT' 

CALL 

(:513 >254-8755 


6800 Family 

Inquiry 392 

Add-on Products for IBM PC® 
10 Mb Hird Dl1k Kil (wHh motrollw) 1500. 
ZO Mb Hird Ol1k Kil lwHh mntrollw) 1650. 
floppy Cootroll• Cird 150. 
Color Gr"l'hlca Cird IRBB ond NTSC Comp.I 195. 
Monocloomt Gr"l'hlca Cird 1100. 
M1rnory Cird whh Z56K 1150. 

MINIMUM OF TEN BOARDS 
I00 Bulk Ol1kitta OS / OD 195. 

PROMPT DELIVERY!!! ICS SAME DAY SHIPPING (USUALLY) 

8087·3 MATH $125.00 
8087-2 COPROCESSORS 150.00 

DYNAMIC RAM 
256Kx1 120 ns $ 4.49 
256Kx1 150 ns 2.95 

64Kx1 150ns 1.10 
EPROM 

32KxB 250 ns $17.50 
32KxB 250 ns 9.10 
1s1<xa 250 ns 3.30 
aKxa 200 ns 5.25 
BKxB 250 ns 2.95 
4KxB 250 ns 2.75 

STATIC RAM 
6264LP-15 BKxB 150 ns $4. 75 
6116LP-3 21<xa 150 ns 1.95 

''· 

II. 
11 

1 

" 

Inquiry 290 Inquiry 249 

http:MODEM---------519.00
http:CABLE-----519.00


IBM PC SPECIALS! 

IBM PC, 256K, One Half Height 
320K Disk Drive DS/DD, Persyst 
Color Card With Printer Port, 
Taxan Green Monitor, DOS 2.1, 
PLUS a 10MB Hard Disk Sub 
System All For: 

$2599. 
j-

IBM PC, 256K, Two Half Height 
Drives DS/DD, Persyst Color Card 
With Printer Port, Taxan Green 
Monitor, DOS 2.1, 130 Watt Power 
Supply, 10MB Hard Disk Sub 
System, PLUS 10MB Tape Back 
Up System All For: 

$3499. 
r• I 

MONITORS 

IBM PC, 256K, Two Half Height 
Drives DS/DD, Persyst Color Card 
With Printer Port, Taxan Green 
Monitor, DOS 2.1, 130 Watt Power 
Supply PLUS a 10MB Hard Disk 
Sub System All For: 

$2899. 

MODEMS · 

IBM PC, 256K, Two Half Height 
Drives OS/ DD, Persyst Color Card 
With Printer Port, Taxan Green 
Monitor, DOS 2.1, 130 Watt Power 
Supply, 20MB Hard Disk Sub 
System All For: 

$3299. 

IBM PC, 256K, Two Half Height 
Drives OS/DD, Persyst Color Card 
With Printer Port, Taxan Green 
Monitor, DOS 2.1, 130 Watt Power 
Supply, 20MB Hard Disk Sub 
System, PLUS 10MB Tape Back 
Up System All For: 

$3899. 

MULTlFUNCTION BOARDS 
HAYES SMART MODEM 1200 ___ $459.00 

AMDEK 300 Green $135.00 HAYES SMART MODEM 300 $209.00 AST 1/0 MINI CARD, 1-SER. $150.00 
AMDEK 300 Amber $149.00 HAYES 1200B PLUG IN CARO __ $399.00 AST SIX PACK 64K, 1-SER., 1-PAR. _ $265.00 
AMDEK 310 Amber W/TTL Plug __ $165.00 HAYES 2400 BAUD MODEM $714.00 AST PREVIEW $309.00 
PGS HX-12 $465.00 POP COM 1200 EXTERNAL $375.00 AST ADVANTAGE CARD 
PGS MAX-12 $185.00 AST REACH MODEM $389.00 128K FOR AT $495.00 
PGS SR-12 $625.00 QIC MODEM INTERNAL $275.00 ALA CHALLENGER CARD 
TAXAN #115 Green Composit ___ $125.00 128K FOR AT $395.00 
TAXAN #116 Amber Composit __ $135.00 DRIVES PERSYST COLOR 
TAXAN #121 Green W/TTL Plug__ $149.00 PRINTER ADAPTER $179.00 
TAXAN #122 Amber W/TTL Plug __ $159.00 TANDON TM-100-2 OS/ DO ___ $155.00 PERSYST MONOCHROME 
TAXAN #425 COLOR MONITOR __ $449.00 TOSHIBA SLIMLINE OS/ DD $139.00 PRINTER ADAPTER $199.00 
TAXAN #440 COLOR MONITOR __ $569.00 TEAC SLIMLINE DS/ DD $139.00 PERSYST BOB CARD $395.00 
IBM MONOCHROME DISPLAY __ $260.00 
IBM COLOR DISPLAY _____ $590.00 HARD DISKS 

HERCULES COLOR 
PRINTER ADAPTER $179.00 

PRINTERS 

OKIDATA 182________ $235.00 
OKIDATA 192 $385.00 
OKI DATA 193 $599.00 
OKIDATA 83A $555.00 
OKIDATA 92P $385.00 
OKIDATA 93P $599.00 
OKIDATA 84P $725.00 
OKIDATA 2350P $1925.00 
OKI DATA 2410P $1899.00 
NEC 3550 $1550.00 
NEC PINWRITER 80 Col. $699.00 
NEC PINWRITER 130 Col. $899.00 
EPSON LX 80 $249.00 
EPSON FX 80 $399.00 
EPSON FX 100 $525.00 
EPSON RX 100 $399.00 
EPSON JX 80 $525.00 
EPSON LQ 1500 $925.00 
COMREX CR 420 $1895.00 
TOSHIBA 351 $1275.00 
STAR MICRONICS SG 10 $259.00 
STAR MICRONICS SG 15 $395.00 
CITIZEN PRINTER MSP-10 $375.00 
CITIZEN PRINTER MSP-15 $585.00 
CITIZEN PRINTER MSP-20 $545.00 
CITIZEN PRINTER MSP-25 $740.00 
JUKI LQ 6100 $425.00 
JUKI LQ 6300 $745.00 
BROTHER HR-25 $665.00 
BROTHER HR-35 $895.00 
DYNAX DX 15XL $389.00 

HERCULES GRAPHIC 10MB SUB SYSTEM INTERNAL __ $750.00 
PRINTER ADAPTER $325.00EXTERNAL __ $925.00 

STB GRAPH IC PLUS II $325.0020MB SUB SYSTEM INTERNAL __ $975.00 
IBM COLOR GRAPHIC ADAPTER _ $225.00EXTERNAL __ $1150.00 
IBM MONO PRINTER ADAPTER __ $230.0040MB SUB SYSTEM INTERNAL __ $1295 00 
GENOA SPECTRUM GRAPHIC CARD $349.00 EXTERNAL __ $1475.00 
ORCHID TURB0-186, 128K $975.00 
ORCHID DAUGHTER HARD DISKS & TAPE BACK-UP UNITS TURB0-186, 128K $219.00(EXTERNAL) 

10MB HARD DISK GENERAL 
W/ 10MB TAPE BACK UP ___ $1250.00 

20MB HARD DISK MAXELL DISKETTES MD2 ___ $35.00/ box 
W/ 10MB TAPE BACK UP ---$1475.00 MAXELL MD2-HDM FOR AT __ $65.00/ box 

40MB HARD DISK CONTROL DATA DISKETTES _$30.00/ box 
W/1 0MB TAPE BACK UP $1795.00 KEYTRONIC KEYBOARD KB 5151 _ $189.00 

Many other products available, Please call for Low, Low Prices! 

(714) 838-7530 
2640 Walnut Avenue, Unit K, Tustin, California 92680 

Prices & availability subject to change without notice - IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation 

454 BYTE • SEPTEMBER 1985 Inquiry 250 for End-Users. Inquiry 25 1 for DEALERS ONLY. 



Get the Prooos·· advantage for 

+ 
a11 your Aztec C65'" programs 

VIX is a UNIX like operating system 
designed to run Manx's Aztec C65 software 
under ProDOS. With VIX , programs 
running under the SHELL will run under 
ProDOS including c65 . cci, as65, asi, In, 
mkl ib and others. System includes: 

• 	 Standard util ities : cat, cp, date, I, mkdir. 
ren , rm and stty. 

• 	 An improved library written in 6502 
assembly. 

• 	 A fast streen editor with undelete, auto
indent , work wrap and more. 

• 	 Source code to entire system except 
editor. 

VIX - $49.95 + $3.50 sh ipping 
B.alanced binary tree data base library- $75 

b-tree with source-$350 

Eclipse 1.e Systems 
223 Matthew Road 

Merion Station , Pa. 1go66 
(215) 664-2419 

lnqulr:y 130 

PC EXPANSIONS 
AST SixPakPlus (64k) . .. ......... S259 


SixPakPlus (384k) .. . ... . . • ... . S299 

MegaPlus (64k) .......... . . ..... S269 

Advantage ( 128k).. .. .. . .. ... S419 

Advantage (1.5M) . . .... . ........ S679 

1/0 Plus . ...... .. ... ..... S129 

PC net - starter kit . . . . . . . . . . . . . S809 


Quadboard (64 k). .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . S 19 9 

Quadboard (384 k) .............. S249 

Quadmeg-AT ( 1281<) .. . .. . .. . . S319 

Ouadmeg-AT (2M) ... . . .. ....... S669 

Quadport-AT .................... S105 


HERCULES graphics board . . . . S319 

Color Card with PP . . . . . . . St 59 


HAYES Modems: 2400 . . .. Scali 

Smartmodem 1200 ... . .. S409 

Smartmodem 1 2008 ....... . ... S379 


Set of 9 ch ips (64k) .. .. . .. ........ S10 

256k chips (each) . ........ . ...... .. S5 

8087 chip ........... .. ...... S119 

Maynard Disk Controller ........ . S100 


Sandstar Series . .... ......... . .. Scali 

Internal Hard Disks from .. . .. . . S679 

MaynStream tape backup from ... S979 


Qume 142A......... .. .. .. .. S109 

Teac FD55B .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $109 

Tandon TM100·2 .. .. ............ S109 

CDC 9409.. .. .. .... .. ... S11 9 

Verbatim Datalile disks ( 10) ....... S25 


VLM Computer Electronics 
10 Park Place • Morris lown. NJ 07960 

1201) 267-3268 Visa. MC. Check or COD. 

•Multi-user Database! 
•Powerful! 
• Multiple Operating 

System Compatibility! 
•Attractive Dealer 

Pricing! 
• Full Dealer Support! 

Oa!aflex IS a uademark of Dara Access 

Dealer Inquiries Invited 

24000 Telegraph Road 
Southfield. M ichigan 48034 USA 

(313/ 352-2345 

~.;iii '11 ~· ---. 

Inquiry 66 

• IBM PC /XT COMPATIBLE (ANO MOST CLONES) 
• CONNECTS BETWEEN KEYBOARD ANO THE PC 
• NO CARO SLOT REQUIRED/SIMPLE INTERCONNECT 
• NO CUSTOM SOFTWARE DRIVERS REQUIRED 
• HIGH FIRST READ RATE 
• READS DOT MATRIX & PRINTED BAR CODE LABELS 
• CODE 3 OF 9. INTERLEAVED 2 OF 5. UPC 
• AUTOMATIC BAR CODE SELECTION 
• AUDIO AND VISUAL INDICATORS 
• READS HIGH. MED. AND LOW DENSITY LABELS 
• SWITCH SELECTABLE OPllONS$495 
• SELF·TEST DIAGNOSTICS ea. 

PC/ MS DDS BAR CODE PRINTING SOFTWARE $79 ea. 

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS 
P.O. BOX 830551 , RICHARDSON, TX. 75080 

•• 	 (817) 834-9659 - , 

MASTEllC.t.AO AND VISA ACCEP TED 

lnqulry 16 

3M Diskettes 

Lifetime Warranty 

TIRED OF WAITING 


FOR SERVICE AND PRICE? 

9 out of 10 SURVEYED 


DISK BUYERS PREFERRED 


NORTH HILLS 

#1 IN SERVICE AND PRICE 


1-800-328-3472 


Formatted and hard sectored disks 

in stock-Dealer inquiries invited. 


COD, VISA, MASTERCARD 

All orders shipped within 24 hrs. 


~N-( 
NORTH HILLS CORP. 

INTERNATIONAL 

3564 Rolling View Dr. 


White Bear Lake, MN. 55110 

MN. call collect- 612-770-0485 


511.14 
11 ~BASF 

FLEXVDISKS 
10-90 100+ 

SS/DD 
Soft 

51.11 ea. 
5
1.09ea 

OS/DD 
Soft 

51.29ea. 
5
1.25ea. 

High Density 
(IBM - AT) 

53.15 ea 53.05 ea. 
3.5 /SS 
Micro 

52.05 ea. 
In Stock - Immediate Shipment. 

Mastercard. VISA, Check or Money Order. 


Add $3.00 shipping charges per each 100 or part. 

Add $2.50 additional for C.0.0. shipments. 


N.J. residents add 6% sales tax. 

Data Exchange 
Dept. B. P.O. Box 993 
178 Route 206 South 

Somerville, N.J. 08876 

(201) 874-5050 

Inquiry IOI 

CONVERSE ~vci~~ COMPUTER 
AT l.ASTI A FULL IMPLEMENTATION of lhe original ELIZA program Is 
now available 10 run on your microcompuler! 

Created at MIT in 1966, ELIZA has become the world·s most celebrated 
ar1 il icial intelligence demonslralion program. ELIZA is a non-d irective 
psycholherapist who analyzes each stalement as you type it in and then 
respond s with her own commen1 or ci uestlon-and her remarks are 
olten amazingly appropria te! 

Designed l o run on a large mainlrame, ELIZA has never before boen 
available to personal computer users e1cept in greatly stripped down 
versions lacking the sophislicalion which made the origi l'\31 program so 
lascinating. 

Now. our new microcomputer version possessing the FULL powsr and 
range o l expression o f the original is being ollered al the introductory 
price ot only S2S. And ii you wanl lo find out how She does ii lor teach 
her 10 do more}. we will include lhecomplele SOURCE PROGRAM le< 
only S20 additlonal. 

Order your copy ol ELIZA today and you·11 never again wonder how 10 
respond when you hear someone say. "Okay. let's see what this com· 
puler ol yours can actually do!" 

ELIZA IS AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING FORMATS: 

I 	SI( Inch disk lo r the 48K Apple II. II Plus. li e or lie 
S2S for Protected Version - S45 lor Applesoll Source Version 

2. SY. inch disk lor lhe 64K IBM Personal Compuler 
S2S lor Prolected Version- S45 lor IBM OISk BASIC Source Ver110n 

3 	SY. inch disk or tape casselle for the Commodore 64 {specilywhich) 
S2S lor Protecled Version- S45 lor C-6-4 BASIC Source Version 

4. Standard 8 inch single densi ty dl1k for all CP/ M based compul ers 
S25 lor ELIZA.COM-US with Microsoft BASIC-80 Source 

5. SY. inch disk tor most CP/ M bued compulers (specify computer! 
S25 lor ELIZA.COM-S45 with Microsoft BASIC..ao Source 

Please acid S2.00 shipping and handling to all e<ders 
!California residenlS please add 6% sales lax ) 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH GROUP 
921 North La J olla Avenue. Dept B 

Los Angeles. CA 90046 
12131656·7368 (213) 654·22 14 
MC, VISA and checks accepted •Inquiry 26 

0 

• powerful 5 amps/ • acceleration 
winding deceleration 

• RS232 Interface • 1-4 axis moves 
Standard Version with BASIC $985 
16K BASIC with Battery Backup $1335 
CNC VERSION $1950 
Stepping Motor Tips Cookbook $8 
CNC Manual 	 $12 

CENTROID (814) 237-4535 
Box 739, State Coll e, PA 16804 

Inquiry 58 

NEW LOCKIT II 
• 	 Password Protected Subdirectories 
• 	 Hides files-makes files Read-Only 
• 	 Runs on any PC or compatible 

with Hard Disk under DOS 2.0 or 
Higher-

I • Eas to use - on! $79.95 

LU\il\11 I 
• 	 Password Enabled Boot-up 
• 	 For IBM PC or PC/ XT 
• 	 Optional Hard-Disk-Only Boot. 
• 	 Invulnerable! $129.95 

PC RESET/QUICKON 

• 	 Reset without turrting off power 
• Eliminate turn-on & Reboot wait 
• 	 Saves time, frustration & damage to 

PC & PC/XT $89.95 

Specify PC or XT, MC/VISA 
SECURITY 16 F1agg Place 
MICROSYSTEMS Suite 102B 
CONSULTANTS S.i., NY 10304 

(718) 667-1019 

Inquiry 327 

http:MASTEllC.t.AO


5114" Floppy Disk 

51/4" - 40 Track 

Double Sided 
112-Height Drive 

$79 $69Each 
EACH FOR 2 OR MORE 

Drive Cabinet 

(J 

DRIVES 


NOT 

INCLUDED 


Dual 
%-Height 

VIASYN/ 
CompuPro 

• Increase System Speed 3500%1 
• Auto Format • Auto Size 

• IEEE 696/S-100 

$499 Ea.$450 Ea. 
FOR 2 OR MORE 

BU6BTA072 List Price: $695.00 

20Mbyte Add-On Hard HERCULES 
Disk For Your IBM PC 
·and Compatibles High-Res Monochrome 

Comes Complete With Half High 

Graphics Card Disk Drive, Controller, 6 Cables 


BUHECGC 
 6399 INTERNAL EXTERNAL 
NEW Color Graphics Card $599 $799
XT·Compatiblel BUPRIPCSUB201 BUPRIPCSUB20X$ 1 79 BUHECCOLOR 

VIASYN/CompuPro 
"' '~.,ii...~.. ~' -~ .. : • .;:::;. 
' ' : 1 • : i I ,MALE FEMALE 
.'.. ~:T:BUCNDDB25P BUCNDDB25S 
'·- ~ ,'50: $1 each 50: $f .50 each .. ,. . ' _,. ' 
c • '11 I' I100: 95(: each 100: $f .25 each - l ~ •• -· .. ' • 

1ODO: 90(: each 1ODO: $1 each INTELLIGENT OMA HARD DISK 
,, CONTROLLER FOR ST500·SHIELDED HOODS 

25 pcs 100 pcs 1000 pcs COMPATIBLE DRIVES$499 Ea.$4 79 Ea. $1.20 $1.10 $1.00
FOR 2 OR MORE $499each each each

BUWYS50 LIST PRICE: $695.00 BUCNDP25HS - Order In eu ct muHlples ol quantHles shown 
(Shipping weight 3 2 lbs.) 

~1 PRIORITY ELECTRONICS r1n1J 
IRVINE 1.-... Inq ui ry 299 · ONE l __ SAN JOSE 


18241 Mc Durmott, Mall Your Order To: 452 W. Trimble Rd., 

Irvine, CA 92714 9161 Deering Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311 San Jose, CA 95131 

(714)660-1411 INDUSTRIAL: (818)709·5111 RETAIL: (818)709·5464 (408)946-7010 


MINIMUM PREPAID ORDER $25.00. Terms U.S. VISA, MC, BAG, Check, Money Order, insurance. Orders over 70 lbs. sent freight collect. J ust in case, Include your phone 
U.S. Funds O NLY. CA residents add 6%, 6%%, or 7% Sales Tax, depending on your local number. Prices subject to c~ange without notice. We will do our best to maintain prices 
rates. Inc lude MINIMUM SHIPPING & HAN DLING of $3.00 for the fi rst 3 lbs., plus 50~ fo r through September 1985. Credit ca rd orders will be charged appropriate freig ht. We are 

not responsible for typographical errors. 



MBASIC 

programmers 

save Time & Money with 

Help Message System™ 

B- Plus Tree Sub- System™ 

Screen Builder System™ 
EZ ScreefiM 

Priced as low as $59 each 

Money Back Guarantee 


Not Copy Protected 

No Royalty 


STERLING 
CASTLE 


702 Washington Street Suite 174 

MarinaDel Rey, CA90291 


(213)306-3020 


Inquiry 351 

IBM AT 3Mb 

COMBO CARD 


wmI LIFETIME WARRANIY* . 

· 
· 

-= ~ 
The IJMuldfunctlon Card dW cm give you up to 

3Mb of added memory plus added 1/0 fcalutts, 
Expandable from lll!K IO )Mb. Aai rn<1001Y as )00 ne<d IL • IB.11 ATCoolpat· 
ibie • ParalielPort • SerialPort •Spooler• StJwo11518MVDISli •User 
Upppdabit • Patil)' Oiedcing Slandard •Sjllrt Manoly NX!ressin~ 

Complett wi1h lll!K RAM. Serial ml Parallel Port . $299 
AT RAM Flp:U1SiOn Can! (OK) . • . . . . . .. . . . ..... ....S 109 
M!itlonal RA~ avaibbie 31 oor low priCES. OTIIER ADD ONS J84K 
RAW Clodt, 512K RAM Can!, SpJolers, RAM Canis for ppe, ml more. 

&Apparat,lrc. 
NJ0 OH N#D ON NC ON NfD ON AND ON 

44-01So. '!llmanc Pari<way '°"""'· CO&ll3l t 30:YJ41-ln8 
ORDERING AND DWER INFORMATION 

800/525-7674 

Slores in llen-.r & Cllicago / "On all cants .,Id afterJune I. 1984 


Inquiry 22 

l.B.M. Compatible 
Case 	 s 65.00 
Molhtrlxiard (256K RAM space, 

RAM not indudtd) 200.00 
Color Gmphic Adapter 150.00 
Roppy Disk Driver Controller Card 65.00 
Plolltr (4 colors) 495.00 
Computer (2 DD Drivers, Color GmphicAdapter, 

256K RAM Case, Keyboord and 135 WPuwtr Supply) 995.00 
Keyboord 95.00 

APPLE Compallble 
z80 Card 40.00 
80 Column Card 45.00 
l.C. Tesler 75.00 
Pill Wriltr Card 299.00 
Gmphic Plld Card (includes gmphic prog111m) 220.00 
Prom 8200 Progmmmtr (fast Univmal Type 

Epmm & Prom Progmmmer) 
!Dr Epmm: m6-27512; 2516-25512; (No Ada/itr Nettled) 
!Dr Prom: 63rr, 11Srr, 14Srx, l8Srr, 24Srr, 28Sn, 

82Srx, 87Srx, 
Include RS232 lnltrfiiet /C's AIJllilablt 

CALL NOW (312) 280·7610 

Telex 280208 HFFMN INT CGO 


DIST. WANTED 

HOFFMAN INT'L 
600 N Mcclurg Ct. Ste. 309A 

Chicago, Illinois 60611 

ROMDISK Is an EPROM diskette and 
disk drive emulator. 

• 	 Diskless control and communications 
systems 

• 	 Dedicated workstations for improved 
productivity 

• 	Solid state reliability and performance 
• 	 Self contained control and EPROM 

program circuitry 

• ec '""MS oos· '"""""'" l[""-JIROMDISK PC-I (!SOK) S495 
ROMOJSK PC-21360K) 5595 ~ 
ROMDISK A for //e (l44K) 5349 ~ 

CURTIS, INC. 22 Red Fox Road 
St. Paul, MN 55110 612/484-5064 

"IBM PC and PC OOS 1s a reg1slered !rademark of IBM 
Corporauon. M S DOS 1s a 1 eg1stered trademark of 
Microso ft Corporauon. Apple //e 1s a registered 
trademark of J\ppJe Compu1er Corporation . 

Inquiry 97 

1!11lf~Ii I:I 

THE PAOFESSIOWIAL 
Now UNIFORTH is b~ll~r 1"4n ~v~r/ 

irs !wen ~idl!d lo tne fOR Tll· Bl Stondard ¥oCI utrndtd with lots of 
Mw progr.Mnm1119 tools that will savt you Umt and rrustral1on 

-Novi!CJU!ttr ormtssagtS 
- No Jl.lnPlf'l9 back and forth Ottwun UNIFORHI 

¥oClyMOPfl'atm9systl'ITl 

1rs aH triert. 1n ont comD1'ttirns1ve package 
• Prlorltlnd Multltast: lng • MultHllt Vi deo Editor 
• rloatlng-Potnt AriUvnetlc • Ptiwerful Str tng Pack;tgt 

• THI Fite 5up9cr t 

Plus, lht a1>1hty to CCJCIY f 11e5, ~•en d1rKtor1ts, compile whattvtrl 

TM ProftssillNll tomtS wUh a U"l1~ SOO·pagr Ustt's/Programmers 
Gulde trial w lll IHll you pa1n1Ksly from t~ baSICS lO ll'lf nirrt Of FORTH 
You' ll find 101s or titanOIK ...a P"09""Mnml"19 n1n1s 11\'S1dt the Ivory slip ,... 

NHd men? Somt of lhe DIJ/fOllS WI! offtr lncluGe' 
• Ti! IKomml#l lcallons • Graphics 
.. Cross-Con'IJ>lll!f'S • St r Ca tilllogs 

Tht UHlrORTH ProfI!,, ION I IS a...ailatill! for most 
nttsonar comouttrs and DEC m1n1 ·comouttr5 

Pl"1cnstartat only $1 95 1 

For morl! Information, call or wrnt r0t cu frel! 16 - PiH}I! catalog We 
p-anlet lNl you' ll enjoy us1ng UNI FOATH ' or YOtr money cacti 

UNIFIED SOFTWARE SYSTEMS 

PO Bo• 1644, Ntw Carrollton. I"() 20784 


IJOO 552· 9590 


Inquiry 374 	 • 

41256 MOSI OKI 
NAT HIT 

1'2 HEIGHT Floppy Drive s .• 89. 
80287 FOR AT .. . .... .... 175. 
8087 Math Coprocessor •••• 99. 
AT TURBO KITS . . . . . CALL 
Winchest.er Cont roller Card .•. 175. 
4164 . 79C 
EPSON Fx-1 00 ....••... 499. 
COLOR CARDS .. .. .. . 130. 
HAYES 12008 .... .... 350. 
AT 360K 112 He;ght .. . . . 109. 

...... 
·l fl111·n11rim<' J '""''· ·l flm1•11 h11111 /1.,• J.!1111ri11//1·1•1/. 

1-800-237-5758 
Vendor une SALES EXT. 503 
813-MB-3183 

11 

I: 

I• 

6809.-BASED SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER 
The PT69, a powerful computer system on a si ng le 
board , performs equal to larger and more expensive 
systems. It features: 

• OS-9 L 1 Operating System available ($200) 
• 2 RS232 Serial Ports (6850) 
• 2 8-bit Parallel Ports (6821) 
• Time-of-Day Clock (146818) 
• 56K RAM ; 4K EPROM (2732) 
• DS/ DD Floppy Controller Chip (2797) 

PRICE: $289 

FLOPPY/ HARD DISK SYSTEMS AVAILABLE! 

PERIPHERAL TECHNOLOGY 

1480 Terrell Mill Rd ., Suite 870 


Marietta, GA 30067 


VISA/ MASTERCARD/ COD 404/973-0042 


""05·9 is a trademark ol Mlcroware and Motorol a. 


Inquiry 291 

TBA118WBST 
COllPUUJB. PB.ODU'CTS 

PO/IT 

compatible 


to 

IBK 


$1800.00 

e 640K RAM • 130W Power Supply 
e 2 HH FDD/CTR • 2 parallel 2 
• gameport serial ports 
e 	case e keyboard 

e Clock calendar 

Opti.oD.11: • 8087 • color adaptor 
e HDD w/CTR ca.rd 
e 84K DRAM 
e 256K DRAM 

(Dealer Inquiries Invited) 

{408) 292-4800 

Inquiry 369 

RS-232 TO 9-TRACK TAPE 
ST-1 Streamer Interface 
for Streaming Tape Drives 

I' I·· • EJ'l:I •••• 

Baud Rate to 19.2 KB 
ASCii or EBCDIC Code 
7 or8 Level 
Block Length to 4096 
Read and Write 

Gentian Electronics Ltd. 
1-613-836-3987 

Inquiry 174 Inquiry 19 	 Inquiry 156 

http:Opti.oD.11


Please call w/ yourSystem Requirements so that we may 
quote the configuration that best fits your needs. 
111 XT-256 wl Dual 'h HT DRVS, 256K, 8 slots , Mono. 
Monitor, PAT Ports. PC-DOS $1,189 
INTERCONTINENTAL MICRO SYSTEMS CALL 

MORROW PIVOT 11 

MORROW PIVOT I & II Portable 11 .SLbw/ 4 HR Battery 
IBM Compatabillty, Expansion Capabil ity, S/W & More 
Can For Our Oual Orlve Lumlcon Screen Special 
MORROW MD3 MDT70 & HR15-XL Pr inter $1,595 
MORROW MD11 MDT70 & HR15-XL Printer $2,295 
ZENITH Z-158 PC-DESKTOP SYSTEM: 2DRVS. 256K, 
S&P Ports, Includes MD-DOS, MS-WORD, MS· 
MUL TIPLAN 5 & 8 MHz Switch $1,849 
840K RAM OPTION I 'h HT 10Mb TAPE $99/$495 
2 FLOPPY & 10Mb Drives/ 20Mb Drives $2,449/$2,589 
VIASYN 8161286"Vif 4:0-~& Tape $8,095 
VIASYN 81610·"'40 w/ 6%" & B" FLPY'S $8,795 
VIASYN 8f6110·H40 w/ Two 5%" FLPY'S $5,395 
CALL FOR OTHER SYSTEM CONFIGURA TilONS 

We have a Good Selection of Multifunction and Memory 
Boards for PC, XT, AT , JR, AT & T, and PC Portables 
LASER DISK 110 FLPY CTRL, S, P & G Ports, CLK·CAL, 
Ram-Disk & Print Spool/ MS-DOS $175/$40 
STB BIG BYTE 64K $155 
STB GRANDE BYTE/ PC-AT 128K $249 
STB RIO GRANDE/ PC-AT 128K 2 S, P, & G $330 
STB RIO PLUS II /PC & XT 64K $240 
TECMAR CAPTAIN UNPOP. w/ Treasure Chest $160 
TECMAR JR. CAPTAIN 128K w/Treasure Chest $289 
TECMAR EXPANSION CHASSIS With 8 Slots $675 
TECMAR MAESTRO Unpopulated For PC/ AT $335 
TECMAR WAVE 64K Fits XT Short Slot $179 

PC-Video/Graphics Boards 
STB GRAPHICS PLUS II I MONO PLUS II $240/$155 
STB CHAUFFER No Video Drivers Needed $255 
TECMAR GRAPHICS MASTER/ TENDER $439/$189 

Graphics & Cad 
PFS Graph CALL 
VECTRIX HIGHEST QUALITY FOR YOUR PC OR 
THROUGH SERIAL PORT. 
VECTRIX VX384A Stand Alone RS232 Co-proc. CALL 
VECTRIX VX1301 13" RGB Analog Monitor CALL 
VECTRIX VX1901 19" RGB Analog Monitor CALL 
VECTRIX VXIPCB 512 Col./Pall. of 16,800,000 CALL 
VECTRIX VXTB 11 "X11 " Graphics Tablet CALL 

PC-Scientific/Industrial Boards 
TECMAR BASE BOARD 96 Digital 110 Lines $219 
TECMAR DADIO 0 to A Up to 24 Devices $241 
TECMAR IEEE-488 Board .241 
TECMAR LABMASTER wl TM40 PGL Option $881 

S-100 Bua B.oarda --·--·==
If you purchased before cal/Ing us, you probably paid LI K 126 WYSl[!O Compal. 14" GAN or AMB 
toomuchlWeatockACKIRMANDIGITAL,ADVANCl!D LINK 125/ PC wl PC Emulating Video & Keybd CALL 
DIGITAL: CCS, VIAll'(.J'j, CROMEMCO , DUA:t , TATUNG CM-1322 640)(200 RGB-SATISFACTION 
ELECTROLOGICS, l~CONT. M\CRO, KOMAN, GUARANTEED. It Puts ComRetitiqn to Shamel ~95 
MULLEN, PlCKLE8 I TROUT, S~TECH DATA, TATUNG CM-1360 Like 1322 wjth Green & Amber 
TARBELL, TECMAB, TRANsmo,..\'ECTOR ELEC. Switch PLEASE ASK ABOOT OUR "HOT SPARES" 
A f&W Of This Month's SPECIALS Are:' ::!"- .= o--'!'LOANER PdLICY $411 
COMPUPRO/VIASYN RAM 22, 268K STATIC $779 TATUNG CM-1370 720X480 RGB w/GRN Switch t.ong 
COMPUPRONIASYN RAM 23, 1281( STATIC $415 Pers ist Phos. Works w/ STB'1 SUPER RES 400 *4• 
DUAL NEW BOARD SPECIALS CALL TATUNG MM-1222GIA Hl-' Res 12'TIL(IBM) $1111121 
MACROTl!CH 268-ST / 512 Static VRAM $695/$1,195 TAXAN MONITORS c.n for Low Pllce• 
MAalOTECH -,;mr-;, Intelligent 110 $699 TECMAR 640X480 RGB, GAN Switch Long Phos $519 
MAalOTECH M/-286 80286/Z80H DUAL PROC. $879 ZENITH ZVM123A (Green) 122A (Amber) $85/$89 
MAalOTECH MSR-111 Mb DYNAMIC RAM $989 ZENITH ZVM135 HI-AES RGB w/ Green Switch $449 
VECTOR RAM 17 64K Static Ram (VIASYN) $319 
VECTOR INTERFACER 1 Dual serial (VIASYN) $209 Printers & Plotters 
VECTOR INTERFACER II 3 Para .. 1 Serial $229 

Mainframe & Drive Enclosures 
INTEGRAND 1100 7 Slots and 2 X 8" Drives $475 
JMR POWER PLAY • Side by Side 5V. H.D. with 
Command Console & 6 Outlets Surge/Noise $239 
JMR 1 HS Sv.'' H.D. PC Style Cabinet $189 
MPS 5500 Sv.'' H.D. & 'h HT FLPY OR TAPE $209 
MICROWARE 521011 Dual Hor. 'h Ht. 5v.'' FLPY $75 
PARA DYNAMICS 3820S PRONTO $1,150 

Floppy Disk Drives 
MITSUBISHI 2894 STD./2896 'h HT. 8" $395/$369 
MITSUBISHI 4853 HALF HT. 5'!.'' 96TPI DSDD $139 
TANDON 100-2A IBM-PC Compatible $109 
TEAC FD55B/MITSUBISHI 4851/EPSON SD-521 $95 

Hard Disk Subsystems 
PC-INSIDER/PC-OUTSIDER H.D. SERIES FOR IBM 
10 to 116 Formatted with Controller & All Cables, 
Hardware & PIS or PC Style Cabinet from $529 
WANGTEK 60Mb 'h HT Steaming Tape In PC $1,200 
CALL For DLR &/or QTY. PRICES on HARD DISKS: 

MITSUBISHI ~ l\ODIME 
MICROl'OLIS OUAnrum Amcodyne 

S-100 BUS SUBSYSTEMS Supporting Turbodos, 
Concur. Dos. CP/M 80 & 816 Operating SystemsCALL 
TAPE BACK-UP 10Mb SV." 'h HT $539 

PC-Slave Boards 
ADVANCED DIGITAL PC-SLAVE W/256K, 8 MHz 8088 
CPU, 2 S Ports, RTNX S/W-For Multi-User PC $865 
ALLOY PC-SLA VE/16 256K to 768K RAM $759 

BROTHER HR-10 12CPS Daisy w/ TRAC .. S&P $265 
BROTHER HR-15-XL 17CPS Daisywheel S or P $359 
BROTHER HR-35 36 CPS Dalsywheel S or P $699 
BROTHER TWINRITER Dot Matrix & Daisy $869 
CITIZEN MSP-25 200/50 CPS 15" ULTRA QUIET $569 
EPSON LX80, RX100+, FX80+, FX100+ , LQ1500 CALL 
HOUSTON INST. PLOTTERS & DIGITIZERS CALL 
OKIDATA New 18? Quiet 120 CPS & 60 CPS CALL 

Networking & Switch Boxes 
GIL TRON IX MANUAL AND AUTOMATIC SWITCHING 
UNITS to Fit all of Your SHARED Printer. Terminal , 
Modem, and Other Peripheral Needs. From $79 
INTERCONT. MICRO LAN-PCI LANS-100 $489/$359 
VIASYN NET II tor 816/10 SYS. $425 
VIASYN NET 101-96 tor S-100 BUS $425 

Printer Buffers 
HANZON 12315 64-256K UDB S&P ln&Out from $259 
PRACTICAL PERIPH. MICROBUFFERS CALL 

Modems 
HAYES SMART MODEM 1200 I 2400 $425/$639 
PRENTICE POPCOM wl PFS Access C150/ X150 $315 
PROMETHEUS PROMODEM 1200 Hayes Compatible 
w/ Built-In PWR Supply-RS232 Stand Alone Unit $289 
OPTIONS FOR PROMODEM 1200 ARE: 
PROCESSOR/64K MEMORYIDISPLA Y $75/$35/$79 
PROMETHEUS 1200A I B I M $295/$265/$329 
U.S. ROBOTICS COURIER I PASSWORD $499/$209 
U.S. ROBOTICS S-100 Board 300/1200 $295 
U.S. ROBOTICS PC MODEM wl Telpac Software$249 
U.S. ROBOTICS PC MUL Tl-MODEM $459 

We have Access to all Well Known Brands - ORDER 
CORRECTLY · SOFTWARE IS NOT RETURNABLE! 

Accounting 
CORE SOFTWARE'S FASTRAK: A DATA FLEX 
Application for all Your Account ing Needs Supporting 
All Networks & Operating Systems CALL 

Spreadsheets & Integrated Pkgs. 
ASHTON-TATE Framework CALL 
LOTUS 1-2-3/SYMPHONY $299/$429 
MOBS Knowledgeman $319 
SORCIM Supercalc-3 Better Than 1-2-3!1!! $209 

Operating Systems & Utilities 
BORLAND SideKick Windows & Calculator CALL 
COMPUPRO/VIASYN CPM at Alfordllble Prices 
CROMEMCO COMPLETE LINE GOOD ECONOMIES 
DIGITAL RESEARCH Complete line up lo 35"1t Off 

Language And Tools 
BO SOFTWARE "C" Compiler 8" SS SD 8 BIT $95 
COMPUTER INNOVATIONS C~6 "C" Compiler $299 
COMPUVIEW VEDITIVEDIT-PLUS $115/$169 
DIGITAL RESEARCH Most Products In Stock CALL 
LATTICE "C" Compiler (Ask About Options) $299 
MICROSOFT Complete Line CALL 

Data Base Managers 
ASHTON-TATE dBASE II & Ill BEST PRICE 
DATAFLEX FILE/RECORD Locking Multi-User CALL 
PFS FILE/REPORT CALL 

MICROPRO WORDSTAR, Etc. CALL 
NEWSTAR NEWW0RD w/ Money Back Guar. $129 
OAll8 THE WORD PC:US Spell Check, CP/M88 $89 
PF8 WR/ EI P OOF CALL/CALL 

Diskettes & Cartridges 
M TAPE CARTRIDGES 300XL & 600A In Stock$29.115 

DYSAN DISKETTES Low Prlcea From $19.50 
DYSAN Hard Disk Cartridges 5'/."' & 8" $99/$150 
FUJI FILM FLOPPY DISKS Low Prlcea From $18.50 

Power Solutions 
FORTRON PC/XT Replacement P/ S 140 Watt $149 
SAFT SPS1000VA/SINE WAVE 1mSEC Switch CALL 
SOLA MINI UPS 750 Watt Sine Wave HIGH INRUSH 
(4500 Watt) 100% Batt. Op. w/o S.witch-Over CALL 
TRIPPUTE BC-425-FC 425 Wat ts 15-20 Minutes $439 
TRIPPLITE ISOBAR Line Suppressor-Filters from $40 
TRIPPLITE SB-1000 Watt w/80 Amp/ Hr. Battery $695 

Testing Devices & Software 
DATACOM TRI-STA TE RS232 V.24 Breakout $199 
DYSAN Floppy Analyzers CALL 
FLUKE 77 DVM w/ Holster $119 
RID-DYMEK FLPY DRV DIAGNOSTIC DISKETTE $30 

Chips 
We Have Some of the LOWEST PRICES in the Nation!! 
84K, 258K, 8087 & 60287 CALL 

Hobby Comer 
APPLE PASCAL $95 
CCS 2810 280 CPU w/ Serial Port $209 
DIGIAC 64K Dram wl o Ram. Works for N.S. Horiz $89 
ITHACA BDS 64K, 6 SID w/ I, XPU , Pascal from $100 
MICROSOFT SOFTCARD APPLE II or II+ CP/ M $95 
MORROW A811 8" SSDD Add-On Drive $495 
NORTHSTAR ADVANTAGE 8116 UPGD. wl 64K $229 
NORTHSTAR ADVANTAGE G!MSDOS wl CP/M $195 
PMMI MM-103 S-100 BD. 300-600 Baud Modem $149 
S-100 EPROM BOARD 16K $89 
SYNTECH DATA PROM 100 KIT $89 
TRANSEND VB3A (24) Kit Video Board $295 



Incredible value! 

Nashua™ 

Diskettes 


LIFETIME WARRANTY! 

s107ea. 511. · SSDD91c ea. 
Qty. 50 51/•"DSDD Qty. 50 

These are poly·bagged diskettes packaged with Tyvek·sleeves, 
reinforced hubs. user identification labels and writc·protect tabs . 

NASHUA Corporation is a half-billion dollar corporation and a 
recognized leader in magnetic media. 


SOFT SECTOR ONLY\ Sold in multiples of 50 Olliy! 

FOR ORDERS ONLY: INFORMATION & 

1-800-621-6827 INQUIRIES: 


(In Illinois: 1-312-256-7140) 1-312-256-7140 

HOURS: 8AM-5PM Central Time. Monday-Friday 


WE WILL BEAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE 

ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES! 


DISK WORLD!, Inc. 
629 Green Bay Road • Wilmette. Illinois 60091 

DISK NASHUA 
Authorized Dl1trlbulor MAGNETIC 

WORLD! MEDIA 

RHANA 

DISKETTES 


The great unknown! 


97c~a~'14"SSDD s101 ea 

Qty. 50 51,4• DSDD ~ Qty. 50 

You've used these diskettes hundreds of 
times ... as copy-protected originals on some of 
the most popular software packages. They're 
packed in poly-bags of 25 with Tyvek sleeves. 
reinforced hubs, user identification labels and 
write-protect tabs . 

LIFETIME WARRANTY! 

SOFT SECTOR ONLY! Sold in multiples 


of SO only. 

FOR ORDERS ONLY: INFORMATION & 

1-800-621-6827 INQUIRIES: 


(In Illinois: 1-312-256-7140) 1-312-256-7140 

HOURS: BAM-5PM Central Time, Monday-Friday 


WE WILL BEAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE 

ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES! 


DISK WORLD!, Inc. 

629 Green Bay Road •Wilmette, Illinois 60091 


DISK . ATHANA
Authorized Dlatnbutor MAGNETIC

WORLD! MEDIA 

DISKETTE 

STORAGE CASES 


AMAR AV MEDIA-MATE 50: A REVOLUTION 
IN DISKETTE STORAGE 

Every once in a while. someone takes the 
• simple and makes it elegant! Th is unit holds 

· 50 5•;,· diskettes. has grooves for easy 
_' stacking. inside nipples to keep diskettes 

trom slipping and severa' other features. We 
like it' $9 69 • $2.00 

• ea. Shpng. 

DISKETTE 70 STORAGE: STILL A GREAT BUY. 
Uust-free storage for 70 5V< disket1es. 

ix dividers included. An excellent value. 

$11 68 + $3.00 --D DISK CADDIES • Shpng. 
The original flip-up holder for 10 5 ~· 

- diskettes. Beige or grey only.$1.65 ea. 

• 20¢ Shpng. 
FOR ORDERS ONLY: INFORMATION & 
1-800-621-6827 INQUIRIES: 

(In Il linois: 1-312-256-7140) 1-312-256-7140 
HOURS: BAM-5PM Central Time. Monday-Friday 

WE WILL BEAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE 
ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES\


DISK WORLD!, Inc. 

629 Green Bay Road • Wilmette, Illinois 60091 


DISK Thevalueleederm 
Computerauppllea 
And accessories. WORLD I 

5y,·s 1a1 ea. 

0 500 Qty. 20 

The best deal 
on 3M diskettes 

SW SS00-96TPI - $1.46 ea. SV< OS00-96TPI - $1.75 ea. 
PACKED IN CARDBOARD CASES! 

BASF OUALIMETAIC DISKETTE S have a LIFETIME WAR

RANTY with Tyvek sleeves . reinforced hubs, user identif ication 

labels and write -protect tabs. 


SOFT SECTOR ONLY! MINIMUM ORDER: 20 DISKETTES 
BASF 3.s· MICRO-FLOPPIES BASF sv.-HtGH DENSITY 

FOR IBM PC -AT 
SSSDD-135 TPI - S2.34 ea. DSDD-HD - $3.14 ea. 

FOR ORDERS ONLY: INFORMATION & 

1-800-621-6827 INQUIRIES: 


(In Illinois: 1-312-256-7140) 1-312-256-7140 

HOURS: BAM-5PM Central Time. Monday-Friday 


WE WILL BEAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE 

DN THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES\ 


DISK Authorozed Reseller 
Information Processing': BASF

WORLD! Media 

DISK WORLD! 

Ordering & Shipping 


Instructions 

Shipping: 514 " & 35" DISKETTES-Add $3.00 per each 100 or 
fewer diskettes. Other llems: Add shipping charges as shown in 
addition lo other shipping charges.Paymenl: VISA and MASTER
CARD accepted. COD Orders: Add additional $3.00 Special Han 
dling charge. APO, FPD, AK, HI & PR Orders: Include shipping 
charges as shown and addilional 5 % ol total order amount to 
cover PAL and insurance. Taxes: Il linois res idents only, add 7% 
sales tax. 

Prices subject lo change withoul notice. 

This ad supercedes all other ads. 


Nol responsible for lypographical errors. 

MINIMUM TOTAL ORDER : $35 .00 


FOR ORDERS ONLY: INFORMATION & 
1-800·621-6827 INQUIRIES: 

(In Illinois: 1-312-256-7140) 1-312-256-7140 
HOURS: 8AM-5PM Central Time 


Monday-Friday 

WE WILL BEAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE 


DN THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES! 

DISK WORLD!, Inc. 


629 Green Bay Road • Wilmette. Illinois 60091 


DISK 
WORLD! 

PRINTER 
RIBBONS: 

at 
extraordinary

prices! 
Brand new ribbons , manulactured to Original Equipment 

Manufacturer"s specifi ca tions. in housings. (Not re -inked or 
spools onl y.) 

LIFETIME WARRANTY\ 

Epson MX-70/80 . . $3.58 ea.+ 25¢ Shpng. 
Epson MX-100 .... $4.95 ea. + 25¢ Shpng. 
Okidata Micro83 .. $1.48 ea. + 25¢ Shpng. 
Okidata Micro84 .. $3.66 ea. + 25tt Shpng. 

FOR ORDERS ONLY: INFORMATION & 
1-800-621-6827 INQUIRIES: 

(I n Illinois: 1-312-256-7140) 1-312-256-7140 

HOURS: 8AM-5PM Central Time. Monday-Friday 


WE WILL BEAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE 

ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES\ 


DISK WORLD!, Inc. 

629 Green Bay Road• Wilmette, Illinois 60091 


DISK 
WORLD! 

you've ever seen! 

FREE! 

FLIP N' FILE 15 

with every order 


for 5.25" SSDD and DSDD. 


$1.42 ea. - 5.25"SSDD wi th FREE Flip n· File.15 
5.25"DSDD with FREE Fl ip n· File 15 - $1.74 ea. 

1000/o LIFETIME WARRANTY 
This is aSuper Special promotion . It 

was supposed to end around the end of 
May. 

But we decided to buy more than 
1,000,000 3M diskettes packed in the 
FREE Flip n' File 15's ... and give you 
the benefits of this terrific value . 

One word of warning: this offer is 
limited only to supplies on hand. Once 
these supplies are used up, the prices 
stay the same ... but there's no free 
Flip n' File. 

The last time we ran an offer like 
this, everything was sold out in about 
six weeks. 

So don't wait. Order now. 

Other 3M diskettes: 
(Flip n' File offer does not apply. ) 

5.25" SSDD-96TPI . .. .... $2.06 ea. 
5.25" DSDD-96TPI ....... $2.57 ea. 

5.25" DSDD-HD for 

IBM PC/AT ...... .. . $3.93 ea. 
3.50" SSDD-135TPI for 

Apple Mac ........ $2.86 ea. 


DATA CARTRIDGES 
JOO%certified 3M data cartridges 

DC-1000 . ..... . ....... $13.90 ea. 

DC-300XLP .. ... .... ... $19.83 ea. 

DC-600A . ... .. ...... .. $22.13 ea. 

Sold in cases of 10 only. 
Add $5.00 shipping per 10. 

DISK 3NIAuthorlad DlllribulO<
lnlonnotlon-ng

WORLD! Producta 

Inquiry 119 SEPTEM BER 1985 • BY T E 459 

http:only.$1.65


DISK DRIVES 

Hard Disk 8" Disk Drives 

10 Meg w /cont. &pwrsupply ... s 99S Siemens 
FDD·100-8Sg1Side ..... $ 129 
FDD·200·8Db1Side . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 189Tandon TM 100-2 5114" Disk Drives TandonTeac 848·1 E, Sgl Side, '12 Ht. . . .. .. . s 279* 360K FOSSA, 160K . . . . . . . . . . . . S 99 848·2E, Dbl Side, '12 Ht. 379* FUii Height FDSSB, 360K . 99 

FDSSF. ouad Density . . . 129 Mitsubishi 
. All Teac's are Half Heights M2894·63, Dbl./ Dbl...... . . ... ..... S 399$99 M2896·63, Dbl./Dbl. '12 Ht. . . . . 399Tandon 

TM100-2, 360K ...... .. . .... S 99 5V4" &8"
TM101·4,0uadDensity . . . . . . . . . . . . 269 Power supply & Cabinets 


Mitsubishi JMR 5114''
Apple compatible Drives 48S1 , 360K 1/2 Height .............. S 129 SingleCabinetw / pwr .. . . .. $ 79 

48S3, ouad Den. '12 Height . ... 139 DualThinlinecabw / pwr .... . 89
Micro Sci Dual Cabinet &Power . 89A·2 . . s 1S9 Hard Disk All have 6 month warrantycontroller 60 10 Meg w /IBM controller ... .... .. .. S 499 

JMRS"
CCU Sgl. Cabinet w I pwr & fan . .......... S 229 

FD52SA Slimline for llE s, 129 Sanyo oualw/ pwrfor2thinlines 239 
FD525Cforllc 139 1/2 Height 360K ........... ..... .... S 89 Dualw/pwr&fan . . . . . . . . . . 279 

PRINTERS==,~"'""'"'"'""'""1 

------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------~ 

Epson PRINTER INTERFACES 
LX·80 Fourth DimensionRX-100+Brother HR-1 SXL card &Cable <For Apple! . . ..... .S 45FX-80 + We Will 
FX-185 + Beat ALL Pricing Microtek* 18cps L01SOO Dumpling GX !Grapplercompatiblel S 7S
JX-80* Letter Quality Dumpling GX exp to64K . . . . . . . . . . 14S 

we are an Authorized Dealer oumplingGX 16Kw/16Kexpto64K . 160 
Okidata$349 OKI 182 .. s 229 Okidata Options

OKl83A . 535 Tractor for 82 &92 . . . . . . S S9 
OKl84P 669 serial Interface . . . . . . . . . . . 8S 

749OKl 84SToshiba orange Micro349OKI 192P1340 s 559 Grappler + . . . . . . . .... S 84OKl 193 S8SP3S1 109S Grappler+ w/16K . . . . . . 149OKI MATE20 Color Printer 199 
Call for other ModelsBrother Dist. by Dynax Epson Accessories 

HR1SXL, 12cps .s 349 Epson serial Interface . . . .. .S 99 

HR2S, 2s cps . . S49 LetterWriterNLO Kit S9
A B SWITCHBOX 
HR35. 36 cps 769 Par. orser. . . . .. ..... ....... S 69 LX·80 or FX-80 Tractor . 39 


Amdek Princton craphics 

Taxan 425 
* Hi-Res Color* IBM compatible 

$389 


Computer 


300G. Hi·Res Green 
300A. Hi-Res Amber . . . 
310A, Monochrome Amber .. 
300Hi·ResColorcomp. 
soo RGB composite ... 
DVM Board for Apple RGB 

Taxan 
425 Color RGB 
440 Ultra Hi·Res 

• I 

1, .. , .... , ,.

.s 125 
134 
1S8 
249 
399 
119 

.. s 389 
S19 

customer service & Technical 
(213> 618-0487 

MAX12, Monochrome Amber 
HX12, RGB Color . 
SR·12W/DOUblerBoard . 

IBM 
Monochrome Green 
Color Hi-Res . 

zenith 
ZVM122 
ZVM123 

.. . s 169 
4S9 
799 

. . s 249 
S99 

. s 89 
89 

Sales Desk ~ - ....Components (800) 847-1718 
No surcharge for credit cards Outside California 

All Prices Reflect a cash, 
Pre-Paid Discount (213) 618-0477Unlimited 

This Ad supe~edes All Othe~ 1ns1de California 



6.50 

IBM XT 
* One 360K Drive

* one 1oMeg Hard Disk 

IBMAT 
* Enhanced 

$4295 
$2495 

Apple
llEcpu . . . . 5 790 
Macintosh . . ....... . 1895 
nc Portable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 899 

IBM 
PC 256K, 2 Drives . . . 51499 
XTW /10Meg,256K . . . . . . . . . 2495 
Additiona1Memory64K 
ATStandardConfig. . . .. Call 
ATw /20meg Call 

Add 550 for configurations & Testing 

W.3~t·J·J3~~~ 

Hayes 12ooe 

* 1200 Baud * Internal for IBM 

* Hardware Only 

$319 


Hayes

Micro Modem llE . .. 5 169 

300Baud . 169 

1200B IBM Internal 349 

1200 . 379 

2400Baud 599 


Anchor Automation 

Mark XII , 1200Baud . . . . . . 5 225 

MarkX. 300Baud Standalone . 149 

Express 1200 Baud 269 


Prometheus 
Promodem . 

Pro1200AApple lntw / sw 

Pro 1200B IBM lntw / sw 

ProMacw / cable&sw . 

No.CCable . 

AlphaDisp. 

Options Proc. 


u.s. Robotics 
Password .. . . . . . . 
courier2400Baud . 

. . 5 299 
329 
299 
379 
12 
89 
89 

. . 5 	219 
569 

64K Upgrades 
* Nine 4164, 200ns 
* 1 Year warranty
* Nine to a Set 

$6.50 

APPLE EXTRAS 


ALS

ZEngine .. . ... 5 119 

CPM 3.0Card . . . . . . . . . . . . . 240 


CCU
RF Modulator . . ....... . . . . .... 5 9 
Fanw /Surge . 34 
16K Mem. card 1 vr war . . ....... 5 45 

Micro Max 
Viewmax 80,80 col. card . . 5 135 
Viewmax BOE (F for llEl 64K . . 120 

Microsoft 
Premium Soft card llE . . .... 5 369 
SoftCard<Z80lW/ 64K . 279 

MicroTek 
serial Interface . . 5 89 

IBM EXTRAS 

Ast Research 


Six Pack+ w I 384K . . . . .... 5 299 
Hercules 

Color card . . . .. 5 149 
Graphicscard . 304 

Helix Technology 
MemoryBoardO·Kto512K .(O·KlS 119 

IBM 

Monochrome Adapter. . . ... . 5 219 

Colorcard . 225 


Paradise Systems 

Multi·displavcard . . . . 5 329 

New Modular Card . . 260 

5Pack Multifunction . 160 


ouadram 
ouadlink . . ........... .. ... . .. 5 349 


64K Upgrade AT Upgrade
64K of Mem...56.50200ns.. 569 

Ports
Parallel . .... 5 79 
serial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79 

CCU 
Color Graphics card . .... .. . . s 119 

. Everex
Graphics Edge . . . . . . . . . 5 329 

CCU Multifunction card 
Par. & Ser. Ports w / 64K exp 384K 
Clock, Calendar, Sftwr & Manuals . . . 5 155 
W/384K . . 209 

8087'S 
8087·2 . . 5 129 
8087·3 . . 115 
8087-6 . 109 

5%" DISKETTES 
CCU 

Sgl/Dbl reinforced hub .. 511 1oofor100 

Dbl/Dblrelnforcedhub . 13 100for110 


Not Bulk Packed 

Dysan

Sgl/Dbl . . .... . . ... .533 100for300 

Dbl/Dbl . . . . . . . . . 39 100for370 


verbatim 

Sgl/Dbl . . . .... 526 100for240 

Dbl/Dbl 36 100for340 


8" Diskettes Avallable - call 

DISK ACCESSORIES 
verbatim 

8" or sw· Head Cleaning Kit . . ... S 9 
Flip Tub 

sw· Holds 60 disks, plexiglass . .s 9 
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t::l3~ LIQUIDATION 
Retail Value $5000 

Save up to 600/o 

ACP PRICE 
NOW ONLY! 

S1985°0 

Color 14" RGB Included 
10 Mb Hard Disk 

ACP is proud to make this one-time 
special offer for a complete IBM PC"' Com

.-~-~"' patible Computer System. This is by far the 
l!lllll!l•••lll!llllllll•ll!ll•.it most significant bargain that we at ACP 

~;;.;..._..=...........,.....,.....,........._..;....____.;....___. have offered in our 10 year history. This 
system was successfully designed and manufactured to exceed IBM's PC"' in terms of quality, ex
pansion modularity and capability, aesthetic appearance, and performance. 

The system design utilizes the latest in state-of-the-art technology including: 
• VLSI - Large Scale Integration Circuit Design • High Quality 100 Watt Switching Supply 
• Ergonomic CRT Design with Tilt Screen • Complete Integrated System 
• Professional Molded Packaging and Design • Microsoft Compatible Mouse Function 

The system is not a Taiwan or Korean knock-off. Each component is specifically designed and specified 
to meet the highest performance and reliability standards in the industry. It represents the best that Japanese 
craftsmen have to offer and you will be equally proud to own one of your own. ACP has a limited quantity 
of these systems in several different configurations. IBM PC-DOS"' v1 .1 /2.1, MS-DOS"' v2.11 and Con
current v3.1 compatible. We have found no known incompatibility with any IBM PC application. Our technical 
staff has 8.5 Megabytes of various MS-DOS software packages installed including Lotus 1-2-3 and Flight 
Simulator. Each system comes complete with a 90 day warranty. 

ACP Base System Consists of: 
• (1) 360K DD/DS Floppy Disk Drive 
• Mouse with Software 
• 256K Memory Expandable to 640K 

on the Motherboard 
• Deluxe Keyboard with LEDs 
• Serial Port and Parallel Port 
• Color or Monochrome Controller 
• 4.77MHz, 8088 CPU 
• 100 Watt Switching Supply w/Fan 
• Three Expansion Slots 
• Optional 6 Slot Expansion Chassis 

with Power Supply (add $399) 

SYSTEM A 

SYSTEM B 

SYSTEM C 

SYSTEM D 

SYSTEM E 

SYSTEM F 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION Est IBM Ust• Your Price 
Base System (see left) PC with 

$2100.00 $995.00360K Floppy, Keyboard & Mouse. 

Base System (see left) plus Add 'I 
$2295.00 $1099.00360K Floppy Drive 

Base System plus 12" Green Monitor 
$2575.DO $1399.00with Detachable Tilt/Swival Base. 

Base System plus 12" Color Monitor 
$2995.00 $1599.00with Detachable Tilt/Swival Base. 

Base System plus Cir Monitor, 10Mb 
$5000.00 $1985.00Hard Disk and Boct Diagnostics. 

Base System plus 80 Col. x 25 Line N/ALCD Screen 
Base System A (as above) $995.00 ·Assumes required add·ln boards to provide same capacity 

$1299.00 
IBM PC Is a tradema r1< of IBM Corp . 

LQP PRINTER SPECIAL Major Manufacturer 
Daisy Wheel Model 620 
Letter Quality Printer 
with Serial Interface. 
Perfect for IBM PC and 

Compatibles. Prints 25cps and 
comes with 90 day warranty. 

List $1495 

s49500 

' ~-,~ 

. I '\> , .  l ' . 

~ 

10 Mb $449.00 
HARD DISK 

w/Controller for IBM PC and 
Compatibles. 

At This Price, Supply 
Is Limited. 

PC UPGRADE SPECIAL 

$1000 
SET OF (9) 64K RAMS 

s45oo 
SET OF (9) 256K RAMS 

$5.95 128K PIGGYBACKS 

IBM Brand ASYNCH 
INTERFACE CARD 

List $100 ACP $49.95 

5 Mb EXTERNAL 
Sharp IBM Look-a-like w/contr. for 
IBM PC. Sub-Sys Price:$429.00 
External Enclosure Add $195.00 

Internal w/controller 
Sub-System Price: $299.00 

DELUXE JOYSTICK 
}... $11.95 

,;. Compatible w/Atari 
2600, 400, 800, VIC-20/ 
64 and Apple. Apple re
quires optional cable 
adapter. Add $2.95 

APPLE DISK DRIVE 
$115.00 

High quality 112 high 
drive for Apple II, II+, 

I•••• lie or lie. Apple lie re
quires optional cable 
adapter. Add $10.00 
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UPI POWER SUPPLY 
••cir. Up Pow... tor your 18M, 

Appl• or Comp• tlbl• 

UPS.PC 200 W11t1 sm.oo 

UPS.XT 4~ W11U; 455.00 
UPS-AT 11100 Waltl 975.00 

A·B PAINTER SWITCH 
AtlA8$;1.11d!allowsUMoftwoprinlnwith 
)'OU' comput., 1)'$l1m. W1 1toc:11 - 15 drl· 
1.,tn!COf1111ut11lons. 
AB Switch (C.ntronlcs) $$9.00 
AB Slfrl1etl(0825) 59.00 

COLOR VIDEO CARDS 
Pl1n11or1la Color Plus $:175.00 

IBMColorC1fd 227.00 

IBMMt-r!OC&rdwlparallet 219.00 

STB G1apnlcsP1us 389.00 

PatldlM Multldisplly Cm 345.00 

E._.• Graptilc:ll Edoe 3ol5.00 


SPECIAL BUY 
ltw9art U 4004 14" H • M_,.. Dtall 

S4H.OO 

INTERllL ITD-BUS BOARDS 
UST ACP 

1583100 zao CPU S200 sa9.95 
ISB3101 Z80 Univ. CPU 200 99.95 
1583110 IOISCPU 200 79.95 
1593218 16K CMOS RAM 810 99.95 
1583218 18K S\f.llc RAM 200 39.95 
1$83220 18K CMOS RAM 7SO 119.95 
1583330 Z80 PIO (0 mallng) 210 49,95 
1$83331 Un!YefNI PIO 210 49.95 
IS~Opt0Pat1. lnpu1 300 119.95 
1583400 Floppy Controllt1 215 711 .95 
1583410 SASI (OMA) WINI Inlet. 255 99.95 
1$83500 Triac 215 911.95 
1583510 Opto-llO lnpu1 210 119.95 
1$8~20 SPST Relay 150 89.95 
1583521 OPOT Reily 190 89.95 
1$83600 Arlthmt!lc 37S 149.95 
1583810 EPAOM Progrtrne1 260 711 ,95 
1583100 SynctAaync 245 69.95 
1$83711 Untl. Sync/Aaynt; 24S ll'J .95 
1583720 REMOACS 31S 149.95 
1583830 12 Bh NO 120 2611.95 

CAPACITORS 
,01uF DISC BYPASS CAPACITOR 10ClfS5.50 
. 1 uF DISC BYPASS CAPACITOR 100/9.50 
.otuF MONOLITHIC CAPAC1TOR 100ll 1.25 
.1 uF MONOLITHIC CAPACITOR 100llA.25 

COACOM EMI FILTEA.._..STD COACOM 3 Concluctol' Fllltf 
UNCordlorabo<19-81oot 1.49 
I.JM Cord 2 CondUCIOt - 8 IOOI .35 

.95line Cord 3 Conduciot - 8 IOOI 

MUFFIN FANI 

On t to,ooo 111 •tock 


TQl'ln 3" TA·300 Fan NEW! $1U5 

TOl'ln A,68" Muffin Fin NEWl 12.95 

12VOC fin NEWI 19.95 

FlngtrGuards IM)ded 1.49 


1.49"°""' Cotaa Added 

IC IOCKETI 

SOlOERTAIL •-ff S 1 
8Pln STILP S .13 .~ 

-" . II14 Pin STILP 
18Pln STILP _,. .12 
18PinSTllP " 17 _,. · 20Pln ST/LP :~ 22Pln STllP _,.24 Pin STt'LP "' _,, :::28 PlnSTILP 
36 PlnSTfLP .45 36·
'<>Pin ST/LP .48 .42 
64 PlnSTt'l.P 3.95 3.25 

WIREWRAP !GOLD) l · H 100 
8 PlnWWf'Jl l .49 S .AO 

14 Pinw-/Jf'Jl .62 .49 
18Pin W/Jf'Jl .65 .SS 
18PlnWW/3L .811 .n 
20 Plnw-/Jl3l ·" .96 
22PinWWl3l 119 t.13 
24 Pinw-IJl3l 1.25 1.17 
28PinWW/3L 1.49 
'<> Plnw-/J/3L 1.89 1.75 "" 

THTOOUZIF ZERO INSERTION 

18P!n.s&.75 24 Pin $7.85 28Pln S8.95 

(WI S!ock All TypH ol Soclllt1) 

l_J ...... "'...... 
.I IAl.I IJ.,_ 

DRIVE CABINETS 6800 
IBM Style Hiid disk with power 68000 	 Sl.25...... \ .." ,,_.. \ .... ,_..39.95 6820 3.75 8852 

6800 2.llO 6821 2.llO 6800 7.00
suppty1ndl1n S195.00 """"-" 

Dual Hlfd Diak w/power sup & Ian 295.00 1.15 6828 1•.50 &a75 8.75 
Du1l 5V. " Ful H1lght .,..rtleal mount 65.00 ...,""" 18.95 6840 12.75 S880 ,,. 
Dull 5V.' ' Full H-'ght horlzonl.ll moun1 99 00 i.50 6845 11.95 88047 
Oull 5V. •• Thlnline wlpow91 IUP & Ian llO 00 

..... "-" 
8500Single SY. ·· Full H11Qht w/pcwef sup & l1n se.oo 

Slngll 5Y. " Thltlline wtpower sup & Ian 60.00 11502 S.t50 6504 H .75 M22 SS.25 
6502A 15.llO 6507 9.75 8532 

._.. 
65028 9.50 6520 11 .50PEASYST CARDI 

8000PIB)SI Mono Combo - NEW I S33S.OO 
Perapl Color Combo - NEWI 335.00 8214 S3.75 8259 Sfi.7S 
P111:.,s1 Bob Boli1d 4'5.00 

&o35 S5.75 
8210 1.95 69.958039 5.75 '"' ,._.......... 
 1224 2.20 8275Pe~ytl Shorlpot1 Color Call ,,,. L751!1085A UIO 1228 usP1rspt Mlnl Mono Call 

IOC8SA 9.115 ""' 140F'911)SI +I Time SPK!Nm wl&4K 179.95 

I 
8237 13.7SaoM 24.50 '"' -Pera)'Sl 1a2K RainboW DEC Caia 149.95 8237..S 15.95 5-50 

ll088 17.50 
90ll9 811.95 

8087·2 120.95 '"' '"' 
,,.,- '-'' 8238 '"' 8243 3.95 ""' .... '-'' 

11 .9581SS 8.75 8250 10.50MODEM SPECIAL 44.958158 8.75 8251 4.25 
H•r•• a-rtrnodem C0mpti tlb.. 12.95 

1200 •94HI. htemel. loJd fOf' ~M.00 
81115 29.95 8251A S.95 "" 
8202 23.95 8741 27.958253 fi.7S ''" 

8255 A.25 2•.50 
&20:5 3.25 
8203 37.95$219.00 

874i 24.50 
8212 

8255A 5.95 "'' ,._..8257 S.75 8755A 

TAANlllTOAS/DIODEI z.ao 
PN2222A 71$1 .00 2N390' W$\ .OO 

2.SM~ " A" 4.0MHz " B"'8.0MHz 
PN2389A 511 .00 2N3908 1111 .00 
PN918 311.00 TIP29A 211 .00 HO-CPU -.:25 ----;:15,_,, ,'-''_,.UO-CTC ~ 

2N2219A .45 TIP31A 21 1.25 
2N22HlA .45 TIPJOA 211.00 ,_ ....Zto-DART '-50 17.95._,,HO-OMA 8.00 17:952N2905 .4S TIP32A 211 .25 ,.._.,o us ,_,. ._.. 
2N25I07 .25 IN4148 2511 .00 ._.. ,_,.llO-SIO/O2N3055 .fi9 IN751 511.00 

ZIO-SIOJI ,_.. ._.. "-" 
2H3565 411.00 1N4002 1211 .00 

U0-510/2 ,_.. ._..
2N3838 411.00 1N4004 10/1 ,00 

_ztO.SI0/9 ... .... "-" 
2NJ172 1.89 MP02232 1.49 

OPTOISOLATOAS : ':::! I :: ~:: I :!~ ~:!. _..MCT·2 

.... 1.39 I'"" ,_,. DISK CONTROLLERSMCT-8 4N35 
MCT.. .SS AN37 .... 
MCA-255 1.89 ANJ8 ... 

.65 TIL117 ~~1765 ~:=I ~~~ S2~= I ~ 	s::: 
11"91 2275 2793 32.95 1891 8.95-" 4N27 .65 SPX33 '"" 17113 21 50 279S 32..95 2143 11.95 
1795 21.50 2797 27.95 9216 12.95

•fi9 	 4N25 511 .-" 00'"" LED LAMPI CAT CONTROLLERS 
•-ff ... 

88'5 Sii ll5 I11275 S28.50 ITMS9918 $311.50 
JumbOGtHn .17 

....JumbORod S .09 88lM5 17 95 7220 3-4.95 8350 39.95 
88A1 11 .50 5027 17.95 8545 14.95-_",.JumbOYtllow .17 48505 14.75 5037 21.95 8002 19.95..Mini Sia Red . 10 
08047 19.50 NEC7220 Gttphla 34.95 

Mini Slit Ytllow .19 ...MlnlSIHGrHn .19 -
_ 

" UAATllUIAATS 
SPECIAL VALUES! s 8.75 

1013A 3.95 8250 10 50 TMSSSO I 14.95S3'5 I2350 I'"6'03S8.95 
MCM68705 EPROM S'J.95 '""" ._,,IOISA 6.75 IM&&m 7.7S 2"1 
a11tn015-150m5 111119.95 
Da.25P Male 1007.50 EPAOMI 
OB-25SF1m1le 10/19.95 
2732>.·2 10/29.95 2732.A-4 (450nSj S A.50 
27160C-450mS IQ/24.50 

1102 11111SJ s 3.90 
2708(450nS) ,_,_.. ,. 2732A (250nS) 8.95 

27~50mS I0/29.i5 2732A·2 (200n5) 8.95 
2716 (450nS) 3.7S 
275815V) 

27&4(•50nS) 4.50
CALL ACP FOR ALL YOUR 2716(350nS) ,_.. 27&4 f250nS) 6.50 

2516 (5V) 5-50 2154 1200ns1 a.so 
TMS2718 7-50

VOLUME IC REQUIREMENTS 
TMs.25&1 f450nS) 9.95 
MCM68784 (ASO'tS) l'J.95 

2732 (450nSI A.ISO 
500r•= 

MCMN7811 1350'tS) 21.9S,,,,,,...., 6.00 27128-3 (300nSJ 'J..50 
2732 (200nSJ 8.00 

EDGE CONNECTORS 
27128!250r\SJ lS.95 

1·H 100 
S·100ST $3.95 S.3.25 CMOS EPROMS S9.9S 
S.IOOWW A.15 4.10 27CUI $8.951~ ·~" 
::~~ • .75 4.25 

2 .7S ~00 
STATIC AAMI 

72PlnST 8.50 8.10 
2101 (450rlS) .... MKA118 $4.957.25 fi.9572PinWW 21L02 (450nS) ... TMM2015-2 (200nS) 3.10 
2102·1 (450nS) _,, TMM2015-151150n) 3.95D·SUBMINIATU~~ ,_,,21L02·2(250n5) TMM2015-l (IOOnS) 3.00 

D8255(Fem1le $3.10 52.90 " HM8116P-4(200n5) 4.7S2111("5ClnSJ 2.75 
HM8118P.J (150n5) 3.25 

Hood Sl.25 Mtg HIN S .99 

2112{450nSIOB2SP (Male) 2.40 2-29 
2114 ("5ClnSJ 1.458111'-.50 " HM8118P·2 (120nS) 5.7S 

HM8118LP-4(LP) 3.602114L-4{450n) 1.1598112.50DE3TS (Ftmale) S5.9S S5.75 
HM8118LP.J(LP) 3.952114L·3f300n) 1,798113.30DE3TPIM11e) 5.25 5.10 

2114L·2(200n) 1.898113.90 HM8118l.P·2 (LP) 3.95HooclS1 .75 Mtg HIN$ .99 ._..21•7155nS) UIJ2(3CIO!\S) 32.95 
0050P (Male) 8.00 5.75 
00505 (Female) $8.95 .._.. ,_,.<&OU-4(•sonS) HMS284P·15 (150) 14.95 

Hood S3.25 M!9 Hl'W S Jl9 HM8284LP· IS ILP) 18.i5 
0M-2 (200nSJ • .35 
"°""3(300nSJ 3.75 

74S11:9(35nS) 1.85 
(OTHEA STYLES IN CATALOG) UP0410 (IOOl'IS) l .75 Un5(50rlS) 3.95 

CENTRONICS s101 (CMOS) 3.50 93425(50rlSJ 3.95 
ICC 38Pln Male $8.95 
IOC36P!n Femlll 9 .• 9 DYNAMIC AAMI 
Soldtr38 Pin Malo 
Sold1rJ8PlnFtm1le ~::~ ~~ i=: St :~ ~~= i=: ~:~ 

(CALL TOLL FREE FOR IDC't) 4118N·2 {150nS) U!9 81 9.9! •1258-150 (lSOn) 8.95 
•116N.Jl200nS) 1.19818.25 •1256-200(20Cln) 7.95 
A116N-4 {250nS) .89 81 5.i9 TM$.l060 f300n5) 1.15IDC CONNECTORS •1&4N-150 (ISOn} 1.59 lll11 .95 TMS4060 (300nS) 1.85 
A164N·200(200n) 1.499'10.00 MMS290(300ftS) US 

IDC TYPE ACP NO 
NUMBER OF CONTACTS 

10 20 26 34 40 50 

Solder Header IOHxxS .79 1.20 1.65 2.10 2.40 3.00 

Rt Angla Solder Header IOHw:xSR .79 1.20 1.65 2.10 2.40 3.00 

Ribbon Header Sockel IOSxx .75 .95 1.35 1.50 1.85 2.10 

Ribbon Header 10Mu 5.25 5.95 6.75 7.25 8.25 

Ribbon Edgecard IOExx 1.70 2.15 2.50 2.60 3.70 3.95 

Wl1ewrap Header IDHxxW 1.80 2.90 3.75 • .25 4.95 6.50 

RI Angla wm Header IOHuWR 1.99 3.10 4.10 4.20 4.60 7 .15 

•184N· l20 (120l'IS} 8.25 UP0411 IJOOr\SI 1.85 
Tt.454164 (150n5) 5.95 MM$298 (250tl5) 1.85 

DISK SPECIAL (IBM PC OSOO)

$1 00 """PCS'' 
EACH ~~Rings WOWI 

PACKAGE T~ COVIi' Supply Limited 
OF 25 Mapr Mlgr. 

a\oll• DtMCETTU I Bo.1 10 Bo.1 
VERBATIM 52541 SS100 122.95 SUl.95 
VERBATIM 55041 OSIOO (IBM) 27.95 24.95 
MAXELL MD·1 SSIDO (Al} 19.95 17.95 
MAXELL M0.2 OSIOO CIBM) 2495 22.95 
MAXELL DISKS lot AT (98tpl) ..us 43.95 
DYSAN \CW10 SSIOO (All) 27.95 25.95 
DYSAN 104/20 OSIOO (ISM) 34.95 31.95NOTE: To order Insert number ol conlacls In place ol xx In ACP pan number. ACP SS100 (All) 14.95 .... 

ORDER QUA NTITY OF SOpct (mlHd ) AND TAKE A N A DDITTIONA L 10,. OFF. ACP OS/00 (IB M) 17.iS 1Ul5 

'""" Dlll(ITT'a.IVERBATIM 3'h'' MF350 (MAC} 32.00 29.00 
MAXELL 3YI.. MICROOISK (MAC) :noo 31.00 
... Dfll(KTTS.9 

Okkn1i. 20 Colo!' Printer S139.00 
Pfvo-N·Prinl IOI Oklaltl 20 69.00 

OKIDATA PAINTERS 
VERBATIM e•• SS100

0W.Lt64(200q:Jl, P....U.lj 1799.00 ,....VERBATIM r OSIOO "" "·" 
OlddJill84(200cpt.Serlal) 949.00~i. 1&2 (120cps. Grlphlr:s) 259.00 DY'SAN r SSIOO .,"-_.." "-"Trte101tor()l(ld1t1192 « .00 OYSAN 8" OSIOO 4i.95 47.95Ol<ld11t 192(16Clcps, Gr&phlcs) 349.00 
TrllCIOllo!'Olddall 92Ql(ldata 193(160cps. 1s•• P'4*) 54i.OO "-"' 

Ql(ld11182ll60cps.G11ptolclJ 349.00 ...002K S.rlll Bottd lot Oltldl11 1921193 1 1\oll .. !MSK 3\.\'' !MSK INEAD CUANING 
Oh:llta 13 {11!10cps. 15.. Paper} 2t< S.rlll Boltd IOI' Oldclat• i21113 99.00 TU8 TUB KrT~V." 018°' 

E.1111 Ribbon 5 00 - SB.BS 114.95 $9.95I 

-I-' 

I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I 	 I I 

TOLL FREE 
- f 800-854-8230 
-f-

CMOS Calif. Residents 
4000 s .2e 4028 s .85 4059 S7.90 4.505 8.95 
4001 .22 ~ .75 -4060 .85 •soe 1.10 
-4002 .22 4030 .39 4068 .39 AS07 1.10 714-558-8813 
~ ,711 4031 3.25 4069 .28 "4508 1.90 
•007 .22 "032 2.15 4070 .35 4510 .79 
4006 .95 4o:M 1.91 4071 .28 ~11 .l"ll OUR 

Inquiry 124()(19 .39 4035 .79 4012 .28 ~12 .79 POLICY -f 

-4011 .24 4CMO .75 '<>75 .28 .S15 1.1"9 
-4012 .24 "°'1 .75 4079 .75 4510 1.19 

4010 .39 4037 1.95 '<>73 .28 .Sl.. 1.18 

•NO surcharge tor VISA or Mastercard. 
..013 .35 "°'2 .65 '<>n .35 4S18 .as 
4014 .75 "°43 .85 4018 .35 4520 .75 •NO sales tax . •All shipments Insured. 
4015 .39 o404A .89 4081 .29 4555 .9S 
..016 .35 "°4& .ao -40ll2 .29 4556 .95 •Your card Is Not charged until we ship. f-- 

4017 .85 "4041 .89 4085 .9S 4588 1.35 •Same day FEOEX shipment Is available. 
4018 .79 4048 .99 A086 .9$ l!IOC95 1.50 
401i .39 4049 .35 "°93 .AS llOC97 .49 •Volume purchasing agreements avallable. 
~ .H -'050 .34 4094 2.95 MCl«Oe 12.ll5 
4021 .88 ~1 .75 4098 1.90 MC14409 12.9S •Government agencies, corporate and ~-

4022 .M 4062 .75 4099 1.SS MCl4410 9.95 Institutional PO's accepted. 
4023 .25 40S3 .75 "501 .89 MCl4411 11.95 
.a24 .59 40$5 3..95 em .95 MC14412 12.95 •Orders subject to availability.
'<>25 .25 ~ 2.95 -'503 .49 MCl.... 19 4,95 
A021 .•S CALL FOR 7..HC •All Items have manufacturer warranty.

Some warranties up to 5 years. f-- 

74COO •Pricing subject to change w/o notice. 
HCOO S.29 I74C74 U55 I74C11U St .1517.C373$2.35 -f- •Returns or cancellations may be subject7.co2 .20 74CM t .89 74C175 1.15 74C37A 2.35 

to restocking fee.14CCM .29 7-4C90 1.1s 74C2..o 1.n 74eto1 .s9 
7.COS .35 74Ci3 1.15 74C2.U I.Iii 7.c922 4..S 
7.C10 .35 WOAE74CINSTOCK- ALSO INCATALOQ •ACP Retail Store pricing may vary. 

LM10BAH SJ.95 
LM300H .119 
LMJ01N .35 
LM304H I.Iii 
LM305H .115 
LMJ08H 4.75 
LM307N .'<> 
LM30llCN .65 
LM310CN 1.65 
LM311CN .62 
LM312H 1.75 
LM318CN 1.45 
LMJ18H 1.55 
LM319N 1.19 
l.Ml20(tH VFb) 
LM324N .55 
LM33tN ... 
LM340(-VRs) 
LM348N .95 
LM358CN .85 
LM359 1.75 
LM360N 2.9S 
LM370N 4.9S 
LM373N 3.95 
LMJ76N 3.75 
LM3nN 1.90 
LM380CN 65 
LM380N 1.(15 
LMJ81N 1.59 
LM382N 1.35 
l.MJ83N 1.95 
LM384N 1.75 
LM308N .119 
LMJ87N 1.29 
LM38iN 1.15 
LM3112N ,89 
LM72'3N .48 
LM 723H .SS 
NE531 2.85 
NE55S .35 
NESS8 .65 
NE558 1.49 
NE5e1 23.50 
NE5&4 2.85 
LMS85 .115 
LM5M 1.45 
LM587 .as 
NES70 3.85 
NES71 2.90 

•We are not responsible for typos. 
UNEAR 
NE590 S2.A5 LM3909 .98 
NE592 2.70 LM3914 S2.95 
LM700N .55 lMJi15 2.9S 7400 
LM709H 1.90 LM3918 2.95 s .18 74&8 S .88 7412JS ."5 741701 .89 
l.M710 .68 MC4024 3.75 """ . 18 7"47 .as 14125 .42 1..1n .n l--l--1--1--t- 740• 
LM7" .75 ~ 4.35 7402 .18 7448 .sa 14129 .4!1 74179 1.34 
LM715 3.95 RC4131 3 .75 7403 .18 7450 .19 74128 .49 74180 .75 1--1--1--1--f
LM723N .55 RCA136 1.19 740< .18 7451 .19 74132 ..s 74181 1.71 
LM723H .75 RC41S1 3.75 7<05 .19 74138 .75 1•182 1.15 1--1--1--1--t- 
LM733 .98 CAJCl23 2.75 7... .49 7454 .19 741 41 .85 74184 2.2523 "" 
LM739 1.85 CA3039 1.25 7407 .49 7"59 .25 74142 2.95 74185 2.25 l--l--1--1--1-
LM7AICN .33 Cl.3048 1.25 7408 .24 7-4&0 .37 74143 3.70 7..190 .87 
LM7AIH .40 CA3059 2.85 ,... .HI 7470 .29 741"4 2.95 74191 .87 l--1--1--1--1-
LM7A1N .29 CAJ080 2.85 7410 .19 7472 .29 7414S .59 1•192 .87 
LM747 .a.s CA30SS 1.89 7.. 11 .24 7413 .33 74147 1.49 74193 .87 1--1--1--1--t- 
LM7'8 .55 CA30ll0 1.10 7412 .38 1..14 .34 741"8 1.19 74194 ,87 
LM1014 I.IS CA3081 I .ISO 7413 .3"4 1415 .36 74150 1.09 74195 .87 1--1--1--1--f
LM•303 1.90 CAl082 1.80 7414 .4i 7U8 .3' 7•151 .55 74198 .75 
lM1310 1.45 CA3083 1.55 7416 ,49 7•79 • .ISO 741S2 .87 74197 .88 l--1--1--1--t- 
MC•330 1.85 CAJ088 .80 7417 .49 7.atl .89 74153 .53 74198 1.15 
MC1349 1.85 CA30Bi 2.95 ,.,. .95 74154 l .1i 741119 1.15 l--+----+----+----+--.19 74&2 
MC13SO I.IS CA3098 3.45 7421 .357483 .45 7•155 .69 7422 1 1,19 
MC1358 1.85 CA3130 1.29 .55 74158 .Si 742S1 .75 l--1--1--1--1-
MC1372 8.75 CA3140 1.15 

7422 .45 74115 
7'23 .SB 7488 

LM1414 1.55 CA31"8 1.79 ,.,. I::; ;::!! 1::: ;:~;; : :~ l--l--1--1--1-.29 7@9 
LM1558H 2.99 CA3180 1.49 .29 7490 .35 74 159 1.58 742711 .75 
LM'800 2.35 LMl30llO 1.25 7"'7 .25 7491 .65 741!!0 .711 74283 1.'<> 1--+----+----+----+---
LM1812 8.10 LM13600 1.4S 

"" 
.SS 7492 .'5 74 111 .89 74284 2.90 

LMHl30 3.40 LM 13700 1.45 .35 74162 .69 74285 2.90 1---1--1--1--1-
LM1871 5.4S LF347 2.19 

,.,. .18 74i.J "'' 
.29 741iM 

LM1872 5.45 LF351 .80 "" .25 7~5 :: ~::: ::: ;: :::: l--l--1--1--1-
LM1an 3 .20 LF353 .99 "" 7'38 .29 7498 .89 74165 .89 74365 .55 l--+----+----+----+--
LM1889 1.llO LF355 1.10 .58 7497 2.70 741115 .85 7Al88 .SS 
LM1898 1.70 LF358 1.10 .19 74100 "" ULN2001 
ULN2003 
XR2208 
XR2207 
XR2208 

"""" 

1.95 
1.49 
3.75 
2.90 
2. '<> 
3.75 

LF357 
TI.071CP 
TL072CP 
Tl074CN 
TL081CP 
Tl084CN 

1,39 
.1"9 

1,35 
1.90 
.59 

I .90 

7440 

""7442,.._, 
7444 
7«5 

.79 

.45 
1.1S 
1,15 
.68 

74107 
74 109 
74118 
74121 
74122 

I :~ ;::~b 
1 :~! ~::~~ 
.29 1•11• 

7417S 

~:~ 
4 :~: 
.89 
.69 

~= 
~= 
74490 

::~ l--l-l--l-l-- 

: :~ l--l--1--1-1
2.25 l--+----+----+----t- 

LM21nP 2.00 TL494 4,10 74LIOO 
LM2878P 
LM2900 
LM290• 
LM2903 
LM2007 

""""'-"""" 
LM3905 

2.25 
.183 
.119 
.89 

2.•5 
2.85 

.55 
1.15 

Tl498 
Tt.497 
MC342l 
MC3453 
MC3451 
MC3459 
MC348'J 
MC3470 

1.65 
3.20 
1.49 
4.95 
1,20 
3.7S 
5.25 
7.95 

7ALSOO 
7ALS01 
7ALS02 
7AlS03 ..._... 
7'LS05 
7•LS08 
7'LS09 
7•LSIO 

S .22 
.22 
.22 
.22 
.24 
.25 
.27 
.28 
.25 

74LSl13 
7ALSll4 
74LS122 
7ALS123 
7•LS124 
74LS125 
74LSl29 
74L5132 
74L51'8 

S .38 
.39 
.45 
.95 

2.75 
.49 
.49 
.S9 
.39 

74L~7 
7ALS248 
74LS24i 
7ALS251 
7ALS253 
74LS257 
74LS2S8 
74LS259 
74LS260 

s .74 

-" _.. 

-" -" 
-" ... 

2.'5 
... 

l--1-1--1--1-
l--t---1--1--1-

l--1--1--1-1-
l--+----+----+----+----

1--1-1--1-1
VOLTAGE REGULATORS 	 7ALSl1 .33 7ALSl38 .59 7ALS2el 2.49 

7ALS12 .33 74LS1311 .59 7ALS26e -" 1--1-1--1-I
~2~':s. 24V ..• •69 74LS13 .39 74lSl4S 1.19 7ALS273

7~.Kl~~4V..1.39 
74lS14 .59 74LS148 1.36 7ALS27S ' -'-" " 1---+----t--+----t- 78L05. 12. 15V •...•. .65 79l.05, 12, 15V .. ...•15 74LS IS .33 74LS1fil .55 74LS279

78MOOC •.••.•.••...•.89 LM309K ...•........ 1.25 
 -_.. " 1--1-1--1--I7ALS20 .26 74LSl53 .SS 7ALS283
78MGl19MG ., .. , • 1.•9 1.M317HIK ..••• 1.2513.85 

74LS21 .29 74L5114 1.49 7ALS290 ...78HOSKC .. • •... 8.75 LM323K •.••.•...•.. A.85 
74LS22 .29 7Al5155 .89 7AL$211J ·" l--1-1--1--1LM337K ••. ..•. •••.. 3 .75 
74LS29 .211 74LS158 .89 7..l.$295LM338K ......•.• • . 8.75~1~~4V .•• 1.29 -_".. l--t---1--1--1-74LS27 .211 74LS1S7 .89 7ALS298 

~;~, 2AV .. •79 
LM350T ••. . .. A.SS 

74L528 .29 74LSl58 .89 7•l.S324 
7'LS30 .25 74LS1&0 .89 741.5347 : :!~ t---1-1---1-1
7'LS32 .33 74L$181 .89 74LS34a

SPECIAL PURPOSE CHIPS 74LS33 .S3 74LS182 .89 74LS352 

LM350K • , .•. 4,75 

: :~ 1--+----+----+----+---

MCl•411 S11 .50 74LS37 .35 74LS l83 .89 74LSJ5358174 Sll .25 i5H90 S 9.25 i:~ 1--1-1--1-I74LS38 .39 74L5 164 ,89 7ALS383BR1941 11 .50 se32 3.1s 1Mn 3.75 
7'LS<O .25 74LS185 .90 7ALS385AY52376 11 .50 7&488 5.75 ... I--+----+---+---+---

5018 14.9S 
34102 12.50 

74LS42 .44 74LS1M 1,GQ 7ALS388AYS3800 11.50 76489 8.75 
74LS47 .1.. 74LS1811 1.15 74LS3678116 10.50 2513401 U 9.50 AY38910 7.95 "' 1---1--1--1--1-...
7'LS<8 .14 74LS1159 1.15 74L$3882513..Q02L 9.SO AY38912 7.955307 10.50 -" 74LS51 .25 74LS170 I. '<> 74LS373MC4024 3.7S UP07201 27.95 551·283 38.9S : :~ 1--1-1--1-174LS54 .29 74LS173 .87 7ALS37A3341 4.50 Vocru 39.958038 3.75 
74LS5.5 .29 74LS174 .81 74LS37511C90 13.25 Olgitallle1 34.955389 3.50 -" f-+----t--+----+---

581'17 12.25 74LS73 .351 74l5175 .87 74LS3nMCl5908 2.95 LM13800N US '-" 74LS1A .34 74LS181 1.95 7ALS385 .... 1--1-1--1-1
74L57S .39 74L5190 .85 74LS3&6 
74LS78 .39 74LS191 .85 74LSJ90 I . I5 l--f-l--f-f 

SP1000 $pMctl 59.95 TR1863 5V UART $4.25 

-" 
DATA AQUlllTION 	 74LS78 .39 74LS192 .78 74LS393 1.15 

74LS83 .S9 74LS193 .78 7..LS395 I .15 1---1--1--1--1--AOCOllOO S\4.951 AOC0817 S9.75 I 1408L8 Sl .95
AOCOGCM 3.4S OACO&OO 4.75 1408L8 2.85 74LS85 .69 74L5194 .89 74LS399 1.47 
DAC0808 1.90 OAC-0808 2.85 OAC100 7.95 .39 74LS195 .8il 74LS424 2.95 t--l-1--1-1
AOC0809 A.45 OACl020 7.95 OAC08 7.95 74LS90 .54 74LS198 .1SI 74LS688 1.75 
AOC08UI 1•.25 OAC1022 5.85 OACOI 8.95 74LS92 .54 74LSl97 .79 74LS870 , _,. 1--1-1--1-1

"'-"" 

,_.,
A07523.JN 1.911 LF353N I.Iii lF13201N 1.99 	 74LS93 .14 74L5221 ,89 8\L.595 

74LS95 .75 74LS2'<> .95 81LS98 1.45 1--1--1--1--1-
74LS96 .89 74LS242 .95 81LS97 1.45EXPANSION MEMORY 7Al5 107 .39 74l5243 .95 81LS98 1.45 t---1--1--1-1
74LS109 .39 74LS2.U 1.25 25LS2521 

.39 74LS2'5 25LS2580 '-''64K UPGRADE (Set of 9)$10.00 7ALS112 , _.. I--+---+----+---+---

256K RAMS (Set of 9) $45.00 74100/PAOMI" 
74574 S.SS 745158 S.99 745260 Sl .1974500 S.29 
7.SSS 1.89 74S1M 2.49 745280 1.95 l--l--l--l--l- 
7458e .55 74S181 1.89 74537 · 1.95 

CABLEllACCEllOAIEI 1.S02 .29 
74503 .29 
74504 ."5ISM PARAUEL (ShlelOed) 	 S20.95 745112 .55 745174 1.19 7•5288 ' 1.95 1---+----+----t--+---

ISM SERIAL (Shlelded) 24.llS 7o&SOS .45
KEYBOARD EXTENSION t .95 ;:::! :~ ;:~:~. ::!: ;:~;! ~:: l--1--1--1--1-74$08 .39
RS232 GENDER CHANGER Ma:..Mllt 14.9! 7"509 .39 745124 2.69 74511M 1.49 745387" US
RS232 GENDER CHANGER Femtle-Fem... 14.95 7451321 .39 74S195 1.49 7454;71 • 5.95 1---1--1--1--1-74510 .35
NULL MOOEM ADAPTOR 14.95 14511 .as 

74515 .35 ;~:~ ::: ;:~: :::: ;=~: :::~ I--+----+---+---+---
74520 .35 ;:~:= 1 :~ ;:~~:~ :::: ;:::;:: :::: t---1-1--1--1-74822 .35"V."DllK DRIVE Hl·TECH SPECIALS 
7•S30 .35 ;~:: ::: ;~~~ : ::: ;:~~: ~ :: f-+----+----+----+---14$32 ."45 
7.s38 .89

IBM PCs AMD7910 
Comp. OSIDO Dilll Df'i¥e XIOl1200 BAUD MODEM IC ;~:~ ::! ;~ :::: ;~~: ::: l--1--1--1-1-1AS40 .39

11995 7'551 .35 7"5153 .99 7•$257 1.19 745940 2.49 f-+----+----+----+----
74884 .39

•ages 745157 .99 7AS258 1.1i 745941 2.49 
74565 .39 CAll FOR 74HC 

11< II I" r1IA' • 
+--+--+--+--+-• f-1"'" .. I • .. ... ... . .... ... ... \Sn~ r~~c l~in lA I~~ Cl?713... -,.....- -,~.. li:o! t~ II•I I I 

I 
•• •I.....I ...L • 13 I I =. t 1n n ,, r ~ ailtll 4 u " ~ ... :, 11-'L "I ...... •-" . 

http:7451321.39
http:9)$10.00
http:A07523.JN
http:1.2513.85
http:St.1517.C373$2.35
http:1.499'10.00
http:1.19818.25
http:HooclS1.75
http:1.898113.90
http:1,798113.30
http:1.1598112.50
http:1.458111'-.50
http:I0/29.i5
http:IQ/24.50
http:10/29.95
http:10/19.95
http:111119.95
http:horlzonl.ll
http:18P!n.s&.75
http:100llA.25
http:100/9.50
http:10ClfS5.50


6500 6500A74LSOO .23 74LSl26 .48 mS260 .58 
mSOI .24 74LSl26 .48 mm6 .54 6502 4.90 6502A .... 5.90 
74LS02 .24 74LSl32 .58 74U273 1.45 6504 6.90 6520A .. . . 5.90 
mS03 .24 74LSl33 .58 msm 3.30 6505 . . 6.90 6522A .. . 9.90 
mS04 .23 74LSl36 .38 msm .48 6507 9.90 6532A ... : : : : : : 10.90 
74LS05 .24 74LSl37 .91 mmo 1.95 6520 4.30 6545A 12.90 
mso8 .27 74LSl31 .54 74U283 .66 6522 4.90 6551A .... .. .. . 10.90 
mS09 .26 74LSl39 .54 mmo .81 6532 9.90 
74LSIO .24 74LS145 1.15 74ll293 .88 6500 B6545 .. 9.90 

6551 9.90 65028 ..... 7.90 
mm .34 74LS148 1.30 74U2U .BB 
mm .44 74l8151 .54 74LS299 1.70 

74LSI I .34 74LSl47 2.45 74LS295 .98 

6800 
msu .58 74LSl53 .54 74LS323 3.45 1 MHz 68800 
mm .34 74LSl54 1.85 74U324 i.70 
ms20 .24 74LSl55 .68 74LS352 115 6600 2.90 2 MHz 
mm .28 74LSl56 .68 74LS363 1.25 6802 7.90 68800 .... 9.906803 .. 17.90 

6808 .... . .. . . 12.90
mm .24 74LSl57 .64 74U363 1.30 68802 ........ 11 .90 

mm .28 74LSl58 .58 74U364 1.90 68809 ........ 11 .90 
 ZIF SOCKETS6809E .. .. .. .. . 8.90 
74LS28 .34 74LSl61 .64 74LS366 .48 
mm .21 74LSl60 .61 74LS365 .48 

6!09 8.90 68809E ....... 11.90 
mS30 .24 74LSl62 .88 74LS367 .44 6810 ...... .. . 2.90 68810 . .. .. .. . 5.90 
mm .28 74LSl63 .64 74LS368 .44 6820 . .. . ... .. 4.30 61821 5.90······ ·· 6821 2.90mm .54 74LSl64 .68 74LS373 1.35 68840 .. 18.906828 .. ...... . 13.90 


6840 ........ . 11 .90

74LS37 .34 74LSl85 .94 74LS374 1.35 68845 ...... .. 18.90 
mm .34 74LSIBB 1.90 74LS377 1.35 

6843 . 33.90 68850 ........ 5.90
74U40 .24 74LSl68 1.70 74LS378 1.13 

mm .48 74l8169 1.70 74LS378 1.30 
 6844 . 24.90 

6845 .. .. ..... 11.90 68000 
mm .74 74LSl70 1.45 mm5 1.85 

m848 .74 74LSl73 .68 74LS386 .44 
 6847 ........ . 10.90 68000·8 ....... 34.90 


14 pin ZIF .... .. .. ............. 4.81
6850 2.90 68047 . ....... 23.90
mS49 .74 74LSl74 .54 mmo 1.15 
8852 5.90 16 ,1, ZIF .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. • .. .. 4.61mS51 .24 74LSl75 .54 74LS393 1.15 68488 ........ 18.90

6860 7.90 24 plo ZIF .. .. . .. ....... .. . .... .. . ... 5.81
74U64 .28 74LSl81 2.10 74LS395 1.15 68652 .. ...... 14.906862 ......... 10.90 26 plo ZIF .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . 6.81
mm .28 74LS189 8.90 74LS3U9 1.45 68661 ... . .. .. 8.906875 ......... 6.90 40 plo ZIF ....... .. ................ 1.81
ms63 1.20 74LSl90 .88 mS424 2.90 68764 ........ 17.95
6880 ......... 1.90
mm .38 74LSl91 .88 mS447 .36 ZIF= TEXTOOL (Zero Insertion Force: 6883 ......... 21.90 68766 .. . ..... 19.95 

74LS76 .38 74LSl93 .78 74LS624 3.95 
mm .34 74LSl92 .78 mS490 1.90 

IC SOCKETS 
mm .38 74LSl94 .61 74LS640 2.15 8000 (1to99)174LS71 .48 74LSl95 .81 74LS645 2.15 

74LS83 .59 74LSIQ6 .78 74LS661 1.65 
 8031 ......... 14.90 8253 .. . .. . .... 6.90 
 8 plo ST.........12 1,11 n ........51
8035 .. .. ..... 5.90 8253·5 .. .. .... 7.9074LS85 .61 74LSl97 .78 74LS889 1.85 14 ,11 ST.. . .... . . 14 14 ,1...........68
8039 ......... 6.90 8255 ... .... .. . 4.45 
74LS90 .54 74LS240 .94 74LS674 9.60 
74LSl6 .38 74LS221 .81 74LS670 1.46 

INS-8060 . . . . . . 16.90 8255·5 .. . ... . . 4.90 16 ,1, ST.........16 16 ,11 WW .. • •.. • • 61 
STATIC RAMS INS-8073 ... . . . 29.90 8257 .... . .. .. . 7.90 18 ,1, ST. ..... . . . 19 18 ,1...........98 

2101 256 l 4 450u 1.90 
74LS91 .88 74LS24 I .98 msm 3.15 
mm .54 74LS242 .98 74LS683 3.15 8080A.. ...... . 3.90 8257-5 . . .... .. 8.90 20 ,11 ST.. .. .. .. .21 20 ,11 n ...... 1.04 

8085 .. .. ..... 4.90 8259.. ........ 5.90
74LS93 .54 74LS243 .98 74LS684 3.15 22 ,11 ST.........29 22 ,11 WW .. .... 1.34
2102 IKl I 450u .79 8085A-2 .. .. .. . 11 .90 8259·5 .. .. .... 6.9074LS95 .74 74LS244 115 74LS685 3.152102l·4 IK l I 450u .H 24 plo ST.........29 24 ,1......... 1.44
8086 ......... 24.90 8Z71 .......... 69.90
74LS96 .BB 74LS245 1.45 74U6BB 2.35 
2111 m14 450u 2.29 
2102l·2 IK l I 25011 1.29 

8087-3 15 MH~ .. 124.95 8272 .... .. .... 19.90 28 plo ST.........39 Z8 ,11 IW...... 1.64 

2112 256 14 450i1 2.29 
74LS107 .38 74LS247 .74 74LS689 3.15 

8087-2 llMH~ .. 199.95 8274 .......... 28.90 40 plo ST.........41 40 ,11 WW ...... 1.94 
2114 1Kl4 4501l .H 

74LSI09 .38 74LS248 .98 74LS783 23.95 
8018 .. . .•.... 19.90 8275 ...... .... 28.9074LSll2 .31 74LS249 .98 81LS95 1.45 ST =Soldertall WW = Wlrewrap8089 . . ....... 59.90 8279 . . ........ 6.90 

2114l·4 IKl 4 460u 1.20 
2114-25 IK l 4 250u 1.10 74LSll3 .38 74LS251 .58 81LS96 1.45 

8279·5 ........ 7.90 
2114l·3 IK 14 300u 1.30 

74LS114 .38 74LS253 .58 81LS97 1.45 
8282.. ........ 6.45 CRYSTAL CLOCK 
74LS122 .44 74LS257 .58 llLS98 1.45 81002114l·2 IK l 4 200.. 1.40 6213 ....... .. . 6.45
7,4LSl23 .71 74U258 .58 25LS2621 2.75 OSCILLATORS2147 4K l I 55u 3.95 8131 2.90 6284.. ........ 4.90
74LS124 2.15 74LS259 2.70 Z5LS2569 410

5101 25614 450u CMOS 3.90 6155 ......... 6.90 8266 . . ....... . 6.45 PART ND. FREQUENCY PRICE
TMS4044-4 4K l I 450u Z.95 6155·2 ...... .. 7.90 8287 .......... 6.45 


I.DOD I.ODDO MHz 6.99 
TMS404H 4Kl I 20011 3.95 
TMS4044-3 4K l I 300u 3.45 8156 .. ...... . 6.90 8286 ...... .. .. 12.90 

1.643 1.8432 MHz 6.99 
MK4118 IK 18 250u U5 

6185 .. ....... 28.90 8269.. ........ 44.90 

2.000 2.0000 MHz 6.99 

TMIZOl&-20 2K I I 200u Z.49 
8166·2 . .. . . ... 38.90 8292 .......... 12.90 


4.000 4.0000 MHz 6.99
TMM2016· 15 2K II 150u 2.99 8300 8.000 6.0000 MHz 6.99TM12016· 10 !Kl I IOOu 4.49 8200 
Hll6116-4 2Kl 8 zoo.. CMOS 2.49 8303 .. .. .. .. .. 2.90 10.000 ID.DODD MHz 6.99 

8202 .. . . . . . .. 23.90 
 8304 .......... 1.90 16.000 16.0000 MHz 6.99
HM6116-3 !Kl I 150u CID! Z.99 8203 .. .. .. .. . 38.90 6307 .. ...... .. 2.90 18.432 18.4320 MHz 6.99HM6116·Z !hi IZOu CIOS 5.49 8205 2.90 8308 .. .. ...... 2.90 19.660 19.6608 MHz 6.99Hl6116l1-4 2K l I zoo.. CIOS Z.H 8212 1.75 8310 .. .... .. .. 3.90HM6116LP-3 2K 16 1501l CMOS 3.49 DISC CONTROLLERS 20.000 20.0000 MHz 6.998214 3.75 8311 .......... 3.90
HM6116LP-Z 2K 18 IZ011 CMOS 6.49 32.000 32.0000 MHz 6.991691 .... .... . 6.90 2795 ........ 38.90 
 8216 1.75 
Hll8264P· l5 IK 18 150u CMOS 5.95 ........ 
Z·613Z 4K 18 300u 29.95 1771 ........ 14.90 2797 38.90 
 8224 2.20 8700 CRYSTALS6226 1.75Hll6Z64LP· l 5 !Kil 1501l CIOS 5.95 1791 ..... ... 22.UO 6843 .. .... .. 33.QD 
 8741 ......... 26.90
82Z8 3.45Hl6264LP·l2 IK 18 IZOu CMOS 1.95 . 1793 ........ 22.90 
 6748 ......... 19.90 1.0000 MHz ..... 2.69 8.0000 MHL .... 1.95
8272 .... .. .. 19.90 8237 . . . ..•... 12.901796 . .• . .... 22.90 6749 .. .. . .... 28.90 1.8432 MHz . ... . 2.69 10.0000 MHL .. .. 1.95M86676 . • . .. . 22.90 6237·5 ........ 14.90 

6236 ..... . .. . 4.45 
1797 ... ..... 22.90 8755 .. .. .. ... 23.90 2.0000 MHz . . . 1.95 10.7316 MHL .... 1.95DYNAMIC RAMS 2143 6.90 II 88877 .. .. .. 22.90 

2.0972 MHz .. . .. 1.95 12.0000 llHL •. . . 1.956243 ......... 4.45
4Kl I Z5011 1.45 2791 ........ 36.90 MC3470 ...... 4.90 
 800008'50 .... .. ... 9.904K 1 I 300u 1.95 ~ ::~~: ::: : : : : : : ::~ 14.3182 llHL . . . . 1.952793 ........ 36.90 UP0765 . .. ... 19.90 
 8251 3.90 60186·6 ....... 99.90
4K 1 I 300u 1.95 ..... 1.95 15.0000 MHL .... 1.958251A . : : : : : : : : . 4.45 60186 ........ 69.90 3.5795 MHz 

IK 1 I zoo.. .49 4.0000 MHz ..... 1.95 16.0000 MHL .... 1.95CRT CONTROLLERS IK l I Z50u .49 


16K 1 I zoo.. .79 
 .. .. . 1.95 17.4300 MHL .... 1.954.1943 MHz 
6845 ...... .. 11.90 CRT5027 .. .. .. 18.90 Z-80 4.9160 MHz .. .. . 1,95 18.0000 MHL . .. . 1.95 

16K 1 I 12011 1.49 
16K 1 I 15011 .u 

6847 ........ ID.90 CRT5037 ...... 28.90 
 Z·80 5.0000 MHz . . . .. 1.95 18.4320 llHL .. . . 1.95 
16K 1 I 15011 51 3.95 68047 . . . . . .. 23.90 DPl350 .. . . .. . 38.90 ZID·CPU . . .. . • . 1.95 Z60A·DMA .... 8.95 5.0688 MHz .... . 1.95 19.6608 MHL .. .. 1.95 
84K 1 I Z5011 61 .59 68845 ....... 18.90 HD46505 .... . 11.90 ZIO·CTC ....... 1.95 Z80A-PID ....... 2.45 
 5.1850 MHz ..... 1.95 20.0000 llHL .. .. 1.9564K 1 I Z0011 51 .69 ZBD·OART . .• . .. 6.95 Z80A-SID/D .... . 9.957220 38.90 MC1372 ....... 6.90 
 5.2429 MHz ..... 1.95 22.1184 MHL .. .. 1.9564K l I 15011 61 .79 ZBO·OMA ....... 7.95 Z80A-SID/1 .. . .. 9.95
8275 ........ 28.90 TMS9918A . . . . 38.90 
 5.7143 MHz .. . .. 1.95 32.0000 MHt ... . 1.95Z561I 20011 3.15 Z8D·PID • . .. . . . 1.95 Z80A-SID/2 ..... 9.95 

6.0000 MHz .... . 1.95 36.0000 MHt . .. . 1.95Z561I 15011 3.95 ZIO-SID/D 6.95 Z80A-SID/9 ..... 9.95 
Z60-SID/I ...... 8.95 6.1440 MHz ..... 1.95 48.0000 MHL .... !.95 
Z60-SID/2 ...... 8.95 Z·80 B 6.4000 MHz .. . . . 1.95 49.4350 MHt .. .. 1.95 
Z80-SID/9 ...... 8.95 Z8DB-CPU . ... .. 7.95 6.5536 MHz .. . .. 1.95 49.8900 MHt . ... 1.95 

EPROMS UV ERASERS1702 25818 111 3.95 
Z80B·CTC ...... 8.96 3Z.768 KHz ... .99 

2758 IK I 6 45011 5.90 
Z701 IK l 8 45011 Z.49 Z·80A ZIDB·PID ...... 8.95QUV·T8/1 $49.95 Z808·DART ..... 18.96 
2716·1 2Kl B 35011 61 3.95 ECONOMY Model 
Z716 ZK l B 450u 61 Z.95 

Z808 810/D . ... 28.96 
TMl2516 ZK 18 45011 51 3.95 Z80 SlD/2 .. ... 28.96 VOLTAGE REGULATORS 
TMSZ715 2K 1 I 450u 6.95 
TlllS2532 4K l B 46011 51 3.95 78M05!1C ........34 7824K ......... 1.34 
273Z 4K I 6 45011 51 2.95 7806T .. ........ .74 7905K ......... 1.44 

Z73Z A-4 4K II 45011 211 2.95 7I08T .. ........ .74 7U12K .. ....... 1.44

273Z A·35 4K I 6 35011 211 3.95 7112T .......... .74 7U15K ......... 1.44
2732 A 4K 1 I 25011 211 5.95 7115T ...... .... .74 7942K .... .... 1.44273Z A-2 4K l I 20011 211 8.95 
Z764 BK l I 45011 51 3.95 7124T .......... .74 71l05 ...........61 
2764-25 8K l 8 Z5011 51 U5 7905T.. .... .....14 71l12 .......... .81 
2764-20 BK l I Z0011 51 5.95 7901T .. .. .. .. .. .14 71ll 5 ...........Bl 
TMS2564 8K l 8 450u 51 9.95 7912T ...........14 79l05 ........ ...71 

MCM68764 IK 18 46011 51 17.95 7915T ...........14 79L1Z ...........71

MCM68766 IK 18 35011 51 19.95 mn .. .. .. .. . . .14 79l15 .......... .71
271ZM5 16Kl 8 45011 51 5.00 7105K.. ...... . 1.34 71H05K.. ...... 9.10Z7128·30 16K 18 - 30011 51 5.50 
Z7128-25 16K 18 26011 51 6.00 711ZK ........ . 1.34 71Hl2K ........ I.ID 
Z7Z56·Z5 3ZK l 8 Z50aa 141 9.95 7115K ......... 1.34 UAll40 .... . .. . 1.90 
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Drbi~ 

Systerns, Inc . 

~ 
EXTENDED BO-Column Card 

for APPLE I le 
• 64K to 128K Upgrade 
• 2-Year Warranty 

$69.95 

Z·BO (CP/M) CARD 

APPLE II+, llE 


• Compatible w/all Apple CP/M 
• Lifetime Warranty 

69.95 

Low Coat EPROM Programmer 

The " SHOOTER" ••• $395.oo 

• 32K, upgradable to 128Kbltmemory 
• Built-In Serial RS232 port 
• Program and verity 2716 thru 27258 
• Intelligent, fast programming 
• Up/download Hex, Binary, ASCII etc. 
• Serial HS232 Interface compatible 

PRDMPRD·B 64K veralon . .. $689.00 
• Powerful 	 EPROM/ Mlcro develop· 

ment programmer 
• Keypad almulatlons 
• 256K memory buffer option 

~ANGPR0·8N •... • •. $995.00 
;ophisticated capability to program and ver· 
y 8 EPROMS or EEPROMS at once. Can be 
onfigured to program any of the standard 
ingle voltage 2K. 4K, BK or 16K EPROMS 
r EEPROMS. Separate power circuitry for 
<llCh of 8 ZIF sockets wi th isolation. over
oltage and overcurrent protection. 4-digit 
1lpha-numeric display, self-contained with 
•ower supply. 
• High through·put 
• Reliable, ueer-frlendly 
• Intelligent algorithm 
• Program and verity 2718 thru 27258 
• Stand •lone (RS232 option $185) · 

Pa11llel Printer Card . . .. .. . . 49.95 
BD·Col. card for Apple II+.. . 149.95 
BD·Col. card for Apple lie. . . 129.95 
Checkmate BO-Column Card . .. 69.95 
Serlal Cud (communication) ... 69.95 
Clock C1l1nd1r c1rd. . . ...... 79.95 
Cooling fin . . . . .. . . .. . . .. 38.95 
Power Supply . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69.95 
Joystick .... . . .. . . . .. . ... 29.95 
Joystick Adapter Apple lie.... 14.95 
RF Modulator .. . . . ... . ... . 13.95 
Diak Drive Full Height .... . 169.95 
Disk Drlvel/2 Height ..... . . 169.95 
Controller Card . . . . . . . . . . . . 49.95 
Apple Piddles . . ... . . .. .... 5.95 
16K Card ......... . • . .... 39 .95 
16K Bin Burd . ..... .. ... 13.95 
Extend·A·Slot. . . . . . . . . . . . . 34.95 
Paddle Ad1pple . . .. . . . . .. .. 29.95 
KoalaTouch P1d ...... . .... 99.00 
Magic Touch P1d w/Joyatlck. . . 79.95 
Keytronlc Keyburd .... . ... 219.00 
Apple Keybnrd (Taiwan) . • 149.95 

VIEWMAX-80 149.95 

The right 80-column card for your 
Apple II+ 

• Soft video switch 
• Built-in inverse video 
• Shift key support 
• 2 year parts &labor warranty 

VIEWMAX-80e 

Most advanced 80-column 
extended video card for 

Apple lie 

• Expands memory up to 192K 
• Double high resolution 
• 2 year parts & labor warranty 

! : ~ t~ I~ .'f :1:. 11 :1 ~~-·i( ~ 
~r~·~ff~:·~.· r:· :··~~~~~ ~· 

• 	 • • " " w ~-~ rfyr -frl,. • • • .. .r0• M< 

DISK DRIVES 

Apple and IBM 


compatible 

Apple full height . . . . . . 159.95 

Apple half height . . . . . . 129.95 

Teac 558 . . . . . . . . . . . 115.95 

Tandon TM 100-2. . . . . . 149.95 


APPLE or IBM JOYSTICK 

$29.95 

Compatlble for either: 

APPLE II and APPLE lie 


OR 

IBM·PC, JR. , & IBM·XT 


MULTIFUNCTION CARD 


• 64K to 384K R~M • CIDCk C1l1ndu 
• Pmllel Port • Soltw1re Included 
• S1rl1I Port • 1 ·Ym Wur1nty 

$199.00 

MEMORY CARD 

• EXJ1nd1bl1 to 512K 
• Fully comp1tl~l1 wilt, IBM aoltwue 
• Fully comp1tl~l1 w/IBM dl11no1tlc utlllllea 
• 	S1rl1I Port Anll1bl1 

8087 

MATH CO-PROCESSOR 

8087-3 (5 MHz) . ... .. . . . . 1 24.95 


8087· 2 (8 MHz) ..• .• . . • .. 199.95 

IO FT SECTOR )
• 1/HUB RING No LABEL•( 

25 per package 
SS/DD ... 24.75 or .99 ea. 
OS/DD ••. 28.75or1.19 ea. 

2-YEAR WARRANTY . 
ON ALL BULK DISKETIES 

:1985 

THE IC MASTER 

\ \ 
.'i . 

~~.:JM..'l 

Your ticket to fast and 
easy IC selections 

$89.95 . 

0825 Connectors 
MALE ......... 1.75 
FEMALE ....... 1 . 95 

The new Flip Sort PLUS'" adds 
new dimensions to storage. Its 
smoked acrylic elegance holds 
over 100 diskettes with all the 
features you expect from the Flip 
Sort Family- $24.95 

CALL or WRITE 

for our 


FULL CATALOG 


http:Family-$24.95
http:28.75or1.19


LETTER 
QUALITY 

•••• 

The TEC F-1 O Daisy Wheel printer is the Pf'.rfect answer to.a rea
sonablly priced 40 character word processing printer. .While this 
printer is " extremely" similar to C.ltoh's F-10/40 Starwnter printer. 
Legal counsel for the C.ltoh Company ~ave advised u~ that we 
should refrain from referring to the TEC printer as a Starwriter. 
This 40 character per second printer auto installs with Wordstar and 
Perfect Writer. Features extensive built-in word processing func
tions that allow easy adaptability and reduced software complexity. 
Industry standard Centronics interface provides instant compatibil

ity with all computers equiped with a parallel printer port. The TEC 
F-10 accepts paper up to 15 inches in width. 
These printers were originally priced to sell at over $1400. Through a 
special arrangment California Digital has purchase these units from 
a major computer manufacturer and is offering these printers at a 
1raction of their original cost. 
Options available include tractor feed, buffered memory and an 
assortment of printer cables for a variety of computers. 

Ulllalinlt llOO 
,ftl 

1 11 fn·111wui:r -

The UltraLink is a Hayes compatible 30011200 modem designed 
for the IBM/ PC market place. The UltraLink adds a voice/data 
demenslon to your PC. Manufacturers original suggested price 
on this modem Is $795. California Digitals price $159. 

MEMORY 

DYNAMIC MEMORY ..,, 32+ ... + 
4164150n•. 64K 12arer....h ICM--4164150 ..,. 1.19 ... 
412S6150na, 256K ICM-41256150 6.95 650 6.25 
4116150na. 16K ICM-4116150 1.75 1.65 1.45 
4116200n1.16K ICM-4116200 1.75 1.65 1.45 
4128 lor IBMIAT ICM--4128150 6 .95 6.75 6.35 
OP6409 dynamic controller ICT-8409 39.00 35.00 29.00 

STATIC MEMORY 
21L02 200na. I K 1tatlc ICM-2 1L02200 1.49 1.29 1.15 
2 1L02 4SOna. I K l lllllc ICM-21L02450 1.29 1.15 ... 
2112 <450na. 2K ataUc ICM-2112450 .... 
2114300na. 1K114 ICM-2114.JOO 
4°"4TMS 450na. 4K 11 I ICIH044450 
5257 300ns. CK JI I ICM-5257300 
6116 P4 200ns. 2K I 8 ICM-6116200 
6116P31SOna. 2K JI 8 ICM-611f\150 

EPROMS 

DUAL SHUGART 
SUBSYSTEM 

1119 
The dual Shugart subsystem features 
two SA465 (96 tpi) 5V•" double sided 
disk drives. Also supplied within the 
subsystem is 50 watt power supply 
and a •hielded siQnal cable. 

These .7 Meg yte drives 
are new units recently re
leased by the Shugart division 
of Xerox. The Shugart 604 is 
fully 506 industry compatible. 
Each drive is tested before 
shipment and is suppl ied with 
a 90 day warranty. SHU-604 

1ve Inch Winchester Hard Disk Drives 
FUJITSU M2235AS 27 Meg. 899 859 
RODIME R0-208 53Meg. 1589 1493 
MAXTOR XT10140 140 Meg. 3895 3785 
SHUGART 712 13 Meg. 112 Ht 495 465 
SHUGART 604 6.7 Meg. 99 89 
TANDON 502 10 Meg. 419 395 
TANDON 503 19 Meg. 695 675 
SEAGATE 225 25 Me • 695 625 

SSB :~1 
OneTwo Ten 

Five Inch Double Sided Drives 

TEAC FD55B half height 99 95 89 
TEAC FD55F 96 TPI, half ht. 119 115 109 
CONTROL DATA 9409 PC 169 159 155 
SHUGART SA455 Half Height 99 95 89 
SHUGART SA465 112 Ht. 96TPI 99 95 89 
TANDON 100·2 fu 11 height 129 125 119 
TANDON 101 ·4 96TPI full ht. 199 189 179 
MITSUBISHl4851 half height 139 135 129 
MITSUBISHI 4853 96/TPIY2 Ht.155 149 139 
MITSUBISHI 4854 8" elec. 295 285 275 
QUME 142 half height 119 105 99 

Eight Inch Single Sided Drives 
SHUGART 801 R 
SIEMENSFDD 100·8 119 115 109 
TANDON 848E·1 Half Height 369 359 349 

Eight Inch Double Sided Drives 
SHUGART SA851 R 495 485 475 
QUME842"QUMETRACK8" 319 319 313 
TANDON 848E·2 Half Height 459 447 435 
REMEX RFD-4000 219 219 209 
MITSUBISHI M2896·63 Y2 Ht. 459 449 409 

2.99 2.75 
1.95 1.85 1.75 

,~.3.49 2.99 
2.50 2.25 .... 
3.95 3 .85 3 .70 
4.55 4.35 4.15 



__ 

LCDDlaplay / 

SUNRISE COMPUTER 

SO Column 10 Function Keys 

Centronics Optional Disk Monitor Television Serial PortPrinter Port Drive Port Output Output 

/ Optiona l Printer 

l - \ 
The Xerox Sunrise 181 O is by far the best value we have ever seen in a 
micro computer. This is a self contained battery and AC operated 
portable. The Sunrise was originally priced at $2995. Xerox has since 
elected to drop the computer from their product list. California Digital has 
purchased all the remaining inventory and is making the unit available at 
a fraction of its original cost. 
This portable features a built in 80 column liquid crystal display, along 
with both RF monitor and television outputs. The internal 300i 1200 
baud modem includes an auto dial telephone assembly. The units has 
both centronics parallel and a serial port programmable to 19,200 baud. 
The self contained micro cassette is capable of capturing data from the 
keyboard as well as doubling as an recorder for dictating messages. 
An optional dual floppy disk drive module, pictured above, is available 
for only $219. (when purchased with the Sunrise 1810). Also available, 
for $59 is an 80 column printer that mounts in the drive module. The 
Sunrise features a CPi M operating system which allows the operator to 
use any CPi M program in Xerox 5 V. " disk format and over 5000 CPi M 
programs available in public domain. 

PRINTERS 

MATRIX PRINTERS 

5131Gcmi111·SG IO 120d'lar•SCC 
51;'11 Gcm1"' SG I S 1oocrinr / SOC I S papm 
c;1:u Gcmin• 0011,1 10 1 60 Cna1 sue 
C•hl.('fl M SP 1!OFT 1oocnn11so<: 
TosM>.1 P l :JS • 192(tlDllSOC lot1 1ff f'IUililly 
Qkld.11,1 182A 5011 1\1 & pnr;1llcl !)• > paper 
Ok111.1m l!):i'Afllllolr.I in1crtil0'.l 160c:h a11sec 
Olud;11 ;16;IP pm.1!11111 5 paper 
E11i.or1 LX-60 10 12oc11.1r1Sl}C 
Lµson FXBOFl 10 l 60ch,11 1scc wr1119raphtra.o 
[(JSOO R X I OO 15 wi1hG1npht1a• 
Epsonrx 1oor 1 15 1•.0 ctlar rsocw11ng1apttt1ax 
EpsonL01500 111 CU•••-.pOf'l(Jt.'l\COQU;'ll•tr 
l:.;ison J X60Coil.¥p11n1t: r 
Prown1c1 R5 10µ,11;1Uel 9' : p.11>Cf 
C.1llltll'nc1ueh B b())-3 D.1nd pnnler 600 LPM 
I r1n1ro11•• Jrl(l(J 11.cp ~ pun1e1 300 lorltlS pe1 minute 
1 •11nuo1m Pt.,(1111 1lt ra t\lgt1 speed 600 l.ncs l)Cf minute 

WORD PROCESSING PRINTERS 
SIJl'Wl•ICf F 10 p:uallel ·lO 0 1;w15ec: PRO·F IOP 49000 
NEC88 10 5!t ch.u second .sc11al1nll.'tlac:e NEC.8810 165900 
NEC88JO 55 ch.tr sec par 1ll'ltOflaco NEC-5830 165900 

15!1!!00 ~rn= ~·~:r~~~,~~~~:~~M~~ ~g:~ 68900 
'>• ver lleo<l l X'Wsoo 1 ! char/ SOC :>111 l m1•.,tace SRD·EXPSOO 31!)00 
~·:"c ' Rc11<1EXJ"'550 17 C h:111soc 1rnr I lfUt•1laco SRD·EXP550 42900 
fl.,1t>lo630 •IOChllll SOC SCfi..11 0BL·630 156900 
11 1blo 620 piopo111onal £P.'1C11''9 l101"1&vo:.."1 lab 20cps D BL-620 76000 
Jl ~•6 1 00 1S cha1 -.ec JUK·6100 30900 
Ju·, r>300 40 chm :.cc JUK-6300 ... oo 
CCl<11rn • CR2 !'>I. bul!Ct" p1oi;>o•1100al SP<'ttlf19 p:w I CRX CR2P 30500 

TERMINALS 

Frc...'1Jo111 1Ci0 Sf)ll1 screen dolBIChablc kcyDt.. 1r a 
O urne 102 yr. •'fl 1llOSPl101 le1m111al 
Ampe• O.nlot,uc 12591ecnscr(.-en 
Ampeo{)l;itou;o17Sa~ sc1f'C11 ""' o page iunc keys 
Wyse50 14 !)leet1ph0Sf>l'lol 
Wyse JOO Eign1 c:olot dospl."l)' spill ween 
Zcnrm ?9 lt.'fMI0..11 VT52c.om lllllble (IClalth IJ~ kcylX);l1d 
Tt~~• th'09 1 0 Pk1$, t>1oci1 me>IO 
Telov1(k!o 925 001.i1cnablo k· ybo.11d 22 runctqt keys 
lt:ll?vllloo950 'l'·1p111cth01• .p1t1 sc1000. 22rurc 
·..,l'Vldc0970 1.1 g•CCfl i:.. •column E...-opcan 

1200BAUD 
UNIVERSAL 

DATA 

, , , 9 power enllrely lrom the lelephone line thus 
ehm1natmg1he n eed l o connect loan c x ter· 

nal AC power source NOT Hayes compatible but the ideal 1200· baud 
modem to connect to any CRT terminal or computer when accessing 
diat up data bases. 
The Universal Dal a Drv1sion of Motorla ong1nal sugges1ed list pnce on 
lhe 2 12/ LP was S 495 bul Catilorn1a Dlgttal 1s oflenng a1 onty SI 19. 

The T earn 2 1 offers all the features or the Hayes Sm an Modem 
1200 for a frachon ol lhe pnce. Now is your opporlunity 10 purchase a 
1200 baud modem a1 the price of a 300 baud modem. 

MODEMS 
Hayes Smarunooem 2J00 baud modem 
fUJ•ISU2·10011200b.1ueli1UIOevety!hin!) 
Team 1200HayosCornpat.olc 
Ultralinlt 1200d.1taanavoicconsamclone 
CTS212AH1 200bauc1.au1odlal 

Tetm1n..1lsoltwa1el01CTS2 12AH 
P1omc1hcus 1200supc1 lea1u1es 
P1omeineus 1200Bin1cm11IPC 
Sign011man Mast..12. 120000ud HayCSCOtT!paloblc 
Signalman Matt.. Vt lOO Daud 1nteUl31 PC 
HaycsSm:trHAoOem 1200Daud <HJIO~ ~dial 
Hayes 1200BIOl'usewithlfle1BM1PC. 1200b."lud 
Hayes Sm.1rltl'IOOC!m. JOOOOudonty. auto.answer. autodial 
Hayes Mcomodem II. 103 Apple dilect conned 
Hayes Ctuooog1ilph 1woo & Wiie 
Pen11I JOO• 1200 ~us1 1111J ~1hry 
Umvets.il D01111 IOJJLP. linoPIJ"IVet. au1oanswer 
Urwersal O;:ua212LP. h• 1200baUOOU06e•. WlePOWer 
l/nlvetsalDa1a2 1ZA 1200b3ud 1ndusmall.Jnc 

IWS·2400 599 00 
FUJ· l 9J50 43900 
TEM·SMl 200 18900 
Ul l · l 200A 15900 
CTS·2 12J\H 25900 
CTS·2 12SFT 3500 
PRM·P1200 319 00 
PRM·P1200B 27900 
SGL-MK12 moo 
SGL ·MK6 59 00 
HYS·2 12AO -12900 
HVS-12008 39900 
HVS· 103A0 229 00 
HYS·MM2 279 00 
HYS·CHA232 199 00 
PEN · l2AO 395 00 
UOS-I OJLP 3900 
OOS·212LP 11900 
OOS·212A 17900 

PLOTTER 

1119 ! 
The Comrex Comscriber I is lhe ideal solulion 10 make shor1 work of translating fin ancial and 
numeric data lnlo a graphic presen1a1ion.Many ready 10 run programs such as Lotus 1·2-3. 
V1s1-on and Apple business g raphics already support !his plouer. 
The Comscriber I lealures programmable paper sizes up 10 B'h by 120 indies, 6 inch per 
second plot speed and 0.004 " step size.Easy 10 implemenl Cen tronics inlerl ace allows th e 
Com scriber I immediate use with the printer pon of most personal computers. 
The Comscriber I is manufactured for Comrex by the Enter Compuler Corporation. The 
ploller is marketed by Heath Kil and also sold under Enters own "Sweet P" Label. This is 
your opportunity to purchase a plotter which was originally pnced at $795 !or only $2 19 . 
Also a;.iailable is a suppor1 package wh1Ch includes demonslralion sohware, interlace cable, 
a multicolor pen assortment and a variely o f paper and lransparency material. 

NECRGB 

COLOR 


MONITOR 

1Zl9 


The NEC JC· 1401 D is a 13" medium/high resolurion RGB monitor suilable for use with lhe 
~anyo MBC-550! 555 or lhe IBM/ PC. The monitor features a resolution ol 400 dots by 240 
Imes. Colors available are Red. Green. Blue. Yellow. Cyan, Magenta. Black and While. 
Thf! NEC: monitor carries the l 1llon-Monroe label and was originally scheduled tor use in 
their "Oll~ce of lhe Fulure" equipmenl. A change in Monroe's marketing s1ra1egy has made 
~!1es~. units exce~s inventory which wer~ sol~ to California Digital. We are ottering these 
new RGB monitors at a fraction ol lheir onginal cost. Sanyo compatible NEC-1401 /S : 

IBM1P1C Compuler compatible NEC· 1401 I PC 

STA·SG 10 
STA·SG 15 
STA·DI O 
Ctl ·WSP IO 
T0$"1351 
0 Kld 82A 
OKl· 192A 
Ot< HJ•l P 
EPS-LX80 
EPS-FX80 
EPS·Rl<I OO 
EPS-rx 100 
EPS·l 0 1500 
EPS JX80 
PR0·85 10P 
OPS·B600 
P f )( .PJOO 
PTX-P600 

23900 
38000 
35900 
28900 

149500 
25700 
345 00 
78900 
23900 
36900 
38000 
-18900 
89500 
51900 
32000 

608500 
JOOSOO 
579500 

UB· FI OO 
OUM-102 
APX·0 125G 
APX 01 i5A 
WYS·50 
WYS-300 
ZTH·Z29 
TVl·910P 
T\'1·925 
TVl·950 
TVl·970 

-19500 
~900 
67500 
71900 
•0500 

115',J OO 
76500 
57500 
75900 
9~.000 

109-.1 00 
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Executive . . . 55 

20% to 40% 
OFF LIST 
ALWAYS 

PERSONAL SYSTEMS 
APPLE 
Apple Professional System incl: Apple llE, 128K, Tiit 

Monitor, Duo Disk,80 col. card .... . ....... . . . . $1350 

Mac 128K w/Drive, Mac Write, Mac Paint and 

mageWriter ..... . ...... .. 2425 

Fat Mac 512K, same as above ...... ... . 2995 

Apple lie .... 989 

Apple lie w/Monitor & Stand ... . 1059 


IBM 
IBM PC Baraw/Cont. &64K ... ..• ........... $1345' 

IBM PC64K, 1 Drive ..... . .... . , ........... 1475' 

IBM PC64K. 2 Drives . . .. ... . .... . ..... . .. . 1575' 

IBM PC 128K, 1 Drive ....... . . ..... ..... . .. 1495' 

IBMPC256K,2Drives ..................... 1599' 

IBM XT, 10 Meg. Floppy & 128K ........•.... 2695' 

IBM XT, Bare w/256K & IBM Floppy . . 1999' 

IBMATBase .. .... ...................... 3125' 

IBM AT Enhanced . . . . . 4199' 


• Call Far Current IBM Prices 

SANYO 

MBC 550-2 w/1 320K Drive & sftwr...... ....... $ 750 

MBC 555·2 w/2 320K Drives & 

more software . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 990 

775 Portable . . . . . Call 

Serial Port for Sanyo. . 69 

Sanyo Video Board . . . . . . 175 


COMPAQ 
256K, w/2 · 320K Drives . . . . . $1985 

Desk Top Model 1 . ........ ... 1699 

Desk Top Model 2 .... .... .. . 1999 

Desk Top Model3 .. 3795 

Desk Top Model 4 . ... 4495 


Call about 286's 

SOFTWARE 
LOTUS DEVELOPMENT CORP. 
Lotus 1-2·3 .. . .. ....... $ 299 

Symphony . . . . . . . 434 

Jazz . . • . • • . . . . . • • • . • . . . . . 399 


ASHTON TATE 
DBasell ....... . .. .•.. • . • ..•. . . •. . . .. $ 299 

DBase Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . 389 

Framework . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 429 


PRINTER SWITCHBOX 
SRS·2 Serial . . . . . .......... . ... . ........ $ 69 

SRS-4 Serial . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 99 

SCN·2 Parallel . . . 79 

SCN·4 Parallel . . . . 105 


Run 2 to 4 Printers off 1 Compu ter 

ACCESSORIES 
8087 Ma1nCh1p 	 ... . . $ 99 

COMPUSERVE 
Starter Kit Inc ludes: lnfop1ex. Electronic Conlerenc· 

ing. Proless1ona1 Forums and Mucn More . ..... $ 39 


Giant System Sale 

200 Systems Must Go! 

PRINTERS 
OKIDATA SYSTEM 
ML 182P 120cps .. .. .. .. .. .. 219 

ML1821 BMGraphicsComp .... 219 

ML182S10 " Carriage ... 265 EXECUTIVE COMPAQ 

ML192P. 160cps ................ . .. .... . .. 359 

ML192 IBM Graphics Comp 359 • Compaq Desktop w/640K 
ML192S. 160cps.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 419 

ML193P. 160cps ........... . ...... . . . . . • . . 499 • Two 360K Disk Drives 

ML1931BMGraph icsComp ....... .. . ... . . .. 499 
 • 10 meg Hard Disk ML193S.160cps .. .. .. .. .. .. 569 

ML84P.200cps ... .. .. .. • .. .. • .. .. . 655 •Tape Backup

ML84 IBM .. • .. .. .. .. . 655 

ML84S, 200cps .. 	 775 • Taxan Green Monitor 
Okimate20 129 

lnterface Module tor OKI 20 79 
 • Epson FX185 w/l.able 
EPSON We are an Authorized Dealer $3995 

LX80. 120 cps NLQ . Call 

FX80+ , 160cps10" carr.............. .. Call 

JX80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Call 
 COMPAQ STARTER
RX100 .......... . ......... . . .... Call 

FX185 . .. .. .. . . .. . ....... ........ . ....... Call 
 •Compaq Desk Top I 
L01500 .. . ........ , . • . . . . • . Call 

SQ2000 . Cal I 
 • 128K 
QUME 
Letter pro 20P Prop. Spc. Enh Prnt .. . . . . •... . . $ 399 • 1 Dbl/Dbl Disk Drive 
Sprint 1140 + . 2K. 40 cps, • Taxan Amber #116
132 col. width 	 . . . . . . 1229 


STAR MICRONICS 	 51899 

SG10Ft.120cps. corr.qual. .. $ 229 

SG15Ft. 120 cps, corr. qua I. .. 389 

SD10Ft, 160 cps, corr. qual. 359 "THE COMPANY 

SD15Ft, 160 cps, corr. qual. .. 475 

SR10Ft, 200 cps, corr. qual. .. 499 

SR15Ft. 200cps, corr. qual. 629 
 PRINTERSB10Draft, 144cps, NL060cps ... 795 

Powertype, 18 cps Bi· Di . . . 359 
 ACCESSORIES 
C. ITOH ORANGE MICRO 7500 AP. Parallel 	 .. $ 219 
 Grappler+ . . . ........ . ... $ 85

7500 EP, IBM Compatible . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . 219 
 Buttered Grappler+ . 16K exp.64K .. 150 

7500AR, Serial .. . .. .. .. ...... , .. .. 265 
 TOSHIBA8510AP. Parallel . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . 299 


Bi·Directional Trac 1351/351 .... . ... $ 1491155

8510AP+ NLQMode ........ . . ... . . .. .. ... 319 
 FontDiskfor Downloading P1 351 . 50 

8510 BPI. IBM Compatible . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . 319 

1550 P. Parallel . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . • . • . • . . . 440 
 MICROTEK 

Dumpling GX(samea'sGrappler + ).. .. .. . $ 69
1550 BP+ NLQ Mode .. . . .. . ............... 460 

OumplingGXw/1 6Kbulfer .. . . . . • . . . 135


1550 EP, IBMCompatible .... . ...... . .. . . . .. 440 
 DumplingGXw/32K buffer . 147 

1550 BCD. Serial . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . . . 499 Addit ional Butlering 16K . . 12 

BROTHER FOURTH DIMENSION 
HR25. 25cps ............. ...... $ 629 
 Par. Card & Cable for Apple ....... . . .•. .. ... $ 47 

HR35.36cps . . 839 
 OKI DATA 

DYNAX Plug and Play for IBM . . . . . ... ... ........ $ 49 

DX15XLByBrother. 20cps ......... . . . ... $ 379 Okigraph I for 82A . . . . . . 49 


Okigraph I tor83A. . . . . . . . . . . • . 49 

Tractor for 182 .... .. .. .. .. .. . 39


JUKI 
6100, LO. 18 cps w/proportional spc.. . $ 369 

6300. 40 cps . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 689 JUKI 


Bi·Direct1onal Trac tor. 6100/6300 ... $ 125/135
TOSHIBA Serial Interface .... 	 65 

P1340P .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. . $ 575 


BROTHERP1340S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 575 

Tractor lorDX· 15 . ........ $ 99
P351 P. Faster than 1351 . . .. .. .. . .. .... 1229 
 Tractor for HR25 	 129 


P351 P/S. Faster&moreversatlle ..... . •..... 1250 
 Tractor for HR35 . ... . . . . . 129 

PANASONIC CutSheetFeederlorDX15 . 175 

1091w/Tractor.120cps, 1 yr. war. ..... . ..•.... $ 259 
 Cul Sheet Feeder lor HR25/35 .... • . .. . • .•. . 199 


Keyboard lor DX 15 . . 165
1092. 10" car., 180cps ..... . .. . .. . . .... . . 439 

1093, 15" car.160cps .. 669 STAR MICRONICS 

CO PAL 
 Graphstar. Apple lnter1ace . . . $ 69 


Serial to Parallel Converter . 79

SC-1200. 120 cps FT & Graphics . .. $ 215 
 Universal Commadore 	 59 

SC-1200L. 120cps w/NLQ . . . . . . . . . . . . 245 
 Serial Interlace Card .. 59 

SC-1500. 180cpsFT &Graphics . 295 
 CABLESSC·1500U1, 180cpsNLQ&IBMcomp. . . . 335 
 IBM PC to Parallel Printer . ... $ 18

SC·5500U1 . 15" NLQ & IBM comp. 475 
 Serial Cable .. . . 18 


Very Quite - 1 Yr. Warranty Cent. to Cent. M/M or M/F . 18 


We Stock What We Sell! ! •:~ [v1sA J 
IF YOU SEE IT ADVERTISED FOR LESS, 	 We accept VISA, MasterCard, COD [w/deposit), 

Certified Checks or Wire Transfers. Minimum CALL COMPUTER CONNECTION FIRST Shipping Charge $4.00. Some items subject to 
FOR LOWEST QUOTE! back order. California Res. add 6%% Sales Tax. 

All returns are subject to a 15% restocking 
GIVE US A CHANCE TO BEAT THE charge and must be authorized by store manager 

within 10 days. Prices subject to change without 
COMPETITION'S ADVERTISED PRICE. notice. This Ad supersedes all others. 
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We Are Overstocked 

No Reasonable Offer Refused 

SPECIALS 
EXECUTIVE IBM 
• IBM AT w/512K 

• 33 meg Hard Disk 
• 1.2 meg Floppy 

• Monochrome Monitor Card 
• Parallel & Serial Ports 

• Amdek V310A 
$4695 

IBM STARTER 
• IBM PC w/256K 

• Two 360K Disk Drives 
•Color Card 

• Taxan.Amber #116 
$1799 ' 

THAT DELIVERS" 

APPLE & FRANKLIN 

ACCESSORIES 


ACCESSORIES 
Kensing ton System Saver .... .. . . •. , . , .. ... $ 69 

Fan tor Apple II & llE w/surge . . . . . . • . • . . . 45 


APPLE 
Super Serial Card . . .. . $ 139 

Monitor II .. . .. . ..... .. . 159 

80 Cul . Card .. 65 


ASTAR 
RF Modulator . $ 17 


MICRO-SCI 
64K.80Co1.Ca rd ... . ... . . . ..... ........... $ 85 

Pac Para. & Ser. converter for lie 75 


ADVANCED LOGIC SYSTEMS 
ZEng rne2.2 . .. .... .............. $ 115 

CPM/3.0 245 


MICROMAX 
Viewmax 80e, 128K ex tended 80 col. card 

lorApple1 1Ew164K ...... .................. $ 124 

View max 80, 80Col. Card for Apple II & II+ . 139 


MICROTEK 
Seri al Int. for Apple . ... $ 75 


DISKETTES 
PC DISKETTES 
Sgl./Dbl. (Box of 10) . .............. $ 16 

Dbl./Dbl. (Box o f 10) . 18 


COMPUTER CONNECTION 
Sg t./Dbl. (Box o f 10) . .... .. .......... $ 14 

Dbl./Dbl. (Box o l 10) . .. 16 

Sgl./Dbl. w/Dr sk Container (10) . 20 

Dbl./Dbl. wlDr sk Con tai ner (10) . 22 

Bulk 50 & Up - Sgl.IDbl. . 1.25ea. 

Bulk 50 & Up - Dbl.IDbl. 1.35ea. 


All D1ske11es come w/5 Year Warranty 

MAIL ORDER & WAREHOUSE: 

17121 South Central, Unit L 


Carson, California 90746 


CUSTOMER SERVICE: 
[213) 635-5065 


Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 

Inquiry 77 


IBM PC ACCESSORIES 
IBM 
IBM Mono Card w/Prlnter Port. . . . .. $ 245 

IBM Mono Monitor . . . 265 

IBM Dos3.1 . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . 69 

IBM Tech Ref. for PC ...... • , 85 


AST RESEARCH 
Si x Pak + w/Sldeklck . . .. .. $ 255 


PARADISE 
Modular GraphlcsCard ....... • .•. • . . $ 265 

Multi Display .. 249 

Module A Paralell or Serial ... . ... . ..... . 75 

Module B ..... . . . . . • . • . • . • . • . . . 189 

5 Pack ........... . 175 


PC PEACOCK 
Color Graphics Card w/Par. Printer Port, Compal. 

w/All IBM Software, 2 yr. war.... . .$ 199 


64K MEMORY UPGRADE 
64K (9 chips) 200 ns, 90 day war. .. $ 15 


QUADRAM 
QuadColor 1 Board ... .. .......... $ 179 

Exp. Quadboard w/64K & Game Port . . . . 199 

Quadllnk 3000 Run Apple sflwr on IBM . . . . . . . . 329 


VUTEK 
Vutek · CPS Board, RGB & Composite w/Par. & Ser. 

Ports, 2 Yr. War. .. .. ...... $ 199 

Color Card (Herc. comp.) . 159 

Monographic Card (Herc . comp.) .... • . • . • ...... 275 


TECHMAR 
Graphics Master . . ..... .. ....... $ 449 


PERSYST BOARD 
Bob Hl·Res Display Adp. . . . . •. . •• . •. •.. ... $ 365 


KEYTRONICS 
KB5151 ... .. .. , $ 175 


HERCULES 
Monochcome Graphics Card .... ••. • . • . •.... $ 345 

Color Card w/Prlnter Port . . . . . . . . . . 185 


ORCHID 
Blossom, li ke Si x Pak+ w/Network capabilities$ 245 


DATA PLUS 
384K Mem. Board w/OK . ..... . ... . .. .... $ 115 

XT Short Card, 384K Mem.. 183 

Multlplus, same as Six Pak . . . 199 


MICROTEK 
Monochrome Text Card Par & Ser ... .. $ 185 

Color Graphics Card. 165 

Serial Port for IBM ............ . 75 


MODEMS 
ANCHOR 
Mark XII . .... .. $. 217 

Volksmodem XII , 5 yr. warranty .. 185 

Express 1200. .. ........ 265 


HAYES MICRO 
300 Baud Smart Modem ..... . . . . . . .... . .... $ 149 

1200 Baud Smart Modem ...... . . . . . . .. .. 389 

1200 B for IBM PC . . . . . . . . . . . . . 379 
2400 Baud Modem 645 
Micro Modem llE 149 

BIZCOMP 
lntelli Modem ST .. .$ 299 
lnte lli Modem XL w/Voice .. 339 
lntelli Modem XT Short Modem .......... .. . 369 


ORDER LINE 
(BOO) 732-0304 


(Outside California) 

[213) 635-2809 

(Inside California) 

Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Saturday 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. 

HARD DISK DRIVES 
RODIME 
10meg. w/cont. 1 yr. warr .. . $ 595 


SEAGATE 
10 meg. w/cont. 1 yr. warr .... $ 650 


ALPHA OMEGA 
10 meg w1cont. . .. .. $ 625 
20 meg wlcont .. 1099 
30 meg wlcont . 1395 
20 meg tor AT . 699 
33meg forAT . 899 

13 Month Warranty 

TALL GRASS 
25 meg. w/55 meg Tape B.U . .. . .. . .. . ... . .... . $2795 


DISK DRIVES 
TANDON 
TM100-2forlBM PC . . .. ...... .. .... ...... $ 95 

TEAC 
55B Dbl/Dbl for I BM ........... '' .$ 99 

MITSUBISHI 
'h Ht.360K . ............. ... .............. $ 110 


Drives For Apple & Franklin 
MICRO-SCI 
A-2 Full Ht. 100% comp... . ... $ 159 

A.SC for I le w/cable . 169 

A.5 'h Ht.tori IE . . .. ... . . . . . 185 

Controller Add 55 


IBM 
IBM Logo Disk Drive. , $ 160 


DISPLAY MONITORS 
QUADRAM 
Amber chrome IBM compatible . $ 169 

AMDEK 
V300G . .. ...... ........... $ 119 

V300A .... .... . . 129 

V310A for IBM PC .....•.•. • . 149 

Color300 .. 235 

Color600 ........... .• ...... . . . ... • . •. 399 

Co1or71 0 . 545 

TAXAN 
Composite#115.Green . . ... $ 11 5 

Composite #1 16. Amber .. ... . 120 

IBM Green Monoch rome #121 129 

IBM Amber Monochrome #122 . 139 

RGB IBM w/Cabte #420 .. 389 

RGBSuper Hi-Res. #415 ..... .. ...... • 393 

RGB Super H i-Res. #440 . . .. , . 499 

RGB/Comp. Med. Res. #220 . 245 

PRINCETON GRAPHICS 
HX- 12 for use with IBM PC . 

Max 12Amberfor lBM . 

SR 12Super H1-Res ........ .. .. 

Scan Doubl er . 


MOST ORDERS 
SHIPPED 

SAME DAV 
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INTEL/LOTUS 

4 MEGABYTE ~8~Xt
s34995 With 64K Installed 

tor IBM PC 

For Your IBM PC For Your IBM PC-ATI 
 1256K •39915 128K 52915
1

512K 144915 512K 62915 
1 MB ___154915 1 MB ___	172915 

1
2 MB - 174915 2 MB - 92995 
4 MB _ 1139915 -4 MB _ 1159915 

TALLTREE JRAM-21 JRAM-3 

2 MEGABYTE CARD 

'19995 JRAM-2Without Memory 

1 MB JRAM-2 139915 
2 MB JRAM-2 '59915 
256K JRA!Ul-3 '32915 
1 MB JRAM-3 '49915 
2 MB JRAM-3 '62915 

Up to 384K, parallel printer port . RS-232 serial port. 
game port. clock/ calendar, RAM disk/printer buffer 
and diagnostic software package. LIST 

OK JADE Expando RAM 1299 
64K JADE Expando RAM - -- '449 
256K JADE Expando RAM ___s549 
384K JADE Expando RAM ___ 5649 

JADE 
1249,95 
1319.95 
5349.95 

---------- ' 165 1129.95 
----------

5399 1309.95 

135/150 WATT 
Drop-In replacement 

POWER SUPPLY 

For yo~r IBM PC 

Li::.L.~ sggs5
135 Watt _s199 

511995 
150 Watt _s249 

PRICE 	 AR! 

Name Brands, Fast Service, & Satisfaction 


IBM Pc-xr
10 Megabyte, 256K, Serial Port 

s2a95 

IBM .PC-AT 


Enhanced With 20 Megabyte 

s4995 

• 11 1 1 1 • 1 • 111 W· 11 , • ' ' 

LIST 

128K AST Advantage-AT 1595 '449.95 
3.0 MB AST Adavantage-AT _ 54145 11299.95 
Ouadport-AT 1 S, 1 P ' 154 1139.95 
128K Upgrade Kit ' 395 1129.•5 
20 Megabyte Hard Disk ___ ' 1790 1895.95 

COLOR CARD 

FOR YOUR IBM 


UST JADE 
JADE.AG& w/Parallel Port --1199 '99.• 
JADE RGB w/Pamllel lt•Serfal -'299 ....... 
JADE TTL Monochrome720ir348 '299 '149.• 

Hercules Color 
Hercules Graphic ' 499 '339.95 
Tecmar Graphics Master ' 699 '499.95 
Ouadcolor I ' 295 '209.•5 
Ouadcolor II 5275 1209.•5 
Paradise Graphics Card 5395 1319.95 
Everex Graphics Edge '599 '349.15 

10 MEGABYTE 

Hard Disk System 

FORYOUR 
IBM PC 

s4999s 

• 

Complete with controller card, data cable. 
and mounting hardware, totally PC!XT com
patible. External model includes cabinet & 
power supply. 

LIST JADE 

10 MEGABYTE lntemal '/,High 51350 
10 MEGABYTE Extemal 

1
1585 

"189.11 
sen.es 

15 MEGABYTE Internal -  •1765 •879.•5
5

15 MEGABYTE External - 1897 •1049.95 
5

20 MEGABYTE Internal - 1600 1999.11 
20 MEGABYTE Extemal - •2060 •1199.15

533 MEGABYTE Internal - 3296 11519.11 
33 MEGABYTE External --53366 •1799.9& 
10 MEGABYTE% High Tape •1000 '579.H 
20 118 I>'* w/ 10 118 Tape - •2980 11799.95 

HAYES Smartmodem 1200 Compatible at a fraction 
of the price. FCC approved . 

LIST JADE 

JADE 1200 BAUD Extemal ___•349 117900 
JADE 12008 Card for IBM 1399 123915 
JADE 2400 BAUD Extemal ___ 1699 144915 
Copyllnk Software for IBM PC __sgg '2915 

Guar_anteed 
HAYES SMARTMODEM 

t~grcE s 1egss 
HAYES Smartmodem 300 
HAYES Micromodem lie 
HAYES Smartmodem lie 

SAVE ¥6 1200! 
HAYES 
Sma rtmodems 
Sophisticated direct-connect au to -answer/ auto 
dial modem. touch tone or pulse dial ing RS232 
interface programmable LIST JADE 

HAYES Smartmodem 2400 __ ' 899 '629.95 
HAYES Smartmodem 1200 __ 5699 '389.95 
HAYES 1200B w/ o Smartcom II _ 5539 1339.95 
HAYES 1200B for IBM PC ___ '599 1359.95 
HAYES Smartmodem 300 _ _ _ 5269 1169.95 
HAYES Chronograph ' 249 1199.95 
HAYES Micromodem lie ___ 5299 11.69.95 
HAYES Smartmodem lie ___ '399 1169.95 
HAYES Transet 1000 '399 . 1299.95 
HAYES Smartcom II ' 149 '99.95 
Modem Cable 135 _ 12495-

LIST 

ProModem 300c for Apple lie -  ' 199 
ProModem 1200B for IBM PC __•399 
ProModem 1200 RS-232 1495 
ProModem 1200A for Apple __•449 
ProModem 1200 for Macintosh _•495 
Alpha/num Display Option ___ ' 99 
Options Processor 599 
64K Mem Expansion for Above _ 599 
Modem Cable ___ 135 

http:11.69.95
http:11799.95
http:11519.11
http:�1199.15
http:�1049.95
http:11299.95


High speed RAM upgrade kit with FREE! parity 
(error detection) and one year warranty . We ship 
thousands of these kits to satisfied customers every 
week. 

LIST JADE 

64K RAM Chip Kit For PC __s49 
128K RAM Chip Kit For AT _•395 

,111.1.1.t .UIJ JSl-i I If 

LI~ 
_______ 5299 

________ 5249 

/==co]llJJIZJ.f.iihS:W i\'\j•11 1,11 ;.;•;;'.ij£m& ~ 

LIST 
Microsoft Word ' 495 
Microsoft Mouse, RS-232 Serial_ ' 199 
Microsoft Mouse, IBM Buss _ _ _ 5199 

HIGH RESOLUTION 
640 x 260, .38 Dot Pitch 

TAXAN 415 
RGB COLOR 

MONITOR 
LIST PRICE 5699 s295 
For cable add s19oo · 

Disk Drive for Apple lie _ ___ 
Printer Parallel Cable For lie __s99 
Full Height Disk Drive 5299 
Half Height Disk Drive 5249 
ALS Z Engine ' 299 
16K RAM Card ' 99 
64K 80 Column Card for lie __ 5219 
Best 80 Column Card 11111+ __ '21 9 
Printer Card & Cable 5109 
Fan with Surge Protection ___ '99 
Grappler Plus ' 175 
64K Buffered Grappler+ w/16K _ ' 275 

'59.95 
1139.95 
5129.95 
'145.•5 
'39.95 

'119.95 
'139.•5 

'49.95 
'59.95 
'99.95 

'149.•5 

LIST 
Amdek 300G ' 179 
Amdek 300A ' 199 
Amdek 310A ' 230 
Amdek Color 500 ' 525 
Amdek Color 600 5650 
Amdek Color 710 5799 
PGS MAX-12 5269 
PGS HX-12 640x240 5699 
PGS SR-12 720x480 5799 
PGS Scan-Doubler 5299 
Taxan 440 Ultra Hi-res RGB _ _ ' 799 
Taxan TV Tuner for Monitor ___ s99 

IBM PCJADE XPC JADE XPC 
P0RTABLE 

•256K of RAM Expands • 256K of RAM Maximum 
to 640K on Main Board a on Main Board 

• 140 Watt Power Supply • • 63 Watt Power Supply 

• 256K Expands to 512K • 4.77 or 7 MHz Clock • 4.77 MHz Clock 
• 600 x 400 HI-Res Video • 8 Expansion Slots ..-iiiiii!!l •5 Expansion Slots 
• 110 Watt Power Supply •Deluxe Keyboard ~ •IBM Keyboard 
• Parallel and Sertal Ports • 90 Day Warranty • 90 Day Warranty 
• Four IBM Expansion Slots 256K of RAM Two 3601< Disk Drives & Disk Controller 
• Deluxe Keyboard ' 

51295• 90 Day Warranty 

$1 t395 Includes Two 380K
Disk Drive• & 

_ · Disk Controller 

10 MEGABYTE PORTABLE 
512K of RAM 
10 MB Hard .Disk 
One 360K Drive 

OPTION #1 
256K of RAM 
Two 360K Drives 
Color Card 
Amdek 300 

IBM PC-5 1995 
JADE XPC _ 51595 

OPTION #3 51695 
640K of RAM 
10 Megabyte of Hard Disk 
One 360K Drive 
130 Watts of Power 
Parallel & Serial Ports 
Color Gard 
Taxan RGB Monitor 

IBM PC~52995 
JADE XPC  52295 

OPTION #2 
256K of RAM 
Two 360K Drives 
Parallel & Serial Ports 
Taxan RGB Monitor 

IBM PC-52395 
JADE XPC _ 5 1995 



NEW EPSON 
FX-85 & FX-185 

IN STOCK! 
Call For Low, Low Prices 

LIST JADE 
2K Serial Board for RX/ FX ___ ' 149 
NLQ Board for RX! FX 5219 
LetterWrller NLQ Kit for FX ___ 575 
LX-SO Tractor 559 
FX-SO Tractor 559 
L0-1500 Tractor ' 89 
LQ-1500 Sheet Feeder 5499 

.ii1LSZ1 & J .ii tt §§ 

LIST C JADE 
OKIMATE 20 Color printer - - 5150 t '1M':*
PLUG-N-PRINT for OKI 20 -- ' 75 L -'69:8'
OKI 182 120 cps, graphics __ 5299 F ~ 
OKI 192 160 cps. graphics __ 5499 o ~ 
OKI 193 160 cps. 15" paper _ _ 5699 R '!i49:*
0KI 92 160 cps. graphics ___ 5599 P ~ 
OKI 93 160 cps, 15" paper _ _ 5995 ~ ~ 
OKI 84 200 cps. parallel ___ ' 1399 c ~ 
OKI 84 200 cps , serial 51499 E ~ 
Tractor for OKI 192 550 '44.95 
Tractor for OKI 92 589 '54.95 
2K Serial Board for 1921193 _ _ ' 99 '69 .95 
2K serial Board for 92193 ___ 5120 '99.95 
Extra Ribbon sg 

Continental U.S. 
800-421-5500 
Inside California 
800-262-1710 

For Technical Inquiries 
or Customer Service call: 

213-973-7707 

These industrial quality ISO-BARs contain surge 
suppression circuitry and built-in noise filters plus a 
15 amp circuit breaker. LIST 
6 Socket, 1 Fiiter ISO-BAR __ '69 '44.95 
4 Socket, 2 Fiiter ISO-BAR --  '89 '59.•• 
S Socket, 4 Fiiter ISO-BAR __ '99 '69,95 

UNINTERRUPTABLE POWER SUPPLY 
Emergency back-up power to save your computer 
system. A must fo r every computer system. 
200 Watt UPS 5359 
425 Watt UPS 5539 
1000WattUPS 51179 

p · A · 
rlOter CCeSSOrle 

IBM PC style cable 
Standard parallel cable _ ___ _ 

519.95 
' 19.95 

' 24.95RS-232C serial cable 
Ribbons 
Apple lie cable _ _ 

as low as'4.99 
39 ' 19.95 

SHUGART 851 R 
Double-sided, Double-density 

8" DISK DRIVE 
~feS24995 

LIST JADE 

Dual 851 Sub-System Klt __ 51445 '599.95 
Dual 851 Sub-System AAT _ 51645 '799.95 
Complete dual 851 disk drive sub-system with 
two Shugart SA-851R, cabinet, power supply, 

fan . etc. 

WHY PAY •1149 FOR AC. ITOH 


STARWRITER™F-·10 

When Our 40 CPS Letter-Quality Daisywheel 
From The Same Manufacturer 

__.sS4..9 .9. ·95 
ONLY · 

C. Itch 's best-selling ProWriter and StarWriter 

printers are now available with parallel interfaces for 

Apple & IBM. or a serial interface for Apple lie . 

Macintosh, Data General , etc. Full one year 

manufacturers warranty . LIST JADE 

ProWriter 7500 FT 105 cps __ 5289 

ProWrller S510 AP 120 cps __ 5429 

ProWriter II 1550 FT 120 cps __ 5619 


CITIZEN MSP-10 FT 
CITIZEN MSP-15 FT 
CITIZEN MSP-20 FT Expandable to 64K (parallel model expands to :>12K) 
CITIZEN MSP-25 FT SK Parallel in/Parallel out __ 5169 

64K Parallel in/Parallel out __ 5225 
12SK Parallel in/Parallel out __ 5445 
SK Serial in/ Parallel out ___ 5199 
64K Serial in/Parallel out ___ ' 260 

LIST Parallel in/Serial out ___ 5199 
Parallel in/Serial out _ __ 5260JUKI 6100 18 CPS 5599 

COMREX CR-lie 20 CPS ___ 5599 ----
5199 


DIABLO 630 40 CPS 52340 5260 

TOSHIBA P1340 180 CPS --- 5995 

TOSHIBA P351 288 CPS _ __ 51850 

T.I. S55 150 CPS ' 935 
T.I. S65 150 CPS 51299 



68701/705 

PROGRAMMER 

28 and 40 PIN Packages 

esingle Switch Operation 
eLED Status Displays 
ecopies from 2732 
eself Contained 

Many features are included to 
insure trouble free operation. Can 
be used with Logical Devices 
PP8 or Prompro-XP to eliminate 
the need for the intermediate 
EPROM. 

SEE OUR AD ON PAGE 144. 

LOGICAL DEVICES, INC 
Order Toll Free 

1-800-EE1 -PROM 

Inquiry 220 

Lotus™ User? 
Free Mail Order Catalog for Lotus 
Software users, includes: 
• Lotus Programs 
• Lotus Enhancement Software 
• Books and 'Iraining Aids 
• Hardware and Utilities 

We are a unique mail order company 
specializing in Lotus related products. 

4-5-6WORLD 
Dept. A-108 
P.O. Box 22657 
Santa Barbara, CA 93121 
(800) 524-5678 Tull Free 
(805) 564-2424 ln California 

Your definitive Lotus enhancement eource 

Inquiry 2 

- -·~" ' -.· .L ' 

68000 Cross Assembler 
Motorola VERSAdos + Compatible 
Assembler, Linker, Object and Macro Librarian. 
Absolute and Relocatable Code, Macros, In
cludes, and Conditional Assembly. Structured 
Programming. No limit on source file size. 

Unix (C) Compatible Source 
$700 

CP/M-ao· PC/DOSt CP/M-86• 
$200 $250 $250 

Manual: $20 
(refundable) 

1329 Gregory (312) 251 -5310 
Wilmette, IL 60091 

• 0oe.}ll11 R(!"".:.eard1 lradCnl<lfk. flBM trademark. + MOIOfola trademark 

Inquiry 144 

For the IBM PC. XT. AT. PCjr. and Compal ibles 

PC102 precisely emulates DEC VT102. 
101 , 100, and VT52 terminals. 

PC4010 includes all PC102 features 
plus Tektronix 4010 graphics. 

A lew reasons why thOusands ol customers
including GE. Dow. Raytheon. Westinghouse. 
and Stanfofd University-prefer our products ... 

• Complele keyboard and screen emulal ion 
w/ line graphics (optional 132-columns) 

• ANSI color. local printer. bidirectional tile 
transfer support 

• Guaranteed compatibility with all DEC 
applica!ions including EDT. WORD-11. 
ALL·IN-ONE. DEC.cALC. UNIX vi 

• New DOS shell key, 1en programmable 
soflkeys. plus lull DOS 2.X·3.X path names. 

• VVr inen 1n ··c ·· and ASM: up to 38.4 KB 

PC102·JR ___ S89.00 
PC102 St39.00 
(lorPC. Xl, AT, ON:CJ 

PC40to s 179.00 
Pre~ld. C 0 0 . Muletca1d. VISA 

900~udDr 
~Y~~e~~lis. MN 55344 (612) 944-0593 

Inquiry 152 

DISK DRIVES 
Half Height 


IBM Compatible 


ONE YEAR 

WARRANTY 


40 tr. OS/DD . . . . . $89.00 
80 tr. OS/DD ..... $99.00 
1.2 meg. floppy . ... CALL 
Enclosures and mounting kits 
Special bracketed pair pricing 

ST~CK * 2s~~Py 

• ALLIED MICRO DEVICES 
2809 Boardwalk, Ann Arlior, Ml 48104 

(313) 996-1282:TX 2907707 AMEL 
*Manufactured by SANYO 

Inquiry 13 

~~~&~0patible) MODEM $179 
COMPLETE KIT $120 
(including case, 

components, l.C.) ·--~-~ 


A-1 QUALITY

IBM·xT or APPLE lie 
(98% compatible, new or replacement) 

MOTHERBOARD 
(64K. no Rom. TeSled. 30 days guarantee) 

$200EA 
BEST PRICES FOR APPLE/IBM CARDS 


Write for Price List - Dealer Welcome 


CONCORD Technology Inc. Ph.: (604) 879-3555 
47 W. Broadway, Van., B.C. Canadl VSY 1P1 

Inquiry 87 

l\ohEic Moust for Commodore*~ 
(New Product) 

FUTURING: 
1. HI-AES GRAPHICS 
2. 8PRtTI: DESION£R 
l. ICON DESIONEfl 
• . MOUSE.CONTIIO~ 

GBflhlc MouM fllt' °""*'"ComfK*n-'to~ 
E:1JJ9nd Por1 for Apple9 Computers 
(Apple• Came Por1 Extension) 

G" We are the top supplier of 
Multlfunctlonal Joysticks for: 

• IBM"·PC, PCJr, APPLE' UC, ff. (afl In one) 
• Joysticks for COMMODORE" & ATARI' 

Includes: Mlcroswltch, leaf 1wltch1 or economic types. 

DEALER INQUIRY WELCOMED! 

CONTRIVER ENTERPRISES CO., LTD. 
1035 CLARK DRIVE. VANCOUVER, e.c .. CANADA VSL 3J9 
TEL: (804) 251·992S TELEX: 04·51112 CONTVER 

Inquiry 91 

Introducing the 

Free-Lance Network 
The first national matching service 
for computer free-lancers. Targeted 
to clients needing free-lance help 
with software, hardware or consulta
tion. Minimum 3 years professional 
experience required . Must have 
references. 

Free-Lancer annual subscription 

$225 per year 


Includes newsletter & consultation. 


If in terested and if you qualify, ca ll 


1-800-852-5200 
Free-Lance Network Inc. 

Inquiry 150 

INTRODUCING 
MUUIPLE CHOICE 

THE ONE KEYSTROKE solunoN 
TO SWITCHING 

APPLICATION PROGRAMS 
on your IBM PC XT AT 

or rompalible. 

~· $99 

AWISOMI 
TECHNOLOGY INC 

in Webster Street, Suile A-4t6 

Monterey, CA 93940, For in fo, ca ll (408) 646-1384 


Order TOLL FREE (VISNMC) 

Outside CA (800) 548-2255 Ex!. 803 


In CA (800) 624-2644 Ex!. 803 




CORONA POR T ABL E PC 
Includes MSOOS 2 . 11, PC TUTOR & PC PAL 


FUL LY I BM PC COMPATIBLE 

ti/ 64 0 :t 400 resoluti on graphics, built-in 
gr een monitor , 256k RA.If expandible to 572k 
RM'f on boar d , serial por t , par allel por t, 
enhanced I Bff PC type keyboa r d, 90 Doy ex
change vorranty 

W/ 1 Floppy $1 375 . 00 
W/ 2 Floppies 1'95. 00 
W/ Floppy & lOMB Hord Disk 1895 . 00 
W/ Floppy & 20MB Hord Disk 2195 . 00 
W/ 1 Floppy & 40MB Hard Disk 3195 .00 

Addittonol 256k RAM 79. 00 
Podded Carrying Bag 100.00 
Shugart 1/2 height 48tp1 floppy 95. 00 

(OSOO 360k IBM PC Compatible) 

CORONA LASER PRINTER 2595. 00 
DAISY LASER ( Diabl a Compat ible ) 2695. 00 

Invnediate Delivery · - Satisfaction Guaranteed 
Ful 1 Maintenance Support Thru CompuMend( tm) . 

M I C R O SPEC 
( 7 ,3) 358 - 6954 

l8!2Crockett Houston, TX 11ell1 

Master card - Visa - C. 0 . 0 . 

2" Di scount for Pre-Paid Ordors. 


Ua tch thls space: for our aonthh spe:clelsl 

IBM PC/XT Compatible Products 
Retail Price 

DYNA PC 6~K Bu;c Unit (up to 256K) s 610 
DYNA PC 256K Full System $ 1325 & up 
DYNA XT 2S6K Full System $ 1850 & up 
T°'c FD-SSB DS/DD 360k Disk s 95 
Shugm BMSS OS/DD 360k Disk s 95 
Teac SQ. SIO IOM B Disk w/Controller s 525 
Teac SD· S20 20 MB Olsk w/Controller s 675 
lnterdyne IOM B Tape Drive wfcable, Tape s 525 
Monochrome/printer Card s 140 
Color Graphic Card s 130 
DYNA 6-Funpack Bo;ard (AST compatible) s 160 
EPROM Burner Board s 150 

DYNA SYSTEMS 
Tel: (408) 748-8501 

1500 Wyatt Drive, Suite 18 
Santa Clara. CA 95054 

""eslers-Call for Quantity Prices 

PROFESSIONAL 

CONTOURING 


Mainframe Contour Mapping 
for your PC 

Not j ust another gridding package. and no polynomi· 
als running wild. TRIMAP is the PC implementation 
of sophisticated contouring algorithms used in multi 
k ilobuck geophysicaVgeological packages over the 
last 10 years . It honors all data points (gridding 
packages can't) and does not introduce anificial search 
parameters . Runs under MS-DOS with 256K and 
supports HP 7475A, HP 7580 and other plotters. 
Your valuable data deserves TRlMAP's professional 
quality. 

ONLY $800 

CONTOURSOFT CORP. 
Phone (403) 420-6017 


(Head Office) 

or write 


3212 West 133 Avenue 

Broomfield, Colorado 80020 


Inquiry 245 
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1st PLACE 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

13422 N. CAVECREEK RD. 
PHOENIX, AZ. 85022 

I'll be waiti ng fo r your ca ll . 

Thanks again and God Bless 
- Joan 

WYSE - JUKI - CITOH 
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Inquiry 402 

Osborne 

As available only! Very limited quantity. 

Important: To fix yourself, Guaranteed for 30 
Always call to o r for parts. days. May be new 
check auo i la· Comp lete, but or refurb., depen· 
bi l ity before known not ding on avail. 
ordering. working. Exch / Outright 

Repair 

Main Board OS· 1 $ 79 $139 

Main Soard Exec. $ 159 $1 39 $ 299 

Battery Pack, 40 Watt $49 

Double Densi ty Kit • • $ 79 
• • I ncludas board cable, documentation & disk 

5" CRT IGrn/White) $9.95 $ 19 $ 29 

7" CRT (Amber) $ 19 $49 $99 

15" CAT, no case $ 85 

Drive Analog Card $9 .9 5 $29 $59 

Drive Mec hanism $19 $25 $ 59 

Power Supply $4.95 $24 $29 

Keybo3rd (No enclos.) S9.9S $9 9 

Shipping charged on an orders 

Computer Parts Mart 415-493-5930 
3200 Park Blvd * Palo Alto * CA 94306 

Inquiry 126 

DON'T CALL 
A PROGRAMMER 

Let Your Secretary Do It! 
EASY TO USE 

fM\~tf!i\ 
A llows y ou to maintain complete control of 
bu ilding and styling y ou r own database 
without complicated programmin g . 

Circle Reader Service Number FREE DEMO DISK or Call us at 1818) 986·3233. 

Try out limited package forLIMITED PACKAGE $15.00 (applied to purchase). 

DATAMASTER INTRODUCTORYSPECIAL 
When you order, ask about 8
 
our money back guarantee! 4
~:~~~:rhp~i~:t $ 

59!.17 5°0 

Use your Master Card or VISA end call today/ 

IN CALIF OUTSIDE CALIF 

800-423-0320 800-482-DATA 
C.D.A. INTERNATIONAL SORWARE CORP.® 

(8 18) 986-3233 Telex : 215666 

Inquiry 46 

, ;!.!·~ .... · ~ 

LOW C O ST U NI V ERSAL 
B(E)PROM PROGR AMMER 

• 	 SUPPORTS : ( EPH<»5 ) 25 16 TIIRU 64, 2716 THRU 512, 
27C 16 TlffiU 128 , 68732 TIDIU 66 ( E:Bf>RO.tS) 52813 
THRU 33, 2816A THHU 64 A (MICROS) 8741 THRU 49H 

• NO PBRSONALITY l«>DULES, ONBOARD f'OWBR SUPPLY 
• RS232C INTBR•'ACI:!, :tON- xon· . RTS, CTS, DTR 
• ACCEPTS KEYBOAHD ENTR Y WITH LINB EDITING 
• ACCEPTS ASC 11, INTEL, AND l«>TOROLA F'OJ!ri\ATS 
• USER FRIENDLY HONITOH FOR 1/ 0 OEBOOGING 
• •. AST PROGfWttlNG SUPPORTED: 2764 UNDER 3 MIN. 
• LOW/ HIGH BYTE PROGIW+tlNG .-Ok 16 BIT DATA PATii 
• BYTE , BLOCK, OR CHI P ERA.SR (EF.POOMS ONLY) 
• LI ST TN INTEL OR MOTOROLA HEX FOflotAT 
• VERIFY PROGRAM AND VERIFY BLANK Ca+IAHDS 

• 1'109- 01: 4K FIJMW'ARM, PCB, XFORHER, OOC $00.00 
• 1409- 02 : 1409-01 • nn.L SET OF PARTS $200.00 
• 1409- 03 : ASSDUILBD AND TESTED UNIT $300 . 00 
• 1409- 11 : BK FifMtAHE, l'CR , XFORMRR, DOC $125 . 00 
• 1409-12: 1409- 11 • FULL SET 0)' PARTS $250 . 00 
• 1409-13 : ASSDUII.BD AND TESTED UNIT $350. 00
* CCMiruNI CATION DRIVERS rnn l«>ST PC ' S S35.00 

B&C M ICROSYSTEMS 
6322 l«>JAVE DR, SAN JOSE, CA 95120 

Tel . ( 408)997- 7685, TWX 4995363 

Inquiry 419 

''TIIf) '"'Esill.A·~ 
AST 6-PACK • 64K •••• • $239 
ANCHOR VOLKSMODEM 12 . 164 
AUTOCAD ........ . CALL 

(DIGITIZERS, PLOTTERS) PENCE PT. HOUSTON , 
HITACHI. CALCOMP. NICOLET. ENTER , GTCO 

JUKI s300 ••••••• . 639 
MAC 3.5 FLOPPY DRIVE ••••• 279 

CALL FOR LATEST PRICE 
APPLE HAYES PANASONIC 
AXIOM IBM PARADISE 
CITIZEN JUKI PRINCETON 
C. ITOH LEGEND SILVER REED 
COMPAC LOTUS TAXAN 
EPSON NEC TOSHIBA 
ENTER NOVATION VENTEL 
GENOA MICROPRO ZENITH 

;---: MINORITY INDUSTRIES =-,.... _] 
5021 N . 201h St. . #10261. Phoenix, AZ 85064 

ORDERS ONLY 1·800-428-7979 
OTHER INFORMATION (602) 890-0596 

Pric es subject lo change & refl ect cash discount 
Please add 2% for shippi ng on mosl !lems. 

Inquiry 420 

20°/o DISCOUNT 
SEMI DISK 

for S-100, IBM-PC, QX1 0, TRS-80 II 

S·100 EQUIPMENT 
Incl. MACROTECH, LOMAS, 

ILLUMINATED TECHNOL. 


IMS, INTERCONTINENTAL MICRO 

DIGITAL GRAPHICS SYSTEMS 


NEC APC 111·IBM PC Compailble 

IBM PC Enhancements 
(at varying dl1count1) 


Incl. Emerald Sys., ALLOY, AST, QUAD, etc. 

We Discount Software 


Modems, Printers, CRTS 

Plotters & Digitizers 


P!ices & avail. subject to change without notice 

WE EXPORT Telex: 

710 588 2844 (OWENSASSOC) 


JOHN D. OWENS ASSOCIATES, INC. 

12 Schubert St. Staten Island, NY 10305 

(718) 448-6298 
(718) 448-6283 

CALL FREE 1-800-841 -2748 

Hi  I'm Jo an, 

We are sti ll 
doing bu si ness 
as usual, same 
low prices, fas t 
and cou rteou s 
servi ce . We' ve 
gone sma ll fo r 

the summer to keep our pri ces 
low. Call me fo r cur ren t pricin g. 

Inquiry 82 	 Inquiry 422 

http:ASSDUII.BD
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Do it Yourself! $1395°0 WOW! 

:essor • Opt1onal Floppy Drive v.ith Controllers. 
YS 8100-00 ..... ... ... . .... . ....... . $475.00 
ull System w/Keyboard, Mono Monitor,Video Display 
:ard, 256K 1RA .00 

Complete====--=
System! -===-,;. -= -

NEW 171 000 In Service! 1~m~:e'y~e~~
Features! s199500 

20 Meg Color 
Complete System!

s2sso00 

•RAM Disk 
•Game Port 
•640K cpcty 
•PrintSpooler 
•Turbo mode! 

40 Meg w#Tape 
Complete Sysleml 

s3035oo4.llMHz 
to lMHz! 

•Ser,Par 
•Clock 

Software 
• XWORD 
• XBASIC 
• XBASE 
• XCALC 

---------->•XCOM 
Check These Standard Features: 

• Full-Size, Feather-Tou ch, Capacitance Keyboard, 10 Function Keys,Calculalor·Type Numeric Keypad• 
•Parallel &Serial 110 •Real Time Clock • Game Port • 1·Sllmline SY.• DS/00 48 TPI 360K Dri ves • 

• 8 IBM expansion slots • RAM Disk • Print Spooler • 4 OMA &3Timer channels • 
• Full 640K capacity on-board • 8088 Hi-bit CPU • Monochrome Video Card • 

• Up to 32K of EPROM (fu ll 8K supplied) • Supports PC-DOS· MS·DOS ·CPIM ·86 • 
• Power Supp ly Hard·Oi sk-Read y, no need to add·on addi tional power • 

1111111 

10 Meg $1095 
20 Meg $1295 
26 Meg $1395 

10 or 20 Meg1byte on the 
top, your choice of Hard 
Disk on the bottom. Super 
appearance! Requires 
one slot In your PC for 
SASI Interface and an ex· 
tension connector on the 
floppy card. Everything 
else Is supplied by us. 

40 Meg $1695 
105 Meg $4195 
140 Meg $4695 

Add·On Hard Disk 
Two ways to go. The Internal system Is cheaperbecause 
II does not need ePIS &Chessla The same PIS &Chassis 
•can be used for a10 Meg Tape Back-up on your XTf 

10 l191brt1 40 l191brt1 
'525 fnt/1695 ut '1195 int/'1295 ut 

20 l191brt1 1011191brt1 
1650 int/1795 IXI 13795 lnt/'3995 IXt 

28 l191byt1 140 l191byt1 
1795 !nt/1695 lxt 14395 !nt/14895 IXt 

Add·On ao Meg Tape 
If your IBM·AT needs aIll· 
lie help In the Back-up 
category, you won't be 
able to beat this price! 
Cables, software and 
everything! 

• High resolution 12· Monitor, Green Screen, 22 MHz bandwidth• SUB-8300-00 . . .... .. .. ........ . $595.00 

PROM LASER 
This Is theOn1! OurPROM Burneralowsreacf111g,storing-lo-cfrsk,recalng ,and 

burning . Hi-speed alogrithmes bums 2764 
in 45 seconds! Also handles 2716, 2732, 
27128, 27256. Features: Zero insertion 
force sockets;Qi.boaid Voltage Generator; 
No Interference with normal computer 
operations. 
BOA·8640·00 .... . . . $199.00 

MISCELLANEOUS $$$ SAVERS 
7PAK Mulllfunctlon Floppy, ATC, 2Serial, 1Parallel, Gam e, RAM Dis k 
BOA-6250-00 .... .. . .................. . ....... .... .... . .. . $169.00 
64K~Chlps(9) NECforlBMKIT-8000-00 .... . .. . .. . .... . $ 10.00 
251K DRAM Momo<y Chips (9) = 256K KIT·9000-00 ... . .......... S 45.00 
Adcl<>nMomory,(up to 512K) supplied OK BOA-6350-00 . .. . .. . . . $ 99.00 
Floppy Controller,Controls up to four drives, 5y, • 48196 TPt 
BOA·6100-00 . . .. ... . . . . .. . . .. . . ..... . .... ... .. . .. .. . . . ... S 95.00 
Monochrome Grophlcs Cord, (Hercules type) t1·2-3 compatible) 720h x348v 
BOA-6150-00 ..... . . . . .. . .. ......... . . .. . ....... . .. . . . ... $175.00=:t.~.rd'. 320. ~ ~. R~s: ~l~r..~O ~. ~~ ~ono.ch.ro~e 5145_00 
Clock C.fondor Boord, fits In ·~hort slot" wlbattery Back·UP 
BOA-637S-00 ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... S 55.00 
Hord Dllk Controller, standard ST-506 interface for DOS 2.1 &3.1 
BOA-8060-00 ... . . .. . . . . . . . . . .............. . ............ . . $1:55.00 
30011200 lllud Modem Internal w/PC Talk Ill Communications Software 
BOA-872S-00 . .. ...... ..... .... . ....... .... . . ....... . ..... $210.00 
Monoc:hromt Monfto<,22MHz bandwidth,composite input or ITL 
MON ·172S-OO Green/Comp 99.00 MON -1700-00 Amber/Comp 1 04.00 
MON -177S-OO Green/TTL .. 104.00 MON ·175-0-00 Amber/TTL .. 109.00 

...._. 
I~i'youri/VE bi neH!I ,. 

Tulln Hm1g l1mt1k tneg 
1695" 1495" 

MARACAIBO OFFICE 
Av. 3F Esq .Calle 81 
Centro Com . Maelga · Local #5 
Maracaibo, Venezuela 4001 A 
Te l: 06 1·913328 · Tix: 62344 PEMIN 
BOMBAY OFFICE· 
311 Sindhi Lane 
Nanubhai Desai Rd. 
Bombay 400-004 lndla 
Te l: 357172. Ti x: 011·2868 

CANADA OFFICE 
264 Princlpale,St. Blaise, 
Quebec. Canada JOJ1WO 
Tel :5411291·3118 

Now :X~==--XT in a Kit! 
Completely XT Compatible 

$1095°0 

11111111111 1111 1-

·' 

Why didn't anybody think of it before? If 
you have a phlll!ps screwdriver and 1 • 2 hours 
available, SAVE yourself a bundle of MONEY! No· 
where will you beat this deal on a complete 8 slot 
ready-to-assemble and run XT compatible. 
• Cabinet • 2·360K Shugart Drives 
• 135 watt Power Supply • Floppy Controller & 
• Keyboard Cable 
• 8 Slot Motherboard • Mono Video Card 
• 256K RAM •TTL Amber Monitor 

hree ways to begin ·an Empty cabinet· a"Basic" 
1Full system· all that you assemble yourself! 

CABINET ONLY 
Slot CAB-3068-00 • ••• •• ..• $75.00 

"B"!;!C" 
ablnet, Keyboard, Power Supply, Motherbrd w/OK 
iYS-8000-00 • • • • • • • • . • • . $525.00 

This ls OUR Junior! 
Jse this "~"WOl1<station for bN-cost NetwoOOng. 
'Ntur11: • 4·slot IBMn' com111tible Motherboard 
• 128K Standard Memory • 8088,8087 Math Co-pro

hugart 390K TEAC 390K NEC 10m19 
18500 195" '345" 

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS 

Micro Products is ready to serve your needs In several countries.Each Officehas 

Sales Literature, Local Pricing,Inventory and Technical Service available to sup· 

port your needs. There are no problems with U.S. Export Forms. 

USA OFFICE 
15392 Assembly Lane, Unit A 
Huntington Beach, CA 92649 
Tel : 7141898·0840 
Tix: 887841 XOROATA HTBH 
AMSTERDAM OFFICE 
Building 70,4th Floor 
1117 ZH Schiphol·East 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands 
Tel: (020) 45 26 50 . Tix: 18306 

AUSTRALIAN OFFICE 
8lrwln Street, Be llevue 
W. Austra lia6056 
Tel: 274·3701 



IBMPC 
256k, 2 floppies 

IBM PC 10 MB 
256k, 1 or 2 floppies 

IBM PC 20 MB 
256k, 1 or 2 tloppies 

' 
IBM PC 30 MB 
256k, 1 or 2 floppies 

IBM PC 10 + 10 
256k. 1 or 2 floppies 
10MB HD & 10MB Backup 

IBM PC 20 + 20 
256k, 1 or 2 floppies 
20MB HD &20MB Backup 

IBMXT 
256k, 2 floppies 

IBM XT 10 MB 
256k, 1 or 2 floppies 

IBM XT 20 MB 
256k, 1 or 2 floppies 

IBM XT 30 MB 
256k, 1 or 2 floppies 

IBM XT 10 + 10 
256k, 1 or 2 floppies 
10MB HD & 10MB Backup 

IBM XT 20 + 20 
256k, 1 or 2 fl oppies 
20MB HD & 20MB Backup 

IBM AT 20 MB 
512k, 1 or 2 floppies 

IBM AT 30 MB 
512k, 1 or 2 floppies 

IBM AT 40 MB 
512k, 1 or 2 floppies 

B 

111l111ii11001111111111111111~1 m 
f_J = 

l 111; IU:'MlV:·~mi \ 
FOR EXTRA SAVINGS 

Call for the latest prices for your custom 
configuration . All systems are configured 
and tested at no extra cost and come 
only with Compumail's 90 day warrantv. 

IBM AT 20 + 20 
512k, 1 or 2 floppies 
20MB HD &20MB Backup 

IBM AT 30 + eo 
512k, 1 or 2 floppies 
30MB HD & 60MB Backup 

IBM AT 40 + eo 
512k , 1 or 2 floppies 
40MB HD & 60MB Backup 

COMPAQ 
PORTABLE 
256k, 1 or 2 floppies 

COMPAQ 
PORTABLE 10 MB 
256k , 1 or 2 floppies 

COMPAQ 
D•SKPRO 10 MB 
640k, 1 or 2 floppies 

COMPAQ 
Dl!SKPAO 10 + 10 
10MB HD & 10MB Backup 

COMPAQ 
Dt:SKPRO 20 MB 
Backup Available 

COMPAQ 
Dt:SKPRO 30 MB 
Backup Available 

COMPAQ 
Dt:SKPRO 40 MB 
Backup Available 

COMPAQ 
PORTABU2H 
Custom Configurations 

COMPAQ 
D•SKPRO 288 
Custom Configurations 

IBM XT 
COMPATIBLt: 
Custom Configurations 

IBMAT 
COMPATIBLt: 
Custom Configurations 

IBM COMPATIBLES 

ARE YOUR LOW COST 


AllTERNATIVE 


* PRICE WAR * CALL us LAST WITH YOUR BEST QUOTES 
PRINTERS FLOPPY/HARD DISKS MONITORS MODEMS*

EPSON Daisy Wheel DX-10/DX-15 . ....... CALL 
FX-85+NLO ... .$339 FX-185+NLO.... $459 

~thF8PrgF~:e5~~~~;itaoiFx·- 1 oo s2491gm 

LX-80/ Hl-80/JX-80 . . .... $219/$359/ $469 
Tractor LX-80/FX-80/Ht-80 ... . . $50/$60/$70 
L0-1500 w/ Parallel Module $889 
LO Tract/Sing/ Dual Shl Fdr .. $70/ $450/ $75D 
LX -90 w/ Par Interface & Tractor ........ $279 

OKIDATA ....... . . ....... TOO LOW TO QUOTE 
.... OKI MATE 20 w/ IBM Plug & Print. ... . . 
182-P/ 182-IBM . . .. 192-P/ 192-IBM 
19~-P/ 193-IBM .. ... ......... 84-P/ 84-IBM 
192 Tractor .... $70 84 Shi Fdr . . . $390 

TOSHIBA 1340P . . ....... $499 
TOSHIBA 351P ...... " REDUCED" .... .~ 

351 Tractor / Shi Fdr .... ... .... $190/$790 
JUKI 6100/ 6200/ 6300 ..... .. $349/ $549/ $679 

6XOO Tractor / Shi Fdr ........... $150/ $250 
5510P (160cps) . . $369 5510 Color Kit .. $150 

BROTHER ....... . . . ..... TOO LOW TO QUOTE 
HR-10/ HR·15XL. . . . . ... TOO LOW TO QUOTE 
HR-15 Trac / Kybrd/ Sht Fdr .... $110/$160/$190 
HR-25P/HR-35P. . .. $439/$639 
HR-25/35 Tractor/ Shi Fdr . . ..... $120/$200 
2024L LO/ Graphics-24 pin. 160/ 80 cps .. $899 
2024L Shi Fdr-Narrow/Wide ..... $220/$290 
TWINRITER 5 ..... .Vl\Jrld 's First Dot Matrix & 
Daisy Wheel combined in ONE ....... Best Price 
TWIN RITER 5Trac/ Shi Fdr . . ...... $150/$250 

C. ITOH ProWriter Jr w/NLQ ..... .$219 
8510BPI ....... $309 8510SEP+ NLO .$379 
8510SCEP+ NLO .$449 1550-EP ....... $429 
1550SEP+NLO .. $519 1550SCEP+NL0.$619 
24 LQP . . . ... $949 A10-30SP ..... $439 
Y10-20P ... : ... $379 A10Tractor ..... $160 
F10-40P ... . ... $869 F10-55P ...... $1069 
FIOTractor/ Sht Fdr . .$190/ $290 
CX-4800P 4 Pen Plotter . . . . . . $429 

QUME LetterPro 20P (20 cps) ............ $399 

20P Trac/ Shi Fdr ... . ...... $150/ $390 

SPRINT 1140 + / 1155+ ....... $1299/$1399 

SPRINT Interface Module .............. $80 

SPRINTTrac/Sht Fdr ........... $210/ $690 


PANASONIC KX-P3151LQ (22cps) ........ $459 
KX·P1090/91/92/93 . .. $179/ $249/$349/$449 

STAR Power Type/ SB-10 .......... $329/ CALL 
SG-1 O/SG-15 (120cps) .. .. ..... $239/$389 
SD-1 O/SD-1 5 (160cps) ..... $349/$459 
SR-10/ SR-15(200cps) .... $499/$599 

NEC PINWRITER P-2/P-3 .......... $499/$699 
Sht Fdr for P-2/P-3 ..... . .. $350/$420 
2050/3550/8850 ........ $649/$999/$1399 
SPINWRITER Trac/ Shi Fdr .... . .. $190/$790 
ELF 360 Par (16cps) . . ..... $419 

DIABLO Advantage D-25 . . . . . ...... $499 
630 API. .. $1599 630 ECS-IBM ... $1799 
Trac/Mech Single Bin Shi Fdr ... . . $230/$470

CITIZEN: 18monthsmanufacturerwarranty 
MSP-10/ 15(160/40cps) . .. $299/$449 
MSP-20/25 (200/50cps) ...... . . $439/$589 
Shi Fdr (Specify Model) . . . ... . . $229 

LEGENOCP-Vll .... $899 1200 .... $259 
880/ 1080/1380/1385... $199/$219/$259/$319 

ANADEX 9620B/9625B·PLUS ... $1199/$1299 
9725B COLOR . . $1399 
WP6000/DP6500 ... $2299/$2569 
Anadex Tractor/ Shi Fdr . ........ $150/ $950 

SILVER REED Daisywheel - Parallel Models 
400/500/5501770 ... $189/$269/$379/$669 

TELEVIDEO 750 Daisywheel-50cps .. . .... CALL 
AB/ABC/ABCD Switch Boxes . . ..... CALL
KENSINGTON Universal Printer Stand ....... $20 


CDC/MITSUBISHl/PANASONIC/TANOON/TEAC 
Hall Ht DSDD ....... ' REDUCED ' ...... :i90

cric~fA~~~~i~g llK~t ~~~6 Drives . t. -&aa... 
u ... . ...... :-¥ .. ~··-

HARD DISKS for IBM PC/XT 
10 MB Int w/ Controller ... 'REDUCED'. . . :1449
10 MB Ext w/ Controller ... 'REDUCED'. . . -:-$649
20 MB Int w/ Controller ... 'REDUCED'. ..."$599
20 MB Ext w/ Controller. .. 'REDUCED'. .. :iTW-t 
33 MB Int w/ Controller.. .'REDUCED'. . . :1849·1 
33 MB Ext w/ Controller ... 'REDUCED'. . :$1-049. 
44 MB Int w/ Controller... 'REDUCED'. . ".'$ffi49" 
44 MB Ext w/ Controller ... 'REDUCED' .. :-$+24!1- ' 
70 MB Int or Ext w/ Controller .......... CALL 
140 MB Int or Ext w/ Controller ...... . .. CALL 

HARD DISKS/BACKUP FDR IBM PC AT ..... CALL 
BACKUP for IBM PC/XT 

10 MB Int/Ext. .. .' REDUCED'. ... $~99f$669 
20 MB Int/Ext. .. .' REDUCED'. ... $599f$1~9 
40160 MB Int/Ext . . ................ CALL 

TALL GRASS NEW PC/ T FORMAT 
25/ 35 MB w/ 60 MB Backup .... $2599/ $3399 
50/ 80 MB w/ 60 MB Backup .... $4299/ $5499 
60 MB Tape Backup only ............. CALL 
Controller ... $140 Canridge (60 MB) ... $40 

EVEREX 10/20 MB Int w/ Cont ...... $579/$699 
EXCEL 4500 45MB B/ U-lnt/Ext .... $949/ $999 
APEX MEG-1000 100MB Tape B/ U-EXT .. $1399 
EXTERNAL EXPANSION SYSTEMS ...... CALL 

tNTERDYNE TAPE BACKUP 
10 MB Int/Ext. . .. 'REDUCED '. . . $469/5649 
20 MB Int/ Ext. ... 'REDUCED '. ... S5B9/$149 · 

HARD DISKS/ BACKUP FOR COMPAQ ..... CALL 
IDMEGA Bernoulli Box 10 + 10 .......... CALL 

Auto Boot also Available 
AMPEX PC Megastore .. . ..... . .. .CALL 
EMU LEX JAVELIN HD & BACKUP .... .... CALL 
PWR SUPPLY 130/lSOWatts .. . . . .$89/$109 

AST SIXPAK 0-K · · .. ·$229 384K .. $259 
Rampage' ..... AdvantageO-K · .. $379 

ORCHID Blossom 0-K .. $169 384K .... $199 
Conquest for IBM PC/XT (up to 2MB) . ··· · CALL 
Cram-RAM for IBM XT sOOrt slot {up to 2MB) . ·CALL 
Eccell for IBM AT (up to 4MB) · · · · · · · · ·CALL 

TECMAR Captain 0-K · .$169 384K. · · · $199 
MAESTRO AT w/ Treasure Chest · · ·· Best Price 

INTEL Above Board (up to 4MB) · · ·CALL 
PARADISE 5-Pack 0-K · $159 384K · · · · $189 
BT6Plusw/64k ...... $175 384k .... $199 
MF-1000-K · .. · ..... $179 384k .... $209 

Par, Ser & Game Pons. Clock/Cal 
QU~~:~~~:d~rd : ci-i< ' r~1:uk .. 384K..· .· .· .· C$A2L19L 

Gold Ouadboard: Multifunction &Color .... CALL 
Ouadmeg-AT (up to 4 MB) . ... . .. ...... CALL 
Ouadpon-AT/Expansion Kit . ...... . .... CALL 

PGS MAX-12/ HX-12/ HX-12E . ... $169/ $419/ $499 
HX-9/ HX-9E/ SR-12 . . . . . . . . $419/ $499/ $549 

SR-12 wt scan Doubler . .. ....... . . $699

SR-12w/ Sigma400 .. .... ........... $999 

TAXAN COMPOS IT 115 Green/ 116 Amber ... $129 
MONO 121 Gr/ 122 Amb ... .... .. .$139/$149 
COLOR 410 .. .$289 COLOR 411 .. .$299 
COLOR 420 .. .$359 CO LOR 420L .. $369 
COLOR 425 .. .$369 COLOR 440 . .. $489 
COLOR 440 w/ TAXAN 555 RGB Card .. . . . $749 
COLOR 440 w/ Persyst BoB Brd ......... $799 
COLOR 440 w/ Sigma 400 . . . $939 
COLOR 440 w/Sigma 400 &·Pc·Mouse . .. $1039 

AMDEK 300G/ 300A/310A(M) . .. $139/ $149/$159 
COLOR 30015001600 ..... ... $239/ $349/ $419 
710 ... $489 w/ Tecmar Graphics Master ... $899 

QUADRAM AMBERCHROME ............ $159 
ROLAND MB-142 14 " Mono B/W ..... Best Price 
TECMAR Color. .$529 w/ Graphics Master.. $939 
TILT/SWIVEL Monitor Pedestal ............ $30 

HERCULES MonoGraphics ... $279 Color .. .$149 
HERCULES COMPATIBLE MonoGraphics ...... $199 
EVEREX The Edge . . . . . . . . . .Best Price Ever 

Graphics Edge . . . . . . .Even Better Price 
AST Monograph Plus .... . ........ $339/ $369 

Preview for Mono Graphics . . ..... $279 
Graphpack w/ 64k . . . . . . .... ...... .$549 

PERSYST Short Color/ Mini Mono ..... $159/ CALL 
Color Combo: Multifunction &Color ... from $299 
Mono Combo: Multifunction & Mono .. from $299 

PERSYST BoB Board ..... .......... .. .$339 
PERSYSTw/ TAXAN 440 . . .$799 
OUAORAM Ouadcolor I . .. . ......... $179 

Gold Ouadboard : Multifunction & Color ... CALL 
STB Chaufler ....... " REDUCED " ... .... $299 
PARADISE Modular Brd . . . . . . . . . . . from $259 
ORCHID Turbo Graphics Controller . . . .CALL 
TECMAR Graphics Master .............. $429 

GMaster w/ TECMAR Color Monitor $939 
GMaster w/ AMDEK 710 Color Monrtor $899 

GENOA Spectrum .. . . . . Best Prrce 

EasyOati 12B 300/ 1200 Bd Int w/ PCTalk Ill .. $199 
SmarTEAM 212A 1200 Bd Ext w/ o sit . . .$209 
HAYES 12DO B w/ Smancom ti ........... $319 
HAYES 1200 Ext. w/ o Sottware . . . . .$339 

Smancom II. .. $89 NEW 2400 Bd Ext ...$589 
HAYES Transet 1000 .... " REDUCED" ... ~ 
POPCOM C-150 Int w/ PFS:Access . . . . $289 
POPCOM X-150 Ext w/ PFS :Access ........ $299 
AST Reach! 1200 Bd shon card w/ Crosstalk .. $359 
PROMETHEUS PROMODEM 1200 Ext .. .... .$279 

Options Processor. .... $89 wt Modem ... $75 
Alphanum Display ..... $89 w/ Modem .. .$75 
PROMODEM 1200 Ext + Both Options .... $419 
PROMODEM 1200 BInt w/ MITE sottware .. $249 

QUADMODEM II shoncard w/ Crosstalk XVI .. CALL 
2400 Bd Upgrade Kit lor Ouadmodem II ... CALL 

Ven-Tel Hall Card w/ Crosstalk XVI . . . $379 
1200 Plus Ext w/o sottware .. $349 

BtZCOMP lntelliModem EXT ..... . ....... $319 
ST/ XL/ XT . . . $289/$319/ $359 

WATSON Integrated Voice Data Modem .... CALL 
RtXON Complete Line ..................CALL 
U.S. ROBOTICS Complete Line ... ....... CALL 


DCA: IRMA, IRMAlette, IRMAline. IRMAprint 
Emulates 3278. 3279 

CXI : PCOX Emulates 3274, 3278. 3279 
FORTE: PJ Card Emulates 3278, 3279. 3287 

3270PC, 278RJE, 3780RJE (Specify) 
AST 3780, 5251 / 11 . 5251/ 12. BSC, SNA. PCOX 
ORCHID PCne1 Plus Complete Line ........ CALL 
OBERON OMNI READER Optical Character Reader 

w/ IBM Interface Software . . .. CALL 
POLAROID Palette .. .. . . .. .. . . ....... $1249 
General Parametric 's VldeoShow .... CALL 
CHORUS PHOTOBASE/ PC-EYE .CALL 

CABLE Parallel, 611 .... $20 Serial. 6 tt $25 
Keyboard Extensron , 6 tt . . .. .. .. .$10 

FLOPPY Drrve Controller $109 
FLOPPY Controller w/ P.S.G. &.Clock/ Cal : : $199 

MYLEX Charrman .. .. .. . . . .. $3991 FLOPPY & HD Controller .. REDUCED ' :-Sf99 
SIGMA COLOR 400 (specrfy Monrtor) . . $479 HAYES Transet 1000 . REDUCED .. : ~ 

COLOR 400 w/ PGS SR-12 .$999 , MOUSE SYSTEMS PC Mouse w/ PC Parnt . . $129 
COLOR 400 w/TAXAN 44D .. .. ..... $939 t MICROSOFT MOUSE w/ PC Paintbrush 
3 Button PC Mouse w/PC Paint . .. .Add $100 • 

HIGHES
_ - _ 

· Major 

QUALITY! Brands 
64KRAMSet .... $7 10+Sets... $6 50+ ... $5 
128KRAM Set .. $35 10+ Sets .. $33 50+ .. $30 
2561< RAM Set. .$30 lO+ Sets .. $28 50+ .. s25 

8087-3 ',or CIBO~~o ..... "~~~~~~~...... t1t 
8087-2 or .. .. . .. ... 
80287-3 for IBM AT ...._1 'REDUCED' ....~ 
ORCHID PCturbo w/ 128k .v . '5-19- 640k .. ~ 
OUAORAM OUADsprint .... 'REDUCED' ... ~ 

f-t-.NS""T""A"'LL""R"'A"'M"'&'""te,,, rd.,,.fo..,r""PC""/""'AT,...,,..,. ....,,.s,,,20,..../$4 . -.-_ . Cst_b.,.. . · · _ -..,.,.0+.-M-.IC_R_ow_,A,.,.Y-.'s.,..F.,,as,,,tb,_rea-,-,k/""/t'"'S""ma.,,.s--he..,.r_ · . . _ _A_LL_ 
POUCY: Min. ooe-s100. Plll!s & ~ suljoct "'clwlge. \Ill stip u o;;y. · · lmlirg d""lJ'S vary. 

Plll!s ral'e:t cash dsmJnt oo Jn'IBj mm.Ml 1% kr COO mm.3% kr MC/VISA & 5% kr IWi . aJO """""5 cashiers 
eta:!<. AH rretl..-.:lse DI is rewiJll al -are Ira .~ stiprms suljoct lo 20'/o ct..{1l (Min $50). Pnx1uds ~in 

=.~1'10'1'\S~=~~io==~·~'F~~=~= 
--.~ """"""No -~· .......,~No-·-~ walk ' sales~~

~,,.......,,uaiy,.~. qien~ ~scr-...,,..u~ o. ~~·~ · .. ~·u~~u~cr .., ·~~acra:rrpany 
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Bus/ Serial .. .... ........ ...... $129/ $139 
KffiRONIC KB5151 .. $165 ATUpgradeKit .. $15 

KB 5153Tw/Touch Pad ....... . ...... CALL 
AB/ABC/ABCD Switch Boxes ... CALL 
COMPUTER ACCESSORIES p 1-2-3 ...... .$299 

POWER DIRECTOR P2(5) ... $89 P12(6) . .. $129 
KENSINGTON Master Piece (5 outlets) ... .. .$89 
KENSINGTON Universal Printer Stand ....... $20 
PC Keyboard Storage Drawer ..... . ..... .. $99 
STANDBY PWR SUPPLy w/ surge protecro1

200Watts $269 300W rt nCALL 
800Watts .(sirie.Wave) as .. · .. $679 

TILT/SWIVEL Monitor Ped.esial ........... $30 
PWR SUPPLY 130/ 150 Watts ..... 0$89i $129 



200ns 79(: 
412562oons$3.19 
272562sons$9.95 
8088 7.95 MSM5832 2.95 
8251 1.95 UPD765 4.95 
8253 1.95 74LSOO .16 
8255 1.95 74LS74 .24 
8284 2.95 74LS244 .69 
8288 4.95 4011 .19 
68000 9.95 LM555 .29 
6821 1.95 7805T .49 
6845 4.95 CRYSTALS 1.95 
Z80A-CPU 1.89 OSCILLATOR 4.95 

CONNECTORS 

DB25S RS232 FEMALE 

DB25P RS232 MALE 

25 PIN HOOD 
62 PIN EDGECARD FOR IBM 

16 PIN IC SOCKET 
GENDER CHANGER 

100 CPS PRINTER 

$1.50 
$1.25 

65(: 
$1 .95 

12(: 
$7.95 

PARALLEL & SERIAL INPUT 

/~- $149.95 

348K MUTIFUNCTION CARD 
1200 BAUD MODEM CARD 
COLOR GRAPHICS CARD 
MONOCHROME/ PRINTER CARD 
FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER 

$129.95 
$195.00 

$99.95 
$129.95 

$59.95 

$5995 
NASHUA OS/DD DISKETTES 

9.90 .89 .79 
BOX OF 10 

300 BAUD MODEM 
FOR APPLE OR IBM 

SOFTWARE INCLUDED 

$49.95 

BULK QTY 250 

PRINTER CABLE 
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2101 256•4 (450...1 1.95 1702 2&6•8 (1w) 4 .95 32.768KH1 .95 

5101 256x4 (450na)(CMOSI 3.95 2708 1024"8 (450nal 3 .95 1.0MH1 2.95 

2102-1 1024x4 (450...1 .89 2758 102411118 (450nal(5VI 4 .95 1.8432 2.96 1.0MHa 5.95 a.o 

2102L-4 1024•1 (460...HLPI .99 2716-6 204811118 (650nal 2.29 2.0 1.95 1 .8432 5.95 10.0 

2102L·2 1024•1 (250...JILPI 1.45 2716 2048•8 (450nsl(6VI 2.49 2.097152 1.95 2.0 5.95 12.0 

2125 1024•1 (45nal 1.95 2716-1 2048x8 (350nsl(5VI 3.95 2.4576 1.95 2.4576 5 .95 12.480 

2111 256x4 (450NI 2.49 TMS2516 2048x8 (450nsl(5VI 3.95 3.2768 1.95 2.5 4.95 15.0 

2112 2&8x4 (450NI 2 .99 TMS2716 2048"8 (450nal 6 .75 . 3.579545 1.95 4 .0 4.95 16.0 

2114 1024•4 (450naJ .99 TMS2532 4096x8 (450nal(5VJ 3.95 4.0 1.96 5.0668 4.95 18.432 

2114L-4 1024x4 (450nal(LP) 1.09 2732 4098x8 (450Nl(5VJ 2.49 4.032 1.95 6 .0 4 .95 20.0 

2114L·2 1024x4 (200nal(LPI 1.49 2732A 4096"8 (250nal(5Vl(21V PGMI 2 .69 6.0 1 .95 8 .144 4.95 24.0 
2114L·15 1024•4 (150N)(LPI 1.95 2732A·2 4098•8 (200nsl(5VJ121V PGMI 4 .95 5.0688 1 .95 
TC5514 1024x4 (650Nl(CMOSI 4.95 27C64 8192"8 (250nal(5Vl(CMOSI 7 .95 5.185 1.95 
2141 4096•1 (200nsl 2.95 2764 8192x8 (450na)(5VI 2.29 5.7143 1.95 
2,.7 4096•1 (55nal 3.95 2764-200 8192x8 (200nal(5VJ 4.95 6.0 1.95 74UOO2148 1024•4 (70nal 4.95 TMS2564 8192x8 (450Nl(5VJ 8 .95 6.144 1.95 

74LSOO .16 74LS191 .49 

TMS4044·2 4096x1 (250N) 2 .95 MCM68766 8192"8 (350nsl(5Vl(24 p;n) 17.95 

TMS4044-4 4096•1 (450N) 1.95 MCM68764 8192•8 (450nal(5V)(24 p;n) 16.95 
 6.5536 1.95 

74LS01 .18 74LS192 .69 

UP0410 4096x1 t100ns ) 3.95 27128 16384x8 (250nsl(5VJ 3.49 


8.0 1.95 
74LS02 .17 74LS193 .69 


MK4118 1024"8 (250N) 9.95 27C256 32768.S (250na)(5V)(CMOSJ 15.95 

10.0 1.95 

74LS03 .18 74LS194 .89 

TMM2016·150 2048x8 (150nsJ 1.89 27256 32768"8 (250na)(5VJ 9.95 


10.738635 1.95 

74LS04 .16 74LS195 . .69 


TMM2018·100 2048•8 1100n•) 2.49 5V=Single S Voh Supply 21V PGM:s Program at 21 Vott. 

12.0 1.95 

74LS05 .18 74LS195 .59 

HMl118-4 2048"8 (200nol(CMOSJ 1 .79 


14.31818 1 .95 

74LS08 .18 14LS197 .59 


HM8118·3 2048•8 (150nsl(CMOSI 1 .89 

16.0 1.95 

74LS09 .18 74LS221 .59 

HMl11fl.2 2048"8 (120nsl(CMOS) 2 .95 


16.0 1.95 
74LS10 .16 74LS240 .69 


HM6116LP-4 2048"8 (200nsl(CMOSJ(LP) 1.89 

17.430 1 .95 

74LS11 .22 74LS241 .69 

HM1116LP·3 20481t8 (150...)(CMOSJILPI 1.99 


18.0 1 .95 
74LS12 .22 74LS242 .89 


HMl118LP·2 2048x8 (120na)(CMOSl(LPI 2.95 

****HIBH·TECH**** 
 18.432 1.95 

7'LS13 .28 74LS243 .69 

TC5516 2048"8 (250nal(CMOSJ 3.95 


20.0 1.95 
74LS14 .39 74LS244 .69
22.1184 1.95NEC V20 µPD70108 $2095 74LS15 .28 74LS245 .79 


HM8264P·15 8192'8 (1S0...)(CMOSJ 4 .75 

Z-6132 4096"8 (300nsl(QSTATJ 19.95 24.0 1.95 

74LS20 .17 74LS247 .75
32.0 1.95REPLACES 8088 TO SPEED UP IBM PC 10·40flo 74LS21 .22 74LS248 .69 

HM82114LP·12 8192"8 (120Nl(CMOSJILPJ 5.95 

HM82114LP·15 8192x8 (150no)(CMOSJ(LP) 4.95 

74LS22 .22 74LS249 .99
* HIGH SPEED ADDRESS CALCULATION IN 74LS26 .23 74LS251 .49
LP.Low- a.n.t-Quasi-Stlltic 
74LS27 .23 74LS253 .49
HARDWARE 
74LS28 .26 74LS256 1.79BIT RATE* PIN COMPATIBLE WITH 8088
DYNAMIC RAMS 74LS30 .17 74LS257 .39
BENERATORSTMS4027 4096•1 (250ns) 74LS32 .18 74LS258 .49 


2107 4096x1 (200noJ 

* SUPERSET OF 8086/ 8088 INSTRUCTION 

74LS33 .28 74LS259 1 .29 
MM5280 4096•1 (300na) 

9 .95SET 74LS37 .26 74LS260 .49 

TMS4050 4096x1 (300...J 


4 .95 
74LS38 .26 74LS261 1 .49 

UP0411 4096•1 (300ns) 
* LOW POWER CMOS 9.95 

74LS40 .17 74LS266 .39 

TMS4060 4096x1 (300naJ 


18.95 
74LS42 .39 74LS273 .79 


MK4108 8192'1 (200N) 

8.95 

74LS47 .59 74LS275 1.95 
MM5298 8192•1 (250N) 

4 .95 
74LS48 .69 74LS279 .39 


4116·250 16384xt (250nal 
 74LS49 .69 74LS280 1 .98 
4116·200 16384•1 (200n• I 74LS51 .17 74LS283 .59 

4116-150 16384xt (150na) 
 74LS54 .22 74LS290 .89 

4116-120 16384x1 (120na) 
 CRT 74LS55 .22 74LS293 .89 

2118 16384x1 (150NJ(5v) 
 74LS63 .89 74LS295 .69 

MK4332 32768x1 (200N) 
 CONTROLLERS 74LS73 .29 74LS298 .69 

4164-200 65536x1 (200nsl(5v) 
 74LS74 .24 74LS299 1 .49 
4164·150 85536x1 (150nsJ(5vJ 

4.95 
74LS75 .29 74LS322 3 .95 

4164-120 15536x1 (120nsJ(SvJ 
8.95 

74LS76 .29 74LS323 2 .49 
MCM6865 65&38x1 (200na)(SvJ 

11 .95 
74LS78 .49 74LS324 1 .75 

TMS4164 65&36lt1 (150NJ(5v) 1.95 
12.95 

74LS83 .49 74LS348 1.29 
4164-REFRESH 15536x1 (150nsl(5VJ(REFRESH) 2 .95 

8.95 
74LS85 .49 74LS352 1 .29 

TMS4416 16384x4 (150NJ(5v) 4.96 
2.95 

74LS86 .22 74LS353 1.29 
41128-150 131072x1 (150nsJ(SvJ 5.95 

26.95 
74LS90 .39 74LS363 1 .35 

41258·200 262144x1 (200Nl(5V) 3.19 
19.95 

74LS91 .89 74LS364 1 .95 

4125fl.150 262144x1 (150NJ(Sv) 3 .29 


12.95 
74LS92 .49 74LS365 .39 


&v-Slngl• S Vott Supply REFRESH• Pin 1 R•freah 19.95 

9.95 

74LS93 .39 ,74LS366 .39 

74LS95 .49 74LS387 .39 

74LS96 .49 74LS368 .39 

74LS107 .34 74LS373 .79 

74LS109 .36 74LS374 .79 

74LS112 .29 74LS375 .95 


39.95 

DISK 74LS113 .34 74LS3n .79 

8031 

8035 


74LS114 .34 74LS378 1 .18 

74LS122 .45 74LS379 .95 


8039 

CONTROLLERS 
1n1 4 .95 74LS123 .49 74LS385 3.90 


8080 
 1791 9 .95 74LS124 2.75 74LS386 .45 

8085 
 1793 9.95 74LS125 .39 74LS390 1.19 
8085A·2 1795 12.95 74LS126 .39 74LS393 .79 

8086 
 1797 12.95 74LS1 32 .39 74LS395 1.19 
8087·2 2791 19.95 74LS133 .49 74LS396 1.89 

8087 
 2793 19.95 74LS136 .39 74LS399 1.49 

8088 
 2795 29.95 74LS137 .99 74LS424 3.95 
6088·2 2797 29.95 74LS138 .39 74LS447 .95 

8089 
 6843 19.95 74LS139 .39 74LS490 1.95 

8155 
 6272 4.95 74LS145 .99 74LS540 1 .49 
8155·2 UPD765 4.95 74LS147 .99 74LS541 1.49 
81 56 
 MB8876 12.95 74LS148 .99 74LS624 1.95 

8185 
 MB88n 12.95 74LS151 .39 74LS640 .99 

8741 
 1691 6.95 74LS153 .39 74LS645 .99 

8748 
 2143 6.95 74LS154 1.49 74LS868 1.49 

8749 
 74LS155 .59 74LS669 1.29 

8755 
 74LS156 .49 74LS670 .89 


74LS157 .35 74LS674 14.95 

74LS158 .29 74LS682 3 .20
MISC. 74LS160 .29 74LS683 3 .20 

TMS99531 74LS161 .39 74LS684 3.20 
TMS99532 74LS162 .49 74LS685 3.20 
ULN2003 74LS163 .39 74LS688 2 .40 

3242 
 74LS164 .49 74LS689 3 .20 

3341 
 74LS165 .65 74LS783 22.95 
MC3470 74LS166 .95 81LS95 1.49 
MC3480 74LS168 .95 81LS96 1.49 
MC3487 74LS169 .95 81LS97 1.49 
11C90 74LS170 .85 81LS98 1.49 
95H90 74LS173 .49 2SLS2518 4.13 
2613-001 UP 74LS174 .39 25LS2521 2.80 
2513-002 LOW 74LS175 .39 26LS2538 3. 74 

AYS-2376 
 74LS181 1.49 25LS2569 2.80 
AYS.3600 ST0 74LS189 4.95 26LS31 1.95 
A YS-3600 PRO 74LS190 .49 26LS32 1.95 
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OPTO·ISOLATORS 


VOLTIBE REBULATORS 
T0-220 CASE PACKAGE 

7805T .49 7905T 
7808T .49 7908T 
7812T .49 7912T 
7816T .49 791ST 
7824T .49 7924T 

T0-3 CASE PACKAGE 
7806K 1.39 7905K 
7812K 1.39 7912K 
7816K 1.39 7916K 
7824K 1 .39 7924K 1 .49 

T0-92 CASE PACKAGE 
78L06 .49 79L05 .89 

78L12 .49 79L12 .89 

78L16 .49 79L16 .69 


OTHER VOLTAGE REGS 
78M05C Svoh 'hamp T0-220 .29 

LM323K Svoh lamp T0·3 4 .79 

LM338K Adj. Somp T0·3 3 .95 

78H05K &voh 5-np T0·3 7 .95 

78H12K 12vott5-np TD·l 8 .96 

78P05K Svoft 10.np T0-3 14.96 

UA78S40 FAIRCHILD DIP 1.96 


LINEAR 
LM301 .34 NE570 

LM301H .79 NE571 

LM307 .40 NE590 

LM308 .65 NE592 

LM308H 1.15 LM709 

LM309H 1.95 LM710 

LM309K 1.25 LM711 

LM310 1.75 LM723 

LM311 .59 LM723H 

LM311H .89 LM733 

LM312H 1 .76 LM741 .29 

LM317K 3.49 LM741N-14 .36 

LM317T .95 LM741H .40 

LM318 1.49 LM747 .89 

LM318H 1.69 LM748 .69 

LM319H 1.90 LM1014 1.19 

LM319 1.26 LM1303 1.96 

LM320 ...1900 LM1310 1 .49 

LM322 1 .66 MC1330 1 .89 

LM323K 4.79 MC1349 1 .89 

LM324 .49 MC1360 1.19 

LM329 .65 MC1368 1.69 

LM331 3.95 MC1372 6.95 

LM334 1.19 LM1414 1.69 

LM335 1.40 LM1468 .49 

LM338 1.76 LM1488 .49 

LM337T 1.89 LM1469 .49 

LM337K 3.95 LM1496 .85 

LM338K 3 .9S LM1668H 3.10 

LM339 .69 LM1800 2.37 

LM340 ...1soo LM1812 8.26 

LM348 .89 LM1830 3.60 

LM360K 4.96 LM1871 6.49 

LM360T 4 .80 LM1872 6.49 

LM358 .69 LM18n 3.62 

LM359 1 .79 LM1889 1.96 

LM378 3.76 LM1896 1 .75 

LM3n 1 .95 ULN2003 .79 

LM378 2.60 XR2208 3.76 

LM379 4 .60 LM28n 2.05 

LM380 .89 LM2878 2 .26 

lM380N-8 1.10 LM2900 .86 

LM381 1.60 LM2901 1.00 

LM382 1 .49 MP<l2907 1 .96 

LM383 1.96 LM2917 1 .96 

LM384 1.96 MC3487 2.96 

LM388 .89 LM3900 .49 

LM387 1.39 l.M3906 1 .26 

LM389 1.36 LM3909 .98 

LM390 1 .96 LM3911 2 .26 

LM392 .69 LM3914 2 .39 

LM393 .45 LM3916 2 .39 

LM394H 4.80 LM3916 2 .39 

LM399H 6.00 MC4024 3 .49 

NE631 1.79 MC4044 3 .99 

NE655 .29 RC4136 1 .25 

NE656 .49 RC4161 3.96 

NE658 1.29 LM4260 1.76 

NE664 1 .95 LM4600 3 .26 

LM666 .95 RC4658 .89 

LM666 1 .49 LM13600 1.49 

LM667 .79 LM13700 1 .45 


H•TO·S CAN. K•T0-3. T•T0·220 

RCA 
CA3023 2 .75 CA3083 
CA3039 1 .29 CA3086 
CA3046 .89 CA3089 
CA3059 2.90 CA3096 
CA3080 2 .90 CA3130E 
CA308S 1 .29 CA3140E 
CA3080 .89 CA3146 
CA3081 .99 CA3160 
CA3082 .99 CA3183 

Tl 
TL494 4 .20 75365 

TL496 1 .65 75450 

TLA97 3 .25 75451 

75107 1 .49 75452 

75108 1 .49 75463 

75110 1.95 75454 

75150 1.95 75477 

75154 1 .95 75491 

7S180 4 .95 75492 

75188 1 .26 75493 

75189 1.25 75494 


Bl FET 

4000 

4001 

4002 

4006 

4007 

4008 

4009 

4010 

4011 

4012 

4013 

4014 

4016 

4018 

4017 

4018 

4019 

4020 

4021 

4022 

4023 

4024 

4025 

4028 

4027 

4028 

4029 

4030 

4034 

4016 

4040 

4041 

4042 

4043 

4044 

4045 

4048 

4047 

4048 

4049 

4050 

4061 

4062 

4063 

4058 

4080 

4088 

4088 

4089 

4070 

4071 

4072 

4073 

4075 

4078 

4on 

4078 

4081 

4082 

4085 

4086 

4093 

4094 

4098 

4099 

14409 

14410 

14411 

14412 

14419 

14433 

14490 

4602 

4603 

4507 

4508 

4510 

4511 

4612 

4514 

4616 

4516 

4618 

4619 

4S20 

4521 

4522 

4528 

4527 


.25 


.19 


.22 


.69 


.22 


.89 


.39 


.39 


.19 


.26 


.36 


.69 


.29 


.29 


.49 


.69 


.35 


.S9 


.89 


.89 


.25 


.49 


.25 

1.49 


.39 


.85 


.69 


.39 

1.45 

.69 


.69 


.76 


.59 


.85 


.69 

1.98 


.69 


.69 


.69 


.29 


.29 


.69 


.69 


.69 

2 .19 


.89 


.29 


.39 


.19 


.29 


.22 


.22 


.22 


.26 


.69 


.29 


.29 


.22 


.22 


.79 


.89 


.49 

2.49 
1 .49 
1.45 

12.9S 
8 .9S 
9.95 
8.95 
4 .95 

14.9S 
4 .95 


.95 


.49 


.99 

1.49 

.69 


.89 


.79 


.99 

1.79 


.79 


.85 


.79 


.79 

4.99 


.79 


.79 

1.9S 

4528 .79 

4629 2.96 

4631 .95 

4632 1 .95 

4538 .95 

4639 1 .96 

4541 1 .29 

4543 .99 

4653 6.79 

4555 .95 

4668 .96 

4568 2.46 

4580 4.26 

4689 3.49 

4S81 1.95 

4S82 1 .95 

4584 .89 

4686 .75 

46161 12.95 

4702 12.95 

4724 1 .50 

74COO .29 

74C02 .29 

74C04 .29 

74C08 .29 

74C10 .29 

74C14 .59 

74C20 .29 

74CJO .29 

74C32 .35 

74C42 1.19 

74C48 1.79 

74C73 .65 

74C74 .59 

74C78 .80 

74C83 1.95 

74C85 1.49 

74C88 .35 

74C89 4.50 

74C90 1.19 

74C93 1.19 

74C96 .99 

74C150 6.76 

74C161 2 .25 

74C154 3.26 

74C167 1.75 

74C160 1.19 

74C161 .99 

74C182 1.19 

74C183 .99 

74C164 1.39 

74C186 2.00 

74C173 .79 

74C174 .99 

74C176 .99 

74C192 1.49 

74C193 1.49 

74C195 1.39 

74C200 S.75 

74C221 1.75 

74C240 1 .89 

74C244 1.89 

74C373 1.99 

74C374 1.99 

74C901 .39 

74C902 .85 

74C903 .8S 

74C905 10.96 

74C906 
74C907 
74C908 
74 C909 
74C910 
74C911 
74C912 
74C914 
74C916 
74C917 
74C918 
74C922 
74C923 
74C925 
74C926 
74C927 
74C928 
80C9S 
80C96 
80C97 
80C98 

.79 


.79 

2 .00 
2.76 
9.95 
8.9S 
8.95 
1.95 
1 .19 
8.95 
2 .75 
4 .49 
4.95 
6.9S 
7 .95 
7 .95 
7.96 


.85 


.95 


.95 

1 .20 

A new family of high speed CMOS logic featuring 
the ,.-iotlow-Schottlcy(8ns !ypicalgateprop· 
agotion dolay). combined with the odva-ofCMOS: 
119fY k>w powerconsumption, superior noise immunfty, 
and improved output drive. 

74HCOO 
74HC: Operate at CMOS logk: levels and are ideal 

fot new. al -CMOS designs. 

7400 

7401 

7402 

7403 

7404 

7406 

7408 

7407 

7408 

7409 

7410 

7411 

7412 

7413 

7414 

7418 

7417 

7420 

7421 

7422 

7423 

7425 

7428 

7427 

7428 

7430 

7432 

7433 

7437 

7438 

7439 

7440 

7442 

7443 

7444 

7445 

7446 

7447 

7448 

7450 

7451 

7453 

7464 

7480 

7470 

7472 

7473 

7474 

7476 

7476 

7480 

7481 

7462 


74500 

74502 

74503 

74504 

7450S 

74508 

74509 

74510 

74511 

74516 

74520 

74522 

74530 

74532 

74537 

74538 

74540 

74561 

74564 

74565 

74574 

74586 

74586 

745112 

7451 13 

745114 

745124 

745132 

745133 


.19 


.19 


.19 


.19 


.19 


.2S 


.29 


.29 


.24 


.19 


.19 


.25 


.30 


.36 


.49 


.26 


.26 


.19 


.36 


.35 


.29 


.29 


.29 


.29 


.46 


.19 


.29 


.45 


.29 


.29 


.79 


.19 


.49 


.86 


.89 


.69 


.89 


.89 


.89 


.19 


.23 


.23 


.23 


.23 


.36 


.29 


.34 


.33 


.45 


.36 


.59 

1.10 


.96 


.29 


.29 


.29 


.29 


.29 


.3S 


.40 


.29 


.3S 


.35 


.29 


.36 


.29 


.35 


.89 


.69 


.29 


.3S 


.40 


.40 


.49 


.9S 


.35 


.50 


.50 


.SS 

2.76 
1.24 

.45 


7483 

7486 

7488 

7489 

7490 

7491 

7492 

7493 

7494 

7496 

7496 

7497 

74100 

74106 

74107 

74109 

74110 

74111 

74116 

74120 

74121 

74122 

74123 

74125 

74126 

74128 

74132 

74136 

74141 

74142 

74143 

74144 

74145 

74147 

74148 

74150 

74151 

74152 

74153 

74154 

74165 

74156 

74167 

74169 

74160 

74161 

74162 

74163 

74164 

74165 

74168 

74167 

74170 


745134 

74S13S 

745138 

745139 

745140 

745161 

7451 63 

745167 

7451S8 

745181 

745162 

745183 

745188 

745169 

745174 

745176 

745180 

745181 

745182 

745188 

745189 

745194 

745195 

745196 

745197 

745201 

745225 

745226 

745240 


.so 

.59 


.35 

2.1S 


.39 


.40 


.60 


.36 


.6S 


.6S 


.70 

2.7S 

2 .29 
1.14 


.30 


.45 


.45 


.55 

1 .SS 
1.20 


.29 


.4S 


.49 


.45 


.4S 


.55 


.45 


.50 


.65 

2 .95 
5 .95 
2.95 


.60 

2.49 
1.20 
1.35 


.55 


.65 


.55 

1.49 


.75 


.66 


.55 

1.65 


.85 


.69 


.85 


.69 


.85 


.85 

1.00 
3 .75 
1.65 

.so 


.89 


.79 


.79 


.55 


.79 


.79 


.79 


.95 

1.29 
1.9S 
1.29 
3.96 
3.9S 


.79 


.79 

11 .95 


3.9S 

2 .95 
1.9S 
1.95 
1.49 
1 .49 
1.49 
1 .49 
6 .95 
7.95 
3.99 
1.49 

74172 

74173 

74174 

74175 

74176 

741n 

74178 

74179 

74180 

74181 

74182 

74184 

74186 

74189 

74190 

74191 

74192 

74193 

74194 

74195 

74198 

74197 

74198 

74199 

74221 

74246 

74247 

74248 

74249 

74251 

74259 

74265 

74273 

74278 

74278 

74279 

74283 

74284 

74285 

74290 

74293 

74298 

74351 

74366 

74388 

74387 

74368 

74378 

74390 

74393 

74426 

74426 

74490 


745241 

745244 

745261 

745263 

745267 

745268 

745280 

745273 

745274 

745276 

745280 

745283 

745287 

745288 

745289 

745299 

745301 

745373 

745374 

745381 

745387 

745399 

745412 

745470 

745471 

745472 

745474 

745570 

745671 

745573 


6.96 

.75 

.89 

.89 

.89 

.75 


1.15 
1.75 


.75 

2.25 


.76 

2.00 
2.00 
2.99 
1.15 
1.16 


.79 


.79 


.85 


.85 


.79 


.75 

1.95 
1 .3S 
1.35 
1 .35 
1.25 
1.85 
1 .95 


.75 

2 .25 
1.35 
1.95 
1.25 
3.11 


.75 

2.00 
3.75 
3.75 


.95 

1.29 


.85 

2.25 


.65 


.65 


.65 


.65 

2.20 
1 .75 
1.35 
3.16 


.85 

2.65 

1 .49 
1 .49 


.79 


.79 


.79 


.95 


.79 

2.39 

19.95 
19.96 

1.95 
3.29 
1.89 
1.69 
2.95 
2.95 
6 .95 
1 .69 
1 .69 
7.95 
1.95 
2.9S 
2.98 
6.9S 
4 .95 
4 .95 
4 .96 
2.9S 
2 .96 
2.95 

74HCOO .59 

74HC02 .69 

74HC04 .69 

74HC08 .69 

74HC10 .69 

74HC11 .59 

74HC14 .79 

74HC20 .69 

74HC27 .59 

74HC30 .59 

74HC32 .89 

74HC51 .59 

74HC74 .76 

74HC75 .86 

74HC85 .36 

74HC88 .89 

74HC93 1 .19 

74HC107 .79 

74HC109 .79 

74HC112 .79 

74HC125 1.19 

74HC132 1.19 

74HC133 .89 

74HC138 .99 

74HC139 .99 

74HC148 1.19 

74HC161 .89 

74HC163 .89 

74HC164 2.49 

74HC167 .89 

74HC168 .96 

74HC181 1.15 

74HC183 1 .16 

74HC164 1.26 


74HC166 
74HC174 

"74HC176 
74HC193 
74HC194 
74HC196 
74HC238 
74HC240 
74HC241 
74HC242 
74HC243 
74HC244 
74HC245 
74HC2S1 
74HC257 
74HC259 
74HC273 
74HC299 
74HC367 
74HC388 
74HC373 
74HC374 
74HC390 
74HC393 
74HC4017 
74HC4020 
74HC4024 
74HC4040 
74HC4049 
74HC4050 
74HC4080 
74HC4075 
74HC4611 
74HC4638 

2 .95 

.99 

.99 


1 .26 
1.04 
1.09 
1.36 
1 .89 
1 .89 
1 .89 
1.89 
1.89 
1.89 


.89 


.85 

1.39 
1 .89 
4.99 


.99 


.99 

2 .29 
2 .29 
1 .39 
1 .39 
1.99 
1.39 
1.59 
1 .39 


.89 


.89 

1.29 


.89 

2 .39 
2 .69 

74HCTOO 

74HCT: Direct. drop-in replacements for LS Til and 

can be Intermixed with 74lS in the same circuit. 
74HCTOO 
74HCT02 
74HCT04 
74HCT08 
74HCT10 
74HCT11 
74HCT20 
74HCT27 
74HCT30 
74HCT32 
74HCT74 
74HCT76 
74HCT88 
74HCT138 
74HCT139 
74HCT161 
74HCT164 
74HCT157 
74HCT168 
74HCT181 
74HCT164 
74HCT188 
74HCT174 
74HCT176 

.89 


.69 


.89 


.89 


.69 


.69 


.69 


.89 


.69 


.79 


.86 


.96 


.79 

1.16 
1.15 
1.06 
2.99 


.99 


.99 

1 .29 
1 .39 
3 .06 
1 .09 
1 .09 

74HCT193 
74HCT194 
74HCT196 
74HCT238 
74HCT240 
74HCT241 
74HCT242 
74HCT243 
74HCT244 
74HCT246 
74HCT251 
74HCT267 
74HCT259 
74HCT273 
74HCT299 
74HCT387 
74HCT373 
74HCT374 
74HCT393 
74HCT4017 
74HCT4020 
74HCT4040 
74HCT4080 
74HCT4638 

1.39 
1.19 
1.29 
1 .49 
2 .19 
2 .19 
2 .19 
2 .19 
2.19 
2 .19 
1 .09 


.99 

1.69 
2.09 
6 .26 
1 .09 
2.49 
2.49 
1.59 
2.19 
1.69 
1.69 
1 .49 
2.69 

INTERFACE 

8T28 
8T28 
8T96 
8T96 
8T97 
8T98 
OM8131 
DP8304 
DS8833 
068835 
058836 
058837 
058838 

9000 SERIES 


1.29 
1 .29 


.89 


.89 


.59 


.89 

2 .95 
2 .29 
2.25 
1 .99 


.99 

1.65 
1 .30 

INTERSIL 

ICL7108 
ICL7107 
ICL7660 
ICL8038 
ICM7207A 
ICM7208 

EXIR 
XR2208 

XR2207 

XR2208 

XR2211 

XR2240 


SOUND CHIPS 

9.96 
12.95 

2 .95 
4 .96 
5 .69 

16.9S 

3.76 
2 .49 
1 .79 
2 .95 
1.95 

1&4n 3.95 AYl-8910 12.9S15.55 DAC0808 1.96 9304 .96
.69 MCA·7 4 .25 
76489 8.96 AY3-8912 12.969316 1 .00
3.49 DAC0808 2.9S .69 MCA·2S5 1.69 
SSl ·263 39.95 MC3340 1 .499328 1.49.69 IL·1 1 .25 4 .49 DAC1020 8.25 SP1000 39.009334 2 .50.89 ILA-30 1 .25 
 14.95 OAC1021 7 .95 9368 3.95.89 ILQ-74 3.25 
 9 .95 DAC1022 5.95 9401 9 .9S1.19 H11C5 1.2S 

8.95 MC1408L6 1.95 9601 .75
.59 TIL-111 .99 
 TUNSISTORS4 .49 MC1408L8 2.9S 9602 1 .501.29 TIL-113 1.29 
9637 2 .9S 
 2N918 .so 2N3n2 1 .85 
96502 1 .95 
 MP5918 .26 2N3903 .25 


2N2102 .75 2N3904 .10 

2N2218 .50 2N3906 .10
LED DISPLAYSDIFFUSED LEDS 
2N2218A .60 2N4122 .9SFND-357(359) cc .362.. 1.251·99 100-up IC SOCKETS 2N2219 .50 2N4123 .2Scc .s .. 1.49T1 lA .10 .09 FN0-500(503) 1-99 100 
 2N2219A .50 2N4249 .2S FND·507(510) cc .5"' 1 .49JUMBO GREEN T P.4 .14 .12 
 8 PIN ST .11 .10 
 2N2222 .25 2N4304 .75
.3 .. .99
MAN-72 CAJUMBO YELLOW TPA .14 .12 
 14 PIN ST .11 .09 PN2222 .10 2N4401 .25
MAN-74 cc .3" .99 
MOUNTING HDWT1 JJ. .10 .09 16 PIN ST .12 .10 
 MPS2369 .25 2N4402 .25
MAN-8940 cc .8 .. 1 .99MINI RED T1 .10 .09 18 PIN ST .15 .13 
 2N2484 .2S 2N4403 .2S.3 ..TIL-313 cc .45
MINI GREEN T1 .18 .15 
 20 PIN ST .18 .16 
 2N2905 .so 2N4857 1.00HP5082-7760 cc .43" 1.29MINI YEUOW T1 .18 .15 
 22 PIN ST .1S .12 
 2N2907 .25 PN4916 .25


RECT RED 2x5mm .26 .22 
 HEX DISPLAYS WITH LOGIC 24 PIN ST .20 .15 
 PN2907 .13 2N5086 .2S
RECT GREEN 2x5mm .30 .27 
 TIL-311 4 • 7 .270" 9 .95 28 PIN ST .22 .16 
 2N3055 .79 PN5129 .25

RECT YEUOW 2x5mm .30 .27 
 HP5082-7340 4 • 7 .290" 7 .95 
 40 PI N ST .30 .22 
 3055T .69 PN5139 .25 


64 PIN ST 1.95 1.49 2N3393 .30 2N5209 .2S 
ST: SQLDERTAIL 2N3414 .25 2N8028 .3S 

2N3563 .40 2N6043 1 .7S8 PIN WW .S9 .49
~ili@tjC] 
2N3565 .40 2N6045 1 .7514 PIN WW .69 .52 

PN356S .25 MPS-AOS .25
16 PIN WW .69 .58 

MP53638 .25 MP5-A06 .25
18 PIN WW .99 .90 

MP53640 .25 MPS-A13 .40
20 PIN WW1 .09 .98 

PN3643 .25 MPS-ASS .2S 22 PIN WW 1.39 1.28 
PN3844 .2S MPU-131 .99
24PINWW1 .49 1.35 
MPS3704 .15 TIP29 .65
28PINWW1 .69 1.49 ~ ~ ~ a [S]W]~~ 
MPS3708 .1S TIP31 .49
40 PIN WW 1.99 1.80 

TIP32 .49
WW•WIREWRAP 
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5.1 VOLT ZENER 
12.0VOLTZENER 
11 N914)SWITCHING 
50PtV 1A RECT 
400PIV RECT 
200PIV 3A RECT 
200PIV 1.5A BRIOGE 
400PIV 1.5A BRIDGE 
SOPIV 8A BRIDGE 

MDAl!I0-2 100PIV 27A BRIDGE 
VM48~DIP BRIDGE 

l'j J[! 
MD~2 

TUllllTGI MTI. HDW. 
T0-220 
T0-220 
T0-3 
T0-220 
T0-3 

~ ,;~' ~f 

.15 7POS 

.90 8POI 

.90 10 POI 

IWITCHU 
MINI-TOGGLE ON.ON 
MINl·TOGGUI ON-ON 
MINI· TOGGLE ON-OFF-ON 
MINl·P\JIHBUTTON N.O. 
MINl·P\J&HBUTfON N.C. 

8PST TOGGLE ON.OFF 
BCD OUT 10 POSITION 8 PIN DIP 

SCREW ON CUP ON 

HAID TO Fiii 
"SlllPULE" HEllEll 

GOLD CONTACTS SPACED AT .1" 
CENTERS IDEAL FOR DISK DRIVES, 
OR AN" .~" HEADER lilft 
5/$1.00 im_J 

CAN EASILY BE SNAPPED »MfT TO 
MAKE ANY 11ZE HEADER, 

ALLWITH .1" CENTERS 
ITllAIGHT LEAD 
RIGHT ANGLE 
STRAIGHT LEAD 
RIGHT ANGLE 

81 Pll CEllTIOllCI 

CONTACTSDESCRIPTION OllDER.V • 14 18 11 20 22 24 
HIGH REUABIUTYTOOLED 

ST IC 80CKETS AUGATQST .12 .79 ... 1.C)!I 1.29 1.39 1.49 

HIGH REUABIUTYTOOLED AUGAT. 1.30 1.IO 2.10 2.40 2.50 2.90 3.18-IC80CKETS 
COMPONENT CAlllllES 

IDIP HEADERS) ice.. .49 .59 .89 .911 .99 .99 

RIBBON CABLE 
DIP PLUGS llDCI IDPxx .98 .95 

FOR ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS SEE 0-SUBMINIATURE BELOW 

D-IUIMllllTUIE 
DESCRIPTION ORDER BY 

CONTACTS 

•· 18 28 37 50 

SOLDER CUP 
MALE D .12 .80 1.25 1.IO 3.48 
FEMALE - .lti 1.18 u;o 2.35 4.32 

RIGHT ANGLE MALE DlbQd'll 1.ao 1.49 1.95 2.85 -
PC &OLDER FEMALE D 1.211 1.18 2.00 2.79 -
WIRE WRAP 

MALE DllDPWW 1.89 2.118 3.19 5.IO -
FEMALE - 2.71 4.27 8.84 9.95 ·

IDC MALE IDBKXP 2.70 2.98 3.98 5.70 -
RIBBON CABLE FEMALE IDBuS 2.92 3.20 4.33 8.78 -

HOODS 
METAL MHOODxx 1.25 1.25 1.30 - -
OREY HOQOu .H .e& .115 .711 .95 

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS: INSERT THE NUMBER OF CONT ACTS IN THE POSITION 
MARKED "n" OF THE "OROER BY" PART NUMBER LISTEO. 
EXAMPf.E: A15 PIN RIGHT ANGLE MALE PC SOLDER WOULD BE DB15PR. 

IDC COlllECTOll 
DESCRIPTION ORDER BY 

CONTACTS 
10 20 28 34 

SOLDER HEADER IDHuS .12 1..29 1.118 2.20 
RIGHT ANGLE SOLDER HEADER IDHulR .85 1.35 1.78 2.31 

-HEADER IDH..W 1.86 2.98 3.94 4.50 
RIGHT ANGLE WW HEADER IDH..wR 2.05 3.28 
RIBBON HEADER SOCKET IDSxx .79 .99 

40 
2.58 
z.n 
5.28 

.99 

1.75 

28 

1.19 

3.70 

1.09 

-

CERAMIC DISC 
.01µ1 50 VOLTS 100/ 85.00 
.1 µI 12 VOLTS 100196.50 

MONOLITHIC 
50 VOLTS 100/ 910.00 
50 VOLTS 100/ 912.50 

D-IUB ICCEllOllEI 
STAINLESS STEEL ~ 
WALL PLATE . > I 

SINGLE 81.95 - ~ 
DOUBLE 81.95 

MOUNTING HARDWARE 
INCLUDES 
2BOLTS, 
2 NUTS, 
4WASHERS 
$1.00/PAIR 

CRIMP STYLE 
D-IUB COllllECTOll 

MALE SHEU 
FEMALE SHEU 

MALE SHEU 
FEMALE SHEU 

75C 
soc 
90C 
95C 

CRIMP PINS MALE 08C 

MOLDED If CHOKES 
.75 22µH 
.75 47 

1 .00 es 
1 .00 100 
1.00 220 

270 

12.8V AC CT 2 AMP 
12.8V AC CT 4 AMP 
12.8V AC CT 8 AMP 
28.2V AC CT 2 AMP 

9VDC 
12VDC 
12VAC 
12VAC 
12VAC 
12VAC 

PLUG CASE STYLE 
350ma 
350ma 
250ma 
500ma 
1 AMP 
2 AMP 

'"lit'~ ., 
40 

2.49 

5.40 

1.49 

2.95 

SHELL CRIMP PINS FRAME STYLE PLUG STYLE 

- e.
ICC18 IDP14 

~ 

RIBBOll CIBLE 
SINGLE COLOR

CONTACTS 1· 10' 10' 
10 .1s 1.60 .30 
18 .28 2.50 .48 
20 .38 3.20 .60 
25 .45 4.00 .75 
28 .46 4.10 .78 
34 .81 5.40 1.07 
40 .n 6.40 1.20 
50 .89 7.50 1.50 

ZIF SOCKET ZIF RECEPTACLE 

CONTACTS 
14 16 24 28 

4.95 4 .95 5.95 6.95 
8.25 8.75 9 .75 10.50 

EDBECIRD CONllECTORS 

t'i:m;:m=w~~41:m:::;'\::::\::;:;::::• •• PlN 5T 

100 PIN SOLDERTAIL 
100 PIN WIREWRAP 
n PIN SOLDERTAIL 
n PIN WIREWRAP 
82 PIN SOLDERTAIL 
50 PIN SOLDERTAIL 
44 PIN SOLDERTAIL 
44 PIN WIREWRAP 
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SILVER MICA 
±5% TOLERANCE 

1OOV .35 1OOpf 1OOV .40 
100V .39 120 100V .40 
100V .39 180 100V .40 
1OOV .39 220 1OOV .SO 
100V .39 330 100V .50 
100V .39 470 100V .BO 
100V .39 510 100V .60 
1oov .39 S60 1oov .60 
1OOV .39 620 1OOV .60 
100V .3S 680 100V .75 
100V .3S 820 100V .75 
100V '.35 1000 100V .7S 

MONOLITHIC 
sov .14 .1µ1 sov .18 
sov .15 .47 sov .25 

TANTALUM 
3SV .40 3 .3µ1 3SV .65 
35V .40 4 .7 10V .55 
3SV .40 4 .7 2SV .5S 
3SV .4S 4.7 3SV .8S 
3SV .4S 6 .8 1SV .70 
1 SV .35 6 .8 25V .75 
20V .38 10 10V .65 
2SV .40 10 1SV .80 
3SV .45 10 20V .8S 
15V .40 10 25V .90 
20V .4S 10 35V 1.00 
3SV .6S 22 1OV 1 .00 
3SV .6S 22 1SV 1.3S 
1SV .50 27 15V 2.2S 

PIBE WIRE WRAP WIRE 
PRECUT AND STRIPPED 

Note: 1 inch of insul81ion ie stripped on 
each end. 3.5" wire haa only 1 .5 lncha of 
inautstion. 

2.S 
3 .0 
3 .S 
4 .0 
4.S 
s.o 
S.5 
6 .0 
6 .S 
7 .0 
8 .0 
9 .0 
10.0 

QUANTITY 
100 soo 
1.60 4 .70 
1.50 4 .70 
1.85 S.00 
1.7S S.40 
1.80 5 .76 
1.85 8.10 
1.90 a.so 
2 .00 a.as 
2.30 7.80 
2.40 8.20 
2.60 8 .95 
2.70 9 .80 
2.90 10.SO 

ELECTROLYTIC 
RADIAL AXIAL 

.47µ1 sov .14 .47µ1 sov .14 
, sov .14 , sov .14 
2.2 35V .1S 4 .7 16V .14 
4.7 SOV .1S 10 16V .14 
10 50V .15 10 SOV .16 
47 35V .18 22 16V .14 
100 16V .18 47 SOV .20 
100 50V .23 100 1SV .20 
220 3SV .20 100 35V .25 
470 16V .2S 220 2SV .30 
470 25V · .30 470 50V .50 
1000 16V .60 1000 16V .60 
2200 16V .70 1000 35V .75 
4700 25V 1.45 2200 16V .70 

4700 16V 1.25 

COMPUTER GRADE 
32.000µ1 2SV 2 .9S 44,000¢ 30V 3.95 

CERAMIC DISC 
1 Opt SOV .05 580pf SOV .OS 
22 sov .OS 880 sov .OS 
27 sov .OS 820 sov .OS 
33 sov .OS .001µ1 sov .OS 
47 SOV .OS .0015 SOV .OS 
S6 SOV .OS .0022 SOV .OS 
68 SOV .OS .005 50V .OS 
82 SOV .OS .01 50V .07 
100 sov .OS .02 sov .07 
220 sov .OS .OS sov .07 
330 50V .OS .1 12V .10 
470 50V .05 .1 SOV .12 

RESISTORS 
'I. WAIT 5% CARBON FILM 
ALL STANDARD VAWES 

FROM 1 OHM TO 10 MEG. OHM 

SIPs 
1~=N g R~:~~OR l l l l l l l l l l 

.49 .45 - · 

8 PIN 7 RESISTOR 

~ ~ ...l .lllllll 
.59 .38 

AVAILABLE VALUES: 700, 220, 330, 470, 
680, IK, 2.2K, 3.3K, 4.7K, 6.BK, IOK, 22K, 
33K, 47K, IOOK 

16PIN 14UNETERMINATOR 
AVAILABLE IN ONLY 

180/390, 2201270, 2201330 

SINGLETURNS ~ 
72PRxx 9 

1· 24 25 UP 
--:99 -:a& 

15TURN 
S9PRxx 

1·24 25UP 
1.281.49 

IC EXTUCTIOI TOOL 
ONE PIECE METAL CONSTRUCTION 

EXTRACTS 8-24 PIN DEVICES 

I 

$1.49 

PRECUT ASSORTMENT 
IN ASSORTED COLORS TWO LEVEL WIRE WUP SOCKETS 

100..: S.S" , 6 .0 ", 6.5" , 7 .0 " 
2SO..: 2.5", 4.5", 5 .0" 
soo- 3.0", 3 .5", 4 .0" 

THESE SOCKETS HAVE .50" LEADS, JUST A LITTLE lllT SHORTER 
THAN THE 3 LEVEL WIRE WRAP SOCKETS WITH .6" LEADS 

8 PIN WW·2 
14 PIN WW-2 
16 PIN WW·2 
20 PIN WW·2 
22 PIN WW·2 
24 PIN 'WW·2 
28 PIN WW·2 

WIRE WRAP PROTOTYPE CARDS 
FR-4 EPOXY GLASS LAMINATE 

WITH GOLD-PLATED EDGE-CARD FINGERS 

IBM 
BOTH CARDS HAVE SILK SCREENED LEGENDS 

AND INCLUDES MOUNTING &PACKET 
WITH •SV ANO GROUND PLANE •••• •27 .95 
AS ABOVE WITH DECODING LAYOUT t29.9S 

S-100 
BARE · NO FOIL PADS , • , •• , ••••• $15.16 
HORIZONTAL BUS .. .. •••....••• 021 .80 
VERTICAL BUS ...... . ......••. S21 .80 
SINGLE FOIL PADS PER HOLE •••••• 522.75 

APPLE 
BARE- NO FOIL PADS • •• •• • • •••• S15.15 
HORIZONTAL BUS •• , •• • • ••••••• S22.75 
SINGLE FOIL PADS PEA HOLE •••• • • S21 .80 
FOR APPLE lie AUX SLOT ••••• • ••• SJ0.00 

GENERAL PURPOSE 
22144 PIN EDGE-CARD(,158" SPACING} 
4.5"' x 6 .0"' BARE • NO FOIL PADS • •••• S9.45 
4.5" x 6 .0"' VERTICAL BUS ••••••••• S13.95 
4.5 .. x 6 .0" SINGLE FOIL PADS •••••• 814.20 
4 .5 .. • 9 .0" BARE - NO FOIL PADS • ••• 510.40 
4.S-' • 9 .0 " VERTICAL BUS •• ••• •••• S14.20 
4 .5 .. • 9 .0 " SINGLE FOIL PADS • • •• • • $13.50 

36172 PIN EDGE-CARD (.1" SPACING} 
4 .5" • 6.0" BARE - NO FOIL PADS •• ••• S9.45 
4 .5" x 6 .0 .. VERTICAL BUS • •• •••••• 513.25 
4 .5" • 6.0'" SINGLE FOIL PADS • •• ••• 914.20 
4 .5" x 9 .0" BARE - NO FOIL PADS •••• 810.40 
4 .5" x 9.0" VERTICAL BUS ••• ••• • • • 814.20 
4.5" a 9 .0 " SINGLE FOIL PADS •••• • • 915.15 

NO EDGE·CARD FINGERS 
2.5"' • 4.6" BARE - NO FOIL PADS ••••• 92.40 
4 .5" a 6 .5"' BARE - NO FOIL PADS • •••• 84.70 
4 .5" a 8 .5" BARE - NO FOIL PADS ••••• 96.20 
4 .5" • 17.0" BARE - NO FOIL PADS ••• S11 .35 
8 .S" a 17.0" BARE - NO FOIL PADS •• • 818.95 

1·99 10fl.UP 

~· 
.40 .35 
.45 .39 
.4S .39 
.7S .S9 
.50 .39 
.69 .75 
.89 .75 

IBM·PR2 

.......~.......~~~~ 

WWT-1 
WWT-2 
WWT·3 
WWT-4 
INS-1 

SLOTTED 
SINGLE SIDED 
IC SOCKET 
DOUBLE SIDED 
INSERTION TOOL 

26 / 87.06 
25 / 94.25 
26/ 97.06 

26/ 2 .80 
•3.64 

WIRE DlSPENSER 
• WITH 60' ROLL OF WIRE 
• BUILT IN PLUNGER COTS WIRE 
• BUILT IN STRIPPER STRIPES 1" 
• REFIUABLE 

WD-30 86.50 WD-30TRI 99.50 
~Bluo.- Wrth so· ot 9!'Ch= 

Yellow or RM Red. Blue and White 

SOCKET.·WRAP l.D.™ 
• SUPS OVER WIRE WRAP PINS 
• IDENTIFIES PIN NUMBERS ON WRAP 

SIDE OF BOARD 
• CAN WRTTE ON !'I.Ame; SUCH AS IC # 

PINS PART# PCK.OF PRICE 
8 IDWRAP08 10 1.95 

14 IDWRAP14 10 1.95 
18 IDWRAP18 10 1.95 
18 IDWRAP18 5 1.95 
20 IDWRAP20 5 1.95 
22 IDWRAP22 5 1.9S 
24 IDWRAP2A 5 1.95 
28 IDWiiAP28 5 1.9S 
40 IDWRAP40 5 1.95 

INS.H11 

BW 630 

ll 
WSU-30/ lOM 

·~ - - · 
·~ ~· 
·~ ~·... y. 
•l"l ~·.., 

~·... -· .,,, 
n -· .,,. 
1-1 ~·.., ... .,. >:: ~·.., ,.. 
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VOLTAGE CONTACTS 

svoc SPST REED 
12VDC DPOT 2AMP 

FITS PRICE 

DIP 3.95 
DIP 3.95 

RF MODULATOR 
ASTEC MODEL UM1082 

• PRESET TO CHANNEL 3 
• USE TO BUILD TV-COMPUTER 

INTERFACE 

MICRO CHART® 
INSTANT DATA 

CARDS 

~@ 6VDC &PDT lAMP RELAY SOC 2.95 
• +S VOLT OPERATION 

GROUND --... ,, DllLY 
$5.95 

12VDC 4PDT 3AMP RELAY SOC 3.95 

$6.95 A~~~J24VDC DPDT 3AMP RELAY SOC 3.95 • CLEAR AND CONCISE DATA ON MICROPRO 
CESSORS, ELECTRONICS, PROGRAMMING 
AND MORESJ .95 48VDC 4PDT 3AMP RELAY SOC 3.95 

S1.49 120 VAC 4PDT 3AMP RELAY SOC 3.95 
VIDEO 

• SOLID PLASTIC. LASTS A LIFETIME • 
• PLANNED FOR INSTANT ACCESS TO DATA 

GE MICKEL-CADMIUM 
RECHARGABLE BATTERIES 
NI-CAD CHARGER PACKAGE 

PRICE INCLUDES CHARGER (WALL PLUG), 
BATTERIES, & MODULAR BATTERY HOLDER 

AAA CELLS QTY. 2 511 .71 
AA CELLS QTY. 2 511 .7;1 
C CELLS QTY. 2 513.21 
0 CELLS QTY. 2 S13.21 
9 VOLT QTY. 1 513.21 

BATTERIES ONLY 
PKG. 2 
PKG. 1 
PKG. 1 
PKG. 1 
PKG. 1 

5 6 .07 pr. 
SJ.OJ ea. 
53 .78 ea. 
SJ.78 ea. 
57.57 ea . 

SWITCHINI POWER SUPPLIES 
PS-IBM $99.95 _ C ::> ~ 
• FOR IBM PC-XT COMPATIBLE , - , ;a\_. 
• 130WATTS · ~A 
• +SV @ 1SA, +12V @ 4.2A f/l'IJt -±;;4. ¥ 

-SV @ .SA, -12V @ .SA ' .--;.r4<" ~-
* ONE YEAR WARRANTY '1,....-

• FOR IBM PC-XT COMPATIBLE 
• +12 @ S.2A, +S @ 16A 
•-12 @ .SA. -S @ .SA 
•ONE YEAR WARRANTY 

$89.95 
• 100WATTS 
• SWITCH ON REAR 
• FOR USE IN OTHER IBM 

TYPE MACHINES 
• 90 DAY WARRANTY 

$99.95 
• 130WATTS 
• SWITCH ON REAR 
• FOR USE IN OTHER IBM 

TYPE MACHINES 
• 90 DAY WARRANTY 

$49.95 
• USE TO POWER APPLE TYPE 

SYSTEMS 
• +SV @ 4A, +12V @ 2.SA 

-SV @ .SA, -12V @.SA 
•APPLE POWER CONNECTOR 

$19.95 
• CAN POWER TWO S'!.'' FOOS 
• +SV @ 2.SA, +12V @ 2A 

- 12V @ .1A 
• +SV @ SA IF +12V IS NOT USED 
• 6 .3 " x 4 .0 " x 1 .9 " , 1 LB. 

$29.95 
• +SV @ 4A, +12V @ 2A 
• +12V @ 2.8A, - 12V @ .30A 
• 6.2" x 7.4" x 1.7", 1.6 LBS. 

$9.95 
•SPACE SAVING DESIGN 

POWER SUPPLY HOUSED IN 
PLUG STYLE CASE 

• +SV @ 600ma 
+12V @ 200ma 
- 12V @ 200ma 

• S.S" x 2.S" x 2 .0", 2 .0 LBS. 
• UL APPROVED 

Wiiii.............. 
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SIX FOOT LlllE CORDS 
LC-2 2 CONDUCTOR .39 
LC-3 3 CONDUCTOR .99 
LC-HP 3 CONDUCTOR WITH 

STANDARD FEMALE SOCKET 1 .49 
LC-CIR CIGARETTE LIGHTER PLUG 2.95 

~~ ~~C-2 V"~ 
LC·HP 

NEW BOOKS BY STEVE CIARCIA 
BUILD YOUR OWN Z80 COMPUTER 
CIRCUIT CELLAR VOLUMN 1 
CIRCUIT CELLAR VOLUMN 2 
CIRCUIT CELLAR VOLUMN 3 
CIRCUIT CELLAR VOLUMN 4 

$19.95 
$17.95 
$18.95 
$18.95 
$18.95 

• TWO COMPREHENSIVE B'h x 11 " SIDES 
• ATIRACTIVE TWO COLOR SHARP PRINTING 
• CLEARS WORKSPACE OF BOOKS AND MANUALS 
• NOTE: MPU CARDS COVER FUU INST. SET 

IDESCR., HEX, CYCLE, FLAG), DISASSEMBLY, 
ASCII, HEX/ DEC, INTERRUPT STRUC., PINOUT, 
DIAGRAMS, NOTES AND MORE 

MC-8086 
MC·Z80 
MC·6502 
MC·8085 
MC·8048 
MC·CL 

MC·IBAS 

MC·7400 

MC-COMP 

MC·WS 

MC-STAT 

MC·ALG 

AVAILABLE TITLES 
8086 AND 8088 MPUs 
Z80 MPU 
6502 (65u )MPUs 
8080A AND 8085A MPUs 
8048 SINGLE CHIP MPU FAMILY 
" C" LANGUAGE· 
COMPREHENSIVE REFERENCE 
FOR PROS AND BEGINNERS 
FAST AND EASY INTRO TO BASIC 
PROGRAMMING 
PINOUTS AND FUNCTIONS OF 
VIRTUALLY AU 5417400 TTL IN 
NEW COMPACT TABLE FORMAT 
!REG. H. L LS. SI 
BASIC OPERATION OF DIODES, 
TRANSISTORS, THYRISTORS, 
OP-AMPS AND MUCH MORE 
WORDSTAR / MAILMERGE 
REFERENCE - 1WICE THE INFO OF 
KEYBOARD OVERLAYS 
HOW TO GENERALIZE FROM SMALL 
SAMPLES  FOR Q/C, TESTING, 
RESEARCH, POLLING, ETC. 
ALGORJTHMS !PROGRAMS) IN 
BASIC FOR SORTING, SEARCHING 
PLOnlNG, ETC. 

MICROCOMPUTER HARDWARE IC MASTER $79.95 
HANDBOOK FROM ELCOMP $14.95 THE INDUSTRY STANDARD ---=1OVER 800 PAGES OF MANUFACTURER'S DATA SHEETS ON 
THE MOST COMMONLY USED ICs 
•m. . 74, 74LS & 74F • CPU"S • 6800, 6500, Z80, 
• CMOS 8080, BOBS & 8086/ 8 
• Vottagi. R..,..uton • MPU &qot & Interface. 
• Memory-RAM. ROM. EPROM 6800, 6500, Z80, 8200, etc. 

..................... A COMPLETE LISTING OF CURRENTLY MANUFAC· 

DATARASE EPROM ERASER $34.95 r.,u,.•N•.,o.m~~~~T~,.".~~~t~·:: !"p",.~T0~5~m 

Model 

PE·14 
PE-14T 
PE·24T 
PL·265T 

PART 
NUMBER 

WBU-D 

WBU·T 

WBU-204-3 

Timer Capacity Intensity 
Chip (uW/ CmJ) 

NO 9 8.000 
YES 8,000 
YES 12 9,600 
YES JO 9.600 

Unit 
Price 

183.00 
8119.00 
1175.00 
$255.00 

INDEX, AN ALTERNATIVE SOURCE GUIDE AS WELL 
AS SPECIFICATION ANO APPLICATION NOTES ON 
THOUSANDS OF DEVICES. 

BEST SELLlllG BOOKS 
OSBORNE 

APPLE II USERS GUIDE 
CRT CONTROLLER HANDBOOK 
MS DOS USERS GUIQE 
613000 ASM. PROGRAMMING 
THE 8086 BOOK 
UNDERSTANDING OBASE II 

SVBEX 
~~:~:~~~~:~~':oAcf~NG TECH. 
THE RS232 SOLUTION 
Z80 APPLICATIONS 
PROGRAMMING THE 8086 / 8088 

WISH SOLDERLESS BREADBOARDS 

DIMENSIONS DISTRIBUTION TIE TERMINAL TIE BINDING 
STRIPISI POINTS STRIPISI POINTS POSTS 

.38 x 6 .50" 100 
1.38 x 6 .50" 630 
3 .94 x 8 .45" 100 1260 
5.13 x 8 .45" 400 2 1260 
6.88 x 9 .06" 1890 

4 2520 
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•FREES COMPUTER FOR OTHER TASKS WHILE 
PAINTING LONG DOCUMENTS. 

• STANDALONE DESIGN · WORKS WITH ANY 
COMPUTER OR PAINTER. 

•ALL MODELS FEATURE PAINT PAUSE, 
MEMORY CHECK AND 
GRAPHICS CAPABILITY. 

PARAUEL $139.95 

• SERIAL OR PARALLEL 
•CONNECTS 3 PRINTERS TO 1 

COMPUTER OR 3 COMPUTERS 
· TO 1 PRINTER 
• ALL LINES SWITCHED 
• HIGH QUALITY ROTARY SWITCH 

MOUNTED ON PCB 
•GOLD CONTACTS 

TEAC 
FD-55 B 'h HEIGHT OS/ DD 

FD-55F 'h HEIGHT OS / QUAD 

SHUGART 
SA4606'/o''180 TRACK) OS / QUAD 

• 84K UPGRADABLE TO 256K 
•LED INDICATOR SHOWSVOLUMEOFDATAIN 

BUFFER 

RS232 SERIAL $159.95 
• 64K UPGRADABLE TO 512K 
• SIX SELECTABLE BAUD RATES FROM 

BOOB - 19,200B 

PARALLEL 
• 64K UPGRADABLE TO 256K 
• SPOOLS OUTPUT OF UP TO 

THREE COMPUTERS 

• STURDY METAL ENCLOSURE TANDON 
TM100-2 5't.'" iFOR IBM) OS/ DD 

MPI 
MPl-B52 5'/o'' iFOR IBM) OS / DD 

$99.95 

$89.95 

SIEMENS -8" DISK DRIVES 

FD100-8 SS/ DD SA801 EQUIV. $119.00 

FD200-8 OS/ DD SAB51 EQUIV. $159.00 •JFORMAT-2 SOFTWARE $49.95 TANDONTM100·2 
• LED BAAGAAPH DISPLAYS AMOUNT 

OF DATA IN BUFFER IBM 
PRINTER 
CABLE 

SUPPORT FOR QUAD DENSITY DRIVES FROM TALL TREE SYSTEMS 

• RESET FUNCTION CLEARS DATA IN BUFFER 
•REPEAT FUNCTION CAN PRODUCE MULTIPLE 

COPIES OF A DOCUMENT 

• DB25TO 
CENTRONICS 

•SHIELDED 
CABLE 

CAB-APPLE 

CAB-1FH5 

CAB-2SV5 

DISK DRIVE CABINETS 
5%" DRIVE ENCLOSURES 

APPLE TYPE DRIVE CABINET 
WITHOUT POWER SUPPLY 
FUU HEIGHT 51/•" BEIGE DRIVE CABINET 
WITH POWER SUPPLY 
DUAL SLIMLINE 5 '1•" CABINET 
WITH POWER SUPPLY · VERTICAL MOUNT 

8 INCH DRIVE ENCLOSURES BY )"Fm 

DISKETTE FILE 
CAB-2SV8 DUAL SLIMLINE B" DRIVE CABINET $209.95 

WITH POWER SUPPLY · VERTICAL MOUNT 

5%" SOFT SECTOR 

OS/ DD WITH HUB RINGS 

$9.90 B9Cea 79Cea 
BOii OF 10 BULK on 50 BULK on 250 

$8:1 
NA SHUA DISKETTES WERE JUDGED TO HAVE THE HIGHEST 
POLISH AND RE CORDED AMPLITUDE OF ANY DISKETTES 

TES TED. SEE ..COMPARING FLOPPY DISKS .., BYTE 9-84. 

DISKETTES 
NASHUA5%" 

OS/ DD SOFT SECTOR 
OS/ QUAD SOFT SECTOR 
OS/ HIGH DENSITY FOR AT 

NASHUA8" 
SS/ DD SOFT SECTOR 
OS/ DD SOFT SECTOR 

NASHUA3.5" 

$9.90 
$34.95 
$49.95 

$27.95 
$34.95 

3.5" SS/ DD FOR MACINTOSH $32.95 

VERBATIM 5%" 
SS/ DD SOFT SECTOR 
DS/ DD SOFT SECTOR 
SS/ DD 10 SECTOR HARD 

$23.95 
$29.95 
$23.95 

IBM STYLE COMPUTER CASE 
ATTRACTIVE STEEL CASE, WITH HINGED LIO, FITS 
POPULAR PC / XT COMPATIBLE MOTHER-BOARDS. 

• SWITCH CUT-OUT ON SIDE FOR PC/ XT STYLE 
POWER SUPPLY 

• CUT-OUT FOR 6 EXPANSION SLOTS 
• ALL HARD WARE INCLUDED ---1:::111!11 

ONLY 
$59.95 

POWER STRIPS 

20 MHz DUAL TRACE 

OSCILLOSCOPE 

- -

' : . 
MODEL2000 

. -  $389.00 

• BAND WIDTH - DC: T020 MHz (- 3db) 
AC: 10 Hz TO 20MHZ (-3db) 

• SWEEP TIME - .2 µSEC TO .5 SEC / DIV 
ON 20 RANGES 

• COMPLETE MANUAL AND HIGH QUALITY 
HOOK-ON PROBES INCLUDED 

• INPUT IMPEDANCE: 1 MEG OHM 
• TV VIDEO SYNC FILTER 
• X-Y AND Z AXIS OPERATION 
• 110/ 220 VOLT OPERATION 
• COMPONENT TESTER 
• LP CONSUMPTION - 19 WATTS 
• BUILT-IN CALIBRATOR 
• AOTOMATIC DA TRIGGERED TIMEBASE 

•REPLACEMENT FOR 
APPLE II KEYBOARD 

• CAPS LOCK KEY 
•AUTO-REPEAT 
• ONE KEY ENTRY OF BASIC 

OR CPM COMMANDS 

$49.95 

MODEL3500 

$549.00 

• BAND WIDTH - DC: TO 35MHz (- ldbl 
AC: 10 Hz TO 35MHZ f- 3dbl 

• SWEEP TIME - .1 µSEC TO .5 SEC/ DIV 
ON 21 RANGES 

• DELAYED TRIGGER • 100 mSEC TO 1 µSEC WITH 
INTENSIFIED AND DELAYED MODES 

• COMPLETE MANUAL ANO 1X·10X COMPENSATED 
HOOK-ON PROBES INCWDEO 

• VARIABLE HOLD OFF FOR 
VIEWING COMPLEX WAVES 

• TV VIDEO SYNC FILTER 
• TRIGGERING OF CH-A. CH-8, ALTERNATING, 

LINE OR EXTERNAL 
• X-Y ANO Z AXIS OPERATION 

~ 
I 

'"·~!rib. .. l'*''". '"'"" " 
CAB-2FHB 

IBM COMPATIBLE KEYBOARDS 

• FULLY IBM COMPATIBLE 

1 
~. ~ 

DKM·2000 $78.85iii 

·~i~nwi~ ~r:cc~es ~-:!1:1 
ft LEO STATUS INDICATORS 

FOR CAPS, NUMBER LOCK 
ft AUDIBLE CLICK 

KB-5151 $89.BS..------
• ~~~~:~~DtiBM 1u..J.J...1..:' U..U..Ul.J.!J~ l.J \ 
•SEPARATE CURSOR ANO ~~J;C;i~ 

NUMERIC KEYPADS ~BijP.:lil
• CAPS LOCK & NUMBER - - -

LOCK INDICATORS 
• IMPROVED KEYBOARD LAYOUT 

• USER DEFINED 
FUNCTION KEYS 

• NUMERIC KEYPAD WITH 1 

CURSOR CONTROL 
•CAPS LOCK 
•AUTO-REPEAT 

ONLY $79.95 

DIGITAL MULTIMETER PEN 

MODEL 

DPM-1000 

$49.95 
AUTO RANGING, POLARITY AND DECIMAL 

• lARGE 3.5" DISPLAY 
• DATA HOLD SWITCH FREEZES READING 
• FAST, AUDIBLE CONTINUITY TEST 
• LOW BATTERY INDICATOR 
• (>VERLOAD PROTECTION 
• ONLY 1V. x 6 1./a x >/•" 
• DC VOLTS 1mV-SOOV 
• AC VOLTS 1mV-SOOV 
• .1 OHM - 2 MEG OHM 
• WEIGHS ONLY 2.3 OUNCES 
• LOW PARTS COUNT-CUSTOM 80 PIN LSI INSURES 

RELIABILITY 
• INCLUDES MANUAL, BAnERIES, HARD CASE, AND 

AWGATOA CUP 
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IBM COMPATIBLE INTERFACE CARDS 
ALL WITH A ONE YEAR WARRANTY 

MULTIFUNCTION CARD 
ALL THE FEATURES OF AST'S 6 PACK PLUS AT HALF THE PRICE 

. . . - . i ' • ) • . . 
: : ~ . ' \ ·:..· ~;: ··, ;"1·' • • • ~ ' -i" 
' , : ~ ~1 j

1 
; .. zt 'J • I 

• !._J  J • 

• 0·348K RAM 
• SERIAL PORT 
• PARALLEL PORT 
•GAME PORT 
• SOFTWARE INCLUDED 

PRINTER CABLE $9.95 64K RAM UPGRADE 9 / $7.11 

COLOR GRAPHICS ADAPTOR 
FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH IBM COLOR CARD 

,-~._ . 
• • J ' • • : / 

' """ 

• 4 VIDEO INTERFACES: RGB, 
COMPOSITE COLOR, Hl · RES 
COMPOSITE MONOCHROME, 
CONNECTOR FOR RF MOOULATOR 

•COLOR GRAPHICS MODE: 320 x 200 
•MONO GRAPHICS MODE: 640 x200 
• LIGHT PEN INTERFACE 

MONOCHROME GRAPHICS CARD $129.95 
FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH IBM MONOCHROME ADAPTOR AND 

HERCULES GRAPHICS CARD 

,. • • ,, 'S> ~ ·~ 1 • LOTUS COMPATIBLE 
• TEXT MODE: 80 x 25 
• GRAPHICS MODE: 720 "348 
• PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE 
• OPTIONAL SERIAL PORT! 

1200 BAUD INTERNAL MODEM FOR IBM 
INCLUDES PC TALK Ill COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE 

•HAYES COMPATIBLE 
•AUTO DIAL/AUTO ANSWER 
• AUTO RE-DIAL ON BUSY 
• OPTIONAL SERIAL PORT 
• ONE YEAR WARRANTY 

n ' 
TAXAN 

RBB VISION Ill 
MODEL 415 

• 18 MHa BAND WIDTH 
• 640 x 262 PIXEL RESOLUTION 
• 16 COLORS WITH INTENSITY 

CONTROL 
• 12" BLACK MATRIX 
• IBM AND LOTUS COMPATIBLE 

Clllf FOi IBM $15.85 

• TOP RATED FOR APPLE • PERFECT COSMET1C MATCH 
• 13" COMPOSITE VIDEO FOR IBM PC 
• RESOLUTION: 280H • 300V • IBM COMPATIBLE nL INPUT 
• INTERNAL AUDIO AMPLIFIER • 12" NON-GLARE SCREEN 
• ONE YEAR WARRANTY • P39 GREEN PHOSPHOR 

• HI-RES 22 MHz BAND WIDTH 

$289.95 $169.95...-.--·MONITOR STAND 

$99.95 
TILTS AND SWIVELS 

~· 
$12.95 

APPLE COMPATIBLE 
INTERFACE CARDS 

EPIOM PROBUMMER $78.85 

DISK DRIVES 
FOR APPLE COMPUTERS .. 

• Y2 HEIGHT-ALPS MECHANISM 
• 100% APPLE COMPATIBLE 
• FULL 1 VEAR WARRANTY 

• 9 x 9 DOT MATRIX 
• 100 CPS - BIDIRECTIONAL 
• FRICTION AND TRACTOR FEED 
• PROPORTIONAL SPACING 

CABLE TO IBM PC 

BEST 
BARGAIN 

$149.95 
• 80 COLUMN 
• PARAUEL AND SERIAL INTERFACES 
• 8 CHARACTER SETS ANO GRAPHICS 

REPLACEMENT RIBBON CARTRIDGE s;;,;-44 

• DUPLICATE OR BURN ANY 
STANDARD 27xx SERIES EPROM 

•EASY TO USE MENU-DRIVEN 
SOFTWARE INCLUDED 

• MENU SELECTION FOR 2716, 2732, 
2732.A. 2764 & 27128 

• HIGH SPEED WRITE ALGORITHM 
•LEO INDICATORS FOR ACTIVITY 
• NO EXTERNAL POWER SUPPLY 

REQUIRED 
•ONE YEAR WARRANTY 

r  -i· i - .... .. . ' 
..:....- ":-.,"'f;;;,.~ ..  -~~ 

· ~1 · <!!•«< · ( _ 1 
j, ' 1 '~'lh'l llhll 

$38.85 
• FULL TWO YEAR WARRANTY 
•EXPAND YOUR 48K APPLE TO 64K 
• USE IN PLACE OF APPLE 

LANGUAGE CARO 

HIE PC cam W/ IHRUCTIOH SI.II 

IC TESTCARD $88.85 
•QUICKLY TESTS MANY COMMON 

I Cs 
•DISPLAYS PASS OR FAIL 
,. ONE VEAR WARRANTY 
,. TESTS: 4000 SERIES CMOS 

74HC SERIES CMOS 
7400; 74LS, 74L. 74H, 74S, 
SOME PROMS AND RAMS 

• 100% APPLE lie COMPATIBLE, 
REAOY TO PLUG IN W/ SHIELOED 

FOR 
APPLE lie 

AD·3C 
$139.85 

CABLE & MOLDED 19 PIN CONN .ECTOR 
• FAST, RELIABLE SLIMLINE 

OIRECT DRIVE 
• SIX MONTH WARRANTY 

• 3 .5" AOO·ON OISK DRIVE 
• 100% MACINTOSH COMPATIBLE 
• SINGLE SIOED 400K BYTE STORAGE 
• HIGH RELIABILITY ORIVE FEATURES 

AUTO·EJECT MECHANISM 
•FULL ONE VEAR WARRANTY 

DISK DRIVE ICCESSOllES 
DISK CONTROLLER CARO 
APPLE lie ADAPTOR CABLE 819.95 

CONVERTS DRIVES FOR APPLE II AND lie TO MATE 
WITH APPLE lie 

COMREX CR-1000 DUAL SLIMLINE DISK DRIVE 
FOR APPLE COMPUTERS $189.95 

SPACE SAVING DESIGN CLOSE-OUT SPECIAL 
STACK BETWEEN COMPUTER AND MONITOR WHILE SUPPLY LASTS 

~ ~;~~~~j~f#A~[~~:!~E:vm 1rrf~j=1:, 
INCLUDES CONTROLLER AND DOS 3.3 WITH DISK UTILITIES 
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WANTED: Nonprofit educational institution seeks tax
deductible contribution of a disk-based microcom
puter wi th printer (Apple. IBM. or TRS-80 preferred! 
for classroom use with handicapped students. Risa 
K. Allen . Midway Elementary School. Milledgeville. 
GA 31061. (91 21 452-24 13. 

WANTED: Nonprofit school for disadvantaged adults 
seeks tax-deductible donation of persona l com
puters or stand-alone machines. Dr. Dodd. Omaha 
Opportunities Industria lization Center. 2724 North 
24th St.. Omaha. NE 68110. (402) 457-4222. 

WANTED: Catho lic Socia l Services needs tax
deductible donation of IBM PC or equivalent with 
printer for spreadsheet. database word processing. 
and mailing list to use in family-focused adolescent 
sexuality program. Gail Zettel. Catholic Social Ser
vices. Wayne County. 9B5 I Hami lton Ave .. Detroit. 
Ml 4B202. (313) B83-2 IOO. 

WANTED: Tux-deductible contribution of operational 
word processor. Rev. Virginia Jones. Ashburnham 
Community Church. Ashburnham. MA 01430. (6171 
827-5553 . 

WANTED: Hard-disk microcomputer. preferably a 
Vector Graphic. for a 501 (cJ (31 nonprofit public 
policy research and education organization. Tux
deductible. APJ Education Fund. Suite 218. 806 15th 
St. NW. Washington. DC 20005. 

NEEDED: Nonprofit educational group devoted to 
Western mysticism and new science needs word
processing equipment (two or more terminals with 
printers( . IBM PC-compatible or CP/M. Tux
deductible. Contact Jim Holland. Friends of Creation 
Spirituality. POB 19216. Oakland. CA 94619. 

WANTED: Computer engineering student wou ld like 
to exchange publ ic-domain programs and informa
tion for the NCR Decision Mate V computer. Juan 
Fdo. lbro G .. Apartado Aereo 52020. Medellin. Co
lombia. South America. 

WANTED: High-technology student needs Apple 11 
or 11+ public-domain software for education. Will 
send in return programs from my public-domain 
library. Would also like to buy a used graphic light
pen system. Joakim Lindberg. Hokviigen 20. 9314 3 
Skelleftea. Sweden. 

WANTED: Computer enthusiasts worldwide to ex
change views and ideas. I am an Apple 11 user. Oscar 
Lau. P.O. Box 1133. Sibu. Sarawak. Malaysia. 

FOR SALE: MPX-16 microcomputer. IBM-compatible. 
Power supply. case. Micromint ST-1000 smart ter
minal board. 12BK. support ROMs for terminal or 
IBM-type keyboard and keyboard adapter. two Tun
don SS/DD disk drives in separate case with power 
supply. and more. 51400. Richard Bryant. 1631 Kings 
Dr. #4 11 . Bartlesv ille. OK 7 4006. J9 IBJ 3 3 5-0888. 

FOR SALE: Auto-dial/auto-answer. direct-connect 
300-bps modem for Apple. Bare PC board with 
EPROM and TMS99 532 : 550. Tub and Heath books. 
assorted electronic components: will sell or trade 
for back issues of BYTE. pre-1981 Radi1>-Electronics. or 
Apple books. magazines. or hardware. Send list. 
Michael Schwarz. POB 146. Danville. WA 99121. 

FOR SALE: TRS-80 Model 100 with 32K RAM. DC 
power supply. cassette (CCR-B2) with cable and DC 
power supply. direct-connect modem cable. ciga
rette lighter DC adapter. and two cassette pallets. 
Books. manuals. and more. 5600 or best o ffer. Ken
neth Humbard. POB 4-972 . Anchorage. AK 99509. 
(907) 563 -4 376. 

FOR SALE: Osborne I computer with tan case and 
SS/DD drives. Excellent condition. recently under
went preventive maintenance. 5500. Jeremy Kezer. 
(203 ) 535-2623 . 

WANTED: Persons wishing to correspond with in
dividual just learning BASIC on a Timex Sinclair 
1000. Interested in exchanging information on prac
tical usages. new modes. and " living symbols:· 
S. Steps. do POB 163777. Sacramento. CA 95B16. 

FOR SALE: Early BYTE issues. from number I to 
I9BO. Also early issues of Kilobaud and 80 MicroCom
puting. Greg Ludwig. 910 Soo Blvd .. Rice Lake. WI 
54B6B. (715) 234-2680. 

FOR SALE: Alphacom printer. datasette. TV/monitor 
for Commodore 64-compatible. and public-domain 
software: 54 70. New: good condition. Wish to buy 
Commodore 64 disk drive and monitor in good con
dition. Nicole Turoin. 52-06 Skillman Ave. 2R. Wood
side. New York. NY 11377. (718) 507-24B4 . 

FOR SALE: Intel SBC/Multibus System: SBC B0/20-4 
board with BOBOA CPU. clock. 4K RAM. 8K ROM. 
48 1/0 lines. RS-232C drivers and receivers: SBC 
016A 16K RAM expander board: SBC 204 disk con
troller: Vector plugboard: mounted in Intel 4-slot 
card cage. manuals: $850 plus shipping. Rich Myers. 
32 11 Standish. Cleveland. OH 44134. (216) 845-1015. 

FOR SALE: Ohio Scientific C8P computer system. In
cludes 48K RAM. dual B-inch disk drives. Epson 
MX-BO printer with serial interface card and ribbons. 
RF (TV) converter. 12-inch black-and-white TV. all · 
cables. manuals. and more. We will pay to ship in 
original cartons. Asking $2000. Brad Chase or Tim 
Jones. POB 321. Epping. NH 03042. (603( 679-2404 . 

WANTED: Information. manuscripts. and reprints of 
articles dealing with software copyright protection. 
software law. and software piracy. D. C. Eshbaugh, 
Department of Anthropology, Arizona State Univer
sity. Tempe. AZ B5287 . 

FOR SALE: Cromemco Z.20 64K with dual 5-inch 
floppies. Spare I 6K board and many other extras. 
No reasonable offer refused. Steve Robinson. 
Precept Ministries. POB 23000. Chattanooga. TN 
37422 . (615) 892-6B l 4. 

FOR SALE: First three and a half volumes (missing 
volume 3. number 3) of 5-100 Microsystems magazi ne. 
First offer over 560. C. Hill. Apt. #3 12. 27904 Pacific 
Highway S. Federal Way. WA 9B003 . 

FOR SALE: S-100 Sol-20 computer: $500. 64K static 
memory board : S150. Morrow controller: S 150. 
B-inch SS/DD enclosed drives: each $3 50. Sanyo 
9-inch black-and-white monitor: $75. Anderson 
Jacobson B4 I Selectric with parallel interface: $400. 
BYTE. 197B through 1983: $125 . John Ross. 327 
Chestnut St.. Batavia. IL 60510. (312) B79-2 583. 

WANTED: Broken Apple ll s. ll+s. or lies and broken 
peripheral devices (cards. drives. etc.). Good price: 
I wi ll pay shipping. Gary Raabe. 4 729 Broughton. 
Corpus Christi. TX 78415. 

FOR SALE: Video-display terminal. Model ADM IA, 
full keyboard with numeric pad. special function 
keys. block and line transmit functions. Excellent 
condition. $2 50. T. Kruckewitt. 77 49 College Tuwn 
Dr. # 130. Sacramento. CA 95826. (916) 3B3-07B2 . 

FOR SALE: Used 192K-byte memory-expansion 
module for DEC Rainbow IOOA JPCIXX-AB): $200. 
Henry Suzukawa. 22266 Schoenborn. Canoga Park. 
CA 91304 . 

FOR SALE: IBM PC Portable with 2 56K. two DD/OS 
disk drives. serial port. and more. Excellent condi
tion: $2700. Joe Decker. 93 -95 Lake St.. Rouses 
Point. NY 12979, (5 18) 297-7933. 

FOR SALE: Big Board II with two Shugalt SS/DD 600K 
drives. 15-inch monitor. and keyboard: SB50: two 
MPI OS/DD 360K disk drives in a Heath Z.37 case 
and power supply: $2 50: Centronics One parallel 
printer. Silver Paper: $50. John Wytsma. 9 Pitch Pine 
Dr.. lbpsham. ME 040B6. (207) 725-4209. 

FOR SALE: Commodore 64 system. Includes 1541 
disk drive. 1701 color monitor. 1525 dot-matrix 
printer. KoalaPad graphics tablet. BO-column ca rd. 
other add-ons. joysticks. etc. Light use: $900 or best 
offer. Michael Feldman. 615 Finch Ave. W. lbronto. 
Ontario M2R IN8. Canada. (416) 633-1750. 

FOR SALE: Motorola 68000 VERSAmodule com
puter system with 512 K-byte RAM. universal 1/0. 
universal disk controller. 16-megabyte hard disk. 
card cage. and power supplies: 53000. Hugh Shane. 
7 Green Meadow Rd .. Pleasantville. NY 10570. 

FOR SALE: Hewlett-Packard 87XM computer. B2905B 

UNCLASSIFIED ADS MUST be noncommercial. from 
readers who have compu/er equipment to buy. sell, or trade 
on a onetime basis. All requests for donated computer 
equipment must be from nonprofit organizations. Programs 
to be exchanged must be written by the individual or be 
in the public domain . Ads must be typed double-spaced. 
contain 50 words or less. and include fu ll name and ad
dress. This is a free service; ads are printed as space per
mits. BYTE reserves the right to reject any unclassified 
ad that does not meet these criteria. When you submit 
your ad (BYTE. Unclassified Ads. POB 372. Hancock . 
NH 03449). allow at least four months for it to appear. 

printer. 82936A ROM drawer. 00087-15002 plotter 
ROM. 00087-15012 electronic disk ROM. and more. 
Perfect condition. J. A. Henebry. (518) 371-0423 . 

WANTED: June and September 1981 BYTE. First 
response gets $6 check for each: you forward pre
paid. Ed Niebuhr. 15 Springhi ll Lane. Lafayette. CA 
94 549. (415) 283-2644 . 

WANTED: Motorola MEX 6BKECB 68000 education 
board. Don Lewis. 606 Hazel Ave.. Folsom. PA 
19033 . (2 15) 586-5212 . 

FOR SALE: S-100 cards. IMSAI MPU-A: $35. MPU-B: 
5200. PIC-8: $3 5. Processor Technology BK static 
RAM: $20. CUTS cassette interface: $20. As is. John 
Lin. 5501 South Kenwood. Chicago. IL 60637. (312) 
684-3689. evenings. 

WANTED: Spectravideo 328 user seeks corre
spondence with other SV users. R. A . Fortune. 46 
West 17th St.. New York. NY 10011. 

WANTED: Schematic/documentation on Vector 
Graphic Flashwriter IV card and Micropolis PCB 
transmitter and bus receiver cards. Will reimburse 
costs. G. Carroll. 4915 Berryman Ave.. Culver City, 
CA 90230. (213) 398-9110. 

WANTED: KIM-I ROMs or complete board. The two 
6530s must be in good working condi tion. Also in· 
terested in any information about dynamic memory 
controller chips. Glenn Va lenta. 1626 Connecticut 
Ave.. Joplin. MO 64BO I. (4 171 782-300B. 

FOR SALE: Sage II with I 2BK. two 640K disk drives. 
TeleVideo 92 5 green terminal. and more. Runs at B 
MHz. Perfect for programming. Like new. Asking 
52300 or best offer. Gordy Kastner. 4760 North 
Creosote Place. Tucson. AZ8 5749. 1602) 749-1739. 

FOR SALE: Four Intel B6/12A CPU multibus boards 
with 16-bi t 8086. 32K dual port memory. 24 digital 
1/0 lines. RS-232C port: $200 each or $725 for all. 
l\vo TRS-BO Model Is. Level II. I6K CPU and monitor: 
expansion interface. serial interface. and DD 
adapter: two SS/DD floppy drives: PROM program
mer and 80 Miao. 51000. Steve Wiisel. 54 72 Delhi 
Park. Cincinnati. OH 3423B. (5 131 922-6450. 

FOR SALE: Smoke Signal Broadcasting 6809 ·2-MHz 
SS-50 with 4-megabyte hard disk. OS/DD floppy, 
96K. and more. Best offer. Also OS/DD drive. SS-50 
chassis. SWfPC boards. two terminals. and Epson 
MX-80 printer. RobeJt Field. I 22B Carlotta Ave.. 
Berkeley. CA 94707. (4 15) 527-7962 . 

FOR SALE: Four floppy drives. TEC-FB501. half
height. SS/DD direct drive. like new: $70 each or $65 
each for two to four. Also. four Shugalt 8-inch B00-2 
drives: $7 5 each or $70 each for two to four. I pay 
shipping. l\vo Condor power supplies: $2 5 each. 
Steve Gilley. POB BIO. Hermosa Beach. CA 90254 . 

FOR SALE: Hayes SmaJtmodem. 300 bps: $125 . Rare
ly used. Overseas Crusades. 2 5 Corning Ave.. 
Milpitas. CA 95035. (408) 263-1101 or David 
Nesmith. (408) 270-1185. 

FOR SALE: l\vo IMSAI S-100 housings. two B080 
CPUs. 4K static RAM. and two MIOs. Dual NoJth Star 
drives with interface. Ithaca Aud io ZBO CPU. CCC 
64K dynamic RAM. Four Godbout BK RAMs. l\vo 
video interfaces. Extender/probe. Monitor. 8-inch 
drive. Best offer. R. Trinka. IB5 Walnut St. #3. New 
Orleans. LA 701 IB. (504) 464-336B or 866-0233 . 

WANTED: DDDC Disk Control Board: 32K. 48K. or 
64K memory board and SMB2 1/0 board for Tech
nical Design Labs Xitan computer. William Leonard. 
14956 Ronda Dr .. San Jose. CA 95 124. (40BJ 
377-8582. evenings. 

FOR SALE: IMSAI BOBO with ZPU processor board. 
22-slot motherboard. 4BK RAM. ROM monitor. one 
serial and three parallel 1/0 poJts. cassette interface. 
Vistar GTX CRT. many extra boards. and more. As
sembled and working. Asking $1100. Steve Dover. 
821 Laramie. Wilmette. IL 60091. (312) 25 1-46B3 . 

WANTED: Owners of true IBM-compatibles and users 
groups worldwide for exchange of opinions and self
written or pub lic-domain software. Languages: 
BASIC. Pascal. assembler. Write in English. French. 
Spanish. or Italian. Mario Manuzzi. Via Serraglio. 37. 
1-47023 Cesena (FOJ. Italy. 

WANTED: LNW-BO users to exchange software (user
written) and hardware modifications. Have written 
fast graphics printer dump that I'll supply source 
code for: also designed speech board and drive 
software I'll supply design for. Neil Breeden II. 2916 
West 3B75 S #4 . West Valley C!ty. UT 84 119. 
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BYTE'S ONGOING MONITOR Box 

ARTICLE# PAGE ARTICLE AUTHOR(S) ARTICLE# PAGE ARTICLE AUTHOR(S) 

I 9 Mlcrobytes . . . staff 17 229 EGO: A Homebuilt CPU. 
2 37. 431 What's New . . staff Part I : The Software . .. . ..... ... Kelley 
3 44 Ask BYTE . . . . Ciarcia 18 247 The Quarter-Meg Atari 800XL ..... Buchholz 
4 57 Book Reviews .... . .... . . . . ... . . Klein. Hughes. 19 257 A Parallel-to-Serial 

Walker. Printer Port Adapter. . . ...... Austerlitz 
Edginton 20 263 Add Function Keys 

86 Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar: Build the to Your Microcomputer . . .. ...... Hanslip 
SBl80 Single-Board Computer. 21 276 The Kaypro 16 . . . . . . . . . McMahon 
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388 WATCOM PRODUCTS INC. . . . 149 

389 WESTERN COMPUTER ....... 240 

390 WESTERN COMPUTER .. 240 

391 WINTEK CORP. .... ........... 49 

392 WINTEK CORP.. . .... 453 
393 WR ITING CONSULTANTS ...... 188 

395 XEROX CORP... 
396 XEROX CORP. .. 
397 XOR CORP . . .. 

• Correspond direclly wilh compan!I. 

.. 189 
.... 415 

. . 383 

INTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING SECTION 

501 AMERICAN BUYING & EXPORT 
SERVICES . . . . . . I 28E 
BYTE .... ...... 128A. 1281. 128K 

502 CASIO ....... . ... . ....... 128L 

503 COMMUNICATIONS 

ELECTRON ICS .. .. 12BF. 128G 
504 FORTH·SYSTEME . . . . . 128H 

505 GREY MATTER . . . . .. .. 128H 

506 KCSYSTEMS . . . .. ... . 128H 

507 L.F. TECHNOLOG IES . . 1281 
MICRO MINT . . . . . 1288 

508 MULTITECH INDUSTRIAL CORP . 128C 

509 OLIVETTI . . . . . . . . . . . . 1280 
510 WINTECH CORP ....... . . .. 128H 


No domestic inquiries. please. 

STIP 
SEND FOR YOUR 1) 
SUBSCRIBER I.D. CARD 

SUBSCRIBERS ONLY!* 
Use BYTE's Telephone Inquiry Processing System 
Using TIPS can bring product information as much as 10 days earlier 

If you are a new subscriber or have lost your I.D. card, circle #1 on the Reader Service 
Card; attach mailer label. We will immediately send your personal TIPS subscriber card. 

GET PREPARED 2) 

3) 

Write yow· Subscriber Number, as printed on you.r Subscriber I.D. Card, in boxes in Step 5 below. 
(Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes) 

Write numbers for information desired in boxes in Step 7b below. 
(Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes.) 

CALL TIPS 4) Now, on a Tuuch-Tune telephone dial: (413) 442-2668 and wait for voice commands. 

ENTER YOUR 
SUBSCRIBER AND 
ISSUE NUMBERS 

5) 

6) 

When TIPS says: "Enter Subscriber Number" 
(Enter by pushing t he numbers and symbols [# or * enclosed in the boxes] on telephone pad 
ignoring blank boxes) 
Enter D D D D D D D D llil llil 

When TIPS says "Enter magazine code & issue code" 
Enter [] 00 IID !lil 00 00 

ENTER YOUR 
INQUIRIES 

END SESSION 

7a) 

b) 

8) 

9) 

When TIPS says "Enter (next) Inquiry Number" 
Enter one inquiry selection from below (ignore blank boxes) 

Repeat 7a as needed (maximum 17 inquiry numbers) 

1. D D D 00 00 6. 0 D D llil llil 10. D D D 00 llil 14. D D D 00 00 
2. D D D 00 00 7. D D 0 00 llil 11. D D D 00 00 15. 0 D 0 00 00 
3. D D D 00 00 8. D D 0 00 00 12. D D D 00 00 16. 0 0 0 00 00 
4. DD D 00 00 9. D D D 00 00 13. DD 0 00 00 17. 0 0 0 00 00 
5. D D D 00 00 

End session by entering 0 0 IID [I) 00 00 

Hang up after hea1'ing fin al message 
U you are a subscriber and need assistance, call (603) 924-9281. 

If you are not a subsciiber fill out the subscription card found in this issue or, call BYTE Circulation 800-258-5485. 
*Domestic and Canadian Subscribers Only! 
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NEC PRINTERS. 
IBEYONLYSTOPWHEN 

YOUWANTIBEMTO 

dot matrix printer. 

NEC printers are incredibly reliable. 

--••L_j Spinwriter 8800 
· letter-quality printer. 

I I I I 

' I I I 

In fact, with normal use, an NEC printer can run an average of 5 years before it needs a 
repair. And chances are, that repair will take only about 15 minutes. 

To become that reliable, an NEC printer has to go through some ofthe most demanding 
tests in the industry. 

First, we test every single part before it goes into the printer. Then we test the printer itself. 
Nothing is forgotten. Nothing is left to chance. 

But reliability is only part of the story. There 's much more. Our printers work with every 
popular PC. With more leading software programs. And with more forms handlers to make 
paperwork a snap. 

So no rnatter what your printing needs- and no matter what size your budget- NEC has 
a printer for you. Our full line ofSpinwriter® printers, for low to high speed letter quality printing. 
And our versatile Pinwriter™ and Color Pinwriter printers, for high resolution dot matrix printing. 

To find out more about NEC printers, call 1-800-343-4418 (in Mass. 617-264-8635). 
Or write: NEC Information Systems, Department 1610, 
1414 Massachusetts Ave., Boxborough, MA 01719. 

~~c 

NECPRINIERS.THEYONLYSTOPWHENYOUWANTTHEMlO. 
C&C 
Computers and Communications 

NEC Information Systems, Inc. 
Spinwriter is a registered trademark ofNEC Corporation. Pinwriler is a trademark of NEC Corpo ra tion. Inquiry 27 1 
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